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(lo-operationand the Labor Problem.

Present indications seem to point to
May 1 as the date upon which the work
. men in various localities will again at
tempt to secure, by united action, such
alterations in the conditions under which
they are now working as they consider
justly their due. The formation of
unions by workmen or the existence of a
union in a community is looked upon by
many employers as a menace on the part
of the employees, who propose to gain by
force what the individual employee or
the workmen of a single employer cannot
secure by petition. In the light of past
experience there is some reason in such a
view, but the fact that the workmen be
lieve they are deprived of certain prerog
atives which should belong- to them is

worthy of earnest consideration. If the
opinions of the workmen exist in such
universal harmony as to result in the for
mation of unions, in order that the ex

pression of those opinions may be under

stood to represent the views of workmen
in a given locality, wholesale opposition
on the part of employers is worse than use

less, even though a union should be

forced out of existence. The chances are a

feeling of injury and hostility is engend
ered, and the convictions of the workmen

remain the same while being forced into

inactivity pending another opportunity

for a trial of strength. The untenable
ground taken by some of the unions and

the overt acts of others are fully recog
nized, while the error of these false posi

tions not being at once abandoned by the

unions when the falsity is demonstrated

lies almost entirely with the employer, for
if he has not been fully conversant with
the successive steps taken by the union to

bring itself into a false position, he should

have been (if only from a business point
of view), and should have taken measures

to prevent a false opinion from becoming
prevalent at the outset.

Arbitration.

The average employer being desirous
of treating his men fairly when trouble
arises, ofi'ers to arbitrate with them upon
the differences existing in his own busi
ness, but is met with refusal, because his
individual action in no way affects the
condition of the workmen employed by
others. He at once considers the matter
a personal affair, and proposes to “run
his own business ” whether or no, and
aggravates the case by doing all in his
power to oppose the union, utterly and
entirely ignoring the fact that he has up
to this time tacitly admitted that the po

sition taken by the union was right, by
the silence which gives consent. Things
being in this condition, he thinks that he
has done his duty by once offering arbi
tration, forgetting again that “this con
dition " is the result of a long and cumu
lative course of reasoning by the union ;

cumulative in more firmly establishing
the wrong position of the union because
uncorrected by the employer and by his
silent consent to its reasoning. The only
way to correct-the evil in the unions is not
by offering arbitration once, nor twice,
but by insisting upon it, and by joint con
sideration establish the just prerogatives
of each side, and lay the spirit of en
croachment aside once for all. Employ
ers cannot do this individually, and might
as well make up their minds to this fact,
and to the fact that they owe it as a duty
to their brother employers and to their
successors to do all in their power to
bring about a just and correct condition
of affairs, and to exercise that power in
union, that it may be of some avail. The
fact that the workmen seem to be com
bining for united action in many locali
ties on May 1 is a desirable condition of
affairs, as they define their position and
enable the employers in these localities to
treat with a definite set of conditions that
are maintained by the majority, and ob
viates the necessity of bringing many
workmen of many varied opinions to
gether, in order that when correct prac
tices are secured they may be secured by
the majority, and thus established per
manently. -

Bottlingmm.
The example afiorded by the trial of
cases of complaint between members of a
builders’ exchange by a committee ap
pointed for the purpose is eminently
valuable, on account of the wisdom of the
decisions, and more particularly on ac
count of the influence of such action

upon all persons connected with the or
ganization. A very proper restraint is
exercised, by the known existence of a
tribunal within the exchange which is
available in all cases where unfair prac
tices are possible; and many loose and

questionable methods are held in check
by such wholesome discipline. It is of
immense advantage to have an accepted
method of hearing both sides of a dispute,
from which may result an official decis
ion that will clear the atmosphere of the
exchange of rumors and discussions and
close a dispute in an effectual and de
cisive manner. Disputes and suspicions
are bound to occur as long as man exists,

but it is a decided advantage to have a
court of appeal to which the members of a
builders’ exchange can resort. where the
peculiar conditions of the business in
volved are familiar to those who hear
and decide upon the case, where the
decision may be had without the cost.
friction and delay of courts of law, and
where a decision, when reached, will in
all probability prove more satisfactory to
those concerned than if obtained from the
judgment of men totally unfamiliar with
the peculiar conditions of the business.

Value of Decisions.

Members-of an exchange should bring
cases for action before the board of
judges, complaint committee, or what
ever the body may be termed, rather than
permit supposed injuries to rankle in their
minds. In this connection it might be
well to consider the question as to whether
many of the disputes between owners and
members of the exchange might not be
settled in this manner. Another value of
a decision rendered by a competent com
mittee, appointed for the purpose, is that
it is practically a precedent, such as
would be given if the case was submitted .
to a court of law, except that it is much
more satisfactory, from being by
men thoroughly familiar with all sur
rounding conditions, and lacks the pub
licity attached to court proceedings, while
being of equal value with a legal pre
cedent to members of the exchange.

Oldest House in America.

What is said to be the oldest house now
standing in America is at Guildford, Conn.
It is reported to have been erected in 1639
by the Rev. Henry Whitfield. one of the
original settlers of Guildford, for the
accommodation of his family and as a
fortification for the protection of the in
habitants against the Indians. It occu
pies rising ground overlooking the south
part of the village, and commands a fine
view of Long Island Sound. According
to tradition the stone of which the house
is built was brought by the Indians on
hand barrows from the rocks about 80
rods east of the house, and an ancient
causeway in the swamp is pointed out as
the path employed for the purpose. The
house is of two stories and an attic, the
walls being 3 feet thick. In the recesses
of the windows are broad seats. At the
southwest corner of the second story there
was originally an embrasure command
ing the approach from the south and
west. It was about a foot wide, with a
stone flooring, and was evidently made
for defensive purposes. In the attic there
were two recesses. and at the end of the
wing by the chimney in the second story
was another recess. all evidently intended
as places of concealment. The house is
said to have been kept in its original
form until 1869,when it underwent such
alterations as to greatly change its in
ternal arrangement and exterior appear
ance. The beams are of oak, and the
floors, doors and window sash were orig
inally of the same material. The window
panes were of diamond shape. When the
house was repaired in 1868it was neces
sary to remove some of the oaken timbers,
and from one of them the present stair
rail and balusters were made. The house
is owned by Mrs. Sarah B. Cone of Stock
bridge, Mus, and is occupied by F. S.
Hall.
BostonFire DepartmentBuilding.
An imposing structure to cost about
$165,000is soon to be erected on Bristol
street, Boston. for the headquarters of the
Fire Department of that city. The style
of architecture will be Florentine, while
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the tower is designed after that of the
Palazza De Publico in the city of Siena,
Italy. The structure will have a frontage
of 49 feet on Bristol street and rear width
of 59 feet, the additional space projecting
out beyond the tower. The building will
be 76 feet high while the tower will ex
tend ekyward to a hight of 155feet, being
14feet square._ At an altitude of 142feet
will be a belfry, corbelled out, making the
tower at that point 18 feet square and ad

mitting of a passage around the outside.
The hight of the belfry within will be 20
feet in the clear. The material to be used
in the building will be colored brick, simi
lar to that employed in connection with
the Madison Square Garden in this city,
while the trimmings will be of Amherst
brick. The coping and stone cornices will
be of the same material, as will also be
the 11per portion of the tower and the
six ba conies. In the lower stories every
fifth course of brick will be recessed to
give a scheme of stone work to the base
ment. The underpinning course will be
of hammered granite. The building will

lggivia
flat roof which will be paved with

c .
———--___—»—~

Building Details.

Much more attention is paid to details
than was the case a few years ago, says a
recent issue of the

Building
News and

E ineen'ng Journal, when t e idea pre
va' ed that it was beneath the rovince of
an architect to care for such trrvialities as
iron work, wallpapers, and the many
other accessories which the arts of the
decorator and furnisher rendered neces
sary. A

lump
sum was allowed for these

things : 'but t e architect had very little to
do with them except in getting a com
mission on the sums so appro riated.
Probably the ne lect of details an acces—
sorial arts was t e natural result of an era
'ven up to imitations of classic and
thic styles, and it was this want of
thoroughness and reality which gave the
architecture of the early part of the
present century the

superficial
and quasi

character it has ever ad the reputation
for. To. the later Gothic revival—the
Pugin ue period—we must attribute a
more has thful state of the art. When it
was not thought beneath the dignity of
the architect to design metal work and
church furniture, a much more compre
hensive view of architecture dawned upon
the profession. A host of metal workers
and wood workers, glass painters and
furnishers appeared. The revival of art
industries has shown no sign of abate—
ment, and we see the trades connected
with architecture carried on with greater
fervor and success than at any previous
time since the Italian Renaissance. These
industries have forced themselves upon
the attenion of architects, with the re
sult thata better class of manufacture
and more artistic kinds of fittings are
produced.

THE SCHOOL OF BRAMANTE.

Quite lately we have heard of the in
fluence of the school of Bramante on the
architecture of the revival—how he cul
tivated the various arts of painting and
perspective, the study of Roman details,
and

o
b
i: the application of scientific

meth produced an architecture in his
“last manner" worthy of admiration.
The secret of Bramante's success as an
architect was his knowledge of details,
which he studied with a scientific per
ception of their value. His compositions,
as shown in his

grand
conception for St.

Peter's—a cu a rising above aGreek
cross—evince a bold attempt to invest
the Gothic spirit with a Roman dress,
and the Renaissance of Italy owed to
him its full development as a st le capa
ble of genuine application. t would
scarcely be fair to say that our modern
architects have not shown the same spirit
of adaptation; but it will be admrtted
that we may learn a good deal from these
pioneers of modern architecture. Their

wider studies of all that belong to the
art, due to the fact that they studied
painting, sculpture and every science
open to them, might well make us hesi
tate to lay claim to the perfectness of our
culture, even in s ite of the progress
made in science an manufacture. The
chief reason why we are so far behind
the Bramantes, Albertis and Michael An
gelos of the revival is that their mode
of learning was sodifferent ; they studied
artas-a whole instead of only a .

The artistic aim or idea was present tom
the first in their training, and every part
of the design, from the plan to the small
est detail, was ruled by it. Now we are
apt to allow the builder or the employer
to have his way, and are contented to
become draftsmen of others’ ideas.
Why? Because our architectural knowl
edge is learned mainly in the drawing
oflice. and not in the workshop or on the
scaffold. We have no evidence to show
that any of the great masters of the Renais
sance were expert as architectural drafts
men. though we know they were consum
mate delineators of the human figure.
and could express in a few lines very
noble designs and compositions. Their
studies were on the spot. When Andrea
Mantegna painted a ceiling or altarpiece,
he sketched out the design in the build
ing. Michael Angelo designed his fres
coes and Cartoons for the Sistine Chapel
within the walls. We can hardly imagine
one of these old masters making a design
to a small scale for an interior on paper
out of the building for which it was in
tended. Vicarious art was unknown to
them. Delegated design could never have
roduced Palladio, Bramante or Da Vinci.
hey were their own architects, painters
and decorative artists, and intrusted
nothing to de uties. How different now?
Every study or decoration. whether of
fresco, stained glass or color, even the
ornamental details of our plaster ceilings
-—all are given to experts. Even such
structural details as iron work or the
furniture of a

. church are left to manu
facturers, who submit designs. By- this
loss of contact or touch between the
artist and the work, this doing

everg'thinby deputy, we can longer claim t e 01
communion of the arts. Disintegration
has resulted, and we have now disunion
between art and artist.

LOSS IN ARCHITECTURE.
In two or three ways architecture has
lostb the separation or

splitting
up of

art. e enter a large bui ding of well
roportioned elevation to find ourselves
'sap inted immediately we pass the
three old. The architect has forsaken
us; the interior is cold and bare in the
walls, or, on the contrary, so vulgarly
bizarre that we can see the decorative
artist has been let wildly loose. No con
straining hand is evident. The stained
glass on the door panels, the wall-tile
decoration, the dadoes and ceiling per
haps aneled with Lincrusta painted and
gild ,are wanting in harmony and keep
rng. Our senseof propriety is shocked by
the details—the vulgar consoles support
ing the ceiling beams. the elaborate de
sign of the cling, the curious admixt
ure of Gothic and classic detail in the
balustrade of staircases, the cornices
heavy and coarse. Why so different a
note apparent in the interior? Only one
explanation can be given: the interior
fittings and decoration have been rele
gated to specialists b the architect. The
rivalries of a set of i1 directed tradesmen
are evident. Parquetry, faience, modeled
canvas and all sorts of relief decorations
are found in lieu of substantial wood
work, plaster and modeled decoration or
carving from designs by the architect.
We see a pattern on the dado panel that
is too intricate, more suited to the panel
of a china cabinet ; the ceiling decoration
and the “filling ” of the walls. on the con
trary, is just as

clumsg
and heavy. We

feel instinctively that t e coarse and deli
cate are not in their right places. The
scale of the room and its details have not
been consulted, for the simple reason
that the owner has selected the pattern
in the showrooms of the manufacturer.

How unlike the old system of the Cinque
Centisti who designed their decoration to
suit the apartment. Even “ high-class”
ready-made joinery shows the same want
of refinement in the details of the mold
ings. The beauty of the Tyuecastle,
Ana 1 ta, Lincrusta and other forms
of re ie decoration is therefore lost in the
application.

MASTERY 0? DETAILS.
Again, take the matter of vaulting.
Not one architect in fifty knows anything
about the practice of vault building. The
setting out and construction were origin
ally mastered b the old Medimval archi
tect, who coul study the requirements
of the vault on the actual building, and
not be content with showin the lines of
ribs and groins in the smal scale draw
ings. How to set out the lines, how to
form the bevels for the groin bricks, how
the springings are managed, are points
which descriptive geometry cannot teach

practically.
To master the details of

uilding a personal uaintance with
the operations of mason, rick cutter and
carpenter is absolutely indispensable, and
no teaching bod nor any theoretical
examination con ucted in class rooms
can teach those 0 rations. Models are
valuable in teaching the theory of ma
sonry or brick work ; but, being made to
explain a preconceived theory, they do
not illustrate exceptional modes of work
ing a problem that are found in practice.
They are like book diagrams in this
respect. Instruction in details can only
be found in mixing with workmen and
actual buildings; and if every master
gave opportunities to his pupils to do so,
there would be much to recommend the
old system of pupilage. We know, how
ever, that the ordinary pupil is confined
to office routine, and his facilities for
learning the practical side of his profes
sion are very small.
Attention to details isbeing forced upon
the profession b the very requirements
of modern building. As these become
more perfect and precise, so must the
architect make a more exact study. The
lighting of certain buildings has called
out many ingenious contrivances for
openin windows, like patent gear-ings
for fan ights and skylights.

'
The advan

tages of screw action or simple levers
have to be weighed. Then we have
“ prismatic lens lights” and systems of
glazing. Artificial lighting has developed
important industries in the making of
burners and lamps for both gas and elec
tricit . The details of "wiring" build
ings ave introduced a new detail for in
casing the wires, in which moldings of
wood or plaster can be made useful as
well as ornamental. Floor-ings of various
kinds to suit various requirements, sani
tary and decorative, have developed a
large trade. Sanitary science and the
progress of sanitation have immensely
added to the details which the architect

is called upon to master, if we consider
that drainage, water supply, plumbing,
warming and ventilation come within the
scope of the architect’s labor, and in some
special

building‘s
make an important

branch of the esign, Then there are
details that specially belong to building
materials, such as artifical stones, clay
goods and plasters, iron work, in its
many branches; while the decorative
trades and their numerous specialties
have enlisted the services of a separate
class of artists. The architect cannot be
come a master of all these branches;
it would be impossible—the details
alone would be overwhelming; but he
can interest himself in them as crafts
relating to his own. There is no reason
why he should not make them his
own. At least

lh
e has

th
g discretion

ary power in se ecting an
'
'ng,

if he only did so boldly, and re used
to allow the owner or contractor to
exercise their own va e and irreconcil
able ideas in design. at just now he is

ver much at the mercy of “low tenders,"
an is glad if he can sometimes relegate
all the details of his design to some one
else. to the utter discredit of his work in
matters of finish.
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COTTAGE AT SOUTH BEND, IND.

not long since for Charles Horst, at
South Bend, Ind. , from drawings pre

pared by C. A. Brehmer, architect, of that
lace, is presented u n this and the fol
fbwing pages. The esi calls for five
rooms, a reception hal and bathroom
upon the first floor and three sleeping
rooms u n the second floor. The recep
tion hal and main stairway are so placed
that the parlor, sitting room and dining
room may be easily reached from both,
while in the rear of the sitting room is a
chamber out of which opens the bathroom.
The kitchen is in the rear of the dining
room and communicates directly with it.

A
NEAT COTTAGE which was erected course, fallacious, and needs no argument

to prove it;

ly
e
t in spite of this fact man

is continual y desirous of acting in this
fashion, no matter how certainly experi
ence may caution him to avoid it. It seems
to make little diEerence how important
any particular course of action may be, in
which united action is essential to pro
duce a beneficial result. It is only under
the shar pinch of necessity that men
will final seek each other and join
hands for t e common good.
It is readily conceivable that this in
clination to depend with too great cer
tainty upon individual ability, and the
disinclination to act in concert with

eral government in themselves, require
control and direction for similar reasons
to those which cause the establishment
of laws for the common weal. These
conditions, too, are intimately concerned
in the character of general laws, and are
to a large extent res nsible for efiective
or ineffective legis ation; for the com
prehensiveness of re lations that are
treated for the centre and safety of the
people. These conditions arethe relations
which unduly create the need of govern
ment itself; the relations brought about
by the varied avocations and the social
and business contact of individuals and
classes. Yet too close an intrusion of

.
_\

Cottage at South Bend, Ind.—-Perspective View—Charles A. Brehmer, Architect.

A rear stairway leads from the kitchen to
the basement. The house is finished in
soft wood, the first story being grained
and the second story painted in cottage
colors: In the rear is a cistern having a

capacity of 40 barrels. The cost of the
housein the location named is said to
have been $1750._+_
The Necessity for Associated Elfort.

BY “’51. H. SAYWARD.

There are some things which the human
animal can do without the assistance of
others, but the field of his individual and
unaided efi'ort is extremely limited. The
natural tendency is to believe that one
can easily be independent, and can, to use
an oftrepeated expression, “paddle his
own canoe," with little dependence upon
or regard for others. This idea is, of

others, is inherited from the earliest eras
of human existence, when the individual
interest was the only interest, and the

s rseness of population presented but
little incentive to congregated action—
yet at a very early stage, though in the
rudest way, and for the most common of
purposes, was developed the opposite in
clination of flocking together under the
stress of alarm, which proneness has also
been inherited by all the generations of
man.
From and out of this tendency has
grown government, the fundamental feat
ure of which is the good of the whole as
paramount to the special interest of the
individual, while directly contributing to
the fuller, more complete advantage of
the individual through the security given
to the group of individuals. Beyond the
range of positive government,which com
prehends general laws or regulations for
the common good, are conditions which,
though not within the jurisdiction of gen

1063778

positive government in this domain car
ries with it the danger of special legisla
tion, which is to be shunned.
Conditions, then, while needing di
rection and control on the same general

principles
which support the existence of

aws or the welfare of the whole body
public, yet cannot pro rly be to any
considerable extent wit in the scope of
public consideration or interference, must
sooner or later recognize a power which,
while less coercive than the edicts of gen
eral government, will influence and regu
late customs and practices within the
boundaries where law may not intrude.
The ever-increasing multitudes upon
the face of the earth, the ever-growing
importance of particular callings or pro
fewions, an importance marked by devel
opment of methods, good, bad and indif
ferent, as well as by members involv
might be likened, in the consideration 0

this question of our responsibility, as
groups of individuals, with lines of de
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markaticn fixed by our special callings, to powerless. We must
anse. At position so that we can a just ourselves to

others, for our own good as well as theirs.

circles drawn upon a broad e
first there is ample room for 1 without
touching one another, but as the circles
enlarge the circumferences impinge, and
skill be used and pains be taken to

adJust the swelling circles, the lines will
cross and confusion soon follow, in which
thes 'mmetry and balance of each and all
will lost.
We have reached a point where each
calling or profession, for the purpose of
internal harmony and safety, and in rec
ognition of the harmony and safety of
Other branches of business (all contribut
ing to a common fund of general welfare),
should prepare itself in advance with
methods, and provide itself with machin

GRADE
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sider the special interests of business men,
rather than the interests of men in any
special defined calling. With the great
est confidence men will dense, repare
and work from their own persona stand
point and for their own personal advance

ment, cut and thrust in every direction,
heedless of consequences to others, so long
as they are unwounded. Each one seems
to conceive that he can stand it as lon
as the “ other fellow," and none think 0

a better method until the structure, which
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they have all contributed to erect, falls
to the ground ; and creepingout from the
ruins they compare then- wounds and
bruises and exclaim : “ Let us associate
together, and by protecting each other
protect ourselves."
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The idea of voluntary association, with
the aim to secure particular benefits and
advantages to which a special calling is

house costs more than the ready-made
article, although there are man ' com
pensating advantages. In Phil elphia,
says a recent issue of the Ledger, where
the operative builders have been forced
by com etition to provide all the latest
styles 0 building and appliances for orna
ment and convenience, it is not hard for
ordinary mortals to be suited in a house.
All that is known to modern house build
ers goes into their work, and attractions

rooms, all the fads and fancies that the
owner sees fit to pay for. Philadelphia.
is full of such houses, and all the country
near about it is bein built up with care
fully planned dwel ings, in which the
owner—and his wife—have had their
views of what the right kind of a house
should be practically gratified. _
Special house building has been so ex
tensive that the architects are frequently

puzzled
to conceive some new design 'or

acility. It is not altogether a question
of making a house to suit, but of making
it to suit as some one else has not been
suited. Novelty as well as convenience
is sou ht for, and novelty in house build~
ing ta es avery wide range. It calls into
service all kinds of stone and building
commodities, and sometimes the oddest

entitled, is so new as tobe little under
stood and valued, especially by business
men. We have all been inclined to lean
upon social order and its ofis ring, the
law, with too great a sense 0 securit ,
forgetting that social order and law 0
not make themselves, and unless we are
on the watch, with the best wisdom we
can get through combining our e rience
and our intelli ence, that here, w ere we
most confident y rely for rotection, we
are at hazard, because we ave not con
tributed to the real value and compre
hensiveness of the law.—-+—

Houses Built to Order.

I Having one's house built to order is un
doubtedly a great satisfaction to those

smmmgm) Elevation.

to suit the most fastidious are presented,
the sizes, styles and finish of bulldings de
pending largely, of course, upon the
urchasing power of probable customers.
‘gi’ith all these inducements, and the ele
ment of cheapness which comes with
large operations, there are neverthless
scores upon scores of people interested to
the point of buying or owning a home
who prefer to indulge their own fancy 1n
the matter of construction. It's mainly a
question of capital, for the house to order

Side (Left) Elevation.

materials are the most desirable. In the
suburbs the novelty of exterior appear
anceis most encouraged, and it is the

l

Cottage at South Bend, Ind.—-Elevah'ons.—Scale, )5 Inch to the Foot.

who are ready and able to pay for it.
Like shoes or garments for which the

requires the architect, and the architect variety of constructural ideas that adds
can put into a building all the windows spice as well as beauty to the new houses

customer‘s measure is taken, the ordered and closets. all the large rooms_and small to order.
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PROPOSED TOWER AT THE WORLD’S FAIR.

LTHOUGH it is not yet finally do
cided, it is highly robable that one
of the features 0 the Columbian

Exhibition will be a great tower. A
com any has been formed under the title
of th

e

American Tower Company, with a

capital stock of $1,500,000, of which
over $1,000,000 has already been
spoken for. Options have been se
cured to purchase grounds immediately
adjoining the World’s Fair grounds in
Chicago. After long and careful study,
designs have been prepared by the emi
nent engineer, George S. Morison, of Chi
cago, the designer and builder of some of
America’s most famous bridges.
The actual cost of the tower will be
about $1,500,000. The cost of the Eiflel
Tower wasa little less than $1,700,000,
with cheaper labor and with the price
of steel very much less than in this
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Fig. l.—Outline.

country. The American tower can be built
for lessmoney, notwithstanding its greater
size and earning capacity, on account of
its greater simplicity of design, in which
standard and merchantable sizes of steel
are used. The Keystone Bridge Company
are ready to undertake the erection of
the proposed tower under the direction
of George S. Morison, and give heavy
bonds to complete it in time.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

The general arrangement of the tower
and the arrangement of the accommoda
tions are modeled from those of the Eiffel
tower at Paris. The base of the tower is

made approximately two-fifths of the
hight; 200 feet above the base is placed
the first platform, a large platform to be
occupied by promenades, restaurants and
miscellaneous accommodations, this plat
form being high enough to command the
best view of the entire expoaition grounds
and buildings. The second platform is

placed 200 feet higher up than the first

platform, though it will not be of so much
importance; 500 feet higher up is the
lantern, which is the principal point for
distant views, and is surmounted by a

essarily of a very difierent character.'_',The
problem to be solved was to design a
tower to be carried on the soft soil on
which the city of Chicago is built,Q_this

ll

Fig. 6.—BottomPlane.

Fig. 2.—Plens.

Proposed Tower at

lighthouse and flagstafi, the whole having

a hight of 165 feet.
While, however, the general arrange
ment is derived from that of the Eifiel
Tower, the system of construction is nec

Flg. 4.—SecondPlatform.

the World‘s Fair.

soil being a fine sand which carries large
weights

dglejrfectly
well when they are

properly

'

tributed or supported, but has
little power in itself to resist lateral thrusts.
This rendered anything like the inclined
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Proposed Tower at the World’s Fain—Fig. 5,—Side Elevation.

supports of the Paris Tower inadmissible,
and further, made it necessary to provide
for the expansion of the metal of the
tower in a manner which would not strain
the foundations.
Besides these considerations of founda
tions, it was also necessary to design a

tower which can be built in the shortest
possible time and erectedwith a maximum
speed. This made it necessary to confine
the construction to right lines and square
angles. This led to the selection of the
plan adopted, Fig. 1. The up r shaft
from the lantern V down tot esecond
platform I, is a square shaft battering
from 40 feet square at the top to 100 feet
square at the base, the entire weight
being carried by the four corner posts
which are stifiened by bracing in each of
the four planes. The details are of much
the same character as those of the high
towers of an iron viaduct. It is the
simplest possible form of construction as
well as the strongest and most easily
erected.
From the second platform I, Figs. 1

and 2
,

to the first E, each of the four sides
of the upper shaft is continued downward
in a vertical plane, the four planes inter
secting each other on vertical lines 100
feet apart. Each of the four corner posts

is therefore over one of the intersection
lines of the planes, and the weight from
each of the corner posts is distributed on
four posts, two in each plane, these posts
battering from each other with an inclina
tion of one in four. The section of the
tower, therefore, between the first and
second platform consists of 16 posts, of
which four are in each of the four planes,
the interior posts coming together at the
base, and the arrangement of the four posts
being like an inverted W 300 feet high and
200 feet wide. The shape, therefore, of
the tower at the level of the first platform

is cruciform, E, Fig. 2, measuring 200 feet
in each direction and 100 feet across each
arm. The posts are braced together at in
tervals of 50 feet in the four planes.
Below the first platform E, the weight
from the eight interior posts is carried
directly to the foundation by vertical
posts, while the weight from the exterior
posts is carried down on the sameprinciple
that the weight from the four posts of the
upper shaft is carried—that is

,
by two

equally inclined posts from each point.
To bring these posts together at the center

it was necessaryto double the batter, mak
ing it one in two, Fig. 1

,

instead of one in
four. Each plane, therefore, of the lower
200 feet of the tower becomesan inverted
W, 200 feet high and400feet wide on the
base, with a vertical member in the center.
The members of this plane are sttfl'enedby
bracing placed every 50 feet. The baseof
the tower is then of cruciform section A,
Fig. 2, each arm being 400 feet long and
100 feet wide.
The weights of the lantern and the sev
eral platforms are provided for at their
several levels.
With this arrangement more than half
the total weight of the tower is carried on
four central points and is a fixed quantity.
The remainder is carried on eight out
lying piers and varies with the wind pres
sure. The live load is distributed in the
sameway, but of course is variable every
where. The four central points of sup
port are made fixed points and rest on
piers which are united into one great
foundation. The bearings on the out
lying poiuts are all made with expansion
links which areable to resist both tension
and compression, and the lines of motion
of these links are made radial to the cen
ter of the tower, so that the expansion of
the metal both longitudinally and trans
versely is provided for at the same time.
The only expansion not provided for is

that due to different temperatures in dif
ferent parts of the lower horizontal plane,
which is so small that it may be neglected.
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The entire structure is tied across the base
and is complete in itself, the only stress
transferred to the foundations being a ver
tical pressure.
The maximum weight thrown by the
tower with a complete estimated live load
on each of the four central points is 1760
tons, or in round numbers 7000tons on the
whole foundation, and the maximum
weight thrown on each of the eight out
lying piers is 880 tons, this, however, be
ing largely due to wind. The dead load
alone thrown upon eachof these picrsis less
than 800 tons. If these weights are com
pared with the weights on the founda
tions of many of the tall buildings in Chi
cago, and especially under the grain ele
vators, which are the heaviest and Oldrfli'.
structures in the city, it will be seen that
in spite of the immense size of the tower,
the foundations are a comparatively simple
thing.
The weight of the structural portions of
the tower above the masonry foundations
is about 7000 tons. To this is to be added
2000 tons for the Weights of floors and
buildings. and 2000 tons more for live
load, making a total weight of 11,000
tons, of which less than one fifth is vari
able. A grain elevator of 1,000,000 bush
els capacity—and there are much larger
elevators than this in Chicago—wrighs.
when full of grain, at least 50,000 tons, of
which more than one-half is variable, be
sides which it exposes a large flat surface
to the wind, and in all respects is subj- ct
to much greater disturbing elements than
the tower.

ACCOMMODATIONS.

The accommodations, though following
the same general arrangement, have been
ma'erially increased from those of the
Eifl'el Tower. The first platform. Fig. 8,
which is supported on a cruciform section,
is made circular, this shape being easily
adapted to the shape of the support. The
platform is 250 feet in diameter. Around
this platform runs a covered colonnade 15
feet wide, the roof being supported by two
lines of columns, and a substantial fence
being placed between the columns of the
exterior row. This forms a continuous
promenade unbroken by angles or any lo
cal features to check the movements of a
crowd. Inside of the circular promenade
the platform is left uncovered, except
where occupied by buildings. The spaces
between the colonnade and the planes in
which the struciural members are, give
room for four large buildings 45 feet Wide
and 90 feet long. These buildings Will be
of light construction and three stories
high, and Will be occupied as restaurants;
the lower stories will be only 7 feet high
and used as serving rooms; the second and
third stories will each be 15 feet high, and
these, together with the flat roof, will
furnish accommodations for chairs and
tables. From each of these floors there
will be an uninterrupted view, people on
the first floor looking over those walking
on the promenade, people on the second
floor looking under the roof of the col
onnade, and thoseon the roof looking over
the roof of the colonnade. In the interior,
besides the space occupied by the four
large buildings, there will be room for a
number of small buildings, to be occupied
by various small booths and other build
ings.
The lantern will be supported on the
fourecorner columns, which are 40 feet
apart, the length of the diagonal being,
therefore, about 57 feet. The lantern is
made 60 feet in diameter and two stories
high, each story, however, to be but 7%
feet high. This will give two rooms, each
having a circumference of 188 feet. which
would be the lookouis of the tower, thus
giving nearly 400 feet of observation wall.
The circular outside wall of each floor
would bemade solid for u hight of about
3 feet from the ground, the next 3} feet
will be of plate glass, and above this will

be a frieze, which would he graduated to
mark the points of the compass, and the
namesof important places can be painted
in the proper directions; this circle will
be ofsuch size that each degree will be
more than 6 inches long. Above the two
observation halls will be an open gallery
to which the public will not be admitted,
but on which a small circular railroad can
be laid on which a powerful electric light
can travel so as to make variable effects of
colored light, while within this track will
be a smaller building containing rooms for
special pur oses. Above this small build
ing a ronn shaft, made of boilor plate 12
feet in diameter, will extend 60 feet, this
shaft will contain a spiral staircase leading
to the highest platform of the tower 1020
feet above the graded surface of the
ground. Above this platform will be a
lighthouse surmounted by a flagslafl‘, the
total hight from the ground to the top of
the fiagsiafi being 1086 feet, and from
the bottom of the foundation to the top of
the fiagstafi' 1130 feet.
Within the main structure is to be built
a secondary structure 36 feet square and
of uniform size throughout, extending
from the foundation to the lantern. This
structure is to hold the elevators. It is
diVided into nine shafts of approximately
equal size, eight of which will beoccupied
by the elevator cars, and the ninth at the
center will hold the machinery. Each
elevator car will have an areaof 100square
feet and be capable of carrying 50
people. The four corner cars will run to
the first platform, two of the others will
run to the second platform stopping at.the
first, and the other two will run to the top
of the tower. There Will be separate
entrancesat the base to the three different
classes of cars, so that no confusion can
result. A double staircase Will be built
around the elevator shafts from the
foundation to the first platform, and a
single s'aircase from the first to the
second platform. The general design of
the tower is shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

CONSTRUCTION.

The foundation work will comprise
eight outlying piers supporting the ex
terior bearings of the tower, and the
central pier, which supports the center
hearing. The general principle adepted
for these founditions is that of concrete
piers resting on piles. The weight per
pile will be limited to from 10 to 15 tons,
according to observations to bemadeWbtl]
work is actually begun. These weights
are without any allowance for the bearing
on the ground surface between the piles.
If the piles were entirely omitted the
weight on the surface would be from 1}
to 1} tons per square foot. The concrete
foundation will begin 2 feet below mean
water in Lake Michigan, and the piles
would extend up 3 liet into the matrix of
concrete. All concrete will be first class
Portland cement concrete. The central
pier will contain 7500 yards of concrete
and be supported on 1600 piles. Each of
the outlying piers will contain 700 cubic
yards of concrete and be supported by 185
piles.
Above the concrete foundat‘on, which
will be about level with the graded sur
face of the ground, will be built separate
piers, one on each of the outlying founda
tions and four on the central foundation.
These piers will be of limestone with
heariings of Portland cement concrete,
the piers on the central foundation being
30 feet square and 14 feet high, and those
on each of the outlying foundations 20
feet in diameter and [1 feet high. The
total amount of masonry and concrete in
all the foundations is somewhat more than
15,000 cubic yards.

STRUCTURAL METAL.
The tower will be built of mild steel
and of wrought iron, wrought iron being
used only in the lighter members. The

principal columns are of square box sec
tion, fitted with manholes and interior
ladders for purposes of inspection and
convinience of workmen. These columns
below the second platform will be 40
inches square, and above the second plat
form ihey will taper, decreasing from 40
inches at the base to 16 inches at the lan
tern. All the interior columns will be
built of plates and angles with open-laced
sides. All bracing and stiffening mem‘
bers will have riveted connections so that
nothing can get loose. The compression
members are generally squaremadeof four
angles at the corners and with all four
sides laced. The tension members are
made of four bulb angles placed in pairs
back to back with a single line of lacing.
The weights on all the floors are taken at
100 pounds per square foot, of which one
half is treated as live load. The weights
of the tower u=ed in the calculations are
the actual weights of the metal. A wind
pressure of 50 pounds per square foot on
the entire structure is provided for, and a
wind pressure of 80 pounds per square
foot on the lantern is provided for in all
members above the second platform. With
these conditions the strains are limited to
14,000 pounds per square inch on square
box columns within a maximum unsup
ported length of 16 times the width, and
these strains are reduced for longer
columns, or when thin metal is used in the
plates. Where any member is subject to
both tension and compression the sum of
the two strains is used in determining the
section. The interior elevator shaft will
be of the same character of material and
will rest directly on the central founda
tion. The entire structure will be incom
bustible. the floors of the platforms being
covered with aspbs‘ or cement concrete,
and no wood being used anywhere for
structural purposes.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Tris Douss'rrc Housir PLANNER AND SANI
TARY ARCHITECT. B Various Practical
\Vriiers. 263no.es. Ifiustratedby 16folded
lates and 60 in rams. Bound in stifl
oard covers Pub ishedby Ward, Lock 86
Co. Price. $2.
This work consists of a series of
practical papers on the principles of house
planning and arrangement, as well of
sanitar construction. In the prepara
tion 0 the matter relating to house
planning the authors have had in view
the idea that as domestic houses are con
structed for dwelling purposes, and to
afford shelter and conveniences for the
carrying on of all work which the occu
pants require to be done for them in the
varied necessities of domestic life, the
external arrangement or design of the
house should in all cases be subordinate
to the plan or internal arrangement of
the various apartments which go to make
up the home. Within the covers of this
book the authors have laid down certain
propositions bearing

closely
upon the in

fluence which the interns arrangement
of the various apartments have, when
duly considered, upon the comfort of the
inhabitants. The second portion of the
book treats of matters sug ested by the
title, “The Sanitary Arc itect." and
while written from an English stand
point the volume contains a great deal
that is likely to prove interesting to
American readers. The volume is pro
fusely illustrated by engravings in the
text. as well as by a series of plates con
taining working drawings, which cannot
fail to be both attractive and useful to
the student of building construction.*—
WE ARE APT to think that superstition
is dead. or at least confined to theigno
rant and illiterate, says the New York
Tribune. But this is far from being cor
rect. Recently, for instance, in St. Louis
a large building in one of the best busi
ness streets of the city was torn down
simply because it was thought to be
“ lioodooel."
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Mlklll‘ Saw Ker-fa.

From M. E. J., Williams t, Pa.—In
the November number of arpentry and
Building I notice several answers to the
inquiry of “A. B. McD." with regard to
kerfing. I would like to give my rule,
which is—first, lay out with the com
passes on a board a Inn of the circle
around which the boar is to be bent. I
do this by drawing two circular lines rep
resenting the edge or thickness of the
board to be bent, as illustrated in Fig. 1
of m sketches. Every portion of a circle
has, or a certain distance, a straight sur
face, and the larger the circle the larger
will be this distance, and the smaller the
circle the smaller will be this distance.
In the next place I draw a line touching
the outer circle, as represented by A A in
the sketch. This line may be drawn on
any portion of the circle desired. The
pomts at which the straight line leaves
the curve, as A A of Fig. 1,will be the

new, may be novel to a great many read
ers of the paper. I first make a gauge
board from a piece of 1.5-inchor 2g-inch
pine, making it in width equal to the dis
tance the kerfs are to be apart. Tack to
one edge of the gauge a piece of tin, band
iron, or, if one has it, a piece of saw blade
about as long as the width of the board
it is desired to curve. I have a piece of
buck saw blade which I use for the pur
pose. Punch three holes in one edgeand
screw to the edge of the gauge board,
leaving one edge of the blade 3

/4 inch
below the bottom of the gauge, as indi
cated in Fig. 4 of the sketches, which
represents a view of the gauge board.
The next step is to square across the
board and saw a kerf with a saw, to which
is attached on the right side a gauge con
sisting of a piece of $

5 inch or ,Zg-inch
pine secured with two small screws, as
indicated in Fig. 3 of the illustrations. I

place the gauge on the saw as far from

Fig. i.—Diagra|nRepresentingThicknessof
Board to beBent.

L if]?
Fig. 2.—Board,Showing Position of SawKerfe.

’l

Fig. 3.—Sawwith GaugeAttached.
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that it will apply to polygons having an
even number of sides. He says, however,
that the same rule will answer for any
sided figure. I would say to “ S. E. D.,"
“Let us hear from you again, and give
the matter thorough ventilation."
Note.—We are inclined to think if “ G.
T. W.” had carefully followed out the di~
rections given by “S. E. D." he would
have discovered that the results desired
could have been obtained. As he seems
to find difficulty with the rule suggested
by “S. E. D.," it is possible that the fol
lowing general rule, by which any regu
lar polygon may be drawn when the
length of a side is known, may prove more
satisfactory: “ With a radius equal to the
given side, describe a semicircle. the cir
cumference of which divide into as many
equal parts as the figure is to have sides.
From the center by which the semicircle
was struck draw a line to the second di
vision in the circumference. This line
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Fig. 5.—ShowingMethod of Using Saw and Gauge Board.

Making Saw Kerfs.—Sketchen Submitted by Various Correspondenls.

distance on the outer circle which the saw
kerfs are from each other. From the two
points A A draw lines to the center of the
circle, as indicated by the dotted lines in
the sketch. The points where these two
lines touch the inner or smaller circle, as
at B B, designate the distance the saw
kerfs are apart on the straight board.
Now, with the compasses or foot rule,
space the distance on the straight board,
as indicated in Fig. 2. and after running
a gauge line on the edge of the board to
regulate the depth of the kerf, I saw on to
the face of the board square down to the
gauge line. When the saw kerfs are all
cut the board may be bent. Some judg
ment must be used, however, as to the
thickness of the saw emplo 'ed. A small
circle should be cut with a ne saw, while
a large circle would re uire acoarse saw.
If the saw is too thick t ethin back of the
board will buckle. I consider this method
far ahead of anything I have yet seen
published.

From M. A. W., Eranaton, Ill.-In the
August number of Carpentry and Build

in
g “ A. B. McD.” of Harrison, Tenn.,

as s about kerfin boards for a circle. I

will give my met od, which, though not

the teeth edge as will represent the depth
of the kerfs‘ to be cut. Now put the
gauge in the kerf already made and saw
close to the op s'te edge of the gauge, as
indicated in r. 5 of the illustrations.
In order to ma e the holes in the saw
blade place the saw on the end of a piece
of hard wood, and with a hammer and
nail set punch the holes where they are
required, after which rim out with a drill
or rimmer. I know of no rule for finding
the width and depth of the kerf, as a saw
that is set wide will require a difierent
space of kerfs than one having no set
at all. The method I employ is to kerf a
narrow iece the same thickness as the
iece of oard I wish to bend and curve
it about as I think it should be, and then
try it to the circle. I sometimes have to
try two or three of these models before I

get the exact space.

Layln: 0M Polyzonn
From G. T. W., St. Louis, Mo.—I would
like to have “S. E. D.” e lain to me how
he spaces off his semicirc e for pol gone
with an uneven number of sides. have
tried the method he described in the
January number of the paper, and find

will be one side of the required figure and
one-half of the diameter of the semicircle
will be another, and the two will be in
proper relationship to each other. There
fore, bisect each, and through their cen
ters erect perpendiculars, which produce
until they intersect. The point of inter
section will be the center of the circle
which will circumscribe the polygon.
Draw the center and, setting the dividers
to the length of one of the sides already
found, step oif the circumference. thus
obtaining points by which todraw the re
maining sides of the figure.”

More Correspondence Wanted.

From S. E. D., Pittsburgh, Pa.—I have
been a reader of Carpenlry and Building
for three years t, and I believe I have
learned more rom the Correspondence
Department than I have from all the
books in

m
y possession treating on car

pentry, and have several to which I lay
claim. I desire to say to the readers of
the
gaper,

and especially to those inter
este in the Correspondence Department,
that I should like to see more questions
and answers in that portion of the pa
per devoted to this department. Let us
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all see if we cannot ask and answer more
questions, give a.greater number of plans
and suggestions and discuss matters
which occur in our every-day business
experience. During the long Winter even
ing we shall have plenty of time, and can
give the various matters brought up in
the Correspondence Department such at
tention as will enable us to pro rly ex
press our views. It is true I ave not
personally asked very many questions.
nor have I answered many; but I shall
do the best I can. Each one is likely to
have some good ideas that will prove
valuable to other readers of the paper,
and I would urge that no one be back—
ward in writing to the paper. It is our
fault if we do not make the columns of
the Correspondence Department interest

upon it. A building 36 x 50 would ac
commodate a great many people. and I
think his plan would not carry the load
at all. In his plan he shows nothing to
which to nail the ceiling lath, either on
the first or second floor. It shows that
the studding are all cut into, making the
upper story separate from the lower one.
I cannot see any way of holdin this so
that it will not lean one way or t e other.
The roof truss, as he has it, isstayed with
1-inch lumber, and I am inclined to think
this would not hold to ether. The first
floor truss is made 0 two pieces 2 x 8
with a 1-inch rod running between them,
and these are 8 feet apart. In m opinion
these are not thick enough, an at each
end there should be a pin connection with
an eye on the rod instead of a nut, as he

q

The pin at each end of the long rod is 2
inches and at the short truss rod 1
inches. The long rod is 154/inches thic ,
with two sleeve nuts. The short truss
rod is 1 inch, with one sleeve nut. The
truss joists are 4 feet apart, with a
2 x 6 studding on each side and a 2 x 6
studding cut in under each side of the
outside joists, so that they are kept from
ti ing or 'ving way. The pieces over
w ch run t e truss rods are two in num
ber, measuring 2 x 8 inches. One. is
placed in the middle, just under the jomt
of the outside pieces, and one at each end
of the two middle ieces, 18 feet long,
which makes them a about 9 feet a .
All of the intermediate joists are

8
5
) 'ced

in the center, with 1-inch board na' ed on
the joint they rest on. These pieces run
the same way as the joists, and are de
signed to serve as stringers to which to
nail ceiling or lath. They are toe-nailed
to the 4 x 8 stringers, so that they are on

a level with the truss rods. The second
floor joists are 2 x 8 and all spliced in the
center. On each splice is placed a 1-inch
board, 10feet long. Fig. 3 of the sketches
represents a lan view of one of the floor
truss rods, w ile Fig. 4is an end view of
the truss.
The plan of the roof truss, which I send
herewith, and which is shown in Fig. 1,

indicates my method of trussing, and is
so simple that detailed explanation would
seem to be unnec . I would, how
ever, be glad to have the practical readers

;
Fig. L—ShowingPlan of Trussing Roof.

I i

Fig. 4.—EndView of Floor Truss.

Fig. 2.—Sideof First Floor .loints, ShowingMethodof Trusslng.

s'x12'

QXIQ 2-2 l '2

Fur.3.—PlanView 01'Floor Truss.

2Xl2

Floor and Roof Truss—Sketches Accompanying Lelter from C. 8.

ing. Let us all make an extra effort this
Winter.
Note —The suggestion of our corres
pondent is a good one, and voices the
wishes of the editor with regard to this
matter. The Correspondence Depart
ment is designed for giving the readers
of the per an opportunity to express
their opinions regarding various subjects
of interest; to discuss matters which
come up in the execution of practical
work, and to ask and answer questions in
which they are specially interested. We
trust our readers will heed the advice of
our correspondent, and during the long
winter evenings send the editor a great
deal of interesting matter.

Floor and floor Truss.
From C. S., Brunswick, Ohio—In the
October number of Ca

gpentry
and Build

ingI noticed a plan 0 a floor and roof
truss from “R. C. B." of Orangeburg,
S. C., in answer to the inquiry of “C.
M. J.,” Ontario, Ohio. I think the plan
of “ R. C. B.” is not just what it should
be in order to carry the load to be placed

has it, and also a.sleeve nut for tighten
ing. This sleeve nut should be about 8

inches long, so that it could be taken up

7 inches if necessary.
The accompanying sketches re resent
the plan of a floor truss which. think,
will stand almost any strain. Fig. 2 rep
resents the side of the first-floor
joists, showing the method of truss
mg according to the plan I have
adopted. This truss is made of four
pieces 2 x 12, there bein one on each side
running the whole widt of the building,
36 feet, placed 5 inches apart. Between
these, in the center, there are two pieces,

2 x 12, which are 18feet long, with linch
between them for the ends of the middle
truss rod. The joists in the middle are
bolted with four EQ-inch bolts on each side
of the joists. The ends of the joists are
cut on a slant,and oak blocks. 3 x 4 inches,
are spiked on, while one half of the pin
hole is cutout to keep the pin from work
ing down. At each end of the truss
beams the plank is doubled with a piece
about 4 feet long, so as not to leave too
long a space between the pin bearings.
This piece is bolted on with lé-inch bolts.

of the paper express their opinion concom
ing this question of floor and roof truss.

Knot for Sash Cord.
From W. H., IVorcester, Mass—I would
like to ask through the columns of Car
pentry and Buildi what kind of a knot
is the most lasting or a sash cord.

Hanging Sash Door-ls.
From G. L. McM., Tacoma, Wash—A
few months ago I saw an inqu' in Car
pentry and Building with regar to hang
ing queen or sash doors, the correspondent
asking if the

putty
side should be facing

in or out. T e ueen door should have
the glass fastene in with moldings and
be back-puttied on both sides, as should
also be a sash door where there is one
large light surrounded with smaller ones.
Where

putty

is used it should be on the
insideo the door, otherwise the occasional
slamming of the door will loosen the
putty by throwing the glass against it,
and in time will necessitate the re utty
ing of the door, or else the glass wi 1 fall
out and break.
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GOVERNMENT OF BUHDERS’

and Building the value of a builders‘
exchange to its members was demon

strated by showing how the members can
protect themselves by enforcing the rules
that have beenadopted. The casereferred
to last month was onein which the defend
ant had infringed the rules of the ex
change. by “trading” upon an estimate
submitted by a sub-bidder, showing one
form of wrong practice that is more or
less prevalent among builders, either
from carlessness or from design.
The case given in the following is of a
different nature, being an efiort on the
part of the sub-bidder to enforce the ac
ceptance of his bid, which he considered
to be the lowest. The execution of the
contract bein limited to a specified time,
and the comp ainant being unable to corn
pl'ete his portion of the work within the
time limit, it was necessary to award the
contract to some one else.
One of the greatest benefits of such
trials in an exchange is that the members
have brought home to their minds by this
means, clearly and distinctly, actual cases,
which show b example the practices that
are unjust an the manner in which they
are unjust. Many builders have grown
gradually into the habit of looking at all
means by which they can secure a con
tract as being not only permissible, but
fair. All contracts beingsecured by com
petition, it has come to be a fact that
much of the competition has grown to be
of a very questionable nature, simplybe
cause there has been no standard of fair
ness fixed and maintained by the builders
themselves. Builders’ exchan es have
been organized under by-laws w ich, in a
general way state an earnest purpose on
the part of the organizers to eradicate the
evils that exist in the building business.
Customs and ractices being so varied,
the members t emselves seem unable to
fix, unanimously, upon what specific por
tion of a practice or transaction is wrong,
and while in a general way they are con
scious that wrong does exist, actual cases
ar ued pro and con are necessary to de
ve 0p the lines upon which action should
be taken to bring the transaction of the
builders’ business nearer to recognized
commercial standards.
The value to members of exchanges
of the two cases cited lies in the fact
that they present two distinct phases of
building practices that need correction,
and show how important it is for the
welfare of the building community that
builders themselves should recognize
fully and completel the rights to which
they are individua y entitled. Such ac
tion on the question of differences be
tween members of an exchange estab
lishes precedent that is almost equal in
value to that obtained in a court of law,
and as an opinion of the justice of a case
it is much more valuable, because tried
by a jury of men all engaged in the build
ing business and familiar with its condi
tions.
The following case brings out a point
regarding slowest bid and shows that un
der certain conditions a bid that repre
sents the lowest sum is not the lowest
that complies with required conditions.

IN
THE December issue of Cementry

Decision by the Board of Directors of the
Master Builders Association of Boston,
in the matter of complaint of Janus
Pagan, member,against Gerry d}Northup.
members,under Section 3, Article VIII, of
the By-Laws.

PLAINTIFF’S STATEMENT.

The plaintifl’ avers that the defendant
askedhim for an estimatefor the masonwork
on a certain building which the West End
Railwa Companyproposedto erect: that he
acced to their nest, promising them to
give them his bid if they would “use him

WILLIAM H. SAYWARD.

right;" that he did give themthe said bid in
writing, placing it in their mail box in the
exc ge room; that within a short time
after placing it therehe saw Mr. Gerry at one
of the writing tables in the exchange room,
making up his bid for the work in question;
that he then and thereaskedMr. Gerry if he
had got his bid, saying that hehad placedit
in Gerry & Northup’sbox: Mr. Gerry replied
that he had not had time to go to the box and
as hewasin a renthurry to closehis estimate
asked the plaintiff the amount of his bid,
which theplaintiff thenstatedto himverbally,
further asking him if his bid was the lowest,

to ilvhich
query Mr. Gerry replied affirma

ive y.
The plaintiff submits that the defendants
were awarded the contract for thework in
question, but in spite of the facts abovere
cited they did not award him thecontract for
the masonwork. This action upon the part
of the defendants the plaintiff claims to be
dishonorable, and that the directors should
discipline them in accordancewith the facts
and the authority given in Section3, Article
VIII, of theby-laws.

DEFENDANTS7STATRHENT.

The defendantsadmit that the facts above
recin by the plaintiff are substantially cor
rect, but submit further facts and circum
stancesas follows:
The West End Railway Company. in asking
for estimateson the work in question,stipu
lated that the time of completionshould be
named,and further statedthat the timewould
be an important consideration in awarding
thecontract.
The defendants, therefore, in making up
bid, knew that they must state the time in
which they would agreeto completethework,
and to assistthem in makin this statement
they askedthe various sub-biddershow soon

they
could completetheir various portions.
henthe plaintiff

verbally
statedto thede

fendantsthe amountof his id, they claim to
haveaskedhim how long it would take him to
do the work and that hegave a definitetime,
which was

longer
than the time given them

by anotherbid er for the samework, although
his rice was lower.
T edefendantsclaim that they immediately
proceededto finish and submit their estimate
after receiving this bid and s'atemeutof time
from theplaintiff, and that their bid as sub
mitted comprehendedtwo statements:
1. To do the work at a certain price and in
a certain time, in which they useda figure for
masonwork given themby Gooch8: Pray.
2. To do thework at a lower price, but in a
longer time, in which they used thebid of the
plaintiff.
The first and highest bid, coupledwith the
shortest time, was the one acceptedby the
West End Railway, and the defendantsthere
fore awarded the contract for the mason
work to Messrs.Gooch& Pray. they

heiufilthepartieswhoseproposalasto timeenabled em
to make the propositionto complete thework
in the shorter time.
The defendants claim that they could not
honorably havedoneotherwisethanaward the
contract for the mason work to the parties
whosebid enabledthemto make the proposi
tion whichsecuredthe job.

JUDGMENT.

The Boardof Directorshavingcarefully con
sidered all the testimony, having examined
the estimatekooksof thedefendantsand those
of the subbidderswith whomtheymade con
tract for the masonwork aforesaid,and hav
ing alsoexaminedtheoriginal bids in poses
sion of the West End Railway Company,ren
der the following

DECISION.

In the Opinionof theboard theplaintiff has
notsustainedhis claim that hewas fraudently
de rived of a contract to which he was en
tit ed. The defendantscould not have honor
ably awarded the contract for the mason
Work to the plaintifl, and are declared free of
blameunder the cha emade.
While therewas Inc of evidenceto sustain
thechargemadeby the plaintiff in this case,
thedirectorsare convincedthat thechargewas
honestlymade. There wasample evidenceof
lack of definite statement to sub-bidders,of
great hasteand carelessnessin obtaining sub
estimates,as well as in submission of bids,
thus giving great opportunity for suspicion
and distrustwhich might havebeenavoided.

11

EXCHANGES.

The directors cannot but advise and urge
that greater careand precisionbeexercisedby
all membersin soliciting and using estimates
and in making bids, to the end that better
businesshabits

m3
prevail and that there

may begreater fre cm from suspicionamong
thosewho receiveor ive estimates.
Imued by order of t e directors.

Centrallzlng Building Interests.

In order to be of practical value to
members, a builders’ exchange must be
able to confer, through its existence, evi
dent and specific benefits that cannot
otherwise be obtained ; or, at least, best
obtained through its influence. One of
the most important advantages within
the functions of an exchange is that of
centralizing the building interests into
some particular and recognized locality,
and if the exchange is not able to own its
home, it should be located in some build
ing in which the members could have
their offices. The advantage of having
builders grouped together in close prox
imity to the exchange should not be
ignored. Builders have been too lon
contented to conduct their affairs wit
comparatively no business system and
precision, from their homes or from tem
porary uarters in some building in the
course 0 construction. The centralizing
of buildin interests would also materially
assist at t e establisment of value in the
exchange itself to members, by more
clearly demonstrating the necessity for a
'change hour, at which time builders
could alwa s find each other and could
always be ound by the general public.
Another aspect of the question is that no
reputable contractor today can afford
to transact his business in the old-fash
ioned sli hod way without office or
books. e is living in a different time
and under different conditions than ex
isted in the past, and to-day the ques
tions of profit, or loss, or opportunity de

pend
much more than formerly upon the

usiness end of the business. The effect
upon those with whom the builder has
business relations of athorou hly well
conducted ofllce should be consi ered, and
a builder will make more than the cost of
an office from increased business that
will come to him as soon as he places its
transaction upon equal footing with other
commercial pursuits.
One of the greatest difficulties in the
way of making an exchan e practically
useful to the individual an to the trade
is the carelessness which members display
regardin the attendance at regular meet
ings. T e exchan e has large op r
tunities and the bui der great needs, at
neither can be taken advantage of so
long as it is impossible to obtain action
upon subjects requiring united efiort for
their accomplishment. Builders should
be willing to spend some time for the in
telligent consideration of questions which
afiect the trade, both for their own wel
fare and for that of their neighbor.

Design for an Iron Roof.

Our readers will remember that in the
November issue for last year we resented
some illustrations of the prize esign for
an iron roof in a competition late] con
ducted under the auspices of the oyal
Institute of British Architects. This de
sign, which was awarded the Grissell
gold medal, was contributed bv Robert J.
Angel. Borough Surve or‘s office, Town
Hall. Birkenhead, Eng and. In the pres
ent number we give a double- ge en
graving showing a number of etails of
construction. which. in connection with
what has already up ared, cannot fail to
prove interesting an instructive.
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THE BUILDERS’ GUIDE.‘
By I. P. HICKS.

Points on Estimating.

O THE CARPENTER and contractor there is
nothing of more importance than accurate esti

mating, for it is one on which success in business

largely depends. What is it worth? is a question
very frequently asked the carpenter, and he is ex

pected to know at once everything about a building.
What is it worth to build a house like Mr. Blank's?
What is it worth to build a porch on my house?
What is it worth to build a bay window on my house?
How much more will it cost to put sliding doors
in my house than folding doors? Similar questions
by the hundred are daily asked the carpenter, and
the persons inquiring naturally expect a prompt
answer and a reliable estimate. The question, What
is it worth? is often a difficult one to answer, and
when applied to a hundred different things it is no
wonder the carpenter finds himself beset with diffi
culties. That thousands of mechanics have long felt

the need of some reliable and practical method of

_
Flg' zip—Linea!FOOL 9squarefeet- I squareyard

Fig. 2.—ASquareFoot. Fig. 8.—ASquareYard. Fig. 4.—-ACubic Foot.

SQUARE MEASURE.

This is used in measuring surfaces or things
whose length and breadth are considered without re

gard to hight or depth, as sheathing, flooring, plas

tering, &c. Fig. 2 shows a square foot. In the
measurement of lumber, square measure is frequently
termed board measure, and when used as board
measure the thickness is considered as one inch. A

square is a figure which has four equal sides, and all
its angles right angles, as shown in Fig. 2. Hence a

square inch is a square the sides of which are each
a lineal inch in length. A square foot is a square the
sides of which are each a lineal foot in length, as rep
resented in the diagram. A square yard is a square
the sides of which are each a lineal yard in length
and contains 9 square feet, as shown in Fig. 3. Square
measure is so called because its measuring unit is a

square. The standard of square measure is derived
from the standard linear measure. Hence a unit of
square measure is a square the sides of which are re

Fig. 5.—FloorPlansol’a OneStory Cotta:12.
ShowingWallsand Partitions.

The Builders‘ Guide—Diagrams Illustrating Measures.

estimating material and labor required in building
there can be no doubt.
To make an estimate for a building always re
quires a careful consideration of the plans and speci
fications, as well as a considerable amount of figur
ing. Practical experience and personal familiarity
with every item that enters into the construction of a
building is what every man needs in order to become
a good estimator; yet this is no reason why he can
not learn or profit from the experience of others. In
this hustling, bustling age of the world the easiest,
quickest and surest way of estimating is needed.
Such a method can only be acquired by close atten
tion to business, adopting means and methods which
will be a safeguard against mistakes and by learning
to estimate actual quantities. Before proceeding
further with this subject it will be well to explain
some of the principal terms used in measuring dis
tances, surfaces and solids.

LINEAR MEASURE.
This is used in measuring distances where length

only is considered—without regard to breadth or
depth. It is frequently called lineal measure, mean
ing measured in a line without regard to breadth or
depth. It is sometimes called line measure. Fig. 1
shows a lineal foot, drawn to a scale of I inch to the
foot, the three figures following being to other scales.

* Copyrighted, 1891,by I. P. Hicks.

spectively equal in length to the linear unit of the
same name.

CUBIC MEASURE.

This is used in measuring solid bodies or things
which have length, breadth and thickness, such as
stone masonry, the capacity of bins, boxes, rooms,
810. A cube is a solid body bounded by six equal
sides. It is often called a hexahedron. Hence, a cubic
inch is a cube each of the sides of which is a square
inch. A cubic foot is a cube with each of its sides a
square foot, as shown in Fig. 4.
Cubic measure is so called because its measuring
unit is a cube. The standard of cubic measure is de
rived from the standard linear measure. A unit of
cubic measure therefore is a cube whose sides are
respectively equal in length to the linear unit of the
same name.

ITEMS AND QUANTITIES.

Having explained the terms used in the measure
ment of material the next step Will be to consider the
method of estimating the same. In estimating the
lumber required for a building there are many parts
for which the amounts required may be listed in a
convenient form of table. For example, if we know
the amount of material of one kind required for one
window frame, we can multiply this amount by the
number of frames, and obtain the total amount at
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once of this kind of material required for frames, and
so on with various other parts. Much time will be
saved by having a list of this kind, and it will aid
very much to insure correctness in estimating. Fol
lowing is a list of items giving the amount of lum
ber required for various parts of buildings arranged
for concise and ready reference :

LIST OF ITEMS AND QUANTITIES REQUIRED.
Feet

Jamb casings for windows, %-inch finish . . . . . . . . 10Jamb casings for windows, 34-inch finish . . . . . . . . 12Jamb casings for doors, 7/,,-inchfinish . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Jamb casings for doors, 1%-inch finish . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Jamb casings for doors, 34-inch finish.. . . . . . 15Jamb casings for doors, 2 -inch finish . . . . . . . . . .. 20
Outside casings for windows. %-inch finish . . . . . . 8
Outside casings for windows, IK-inch finish . . . . . . 10
Outside casings for doors, 7/,;-inch finish .. . . . . . . . . 10
Outside casings for doors, ly-inch finish... . . .. . . . 12
Inside window casings. lines measure. . . . . . . . . 20
Inside door casings, one side lineal measure . . . . . . .16 to 18
Inside door casings, two sides lineal measure. . . . ..32 to 36
Band molding window frames. '.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 16
Band molding door frames, one side . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10 to 18
Bandmoldin door frames, two sides . . . . . . . . . . . . .32 to 86
Molding outside caps of frames . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Sills for windows, per frame, lineal measure . . . . . . 3%
Sills for doors, per frame, lineal measure . . . ... . . . . 4
Window stops, per frame .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 12 to 16
Parting stops, per frame . . . . . . . . .. .12 to 16
Door sto , per frame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ..16 to 18
Porch co nmns, board measure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .24 to 80
Brackets, board measure. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 4 to 6
Horses and treads for stairs, 114-inch finish . . . . . . .90 to 110For risers and finish about stairs, 7/,,-inchfinish . . .80 to 60
Shelvmg for pantries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 to 100
Shelving common closets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 to 8

PRACTICAL RULES FOR ESTIMATING.

To 8 inch flooring add one-third for the matching.
To 4 inch flooring add one-fourth for the matching.
To 6 inch flooring add one-fifth for the matching.
To 4 inch ceiling add one-third for the matching.
To 6 mch ceiling add one-fifth for the matching.
To 8 inch shiplap add one-sixth for the matching.
To 10web shiplap add one-eighth for the matching.
To 12 inch shiplap add one-tenth for the matching.

ESTIMATING SIDING.

To 6-inch beveled siding add one-sixth for the lap
and make no deductions for openings, for in general
the waste in cutting will equal the amount gained
by openings.

ESTIMATING susn’rnmo.

In estimating sheathing for shingle roofs make no I
allowance for spreading the boards. Calculate the
same as for close sheathing a roof, for what is gained
in spreading the boards is generally lost in the cut
ting. The boards should never be placed more than
2 inches apart for a good roof. Sheathing for gut
ters on roofs having box cornices is an item often for
gotten. These gutters are variously formed, but
usually consist of four pieces of sheathing, forming a
bottom, two sides and a fillet next to the crown mold
ing. The combined width of these pieces is from 1
to 2 feet. Hence the amount of lumber required for
gutters may be found by multiplying the length of
the gutters by the combined width of the pieces
which form it.
For example, suppose the length of gutters on a
building is 42 feet, and to form the bottom sides and
fillet requires a board equal to 1% feet wide, how
much lumber will be required P Operation : 42 x 1%
= 63 feet.

The sheathing for gutters often amounts to sev
eral hundred feet on large jobs, and is a matter wor
thy of attention. Sheathing is one of the items of
which carpenters usually fall short. The reason is
obvious, it being one of the cheapest kinds of

material. It is used for many purposes for which the
carpenter does not count. Wherever a board is

wanted for one purpose or another, a sheathing board
is taken, provided it will answer, while several hun
dred feet are usually employed in building scaffolds.
A large portion of this is wasted by being nailed,
sawed and split, It is safe to say that in estimating
sheathing one-fifth should be added to the 1 net
estimate.

ESTIMATING SHINGLES.

In estimating shingles allow nine to the square
foot when laid 4% inches to the weather, and eight
to the square foot when laid 5 inches to the weather.
Common shingles are estimated to average 4 inches
wide, and 250 are put up in a bunch, there being four
bunches to the thousand.
Dimension shingles are usually 5 or 6 inches wide,

150 to 180 being put in a bunch, and four bunches
counted 1000. In reality there are not 1000 shingles,
but being wider than the average of common shingles
they are counted the same. There is more waste in

laying dimension shingles than the common ones.

One-eighth should be allowed for waste in laying di
mension shingles.

ESTIMATING STUDDING.

To estimate studding for the outside walls and par
titions in houses, estimate them 12 inches from
centers, then when they are set the usual distance, 16
inches from centers, there will be enough for all
necessary doubling around doors, windows and cor
ners. I prefer this rule for the following reasons : 1.
Because it is easier to count the studding i2 inches
from centers than 16, as the number of feet in length
of an outside wall or a partition gives the number of

studding, and is seen at once. 2. Mistakes are less
liable than in estimating 16 inches from centers, and

adding for double studding, as in adding for double

studding more than one-half the places requiring
double studding will be overlooked. This rule is
not intended to make up for things left out, but
is only for making up the number of double stud

ding required around doors, windows and corners.
Plates and other places requiring studding must be

estimated separately. Studding is another item of

which carpenters usually fall short, for the simple
reason that many are used in places that were over

looked in the carpenter's estimate. To prove beyond
a doubt that the method of estimating 12 inches from

centers can be relied upon, we will give a plan, Fig. 5,
of the outside walls and partitions of a one-story

cottage, and a practical example illustrating the

method of estimating.
Referring to the plan, it will be observed that the
size is 24 x 32 feet, and that the length of each par
tition is given. We will suppose it to be a 10-foot
story. Now, by the plan it is necessary only to add

the length of the outside walls and the partitions to

gether, and to obtain the number of studding re

quired. The operation is as follows:
Feet.

Two outside walls, 32 feet each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 64
Two outside walls, 24 feet each. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
One inside partition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 32
One inside partition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14
Three inside partitions, 10feet each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
One inside partition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . :4

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192

(To be continued.)
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PREVAILING METHODS OF BUILDERS.

URING the past year there have been
presented from time to time in these
columns the results of statistics

gathered by the secretary of the National
Association of Builders in relation to the
conditions existing among builders and
their workmen in various parts of the
country as regards business relationships
between themselves and between each
other. Various issues of Carpentry and
Building have contained the result of
inquiry as to the manner of working,
whether by the day or by the hour, the
wages paid, amount paid per hour for
overwork, number of apprentices prevail
mg per employer in different parts of the
country in the se a-rate trades, the ef
fect u n labor 0 the agitation for a
genera strike among workmen in the
building trades on May 1, 1891,and other
subJects of similar nature. While the
same general forms of conducting the
building business have been found to ex
ist
throughout

the cotntry, certain details
are muc more prominent in some loca
tions than in others. For instance, in the
city of Washington, D. C,. there are
general and sub-contractors. business be
ing carried on by means of both, but the

general
contractor is the only person who

ea_lswith the sub-contractor; while in
Chicago the sub-contractor deals directly
With the owner through his agent, the
architect.

EXAMPLES.

Takin ten of the largest contracts
execut during the past year in ten of the
prominent cities of the count , with the
exception of New York and‘ghicago, as
examples from which to draw a con
clusion as to the methods which prevail
in the large business centers, it appears
that 51 er cent. of the contracts were'
execute under the standard form ap

groved
by the National Association of

uilders and American Institute of
Architects; 90 per cent. of the rincipal
contractors were members of uilders'
exchanges; 86 per cent. of the contracts
were let to members of exchanges; 48 per
cent. of the _contracts were let under a
system of direct contracting, and 52 per
cent. under the general contract system;
in i7

_ per cent. of the contracts bids were
solicited by the architect for the entire
contract under one bid, and at the same
time for each branch of the work separ
ately; in 12 per cent. of the cases cited
principal contractors were com elled to
assume sub-contracts not inc uded in
their original estimates, sub-contracts
being so placed by the architect. In a.
very few instances the principal contrac
tor has been allowed a percentage on the
amount of sub-contracts placed with him
by the architect, and then not more than
5per cent. The ten cities from which
this
average

is drawn are: Providence,
Buffalo, ashin n, Cleveland. Pitts
burgh, Grand apids, Louisville, St.
Louis, Kansas City and Boston.

PROVIDENCE. B. I.

In Providence until very recently the
uniform contract has not been used ex
cept in occasional instances, the members
of the exchange having used a form pre
pared by the exchange itself, but the
standard form has been adopted and will
hereafter be used exclusivel . It has
heretofore been the custom o architectsiii Prowdence to solicit bids both as gen
eral and direct estimates and make up
the‘ award according to the combination
which will produce the building for the
smallest sum, placing what are commonly
sub-bids with either the mason or carpen
ter contractor, if the lowest total figure
isgrocured

from a combination of direct
bi s. The Builders’ and Traders’ Ex
change is_at present at work endeavoring
to establish a code of practice, based on
the _“ code

” ado ted at the last con
vention by the utional Association of
Builders.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

In Buffalo, out of the ten contracts given
as examples and which amounted to con
siderably over $2,000,000,four were exe
cuted under the uniform contract. Nine
of the princi l contractors were mem
bers of the ufialo exchange and the
tenth was a member of the Cleveland
association. The contracts were let in a
ma'ority of cases entirely to one man
un er general contract, and with one or
two exceptions the sub-contracts were let
to members of the exchange. In three
out of the ten contracts the principal con
tractor was required to assume certain
sub-contracts not included in his original
estimate and one of these three was
allowed 5 per cent. on sub-contracts so
assumed.

WASHINGTON,D. C.

The methods b which the building busi
ness is conducte seemto bemore uniform
in Washin ton than any other city in the
count . he general contract system
prevui in all work of any magnitude,
and it is the general rule that all impor
tant contracts are let to members of the
builders' exchange. Of the ten contracts
cited four were executed under the uni
form contract, which is gradually coming
into general use; the entire ten contracts
were let to members of the exchange,
and with the exce tion of brick work in
two cases the su contracts were also
given to members of the exchange ; bids
in each case were solicited by the archi
tect for the entire contract, and in no case
would contractors comply with a request
fora bid on the entire job and portions
thereof at the same time.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

In Cleveland the prevailing method of
letting contracts is similar to that which
obtains in Providence. Separate con
tracts are solicited by the architect and
then combined and placed

b
y him under

some one contractor, general y the mason
or carpenter, who receives no return for
work thus under his control, and for
which he is in a measure responsible.
Of the ten contracts given from Cleve
land, and which represent an expenditure
of over $4,000,000,eight were let to mem
bers of the exchange, in each of which
cases the sub-contract work was also done
by exchange members.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

The general contract system obtains
almost universally in Pittsburgh. In let
ting contracts for some of the large build
ings, heating and elevator contracts are
reserved, but in case they are assumed by
the general contractor he is allowed a

percentage—usually 10 per cent. of the
amount.
The ten most important contracts which
have been given as examples were all
conducted under the uniform contract
and were all executed, both as to general
and sub-contrators, by members of the
builders’ exchange except in the case of
one general contractor who was a mem
ber of the Master Builders‘ Association,
which is largely composedof builders who
are also in the exchange. All of the con
tracts were solicited by the architect un
der the general contracting form, in one
contract, and no contractor was r uired
to assume any contracts not inclu ed in
his bid without being allowed a percent
age on the cost. The general conditions
are much the same in both Washington
and Pittsburgh, and both cities demon
strate the value of having one thoroughly
recognized method, whatever it may be,
for conducting the business.

GRAND RAPIDS, HICK

In Grand Rapids eight out of the ten
contracts mentioned were executed under
the standard form, and in each case both
general and sub-contractors were mem

bers of the exchange. Four out of the
ten contracts were solicited by the archi
tect under general contracts, and six were
solicited from each branch direct. It is
the custom in Grand Rapids to include
in the mason’s estimate the excavation,
stone and brick work, stonecuttin and
plastering; in the carpenter's hi the
roofing,

painting,
plumbing, galvanized

iron wor and heating.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

In Louisville the uniform contract has
not been taken up to'sny

great
extent, and

in none of the ten exam es given was it
used In seven out of t e ten cases cited
the work was done by general contractors
who were members of the exchange, and
in nine cases the sub-contracts were given
to members. Bids were solicited by the
architect equally between the general and
direct system of contracting, but in no
case were bids solicited for total and sep
arate bids at the same time.

at. noms, no.

In St. Louis general contracting pre
vails and the uniform contract is used in
the majority of cases. Out of the cases
cited two were executed under special
forms of contract and the rest under the
standard form. Both general and sub
contractors were members of the Me
chanics‘ Exchange in each case and bids
were solicited by the architect for the
entire work under one contract.

KANSAS CITY. 110.

In Kansas City the uniform contract
was used in three of the ten jobs given as
examples. The general contractors in
each case and the sub-contractors in six
cases were members of the Builders’ and
Treders’ Exchange; seven of the contracts
were let under one estimate, and three
were let to separate contractors bidding
“direct.” In one case the architect re
quired bids for the entire job and for por
tions thereof at the same time, and in one
case the contractor was com lied to es
sume a sub-contract not inc uded in his
estimate, without being allowed any pay~
ment therefor.

BOSTON,MASS.

In Boston seven out of ten contracts
are executed under the standard form,
and the ten most important contracts un
dertaken in the city during the past year
have been let to both general and sub
contractors who are members of the Mas
ter Builders’ Association. Eight out of
ten contracts are solicited by the archi
tect as direct estimates, and then placed
with either the mason or carpenter con
tractor, who is seldom allowed any per
centage for work so placed under his
charge.

OTHER CITIES.

In Chicago the direct system of con
tracting prevails almost exclusivel ‘, and
contracts for all branches of wor are
made separately with the owner throu h

his agent, the architect. In other of t 0

larger centers, like New York City and
Philadelphia, there is no thoroughly
recognized

practice
that governs the sub

mission of ids, but the general charac
teristics are the same as those shown in
the foregoing. The necessit for a uni
form code of practice is plain y apparent,
and although long habit has seemed to
make prevailing customs in difl'erent lo
calities seem to be the best to the builders
of those localities, there is no doubt but
that the business would be greatly bene
fited as a whole if some universal system
were in vogue. The “ code of practice ”

ado ted by the National Association of
Bui ders presents a foundation upon
which to work, and

throéitgh
the associa

tion the means are rovid for buildingu
a system that shal in the end place buil -
ing where banking is to-day.
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BUILDINGS OF THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

HE ILLUSTRATIONS which are
presented in connection herewith
show the rinci a1buildings of the

World’s Colum ian E osition,tobeheld
in Chicago in 1893. he first to which

1tdlietatéention
of the reader is invited is

a 0

THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING,

which is shown in front elevation in Fig.
1 of the engravings. This structure is

of the four pavilions, corresponding in
hight with the buildings ouped about,
which are 65 feet high. T e second stage
is of the same hight and is a contmuation
of the central rotunda, which is 175 feet
square. The third stage is the base of
the great dome, 40feet high and octagonal
in form, the dome itself being richly orna
mented With heavil
sculptured
skylight.

molded ribs and
anels an having a large glass
he interior will be decorated

naves there is to be an elevated traveling
crane, running from end to end of the
building. These will be useful in moving
machinery, and when the exposition opens
platforms will be placed on them, and
visitors will view from these the entire
exhibition, at a great saving of tramping.
Shafting for power will be carried on
the same posts which support these travel
ing bridges. Steam power will be used
throughout this main building, and this

The World’s Columbian Exposition—Fig. 1.—Administration Building.

built of material to last but two years,
and will cost $650,000. It will occupy the
most oommandin position on the exposi
tion grounds. he building consists of
four pavilions. 84 feet square, oneat each
of the four angles of the square of the

Elan,
and connected by a great central

ome, 120 feet in diameter and 260 feet
high. In the center of each f ads is a
recess 93 feet wide, within w ich isa
grand entrance to the building. The first
story is in the Doric order, of heavy pro
portions. The second story, with its lofty
colonnade, is in the Ionic order. Exter
nally the design is divided into three
principal stages. The first stage consists

with carvings, sculptures and immense
paintings.

MACHINERY HALL,

which is represented in Fig. 2. measures
850 x 500 feet. It is spanned by three
arched trusses, and the interior will pre
sent the a pearance of three railroad train
houses, si e by side, surrounded on all the
four sides b a 50-foot gallery. The
trusses are to built separate] , and so
that they can be taken down and sold for
use as railroad train houses, and it is
hoped to have iron trusses instead of
cheaper ones, which his , however, be
necessary. In each of t see three long

steam will be supplied from a main power
house adjoining the south side of the
building. The exterior toward the stock
exhibit and the railroad is to be of the
plainest description. On the two sides

adioining
the and court, the exterior

wi 1, however, e rich and palatial. All
the buildings on this grand plaza are dcL
signed with a view to making an effective
background for displays of every kind,
and are enriched with colonnades and
other architectural features.
The design follows classical models
throughout, the detail bein borrowed
from the Renaissance of Sevi e and other
Spanish towns as being appropriate to_a
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Columbian celebration. As in all the other
buildings on the court, an arcade on the

first story rmits passa e around the
building un er cover; an , as in all the
other buildings. the fronts will be formed
of “ stafi," colored to an ivory tone.
The ceilings of the porticoes will be

emfhasized
with strong color. A colon

na e With a.ca 6 at either end forms the
connecting lin between Machinery and
Agricultural halls, and in the center of
this colonnade is an archway leading to
the exhibits.
The machinery annex will be placed in
the rear of the Administration Building.

crossing the building at each bay, with a
motor at each shaft. The electrical
power will be used in the annex and the
steam power in the main Machinery
Buildin .
Attached to this great annex will be the
power house, convenient to the tracks for
coal supply, &c., containing an immense
display of boilers, while in the adjoining
portion of the annex building will be es
tablished the enormous plant of engines
and dynamos. This will probably be the
largest and most interesting display of
electrical power ever made. It is ssi
ble that gas will be used instead 0 coal

flights of which are 12 feet wide each.
“Columbia avenue,"_ 50 feet wide, ex
tends through the mammoth building
lon 'tudinally and an avenue of like
widgtlh crosses it at right angles at the
center. The main roof is of iron and glass
and arches an area 385 x 1400feet, and
has its ridge 150 feet from the ground.
The building. including its galleries, has
about 40 acres of floor space.
The Liberal Arts Building is in the
Corinthian style of architecture, and in
point of being severely classic excels
nearly all the other edifices. The long
array of columns and arches which its

Fig. 2.-Machinery Hall.
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Fig. 3.—Mauufacturesand Liberal Arts Building.

It will be entered by tunnels or subways,
as well as by brid es, from Machinery
Hall and the buil ings for Administra
tion, Mines and Transportation. It is to
be a very large but very simple building.
While in the main Machinery Building a
railroad train house is the type, in the
annex a mill or foundry will be con
sidered the model for construction. It is
all to be built of wood in the most simple
and economical manner. The building
will have a nave 100feet wide, with a 50
foot wide leanto in one story on the in
side and a 50-foot wide leanto on the out
side. Within the inner circle will be a
park in which visitors may rest. The
power will be transmitted by shafting

le World’s Columbian Eaposition.

for fuel beneath the boilers, and in that
case a building will be prepared for mak
ing this gas.

THE MANUFACTURES AND LIBERAL ARTS
BUILDING,

which is illustrated in Fig. 3. measures
1687x 787feet and covers nearly 31 acres,
being the largest exposition building
ever constructed. Within the buildin
a gallery 50 feet wide extends around al
four sides, and projecting from this are
86 smaller galleries. 12 feet wide, from
which visitors may survey the vast array
of exhibits and the busy scene below.
The galleries are approached upon the
main floor by 30 great staircases, the

fafades present is relieved from monotony
by very elaborate ornamentation. In this
ornamentation female figures, symbolical
of the various arts and sciences, play a
conspicuous and very attractive part.
The exterior of the building is covered
with " stafi,” which is treated to represent
marble. The huge fluted columns and the
immense arches are apparently of this
beautiful material.
There are four great entrances, one in
the center of each facade. These are de
signed in the manner of triumphal arches,
the central archway of each being 40 feet
wide and 80 feet high. Surmounting
these portals is the great attic story, orna
mented with sculptured eagles 18 feet
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high, and on each side above the side
arches are great panels with inscriptions.
and the spandrils are filled with sculptured
figures in has-relief. At each corner of
the main building are pavilions forming
great arched entrances, which are de—
signed in harmonv with the great portals.
The interiors of these pavilions are richly
decorated with sculpture and rural paint
ings. The long facades of the great hall
surrounding the buildings are composed
of a series of arches filled with immense
glass windows. The lower rtion of
these arches u to the level of t e gallery
floor and 25 est in depth is open to the
outside, thus forming a covered loggia,
which forms an open promenade for the
public.

FISH AND FISHERIES BUILDING.

In Fig. 4 of the engravings is shown
the central portion of the Fisheries Build

are its fine avilions, one at each corner
and one in t e center. The corner pavil
ions are 64 x 48 feet. The grand entrance
is on the north. It is 60feet wide, leading
into a vestibule 30 feet deep and 60 feet
wide. At the entrance are Corinthian
columns, 5 feet in diameter and 40 feet
high. Beyond these massive columns is
the rotunda, 100 feet in diameter, sur
mounted by a glass dome 130feet high.
There are eight minor entrances, 20 feet
wide. The roof will be principally of
glass.

ILLINOIS STATE BUILDING.

The Illinois Building at the World's
Columbian Exposition, represented in
Fig. 6, is by far the most pretentious of
those erected by the several States of the
Union. Being in a sense the host of the
exposition, it was deemed not only proper
but requisite that Illinois should make

L.‘Mwv‘alr'fi‘v’. .1"
t

3“, .

while at the wast and north ends? are
others scarcely less imposing. In front of
the entrances are beautiful terraces with
balustrades, statues, fountains, flowers.
and stone steps leading down to the_r0ad
ways and lagoon landings.
The building is embellished with fine
carvin and statuary. It is thoroughly
1i hte , 1, from the side windows.
w ich are placed about 14 feet above the
floor to permit cases to be placed against
the walls; 2, with skylights placed in the
flat roof of the side aisle, and 3, with con
tinuous skylights on the ridge of apitched
roof or nave. Ventilation is prowded for
through windows placed a story above
the flat aisle roof and the foot of the
sloping roof over the nave. The interior
of the structure is appropriately and
beautifully ornamented.
Memorial Hall, which is fire proof,
has a gallery encircling it, and contains a

.
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ing. Excluded from the view are two
smaller polygonal buildings, connected
with the main building on either end by
arcades. The extreme length of the
building over all is 1100 feet, and the
width 200 feet. The building is subdi
vided into three parts to conform to the

shape
of the site. In the central portion

wil be the general fisheries exhibit. In
one of the pol 'gonal buildings will he the
angling exhi it, and in the other the
aquaria. The exterior of the building is
Spanish-Romanesque and will contrast
agreeably in appearance with the classic
style of all the other buildings.

THE AGRICULTURAL BUILDING,

Fig. 5, is 800x 500feet in size and severely
classic in style. It is almost surrounded
by lagoons. The features of this building

Fig. 4.—Fish and Fisheries Building.
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Fig. 5.—Agricultural Building.

The World’s Columbian Exposition.

such appropriation and provide such a
building as would enable her to perform
creditably the duties of that oflice. The
State appropriated $800,000.
The building in the main is 160feet
wide b 450 feet long. On the north
Memorial Hall forms a wing 50 x 75 feet.
and on the south another wing, 75 x 123
feet and three stories high, accommodates
the executive offices, and in the third
story two ublic halls. The side walls are
47 feet hig , while the south wing is 72
feet and the ends 54 feet. Surmounting
the building at the center a fine dome, 72
feet in diameter, rises to a hight of 235
feet. The building is constructed almost
wholly of Illinois material—wood, stone,
brick and steel—and is covered with
“staff” artistically treated. The grand
entrance faces the waterway to the south,

- 1
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large
and interesting collection of relics

an trophies of the war and other periods,
all owned by the State.
One feature of the Illinois Building
which is sure to attract much attention
consists of five model common school
rooms, of high grade, fully equipped and
furnished under the direction of the State
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Here may be seen an illustration of the
methods and results of educational work.
The Illinois Building was designed by
W. W. Boyington & C0. of Chicago, and
cost $250,000.

was AND MINING BUILDING.
The style of architecture of the Mines
Building, Fig. 7

,
is classic, and its dimen

sions are 700x 350feet. The hight to the
main cornice is 65 feet. There is an en
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trance on each side of the building, the

ggand
entrances being at the north and

uth end. These are 110 feet high and
32feet wide, each opening into a vestibule
88 feet high and elaborately decorated.
At each corner of the building there is a
pavilion, 68 feet square and 90 feet high,
surmounted by a dome. A balcony 60
feet wide and 25 feet high encircles the
building and leading to it are ei ht stair
ways. The roof is of glass, 100 set from
the floor.

The exterior walls of this building are
composed of a continuous Corinthian or
der of pilasters, 3 feet 6 inches wide and
42 feet high, supporting a full entabla
ture, and resting upon a stylobate 8 feet
6 inches. The total hight of the walls
from the grade outside is 68 feet 6 inches.
The north pavilion is placed between
the two great semicircular projections of
the building ; it is flanked by two towers
195feet high.
The east and west central pavilions are

Fig. 6.—lllinols State Building.

The exterior of this building, like that
of all the others, will be made of “ stafi,"
similar to that used in facing the recent
Paris Eposition buildings. The cost of
the Mines Building is $260,000.

THE ELECTRICAL BUILDING,

shown in Fig. 8, is 345 feet wide and 700
feet long, the major axis running north
and south.
The general scheme of the plan is based
upon a longitudinal nave 115 feet wide

composed of two towers 168feet high. In
front of these two pavilions there is a great
portico com .ed of the Corinthian order,
with full co umns.
The south pavilion is a niche 78 feet in
diameter and 103feet hi h. In the center
of this niche, upon a lo ty pedestal, is a
colossal statue of Franklin.
At each of the four corners of the build
ing there is a pavilion. above which rises
a light open spire or tower, 169feet high.
Intermediate between these corner pavil

details and general outlines that they
might be capable of providing an electric
illumination by night on a scale hitherto
unknown. the flag-stalls, the open porti
cos, and the towers, especial] , being ar
ranged with this in view. he cost is
$375,000.

THE DAIRY BUILDING.

The Dair Building stands near the lake
shore in t e southeastern part of the
park. and close by the general live stock
exhibit. It covers approximately half an
acre, measuring 65x 200 feet; is two
stories high, and cost $30,000. In design
it is of quiet exterior, asmaybe seen from
an inspectlon of Pi . 9. On the first floor,
besides oflice he quarters, there is in
front alarge open space devoted to ex
hibits of butter, and further back an
operating room, 25x 100 feet, in which
the model dairy will be conducted. On
two sides of this room are amphitheatre
seats capable of accommodating 400
spectators. Under these seats are re
frigerators and cold storage rooms for the
care of the dai products. The oper
ating room, whic extends to the roof,
has on three sides a gallery where the
cheese exhibits will be placed. The rest
of the second story is devoted to a café,
which opens on a balcony overlooking
the lake.

THE HORTICULTURAL BUILDING.

Immediately south of the entrance to
Jackson Park, from the Midway Plais
ance, and facing east on the lagoon, is the
Horticultural Building shown in Fig. 10.
In front is a flower terrace for outside ex
hibits. including tanks for Nymphwa and
the Victoria Regia. The front of the ter
race, with its low parapet between large
vases, borders the water, and at its center
forms a boat landing.
The building is 1000 feet long, with an
extreme width of 250feet. The plan is a
central pavilion, with two end pavilions,
each connected with the central one by
front and rear curtains, forming two in

and 114 feet high, crossed in the middle
by a transept of the samewidth and hi ht.
The nave and the transept have a pitc ed
roof, with a range of skylights at the bot
tom of the pitch and clere-story windows.
The rest of the building is covered with a
flat roof, averagin 62 feet in hight, and
provided with sky ights.
The second story is composed of a series
of galleries connected across the nave by
two bridges. with access by four grand
staircases. The area of the galleries in
the second story is 118,546square feet, or
2.7 acres,

l'ig. 7.-—Minesand Mining Building.

The World‘s Colombian Exposition.

ions and the central pavilions on the east
and west sides there is a subordinate pa
vilion bearing a low square dome upon an
open lantern. There are thus ten spires
and four domes.
The appearance of the exterior is that
of marble, but the walls of the hemicycle
and the various porticos and loggia are
highly enriched with color, the pilasters
in these places being decorated with
scagliola, and the capitals with metallic
effects in bronze.
In the

design
of this buildin , it was

proposed by t e architects to so evise its

terior courts. each 88 x 270 feet. These
courts are beautifully decorated in color
and planted with ornamental shrubs and
flowers. The center pavilion is roofed by
a crystal dome 187 feet in diameter and
113feet high. under which are exhibited
the tallest palms, bamboos and tree ferns
that can be procured. There are galleries
in each of the pavilions. The galleries of
the end pavilions are designed for cqfés.
In this building are exhibited all the
varieties of flowers, plants. vines. seeds.
horticultural implements, &c. Those ex
hibits requiring sunshine and light are
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shown in the rear curtains, where the
roof is entirely of lass and not too far re—
moved from the p ants. The front cur
tains and space under the galleries are de
signed for exhibits that require only the
ordinary amount of light. Provision is
made to heat such arts as r uire it.
The exterior o? the bui ding is in
“ stafi,” tinted in a soft warm bufi, color
being reserved for the interior and the
courts.

L"?in; l.‘I air"!

The cost of the building is about
$300,000.

THE WOMAN’S BUILDING,

which is represented in Fig. 11. measures
200x 400 feet, and its estimated cost is
$200000. The style of this architecture
is classic, with end and center pavilions.
The corner and center avilions are con
nected in the first story yan open arcade
surmounted by classic vases. The first
story is Doric and the second Ionic. The
center pavilion contains the main en
trance of the building. This is treated
with a triple open archway of the story

above, with a row of free standing Co
rinthian columns. The main cornice is
an elaborate decorated frieze, running
the entire length of the building. The
whole is covered with a low Italian roof.
From the main entrance of the building
the visitor enters the main allery, 60 x
240 feet. To the extreme le t of this, in

a room 80x200 feet, the retrospective
exhibit will be arranged, while a like
space at the other end of the building
will be devoted to reforms and charities.
On either side of the entrance space is
reserved for a model kindergarden and a
model hospital. A bureau of informa
tion, library and a record room are to the
right of the main entrance. Wide colon
nades extend around the sk light on the

ight to thesecond floor, which gives
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Fig. 8.—Electrical Building

rooms below. The front and back suites
of rooms are reserved for committees and
parlor gatherings. In the extreme left of
the building is a club room for exhibit
ors. and o posite this is an assembly room
80 x 120 eet. There are also rooms for
kitchen demonstrations and for oflicers'
headquarters.

THE TRANSPORTATION BUILDING.

The main building of the transportation
exhibit. Fig. 12, measures 960 feet front
by 256 feet deep; from this will extend
westward to Stoney Island avenue a tri
angular annex covering about nine acres

F-‘\mw7_u)n_

Fig. 9.—Dalry Building.

The World’s Columbian Exposition.

and consisting of one-story buildings 64
feet wide, set side by side. As there will
be a railway track every 16 feet and as all
these tracks will run east and west, these
annex buildings may be used to exhibit
an entire freight or assenger train
coupled up with its engine. It is likely
that the display of locomotive engines

will be very large. The roof is in three
divisions ; the middle one rising much
higher than the others, and its walls are
ierced to form an arcaded clere-story.
he cupola, placed exactly at the center
of the building and rising 165 feet above
the ground, is reached by eight elevators.
These elevators will of themselves natur
ally form a part of the transportation ex
hibit, and as they will also carry passen
gers to galleries at various stages of

hight, a fine view of the interior of the
building may easily be obtained. The
main galleries of this building, because
of the abundant placing of passenger
elevators, will prove quite accessible to
visitors.
The exhibits to be placed in the build
ing will naturally include everything of
whatsoever name or sort devoted to pur

poses
of transportation, and will range

mm a baby carriage to a mogul engine.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT BUILDING.

Delightfully located near the lake
shore, south of the main lagoon and of

the area reserved for the foreign nations
and the several States, and east of the
Woman‘s Building and of Midway Plais
ance, is the Government Exhibit Build
ing, shown in Fig. 13. The buildings of
England, Germany and Mexico are near
by to the northward. The Government
Building was designed by Architect
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Windrim, now succeeded by W. J. Ed
brooke. It is classic in style, and bears a
strong resemblance to the National Mu
seum and other Government buildings at
Washington. It covers an area of 350 x
420 feet, is constructed of iron, brick and
glass, and cost $400,000. Its leading ar
chitectural feature is a central octagonal
dome 120 feet in diameter and 150feet
high, the floor of which will be kept free
from exhibits. The building fronts to the
west, and connects on the north, by a
bridge over the lagoon, with the building
of the Fisheries exhibit.

THE FORESTRY BUILDING.

The Forestry buildin is in appearance
the most unique of al the exposition

“ as

structures. Its dimensions are 200x 500
feet. To a remarkable degree its architect
ure is of the rustic order. On all four
sides of the building is averanda, su -
porting the roof of which is a colonn e
consisting of a series of columns com

posed
of three tree trunks, each 25 feet in

en b. one of them from 16 to 20 inches
in iameter, and the others smaller. All
of these trunks are left in their natural
state, with bark undisturbed. They are
contributed by the different States and
Territories of the Union and by foreign
countries, each furnishing specimens of
its most characteristic trees. The sides
of the buildin are constructed of slabs
with the bar removed. The window
frames are treated in the same rustic

W
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manner as is the rest of the buildin .
The main entrances are elaborate y
finished in different kinds of wood, the
material and workmanshi being con
tributed by several prominent lumber
associations. The roof is thatched with
tan and other barks. Surmounting the
cornice of the veranda and extending all
around the building are numerous flag
stafis bearing the colors, coats-of-arms,
&c., of the nations and States represented
in the exhibits inside. A view of the
building is presented in Fig. 14.
The Forestry Building was designed by
P. B. Atwood, chief desi er in the
exposition’s Construction partment,
and cost about $100,000.Chief Buchanan,
of the exposition's Department of Agri
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Fig. 12,—TransportatlonBuilding.
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culture, is entitled to the lion‘s share of
credit for the existence of this exceedingly
novel and attractive building and display.

THE FINE ARTS BUILDING.

Grecian Ionic in style, the Fine Arts
Building is a pure type of the most re
fined classic architecture. The building
is oblong, being 500x 320feet, intersected
north, east, south and west by a great
nave and transept 100_feet wide and 70
feet high, at the intersection of which is
a dome 60 feet in diameter. The building
shown in Fig. 15 is 125 feet to the top of
the dome, which is surmounted by a
colossal statue of the type of the famous
figure of Winged Victor '. The transept
has a clear space through the center of 60

‘..'_.r\_

feet, being lighted entirely from abOVQ.
On either side are galleries 20 feet wide
and 24 feet above the floor. The collec
tions of sculpture are dis layed on the
main floor of the nave an trausept, and
on the walls both of the ound floor and
of the galleries are amp e areas for dis
playing the paintings and sculptured pan
els in relief. The corners made by the
crossing -of the nave and transept are filled
with small picture galleries.
Around the entire building are galleries
40 feet wide, forming a continuous prom
enade around the classic structure. Be—
tween the promenade and the naves are
the smaller rooms devoted to private col
lections of paintings and the collections of
the various art schools. On either side of
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the main building. and connected with it
by handsome corridors. are very large an
nexes, which are also utilized by various
art exhibits.
The main building is entered by four
great portals, richly ornamented with
architectural sculpture, and approached
by broad flights of steps. The walls of
the loggia of the colonnades are highly
decorated with mural paintings, illustrat
ing the history and progress of the arts.
The frieze of the exterior walls and the
pedlments of the principal entrances are
ornamented with sculptures and portraits
in has-relief of the masters of ancient
art. The general tone or color is light
gray stone. The construction, althou h
of a temporary character, is necessari y
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fire roof. The main walls are of solid
bric , covered with “stafi,” architect
urally ornamented, while the roof, floors
and alleries are of iron. All light is
supplied throu h glass skylights in iron
frames. The uilding is located in the
northern portion of the park, with the
south front facing the lagoon.

The Kitchen and Its Arrangement.

A well-arranged, well-lighted and con
veniently located kitchen is one of the
most important rooms in a dwelling
house, says D. W. King, for upon its con
veniences and equipments will depend the
success of the housekeeping. The aspect
of the kitchen should, where possible, be
upon the north, so that it may be shielded
from the heat of the sun in summer.
When found necessary to place the
kitchen where it will be directly exposed
to the heat of the sun the only recourse is
to protect it by verandas. The conditions
of service most desired are that the
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kitchen should beas near the dining room
as possible, and that the passage between
them should never lead past the doors of
any of the other living rooms. In order
to exclude odors and the sounds of cookin

o rations. the dinner route should le

t on h the pantry, the doors of which
shoul be hin ed with double hinge self
closing spring utts, which will allow the
door to swing either way by simply push
ing against it. This arrangement is also
very convenient when passing with a

large dish which occu ies both hands.
Since the cooking is t e most important
work to be done in the house, the utensils
to be used for this purpose must be ar
ranged so as to be as near to ether as s

sible in order that time an energy s all
not be wasted by moving from the sink,
range and other fixtures. Conse uently
the kitchen need not be larger t an re
quired for comfortable working space.
. The first essential fixture i
s agood cook
ing range with water back and a heavy
copper boiler of not less than 40 gallons
capacity. In most cases a portable range
is to be preferred, as it is less expensive
and is cleaner. The ran e is best set
upon a tiled or slate heart , with ample

working space about it, and should be
fitted with all modern adjuncts. Dish
washing is the next in importance, and
the facilities for lightenipg the work
should be as complete as possible. The
sink should be of porcelain or sea tone,
with a “ splashboard” or back 0 some
material not less than 12 inches in width,
with a hardwood draining board at one
end and a small table at the other on
which to set the dishes. Arack for hold

Wall street. The apparatus consists of a

“ gun ” in the shape of a sheet-tin tube 3

feet long and 2% inches in diameter,
which is bent into a goose neck at one end
and terminates in a 2-inch nozzle. A
second tube, 1 inch in diameter, enters
the first at the upper bend of the goose
neck and terminates abont3 inches inside.
being central with the nozzle. The sand

is fed through this tube from ahopper
and is projected against the work by an

Fig. 13.—UnitedStates
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Fig. 15.—-TheFine Arts Building.
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ing cups, saucers, plates, &c., after wash
ing is a most desirable convenience, and
ma be secured to the wall above the
sin . The waste pipe and trap from the
sink should be of heavy lead ipe with
neatly wiped joints, all exposed to view,
for sanitary reasons. The kitchen dresser
should extend to the ceiling, with com

partments
at the top and bottom inclosed

y panel doors, With glazed sash doors
between. The space above the glass doors
is used for storing article not generally
required in the routine of housework.
There should be a separate fine and ample
means provided for ventilating a kitchen
and carrying 05 the fumes and smoke of
the cookin . The floor of a kitchen should
be of hat wood, such as ash, ma 1eor
oak, filled, varnished, rubbed smoot and
waxed. The custom of wainscoting a

kitchen with narrow - beaded ceiling
boards is objectionable,as it creates too
many cracks and crevices, which accu
mulate dirt and dust.

THE SAND BLAST was recently used in
New York for cleaning the marble ex
terior of the United States Assay Ofiice in
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Government Building.
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air blast through the outer tube.‘7 It is
said that with an air ressure of 2 pounds

1
'

uare inch at t e nozzle 1 square
got 0 marble will be abraded to a depth
of 11,inch to ‘1‘ inch in one minute, leav
ing a fresh, clean surface.

THE LARGEST PLATE or onsss in this
city, says the Philadelphia Record, is in
the Eleventh street window of Robert J.
Thompson, at the southwest corner of
Eleventh and Chestnut streets. The size
of the plate is 200x 100inches, and it was
manufactured at Kokomo, Ind. The firm
which had the contract for furnishing the
glass first placed its order with a Pitts
burgh companv, which was unfortunate
enough to break two plates of that size in
preparing them for transportation. There
are several others which nearly equal this
one in size. There is one 194x 100inches,
another 140x 144,and one which was re
cently replaced. an infuriated bull having
gone through it. 198 x 98 inches. The
largest plate glass in the country is in
stock at Kokomo, and is 200 x 140
inches.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
HE YEAR JUST CLOSED hasbeenmore
universally satisfactory in the building

trades, as regards wages paid and hours
worked, than for severalprecedingyears,not
withstanding the fact that therehavebeendis
turbancesmoreor lessseriousin severalof the
large cities. Strikes havenot beeninfrequent
but they havebeenundertaken.in most cases,-
only as last resorts and in order to gain de
sired increasein wages or reduction of hours
of labor. The growing willingnessof employ
ers to confer With theworkmenon subjects of
difl’erencc,which is the outcomeof association
on their part, hasresultedin much lesstrouble
over working rules, the employmentof non
union men and matters of a kindred nature
and is gradually establishing a feeling that
eachsidehasrights that are worthy of consid—
eration by theother.
The mostseriousstrike of the year was that
of the bricklayers of Pittsburgh, in which
nearly all the other trades becameinvolved,
the carpenters particularly. The workmen
were very determinedand held out for their
point long after their cause washopelessand
their placessuppliedby workmen brought in
from other cities. The strike still retains its
official existence,having never been declared
ofi’,although but few of the bricklayers are
still out of employment,mostof them having
returnedto work at theold wages or sou ht
employmentin other cities. The other tra es
involved soon

adiusted
their affairs and re

sumedwork. Ear in the year the building
trades in Milwau ee were disturbed by a
strike of various trades becauseemployersre- '
fusedto acce t working rules that had been
preparedsoley by the workmen. After con
siderabletrouble thematterwas settled b a
committeefrom the Builders’andTraders’Ex
change,who weregiven powerto act for the
employers, and who prepared a new set of
working rules that were finally accepted as
bindingu n both sides,and no further dis
turbance as occurred. The stonecuttersof
Detroit struck for higher wages in the sum
merand after considerable trouble and loss
were compelledto return to work, as the em
ployers decidedthat they could not pa the
increaseasked,and therewereplent o

fy

men
tobehad at thewa as then prevai in . The
extremeWest and orthwest have b some
local disturbances,but nothing of a serious
nature.
Altogether the indications of the past car
show that progressis being actuall ma e in
the direction of bringing both employersand
workmen into a condition wherebythejustice
of demands,madeby either side,can bedem
onstrated and the true 'tion of each es
tablished and maintaine without resort to
strikesand lockouts.

Baltimore. Md.
The building tradesof Baltimore have for
sometime past been taking active and com
binedste looking toward a united eflforton
January , 1892to securetheestablishmentof
theeight-hourday in all branchesof thetrade.
Several of the trades have beenat work re
cently preparinga newscaleof wages,and the
action that theemployerswill take will bede
pendentuponthe termsof the demandandthe
wagesdesired. All trades,with theexception
of the freestone cutters, have heretofore
worked nine hours per day.
The Builders’ Exchangehassofar perfected
the schemefor erecting a building of its 0W1]
that work will be commencedas soon as the
leasesof the tenants now occupyingthe sitesele expire. The building now stand
ing where the future Exchange is to be
Will be pulled down and removed, and an
entirely new structure that will compare fa
vorably with thefinebuildings surrounding it
will beerected.
The Exchange hasappointeda committeeto
act in conjunction with committees from
other influential bodiesin the city, suchas the
Shoeand Leather Board of Trade, to consider

g‘eritriiin
Baltimore interests in the World’s

a .

Boston, Mass.
The past year in Boston has been a satisfac

togy
onein man respectsfor both employers

an workmen. here have beenmany large
contracts in operation, besides plenty of
smaller work in the residenceportions of the
city. A marked advance has been madein
the direction of securing a permanentmeans
for preventingdifferencesbetween employers
and employees from resulting in strikes
through the adoption of the form of arbitra
tion advocatedby the National Asociation of
Builders betweentheMasonBuilders' Associa
tion and the Bricklayers’, Stone Masons‘and
Building Laborers’Unions. Anumher ofmeet
ings haw. beenheld by the joint committee

with themostsatisfactory results ; a
system
of

apprenticeship has been adopted an several
pointsof interest

amicably}
settled. No trouble

of a serious nature has con experiencedin
any of the branchesof the building tradesince
the strike and lockout of the freestonecutters
in 1890,and there is no present prospect for
disturbancein the future.
The union ca enters have determined to
petition the Legis ature to amend the employ
ers’iiabilit law and the lien law, and to pass
a bill for the ap iutment of an ins tor of
staging. Theya sointend to requestt eenact
mentof a measuremaking it obligatory on
the part of the State to appoint a memberof
the Building Trades Uni-in as inspector of

public
buildings in course of construction.

hey desire to have the employers’liability
bill soamendedthat whenaninjured emplo ee
dies within a certain number of days, is
family shall be able to recover the same
amountas if he werekilled outright. As the
mechanics' lien law now stands first and
secondmortgagesand interesttake precedence
over labor. It is the opinion of the carpenters
that labor’swagesshould take recedeuce.
The annual meetingof the asterBuilders’
Association was held on December 16, at
which thesecretarymadea full report of the
condition of the organization, showing that
notwithstanding the heavy expenseentailed
by the extensivealterations in its building, the
associationisin excellent financial condition.
The officersand directors who servedlast year
were reelected, the otherrs bein as follows :

President, James I. Wingate; Vice-president,
E. Noyes-iWhitcomb ; secretaryand treasurer,
William H_ Sayward.

Buffalo, N. Y.
Rapid progress is bein made on the new
buildi for the Buffalo xchange,at the cor
ner of cart and Pearl streets. It is up five
stories,leaving but two stories to do. The
boilers havealsobeen put in. So rapid has
beenthe progressthat a hopehassprungup to
have the building ready for occupancy by
May 1

.

This was the date originally pro
posed,but afterward the time was extended
severalmonths,as it was belivedto be impos
sible to do so much in so short a time. The
building will be roofed in very shortly, and
then with the borlers in and steam up
the inside work can be quickly and com
fortably done durin the winter. At the
last regular meetinggecretary E. L. Cook re
ported that there were144membersin theEx
changeand that an average of 77 members
hadmadedaily useof the rooms. The annual
meeting occurs January 2

,

when important
businesswill be transacted.
The first floor of the new Builders’ Ex
change,now in processof erection at the cor
ner of Court and Pearl streets,will certainly
beoccupiedby a bank. Itwill beheld for rent
to somebanking institution for a limited time,
after which, if it is not rented arrangements
will bemadefor the Builders‘ Exchange to oc
cu it as a bank. It is believed that the
bui dersand othersinterestedin the Builders’
Exchangewould supplya largeclientagefor aBuilders Exchange Bank, and that such an
enterprisewould becertain to provea success.
The lower portion of the building, thefirstand
secondfloorsat least,will be ready for occu
pancy by May 1
.

Chicago, iii.
In the opinion of the Builders’ and Traders’
Exchange of Chicagothe CommonCouncil has
taken a

step1
in the right direction in ordering

that, untilt e Building Committeereports,no
rmits shall issuefor theconstructionof build
ing 12storiesin hight. in anticipationof this
action of the Council a large number of per
mitsWere taken out for iii-story buildings.
The past car has been an unusually ros
runs one or builders in all branches 0 the
usiness,a fact that is largely the result of the
city beingselectedas the site for the World’s
Fair. Many large operationsare beingcarried
on outside the fair ground in the shapeof
apartmenthousesand hotels,besidesaboutthe
average amount of building in the business
portion of the city.
Little trouble hasbeenexperiencedbetween
employers and workmen owing to the exist
enceof joint committeesof arbitration in the
carpenterand mason branches of the trade.
As these t vo branchesare themost werful
their action practically controls t a rest,
which, togetherwith the fact that the plan of
arbitration in force hasprovedeminentlysatis'
factory, has preventedany serious complica
tions. Some effort was made by the carpen
ters to preventany but union men being em
ployedon theWorld‘s Fair buildings, but the
subjectnever reachedan issue,as thecommis
sioners refusedto discriminatebetweenunion
and non-union men. There was no trouble

however,as the scale of wagesdesiredby the
union revailod,and therewas no legitimate
cause or grievance.

Cincinnati. Ohio.
A meetingwasheldon Thanksgiving Day be
tween acommitteefrom the Cincinnati Build
ers' Exchangeand acommitteefromthe Build
ing TradesCouncil at the invitation of the lat
ter, for thepurposeof considering the request
0! theCouncil that thecontractorsemplo none
but unionmenandusemanufacturedstoc only
that is the product of union shops. The sub
ject was consideredthoroughly and without
friction, although the workmen firme mam
tained their request that the contractors re~
fuse to emplo non-unionworkmen. The com
mitteefrom t e Builders’ Exchange explained
the nature of their organization to the work
men,demonstratingthat it was a purely ad
visory bodyand that it wasbeyond the wer
of thecommittee to take final action binding
membersof various branches of the business,
and the matter, upon being reported to the
Exchange, was referred to the.Amalgamated
Contractors’ Association, the members of
which are also members of the Exchan .

The form of arbitration advocatedby the a
tional Association of Builders was discussed
favorably by the Joint Committee and was
recommendedto the Building Trades’Council
by its representatives. The request of the
Council is at presentin the handsof theAmal
gamatedContractors’Association. Several of
the unions belongingto the Council havebeen
clamoring, itis claimed, for some time past
for permission to strike on work where non
union men are employed,but havebeen

p11“:vented by the central body in the hopet t

the matter could be arranged by arbitration.
It is the intentionof the workmento make a
eneral demand in the spring for shorter
ours, and severalof the trades havealready
given noticeof their intention to the employ
ers. The steamfitters have made a demand
for nine hours’ work with ten hours’ pay, to
begin January 1

.

Cleveland, Ohio.
The members of the Buildin Trades Asso
ciation of Cleveland are active y engaged in
making reparations for the coming conven
tion, andhilreadyhave the details well under
way. The association,which wasreorganized
just prior to the last convention, has been
gaining steadil in membership and

importance during t e

past
year, and haspro ted

by theex rienceo theold Exchangeto estab
lish itsel upon a firmer and moresatisfactory
basis.
The buildin trades,so far as the workmen
are concern , have beenat work for some
time perfectingarrangementsfor taking steps
early in the yearto revent the employment
of non-unionmen. e unions claim to con
trol at present 15,000men and that thereare
lessthan 5000non-union men emplo ed in the
building tradesin Cleveland. Just w at means
will be taken to bring about the prevention
of emplo ment of non-union men is not yet
decided, at itis at present under considera
tion. Definite action is not roposedbefore
May 1

,

and the unionshopeto ve some lan
perfectedby that time which will enable t em
to secure their ends without stopping work.
No formal declaration of intention has been
issuedby themasyet to the employers.

Kansas Clty, Mo.
Building hasbeenvery quiet in Kansas Cit
for the pastyear, the total amount of wor
donebeing far below that of 1890. No par
ticular cause is assigned for this depression,
except a general lull in the activity that has
been somarked for a number of yearspast.
The lack of building

operations
has been felt

by the Builders’ and raders’Exchange, and
advantageis beingtaken of the resent state
of affairs to reorganizethe Exc ngeu n a

better basis in anticipation of its rmer
establishmentin the future. Themembersare
at present at work upon the reorganization
and are seekin to bring thebody into greater
importancean prominence,as oneof the in
stitutions of the city, thaneverbefore. Noth
ing of a disturbing nature has occurred
amongthe workmenduring the past season,
and thereare apparently no pre tions for
future action on their part be ng madeat
present.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
The year ust pasthas been full up to the
averagein randRapidsso far as e building
business is concerned, there having been
several large contracts for building in the
business ortion of the city executed.besides
considera le work in the residenceportion.
The Builders’ and Traders’ Exchange is in a
flourishing condition, and is being recognised
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more and more every day as an influencein
the city. John H. Hoskenhasbeenappointed
secretary, in place of Charles E. Whitcoinb,
resigned,and James M. “'ilcox hasbeenmade
acting secretary for the unexpired term, in
order that theofficemay receiveconstantper
sonal attention.

Lowell. Mass.
The membersof the Master Builders’ Ex
change of Lowell held their annual banquet
on theevening of December8, and the aflair
wasa thoroughlyenjoyable and satisfactory
one in

ever;
respect. A large number were

resent,an several of the promi ient mem
rs and guests respondedto the call of the
toqstmasterupon tepics of interestto Lowell
builders. The valueand importanceof organ
ization was touchedu on by J. H. Coggshail,who impresed upon t e membersthe benefit
that wouldaccrueto themselvesand tothe Ex
chan e if they would confine their dealings
with uildeis to brothor membersas far as
possible. The importanceof more thorough
establishmentof the “ ’Chan e" hour andthe
habit of meetingdaily in the xchangefor the
purpose of transacting business with each
other. insteadof wasting time running about
the cit in search of each other, was urged
upon t emembers.
The a proaching seasonpromiseswell for
the buil ers.

Louisville, Ky.

IThe t year has beena successfulone for
the b ldersof Louisville and the annual re
rt of the secretary of the Builders’ and
raders’Exchangeindicatedthat nearl all of
the work of any importance was done the
members. At theannual meeting,whic was
held on the eveningof December10,the fol—
lowing ofllcers were elected for the ensuing
year: President Mr. J. H. Murphy; firstvice
president, Mr. Meriwether, and secondvice
resident,Mr. Grenier. Messrs.J N. Struck,
rge L. Smith and William Seamanwere

elected directors for three yearsand Thomas
Armstrong waselectedasdirector for the Na—
tional Associationof Builders. At this meet
ing the formation of definite plans for the
erection of a building for its own use was
undertakenand theproject isnowwellstarted.
A number of desirable sites are at present
under consideration,on one of which the Ex
change will ahortly erect a handsomeofllce
building especiallyadaptedto its own use.
Stepsare beingactivelytakenby thevarious
unions of workmento form aBuilding Trades’
Council. The matter is beingagitatedprinci
pally by the carpentersand joiners, who are
very strongly unitod, and they expectthat all
building trades will participate in the move
ment.

Lynn, Mass.
The Master Builders’ Association of Lynn
has beenbeenrecentlyconsidering subjectsof
interesttobuildersof thecity, andhaveamon
other thin taken up the advisability o
amendingt e lien law of Massachusetts. At
the last regular meetingof theassociation,the
following memberswereelected delegatesto
the sixth conventionof the National Associa
tion : P. 8. Curry, A. J. Dearborn Benj. T.
Davidson ; alternates, Frank G. kelly and
Jas. E. Manning.

New York.
The membersof theMechanics‘andTraders
Exchangehavebeenactivelyat work onaproj
ect ior erectinga building to cost in thevicin
ity of $1,000000 for the Exchan e and its
members. The general plan has under
advisementfor nearly a year, andis nowsuffi
ciently outlinedand discussedto warrant the
actual undertaking. Secretary Wright, in
speakin of the intention of the committee,
said : “ beob ectof the committee is, I be
lieve, toe an theExchange beyondwhat it
now signi es—merelymeeting together for
merchandising. They

lprgpose
that it shall be

soextendedas to inclu e I the trades identi
fied with theconstructionof a building.many
of which arenotconnectedwith theExchange,
and by mutual intercourseenable them all to
understandeachother’sneeds,so that in times
of financial or other trouble, particularly in
the faceof strikes,they maybeable to render
eachother a united, intelligent and effective
assistance. To encoura the union into their
own separateorganizationsof the employers
in eachtrade should be oneof the objects of
the Exchange. To provide for this it is pro
posed that the new building shall contain a
~properly equippedsuiteof roomsfor themeet
ing of suchorganizations."

Omaha. Neb.
The secondmonthly meetingof the Omaha
Exchange under the plan adoptedat the No
vembermeetingwas heldon December4, and
demonstratedbeyondquestion thewisdom of
the move. The

principal
topic of discussion

was the “ code 0 practice" recommendedby

the National Association of Builders, which
wasthoroughlydiscussedand finally adopted.
PresidentHusseymade a brief address,in
which hestatedthesecretof successof all en

telgrises
of thischaracterwaspromptitudc. He

sai that this Exchange should be considered
the home of every legitimate contractor of
Omaha Work should be earnestly mapped
out and rigid] executed. Flagrant abuses
couldnot bein ividually correcsed.but byor
ganized effort great things can be accom
plished. Every reputable contractor should
thereforebe enrolled, and by this concentra

ziggdof
effort great reformscouldeasilyberec

i .
A light lunch was servedby someof the
membersof theWoman‘s Exchange,and the
character of the meetingshowedplainly that
thememberswerebeingawakenedto a knowl
edge of the importance that the Exchange
might attain if properand united action were
takenby thebuilders.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Pittsburgh Builders’Exchangefeels,in
the light of theexperienceof the past season,
that the contractors should be so organized
that they could treat directly and definitely
with the trade unions, and in order that, in
case of strike means of protection shallbe
alwa sat han . This subject has been very
care ully discussed,and while the Exchange
advocatesand always prefers to settle differ
enceswith theworkmenby arbitration, means
will be provided for the rotoction of the
employers,so that should t e carpentersand

bricklay‘crs
strike on May 1, astheypromised,

the stri 0 would be exceedinglyshort lived.
The plan will beperfectedin time to be pre
sentedto the National Association at the con
vention.
The Exchange held a specialmeetingon Do
cember 10 to consider ways and means for
erectinga building of their own A plan has
beenin existence for sometime, but wastem
porarily laid asideduring the trouble with the
workmen. Over $150,000have already been
subscribed,and the specialaspectof the sub
ject consideredat themeetingwasa proposi
tion to build a building largeenoughto accom
modate various other businessassociations,
suchas theChamber of Commerce,theGrain
and Flour Exchan , &c. The Exchange is
alsoat work upon t etrade schoolsubject,ad
vocating theestablishmentof a morecompre
hensiveschool than is at presentin existence
in Pittsburgh. The school at presentonly
gives instruction in bricklaving. and an at
tempt is being made to include all other
branchesof building in a manner similar to
Colonel Auchmuty’sNewYork Trade Schools
or those of the Philadelphia Builders’ Ex
change.
The pupils of the school are to be 'vena
trial at actual work by beingem loy under
a competentsuperintendentto ay the brick
of the new Newsboys Home. The architect
has been consultedand findsupon ins tion
that they are capable of doing the work if
kept under the oversight of some capable
bricklayer. It is not the intent of the Ex
change to advocate such experiments be
coming a practice,but it is usingthe present
instanceasa practical testof the result of the
work of the school. The Builders’Exchange
has offered the servicesof the30ap renticea
in the school to the projectors of t a home.
The whole undertakingis a purely charitable
one,and the bricklaying is thesharecontrib
uted by the Exchange
A great deal more than the usual
amount of buildin has been done in Pitts
bur h this fall an winter. owing to the re
mar ably fair weatherthat hasprevailed. in
some measure this has enabled builders to
makeup for theheavy lossesincurredthrough
the strike last summer The coming sprin
will bea noteworthy one for the erection 0
big buildin in Pittsburgh, as the pro'ectors
of several ast spring postponedbuil ing in
anticipationof the May-day troubles.
The striking bricklayers claim that thenon
unionmenat work are representingthemselves
asmembersof the union. The men are still
sticking out for their demandof $4.50for nine
hours’ work, and eight hours on Saturday,
though thestrike ww inauguratedMay 1.
The Brotherhood of Carpenters and the
AmalgamatedCarpentersarehavin trouble,
which will doubtlessresult in theextinction of
oneof theorganizations.Themore regressive
of the brotherhoodhave apparenty incurred
theenmity of someof themembersby an en
deavorto placethemselveson an equalfooting
with theemployersby advocating arbitration
through joint committees,insteadof by old
methods,and the result will probably be dis
ruption.

Philadelphia, Pa.
The following delegateshavebeenelectedto
represent the Master Builders’ Exchange of
Philadelphia at the ineetin of the National
Amociationof Builders at leveland: George
Watson, Murrell Dobbins, William Harknms,

John 8. Stevens.Franklin M. Harris and Will
iam B. Irvine ;delegate-at-large,

Stacy
Reeves;

alternates, Charles Gilliugham, Wi liam H
Albertson, William B. Carlisle, Charles G.
Wetter, Samuel Hart andDavid A. Woelppel'.
The election of officers will not occur until
January 29.
The Exchangehas decided to institute at
thecorporationmeetings,occurring every ow
months.a seriesof discussionson how to best
bring theprosperityof theorganizationup to
its properstandard. The subject at the next
meeting is “ How to getat GoodAttendance
of MembersDuring ’ChangeHour.”

St. Paul. Mlnn.
The membersof the Builders' Exchangeof
St. Paul havemadean appealto the Common
Council of the city praying for the up int
mentof a practical manas inspectorof uild
ings. alleging that the Exchange includes all
theprominentbuildersand contractors in the
city, and by the very nature of their business
are brought into intimate relations with the
inspector. It is, therefore,of the highest im
portanceto themthat a thoroughlycompetent
personshouldbeselectedfor thatoffice. They
contendthat it is impossibleto frameordin
ancesstrict enoughto coverall the important
minutiae that enter in the construction of
buildings. if thecouncil shouldchoosea man
not familiar with ractical building, hewould
becompelledto to low only the letter of the
ordinances and in many particulars deviate
from their spirit. Theyarguethat suchaman
would bethepreyof unscrupulouscontractors,
while an inspectorthoroughlypostedwouldbe
able to detect imposition. The Builders’Ex
changehasno candidateto urge for the posi
tion, butdesiresthatwhoeveris selectedshould
bechosenfor knowlcd of theduties uired
to beperformed,and t at theofficeshe d not
bemadein any sensepolitical. The feel so
deep] interestedin thematter that t e secre
tary beenorderedto lay their views before
theCommonCouncil. The builders offer no
objectionto thepresentincumbent,neitherdo
they endorsehim, but are ap rehensiveof a
change for the worse, and, t erefore,put in
their protest.
The Exchangeis in excellentconditionand
is continually gaining in importance, both as
to membersand asan institution.

Syracuse, N. Y.
The Master Builders’ Association of Syra
cuse had the misfortune to be burned out
during the latter part of November,and Sec
retary Wischoon reports that although the
damageto their effectswasmostlyfromwater,

nearlyeevery
thing wassothoroughlydrenched

as to practically ruined. The associationis
at present occupying temporary quarters at
233East Geneseestreet during the rebuiiding
of theburnedbuilding.
Building hasbeen unusuallyquiet in Syra—
cuseduring the past season,and as a result
there has been no disturbance in the labor
market. Builders are looking forward to
greater activity in the spring.

Worcester. Mass.
The building businessin Worcester is in
very ood condition for this season,and has
been risk during the larger portion of the
pastyear. Most of thebuildershavesufllcient
work unfinishedat presentto kee thembusy
during thewinter. The prospect or thecom
ing ear is bright, and both contractorsand
wor onare looking forward to a successful
season.
At the last

refilar
meetin of the Builders’

Exchan C. E. orseand . T. Darling were
elected elegatesto the comingconventionof
the National Association.

Notes.
The Builders’Exchangeof San Antonio has
moved into new quarters in the Maverick
Building.

The buildersof New Haven are seekingfor
better protectionof buildings in courseof con—
struction, and havearrangedfor a conference
with the city authoritieson thesubject.

A builders'exchan e hasbeenformedat Los
Angeles,Cal., about membersof the build
ing interestsof thecity being participants in
the organization.

The Builders’ Exchange of San Francisco
hasmovedfrom 330Pine street to 814Mont
gomerystreetinto moredesirablequarters.

One of the latest things proposedfor the
encoura ement of good workmanship is the
award 0 prizes. The masterbuildersof Phila
delphia are talkin about it; so are the em
loying painters. he schemeseemsentirely
geasiblewhereit is possibleto havemencorn~
to. An exhibition of workmanship where
it can be criticized or admired,according to
its merit would doubtlesshave a stimulating
effect. li anymenare indifferent becausethey
getno thanksfor an extra eflort to please.
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THE BOSTON
PRACTICAL exhibition and test of va
rious fire proofing materials was re
cently made in Boston, Mass, in a

building constructed for the purpose in
a vacant lot on New Park street formerly
used for a baseball ground, the seats
providing convenient accommodations for
nearly 500 spectators, comprising build
ers, underwriters, officers of the fire de
partment and architects. The building
was built of 2 inch upright plank,
covered with a flat tinned roof and di
vided by partitions into seven cells, each
about 5 x 15 feet and lined with fire-proof
materials, asshown in the illustrations.
The building was erected jointly by the
following manufacturers of the materials
used: The King’s Windsor Cement Dry

under the tin. Four links were hung in
each cell, which were composed of mate
rials melting at the following temperatures,
F.: Lead, 626°; antimony, 842°; alumi
num alloy, 1292”; brass, 1850".
The following persons were requested to
act as a committee to supervise the experi
ments: C. J. H. Woodbury, vice-presi
dent Boston Manufacturers’ Mutual Fire
Insurance Company; C. H. Goddard,
secretary New En land Insurance Ex
chan e; D. S. Lor , Superintendent of
Buil ings, and Charles H. Rutan of
Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge, architects.
About a quarter of a cord of kiln-dried
hickory wood was placed in eachcell, and
half a cord in the passage between the
buildings, with a small quantity of small
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FIRE TESTS.
to a thickness of nearly 1 foot, resembling
in its outlines a distended rubber pillow.
Various observations weremadeby the spec
tators at different stages in the fire, but it

was impossible to make any careful exami
nation until the fire had beenextinguished
by the members of the Boston Fire De
partment, who used a hose stream very
carefully at 2 o’clock, or 1 hour and 40
minutes after the fire had been started.
An examination of the building after
the fire was extinguished showed that in
cell No. 1 the King‘s Windsor cement laid
on wood lath was off, and that the plaster
ing had fallen b reason of the charrin of
the wood at thediack. The lime and air
mortar laid on the plaster board on the
left-hand side was intact, as was also the
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Diagram of Portion of Building Erected for the Boston Fire Tests.

Mortar Company, New York Eastern Plas
ter Board Company (cellular blocks of
plaster of paris with rushes laid in the
plaster), the Magneso-Calcite Fire-Proof
Company (a fire-proof paper), the Boston
Fire-Proofing Company (porous terra cotta
lumber), the Clinton Wire Cloth Com
pany, the New Jersey Wire Cloth Com
pany, the albarnural made by Stark, Ed
son & Co. (a fire resisting plaster finish).
Common lime plaster and wood laths were
also used.
The entrance to each cell at the front
was provided with a fire door tinned on
one side and the edges, which is not the
standard fire door, although frequently
used in the practice, where it is consid
ered that the exposure is only on one side.
There was a scuttle about 2 feet square in
the roof over each cell. The four open
ings in the partitions of the first four cells
were also fitted with tinned fire doors,
three of which were lined with fire~proof
papers under the tin. On each side of
the passage between cells four and five
were tinned fire shutters, one of them
being lined with magneso-calcite paper

wood and kerosene oil to serve for kind
ling the fires, which were lighted at 12.20
.m. The flames burned fiercely and the
sat was so intense that one would not wish
to remain within 50 feet of the building,
but the structure resisted the heat so well
that it was not on fire for about an hour.
although the fire doors at the front had
fallen before this time from the charring
of the wood at the hinges, caused by the
heat following the screws so that they
would not hold. Three of the links in
the cells had melted by this time,
showing the temperature to have exceeded
1292°, and later it was found that all the
links had melted except the brass link
(1850°) in cell No. 7

.

The generation of gas from the wood
used in the construction of the tinned
fire doors was quite noticeable throughout
the test. and at an early stage in the fire
one person of an inquisitive mind, noticing
the gas issuing from the seams in the tin,
lighted it with a match, and thus it burned
for some minutes. One of the interior
fire doors, covered with tin-lined asbestos
paper, was swelled up by the gas pressure

King’s Windsor cement on the opposite
side of this plaster board partition on the
right-hand wall of No. 2. The King’s
Windsor cement laid on the porous terra
cotta lumber on the left-hand side of cell
No. 2 was intact. In cell No. 8 the King’s
Windsor cement on the porous terra cotta
lumber was in good shape, but the same
material laid against the plank wall on the
left-hand side had fallen. Cell No. 4

was lined with King’s Windsor cement
laid upon wire lath. The bond of the
cement to the wire lath was so stron that

it held in place very well, althoug the
plank wall had been burned so that us arly
all the support was removed.
The passageway between the buildings
showed the effects of severe heat, as both
sides had been destroyed by the flames,
reducing the wood to charcoal, and they
had afterward fallen down. In No. 5

the walls were covered with King’s Wind
sor cement on wooden laths. These laths
had been charred, allowing some of the
cement to fall on both sides. Cell No. 6

was quite similar, with the exception that
two thicknesses of magneso-calcite were
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placed against the planking before the
lathiug was applied, and in some casesthe
heat had been so great as to entirely re
move the wood, leaving the magneso-cal
cite still on the partition. The last cell,
No. 7, was lined with wire cloth covered
with lime and hair mortar on the right
hand side and King’s Windsor cement on
the left-hand side. As far as the melting
of the brass links are an indication of the
heat, this cell was not exposed to so high
a temperature as the others, as it was the
only one in which the brass link did not
melt, although the heat was such as would
be called intense in the course of an ordi
nary fire. The interior of this cell was in
very good order and not severely injured
by the fire.
The result of all the experiments was
very interesting and instructive, not merely
showing the high resistance of the cement

When the floor is an old one, or ismade
of soft ine, a satisfactory finish ma be
obtaine in the following manner: irst
give a good riming coat of oil and
ocher mixed t in, taking care that the
ocher is ground fine. Then take 1 pound
fine flour of emery, 1 und of litharge
ound fine in oil, and

1pounds
good yel

ow ocher ground in o' . Mix together
with boiled oil and quick rubbing var
nish, in the proportions of 4 of the former
to 1 of the latter, until of the consistency
of paste. Thin with turpentine and

applytwo or three coats. It is im rtant t at
no more be applied than is a olutely ne
cessary. A coat of floor varnish may be
added if desired. The above method of
floor finishing is es cially recommended
for the floors of kitc ens, schools. &c.

waxuvo FLOORS.
Wax finishin of floors is, in the experi
ence of many, t e most durable and satis
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Diagram of Portion of Building Ended for the Boston Fire Tests.

and other materials to heat, but also the
stability of partitions and walls of 2-inch
plank when exposed for a long time to the
heat of a very serious fire.+
Floors and Their Finish.

The carpenter is not infrequently called
11 n to finish, or suggest a good method
0 finishing, a floor that is not intended to
be covered with

caigmts
or rugs—such, for

instance, as that o a lobby, schooler
or meeting hall. Alarge number of prep
arations have been put on the market for
this purpose, says an English exchange,
but it may be fairly asserted that none of
them will last for any considerable length
of time, but will need renovating every
year or so. Some of the tent floor

paints
are for this purpose airly satis

actory. The best method of finishing a

floor will, of course, depend u ii the kind
of wood of which the floor is composed.
If it be hard wood or hard pine, and is a

new floor, the wood may be filled with a

good paste filler and varnished with the
special varnish made for floors, and some

time:
known as “ floor finish ” or elastic

factory of all floor finishes. The advan
ta e it es is that wear and tear
on y serve to make it, within certain lim
its, better—that is, if it is properly looked
after. When an old floor is to be waxed

it should be thoroughly scoured with
scouring soap, ammonia being freely used
where necessary. When dry, apply a
coat of shellac. Rub down thoroughly
with fine sandpaper and oil; then apply
the wax and lish. This method is par
ticularly wel adapted when it is desired
to finish a floor quickly. The wax may be

pgrchased
ready for use, but may

readilgprepared by heating white wax an
adding turpentine until of the consistency
of a aste. To kee waxed floors in good
condition the s ould be frequently
rubbed up, an it is desirable, therefore,
to leave a little of the wax with the occu
pants of the house, with directions to oc
casionally renovate the work. It may ap
pear at first sight that this would be an
unbusinesslike proceeding, as it would
destroy the chance of the tradesmen being
called in to touch up the floor himself. It
should be remembered, however, that
when the floor is kept in a good condition
for a long time in this way a valuable

reputation
for good work is obtained,

w ich will probably bring in far more

than any possible loss by reason of the oc
cu ant “ doin it himself.”
hen old oors become spotted they

may be made to look " as good as ever ’

by appl ~ng a solution of ammonia and
water, alf and half, thoroughly washing
ofi and polishing with wax. A method of
finishing floors which possesses the ad
vantage at least of durability is as fol
lows: Take boiled linseed oil, heat it to
boiling point, and immediately pour it

over the floor, distributing it and rubbing

it around with an old stubby brush. Take
care that the room is dry and free from
dust. After, say, five or six hours, rub
off with old rags or sacking all the oil that
has not dried in. A door prepared in this
way will look well for a long time.

A Woman‘s House.

If there is any one thing more than
another calculated to bring on nervous
rostration in a builder, or even to drive
'm to suicide, it is to have a woman
hanging around a house he is building
bent on having everything to suit herself.
A man named Jones built a house out
in the suburbs of the city, and he men
tioned half apologetically to the builder
that Mrs. Jones would be around occa
sionally to su gest little changes she
might want m e in the plan of the house.
“ Occasionally?” said the builder when
telling the story afterward to a corres
pondent of the Detroit Free Press, “ why,
that woman put in an ap arance three
or four times every day row the time
the cellar wall was laid until the last nail
was driven and I had turned the house
and her over to the paper hangers and
decorators, and one of them has been sick
in bed ever since he finished his job be
cause of his efforts to please that woman.
“ She’d come around every day with
her mind changed regarding all of the
orders she had given on the day before,
and she’d want to know the why and the
wherefore of every nail that was driven
into that house. I’d be hard at work
when she’d come buzzing around with :

“ ‘ What are you doin that for?‘
“ ‘ Well, because it has to be done,
madam,’ I would say.
“ ‘ But what for? I don't believe I like

it done that way. And I believe I'll have
that closet chan ed, and some drawers
put in it, and t e door made smaller.
And. I’ve changed my mind about that
window in the dining room.’
“ ‘ But the order has been given for the
window sash and—'
“ ‘ Oh, well, you can have the order
countermanded. I’ve been thinking .the
matter over, and I’m sure I wouldn’t like
that kind of a window. And I don’t want
but two shelves in this closet.’
“ ‘ You said Monday that on wanted
three, and we've made three or it.‘
“ ‘Well, use the other one for some
thing else. I've changed my mind. What‘s
that man doing over there ? ’

“ ‘ He’s sandpapering that door frame.’
“ ‘ I'm not sure I want it sandpapered.‘
“ ‘It will have to be sandpapered be
fore it can be finished up.’
u ( Wh ?l
“ ‘Wel . because it must.‘
“ ‘ I don‘t see why.’
“ She couldn't see ‘ why ’ about any
thing, but she felt herself to be a ‘ born
architect.’ .
“ ‘ I know just exactly what I want,’ she
would say.

‘ And I’m going to have the
house built to suit myself.’
“ Well, it was built that way, and such

a looking thing as it is. She has some
thing changed about it every day of her
life, and she told a friend of mine that if
she ever built again she’d have the whole
plan changed. She changed it 15 times
while we were building the house. Give
me anything on this earth but a woman
to boss me at my work."+
“SKY BCRAPERB"in Chicago arevirtually
prohibited hereafter by exorbitant rates
of insurance demanded by the fire under
writers.
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Notice of Convention.
Tris NATIONALAssocu'rion or BoiLnnus.

s
Officeof Secretary,186Devonshirestrcct.

Bos'rox,Muss, December1.1891.

The sixth annual convention will take
lace at Cleveland, Ohio, beginning Mon
ay, January 18, 1892.
1. Exchanges already affiliated are eii
titled to representation in accordance with
the constitution as follows :

ARTICLE VII. REPRESENTATIONAT CONVEN
TIONS.

Each exchangeaffiliated with this associa
tion shall, at annual or other conventions,be
entitledto representationas follows :
Onedelegateat large, who shall be the di
rector chosenat theprecedingconvention,and
onedelegatein addition for each 50members
or fractional part thereof.
Each delegateshall haveonevote. andmay
be representedby alternateor proxy.
No delegateshall hold morethan oneproxy.

2. New exchanges or associations desir
ing representation at this convention may
send one delegate for each 50members in
their res ctive organizations, application
for mem rship bein made to the Board
of Directors in accor ance with the con
stitution, as follows:

ARTICLE iii. MEMBERSHIP.
Membershipin this association shall be es
tablished on the basis of associationsor ex
changes,as follows:
Properly incorporated or duly organized
builders’exchanges,representing,collectively,
employersin the various trades concernedin
the erection,construction and

oomghetlon
of

buildings, shall be entitled to mom rshlp in
this associationu in application and accept
anceby the Boar of Directors. _
Not more than oneexchangein any at; ortown shall beadmitted to membership. ndi
vidual membersof exchangesthus affiliated
shall be consideredmembersdo facto of the
National Association. >

3. Delegates should wear distinquish
ing badges, and the suggestion is made
that they be as simple as possible; for
instance, a button with name of city
thereon.
4. Each delegation must present a cre
dential (upon blanks provided by the
national secretary) signed by the secre
tary or president of the association they
re resent,

giving
names of all delegates.

or order of t e
EXECUTIVE Coum'rrss.

W. H. Sakuw, Secretary.

PROGRAMME AND REGULATIONS roa 'rnn
snrra ANNUAL CONVEVTION, canva
LAND, OHIO, anoman MONDAY, JAN
UARY 18. 1892:

Place of Meeting.—Association Hall,
Prospect and Erie streets.
Santana—Following suggestion ofl'ered
at-the last convention, there will be but
one session each day, beginnin at 10
o’clock, a.m., and continuing as on as
the business may require, in order t at
.committees may have the remainder of
the day for conference.
Resolutions—Resolutions must be pre
sented in writing and in duplicate, both
copies signed by the party presenting the
same.
Voting.—All votes (unless otherwise
ordered) must be announced by the chair
man of delegations.
The general headquarters of the dele
ates during the convention will be at the
glotel Hollenden.
' Detail of Proceedlull.

MONDAY, 10 o‘cnocu, an, JANUARY 18,
1892.

1. Opening address, by the president.

.
Appolintment

of Committee on (h-eden
ha 5.
Presentation of credentials.
Recess for inspection of credentials.
. Re rt of Committee on Credentials.
. R0 call.
.
Aprfiointment

of Committee to Report
'me and Place of Next Convention
and to Nominate Oficers for the

8 R
Comin Year.

. eport o secretary.
9. Report of treasurer.
0. Re rt of Standing Committee on

niform Contract.
11.
Refort

of Standing Committee on
egislation.

12. Report of Standing Committee on
Statistics.

13.
Relport

of Special Committee on Lien
aw.

14. Report of Special Committee on Build
ing Law.

15. Offering of resolutions.
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'rnssoav, 10 o’cnocx. an, JANUARY 19,
1892.

. Roll call. -

. Consideration of report of Commit
tee on Uniform Contract.

. Consideration of report of Committee
on Legislation.

. Consideration of report of Committee
on Statistics.

. Consideration of report of Committee
on Building Law.

. Consideration of report of Committee
on Lien Law.

. Reports from filial bodies.Q
G
O
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B
C
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N
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wannnsosv, 10 o'cnocx, an!" JANUARY
20. 1892.

This time will beoccupied in the counter
ation o

fa very important subject, notice
of which will

appear
in the circular

bearing the ofiicm programme.
Report of the Committee on Resolu
tions.
Report of the Committee on Time and
Place of Next Convention, and on
Nomination of Oflicers.
Election of oflicers.
Naming and election of directors.
Unfinished business.
Miscellaneous.+

Notices.
NOTICE TO sncaarsmss or FILIAL BODIES.

Secretaries of filial bodies are requested
to note carefully all items of the various
notices issued in re ard to the coming
convention. particu arly in relation to
representation, transportation, creden
tials, badges and resolutions, and see that
the dele ates from their bodies are fully
informe . Circulars covering these points
have been sent to each secret in suffi
cient number to furnish each de egate.
Blank forms for credentials have also
been sent and secretaries are requested to
use these blanks only, in order that the
credentials may be uniform.
Secretaries are also reminded that the
national secretary would like immediately
the special reports previously invited by
letter, as to general condition of atfairs in
their bodies and matters u n which the
counsel and advice of the ational Asso
ciation is desired.

Per order of the
‘

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

COMMITTEE ON LIEN LAW.

The members of the special Committee
on Lien Law are requested to meet at

Hotel Hollenden, Cleveland, Ohio, on the
morning of January 16, for conference.

COMMITTEE ON BUILDING LAW.
The members of the special Committee
on Buildin Law are requested to meet in
the Hotel_ ollenden, Cleveland, Ohio, on
the morning of January 16, for confer
ence.

COIMITI‘EE ON UNIFORM CONTRACT.

The members of the Standing Commit
tee on Uniform Contract are re nested to
meet in the Hotel Hollenden, eveland,
Ohio, on the morning of January 17, for
conference.

COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.
The members of the Standing Commit
tee on Resolutions are r nested to meet
in the Hotel Hollenden, leveland, Ohio,
on the morning of January 17, for con
ference.

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE.

The members of the Legislative Com—
mittee are re nested to meet in the Hotel
Hollenden, C eveland, Ohio, on the morn
ing of Jannary 17, for conference.

COXIITTEE ON STATISTICS.

The members of the Standing Commit
tee on Statistics are re nested to meet in
the Hotel Hollenden, leveland, Ohio, on
the morning of January 17, for confer
ence. *—
Sessions of the Convention.
Following the suggestion made at the
last convention it has been deemed ad
visable to have but one session of the cone.
vention daily, beginning at 10am. sharp,
and continuing as long as the business of
the programme may r nire. B this
plan. the various committees wil have
ample time for conference. and the dele
gates will have more time for observation

(i
if tg
e buildings and institutions of Cleve

an .

Regarding Transportation.
It has been the custom in the past forv
the secretary to make arrangements for
securing reduced rates of railroad fare for
delegates attending the convention, but
owing to the fact of the diflicnlty of
ascertaining the exact number that will
attend, and the refusal, for that reason, of
the Western Association to grant a rate
last year, it has been considered advisable
for each exchange to make its own ar
rangements in this regard.
Application should be made to local
ticket agents as soon as possible, for a
reduction of fares. The total attendance

:3
0past conventions has averaged about

——-——-_._—
Stepsare being takenin Chambersburg,Pa.,
Scranton, Pa., and Arkansas City, Kan, for
the formation of builders’ exchangesunder
the advice of the National Association. In

%uiries
are being constantly received by the

ational Secretary from uilders in cities
where there is either no filial bod
exchan at all, as to methodswhic
governm peculiar instances.

In thedeathof Henry R. Coulombof Phila
delphia the Master Builders’ Exchange lows
anothervaluable member.. The Philadelphia
Exchange has been particularly unfortunate
during thepast year in losing a numberof its
most active members. Mr. Coulomb was
always a prominent memberof the Exchange,
and will besadlymissed.

01‘[10
should
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The late appearance of the present
issue of Camentry and Building, we de
sire to state, is due to a fire which oc
curred a few days since in our printing
department.

Builderl’ Convention.

This issue of Carpentry and Building
is very largely devoted to a report of the
convention of the National Association of
Builders, held in Cleveland during the
third week in January. In addition to a
carefully prepared abstract of the proceed
ings, we present an article over Mr. Say
ward‘s signature, being in efiect a review
of the meeting and pointing out what oc
cured that is of special importance to the
building interests. A single incident of
the occasion is perhaps to be regretted.
We refer to the unfortunate misunder
standing or diiference of opinion concern
ing the matter of representation raised
by the Pittsburgh Exchange. We say
“ unfortunate " because at this time,when
it is so much to the interest of builders to
stand together in an efiort to bring their
branch of business up to the high plane
on which it belongs on account of its im
portance, it is inexpedient to have any
internal dissensions. In the interval since
the adjournment of the convention we
have secured interviews with a number
of men prominent in the councils of the
_ National Association, in Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, Boston and other places
with a view to learning the general senti
ment. All regret the occurrence as being
most unfortunate, but the general drift
of opinion is that the National Associa
tion could not do otherwise than to
pursue the course it did under the
circumstances. Pittsburgh has gone
through a peculiar experience in the
year just closed, and its membership
may have had in mind incidents of
the struggle just closed to the exclusion
of some of the objects to achieve which
the national organization was formed.

Just as we go to press we are in receipt
of the following telegram from E. A.
Knox, secretary of the Pittsburgh Build
ers‘ Exchange, bearing date of February 2 :

“Report of delegates regarding action
taken at Cleveland convention unani
mously and enthusiastically sustained at
meeting of Builders’ Exchange yester
day."

The Dreer Institute.

The Drexel Institute of Art, Science
and Industry, which was dedicated with
appropriate ceremonies in Philadelphia
on December 17, is an imposing structure
in which the building trades of the coun~
try cannot fail to be more or less inter
ested. It was built and endowed by
Anthony J. Drexel and its scope and ob
jects as outlined by him are “ the exten
sion and improvement of industrial edu

cation as a means of opening better and

wider avenues of employment to young
men and women.” The building has a

frontage of 125feet on Chestnut street
and a depth of 130feet on Thirty-second
street. The principal entrance is on

Chestnut street, which admits to a

portico enriched with colored marblEs and
paneled oak ceiling, and from here the

visitor enters the central hall of the

building. This hall is a court 65 feet
square, surrounded on all sides by gal
leries opening from the four floors, and

extends tothe roof. At the end of the
hall is a double marble stairway leading

to the upper floors. The building is

heated throughout by steam and lighted

by electricity. It has accommodations
for about 2000students. The structure is

built of buff-colored brick, with a granite
base, and is in the classic Renaissance

style of architecture. The institute was

erected at a cost of $600,000,and in order

that it may not lack the means of sup
port in its first days, Mr. Drexel has en

dowed it with $1,000,000.

MALI.
The term “ bad air ” is applied to a great
many difierent kinds of noxious atmos

pheres. We speak of the bad air from

sewers, the bad air of a closed, unoccupied

room, the bad air of chemical factories and

cow sheds.‘ But probably the worst of

all airs, without exceptions, is in the

unventilated room where many people are.

During the summer time this extremely

offensive atmosphere is seldom encount

ered, as a desire for coolness makes

people confined within doors open all

windows possible. When cold weather

comes on, however, the first desire of the

ordinary person seemsto be for warmth,
and this is obtained not by artificial means,

but by excluding the cooler atmosphere
of out-of-doors. When the temperature

falls still lower, as winter takes full

possession, it becomes necessary to have
artificial heat in the form of stoves, boil

ers, furnaces, or gas or oil apparatus, some

of which add still further to the foulness

of the air. Perhaps as people get more

civilizzd they will come to recognize the
fact that it is far more important to have
air containing a proper amount of oxygen
and unadulterated with carbonic acid

than it is to have air of uncertain compo
sition, but containing the requisite num

ber of heat units for bodily comfort. We

can live in a cold atmosphere, but we can

not even exist in an atmosphere of carbonic

acid, though many steer a middle course

and carry on a sort of semi-existence in

an atmosphere almost aswell charged with

carbonic acid as a newly filled soda-water

fountain.

The ’ChangeHour.

It is no doubt true that the advantages
of a builders’ exchange are often over

looked. The purpose is not alone an ef

fort to secure the attendance of members
of a builders’ exchange at a meeting of

that body, but to confer upon them the

unquestioned benefit that arises from be

ing found every business day in a speci
fied place at a specified time, in company
with others of a kindred calling. As an
instance, the Boston Exchange is said
to present the highest example of prac
tical usefulness in the country. Every
builder in the city is sure to find
every other builder of importance, or
his representative, in the exchange dur
ing the ’change hour. Every dealer
in building materials is sure to find

every contractor to whom he desires to
sell his wares, and all are thoroughly con

scious of the fact that they are “in the
swim." The architects of Boston are

aware of the fact that all the contractors
can be found at once in the exchange

during the ’change hour, and they also

know that any peculiarities in their meth

odsof conducting competitions or carrying
on work are sure to be thoroughly venti
lated among the builders.

Advantage to Builders.

The advantage to the builder of creat
ing more intimate social relations with
his co-workers and competitors should not
be underestimated, for no matter how en
tirely self-dependent he may consider
himself, he will unquestionably find his
business improved by helping to create
these improved social relationships. The
entire business is better for being con
trolled by certain honorable and just
rules and regulations, and it is a fact
that such rules and regulations are
very seldom placed in active operation by
the members of an organization who meet
not oftener than once a month. Out of
the daily gathering for the purpose of
transacting business customs evolve them
selves, and without doubt the best will
prevail. Members of an exchange should
not go to the exchange during the ’change
hour because some one has asked them
to, but because they are looking for busi
ness, and desire to stand on an equal foot
ing with others who want business.

SupplementPlate.

The double-page plate forming our sup
plement this month consists of a group
of portraits of the officers, directors and
past presidents of the National Associa
tion of Builders for 1891. In identifying
the various faces the reader should bear
in mind that the top row of names in the
caption corresponds to the top row of
pictures across the plate, the others fol
lowing in regular order.
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REVIEW .OF THE CONVENTION.

HE SIXTH ANNUAL Convention
of the National Association of
Builders, just closed, was in some

respects more satisfactory than any of
its predecessors, inasmuch as the discus
sions were much more fully participated
in, resulting in a diffusion of views very
material to wise conclusions, and to the
building up of confidence in the individ
ual, which enables him to be of greater
service each year both in the national and
in his local body. The opening address
of President McAllister was most admira~
ble. The concise and telling manner in
which his points were presented was
highly appreciated by the delegates, and
their approval was manifested in an order
to print the address separately from the
re rt of the convention, for special dis
tri ution. During the first session oc
curred the only im irment to the general
harmony of the w ole convention, in the
refusal of the delegates from the Pitts
h Exchange to accept the judgment

of t e convention in re ard to the num
ber of dele ates to whic that exchange
was entitl The friction came on the

regrt
of the Committee on Credentials,

w 'ch re rt was divided on the matter
of the ' 'ttsburgh re resentation, the
majority report bein t at the Pittsbur h
Exchange was entit ed to but four dele
gates and the minorit report claiming
that 18should be seate .

THE PITTSBURGH INCIDENT.

The cause of this wide disagreement
rested in the fact that the exchange in
question had returned its membership as
135at the time it remitted its per capita
assessment to the national treasurer, but
had soon after received a large accession
of members through the agitation caused
by great labor disturbances in that
locality, so that at the time of the conven
tion its membership was between 800and
900, and although it had not readjusted its
payment of per capita assessment to cover
this increase of membership, it claimed
that it was entitled to seat delegates for
the increase. The basis of this claim
was on the clause in the constitution in
relation to representation at conventions,
which reads that “ each afiliated body
shall be entitled to "one delegate-at-large
and one delegate in addition for every 50
of its members or fractional part thereof."
The majority of the Committee on Cre
dentials based their judgment on the
declared membership at the time the
per ca 'ta tax was paid, and claimed that
no exc ange had a right to re resenta
tion in excess of that for whic it had
paid. The committee ar ed that as the
constitution was not su ciently explicit
in fixing the time of year when the filial
bodies should declare their membership
upon which their re resentation in the
next convention won (1 de nd, it must
be taken to mean that suc membership
and representation must de end upon the
number which the filial
selves determine, declare and pay for
under the per capita assessment, and that
unless an exchange was willing to make
payment into the national treasury on
any increase in membership which might
have occurred in the interim between the
time of such declaration and the time of
the following annual convention, it cer
tainly could not be entitled to representa—
tion on such increase. The Pittsburgh
Exchange was given the greatest latitude
in endeavoring to substantiate its claims,
no restriction being placed upon the
number of Pittsburgh representatives
during the discussion on the acceptance
of the re rt of the Committee on Creden
tials. pon vote being taken, which vote
demonstrated that almost three-fourths
of the delegates present supported the

- to seat
delegates

u

ies them- _

WILLIAM H. HAYWARD.

views of the majority of the committee,
the Pittsburgh delegates withdrew for
consultation, and on the following day
sent in a communication tothe efiect that
as the committee had decided that the
Pittsburgh Exchange was onl entitled to
four delegates. no seats at al would be
taken, and the

Pittsburglh
Exchange

would withdraw from the ational Asso
ciation.

AUTHORITY FOR.ACTION.

The communication was received and
“ placed on file," no other action being
possible inasmuch as it appeared to be
evident that the delegation had no author
ity from the parent body to act as it had
either in the matter of refusing to seat the
number of delegates allowed as proper by
the convention, or in the matter of with
drawal of the exchange from affiliation.
The action of the delegates from Pitts
burgh was generally deplored, for whether
the judgment of the majority of the con
vention was just or not, it was certainly
the proper thing for the Pittsburgh Ex
change to accept the verdict, inasmuch as
it was but one unit of the 35 units form
ing the national bod , and had agreed, in
common with the others, to be governed
by the majority.
1n the matter of interpretation of a
portion of the constitution, not sufiiciently
explicit in itself, the should have ac
cepted the three-fourt vote against their
views as conclusive, and if strenuous to
have 18delegates seated in the sixth con
vention they should have readjusted their
payment of per capita assessment for 1891
in accordance with the views of the ma
jority. If they did not do this they still had
the opportunity to seat the four delegates
allowed and could well afford to await the
seventh convention for a larger represen
tation, when they would have had time
to demonstrate that their increase in
numbers was permanent and reliable.
The immediate result of this attempt

n a basis of repre
sentation di erent rom that which has
always been the custom led to the pass
ing of an order directing the Executive
Committee to prepare a revision of the
constitution in the matter of representa
tion for the consideration of the associa
tion at its next convention.
So much time was consumed by the
discussion of the report of the Committee
on Credentials that the Monda session
was extended to a late hour in t e after
noon, and only a part of the secretary’s
annual report was presented. The plan
of holding but one session each day
proved undesirable, and two sessions
were held on Tuesday and Wednesday
respectively.

REPORT ON LIEN LAW.

The largest interest centered in the dis
cussion of the re ort of the Committee
on Lien Law, an this discussion con
sumed the better part of the two sessions
of Tuesday. The greatest benefit ma be
anticipated from the freedom and ull
ness of this discussion, and it is‘a source
of great gratification to the National As
sociation to find that the habit and ca
pacity of analyzin are growing among
the
membership.

This is one of the great
things to be esired, and if the annual
conventions gradually develop this power
of analysis and discussion a eat benefit
will result in all the filial b ies, and the
wer of the National Association of
uilders will pro rtionately increase.
The result of this iscussion was the ap

pointment
of a standing Committee on

ien Law, to have the matter under dis
cussion between conventions, and bring
it u anew for discussion each year, with
suc added fund of information as they

may be able to gather. Great ood may
be expected from this systematic investi
gation and yearly discussion. The feat
ure of having reports from filial bodies
was greatly appreciated. These reports
were asked for and were expected to com
prehend conditions existing in each ex
change, reforms undertaken, either on
its own motion or on the lines formu
lated by the National Association ; meth
ods in vogue, matters that need reform,
law cases in which builders would be in
terested, progress made in introducing
any of the reforms previously recom
mended by national conventions, and ef
forts made in the way of owning build
ings. Almost every exchange presented
a re rt. Some few who did not compre
hen exactly what was expected of
them made up hurried reports at
the convention, or reported verbally,
but the plan proved very efl'ective,
and it was voted to make such
reports a feature of every convention.
Much encouragement was given tothe

mject
of ownership of buildings by local

ies by the reports made by exchanges
that have got their buildings under way
since the last convention, and a strong
impetus given to this idea in the associa
tions who have not already moved in this
direction.

HIGEEB EDUCATION FOR THE BUILDER.

It was to be regretted that Professor
James of the University of Pennsylvania
was prevented from delivering the ad
dress he was to have

grepared
on

“Higher Education for t e Builder.”
Severe sickness made it impossible for
him to be present, and Dr. Woodford,
who came as his substitute, was handi
capped by lack of time in preparation.
His address, however, was listened to
with careful attention, and undoubted]
awakened many thoughts which wifi
rove of great benefit in the future.
The closing of the convention was marked
b greater expressions of interest than
tlie one before, and a larger confidence
in the benefits to be derived from the
contact with others and the information
and encouragement received. Many ex
changes that confessed themselves weak
at the opening expressed through their
delegates a sense of renewed vitality,
and that from this time on matters will
be ushed in their local bodies alon
the ines of improvement already define
and to be defined in the future in the
conferences of the national body.
The newly elected directors held avery
full and satisfactorv meeting on the
morning following the close of the con
vention and much work was

mapped
out

for the coming year. It may e truly
said that the National Association starts
out on its sixth year with renewed vigor
and with greater promise of being of
substantial benefit to the filial bodies and
the building fraternity generally than
ever before.

A VERY LARGE rams, one of the largest
in California, the country of big trees,
was discovered near Arlington, Snohe
mish County, a few days a 0, says an ex
change. It is a cedar an measures 68
feet in circumference. Around the knotty
roots the tree measures 99 feet. About
75 feet from the ground it forks into four
immense branches. and just below the
forks is a big knot hole. Five men
climbed into this and explored the inte
rior of the tree. It was found to be a
mere shell, and about 45 feet down it
would afford standing room for 40 men.
The tree is still green, and a remarkable
feature is said to be that it is barked on
the inside and outside alike.
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DESIGN FOR A COTTAGE.

HE DWELLING which we illustrate
T upon this and the following pagesby E. M. Lockard
of Indiana, The elevations give
an idea of the eneral exterior of
the house, while t 0 floor plans show
the arrangement of the rooms. The
house is intended to occupy a space 26 x
29 feet on the ground, exclusive of the

was
desigged

view to the front. The dining room com
municates with the parlor by folding
doors or rtieres, as may be preferred.
Opening rom the dining room is a china
closet and a rear porch 5,12x 10 feet in
size. The kitchen communicates directly
with the dining room and also with the
rear porch. On the second floor of the
house are four sleeping rooms, a bath

Front Elevation.—Scale,$5Inch to theFoot.
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The following remarks, by the author
of the design, may rove of interest in
this connection: “ he drawings were
not made with the intention of teachin
any one how to make house

plans,
and

trust In brother readerso Carpentry
and Bui ing will feel kindly toward me
in regard to errors and omissions, espe
cially when they know that it is less than
three weeks since the first line was
drawn, and that the entire set was made
at night after doingaday’s work. My
business is that of car nter rather than
that of architect, alt ough I have de
signed and built a number of first-class
houses. I am at present workin on the
plans for a ten-room brick dwel ing, an
eight-room frame house and a seven-room
cottage. I give this bit of autobiography
that it may induce the younger readers of
the paper to make use of their spare mo
ments, for the must in time take the
lace of the ol er members of the trade.
our years ago I wa= engaged in the
country, working from sun 11 to sun
down, and that for $1.40a day. At the
present time I am foreman for a large
contractor and am earning three to four
timesas much as then. The abilityto
understand plans, &c., is, in my estima
tion, the thing that counts.”

Lightning Rods.

The following, as to insulation and
effectiveness of lightning rods, is from a

recent article in the Electrical World by
Elihu Thompson :

Lightning rods need not be insulated
from the building. It matters very little
whether they are or are not insulated, as
the ordinary provisions for insulation so
far as a lightning discharge is concerned
are practically m'l. The insulation given
to a lightning rod is frequently that which

is not good enough for a telegraph line
where the pressure of the current on the
line may not exceed in all 200 volts, while

CHWBER cumssa
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SecondFloor.

Design for a Cottage—By E. M. Lockard, Indiana, Pa.

bay window and porches. The first story
is 9 feet in the clear. and the second
story 8 feet. The cellar extends under
the entire building. An inspection of the
first floor plan shows that the main hall
is reached directly from the porch. From
the hall, doors open into the parlor. din
ing room and kitchen. This arrange
ment of rooms permits the front door to
be reached from the kitchen without the
necessity of passing through the living
rooms. Below the main stairs, which
rise from the entrance hall, are the stairs
leading to the cellar. The parlor is fitted
with an open grate and mantel, and with
a triple window, which affords a good

room and a number of closets. The stair
way is so arranged as to render easily ac
cessible the four rooms, and reduce to a
minimum the

space
devoted to hall pur

poses. From t e author’s specification
we learn that the sills are 6 x 8; the
joists 2 x 8

,

placed 16 inches on centers ;

the late to be doubled, also all openings
for oors and windoWs, and the rafters

2 x 5 inches. The exterior is to be cov
ered with po lar siding and clapboarded.
The front a les are shingled. The ex—
terior is to ave three coats of best white
lead and linseed oil, in such colors as the
taste of the owner may direct. The cost
of the building is estimated at $1600.

in the lightning discharge the pressure
maybe many millions of volts. Where
there are large massesof metal in a build
ing it would do no harm as a rule to con
nect these massesto the

ground
as well as

to the lightning rod; an it may be said
also that where a buildin is filled with
masses of metal or mac inery, damage
from lightning could be largely obviated
by connecting the various masses of the
metal one to the other and to the ground.
It is not, however, essential that they
be actually connected to the ground; for

if a mass of metal in the buildin is but
slightly separated from the groun wire by
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whatis known asa discharge space, it will
be quite sufficient to allow lightning
to pass. A slight opening between two
parts of a conductor constitutes a dis
charge space. Such discharge spaces and
protective arrangements are used com

(DIXEQIDIBIQTFIQYK .AxIQID IBIJIIJIDIPQC}

single lightning discharge. These oscilla.
tions, if they exist at all, are in periods
inconceivably small, and therefore are not
to be discovered by the unassisted eye.
Neither do I wish to be understood as
subscribing to the opinion that all light

Slde(Right) Elevation.

monly on telegraph and telephone lines,
in;which the lines, although they are not
connected to earth at each instrument,
may be so near the earth by the provision
of a discharge space between the line and
earth that they are practically connected.
The effectiveness of lightning rods de
pends, I think, not alone upon their cross
section nor alone upon their surface. It
is as much amechanical as an electrical
question. There needs to be a sufficient
cross section of metal not to be melted by
any discharge, and it is best that the metal
be made in the form of a pipe or flat strip,
since the tendency of the lightning dis
charge is to follow the surface portion of
the conductor. This is due to the fact that
it is an extremely quick discharge and
may take 11 11itself an oscillating char
acter. This means that each spark which
connects earth and cloud is not a streamof
something running in one direction, but
merely a core or axis for a set of disturb
ances or reliefs of pressure which may act
alternately in opposite directions during
the short intervals through which the flash
lasts. The oscillating action may be il
lustrated by fastening the end of a thin
steel rod and bending it by carrying the
free end to one side. This it let 0 will
be followed by a series of osci lations
made very quickly, but which are akin
to oscillations of a pendulum. The re
lief of electrical pressure is in lightning so
sudden as to result in the action of relief
going too far, after which a relief in the
opposite direction ensues, back and forth,
until all of the energy of the discharge has
been used up in the form of light and heat.
This must not be confounded with the
action which often occurs during thunder
storms, when two, three or more separate

discharges
are visible separately to the

eye, an follow down the same path or
the track which has been opened by the
first discharge. This is a phenomenon
common enough and easily observed, but
it has no relation to the oscillations of 8.
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measurable rate of progress from cloud to
cloud and perhaps to earth. The photo
graphic plate, which is being more and
more applied to the study of lightning
discharges, will some day resolve this
doubt.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
PRACTICAL Cummno. By Owen B. Magin
nis; Illustrated with 65 engravings- 80

pages"
bound in still board covers. Pub

lis edby William T. Comstock. Price.$l.50.

This book, as indicated by its title,
treats of the practice of centering arches
in building construction as carried on at
the present time in this country. and pre
sents each subject in such detail as to
render it especially serviceable to the
mechanic. It is com rised in 16chapters,
the first four of whic treat of centers for
arches ranging from a small span up to
those having a span of 16feet and con
structed to sustain heavy stone vousso'irs
in ashlar work. The following cha ters
are devoted to Centering Circular in
dows, Suspended Centers, Oblique or
Skew Centers, Flaring or Spla ed Centers,
Sewer Centers, Method of aking a Di
minishin Plumb Rule, Trimming Win
dows for hutters, Setting Jambs, Work
ing Hard Wood and Clamping and Extem
porized Scaffolding. A number of hints
and suggestions are also 'ven which are
likely to prove useful in t is connection.
A portion of what is contained in this
volume originally appeared in Carpentry
and Building. .

Sons FINE sracmass of jet-black marble
are on exhibition in Lewiston, Idaho,
says a recent issue of an exchange. They
were taken out of a quarry above the
mouth of Grand Ronde. The stone
is of the best quality, and has the advan

Side(Left) Elevation.

Designfor avCottage—Elem!ions.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

ning discharges areoscillating in character.
I am convinced from my own observation
that very many lightning discharges, par
ticularly those which pass over great
lengths of clouds, are more apt to be dis
charges of some duration. Observation
over a long period of years has led me to
think that it may be ssible that the
discharges in some instances have a

tage of varying in color from pure white
to jet black in difierent parts of the ledge
exposed. Such arich deposit of marble
has not been found elsewhere in the West.
Jet-black marble is rarely fennd any
where. There are on] two well-known
quarries in the worl except that dis
covered in Idaho—one is in Egypt and
the other in Ireland.
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Miscellaneous Details of Cottage.—Designedby E. M. Lockard.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Carpenters», Apron-

From 0. B. M., New York City.—At the
noon hour recently a discussion arose con
cerning the best form of carpenters‘ a ron,
and as the subject is one of no litt e in
terest to the trade, I am of the opinion
that great benefit would result if some of
the best shapes of aprons were submitted
by
gractical

readers of the paper. I con
ten that the best and most convenient
apron is that which is suspended around

Carpenters”Aprons—Fig. l.—Form of
Apron Recommendedby “ O. B. M."

the waist like a belt, with the nail pockets
sewed on in front, as in Fig. 1 of the ac
companying illustrations. Others are of
the opinion that the apron indicated in
Fig. 2 is the best adapted for carpenters”
use, as it is quickly put on and does away
with the tightness around the waist. thus
giving more freedom of movement. There
were those, however, taking art in the
discussion who preferred the s ape shown
in Fig. 3, which is a combination of the
forms indicated in the previous

figures.In addition this has a strap so attac ed as
to keep the band around the neck from
working up. All of us, however, are of
the opinion that coarse bed ticking is the
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Fig. 2.—Apron with Shoulder Straps.

bestfiuaterial from which to make them,
and that their manufacture can best be
conducted at home.

Scales on a Carpenler’n Rule.
From F. J. R., Manalapan, N. J.—
Will some of the readers of Carpentry
and Building kindly tell me through its
columns what the scales on a carpenter‘s
2-foot rule marked ,14, 1/2, 3/4"are, and
what are they used for?
Note—The inquiry of our correspond
ent is scarcely specific enough to enable
us to reply in a satisfactory manner. In
order' to intelligently discuss the ques
tion it is first necessary to know the num
ber of the rule, or at least the name of
the maker. There are a number of car

penter’s rules on the market and we
doubt very much if our correspondent
will secure just the information he de
sires without

giving
further particulars.

In all probabi ity what he refers to are
scales of fractions of an inch to the foot,
for draftsman’s use. Thus, " M inch to
the foot," “ 3

4 inch to the foot." &c.

Fence Designs.

From J. C. P., Bicknell, Ind.—I would
like to ask through the columns of the
paper for some designs of fencing. As a

general rule we have in a small lace
only two or three styles, and what now
deSire is a design which can be made by
hand from wood and have a neat and
artistic appearance.
Note—This is a branch of, carpentry
to which comparatively little atten
tion has been given in the Correspond

"
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Fig. 3.—A Combination of the Two
Previous Forms.

ence Department in the past, and the
question raised by “ J. C. P." is calcu
lated to stir up an interesting discussion
as well as bring out a great many designs
of fencing which will prove both inter—
esting and instructive. The subject of
fence designs in general is a good one for
discussion, offering a broad field, and we
trust the readers of the pa r who have
given attention to this particular line of
work will be free to send forward draw
ings and descriptive matter for the bene
fit not onl ' of the correspondent above,
but also 0 the craft at large.

Portable Picture Gull cry

From P. D. C., Tunlchannock, Pa.—I
will esteem it a favor if some of my brother
ca nters will give me the best plan for
bui ding a portable picture gallery. It is

to be made in sections and the size of the
building is 10 x 24 feet, and the hight is

7 feet to the eaves.

Storehouse for Vegetables.

From E. E. P., Imlay City, Mich—In
the December number, “A. S. ,” Lancas
ter. 111.,asks for information with re ard
to buildinga warm house for vegeta les.

I suggest that it is not as difficult to build

a house as it is to provide for the moist
ure given out

b
y the vegetables stored. I

built a vegetab e house, and when it was
filled found that the moisture given ofi‘by
the vegetables con ealed in drops on the
ceiling. I could on y ventilate by lettin
in air from the outside, and in col
weather this could not be done without
endangering the contents. This com

pelled me to use a kerosene stove, and I

soon found that “eternal vi 'lance" was
the price of vegetables store in that wav.
From my ex rience I believe the cover
ing should either be of earth, which will
allow the moisture to escape, or else store
large quantities of ice overhead and in
that way dry the air.

Bevcll for Hip and Jack Rafters.
From J. J., San Francisco, Cal.—Not
withstanding the fact that this subject
has been exhaustively treated in past
numbers of the paper, I desire to make a
few remarks with regard to some of the

Berels for Hip and Jack Rafters—Fig.

1
. — Simple Method of Obtaining

Beret.

methods for obtaining bevels for jack and
hi rafters which have up ared in the
columns of Carpentry and uilding. Sev
eral correspondents have given the sim le
method illustrated in Fig. 1 of my sketc es
as applicable to all cases of ground plan
—name1y, to set the thickness of the
rafter square from the plumb cut, as
shown. This, accordin to my way of
thinking, is erroneous an misleadin and
ap licable only where the seat 0 the
ra ter is at an angle of 45° to the wall
plate. The method illustrated in Fig. 2

of the sketches may be applied to all
cases of ground plan and is self explana
tory.

Design for l (urb Bool
From J. T. J., Jersey City, N. J.—Will
some of the readers of Carpent and
Building give me details of a neat esign
of a mansard or curb roof for a three

Fig. 2.—Melhod Suggested by “J. J.,"
as Applicable to all Cases of Ground
Plan.

story brick building standin between
similar or smaller structures? e build
ing is tobe37 x 80 feet, and the roof to be
entirely self- supporting. A little varia
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tion on the front slope would no doubt be
mplace.

Findlnl the Number of Jolsln in a
Bulldlng.

From L. J. N., Lincoln, Neb.—I would
like to ask the readers of the aper if
they know of any shorter or easrer way
to find the number of joists in a building
16 inches from center to center than
niultiplyin the length of the building by
3 and divi ing by 4?

Stair Bail For Less Than a Quarter
Circle.

From A. L., Na , Cal.—I send a plan
of a stair rail for ess than a quarter of a
circle which is equal in pitch over both

{7%
Stair Rail for Less Than a Quarter
Circle.—Fig. 1.—Development of
the Rail.

tangents. Referrin to Fig. 1, take Oas a
center and strike t e center line of the
rafl FD. The tan ent lines are repre
sented by F G D. tend F G to E and
square over to D. The hight over both

Fig. 2.—-The Bevel.

tangents is represented by F A. Bisect F
A at H; draw G B at right an les to FG
and equal to F H. Connect with H
and draw the pitch line A B C and square
over to E. To obtain the bevel of both
ends of the wreath, take C E on the tongue
and E D on the blade of the s uare and
appl to the square edge of t 0 board,
mar
" gat the top of the uare as indi

cated at A, Fig. 2, or as s own by the
dotted lines in Fig. 1. To draw the face
mold, lay the square on the stock from
which it is to be cut and draw A C and C
D of Fi . 3 indefinitely. Make A B C
equal Ad; C of Fig. 1. With A B mark
the arc at D and connect B D. Make the
ends A and D square with the tangents
and half the Width of the rail on the

Fig. .3—The Face Mold.

bevels each way from the center, asshown
by the dotted line at A, Fig. 2. Bend a
flexible strip and mark the curves.
Straight wood may be added on one or
both ends.

The Acanthul Leaf in Decoration.
From W. F., Philadel hid, Pa. — I
would like very much to ave some of
the readers of the paper send the editor
drawings showing the acanthus leaf in
the difierent forms in which it may be
used in decoration. I would like to see
published frontviews and profiles, aswell

as description of the method of drawing
them.

Problem In Root Framing.
From G. L. MCM., Tacoma, ll’ash.—I
submit the following solution to “ A. W.
H.’s ” roof problem, published in the
October number of the pa r. Fig. 1 of
the_sketches represents a an of the roof,
giving the seats, hips, val eys and ridges,
820.,while Fig. 2 represents the right side
as the plan is given in the October num
ber of Ca entry and Building. In Fig
1 the dotte lines indicate where the hip

ing : Subtract from the diagonal of asquare
whose sides are equal to the diameter of
the octagon the diameter of the octagon,
and the remainder will be nal to one of
the sides of the octagon. or example,
suppose the diameter is 12feet, or one of
the sides of a square; then the diagonal,
minus one of the sides, will equal one of
the sides of the octagon desired. Thus,

4/(12 X 12 X 2) — 12will give the side.
As being of possible interest. Iwould also
say that to find the area of an octagon
when the diameter of the sides are known,
subtract the square of one of the sides

Prab'em in Roof Framing—Fig. 1.—Solution of the Problem by “ G. L. McM."

rafters. if continued, would lie in the
plane of the roof and also indicate their
starting int. The only diflicnlty in
framing t is roof is found in the fact that
the ridges A and B are not on a line, A
being 5 inches nearer the rear of the build
ing. This brings the hip at D 5inches
higher than the hip at C. to overcome
which the small gables, one being shown
at H, Fig. 2, are thrown out as indicated.
A gable similar to H is also placed at the
opposite end of the ridge, E, Fi . 1. The
gable at H, Fig. 2, finishes wit the nar
row cornice (a 5-inch

moldin?
returning

against the roof, as shown at in Fig. 2.
The ridge at E, Fig. 1, ma be longer or
shorter as desired, provi ed it is

longenough to allow the cornice at F to fa
below the ridge G. I think the diagrams
illustrate what I mean, so that further
explanation is unnecessary. I shall look

from the square of the diameter, and the
remainder will be the area of the octagon.
For example, let 12 equal the diameter
and 5 one of the sides, then will 12 X 12
—5 x 5 = the area.

From G. H., Nan-ou'sburg, N. Y.—In

regly
to the correspondent from Texas

w 0 recently asked for a rule to find the
length of a side of an octagon when the
diameter is given, I would say multipl '
one-half of the diameter by 0.7653,whic
will give the length of the side. The same
result may be obtained by striking the
circle and dividing the circumference into
8 equal parts and connecting the points.

From 0. L. W., Dallas, Texas—Per
mit me to say for the benefit of " R. P. H.,"
Whitewright, Texas, whose inquiry ap

Fig. 2.—Elevalion of Right Side.

forward with a great deal of interest to
seeing a much better method of solving
the problem.

Laying 011‘n “Housed ” stair Slrlnl
From L. V. V., San Francisco, Cal.—
Will some of the practical readers of Car
pentry and Buildin please tell me how
to lay off a “ hons stair string," giving
the size of templates and the manner in
which applied? I desire also to know how
to get out the string so that it will prop
erly intersect with the base board at the
top of the stairs.

Dinnensions of an Octagon.
From R. D. C. , Delcran, 11!—-In reply to
the inquiry of “ R. P. B.," Whitewright,
Texas, which appeared in the November
number of Carpentry and Building, for a
rule to find the sides of an octagon when
the diameter is given. I submit the follow

peared in the November issue of the
paper, that if he will multiply the diam
eter of a circle by 0.4142, he will have
the side of a circumscribed octagon ; or,
if he will take five inches as many times
as there are feet in the diameter he will
obtain the desired result. From this we
may deduce a rule for mitering the angles.
Take the length of one side and the diam
eter of the inscribed circle. This is ap
plicable to all regular polygons. If he
should want an inscribed octagon I would
gags
multiply the diameter by the decimal
.‘ 268.

From S. E. D., Pittsburgh, Pa.-—In a
recent issue of the paper “R. P. B." of
Whitewright, Texas, asks for a rule for
finding the length of the sides of an octa
gon when the diameter is known. In
reply I will say multi ly the diameter b
5 and divide by 1‘2,w en the product wi l
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be the length of one of the sides. For ex
ample, sup se it is desired to find the
length of t e sides of an octagon which is
6 feet in diameter, 5 X 6 : 30 +12 = 2%,
or 2 feet 6 inches, which is the length of
one of the sides. Now, this rule may not
be exact, but is near enough and Will be
easy to remember.

Problem in Bevels.
From. TRAMP, Denver, COL—Will some
of the readers of Carpentry and Build
ing solve for me a problem. the condi

Problem in Bards—Fig. l.-—View of One of
the Rental.

tions of which are as follows : A tapering
structure is to be erected similar to a
tank support, and two bents or sides
framed together like B C D E in Fig. 1.
The mortise and tenons are pinned. The
corner posts, caps and sills are 12x12
inches, the girts are 9 x 9 inches and the
diagonal braces 4 x 6 inches. The joints
across the top and bottom sides of the

POSIYIONOF
ENDOF IRT

Fig. 2.—Bents in Position.

girts and braces are made square. Now,
when these two beats are raised 0 its
each other, as at F G and H I of 'g

.

2
,

the girts and braces being put in as indi
cated by the dotted lines, what will be
the bevel across the top and bottom sides
of the girts and braces? These are to be

put in so that their outside surfaces are
at the same batter, or angle, as the

dposts,as indicated by a of Fig. 2. The otted
lines show the position of the end of the
girt which is on the outer side of the
post. The reason I ask for a method for
finding the bevels across the top sides of
the girts and braces is because I had a

dispute with some carpenters regarding
the matter. The claim that the cut
across the

to
g si es would weaken the

structure, wh e I was of the opinion that
such would not be the case.
Note—Similar problems to this have
been discussed in these pages in the past,
but the subject has by no means been ex
hausted. We should be glad to have nu
merous letters.

“ Quick Stairs."
From L. C. A., Waynesboro, Va.—With
regard tothe quick stairs, described by
“ W. J. S.” in a recent issue of Carpentry
and Building. I would say that I heartily
approve of his method of stairbuilding
and think it a fine thing.

Frnminz n Hammer-Beam Roof.
From H. L., Moorestoum. N. F.—Will
some of the readers of the paper kindly
give me a method for framing a hammer
beam roof, the s an of which is 28 feet,
the rise 15 inc es to the foot, and the
timbers to be employed 6 x 10?

Patterns for Wood Carving.

From S. E. D., Pittsburgh, Pa.——Will
some of the readers of the paper tell me
where I can obtain patterns or designs for
wood carving, such as door panels, corner
blocks, &c. '1

Smoke In Burnt Brick.
From J. C. D., New York City.—Can
any one inform me what will take out
smoke from burnt brick? I have used
sal soda and Soapine. but it has not been

a success.

'l‘risecling III Angle or Any Size.
From E. A. P., Carthage, Ill.—-Will
some of the readers of Carpentry and
Building tell me how to trisect an angle
of any size 1

’ I have seen the operation
performed, but do not know the rule.

Design for Bookcase.
From E. T. 8.. Mount Sterling, III.—
In the November issue of Carpentr and
Building there was presented a esign
furnished by “ E. K.“ Adrian, Mich., for
a combination secretary and bookcase. I

am much interested in this design, but do
not fully understand all portions of it. I

would like to ask " E. K. ’ if the ends are
cut from the plank, with panels planted
on molding, &c., and returned across, or
is it built in sections, with sunken panel?
Is the end of the bookcase portion the
same as on the secretary, oris it astraight
line from base to top?

Design for Cheap Cotlnze.
From W. P. R., Cleveland, Ohio.—I
would like very much to have some of the
readers of Carpent and Building send
a sketch showing a c eap cottage suitable
for a small family. I would be glad to
have it so arranged that the building
could be enlarged by a parlor and a bed

roouli
in the course of a few years if de

s1re .

Red vs. “'hite "all.
From W. F.. St. Louis. Mo.—\Vill
some of the practical readers of Carpen
try and Building inform me how to tell

th
e
k diflerence between red cak and white

0a ?

Design! for a Cheap (‘ountry House.
From H. B., Justus, Ohio—I would
like very much if some of the readers of
Carpentry and Building would present

drawings of cheap country houses, ar
ranged with six or seven rooms. In this
section of the country we want somethin
that is convenient and handy, and whic
does not cost too much money.

Storehouse lor Vegetables.
From A. T. C., Jacksonville, Fla.—In
the December issue of Carpent and
Building. " A. T." of Lancaster. 1

1

.. ex

Storehousefor l’egelables.—Fig. l.—Ver
tical Section Through the Building.

resses a desire for a plan and method of

building

a warehouse in which to keep
vegetab es from freezing. Many years
ago I put up in a cold State a house for
such a purpose and the vegetables were
kept in a perfectly satisfactory condition.
I erected two buildings, one within the
other, the outer structure being 2% feet
larger all around than the inner one.
The space between the two I filled with
straw well packed. For ventilation I

put in three 12x 12 inch boxes running
from the ceiling of the inside building to

a distance 3 feet above the comb of the
outside structure. In the bottom of the

WW‘

Fig. 2.—Plan View.

box was a slide, by means of which I

could open the box a little or as much as
circumstances required , the amount vary
ing according to the temperature. I

bored about 20 2-inch holes in the box
that extended outside of the roof and it

gave me all the ventilation required. I

think a tight board building is much
referable to one of brick or stone. In
ig. 1 of the sketches is presented a sec
tional elevation of this house, showin
the straw filling between the inner an

A
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outer buildin , while Fig. 2 represents a
plan View. he doors I made of double
thickness filled with sawdust. I also had
some ten or 15 bundles of rye straw piled
in between the outer and inner doors, and
1t occupied but a few moments to re
move them when I wished to enter the
building.

Floor and Roof Truss.
‘From C. W. W., Allentown, Pa.-In
the October issue of Carpentry and Build
mg, “R. C. B." submitted an answer to
the question of “ C. M. J ." about the con

but I will ask only the question, if he has
already put 2 x 8 inch floor joists in a
common dwellin house with a free length
of 18 feet? If c has done it—well, I
will not try to picture here the conse
quences of such a work, but will only
say that a little thought would have told
him the fact that joists 2 x 8 inches and
18 feet long, laid more than 18 inches
from centers, are not sufficient for a
dwelling house, and conse uently much
less for the floor of a hall. aving found
this out by common sense. a second
thought would have told him that in con
sequence a girder of two pieces of 2 x 8

DistanceofTrusses8feet

Fig. l.—Section Through the Building.—Scale,$6Inch to the Foot.

1Josefina; GlrdcrB33x16' ‘,,/-"

Fig. 2.-Showing System of Flooring Employed—Scale,5 Inch to the Foot.
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Fig. 4.—Cross Section Through Floor.—Scale. % Inch to the Foot.

Floor and Roof Truss, Suggestedby “ C. W. W."

struction of a floor and roof for a hall 36
x 50 feet, both to be self-supporting. I

hope “ C. M. J.” has not yet built the
floor according to, the description of
“ R. C. 13.,”as the floor would not be
stronger than to support its own weight,
and by- no means sufficiently strong to
support such a weight as is likely to
come upon the floor of a hall which may
be used for dancing or be cr'owded with
peo le at any time. ,

is may not sound ve promising for
the constructing ability 0 “ R. C. B." or
for the solution of the

groblem
offered by

him in such an easyan ofi-hand manner,

inches, with a free length of 36 feet,
strengthened by an iron rod of 1 inch be~
tween‘them would not do, even if the
girder was placed 18 inches from centers
instead of 8 feet, as shown in his sketch
and description.

I like to see a oung man ste forward
and try his han at a job, but Ipexpect at
the same time he will use some discre
tion and judgment in executing the
work. I am sorry that it is not done in
this case, as it may mislead others who

gerhaps
do not read the criticism of “ R.

. B.’s" solution. I remember some
years ago a similar question was asked

by a brother craftsman, and answered
by me in this paper, and if “R. C. B."
had read that he never would have come
out with such a reposition.
The own weight of a hall floor, includ
in the superimposed load, should not be
ta en less than 150 pounds r square
foot of floor space. I wi take the
width 0f every floor panel (distance of
girders from centers) to be 8 feet, as

“ R.
C. B." has done, in order to better show
the faulty construction of his

design,
but

instead of one center girder I wil lace
two girders, AA, Fig. 2, dividing the
width of the hall into three equal parts
of 12 feet each.
The load on one of these girders, A.
would be approximatel 12 x 8 x 150—
that is, 14,400 pounds. 0 extra allow
ance is made that the floor joists may run
over the girders continuous] —-that
without a 'oint—as this won d increase
the load. his load of 14,400 unds may
be assumed to be distribu uniformly
over the length of the girder by the floor
beams, and requires a iece of timber of

8 x 10 inches. In p acing only one
girder as “ R. C. B." has done, it would
have been loaded with 18 x 8 x 150—
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Inch to the Foot.

that is. 21.600 pounds—and would have
required a piece of timber 9 x 12 inches

(108square inches), instead of two pieces

3 x 8 inches (48 square inches), as given
by "R. C. B."
The main girder B, in Fig. 2

,

is sup
rted twice in the center, as shown in
ig. 1

,

and is loaded at each of these
ints with 14,400pounds. The pressure
in the top chord will be about 86,400
pounds, and in the bottom chord, the

snaporting iron rod, about 87,600 poun s.
gVe must use for the too chord a timber
of at least 130square inches section—that
is, 9 x 16 inches (144 square

inchisg—andfor the bottom chord an iron r of 7

square inches section ; that is, one rod of

3 inches diameter or better, two rods of 2%
inches diameter each, the rods to have up
set ends.
In the foregoing calculation I have not
taken account of the bending of the main
girder B by the flooring, as this would
not chan e the result to such an extent
as to ren er the 9 x 16 inch timber (three
pieces of 3 x 16 inch) insufficient. Each
of the floor joists has to support a load of
133 x 12 x 130—that is, 2100pounds—
and must be at least 21/2'x 9 inches, al
though they have only a free span of 12
feet, instead of 18 feet. as in the con
struction of“ R. C. B." In using the same
span as “R. C. B."—-that is, 18 feet—the
weight on the floor joists would have been
1.66x 18x 130—that is, 3900pounds—and
would have required a joist of at least 8 x
12 inches, instead of 2 x 8 inches.
As the room under the hall hm no par
tition walls we have to brace the length
walls which support the floor of the hall,
as otherwise any little wind would throw
the whole structure in a hea . It is abso
lutely necessary to set he braces from
the wall sts to the trusses, as shown in
Fig. 1. would not make the posts to
support the girders less than 8 x 10inches :

of course the intermediate posts ma ' be
smaller. say 3 x 6 inches. Another t ing

I would recommend is to place laterals in
at least two of the floor panels, that the
end walls may not bebulged out. and have
the floor joists bridged in every panel.
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“R. C. B." will see that it requires at
least ten times the amount of timber,
and ten times the amount of iron he pro
poses to make a solid hall floor, and this
floor would not be any too strong,
The roof as given by “R. C. B.” may be
sufficient if the rafters are placed not
more than 2 feet apart from centers, al
though there is every indication that the
walls will be ushed outward by the
rafters. I would recommend making the
1 x 8 inches inclined boards so long that
they meet with the to end of the rafters
and nail to them. his would not re
quire much more lumber, but would
strengthen the roof to a considerable ex
tent. “R. C. B.” says, “ the rafters are of
the ordinary size and cut.” This might
indicate 3 x 4 inches, 2 x 6 inches, or 3 x
8 inches, according to our section, but I
would not use less than 2 x 6 inches, or
better still, 3 x 8 inches, according to the
roofing material emplo 'ed. “ R. C. B."
does not use any hea braces between
posts and rafters. I consider these to be
absolutely necessary, and the braces
should start from a point as near as pos
sible from the floor, not to act against the
push of the rafters. which may spread,
but to overcome the action of wind. I
would never go near a buildin con
structed in the upper part without races
for the walls, even if the weather oficer
predicted only “ light wind, no storm."
In the above I have spoken only of the
stren th of the construction roposed by
“R. Y.B.,” but now comes t e uestion
of appearance. For my own part would
prefer another roof construction, as I do
not think that for a hall the ceiling should
be left free, showing the 8-inch and 12-inch
boards in all their beauty, and if they are
to be concealed by plastering, the ceiling
would not look nice with the center ridge
along the whole hall. It would be better
to construct the roof of several trusses,
the trusses perhaps with 8 feet distance
as the floor girders below, and to show

part
of their construction, with neat

rackets between sup rting posts and
trusses. This would ivide the ceiling,
give a better appearance, and the trusses
ma support the purlins for the boarding
roofing. Fig. 1 shows a roof truss

constructed according to the same rinci
ples as the roof designed by “ R. . B.,"
which would ive a nice strong appear
ance to the hal if the lower struts and
ties are left free, projecting below the
ceiling. Fig. 3 represents the elevations
of the plate for the rod, while Fig. 4
shows a cross section through the floor.

American Shins le Practice.
From W. J. MCQUILLEN, Engineer, Port
Blair, Andeman Islands, East Indies.—
Many thanks for the sample copy of Car
pentry and Building, which reached me
safely. I like'it very much and herewith
inclose you money order for two years‘
subscription. I desire to ask of the read
ers of the pa r regarding American
ractice in shingles. I would like to
know the len h, breadth and the thick
ness of the thick end, also the slope given
to the roof.

' What timber is best? Are
the shingles split or cut up at the mill?
How much weatherin is 'ven, what
reservative is used an how ong do they
set? The readers may be interested in
the practice in this art of the world.
The general rule in urmah is shingles
15x 5 inches and }5 inch thick at the
thick end,

tapering
ed to nothing at the

other end. ive inches are exposed to
the weather, and the slope of the roof is
35°. Teak wood is generally used. The
shingles are cut by circular saw. Each
shin le is

dipged
in crude petroleum be

fore ing lai . Some are on roofs here
that have been exposed for 30 years. It
is a rule to give shingles a coat of hot
crude petroleum every two years. The
shingles are laid on 2 x 4 inch battens,
laced 5 inches between centers, and are
astened by 11/,inch French wire nails.
Any information on American practice
which the readers of Carpentry and Bu ild
ing may be pleased to put on record will
be appreciated.

Nola—We should like to have from a
large number of our readers a brief state
ment of the shingle practice in their sec
tions of the country to rint in reply to
this inquiry. We won 6 like to have a
complete exposition of the shingle busi
ness so far as relates to the points raised
by this correspondent, covering every
thing from the old rived-out cla board to
the modern machine-made shing e. There
is more variation in practice between dif
ferent parts of our country than any one
builder would imagine. Let us hear from
every State in the Union.

Vurlolll Topic. Dhc uned
From J. C. MCF.. Ricliland Center,
lVis.—Having been laid up for some time
with an old malady superinduced b an
experience of out-door life in Sout ern
latitudes during, “the late unpleasant
ness ” of “ 61" and “ 65,” in combination
with an attack of la grippe. I amused
myself by looking over some of the
volumes of Carpentry and Building. I
found much that was instructive as well
as interesting. especially where some cor
respondent advances a point and another
one proceeds to smash it ~‘clean out of
sight," as it were, especially in his own
imagination. For instance, one says the
correct way to file a saw is to point the
file to the point of the saw, &0. Another
comes back at him with the opposite
theory, leaving the matter very much
unsettled by their correspondence. I
think, however, the correct method of fil
ing a saw is to file it the way the work
man can make it cut the best. I file my
saws with the point of the fileioward the
handle of the saw, commencing at the
point of the saw. I file a great many for
my fellow workmen, and they appear to
like my filing. I notice also that my own
workmen prefer to use my saws, so that
“the proof of the pudding," &c.
Then. again, I find

egg-eat
many methods

of obtaining the lengt and cut of rafters
—hip and valle . My idea is that the
best method is t rat with which the work
men is most familiar. It is perfectly
reasonable to

suppose
that the mechanic

can obtain the ength and cut his own
way much quicker and easier than he
can according to the method of someone
else. Of course there is a rule for such
work ; in fact, several of them ; yet that
does not prove that my idea is incorrect.
Then. again, there is the hopper that is
cut up in all manner of ways, yet the
practical workman “gets there just the
same" by the " simple twist of the
wrist.” and does it so neatly and quickly
that it is executed before the scientific
man has half of his lines drawn and bi
sected.
Then. again, a carpenter’s sister gets
into the shop and how the men do spruce

up
and what a nice young man shespeaks
o . You bet your sweet life if I was a
young man again and could see that
article, does any one think I would rest
night or day until I had learned the car
penter‘s trade? And then, if I could
make such a “ mash ” as her young man
evidently did, whv would I not be in the
seventh heaven of joy, and would feel as
if I could never tire of fixing up around
the house those little shelves. bric~a-brac,
&c., for I can see she would appreciate
such little attentions. Who would not
do such things when one knows they will
be appreciated ? I cannot help but think,
however, that she draws on her imagina
tion a little for her picture. Yet I would
be pleased to have her come into the
shop every day, as I know her presence
would prove enlivening and her su ges
tions insti uctive. She might be ab 0 to
induce some of the old heads to lay aside
that nasty old pipe in the shop, and if
they must smoke, make use of a good
cigar, or wait until the noon hour when
they could take a quiet stroll and enjoy
a smoke at the same time.
The editor also comes in for his share,
for the " policy of the paper" man is
after him hot and heavy. Our Toronto
friend thinks he could run it better than
the present editor, forgetting probably

the points he criticises are just what
someone else was looking for and that
there are a great many readers of the
paper besides himself. The editor in
vites criticism and therefore it is all
right.
Such things as I speak of occurred to
me while, as stated above, I was looking
over
my
volumes of the paper. I merely

writet em as they occur to me, not for
the purpose of publication but just to
show how we country “plugs” look at
these things. My rule is to reserve all
the issues of the paper an get them
bound as fast as a volume is completed.
In this way I can get the information I
want at the time I need it, while at the
same time saving a great deal of research
and study.
Note—We are very glad to have the
letter of our correspondent above, and
trust that other readers will favor us with
a record of such thoughts as may occur
to them while perusing the matter con
tained from mouth to month in the Cor
respondence Department of the paper.

Bevel. of I Diamond poul.
From W. A. L., Kansas Cily, M0.—
Will someof the readers ofthepa r who
have had experience in mill wor be so
kind as to give me through the columns
of Carpentry and B-uildin an easy way
of finding the bevels of a iamond spout ?
While this subject is of special interest
to me, I have no doubt it would be re
garded with favor by many other readers.

Articles on Slairbuildiug.
From H. F., Lapclle, Ind—I am ver '
much pleased with Carpentry and Build
ing and find much in the various issues
which is of interest and value to me. I
would like very much to have some of
my brother Chips resent an article or
two on the subject 0 stairbuilding.

shingling u Illp Boot.
From A. W. P., Bufl'alo, N. Y.—I de
sire to ask some of the practical readers
of Carpentry and Building if they can
tell me of a practical method of shingling
a

b
ig roof without the use of weather

boar s and do the work so the roof will
not leak.

n *_.
The Leaning Tower of Saragossa.

The old tower in Saragossa is doomed,
says the British Architect. It was erected
four centuries a 0, but it is still, as on its
first day, the one Nueva. As an ex
ample of Spanish brick work the tower is
interesting enough, but to its inhabitants
its importance consists in its rivalry to the
Pisan structure. The Torre Nueva can
not, however, be treated as a builder‘s
freak. If there is a departure of 9 feet
from a perpendicular line it is owing to
the sinking of the foundations. Cases of
settlement are generally chronic, and there
can be no doubt of the symptoms which
are to be observed in the tower. It men
aces the people who are soproud of its re
nown. Although it was restored 30years
since, the ground could not be made firm,
and owing to the subsidence-s the tower
was never in a worse state than it is now.
The commissioners who have charge of
the ancient buildings in Aragon have met
and considered the reports of the archi
tects, which state that it is no longer
feasible to make the tower secure, and
that the safety of the public makes demo
lition inevitable. But the commissioners
have affection for the tower, and instead
of a proving of the operation they have
imp ored the advice of the Academy of
St. Ferdinand in Madrid. But a S anish
savant needs along period of time or de
liberation, and unless an accident should
occur. the tower may be visible for many
months or years. The faith of the custo
dians in its stability continues unchanged.
for they allow people to ascend to the
upper platform.
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Convention of the National
Association of Builders.
The sixth convention of the National
Association of Builders was held in
Cleveland, Ohio, on January 18. 19 and 20,
and presented many strong indications of
the fact that the leaven of its existence is

continually affecting the builders of the
country in various beneficial ways. The
work of the convention was carried for
ward without unnecessary delay or com
plication, and the attendance of delegates
was full and representative. The first
session was opened at 10 o’clock on the
morning of the 18th, with President
Arthur McAllister of Cleveland in the
chair. Prayer was offered by Rev. B. A.
Rose, and an opening address was delivered
by his Honor, Mayor Wm. G. Rose,who took
occasion to compliment the builders upon
the work in hand and also upon the char
acter of work, in their profession, that is be
ing done for the United States at present.
He closed by appointing Col. Mc Allister
commander of the brigade of Cleveland’s
entertainers and delivered a warm eulogy
on the builders of the city.

THE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS.

The president’s address was first on the
regular programme of proceedings and
was very warmly received. Among other
things he said:
Gentlemenof theSixth Annual Convention:
It iswith great

pgeasure
that I welcome you

on behalf of the uilding'l‘radesAssociation to
our city. For the sixth time weare assembled
in conventionto considerquestionswhich are
of supremeimportanceto us as builders, and

it is of theutmostconsequencethat we should
bring to the discussionof these questions our
best and most earnest thought. That there
are
questions

of sufficient importance to de
man the careful attention of the builders
throughout the

count?
is shown by your

presencehereto-day. he report of the secre
tary will inform you as to thework which has
beenaccomplished,in whole or in part, during
theyear just closing. And while I do not de
sire to anticipate anything hemayhaveto say,

I can but expressregret that more vigorous
action has not been taken in the mat-ter of
organizing and fosterin trade schooLs. As I

am informed, Philadelp is. stands almost or
quitealone in this matter. If American boys
are to learnmechanical tradesthey must have
the opportunity of doing so providedby such
schools. Our workmen are supplied almost
exclusivelybyimmigraiion, very muchof it of
an undesirable character, in fact, largely of
such character as to cause serious damageto
the well being of the country, and to threaten
the permanency of our institutiors. I am
fully in accordwith the published views, as
expressedby their resolutions. of the “'ork
men’sAssociationin New York, only I would
not confinethe restriction to the Chinese. As
goodcitizensweshould encourage the estab
mentof tradeschools,and asorganizationsthe
exchangesaffiliated with the National Asso
ciation. working in harmony, could do much
toward the accomplishment of this object. I

entertain the ho that your presence here
will have the e ect of assisting our local
builders to a better appreciation of the ad
vantagesof properorganization and of afiilia
tion with the National Association. No
organizationhaving for its object the getting
of something for nothing, but or anization
whoseaim shall be to lace the buifiling busi
nessupon aplane ashigh as that of any busi
nesspracticedin this broad land. The value
of the interests involved in our business is so
large as to demand an ability and an intelli

gence
secondto that required of no other

usinessman and we shouldavail ourselvesof
every possibe source of information in the
acquisition of a

thorougvl‘ir
knowledge of the

bestbusinessmethods. e shouldcultivate a
high senseof businesshonor and have full re
gard for the rights of our fellows. Let those
ofuswhosre lessfortunate. lessfull uip d

,

thosewho are not yet upon the i2
1
1

pgue
which they should occupy, receive assistance
and encouragementfrom those morehighly
gifted.

THE CONTRACTQUESTION.
One of the most level-headedattorneys of
this city said to metwo yearsago, in speaking
of a contract which I had in self signed. “ it
alwaysmakesmemad to ran a contract such
asbuilders sign."
This question—of the character of thearti
cles of agreement—hasbeen considered by
this associationandmay besaid to be in a fair
way to settlementupona basis that is equit
able and just, but the uniform contract has
come into but partial use, due, in a lar 6

measure,to the fact that every builder fee s

that if he refuses to sign any agreementsub
mitted for signature there is a builder stand
ing behindhim who will sign, and so, in the
absence of effective organization. the abuse
continuesand grows. It may be acceptedas
an aphorism that the man who submits to
abuseinvites abuse,and is certain in the end
to beabused. In every businessexceptours is
man who makesan a mentto do a certain
thing hasthis thing specifically set forth, just
that and nothing more. The thing to be done
and the amount to be paid are both limited.
Now, in the agreementswhich we make the
amount to be paid is fixed—the work to be
done only partially so. Both drawings and
specificationsare very frequently incomplete,
but the owner is protected from loss on this
accountby somesuchphraseasthis in thespeci
fication: “All work necessary to complete
this building and which maynot bespecifically
setforth herein shall be done under the direc
tion of thearchitect without additional cost."
Now. the builder who signs a. contract with
such a phrase as that above quoted in the
specificationagreesto do for isstipulated sum
an amount of work limited only by the con
scienceof thearchitect. It is noanswerwhee
ever to this to say that the architect is usually
fair and that herarely takes advantage of his
opportunity to damagea contractor. There is

no reason in justice why he should have the
opportunity and every reason why heshould
not.

POSITION0F Tm: ARCHITECT.

In all this there is no intention of having
any quarrel with architectsor of casting any
imputation of bad faith or unfair dealin
upon them. The architect, like the lawyer on
other rofessionalmen, is zealousin the inter
ests0 his client, as he ought to be: he is. of
course,always desirous that his work should

besatisfactory to his em loyers, that he may
again beemployed.but a ve all is his zealfor
his client’s interest. This zeal, however hon
est it may be, is the exact thin which dis
qualifles him for the osition 0 arbiter be
tweenhis principal an theother party to the
contract. Even if it could be shown that in
no
Sinilf
instancesince the world began had

an arc 'tectbeenkn0wn to render a decision
that was not grounded in absolute justice,
still it would beunbusinemlikein oneparty to

a contract involving theex nditure of money
toplacehisinterestsat thedisposalof anarbiter
whowas thepaid agentof the other party to
thecontract. Who ever heard, except in the
building business,of an arbitration in which
the attorney,or agent, of oneof theparties to
thedisputeacts assolearbiter ! The contracts
as now written are inequitable for want of
mutuality. I have noticed in a current arch
itectural publication an addressdelivered by
Mr. Walter Dickson beforea clam in the De
partmentof Architecture of the Brooklyn In
stitute. Ipresume Mr. Dickson is an archi
tect. He was urging themembersoi theclass
to inform themselvesupon the construction
part of their profession and said: “If an
architect is deficient in t e ractical part of
his profession, I defy him to able to draw a
correct specification properly explaining the
wholeof thework intended,and whena succi
flcation is deficient the architect has been
known. in order to maintain his dignity and
save himself, to exact from the builder, by
somepeculiar inte retatiou of his own, the
work soomitted. any a builder has been
ruined in consequence,and by the architect
refusing to give proper compensationfor ex
tra work, thus Withholding the certificate
until the works were com leted to the archi
tect’ssati~factionand the uilder's ruination.”
Observethearran ementof this passageand
it will benoticed t e “ruination of the con
tractor" follows the “ satisfactionof the arch
itect " as closelyaseffectsfollows cause. It Will
be observedalso that it is the architect and
not the builder who makes the statement.
Now, I want to say in all seriousnes that I

haveneveryet met the grade of architect to
which the gentlemenreferred to by Mr. Dick
son belongs,but I am liable to meet him at
any
time.
here is no reasonwhy any inter rotation
that is necmsar should not bema 0 before
theprice is fix and the agreementsigned.

I know that theclaim is madethat it is impoesi
ble to foreseeall the points which may come
up. If that is true, then leav thosepomts to
betaken careof by subsequent igreement as
is now donein someof the best fiioes. Why
require the builder to draw u on is ima ina
tion and anticipate that whic it admitted
cannotbe foreseen ? It is our legs and just
right to havethe agreementlimit th. work to
bedoneasri idly and completely as .-e sum
to bepaid is imited.

BONDSOF INDEMNITY.

There is anothermatter in this connectionto
which I feel justified in calling your attention,
and that is the subject of bonds 0f indemnii y

and reservationof payment. To illustrate, a.
builder agreesfor $100,000to erect a building
complete. He is required to give a bondof in
demnity for not lessthan 8100.000,conditioned
that heshall completethework in accordance
with certaindrawmgsandspecifications,which
are to be interpreted by a gentleman who is
thepaid agent of the owner, and in addition
to this bondthere is reserved the

g
m ment of

not lessthan 15per cent.of each 0 t 9 partial
paymentsprovided for under theagreement,
which reservedpaymentremains in the hands
of the owmeruntil the building is completed,
usually 30days after completion and accept
ance. When the building hasbeencarried to
within $20,000of completion.and the builder
hasbeenpaid according to agreement u to
that time, theownerhas in his possession72,
000worth of work which has been completed
by thebuilder and his bond for $100,000to se
cure thecompletionof $20,000worth of work,
and at the completionof the work and prior
to acceptancethe owner has 802,000of the
builders moneyand a bond for $100,000.In
practice it seemsto amount to ju<t this : At
the close of such a contract. supposing that
the work hasbeencompleted in one year, the
builder has

given
theowner a bond. as above

stated.for t eprivilege of having the owner
keep$72,000of thebuilder‘s moneyfor about
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sevenmonths,and of $30,000fi-I 30days,with
out interest. As abusinesspropositionI think
nothing could bemoreunjust.
In ordinary business life it is the manwho
owesthe money who gives the security,but
builders have not yet reached ordinary meth
ods. The absurdity of this arrangement is
further shownby the fact that, as the respon
sibility of the builder under the contract is
diminishedhis guarantee is increased,and in
the casecited theowner holds the samebond
as at the beginning,plus $92,000,while the
builder‘s obligation has practicall ended.
Is thereany reasoninjustice or airnesswhy
somesucharrangementas the following could
not bemade: When 25per cent. of the monev
value of the building hasbeen

put
in placeand

acceptedb theowner, throug his agent, the
architect, ave.a settlementand pay the reser—
vation up to that date. The owner’s guaran
teeis not impaired, becausehe has the same
bond for the completionof 75 per cent.of the
work asheoriginally had for the entire build
ing. Now, let this bedone at the completion
of 50per cent., and again at 75percent.of the
work.

BUILDER'S GUARANTEE.

Even under this arrangementthe guarantee
which the builder givesthe owner increasesas
the builder’s responsibility decreases. Thme
abusesto which I have referred are not of
recentgrowth. They beganat the time when
the professionof architecture was not much
regarded in this country, when its practi
tionerswere, in themain,menof little educa
tion, mostof themhaving graduatedfrom the
workbench.Theyweremenwith goodpractical
knowledge,but they had no literary training,
and but little ability in setting forth in s ci
flcations the requirements of their buildings,
and in this way, I apprehend,arose the neces
sity for covering thedefectsin their drawings
and specifications b some general r uiri.L
ment underwhich t e builder who ha con—
tracted to build a church could be held to
build a steeplealso, though none had been
shown or specified,becausethe church was to
be complete,and no church is completeWith
out asteeple. This systemof making blanket
clausesto cover all sortsof contingenciesgave
themgreatadvanta es,and thearchitects,like
other men,Will hol any advantagewhich cus
tom gives themas long as possible,but they
do not need this advantage now. The pro
fessionisnow full of menthoroughlyeducated,
trained designersand constructors,who know
what their buildings require and how to im
part that knowledgeto the intelligent builder,
and I canseeno reasonfor the perpetuationof
this old makeshift, the necessity for which
used away with the men who devised it.
herefore, I think an openandmanly demand
for the use of the uniform contract and the
elimination of all ambiguity in specifications,
all necessityfor “ interpretation,” “ peculiar "
or otherwise,will bereadily acknowledgedby
architects.
And now, gentlemen, in closing, let me
congratulate you uponthe fact that our asso
ciation is and has been exercising a wide in
fluence.not only in our own country but also
beyondthe seas. I am told by our secretary
that he has ap lications from almost every
part of the English-speakingworld for reports
of our roceedingsand other of our literature.
This s ows us that wise action on our part
may produceeffectsbeneficialto our craft in
places far removedfrom us. For this and

malny
other reasons let us try to do our work

we .
COMMITTEE ON CREDI'JNTIALB

After the reading by Secretary Say
ward of various communications which
included many invitations to the delegates
to visit numerous places and points of in
terest in the city, the president announced
the following Committee on Credentials:
W. D. Collingwood of Bufialo, Thos. J.
Hamilton of Pittsburgh, Geo. W. Libby
of Minneapolis, James I. Wingate of Bos
ton and C. C. Dewstoe of Cleveland. A
recess was taken to await the report of
the committee, which was presented in
the form of a majority and minority re
port.
MAJORITY mo uisoarrv aneonrs.
The former was as follows:
Your Committeeon Credentials beg leave

templesent
the following report: There are

or entials from 26 cities, representedby98
delegates, as follows: Boston,6; Bufl’alo,4;
Baltimore, 4; Cleveland,2: Chicago, 13; Cin
cinnati, 4; Denver, 4' Detroit, 2; Grand
Rapids, 31ndianapolis, é; Louisville, a; Low
ell, 3; L as, 2; Milwaukee, 8; Minneapolis,2;
New ork, 7; Portland, 3; Providence, 3;
Rochester 3; Saginaw, 2; St. Louis,5; St.
Paul 4; 1Wilmington, 2; Worcester, 8. The
Pittsburgh Exchange have presentedcreden

tials containing the names of 18 delegates.
The secretary‘s list shows that they are

onlyentitledto four. Your committee are unab e
todecide which four are entitled to seatsand
refer thematter to the judgment of the con
vention. Respectfull submitted,

\ a. D. Conunowoon,
Gsoaos. W. Liner,
James I. Winona,
C. C. Daws'roa.

The minority report was as follows :
I offer the following asa minority report on
credentials, I do not concur in the ma'ority
report on credentials,in so far as it applies to
thePittsburgh Exchange,andreportthefollow
ing as the legal and properl -authorized dele
gates (the namesof the de egatesbeing sub
]oined). (Signed)

T. J. Hanna-on of Pittsburgh.
The Pittsburgh Exchange, by reason of
the recent strikes which have been in force
in that city, has increased in numbers from
135, at the time of the payment of the
per capita tax for 189], to 873 at the time
of the convention, and by their mis
interpretation of Articles VII and IX of
the constitution considered themselves
entitled to the above number of delegates. '

The articles of the constitution bearing on
this point are as follows :

Aaricui: VIP—REPRESENTATION a'r Con
vlicrions.

Each exchangeaffiliated with this associa
tion shall, at annual or other conventions,be
entitled to representationas follows:
One delegate-atlarge, who shall be the
director chosen.at the preceding convention,
and one delegate in addition for each 50
membersor fractional part thereof.
Each delegateshall have onevote,and may
berepresentedby alternate or roxy.
No delegateshall hold more t an oneproxy.

Aaricui: IX.-Asiwan Doss.
The annual duesfor the ensuing year shall
be assessedby each convention, upon recom
mendationof the Board of Directors. It shall
beassessedper cupila of membershipin ex
changes or organizations that have gained
membershipin this association,and bepayable
through the officers of the exchanges. This
assessmentwill be due and yable at the
annual convention,and must paid within
30days nextensuing. Default in paymentof
assessmentshall forfeit membershipand rep
resentation
The position of the Pittsburgh Ex
change seemed to be based upon the belief
that the convention is the beginning of a
fiscal year instead of the end. The con
stitution having been previously inter
preted by the directors to mean that
the fiscal year shall begin with the endin
of one convention and close with the on
of the next convention, it was apparent
to the majority of the delegates present
that Pittsburgh having paid a per capita
tax on 135members for the fiscal year of
1891, which ended with the close of the
present convention, they were entitled to
only such representation as the 135 mem
bers upon whom they had paid their tax
for the year 1891 permitted, which would
be four, in accordance with the constitu
tion above quoted.

PITTSBURGH WITHDRAW'S.

The complication resulted in much ar
gument pro and con, and the minority re
port waa rejected by a vote of 28 to '71.
Upon the announcement of the vote the
Pittsburgh delegation asked permission to
withdraw from the convention, and arose
in a body for the purpose of leaving the
hall. Before they had reached the door,
however, they were prevailed upon to
listen to the remarks of Edward E. Scrib
ner of St. Paul, who beseeched them in
the name of the National Association and
in the name of every delegate present to
remain in the convention, to seat the four
delegates to which the majority of dele
gates had voted them entitled, and partic
ipate in the proceedings of the meeting.
Mr. Scribner requested permission to in
vite them to seat the remainder of the del
egation as alternates, which was spontane
ously granted by the whole convention.
In closing his appeal lllr. Scribner said:
“Allow me, gentlemen, then, in the name

of my colleagues and our fellow members,
to plead with you that you remain upon
this floor, that you accept the decision of
this body, even though you may think it
wrong; even though you may think it un
fair; stay here with us, vote with us and
make this concession to the opinion of the
majority.” Mr. Scribner’s remarks were
received with the utmost warmth and ap
preciation by all present and after brief
consultation the Pittsburgh delegation an
nounced that they would withdraw for
consultation, and departed in a body.
The majority report of the Committee on
Credentials wasthen adopted unanimously.

RESOLUTIONSOF PITTSBURGH DELEGATION.

On the second day of the convention at
the beginning of the afternoon session the
followmg preamble and resolution was re
ceived from the Pittsburgh delegation:
To the H'esidrnf and Members of the National Association of Builders tn ('onren~
lion assembledof Cleveland.'

Gsnrtxns.—At a meeting of Pittsburgh
dele atesthe following action wastaken:
I hereas, the Pittsburgh Exchan e elected
18delegates,as allowed by the con tution of
the National Association of Builders, being
one delegatefor each 50 membersin good
standing; and
Whereas,On the presentation of their cre—
dentials to the pro r committee of the
N. A. B., a ma‘ority 0 said committeedecided
that the Pitts urgh Exchange is entitled to
onl four delegates,including the delegate
at' urge, and said action of thecommitteewas
confirmed by the convention now in session:
and
Whereas, Although we regret being com
pelledto takeaction severin the connection
of the Pittsburgh Exchange rom thenational
amociation, as our heartfelt sympathies are
with the association in its missionand work,
yet as we cannot submit to grow injustice,
thereforebe it
Resolred,That we withdraw, both asdele
gatesand as an exchange,from the National
Association of Builders. (Signed)

A. J. HARNACK, Chairman.
On motion, the resolution was unani
mously received by the convention and
ordered placed on file.
The next business in order after the
adoption of the report of the Committee
on Credentials at the first session was the
appointment of the following Committee
on Time and Place of Next Convention
and to nominate officers for the ensuing
year: George C. Prussing of Chicago,
W. J. Hill of Denver, Thomas J. Kelly of
St. Louis, H. H. Edgarton of Rochester
and N. H. Creager of Baltimore.

naron'r or sscnii'ranr.

The secretary’sannual report, which next
followed, covered the ground gone over
during the past year very thoroughly,
showing the work accomplished and pro
jected, and the present condition of the
association. The last annual report of
the secretary showed an affiliation of 35
exchanges, and during the year three
exchanges have dropped out and two new
ones become members, leaving an affilia
tion at present of 34. The Kansas City
Exchange has been obliged to temporarily
drop out owing to various causes. A
thorough reorganization is now taking
place for the purpose of placing the
exchange on a firmer footing and improv~
ing some of the conditions under which
the organization formerly existed. It is
the purpose of the Kansas City Exchange
to rejoin the National Association as soon
as their reorganization is effected. The
secretary, in a recent letter to Mr. Say
ward, wrote that he had never heard
either in or out of meeting such favorable
expressions as to the great good which the
National Association has done and is
doing, and the benefit it has been to that
exchange, as were voiced at their last pre
vious meeting. The exceedingly dull
season in St. Joseph, 110., has resulted in
so great a lack of interrst in the affairs
of the exchange that it has been
unable to comply with the requirements
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of the constitution. "The worst feature
of this condition of things in ex
changes," said Mr. Say ward, “is not
the loss to the National Association,
but is rather the great misfortune which
the exchanges suffer through demoralizs
tion, which follows from a cessation of
interest in their associated work, a demor
alization which will sometimes require
much more determined effort than ever
before exerted to concentrate and combine
their work and influence again. There is
no doubt there are opportunities in an ex
change for mutual protection and benefit,
particularly through seasons of general
business depression, and even in cises of
special disaster, by means of organization
and combined endeavor, little dreamed of
by the greatest enthusiast in the future of
builders’ associations It is, of course. to
be regretted that we are not already in po
stssion of all the benefits that the future
may develop, but it must be remembered
that the oldest of our local organizations
is but young in its investigations, and can
not expect to have all the advantages of
fuller growth.”

WASHINGTON EXCHANGE.

The filial body in Washington,which up
to the latter part of the year was in full
sympathy with the national body, with
drew its membership without a word of
explanation, and the secretary’s depart
ment is not at present in possessionof any
definite reason for its withdrawal. An in
timation was given shortly after the last
convention that the Washington Exchange
was in favor of a $2 per capita assessment
and op sed to $3, but their assessment
was pai on a basis of 135 members, and,
as the difference would only be $135, it
is hardly to be supposed that the ex
change could have withdrawn on that ac
count. The defection of the Washington
Exchange is to be deplored. In many re
spects it is an exceptional body. Its at
tainments during its short existence have
outstripped many of the older bodies.
The progressive action of the Washington
Exchange has always been a source of
gratification to the National Association,
and their action in regard to a building
an example to every other or anization of
builders in the country, an it is to be
hoped that no internal disaster is the cause
of this withdrawal.
The two exchanges which have been
added are Chattanooga, Tenn., and San
Antonio, Texas.

‘

The 34 associations represent a total
membership of about 3500 builders, and
indirectly many more, for every com
munity in which there is a filial body is
benefitted by any action which is for the
good of all. It may be fairly claimed that
the whole building fraternity in each city
affiliated with the national body is repre
sented through the local association.

BEST METHODS FOR ORGANIZING
EXCHANGES.

The secretary’s department is continu
ally besieged for information as to the best
methods for forming organizations. The
idea of association is unquestionably
spreading, and it is of the utmost impor
tance that the new bodies which are being
organized should start in such a manner
that the work will not have to be done
over again in a few years. Herein is
manifest one of the beneficent functions of
the National Association—viz , to aid in
securing the establishment of associations
of builders on the right basis, and prevent
them in the beginning from making the
almost inevitable mistakes which new
bodies make, unguided by the experience
of others.
It is now pleasing to report that the
efforts made by builders of Australia have
successfully formed a national association,
and it is particularly gratifying to note
that it has been formed upon lines that

are identical with our own, with changes
suitable to the locality. Their second an
nual conference, held in October, at Mel
bourne, the report of which follows the
style adopted by this association, shows
that much the same conditions exist with
them as with us. The president, R. C.
Brown of Melbourne, in his address, gave
due credit to this association. saying:
“ You are no doubt aware that in holding
these conventions we are following the
lead of the American builders, for, finding
the conditions of our business life to be
similar in almost every respect to theirs,
and that great benefits had resulted to
them from their association, we deter
mined to follow their example. We can
not expect to do things with the order and
completeness which obtains in the United
States. If, however. we get no further
than an annual interchan eof ideas and
experience between the lea ing builders of
the Australasian colonies on matters gener
ally afiecting the interests of the trade, we
shall have accomplished enough to repay
us for the time and expense.”

BENEFITS FROM PUBLICATIONS.

The secretary touched upon the benefits
that have been derived from the various
publications of the National Association,
showing that much importance is attached
to the pamphlets issued and that they
have been widely distributed both in this
country and abroad. Through the me
dium of Carpentry and Building, public
attention has been drawn to subj cts con
sidered by the National Association in lo
calities where there are no filial bodies and
hundreds of requests for information are
received from all over the world in regard
to subjects treated by the secretary through
its columns. There is no doubt that the
uniform contract is now firmly established
and that its use is gradually extending,
still it needs the constant urging by the
officers of the central body and the equal
interest of filial bodies. Unless the im
portance of its use is continually placed
before those who are called upon to make
contracts, by those who have been instru
mental in its creation, we cannot expect
that it will be pushed by others. The
secretary strongly recommended the res
entation of the literature of the National
Association, either reports of conventions,
special reports of committees, discussions
and articles prepared in editorial form, or
other material of similar nature, more thor
oughly before the members of the local
bodies. Members of filial exchangesshould
read the official paper, in which articles are
presented from month to month that are
prepared with the greatest care for the
purpose of exciting thought, and bringing
about action on subjects upon which all
agree that study and action are much
needed. “ In consideration of the fact that
we are engaged in a great and noble call
ing, we are too readily content with the
superficial information, and the builder
will never realize how great his vocation
really is until he comprehends its scope
and understands its logic and its technique,
as well as its practice; until he grasps its
full meaning from a business point of
view and follows it upon broad lines to
higher development."

MEETINGS OF EXCHANGES.

For the better dissemination of the rec
ommendations of the national body the sec
retary urges that eachexchange hold meet
ings for the purpose of having such recom
mendations read and discussed, and un
hesitatin ly advises that such discussions
be prece ed by a dinner or light repast.
Such meetings should be held at the
usual time that club dinnrrs are held——
say from 5 to 6 o’clock—thus giving ample
time fora “smoke-talk" afterward, and
an aijournment at a seasonablehour. The
meetings should be held as often as once
in two months, and perhaps as often as

once in each month, though it would be
better to be obliged to hold the meetings
oftener than to have them lapse from too
great infrequency. This plan will furnish
a capital means of creating interest in the
work of the National Association and the
reading of its productions systematically,
with the discussion which will surely fol
low, will build up methods of examina
tion, analysis and comprehension which
are so essential to the clearer understand
ing and deeper knowledge which the
National Association seeks to encourage.
Considerable stress is laid upon this point,
for the reason that the secretary’s observa
tion shows that the great need of all asso
ciations is the devotion of more time
to the consideration of questions and
methods in and through which the indi
vidual is affected, but which need the
united study and action of the group of
individuals in that particular interest in
order that modifications and bettermeuts
may be secured, and in which all may
participate.

THE GREAT DRAWBACK.

The great drawback to the efficiency
of associations to-day is the apparent
existence of an idea that reforms can
be obtained simply by the establish
ment of organizations or the adoption of
resolutions. These two factors are essen
tial as primary movements, but they are of
little value unless supplemented by con
tinuous, persistent regular work on the
lines of organization and resolve, and
without this work no result can be hoped
for. It is not easy for builders to
lend themselves to this necessary work;
their whole habit has been to suffer
evils and “get along“ in almost any
fashion, no matter how much worse off
each inattention and each sufferance may
leave them ; secretaries, as well as other
local officers, are continually appealing
for advice and counsel—as to how to over
come this apathy—to the National Secre
tary, who seeks on each occasion to sug
gest some new way and to infuse new
hope, even while confessing that the task
is far from easy. To induce men to think
more, and then to apply the fruits of this
thought so that proportions to good may
follow, is the one great impule which sus
tains all progress, and yet the history of
the world shows that in no direction has
progress been made without constant en
deavor in the face of such distrust and
apathy, even among those to whom the
greatest benefit is to accrue.

BUILDERS. EXPERIENCE NOT PECULIAR.

This condition, then, is not peculiar
to builders only, and the secretary says
to all officers of filial bodies who feel
discouraged because their members are

apparently headless of their duty, and
thus fail to put into operation the
recommendation of the national body,
or carry out effectively measures _cal
culated to improve existing conditions:
Don’t imagine for a moment that your
experience is singular—’tis the way of the
world—and while it is disappointing that
all are not imbued with the same feeling
at the same time, and do not unite in a

grand movement toward accomplishment
of ends that all agree are desirable, it is
still nothing peculiar to us as a class. All
classesof men are alike in this—they sufier
much as individuals before they will com~
bine and act for any common good. Prog
ress cannot be hoped for in one steady
march onward, there are bound to be
many haltings and retrograde movements,

doubts as to the direction of our course,
defects on account of inattention, and
sloth fulnsss, and hesitations, and discour
agements innumerable; but -if we only
keep our faces in the right dlrection, we
are bound to succeed ever.tually.
Keep a motive back of all our endeavors
and we need not question the final result,
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even though there may be many stages
which surround us for the time with con
fusion and apparent defeat. Here lies one
of the great functions of the national body
—to keep the motives pure and high. to
insist upon the integrity of the principles
which guide us and so encourage all the
filial bodies through seasonsof doubt and
discouragement. In any event, the Na
tional Association has no right to waver.
No matter how any filial body may falter
and fail, the central body must keepu p its
tone and raise the standard high, so that
every filial body may feel, as one of them
recently and aptly expressed it

, “ loyalty
to the national body and its principles is

the greatest strength and the surest safe
guard of the local bodies. The National
Association should be above discourage
ment, should discount all the obstacles
which its high standpoint permits it to
overlook, and steadily proceed in its great
work of leading the builder up to higher
levels, to greater security and to larger
opportunity.”

STATISTICS OBTAINED.

The statistics that have been collected
during the past year have been much more
comprehensive than in years past, and in
clude information regarding conditions
under which contracts are submitted in
various parts of the country, the percent
ageof contracts carried on under the uni
form contract, the wages paid and hours
worked in the different cities and the list
of associations, asin former years. The
statistics regarding the latter show an in
crease of 85 associations throughout the
United States, nearly half of which are
organizations of builders, the majority of
which have applied at some time or other
to the national secretary for information
and advice.
The secretary presented the result of
the various efforts in search of statistics,
and gave a summary of the action taken
at the mid year meeting, with the work
which it entailed, all of which have
been presented from time to time in these
columns. In touching upon the condi
tions that have existed in the labor mar
ket during the past year the secretary
stated that the strike in Pittsburgh was
the most serious disturbance that had oc
curred. as every trade was involved with
the exception of the stonecntters, who
had previously adopted the form of arbi
tration recommended by the National As
sociation.

THE PITTSBURGH STRIKE.

The strike was long and bitter and
the Builders’ Exchange of that city
proved to be the rallying ground and in
spiration of the building interests. and
the membership of the exchange increased
largely under the stress of trouble. This
increase of membership is an illustration
of what has so often been stated in argu
ments in favor of organization for build
ers, that while builders, like other busi
nessmen, when all is fair are apathetic in,
and perhaps directly antagonistic to, the
idea of associated efiort, when there comes

a time of trouble they huddle together
and find comfort and help by so doing.
If by good fortune some have been wise
enough to have the frame work of organi
zation ready, it is then considered provi
dential, and all are willing to take advan
tage of it. The strike started on May 1

.

and although never officially declared off
by the workmen, the result is practically
the same as though it had. The Builders’
Exchange succeeded in maintaining its
ground and virtually won the victory, al
though it is not so acknowledged by the
labor organizations. The exchange is to
be congratulated upon the great skill with
which the difficulty was handled and the
cohesion of so large a body under such a

strain is very remarkable. The advice of
last year in regard to the importance of
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having a paid secretary for each exchange
was reiterated and its importance urged.
The ownership of buildings by exchanges

is increasing. Bufi'alo and Milwaukee
have their buildings well along at the
present time; Baltimore has a purchased
lot of land and plans approved for its
building. Other cities report considera
tion of this subject, and before many
years there will undoubtedly bemany new
exchange buildings throughout the coun
try, connecting the members of the local
bodies more firmly together and giving
strength to the chain that binds us all
together. The builders of the filial bodies
can be congratulated upon a generally
prosperous condition during the past year
with other prosperous years in sight.
They may feel thankful that so little has
occurred to jeopardize their interests since
we last met, and they can attribute a

large share of their peace and security to
the National Association.

REPORT OF TREASURER.

The treasurer’s report showed a balance
on hand of $1,848.99, from which the ex
penses of the convention are to be de
ducted, which will leave the balance car
ried over to 1892somewhere in the vicin
ity of $1000.

COMMITTEE ON UNIFORM CONTRACT.

The report of the Committee on Uni
form Contract was next in order and was
submitted by the chairman, Mr. George
C. Prussing of Chicago. The report re
cited the strength of the position held by
the form and the fact that While certain
criticisms had been made as to the length
of the document, all the changes that
have been suggested have been of the
nature of interpolations tending to increase
its length. The change suggested at the
mid-year meeting, of changing the word
“being” to “if " in the end clause of the
contract, was recommended and the change

is anticipated at the next meeting of the
joint committee. The committee paid a

tribute to the late 0. P. Hatfield, who
was a member of the original committee.
It has been impossible to hold a meeting
of the jomt committee owing to the fact
that the members from the American In
stitute of Architects of the joint commit
tee were appointed too late to make

a conference to be had previous to the
present convention.
The long discussion regarding the Pitts
burgh complication and other considera
‘tion so prolonged the session that it was
inexpedient to continue to the end of the
programme. and a motion was made and
carried to hold two sessions daily, allow
ing an intermission for lunch, the plan of
holding but one session having proved im
practical, and the convention adjourned.

TUESDAY.
Taking up the balance of the programme,
the first thing in order was the report of
the Legislative Committee, which was as
follows:

To the President and Delegates to the Sixth
Annual Convention of the National As
sociation of Builders ofthe United States .'

Your committeehaving been instructed by
vote of the directors at the recent Illld- ear
meeting to consider “ whether it won] be
feasiblefor the National Associationtorecom
mendany plan whereby the sale of building
materialscouldbesoregulatedthat contractors
in the building trades would be entitled to
nrchaseat lower rates than the outsidepub
ic,” would respectfully submit the following
as the result of some little thought, inquiry
and careful consideration of this very impor
tant subject.
It goeswithout saying that in generalcom
mercial life and practice,in the handling and
saleof any of the leading lines of either agri
cultural or manufactured products. outside
of thebuilding trades,it is recognizedas right
and eminentlyproper that he who purchases
in carload lots, or, if otherwise, is constantly
in the market buying the material demanded
by the exigenciesof his business,shouldpur~
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chasesuchproduct or material at lower rate
than hewho buys in smallerquantity or need
to make,per-ha s, but onesuch purchase in a.
car, or, pos~iby, in a lifetime. Yet in the
uillling trades or‘ among the manufacturers
and dealersin buildingmaterialwearecredibly
informedthat uite a differentcustomhasand
doesprevail. ay, soanxiousmanytimes are
thepurveyors of building material to make a
sale, that the laws of trade over-ning all
otherbranchesof commercial li e areactually
reversed,andwe findthegentlemanpropOSing
to erect a single residenceor storebuilding
able to buy cheaper in the openmarket the
brick or lumber required than can his builder,
who, it may be, is carrying one building busi
nessamounting to $100,000or more per an
num. and, therefore. presumably purchasing
annually for a series of years many times
morematerial thandoesthewould-beowner of
this Oneedifice. Thesebeingtheadmittedfacts
and admitted wrongs, what is the remedy t

Here your committee must admit that they
find themselvesconfronted by a problem not
easil solved.
It asseemedto the membersof our com
mitteethat it would beunwise for t emto at
temptmore at the resent time than to sug
esrthoughtsand i( eason this subject, calcu
atul to induce a thorough discussionof this
very important subject, and of wa s and
meanscalculated to secureto the mem rs of
the various atfiliating exchanges the mainte
nanceof betterbusinessmethodsin this regard
than now obtain.
We would suggest for vour consideration,
whether this subject could not be better
handled,moreconclusivelyand effectively set~
tled. by the membersof each of the master
trades associations constituting the several
local exchanges. The carpenters first taking
action. then, through a committee,conferring
with lumber dealers. The mastermasonspur
suing the same course with the stone,brick
and cementdealers,&c., and each association
reporting their action and subsequentsuccess
to the local exchange for endorsementand
ratification. One important association,whose
membersare found also in our local exchan es
and are representedon this floor, hasdeci ed
and demandedthat the manufacturers of the
material which they. as skilled mechanics.are
using and applying in the courseof their busi
ness,shall not sell suchmaterial at any price,
aswe are informed. to any but such master
mechanics.
Your committeefeel that theremay beseri
ous objections to endeavorin to enforce so
stringent a rule in all lines of uilding manu
facture and among all the building trades,
and would suggest that the remedy for the
evil so justly complainedof, as we believe,by
the master builders of the country, may be
found, rather, in a systemof discountssimilar
tothat sofamiliar in merchantile life. Such
systemto bemade,of course,favorable to the
master builder, who is necessarilythe steady
buyer, whosetrade themanufactureror dealer
naturally seeksand highly values.
With these thoughts and suggestionswe
hope,as aboveintimated,to promotereflection
and discuion of this very important sub‘ect,
not on this floor alone, but among these ele
gatesand their associatesin the various local
exchanges,where, after all, the real work of
this body should be done and its results
achieved.

Enwann E. Scmsmm, Chairman.

COMMITTEE ON LIEN LAW.

The report of the Committee on Statis
tics having been incorporated in the sec
retary’s report, the Special Committee on
Lien Law reported as follows:

To the National Association of Builders
of the United States:
GENTLEMEN.—YOUJ' Special Committee on
Lien Law would respectfully report that they
met in Clevelandat the mid-yearmeetingand
were in sessionon several occasions,four of
the five membersbeing present. The subject
wasthoroughly discussed, andwe found that
our views were at great divergence ; in fact,
we were equally divided as to the advisability
of having alien law in any form. It was de
cided to ascertain the views of all the ex
changesconnectedwith the National Associa
tion on this important subject. With thatrnd
in view we caused to be issuedthe following
circular letter to manyof the individual mem
bers. and to all the filial bodies.“ For thepurposeof insisting thecommittee
in the formulation of a comprehensivereport
and recommendationfor action to the coming
conventionthe following questions are asked
of eachfilial body. and you are urged to con
sider the subject carefully..to the end that
thorough and intelligent action may be taken
on the subject b your exchange :“ 1. Is theexc rangein favor of alien law !

“ 2 If it is, is thepresent law of your state
satisfactory I
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“ 3. If presentlaw is not satisfactory, what
changewould you suggestt“ A letter has beensent to the secretary of

lyour
exchange requesting that a meeting be

eld as soonas possible for the consideration
of the subject,as it will be oneof themeetini
portant under discussionat the convention.“ By orderof the“ Conn-ma on LIBN Law.“ W. H. Sarwxan, Secretary.”
Replieswere received from 22of the 34ex

lchanges
comprising the association, as fol

0ws :
Seventeenanswered in the amrmative to
nestionNo. I, “ Is the exchangein favor of
t e lien law?"
One in thenegative.
One9 ually divided bya tie vote to question
No. 2, ‘ If it is, is the present law of your
State satisfactory3”
Six answered“ yes,”while thebalanceeither
answered“ no " or suggestedcertain changes.
While the replies to the circulars indicate
that the exchanges.as bodies,are largely in
favor of a lien law, yetyour committee.at their
meeting on Saturday night last, were again
evenlydivided in their views on the subject.
Oneof thecommitteewho was presentat the
mid-yearmeetingwasabsent on this occasion
on account of sickness,while the former ab
zaanteeat themid-yearmeetingwaspresent at
this latter meeting. Your committee fully
appreciate the ma nitude of the subject re
ferred to themwit the great interests in
volved. affecting not only the general con
tractor, the sub-contractor and the material
men,but equally affecting the interestsof the
owner. They thereforebelieveit would be to
the bestinterestsof all concernedto have this
sub‘ect thoroughlyandexhaustivelydlSCllSBd,
wit a view of securing the greatestamount
of information on the subject by comparing
the views of thedelegatespresent.
in conclusionwe would respectfully recom
mend that the wholesub'ect be referred to a
Standing Committee on ion Law, and that
each exchangeberequestedto thoroughlydis
cus the subject.and to communicateany and
all suggestionsfrom time to time to the gen
eral secretary.
Your committee would ofl’erthe following
resolution :
Resolved, That a Standing Committee on
Lien Law, consistin of seven members,be
appointedby thepresidentto considerthesub
ject and report from time to time to the con
vention. Signed by

Joan S. STEVENS.] Special
S. D. TIPPE'I‘T, Committee
RICHARD SNELL, on Lien
J. T. DARLING, , Law.

W. G. VINTON, absent on accountof sick
ness.

UNIFORM BUILDING LAW.

The report of the Special Committee
on Building Law was next presented:
1. The committee shall be known as the
Combined Committee on Uniform building
Law and Reduction of Fire Waste.
2. The purposeof this joint committeeis to
investigateand consider thequestionof con
struction of buildings, with the end in view
of arrivmg at conclusionswhich canberecom
mendedto all cities of the country as thecon
censusof opinion of the various profemions
and callin representedin this committee,
and as the general methods to adopt for
the interests of the ole in the matter of
construction of buildings and protection
againstlossof life and loanof property by fire.
3. The combinedcommittee shall consistof
three membersfrom each of the following
bodies—viz: the National Association of
Builders, theNational Boardof Underwriters,
the National Association of Building Inspec
tors, the National Association of Fire Engi
neers and the American Institute of Archi
tects—whoshall be chosen in such manneras
may bedeemedbestby the bodieswhich they
represent.
4. The officers of the combined committee
shall bea chairmanand a secretarywho shall
alsobe treasurer.
5. Regular meetingsof the committeeshall
be heldannually, if practicable at the timeof
the annual meetingof the National Associa
tion of Builders. and special meetingsat the
call of the chairman, but a sub-committee
shall beappointed to act during the recessof
the combined committee,under such instruc
tions asmay begiven it.
6. Each association shall pay the expenses
of its own delegatesand one-fifthof the gen
eral expenses.

RESOLUTIONS PRESENTED.

The following resolutions were pre
sented and referred to the Committee on
Resolutions

Resolved.That President McAllister be re
questedto furnish the secretary with a copy
of his addremto the delegatesof this conven

tion, and that the secretarycauseto beprinted
and distributed suchnumber of copiesas may
appearto the Executive Committee right and
proper.
(Signed)Enwaan E. SCRIBNERof St. Paul.

thvrcas, There appearsto be a difference
of opinion on the interpretation of the consti
tution, and certain defects in other parts.
therefore
Resolved,That the incoming Board of Di
rectors be requestedto consider thesubject,
suggest the necessarychanges, if any, and
presentthesamefor adoptionat the nextcon
vention.
(Signed)MURRELL Donnnvs. Philadelphia.

ll'hereas, Delegates from the wild and
woolly West, learning with surpriseand regret
that individuality is in Clevelandcarried to so
great an extremethat severaldifferent stand
ards of time exist and are expectedto govern
themovementsof the populaceor thestrang
ers within their

gates.
and being greatly

embarrassed there y, and uncertain as to
which of thew severalstandardsof time are to
control the movementsof this convention;
thereforebe it
Resolved,That the sessionsof this conven
tion beopenedand conducted by railroad or
standard time, rat-her than by any one or
moreof the systemsadoptedand in useby the
conservative inhabitants of this conservative
city.

GEO. W. LIBBY.

GENTLEMEN.—We, the undersigned dele
gates of the Builders7Exchange of Indian
apolis, have been requestedto ofl‘cr through
your committee the following resolution for
consideration at the meetingof theNational
Associationof Builders:
Resolved. That the mid—yearmeeting, in
stead of being held in the sameplacewhere
the annual convention is to meet,be held at
someother city where the work of thecom
mitteewould be ually as well done,and at
the sametime ren er somevaluable serviceto
exchangeswhoneedencouragementandassist
ance in the methods of work and in the
managementof their affairs. It is earnestly
r nestedthat our delegates invite the next
mi
gear
meetingto be held at Indianapolis.

espectfully submitter].
Wu. P. JUNYLANE,
C. BENDER,
J. E. TWINAI'E.

At a stated meeting of the Master
Builders’ Exchange of Philadelphia, held
on January 5, 1892, the following resolu
tion was adopted:
Resolved, That the committee of the Na.
tional Associationhaving thematterin charge
be requestedto fix the date for the holding of
the.annual conventionsearly in February of
eachyear. insteadof January.
(Signed)Gnoaon Warsou, president,

Wu. Hxaxsass, secretary.

A resolution on free coinage was pre
sented by C. J. Smith of Denver, which
was considered by the Committee on
Resolutions to treat of a' subject u on
which the National Association of Buil ers
is not competent to act and recommended
that no action be taken thereon, which
recommendation was adopted.

(Signed).

CONSIDERATION OF REPORTS.

Following the programme, the next
thing in order was the consideration of the
report of the Committee on Uniform Con
tract, which was adopted without discus
sion. .
The report of the Committee on Legis
lation elicited considerable discussion,
some of the delegates being of the opinion
that the same thing could beaccomplished
through the National Association of
Builders as had beenaccomplished through
the National Association of Plumbers, in
regard to securing a less cost of material
to the contractor than that at which build
ing material was sold to the owner or oc
casional buyer. In view ofthe difference in
the caseof the builder and the plumber, and
the fact that the manufacturer of building
material, in a very large majority of cases,
only supplies a very small locality, it was
voted to recommend to the filial bodies
that an effort be made whereby each
exchange should arrange a system of
discounts from the regular price of
building material which should apply only
in the case of the builder and urge the

same upon all material dealers in their
various localities.

THE LIEN LAW.

The repoit of the Special Committee on
Lien Law brought out the best and most
intelligent discussion of the convention,
and was very thoroughly argued on the
proposition asked of each filial body: Is
your exchange in favor of alien law ? The
discussions were very full on both sides of
the question, and it transpired that while
the sentiment of the majority of the ex
changes were in favor of some form of lien
law, the personal opinion of the delegates
present was about equally divided. The
position taken by delegates who were not
in favor of any form of lien law was that
it depreciated all classes of contracting by
enabling the dealer in building material to
sell to any contractor, no matter how irre
sponsible or incapab‘e, thus permitting
and fostering an undesirable class of com
petition. The irresponsible contractor be
ing assured that the material dealer, under
the protection of the lien law, will sell
him all the material he wants, is thus
enabled to come into competition with
contractors of reputation and ability and
can underbid them, becausehehas nothing
to lose, and trusts to luck to be able to
“skin” something out of the job. The
existence of such an element. it was main‘
tained. results in the depreciation of the
entire building interests bycompelling a
ruinous competition and in bringing the
reputable builder down to the lchl of the
man who could not procure a dollar’s
worth of material if the lien law were not
in existence. The arguments in favor of
a lien law were such as have been familiar
to all for years. It was apparent to all
that a uniform lien law for the entire coun
try is an impossibility and the result of the
argument was the adoption of a resolution
that a standing committee of seven be ap
pointed to consider the question and re
port to the association.
The report of the Committee on Build
ing Law was next adopted.
Reports from filial bodies were next in
order, but owing to the lateness of the
hour the report fiom Boston only was pre
sented.

REPORT FROM BOSTONEXCHANGE.

The report from Boston showed that a
very satisfactory year had just passed with
out serious labor disturbance of any kind.
The Master Builders’ Association has fully
carried out the recommendation of the
fifth convention regarding arbitration in
the mason’s branch of the trade, and the
result is very gratifying. The next im
portant step taken by the exchange in the

gust
year is the entire remodeling of their

uilding, which is now fully occupied by
builders and is yielding a handsome re
turn. The membership has considerably
increased during the year and at the same
time the standard of membership has been
retained. The exchange extended a recep
tion to the membersof the American Insti
tute of Architects during their recent con
vention held in that city, which was a very
enjoyable and satisfactory affair.
After the reading of the Boston report
an adjournment was taken until Wednes
day morning.

WED NESDAY.

The hearing of the reports from filial
bodies was resumed. The Buffalo Ex
change reported, as one of the most im
portant events of the year, the adoption
and bringing into actual practice of a code
of rules for the government of the submit
ting of bids. The code was published at
the time it was adopted, and it has with
stood the test of almost a year and is in
beneficial operation at present.
The new home of the exchange is now
being put under roof, and when completed
will be one of the finest fire-proof office
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buildings in the city. The method of se
curing funds for erecting the building was

the formation of a stock company and the
issuing of $75,000 worth of stock; the bal
ance, $90,000, was raised on bonds and
mortgage at 4} per cent. The increase in
membership has been steady and satisfac
tory, and the exchange is in most excel
lent condition.

THE CHICAGO EXCHANGE

reported that but few changes had oc
curred during the year as far as the mem
bership was concerned, and that there is a
strong feeling of the need of an exchange
building of their own. After the expendi
ture of much time and money the ex
change finally secured the repeal of the
most offensive portions of the Illinois lien
law, and a new section embodied givin
the contractor a lien for work performe
up to the time of refusal or failure of the

owner to make payment at the specified
time. For the protection of labor the
owner is now required to retain 50 er
cent. for twenty days after the completion
of the contract in order that in default of
the payment of labor by the contractor the
labor may be protected. A committee has
been recently appointed in the exchange
to consider the benefits received from the
National Association, as against the cost,

and after exhaustive study of the subject
it was conclusively shown that the benefits
far exceeded the cost. The exchange has
enjoyed an exceptionally successful career,
and is at present in good condition.

THE CINCINNATI EXCHANGE.

reported a fairly satisfactory year and
progress in the organization. The ex
change recently placed itself on record as
favoring an equitable lien law, and is at
present considering the recommendations
of the National Association. An effort is
being made to secure full statistics regard
ing the building interests in Cincinnati,
from which beneficial information is ex
pected. Committees from the Builders’
Exchange have been invited to consider
subjects of interest to the city in connec
tion with the Chamber of Commerce and
Board of Trade, and it is continually grow
ing in influence and importance. The ex
change has formally adopted the uniform
contract and is advocating its use in all
cases.

GRAND aarrns, Mica.

reported a prosperous year, with an in
crease in_ membership of nearly one third
and a bright outlook for the coming year.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

The report from Indianapolis showed
the exchange in, good condition with an
active effort on foot to establish a ’change
hour. A very gratifying recognition was
made of the value and importance of affili
ation with the National Association, and
the importance of applying the sug
gestions which it makes. The exchange
has been doing good work in settling dif
ferences between members by arbitration.
without resorting to process of law, and
the result is entirely satisfactory. It is
the sentiment of the exchange that the
labor problem should receive the earnest
consideration of the National Association,
and it requested that the mid-year meeting
for 1892 be held in a different city from
that in which the convention is to beheld,
in order that a greater number of ex
changes may receive the benefit of the
presence of the national officers and di
rectors, and requested that the next meet
ing be held in lndianapolis.

LOWELL, MASS.

The Master Builders” Exchange of
Lowell reported that the past year has
been one of almost unexampled activity in
the building trade, with a larger number
of public buildings and business blocks

under construction than ever before in the
same time. There has been no trouble with
the workmen, and fair prices have pre
vailed. The exchange has considered the
Code of Practice, the desirability of secur
ing a building of its own, and the im
portance of using only the uniform con
tract. An effort is now being made to
secure the establishment of the code and
the uniform contract with the architects,
with prospect of success. That the ex
change is of some importance in the city
is shown by the fact that during the past
year a supervisor of Government buildings
under construction and an inspector of
of buildings have been appointed from
among the members.

NEW YORK CITY.

The Mechanics” and Traders’ Exchange
of New York City reported a total member
ship of 300, with a cash surplus of $20,000
in the treasury. The uniform contract is
steadily growing into more general use
and the form of arbitration advocated by
the National Association is already estab
lished in several employers” associations.
The Code of Practice is at present receiv
ing consideration, and it is expected that
it will be adopted either in part or in full.
The rojcct for erecting an exchange
building to cost in the vicinity of $1,000,
000 is still under discussion, with a good
prospect of success. The report closed with
the following: “To the National Asso
ciation we again renew our fealty and well
wishes, and are road of the distinction of
being considere one of its loyal filial.”

PROVIDENCE, a. r.

The report from the Providence Ex
change shows that several important topics
have been considered during the past year.
The Uniform Contract has been officially
adopted by the exchange and the Code of
Practice has been presented to the archi
tects, with a fair indication of its final
adoption. A plan is being agitated look
ing to the establishment of a permanent
industrial exhibit and it is believed that it
will be an accomplished fact in a short
time.

ROCHESTER. N. v.

The Rochester Exchange reported itself
in good condition. The Uniform Contract
is gradually coming into general use, but
the Code of Practice failed in securing a
foothold. A plan for securing a building
is in existence, but has not been definitely
accepted. The labor market has been un
disturbed during the past year and the
buiding business has been about as usual
throughout the season.

ST. PAUL, MINN

The report of the St. Paul Exchange
showed that building had been somewhat
inactive during the past seasonand that the
exchange had undergone internal disturb
ances which were only overcome by the
careful and conservative action of the best
element of membership. Everything is
harmonious at present and the exchange
has recently taken active part in measures
for the welfare of the city and received the
consideration due to an organization of its
character.

“'ILMINGTON, DEL.

Wilmington reported that the exchange
is increasing in membership and impor~
tance, many of the architects being in the
habit of sending plans directly to the ex
change to be estimated. The Uniform Con
tract is but little used as yet and the ma
jority of the exchange are in favor of a
lien law in some form, although the no
lien law men are making converts every
day.

WORCESTER,mass.

The Builders’ Exchange of Worcester
reported a prosperous year, during the

course of which it has been incorporated
under the laws of Massachusetts, and has
moved into new and more comodious and
desirable quarters. The membership has
increased one-third and the organization is
in excellent financial condition. Nothing
of importance has transpired to disturb the
builders during the past year, which has
been a satisfactory one.
After the presentation of the reports
from filial bodies the next thing in order
was the address on Education of Business
Men with special reference to the needs of
higher education among builders in the
direction of training for direction and
management. This address was to have
been delivered by Prof. Edmund J. James
of the Wharton School of Finance of Phil
adelphia. but owing to illness he was
obliged to send a substitute in the erson
of Dr. Arthur Burnham Woodfor , who
made a very interesting talk on the subject
and which will be presented in full in the
ofiicial report of the proceedings. The
Committee on Resolutions reported that the
resolutions presented to them were respect
fully referred to the Executive Committee
and the report was adopted.

PLACE AND TIME OF NEXT CONVENTION

The Committee on Time and Place for
the Next Convention then reported. They
recommended that Tuesday, February 7,
1898. be the time and St. Louis the lace
for the convention. It was moved y a
Philadelphia delegate that the date be
fixed at February 14, and no objection be
ing raised, the report, as amended in that
respect, was adopted.

orrrcnas son 1892.

Thu! the committee presented the fol
lowing nominations for officers of the as
sociation: For president, Anthony Ittner
of St. Louis; first vice-president, Ira G.
Hersey of Boston, Mass; second vice
president, Hugh Sisson of Baltimore; sec
retary, William H. Sayward of Boston,
and for treasurer, George Tapper of Chi
cago.
Some few of the delegates thought that
the ninth convention should go to the
West, inasmuch as the eighth will prob‘
ably be held in Boston, and the name of
a Denver man was presented, but the re
port of the committee was adopted by a
very large majority, and the assistant-sec
retary of the convention was directed to
cast oneballot for all the officers, who were
then declared duly elected.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The following directors were then
named and elected for the ensuing year:
Baltimore, Noble H. Creager; Boston,
James I. Wingate; Bufialo, A. A. Berrick;
Cleveland, E. H. Towson; Chicago, C.
IV. Gindele; Cincinnati, Samuel D. Tip
pet; Denver, A. J. Baker; Detroit, Alex.
Chapaton, Jr.; Grand Rapids, P. C.
Campbell; Indianapolis, Jas. McGauley;
Lowell, Chas. P. Conant; Lynn, Frank A.
Kelly; Milwaukee, Paul Reisen; Minne
apolis, Geo. W. Libby; New York, Marc
Eidlitz; Omaha, N. B. Hussey; Portland,
Me., N. E. Redlon; Philadelphia, Stacy
Reeves; Providence, Wm. W. Batchelder;
Rochester, H. H. Edgarton; Saginaw,
Michael Winkler; St. Louis, Jeremiah
Sheehan; St. Paul, J. W. L. Corning;
Syracuse, J. E. Baker; Wilmington, A. S.
Reed; Worcester, C. D. Morse; San Fran
cisco, Wm. N. Miller.
The per mpitu tax was fixed at $3, the
same as last year, without discussion.
The naming of the directors finished
the business of the convention, which then
adjourned sine die.

ENTERTAINMENT.

The entertainment ofiered by the Build
ing Trades Association reached its cul
mination in a most delightful banquet
tendered to the delegates, which was
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served in the main dining room of the
Hotel Hollenden on January 20, about
300 covers being laid. The service was
excellent, and everything passed off in a
most thoroughly enjoyable manner. The
souvenir menu was of a very artistic de
sign, in the shape of a booklet bound in
parchment and beautifully executed. The
toasts were all ably responded to, and
every delegate in attendance carried away
the most delightful memories of the hospi
tality of the builders of Cleveland.

Convention Notes.
There wereabout 300delegatesand visitors
in attendanceon theconventionand thegener
oushospitality of the Cleveland builders was
warmly extended to all. The ground being
well coveredwith snow, therewere a number
of sleighing

parties
arrangedandthedelegates

wereshown he beautiesof Cleveland to their
heartscontent.

One of the amusingincidents of the conven
tion resultedfrom the ublication in theDaily
Plain Dealer of cuts0 theofficersandsomeof
themoreprominentdelegates. The cuts were
amusingly bad, andat thecloseof themorning
sessionof thedo. on which thecuts appeared,
President Mo ister in all sobernessan
nounced that the convention would go into
executive session previous to adjournment,
for the purposeof deVIsin suitable meansfor
slaughtering the Plain ealer re rter',who
was the causeof the publication 0 the funny
little pictures,and that thedelegatesmustnot
be risedif on their return to theconvention
hall a ter lunch they should find the broken
fragments of the unfortunate re rter scat
teredabout the room. At this pomt someone
attracted thepresident’sattention to the fact
thata blushing young lady seatedat the re

porters’
table was the Plain Dealer “man.”

he Colonel’s retreat was concealed by a
hearty burst of laughter.

The delegationfrom New York at the con
vention arrranged a very pleasantsurprise for
StephenM. Wright, the secretaryof the New
York Exchange, who, in consequenceof the
enforcedabsenceof Mr. Tucker, the chairman,
so ably and satisfactorily filled the duties of
that ition also. It wasdecidedthat the en
tire elegationshould dine together enfamile

Building Construction in the United States as Yiened

N ENGLISH GENTLEMAN in this

country
writing to the Builder,

gives t, e following views regarding
the use of brick work in building con
struction in America :
There is, perhaps. no country in the
world where a better appreciation of the
phrase “Time is money ” may be had
than in the United States of America.
Labor is dear, and the fact makes itself
plain on every hand. In every branch of
the mechanic arts everything possible is
donetoreduce labor and get the work
done quickly. In the construction of
buildings the high cost of labor makes
itself very much felt, and produces sys
tems of construction which would appear
to English eyes to be far from workman
like. Perhaps no branch of building con
struction standsin greater need of im
provement than brick work. Let some
of the practical readers of the Builder who
are inclined to view with something akin
to horror an 18-inch pier built without
closers, consider a country where brick
work is constructed almost entirel with
out bond, where damp courses an hoop
iron bond are practically unknown, and
where the whole of the brick work
of a four-story building is not infrequently
erected within the space of a single week.
It shouldbeadded as an Offset to this,
however, that the appearance of outside
brick walls is, in eneral, almost all
that can be desire , while the lar
variety in form and color of the bric
now produced places at the command of
the architect and builder means for ro
ducing effects which are truly admira 1e.
In comparing the system of construct
ing brick work in America with that fol

on theeveningof itsdc rture from Cleveland,
with Messrs.Jenks an Chandler of that city,
who haddevotedthemselvesto the care of the
NewYorkers, as their guests. This was suc
cessfully carried out, as their fitting termin
ation tothe visit to the Forest City. At the
close of the dinner Warren A. Conover on
behalf of the delegation, presented to
Wright an elegantpair of cut-glass inkstands
restingon a maswesilver tray. It is scarcely
necessaryto say that this exceedinglyappro
priate resentwas indeeda genuinesurpriseto
the recipient, ashehad beenkept in profound
ignorance of his associates’intent till the
momentit was reduced for presentation. He
wasscarcelyable to expresshis gratification at
being made the recipient of sobeautiful and
unexpecteda gift, which hewould ever retain
in loving remembranceof the delightful inter
course with his associatesduring the time
passedat the convention.**
Mechanics’ and Traders’

Exchange.
At the annual meeting of the Mechan
ics’ and Traders’ Exchange of the City of
New York, held on January 26, the
following ofiicers and managers were
elected without opposition:
President, Geor e Moore Smith.
Vice-President, saac A. Hopper.
Treasurer, Edmund A. Vaughn.
Secretary, Stephen M. Wright.

TRUSTEES.
John J. Tucker. John J. Roberts.
Thomas Dimond. Otto M. Eidlitz.
Benjamin A. Williams. James B. Mulry.

John C. Doremus.
EXAMINERS (BUREAU OF BUILDINGS).

Warren A. Conover. Edwin Dobbs.
INSPECTORSOF ELECTION.

Ronald Taylor. Fred. M. Hausling.
J. Henry Deeves.+

Philadelphia Master Builders’
Exchange.

The sixth annual meeting of the Master
Builders‘ Exchange of Philadelphia was
held on Tuesday, January 26, at which

lowed in “ the old country," it may prove
useful to refer briefly to some of the
more commonly-used bricks, and to give
their cost, for convenience, in its equiva
lent in English money.

VARIETY AND COSTOF BRICKS.

What would be termed a “ place” brick
in London is called a. “ pale ” in New
York and a “salmon” in Philadelphia,
for names as well asmethods of construc
tion vary largely in different parts of the
States. Pale and salmon bricks cost £1
per thousand, and, being underburnt,
they are, of course, only used for inferior
buildings. The next variety which may

Plan of One Course of Brickwork.

be compared to the English “stock “ is
known as “ hard brick,” and is worth
£1. 16/. This brick is of a bright red color
in Philadelphia, New York and the East,
and is a light straw color in the North
western section of the country. Hard
brick is used for interior walls and for the
backing of all front walls. And we should
here explain that excepting in the com
monest description of buildings, in barns,
stables, &c., all exterior walls are invari
ably built of two distinct varieties of
bricks, the outer casing being termed

the following directors were elected for
the ensuing year: Franklin M. Harris,
John Kisterbock, Charles P. Bancroft, A.
B. Barber, John E. Evanson, Murrell
Dobbins, William B. Irvine and Peter
Gray. The Board of Directors reported
that the assets of the exchange were
valued at $168,095.50and the liabilities
amounted to $155,63l.08, showing an ex
cess of assets of $12,464.42.The treasurer
reported the receipts of the year to have
been $59,410.39 and the payments $57,
710.32,showing an excess of receipts over
ex nditures of $1700.07.
ward H. Williams was elected an

honorary member of the exchange in con
sideration of his gift to the exhibition of
the magnificent model of a Japanese
temple. The Historical Committee was
directed to secure a bust of Co]. B. T.
Auchmut of New York, who donated
$6000to t e trade school connected with
the exchange. The bust of Colonel Anch
muty is to be placed in a prominent posi
tion in the headquarters of the exchange
building on Seventh street.+
Chicago Builders’ and Tradere’

Exchange.
The regular annual meetingand election of
the Chicago Builders’and Ti-aders‘ Exchange
were held on the 11thof Januar . According
to thereport of Secretar James John themem
bershiproll numbers59‘ this year, against 595
last year.
The election resulted as follows: W. H.
Alsip, president; R. Vierling, first vice-presi
dent - A. Gordon, second Vice-president; W.
H. Mortimer, treasurer ; James John, secre-_
tarv ; directors for two ears,D. Freeman, J.
L. Rutherford F. V. indele, Ed. Kirk, Jr.,
and GeorgeLill.
Businesswas resumedin the evening, when
the newly-elected ofiiceis were installed. A
remlution for the appointment of nine mem
bers,representing the different trades in the
exchange,to communicate with the Illinois
Chapter of the American Architects for the

purpose
of bringing about more equitable

met ods in contracting and subcontracting
work, wasadopted.

by an Englishman.

“ face bricks,” while the backing is made
up of either hard or ale brick.
There is a very arge variety of face
bricks on the market, varying in cost
from £4 to £25 per 1000. The Phila~
delphia facing brick is of a firm, close
texture. and

pleasing,
brilliant red color,

of very neary uniform size, and with
straight edges. These bricks cost on pier
£4.12/. Buff facing bricks cost£7. There
has lately been a great demand in city
building for what are known as "Pom
peiian” bricks, or, as builders usually
prefer to call them, “ Pompeys.” These
are of a peculiar reddish brown color.
spotted with black, and when laid they
look well. They are made in two sizes—
viz., 8 x 4 x 21/,

incges
(which is the uni

form size of tacin bricks), and 12 x 4 x
135inches. Pompeiian bricks cost from
£8 to £11per 1000,the last-named size be
ing the most ensive. The above fig
ures are given cause, for one reason.
there is—strange as it may a pear—n0
such thing as a builders’ price k pub
lished in the United States, and hence
the only way of ascertaining prices is to
correspond with the manufacturers or
dealers. Some enterprising publisher will
probably make his appearance one of
these days and give the building com
munity of the States the benefit of a
“ Laxton."

CONSTRUCTIONOF BRICK woax.
Coming now to the construction of
brick work pro r, bricks are compara
tivel little use for foundations, chiefly
for th

e

reason that suitable building stone
is available. For instance. New York
City is almost wholly built up in the
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foundations of its buildings of gneiss
rock, of which Manhattan Island is
largely composed. In erecting founda
tions of stone no attempt is made to pro
duce more than a rough rubble wall, or,
as it is called, “ broken range." The
thickness of foundation walls built in this
way is rarely less than 18 inches. Damp
courses, as before stated, are to all intents
and purposes unknown. It is very rarely
indeed that bricklayers think of putting
in anything to revent damp rising. The
bricks, genera 1yspeaking, are not very
absorbent, but the walls are, of course.
more or less damp. It is probably for
this reason that in all first-class structures
—and, indeed, one might sa second-class
also—the laster is not ren ered directly
on the w ls, but they are “ firred out "—
that is, lathed. All laths are at least 13/4
inches broad and 33inch thick.
The foundation walls having been
brought up to the level of the street, the
brick work is built upon it in a manner
which, to say the least, must appear pe
culiar to an English bricklayer. If the
wall is an interior one the operation is
very simple, and is carried out with the
strictest regard for the saving of time.
The bricks are all laid stretchers except
ing in every fifth, seventh or ninth course
(depending upon the

guality
of the work),

which are laid hea ers. English and
Flemish bonds are practically unknown
in the countr , excepting, perhaps, as
curiosities in o d buildings. someof which
were erected in Flemish bond. Running
bond, with its one course of headers in
five, seven or nine, is almost universally
employed. But to state that a wall is
nearly all stretchers tells little as to the
manner in which it is actually erected.

BRICK WALLS.

The English plan of taking each brick
separately and carefully placing it in
position would take far too much time, so
the following method is followed: The
bricklayer builds up a half-brick wall to
a hight of five, seven or nine courses, as
the case may be. Then on the other side
of the wall, he builds up another little
half-brick wall, leaving a space between
the two casin ,accordin to the thick
ness of the w l. The bric of these cas
ings are laid with something like care,
although, as a rule, the mortar is not
spread on the bed of the bricks below, but
is “wiped 0E,” so to speak, from the
trowel to the up r edges of each brick
held in the left and of the bricklayer,
who then turns it over and places it in
position. Suppose the wall in course of
erection to be

carnal
in thickness to two

bricks and a ha f. When the two little
walls have been built up, there will be a

space between them a brick and a half
wide to fill up. The bricklayer takes his
trowel—a very large one—-and with a
dexterity and speed almost bewildering
to a foreigner, throws in five or six trow
elfuls of mortar, pours in a pail of water
on top, gives the mortar a stir with the
trowel (making it about as thin as grout
ing), and then with both hands takes up
bricks, half bricks and pieces of bricks,
places them in the wall, arranging them
as best he can in his hurry, and squeezing
up the li uid mortar between them. An
occasion half dozen trowelfuls of mor
tar and another half bucketful of water,
and the interior of the wall is brought up
to the hight of the exterior casings. Now
is laid a course of headers, then six or
eight courses more of stretchers, and so
the wall grows.
Now it must not be supposed that the
o ration of bricklaying, as described, is
t at carried on only in inferior buildings;
on the contrary, it is used in the most im
portant structures. In some parts of the
country the grouting

grocess,
if it may be

so called, as describe , is not used, but
the bricks of the interior of the wall are
laid, each course dry, and mortar of a
thin consistency is spread on top and
allowed to run into the joints.

OBTAINING BOND.

But if the construction of interior walls
appears to be open to im rovement, it is
certain that outside wa s fall short of
cod construction in a eater degree.
very face brick must be aid a stretcher
—that is a sine qua non of American brick
work—no headers are allowed to be seen.
Then how, it may be asked, is bond ob
tained? Well, suchas it is, it is obtained
by cutting ofi‘the back corners of the face
bricks in every seventh course only, and
inserting the bricks at the back diagonally,
as shown in accompanying diagram,
which represents a lan of one course,
the dotted line b, s owing 8-inch wall.
Thus, it will be seen that the ver small
trangular piece marked a in the iagrain
is the only bond between the inner and
outer casings. When the facing bricks
are only 11/2inches deep, bond is obtained
by inserting small ieces of hoop iron
across the wall. ese iron bonds are
sometimes inserted also in walls of ordi
nary-sized bricks, but not often. Hoop
iron bond, as used in England. is not
used at all, at least as far as the writer
can ascertain by careful inquiries.

surname APPLIANCES.

Many of the building appliances used in
the States are of very ingenious construc
tion. In large building operations lifts or" elevators ” are used for raising bricks.

mortar and materials. They are usually
formed of a small platform, having in the
center an upright st, around which the
beds are stacked. angs of hod carriers—
whose wages. by the by, are hi h, 10s. to
11s. a da being the standar in New
York an Philadel hia—seem possessed
of the fever of spee which dominates all
the operatives more or less. To astranger,
it must

agpear
that these bod-carriers are

a very in ustrious set of men, for they do
not stop work a minute, but run up and
down the ladder at a great rate. But
there is a little secret attached to their
speed, and it is this. Eve gang of hod
carriers has a “leader.” is leader is
iicked out for his quickness, and he gets
igher wages than the rest. It is his busi
ness to get his hod filled, and run up and
down the ladder as uickly as ible.
Now all the gang are and to fol ow him.
and must not drop out of line on nalty of
discharge. The quicker the lea er works,
therefore, the quicker must all the others.
Thus by a practical ame of follow-my
leader, is a good deafmore work ot out
of a man in a day than there woul other
wise be.

BRICK ARCHES.

The absence of arches in American
brick work frequently strikes one. Cer
tainly there are some, but very few are
used over door and window 0 nin ; no
relieving arches are used, an the $rick
work rests directly on the window frames.
For this reason the Window and door
frames are invariably built in the brick
work, and are never put in afterwards. as
in England. Of course, when an opening
is very wide, arches are sometimes used.
but
mine
frequently a wood or stone lintel

is use .
FINISHING BRICK WORK.

A word or two on finishing brick work
may be added. It is the custom in many
parts of the country to paint newly
erected brick work in two or three coats,
finishing with what is known as “ flat
brick red." This dries without gloss, and
gives an appearance very similar to Phil
adelphia brick. The paint is ut on all
over the face of the wall, inclu mg joints,
and the surface, when finished, is almost
a perfectly level one. The mortar joints
are then painted on with white paint put
on by means of “ seamers " and “ liners,"
which are small stri ing brushes having
hard bristles the wi th of a mortar 'oint.
The horizontal joints are run in wit the
seamer held ainst a straight edge as a
guide, the vertical lines being painted in
without a guide. The appearance of a
wall finished in this way is very leasing,
the thin painted seams or joints ing all
exactly uniform in width and distances.

BUILDING WITH CONCRETE.
ONCRETE is becoming so universally

C used in all important buildings wherestrength, stabilit , proof against fire
and durability, as wel as economy, are
required, sa 5 Frank Jay, in a recent
issue of the amenter and Builder, that it
would be useless to enlargeu n the vari
ous ways and means of utilizm it for the
hundred and one purposes in w 'ch it can
be profitably adopted. I shall, therefore,
refrain from speaking upon them, and
confine my remarks to one or two simple
methods of fixin and usin an ap atus
for building wal s, &c., an also fi ling in
fire-proof floors with concrete. I do not
say that these methods, with which to do
their respective work, are the best. I
have no doubt that there are better
methods even than these. but I give these
for the benefit of those who wish to know
of a simple and chea method of doing
work of this kind. I these methods are
adopted in the erection of small cottages,
most of the timber used in the apparatus
can be used up in the building as joists.
ca ntlings, timber of roofs, &c. ; so that,

ractically, there is no waste beyond the
ew P -inch bolts used, and these can be
reuse in the apparatus for filling in con
crete floors.
The main int with the apparatus for
building wal s in concrete is to get the
7 x 3 inch standards perfectly lamb and
upright, and keep rigidly in t eir places
by the4 x 3 inch stays, and if the bolts
are used, say, ever 2 feet in bi ht, they
will keep the stan ards from bu ging out
and making a round belly or rotrusion
on the walls. In filling in it is t to fill
in about the hight of four boards or 3 feet
in hight at a time. There is abetter bulk
of material to manage, and it also enables
the work to be done more expeditiously, as
you have not to wait so long a time before
you strike or draw the sheeting boards
out as when you fill in 5 or 6 feet in
hight. The greatest care should be taken
not to knock or jar the work more than is
necessary, particularly while it is in its
green state. To avoid this it is best to
have everything fitted into proper place,
and to use as few nails as possible—screws

being referable where there is any joint
in or onding to be done.
11raising each tier of' sheeting boards
the bolts want to be so arranged that the
bottom of the lowest board rests upon
the bolt, and they should be slightly
notched, so that the lowest board covers
the top of the concrete already filled in
so as to avoid a joint or ridge in the face
of the wall. It is also advisable to sweep
the dust off the top of the last layer
and damp it a little before filling in the
next layer. Great care should also be
taken in fixing the jamb and head tim
bers to form the reveals for the doors and
windows. They should be mitered so
that they leave each other easily and do
not pinch or bind. The pro or struts
used in the openings shoul also be so

arragged
that they can be easily re

mov .
MATERIALS EMPLOYED.

Now a few words as to the materials
to be used and the strength of any gau e
of them. The aggregate is genera y
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composed of any hard material that can
be procured near at hand, and which the
locality aifords in the most economical
manner. Almost any hard substance may
be used when broken up, such as broken
“rock, stone, slag, bits of brick, of earth
enware, burnt clay. gravel or shingle.
Preference should be

given
to fragments

of a porous nature. suc as pieces of brick
or limestone, rather than to those with
smooth surfaces, such as flints or shingle,
as the former ofier rough surfaces, to
which the cementing material will readily
adhere. Any

aggregate
of a very absorb

ent nature shoul be thoroughly wetted,
especially if it is used in connection with
a slow-setting lime or cement ; otherwise
the
aggregate

will suck all the moisture
out o the matrix and greatly reduce its
strength. Many prefer aggregate com
posed of angular fragments, rather than
those consisting of rounded pieces—e. g.,

' a“mono

l I BKIITING

9com
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broken stone to 2-inch gauge there is 10%
cubic feet of voids, and to the same meas
ure of Thames ballast, which contains
the necessary sand, there is 41/; cubic
feet of voids.
A mixture of stones of different sizes
reduces the amount of voids, and is often
desirable. The contents of the voids in
any aggregate may be ascertained by fill
ingin a water-tight box of_known dimen
sions with the material, and measuring
ing the quantity of water poured in. so
as to fill up all the interstices, or by weigh
ing 1 cubic foot of the aggregate, and
comparing its weight with that of a cubic
foot of the solid stone or rock from which
it is broken.

A GOOD MIXTURE.

Apart from the method cf gauging
above, the

following
makes a good, strong

concrete : Three ant a half parts of broken

Fig. 3.-Method of.Caslng in Girders.

ti xaswan

by placing a piece of wood or tile about
5 inch in thickness between the boards
and bottom of a girder, as at C. This
will leave a clear space under the girder,
which will enable some special] -pre
pared material, such as small grave and
cement, to be ushed under and so cover
the face of gir er. In taking the ap ra
tus to ieces, first unscrew the be ts C,
which s ould be of sntficient length to
allow the boards B to be taken away,
and so take the weight 05 the bearers A.

Homellke llomes.

The following pa r by Ernest Newton
relating to the su ject indicated by the
above title was read at a meeting of the
Architectural Association held in Lon
don, England. a short time since :

RAIL7!UPOIAI'

l'x I-BYAVn :vuv
' '1'.INNEIGNY

Fig. l.—SectionalView. Fig. 4,—PlanView 0! Fig. 1.

Building with Concrete.—Illustration-s of Apparatus Employed.

broken stone than shin 1e. The reason
for this is that the angu ar fragments fit
into one another, and slightly aid the co
herence of the mortar or cement by form
ing a sort of "bond," while the round
stones of the shingle are sim ly held t0~
ether by the tenacity of t e matrix.
iioreover, the angular stones are ce—
mented together by their sides ; the
rounded stones onl at the spots where
the touch one anot er. '

'Igie aggregate should be broken small
enough to pass through a 1}; or 2 inch
mesh. Very large blocks cause strai ht
joints in the mass of the material, which
should be avoided if the cement is to bear
a transverse stress or to carry any con
siderable weight.
The size of the pieces of which the ag
gregate is formed influences the contents
of the void spaces between them, and
therefore the quantit ' of cement or lime
that must be used. Tnless the mortar is
of such a description that it will attain a
greater hardness than the aggregate the
object should be for the concrete to con
tain as much broken material and as little
mortar as possible. In a cubic yard of

bricks, stone or rock, one and ahalf parts
of furnace cinders or gravel, one part of
sand, one sack of cement (eleven sacks to
the ton). In gauging, place the aggregate
u n the gauging board, spread out and
add the cement, then thoroughly mix
together, turning it over first to ri ht
then to left ; add the water throng a
rose, and again turn over twice and fill in
quickly, well rammin the matrix so as
to knead it well toget er. It is also ad
visable to lay a layer about 1foot thick in
at a time, and after fillin in to the length
of the sheeting, to turn ack and lay an
other layer in. By this means the work is
made more solid than it filled in to the
hi ht of the sheetings at once.
ig. 1 of the engravings shows a sec

tional view of the apparatus, while Fig. 4
illustrates a plan view.
In Fig. 2 is shown a simple method of
fixing centering for concrete floors. To
insure a good Job the bolts should not be
less than 2 feet 6 inches apart, and screwed
tight up. In Fig. 3 is shown a simple
method of casing in a girder, or, rather,
covering the bottom of a girder where it
is not required to be exposed. This is done

The love of home is an instinct pos
sessed by man and the

greater
part of the

animal world alike. t is perhaps the
only sentiment which the reticent En
glishman is not ashamed to confess to;
indeed, it is his boast that the English
language alone possesses the word“ home ” in its fullest sense.
Is it not strange, therefore, that, while
all possess this instinct, the large major

itilof
people are content to live in houses

w ‘ch are quite unworthy shrines of the
household gods? The love of home exists
still, but the love of the house has almost
died out, or is lavished on a building
which is quite undeservin . We have
only to look round us an contrast the
old houses with the new in order to see
the truth of this.
Let us picture to ourselves the old
Eliz \bethan house, quiet, dignified, and
stately, as befits the age.

THE ELIZABETHAN HOUSE.

It is early morning on a bright summer
day; the master of the house aces the
long alley guarded by yew an box, or
turns into the flower garden, where the
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flowers, drenched with dew, give out a
sweet, fresh scent ; or it is late afternoon,
and we see the head of the house sitting
with his wife in the shaded arcade. while
the children play on the terrace. The air
is full of the scent of roses and musical
with the hum of bees; the shadows
lengthen, the rocks sail slowly through
the air ; part of the house is in deep, cool
shadow, and chimneys and gable tops
begin to glow like burnished gold. There
is a sense of perfect rest and content
ment ; cares are forgotten for a time.
Would it be wonderful if, in homes like
this, men should grow noble and true,
and the love of their home should become
a passion? Can we wonder that they
clingto such homes, and feel that here
indeed there is peace?
It is not only the mansion that fills its
owner with delight. Take the farm
house on a summer evening, when the
farmer is coming in weary with a day’s
toil in the fields. The cows are just being
driven out into the fields after milking.
and he hears the musical clatter of the
milk ails as he walks u the path, lined
0n eit er side with simp e homely flowers
in rich profusion. How cool the shaded
kitchen looks, and how delicious is the
faint smell of wood smoke. He dro s
into his chair and is refreshed by t e
peace and quiet of home.
Old houses are all alike in this respect.
How well we know the little prim house
on the outskirts of a count town, stand
ing back from the road, With a wall in
front and a high narrow iron gate with a
straight ath to the door. We gras the
spirit 0 the place at once and now
exactly what the owner is like; we can
see all the furniture and china, and even
smell the lavender and rose leaves.

OLD ENGLISH COUNTRY HOUSE.

I can imagine nothing which can give
so keen a senseof pleasure as looking at
an old English country house on a sum
mer evening as the sun is setting. Then
one can realize best the beauty of color
and proportion. The house and the
garden seem the very incarnation of the
spirit of home; all sounds are hushed,
and peace and quiet reign supreme. How
difierent is the modern “ mansion.” Let
us take one hap-hazard—there is no lack
of examples.
First of all the entrance gate, red hot
with paint and gilding, with stone piers,
topped either with lamp posts or a bor
rowed crest. This opens into a drive,
aptl termed “ serpentine," and presently
the ouse comes into view.
We seem to be able to tell at a lance
the character of the owner of this ouse.
Wealthy he undoubtedly is, and the house
is apparently designed to advertise the
fact to the world in general. The enor
mous conservatory is an outward and
visible sign that priceless orchids are
grown within, and many tropical lants,
whose names and natures are un nown
to any one but the gardener.
The windows blink and stare at the sun,
and the great sheets of plate glass look
like molten brass.
The drawing room is furnished en suite
in blue or crimson, and he is a bold man
who would dare to sit uninvited on any
of the gorgeous chairs or sofas. See the
garden from the windows ; curved paths
streaming like ribbons in all directions,
manufactured undulations, “ specimen ”

trees and carpet beds, everything baking
in the sunlight, and as neat and trim as
three gardeners and a boy can make it.
No one can feel that this is home-like.
The melancholy thing is that this result
is not brought about accidentally; it is
all deliberately planned and thought out,
and may be taken as expressing exactly
the spirit of the age. The owner is proud
of it. and so, in a measure, is the neigh
borhood.
Even more depressin than this is a
walk in the suburbs of ndon. North,
south, east or west they are all the same.
There are only two st les of suburban
houses, the ga-bled an the ungabled.
The gabled is the most popular.

Take an one and examine it a little in
detail. T e hight is generally consider
ably greater than the width. The win
dows of which the front mainly consists
are of impossible proportions. There are,
of course, a stone bay, with wooden
sashes; a porch rich with brown grain
ing, going half way u the house; and
bricks the color of a ondon fog, with
wiry streaks.of red running through at
intervals. A purple slate roof, with a
formidable spiky iron ridge, tops the
whole, and the house is complete.

THE IDEAL HOME.

_1
1
1
_

every age and in every country the~
igll'lt
of the time is shown in the homes of

e people. and I am afraid that when
future generations read bur history from
our houses, they will not see in them any
thing to increase their admiration for the
spirit of the nineteenth century.
The house is so often built with too
much regard to economy—thin walls and
floors, and a too close apportionment of
space ; or, on the other hand, it is loaded
with ornament inside and out, and is more
a vehicle for the display of the owner‘s
wealth than a home.
It is difficult to say what it is that gives

a house its ticular character of homeli
ness ; the c aracter is there, but it is im
possible to dissect the building and say, it

is here or it is there ; the home feeling is
everywhere alike.
Breadth is, perhaps, the most marked
feature in a homelike house,—the long,
low building seems to fit better into the
landscape than the house of many stories.
The tower speaks of war and strife ; and
the nearer we approach to that form of
building, the less is the air of homeli
ness.
To build a homelike house we must
have the home feeling strong within us.
It is no

good
to study old houses merely as

ieces 0 architecture, sketching a corner
ere, or measuring a molding there, and
re roducing them more or less correctly.

e must study the soul of the building as
well as the bod ; indeed, it is the more
important stu y of the two. Let us
once grasp the spirit of the old homes, and
we may express it in any outward form we
please.
And now, having settled in our minds
the ideal home, let us see how we should
proceed to realize it.
We will begin with the obstacles. First.
the person for whom the house is to be
built may be presumed to have no sym
pathy with our ideal ; his wish is solelyto
provide a covering for himself and famil
which shall be comenient and economi
cal. He will no doubt say, as somany do,
that he is going to live inside his house
and not outside ; he will also have various
ideas as to the disposition of certain rooms,
and other matters of detail. As to these
last. it is important to note any strongly
marked individuality and. if it is at all
possible, to

emg‘lliasize

it and let it appear
in the house. e will, then, suppose that
you have been able to show him that a

home must be more than four walls and a.
roof, and brought him into full sympathy
with yourself.
It is important to do all this. but every
one must do it in his own way: no one
can lay down rules for the guidance of
another.
Then we must see the place where it is

roposed to build the house, and if we
on’t grasp it at once we must go again
and again till we do.
It is generally while we are looking at
the site for the house, its prospect and
aspect, the slope of the land, the positions
of the trees, roads and neighboring
meadows, that a half-formed idea of the
kind of a house that would fit this spot
floats into our minds. It is, of course, very
vague and shadowy, but it is sufficient to
turn our minds in a certain direction.
Having got a motive, our next step is

to work it out, quite
roughly

at first.
Above all things, we shou d avoid look
ing on a house as consistin of two parts
—plans and elevations. T e outside and
inside must be considered absolutely as
one, and it should be impossible for us to

say that the outside suggested the inside,
or the inside the outside. We should now
let our rough studies simmer a little. and
then go more serious] to work. The
actual drawings shoult be looked upon
merely as diagrams, and we must avoid
being led into the mistake of sup sing
that things which look well when well
drawn will also look well in solid materials.
Everything should be thought of as built
before we draw it, and if we have thor
oughly made up our minds that this is

what we are going to do let us then draw

it as well as possible. Drawing carefully
will make us think carefully.

GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE HOUSE.

And now as to the general character of
the house.
Home means, as l have said before, rest,
quiet and simplicity. Our house must,
therefore, be restful, quiet and simple. It
does not matter how small it is ; it can al
ways be treated in a broad and simple
manner and have a quiet dignity of its
own. A glance at any country cottage is

sufficient to convince us of this.

I don’t mean to say that a house must
necessarily be bare and simple in every
part, but simplicity must he the keynote.
Certain parts, both inside and out, can,of
course, be elaborately treated, but it must
seem natural, and not an isolated piece of
work, and the reason for the elaboration
must be apparent. It must, too, beborne
in mind (although it sounds paradoxical)
that elaboration, to be effective, must be
simple, at any rate in its main lines.
Another danger to be avoided is the de
liberate planning of odd nooks and cor
ners; let them come, if they will, natur
ally,
like they did in old houses, and they

wil be very charming; but where they
are purposely and consciously pla'nned
they always destroy the repose of the
house and make one feel that it required
an effort to produce them.

I am not saying anything about the
convenient arrangement of the house ; it

goes without saying that a house must be
convenient, but mere convenience is not
sufficient. We must do much more for
our house than that. It is unfortunate,
perhaps, that the elaborate way in which
we live nowadays demands a more com
plicated plan, and a greater subdivision
of the house into various departments
than formerly.
Absolute privacy, when required, is ur
doubtedly necessary, and is, in fact, oneof
the charms of home : but it is a question
whether we do not lose a great deal of
picturesqueness by so entirely shutting
off the working part of the house as
we do.
The furnishing of the home should not
be left to chance. We must contrive to
arrange this as well as the house; the
homelike character of rooms can very
soon be destroyed. The garden, too, must
be planned and schemed ; it is as much a

part of the home as the house itself.
In conclusion. I should like to empha
size a few of the remarks I have made
previously, es

iallyjthose
bearing upon

the home fee ing. nless we have this
very strongly, it seems to me that it is

impossible to give a house any life at all.
Let us study old houses, not as inanimate
buildings of more or less architectural
beauty. but as expressing the most valua
ble and beautiful of human sentiments—
the love of home. Nowadays, when all
religions are assailed, and we believe in
nothing very

strongly,

it is almost impos
sible to make our 0 urches express any
thing more than a sort of alvanized
enthusiasm; we reproduce 01 forms as
symbolical of certain legends, although
we are not quite sure whether we believe
them or not (I am only speaking gener
ally, of course, as there are still many
who believe strongly, and whose buildings
express this belief very clearly). Belief
in the sacredness of home life, however,

is still left to us, and is itself a religion,
pure and easy to believe. It requires no
elaborate creeds, its worship is the sim
plest, its discipline the gentlest, and its
rewards are peace and contentment.
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COMBINATION TABLE AND COAL BOX.

N A RECENT ISSUE of one of our
foreign exchanges, a correspondent
presents a description of a com~

bination table, cupboard and coal box,
which is likely to prove of interest
to many of our readers. The com
plete article, which is shown in Fig.
1, represents a pedestal cupboard about
13 inches s uare at the base and 2
feet 8 inches in hight, these dimensions
admitting of any amount of alteration
necessary to suit local requirements. If
intended to stand against the wall the
fourth side need not be decorated, but it
is
(preferable

to ornament all the sides
an then the article can occupy any posi

Combination Table and Coal Boas—Fig. 1.—
General View.

tion. The materials required, says the
writer quoted, are a sufficiency of %-inch
ine, four len hs of 1-inch square deal
aths (or pre erably, in the latter case,
w of more grain and beauty when
finished, this being a matter of taste en
tirely) and some %-inch deal for the coal
box. The ine should be obtained in
boards not ess than 11 inches wide, yet
if 12 inches can be obtained, so much
the better. Cut up four 2 feet 6% inch
lengths of the inch stufi, and plane them
up
straight

and true for the uprights, and
having ecided upon the exact width of
the panels, cut up and lane four 2 feet
lengths of the pine. ake particular
care that these are cut true and square
with each other, as upon this part of the
work will depend the general truth of the
whole.
Lay these aside and

pregzre
two

pieces, one for the inside at ttom of
panel, the other for inside at top of
panel. Mark ofi accurately upon the
uprights 31/, inches at both ends, and pro
ceed to glue two of the panels into posi
tion. This should be done upon a flat
surface, so as to let the panels lie flush
with the back of each upright, showing
when finished a square corner. While
this work is d

'
g, prepare four pieces

8% inches wit e. scrolled somewhat. as
shown at the bottom of Fig. l, and four

'
piece at the base b gluin

pieces of the same width, but
longenou h to overlap the two uprights, an

to al ow of cutting a miter for making a
square Joint for the top fronts. If the
panels are dry, the third one may be put
into its place and the work of gluing up
the top fronts and bottom scrolls pro
ceeded with. Care should be taken that
the work stands upon a flat and true sur
face. Frequent use should be inade'of
the square, so as to insure the uprights
bein perpendicular, and that the panels
are ush with uprights at the back,wbile
the overlapping pieces are flush with the
fronts. It will be necessary to fit four
lengths of the same material as the top
pieces, about 1 inch wide, on the top
edges of the panels just under the cross
ieces .and projecting about % inch.
his Will not only fill up the space, but
give the work a much stronger appear
ance. Of course one panel must be left
free for the door of the cupboard, which
must be subsequently hung by hinges to
one of the uprights.
The bottom, of 1-inch deal, previously
cut, can now be fitted into its place at a
pomt near the top of the scrolled cross

some struts
across each side, an then ring the bot
tom b the same process. The top shelf
shoul be fitted into a relatively similar
position at the bottom of the cross pieces,
and need not be stronger than the 12-inch
ine. Whether it is made with t ee or
our sides.will be determined by the man
ner of fitting the table top. If hinged,
the shelf will be accessible from the top ;
if fixed rigid, it can only be reached from
the door, and must then have only three
sides.
For the top of the table will be re
quired a s uare

egg-inch
pine, 17 inches

each way, ings cient to overlap each
corner by % inch. The jointis easily
made by planing the edges true and
bringing them together upon a flat sur
face, with scalding hot glue, gently mov
ing the surface either way, so as to in
sure contact with the least uantity of
glue. When dry the joint s ould be a
good one, and the four sides carefully
planed u . U n the top of this the
tray shou d be ormed by gluing on four
lengths of planed pins 1 inch deep and
the top edges fluted. This is a very easy
matter, and an effective method of orna
mentation. Use a round file about 9

,;

inch thick, and at ual distances make
a clean-cut hollow. he same finish may,
if preferred, be given to the edges of the
table top.
The coal box, shown in Fig. 2

,

is a
simple affair, and needs no description
as to its construction, except to say that
the worker must remember to fasten the
sides onto the bottom, not the bottom
on to the sides, or the rough usage of
filling it with coals will soon loosen
it; also, it should be fitted on its front
base with a round iron rod, which, in its
turn, fits into a slotted wooden bar on
each side loose enough to be easily
dropped into position or removed. The
front of the box must also be fitted with
ahinged stop piece (B) about 6 inches
wide (Fig. 2), so that when in use, as the
coal box works on the bar it falls and
forms arest ata convenient angle and
renders the upsetting of the box impos
sible. By these two arrangements no jar
or strain is thrown upon the table, the
motion being at the same time very con
venient.
The work should now be well sandpa
red to a thoroughly smooth surface, as
it is intended to be varnished. The over
laying patterns should be cut out of
darker wood. Empty cigar boxes will
serve admirably, and, after being sand

papered,
glued into osition. The center

eaves should be red round a center
about2inches in diameter, and a very
pretty effect is produced by fastening at

each of the stems a brass rosette. These
can be had at any ironmon er’s shop, and
are known as “ roses "—suc as are used
in gasfittmgs.
The four scrolls for the corners should
be cut out of the pine and glued diago
nally, necessitating, of course, planing
down the corner of the upright. The
reader will have noticed that thus far we
have used neither screws nor nails, and
yet the work is remarkably strong and
rigid. This is explained by the fact that
in pro rtiou to the width of the work
there is a very large surface of glued
jointing, with very little leverage, so that

l
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Fig. 2.—-Vertical Section Through Table and
Coal Bow, Showing Internal Construction.

the structure, although made of such light
materials, is a really substantial and serv
iceable job.
There remains now only to put the fin
ishing touches in the way of varnishing ;

and to obtain the best efiect from this, the
work should be given a coat of size and
allowed to

thoroughly1
dry, when a coat of

OOPILI
or oak varuis will complete the

wor .

Estimating Brick Work.

A recent issue of the Boston Journal
of Commerce presents the following With
regard to estimating brick work :

Ordinary bricks are about 8 inches in
length, and, with the mortar joint, about
half that in width, so that each brick, on
the fiat, will give horizontal surface of

about 32 square inches, or 4}! bricks will
cover 1 square foot. As ordinarily hard,
there are nine courses to every 24 inches,
or 4% to the foot; 4% courses, With.4%
bricks to the course, Will give 20}; bricks
to the cubic foot. Waste, cutting. and
closer joints will easily require an allow
ance of 21 bricks per cubic foot, which
will be found a very convenient fi re
for estimating the number of bric re
quired for a wall of given hight and
thickness, as it thus becomesunnecessa
to find the cubic contents of the wal ,

but merely to multiply its face area, or
the product of its length and hi ht in
feet, by seven-fourths of its the ess,
which, as the thicknes is always _some
multiple of 4 inches, is a very simple
process. _-__‘
Tan Gsoaoa A. FULLER Co., prom
inent Chicago builders, have beaten the
record in putting up high buildings, hav
ing built three stories in one week. For
merly one

storgv
in two weeks was consid

ered good s . The building in question
was of stee frame work construction.
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Points on EStim&tihg.—(Continued.)

HUS WE SEE that the total number required

T is 192 studding. Now, by the old way ofestimating, we would have to find the feet
as above. Multiply by 12, because 12 inches
make a foot, and divide the product by 16

inches, the distance the studding are to be

placed from centers. By the old method the

work of estimating has but just commenced, but we
will help it out a little by an occasional short cut.
If we multiply 192 feet by 3 and divide by 4 the
result will be the same as though we multiplied by
12 and divided by 16, thus 192 X 3 + 4: 144
studding, the number required without any doubling.
Now comes the work of counting up the places
requiring double studding, which is more bother-v
some than all the rest put together. In cutting out
for the windows the pieces that come out will make
the leaders; consequently, if the sides are doubled
it will take about three studding to two windows.
Now, there are eight windows, which require
12 studding. This amount can nearly always be
saved, as most window frames are made for weights,
and the studding have to be set far enough away
from the jambs to allow the weights to work‘freely,
and when thus set they seldom require doubling. In
cutting out for the doors the pieces that come out
will double one side, and it will require one Io-foot
studding to double the other side and make the
header. There are eight doors on the plan,conse
quently eight Io-foot studding will be required for
them. There are four outside corners, to double
which will require four studding. There are 12
inside partition angles, which we will suppose in this
case to require two studding to the corner, which

they will not, as one studding has been included in
the partition, but we will call it two to the corner,
which will make 24 studding. Now, let us sum up
and notice the results.

Number of studding estimated 16inches from centers. . . . 144
Number of studding for doubling around windows... . . 12
Number of studding required for doubling around doors. 8
Number of studding for doubling four outside corners. . 4
Number of studding for doubling 12partition angles" . . . 24

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192

Thus, after allowing an abundance for doubling,
we still come out even. After all our figuring, the
old method has only proven the correctness of the
new, and, as it is so much easier than the old, it may
meet with favor. As for myself, I can say that Ihave
used the method of estimating studding 12 inches
from centers with perfect satisfaction, and have al

ways had a few left. I not only consider it the
easiest, but the most accurate way of estimating stud

ding for outside walls and partitions.
At the present day the frame work of most houses
is composed principally of studding, such as are used
in the outside walls and partitions. This is especially
true regarding the plates, rafters and sometimes the

ceiling joists. The plates on the outside walls are

usually doubled and the partition walls usually have
a single plate, top and bottom. The outside walls of

* Copyrighted, 1891,by I. P. Hicks.

small buildings do not require plates across the ends,

but on tall buildings it becomes necessary to extend

the plates across the ends. To estimate the number
of studding required for plates, add together in feet

the lengths of the outside walls and partitions which

require plates and divide by the length of studding
used for plates. For example suppose it is required
to put plates all around on the plan shown in Fig. 5,
which is 192 feet, including outside walls and parti
tions, and that the lengths of studding used is 16
feet; then 192 ~:- 16 = 12, which represents the num

ber of studding required for a single plate. This
amount doubled will give the number required for
double plates on the outside walls and single plates.
top and bottom, on the partition walls, making 24.
studding, the net amount, to which should be added

one-eighth for waste in cutting, making in all 27, the
number required for plates. If the outside walls and
partitions do not have the same amount of doubling,
or the same number of pieces for plates, then they will
have to be estimated separately.

ESTIMATING FLOOR JOlSTS.

These are usually placed 16 inches from centers,

except for floors which are to carry very heavy
weights. In these the joists are frequently placed 12
inches from centers. To estimate them 12 inches
from centers add 1 to the number of feet in length
of one wall on which the joists are placed. For ex
ample, suppose abuilding is 32 feet long, and the
joists are placed 12 inches from centers. We simply
add 1 to 32, which makes 33, the number of joists
required for one span. If there are similar spans it
will only be necessary to multiply by the number of
spans. If the spans are unlike, then estimate each
span separately. If the joists are placed 16 inches
from centers, then multiply the length of wall by %
and add 1. This will give the required number
Thus if the wall is 32 feetlong, then 32 X % + 1 = 25,
the number required for one span. The reason for
adding 1 is because the first operation, that of multi
plying by %, gives the number of spaces between
joists, and one joist more than there are spaces is
always required, except in cases where the sills serve
the place of a joist. In such a case the exact number
will be one less than the number of spaces. A few
extra joists are usually required for doubling and

framing headers around stairways, chimneys, &c. A
little attention given to a plan will show the number
required for this purpose. Ceiling joists, cellar
beams and rafters may be estimated in the same
manner.

ESTIMATING, conmcr.

A cornice usually consists of several members, the
most common kind being known as the five-member
cornice, which consists of a planceer, fascia, frieze,

crown and bed molding. To estimate the quantity
of lumber required for a cornice, multiply the length
in feet by the combined width of the planceer,.
fascia and frieze in feet. Thus if the planceer is 12
inches wide, the fascia 4 inches and the frieze 12

inches, the combined width is 28 inches, which re

duced to feet equals 2,1/3. Now, if we have a cornice

120 feet long and 2% feet wide, the operation will be
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as follows: 120 x 2% = 280 feet, net amount. In
cutting up lumber for cornice there is always more
or less waste, and it is safe to say that one-eighth
should be added to the net figures. One-eighth of
280 is 35; thus the total amount required is 315 feet
board measure. The bed and crown molding will
each be the same as the length of the cornice, with
one-eight added for waste in cutting. One-eighth of
in feet is 15; thus the total amount of molding re—
quired is 135 feet lineal measure. It usually takes a
few feet more of the crown molding than of the bed
molding on account of the crown molding being on
the outside line of the cornice. This difference is
hardly worth noticing except on large jobs. The
difference usually amounts to from 2 to 3 feet per
square turn in the cornice, and is usually estimated
by counting the number of turns.

ESTIMATING CORNER CASINGS.

The width of the average corner casing is about 5
inches, and the easiest and quickest way to estimate
material for this purpose is to allow 1 foot board
measure to each lineal foot in hight per corner. Thus
the hight of a corner in feet gives the number of feet
board measure required, and is very easy to calculate.
For eitample, if a building has 18 feet studding for out
side walls it will require 18 feet oflumber, board meas
ure, per corner for corner casings. Many houses have
what are commonly termed belt courses. These are

usually casings of the same width as the corner

casings and extend around the building at the top or
bottom of the window and door frames. To esti
mate these, find the number of feet, lineal measure,
required and divide by 2, which gives the amount
in board measure. Board measure is understood to

mean I inch thick. One quarter must be added for

iM-inch lumber, and one-half for 1% inch lumber.
In estimating corner casings and belt casings in the
manner just described, nothing need be added for

waste, because we have estimated the casings 6

inches wide when only 5 inches are required. This
allowance is sufficient to cover the waste and makes

the computation much easier.

MISTAKES FROM OMISSIONS.

Having given the reader the essential points and

short cuts in estimating material, we will now point
out what is considerd a source of frequent mistakes,
and give a safeguard for it. In estimating material
many mistakes are made from omissions. A bill of
material for the construction of a building always
requires a long list of items, and it frequently hap

pens that some items have been forgotten and left
entirely out of consideration. Probably more

mistakes inserious estimating material arise
from this cause than any other. They are
very discouraging to the contractor. They are
things he did not count on, but nevertheless be has
them to buy, and as extras he always has to pay
more for them than he would had he included them
in his original bill. Nona if a person had an itemized
list of the material entering into the construction of
abuilding, there is no doubt by comparing his bill
with the list mistakes from omitting items would be
avoided. In a bill there are many items of material
that are use for different purposes and different parts
of a building, hence to make a list complete in every
detail it should mention the part of a building for

which each kind of material is used. In the list
following, the items which are likely to be used for

more than one purpose or part of a building are in
full-face type, and the different parts for which the

same are likely to be used are in type of the usual
face.

LIST or mans ron ns'rma'rmo Linmnn.

Dimension Shingles.

Sills, Finish, 1% Inch.
Side Sills. 'd

'
.

End Sills. ggglireBgfi?
Middle Sills. Jamb Casings.
Trimmers.

garcl‘ivlf‘iréish. _ _ by in ow Finis .Pom- Scroll Work.
Main Posts. Stairs and Steps.
Center Posts. Outside Steps.
Door Posts.
Basement Posts. Finish. 2 Inch.

Dobr Sills.
Glrts'_ _ Window Sills.
Main Glrts. Jnmb Casing.
Side Qirts. Brackets.
Tie GirtS- Cellar Stairs.

“iii. .10... “ms”: 1% “.‘m
Second Floor_ Outside Casmgs.
Third FIOOL Outside Steps.
Ce'l‘ J ' t .
Poigghgts: Finish. £6 Inch.

Panels.
Studding- Drawer Bottoms.'
Side Studd' .
Gable smdii‘in . F1°°ri"8
Partition Stud 'ng. Main Floors.
Braces. Kitchen Floor.
Plates. Dining Room Floor.
Porches. Porch Floors.
Bay Windows.

R f Ti b
Ceiling.

°° m “8'
Porch Ceilings.

Common Rafters. Panels.
Hi Rafters. Wainscotinlz.
Va le Rafters. Lining Partitions.
Jack afters.
Trusses. Inside Finish.
Purllns.

CasingsCouar Beams“
Corner Blocks.

Sheathing. gm“ Blwks
Outside Walls. Stair-Rail,
Roof Sheathing. Newel Posts,
Gutters. Balusters.
Floor Lining.
Shiplap Sheathing. Molding.

Shingles. Bed Moldin .
Crown M01 ing.
Panel Molding.
Cove Molding.Siding-

_ _ Base Molding.
Beveled Sldmg. Band Molding.
Cove Siding.

333.1121-
Round.

Barn Siding. r Stops.
Window Stops.Battens. Parting Stops.

7
/8 Ogee Battens. Wainscoting Cap.

16-inch
Battens. Window Stools.

attice. Water Table.
Thresholds.Furring.

1 x 2 Inch. Doors.

2 x 2 inch.
gltgt Dgors_ i ng oors.

Eulogtg Closet Doors.

6 Inch‘ Cu board Doors.' Ce ar Doors.
Paper. .
Straw Board. windo“ 5'
Tarred Board. Bay Windows.

Pantry Windows.
Finish, % Inch.

gellar
Windows

Otitside Base. ransoms'

Bay Window Finish. fifgggfjés

Egrch
Finish. '

rmce.
Brackets. Blinds'
Stair Risers. Outside Blinds.Jamb Casings. Inside Blinds.
Pantry Shelves.
Closet Shelves. Corner Beads.

(To be continued.)
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HINTS FOR THE SLATE ROOFERI'
HE SLATER should be very particular
to put boards in the gutters, so that
the metal cannot be injured by tramp

ing, or by pieces of slate. In nailing slate
on great care should be used that the nails
should not be driven down too tight, as
they will pull through, and on the other

Fig. 9.—ShowingMannerof Starting andFinishing
8 Root.

Fig. i3.—Methodof Repairing a SlateRoof.

hand, they should be driven down even
with the slate, so that the nail will not
punch the slate above when ressure is
put on from above by stepping on the
slate, or by the scaiiolding.
Fig. 9 of the cuts shows how to start and
finish a roof.
The lap is the amount the tail of the
third course laps over the head of the first
course.
snssnmo AND corm'mm FLASHING.
Flashing and counter flashing should
* From “ The Slate Roofer.” published by
Auld & Conger, Cleveland,Ohio.

ssllmm\\\I.

always be separate. The shingle flashing
should be laid in with the courses of
slate, one piece under the lower end of
the first slate or half slate intersecting any
wall or chimney, and should be 2 inches
longer than the gauge of the slate (the
slate are laid to weather) and 6 or 7 inches

Piece of Tin for
Covering the Nail
Head.

flashing is usually done by the tinner. If
lead is used for flashing no heavier than
2} ounds to the square foot should be
used)for the part interlapping with slate.
If thicker is used it makes the slate lie
badly. Flashing should never be
in long strips, but always out an

ut in
laid

Fig. lit—Showing How SeveralSizesof SlateMayhe

Hints for the Slate Roofer.

wide. Turn u square 2} to 3 inches.
The part turn up against a chimney or
wall should never be nailed to same, for
the reason that the wood work of the roof
will settle more than brick or stone work
in chimneys or walls and cause the flash
ings, if nailed, to tear u the slate. The
counter flsshings shoul be let into the
brick or stone joints 1 inch, well wed ed
in and pointed with mortar. The point
ing is apart of the masons‘ work. If
grooves have to be cut in the stone or
brick work to receive counter flashing it
is the masons’ work to cut them. Counter

Usedon OneRoof.

in with the courses, Fig. 11. A great
source of trouble and leaks is the manner
in which chimney backs areusually put in.

USING DIFFERENT SIZES ONONE ROOF.

On account of the long distance that
slate has to be shipped and the length of
time it takes to get a carload through, it
often happens that the slater may have
slate enough for a job, but not enough of
one size for even one side of the roof.
We have prepared Fig. 12 to show the
manner of using difierent sizes of slate on
the same section of roof. The cut shows
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four sizes, but more can be workel! the
same way; for example, take a roof 20
feet long and 20 feetmiter—there are four
squares—now suppose you have one square
10 x 16, one square 8 x 16, one square 10
x 14, one square 8 x 14. Start with 10 x
16; when half way across the cave run
8 x 16 the other half, then run up 10 feet
on the roof with these two sizes, the two
sizes joining in the center; then start on
the 10 x 16 with 10 x 14, and over the 8 x
16 lay 8 x 14. If more than four sizes are
to be used divide the roof into sections
according to the slate to be used.

REPAIRING A ROOF.

Many slaters think they have a perfect ‘

right to charge a ruinous price for re air
ing because they do it by the day. his

tin. about 3 x 6 inches; bend the tin so
it will bind and not slip out. Putty or
cement is sometimes used for the nail
heads, but neither is good. Leaks are
often caused by cracks in the slate above
the gauge line, so that it is only by close
scrutiny the leak is found. Leaks arealso
caused by a rough surface on the slate
near the head, causing the water to run
across the slate. This is very often the
case with hand-punched slate, as large
pieces are frequently scaled off, which
catch the water, running it in around the
nail.
The dottedlines in Fig. 13 show the
piece of tin over the nail, the light shaded
space showing where the broken slate 1s
taken out and replaced.
Fig. 14 shows the shape of the piece of

Fig. 15.—ShowlngApplication of Slaters’ Scatlold
Bracket.

Fig. 17.—BracketClosedwhen Not in Use.

class of so-called slaters never succeeds in
building up a permanent business and are
almost certain to finally bring up in the
hands of the sherifi. no matter how pros
perous they may

appear
at first. They do

more damage to t e slate business than
any other one thing known. They do a
poor job of roofing and depend on making
money by repairing. In putting on anew
roof every slate should be left whole and
perfect, both nails should have their full
hold, and the slater should feel that each
slate is right before covering it up with
the next. The same care should be
used in repairing. Take out every
-slate that can possibly cause a leak,
and carefully replace it. If the roof
is steep and the slate 20 inches or
larger, put in two nails—the upper one as
close up in center joint as possible, the
other 2 inches lower down. Over the
head of the nails slip a piece of painted

Fig. 18.-—SwinglngScaffold.

Hinls for (1wSlate Roofer.

tin before being slipped in over nail head.
Putty or cement should never be used in
repairing to cover nail head, as they will
not last.

sns'rnns’ scan"an nnacxn'r.

Fig. 15 shows the method now generally
adopted by slaters for scaffolding a roof.
The scaffold can be made in two ways. the
old way being to nail up a bracket at the
building from pieces of board. This is a
slow, expensive plan and often very danger
ous. The safer and better plan is to have
adjustable brackets, shown in Figs. 16 and
17, that can be chan ed to any pitch of roof
instantly and foldedgup when not in use.
The plan of using the bracket on the roof
is shown in Fig. 15. A light and conven
ient extension ladder is the most con
venient way to get slate upon small build
ings; for buildings ~more than two
stories it is better to use a rope pul

ley and pull the slate up to the gutter,
using a ladder to carry the slate from the
gutter up to the scaffold where sisters are
at work.
Spire slating is done in two different
ways. The first and usual way being to
use the carpenters”scaffold for putting on
the slate. leaving out slate where the scaf
fold timbers come through until done.
Then take the scaffold down from the
top, finishing the ridge and repairing
as you come down. The other and
more difficult plan is to put the slate
on from a chair or swinging scafl'old,
as shown in Figs. 18 and 19 of the
engravings. This is the plan used when
there is no carpenter’s scafi'old. When
this plan is used it is customary to build a
small scaffold around the spire at the high

Fig19.—ShowingMethod of
Statinga Spire.

est point that can be reached from the in
side through an opening. It is very handy
to have a scafinld around the base of spire
from which to start.—*
FEW OF OURnative trees have odorif
erous wood like the sandal wood of the
islands in the Pacific Ocean: but a few
of the coniferse on the Pacific Slope have
sweet-scented woods. The fine church at
Metlakatla, built by the civilized Indians
of Alaska. says Meehan‘s Monthly. is as
fragrant as if incense was continually
floating through the air. from the wood of
the great arbor vitae—Thuja gigantea—
of which it is built. Libocedrus decur
rens. found further south, is known as
“incense cedar" from its fragrance. The
yellow cypress, Cupresses nutkaensis. and
the Monterey cypress. Zupressus macro
carpa. have also scented wood.
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LAW IN THE BUILDING TRADES.”

RECOVERY FOR VALUE OF REFUSED PLANS.

N ARCHITECT contracted to draw
A lane and specifications for a build
ing, let the contract, and superin

tend the construction, and was to receive
for his services 1! per cent. of the cost of
the building. After the plans and speci
fications were completed the employer re
fused to accept them. In an action to
recover the reasonable worth and value
of the work performed, the measure of
recovery was such a proportion of the {I
per cent. as the work done bore to the
whole work contracted for.— Noyes vs.
Pu 'n, Supreme Court of Washington,
27 ac. Rep., 548.

CLAIM AGAINST PUBLIC BUILDING.

Where the statute provides that a me
chanic or material man may give the
owner of the building for which he has
furnished material or labor written notice
of his claim, and that it thereupon be
comes the duty of the ownertoretain
sufficient funds to pay it, a mechanic em
ployed by a sub-contractor, who serves
the required notice, acquires a prior right
tothe funds in the hands of the owner
due the contractor, and though the lat
ter may not be entitled to a lien, the
building being a public one.—Bates vs.
County of Santa Barbara, Supreme Court
of California, 27 Pac. Rep, 438.

CONSTRUCTIONOF MECHANICS’ LIEN
STATUTE.

A statute conferring mechanics' liens,
being in'derogation of common law, must
be
strictly

construed and absolutely com
plied wit , and if the notice of claim does
not strictly conform to the statute, the
lien is not perfected. A verification
which only mentions the abstract of in
debtedness is not good when the notice
contains matter other than the statement
of indebtedness, and the whole notice
must be verified—Minor vs. Marshall,
Supreme Court of New Mexico, 27 Pac.
Rep., 481.

casnrr ON asssavnn PAYMENTS son
couraac'ron‘s FAILURE.

Where the owner of a buildin , against
which mechanics' liens are fil , fails to
retain after the completion of the work
and pay over to thoee entitled thereto
one-fourth of the contract price, as pro
vided in his contract, he is

rees‘ponsible
to

that extent, but may have d ucted any
lawful credits to which he is entitled
under Code Civil Proc. Ca1., Sec. 1200,
which provides that if the contractor fails
to perform his work in full or abandons
it, the portion of the contract price appli
cable to mechanics’ liens shall be deemed
the difference between the value of the
work and materials already done and
furnished and the pa ents then due and
actually made—Ree vs. Norton, Supreme
Court of California. 27 Pac. Rep., 426.

BASIS OF RIGHT TO LIEN.

The right of a material man to a lien
upon a building does not result from the
contractor being an agent of the owner,
but from having furnished such con
tractor materials which were used in the
erction of the building.—-Pomeroy vs.
White Lake Lumber Com any, Supreme
Court_of Nebraska, 49N. . Rep., 1131.

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF MECHANICS,

LIEN LAW.

The Wisconsin statutes rovide that
sub-contractors who furnis ed material
used in the erection of buildings might
have liens therefor, but restricted the
amount of their recovery to the amount
of the original contract price. In 1889
that law was amended so as to do away
with the restriction as to the amount of
recovery by the sub-contractors, but made

* Copyrighted, 1891,byLaw News Bureau.

it the dut of the original contractor to
defend al actions by sub-contractors, and
when their claims exceeded the amount
of his contract price it gave the owner of
the property a right of action against the
contractor for amount of liens over and
above the contract price. This amend
ment is invalid and unconstitutional.
—Mallory vs. LaCrosse Abbatoir Com

panyi
Supreme Court of Wisconsin, 49 N.

. ep., 1071.

A'I'I‘ORNEY’S FEES OF OWNER IN
CASES.

Where the owner of a building has
been compelled to enforce liens, to which
both he and the contractor were parties,
he is entitled to set 011'against the con
tract price not only the amount of the
judgments recovered, but all that he had
been compelled to pay to relieve his prop
erty from the liens, includin his attor
ney’s fees and costs—Gavel us. Wash
burn, Supreme Court of California, 27
Pac. Rep., 859.

LIABILITY OF WIFE FOR. CONTRACT OF
HUSBAND.

Where a husband contracted for the
erection of a house on his wife’s separate
property, the fact that the wife examined
the plans for the building, watched the
progress of the work and personally and
by letters urged the material men to push
on the work are sufficient to sustain the
verdict that the wife is liable to the me
chanic‘s lieu of the material men. In
such case it was proper to charge “ that
a husband cannot, by making a contract
like this, charge his wife‘s property, un
less it a pears that the materials were
furnishedJWith her knowledge and con
sent. If she assents to the contract
made

b
y
f her husband in this respect.

. . . she knowingly received the
goods, assented to the ap lication of the
goods to her pro erty, s e is bound by
the contract.—Bo ey vs." Thackara, Su
reme Court of Pennsylvania, 22 At.
ep., 754.

PENALTY CLAUSE IN BUILDING CONTRACT.

A rson named Kemper and onenamed
Can on entered into a written contract
whereby Candon agreed to build a wall,
&c., or else, at his election, to remove a

certain house 3 feet, and put it in as good
condition as it was before, and in such
contract the parties further stipulated as
follows : “ It is mutually agreed between
said arties that a failure on the part of
said andon to erform these obligations
shall entitle saidDKemper to recover from
him the sum of $500vas liquidated and as
certained damages for breach of this con
tract." Candon elected not to build the
wall, &c., and afterward failed to remove
the house. The cost of removing the
house and putting it in as 00d condition
as it was before would not ave exceeded
$100. When the parties made the con
tract and stipulated for damages in case
of breach, fixm the amount at $500,they
could not have ad in contemplation act
ual compensatory damages, and therefore
the sum of $500, mentioned in such con
tract as liquidated and ascertained dam
ages, must be treated as a penalty, and
not as liquidated damages, and therefore

it cannot be enforced, and only actual
damages can be recovered—Candon vs.

Kemgr,
Supreme Court of Kansas, 27

Pac. ep., 829.

comacr soamsr mass.
A building contract in Pennsylvania
provided that the owners should not “in
any manner " be answerable for any of the
materials used in finishing and complet
ing the building, and that there should
not be any lawful claims against the con
tractor in any manner, from any source
whatever, for work or materials furnished
on said building. The contract provided
against the filing of mechanics” liens, and

max
I

was binding on sub-contractors. —Der
she1mer vs. Maloney, Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania, 22At. Rep., 813.

ncuamc's 1.1m:ON PARTNERSHIP
PROPERTY.

A partnership composed of three per
sons erected a building upon a lot owned
by two of the partners. The are

holding
the legal title of the ot con

tracte in the name of the firm for ma
terial used in the construction of the
building. In an action by the material
man to foreclose his lien it was held that
the lien attached to the lot and building
thereon. A mechanic’s lien under the
Nebraska law is not lost or waived by the
taking of the note of the debtor for the
balance due on their account, nor in such
case by giving to the latter a receipt asin
full for the demand. The acceptance by
a material man of a note and chattel
mortgage as collateral security for ms.
terials previously furnished for the erec
tion of a building under a contract with
the owner is not a waver of the lien un
less such was the intention of the parties.
—Hooglund vs. Lusk. Supreme Court of
Nebraska, 50 N. W. Rep., 162.

manner IN LAND uncassanr TO SUSTAIN
mscuamc‘s man.

A contract for the sale of land, which
obligated the buyer to erect six houses
thereon within a specified time, and in
which the seller agreed to advance a
designated sum to partly pay the cost of
their construction, is sufficient to show
the seller's consent that the buildings be
erected and renders his interest in the
land subject to such liens as might be
filed for labor and material furnished for
the construction of the houses. A stipu
lation in the contract of sale that any
mechanic's lien should be sub'ect to the
seller’s consent to the erection of the
houses was not sufficient to subordinate
to the seller‘s rights the lieu of a rson
furnishing materials for the wor . who
was not connected with either of the
parties to the contract and who had
no notice of the stipulation—Miller vs.
Mead, Court of Appeals of New York,
28 N. E. Rep, 387.

APPLICATION OF PAYMENT.

Where a contractor who was buildin
a house for defendants delivered a chec
to plaintiffs' agent, taking a receipt
therefor, and requested the agent to ap

ly the proceeds to materials furnished

b
y

plaintiffs on a building then being
erected for a third person ; that the agent
refused to so

apply
the proceeds of the

check, but state that part would be so
applied, and that the residue would be
applied to certain other contracts, not
including that with defendants; that
afterward the contractor went to the
laintifls’ ofiice, showed plaintiffs’ book
keeper the

receipt
for the check given by

the agent, andt e bookkeeper, in ignor
ance of the facts, and relying on the
contractor’s statements, ave him a

receipt for the amount of t a check on
the materials furnished for defendants’
house ; that plaintifis, on discovery of the
facts, romptly repudiated the applica
tion o

f)

the check so made by the con
tractor, and the contractor afterward
approved plaintifis‘ bill for the whole
amount of materials furnished on defend
ants’ house, without claiming an credit
on account of the check; that t e con
tractor, b producing the receipt, after
ward in need defendants to advance
“further money” on his contract; and
that laintiifs did not know of the use to
whic the contractor put the receipt.
The defendants were not entitled to
have the amount of the check deducted
from plaintifis' claim for material fur
nished.-—Schallert~Ganahl Lumber Com
pany vs. Neal, Supreme Court of Cali
fornia, 27 Pac. Rep, 743.
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ScopoofanExchaiige.

One of the surest methods of securing
for builders’ exchanges the influence and
recognition which is obtained by other
organizations of business men in every
community is an open and direct willing
ness to identify itself, as an organization,
with every movement that is calculated
to improve or enhance the welfare of the
city in which it exists. There is no rea
son why the builders should not be an
integral partof every effort to improve
the condition under which its citizens
live and conduct their business as well as
the Chamber of Commerce or the Board
of Trade. Builders, by education and
experience, are peculiarly qualified to deal
intelligently with all subjects that touch
the welfare of the people, as regards con
struction, sanitation and other matters of
like importance and are thoroughly capa
ble of considering financial questions as
well. It is often the case that the com
munity at large are virtually without
knowledge of the existence of an ex
change iu their city, for the reason that
its members have made no effort to
secure either representation or recog
nition in the consideration of the affairs
of their city, but have confined them
selves entirely to the consideration of
such matters as are purely connected
with their business, and then perhaps in
meetings poorly attended, held not
oftener than once a month. Nothing

would tend more to impress the builders
with the dignity of their own calling
than tobe recognized by the citizens of
the community in which their organiza
tion exists, and asked toparticipate in the
consideration of plans for the general
welfare. The builder apparently needs
to be waked up to a keener realization of
his own importance.

A Novel Building.

Chicago is a city of surprises in archi
tectural matters as well as in other di
rections. As a city Chicago is always
reaching out for big things, irrespective
of the Opinion in which she may be
held by the balance of the world. For a
long time past Chicago has been the
greatest railway center. She has been the
greatest inland city, and aspires at an
early date to be the largest city on the
continent, if not in the world. She has
the tallest buildings, the largest number
of miles of streets and has developed more
novelties in building construction than
perhaps any other city. She has had the
largest fire of modern times, and has put
on record unparalleled feats of build

ing enterprise in the work of recovery
from that terrible calamity. Just at
present she has the World’s Fair on hand,
an enterprise in which she proposes to
outdo the rest of the world and cast in the
shade all former exhibitions. While pre
paring for the World’s Fair, her citizens
in their private enterprises are not ne
glectful. Nor are they failing to improve
each opportunity as it presents itself to
give the city a varied appearance and to
keep it to the fore in an advertising
sense. Not only are mammoth structures
in progress on the fair grounds, but also
all over the city buildings are in pro
cess of erection which are wonders in
themselves. A single instance is suf
ficient to illustrate Chicago’s propen
sity to the large and to the grotesque,
to the striking and to the impress
ively realistic, irrespective of artistic
or aesthetic considerations. A move
ment of architecture is in progress
which, in the language of one of the daily
papers, “ Chicago feels to be worthy of her
temperament and her genius. It is origi
nal. and yet it is deemed to be select. It is
unlike anything else that cumbers the
earth or abrades the sky. It is what the
superlative scatterers who are employed
as harbingers and heralds of circuses
would joyfully describe as the most
majestic megatherium and cyclopean
colossus of constructive and artistic
skill. It is, in the exact language
of Chicago, ‘a corker, and don‘t you
forget it.’ It will cost $300,000, be 12
stories high, built of brick and terra cotta
on a steel frame over the sticky abyss
which is the foundation of Chicago.
The building is to be occupied by a pub
lishing company, and the ‘ cunning archi
tect‘ has planned a building in which
the design of the book published by the
company is copied. The front is one
curved bay representing the back of the
volume, the title appears across the tenth
and eleventh stories in letters which shall
serve as windows. The trade-mark of the
company will be reproduced in immense
terra cotta medallions on the two fronts
of the building."

Possibilities of this Type of Architecture. '

We cannot better impress the reader
with the possibilities which this new
departure presents than to give be
low the pleasantries which one of
the metropolitan dailies has published
in commenting on this design. There
is food for thought, reading between the
lines, in what follows: “As the eye
climbs delightedly over this tall copy, one
cannot help thinking of the triumphant
question of the hot Scotch who were pres
cut at the first performance of Mr. Home’s
celebrated tragedy : ‘ Where’s Wully
Shakespeare noo?‘ Where's Micky An
gelo now? Where’s Messer Filippi
Brunelleschi now? Why did Henry Hob
son Richardson have to die before this
new style of architecture was revealed?
For consider the possibilities. Consider
how it simplifies things for the architect.
Do you want a brewery built? The

architect builds you a 12 or 15 story
building in the shape of a beer bottle,
with the cork or cupola in yellow brick.
The name of your brewing company and
your beer will appear across the tenth and
eleventh stories in letters which shall
seem as windows. Immense terra cotta
medallions of goats will be placed on the
two fronts. The basement will be arched
like the dimple in the base of the bottle.
If you want a design for a hog-render
ing establishment. a canned meatery, a
sausage factory, your architect will give
you in stone or brick or terra cotta mira
cles of pig pens. cans and linked sweetness.
The Sausage Building could be built to
an altitude that would have the firm of
architects that designed the celebrated
Tower of Babel, Limited, sick and sore.
A tailor's shop will be built after the
manner of the goose. a manner which
will require much delicate calculation of
strains and thrusts, and will, we are
afraid, result in rather a squatty appear
ance after all. A dry goods store will be
in the present approved form of an oblong
or square box. The cigar factory will
give beautiful cloud-pushing effects. Pri
vate houseswill be built according to the
professions of their occupants. For in
stance, a physician‘s house will be apill
box, a minister’s a pulpit, and an editor‘s
apencil in bluestone. The infinite vari
ety of these seemingly conventional de
signs will make the coming architecture
of Chicago a wonder and a joy. Chicago
has at last evolved an order and a type of
architecture peculiarly her own, stamped
with her impress, the very frost of her
breath. We trust there will be plenty of
specimens of the style by the time the
show begins.”

Arbitration.

One of the most satisfactory evi
dances of the practicability of arbitra
tion, as advocated at the fifth annual
convention of the National Association
of Builders, is shown in the result
of its application between the Mason
Builders’ Association and the Bricklayers‘
and Building Laborers’ unions of Boston.
Ever since the establishment of the joint
committeee all matters of mutual con—
cern between the employers and work
men in this branch of the building busi
ness have been amicably and satisfactorily
adjusted without disturbing the harmony
of the organizations in the least degree.
The plan under which the arbitration is
conducted is one that is eminently just
and fair in all its conditions, giving to the
workmen the same right of representation
as to the employer, and the conditions
under which the joint committee is es
tablished are such as are applicable to all
trades in all localities. There is no reason
why strikes or lockouts should continue
to disturb the various communities. so
long as justice is desired by both sides,
for some form of arbitration whichis fair
and just could always be established, and
the one which has proved so successful in
this and other cases is always ready at
hand.
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BUILDING WAYS AND MEANS.
The Reading Terminal.

EVERY saw BUILDINGof importance,nomat
ter what its character,seemsto developsome
new featureof engineering,or elseexcels its
predecessorsof the sameclass in dimensions,
methods of construction or speed of erec
tion. The new passengerstation and train
sheds of the Reading Railway in the city
of Philadelphia, familiarly termed by theciti

W

a) J 3 'J bl

overhangingscaffold,as shownin the smaller
of the accompanyingsketches,100feet in the
air, which bemomentarilyexpectstoseetopple
over, for there is no apparent reasonwhy it
shouldstand up. Closer scrutiny showsalso
that ropes hang from its extreme end, as
thoughhoistingwere to be donefrom it, and
yet any weight lifted from the point named
would evideutl tend to tip the steeple-like
structure and t row it down. Finding that

Hoisting Gem- Used at the Reading Terminal, Philadelphia.—Viewed
from Arch Street.

zensof that place the Reading Terminal, is aconspicuousinstancein point. The condition
of the work at this writing is of a characterto
commandtheattentionof theobserver,nomat
ter from which sidehea roachesit and irre
spectiveof hisbusiness liations. The build
ing in uestion extends from Market street
back to rob street. The trains comein onan
elevated roadbed,thus avoiding gradecross
ings, and making it possible for the building

the thing doesnot fall, theobserverbeginsto
trace out the construction employed. He
detects a platform or “ boom” extendingout
from the tower,trussedupwardly, and having
light bracesbelow, extendingfrom its center
line down against the side of the tower. He
finds.also, ropesor rods connectingthe inner
endof the platform with the lower part of the
tower, thus tying it to theweight which the
baseof the tower contains. If hegoesup into

and braced by iron rods,about 256feet wide
and 110feet long. This framework ismovable,
and, as the work of construction goes on, it
will be run as required toward the Market
streetandof the building. On this structure,
andmovablewith it, is built an arch of beams
and small timbers trussed with iron rods,98
feet in hight and 266feet wide. This is the
false arch work on which the iron arches
properwill beconstructed. Just back of this
arch work is the traveling hoistin gear.
Across thebuilding, on the beamsin ing u
the frame work on which the great false.arc
rests,46feetapart,are laid heavybeamshear
ing iron rails. On these rails, on small iron
wheels,restsa very heav frame work or plat
form of timber, 46x 40 eetsquare,which can
berun back and forth the width of the build
ing. On this platform is constructeda hoist
ing gear, the largest and most noteworthyof
its kind evererected. This hoistinggear,from
the floor of the train house to the top of the
boomsupport, is 122feet. From the floor of
the train houseto theboom,or the greatframe
which projects from the uprights over the
woodenfalse arch toward Arch street,is 110
feet. The frame at the top is 28 x 20 feet
square.and is supported by u ri ht sectional
'oistsbracedby iron rods and l securel .
he uprights at the Arch street side of t 0
traveler are exactly perpendicular. On the
Eleventh and Twelfth streetsides they have a
slopeof 1 inch to the foot. On thesidetoward
Market streetthe slopeis 3 inchesto the foot.
The frame at themp is bolted to the top sec
tions of the uprights and double iron rods of
great strengthextendfrom the rear cornersto
thecornersof the latform on which thewhole
structure rests. ‘xtendiiig 60 feet outward
from the top platform toward Arch street,

overhang-ing
the false arch work, isa frame

work of arge timbers This rests on the top
platform and isbolted to it. The corners of
this frameare connectedby iron rodswith the
rodswhich extendto the ound,giving it sup
port. Extending upwar from the center of
the frame work or boom12feetare two piers.
Large iron rodsextendfrom thecornersof the
boomframe to the tops of these piers, form
ing trusses,and thus giving support to the
boom. To overcome the weight of this im
menseskeletonupright structureand theboom
framework, themovableplatform onwhich it
is erected is weighted by 6 tons of railroad
iron. In addition to this the platform bears
two donkeyenginesandhoistingapparatus.”

Inasmucn as res: arrears of this train
shedare to bethe largest of their kind in the
world, even surpassing those of the Pennsy]-

Erecting the Train Shed, Reading Terminal, Philadelphia.—View from Filbert Street, Toward Arch.

to span Filbert street,which lies between.
The train shedextendstotheArch streetlimit,
and work upon it at this time has reached
thecommencementof thefalsework, and the
travelin hoistinggear necessaryto the erec
tion of t e archesof which the shed is com

THE ossEinn approachingthe work along
Arch streethashis attention first calledto an

thebuilding hewill find the tower or “ trav
eler” on wheels,arranged to move laterally,
while its foundationand the falsework are on
anothersetof wheelsarranged tomovelength
wiseof the building. Here is a descriptionof
thework asshown in thesketches:
“TWELVE rescue of railroad iron run length
wiseof thebuilding. Upon this. on small iron
wheels,is a frame work of heavybeams.bolted

vania Railway station in Jersey City, it is easy
to say that this traveling falsework and hoist
ing apparatusis the highest and.largestof its
kind ever constructed. The speedwith which
the work is beingpushed,evidencednot only
in getting theseworking parts ready, but also
in theusethat is beingmadeof them, is how
ever, the besttestof the engineering skill of
themen in charge. A. 0. K.
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RESIDENCE IN CARTHAGE, ILL.

HE ATTRACTIVE residence which
is illustrated in our supplement
plates and upon this and the

following pages was erected not long
since in Carthage, 111., for Wil
liam De Hart from drawings prepared
b George W. Payne, architect, of that
p ace. One of the supplement plates
shows a general view of the house as it
stands completed, while the other re
resents an interior view of the main ha .
By comparing the general view of the

rooms on the second floor are easily
accessible. From the hall to the right
opens the front parlor, which is connected
with the rear by sliding doors. Both of
these apartments have open fire places,
which may be employed in mild
weather for keeping the apartments at a
comfortable temperature. To the left of
the back parlor is a large sleeping room
with a
passag‘e

leading to the rear entrance
and also to t 0 kitchen. The dining room
is beyond the back parlor and to the right

2
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Front Elevation—Scale, ii Inch to the Foot.

bowl and water closet. From the second
floor is a stairway leading to the attic,
which is floored over and serves as a

storeroom. The rear hall on the first
floor and the three large sleeping rooms
on the second floor are fitted with wash
bowls.
The hall and two parlors are finished in
oak, while the kitchen and dining room
are finished in Southern yellow pine.
The other rooms are finished in white
pine. These‘are in their natural color,

Residence in Carthage, IIL-George W. Payne, Architect.

house with the elevations shown upon the
following pages it will be found that the
oriel balcony in the front gable difi‘ers
from the original design.
The detail shown in connection here
with
represents

the balcony as itwas con
structs . Upon the first floor of the
house are eight commodious rooms, in
cluding a large reception hall. The view
in this room, represented u 11one of the
supplement lates, is ta en with the
camera stan ing near the door opening
into the arlor. The hall, which is
entered t rough a vestibule from a
veranda, is furnished with an open grate
and a cosy arched recess with tiled floor.
At the foot of the main stairs is a seat.
The windows at the left as one ascends the
stairs are of stained glass, producing very
pretty efi'ects, as may be seen from an
inspection of the supplement plate. This
mam stairway is of red oak and termin
ates in a large ball above, from which the

of the kitchen, and is fitted with an open
fire place and a large bay window. At
the left of the fire place is a china closet,
having a small window opening into the
kitchen just over the drainin board of
the sink. The dining room can e entered
from the outside b

waynof
the rear hall

and side porch. ' he 'tchen, which is
fitted with all necessary improvements, is

easy of access and yet so situated as to
shut ofi all smells from the other rooms
on that floor. Opening from the kitchen

is a commodious pantry fitted with shelves
and provided with a window opening
over the entrance to the cellar. Back of
the dining room is a small hall, from which

a stairway leads to the second floor, while
below it are the stairs leading to the cel
lar. From this back hall open the laun

dry‘
and a small bedroom.
he second floor of the house is fitted

with five sleeping rooms and bathroom,
the latter being fitted with tub, wash

except the laundry, rear bedroom on the
first floor and the attic above these rooms.
The house is well plumbed and is heated
by hot water, the position of the radiators
being clearly indicated on the plans. The
first story is 11feet and the second story

9 feet in the clear. The rear wing is one
story in hight, having the finished attic
above. The cost of the house in the city
named is said to have been a little less
than $8000.’*+ i

Teak Supply of Siam.

The use of teak wood in this countr ',

says a recent issue of the Journal of t e

Society of Arts, has largely increased of
late years, and now when builders and
architects have had experience of its
urability for the stairs of public build
ngs, rafters, beams and such like work
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there are fears of a diminution in the
sup ly of the wood. The teak tree ex
ten through Central and South India,
Burma and Siam, and though in the
former country the plantations are placed
under the careful supervision of the well
organized Indian Forest Conservancy, it

appears from a re rt on the trade of
Siam, recently furnished to the Foreign
Office, that the “ number of years which
will elapse before the teak forests in the
districts become exhausted is variousl
estimated by the foresters and tea
merchants, but 20 years appears to be the
longest time allowed, and under present
conditions it

appears
doubtful whether

the supply will ast so long. In ten years

it may not pay to work teak unless prices
rise and the method of working it is im
proved upon, as all the timber near the
streams will have beenfelled and dragged,
and only those trees will remain which
are far removed from the water, or
which are near streams from which
timber cannot easilybe got out.” Further
than this, it seems that very little is done
by the authorities in the way of conser
vancy of the forests. No young trees are
planted, the ,natural growth of the
saplings being relied upon to keep up the

supply
of teak, but no measures even are

ta en to protect the saplings from fire or
to insure their growth. Many trees are
felled in a green condition, instead of
bein left girdled for three years until
the ark falls ofi as in Burma. With
these conditions working adversely to the
cultivation or even to the ordinary
growth of the tree, the future prospect of
the teak in Siam is a gloomy one.

-———.~g
PYROGRANITE is said to be a new brick,
of Russian origin, that is being tried by
English builders. It is made from a com
bination of fusible and infusible clay, and

is strong and hard, resisting a crushing
force of five and one-half tons per uare
inch. It takes a high polish, an the
clays may be mixed to give a great variety
of colors.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Problem In Illlf-Pllch Boofl.
From E. V. A., Liverpool, N. Y.—Re
plyin to the inquiry of “ A. W. H.," Los
Ange es. Cal., published in the October
issue of Carpent and Building for 1891,
I send a sketch w ich

represents
my idea

of the best arrangement or the roof. By
referring to the sketch, Fig. 1, it will be
seen that the left side is 84 feet 11 inches,
while the right side is 34 feet 6 inches, to
the rear of the main roof. In other words,
the left side of the roof is 5 inches further
from the front than the right-hand side.
In framing a roof after the plan indi
cated, I would set the hip and valley
rafters marked A and B 5 inches in from
the outside plate, which would bring
them on a line with the rafter on the
right side. The hip and valley rafters A
and B are 5 inches lower than the valley
O of the jacks running from it to the
ridge pole over the gable, as shown in the
sketch.

From S. O. C., Fredonia, N. Y.—The
half-pitch roof plan submitted by “ I. N.
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Fig. l.

H.," Galveston, Texas, in the December
number of the aper is correct, so far as
it goes, but it oes not cover the plan sub
mitted in the October issue by " A. W.
H.” of Los Angeles, Cal. I send herewith
a sketch, Fig. 2

,

which I think will cover
the plan of “A. W. H.,” and meet the re
quirements of the case.

From C. D., DesMoines, Iowa—I would
like very much to ask the readers of Car
pentry and Building if any of them have
a simple rule for framing such a roof as
that indicated in the sketch submitted in
the October issue by “A. W. H.,” Los
Angeles, Cal? I mean a rule for obtain
ing all lengths of hips, valleys, jack and
common rafters, as well as their cuts and
bevels, by using the square and without
any further draft.

Equllateral Triangle or a Circum
oerlbed Circle.

From A. H. H., Kalamazoo, Mich—In
answer to " J. M.” of Cincinnati, Ohio,
whose inquiry ap ared in the De
cember number of arpenlr and Build
ing, I would ofl'er the fol owing rule
for finding one side of an equilateral tri

angle which can be circumscribed by a

given circle. Multiply the diameter by
0.86, or divide the side by 1%.

Slze and Strength of 'l‘ruu.
From E. E. C., Whitesboro, N. Y.—Will
some one lease tell me throu h the col
umns of t e paper how I can nd the size
and strength of a truss which is to hold
up a given weight?

Why We Do No! Have Better
Workmen.

From J. C. McF., Richland Cenler,
Wis.—In the January issue of Carpentry
and Building is an appeal from a corres~
pondent and seconded b the editor for
more correspondence, an as I have had
a long and varied experience in building,
although of necessity it has been of a

local character, I take the liberty of offer
ing afew remarks. Mine has not been
what might be termed a city experience,
but I would say right here my observa
tions as a rule convince me that country

'IT

H
I

Problem in Half-Pitch Roofs—Solutions Ofi'eredby “E. V. A"

mechanics hold their own in re ard'to
the quality of work performed. e put
up all our work nicely smoothed and
finished with the marks of the planer all
taken out, &c. Of course I speak of the
mechanic’s own work, for there are
botches in country places as well as in
towns of larger growth. While I am
speaking of botches I may be allowed a

few words perhaps in reply to some of the
correspondents. I do not remember
which one it was, but he appears to
wonder or lament why we do not have
more and better workmen. As for my
- part, I am not surprised at it in the least,
especially when one sees the system in
vogue in the larger places, the system
adopted by the trade unions, &c., wherein

it makes no difierence as to the quality
of the work. So long as the workman
belongs to the union he ets the same
wages as the best 0 them, and
there is no inducement for him to be
come an expert at his trade. Again,
there are the foreign workmen thronging
to our shores from all the European coun
tries, knowing that all they have to do is

to join the unions and be practically as
sured of work. It is by such accessions
that the unions become strong enough to

I

dictate who shall belong, how many ap
prentices there shall be employed, and the
wages which must be paid, thus leaving
but a small chance for our oung men to
learn a trade and but little inducement to
try and be a good workman. Under such
conditions is it very strange we do not
have more and better workmen? Then,
again, the haste that is used in putting up
buildings is, in my estimation, another
cause for the employment by contractors
of any one who may be able to drive a

nail or saw a board, if he happens to be
long to the union, and, of course, displac
ing good workmen. The contractor. no
doubt, would use ood workmen if he
could get them. at will he ever be
able to do this under the system of which

I speak? Now, I do not Wish to be under
stood as opposed to organized labor. On
the contrary, I am in favor of it, but not
of the system as I understand it to be in
vogue at the present time. One thing: I

would make quality a r uisite for ad
mission to the union, an not numbers.
for therein lies the danger and their
strength, as I see it. Then, again, I am a

Fig. 2
.

and “ S. O. C."

free-born American citizen, endowed with
certain inalienable rights, among which
are life, liberty and the pursuit of—
wealth, and consider that I have a per
fect right to work for any man or men in
any place that they may desire. without
the interference of any one. Also that I

have the right of protection of our courts
of law and the ri ht of protection of
my own person. but is my platform,
and I may say without egotism that

I am considered a good workman,
too. I would have no objection to
belonging to a union or unions if those
principles were incorporated in their con~
stitutions. I would, however, never feel
satisfied if I knew there were men belong
ing to the union who were not workmen
in any sense of the word, yet were de
manding and receiving the same wages
that I was getting, regardless of the qual
ity of work.
Now, I do not-propose to start out as a

reformer or inaugurate any movement to
break up existin practices. Yet, if we
want better wor en we must make it

an object for them to become such. Em
ployers must be more particular in the

guality
of the work they have executed.

wners must demand good work, enforce
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their demands and at the same timebe
willing to pay a proper price for such
work. Our buildin would then be
neater, stron er an more durable and
the “Jerry” uilder would finally cease
to exist.

Design for n Carriage Barn
From E. E. C., Whitesboro, N. Y.—I
would be pleased to see in Carpentry and
Building the floor plan and elevation of a
carriage barn with

cugola,
large enough

to accommodate three orses and to cost
not more than $1000.

Splicing Timber.
From H. B., Justus, Ohio—I inclose
herewith sketches representing a method
of splicing timber in this section of the
country which may prove of interest to“ H. B. M.," Lincolnia, Va., whose letter
of inquiry a peared in the issue of
Carpentry an Building for August of
last year. 1 re resents half of the
splice, while 'g 2 s ows it as it appears

inouns:e'x2

TENON
SIX1.

Splicing Timber.—F‘ig. 1.—Half of (he
Splice.

when put together. The two parts
should be pinned with dry tough wood.

Some Good Sutzeltions.
From G. L. N., Englewood, Ill. — In
glancing over the prospectus for the new
year I notice the invitation of the editor
for a discussion of topics relating to the
condition of mechanics, or more articu
larly of journeyman carpenters. 11read
ing this the thought struck me that I
might advance some ideas which would
prove helpful to a great many of the craft
in working far eater problems than
could be obtain by the aid of mathe
matical calculations. Having been ac
tively engaged in the business for over 20
years and

constantly
mingling with every

nationality as wel as men of different
disposition and tem rament, I feel that I
have gained an insight into some of the
causes of many individual failures. Just
here I want to say that the average car

penter
is bound down many, many times

y circumstances which might be
averted. If his brain were stored with
good information, and less recollection of
evil associations ; if he could and would
say “ no" to the tem ting glass and have
less affiliations wit evil companions,
would he not have greater impetus
toward the betterment of his condition in
life? I say, yes, verily. I would also

Fig. 2.—Appearance of Timber when
Spliccd.

add that the best book of all is right in
that it says, with all thy gettings, get
wisdom, get understanding.

Dimensions of an Octagon.

From E. A. P., Carfha c, Ill.—In
answer to the inquiry of “ R. . B.” in the
November number of the paper for a
rule for finding a side of an octagon, I
would ofler the following : Let X equal
the diameter and a each side : then X =

a +'2‘/1; Substitute a value for a.
and find the value of X. Divide the value
of a by the value of X and we have the

decimal 0.4148,by which to multiply the
diameter of any octagon to find the side.

Covenlcnt Carpenters, Appliances.
From A. J., Elgin, Ill.—I have been
using some carpenters' tools of my own

Convenient Carpenters’ Appliances.—
Fig. l.-Roofing Bracket Used by
“A. J.”

manufacture which have given entire
satisfaction, and as they may be of
possible interest to other readers of the
paper, I take the liberty of sending
sketches of them. They are exceedingly
simple in their construction, yet serve an
admirable purpose. The first of these is
a roofing bracket, which is made of wood
after the general manner indicated in
Fig. 1 of the engravings. It is con
structed of three pieces of material 3
inches wide, and is fastened to the roof
by means of wire finishing nails. Three
or four of these nails driven through holes
in the bracket into a rafter renders the
device perfectly safe for use. Another
tool that I have been using is shown in
Fig. 2 of the sketches. It is made of ,5

4

or 94/inch round or oval steel bar, flat

Fig. 2.—Ir0n Bar for Various Uses.

teued on the end as shown in the sketch.
This tool is designed for use in tearing
down old work, or it may be profitably
employed in connection with certain
kinds of new work. It is one of the
handiest tools I have in my kit.

0|] for Tools.
From E. I. H., Galva, IIl.—I would
like to have some of the practical readers
of the paper tell me of a good oil to use in
keeping tools bright and clean.

Dnlllng a Plane.

From J. C. W., Pine Hill, Pa.—Will the
Editor kindly allow me a little space in

Cargentry
and Building for a few re

mar s touching the dulling of a plane?
In the issue of August for last year I

noticed a brief histor of the sharpening
of a plane, by James rancis,which I con
sider very good. I think, however, the
writer of that article made a mistake in
not giving the history in full. I am im
pressed

with the idea that a great deal of
ulling as well as sharpening could be
avoided if we all knew just how to hold

a plane while at work. In fact, the same
is true not only with regard to the plane,
but also of other tools. I would like very
much to have Mr. Francis give the best
plan of using a plane in order to keep
it sharp as long as possible. If the
lane is drawn backward, sliding on the
ttom, it will certainly wear a little
each time, while if it is raised clear from
the surface it is tiresome to the o rator.
If it is only partly raised in rent or
rear it will wear the stock more or less,
especially if it is of wood. I once heard
an old wagon maker say, and wagon
makers have hard wood to lane, that the
best way was to turn the p sue to one side
on the corner. This. I think, would soon
damage the lane. Iwould like to have
the subject ully discussed, for it is nat
ural if we do not dull our planes we do
not require to sharpen them.

Ill-king Saw Ker-is.
F‘rom E. D. D., Washington, D. C.—I
have noticed with 9. eat deal of amuse
ment the difierent t series and illustra
tions on the subject of kerting: but the
letter from “M. E. 1.,” Williamsport,“ takes the cake." It is a mystery to me
how he finds a straight surface of definite
length on the circumference of a circle.
The sketch which I send is an accurate
and
e(practical

solution of the question
rais with regard to making saw kerfs.
It will work in connection with any circle
or ellipse, or any thickness of stufi. Re
ferring to the drawing, the distance A to
A
represents

the radius, and from B to B
the t ickness to be kerfed. The distance

A 8

Method of Making Saw Kerfs, Suggested
by “E. D. D."

from C to C represents the thickness of
the saw used. Now, draw a line from
the trammel point through each outer
edge of the ksrf at C C, extending them
to A. This may be accurately done by
using the int of a knife. The distance
from D to will be the exact space be
tween the kerfs.

The Tangent System vs. The Fllllll‘
Line System.

From A. L., Napa. Cal.—“ W. G. P.”
may have a reputation as a mind reader,
but permit me to say that he missed it

sadly when he said I was not open to
conviction. I am not only open to con
viction but susceptible to conversion to
the falling line theory when I see some
good arguments in the shape of geometri
cal figures, &c., which are sufficiently
conclusive to convince me of its superior
ity. I made the remark about the “ tan
gent system in the hands of an experi
enced man, &c.,” as charged, and do not
feel like retracting any statements made
in that correspondence. “ W. G. P." need
have no fears that I will not get over it

all right, “wavy falling line" and all,
and have as graceful a wreath as the fall
ing line wreath. But as to the question,
“is it right?” that depends upon the
standpoint from which 1t is viewed. If
the balusters “must be exactly one
len h” (the long and short on fiyers), and
un er easements at the intersection of
different pitches. then probably not. If a
little variation in length of balusters to
secure a neat, graceful wreath is permissi
b1e,thenIsa es, it isright and will fit. I

would ask “‘3. G. P.” what kind of ease
ments he will have on the face and wall
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strings if he follows a line exactly the same
distance from the line of nosing in all
cases? Is not somerule applicable to the
rail, also to buttresses?
I do not want “W. G. P." to under
stand that I am riled at his correspond
ence. Not at all. It is the way we have
of taking a

huge
'oke out here in the

“wild and woe 1y est.” We have our
say and that settles it. I will say that
his problem in the October number of the
paper is not at all difficult to solve. and I
stand ready to do what I can to advance
the trade by giving such information as I
can to those who desire it, but I do not
propose to crack conundrums at com
mand. To draw “W. G. P." out of his
“falling line theory.” however, I will
make a proposition: If he will present his
problem accordin to his “falling hne
theory” in the co umns of the paper, I

are thus found into an number of equal
parts, producing lines mm A to the point
of division on E B. Produce the line B
to H indefinitely and

ferpendicular
to A

B. Let the line H be drawn to any
pitch desirable for the window sill. Now,
considering the line H I to be horizontal,
reduce the lines from the ints of
ivision in the arc E Bto meet t e line H
I and parallel with the tangent E F.
From the points of meeting with H I
roduce lines to J. Continue the lines F
to L and D Cto M. Make IN equalto
E F and let A K bisect I N. The spaces
on I N each way from the center are
equal to the spaceson the tangent G to E
made by intersecting with radials from
A. Erect perpendiculars from the point
of division on the line I N. Produce the
line from L to the perpendicular at I and
parallel with I H. Draw the remaining

X

F

Question in Window Sills—Fig. 1.—Plan View with Jambs and Casings Omitted

to aror'dConfusion of Lines.

will do my best to pfient it according to
the tangent system, and, if the editor of
the paper will permit, I will try to make
it so plain that the readers may judge
between the two theories. I will also
meet “ W. G. P." on the same terms on
his “ harder one."

Question In Window Sllll.
From W. P., Alfred Center, N. Y.—
In the September number of the aper
“Yank” of San Francisco aske for
a description oi the manner of work
ing out window sills circular in plan
and with outward pitch. In repl
thereto I send some drawings, whlc
snow one way of developing the pat
terns for the class of work mentioned.
Referring to the sketches, Fig. 1 re
resents the plan, in which the jam
and casings have been omitted in order to
avoid confusion of lines. Draw the chord
from C to D and the tan ent F E parallel
with C D and touching t e outside of the
curve of the plan at G. With AE as
radius produce the arc E B. Space the

arallel lines from the intersections on L
and trace the curve through the points
of intersection with perpendiculars on
the line I N. as shown. Space above the
curve thus found on each arpendicular
the plumb hi ht of the e ge of the sill
shown at S. ext trace the upper curve,
which completes the pattern, to be fol
lowed to the outer edge of the beveled
plank, as shown in Fig. 2.
The pattern for the inside edge, shown
by the dotted lines in Fig. 2, is found in
a similar manner, making 0 Pof Fig. 1
equal to C D and producing the arallel
lines from M intersecting perpen iculars
erected on O P. The spacing on O P is
transferred from D C in the same manner
as the former pattern was produced from
G E. The convex edge of each pattern
should be fair with the upper face of the
beveled plank at the center, as shown in
Fig. 2. The larger parallelogram shown
b S T of Fig. 1 is a section through the
p ank as it should be beveled before ap
plying the

Eattern
to the edge. Fi . 3

represents t e plank after being wor ed
down to the lines marked by the pattern

applied
to each edge. The manner of_de

ve oping the pattern to be a plied to both

up§r
and lower faces of 1g. 3 is shown

by Y K of Fig. 1,which gives the lines
on both sides by which to form the ed es.
The stretchout of the curve XY of ig.

Fig. 2.—-Plankbefore F‘l'g.8.—Plank after
it has bem fully beingworked down
worked down to to Pattern.
Pattern.

1 should beequal to the stretchout of the
outer curve of the lan touching the tan
gentE F at G. T is pattern should be
cut from stiff building pa r and then

1baentSlown
to the upper and ower sides of

1g. ‘ .

level of Jack Bnflen.
F‘rom I. P. H. , Omaha, Neb.—In the May
issue of Ca ntry and Buildin for 1891
I notice the etter from “J. H. .,” Grin
nell, Texas, with regard to the length of
jack rafters. There is no harm in just
criticisms, for they help to give tone to the
pa r and make it more interesting. As
“ . H. P." says, mistakes show that we
are far from

being
infallible, and it is

also true that very ittle perfect work is
ever executed. Let a person start out
with the sole pu e of finding fault or
mistake and he W111find some faults with
the best of plans and work. Again, we
do not seeour own mistakes as quickly as
others see them. Even a compositor will
overlook his own mistakes. yet the are

serfectly
plain when pointed out. ow, I

0 not mean to be unjust in criticising
any one. but I wish to call the attention
of “ J. H. P.” to a point in his lan which
is incorrectly

applied
as the si e bevel of

the jacks. I an mit a small sketch, which
has just enough of his plan to illustrate
the int in question. In my sketch.
whic shows the hip and jack on the left
end of “ J. H. P.’s ” plan, A B represents
the run of the hi . B C the rise, and A C
the length of thel’iip rafter. The bevel at
C gives the down bevel and at A the bot
tom bevel. Now, D E F shows the run,
rise and length of one of the ‘acks. as
illustrated in the lan of “ J. H. .“ The
bevel at D is the ottom bevel and at F
the down bevel at the to . The bevel
at E is where “ J. H. ." shows it
for the side bevel of the jack. This, I
think, is a mistake. “J. H. P.” says
that the hip or valley placed plumb
over the base line, which is on an
angle of 45°with the base plate, would re
quire the ends of the jack to be cut on a
miter. I agree with him that they do cut
with a miter, but not on a square miter,
as shown by the bevel at E. This bevel
would miter the jack if the roof was flat
and had no pitch at all, but when we give
a roof a pitch, this bevel changes with
the pitch of the roof, makin asharper
bevel than the one at E. ere we to
take the bevel at E it would always be
the same on roofs of any pitch. The plan
of “ J. H. P." shows the length of Jack .
correctly, but it does not show the proper
bevel across the back fitting a ainst the
hip. The hip must be drop down to
the point G, which places it in proper
position for finding the lengths and bevels
of jacks. Now extend the jacks to the
hip line A G, as shown by D H, which
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represents the length of the jacks. The
bevel at H is the side bevel fitting the
hip. To show more

lplainly
that it gives

the len h and beve , take the length of
the jac as shown in “J. H. P.’s" plan,
which in in sketch is D F, and swin it
around until it joins the hip line. 9
find that it joins at H and is also of the
same len th as D H. Therefore D H
gives the ength of the jack and the bevel
at H is the side bevel of the same. The
down bevel is the same as that of the
common rafter and is shown at F. The
run of the common rafter is represented
by J B, the rise by B I, while IJ rep

C
a\\\ \\' \

moo! LINE H

/ A7‘
/ E

/PLA
TE

P
LA
TE

A PLATE D J

Diagram Accompanying Letter from
6|]. 1)-H”

resents the len th. The bevel at I shows
the down beve at the top and at J the
bottom bevel. Swing the common rafter
around and it joins at G. It is an un
deniable fact that the hip rafter and the
common rafter must come to a point at
the top end of hip. This brings the in
tersecting point at G and the hip line in
the position shown. It also indicates
that the proper bevel for the back of the

ilafiik
fitting the hip is at H, asshown.

e same mistake to which I have re
ferred appears in the side bevel of the
valle jacks in the lan presented by
“ J. . P." I do not oubt that this cor
respondent knows how to find the proper
bevels for jack rafters, but think that he
has been trying to present something
original and has merely overlooked this
point.

Framing a Roof of one Foot Rho.
From J. W. McK.. Sumter, S. C.—In
answer to the inquiry of “N. E. 0.,”

U L

Framing a Roof of One Foot Risa—Fig.
1.--E!evation of Roof.

Portsmouth, N. H., which a peared in
the December issue, in regar to obtain
in the lengths of rafters, I submit the
fo owing as a practical and reliable way
of doing the work: In submitting these
examples I have made them of the same
pitch as the one shown in the sketch of
“N. E. 0.,” but the rule holds good for
an roof, whatever may be its itch. In
or or to find the length of t e rafter,
shown in No. 1 of Fig. 1 of the sketches.
first ascertain half of the width to be
covered by the roof, which in this case is

7 feet 6 inches. The next step is to find
the total pitch of the roof, which being
12 inches rise per foot of span equals 7

feet6inches. Having found the width
to be covered by each rafter to be 7 feet

6 inches, and the entire pitch 7 feet 6

inches, then take a straightedge and
large square, and using the side of the
square which has the inches divided into
twelfths, set 05 from the corner of the
square on the blade the half width of the

Fig. 2.—SquarePlaced on Straightedge.

s an, 7 feet 6 inches, and on the tongue

t e entire pitch of the roof, 7 feet 6

inches. Usinga scale of 1 inch to the
foot will bring these points to 7,14inches
on each. Now place the square on the
straightedge, as represented in Fig. 2 of
the sketches, with one of the points at a,
the other at b

. and holding the square firmly
in place draw with a penknife or sharp
scratch awl the line a c and the line b c.
This will 've the bevels to foot and head
respective y of the rafters, which in this
casewill be the same. Next measure the
distance from a to b

,
which will be found

equal to 1011'Iinches_full, which by the
scale is 10 feet 71/4inches—the len th of
the rafter. In No. 2 of Fig. 1 its ength
is obtained in the same manner. the only
difference being that instead of making
the horizontal mark at D for the foot
cut, make a vertical mark of the
same bevel as the head cut, form
ing the line D E of Fig. 3. After
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Fig. 3.—Obtaining the Cuts for the
Rafter.

this has been done gauge from the top
edge of the rafter the thickness to be left
in. From the point where the gauge in
tersects D E and at right angles to D E

draw the line F G, which will give the
cut to fit on the plate as shown. In Fig.

4 of the sketches is re resented the
method of obtaining the engths of hip
and jack rafters. Having found the
lengths of the common rafter use this as
the base of the trian le to obtain that of
the hip rafter. In t 's case we have the
base A B, measurin 10 feet 7% inches,
and from the point we set oi the pitch,

7 feet 6 inches, which is represented by

B D. Using always the same scale draw
the line A D, which upon measuring we
find to be 12 feet 11% ipches. This will
be the length of either hip or valley rafter
and the line A B will give the bevel to
fit, while D B will give that of the top,
using A D for the back rafter. To find
the length of the jacks for either

h
ip or

valley space them off on the line D,

Fig. 4.».Mefhodof Obtaining theLengths

of Hip and Jack Rafters.

drawin them parallel to A B, until they
strike t e line marked (3', which is half
the thickness of the hip rafter from A D.
The length of these lines thus drawn will
be the lengths of the jacks and the angle
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at A will
give
the bevel which fits against

the hip ra ter. The horizontal and verti
cal cuts are the same as those of the com
mon rafter. In the case of the hi the
line B D will be the foot of the jac , but
in the case of the valleys it will be the
ridge.

Measurement of Book.
From D. J. MCL., New Westminster,
B. C.-—A new idea has occurred to me
for measuring roofs of buildings, which,

I think, is of importance to those who
estimate quantities, and which may prove
of interest to many readers of Carpentry
and Building. It is this : Find the whole
horizontal area of the roof by dividing it

into quantities or sections, as indicated
by the dotted lines in the accompan ing
sketch, which re resents a roof re
centl built. Tot esequantities add the
fractions thereof necessary to raise them
to the required quantity, which is in a

roof of square pitch ,5 ; in a roof of 9

inches rise to the foot 3
1
.

and so on, ac
cording to the varying pitches. This is
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Measurement of Roofs—Plan Suggested
by “D. J. McL."

equal to raisin the quantity represent
ing one of the sides from 12to 17,or 12to
15, as in the pitches mentioned respect
ively. This will apply only to a roof in
which all the pitches are equal, but can
be made approximately correct by taking

a mean between. or it may be made cor
rect by considering the different portions
separately. If any of the practical read
err of Carpentry and Buildh can im
prove upon this idea, or can 0 er some
thing better, I shall be greatly pleased to
hear from them. 9

Framing a Large Dwelling.

From H. R. McK., Waupaca, "’13:.—

I notice in the January issue of the paper
a request for more correspondence from
the readers of the paper, so I take the
liberty of asking through the de ent
how to best frame a large dwelling. M
way is to build one story at a time.
lay the sills and floor joists, then put
down the fioorlinin , running it diagonal
with the top floor. then put in place the
wall and partition plates. I let the stud
ding run up to the plates which support
the second-story joist, and cut and frame
the openings for doors and windows. I

use a story pole in order to get my meas
urements, as I take them from the plans
. and detailed drawings. I then frame the
second-story joist for all openings, lay the
lining floor again diagonally, run the
outside studs to the rafter plates, sheet
up the building, and eve hing is secure.

I submit this method tot ereaders of the
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paper,
and shall be very glad indeed to

ave from them any suggestions which
they may see fit to offer.

Banging Three-Butt Doors.
From A Cossrm READER, Appleton,
W'is.—I would like to ask through the
columns of the paper concerning the cor
rect method of putting three butts on a
door. I place the upper butt so that
there is a space of 7 inches from the to
of the door to the top of the butt, an
from the bottom of the lower butt to the
bottom of the door there is a space of 11
inches. Then I take the center butt and

place
the top of it at the center mark.

his is my way of placing them on the
doors, but I am desirous of learning it
there is a rule governing such matters.

Action of Pittsburgh Delegation at
the Builder-9 Convention.

From H. R. Rosa. A Pl'rrsnuacn DELE
GATE, Allegheny, Pa.——Theaccount of the
action taken by the Pittsburgh delega
tion at the Sixth Annual Convention of
the National Association of Builders, as
reported in the February issue of Car
pentry and Building, omits the impor
tant factors which entered into and
formed the basis of said action, and
which aside from any feelings of resent
ment or indignation, that would natur
ally accrue under such unfair treatment,
determined the only course Pittsburgh
delegates could pursue in such an emer
genc ’.
When they were informed of the action
of the Board of Directors of the N. A. B.,
which met on Sunday afternoon and de
cided that the Pittsburgh Exchange would
have to ay $2200 er capita tax on mem
bers mitted uring the year 'ust
closed before her 18 delegates coul be
seated in the convention, they realized
at once that this special legislation was
enacted to prevent the Pittsburgh Ex
change from inaugurating any reforms,
which, as per newspaper reports. was her
avowed intention, and which, by the in
fluence of so largea delegation, might
possibly be effected.
Such a decision had never before been
rendered, although other exchanges had
representation in excess of per capita tax
pal .
Pittsburgh Exchange had aid her per
capita tax as assessed at t e previous
convention. She elected her delegates in
compliance with instructions set forth in
circular of December 1, 1891,from the Na
tional Secretary, which quoted the con
stitution in reference to representation at
the coming convention, “One delegate
for every 50 members or fraction
thereof."
If representation was based on
capita tax paid as assessedat the previous
convention, why did this circular not so
state it? There can be but one answer
to this—that has not been the custom or
basis of representation heretofore.
Diligent search and perusal of the con
stitution failed to reveal any word or rule
that could possibly be contorted into even
an excuse for such an arbitrary decision
as rendered by the Board of Directors, nor
could a resolution be found favoring it.
The Pittsburgh delegates were in a
dilemma. To obtain representation of
membership under this ruling would cost
Pittsburgh Exchange $5200 for 1892.
They knew their exchange would never
sanction it. To seat four delegates rep
resenting a membership of 150 and ay
for 873 members would never be to er
ated. They remembered the session of
their exchange at which withdrawal
from the National Association of Build
ers was seriously considered. Among
other reasons assigned was the unneces
sarily excessive per capita tax. There
was, therefore, but one course open for
Pittsburgh delegates. They must present
their credentials for 18 delegates to the
proper committee, and if rejected, with
draw at once from the convention, and
also from the National Association, be
fore their honor would be compromised

in regard to the capita tax for the
ensuing year. W en the vote was taken
in the convention and the decision reu
dered against Pittsburgh Exchange, her
delegates withde in a body, satisfied
that they had done the proper thing
under the circumstances.

Convenient Tool Chest.
From J. E. H., Tallapoosa, Ga.—I have
been a reader of Carpentry and Building,
OE and on, for a number of years, and
have found in it a great deal of interest
and value to me in my trade. I always
turn first to the Correspondence column,
but have never et seen anything relating
to tool chests. inclose drawings of mine,
and would like to hear from other read
ers of the paper touching this subject, as
I desire to build a new one. Fig. 1 rep
resents a top view of the chest. The in
side measurements of the chest are :
Length, 36inches; width, 19 inches; depth,
17% inches. A is the saw till, with room

Convenient Tool Chest—Fig. l.—Top
View of Chest.

for six saws. This saw till occupies a
space 7 inches wide b 8 inches deep. B
re resents a level in its rack in the saw
til . Beneath the level is a steel bar 32
inches lon . C is a space 4% inches
square at t e end of the saw till for oil
cans, &c. D D is the top drawer, which
measures outside 12 inches wide by 18
inches long. It contains two compart
ments, one being for bevels, files, &c., and
the other for oil stone, molding box and
catalogues. The main body of the chest,
represented b F, is intended for planes,
&0. Fig. 2 o the sketches represents the
bottom portion of the chest. A partition
4 inches high sets off the space A, which
is 9 inches wide, extending across the
chest. In this space I put such tools as I
do not often use. In order to reach the
spaceA it is necessary to pull out all the
drawers. Another partition 4 inches
high separates the s ace B and C. The
space B is 4 inc es wide and is
directly under the saw till. It is
used for molding planes. Fig.3 repre
sents an end view of the chest, A being

Fig. 2.—View of Bottom Portion
of Chest.

the saw till and D D D three drawers.
The bottom drawer has four divisions,
one being for chisels, one for bits, one for
pencils, &c., and one for saw sets, block
lane and compasses. The middle drawer
as four compartments, one being for
long files, pincers, screw drivers and such
tools, one for chalk lines and chalk, and
the other for odds and ends. The main

body
of the chest is represented by B,

whie M indicates the ition of the
molding planes. I shoul like very much,
indeed, to have other readers of the paper
criticise this chest and its arrangement.
Note—The letter of our corres ndent
above would indicate that he as not

closely followed all the numbers of Car
pentry and Building during the pa t few
years, else he would have discovered a
number of designs of tool chests showing
the arrangement adopted by different cor
respondents in various sections of the

______.I
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Fig. 3.—End View of Tool Chest.

country. His letter, however, is aninter
esting one, and shows that the subject of
tool-chest construction is not by any
means exhausted. We trust that our
readers will respond to his request and
express their views concerning the ar
rangement he has adopted and how it
difiers from their own.

Planing-Mill Work.
From W. H. H., Seelyville, Pa.—-In the
January number “S. E. D.” voices my
sentiments exactly in the matter of more
correspondence forthis department of the
paper. I have been areader of Carpentry
and Building for sever ll years, and,
while I have read the correspondence
with very much interest, and have been

greatly
benefited from time to time by

ollowing the instructions given, I have
contributed nothing to the department.
M will has been sufficiently strong, but
I have been 10th to exhibit m ' drafts
manship. I will, however, in t e future
strive to contribute my mite. I would
like very much to ask those of the read
ers who are connected with planing mills
and wood-working factories for somesug
gestions and correspondence relating to
this particular branch of work. I am
quite sure that an exchange of opinions
touching this kind of work would be in
teresting not only to those connected with
planing mills _and factories, but also _t

o

carpenters, inasmuch as it would, in
many instances, enable them to lane
their work to conform more exact y to
regular sizes ofmill work. For example,
it frequently happens that a carpenter
makes a window frame and calculates
something after this method: 2-inch
stiles, 26-inch glass (if a two-light wm
dow), opening 30 inches, not thinking, of
course, about the lap of the lass, which
is generally l4 inch. his would
make the sash, when completed, 291/;
inches. In this case the sash cost con
siderably more than would otherwise be
the case, for there is little chance of the
odd size being in stock. Besides, no little
time ela before the work is com
pleted. ere are several workmen be
sides myself in our factory who are read
ers of

Carpentrgland
Building, and who

prize it very big ly. A few of them have
the volumes bound, and refer to them
very often for designs and answers to va
rious problems.

Filing a Rip Raw.
From E. D. D., Wesley Heights, lVash
ington, D. C'.-—As the subject of filing
saws seems to have attracted the atten
tion of many of the readers of the paper,

I would say that for the past six or seven
years I have followed a system of filing a
rip saw which is easier and faster than any
plan I have ever seen. I drop the hand
24" from the level, but keep the file
square across the saw blade, making the
teeth as hooking as possible. I always
begin at the point and file toward the
handle from both sides. I always joint
witha flat file before filing. I do not
crowd the file, but let it have its own
weight.
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Recommendation of the Legis

lative Committee.
In concurrence with the report of the
Committee on Legislation presented to the
sixth convention, the National Associa
tion of Builders recommends to Its filial
bodies that they take action by such
means as they deem best to secure to the
building contractor a less price on build
ers' supplies and building material than
is quoted to the general public.
This subject will be taken up in emtenso
in the future, and special communication
will be made to the filial bodies in regard
thereto. .
WILLIAM H. Savwano. Secretary.

Appointment of Building
Inspectors.

The National Association of Builders,
in concurrence with the subjoined me
morial presented at its sixth convention
by the National Assgciation of Commis
sioners and Inspectors of Buildings, rec
ommends that each filial body take such
action as shall secure to the exchange the
power to nominate the building inspect
ors for the city in which the exchange
exists.

To the National Association of Build
0r&—GENTLEMEN : The National Associa
tion of Commissioners and Inspectors of
Buildings of the United States, in con
vention assembled, do respectfully call

your
attention to a resolution introduced

y John S. Damrell of Boston and unan
imousl ado ted by this association at
New ork, ebruary 13,1891,as follows :

Resolved, by the National Association of
Commissioners and Inspectors of Build
ings, in convention assembled, recogniz
ing as we do the responsibility resting
upon the Inspectors of Buildings ap
pointed or elected to such a position, that
their appointment, their qualification
shall be competent and reputable archi
tects, master builders or mechanical
engineers. Politics should not be con
sidered in the

appointment,
and an in

spector should he (1 his office as long as
he does his dut . And we, as an associa
tion, respectful ask the National As
sociation of Bui ders to use its influence
to bring about the result asked for in the

foregoing
resolution.

gSlfile

)

. . Haznn, First Vice-President.
B. F. MORSE, Second Vice- President.
P. Tnxo. OSTER, Treasurer.
WM. H. SAYWARD, Secretary.

Conditions of Establishment of
a Joint Committee on Build
ing Law.
The Joint Committee on Building Law,
composed of special committees from the
national associations of architects, fire en
gineers, underwriters, building inspectors
and builders, advocated a thorough and ex
haustive consideration of the subject, and
presented the following plan for the for
mation of a permanent Joint Committee,
which was presented to the sixth conven
tion as the report of the Special Com
mittee of the National Association of
Builders. The adoption of this plan by
all the associations mentioned will cause
the creation of a permanent joint com
mittee on building law, which will make
report not less than once a year. The
matter is considered of sufiicient impor
tance for the report to be printed again,
although presented in the last issue among
the reports of the committees made at the
convention:

1
.

The committee shall be known as
the Combined Committee on Uniform
Building Law and Reduction of Fire
Waste.

2
.

The purpose of this joint committee

is to investigate and consider the ques
tion of construction of buildings, with
the end in view of arrivin at conclusions
which can be recommen ed to all cities
of the country as the consensus of opinion
of the various professions and callings
represented in this committee. and as the

best general methods to adopt for the in
terests of the people in the matter of con
struction of buildings and protection

against
loss of life and loss of property by

re.

3
.

The Combined Committee shall con
sist of three members from each of the
followin bodies, namely : The National
Association of Builders, the National
Board of Underwriters, the National As
sociation of Buildin Inspectors. the Na
tional Association 0 Fire Engineers and
the American Institute of Architects, who
shall be chosen in such manner as may be
deemed best by the bodies which they
represent.
4. The ofiicers of the Combined Com
mittee shall be a chairman and a secre
tary, who shall also be treasurer.

5
.

Regular meetin of the committee
shall be held annual y, if practicable, at
the time of the annual meeting of the
National Association of Builders, and
special meetings at the call of the chair
man, but a sub-committee shall be ap
pointed to act during the recess of the
Combined Committee under such instruc
tions as may be given it.

6
.

Each association shall pa the ex
penses of its own delegates an one~fifth
of the general expenses.

Paid Secretaries for Builders’
Exchanges.

One of the greatest needs of every
builders’ exchange in the country is some
active and intelligent man to devote his
entire time to the work of the organiza
tion. A builders’ exchange should be
conducted upon the same business prin
ciples that govern any mercantile or
financial exchange, and should have a

paid oflicial, preferably the secretary, to
give his entire time and business ability
to the furtherance of its welfare. No
man who is desirable as the secretary of
an exchange can afford to neglect his
business for the sake of the exchange, and
such devotion to the building interests
would be unfair on the part of other
builders, for they would be receiving the
benefits obtained at the expense of 'one of
their fellows. Every member of an ex
change might be willing to devote a year
to the association and still not do
serious injury to his business, but the
exchange would always be in a more or
less disturbed condition through change
of methods and through the inexperience
of the incumbent. What every ex
change needs is a permanent paid secre
tary ; a man of ability and good address,
who will make it his business to devise,
suggest. improve and carry out every pos
sible plan calculated to improve the ex
change as an organization, and benefit
the members and community. The con
sideration of the expense should not
weigh against such establishment. for the
salary of a good man, not a cheap one
who would be of no use to the exchange,
when divided among the entire member
shi would be very small per member,
an if the members think that they can
not afiord the amount of the assessment,
whatever it might be, it would be wise
for the builders to devise means to im
prove their business so that they can
afiord to pay the assessment. As ion
as there is any business at all it shoul
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he done at a profit, and 'ust so long as
the builders try to “p dle their own
canoe “ just so long will the business
continue in its present disorganized, un
satisfactory condition. Sometliin must
be doneto get the builders toget er. so
that united action can be taken to correct
existing evils, and it cannot be done
unless some one does it systematically,
and that some one cannot be expected to
devote the time necessary to bring about
results unless he is paid for it._-+_
Builders’ Exchange Work

I 891.
The reports of certain of the filial
bodies of the National Association of
Builders, presented at the recent conven
tion, are likely to prove beneficial to such
new exchanges as are now forming in
various localities in the countr , as well
as to those communities of buil ers which
have not yet

recognized
the advantages

of organization. hese reports, by show
ing what has actually beenaccomplished,
should be of eat encouragement to those
whose organizations have not, as yet,
proved thoroughly successful and to those
who are considering the importance of
efiecting organizations. These examples
are no longer theory. but are the result of
actual practice. The following is the
report of the Boston Exchange :

in

The BostonExchangehashad a ver satis
factory year. Business has beenfair y good,
with no strikes or lock-outs to embarrassthe
members in the conductof their work. The
mason builders have carried out very com
pletely the recommendationof the last con
ventiou of the National Association in the
matter of securing co-o ration with their
workmen in settling all a airs of mutual con
cern through a joint committeeof arbitration.
This joint committeehas beensetu with the
workmen of three unions—viz: 'lhe Brick
layers’Union, the Stone Masons’ Union and
the Building Laborers’Union—and the result
hasbeenmutually satisfactory. Petty affairs
that might under ordinary conditions have
createdunnecessaryfriction have been easily
and peacefully arranged. The workmen rep
resenting their various unions on the com
mitteehavebeenver fair minded and con
servative, and in t e matter of non-union
men,wheremuch feeling prevails, have ex
hibited a willingnessto movemore cautiously
and work for a peaceful solution as long as
their employerswere co-operating with them
in an endeavor to solve the problem. This
joint committeesucceededin framin a code
covering a method of apprenticeship in the
bricklaying businemwhichcoversmoreground
andmorecom letely comprehendsthis ques
tion than anyt

in
g heretoforeexisting, and it

appearsto besatis actory in its termstoall con
cerned. The codehasbeenadoptedby several
other organizationsin other places.
No othertrade in Bostonhasyet adoptedthe
lan of arbitration referred to. No advance
asyet beenmadeby theBoston Exchange in
getting establishedthe rules governing sub
estimatingpassedand recommendedatthe last
covention or the codeof practice previously
advised,but in the near future a plan is pro
_ whereby these matters may be more
ally andcompletelydiscussedandputin opera
tion.

REMODELINGOF EXCHANGEBUILDING.

The mostimportant undertaking of the ex
change during the year has been the entire
remodeling of our building. This is

fullivcompleted,and we feelveryproudof the han -
somequarterswe now occupyLwhere wehope
in two yearsto welcomethe hational Associ
ation at its eighth annual convention. We
believethat we shall be able to showthedele
gates who may then assemblein Boston as
completean exchangefor business p as
any in the country, and the fact that at the
presenttime 400 or 500peoplepassour gateduring the “ ‘change hour ’ is testimony
enoughthatour rendezvous is fully appreciated.
Our gatekeeper’srecord frequently shows200
calls for membersduring the “ ’changehour,"
which indicatesthat thepublic recognizesthe
conveniencewe offer them to getat builders
and othersconnectedwith the building trades,
all in one place and at a specifiedtimeeach
and every day in the year. Our building is

almostfully occupied.and returns us a very
handsome revenueover and above our ex
nees. Our membershave increased from‘ . at the time of the last conventionto 245at
the present moment, with applications for
membershipstill comin in. We do not pre
tand to admit any and a who are desirousof

membership,but endeavorto makeskill, honor
and probity, good reputation, honestwork
and honest practice prerequisites for mem
bership. We are not always successful in
our effort to keep the standard up to the
highest point, but the fact that we have
had but five failures among the members
during our five earsof existenceandhavebut
seldomhad11 to disciplinemembersfor dis
honest practices shoWs that our efforts have
been fairly successful. We have refused ad—
mittance. since our organization, to 125ap
plicants for admissionand all these rejections
have beenon the ground that the parties did
not comeup to the standard previous] men
tioned. Our yearly duesare $100,whic gives
us a sumlarge enoughto warrant running the
association on a liberal plan and still give a
good balance in our treasury to appl aswe
seefit, keepingin mind always the vance
meritof thebuilding interestsinto rominence
and respect in the community. uring the

yeear
therehavebeenseveral casesof dispute
tweenmemberswhich have been amicably
and satisfactorily settledby the Committeeon
Complaint and Arbitration.

RECEPTIONTENDEREDBY THE EXCHANGE.

Durin theconvention of the American In
stitute 0 Architects, held in our city. our ex
changeextendeda rece tion to thevisitors and
to the BostonSocietyo Architects,which was
largely attended and considereda great suc
cess. Durin theyear we havehad many vis
itors from 0t er filial bodies of the National
Association, and we always feel very much

gratified
to receiveand entertain them. We

esireon this occasionto impressuponour fel
low builders from all over the country our
wish that theymayalwaysmakeour exchan 0

their businesshomewhen in our vicinity. e

have roomenough,our latch-string is always
out, and if we haveanythin that is admira
ble wewant our brother builders to enjoy it

with us. 0f one thing we are very certain,
and that is that everythingwe havedone in a
material way to surround themembersof our
exchangeWith conveniencesand advan es,
with the very best that can be furnishe in
every way to makethe rooms attractive and
complete,hasmore than re aid us in the n
eral satisfaction manifes by the mem is
and theevident respectwe havegained in the
eyesof thecommunityin which we are placed.

The following report was made by the
Philadelphia Exchange :

The Master Builders’ Exchange of Phila
delphiarespectfullyreportthat during the

{ear
themenibershi of theexchan has n

ept up to its usu number, at t e present
time being290.
The financial statementof the Finance Com
mitteeand treasurershow that our certificates
of membershiporiginally costing$200are now
worth $388. The following improvements
have beenmadedurin the ear—towit :

Additional story on nont ilding (tobeused
as a public restaurant), costing over $l0.000.
Theenlargementof theexhibitionroom,andthe
beautifying of our meetingroomwith paneled
steel ceiling, handsomebookcases,and on
and bases to columns, making it oneoft e

handsomestexchangeroomsin thecountr .
Our Trade School hasbeenwell attendedYby
intelligent ho a,and is attracting much public
attention, an we feelencouragedto continue
in our goodwork. Our Legislative Committee
havesucceeded,after nuch labor and expense,
in restoring the lien law of 1806to its former
status.
Oneof our prominent railroads solicited the
assistance of our exchange to prevent the
passageby the Pennsylvania Legislature of
the PersonalLiability bill, and our committee
now have under consideration, in confidence
with thechairman of the Property Committee
of the Board of Education, theawarding of
contracts for the erection of public school
buildings. Our Complaint Committee have
acted upon two cases referred to them,and
they have been amicably settled. Our Com
mittee on Labor had one case before them
which was fully investigated, and also
amicably disposed of. Our Committee on
Press, Printin , Room and Rules. Historical.
Exhibition, echanical Trade Schools, and
Entertainment,have all performedtheduties
assigned them with great satisfaction to the
Board of Directors and members. Our board
have recommendedthat subjects emanating
from the National Association, betaken up at
our conferencemeetingsof all membersof the
exchange,whena light lunch and cigars are
to beprovided We haveelectedto honorary
membershipin our exchangeCo]. B. T. Anch
ninty of New York. who made a handsomedo
nation to our tradeschool,and Dr. E. H. Will
iamsof Philadelphia, who presentedthe ex
hibition department of our exchangewith a

costly modelof a Japanesetern le.and we in
tend having the portrait of Co . R. T. Auch
muty placed upon our walls. Our exchange

is not sowell attended during ’chaugehour

as wewould desire, but every effort is being
made to increasethe attendance. We are of
theopinionthat theMasterBuilders'Exchange
of Philadelphia is now recognizedas a power
in Philadelphia, being called upon very fre
quently to assistthea'uthoritiesin shaping leg
islation, serving upon various boards,etc. The
exchange has, without doubt, been of great
benefitin placing themechanicin that position
in societyto which hebelongs.—+

Notes.
The Builders' Exchangeof New Haven has
issuedin pamphletform the

proceedings
of the

recentannual meeting,whic includesa ver
interesting letter from thesecretary J. Gib
Smith, whowas sick at the time. The presi
dent'saddresswas very able,and coveredthe
principal points of the work of theexchange
during the pastyear and suggested0 portuni
ties for improvementand increased neflt in
the year to come. The exchangehasattained
a positionof importance and influence in the
city and is continually moving in the line of
progress. Among other subjects being con
sideredat presentare affiliation with theNa
tional Association, the establishmentof a
trade school and others of a similar nature.
The followin officerswere re-electedto serve
for 1892: illiam M. Townsend,president;
David H. Clark, vice-president; J. Gibb
Smith, secretaryand treasurer.

One of the most interesting reports from
filial exchanges resentedat the conventionin
Clevelandwas t e verbal report of E. D. Mil
ler. secretary of the Builders’ Exchan e of
Baltimore. The showing was exc ingly
satisfactory, much actual work having been

dong,
of which

tg
e beneficial
gesultsbaiiedjalrea yapparsnt. ' hepassage0 the ui 'ng

law, which was fathered by theexchange, is

alone enough to repay the membersfor the
labor and time ex nded, beside which the
urchaseof a site or a building to beowned

y the exchangeand other matters of equal
importancehavebeenaccomplished.

Avote of thankswas passedby the Sixth
Convention of the National Association of
Builders to Col. R. T. Auchmuty of the New
York Trade Schools,for his generous treat
ment of the Philadelphia Exchange in con

tributing
a large sum of moneyto its trade

so 00 .

Oneof the leasing featuresof the reports
from filial icewas the hearty welcomeex
tendedby each exchange to the members of
the otherexchangesto avail themselvesof the
association rooms while visitin sister cities.
The liveliest feelings of frien hip and bass
pitality seemedto prevail.

The Master Builders' Association proposeto
placea bust of Col. R. T. Auchmuty in its
exchangerooms,as a token of ratitude and
appreciationof his work in the interestof the
rising generationof builders,and his generous
interest in the Philadelphia trade schools.The
exchange alsopro to createa galaxy of
photographsof al its officers,directors, &c.,
past, presentand future.

The ty in the February issuemade Rich
ard Snel appearin the placeof Richard Smith
of Omahaasa memberof the Committee on
Lien Law and misspelledthe nameof Wm. P.
Jungclaus in the resolution submitted by the
Indianapolis Exchange.

The buildersof Covington,Ky., haveformed
a Builders' Exchange and have filed articles
of incorporationwith theofficialsof the state.
Pending permanentorganization Geor e TV.
Howell hasbeenelectedpresident and . TV.
Culbertson secretary and treasurer. The
building businesshasdrifted into a very un~
satisfactory condition through an irresponsi
ble classof subcontracting and the organiza
tion of the exchangeis the result of an effort
to establisha betterconditionof affairs.

The Builders’ Exchange of Braddock has
electedthe following officers for the ensuing
year: President, James Rankin; vice- resi
dent, Jose h Price; secretary, D. M. ier;
treasurer, ohn McNulty. A board of 15 di
rectors werealsochosen.

The Builders‘ Exchangeof La Crosse,Wis,
held their annual meeting and election of
officersrecently. The report submittedby the
secretaryindicatedthe organization to bein a
flourishing condition, and the work accom
plishcd by the exchangeexceededthe antici
pation of manyof its officers. The amountof
contractsthroughthemediumof theexchnn e

during the st six months is $166,782. T e

following o cers were elected:President, C.
A. Krebrum; first vice—president,Fred. Ditt—
mann ; second vicepresldeiit, James Drake '
recording

secretary),
Bert. C. Smith; financ'

secretary,George rake. N-BISCM.
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BUILDING A CIRCULAR FRAMED TOWER.

RCHITECTS of the present time who

A are desirous of producing the mostartistic effects are gradually recog
nizing the value of polygonal and circular
details, and are beginning to appreciate
more and more the varied efiects of light
and shade which are created by the

, COPPERFlNlAL/

I ; BELTCOURSE

Fig. l.-General Appearanceof Tower Built onanAngle.

presence of towers thus formed, espe
cially when they are made a distinct and
prominent feature of a design. As a re
sult of this tendency there are few dwell
ings of any pretensions which are erected
at the present

d
a
y without this distin
guishing feature,t e tower as a general
rule bein hexagonal. octagonal or cir
cular in p an. The position of the tower
is usually on one of the front an les of
the house and is shin led or pane ed on
the outside and finis ed either with

straight. pyramidal, conoidal or molded
roof. Towers of this description are not
what might be termed ordinary carpen
ters' or builders’ practice, but rather in
volve a great deal of study and careful
consideration. The subject of tower
construction is one, therefore. in which
carpenters and builders are deeply inter
ested and one which would appear to be

a fitting topic for consideration at this
time. What follows is an explanation of
the best methods which have been met
in the e erience of a practical carpenter.
Towersxgaving straight sides or which
are polygonal in form may be passed over
as they have already been treated in
previous issues of the paper.
Circular towers in framed construction
may be divided into two classes—namely,

Building a Circular Framed Towe'r.

those which have their foundations on a

line connected with the main foundation
of the house, and second, those which are
carried up from the second floor, resting
on, or being supported by,the floor beams
of the second story. The latter class will
be considered, as it embodies more im
portant construction, although some of
the matters which will be treated are
applicable to all circular towers. The
first thing for the practical carpenter or
builder to consider is how to so construct

the floor as to support the tower in a

proper manner; that is, so that it will
sustain with perfect safety the weight to
be placed upon it.
Referring to the accompanying illus
trations, suppose Fig. lto represent the
general ap arance of a tower built on an
angle of a ouse. It is placed at the

righthand of the front of the building an is

designed to form an alcove closet, or an
extension to the corner room. Its

fplan,as maybe seen from an inspection 0 Fig.

3 of the engravings, is a three-quarter
circle, the apex of the angle at the corner
being the center from which the circular
plan is struck. The radius of the late
outside is 3 feet 9 inches, thus 111 'ng
the tower 7 feet 6 inches in diameter. It

is intended that the tower floor shall be

WINDOW
OPENING

WINDOW

OPENING

Fig. 2.—Elevatlonof Tower Framing.—Scale, 3
4 Inch to the Foot.

level with a room in the second-story, and
the beams or joists must be framed in
such a manner that the flooring can be
laid in the circle of the tower. while at
the same time being so secured as to sup
port the wei ht of it. The form of con
struction in icated in Fig. 3 of the en
gravings is well adapted for the purpose,
and an inspection will show that it con
sists of a double header made of 2 x 10
inch timbers placed diagonally across the
corner at-a suflicient distance back from
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it to give ample leverage to counterbal
ance the weight suspended outside the
plate. The tower beams are framed square
into this header on the outside and the floor
beams are framed into it on the inside.
By this construction a cantilever is
formed, for the header in carrying the
mam beams forms a counte oise for the
superadded weight which is me by the
unsupported beams which project out~
side. It will be readily seen that this,
obViously, is a good construction, and
inuch better than introducing many short
timbers after the manner indicated in
Ifig. 4 of the

engraving:
In the latter case

the leverage outside i-ng much eater
than that inside, the plate being t e ful
crum. there is a strong probability of its
tearing away from the main framing,

PLATEYOCORNER

rafters. This plate will be a complete
circle measuring 7 feet 6 inches in diame
ter and struck with a 3 foot 9 inch radius
rod and laid out upon the floor, as indi
cated in the roof framing plan, Fig. 5.
The pieces necessary to form the upper
and lower plates may be sawn out of
rough l-inch pine boards from one pattern,
which may be any one of those drawn in
the plan, and a number of which 0_to
make up the whole late. The stu ding
are cut 11 feet 8 inches, which being
added t04 inches, the thickness of the

plates,
makes the entire hight 12 feet.

he window headers, both at the top and
bottom, are likewise circular and are
framed in after the manner represented
in Fig. 2 of the illustrations, to form the
openings and cripple or short studding

SEEABOVE

sweeps may be sawed out at the mill with
a_band saw, although it can be done in
pme_with the com ass saw.
With regard to t e molded roof, it may
be said that having a molded outline it
W111necessarily require molded rafters
sawn to the curvature called for in the
elevation. As a general thing, architects
furnish a full size working detail for roofs
of this kind, but it often happens that it

\\
Fig. 4.»Imperfect Form of Floor Construction.-—Scale,

54Inch to the Foot.

For the same reason it is regarded as a
serious mistake to attempt to radiate the
timbers as indicated by the dotted lines
in Fig. 4. The position of the timbers
are better shown in the elevation of the
framing, Fig. 2, and we have no doubt
that practical builders will fully appreci
ate what has been pointed out.
When the beams are inserted and the
main framing has been nailed, a bottom
circular plate, or template. marked A,
in Fi . 2 of the engravings, is made from
two t icknesses of l-inch stutf, and nailed
on exactly the size required. The position
of the window studs is also marked on it,
as represented in Fig. 3 of the engrav
ings. The upper plate, or which is
really the wall plate proper, and indicated
b Bin Fig. 2 of the engravings, must
a so be made, and this will rest on the top
ends of the studding and support the

Building a Circular Framed Tower.

cut in under them in the center. All
studding must be set perfectly plumb and
all plates and headers perfectly level. In
order to insure this it is well to be certain
that the bottom plate is level by placing a
parallel straight ed e with a spirit level
on top of it, across t e plate at difl’erent
points. Then, if the studding be cut of
equal length the

upger
plate must, in

consequence, be place in a level position.
Anumber of horizontal swee , 2 inches
thick and 4 inches wide, as in icated at C
in Fig. 2 of the engravings, require to be
cut out to form ribbing or pieces nailed
in 16 inches apart, to which the vertical
boarding outside and the lath and plaster
inside are fastened. It will be seen that
if this construction is followed the whole
cylindrical wall can be very strongly and

economically
built up. To save time and

labor and a so to expedite matters, the

Fig. 5.—Planand Elevation of Plate and Rafters.—Scale,
55Inch to the Foot.

is not forthcoming and the carpenter or
builder is obliged to strike out a pattern
rafter himself. To do this quickly and
as accurate] as possible, it is well to lay
out the who e roof on a' floor, something
after the following manner : Referring
to Fig. 6 of the illustrations, draw any
base line 7 feet 6 inches in length, as A B,
and divide exactly in the center, or at 3
feet 9 inches, as C From 0 square up
the line to 9 feet high, as C D, and divide
this line into 13equal divisions. as 1, 2. 3,
4, 5, 6, &c. Through these .points draw
lines parallel to A B, or square C D any
length on each side of C D. Now, from
the point D dress the curve of the rafter,
as indicated by the letters E, F, G, H. I,
J, K, L, M, N, O and P, as near to the
outline as possible. A very good method
of obtaining these curves is to divide the
architect’s 4-inch scale drawing by hori
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zontal division lines similar to those in
Fig. 6, and to scale off the lengths from
the axis or vertical line C D. By setting
ofi these measurements on a full size lay
out, points will be obtained throu h
which the flexure of the curves may e
ver accurately determined.
he 16 rafters may all be drawn from

the one pattern, as they are all alike and
should be framed to fit against a3'inch
wood (boss), as indicated by X in Fig. 5, in
orderlto obtain a solid nailing at the peak.

They are struck from diiferent radii,
which shorten asthey go upward. It will
be noticed that each set of swee is con
secutively numbered with the ines C 1,
2, 3, &c., from (J to l) of Fig. 6. There
will be 15 sweeps in each course and,
therefore, 15difierent patterns. They may
be conveniently numbered and marked
in the following manner : For No. 2, for
example, a pattern can be cut and marked
“Pattern for 15 sweeps, No. 2." There
will, therefore, be 180altogether to be cut

Fig. 6.—0utline Plan and Elevation of Rafters and Ribblng
Sweeps—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

In this engraving rafters are shown in posi
tion in elevation and also in plan, aswell as
the way they radiate or are spaced around
the circle 16inches apart on the plate. As it
is always best to board such roofs as this
vertically, ribbing or horizontal sweeps
will have to be cut in between the raft
ers, and as there should be as many of
these as possible for the purpose of giving
a strong framework to hold the covering
boards, it is advisable to cut in one at
each of the divisions marked on theeleva
tion shown in Fig. 6. The outline plan of
this figure represents the top lines of
these sweeps, which are well nailed in
between the rafters. Fig. 7 of the en
gravings shows the exact size of the head
ers and their positions when nailed in.

desks in stores, or simply to fill in the
arched tops of circular-headed doors.
When this iron work is combined with
twisted work of copper wire, the decora
tive efiect is very much enhanced. Plates
and bands of ornamental copper, brass or
iron work can also beused very effectively
to add or heighten the decorative eflect
of the room by being fastened to the panel
of the wainscot or on the doors. The
color of the metal used should be in bar
mony with that of the decorations, or
else should gain its eifect by contrast.
Silver contrasts well with black wood
work, or may be used as well with pale
blue. Iron used with most effect in
conjunction with oak, also looks well
with dull Indian red, though brass prop
erly goes better with that color. Copper,
especially in antique finish, looks well
with green tones, especially with oak that
has been filled with greenish filler, but on
adark olive or bottle green front door
nothing looks so well as polished brass.
In selecting hardware, which when judi
ciously done adds so much to the decora
tive eifect ofa room, special care should
be taken to choose the metal and finish
that will harmonize best with the color
combinations of the room. The decorator
must not think his task is done when
paint and wall papers are chosen, but he
must study everything that goes into the
fitting and furnishing.
It 18 often bothersome to know what
color to paint the galvanized iron rain
water conductors that needs must run
down the sides of our houses. Some paint
ers cut the Gordian knot by leaving them
unpainted, giving as an excuse that it
would be no use galvanizing them if they
were to be painted ; but left standing out
in all the rawness of unpainted zinc, they
form ugly streaks down the houses. Other
painters look 11 n them as part of the
trim, paintin t em the same color as
cornices, win ow trims and corner cas

Bm'lding a Circular Framed Tower.

out, and these should be cut a trifle longer
than the exact size, in order to allow for
fitting.+
Metal for Decorative Purposes.

Metal is being used decoratively to a
great extent every year, says a writer in a
recent issue of Painting and Decorating.
Not only the precious metals in the form
of 7old and silver leaf, but brass, copper
an iron, all of them being used for every
conceivable purpose. Iron wrought into
various delicate forms. vines clambering
over trellis, or twist-ed into innumerable
graceful curves, is used for light arti
tion work, around elevator wells. cas iers’

mgs. It seems to me the best plan is to
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carry them down the side of the house,
instead of trying to merge them into the
corner casing, and then to carry the color
of the house boldly across the conductor
ipe. When the pipe crosses the comics,
et it be painted the comics color. If a
molding runs round the house at the floor
level. let a band of color, the width of the
molding, sweep round the p

i

e. Some
times the rain conductor is ma ea special
architectural feature, forming a part of
the general design, instead of being
allowed to come wherever it may happen,
as is the usual case. Then 'it may ap
propriately be painted either the color of
the trim or some distinctive color. asmay
be thought best, for in this case it is in
tended to be conspicuous.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
HE BUILDING INTERESTS of Balti
more, Md., are reportedas being in good
condition for this season of the year,

'with an excellent prospect for the coming

summer. The builders of Baltimore have
benefited themselves and their business in
many ways through their exchange,by which
they have beenenabled to secure desired re
forms and improvementsin the customswhich
have heretoforecontrolled the transaction of
their affairs. The report of the secretary,E.

D. Miller, to the recent convention of the
work done by his exchangeduring the past
year wasoneof the most interesting that was
presented. Through the existenceof the ex
change, the builders of that city have been
accorded a recognition in all matters of im
portanceto thewelfare of the city which they
had never beforereceivedas individuals. The
'exchange has been consulted on prominent
subjects and committeesof conferenceinvited
to act with other important bodies. The re
sult has beena great and perceptibleimprove
ment in theconditionof the businessgenerally.
The exchange asa body representsthe very
best element in the building interests of the
city ; is progressiveandactive, and isin excel
lent flndbcial condition. The method em
ployed in securingthe property uponwhich it
is proposedto erecta handsomebuilding. usa
Jiome for the exchange, was the establish
.ment of astock company,all of the stock to
-beheld by members of the exchange. The
ground is at present occupiedby buildings
which are unsuitable for the use of the ex
change, and they will be pulled down imme
diately after April 1, to make room for the
new structure mentioned.
The uniform contract is in generaluse,and,
as has been previously mentioned,the ex
change has been instrumental in securingthe
passage of a satisfactory and much needed
building law. There were no labor disturb
ancesof any kind in Baltimore last year.

The Builders’ Exchange has done all in its
.powerto pay a heartfelt tribute to themem
ory of Chas. L. Carson,whose recentdeath is
sogreatly deplored, and passedthe following
resolution :

BALTIMORE,December19.1801.
At a
specialmeeting

of the Board of Direc
tors of t e Builders’Exchange,held this morn
ing, the following resolutions on thedeathof
Charles L. Carsonwereunanimouslyadopted:
The building community of this cit and the
membersof this exchangeare call upon to
support0. eatdisasterin thelossof ourmem
ber, Char esL. Carson. Since the inceptionof
this body he has beena warm supporterand
encouragerof ever effort to raisethestandard
of mechanicalwor , to improve. simplify and
re latemethodsof business,and to this work
re sting to building he hasbrou ht all the re
sourcesof his cultivated mind, is lofty per
sonal characterand his undauntedenergy.
His life furnishesus with a vivid picture of
sterling worth, combined with talentsof the
highestorder. His artistic appreciationof the
beautiful and his successful application of
his knowled e needsno further commentthan
his work’s isplay, and against all obstacles
opposinghis rise to eminencein his chosenpro
fessionheopposedunfalteringenergy and tact,
unfailing courtesy and courtly addrws. pla
cated his Opponentsand madethemhis friends.
We, who know him well, join with his be
reavedones in deepestsympath ,_that when
his fame was most

aspiring
t a Supreme

Architect shouldhaveca led him hence.
E. D. MILLER, Secretary.

HUGH SISSON,President.
A resolutionof similar nature was passedby
the architectsof Baltimore. whose apprecia
tion of thepublic loss sustained in the death
of Mr. Carsonwasequal to that of thebuilders.

Boston. Mass.
The prospectsfor the building seasonof 1892
in Boston, while not

promising
unusual ac

tivity, indicate that usiness will be fair
throughout the year.
The Committeeof Arbitration of theMaster
Builders’ Association are at present at work
with committeesfrom theseverallabor unions
with which joint considerationhas beenestab

lished, fixing thehoursand wages for the en
suin year. The membershipof the amocia
tion is continually increasing,and it issteadily
growing into greaterprominenceasoneof the
solid institutions of thecity, as well as in im
i'tanceto its building interests. The mem
eiship heldby the association in the Boston
Board of Trade, which is composedof dele
gates from 20

prominent
business organiza

tions, alliesand dentifles it with every move
ment undertakenfor thewelfareof thecity or
the State. Such alliance and connectionWithin
themercantileandmanufacturing interestsof
the city works great benefitto the builders in
placingthem,through the medium of theex
change.beforethe public in a position to com
mandthe respectyieldedto any othermercan
tile organization.
The MasonBuilders’ Association and Brick
layers’ Union of Boston have recently held
severalconferencesfor the urpose of adjust
ing the rate of wages and)hoursof labor in

giggir
branch of the building business for

At the first meetingin 1891the two commit
tees formeda joint committee and appointed
subcommitteesto considerall propositionsand
makerecommendationsto thejoint committee.
The first article adoptedsti ulatesthat therate of wages for 189:.shall a 42 centsper
hour; the samerate for overtime,holiday and
Sunday work asduring 1891.
It wasagreedthat for the monthsof April,
May. June, July, August and October the
working day should be limited to nine hours.
all work beyond those hours to beconsidered
overtime ; and that during November and

Decimber
eight hours shouldconstitutesday’s

wor .
The joint committee stated that in its
opinion “ the time hasarrived for theado tion
of an eight-hour day.” The committee,t ere
fore, recommendedthat the Mason Builders‘
Associationand Bricklayers’ Union No.3 give
the problem careful considerationduring this
year,with the view of enforcingtheeight-hour

day
permanentlyin 1893.
"he committee unanimously recommended
that journeymen bricklayers join their trade
union; also that preferencebegiven by mem
bers of the Mason Builders' Asociation to
unionmen. _

Buffalo. N. Y.
At the annual meeting of the Buflalo Ex
change,which was held early in January, the
following officers and trustees were elected:
President, A. A. Berrick ; vice- resident,
George Duchscherer; treasurer, C arles A
Rupp ; secretary,J. C. Almendin er ' trustees,
John Feist, J. H. Tilden. H. . liarrower,
James Bowland, GeorgeF. Frank, John Hen
rich, Wm. H. Schmidt, John Wolsley.
President Alfred A. Berrick appointed the
following committees: Admission, Messrs.
Hoefler. Close, Schumacher, Lyth, Geiger,
Maltby, Keller, Jameson andReiman. Room,
Messrs. Harrower, Tilden and Hendrick.
Arbitration, E. M. ager, G. W. Carter
Charles Geiger ; for delegatesto the National
Convention, A. A. Berrick. Charles Geiger,
Jacob Reiman. Theseofficialshold office for
oneyear or until their successorsare elected.
The retiring secretary,E. L. Cook,presented
a very interestingreport of the work of the
exchangedurin the past year, which in
cludedtheadoptionand establishing in actual
useof a code of 'practice to govern the sub
mission of bids, which was substantially the
same as that recommendedby the National
Association; the formulating and carrying out
of a plan for securinga homeof its own, and a
mostsatisfactory showingof increasedmem
bership,influenceandimportance. -
The report of the treasurer showedthat the
total receiptsin thegeneralfund were$3743.02.
The amount received for stock and interest
wasf$5559.60.Thedisbursementswere$2647.48.
Ex-President William D. Collingwood was
presentedwith an elegantMexican onyx clock,
trimmed with bronze,surmountedby a hand
someonyx urn, and a pair of beautiful candle
sticks.
Mr. Collingwood’sname was placed at the
head of both tickets for reelection, and he
wouldhavebeenelectedwithout opposition,but
beingof theopinionthathewouldbestservethe
interestsof the exchangeby bringing someof
the younger men to the front, he refused to
again acceptthe office.
The
present

prospect for the coming season
in the uilding businessis good,muchwork al
ready being projected.

Chlcago, Ill.
The building businessin Chicagois in a very
active condition, and promises to hold out
through the entire season. Much work is be
ing laid out for immediate execution,and the

openingof thebuilding season,it is expected,
will seean unusualamountof work begun.
The Cit Council is at work on theconsidera
tion of a uilding ordinance that Will restrict
the hi ht of buildings to somelimit which is
to be ctermined. A committeefrom the 111i
nois chapter of the American Institute of
Architects, consisting of Dankmar Adler,
L. G. Hallberg, Henry W. Hill, ClarenceL.
Stiles and George Beaumont.vrecently ap
pearedbeforetheCouncil Commit'eeon Build
ings to present their views on the question.
Mr. Stiles ridiculed the theory that low build
ings would relieve the congestionof the cen
tral part of the city. He was in favor of
lower buildin . but solely from consideration
of public has th and comfort. The chapter
submitteda series of recommendationswhich
the Council Committeewill considerlater. In
effectit says:“ The limit of thehight of buildings should
be in pro rtion to the width of the streets,as
follows: orty~footstreet, 100feethigh; 40 to
60feet, 120feet high: 80 to 100feet, 165feet
high; over 100feet, 175feethigh.“ Where lower floors are employedto :store
combustiblematerials and the upperfloors for
offices, automatic sprinklers should be pro
vided, and in buildings more than 75 feet
high a systemof insideandoutsidestand ipes.“ The masonry shell of any building 0 high
construction should be sufficient to support
itself without the skeleton, and there should
befirewalls for each10,000squarefeetof build
ings occupyingmorethan l2,000squarefeet."
At a meetingof the Board of Directors of
the Builders’and Traders’ Exchangeheldsome
time ago a resolution was introduced and
passedcalling for theappointmentof a com
mitteeof sevento make inquiryinto the cost
of maintaining membership in the National
Association,and whetherthe benefitsreceived
warranted continuin themembership. After
a protracted and exhaustive considerationof
the subject a report was made showing con
clusively that the exchange is receiving sub
stantial benefits from thenational body far in
excessof the small amountexpendedfor mem
bership.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Since the convention, the Cleveland Ex
changehas increasedits membershipover one
half and hasenlargedits quartersby taking in
three other rooms in the Arcade Building.
The presentprospectis the most favorable of
any in its existence,and the effectof the con
vention was such as to increase the interest
of all thebuilders of the city in the exchange.

Clnclnnatl. Ohlo.
At the regular

meeting1
of the Builders‘ Ex

changeof Cincinnati, w ich occurred
shortlyafter the closeof the convention,the atten -

ance was large and the interest manifested
was keen and intelli ent. The reportsmade
by the membersof t e delegationwhich at
tended the convention were received with
marked attention and approbation. The re
rt of the convention presentedby W. A.
egruewasof sufficientimportanceto be or
dered printed.
Othermembersof the delegationwereasked
to speak,but they saidMr. Megruehadmade
further report unnecessary.
Sam’l D. Tip tts, member of the National
Committeeon ien Law,madea very interest~
ing report of the action of the com
mittee and of the National Association
on this important measure. All the local
exchangesare in favor of a lien law exceptr
ing that of Chicago. There is a variety of
views respectingthe form and terms of the
law, which can only be harmonized by much
time and discussion.
PresidentBelleville gave his impressionsof
the sessionof the National Association. He is
most fully assured of the benefits of the
national organiz-ition and of the local ex
chan es if they are efficientlyworked.
J. Blair madea speechof characteristic
ability, commending the association most
highly and complimenting the delegatesand
visitors for thecity.
The exchangecontemplatesmoving into new
and moredesirablequarters.

Detroit, Mlch.
The conditionof affairs in thebuilding busi
ness in Detroit is generally satisfactory at
present. The relationsbetweenemployersand
workmen seemto be amicable, with no im
mediateprospectof disturbance.
The practiceof generalcontracting is grow
ing more and more universal. and in cases
where in the past contracts were let under
direct bids for eachbranch of work, the prin
cipal architects are now asking bids for the
entirework from onegeneralcontractor.
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BUILDING A CIRCULAR FRAMED TOWER.

RCHITECTS of the present time who

A are desirous of producing the mostartistic effects are gradually recog
nizing the value of polygonal and circular
details, and are beginning to appreciate
more and more the varied efiects of light
and shade which are created by the

COPPERFINIAL
./

straight, pyramidal, conoidal or molded
roof. Towers of this description are not
what might be termed ordinary carpen
ters’ or builders’ practice, but rather in
volve a great deal of study and careful
consideration. The subject of tower
construction is one, therefore. in which
carpenters and builders are deeply inter
ested and one which would appear to be
a fitting topic for consideration at this
time. What follows is an explanation of
the best methods which have been met
in the

ewerience
of a practical carpenter.

Towers aving straight sides or which
are polygonal in form may be passed over
as they have already been treated in
previous issues of the paper.
Circular towers in framed construction
may be divided into two classes—namely,

BELTCOURSE

Fig. 1.-General Appearanceof Tower Built on anAngle.

presence of towers thus formed, espe
cially when they are made a distinct and
prominent feature of a design. As a re
sult of this tendency there are few dwell
ings of any pretensions which are erected
at the present

dag
without this distin

guishing feature,t e tower as a general
rule bein hexagonal, octagonal or cir
cular in p an. The position of the tower
is usually on one of the front an les of
the house and is

shingled
or pane ed on

the outside and finis ed either with
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those which have their foundations on a
line connected with the main foundation
of the house, and second, those which are
carried up from the second floor, resting
on, or being supported by,the floor beams
of the second story. The latter class will
be considered, as it embodies more im
portant construction, although some of
the matters which will be treated are
applicable to all circular towers. The
first thing for the practical carpenter or
builder to consider is how to so construct

the floor as to support the tower in a
proper manner ; that is, so that it will
sustain with perfect safety the weight to
be placed upon it.
Referring to the accompanying illus
trations, suppose Fig. lto represent the
general appearance of a tower built on an
angle of a house. It is placed at the ri ht
hand of the front of the building an is
designed to form an alcove closet, or an
extension to the corner room. Its

fplan,as may be seen from an inspection 0 Fig.
3 of the engravings, is a three-quarter
circle, the apex of the angle at the corner
being the center from which the circular
plan is truck. The radius of the late
outside is 3 feet 9 inches, thus m 'n:
the tower 7 feet 6 inches in diameter. It
is intended that the tower floor shall be

WINDOW
OPENING

WINDOW

OPENUNG

Fig. 2.—Elevation of Tower Framing—Scale,34Inch to theFoot.

level with a room in the second-story, and
the beams or joists must be framed in
such a manner that the flooring can be
laid in the circle of the tower. while at
the same time being so secured as to sup
port the wei ht of it. The form of con
struction in icated in Fig. 3 of the en
gravings is well adapted for the purpose,
and an inspection will show that it con
sists of a double header made of 2 x 10
inch timbers placed diagonally across the
corner at a suflicient distance back from
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it to give ample leverage to counterbal
ance the weight suspended outside the
plate. The tower beams are framed square
into this header on the outside and the floor
beams are framed into it on the inside.
By this construction a cantilever is
formed, for the he'ader in carrying the
main beams forms a. counte ise for the
superadded weight which is rue by the
unsupported beams which project out
side: It will be readily seen that this,
obviously, is a good construction, and
much better than introducing many short
timbers after the manner indicated in
fig. 4 of the

engraving
In the latter case

the leverage outside ing much eater
than that inside, the plate being t e ful
cruln. there is a strong probability of its
tearing away from the main framing,

rafters. This plate will be a complete
circle measuring 7 feet 6 inches 1ndiame
ter and struck with a 3 foot 9 inch radius
rod and laid out upon the floor, as ‘indi
cated in the roof framing plan, Fig. 5.
The pieces necessary to form the upper
and lower plates may be sawn out of
rough l-inch pine boards from one pattern,
which may be any one of those drawn in
the plan, and a number of which 0_to
make up the whole late. The'stu drug
are cut 11 feet 8 inches, which being
added to 4 inches, the thickness of the

plates,
makes the entire hight 12 feet.

he window headers, both at the top and
bottom, are likewise circular and are
framed in after the manner represented
in Fig. 2 of the illustrations, to form the
openings and cripple or short studding

BEEABOV

sweeps may be sawed out at the mill with
a_band saw, although it can be done in
pine with the com ass saw.
With regard to t e molded roof, it may
be said that having a molded outline it
W111necessarily require molded rafters
sawn to the curvature called for in the
elevation. As a general thing, architects
furnish a full size working detail for roofs
of this kind, but it often happens that it

Fig. 4.-Imperfect Form of Floor Constructlon.—Scale,
)4 Inch to the Foot.

For the same reason it is regarded as a
serious mistake to attempt to radiate the
timbers as indicated by the dotted lines
in Fig. 4. The position of the timbers
are better shown in the elevation of the
framing, Fig. 2, and we have no doubt
that practical builders will fully appreci
ate what has been pointed out.
When the beams are inserted and the
main framing has been nailed, a bottom
circular plate, or template, marked A,
in Fi . 2 of the engravings, is made from
two 1; ick'nessesof l-inch stuff, and nailed
on exactly the size required. The position
of the window studs is also marked on it,
as represented in Fig. 3 of the engrav
ings. The upper plate, or which is
really the wall plate proper, and indicated
b Bin Fig. 2 of the engravings, must
ago be made, and this will rest on the top
ends of the studding and support the
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cut in under them in the center. All
studding must be set

perfectly
plumb and

all plates and headers perfect y level. In
order to insure this it is well to be certain
that the bottom plate is level by placing a
parallel straight ed 0 with a spirit level
on top of it, across t e plate at different
points. Then, if the studding be cut of
equal length the up r plate must, in
consequence, be place in a level position.
Anumber of horizontal swee , 2 inches
thick and 4 inches wide, as in icated at C
in Fig. 2of the engravings, require to be
cut out to form ribbing or pieces nailed
in 16 inches apart, to which the vertical
boarding outside and the lath and plaster
inside are fastened. It will be seen that
if this construction is followed the whole
cylindrical wall can be very strongly and
economicall built up. To save time and
labor and a so to expedite matters, the

Fig. 5.—Planand Elevation of Plate and Rafters—Scale.
% Inch to the Foot.

is not forthcoming and the carpenter or
builder is obliged to strike out a pattern
rafter himself. To do this quickly and
as
accurately'

as possible, it is well to lay
out the who e roof on a‘ floor, something
after the following manner : Referring
to Fig. 6 of the illustrations, draw any
base line 7 feet 6 inches in length, as A B,
and divide exactly in the center, or at 3
feet 9 inches, as C. From C square up
the line to 9 feet high, as C D, and divide
this line into 13equal divisions, as 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, &c. Through these .poiuts draw
lines parallel to A B, or square C D any
length on each side of C D. Now, from
the point D dress the curve of the rafter,
as indicated by the letters E, F, G, H, I,
J, K, L, M, N, O and P. as near to the
outline as possible. A very good method
of obtaining these curves is to divide thl
architect’s 4sinch scale drawing by ht ~
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zontal division lines similar to those in
Fig. 6, and to scale olI the len hs from
the axis or vertical line C D. y setting
ofi these measurements on a full size lay
out, points will be obtained through
which the fiexure of the curves may be

ver?
accurately determined.
he 16 rafters may all be drawn from

the one pattern, as they are all alike and
should be framed to fit against a 3-inch
wood (boss), as indicated by X in Fig. 5, in
order-to obtain a solid nailing at the peak.

They are struck from different radii,
which shorten asthey go upward. It will
be noticed that each set of swee is con
secutively numbered with the ines C 1,
2, 3, &c., from O to D of Fig. 6. There
will be 15 sweeps in each course and,
therefore, 15diflerent patterns. They may
be conveniently numbered and marked
in the following manner : For No. 2, for
example, a pattern can be cut and marked
“Pattern for 15 sweeps, No. 2." There
will, therefore, be 180altogether to be cut
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Fig. 6,-0utline Plan and Elevation of Rafters and Ribbing
Sweeps.——Sclle,% Inch to the Foot.

In this engraving rafters are shown in posi
tion in elevation and also in plan, as well as
the way they radiate or are spaced around
the circle 16inches apart on the plate. As it
is alwa s best to board such roofs as this
vertica 1y, ribbing or horizontal sweeps
will have to be cut in between the raft
ers, and as there should be as many of
these as possible for the purpose of giving

a strong framework to hold the covering
boards, it is advisable to cut in one at
each of the divisions marked on the eleva
tion shown in Fig. 6
.

The outline plan of
this figure represents the top lines of
these sweeps, which are well nailed in
between the rafters. Fig. 7 of the en
gravin shows the exact size of the head
I-rs an their positions when nailed in.

desks in stores, or simply to fill in the
arched tops of circular-headed doors.
When this iron work i

s combined with
twisted work of copper wire, the decora
tive effect is very much enhanced. Plates
and bands of ornamental copper, brass or
iron work can also beused very effectively
to add or heighten the decorative effect
of the room by being fastened to the panel
of the Wainscot or on the doors. The
color of the metal used should be in bar
mony with that of the decorations, or
else should gain its etfect by contrast.
Silver contrasts well with black wood
work, or may be used as well with pale
blue. Iron used with most eifect in
conjunction with oak, also looks well
with dull Indian red, though brass prop
erly goes better with that color. Copper,
especially in antique finish, looks well
with green tones, especially with oak that
has been filled with greenish filler, but on
adark olive or bottle green front door
nothing looks so well as lished brass.
In selecting hardware, which when judi
ciously done adds so much to the decora
tive efiect ofa room, special care should
be taken to choose the metal and finish
that will harmonize best with the color
combinations of the room. The decorator
must not think his task is done when
paint and wall papers are chosen, but he
must study everything that goes into the
fitting and furnishing.
It IS often bothersome to know what
color to paint the galvanized iron rain
water conductors that needs must run
down the sides of our houses. Somepaint
ers cut the Gordian knot by leaving them
unpainted, giving as an excuse that it

would be no use galvanizing them if they
were to be painted ; but left standing out
in all the rawness of unpainted zinc, they
form ugly streaks down the houses. Other
painters look u n them as part of the
trim, paintin t em the same color as
cornices, win ow trims and comer cas
ings. It seems to me the best plan is to
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out, and these should be cut a trifle lon er
than the exact size, in order to allow or
fitting. .—+-_-I
Metal for Decorative Purposes.

Metal is being used decoratively to a
great extent every year, says a writer in a
recent issue of Painting and Decorating.
Not only the precious metals in the form
of gold and silver leaf, but brass, copper
and iron, all of them being used for every
conceivable purpose. Iron wrought into
various delicate forms, vines clambering
over trellis, or twisted into innumerable
graceful curves, is used for light arti
tion work. around elevator wells. cas iers’

FigJL—Diagram Showing Position and Radil oi’ Ribbing
Sweeps—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

carry them down the side of the house,
instead of trying to merge them into the
corner casing, and then to carry the color
of the house boldly across the conductor

pipe.
When the pipe crosses the cornice,

et it be painted the cornice color. If a

molding runs round the house at the floor
level, let a band of color, the width of the
molding, sweep round the pipe. Some
times the rain conductor is madea special
architectural feature, forming a part of
the general. design, instead of being
allowed to come wherever it may happen,
as is the usual case. Then it may ap‘
propriately be painted either the color of
the trim or some distinctive color. asmay
be thought best, for in this case it is in
tended to be conspicuous.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
HE BUILDING INTERESTS of Balti
more, Md, are reportedasbeing in good
condition for this seasonof the year,

with an excellent prospect for the coming

summer. The builders of Baltimore have
benefited themselves and their business in
many ways through their exchange,by which
they have beenenabled to secure desired re

forms and improvementsin thecustomswhich
‘have heretoforecontrolled the transaction of
their affairs. The report of the secretary,E.

D. Miller, to the recent convention of the
work done by his exchangeduring the past
year wasoneof the most interestingthat was

presented. Through the existenceof the ex
change, the builders of that city have been
accorded a recognition in all matters of im
portanceto thewelfare of the city which they
had never before receivedas individuals. The
exchange has been consulted on prominent
subjects and committeesof conferenceinvited
to act with other important bodies. The re
suit has beena great and perceptibleimprove
ment in theconditionof thebusinessgenerally.
The exchange asa body representsthe very
‘bestelement in the building interests of the
city ; is progressiveandactive, and isin excel
lent flnd'ncial condition. The method em
ployed in securing the property uponwhich it
is proposedto erecta handsomebuilding. can
home for the exchange, was the establish—
.ment of a stockcompany,all of the stock to
‘beheld by members of the exchange. The
ground is at present occupied by buildings
which are unsuitable for the use of the ex
change, and they will be pulled down imme
diately after April 1, to make room for the
new structurementioned.
The uniform contract is in generaluse,and,
as has been previously mentioned,the ex
change has been instrumental in securingthe
passage of a satisfactory and much needed
building law. There were no labor disturb
ancesof any kind in Baltimore last year.

The Builders’ Exchange has done all in its
power to pay a heartfelt tribute to themem
ory of Chas. L. Carson,whose recentdeath is
sogreatly deplored, and passedthe following
resolution 1

Ban'rmous. December19.1891.
At a is] meetin of the Board of Direc
tors of t e Builders’ xchange,heldthis morn
ing, the following resolutions on thedeathof
Charles L. Carsonwereunanimouslyadopted:
The building community of this cit and the
membersof this exchangeare call upon to
supporta eatdisasterin thelossof ourmem
ber, Char esL. Carson. Since the inceptionof
this body he has beena warm su porter and
encouragerof ever effort to raiset estandard
of mechanicalwor , to improve. simplify and
re latemethodsof business,and to this work
re ating to building he hasbrou ht all the re
sourcesof his cultivated mind, is lofty per
sonal characterand his undauntedenergy.
His life furnishesus with a vivid picture of
sterling worth, combined with talentsof the
highestorder. His artistic appreciationof the
beautiful and his successful application of
his knowled 0needsno further commentthan
‘hiswork’s isplay, and against all obstacles
opposinghis rise to eminencein his chosenpro
fessionheopposedunfaltering energyand fact,
unfailing courtesy and courtly address,pla
catedhis opponentsand madethemhis friends.
We, who know him well, join with his be
reavedones in deepestsympath ,_that when
his fame was most

aspiring
t e Supreme

Architect shouldhaveonled him hence.
E. D. MILLER, Secretary.

Hnon Srssox, President.
A resolutionof similar nature was passedby
the architectsof Baltimore. whose apprecia
tion of thepublic loss sustained in the death
of Mr. Carsonwasequal to thatof thebuilders.

Boston. Mass.
The prospectsfor the building seasonof 1892
in Boston, while not romising unusual ac
tivity, indicate that usiness will be fair
throughout theyear.
The Committeeof Arbitration of theMaster
Builders’ Association are at present at work
with committeesfrom the severallabor unions
wilh which joint considerationhas beenestab

lished,fixing the hoursand wages for the en
suing year. The membershipof the associa
tion IScontinually increasing,andit issteadily
growing into greaterprominenceas oneof the
solid institutions of thecity, as well as in im
rtanceto its building interests. The mem
ershipheld by the associationin the Boston
Board of Trade, which is composedof dele
gates from 20 rominent business organiza
tions, alliesand identifies it with every move
mentundertakenfor thewelfareof the city or
the State. Such alliance and connectionwith.
themercantileandmanufacturing interestsof
the city worksgreat benefitto the builders in
placingthem,through the medium of theex
chan e. beforethe public in a position to com
man the respectyieldedto any othermercan
tile organization.
The MasonBuilders’ Association and Brick
layers’ Union of Boston have recently held
severalconferencesfor the urpose of adjust
ing the rate of wagesand‘Jhours of labor in
branch of the building business for

At the first meetingin 1891the two commit
tees formeda joint committee and appointed
sub-committeesto considerallpropositionsand
makerecommendationsto the ‘oint committee.
The first article ado tedsti ulatesthat the
rate of wages for 189; shall e 42 centsper
hour; the samerate for overtime,holiday and
Sunday work asduring 1891.
It wasagreedthat for the monthsof April,
May, June, July, August and October the
working day should be limited to nine hours,
all work beyond thosehours to be considered
overtime ; and that during November and

Decfimber
eight hours shouldoonstituteaday’s

wor .
The joint committee stated that in its
0 inion “ the timehasarrived for the ado tion
0 an eight-hour day.” The committee,t ere
forc, recommendedthat the Mason Builders‘
Associationand Bricklayers’ Union No. 3 give
the problem careful considerationduring this
year,with the view of enforcingthe eight-hour

dc’?
permanentlyin 1893.
‘he committee unanimously recommended
that journeymen bricklayers join their trade
union; also that preferencebegiven by mem
bers of the Mason Builders’ Association to
unionmen. _

BuffaloI N. Y.
At the annual meeting of the Buffalo Ex
change,which was held early in January, the
following officers and trustees were elected:
President A. A. Berrick ', vice- resident,
George Duchscherer; treasurer, C arles A.
Rupp ' secretary.J. C. Almendin er ' trustees,
John eist, J. H. Tilden. H. ‘. liarrower,
James Bowland, GeorgeF. Frank, John Hen
rich, Wm. H. Schmidt John Wolsley.
President Alfred A. 'Berrick appointed the
following committees: Admission, Messrs.
Hoefier. Close, Schumacher, Lyth, Geiger,
Maltby, Keller, Jameson andReiman. Room,
Messrs. Harrower, 'I‘ilden and Hendrick.
Arbitration, E. M. Hager, G. W. Carter
CharlesGeiger ; for delegatesto the National
Convention, A. A. Berrick. Charles Geiger,
Jacob Reiman. Theseofficialshold oflice for
oneyear or until their successorsare elected.
The retiring secretary,E. L. Cook,presented
a very interestingreport of the work of the
exchangedurin the past year, which in
cludedtheadoptionand establishing in actual
useof a code of practice to govern the sub
mission of bids, which was substantial] the
same as that recommendedby the Nat onal
Association; the formulating and carrying out
of a plan for securinga homeof its own, and a
mostsatisfactory showingof increasedmem
bership,influenceandimportance. -
The report of the treasurershowedthat the
total receiptsin thegeneralfund were$3743.02.
The amount received for stock and interest
wasf$5559.60.Thedisbursementswere$2647.48.
Ex-President William D. Collingwood was
presentedwith an elegantMexicanonyx clock,
trimmed with bronze,surmountedby a hand
someonyx urn, and a pair of beautiful candle
sticks.
Mr. Collingwood’sname was placed at the
head of both tickets for re-election. and he
wouldhavebeenelectedwithout opposition,but
beingof theopinionthathewouldbestservethe
interestsof the exchangeby bringing someof
the younger men to the front, he refused to
again acceptthe office.
The
present

prospect for the coming season
in the uilding businessis good,muchwork al
ready being projected.

Chicago, Ill.
The building businessin Chicagois in a very
active condition, and promises to hold out
through the entire season. Much work is be
ing laid out for immediateexecution,and the

openingof thebuilding season,it is expected,
will seean unusualamountof work begun.
The Cit Council is at work ontheconsidera
tion of a uilding ordinance that W‘lll restrict
the hi ht of buildings to some limit which is
to be etermined. A committeefrom the llli
nois chapter of the American Institute of
Architects, consisting of Dankmar Adler,
L. G. Hallberg, Henry W. Hill, ClarenceL.
Stiles and George Beaumont. recently ap
pearedbeforetheCouncil CommitteeonBuild
lugs to present their views on the question.
Mr. Stiles ridiculed the theory that low build—
ings would relieve the congestionof the cen
tral part of the city. He was in favor of
lower huildin , but solely from consideration
of public hea th and comfort. The chapter
submitteda series of recommendationswhich
the Council Committeewill considerlater. In
effectit says:“ The limit of thehight of buildings should
bein pro rtion to the width of the streets,as
follows: orty-foot street,100feethigh; 40 to
66feet, 120feet high: 80 to 100feet, 165feet
high; over 100feet. 175feethigh.
‘Where lower floors are employedto :store
combustiblematerials and the upperfloors for
offices, automatic sprinklers should be pro
vided, and in buildings more than 75 feet
high a systemof insideandoutsidestand

pipes.“ The masonryshell of any building 0 high
construction should be sufficient to support
itself without the skeleton, and there should
befirewalls for each10,000squarefeetof build
ings occupyingmorethan 12,000squarefeet."
At a meeting of the Board of Directors of
the Builders’and Traders*Exchangeheldsome
time ago a resolution was introduced and
passedcalling for theappointmentof a com
mitteeof sevento make inquiry into thecost
of maintaining membership in the National
Association,and whetherthebenefitsreceived
warranted

continuing
themembership. After

a protracted and ex austive considerationof
the subject a report was made showing con
clusively that the exchange is receiving sub
stantial benefitsfrom thenational body far in
excessof the small amountexpendedfor mem
bership.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Since the convention. the Cleveland Ex
changehas increasedits membershipover one
half and hasenlargedits quartersby taking in
three other rooms in the Arcade Building.
The presentprospectis the most favorable of
any in its existence,and theeffectof the con
vention was such as to increase the interest
of all the buildersof the city in the exchange.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
At the regular meetin of the Builders’ Ex
changeof Cincinnati, w ich occurred

shortlyafter the closeof the convention,the atten -
ance was large and the interest manifested
waskeen and intelli nt. The reportsmade
by the membersof t e delegationwhich at
tended the convention were received with
marked attention and approbation. The re
rt of the convention presentedby ‘V. A.
egruewasof sufficientimportanceto be or
dered printed.
Othermembersof the delegationwereasked
to
speak,
but they said Mr. Megruehadmade

f t or report unnecessary.
Sam’l D. Tip tts member of the National
Committeeon ion Law,madea very interest
ing report of the action of the com
mittee and of the National Association
on this important measure. All the local
exchangesare in favor of alien law except
ing that of Chicago. There is a variety of
views ting the form and terms of the
law, which can only be harmonizedby much
time and discussion.
PresidentBelleville gave his impressionsof
the sessionof the National Association. Heis
most fully assured of the benefits of the
national organization and of the local ex
chan es if they are efiiciently worked.
J. Blair madea speechof characteristic
ability, commending the association most
highly and complimenting the delegatesand
visitors for thecity.
The exchangecontemplatesmoving into new
andmoredesirablequarters.

Detroit. Mich.
The conditionof affairs in thebuilding busi
ness in Detroit is generally satisfactory at
present. The relationsbetweenemployersand
workmen seemto be amicable, with no im
mediateprospectof disturbance.
The practiceof generalcontracting is grow
ing more and more universal, and in cases
where in the past contracts were let under
direct bids for eachbranch of work, the prin
cipal architects are now asking bids for the
entire work from onegeneralcontractor.
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A banquet was tenderedby the Builders‘
Exchange to its memberson the eveningof

February_
13,and wasan exceedinglypleasant

affair. hework of the sixth convention of
the National Association was discussedand
lines of action for the exchangeto takeupdur
in the ensuin year were mapped at. The
deegatcs to t e convention seem particu
larly impressedwith the importance of plac
ing theexchangeupona morebeneficialbasis,
and securing for it the recognition and influ
encewhich its membershipand purposesde
serve.
The exchangehas be un in earnestto bring
about such changesand improvements in its
existenceas shall demonstrateto themembers
the benefitsto bederived from suchan organ
ization properly conducted. The first step,
and onewhich is in the right directbn, is the

employment
of a permanent secretary who

wil devote his entire time to the exchange.
The new .ecretary assumed the office on
March 1.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
From present indications the builders of
Grand Rapids will haveenoughwork on hand,
assoonas theseasonopens,to keepthembus
until late next winter. Mr. Dregge, in spea -
ing of affairs in his city, stated that the con
dition of the labor market was rather mixed,
owing to lack of organization on the part of
certain of the trades and the consequentim

possibility
to secure unitedaction from them.

he carpenterspetitionedthe contractors and
builders at the closeof last season for a nine
hour work day to take effect March 1. The
contractors have announced that the nine
hour systemis conceded.taking effect Febru
ary 1, that the pay will be on the nine-hour
basis, the “ghost " to walk weekly. Con
tracts madefor next seasonwill befiguredac—
cording to the new plan.

indlanapolis, ind.
The Builders’ Exchange of Indianapolis re
ceived the re rt of their delegation to the
conventionwrth much interest and expressed
its gratification at thedecisionof thedirectors
to hold the mid-yearmeetingin that city.
The building interestsare in a normal condi
tion and the prospectfor the spring opening is
very satisfactory.

Kansas City.
The reorganization of the Builders' and
Traders’ Exchange of Kansas City is progress
ing favorably. Articles of incor oration have
beendrawn up ready for recor and all the
signaturesof membersof the exchan e, with
the exceptionof a fewwho are out of t e city,
have beenaffixed. The matter will be com
pletedthis week. The capital stock is $20,000.
It is confidently expected that busine in
Kansas City will recover its usual activity
during thecomingyear and that the seasonof
depressionwhich has existed for some time
pastwill beover.

Louisville. Ky.
The Builders” and Traders” Exchange of
Louisville at theannual mectin elected J. H.
Murphy to the presidenc and acnb F'. Meri
wether vice-president. ohn Baumeister was
electedtreasurerand Leo P. Kaufman secre
tary for theyear 1892.
The following committeeswere appointed:
Arbitration.-—George L. Smith, Edward
Peter, M. M. Taylor, Alex. Mitchell and W. J.
Seaman.
Finance—Gear W. Schmidt,Ge0. Young,
Jr , and Joseph . Peter.
Legislation.—ThomasArmstrong,Samuel P.
Sneadand John Greiner.
The last-mentionedcommitteeis a very im
portant one,as thecompilation of a just and
equitable code of lien laws is left to their
charge.
An attem twill be made by the Builders’
and Traders Exchange to have the result of
the committee'slabors adopted by the Legis
lature.
A committee,consistingof thepresidentand
viccpresident, was appoian with ower to
negotiatefor the purpose of a desira le prop
erty, eitherground or building, to be usedas
the future homeof thaexchange. If asuitable
building cannot beobtained it is proposedto
erectone.

Lowell. Mass.
The unusual prosperity in thebuilding busi
nessin Lowell during the pastyear hasnot in
'ured the outlook for next season,and the
uiiders anticipate plenty of work.
The Builders‘ Exchangehasinauguratedsev
eral features in its managementwhich are
goodexam lestoothers. In aneffortto secure
to thebail ersof the exchangelower pricesof
building material than can be obtainedby the
owner, or any other infr neat and small
buyer, thebuilding material ealersof thecit
were invited to join the exchange. The invi
tation was presented to the dealers in a
favorable light, and the majority complied,

and thereupon recognized the justice of
allowing to fellow-members,who were large
and constantbuyers, a certain discount,such
as obtains in other mercantile pursuits. A
very desirable lan for

bringing
the members

together,for t e purpose 0 discussingtopics
of commoninterest,and creating an increased
senseof fellowship and fraternity, has been
ado ted in the shapeof special meetingsto be
be] aboutoncea month, at which a substan
tial lunch is served.

Lynn, Mass.
Early in February the Master Builders‘ As
sociationof Lynn met to listen to the report
of thedelegateswho attended the convention
of the National Association at Cleveland.
Secretary P. S. Curry made an extended re~
port, which was listenedto with interest, and
very favorably received.
A committeeof threewasappointed,consist
ing of A. J. Dearborn, Charles W. Dearborn
and P. S. Curr , to explain to the builders of
Lynn the bene ts to bederived by contractors
from the local and national associationsof
builders of the United States. -
As applications for membershipare coming
in rapidly, themembersof the Board of Direc
11chwere requested to meet every Tuesday
eveningto considerapplications until further
notice.
Votesof thanks to the Ma or of Cleveland
Ohio; to the Building Tr es Association of
Cleveland, Ohio, and to the Builders’ Ex
changeof Worcester, Mass, weretendered.
The following is a copy of thelien law,which
shall give equal protection to material with
labor, which is advocated by the Lynn Ex
chan e:“ very person who, as sub-contractor or a
principal contractor, or employeeof any con
tractor or sub-contractor,periormsany work
or labor for or furnishes any materials toa
principal contractor or sub-contractorin any
of the casesmentioned in the precedingsec
tion, shall be entitled to the lien and remedy
given by this chapter. if within 60 days after
performing such work or labor, or furnishing
such materials,he shall give notice in writing
to the owneror his agent, of the property to
beaffectedb such lien, setting forth that he
hasbeenempoyedby suchprincipal contractor
or sub-contractor toperform or furnish. and
has performed or furnished, suchwork. labor
or material; with a statement of the labor
performed or materials furnished, and the
amountdue therefor from such principal con—
tractor or sub-contractor,and that he claims
the lien given

by
this chapter. In all ca<es

wherea lien shal befiled under the provisions
of this chapterby any person other than the
princi lcontractor, it shall be the duty of
the princi i contractor to defend any action
brought t ereupon at his own expense.and,
during thependencyof suchaction, the owner
may withhold from thecoalractor theamount
of money for which such lien shall be filed;
and in caseof judgmentagainst the owner on
his roperty upon the lien. heshall be entitled
to eductfrom any amountdue by him to the
contractor the amountof such judgment and
costs,and if heshall havesettledWiththe con~
tractor in full shall be entitled to recoverback
from the principal contractor any amount so
paid by the owner for which theprincipal con
tractor wasoriginally liable."

Milwaukee. Wis.
A consolidationof the Builders’and Traders'
Exchange and the Builders’ Exchange, under
thename of the latter, is being lannedand
will be put into effect soon. e Builders‘
Exchange is a corporation having a capital
stockof $150000,and was organizedby mem
bers of the Builders’ and Traders’ Exchange
for the purposeof erectingthenewbuilding at
GrandavenueandFifth street,whichis already
severalstoriesaboveground. The report from
theMilwaukee Exchange, as presentedto the
convention,wasvery interestingant contained
muchof interestto other associations. Their
action in regard to securing a homeof their
own and also in the settlementof the strike of
1891,bothof which have alread beenalluded
to in thesecolumns,are exampas that could
be profited by, by every exchange in the
country.

New York.
Atthe last re lar meetingof theMechanics‘
and Traders‘ xchange,the. delegates to the
sixth conventionmadethe following report :

January 30,lb92.
To theO 'cersand Members0] theMechanics‘
and ‘raders’Exchange .'
GENTLEMEN.—Y0ur representativesattend
ing .the sixth annual conventionof the Na
tional Associationof Builders of the United
States,held at Cleveland,Ohio, on the 18th,
19th and 20th inst., do respectfully acknowl
edgethe honor conferredupon them in being
selectedto representthe oldestorganizedbody
of builders in the coun . and the one also,
from its identification With the great com
mercial metropolis,receiving fully its shareof

recognition in the deliberations of the Na
tional body.
The unexpectedabsenceof the chairman of
the delegation,John J. Tucker, was a source
of sincere regret to all, as well as the absence
of thedirector, Marc Eidlitz. These positions
,werefilled by the unanimous selection of our
secretary,StephenM. Wright.
Your entiredelegationattendedeachsession
of the conventionand theprogrammeas pub
lished was strict] adhered to, the business
conducted with ecorum, exemplifying the
ca hility of our craft to properly andsucccw
full; conduct its affairs in a becoming and
di nifiedmanner.
0 epitomizethe businesstransactedis only
toanticipate the “ Official Proceedings” soon
to be issuedin printed form, for which we be
speaka careful perusalbyeachmemberof this
exchange,containing, as it will, someof the
brightestthoughtontheburning questionshow
agitating themindsof thecontemplativebuild
ers. The especiall preparedpaperon

" Educa
tion of Businem en’ will commenditself at
once aspresenting in the fullest manner the
needsfor a highereducationamongbuilders,in
view of the constantly increasing magnitude
of the businessinvolvementsin these

days.The most difficult matter to emphasas by
word is the spirit of fraternal intercourseand
brotherly love manifesting itself so abun
dantly in thesenational gatherings; theWarm
hand shake, the cordial greetingand the de
lightful converse,are the lasting mementoes
to every delegate,while the National Amocia
tion, with its chain of filial bodiesstretching
across the entire continent,constructsa sys
tem of intercommunication as endurable as
its methodsarebeneficialto our entire craft.
Beyondthe sumptuousbanquet tenderedat
the close of the convention by the Cleveland
Exchange, no generalattemptat entertaining
was made,but it is easing to note the de
lightful attention pai personally to your en
tire delegation by the membersof the Cleve
land Exchange, and every means afforded
them to enjoy their brief visit. and we con
sider it but just to them torecommend the
adoptionof the following resolution:
Resolved,That the Mechanics’and Traders'
Exchange of New York City tender to the
Building Trades Association of Cleveland,
Ohio, its sincerethanks for the courtesicsand
hospitalitles shown its delegation while at
tending the sixth annual convention of the
National Association of Builders, January 18
to 20,1892.
Repeating our appreciation of the honor
conferred we respectfully submit the above.
The committee

appointed
to formulate a

plan for creating a uilding fund madereport
that after

thoroughly
investigatingthesubject

and taking the best
egal
counsel it was con

sideredunwise to furt er prosecutethe subject
in its presentcondition,and asked to be dis
charged. The prcject is, however, not

givenup, and further developmentsare awaite .
The treasurer‘sreport was read, showing re->
ceipts of #388 and disbursementsof #7290
during 1891,with a balanceof $27,804,an in
creaseof $1098for the year.
The exchange.beinga memberof the State
Board of Trade, appointedthe following mem
bers to attend the annual meeting of the
Board at Albany on the 17th:
Delegates—Isaac A. Hopper, Henry A.
Maul-erand Charles A. Cowen. Alternates.—
StephenM. \Vright, John J. Robertsand Ron
ald Taylor.
The followin committea were announced:
Legislation.— rank E. Conover, A. J. Camp
bell. Wm. Brennan, Marc Eidlitz, T. J. Dunn,
H. TV. Redfield; Stephen M. Wright, secre- _
ta ,; Geo.MooreSmith, president.
Hemhers.—John J. Roberts, Otto N. Eidlitz,
StephenM. Wright.
Finance.- 1. A. Hopper, J. J. Tucker, Thos.
Dimond.
Rooms—John C. Doremns, B. A. Williams,
E. A. Vaughan.
Arbitration—G. M. Smith, J. J. Tucker, J.
B. Mulry.
The Committee on Legislation will watch
and opposeall bills introduced inimical to the
building interests.
The meetingwas succeededby a fine colla
tion tendered to the members by the newly
electedofficers.

Omaha, Neb
The prospectsfor the

coming
seasonpromise

a revival of theactivity whic has character
izedOmaha in the past,previousto thedepres
sion of the last year or two.
The Builders”and Traders”Exchangeis keep
ing abreast of the times in everything and
ust now the exchangeheadquartersare being
xed up in a manner that will delight the
membersand be conduciveto thework of the
organization. Three rooms are being rti
tionedof! for useasconsultationrooms. 'hen
a contractor wishes to consultwith a ros~
pective builder privac is assuredby ing
possessionof one of t erooms, where desks,
chairs and writing material are furnished.
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These rooms are so arranged as to be well
li htedand ventilated.
addition to this a6-footpartition hasbeen

erectedin themain room,and within thespace
thus set 011is room for 15desks. Desk room
will berented to membersof the exchangeat a
nominal figure, and nearly all the desks are
already disposed of. The rental of these
desks will nearly defray the running ex
pensesof theexchange
A meeting of the exchange was held on
Februarle, at which the report of the dele
ation to thesixth conventionof the National
issociation was presentedby N. B. Hussey
The report wasan exceedingly interestingone
and was favorably received. lunch was
servedat the closeof themeetingand all pres
ent appeared to

thoroughly
ap reciate the

value of the work being one, th by the
National Associationand the local bodies for
the correction of evils in the businesswhich
have beenpermittedto exist too long already.
The exchangeis taking activemeasuresto se
cure efliciency in the Building lnspectors’
office, with an excellent

proslpfict
of accom

plishing
a valuable reform. e question of

ours of labor per day hasbeen satisfactorily
adjusted with the workmen, by arbitration,
and action hasbeentaken looking to improve
ment in the lien law of Nebraska. Thecodeof
practice advocated by the National Associa
tion and the uniform contract are bein
brought into generalusethrough theefforts0
the exchange, and the business

generally
is

showing the eflect of the efforts 0 the organi
zation.
The committee appointed in January to
confer with thearchitects regarding theadop
tion of a national code reported that the
architects had unanimously indorsed it, and
the architects were themselves present to
verify it. -
A committeeconsistingof Messrs.Farrell,
Robinsonand Farrell from theManufacturers’
and Consumers’ Association was present to
securethe architects' indorsementof the as
sociation,and theymetwith flatteringsuccess,
as thearchitectswithout exception signedthe
desiredagreement.
Secretary Wedge’sreport for the the com
mittee to consultarchitectsupon the adoption
of thecodeof practice advocated by ihe Na
- tional Association, reportedthearchitectshad
universally adoptedit.
Mr. Richards, chairmanof thecommitteeto
confer with material men in regard to secur
ing special

‘prices
for contractors, reported

progress,an statedthat they are in favor of
meetingthe contractors in all reasonablede
mands.
The committeefor the Manufacturers’ Asso
ciation was present and addressedthe archi
tBCts, urging them to co-opcrate with the
manufacturersin advocatingandurging home
patronage.

Phlladelphia, Pa.‘
The condition of the Builders’ Exchange of
Philadelphia is fully presented in another
column of this issue,in the report of that ex
change as oflered to the sixth convention.
Among othermattersthat are atpresentbeing
consideredare meansfor securing the estab
lishmentof certain alterations and improve
ments in the building law of the city: a
remedy for the undesirable conditionswhich
govern the contractsunder which city work is
let; a
plan
for securingquotationsof the prices

of all uilding material, to be made daily in
the exchange,and the bestmeansfor securing
better attendanceduring the ’changehour.
The oppositionof the Plasterers’ Union to
the
apgzentices

from the Builders’ Exchan 0
Trade hool has worked much injury tot e
class in that trade, the boysbein reluctant to
come into ii an onism wit the union.
The bricklaying class as alsobeenaffectedin
the samemanner, although less seriously. It
is at presentexpected that an arrangement
will be made with the bricklayers whereb
there will beno discrimination against pupi s
from the school,the subject being at present
under joint considerationof the union and the
committeeof the Master Builders’ Exchange.
The exhibition departmentof the exchange
has recently issued a beautifully illustrated
souvenir of the permanentexhibit that is one
of themost attractive and artistic pamphlets
of its characterever at out.
The new Board of irectors of the Builders’
Exchange met Februai' 2 and electedthefol
lowing omcers: Presi ent, Murrell Dobbins ;
treasurer, C. H. Reeves, and William Hark
ness. secretar . This arrangement places
William H. A] ertsonin direct line of promo~
tion for residentnext year and Franklin M.
Harris t e following year.

Providence. R. I.
The following are the ofiiceis electedfor the
ensuing year at the annual meetingof the
Builders’ and Traders’ Exchange of Provi
dence: President, Frederick C. Markham;
first vice- resident,Richard Hayward ; second
vice-presdent,William W. Batchelder : treas
urer, Freeborn Johnson. SecretaryWilliam

F. Cady holds ofllce for anotheryear accord
ing to theconstitution. The Executive Coni
mitteeelectedto servetwo ears are: H. F.
Mahon, Robert Watson, . N. Chadsey, L.
Sweet and John T. McGuire. Thosewho will
continueon the second year of the committee
are : James C. Goff A. C. J. Learned, E. D.
Smith, Spencer B. klopkins and James Mc
Cudden.
The secretary, William F. Cady, made an

interestingnreport,
which showed the ex

changeto in excellentcondition financially
and numerically. The meetingwasconcluded
by a
banquet,

which was very enjoyable and
successfu.
The prospectfor the coming year is about
u to the mark, and no disturbance in the
ln r market is anticipated. Thepaintershave
issuedthe followin resolution as indicatin
the demandthat wi i be made for wagesand
hours for the ensuingyear:
Resolved, That on and after March 1of the
present

{gar
the organized painters of Prov

idence5 ll work nine hours, and 54 working
hours shall constitute a week’s labor. The,
scaleof wagesshall be $2.50per day, or $15
per weekof 51hours.

Portland. Maine.
The Builders’ Exchange of Portland has se
cured several important chan es in the cus
toms which have previously 0 tained in the
building business in that city. R. W. Jack
sonreportedat the sixth conventioflthat the
exchange had, in conjunclion with the archi
tects,securedtheado tion of theCodeof Prac
tice advocated by t e National Association,
and had also secured the establishmentof an
ever-increasingattendance at the exchange
roomsduring the ’changehour.
No trouble of any importancewasexperi
encedwith the workmen,and resent indica
tions seemto point to a peace11]and success
ful seasonfor 1.392.

Rochester. N. Y.
The outlook for business in the building
tradesin the city of Rochesterfor the coming
year presents a pleasin prospect. There is
no trouble apprehended tom the workmen,as
the plan of arbitration adoptedand in force
in 1891proved so satisfactory that all differ
enceshavebeensettledwithout dispute.

St. Louis. M0
The Mechanics’ Exchange of St. Louis re
rts everything being favorable at present
or a prosperousyear in the building business.
It is ex cted that no trouble will occur with
thewor ‘men,as the eight,hour dayprevails in
all the trades.and suchother diiferences that
may arise will probably be settled,as in the
past, by arbitration.
The exchangehas already begunto arrange
plans for the entertainment of the seventh
convention, which is to be held in St. Louis in
12:93,and it is proposed to have everythin
thoroughly systeuiatizedand in the handso
various committees.each of which will have
somespecificduty of its own.

St. Paul. Minn.
The Board of Directors of the Builders’ Ex
changeof St. Paul, at their annualmeetin re
electedthe following officers: J. W.
son, resident; J L. Corning, C. A.
Fowb e and J. M. Carlson, vice-presidents,
and A. J. Hoban, treasurer ; H. R. P. Hamil—
ton, secretary. A committeeof five havebeen
appointedto consider matters concerningthe
ap intment of a building inspector.
usinessinterestsmorally

arebrighter this
year than theyhave n for sometime past.

Syracuse. N. Y.
The Master Builders’ Association of Syra
cuse have elected for president, Charles H.
Merrick ; vice-president.GeorgeMahlerwein ;
secretaryand treasurer, C. F. Wisehoon, Jr.;
trustees, Patrick Leamy, David Mur hy,
ThomasCashman.ThomasJ. Timmons, ohn
J. O’Hara, John W. Gee.

Wilmington, Del.
At the fourth annual meeting of the Build
ers’Exchange of Wilmington, Del., recently
heldin its rooms,605Market street,about 25
memberswere resent, with President J. D.
\Vinslow in t e chair. The omcens’ re
rts showedthe

orgiciimtion
to be in a flour

ishing condition. retary A. L. Johnson
reportedthemembershi as55,and Treasurer
Henry Evans repo about $400 in the
treasury.
The following were elected directors for
three years: A. S. Reed, Alfred Gawthrop,
Henry Evans, J. M. Bryan, George W. Mc
Caulley, A. L. Johnson and Calvin I. Swayne.
The Board of Directors comprises21members.
The term of sevenexpireseachyear.
A committeewill be appointed for the pur
of looking over the proceedingsof the

gational Association, and
dpresent

proper por
tions for thediscussionan the action of the
local body.

Ma in-A

The no t of the Builders’ Exchange to
havea ui ding of its own hasassumeda defl
nite phase after having been considered for
two years, anda committeehasbeenappointed
to look after asitefor a building. Ever thing
seemsfavorable to theproject. The exchange,
however,still has an unexpired leasefor two
yearson thepresentbuildin .
Itisthe o inion of the directors that they
are getting! 9 solid businessmen of thecity
into the organization, and it showsmorepros
perity than ever.

Worcester. Mass.
At the annual meeting of the Builders‘ Ex
change of Worcester, which was held just
prior to the national convention, the report
of Frank H. Goddard, treasurer, showeda
balanceof between$800and $900in the trees
ur .
Secretary Bouchard, in thecounaeof his re
port, said: “ At the date of the last annual
meeting60were duly qualified members. Of
these,12dropped cutting down theold list to
48. Since then 3

t;

newmembershavebeenad
mitted, but only 29 paid their dues, so that
virtually the numberof active membersis 77.
To this must beadded13honorary members.
Since May last some 6000 signatures were
registered in the visiting book, making an
averageof about27per day."
Among othermatters of interest in the re
port wasa new section in the by-laws, which
ran thus: “There shall be a S ial Outlook
Committee appointed by the maidof Trus
tees, whose duty it shall be to look after
strangerswhomay cometo our city in search
of a location to do businem;also to encourage
any personor rsonsto come to start manu
facturing in orcester,and do whatever lies
in their power for thegrowth of thecity. ”
The followin officers were elected for the
ensuingyear: esident,O. S. Kendall ; vice—
president, J. T. Darling ; trustees for two
ears, F.‘B. White, P. L. Paquette, Martin
'ilson and GeorgeCarr.
A meetingof the trusteeswas subsequently
helJ, at which Secretary George Bouchard
and Treasurer F. H. Goddard were unani
mously reelected.*—

Notes.
A builder’s exchangehas beenestablished
at Toledo, Ohio, at body of thecontracting
builders and dealers in building materials
having identigedthemselveswith theorganiz
ation. The undertaking presentsevery pres

t of permanent success. The officerswill
geolected as soon as the charter is granted,
and every efl’ort is beingput forward to place
the new exchange on a high and influential
plane. The movementhasbeenfosteredfrom
the beginningby thearchitects.andrepresents
the bestelementsof the building interests of
Toledo in its membership.

The Federated Builders’ and Contractors,
Associationof Australia is following closelyin
the foorstepsof the American association in
the considerationof subjectsof im rtance to
the builders of that country. Subjectsreceiv
ing attention at presentare: “ Conditionsof
Contract,”“ Appointmentof ClerksofWorks,”
“ Contractors’ Lien Law,” “ The Apprentice
shi Question," “ Freedomof Contract," “ De
poSItwith Bids,” and other kindredtopics.

Oneof themostsatisfactory featuresof the
prospective organimtion of a builders’ ex
changein Toledo is the fact that the trades
unions are decidedly in favor of themove
ment. Oneof theofllcinlsof oneof thepromi
nent unionssaid in a recent interview: “ We
talked that matter over at our recentmeeting
and everymember of the council conclud .
that it wasa goodthing. The trouble we have
had to contendwith in the past was men he
longingto the labor organizations and doing
contract work at the same time. All good
responsiblecontractorsand material menwill
becomemembersof the Buildeis’ Exchange,
and the laboring menof thecity will know
whomto trust and whomnot to trust.”+
IT is REPORTED from Sweden that 20
com lete villas in wood have been ship
to Brazil by the Wengstrom Planing
Mills. It seems as though, under our new
reciprocity treaties, says an exchange,
there was a large opportunity for our
wood-working factories to coin te on
ready-made buildings in the Sout Amer
ican markets. The making of ready
made buildingshas been undertaken from
time to time, and at one time there was
considerable business of this character,
many complete and even verylar e build
ings beiifg sent to the West In ion and
elsewhere.
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THE BUILDERS’ GUIDE.‘
By I. P. HICKS.

Geometrical Measurement of Roofs.

N THE MEASUREMENT of carpentry work there

I is probably no part so difficult to master as the
accurate measurement of roofs, particularly

where they are composed of hips and valleys forming

a great variety of irregular surfaces. The shapes of

roofs having hips, valleys and gables are usually

The area ofa square or a rectangle,.is~
In

computing roof measurements all triangles can be

rectangle.

found by multiplying its length by its breadth.

reduced to squares or rectangles of equal areas by

very simple methods.

FINDING THE AREA OF A CABLE.

represented in the form of some triangle. The Referring to Fig. :3, A B C represents the gable
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Figs. $10.—Diii'erentForms of Triangles. A b

Fig. l5.——FindingArea of
a Right-Angled Triangle. .

Fig. '41.—Planof Hip Root
8 with Deck.
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Fig. 11.—ASquare. Fig. 12.—ARectangle. A D c
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Fig. 16.-Finding Area of a Scalene
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Fig. lit—Diagram [or Find
ing Area of a Gable.

Fig. 17—Plan of
GableRoof.

Fig. 23.-Sim and ShapeNecessaryvto1

Cover Roof.
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different forms of triangles are shown in the dia

grams, Fig. 6 representing an equilateral triangle,

Fig. 7 an isosceles triangle, Fig. 8 a right-angled tri

angle, Fig. 9 an obtuse-angled triangle and Fig. 10

ascalene triangle. Figs. 1
, 2 and 5 are also acute

angled triangles. Fig. 11 shows a square and Fig.
12 a rectangle. It is a very easy matter to compute
the area or surface measurement of a square or a

* Copyrighted, 1891,by I. P. Hicks.

of a building of which A C is the width and D B is

the perpendicular hight. By dividing the gable on

the line D B we have two triangles of equal areas

and equal sides. It is evident that if the triangle D

B C was placed in the position shown by the dotted

lines A E B, it would form a square whose side is

equal to one-half the width of the gable. This of course

applies to gables on buildings of a half pitch roof.

With a roof of less pitch a rectangle would be formed
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with A D for its length and D B for its breadth, as

In this figure the triangle A B C

is equal in area to the rectangle A E B D. From the
shown in Fig. 14.

foregoing illustrations and principles we derive the

following:

Kala—Multiply one-half the width of the gable by

perpendicular hight.

For example, if a gable is 24 feet wide and the
perpendicular hight is 8 feet, then 24 -:- % x 8 = 96
feet, the area of the gable.

FINDING THE AREA OF A TRIANGLE.

Let A B C represent 'a right-angled triangle, as

shown in Fig. 15. If we divide the triangle hori
zontally half way on the perpendicular, then the tri

angle E B D will equal in area the triangle shown

by the dotted lines A F E ; hence the triangle A BC
equals in area the rectangle A F D C. From the

above illustration we derive the following :

Kala—Multiply the base by one-half the perpen

dicular hight.

In Fig. 16 A B C represents a scalene triangle

which has no perpendicular line in reality, but for

convenience in estimating we draw one, which is

B D, dividing the triangle into two right~angled tri

angles of unequal areas. By dividing the triangle

horizontally half way on the perpendicular, as shown

by E F, the triangle E B F equals in area the two

triangles shown by dotted lines A G E and F H C.

Hence the triangle A B C equals in area the rectangle

A G H C.

Having shown how triangles may be reduced to

squares and rectangles of equal areas, the next step

will be to show their proper application to roof

measurements.

PLAIN CABLE ROOFS.

The gable roof is the most common in use and is

formed by two sets of rafters which meet at the

ridge.

Fig. 18 shows a side elevation, Fig. 19 shows an end
Fig. 17 shows a plan of this kind of roof,

elevation and Fig. 20 shows the size of roof neces

sary to cover the side elevation shown in Fig. 18.

An error liable to occur in taking roof measurements

from architectural plans consists in regarding the

line A B in the side elevation, Fig 18, for the length

of the rafter. This line is only the perpendicular rise

of the roof, as shown in the end elevation, Fig 19, by
the dotted line A B.

length of rafter which, when shown in a perpendicu

This

shows the length of roof and of rafter necessary to

In Fig. 19, B C represents the

lar position, is indicated by B C in Fig. 20.

cover the side elevation, represented in Fig. 18.

Hence the area of the roof is found by multiplying

the length of the roof by the length of the common

rafter, which gives the area of one side. This amount
doubled will give the area of both sides.

HIP ROOFS.

The liability to error in estimating the area of hip
roofs is still greater than in the case of gable roofs,

for no matter from which point we view the eleva

tions the length of the common rafter is not shown

in proper position to indicate the true size of the

roof. Fig. 21 shows a plan of a hip roof with deck,

and Fig. 22 a side elevation of this kind of roof. In
this figure some might take the lines A B and C D
for the length of the hips, and C E for the length of

C D
shows the length of the common rafter as we would

the common rafter, but such is not the case.

see it on the end looking at the side view, hence

E D is the run, E C the rise and C D length of com
mon rafter. I will now indicate the method of de

veloping the lengths of the hips, showing the true size

of the roof, and how to reduce the figure to a rect

Referring to Fig. 23, A B C
D and E represent the same lines as shown in Fig.
angle of equal area.

22. Now, take the length of the common rafters A
B and C D in Fig. 23 and draw them perpendicu

larly, as shown by E F and G H. Connect F with
D and H with A for the length of the hips, then the

figure inclosed by the lines A H F D will be the size
and shape of the roof necessary to cover the side ele

The triangle described by the lines D E F
equals in area the triangle A I H, shown by the dot

Hence the roof A H F D is equal in area

vation.

ted lines.

to the rectangle A I F E, whose length is one-half
the sum of the eaves and deck lengths and whose

The

length multiplied by the breadth gives the area.

breadth is the length of the common rafter.

From the foregoing illustrations and principles we

derive the following:

Ruin—Add the lengths at the eaves and deck to

gether, divide by two and multiply by the length of

The area of the deck is found

by multiplying the length by the breadth.

the common rafter.

Examplc.-—-What is the area of a hip roof 20 x 28

feet at the eaves, with deck 4 x 8 feet, the length

of the common rafter being 10 feet?

operalion.—2o + 4 + 20 + 4 + 28 + 8 +28 + 8 + 2

x IO = 600 feet, the area of the four sides. 4 x 8:
32 feet, the area of the deck. 600 + 32 = 632, the

total area of the roof.

This rule will apply to hip roofs of most any
kind.

to a point, as shown by Fig. 24, then there is noth

If the roof is pyramidal in form and hips

ing to add for deck and we simply multiply one

half the length at the eaves by the length of the

common rafter. The principles of the three forms

of hip roofs are essentially the same.

(To be conlinued.)
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VARIATION

set of floor plans is used as a basis for
a variety of designs in house con~

struction—at least so far as external
appearance is concerned. This is partial y

explained by the fact that while many ad
mire the same arrangement of the rooms
tastes difier as to the manner in which
the exterior shall be finished. An inter
esting

example
illustrating the case in

point is foun in connection with the ele
vations and floor plans presented upon
this and the following pages, the designs

IT
IS FREQUENTLY the case that one is probable, the author states, that the

second design would cost about $1500.+
Masonry and Brick-Laying.

In a recent issue of Specialties
apgearedan article on the above subject by eorge

H. Blagrove, which has much in it to in
terest American builders, and we take
pleasure in presenting the following ex
tracts :

Front Elevation.

having been prepared by J. D. Sibley, ar
chitect, of 70 Church street, Middletown,
Conn. The first design shown represents
a house of six rooms, estimated to cost
about $1000. In its construction the stone
walls in the cellar are laid dry and inted
inside with mortar, while the cel ar bot
tom is graveled. One chimney is made
to serve the urpose of the whole house,
rising, as it goes, at a int which prac
tically divides the kite en from the par
lor on the first floor. Instead of brick
piers in the cellar for the purpose of sup
porting the girders, chestnut posts are
employed for the sake of economy. The
finish throughout is plain, with flat 1

,4

x

‘2 inch band molding around the win
dows and doors. The floors throughout
are of spruce, and the roof is shingled.
From inspection of the first-floor plan it

will be seen that the workroom at the
rear of the house is separated from the
kitchen by an arch, which may be closed
by curtains. In the summer time the
kitchen may be used for a sitting or din
ing room, while making use of the work
room as the regular kitchen. Between
the workroom and pantry there is a slide,
thus
facilitating

household work. The
water supply is urnished from a cistern
or tank. On the second floor there are
three sleeping rooms, access to which is
made easy from the stair landing by
means of itsoct onal form. The veranda
on the front an the porch at the sides
have solid square posts chamfered. From
inspection of the elevations it will be
seen that the house is finished very plain,
the object being to resent a design for a
cheap cottage in w ich economy of con
struction, combined with convenient ar
rangement, has been constantly kept in
view. The second design, it Will be ob
served, is based upon the same floor plans
as are shown in the first, while the ex
terior is of a more ornamental design. It

kITCHEN

12';of
run"

PARLOR

12's'x11'0'

First Floor.

lanes, 18”.

IN COTTAGE DESIGN.

large building in such a manner that the
weight of its materials should be dimin
ished toward the top, not so much by re
ducing the thickness of its walls as by the
employment of lighter materials in their
construction, thus combining the advan
tages of diminished weight with those of
statical stability. In damp situations the
denser materials are generally preferred
on account of their non-absorbent charac
ter. but the reason for this preference
disappears when the outer surface is vit
rified or otherwise rendered impervious.
Hollow walls for the exclusion of damp
allow us to vary our materials on the in
terior and exterior, while the air space
serves for protection against changes of
temperature. If we build one section of
our hollow wall of substantial thickness,
the other being only a half-brick or thin
stone casing, and the two being connected
by means of galvanized-iron bonding
cramps, the question arises whether the
greater or lesser thickness should be
laced outside. It has been maintained

y some that the greater thickness should
certainly be placed on the outside, be
cause it allows less damp to find its way
into the cavity, such dam being quickl
evaporated by the warmth of the dwel -
ing. On the other hand, it has been
pointed out that under such an arrange
ment the greater section of the wall must
be permanently charged with dam , with
disastrous results to any woodwor con
nected with it, and that if the cavity is to
be dried by the warmth of the dwelling,
this can only have the effect of drawing
the damp inward, to the detriment of
health and the destruction of wall per.
It is contended that these evilsa are
avoided by placing the smaller section
outward, where, if it is the sooner ne
trated by damp, it is the sooner dried in
warm weather. Some are in favor of
Ventilating the cavity for the purpose of
keeping it dry, while others contend that
this at once destroys the advantage of
protection against rapid changes of tem

BEDROOM
BEDROOM ,1 I.99X“!on I90112

SecondFloor.

Variation in Cottage Design—J. D. Sibley, Architect, Middletoum, Conn.—
Elevation.—Scale, X

,

Inch to the Foot.
theIFoot.

The difierent densities of building ma
terials have been studied with reference
to the weight of their materials, their re
sistance to crushin and their power of
absorbing water. 0 frequentl employ
a harder and denser species of hricks in
foundations than elsewhere, but beyond
this there are few attem ts made to dis
pose the materials of a uilding accord
ing to their density, for structural rea
sons. If materials of difierent densities
are found in various parts of a buildin

it is usually with regard to their externa
appearance that they are so arranged.let it would not be difficult to design a

Floor Hana—Scale, [-16 Inch to

perature. It has often been found, how
ever, that the cavity in a hollow wall,
when it has no outlet, contains an accu
mulation of moisture, which gradually
soaks through the inner section to the in
terior of the buildin . The cavity, if not
Ventilated at top an bottom, should have
outlets for moisture at the bottom; and
some persons go so far as to r uire that

a cement splay be formed at t e bottom
of the cavity to throw the accumulated
moisture outward. It is certainly a good
lan, where doors and windows occur, to
introduce sheet lead at the head of the
opening. the lead being turned up on the
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inside and down on the outside, so as to
afiord protection to plates and lintels.

COST OF SOLID AND HOLLOW WALLS.

As to the difi‘erence in cost between
solid and hollow walls in brick work, it
has been calculated that where the inner
and outer sections and the intermediate
cavity are each of the same width, there
is a saving of one-third in the number of

For the exclusion of damp, it may well
be asked whether stone can be made as
im rvious asvitrified brick or term-cotta,
alt ongh various processes, such as satu
ratin the stone with drying linseed oil,
have een recommended for the purpose.
Nor can stone coin e favorably with
hollowbricks,either orlightness,stren h
or non-conductivity, whether employe in
internal partitions or in the external walls

Side (Right) Elevation.

bricks and one-half in mortar. The cost
of craps, or any other special means of
bonding, must be added, and as the cav
ity is proportionately narrower than the
least thickness of walling, as a rule, the
bricks and water economized amount to
less than the quantity stated. According
to data furnished in “ Laxton’s Price
Book” for the current year we calculate
that a 15%-inch wall, built hollow. would
only cost one-ninth less than an 18-inch
solid wall of the same superficial extent.
Thus the cost is about the same in propor
tion to the total thickness. The 15y-inch
thickness comprises a 9-inch wall, a 5-inch
cavity and a 4}§-inch outer thickness, and
it costs just 20 per cent. more than a solid
l3%-inch wall. This extra cost is in
curred for labor in keeping the internal
cavity clear as the work proceeds and for
laying one galvanized iron cramp in every
three superficial feet of walling.

THE HOLLOW WALL.
It ma be doubted whether a hollow
wall built thus presents a statical re
sistance to thrust e ual to that of a solid
wall of the same t icknees and
built of lighter materials so as
to be of the same weight. It is
ditficult to believe that the hol
low wall, bonded only with iron '

cramps, can behave exactly like a
solid wall when subjected to thrust. Its
resistance, however, is so nearly equal to
that of a solid wall containing the same
amount of brick work and of less thick
ness that the two have been pronounced
to be of equal strength. A hollow wall
with its greater section on the inside ob
viously opposes a better resistance to the
thrust of a roof than it would if the nar
rower section were placed inward, be
cause in the former case the principal
weight is concentrated further away from
the fulcrum of leverage. In designing
solid walls to resist horizontal thrusts,
most architects bear in mind that while
the resistance due to weight varies di
rectly as the total thickness of the wall,
the resistance due to leverage varies only
as the half thickness. For the sake of
stability it is to be regretted that modern
building owners will not allow us to fol
low the ractice of the mediaivalists in
placing set-ofis on the outside.

brought about mainly through the desire
for economy. Building owners and spec
ulators are not slow to observe that even
plain ashlar in Portland stone costs on the
average quite 40 per cent. more than stock
brick work, while the cost of carved or
nament as compared with terra cotta
and molded brick is such as causes them
to open their eyes. An architect has con
sequently little power of control in such
matters. Where he can, however, it is
for him to consider how far it is incum
bent upon him in the interest of his art to
give encouragement to the mason’s handi
craft. To this the architect may reply
that the roducts of the kiln are far more
durable t an any stone, and that whereas
it is open to us to know the history of any
human production, the works of nature
may contain hidden defects which only
manifest themselves after a prolonged ex
posure to climatic influence. He ma tell
us also that, in addition to other van

tages,
brick and terra cotta are undeni

ab y preferable to stone for purposes of
fire-proof construction.

CONCRETE WALLS.
If brick has so largely superseded stone
for economical reasons, it may be matter
for surprise that concrete has not more
largely supplanted brick. Probably it is
no exaggeration to say that the cost of
building in good Portland cement con
crete is just half that of brick work,
and the saving is greater still in build
ings where there is much repetition of
plan. To concrete walls we have no dan
ger of open joints; we have masses
which oppose an enduring resistance
to thrusts, the resistance being ang
mented by 20 per cent. in weight
over brick work. We have a substance
which excludes damp more eifectually
than most kinds of stone, and which en

Side (Left) Elevation.

Variation in Cottage Design—Elerati'ons.—Scale, % Inch 10the Foot.

of overhanging upper stories to half-tim
bered structures.

ORNAMENTAL PORTIONS.
In the ornamental parts of a building,
the artistic advantages of stone over terra
cotta are suflicientl obvious. Carved
work, coming direct 0m the hand of the
artist. is necessarily superior to that
which, though executed in the first in
stance by hand, is made conformable to
the limitations of molded work. Yet, for
a variety of reasons, brick work and terra‘
cotta have so

largely
superseded stone

within recent years. t at except in those
localities where stone is produced, there
has been a serious falling off in the ac
tivi of the mason’s trade. There is
no oubt that the change has been

ables us to cope most satisfactorily with
the modern increasing demand for rapid
execution in building. We cannot urge
much in favor of the external appearance
of concrete walls, but with brick and
terra cotta quoins, copings, window dress
ings and other accessories. there should
be ample op rtunity for the production
of artistic e ects. One of the objections
raised against concrete buildings has been
that they are difficult to pull down. This
objection may commend it to the atten
tion of those who will regard it rather as
an advantage than otherwise.+
PROBABLY THE LONGEST inscription on
any bell in the country, says the London
Daily Neil's, is that which J. S. Hadden
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takes from the bell in Glasgow Cathe
dral. It is dated 1790,and is as follows :
“In the year of grace, 1594, Marcus
Knox, a merchant in Glasgow, zealous
for the interests of the Reformed religion,
caused me to be fabricated in Holland for
the use of his fellow-citizens in Glasgow,
and placed me with solemnity in the
tower of their cathedral. My function
was announced b the impress on my
bosom : ‘ Ye who liear me come to learn
of holy doctrine’; and I was taught to
proclaim the hours of unheeded time.
One hundred and ninety-five years had
sounded their awful warnings, when I
was broken by the hands of inconsiderate

doubtedly the fact that the range of
man‘s observation and wisdom is largely
increased by absorbing the ideas which are
the result of the experience of the many,
and this observation is best obtained by
association with men of kindred ceilings
and ursuits, such as, for builders, is
great y facilitated by the daily communi
cation made possible in an exchange. Too
little attention is given to the considera
tion of this phase of any man’s business
life, from the fact that all are in the habit
of arrogating to themselves the credit of
the knowledge the have obtained as be
ing the direct resu t of their own personal
experience, while in reality probably a

Front Elevation.

and unskillful men. In the year 1790 I
was cast into the furnace, refounded at
London and returned to my sacred voca
tion. Reader, thou shalt also know a

{qsurrection;
may it be unto eternal

1 e." .+
The Benefit of ideas.

W. H. SAYWARD.

One of the advantages of a builders’
exchange which must appeal to every per
son who thinks upon the subject of associ
ated effort in any direction, is the fact that
a given number of men being thrown into
constant contact with each other, are
continually benefited by the exchange of
ideas which are the result of each other’s
experience. The exchange of ideas difiers
in a sense from the exchange of com
modity or material, whereby the shrewder
derive a benefit at the expense of their
fellows, for in the exchange of ideas no
one is the loser and all are gainers ; and
inasmuch as ideas are frequently the
most valuable of a man‘s stock in trade
it clearly demonstrates itself that a rop
erly organized and conducted bui ders’
exchange, where the members meet daily
at a given hour, must continually confer
upon its members an immense benefit in
the acquirement of ideas, which is fre
quently inappreciated or entirely lost
51 ht of.
his aspect of a membership in an ex

change is so seldom considered that the
liberal education acquired from a con
stant contact with a man‘s fellow
workers and competitors is attributed,
very fr uently, to entirely different
causes. uilders are in the habit of at
tributing much of the wisdom of their
calling, acquired by years of practice in
the
building

business. to the experience
gained in t e structural and mechanical
portions of their work, while it is un
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members, and the fact that the benefit _i
s

so little recognized and acknowledged in
no sense detracts from the fact that such
benefit does exist, and is as tan 'ble as
the dollars and cents return fromt e exe
cution of a contract.

—~_¢——
Slates and Slatlng.

The best and most substantial r‘oof
known to the architects at

present,
sa s

awriter in an English exc ange, ist e

slate roof, having at least a square pitch.
Such a roof weighs considerably more
than a shingle roof, and it also costs a

little more, but it is many times more
durable.
Some queer technical terms are used in
connection with slating. Names are used
to indicate the size of slate. One 10
x 18 inch being known as a double.
Smaller slates are called small doubles.
The next larger size are known as plau
tations; the next size is called vis
countess. Sizes ranging from 8 x 12
inch to 10 x 15inch are called ladies:
from 10x 20 inch are called countesses,
up to 14x 24 inch, which are known as
princesses.
There are slates that run through all
the titles of the nobility—marchioness,
duchess, imperial—and then comes what

is probably a poor man’s slate, under the
delicate title of rags. The noble titles
are again resumed, and run queens, eni
presses, and end with princesses.
In American practice the slates run
simply by inches, from 7 x 14 inch up
to 17x 24 inch. The thickness of slates
ranges from 0.125 to 0.3215 inch, and
their weight varies from 2 pounds to 4 /'

pounds per s uare foot. A square o
f

slating is rate as any other roofin equal
to 100 square feet, the gauge is t e dis
tance between the courses, while la is
counted as the distance which each s ate
overlaps the slate lengthwise next below
but one.
Lap varies from 2 to 4 inches, and a

standard lap is about 3 inches. As above
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large proportion of the knowledge of the
best methods of conducting their business
has been acquired from the observation
of the success or failure of their neighbor
in similar undertakings. Builders are in
the habit of thinking and saying, “I can
run my business myself,” and are thor
oughly honest in the conviction of their
ability to do so, but it must appear as a
logical conclusion that daily personal in
terviews with others engaged in conduct
ing the same line of business must pre
sent to them many ideas which would
take a lifetime to evolve from the customs
under which their individual knowledge
of the business has been acquired. This,
then, is one of the benefits conferred by

a properly organized exchange upon its

stated, a good slateTroof should have
about square pitch, but slates should
never be put upon a roof which pitches
less than 1 foot in 4 feet. When it is de
sired to com ute the surface of a slate
when laid an the number of squares of
slating. subtract the lap from the length
of a slate which is taken as distance
from nail hole to tail, and one-half the
remainder will give length of surface ex
posed ; this when multiplied by width of
slate will give the surface required.
To ascertain the number of slates re
quired for a square, divide 14,400, which

is the area of one 8 name in inches by
the surface obtained above, and the
quotient will give the number of slates
required for one square. For an example
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take a slate 12 x 24 inch. taking a
standard lap 8 inches, the number re
quired for a square will be found by sub
tracting 3 from M, equal to 21, and 21
divided by 2, equals 101.; inches, which
multiplied by 12equals 126inches, 14,400
the total area to be covered, divided by
126 which uals the area of one slate,
gives 114 29 inch slates required for the
square.
Slate weighs from 165 pounds to 180
pounds per cubic foot, and, in conse
quence of lap, it requires an average of

Parthenon, and mezzo for the class of re
lievo which is between the two. There
are, however, some peculiar modes of
treating basso-relievo which require to be
noticed. In works of this class, in Egyp
tian sculpture, are some that have the
representation sunk below the plane or
face of the material. The object is
modeled or carved not on but in the

ground,
almost as a relieved intaglio, there

eing no background; but the face or

ground
is left up in its original state.

has no portion of the carved, or what

work before alluded to, but instead of the
edges being rounded till the outline is
softened to the ground, asin the casewith
the Egyptian execution, the outline is
rather sharply defined against the back
ground, this back und being lowered,
though very slight y, as in other works in
relievo. From the extreme flatness of the
execution this style of design is called by
the Italian writers on art straccialo,
which means smashed down or flattened.
In these works the inner parts are little
more than drawn, being incised or cut in
sharply, with no projection even on the
parts most prominent in nature..__._—_.
Walnscotlng for the Woman‘s

Building.

The following specifications have been
decided upon for the wainscoting of the
Woman’s Building of the World's Fair:
The dimensions for the panels, which
will be of two sizes, are for the first 20
inches square, and for the second 20
inches high by 3 feet 8 inches in width.
It is desirable that the wood for these
panels should harmonize in color, and for

that reason holly, maple or other
light woods of the same tone are
preferred. The carving will be
in low relief, and uncarved

polished
panels will be accepted.

he desi s will be conventional
in style, at Italian Renaissance is
preferred. This, however, is not
obligatory.
The name of the artist and of
the State of which the wood is
native may appear in a small
panel forming part of the de
sign. It has been decided that
the difierent States must procure
their own designs, the time now

Side (Right) Elevation.

2 square feet of slate to make 1 inch of
s ating. When slate 0.125 inch thick
is laid on laths, it weighs 4.75 pounds per
cubic foot; when the same is laid on 1
inch boards, it weighs 6.75

pounds
per

cubic foot. Slate 0.1875 inc thick on
laths and boards weighs 7 pounds and 9
pounds respectively. A 0.25 mch slate
weighs 9.15 unds and 11.25 mnds re
spectively. he thickest kin , gaugin
0.3215 inch, weighs 11.15 pounds am
14.10 unds on laths and boards.
A s ate roof composed of 6 x13 inch
slate weighs 1680 pounds per
square, and requires 480 slates.
A 10x 20 inch slate weighs 6720
pounds, and requires 171 slates
per square. A 12 x 24 inch
slating requires 125 slates and
weighs 4480pounds.

_. *_
Sculpture in Relief.

All works come under the
denomination of “relieve” that
have the figures or objects at
tached to a background. How
ever slight this connection may
be, says a foreign exchange,
the mere fact of touching the
background establishes the sculpture
as belonging to this class of art. The
groups in the metopes of the Parthenon
are, as nearl as possible, entire statues.
Portions of t em are, in many instances,
quite free and detached, but still in some
parts they touch and are united with the
ground and thus, as a whole, they con
stitute legitimate relievi. The groups in
the frieze of the same building. on the
contrary, lie or are attached so closely to
the ground that none of the parts ex
hibited project so far as to be entirely
free from contact. Modern art phrase
ology has supplied distinctive terms to
e ress the varieties and modifications of
re awe; and we receive from the Italian
nomenclature alto, for extremely high or
projecting work, basso relieve for the
treatment referred to in the frieze of the

being so short that the Board of

Side (Left) Elevation.

Variation in Cottage Design.-EIevatiom.—Scale, }5 Inch (0 the Foot.

would be called the relieved work, pro
jects beyond the original surface to break
the architectural profile. It is a mode of
treatment that has its recommendations,
and it might be introduced with great ad
vantage under particular circumstances
in interior decoration. There is another
mode of execution, belonging also to the
class of basso-relievo, which might be ad
vantageousl adopted where the light is
insufficient or giving effect to prominent
parts, or where it falls at a very obtuse
angle upon the work. This is found
chiefly in the compositions of Donatello.
The relief is as low as in the Egyptian

Lady Managers cannot undertake to fur
nish them. It is also recommended that
the art schools be invited to furnish
designs.
In sending these designs, which must
first be submitted to Miss Hayden, the
architect of the Women's Building. in
dorsement from the State World‘s Fair
Boards, or from the Lady Managers of
the State. is required as to the ability of
the designer to execute the same. An un
carved margin, of at least 2 inches, may
be left around the edge of the panels.
The designs must be sent in not later
than June 15, 1892.
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DESIGNS FOR WOOD TURNERS.

HERE ARE A GOOD many articles
for household use which may be
made from wood with the aid of a

turning lathe in the hands of the average
mechanic. About all that is necessary in
the wa of material is a supply of wood
adapte to the purpose and a selection of
designs. A correspondent recently con
tributed to one of our English exchanges
a series of articles illustrated by a num
ber of designs, a selection from which we
take pleasure in presenting in this con
nection. It will be seen that they are of
a varied character and afford good oppor
tunity for the intelligent mechanic in
turnin out articles which are not only
attractive as ornaments. but useful in the
household.
Referring to the page of illustrations
presented herewith, the first figure re re
sents what may be termed an expan ing
hat rack. The end arms are about 14
inches long and 1% inches thick, while
the center ones are about 24 inches long.
These are all halved up the center and
crossed over each other, as indicated in
Fig. 1 of the cuts. At the intersections
are placed hat

gegs,
while a long stout

screw is inserte through the arms and
into the hat g, thus screwing the parts
together an yet allowing the frame to
be expanded or contracted at pleasure.
In Fig. 2 of the illustrations is shown an
end view of this rack, which may bemade
larger by simply adding more of the
longer arms.
InFig. 3 of the illustrations is re re
sented a flower stand supported by t ee
legs. Near the floor is a shelf, while
around the top of the stand is a gallery
of turned spindles, which serves as a

guard
for the flower pot. It stands 3

eet high and has a top 11 inches in
di meter. The top is made in two parts,
the under one havmg the legs inserted in
it and wedged tight from above. It is
then screwed to the

lipper
and finished

top. The legs are we s read out and
are made of 2-inch woo , though care
should be taken not to have them
too heavy and clumsy in appearance.
The shelf is fixed with screws through the
legs, and the heads being sunk, little
knobs are turned and inserted to cover
the heads. Fig. 4 shows a square table
measuring 16inches across the top. which
is 9

8
'

inch thick. It stands 2 feet 2 inches

in hight. The le are fixed by wedging
into two cross rai s about 2 inches by 3

4

inch, which are again screwed to the
under side of the top across the grain of
the wood. The legs, which are 1}; inches
in diameter at their thickest part, are
connected in two portions by stretchers
134inches in diameter. A narrow shelf,
about 7 inches broad and 1

4 inch thick is

laid on top of the two stretchers and
screwed throu h from below.
Figs. 5

,

6an 7 represent a little ink
stand 51/4inches in diameter, supported
on four turned feet and having a pair of
supports for a pen. Fig. 5 shows a general
view, while Figs. 6 and 7 represent side
and plan views. In the side view one of
the pen supports only is shown. the other
being directly behind it. In the plan,
Fig. 7

,

the four feet are indicated by the
dotted lines, while the square hole for the
ink bottle is cut through the top and
a little bottom 3

/8 inch thick is glued on
the underside, as indicated in the eleva
tion, Fig. 6

.

Perhaps one thing that
wood tumers are more often requested to
make than anything else is a handle for
some sort of tool. In Fig. 8 are shown a

few forms of handles, partly octagonal
and partly turned. These afford good
subjects for imitation, and when the
work is well done very attractive handles
are roduced. A wall shelf is illustrated
in igs. 9 and 10 of the accompanying il

lustrations, which show front and side
Views respectively. The shelf measures
about 14 inches long by 18inches wide,

and is 1% inches thick. The corner posts
are 1}; inches, the horizontal rails 1%
inches thick, while the spindles are very
slender. The spindle set at an angle and
shown in the end view, 10, is in
tended to serve as a brace. he arrange
ment at the front under the shelf is in
tended to be repeated lower down at the
back, between the back

dposts
next the

wall. The shelf is inten ed to be fixed
in position by means of two brass wall
plates.
Some ver attractive designs for um
brella stan s, made of turned wood, are
shown in Figs. 11 and 13 of the cuts.
These stands are fitted with a zinc pan,
the edge of which is turned over suffi
ciently to catch on to and be

sug‘plprtedby the round rail at the bottom. e ar
rangement of spindles near the ground,
indicated in Fig. 11, gives the stand an
appearance of stability, and at the same
time necessitates a special arrangement
of the lip of the pan, which must be cut
away to clear each s indle, as indicated
in the end elevation, ig. 12. The stand
indicated in Fig. 13 is of a larger size,
measuring 2 feet 7 inches in length and
11 inches in width, and has three divid
ing rails in the top. The little circle
shown is 5 inches outside diameter, 3

inches inside diameter and 1
% inch in sec

tion. The corner pieces may be cut out
of a circle measuring 8 inches outside and
5% inches inside diameter, and these are
fastened in place by pinning and gluing.
The device shown in Fig. 14of the en
gravings, while very much resembling a
candlestick, is known as a rin stand,
and is useful for the toilet tab e. The
are supposed to be placed on the

litt e projecting pegs, the entire device

being
made about double the size indi

cate in the engraving.+—
Early American Brick and Booting

Tile.

It has heretofore beengenerally believed
that the first brick used in the erection of
houses in this country were imported,
but. says the Popular Science Monthly,

it is more than probable that by far the

geater
proportion were made here.

aniel
Pelgg
and others manufactured

brick in hiladelphia as early as 1685,
and within a few years after that date
numerous brickyards were in operation
along the shores of the Delaware. Many
residences throughout the country, par
ticularly in certain sections of Pennsyl
vania, were built of brick early in the
eighteenth century. The cost of import
ing these supplies from England and
transporting to the rural districts, far re
moved from tide water, would have been
prohibitory. That

buildingl
brick were

extensively manufactured ere previous
to 1753 is indicated by a statement of
Lewis Evans of Philadelphia, who wrote
to a friend in England that vear : “ The
greatest vein of clay for brick and pottery
be he near Trenton Falls and extends a
mi e or two in breadth on the Pennsylva
nia side of the river to Christine ; then it

crosses the river and goes by Salem. The
whole world cannot afford better brick
than our town is built of. Nor is the
lime, which is mostly brought from White
Marsh, inferior to that wherewith the old
castles in Britain were formerly built."
When burned, as formerly, in “ clamps,”
the brick formed their own kiln, piled on
edge. afinger‘s breadth apart, to allow
the heat to circulate between. Those
which came in direct contact with the
wood fire in the kiln were blackened and
partially vitrified on the exposed ends:
while the opposite extremities, which
were farthest from the heat, were only
partially burned, and consequently too
soft for external use. The other brick in

the kiln which were uniformly sur
rounded by heat came out red. To utilize
all the brick produced, the black ends of
the former were laid outward in the wall,
thus combining utility with omamenta
tion. Many of the older houses were con
structed in this manner. An old build
ing on the Brandywine, near West
Chester, erected in 1724, was built of
brick made on the property from clay
found in the vicinity. The structurewas
considered an imposing one in its day,
and the walls are still standing in an ex
cellent state of preservation.
Roofing tiles were also manufactured in
this country more than a hundred years
ago. Plain tiles were made of ordinary
brick-clay, about ’-inch in thickness and
61.2to 7 inches wide by 18 to 14 in length.
hey were fastened to the rafters of the
roof by means of a clay knob or hook at
the upper margin of the under side. The
surfaces were broadly and shallowly
grooved to can the water ofi‘. Such tiles
are still foun in the debris of an old
smithy which was built in 1799at Cope’s
Bridge on the Brandywine. Other ex
amples, made in Lancaster county, Pa.,
one of which bears the date 1769,have
recently come to light.—+—

Glazlng Colors.

“ Glazing " is a term which has probably
been borrowed from the potters art of
coating the ware with a transparent vitre
ous substance. The house painter uses the
word “ glaze” in speaking of the settin
of window panes, and the word is used
also by other trades when speaking of a

finish that adds luster. Glassy, trans ar
ent. is the correct meaning; there ore,
glazing colors are those possessin but lit
tle body or covering power, andw ich are
employed when richness and brilliancy
are desired. Body colors ma be rendered
transparent or partially so y using but
little color to a large proportion of vehicle ;

but such glazing is of no value exce t to
landscape painters, and not much to t em.
There is no difliculty in reducing a per
fect glazing coat when t e ainter knows
how to prepare the foun ation colors.
The self-taught painter, supposing that
all colors are used the same, may worry
over his carmine or yellow lake and won
der why the will not cover, and he may
give up in espair; but the regular ve
hicle painter, knowing what is demanded,
proceeds with a glaze with as little con
cern as he would for a body color.
Any body color which is to be used as
che color proper, says the Canadian Ar
chitect and Builder, should be fine, clean
and laid on perfectly smooth. This being
the ractice in good shops, glazing is

merely the extra work of laying two or
more coats of transparent color. The
glaze ma be put on thin and but onecoat
given, w ich is practiced when it is de
sired to impart brilliancyto the under
coat. Brilliant vermilion is produced by

a thin glaze of carmine over vermilion,
and the same method may be adopted
with the yellow and green lakes. The
common practice is to prepare the ground
color so that it will closely match the
tone of glazing color as it appears when
mixed or “wet up," for every color is
slightly deeper in tone when wet or mixed
in oil or varnish ; but the glazing colors
are capable of a wider application, for
they may be painted over grounds wholly
opposite in color. Thus carmine may be
glazed over lead color, black and also
over white, yellow, pale green. verdigris,
blue, purple, violet and yellow lake.
Verdigris and ultramarine blue maybe
glazed over about the same range of col
ors, but when so used they are better
adapted to narrow spaces, striping, orna
mental and pictorial work.
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MASONRY AND STONE CUTI'ING.‘

COR-BEL ARCH UNDER 'SEMICIRCULAR
PROJECTING TURRET.

ET THE PLAN of the turret, Fig.
L 191,be the are A D B projecting beyond the face of the wall; let it be
supported by a corbel arch formed as fol
lows: In the vertical plane A C, perpen
dicular to the face of the wall, draw the
arc of acircle, as shown in Fig. 192, on
which the plane A C has been turned
down. Let the delineated arc of circle
be the section of a horizontal cylinder
parallel to the wall ; then the soflit of the
corbel arch will be the portion of that
horizontal cylinder comprised within its
intersection with the vertical c linder of
the turret. The outline of t e corbel
arch will have for projections the linesAFEDEFB,A'F'E' D'E' F’ B'. The
elevation of that outline is constructed by
observing that the generator of the soflit
which passes through the point F”,
192,has for projections F" F' andF ;
and as the horizontal projection of this
line meets the base A D B of the vertical
cylinder in the point F, we have onl to
draw the elevatmn of that point in ’ on
the line F" F’.
Points to beNoticed—The radius A' C"
of the horizontal cylinder should be
larger than the projection of the turret ;
otherwise the keystone would have a
tendency to fall forward. Here the radius
A' C" is taken equal to O D, the radius of
the arc A D B. so that the upper part of
the face arch may be tangent to a circle
inscribed therein of diameter A B, as it
gives the neatest drawing. 2. Instead of
adopting the section A’ D"of the horizon~
ta] cylinder we might take for outline of
the corbel arch the curve projected on
plan in A D B and on the elevation on
the semicircle A' D' B'; then let this line
be the directing line of a cylinder, the
horizontal generator of which would slide
along the outline of the face arch, and
draw from this the section by the reverse
process used for drawing the face arch.
The bed joints are taken through
points found by dividing the semicircle
A' D' B' in an odd number of arts and
through the line Y Y' perpen icular to
the wall. Each of these joint planes,
such as F' Y’ Y, cuts the cylindrical sofiit
of the arch along an elliptical line,
F n f Y, of which any point, such as n, is
found at the meeting of a generator of
the horozontal cylinder with the plane of
the
joint
; then the bed joint cuts the ver

tica cylinder from F' to K’ on right-hand
side of Fig. 198,and afterward it cuts the
face of the wall from K’ to G', where it
meets the horizontal bed joint of the first
course of stones.
The eye of the corbel arch has for joint
line a curve, a e d e b, a' e' d’ e' b', formed
by delineating the are a d b concentric
with A D B. then taking the intersection
of a vertical cylinder of base a d b with
the sofit of the arch. The surface of this
joint should be normal to the sofiit of the
face arch. Therefore, if to cut that e e
stone a prism be selected of which t e
side elevation on section is the rectangu
lar V" Z" U", then the point (e, s”) will
have to be found where a normal C" e" to
the soflit pierces the upper face of the
eyestone. By a series of such points the
intersection ulsdelw of the upper face
by the surface of the joint will be
delineated. In the same way the intersec
tions a' o’u'and b¢'w' of the joint with the
back of the stone will be also delineated.
The surface of that joint is a conoid.
Hence the bed joint (E e E/ e') of an
arch stone will stop at the point (e e') of
the sofiit of the arch; then cut the conoid
of the eye along a line e '/
,

and then the
upper face of the eye stone alon the line

'/ L parallel to Y Y'. Turn ( own the
plane of that joint, and you get the bed
mold H,E,e,7.,L,h,. By similar opera

* Continued from page13,Decemberissue.

tions we get the lower bed mold G,K,

I ’1 n I -

0 cut the arch stone we require the
intersection of the cylindrical sofllt with
the operation plane taken through the
chord e

’ j’ perpendicular to the wall.
This operation plaueis turned down round
its horizontal trace, which 'ves the mold
qe, f, p. Then develop t e cylindrical
sofiit of the arch, Fig. 194, taking the
distances from A B e ual to the arcs on
Fig. 192,Y,f. : A'f’, .e. = A' e".F. .

= A' F", Y, E, = A’ E", Y. D, = A' D".
and the distances from the center line
Y, D, equal to the distances from center
line on the plan, Fig. 191, and you will
obtain on the development the curve of
the face arch and the joint of the eye
stone.
Now, to cut the arch stone shaded
in Fig. 193, reduce a stone prism, the
base of whic will be the poly on com
prising the elevation; then p ace the
upper and lower bed molds on their re
spective planes : place also the mold of
the operation plane 1

2
’
f, and guided by the

curves delineated and guiding marks
thereon, work the cylindrical soflit ; the
part above the line F” F’ will have to be
worked with a uare guided solely by
the outline of t 0 upper bed. Then
squeeze on to the cylindrical )art just
worked the sofit mold, and (elineate
the curves ed and E F, Fig. 195, and

gluided
by the sat line and the upper edge

R of the stone work, the cylindrical
face belonging to the turret. Lastly,
after having worked progressively, the
small plane L M», the mold of which is

given
on plan, Fig. 191,the entire out

ine of the conoid joint will be known,
and can be worked with the help of a few
guiding marks. I shall add that it will
besafer to develop also thec lindrical
face of the turret, and get there y a face
mold by which the curve E' F’ will be
exactl delineated ; then afterward work
the so t, of which all the outlines will
then be known.

I beg to say that I have given the con
struction of the eye joint as shown by a
former instructor at the Paris Ecole Poly
technique, but that I consider his con
struction impractical, es cially when
adplied to other joints para lel to the eye
joint which have to be used in dividin
the courses of stones of larger corbe
arches supporting circular apses project
ing 10feet or 15feet beyond the face of
the wall. The construction I propose is

as follows: Draw on Fig. 192the section
of a second cylinder with a radius 3inches
longer than that of the section of the
sofiit ; then draw the intersection a' z" b

of that cylinder with the conoid forming
the joint of the eye ; take this latter curve
as the base of a cylinder which will form
the eye stone ; draw the development of
this cylinder, and place that development
on the surface of the cylinder worked;
then draw the curve of intersection of the
base cylinder with the conoid joint. By
means of the audit mold draw the inner
curve of that same joint, and work the
conoid with a straight edge laid from one
curve to the other through guiding marks.
With my construction there will be no
more small plane L lo, but a conoid
joint only about 3 inches wide, followed
by a c lindrical surface easy to work.
In ig. 196is shown how a similar cor
bel arch can be used at the angle of two
walls. Often a spherical niche is used
for the same purpose, and gives an elegant
solution of the problem.
In using these corbel arches consider
able attention must be given to studying
the equilibrium of forces, so as to make
sure that the corbel arch and what it sup
ports will not overbalance the weight of
the main wall. In large corbel arches the
key stone should always be connected by
a metal tie rod to other arts of the build
ing, or to reversed an inverted arches
constructed on purpose.

Romanesque Windows.

In all periods of Romanesque we find
occasionally two or more arched o enings
comprised under one inclosing arc . This
arrangement is more frequent in belfry
windows and triforium openings than
elsewhere,

sags
an English exchange, but

occurs in or inary windows, especially
in secular buildings. The s ace interven
ing between the large arc and the two
or more placed below it was, even as early
as this, occasionally pierced with circles
or other forms of openin . Here, then,
we have the elements 0 the mullioned
window before even the introduction of
the pointed arch. In the same situations

it gradually developed itself, ste by step,
during the Early Pointed perio , so that
we have in triforium arcades and in other
positions a pretty full development of
what is called plate tracery, before its use
became frequent for ordinary windows.
The case was

gretty
much the same both

in France an England, though,. on the
whole, the love of placing two 0 nings
under one arch was greater in rance;
thus we see in the aisles at Chartres tWo

plain
lights under one arch, with a circu

ar opening, and above, in the clearstory,
a very

large
circle with somewhat com

plex subor inate piercings. The same is
the case at Bourges, where three lights
are often com rised under one arch, with
a single circe in the head. The next
great element which aided in reducing
tracery windows was the whee , or other
richly~pierced circular window. This,
again. originated under the Romanesque
style, as we may see at Barfreston and
elsewhere. It is, in fact, a very close ap
proach to tracery, and when placed in the
space between comprising and comprised
arches it almost com letes the change.
All that is wanted is t e piercing of the
intervening spaces in forms whose out
lines are parallel to the main iercings,
so as to form what Professor illis calls
bar tracery. It is somewhat remarkable
that the French should have made the
window over the doorway the most im
portant one in their churches, while the
English have made that over the high
altar, which had frequently a sculptured
reredos.+—
The Scaffolding Up for Twenty Years.

A man who is frequently called the
meanest man in Connecticut, saysa recent
issue of one of the New York dailies, lives
in the southeastern part of that State. A
Connecticut statute fixes the rate of taxes
on an unfinished house at a lower figure
than that on buildings which are finished.
This particular man began to build his
house about 20 years a 0. He put the
roof on and made it reagy for occupancy
in
every
other way, but did not take the

scafiol ing down. When the tax collector
came around the owner of the place
calmly handed over the money which was
due under the assumption that the house
was still in the course of construction.
The collector saw the scaffolding and,
after a little argument, decided to be con
tent with the sum. When he made his
visit the next year the scafioldin , now a

little weather beaten, was still a at the
house. The owner again handed over the
sum he had paid the previous year. There
was objection to this, but the tax collector
finally went away with the amount.
That established a recedent, and for two
decades the scafl'ol 'ng has been up, and
for two decades the owner has been pay
ing taxes on an unfinished house. The
framework, which was to be only tem~
porary. has grown black with age, and is

pointed out to every stranger by the
neighbors. “ The meanest man in Con
necticut" doesn’t mind his bad reputa
tion" but thriftin counts up how much
the scaffolding has saved him.
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SAFER METHODS OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.

J. H. \VOODBURY, vice-president
of the Boston Manufacturers Mu
tual Fire Insurance Company, de

livered an address a short time since be
fore the Franklin Institute of Philadel
phia, taking for his subject “

Confizgrations in Cities.” The speaker referr t0
the manner in which cities in all ages
have suifered from fire, and described in
an entertaining manner the methods of
fighting flames from the days of Sode
and Gomorrah down to the present time.
He discussed the question of private and
city water works. and dwelt at some
length upon the safer methods of build
ing construction. In regard to the latter

poigt
the speaker, among other things,

sax :
While the origin of most fires is due to
causes which are in the control of owners
or occu ants, the destructive extent of
nearly alf of the fires is due to faulty
methods of construction, which might
have been prevented in greater or less de
gree by the adoption of methods not in
volving excessive expense or unusual a -
pearances in construction. These meth s
of safer construction are matters of com
mon knowledge among competent archi—
tects, but they should notbe held at fault
for mistakes due to the avarice or preju
dice of owners.
Methods of building construction, with
a view to the ap ilicaticn of methods of
the greatest saflety, need not interfere
with the free exercise of the highest de
gree of taste. An ugly building is not
necessarily a substantial one, any more
than a homely person is necessarily good
—although the greater portion of human
ity willingly find comfort in the proverb
concerning the Flemish beauty and the
accompanying intrinsic merit.
The work of the underwriter is largely
dependent on that of the architect, be
cause every variety of building material
and every method of construction, irre
spective of the use to which the building
is put, is more or lessdestructible by fire ;
therefore, the work of the architect must
be judged in a certain measure by the
methods of the underwriter.

TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION.

There are certain types of construction
of commercial and manufacturing build
ings in cities which experience has shown
to be peculiarly adapted to resist destruc‘ tion by fire, and a general consideration
will be given to some of these methods.
If a building could be so constructed
that its contents could burn and destroy
the interior without endangering the
neighboring buildings, it could never
cause aconflagration. A fire-proof build
ing, however, is a commercial impossi
bility, because if one be constructed so as
to withstand the destruction of its con
tents, it would be good for little else, and
the cost would be rohibitive.
When William . Green was chief of
the Boston fire department, he received a
letter from an official at Berlin asking for
a description of the fire-proof public
buildings at Boston. He re lied that they
had but one, the Beacon ill Reservoir,
and sometimes they did not feel quite sure
of that.
Improvements on the score of safety to
buildings in cities are feasible only so far
as they do not offend the present methods
of taste in design, or interfere with the

purposes
for which such buildings are to

e used; and all modifications must be
made without undue cost, and under
such conditions that an additional ex
pense will prove a go investment in
the diminution of the fire hazard, as
measured by a reduction in the rates of
insurance.
Any other method of treating the ques
tion in the attempt to direct the construc
tion of buildings, regardless of all con
siderations cxce t the reduction of the
fire hazard, would be comparable to the
enema of Brunel, the civil engineer,
when he told the parliamentary commis

sion that he believed the purpose of the
Creator in making rivers was to feed
canals.
The methods of safe and solid con
struction are, however, less expensive
than the hollowness of alleged decora
tions, whose only definite characteristic
consists in their perfect fitnesss as fire

traps.hese questions of safe construction
naturally resolve into two classes—the
one including measures to prevent fires
communicating from one building to an
other, and the other including measures
to obstruct a fire from extending through
out the various stories of a building.
Both of these conditions ma be ideali
ties as to their complete fulfi lment, but
it has been found feasible to reach favor
able results in these directions.
Any building ordinances which pertain
solel to the entire construction of new
buil ings will be very slow in their ap
plication, but in most instances changes
can be readily introduced which would
materially diminish both classes of haz
ard. Any measures which could do away
with the conflagration hazard in cities
would reduce the fire loss very mate
rially.
REDUCING LIABILITY TO FIRE.

The first consideration should be given
to the means of reducing the confiagra
tion hazard. This is accomplished sim
ply by the maintenance of the walls, the
protection of all necessary openings, the
abolition of wood cornices and the pro
tection of the roof, all of which recan
tions have been taken in most of t efirst
class buildings in cities. Brick division
walls, heavy enough to withstand the ex
cessive stresses incident to a fire. will be
uninjured by flames which cripple iron
and decrepitate stone. It is preferable
that all walls should extend above the
roofs ; but where that cannot be done the
cornices should be of terra cotta, stone or
metal.
All 0 nings in side or rear walls which
would gimme a source of danger in case
the adjacent buildings were on fire should
be provided with fire- roof doors or shut
ters, which should a ways be closed at
ni ht.
These doors or shutters should be made
of two thicknesses of matched boards, of
thoroughly seasoned stock, laid at right
angles to each other and covered With
sheets of tinned iron laid with locked
joints similar to the method generally
used in tin roofing. The hangings,
whether trucks or hinges, should be
secured directly to the wall and fastened
to the door or shutter by carriage bolts,
not screws.
The butts for outside shutters should
be made of galvanized iron, or some
other material which would not allow
the hinge to stick by rust. In division
walls of large buildings these doors should
be double, one door at each side of the
wall.
Doors made after such a method have
resisted the most severe exposure in burn
in buildings; while it is known that
sit er wrought or cast iron doors cannot
withstand the heat of any considerable fire.

TINNED FIRE DOORS

The occupant of a large building in
Boston asked advice upon the best
methods to render the buildings safer,
and among other matters it was sug
gested that tinned fire doors should be
placed at the openings in the division
walls in lace of the iron doors.
He re ied that he would most gladly
make t e change. were it not that the
conditions of the lease make it necessary
that iron doors should be kept at these
openings. But on being asked if any clause
of the lease forbade the addition of tinned
fire doors in front of the iron doors,
he replied in the negative, and afterward
had some excellent fire doors made. They
were, however, hung on hinges secured
to the furring and not to the brick wall.

In a short time a fire started in the
buildin , and, passing

ugl
the hollow

spaces tween the stud 'ug and the
wall, caused the whole -finish to separate
from the wall, carrying the fire door to
the cellar, where it lay among some
burning anthracite coal for a week, and
was then removed to a certain insurance
office, where it served as an excellent ex
ample for many years.
The iron fire-proof door did not long re
main in position after the tinned door '
was pulled away from in front of it, but
yielded and allowed the fire to roceed
through the opening into the a joining
building.
The floor supports should be attached
to the walls in such a way that the walls
shall not be injured by falling beams or
girders. The preferable means for ac
complishing this result is first to place
the beams so they will not penetrate too
near to the outer face of the wall. They
should then be secured to the walls by a
wall plate, with a tongue entering a
transverse groove across the underside
of the beam. or bv the cast-iron anchorage
box invented by Henry A. Goetz, the well
known architect. Wood beams anchored
to the walls by either of these two meth
ods will not endanger the walls in the
event of a beam falling from any cause.
In the case of iron girders the problem
is different, as the changes in the length
of such girders with ordinary variations
in temperature would not permit a rigid
anchorage. This expansion has been suf
ficient in case of fire to produce serious
results.

'rns QUESTION or ROOFS.
In his report of the great fire of Novem
ber 28, 1889. the -Boston tire marshal
states in regard to the Ames building,
which was among those destroyed, that
the walls of the building were thrown
out by the expansion of the iron roof.
Allegations have also been made concern
ing destructive results caused by the ex
pansion of iron girders at other fires.
The question of roofs is a very im
portant one, both in regard to their yield
ing from a inside, and also their
ignition from outside exposure. The
statement made by Benjamin Franklin,
that “next to a good foundation, a good
roof is the most important part of a house,”
is even more applicable to-day, as the
crowded condition of cities has given
other functions to roofs than merely
those of shelter.
The most substantial roofs for com
mercial buildin are those constructed of
plank, and near y fiat. having a slope of
}4 inch to the foot either toward the
center or the edges. When the various
courses of roof covering comprise a solid
thickness of 3 inches of wood without
any intervening air space, then the build
ing is covered with a roof which will
protect the upper story against extremes
of temperature—resistmg both the heat of
summer and the cold of winter. A fire
of the contents would not burn through
such a roof so long as the supports were
intact, and if the outside was protected
by any roof coverings suitable for flat
roofs, it would be difficult for a neighbor
ing fire to inflict any injury on such a roof.
It is important that such aroof should
have an opening covered with a door as
thick as the roof, and that it should be
provided with a permanent ladder or
stairway leading to it.
The uestions relative to the protection
of buil iugs against fires originating in
them involve matters of detail pertain
ing to methods of interior construction
and occupation, which in themselves
would exceed the limits of the allotted
time; but, at the risk of making some
digressions not strictly bearing upon con
flagrations except in that relation which
one fire always bears to another, the
importance of the subject is offered as an
excuse for referring to someof the salient
features of interior defense against fires.

(To beconfinucd.)
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Indication.

One of the best possible indications that

the workmen in the building trades are be

ginning to recognize that the National As
sociation of Builders is favorable instead

of antagonistic to their best interests is

the fact that the secretary has of late been

receiving inquiries from employees con

templating the establishment of unions,

and who are desirous of receiving advice

as to rules of government, &c., which

shall best secure efliciency and perma
nency to their organization. The score
tary has taken particular pains to explain
that in seeking to improve the conditions
which obtain in the building business the
National Association is striving for the
welfare of the whole, and is, therefore.
working in the interest of the work
man quite as much as in the interest of

the employer. The National Association
knows no individual, and hence cannot

legislate in favor .of any one employer,
norin favor of any one workman, but
seeks through consideration and discus
sion for lines of action to recommend

which shall best conserve the welfare of

the whole. The form of arbitration ad
vocated, for instance, recommends itself

to the workmen at once, but as‘theiu
quiries are received from localities where

there are no organizations of employers
its application cannot be successfully se~

cured until the employers' themselves
recognize the value of united action on

their own part.

Postal Telegraph Building.

Within a comparatively short time the
lower portion of New York will be orna
mented with what is said will be one of
the tallest and most imposing fire-proof
structures of the metropolis. The build
ing is about being erected on the north
west corner of Broadway and Murray
street for the Postal Telegraph Cable
Company. The new structure will be 12
stories high, rising 165 feet from the
curb line, and will cost $700,000. It will
be L-shaped, fronting 70 feet 5 inches on
Broadway and 155feet on Murray street.
The depth on the latter street will be 100
feet, and the width of the L 50 feet.
The building will be constructed of brick,
stone and iron, the first four stories being
of light colored stone or granite and the
upper stories of brick trimmed with terra
cotta. The construction will be accord.
ing to what is known as the “Chicago
plan," but in a somewhat modified form.
The two lower stories will be each 15feet
high and each of the other stories except
the top one, 11 feet in hight. The top
floor will be used as an operating room

for the telegraphers, and will be 18 feet
high. The Broadway entrance will be 30
feet wide and a trifle over 40 feet high,
extending to the middle of the third
story. The top of the entrance will be
square, but the vestibule will be semi
circular in shape. The frame of the main
stairway will be of iron and the steps of
marble. They will ascend in a straight
flight to the second story, thence winding
around the elevator. The floors will be
of steel beams filled in with flat arches of
terra cotta. All the partitions will be of
terra cotta and the flooring will have a
foundation of concrete, over which will
be a layer of light-colored Nova Scotia
cement. There will be large skylights
in the roof over the operating room, and

the roof will terminate in a prominent
overhanging Roman cornice of molded
and decorated copper, supported by
carved copper brackets. carrying lions’
heads, &c , in relief. The building will
be lighted by electricity and gas and
heated by steam. The plans have been
prepared by George E. Harding and W.
Tyson Gooch. It is expected to have the
building completed in less than a year.

Labor Outlook in Chicago.

The annual labor agitation in Chicago
is now in active progress. The opening
of the building season is close at hand,

and the labor leaders would find their oc

cupation gone if they were to permit the
resumption of outdoor work to take place
without some manifestation of their ability

to create trouble. For some time meetings
have been held nightly in nearly every

branch of trade connected with building
construction. It is reported that labor
agitators from Eastern cities are on the

ground working zealously to foment un

easiness and discontent in quarters which

have beenhitherto comparatively free from

disturbances Last year’s strikes were

almost without exception unproductive of

benefit to workingmen, but they do not

seem disposed to learn the lesson which

that unpleasant experience should have

taught them. The bricklayers are almost

alone in exercising full control in their
branch of trade. The carpenters have

a strong organization, but they have

not been able to wield the power of

which their leaders fondly dream. They
effected a compromise with part of the

contractors and builders last year, but it

was not closely adhered to, and the union

had but little influence when the season
was well advanced. The iron workers,
stonecutters and cabinet makers were

badly worsted in their contest for shorter

hours and higher wages.

Labor Well Organised.

All this ground is apparently to be
fought over again. The carpenters are

thoroughly organized and well provided

with funds, and mean to establish a uni

form regulation of home and wages with

out regard to the damage which may be

done to great business interests of the city.
The iron workers and cabinet makers

are anxious to try the contest over

again, and claim that they are better

organized than before. The journey

men plumbers are also demanding higher

wages, as their two year agreement

has expired, and threaten to strike if their
demands are not conceded. The chances

seemstrongly in favor of a condition of

complete chaos among the building inter

ests of Chicago by May 1 if wise counsels
do not prevail in the meantime in the con

ferences which are to take take place be

tween committees of employers and work

ingmcn.

Position of Contractorsand Builders.

A general strike this spring of any great
duration would be a most unfortunate

thing for Chicago. Very important un

dertakings are on foot in preparation for

the World’s Fair, outside of the work now

in progress on the World’s Fair grounds.
It is not likely that any interference with
or hindrance to the construction of the

buildings will be permitted, as the fair
managers cannot afford to have the com

pletion of that work in time for the formal

opening endangered. But throughout

the city itself there is much to be

done by private enterprise. It may
be taken for granted that no trifles

willbeallowed to stand in the way of
an adjustment of differences, but, on the

other hand, it is doubtful whether con

tractors and builders will be willing to

concede what may cripple them in their

operations in the years to follow. There

is a point at which exasperation sets in,

when unreasonable demands are pressed,
and thena man stands on his manhood

whether he be a workingman or only an

employer.

The Contractorand the Interial Dealer.

The building business is one of the very
few in which the buyer, upon whom the
dealers in material principally depend for
the sale of their wares,receives no dis
count from the standard price at which
the infrequent buyer can purchase the
smallest quantity. In many parts of the
country the man who needs a bunch of
shingles to patch his roof can buy the
same of any dealer just as cheap as the
builder who buys 10,000 bunches every
year. In other lines of business there is
a wholesale and a retail price, and the
wholesaler recognizes the fact that the
difference between the price at which
he buys and the price at which he
sells is the retailer's only means of
livelihood. He, therefore, sells his
goods accordingly. The contractor and
builder stands in the same relation
ship to the dealer in building material
that the retailer does to the wholesaler in
any other line of business. In a certain
sense the builder or contractor buys for
consumption. but he is a consumer only
in so far as the material bought of the
dealer enters into the construction of the
article which the contractor has for sale—
that is, the completed building. If the
material dealer sells directly tothe owner
at the figure for which he would sell the
same material to the contractor, he is
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simply joining with an occasional pur
chaser to deprive the regular buyer of his
margin of profit, for in any event the
goods would have been sold just the same,
being requisites in the construction of
the building. If the dealer had refused to
sell the owner (the actual consumer) ex
cept ata retail price, the owner would
have had no inducement to buy of the
dealer, as that price would be the same as
that at which the contractor who was to
construct the building would have fur
nished the same material ; the dealer
then would have received his price from
the contractor ; the contractor would have
made his profit, and the owner would
have secured his building at no greater
proportionate cost than the consumer in
any other line of business.

Permanent Art Institute.

The contract for the construction of the

proposed permanent art institute, on the

lake front in Chicago, 111.,was awarded
a few weeks since for a consideration ap

proximating $325,000. This amount. how
ever, does not cover the entire work, as

before the structure is completed its esti
mated cost will reach something like
$800,000. The building will be fire proof,
and is designed to become the permanent
home for the protection and exhibition of
the paintings and statuary which may be
accummulated by the Art Institute. The
building will be 320feet on Michigan av
enue, with a depth of 175feet. The plan
of the structure is that of a parallelo
gram. The building will be constructed
of Bedford limestone, with abase of gran
ite extending to the water table. The lower
portion will be rusticated as far as the
top of the first floor, above which will be
a plain band of chiseled stone. Sur
mounting this, in turn, will be plain
panels filled with statuary, while above
these will be an intaglio and richly dec
orated cornice. The roof will be of cop
per and glass, and present an artistic ap
pearance. The plans provide for the use
of hollow brick walls, overlaid with
1%-inch planks, covered with canvas,
which will allow heavy pictures to be se
cured to the walls wherever desired. The
building will be lighted by electricity and
all modern improvements employed. The
design was prepared by Architects Shep
ley, Rutan & Coolidge. The contractors
are under heavy bonds to have the build
ing ready for occupancy by the 1st of
May of next year.

An Aspectof Employers’Association.

A particularly gratifying condition of
afiairs to those working in the interest of
organization in the building trades is
shown in the establishment of a builders’
exchange at Toledo, Ohio. The workmen,
who have generally been far ahead of the
employers in appreciating the value of or
ganization, have expressed themselves as
decidedly in favor of organization on the
part of the employers, on the ground that
by this means united action can be
secured which will control all workmen
and all employers, or such proportion of
each as shall be sufficient to bring about
mutually satisfactory conditions through
preponderence of influence and numbers.
The union and the exchange are seeking
to secure the greatest good to the greatest

number, and such good is best secured by
the united or joint action of all parties
concerned.*—
Necessity for Sustained Effort.

WILLIAM H. SAYWARD.

One of the conditions most frequently
met with in advocating the value of asso
ciation as a solution for questions that can
only be answered by the combined voice
of those affected is that of apathy. This
is particularly true of builders as a class
and is most likely to occur in localities
where an unsuccessful effort at associa
tion has been made. Certain abuses, for
instance, have existed in a given locality
until they have become intolerable, and
certain persons affected thereby have met
together and formed an association for
the eradication of these abuses. The
association has been founded upon prin
ci les which are just and equitable and
which are calculated to overcome and
correct the evils aimed at. The en
thusiasm of the members runs high, and
in that enthusiasm the fact may be
overlooked that persistent personal ef
fort is necessary to the application
of the princi les advocated. The fact
that the actua working members of any
association are few, and that they are
unable to immediately accomplish the
change desired allows the enthusiasm of
the greater number to cool, creating in its
place a feeling of

apathy
on the part of

the entire ortion o the community af
fected, wit ssibly a few exceptions.
In all efiorts or the reformation of estab
lished customs a certain amount of en
thusiasm is necessary and the mark must,
necessarily also, be placed high, but sim
ply because the gathering together of a
class of men into an association and the

Eromulgation
of just principles does not

ring about immediately and entirely the
desired reform, is no cause for discour
agement or apathy.

CORRECTING ABUSES.

The failure of abuses to immediately
correct themselves upon the announce
ment that an association has been formed
for their correction is no cause for surprise
or
disappointment,

but is too often the
cause 0 complete oversight of the little
things which indicate that the leaven is
working. The leaven in this case is the
few who in their earnest efforts at cor
rection refuse to submit to the abuses in
question, and who are often thereby
placed at a disadvantage to those equally
interested with themselves. Because
every architect will not useacertain form
of contract, and all workmen will not
accept certain conditions of labor im
mediately upon the same being an
nounced by an association of builders, is
no sign that ultimate compliance could
not be obtained. When a builder is
awarded a contract he sticks to it until
the end under every adverse condition
that ma arise, for he knows that per
sistence rings the result for which he is
striving. At a certain stage in the work
he receives part of the result and at
another stage he receives more of
the result, and so on until the end,
when he receives full payment. It is
exactly the same with an effort to bring
'about better conditions for the transac
tion of his business, and the result isquite
as necessar to his welfare and success
as that of his completed contract. If the
reputable builders of a community asso
ciate themselves together for the purpose
of securing the conduct of their business
upon a more fair and equitable basis, and
apply the same steady. persistent effort
that they do to the execution of their con
tracts at a certain stage in the work, they
will receive the result, first. in the form
of a recognition of their efforts; at the
next stage, in the compliance of a few
with the changes desired, and so on until
the reform has become general and the
full payment is gained in the establish
ment of new customs which greatly fa
cilitate the transaction of their business.

The builder cannot. for instance, secure
the establishment of a desirable form of
contract in general use unless he refuses
to si any other, and so long ashe makes
no e ort to have his brother builders re
fuse to sign any other, so long will he be
obliged to submit to conditions which are
irksome.

METHODSOF CONDUCI'INGBUSLNESS.

There are cities in the United States
to-day in which the builder conducts his
business in a manner both unsatisfactory
and un rofitable. He submits to condi
tions w ich would not be tolerated in any
other vocation, and resorts to methods to
secure business which are unjust to him
self and which cut down not only his
profits, but the dignity of his calling. He
is apathetic so far as any actual well
directed attempt at the correction of ex
isting evil practices is concerned, for lack
of determined and sustained effort on his
own part as an integral part of the com
munity affected. Every builder is wil
ling to work for the securing of a contract;
he does it in the re lar course of his
business. and he shou dbe equally willin
to work for the securing of conditions and
practices which would facilitate its tran
saction and enable him to carry it on at a
greater profit. That work which will bring
about the result somanifestly tobedesired ,
and which up to the present time has
proven most eflicient, is association ,backed
up by well-directed, persistent and untir
ing effort on the part of each individual
member. This efiort need not in the least
degree conflict or interfere with business,
but can be made a part of its transaction.
The only motive for departing from the
rules and

principles
laid down by the

association woul be the securing of a
contract at an unfair advantage over
some other member of the association,
and so

long
as the association as such

maintains its principles the work of im
provement would go on. It should be
remembered, in considerin the actual
results of associated effort, t at the cus
toms attacked are the outgrowth of many
years of neglect, and must not be e cted
to transform themselves. They wi onl
yield to years of persistent and sustain
effort at their transformation.+
Can a Woman Drive a Nell?

When Mrs. Palmer drives the last nail
in the Women’s Building of the World’s
Fair all the World will stand and listen.
—Chicago Paper.
Now, what is ofl'ered on the speed with
which Mrs. Palmer drives the nail ? Two
to one on the nail. Ten to two that Mrs.
Palmer hits the building five times for
once she hits the nail. One hundred to
25 that she hits her fingers if the nail
isn’t started for her. Even money that
she gets the hammer tan led in the rib
bons of her bonnet. Eig t to ten that
she shuts her eyes for the first blow.
Five to four that she wrinkles her nose
after the first 25blows with the hammer.
Even money that the world will have to
take a recess for lunch before the nail is
driven, providing that Mrs. Palmer doesn’t
begin to hammer at it before 10 o’clock.
Even money that after Mrs. Palmer works
eight hours the nail will have to be
turned over to a carpenter. Ten to one
that the nail is leaning to the southwest
when Mrs. Palmer quits—Detroit News.+—
RICHARD SUNDELL, a young Swedish
scul tor, has made what is supposed
to go a great invention. He has for
some time experimented with plaster
of-paris to prepare it for use as a
building material. He means to use
large chunks of plaster-of- aris in
stead of brick or stone. and as with
out doubt solved the problem by mak
ing the plaster-of-paris as hard and
durable as stone, and causing a house
constructed of this material to look as
though it werea palace of -marble. A
house built of plaster-of-paris has the ad
vantage of being cool in summer time and
warm during the winter.
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MODERN

0 ENTERPRISING and progress
ive carpenter and builder can
fail to find both interest and

value in a study of the methods employed
in difierent arts of the world in the con
struction of uildings designed for similar
purposes. While it must be acknowl
edged that in a very general way the re
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TH EATER CONSTRUCTION.

and towns, and for this reason is likely to
command more than passing attention on
the art of those of our readers who, in
the immediate past, have made inquiries

zyith
regard to modern theater construc

ion.
The picture which forms the subject of
our supplement plate represents an ex
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number of iron staircases. There are 18
exits from the auditorium and four from
the stage. There are also two esca s

from the fly galleries of the stage. he
proscenium arch is 28 x 26 feet and a

solid brick wall se ates the st e from
the auditorium. he stage is t e full
width of the theater and has a depth of
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Fig. L—BusemeutPlan of Harrigan‘s Theater-Scale, 1-16lnch to the Foot.

Modern Thth Construction, Francis H. Kimball, Architect, New York City.

sults obtained are practically the same in
each case, there is, however, a suflicient
variety ih the matter of details to render
the subject worthy of careful consider
ation. An excellent means of comparin
the construction of a fairly typica
modern theater building put up in this
country with one now in process of erec
tion in London, England, and represent
-ing English building practice. is afiorded
by the engravings which we present in
this issue of the paper. The American
structure is of such a character as to be
readily adapted for erection, on a smaller
scale if necessary,in other than large cities

terior view of Edward Harri an‘s The
ater, erected in 1890on West hirty-fifth
street, near Sixth avenue, this city. The
building, which is located on a lot 75 x
100 feet in size, was erected from plans
prepared by Francis H. Kimball, archi
tect, of 40 Broadway, New York City,
and was put up in accordance with the
then existing building law as it ap lied
to theaters. From an examination 0

?

the
plan views, Figs. 1 and 2

,

it will be ob
served that there is a court 8 feet wide
on each side of the auditorium and ex
tending from the proscenium wall to the
street. Leading into these courts are a

31 fan, the claim being made that it is
entirely fire proof. The auditorium is 66
feet wrde and 53 feet from the curtain
line to the lobby wall. A system of auto
matic sprinklers is spread entirely over the
space occupied by the sta e. A sectional
view of the building, ta en on the line
A B of Fig. 2

,

is presented in Fig. 3 of the
illustrations.
A very interesting feature of this build
ing is the exterior ornamentation, an idea
of which may be gained from a careful
study of the supplement plate. The -
eral style of the building is Italian -
aissance, the exterior as seen from the
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street being light brick, cream colored in
tone, while the cornice and ornamental
work appear in terra cotta arran ed
in two colors. This terra cotta as
very~much the eifect of marble and
is said to have been the first instance
of its use for such a purpose in this coun
try. The idea of theatrical ornamen
tation also appears in the side windows
of the front, one of which showa the
face of " Mulli an,” and the other that of
“Pete,” two 0 Mr. Harrigan's most fa
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the general style of the exterior. Panels
and fluted pilasters, with carved capitals,
are a noticeable feature. The floor of the
vestibule is laid in mosaics. The lobby
wood work and plaster is finished in an
ivory tone, except that the walls are in
soft blues and dull reds. with stencil
work in silver and gold. On each side of
the lobby is an independent stairway
leading to the balcony, as may be seen
from an ins ection of the plan of the
main floor, s own in Fig. 2. These are
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alle 275,making a total seating capac
it 0 the house of 915. The character

0
?

the ornamentation employed in the
vestibule obtains throughout the audi
torium, the

prevailing
tones of color being

ivory and go d. There are six boxes, two
on each side on the parquet level and
one on each side on the balcony level.
The upper boxes terminate in highly or
namental cano ies, while the decorations
harmonize with the general tone of the
auditorium. One tier of boxes with an
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Modern Theater Construction.—Fia. 2.-Main Floor of Harrigan’s Theulm

mous roles. A view of one of these win
dows is resented in Fig. 4. In the frieze
of the t eater front are 80 heads, re re
senting dilferent ex ressions of the 11
man countenance. n this frieze are also
a number of windows for ventilation.
The lower division of the exterior shows

a lar e number of exits, the supports of
which are of highly ornamented iron col
umns. That portion of the roof seen from
the street is covered with Spanish tiles,
and sup orts two flagstafi‘s, one being at
each em of the rid e.
U n enterin t e vestibule it is no
tic that the 10 by is richly treated with
ornamental plaster ceilings and walls,
the decoration being in accordance with

decorated in keeping with the rest of the
building. At the right, upon entering
the building, are the box ofiice and the
manager’s room, the gallery box oflice
being in the right-hand corridor leading
from the inner court. All the staircases
are of iron and slate, while all the parti~
tions are fire proof, there being no wood
used for this purpose in any part of the
building. The staircases are wide and
spacious, with square landings. and all
leading in as direct a manner as possible
to the street.
The auditorium has four aisles, with
standing room at the back of the par
uet seats. These number 375, while

t e balcony will seat %5 people and the

.—Scale, 146 Inch to the Foot.

indication of the style of decoration is
shown in Fig. 5 of the engravings. The
front of the balcony and gallery are of
plaster enrichments. Around the upper
portion of the walls is a frieze with panels
and fluted pilasters, the panels bearing
ornaments and stencils in old and silver.
Above the frieze the ceiling starts in
dome form, with a succession of groins
enriched with figures in ornament and
relief. The figures represent women up
holding festoons and garlands. The
tympani between the groins show figure
subjects in color, representing Poetry,
Music, History, Comedy, Tragedy and
other attributes of the drama.
There are two curtains, one being of
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asbestos and fire proof, while the other
is of rich fabric with gold and silver or
namentation and is intended as the drop
curtain.
The illumination of the theater is fur
nished by means of incandescent lights.
_ There isone large central hanging fixture
with 60 lights, surrounded by a circle of
gas jets, to be used in case of necessity.
There are also four other hanging fixt
ures of ten lights each, together with an
abundance of side and staircase lights.
The heating is done b steam from a
boiler outside the bail ing. The dress
ing rooms, which are said to be fire proof,
are located in the basement, their posi
tion being indicated in Fig. 1 of the cuts.
Special attention has been given 'to the
ventilation of the building, not only with

into a grand hall, around which extends
a balcony forming a foyer promenade.
This hall measures 38 x 34 feet and from
it rises foyer stairs to the right and a
ladies‘ room to the left, while on either
hand are the stairs leading to the stalls.
The domed foyer over the entrance is an
interesting feature of the design and the
int from which the sight-lines radiate
1n the theater is taken at a lower level
than usual for the purpose of insuring a
command of the stage from all arts of
the house. The entrances to the itferent
parts of the house, as well as an idea of
the appearance of the front, are clearly
indicated in Fig. 6 of the illustrations,
while the plan view, Fig. 8, shows the
general arrangement of the building.
The auditorium measures about 60 x 50
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cates in a very comprehensive manner
many features of interest to carpenters
and builders.
The decorations will be, when com
pleted. in the Italian Renaissance style
carried out from the special designs of the
architect. No little attention has been
paid in designing the dome over the audi
torium to the acoustic properties of the
theater. Everything is being done to ad
mit 01"the emptying of the building in
the smallest possible space of time, the
exits being provided in excess of those
required by the London County Council.
There are 12exits, being two each from
the stalls, dress circle, upper circle, pit,
gallery and stage. and it is said that the
whole building could, in case of emer
gency, be cleared within three minutes.

Modern Theater (lonstmction.—Fig. 3.—Sectlon through Han-igan's Theater taken on the Line A B of Fig. ‘2
.

regard to the use of the structure in win
ter, but also in summer. Air is taken in
by mechanical means, as well as by
heating ducts, so that the auditorium
may be quickly cooled, and in summer a

stream of fresh air
passes

through the
house, rendering it de ightful in the hot
test weather. v
The second building which we present
by means of the accompanying illustra
tions is that now in process of erection in
Cranbourne street, London, England,
from plans prepared by Spencer Chad
wick, architect, of that City. The building

is being put up for Augustin Daly. the
well-known theatrical manager of New
York City. The front of the building is
executed in what is called Ham Hill stone,
which has been selected as being warmer
in color than either Portland or Bath
stone. The theater faces the main thor
oughfare from Picadilly to Covent Garden,
having the principal entrances in Cran
bonrne street. The main entrance opens

Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

feet in size, and has a seating capacity of
1500 persons. It has been carefully ar
ranged to give a good view of the stage
to all the occupants, and the tiers to the
different circles are carried on cantilevers
without columns. The sta e is said to
be among the largest in Lon on, measur
ing 60 x 40 feet, with proscenium opening
31 x 32 feet. It is separated from the
auditorium by a fire-resisting curtain of

a double thickness of asbestos cloth, in
closed in an iron frame, while the scene
dock, property and other rooms connected
with the working of the stage are sepa
rated by fire-resisting doors. All iron
work is incased in concrete, and the
building throughout is being made of fire
resisting material. A feature of the
equipment will be a thorough system of
hydrants. The stairs in all cases are 4

feet 6 inches and 5 feet wide. The floor
of the pit has a fall of 1 in 12. Fig. 7 of
the illustrations shows a sectional view
through the theater building, and indi

The ventilation and warming of the build
ing will also be carefully considered.
In addition to the ventilating s tern
through a large lantern light fitte with
louvers and exhaust placed on the roof
over the stage, there will be two smaller
exhausts in the main building. while
the retiring and dressing rooms on
each level will be fitted with outside
ventilation and light. All drains will be
disconnected and ventilated. The con
tractor of the theater is Frank Kirk of
Westminster, S. W., London. Thecorner
stone of the new theater was laid early in
November last by Miss Ada Rehan, lead
ing lady of Mr. Daly’s

company,
and it is

expected that the structure wi l be com
pleted some time this fall.

__—.__—
DISPATCHES from Athens. by way of
Paris, announce that Dr. Waldstein, of
the American Archaeological School, has
discovered at Argos the foundations of
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the temple of Hera, which was burned
429BC. He has also found the remains
of a second temple, containing vases,
bronzes and sculptures, including abeau
tiful head of Hera.*—
Safer Methods of Building

Construction.*

FXRE RESISTING CONSTRUCTION.

President F. C. Moore of the Continen
tal Insurance Company states in his
monograph on “ Economical Fire-Resist
ing Construction ” (p. 4) that of the fires
which exceed $100 in damage, only one

Modcrn Theater Construction—Fig. 4.—01|eof (he W'indows

building regulations, which are generally
teeming with errors of omission, and often
contain provisions for methods of con
struction which are as far behind the
times as the old buildings which are torn
down to make way for the new structures
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in the Front of Hmfigan‘s Theater.

fifth are extinguished short of total de
struction of the building and its contents.
A building made of incombustible ma
terial is not necessarily fire resisting, as a
combustion of the contents of almost all
commercial buildings, except oflice build
ings, will weaken unprotected iron beams
and columns, and reduce the strongest
stone to powder. This destruction of rock

is caused by the conversion into steam of
the water absorbed by the stone.
Nearly every city is provided with

' Continued lrom page84.Marchissue.

to be erected in accordance with the pro
visions of the new regulations.
The increasing hight of buildings,
whose profitable use has been made pos
sible by the passenger elevator—which
was very pro erly designated by its in
ventor, Otis ufts, in his patent as the
vertical railway—presents a problem
which is not fully met by the use of in
combustlble material in construction.
This increase in the hi ht of buildings
was clearly indicated a s ort time ago by
one of the magazines, which contained
two views of the southern part of New

" * sari
,
@

York City—the one being from a daguer
reotype of many years a 0, and the other
from a recent hotograp taken from the
same place in rooklyn. Trinity stee la

and a few landmarks served as scales y

which to estimate the increasing hight of
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Fig. 5.—In!erior View Showing Boa-esand Style Of
Ornamvnlnfinn.

buildings, which appeared to average cer
tainly more than double—with exceptional
examples lofty enough to suggest the sin
of Babel.

SOME CAUSFS OF FIRE.

Want of care in the construction of
fines or chimneys is the cause of an enor
mous number of fires. especially from
cracks caused, in many instances, by
girders or beams too near chimneys. Soot
deposited in such cracks becomes i nited
in the course of time and acts as a use to
ignite some of the wood work at the
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floors, or the interior finish of the build
in .
glollow concealed spaces in floors and
walls are a source of great destruction by
fire. It is certainly preferable, as regards
matters of safety, to design buildings
without such dangerous spaces ; but the
traditions of construction seem to be so
entirely opposed to such methods that
they must be recognized, and faulty prac
tice modified as far as possible b the in
troduction of fire stops in al vertical
concealed spaces at each story, and any
continuous spaces, particularly in the at
tic, should be out 01f at as frequent inter
vals as can be arranged.

'mercial

ONE TYPE OF BUILDING.

The best type of a commercial building
is that where the floors are continuous;
the openings for elevators, stairs and
transmission of power being an inclosed
in tower. This isolation of the various
rooms from each other would render such
a building Well nigh indestructible by
fire, but such a separation would not
general] be considered adapted to com

huildin , with the exception of
storehouses. rin the last ear I de
signed a six-story bui ding of this descrip
tion, which is situated in the compact
portion of a city, and occupied by numer

middle, and the brick walls form a para.
pet around the sides. All windows, ex
cept those at the front, are provided with
tinned shutters.
The peculiar feature of the building,
however. is the means used to isolate the
various stories from each other by mak
ing the floors entirely continous and
without any openings whatsoever.
A tower in the middle of the building,
placed 24 feet from the entrance, and
measuring 10 by 17feet, made of brick
in the lower portion and 3-inch plank
above, extends through the roof and is
covered by a large skylight, protected, as

Modern Theater Construction.—Fig. 6.—Front Elevation of Dalu‘s Theater, London, Spencer Chadwick, Architect.

The ceilings over furnaces, boilers and
hotel cooking apparatus, it near enough
to become in any manner a source of
danger, require special provisions to in
sure safety. All hollow spaces should be
removed, and wood work is generally best
protected by means of lime plaster laid on
wire lathing, conformin to the surface
of the under side of the cor.
The supports of a building should be
arranged to resist injury as a. result of
the combustion of the contents, or of the
lighter portion of the interior. Timber
beams and columns fulfill this urpose as
well as any material ; but it is requently
necessary to use iron or steel to obtain
the
necessary

strength, in which case the
metal shoul be protected with heat-re
sisting material, generally with special
tiles made for the purpose.

ous tenants engaged in various kinds of
manufacturing.
The floors of this building are of the
usual slow-burning construction type, the
timbers consisting of Southern pinebeams
of 18 feet span, bolted in pairs, making
solid beams 12x 14inches, and laid 8 feet
on centers.
The floors upon these beams consist of
3-inch s ruce plank planed underneath
and wit splined edges. These planks
are 16 feet in length, and therefore each
one rests on three beams. In order to
render the load on the beams uniform,
the courses are broken every 2 feet.
Two thicknesses of asbestos paper are
laid on the plank before the top flooring
of birch is laid.
The roof is similar in construction, but
only 3 inches thick. It is lowest in the

all skylights should be, by a wire netting
underneath.
This tower contains stairways and ele
vator; and at the rear of it is another
division for the washrooms, and to carry
steam and water pipes. Adjoining this
is the belt tower, the power being trans
mitted to each room along a line of shaft
ing. The whole arrangement occupies
an area of 10x 81 feet in the middle of
the buildin , where the light is the poor

e
sg
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,

being therefore the space least valu
a e.

cosr AND INSURANCE.
This method of interior construction.
instead of being an added expense, cost
about $3500less than the estimates for a
similar structure with joisted floors of

e ual strength and rooms of the same
hight in the clear.
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The rate of insurance is said to be the
lowest ever given to a building under
these conditions of occupancy, hight and
ex ure to confiagration hazard.
imilar methods can be applied to other

commercial buildin s. but it is doubtful
whether this metho of arranging a stair

way might not interfere with the require
ments necessary in many commercial
buildings. particularly those devoted to
retail business, and buildings where elabo
rate decoration in interior finish is de
sired: although in buildings where such
displays are necessary, the construction
could be rendered more fire resisting by
the adoption of methods involving a

héigherlexpeme
than the ordinary meth

o .
The advantage of sound construction
has never been more strongly illustrated
than in Paris during the commune of
1871,when the mob sought to burn the
city by the free use of kerosene. and onl '
succeeded in burning the individual build)
ings which were set on fire, notwithstand

ing that there was no fire de rtment to
combat these fires. Photogra of streets
taken after these fires show t at the front
walls of the burned buildings were still
intact.
Experience has shown that the most
efiective measures against the fire hazard
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are those in the nature of pre
cautions. The inception of
fires should be guarded against
by taking especial care of all
matters tending to originate or
spread fires, and, secondly,
methods of construction which
tend to prevent the spread of
fire from one buildin to
another. and also to retar the
progress of a fire through the
same building, should be used.>a+_4
ONE OF THE CHIEF REASONSfor the fail
ure of cheap houses to look well, says an
exchange, is the fact that they are over
loaded with ornament. If those who

..-.--.-..---...o m _

wish to build cheaply would be content
to build plainly, the result would bemore
satisfactory to the eye. The same fault
is noticed in chea furniture. It is al
ways disfigured With fancy turns and
machine carving, while to find a iece of
plain, substantial finish one must 00k at
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the hi h-priced goods Too many men
able on y to build a cott e, and load it

with weak imitations of t e. palace, the
result is thoroughly inharmonious. In
the cheap house let plainness of construc
tion reign from foundation to gable. Let
the ornamentation be not in the wood
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work, but in the paintin . Then the ef
fect may be whatever esired, and may
be changed at the pleasure of the owner.+—_
Timber in Damp Places.

The surface of all timber exposed to
alterations of wetness and dryness
gradually wastes away, becoming dark
coloredorblack. This is really
a slow combustion, says an ex
change, but is commonly called
wet rot, or simply rot. Other
conditions being the same, the
most dense and resinous woods

3longest resist decomposition.
Hence the superior durability §
of the heart wood-in which n
the pores have been partly
filled with lignine—over the
open sa wood, and of dense
oak and ignumvitaa over light
poplar and willow. Hence, too,
the longer preservation of
the pitch pine and resinous
“jarra "of the East as com
pared with non-resinous beech
and ash. Density and resinous
ness excludes water, therefore
preservatives should increase
those ualities in the timber.
Fixed oils fill up the pores and
increase the density. Staves
from oil barrels and timber
from whaling ships are very
durable. The essential oils
resinify, and furnish an im
permeable coating. But pitch
or dead oil possesses advan
tages over all known substances
for the protection of wood
against changes of humidity.
According to Professor Lethe»

b
y
, dead oil, 1
,

coagulates

a buminous substances ; 2
,

ab
sorbs and appropriates the
oxygen in the pores, and so
protects from eremacausis; 3

.

resinifies in the pores of the
wood, and thus shuts out both
air and moisture; and, 4, acts
as a poison to lower forms of
animal and vegetable life, and
so protects the wood from all
parasites. All these properties
specially fit it for impregnating
timber exposed to alterations
of wet and dry states—as, in
deed, some of them do—for sit
uations damp and situations
constantly wet. Dead oilis distilled from
coal tar, of which it constitutes about 0.30,
and boils between 890’ and 470' F. Its
antiseptic quality resides in the creosote it

contains.‘ One of the components of the
latter, carbolic acid (phenic acid, phenol)
C“, H“, 0", the most powerful antiseptic
known, is able at once to arrest the decay
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of ever kind of organic matter. Pro
fessor etheby estimates this acid as %

to 6 per cent. of the oil. Chrysilic acid,
C“, H”. 0', the homologue of carbolic
acid and the other component of creosote,
1s not known to possess reservative
properties. While an externa application
of coal-tar promotes the preservation of
dry timber, nothing can more rapidly
hasten decay than such a coating upon
the surface of green wood. But this mis
take is often made, and dry rot, instead
of wet rot, does the work of destruction.
Carbonizing the surface also increases the
durability of dry, but promotes the decay
of wet timber. Farmers very often resort
to one of the latter methods for reserva
tion of their fence posts. Un ess they
discriminate between green and seasoned
timber these operations will prove in
jurious. ''_+—

Accuracy of Slide Rules.

Professor Hammer has been making an
investigation of the diflerent slide rules
in the Stuttgart Technical School, and
has ublished the results of his inquiryin
the rman surveyor's organ, Zeitschrfft
fiir Vermessungmesen. For simple mul
tiplications or with multiplications with

three factors, the 25 cm. slide rule
gives an approximation of within about
0.1 to 0.2 per cent. of accuracy. Profes
sor Hammer tested a number of German
celluloid slide rules, and found the mean
error in simple multiplication tobe U

with rapid reading. The less ports 1e
ofiice slide rules in use in Germany are
the 50 cm. slide rule, iving an ac
curacy of 0.08 per cent. With rapid read
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which the accuracy is 0.07 to 0.05 per
cent. The Fuller and Thacher rules are
used in England and the United States
respectively. Mr. Hammer made careful
tests with the former, with the result
that it was found to give a mean error of
0.008 per cent, which showed that the
accuracy claimed by the makers—1'. 0.,
“film, is not too much. Still, more nearly
accurate results were obtained with the
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Modern Theater Construction.—Fig. 8.—-Plan of Main Floor of [July‘s Theater, London.

ing; others of various dimensions, such
as the Landsberg 723 m.m. long; and
Bewrlens calculating circle, which repre
sents a length of 754 m.m., and with

Thacher rule. the mean error with care
ful adjustment being 0.0031 per cent,
or approximately "$50 with careful
reading.
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THE BUILDERS’ GUIDE.‘
By 1. P. HICKS.

Hip and Valley Roofs.

ET FIG. 26 REPRESENT the plan of a build
L ing having a roof of three gables of equal size
and one smaller gable hipped on the rear side,

as shown in the diagram. Fig. 27 shows this roof

as it would appear in the front side elevation. Refer

ring now to Fig. 28, A B and B C represent the
Next set off

the length of the common rafters of both the right

and left gable perpendicularly, as shown by F G and

length of rafters on the front gable.

fl,“

Fig. %.—Planof Root with Four Gables.

Fig. 27.—Front.Elevation of Roof Shown in Fig. :56.

E H 6

Fig. ‘29.-—Appearanceof Root in Right
End Elevation.

Fig. 30.—Diagramfor Finding Area of Root
Shownin Fig. 29.

shape of the roof and obtain the necessary lengths

for finding the area of this elevation. Referring

now to Fig. 30, A B and B C represent the length of

Next set off the length of

rafter on the front gable shown by D E. Then set off

rafters on the right gable.

the same length in the center of the left gable shown

by the dotted line J H. Connect H with E for ridge
line of front gable. Connect H with Aand C for the

Now take half the width of the rear

gable, which is to be hipped 0n the end, and in this

valley rafters.
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Fig. iii—Diagram for Finding the Area of the
Roof Shownin Fig. 3!.

Fig. zit—A Circle

Fig. Ilia—Diagramfor Finding Area of 800! shown
.in Previous Figure.

Fig. 31.—Roofasit Appears in Rear Fig. tit—Diagram for Finding Radius
Elevation. from a Segment.

The Buildera’ Guide—Diagrams Illustrating Hip and Valley Roofs.

On the

perpendicular line of the front gable set off the length

D E, connecting E with G for the ridge line.

of the common rafter, shown by the dotted line I H.
Connect H with A and C for the valley rafters, which

The

two figures, now represented by A D E H and C F

completes the profile of this side of the roof.

G H, are termed trapezoids. To find the area of a

trapezoid multiply half the sum of the parallel sides

by the altitude.

plain we multiply half the length at the caves and

In this case to make the matter

ridge by the length of the common rafter, which

gives the area of the roof necessary to cover the ele

vation shown in Fig. 27.

Fig. 29 shows the r00f as it would appear in the

right end elevation. We will now develop the

i' Copyrightedjlstll ,‘byl: iiifiicks.

case is represented by C F. From C erect a perpen

dicular the length of the common rafter on this part,

shbwn by the dotted line CG. Connect G with F

for the hip rafter and draw the ridge line G I par

allel with C F, which completes the profile of this

view of the roof. The figure shown by A D E H is

a trapezoid, and its area may be found as has been
previously described for such figures. The figure
shown by C F G I is termed a rhomboid. Its area
may be found by multiplying C F by C G, or, in
other words, the length at the eaves multiplied by
the length of the common rafter gives the area.
The areas of the two figures added completes the
area of the roof necessary to cover the end elevation
show in Fig. 29. As the left end elevation is similar.
to the right in shape and size the last estimated area
doubled will give the area of the roof necessary
to cover the two end elevations.
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T Weihave now to consider the rear elevation and the
roof necessary to cover it. Fig. 31 shows the roof as it
would appear in the rear elevation. We will now de
velop the shape of the roof and obtain the necessary
lengths and lines for finding the area of this elevation.
Referring to Fig. 32, A B and B C represent the
length of the common rafters 0n the rear gable.
From the center of the gable set off the length of the
common rafter, as shown by the dotted line] H. Con
nect H with A and C for the length of the hips. Set
off the length of the common rafter on the right and
left gable, as shown by F G and D E; connect E and
G for the ridge line, which completes the profile of
the rear view of the roof. It will be seen that the

Fig. 35.-Drawlng a Circle Through
Three Points.

Fig. 40.—AHexagon.

'THE CIRCLE.

A circle, Fig. 33, is a plane figure bounded by one

uniformly curved line called the circumference. The

diameter of a circle is a straight line drawnlthrough
the center and terminating at the circumference. The

radius is a straight line drawn from the center to the

circumference and is therefore half the diameter.

To find the circumference of a circle from its diam
eter multiply the diameter by 3.14159.
To find the diameter of a circle from its circumfer
ence divide the circumference by 3.14159.
To find the area of a circle multiply half the cir
cumference by half the diameter, or multiply the

square of the diameter by the decimal .7854.

‘m
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Fig. 41.—Flndingthe Area
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Fig. fill—Finding Area of an
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Fig. 42.—Deecribingany Regular

Polygon.

Fig. 44.—Planof an Octagon
Tower Roof.

Fig. Ail—AnOctagon.

The Builders Guide—Diagrams Illustrating Regular and Irregular Polygons.

ridge of the rear gable does not come up even with
the ridge of the other two ; hence the rear elevation
'
shows a different shape than the front. For conven
ience in estimating, we divide the roof in the center
of the gable, shown by the dotted line H I; then
divide the roof perpendicularly each side of the gable,
as shown by the dotted lines A K and C L. We now
have the roof divided into four figures, of which D E

K A and C L G F are rectangles, A K I H and C L
I H are trapezoids. As the method of obtaining the
areas of such figures has been previously described,

further explanation is unnecessary. It has now been
shown how to find the area of each side of the roof,

as indicated in the plan, Fig. 26. By adding the
area of the four sides the total area of the roof will

be obtained.

To find the side of the greatest square that can be
inscribed in a circle of a given diameter, divide the

square of the given diameter by 2 and extract the

square root of the quotient.
'

TO FIND THE RADIUS OF A CIRCLE FROM A SEGMENT.

Let AC, of Fig. 34, represent the chord of an arc.
From the center of A C square up the rise of the
segment to B. Connect B with A and C. From the
center of A B and B C square down the lines as
shown. The point of crossing at D is the center of

the circle, and D C is the radius.

TO DRAW A CIRCLE THROUGH THREE POINTS.

Con
From the center

Set off any three points, as A B C, Fig. 35.
nect AC and BC by straight lines.
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of A B and B C square down to D, as shown, which
will be the center of the circle. D B is therefore the
radius of the circle which will strike the three points
A B C.

POLYGONS.

A plane figure bounded by'more than four lines is
called a polygon. It must therefore have at least
five sides, and the number of sides which it may
have is not limited. In this article will be intro
duced only the forms in common use, for the purpose
of showing simple methods of estimating their areas.
A regular polygon has all its' sides and angles
equal, as shown in Fig. 36. An irregular polygon
has its sides and angles unequal, as shown in Fig. 37.
A polygon of five sides, as shown in Figs. 36 or 37,
is called a pentagon. The diagonal is a straight line
drawn between any two angular points of a polygon.
The diameter is a straight line drawn from any
angle through the center to the opposite side or
angle, as the case may be.
To find the area of a regular pentagon we wrll let
A B C D E represent the sides of a regular pentagon,
as shown in Fig. 38. Draw the diameter A F and
connect E with B, which divides the pentagon into
four figures—namely, two right angled triangles of
equal areas and two trapezoids of equal areas. E G
multiplied by G A will give the area of the two tri
angles. Half the sum of D _E and E B multiplied by
G F will give the area of the two trapezoids. The
two areas added will give the total area.
To find the area of an irregular pentagon, we will
let A B C D Ehrepresent the sides, as shown in Fig. 39.
Next draw A D and A C, which will divide the pen
tagon into three triangles of unequal areas; then
draw the altitude of these triangles, which is the per
pendicular distance from their vertexes to the oppo
site sides, called the base and shown by the lines E F
A G and B H. This divides the figure into six right
angled triangles of unequal areas. A D multiplied by
half the altitude E F will give the area of triangles
I and 2, or A E D; then D C multiplied by half the
altitude A G will give the area of triangles 3 and 4,
or D A C. Again A C multiplied by half the altitude
H B will give the area of triangles 5 and 6, or A B C.
The three areas added will give the total area.
A polygon of six sides is called a hexagon, and
is shown in Fig. 40. To find the area of this
figure draw the diagonals as shown in Fig. 41, which
divides the hexagon into equal triangles, the size of
which is represented by A B C. Next draw the alti
tude of this triangle, as shown by the dotted line B
D. Now, A C multiplied by half the altitude B D

will give the area of the triangle A B C, and this mul
tiplied by six will give the total area. The area of
any regular polygon may be found by drawing lines
from all of its angles to the center, thus forming tri
angles of equal areas, which may be estimated by
multiplying the base by one-half the altitude, as
shown in Fig. 41. To describe any regular polygon
draw the circumference of a circle, divide the circum
ference into as many equal spaces as the polygon has
sides, connect these points with straight lines, and
the polygon is completed, as shown in Fig. 42.
A polygon of eight sides is called an octagon and
is shown in Fig. 43. In Fig. 44 is represented a plan
and in Fig. 45 an elevation of an octagon tower roof.
In Fig. 45 A B C D represent the plates and A E,
B E, C E and D E the hip rafters. The dotted line

F E represents the common rafter. To find the area
of this roof multiply B C by half of F E and this
product by eight. the number of sides. It will now
be seen that the area of any tower roof from a square
to a polygon of any number of sides may be found

by multiplying the length of its side by half the

length of the common rafter. If the tower has a
round base then the circumference of its base multi

plicd by half the length of the common rafter will
give the area. The reader has now been shown
wherein it is possible to make mistakes in the meas~
urement of roofs, as shown by the elevations. It has
been shown how to develop the true shapes and sizes
of irregular roof surfaces and how to reduce them to

squares or rectangles of equal areas, or to figures
whose areas are easily calculated. I might go on
illustrating and describing roots 'seemingly without
end, but enough has been illustrated to thoroughly
show the principles and methods of estimating roof
surfaces. By a little study of the principles and
methods, as previously set forth, the reader will be
able to make proper application of them to the sur
face measurement of any roof.

It will be noticed in nearly all cases that the essen
tial measurements for computing the area or surfaCes
of roofs arc—r, the length at the eaves; 2, the length
at the ridge or deck, as the case may be, and 3, the

length of the common rafter.

In works of this kind it has been customary to
show a number of illustrations on geometry, merely
indicating how to construct certain figures from a

given side ora few given points, while in all cases
the most important part which a carpenter requires——
that of computing the area of irregular surfaces—has
been omitted. In the art of carpentry there is no

place in which these irregular-shaped figures appear
as frequently as they do in the construction of roofs,
and if the carpenter has no accurate methods for

computing their areas then he has to make a guess,
which is the course taken by many who have never

seen a proper application of geometry to the surface
measurement of roofs. Roof surfaces have to be
estimated in order to ascertain the amount of ma_
terial required to cover them, as the sheathing, shin

gles, slate, tin, copper, iron, &c., or whatever may be
used for the roof covering. In the illustrations and
examples given there might have been presented
many rules for finding the length of certain sides of
a figure, by having the lengths of one or more of the
other sides, but they would be merely mathematical
problems, which in most cases could be solved only
by square root. As many carpenters are not con
versant with square root it has been deemed best to
avoid its use as much as possible in this work, and
especially in places where it is not needed. It must
be generally conceded in taking roof measurements,
that if a carpenter can measure one distance he can
measure the roof to find any distance he may desire
to know. Therefore the illustrations given have been
more to show how to measure roofs to obtain the
proper dimensions for computing their areas than as
geometrical problems and methods of construction.
The author has considered the subject of roof meas

urement worthy a place by itself in estimating, and
the subject of roof framing will be taken up, thor~
oughly illustrated and described in another part of
this work.

(To becontinued.)
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Entertainment of the Building

Trades Club.

The members and their friends of the
Building Trades Club of New York city
enjoyed a very pleasant entertainment at
their club house, 117 East Twenty-third
street, on Monday evening February 29.
The House Committee had arranged an
interesting programme of music, both in
strumental and vocal, recitations, &c.,
which were rendered by clever specialists.
The early portion of the evening was de
voted to social intercourse, some. discus
sing topics of mutual interest. while others
enjoyed the privileges of the pool and
billiard room. About half-past eight the
members and their guests assembled in
the parlors, which were attractively dec
orated. In

opening,
the exercises Secre

tary
Stephen M. right read a number

of etters from those who were unable to
be present, among the number being Mr.
Arthur McAllister, Anthony Ittner and
William H. Sa ward. The letter from
the latter gent eman was not only ex
pressive of regret at the writer‘s inability
to be present, but also pointed out the
great advantages resulting from social in
tercourse among builders as a means of
improving methods and manners. This
letter is of such special interest to the
trade that we present the following quo
tations:
It is a real ief to me that I cannotaccs t
our kind an urgent invitation to be at t e
uilding Trades Club a weekfrom to-night.
* { 1r it i ‘
You intimate that if I could bepresentthat
an addresson the “ Needof Social Intercourse
Among Builders,” would be acceptable. lt
may seemlike egotismin me to sa so,but I
am honest in expressing the belie that few
men among those who will assembleat 117
East Twenty-third street on the 29th.are so
well entitled to speak upon that topic as my~
self. Not becauseof peculiar fltnes on my
art, but becauseI have seen somuch in the
ast half dozen years which has demonstrated
the value of social intercourse.
In January, 1887,there gathered in Boston
the little coterieof representativesfrom build
ersin a dozen cities. Up to that time it may
be truly said that little, if any, development
had occurred of interchange of friendly
thought or counselamong the builderslocated
in the variouscitiesof thecountry. More than
that, it was afact that builders in each city
know little of each other, looked upon each
other more in the light of possibleobstacles
than helpsin a businesssense. Now what has
own from thatlittie first meeting i Answer
ing for myself, I can say, without a moment’s
hesitation, that the trust and most abiding
friendshi of my life have beenbuildedupon
the foun ation theremade. And [can say for
others,who havea thousand times ex ressed
the sameto me, that they havereali a con
dition of confidenceand friendly trust which
before seemedalto ethertoo goodto hopefor.
But therehas fol oweda grander result than
that which can be specified by individual ex
perience. The general condition hasbeenim
perceptibly improved,so that everywherethe
attitude of the community of uilders is
changedfor thebetter,and changedin such a
way that it can nevergo back to the old time
exclusiveness and selfishness To-da , by
virtue of all that has been contribued y one
and another in thesearchfor better and truer
methods,surer and more satisfactory prac
tices, there existsa larger and more perfect
confidencein thegood intent and honestpur

goseof
the majority of those engagedin the

uilding tradesthan ever existed before, or
could have by any poMbility existed without
the intercourse our associationshave made
possible. There is no question that the free
domof social intercoursewhich has beenen
couragedby themovementwhich hasbeengo
ing onall overthecountry, thoughour national
work, has uncovered treasuresof which no
knowledgebeforeexisted,andwhichcannever
hereafterbe wholly concealed. Many a man
has found that he has unconsciouslybeen
traveling along through life within reach of
that which is of inestimablevalue, and now
that he is in touchwith it hehardly knowshow
he previouslygot along with thecomfort and
cheerwhich it had brought. People who are
inclined to sneer may scofl‘ if

they1
pleaseat

businessfriendships,but I claim wil absolute
certainty, that busine~sprosper-sbest through
friendship, and that the road which is rough
and difficult enoughat bestis made, perhaps,
not less rough but lem wearisome if it is
traveled in companywith others,while many
of the dangerousplaces are renderedalmost

CARPENTRY AND BUILDING
absolume safeb theunion of friendly hands,
wherethe indivi ual traveler would be almost
surely destroyed.
Social intercourse has been said by some
dyspepticsageto breed contempt,

but my ex
periencehas taughtmethat if look for 00d
things I shall surely find them,and find t sin
in muchgreaterproportion than the donators
would havemebelieve,and thoughtheremay
be somedisappointments,the larger propor
tion is on the sideof satisfactionand benefit.
We have struck the ri ht “lead " and we
would be foolish to think 1;mt becausethereis
occasionallya “ poor st-icak" that it is a sign
of disaster. The " net result“ is what we are
after, andmy confidencein humanity has in
creaseda thousand fold since I have seen the
rich ore that is simplv waiting development
among the builders. There is nosurerroadto
confidence in each other, no more positive
methodby which to build up purer ways and
morereliable customs in businesslife, than to
getbetteracquaintedwith the innerselfof each
other, which is the real meaning of social in
tercourse.
Man is intrinsically fine. It is onl false,
exclusivewayswhich have incrustedhim with
coarseand repulsiveattributes—strip theseoff
and wewill find that we are more likely to
admire than condemnhim.
You are at liberty to read these words to
thosewhom I would gladly meet in person,if
I could,and pray expressto them my belief
that what is being done b the New York
builders, in the wa of dsve opmentof social
intercourse,is the t possiblefashion for the
businesssecurit and comfort which is sure to
follow through onestcombination for honest
results, by honestmethodsfor the goodof all.
For the entertainment of the evening
the services of Professor Walter Wade
had been secured, he being assisted by
Ed. Bush, Jr., the humorist ; Will Lyle,
the banjo comedian ; John A. Ho an, the
clever impersonator ; Benjamin oewen
thal, accompanist, and the celebrated
Spanish Students Trio. All were received
with great favor, the impersonations of
Mr. Hogan being exceedingly clever, es
cially his imitations of the late J. K.
mmet and his rendering of the a
thetic ‘2

)

ballad, “ He Never Came Bac .”
The case Committee were ever watch
ful of the comfort of those present, and
after the various numbers of an inter
esting programme had been concluded
the members and guests were invited to
the floor below, where they partook of a

sumptuous collation. The entertainment
was in all respects highly gratifying and
successful, and the club is to be congrat
ulated upon such happy methods of pro
moting social intercourse and more inti
mate relations between builders and those
connected with allied industries.-__+——

Cologne Cathedral.

The original intention, says an English
exchange, comprehended choir and double
transepts, a stately nave with double
aisles, a center tower where nave and
choir join, and two towers at the west
end. The internal hight of choir and
nave alike, namely, 150 feet, that of the
aisles and transe its 64 feet, the whole
length of the buil ing 500 feet, its width
150feet, and the hight of the tourers 536
feet, which would have made them the
highest in Christendom. Of this. the
choir was finished, with a portion of the
east wall of each transept. The north
aisles had attained their destined hight,
the four great windows complete, with
colored glass in them, and seven com
partments of the roof groined over. The
south aisles had stopped midway, their
interior piers having only reached the
hight of 42 feet, and the windows being
arrested at the spring of the arch. The
southern tower had grown up in two
stories to the elevation of 170 feet: the
north tower stood like a tooth just pierc
ing the m, one pier partly through
to the hig t of 22 feet, the rest still below
the surface. Part of the facade of the
northern transept was visible about 6

feet, and of such portions of both tran
septs, west front and northern tower as
were not yet above the earth, the founda
tions were supposed to be perfect within.
Thus there was a gap between choir
and aisles, another between north and
south tower, and a vacant space in the
nave. In other words. the head was per

fect. the shoulders just begun, the leg’
with one foot partly grown, but the
whole body still wanting. For present
use, therefore, temporary roofs had been
thrown over the southern aisles, and such
compartments of the northern as had not
been groined with stone. The ga between
choir and south aisles was fills up by a
temporary wall; that between chou and
northern aisles supplied by the intrusive
church of Sta Maria and a wooden screen
run up between the two towers. Thus
stood, therefore, the incomplete form of
an all-complete idea, from which, as from
a text book, almost every religious edifice
erected contemporaneously had drawn
instruction, which had contributed to
build Strasburg near and to finish Burgos
afar off, and which shows its be] ing in
fluence in Freiburg, Ratisbon, agne,
Utrecht, Amiens, Beauvais, Chalons and
numerous other foreign churches that
might be mentioned, besides

supplly‘mgan architect to our own York. ere
stood the imperfect s cimen of the most

perfect
period of sec esiastical Gothic, so

ull of thought that every detail has a
meaning, so practical in adaptation that
every detail has a use, so true in structure
that were the walls knocked awa it
would still stand firm on its piers 1

i
e a

tent, and, with all these causes combined,
so perfect in national beauty that BOis
serée has christened it “the Canon of
German architectural law.” And Icen
turies passed away with knowing it to
be such. Nay, far from appreciating the
tenth Wonder of the world that stood
among them, men looked upon it with
ill will, as a monstrous mistake which
the barbarity of their forefathers had eu
tailed upon them, an eyesore to their
city and a drain to their pockets and to
be kept standing only to avoid the greater
cost of pulling it down.+_, W,
A srocx COMPANYin Vienna are about to

begin the erection of a unique theater in
one of the recently annexed districts.
The cost is said to be $250,000or $800,000.
The roof is to be a great rolling iron cur
tain, after the style of iron curtains now
used before shop windows, and on hot
summer nights it is to be drawn aside so
that the audience may be refreshed. With
that arrangement, says an exchange, the
company expect to be able to carry out
their plan to give a performance every
evenin in the year, or 422performances
annual y, including matinees. The theater
will accommodate 3000 persons, and the
highest price for a place outside of the
boxes is to be only 40 cents, although the
heaviest classical plays and the works of
the best modern dramatists are to be pro
duced on its stage.

IN ma ARTICLE entitled “Building a
Circular Framed Tower,” which appeared
in the March issue of Ca entry and
Buildin , a slight typograp ical error
occurred, in the last line on page 69. In
giving the scale of the architect’s draw
ing the figure 1 by some accident was
omitted, making it appear that the draw
ings were to a 4-inch scale instead of

5
4 inch, as it should have read.,_—+——

Design for an Iron Roof.

The double-page engraving which _we
present this month represents the third
and last installment of the details of con
struction of the iron roof, portions of
which were illustrated in Carpentry and
Building for November, 1891, and Jan
uary of this year. The design, which
was awarded the Grisell Gold Medal in a

competition lately conducted under the
auspices of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, was contributed b

y

Robert
J. Angel, Borough Surveyors Ofilce,
Town Hall, Birkenhead, England. The
details relate principally to the manner
of 'oining various parts of the roof to
get er, and in connection with what has
previously been published, cannot fail to
prove interesting.
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of A B and B C square down to D, as shown, which
will be the center of the circle. D B is therefore the
radius of the circle which will strike the three points
A B C.

POLYGONS.

A plane figure bounded by'more than four lines is
called a polygon. It must therefore have at least
five sides, and the number of sides which it may
have is not limited. In this article will be intro
duced only the forms in common use, for the purpose
of showing simple methods of estimating their areas.
A regular polygon has all its- sides and angles
equal, as shown in Fig. 36. An irregular polygon
has its sides and angles unequal, as shown in Fig. 37.
A polygon of five sides, as shown in Figs. 36 or 37,
is called a pentagon. The diagonal is a straight line
drawn between any two angular points of a polygon.
The diameter is a straight line drawn from any
angle through the center to the opposite side or

angle, as the case may be.
To find the area of a regular pentagon we Wlll let
A B C D E represent the sides of a regular pentagon,
as shown in Fig. 38. Draw the diameter A F and
connect E with B, which divides the pentagon into
four figures—namely, two right angled triangles of
equal areas and two trapezoids of equal areas. E G
multiplied by G A will give the area of the two tri

angles. Half the sum of D _E and E B multiplied by
G F will give the area of the two trapezoids. The
two areas added will give the total area.
To find the area of an irregular pentagon, we will
let A B C D E_represent the sides, as shown in Fig. 39.
Next draw A D and A C, which will divide the pen
tagon into three triangles of unequal areas; then
draw the altitude of these triangles, which is the per
pendicular distance from their vertexes to the oppo
site sides, called the base and shown by the lines E F
A G and B H. This divides the figure into six right'
angled triangles of unequal areas. A D multiplied by
half the altitude E F will give the area of triangles
1 and 2, or A E D ; then D C multiplied by half the
altitude A G will give the area of triangles 3 and 4,
or D A C. Again A C multiplied by half the altitude
H B will ‘give the area of triangles 5 and 6, or A B C.
The three areas added will give the total area.
A polygon of six sides is called a hexagon, and
is shown in Fig. 40. To find the area of this
figure draw the diagonals as shown in Fig. 41, which
divides the hexagon into equal triangles, the size of
which is represented by A B C. Next draw the alti
tude of this triangle, as shown by the dotted line B
D. Now, A C multiplied by half the altitude B D
_will give the area of the triangle A B C, and this mul
tiplied by six will give the total area. The area of
any regular polygon may be found by drawing lines
from all of its angles to the center, thus forming tri
angles of equal areas, which may be estimated by
multiplying the base by one-half the altitude, as
shown in Fig. 41. To describe any regular polygon
draw the Circumference of a circle, divide the circum
ference into as many equal spaces as the polygon has
sides, connect these points with straight lines, and
the polygon is completed, as shown in Fig. 42.
A polygon of eight sides is called an octagon and
is shown in Fig. 43. In Fig. 44 is represented a plan
and in Fig. 45 an elevation of an octagon tower roof.
In Fig. 45 A B C D represent the plates and A E,
B E, C E and D E the hip rafters. The dotted line

F E represents the ‘common rafter. To find the area
of this roof multiply B C by half of F E and this
product by eight. the number of sides. It will now
be seen that the area of any tower roof from a square
to a polygon of any number of sides may be found

by multiplying the length of its side by half the

length of the common rafter. If the tower has a
round base then the circumference of its base multi

plied by half the length of the common rafter will
give the area. The reader has now been shown
wherein it is possible to make mistakes in the meas
urement of roofs, as shown by the elevations. It has
been shown how_ to develop the true shapes and sizes
of irregular roof surfaces and how to reduce them to

squares or rectangles of equal areas, or to figures
whose areas are easily calculated. I might go on
illustrating and describing roots ‘seemingly without
end, but enough has been illustrated to thoroughly
show the principles and methods of estimating roof
surfaces. By a little study of the principles and

methods, as previously set forth, the reader will be

able to make proper application of them to the sur~
face measurement of any roof.

It will be noticed in nearly all cases that the essen~
tial measurements for computing the area or surfaces
of roofs areAI, the length at the eaves ; 2, the length
at the ridge or deck, as the case may be, and 3, the

length of the common rafter.

In works of this kind it has been customary to
show a number of illustrations on geometry, merely
indicating how to construct certain figures from a

given side or a few given points‘, while in all cases
the most important part which a carpenter requires——
that of computing the area of irregular surfaces—has
been omitted. In the art of carpentry there is no

place in which these irregular-shaped figures appear
as frequently as they do in the construction of roofs,

and if the carpenter has no accurate methods for

computing their areas then he has to make a guess,
which is the course taken by many who have never

seen a proper application of geometry to the surface
measurement of roofs. Roof surfaces have to be
estimated in order to ascertain the‘ amount of ma
terial required to cover them, as the sheathing, shin

gles, slate, tin, copper, iron, &c., or whatever may be
used for the roof covering. In the illustrations and
examples given there might have been presented
many rules for finding the length of certain sides of
a figure, by having the lengths of one or more of the
other sides, but they would be merely mathematical
problems, which in most cases could be solved only
by square root. As many carpenters are not con~
versant with square root it has been deemed best to
avoid its use as much as possible in this work, and
especially in places where it is not needed. It must
be generally conceded in taking roof measurements,
that if a carpenter can measure one distance be can
measure the roof to find any distance he may desire
to know. Therefore the illustrations given have been
more to show how to measure roofs to obtain the
proper dimensions for computing their areas than as
geometrical problems and methods of construction.
The author has considered the subject of roof meas

urement worthy a place by itself in estimating, and
the subject of roof framing will be taken up, thor
oughly illustrated and described in another part of
this work.

(To becontinued.)
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Entertainment 01' the Building

Trades Club.

The members and their friends of the
Building Trades Club of New York city
enjoyed a very pleasant entertainment at
their club house, 117 East Twenty-third
street, on Monday evening February 29.
The House Committee had arranged an
interesting programme of music, both in
strumental and vocal, recitations, &c.,
which were rendered by clever specialists.
The early portion of the evening was de
voted to social intercourse, some discus
sing topics of mutual interest, while others
enjoyed the privileges of the pool and
billiard room. About half-past eight the
members and their guests assembled in
the parlors, which were attractively dec
orated. In openin the exercises Secre
Stephen M. right readanumbcr

of etters from those who were unable to
be present, among the number being Mr.
Arthur McAllister, Anthony Ittner and
William H. Sayward. The letter from
the latter gentleman was not onl ' ex
pressive of regret at the writer's ina ility
tobe present, but also pointed out the
great advantages resulting from social in
tercourse among builders as a means of
improving methods and manners. This
letter is of such special interest to the
trade that we present the following quo
tations :
It is a real

grief
to me that I cannotacce t

our kind an ui ent invitation to be at t e
uilding TradesC ab 8.weekfrom to-night.
* i -.i- ii- * 1'

You intimate that if I could bepresentthat
an addresson the " Needof Social Intercourse
Among Builders,” would be acceptable. It
may seemlike egotismin me to so so,but I
am honest in expressingthe belie that few
men among those who will assembleat 117
East Twenty-third street on the 29th.are so
well entitled to speak upon that topic as my
self. Not becauseof peculiar fitnem on my
rt, but becauseI have seen somuch in the
nethalf dozenyears which has demonstrated
the value of social intercourse.
In January, 1887,there gathered in Boston
the little coterieof representativesfrom build
ersin a dozen cities. Up to that time it may
be truly said that little, if any, development
had occurred of interchange of friendly
thoughtor counselamong the builderslocated
in thevariouscitiesof thecountry. More than
that, it was a fact that builders in each city
knew little of each other, looked upon each
other more in the light of possibleobstacles
than helpsin a businesssense. Now what has
own from that little first meetingI Answer
ing for myself, I can say, without a moment’s
hesitation, that the truest and most abiding
friendshi of my life have beenbnildedupon
the foun ation theremade. And lcan say for
others,who havea thousand times ex ressed
the sameto me, that they havereali a con
dition of confidenceand friendly trust which
before seemedalto ethertoo goodto hopefor.
But therehas fol oweda grander result than
that which can be specified by individual ex
perience. The general conditionhasbeenim
perceptiblyimproved,so that everywhere the
attitude of the community of builders is
changedfor the better,and changedin such a
way that it cannever go back to the old time
exclusiveness and selfishness. To-da , by
virtue of all that has been contribued y one
and another in thesearchfor better and truer
methods,surer and more satisfactory prac
tices,there existsa larger and more perfect
confidencein thegood intent and honestpur

pose
of the majority of those engagedin the
uilding tradesthan ever existed before, or
could have by any possibility existed without
the intercourse our associationshave made
possible. There is no question that the free
domof social intercoursewhich has beenen
couragedby themovementwhich hasbeengo
ing onall overthecountry, thoughour national
work, has uncovered treasuresof which no
knowledgebeforeexisted,andwhich cannever
hereafterbe wholly concealed. Many a man
has found that he has unconsciouslybeen
traveling along through life within reach of
that which is of inestiinablevalue, and now
that he is in touchwith it hehardly knowshow
he previouslygot along with thecomfort and
cheerwhich it had brought. People who are
inclined to sneer may scoff if

they
pleaseat

businessfriendships,but I claim wit absolute
certainty, that busine~sprospers best through
friendship, and that the road which is rough
and difllcult enoughat bestis made, perhaps,
not less rough but le wearisome if it is
traveled in companywith others,while many
of the dangerousplaces are renderedalmost
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absolutelysafeb theunion of friendly hands,
wherethe indivi ual traveler would be almost
surelydestroyed.
Social intercourse has been said by some
dy ptic sageto breed

contempt,
but my ex

periencehastaught methat if look for ood
things I shall surely find them,and find t em
in muchgreaterproportion than the donators
would havemebelieve,and thoughtheremay
be somedisappointments,the larger propor
tion is on the sideof satisfactionand benefit.
We have struck the ri ht “lead” and we
would be foolishto think t at becausethereis
occasionallya " poor streak" that it is a sign
of disaster. The “ net result" is what weare
after, andmy confidencein humanity has in
creaseda thousand fold since I have seen the
rich ore that is simply waiting development
among the builders. Thereis nosurerroadto
confidence in each other, no more positive
methodby which to build up purer ways and
morereliablecustoms in businesslife, than to
getbetteracquaintedwith theinnerselfof each
other, which is the real meaning of social in
terccurse.
Man is intrinsically fine. It is onl false,
exclusivewayswhich have incrustedhim with
coarseand re ulsive attributes-strip theseoff
and we will nd that we are more likely to
admire than condemnhim.
You are at liberty to read these words to
thosewhom I wouldgladly meet in person,if
I could, and pray ex ressto them my belief
that what is being one b the New York
builders, in thewe of deveopmentof social
intercourse,is the st possiblefashion for the
businesssecurit and comfort which is sureto
follow through onestcombination for honest
results,by honestmethodsfor the goodof all.

For the entertainment of the evening
the services of Professor Walter Wade
had been secured, he being assisted by
Ed. Bush, Jr., the humorist ; Will Lyle,
the banjo comedian : John A.

Holgan,
the

clever impersonator; Benjamin oewen
thal, accompanist, and the celebrated
Spanish Students Trio. All were received
with great favor, the impersonations of
Mr. Hogan being

exceedingly
clever, es

Eecially
his imitations of t e late J. K.

inmet and his rendering of the a
thetic '2

)

ballad, “ He Never Came Bac .”
The ease Committee were ever watch
ful of the comfort of those present, and
after the various numbers of an inter
esting programme had been concluded
the members and guests were invited to
the floor below. where they par-took of a

sumptuous collation. The entertainment
was in all respects highly gratifying and
successful, and the club is to be congrat
ulated upon such happy methods of pro
moting social intercourse and more inti
niate relations between builders and those
connected with allied industries.*—

Cologne Cathedral.

The original intention, says an English
exchange, comprehended choir and double
transepts, a stately nave with double
aisles, a center tower where nave and
choir join, and two towers at the west
end. The internal hight of choir and
nave alike, namely, 150 feet, that of the
aisles and transe ts 64 feet, the whole
length of the building 500 feet, its width
150feet, and the hight of the towers 536
feet, which would have made them the
highest in Christendom. Of this. the
choir was finished, with a portion of the
east wall of each transept. The north
aisles had attained their destined hight,
the four great windows complete, with
colored glass in them, and seven com
partments of the roof groined over. The
south aisles had stopped midway, their
interior piers having only reached the
hight of 42 feet, and the windows being
arrested at the

spring
of the arch. The

southern tower ad grown up in two
stories to the elevation of 170 feet; the
north tower stood like a tooth just pierc
ing the rum, one pier partly through
to the big t of 22 feet. the rest still below
the surface. Part of the facade of the
northern transept was visible about 6

feet, and of such portions of both tran
septs, west front and northern tower as
were not yet above the earth, the founda
tions were supposed to be perfect within.
Thus there was a gap between choir
and aisles, another between north and
south tower, and a vacant space in the
nave. In other words. the head was per

feet. the shoulders just begun, the leg’
with one foot partly grown, but the
whole body still wanting. For present
use, therefore, temporary roofs had been
thrown over the southern aisles, and such
compartments of the northern as had not
beengroined with stone. The ap between
choir and south aisles was fil ed up by a
tem rary wall; that between choir and
nort ern aisles supplied by the intrusive
church of Sta Maria and a wooden screen
run up between the two towers. Thus
stood, therefore, the incomplete form of
an all-complete idea, from which, as from
a text book, almost every religious edifice
erected contemporaneously had drawn
instruction, which had contributed to
build Strasburg near and to finish Burgos
afar off, and which shows its be] ing in
fluence in Freiburg, Ratrisbon, ague,
Utrecht, Amiens, Beauvais, Chalons and
numerous other foreign churches that
might be mentioned, besides suppl ing
an architect to our own York. T ere
stood the imperfect s cimen of the _most

perfect
period of eco esiastical Gothic, so

all of thought that every detail has a

meaning, so practical in adaptation that
every detail has a use, so true in structure
that were the walls knocked awa it
would still stand firm on its piers li e a
tent, and, with all these causes combined,
so perfect in national beauty that Bois
serée has christened it “the Canon of
German architectural law." And _cen
turies passed away with knowing it to
be such. Nay, far from ap reciating the
tenth wonder of the wor d that stood
amen them, men looked upon it with
ill wi l, as a monstrous mistake which
the barbarity of their forefathers had en
tailed upon them, an eyesore to their
city and a drain to their pockets and to
be kept standing only to avoid the greater
cost of pulling it down._i_._iv.
A s'rocx COMPANYin Vienna are about to
begin the erection of a unique theater in
one of the recently annexed districts.
The cost is said to be $250,000or $300,000.
The roof is to be a great rolling iron cur
tain, after the style of iron curtains now
used before shop windows, and on hot
summer nights it is to be drawn aside so
that the audience may be refreshed. With
that arrangement, says an exchange, the
company expect to be able to carry out
their plan to give a performance every
evenin in the year. or 422performances
annual y, including matinees. The theater
will accommodate 3000 persons, and the
highest price for a place outside of the
boxes is to be only 40 cents, although the
heaviest classical plays and the works of
the best modern dramatists are to be pro
duced on its stage.

IN THE ARTICLE entitled “ Building a
Circular Framed Tower,” which appeared
in the March issue of Ca entry and
Buildin , a slight typograp ical error
occurre in the last line on page 69. In
giving the scale of the architect’s draw
ing the figure 1 by some accident was
omitted, making it ap ar that the draw
ings were to a 4-inc scale instead of

IA inch, as it should have read.

Design for an Iron Roof.

The double-page engraving which we
present this month represents the third
and last installment of the details of con
struction of the iron roof, portions of
which were illustrated in Carpentry and
Building for November, 1891, and Jan
uary of this year. The design, which
was awarded the Grisell Gold Medal in a
competition lately conducted under the
auspices of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, was contributed b

y Robert
J. Angel, Borough Surveyors Ofiice,
Town Hall, Birkenhead, England. The
details relate principally to the manner
of joining various parts of the‘ roof to
gether, and in connection with what has

previously been published, cannot fail to

prove interesting.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Framing 1 Roof of One Pool Blue.
From E. K.. Adrian, Mich—In the De
cember number of

Cagnnlry
and Build

ing. “N. E. O.” of ortsmouth; N. H.,
desires to know how to measure the
length of a rafter when confined to a cer
tain hight. He must not think because
the rise equals the run that 12 inches on
the blade and 1‘3inches on the tongue of
the square must be used to obtain the
length or give the bevels. As the rafter
runs over the plate it rises above it. and
this changes the pitch of the roof ; there
fore the first step is to determine the size
of the notch along the under side of the
rafter in order to fit the plate, and how
much remains of the rafter directly above
on the plumb line. This hight must be
subtracted from the whole hight, and
then we are ready to measure the length
by first dividing the remaining rise and
run by some number which will divide
both into the same number of parts, using
inches and fractions of an inch as given
on the square. Referring to the sketch
which I inclose, suppose the rafter to be 5
inches wide and the notch for the plate
be cut to the center of the rafter. As
the angle is nearly 45", half the diag

starting at the desired hight- of the roof.
Let the run-over lift the rafter 2 irches
above the corner plate, as shown in the
sketch; then draw the guage line from
the corner plate. Lay the square on the
drawing as indicated in the sketch with
the figure 12on the blade at the corner of
the plate. This will make 11?; inches on
the tongue of the square at the point
through which the plate line passes.
This gives the pitch 11% inches rise in 12
inches. Now, we can use the square as
before. Take 11% inches for the down
cut and 12 inches for the horizontal cut.
Use the gauge line or measure the rafter
in drawing on the gauge line from the
corner of the plate where the line inter
sects with the center line. This gives the
length of the rafter.

Shlnlllnl A Hip Roof.
From J. C. W., Auburn, CaI.—In
answer to “ A. W. P.,”_ Buffalo. N. Y., I
will say that a hip can be shingled so that
it will not leak and without the use of
water boards in the following manner:
First, nail the hip shingle firmly in place,
having the hip side of the base about 2

PLATELINE

Sketch Accompanying Letter frun "A. S.“
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ncil the desired mold on paper and aflix
it with shellac to the face of the cutter.
We then cut to the lines with the wheels,
finishing with a fine file. Invariably.
however, we have difiiculty in getting the
exact depth of members, especially for
large deep molds.

Wlndow Frames for Mannard Bool.
From A. E., Ontario, N. Y.-—Will some
of the readers of Carpentry and Build
ing kindly tell me through its columns
the best manner of constructing window
frames for a mansard roof? I would also
like a neat design of frame. At the same
time I should be glad to know the best
method of constructing gutters for man
sard roofs.

Framing a Barn Roof.
From B. S.,illasm1Cily,Iou'a.—Iwould
like to have some of the readers of the
paper tell me how to frame the roof of a

building which is 3?.x 60 feet Wide, With
out putting in princi al rafters. The
farmers in this section ike to have a hay
fork go up as high as possible. I should
like very much to see some designs of

--
—
-—
-—
‘1

!1
's

Method Suggestedby " E. K.“

Framing 0 Roof of One Foot Risa—Diagrams Submitted by Various Correspondents.

onal distance across 5 inches square is
about 3% inches. This is the rise above
the outside line of the plate which, sub
tracted from 7 feet 6 inches, the whole
hight, leaves '7 feet 2}/ inches rise and 7

feet 6 inches run, which in this case will
divide 'ust six times—14;.I inches on the
rise an 15 inches on the run and gives
the bevels re uired. Always be

'

at the
top of the r ter and measure own the
plumb line at the heel the 3V inches and
cut the notch for the plate. I2measure all
kinds of rafters from the back when the
stuff is straight. In framing rafters by
this method it is unnecessary to know the
length, and, when once understood, a man
need not be afraid of any kind of a rafter.

From A. 8.. Lancaster. Ill.—I notice
the letter of “N. E. 0.," Portsmouth, N.
H., who asks in the December number of
Carpentry and Building how to frame a
roof having a 12 inch rise and with raft
ers running over as shown in his sketch.
In reply I would say. draw a gauge line
as in rafter No. 3 of his diagram, using it

as a guide line for the square or for meas
uring the length of the rafter. If the
roof must be 7 feet 6 inches high above
the plate and no higher, my way of doing
the work would be to make a drawing
similar to the sketch which I inclose here
with. First it is necessary to find out what
will be the pitch of the roof

b
y running

the rafter over. Referring to t e sketch,
draw a line for the back of the rafter.

inches from the hip. Take a sharp chisel
and pare the shingle neatly close to the
hip, taking care to cut the shingle ex
actly on a line with the roof on the
opposite side. Now nail a shingle on the
opposite side of the hip and treat it in the
same manner, thus continuing u the hip
and laying on alternate sides. This will
make a roof which will not leak even in
this section. where we have very heavy
and continuous rains during the winter.

I prefer a hip with shingles ‘ut on
roughly and a piece of tin 5 x inches
laid on each course with the lower
corners turned under the shingles which

it covers. This looks well. is entirely
water proof and is very durable.

From J. W. R., Vandalia, III.—In
answer to the inquiry of “ A. W. P.,”
Buifalo, N. Y. I cut tin shingles 5 x 9

and turn the lower corners under, sli pin
them up beneath the shingles an nai
the upper edge. which will be beneath the
next course. I think there is no other
way that will beat this. It makes afirst
class job, besides looking well.

Mold!!! 3 Cullen.

From W. H. H., Seelyville. Pa.—I would
like to ask for a correct method of mak
ing molding cutters. Here we make all
our cutters from blanks and the method
employed is usually first to draw with a

barns suitable for farmers‘ use and which.
while being strong and durable, are not
expensive.

Double Corn Crib.

From J. C. M., Oregon, Ill.—I have
been taking Carpentry and Building eight
ears, and in that time do not remember
aving seen but one plan for a corn crib.

I inclose rough sketches of a double crib
with a wagon shed, the size of the build
ing being 22 x 32 feet. Referring to the
sketches, the space marked A, in Fig. 1

,

is intended for aworkshop. The joists
are 2 x 6 inches and rest on the beams
marked B. The 2 x 4 inch pieces run
ning from the beams to urlin ts are
boarded over in order to eep things from
fallin ofi the floor while 'ving room to
shove corn from below into the cribs.
There is a swing ladder to the workshop,
which can be raised and fastened when not
in use. The driveway is 10feet wide. and
each crib 6 feet wide. The beams in the
cribs are well spiked through the tenons,~
beside

being
pinned, in order to assist

in withstan ing the strain. The urlin
plates are notched for the rafters 2 inches
on the rise and 8 inches on the run, being
one-third pitch, which gives a good hear
ing and a chance to nail very strong.
This arran ement does not 'cut away the
rafter. C and H are omitted except in
the two end bents. There is a window in
each end of the workshop and a door '11
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the end which may be most convenient.
Fig. 2 represents a side view,while Fig. 3
is an interior view. The space marked E
in Fig. 3 is the door leading to the crib.
At G, Fi . 4, is the guard for keeping the
corn bee and giving room to shovel.
The guard is boarded over the top as in
dicated by the dotted lines. The stop
marked I is the same width as the stud
ding. The gain J shows position of the
bottom ledge of the door. The dotted
lines parallel with the notches show where
the slats rest for keeping the corn from
pressing against the door. The ards
and slats are not nailed in place, ut so
arranged that’they may be moved when

Fig. 5 shows the manner ofnecessary.

recommend placing a medium size ven
tilator on the roof.

The Science of Handralllnz
From Mourns WILLIAMS, Scranton, Ba.
—In writing on the above subject my_a.u_n
throughout will be to explain the princi
ples upon which rests the construction of
rails. These principles are traceable in
every system now propounded by very
numerous authors of publications on
handrailing. All these systems have
their origin in these principles, and all
the difl'erence there is between one and
another is simply in the mode of handling
the principles. I make these Lremarks

Fig. l.—Emi View.
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Fig. ‘2.—SideElevation.
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ing it a few months’ study, and invariablI found something worth knowingin see
one, but I may say that without knowl
ed e of the fundamental principles pre
ce ing, no real benefit is obtainable from
any system.
In constructing a wreath the first
necessity is a method to find the shape

11

mi I

Fig. 5.-Showing Rolling Door Cap and
Bumper.

Fig. 3.—Interior View.

Double Corn Crib-Sketches Accompanying Letter from “J. (7.M.”

making the rolling door cap. It is readily
seen that F forms the end of the door cap
and is also the door bumper. Any me
chanic knows that lacing a bumper in
any other position t an with the top of
the door will allow the latter to jump.
In Fig. 5 the door K is re resented in its
open position. The bui ding has two
rolling doors at the end most used, and
two swinging doors at the opposite end.
The inside of the cribs are boarded length
wise, as shown in Fig. 4. If the outside
is tightly boarded and battened, I would

more to create ambition in the }oung
student to aim at mastering these princi
ples, than to strip authors of their claim
to originality. I promise every reader of
my article who will succeed

inobtaininga clear conception of the lines of which
make use in my illustrations that he will
be able to form asystem of his own as
correct and simple asany now in use, and.
furthermore, he will be able to surmount
difliculties however com lex the casemay
be. In my course of stu ying handrailing
I left no system known to me without giv

Fig. 4.—Secli0nof One Side of Crib Entrance.

the rail assumes when fixed obliquely to
the axis of the figure the plan represents.
The tem late of this shape is called the
face mo d. The second necessit is a
method to square the joints, this includ
ing a method of transferring the tangents
from the plan to the oblique plane of the
elevation, also a method of findin the
necessary bevelsb means of whic the
twist in the wreat is manipulated.
Referring to the accompanying illus
trations, I will proceed to explain Fi . 1.
It represents a geometrical metho uf'
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delineating the correct sha e of an ob
lique section of a square bloc . X Y is the
intersecting line of the co-ordinate lanes.
The horizontal and the vertical ines 1
2 3 4 below X Y re resent the outlines
of the base of the b ock: 1 4 4 above X
Y represents the outlines of the side of
block cut obli uely, and 1 2 34 above
X Y represent t e outlines of the section.
By the aid of Fig. 2, which is isomet
rical view of Fig. 1 in position. . e reader
Will understand my meaning more
clearly. The outlines of the section are
found by drawing 1 2 and 4 3 rpendic
ular to 14, and making 12 sun 3 equal
to 1 2 and 4 3 on the base. It is im rtant
to understand this figure thorough)?x, be
cause all wreaths that need no tmst in
then construction have this kind of ob

It islique sectional plane to rest upon.

the joints are squared on the face of the
plank.
Fig. 5 represents a right-angle square
rail followin the pitch and the angle of
the lane of t e section.
Figs. 4 and 5 are given here as an ad
ditional illustration of the value and
meaning of the development of the sec
tion. I advise every young reader that
wishes to master the science of handrail
ing to have a clear concep'ion of these
diagrams.
I \In m next article I will proceed to de
velop t e sections of blocks having acute
and obtuse angles.

A merlcan Shlnglo Prlcllce.
From G. W. G.. St. Louis. M0.—In re
sponse to the Editor’s note to the com

a' 2

Fig. 3.

consider best for general use, but it is not
so durable as cypress. M third prefer
ence is white cedar, whic is tough and
durable; then red cedar, which is durable
but ver liable to split, while in fifth
choice is California redwood. is is
durable, but useful only for gable finish
and belt course, as it splits too easily for
roof purposes. Hardwood splits do not
enter into competition with the above
mentioned woods. as they are employed
only on barns and sheds. The surface ex
posed to the weather varies somewhat
with the pitch of the roof, but 4% for 16
inches and 5 to 5% for 18 inches will in
sure a good roof. The general pitch is
45°. seldom less and frequently more.
Now with regard to the treatment there
are several courses which commend them
selves. M ' first choice is to break the
bunches o shingles and dip at least 12
inches of the butts in linseed oil. hot
preferred, stand them in a trough to
drain off the surplus oil and lay with
close joints. This method will cost 3
gallons of oil and one hour’s time to each
thousand dry shingles. The greener the
shingles, of course, the less oil isrequired.
My next plan is to creosote the shingles
after the manner just described. If color
is desired, mix it with the oil in the bath.
A good white pine shingle, well laid, will
last in this climate for ten ears and still
shed rain, but snow is lia le to find its
way through. Shingles treated with oil
as above suggested will add from three to
five 'ears to their usefulness. I have not
et ived long enough to be able to tell
ow long a cypress shin le treated with
oil and properly laid will ast, but I would
bewilling to guarantee a roof for ten years
and keep it in repair free of expense to

Fig. 5.

The Science of Handrailing.—Skelches Accompanying Arlicle by Morris Williaum.

oblique to one side only, while all other
wreaths have for their position lanes
obli no to two sides. They are oglique
to t e vertical and oblique to the hori
zontal.
Fig. 3 is an illustration of this kind of
section. Let 1 2 3 4 below X Y be the
outlines of the base; 14 above X Y the
elevation of 1 4 on the base, 2 3 above X
Y the elevation of 2 3 on the base. From
2,
dperpendicular

to 0 1 4, draw 2 2; from
1 aw a line equal in length to 1 0 (being
the lower tangent), intersecting in 2;
make 3 4 equal 12 and 23 equal 14,
which completes the outlines of the sec
tion.
Fig. 4 is an isometrical view of Fig. 3
in position, and the numbers correspond
in both figures. All wreaths needing

spring
or twist have their position in

t is ind of plane, and it is essentially
necessary to all handrailers to thoroughly
understand every line made use of in de
veloping the section, because the outlines
of the section contain the angles and
length of the tangents by means of which

munication of W. J. McQuillen, in the
February issue of the paper, I submit the
following conclusions, reached after _2

0

ears‘ experience with shin 1e roofs in
{Kansasand other Western tates. For
roofs I refer sawed shingles to shaved
ones. Ip think they hold paint or oil
better and the nappy surface prevents
snow from blowin through the joints.
All shingles shou d be under 7 inches
wide. 16 to 18 inches long with 1/,,-inch
butt and 34inch point, sawed as near the
course of t e grain as possible. Of course
the clearer the material the better it is for
the roof. I nail every shingle with wire
nails %inch from each edge and 6 inches
above the butts and 1 inch above the line,
so that the next course will cover the
nails up that distance. I never nail in
the center of the shingle unless it is de
sired to have a split shin 1e and a leaky
roof. As to the materia employed, my
first preference is for dry cypress. This is

very durable. will not warp. split or
shrink, if properly put on. My second
choice is dry white pine. This material I

the owner. To paint a roof after it is

laid is, in my opinion a detriment rather
than a benefit, unless the shin les have
been dipped before laying. T e paint
clogs up the joint at the butt of the
shingle and holds the water in the joints
above, from whence it spreads out under
and between the shingles and conse
quently rots the roof.
With regard to covering hips, what I

have to say will also answer the inquirv
of “ A. w. P.” of Buffalo, N.Y. A board
covered hip is an unsightly alfair and
always warps out of shape. A galvan
ized iron roll looks well, but does not
always prevent leaks. A very neat and
tight job is made by laying in tin shingles
with eve course. I cut the tin shin les

5 x 10 inc es and shape the lower en to
conform to the lines. according to the
itch of the roof. I bend the lower end
own the thickness of a shingle, so it will
cover the butt of the hi shingle. Smooth
off the hip shingles in t e usual manner.
and cover each course with one of these
tins. nailing securely.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
S THE OPEN ING of the building season
for 1892more nearly apprmches, it is

apparent from correspondence and other
sourcesof information that the prospect gen
erally throughout the country is satisfactory.
In certain localities prospective operations
seemto be below the mark, as the effect of
local conditions, but, on the whole, the season
promisesto bea favorable one. Agitation on
the part of the workmen for shorter hours,
morepay, &c., is continually growing lessag
gressive,as theemployersare becomingbetter
organizedand in a better position to assist at
theestablishmentof conditionsthat are mutu
ally satisfactory. There are at present a
greaternumberof conferencesbeing held be
tweenemployersand workmen looking to the
settlementof the conditionsof theyear‘swork
on the basisof arbitration than ever before.
Both sidesarebegiiinlngto recognizemorefully
thevalue of a mutual understandingwith each
other, upon subjectswhich affect themin com
mon, and each is more willing to assist in
bringing about mutually satisfactory condi—
tions, than ever before. The element of co
ercion is gradually beingdisplacedby arbitra
tion, and although it is still oppressiver used
in someof the larger centers,it is surely being
displaced by better methods of securing de~
siredends.

Baltimore. Md.

The builders of Baltimore are taking more
interestthan ever in the Builders’ Exchange.
newmemberscontinually being enrolled and
themeetingsunusually well attended. At the
quarterly meeting on March 1 an elaborate
lunch was servedand an exceedingly interest
ing addresson “ Colonial Houses” was deliv
eredby J. Appleton Wilson, oneof the prom
inent architectsof thecity. The addresswas
received in the most flattering manner and
was thoroughly appreciated by all. J. P.
Brady madea report for the delegateswho at
tended the sixth convention, which was re
ceivedwith interestand attention. Three sets
of plans for thenew building to be erectedby
the exchange were submitted for considera
tion and a number of additional subscriptions
to the building fund werereceived. Secretary
E. D. Miller statesthat the exchange is in a
flourishing condition and that the prospects
for the coming seasonin the building business
are good.

Boston. Mass.
The Mason Builders’ Association and the
Stone Masons'Union, of Boston, have entered
into an agreementrelativetothe hoursof labor
and rate of wages for 1892. The agreement
statesthat nine hours shall constitute a day’s
work for fivedaysin a week.andeighthourson
Saturday ; that 42centsper hour shall be the
rate of wages for regular working time, and
63centsper hour for overtime ; that all work
performedon legal holidays shall be paid for
at the rate of 84 cents per hour; that work
subject to interference from tidewater, so
that tull time cannot be made, shall be aid
for at the rate of 75 cents per hour. his
agreementwas ratified at a meetingof Stone
Masons’Union.
N0 trouble is anticipated betweenemploy
ersand workmen during the comin season.
The carpentersare working for an eight-hour
day but are opposedto strikes and disturb
ances. It is expectedthat somearran ement
will be made whereby the change wi beef
fectedin a harmoniousmanner.
The sixth annual dinner of the Master
Painters’ and Decorators’Association, at the
American House, March 3 proved to be
an enjoyableoccasion. At a businessmeeting
held previous to the banquet. the following
officerswereelected: President, J. B. Hand ;
vice-president,Henry Harper ;secretary, C. J.
Campbell ; treasurer,ThomasShay.
The dc] tea to the National Convention,
recently hed at St. Louis, made their re rt,
showing theorganizationto be in a flour-is ing
condition.

Buffalo. N. Y.

At a meetin of the Builders’ Association
Exchange, he] February 29. the subject of
manual training was taken up and discumed
and referred to a cial committeecomposed
of J. J. Churchyard, E. L. Cook,G. M. Stowe,
Henry Schaefer, E. M. finger and James
Boland, with full power to take suchstepsas
they deem best to influence the Common

Council to establish a training school in
Buffalo at which trades shall be taught to
bo s.
Ft was also decided by the exchangethat a
committee be appointed to confer with all
other business organimtions with a view to
uniting and pushing the work of the Grade
CrossingsCommissionto a completion.
A section of the new charter providesthat
contractorswhile doingwork for thecity shall
not work their men more than eight hoursa
day. This was discussedand referred tothe
president, who was to call a specialmeeting
within three weeks,when the matter will be‘
consideredfully. The question seems to be
whether there shall be a uniform eight—hour
rule for all work, or whether the chartercan
not bechangedso that nine hours constitutea.
day’swork on city contract labor. The build
ers say they cannothire mento work on out
side contracts for nine hours a day and pay
them the same wages they do to their men
who are working only eight hours on city
work.

Chattanooga, Tenn.
The builders are having some little trouble
over the wa es of stonecutters. All the con
tracts for t e burneddistrict have beenlet,
but theunion stonecutterswill not be able to
do a stroke of work. The union men were
barred originally by ContractorChandler, and
and he has given certain stonework to Mr.
'lroutt, who intendsem loying menbrought in
from outside. Last ay, by mutual agree
ment, the price for work was fixed at 42%
cents, and this was entirely satisfacto ,al
though the men believed that they oug t to
get45cents. But thecontractors for the new
.custom househad already contractedfor work
at 40cents,and the compromiseprice of 42%
centswasacceptedb the Stonecutters‘Union.
Sometime ago Mr. rontt wantedto make a
reduction to 35 cents,but two stonecuttershe
had in his employdeclinedto acceptthe re
duction and were discharged; hence the
trouble.

Chicago, ill.
Theworkin rulesbetweentheemployersand
workmenin t e bricklayers‘ and stonemasons‘
trades which were in force last year. and
which were given in these columns at the
time of their adoption, have been ratified for
the resentyear with the exceptionof Article
4, w ich reads:“ Eight hours shall constitute a night's
work. Night work shall commenceat 7 p. m.,
and shall be paid for at time and one-half.
Sunday shall be paid double time.” An addi
tion has been made to this rule, which now
reads: “ Sundaysand national holidaysshall
be paid double time.” The addition of the
national holidayswas made in order that the
foreigners among the bricklayers might be
comepatriotic.
The workers in stufi’,thematerial withwhich
theWorld’s Fair buildings are to befinished
and ornamented.createdconsiderable trouble
recently by a strike for more

pqy.
After some

delaya compromisewas effects and thework
proceeded.
The considerationof the proposedlimitation
of the hight of buildings is still going on, the
matterbeing at this wrilin in ractically the
samecondition aspresenth in th
e

last issueof
Carpenl'ry and Building.

'
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Builders’ Exchange of Cincinnati has
movedfrom its former location to larger and
more commodious quarters in the Grand
Opera House block. The new rooms were
formal] 0 ned on Monday, March 7

,

that
being t e to of the annual meetin . The
occasionwasa very interestingand enjoyable
one,a bountiful lunch being served,and the
electionof officerstaking place.
The Builders' Congrem.which is com
of representativesfrom the various branches
of the building trade, and which bears the
samerelationshipto the Emplo ers' Associa
tion as the AmalgamatedCouncil tothe trades
unions, was the subject of a very able address
by W. A. Megrue. An entire] erroneousim
ression in re ard to the Builders’ Congrem
beenestabished byoneof the Cincinnati

newspaperin themindsof thosenot morecor
rectly informed,and Mr. Megi'ue took advan
tageof theOccasionto explain the nature and
purposesof the organization. The congres
and theBuilders’ Exchange are in the utmost
harmony with each other, and they are en

gaged
upon virtually the sameobjects,theone

ing moreorless de ndent upon the other.
The representation0 thevarious tradesin the
congress is secured by the election of dele
gates from each separate trade connected
with building, and the united action of 'thcse

representativedelegationsconstitutes the ac
tion of thecongress. Mr. Megruetreated the
subject Very thoroughly and laid particular
stressupon the fact that the congressand the
exchangewere branchesof the sametree,and
strongly advocatedcloserunion of action and
interest amongthe

emtplloyers.
The meeting

was one of the best at the exchange has
held for sometime.

Cleveland. Ohio.

The Building TradesAssociation helda very
pleasant informal reception in their new
rooms, in the Arcade Building, on the even
ing of March 1

.

Ever since the association
was foundedthe officeshave beenon the third
floor of the Arcade, but the growth of the or
ganization hasbeen so great during the past
few months,and especiallysince the national
convention,that it was found absolutelyneces
sary to get larger uarters. Consequentlyfive
roomson the secon floor of the Arcade were
rented,and will in future be known as the
Builders’ Exchange. The roomsare all large
and well lighled, and have been admirably
arranged and fitted up for the purpose. is
receptionin honor of the openingof the new
rooms and the change of name was supple
mentedby a mostexcellent lunch. The presi
dent, E. H. Towson, presided, and made a
brief addrmsupon thegrowth and

grogress
of

theorganization. He was follch by C. C.
Dewstoe, Hon. D. A. Dangler and others.
About 150werepresent and the affair was a
very pleasantoneand thoroughly enjoyed by
all. The exchangenow numbers about 125
members,and is in a better condition than
ever before.

Col.

The Master Builders’ Association of Denver
held their regular scmi~monthlym'eetingin
their rooms in the Sun Building, March 2

.

President Baker presiding. The principal
topic of discumion was the newmodeof con
duct in relation to sub-contractorsgiving their
bids to the general contractors. It hasbeen
discovered that some of the lowest bidders
havenot receivedthe contracts theybid upon.
It is supposedthat the lowestbidder shouldse
cure a contract if a responsible, respectable
and competentman.
No final action was taken in the matter, but

it was referred for settlementtoa futuremeet
ing. this discossionbeingonly preliminary.
Sometalk was had of a banquetto begiven
soon, but nothing definite was done in the
matter.

Detroit. Mich.

The building interests of Detroit seemto
promisewell for theapproachingseason. The
agitation among the carpenters lookin to a
strike on May 1 will probably be aban onod,
and noneof theother trades give any indica
tions of proposedunfavorable action.
At ameetingof theCommitteeonOrdinances,
held March 4 in the City Attorney’s office,at
which severalalder-menwerepresent.together
with
Building Inspector

Simpson,a delegation
from the Bui ders Exchange was present in
advocacyof a petition for the passa e of an
ordinancefor thebetter protectionof ife and
limb of personsemployed

b
ty contractors and

othersin theerectionof buil ings in thecity of
Detroit, requiring the laying of permanentor
temporary floors during theprogressof con
struction.
Each of the delegation spokeand strongly
pointed out the necessityof such

reglationsfor the prevention of accidents. e ordi
nance it was claimed, could be rig-idly en
forced,and the good results would soonmake
themselvesmanifest. Such a measurewas in
force in Cleveland.
Building InspectorSimpsonsaid that at the
convention of the Building Inspectors' Asso
ciation, recently held in Cleveland, thematter
wasdiscussed,andall agreedthat the laying of
floors in new buildings was imperativer ne
cessaryfor theprotectionof Workman.
Alderman Buhrer expressedhimself asbeing
hearth in sym athy with the movementof
thepetitioners ; e believedthat theordinance
would bea very wise one to adopt, but there
was a legal question involved whether the
CommonCouncil had a right to pass such a

measure,and it would only bea wasteof time
to passan ordinance which afterward would
be declared invalid. However, he gave the
delegationhis assurancethat he would

expe~dite the matteras'rapidly as possible,and i a
favorable opinion was received from the at
torney the ordinance would be immediately
reported. This wassatisfacer to the callers.
The exchange is at presentengagedin formu
latin rules for the government of estimating
and t e letting of contracts,and there seems

Denver.
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to be a movementin favor of direct contract-,
ing. The secretary,Joseph Myles, in a letter
under dateof March 7, saysthat theaffairs of
theexchangehave beenvery much improved
and benefitedduring the past two months.
Twenty new memberswere admitted at the
last regular meeting,and thereareeight apoli
cations now posted awaiting action. The
whole toneof the exchange has beengreatly
improved since.the last convention.

Grand Raplds. Mlch.
Affairs in the Builders' and Traders’ Ex
change of Grand Rapids, have been undis
turbed during the st month, and nothing of
importanceto the uilding interestsof the city
has transpired.

Kansas Clty. M0.
The reorganization of the Builders and
Traders”Exchange of Kansas Cit , which has
beenunder way for some time, as recently
beeneffected,and the Exchange has become
incorporated, with a capital stock of $20,000.
The number of stockholders is limited to 100
and no personwho is not a memberof theEx
changecan hold stock. The Exchange is in a
much better condition than ever before and
under its presentform it becomesan institu
tion of muchmorestability and influencethan
under the old form of organization. The past
depressionin building interestshadworked to
the disadvantageof the Exchange,and many
memberswerelost from non-payment of dues
and similar causes. As the organimtion now
exists, however,sucha condition in the future
is almost an impossibility.

Lowell. Mass.
The Master Builders’ Association of Lowell
is to senda committeeto the next meetingof
the Building Commission,to revrsethecharter
and ordinances. This committeewill consist
of Messrs Conant. Murphy, O'Hearn and
Weaver. They want to impress upon the
commissionthe needof an ordinance to pro
vide for an inspectorwhoseduties shall be to
look more carefully after all building done
within thecit limits.
The associa ion wants the inspector tobe a
masterbuilder asadvocatedby the National
Association. ile shall examine all plans of
buildings and regulate the plumbing, and see
that pro r fire regulations are maintained.
He is to 00kafter all buildings that are to be
movedandreportto thealdernien,whoshall act
on his report. All re uests for obstructionof
streetsare to bepa uponby him. All these
thin ~are toha pen if the inspector is made
possfiileunder t 0new ordinances.
it is also thought that regulations shouldbe
madesothat no tenementblock shall bemore
than 40feethigh, and there shouldbea brick
division ever 40feet in tenementblocks. As
reasonsforal these things the master build
ers claim that the reduced rates for fire in
surance and the help the assessorswill get
from the location of new property will more
than repay the taxpayers for the outlay in
theway of salary for the pro ins tor.
This is in the line advocat by the Joint
Committee on Building Law, composed“of
representativesfrom theNational Associations
of Building Inspectors, Builders, Fire Engi
neers,Insurance Men and the American Insti
tute of Architects.
Lowell is the first city to take action in this
direction, and the other exchangeswould do
well to follow her example.

LoulsvllleI Ky.
The Builders' and Traders’ Exchange of
Louisville is hard at work holding frequent
meetings for the purpose of perfecting the
plan for erecting a building of its own. The
project has beenunder considerationfor some
time, and it is expectedthat the near future
will seeground broken for a suitable homefor
the exchangethat shall be its own and shall
concentratethe building interests of the city
about itself.

Milwaukee, Wis.
The new building being erected by the
Builders’ andTraders’Exchange of Milwaukee
is progressin finely, and the exchange is re
ceiving due neflt from the increase in its
influencecausedby its becoming morepromi
nently identified with the commercial inter
estsof thecity.
So far as the amount of building is con
cernedthecontractorsexpectaver favorable
season, but at the same time t ey expect
trouble with their menthis spring, although it
is not yet known what the demandsof the
labor organizations will be. It is probable
that therewill bea demand for an increaseof
wagesfrom the carpentersand masons. There
is no complaint from the menas to hours, as
the building tradeshaveall adoptedtheeight
hour day, so that whateverdemandsare made
will be on the questionof wages. The car
penters will probably ask that the minimum
rate lie fixed at the Chicago figure 35ccnts
per hour. The lathers haveasked that their

wages be increased from $2.40to $8per day
after May 1. The presentscheduleis : Stone
masons, 40 cents per hour; bricklayers, 45
cents; plasterers.40 cents ; lather-s,30cents;
hod carriers, 22cents. Carpenters, rough, 25
cents ; regular, 27%.cents ; finishers, 30cents;
stonecutters,45cents; housepainters,25cents.
The masons and bricklayers struck about
March 1 for doubletime on Sunday insteadof
time and one-half, and the matter is still in
abeyance.

Mlnneapolls, Minn.
The Buildeis’ Exchange of Minneapolis re
ports everything in its usual condition, the
only ripple in the labor market being the de
mandof the painters for 30 cents r hour.
They are now receiving 25cents,an say that
unless the advance is granted by April 15
they will strike.
The membersof the Painters’ Union have
beenwise in their selectionof a time limit in
their demand for an advance from 25 to30
centsan hour. There ought to be plenty of
work for themby April 15,for if the signs do
not fail the coming seasonis to bea bus ' one
in thebuilding trades. That there is to an
advance all along the line in the building
trades does not of necessityfollow, although
it is believedby a great manythat theactivity
in building will be sufficientto warrant some
stiffening of prices.

New York.
In such large centers as New York City
thereare complicationscontinually arising in
the field of labor that effect only a small por
tion of the great community and are not of
sufficientimportanceto attract general atten
tion either as indications of the condition of
war menor the existenceof radical wrongs,
and haveno particular significance. A pecu
liar condition of affairs has recently resulted
in that city from efforts of one union to
raise the wages of another which Was con
tentedwith its wages,and asaresult of thedis
turbance created by
Delegates other disinterested trades were
brought into trouble and ordered to strike.
This latter condition

provided
an excellent

opportunity for establis ing a plan of arbitra
tion between the employers and workmen.
The contractor for thewoodwork on theAstor
Hotel and other buildings employedin hisshop
bothca ntersandcabinetmakers. yiug the
former 3.50per day and the lattera per day
of nine hours, with which the cabinetmakers
were contented. Shortly before March 1the
carpentersdemandedthat the cabinet makers
bepaid $3.50per day, the same amount paid
to the carpenters,which thecontractor refused
todo, considering it outside the province of
onetrade to demand an increase of pay for
another trade,themembersof which appeared
to besatisfiedwith their wages. The matter
was carried before the Board of Walking
Delegates,in whicheachtradewasreprcsented,
and after a stormy time the cabinetmakers
wereorderedto demand the raise on pain of
expulsion,which demand being finally made
was concededby the contractor after a short
strike. While the strike wasin forcethewalk
in delegatesmadeseveralattemptsto call out
other tradeson the buildings beingerectedby
the contractor in question, but without suc
cess,
eXCBéit
in the caseof themembersof the

union of ccentric Engineers. This unioncom
prehendedin its member-shi all kinds of ele
vator engineers,and as a w oledid not re re
senta building tradeunion. althou 'h the 0d
elevator engineerswereincluded. Vhen these
engineersstruck theopportunity presentrdit
self for the formation of a union that should
havearbitration asthemeansof settlingfuture
differenceswith its employers,and at the re
questof A. E. Pelham,of theprincipal hodele
vating company, the men met, and with the
assistanceof StephenW. lVright. the secre
tai- of theMechanics’and Traders‘ Exchan e,
wit drew from their old alliance and form a
new unionu n the basis mentioned,calling
themselvest e Brotherhood of Elevator Men.
The new union agreedto settle all differences
directly with employerswithout outsideinter
ferenceand Immediatelyresumedwork. The
trade rincipally afi'ected by disturbances
amonghoisting engineersis the masons. The
following communicationwas sentby the Ma
sonBuilders’ Amociation to the Pelham Com
pany:
The Pelham Hod Elevating Company, New
York Cily.—GENTLEMEN: Atameeting of the
Mason Builders’ Association,held at.theBuild
ing Trades’Club on Thursday evening,March
10,the following resolution was adopted:
Resolved, That theMason Builders’ Amocia
tion is in favor of an

indegendent
organization

of hoisting engineers,an that the secretary
notify the bed elevator companies of New
York City to that effect.

Truly 'ours,
Caaaurs T. ’aLLs, Secretary.

The Iron Leaguepassedthefollowing resolu
tion about the samedate:

the Board of “hiking '

Resolved, That the Iron Lea e extend
its sympathy to the Pelham H Elevating
Company in its stru

fi
le against the numranted and intolera e interference of the

Union of Eccentric Engineers with its legiti
matebusiness
“Resolved, That the Iron League and the
membersthereofgive everypossibleaid to the
Pelham Bod Elevating Company in its an
deavor to conduct its businemin its own way.

J. E. CORNELL,President.
B. E. J. Ens, Secretary."

The following letter is given as an indica
tion of thevalue and appreciation of earnest,
effort to securebetterand morejust conditions
in the interest of both workman and em
ployer. Mr. Wright was largely instrumen
tal in securing an amicableadjustment of the
affair, and suchpower rests in the hands of
the secretaryof every exchange in the coun
try and should be usedearnestlyon every op
portunity.
mm! non mvu'mo courazw.

New York, March 11th,1892.
Stephen M. ll'right, Secretary Mechanics
and Truders’ Erchange.
MY DEAR Sm: I desire t-i express thanks
both for myself and the Brotherhoodof Hoist
ing Engineers for the active interestyou have
manifestedin their new movement. I refer
more particularly to your having obtained
theconsentof theMason Builders’ Association
to receive a committee ,of the Brotherhood.
and to hear what they had to say for them
selvesin justification of thesteprecentlytaken
for independence.
hopeyou will continue the active sympa

thy, which is very highly appreciated.
Yours very truly,
Anrnosso E. PELHAM. President.

Since the above was written, fresh trouble
has arisen, but at the hour of goiu to prem
a s cdy settlement of the difilcu ty seems
pro ble.

Omaha. Neb.
The Builders’ and Traders‘ Exchange of
Omaha is continuing its monthly meetings,at
noontime,with great success. Topics of im
portanceare considered and thorougth dis
cussed,and lunch and cigars are served At
the meeting held March 10 the subjects up
for discussionwere: “The opening of all bids
in architects’officesto take placeat a specified
time and in the presenceof the bidders."
Complaintsaremadethat bidsarefrequently
put in tobe opened at some unknown time,
and that outside parties—usually friends of
the owner—put in bids and capture the con
tract in various ways unjust to the con
tractors.
The question was ably discussedfrom all
sides,after which F. Delloneintroduced a mo
tion calling for the appointment of a commit
teeof three to call on the architects in thecity
and seeif they will sign an agreementto re
ceivebidson certain daysat certain hours,and
to have the same opened in the presenceof
ownersand contractors.
The motion prevailed and the chair a

{ited
F. Dellone,“'illiam Arthur and Jacg

0 t.

Thenextquestionwas, “ What isa legitimate
percentageof profit fora contractor?" No

particular
figure wassettledupon bythe body,

ut thediscussion called out a general con
demnationof the presentlien law, as working
hardshipand injustice to honest contractors,
for the reasonthat it opens the field for dis
honestand irresponsible men to come in and
get work at less than cost. The voice of the
meetingseemedto be that to-day responsible
and honestcontractors in Omaha are paying
for thepi-ivile e of doing work. This law was
representedas ing the capital of irresponsi
blecontractors undthe sentimentwasstrongly
for its repeal.
Thesemeetingshave created a greater in
terest in the exchange than has previously
existed, and the members are beginning to
recognizethe importanceof identifying them
selveswith an organization that is seeking to
correct theevils which exist in their business.
At a meetingof the Brick Manufacturers’
Association it was decidedto adopta uniform
size of brick. After considerablediscussion
the National standardsizewasadoptedand an
ordinance has been drawn up. with the en
dorsement of the Building Inspector, and
placed beforethe Cit Council with the ti

tion that it beadop . From presentin ica
tions the ordinancewill pass.
The exchangeis continually

growing
in size

and importance and is rapid y assuming an
important sition among the institutions of
the city. ‘everal newmembers were added
last month.

Phlladelphla. Pa.
At a meetingheld in the latter part of Feb
ruary the sub ects of the relations betvveen
architect and uil.ler, forms of contracts,820.,
wereunder consideration.and during the dis
cussionmuch fault was found with the exist
ing requirementsof bidding.
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For instance.

nearly
every contract signed

by builders in Phi adelphia contains this
clause: “And all other work necessary to
completethis building must bedoneat thebe
hest of the architect, without extra cost."
When the building nears completion a thou
sand and one

things
may turn up which are

necessaryto entire finish the structure, but
which werenot int c plans or specifications.
The architect then, when appealed to asarbi
trator, having at heart the appearanceand
finish of his building rather than the contrac
tor‘s interest, in nine casesout of ten decides
that theseadditionsmustbemade,thereb in
volving material added expensefor whic no
calculationwasmadein the bid.
Another causeof cavil consists in the great
ambi uity which is the rule in plans and
speci cations. Builders are asked to estimate
uponwork thequality of which is not speci
fied,and which varies often from 200to 300
per cent. Under other s cifications some

tigies
submitted an intelligent bid is impos

si e.
The addressof President McAllister of the
National Association at the sixth convention
furnisheda basisfor much argumentin favor
of greater uity in bidding.
The consi eration of the subject of a build
ers’ bank,which wasscheduledfor themeeting
was ostponedon accountof the absenceof the
mem r who had the matter in charge but
will be brought

up
at the next conference

meeting. Thesecon erencemeetingsare called
for thepurposeof debating thebestmeansfor
carrying out plansthat havebeenproposedfor
the welfare of the builder and the exchange,
and are always accompaniedby a lunch. It
is expectedthat future conferencemeetings
will beaddressedby someprominentpersonon
topicsof importance.
The Legislative Committeeis at work draft
ing a bill to bepresentedto the State Legisla
ture to provide for the reconstructionof the
building laws.
The builders suffer most from the faulty
laws, and it is proposed that a bill shall be
drafted by John G. Johnson, attorney for the
exchange,which will hepresentedto the Leg
islature for passage. At the next meetingof
theexchangeall the provisionsof the bill will
be considered,and it is quite likely that a sec
tion will be introduced providing for the con—
demnation of poorly constructed and other
dangerous buildings. If the bill drafted is
finally approved b the exchan ethe Legis
lative Committee,0 which Frank in M. Harris
is chairman, will take charge of it and en
deavor to haveit passedand approvedearly in
thenext sessionof the Legislature.
An effort is being madeby the exchangeto
secure more explicit and satisfactory plans
from architects,and themovementbids fair to
assumefor more im rtance than was origin
ally anticipated,an will doubtlessculminate
in an early conferencebetweenthecommittees
of architectsand builders respectively.
The attempt to securea separatebuilding
for the trade schoolsis still being prosecuted,
and it is not 'unlikely that President Dobbins
will eventuallysecurea building for the ex
clusive useof the Master Builders’ School of
MechanicalTrades.
The exchangeplaced its seal of condemna
tion, as one of the prominent institutions of
the city, on the trolley wire systemof street
car operationsat a ial meeting called for
the purposeof consi ei'ingthe subject.

St. Louls, M0
The Mechanics”Exchangeof St. Louis was
called to order for the last time on March 11,
and adjourned as the Builders’ Exchange of
the city of St. Louis. The change has been
quietly contemplatedfor some time, and was
madeon thedatementionedand carried by a
very large majority. The exchangewill also
occupynew quartersafter April 1 in the Bell
TelephoneBuilding, recently completedat the
corner of Tenth and Olive streets.
The new location is much more desirable
than the old one and the rooms are a very
great improvementover theold quarters. The
entire secondfloor of the TelephoneBuilding
hasbeenrented by theexchangefor a termof
years and hasbeenhandsomelyfitted up with
every 'ble conveniencefor the comfort of
the membersand to facilitate the transaction
of their businem. The buildingitself is located
in the very center of the busmemportion of
thecity, which fact will doubtlessbe of great
benefitto the exchange.
Secretary Walsh writes that the exchange
is in excellentcondition and that theprospects
for the comingseasonaregood.

San Francisco. Cal.
A special meeting of the membersof the
Builders’ Exchange was heldMarch 2 for the
purposeof nominatinga Board of Directors to
serveduring the ensuing year. There was a
goodattendanceof members,Charles C. Ter
rill residing.
0old Board of Directorswas unanimously

namedfor the ensuing term, but A. Hosmer

declineda renomination, and J. P. M. Phillips
was nominatedin his stead. The annual elec
tion will be heldon the let inst.
The ticket nominatedis as follows: Charles
C. Terrill, C. C. Morehouse,William Cronan,
J. F. Riley, M. J. Donovan, A. Hosmer, J. K.
Firth, 0. Lewis William N. Miller, A. W.
Starbird, T. W. eterson.
The Building Trades Council is seeking to
abolish sub-contracting on all city work, af
firming lhat when a large contract is let to
onecontractor and sublet by him, the better
class and betterpaid workmen are discrim
inated against in favor of inferior workmen
for the sakeof cheapness. The matter is now
beforethe City Council.

Syracuse. N. V.

The Master Builders’ Association of Syra
cusehasbeenholdingmeetingsaboutonceeach
month for sometime past for the purpose of
listening to addressesupon pertinent to ics by
prominentmen. “ The Rights of the west
Bidder," by lVilliam Cr ibtree ; “ Homes for
Workmen,” by C. N. Sims, and an address
from Architect Archimidcs Russell,aresomeof
the subjectsand speakersthat havebeenpre
$3an.
The stonecut-tersof Syracusehaveaddressed
a protestto the Mayor against the useof stone
dressedin other cities, and haverequestednll
architectsand builders to assistthem in their
efforts to have the stoneusedin thecity cutin
the city.

Pueblo. Col.
James Allan, the secretary of the Master
Builders” Association of Pueblo, reports the
following officersasbeing electedat the recent
annual meeting for the ensuin year: Presi
dent, M. J. Kean ; vice pl‘t-Sltent, Andrew
Glover; secretary, James Allen ; treasurer,
Daniel Mahoney. Thebuilding interestsof the
city are rather dull at resent,and it is feared
that the prospectsfor t iscoming year are un
favorany affected by the mining excitement
.in the vicinity.

Wllmlngton, De].
The Builders’ Exchange of Wilmington is
perfecting the plan, which has been under
consideration for some time. for creating a
building fund with which to erecta building
of its own.
The Committeeon Site reported progressat
the last meeting of the Board of Directors,
March 7, and so gested the formation of a
stock company, 1 0 stock to be held by the
membersof theexchange. The committeewas
authorized to continue its investigationsand
report again at the nextmeeting. The direc
tors approved and indomed the Wilmington
Industrial ImprovementSociety, which has a
manual training schoolin contemplation.
The building interestsof the city are rather
uiet just at present, but it is expectedthat
t erewill beplentyof building after theseason
fairly opensup. Membershi in the exchange
is continually increasing, t ere having been
several desirable additions during the past
month.
The Board of Directors of the Builders’
Exchangehasadoptedthefollowing resolution;
which is self-explanatory:
Whereas, The impression has been made
upon themindsof somethat thereexistsa feel
ing of antagonismbetweenthis exchangeand
the lVilmington architects,we desire to dis
claim any suchfeeling on the part of theex
change. While someof ourmember'shavefelt
rsonally

aggrieved
at the treatment they

give receiv , feelin they have not been
treatedfairly, and w ile in somecaseswhich
havebeencited this seemsto betrue, and has
doubtlem inured to the disadvantageof the
architect, as a body we have no animosity,
and having no control of individual sentiment
we are not responsiblefor their private action,
unlessin violation of our rules. The interests
of the architectand builder beingmutual, we
desiresuch friendly relations aswill insure a

pzrfect
understandingand harmonious action

tweenthe two.
As an earnest of this feelin we have each
year issuedannual tickets to a l city architects
inviting them to a free use of our rooms to
exhibit their plans,or for businessor social in
tercourse. Candoi' compelsto admit that the
acceptance,or lack of acceptance.of this in
vitation by our homearchitectshasbeenrather
disappointing. We have receivedmore from
thosefrom whomwecouldexpect1e and it is
very natural to warm toward thosewho show
us the greatestfriendship. In considerationof
thesefacts be it
Resolved, By the Board of Directors of the
Builders’

Exchange;
that wedesirea morecor

dial co-operation tweenthearchitectsof this
ci and the Builders’Exchange.
esolved,That to this end we

pledge
our

hearty su port and confidenceto t at profes
sionwhic doessomuch to beautify our coun~
try and adorn our homes,asking only in re
turn that consideration for justice and fair

play that will enableus to howto the linesand
rear the st cturewhereinshall beinterwoven
beauty, str gth and goodness.

Worcester, Mass.
The membersof the Builders‘ Exchange of
Worcester held a ban net in their rooms
on Thursday, March 1. The invitations
were issued by George Bouchard, the secre
tary. The gatheringwas oneof the most im>
portant of the organization that has taken
place for a long time. The menu g com‘
mittee was composed of George . Carr,
Thomas J. Smith and E. A. Walsh, with
GeorgeBouchard as secretary. The exch
is in excellent financial condition and t e
membershipis constantly on the increase.

Peorla. Ill.
The following officerswere elected for the
ensuing car by the Builders’ Exchange of
Peoria, 11.: President, C. J. Sutter; vice
president,J. D. Peck ; treasurer, R. Strehlow;
secretary, M. E. Bixler. The opening of the '
building seasonpromiseswell for business.+

Notes.
The builders of Hartford, Conn., are seekin
the appointment of a building inspector,an
thematter is now beforethe (,ity Council.
The employers and workmen of Jackson,
Tenn., are at work on the formation of an as
sociation that shall provide protection for the
workmen.
‘A Builders’ Exchange has been formedand
incorporatedat Covington Ky., and the fol
lowing officershavebeene ectedfor the ensu
ing year: President, George D. Loder; vice

president
John Craig ; directors,John Steffen,

hos.J. keily, Wm. Bueter Fred. Rasche, R.
Welling, Chas.Kershaw and C. Pohlman.
The Builders' Exchangeof Toledo was form
ally organizedat a meetin held on the even
ing of February 23. A urge number were
presentand the receiptsof the cash book, ag
gre ating $3500,showedthat 110memberswere
on t e list. The result of the meeting showed
the electionof John C. Romeis, resident; A.
Bently, first vice~president; J. S ,
sec'ondvice-president, and E. J. Weis, treas~
urer. For sometime thematter of a pointing
a secretary

wasdelayed,but on Mongay even
ing, Marc 7, a special meeting of the Board
of Directors was held and John Stolberg
wasappointedoflicial secretary,with power to
ap int an assistantat a salary of $700a year.
A rge forceof painters, paper hangersand
decoratorsis at work fixing up the new head
uarters for theexchange,on thethird floor of
t e BladeBuilding. The secretarys roomwill
have blue paper on the walls, the business
room a light drab, and the room in which
theweekly sessionswill be held will have a
light
gray
colored paper on the walls and

ceiling. he rooms, whenfinished,will beas
neatand cozyasany in the city.
Builders’ exchangesare beingorganized at
Decatur, 11].,Springfield, Ohio, and South
Norwalk, Conn.
The Builders’ Exchangeof Scranton Pa., is
now fully established. The membershiproll
consistsof about35contractors and thosewho
have not yet joined statethat they will do so.
Otiicershavebeenelectedas follows: Presi
dent, John Benore ; vice-president, Frank M.
Meyer; secretary, James Collins: treasurer,
Thomas Lyddon.
For sometime past thebuilders of Spokane.
-Wash.,have beenat work forming a Builders‘
Exchange and are now fully organized and
ready for businfi. At a meetingheld Satur—
day evening, Mai'ch 5, the following officers
wereelected: Frank Johnson, resident;Rob'
bert Russell, vice- resident; . C. Ashen
felter, secretaryan treasurer. Ala enum
ber were presentand great interest is being
taken in the exchange. Among the other
thin s to be discussedat the next meeting
are t e recommendationof the National Asso
ciation which endorsesthe apprenticesystem
and the establishment of training schools
whereverpracticable. Material menare elig
ible to membership. Five firms have applied
already and it is expectedthat all responsible
firms will becomemembers.
A very convenientmannerof keepinginfor
mation relative to the filial bodiesof the Na~
tional Associationof Builders beforeits mem
bers hasbeenadoptedby theBuilding Trades
Club of New York City. Everything b
lished in Ca entry and Building w ich
relatesto the ational Amociation, its recom
mendations and action is careful] cut out
and pastedin a scrap book,which lies on the
centertable for the ready referenceof all.
Sample copiesof the Uniform Contract are
still beingaskedfor by buildersand architects
from all over the country, and the national
secretar keepsa supplyon hand at all times
in antic potion of future requests.
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DESIGN FOR A FRAME COTTAGE.

HE DESIGN of the two-story frame
cottage illustrated upon this and the
following pages represents the ef

forts of George Barkman, architect, of
Hamilton, Ohio. The house is built on a
12-inch stone foundation and has a cellar
6% feet deep in the clear under the hall
way. The Joists for the first and second
stories are 2 x 10; the ceiling joists for
the second stor 2 x 6 inches and the
rafters 2 x4 inc es. The author states
that in estimating the cost 16-foot stud
ding is employed. The _exterior of
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First Floor.

resented in connection herewith. Itwill

0 seen that from the large rece tion hall,
which is entered from a veran a extend
ing across the front of the house, one
may reach the parlor and dining room.
The arlor opening is an arch which may
be cosed by porliéres. In this room,

Sectionand Front Elevation—e‘cale, M
,

Inch to the Foot.

CHAMBER

SecondFloor.
Scale, l-lti Inch to the Foot.

Design for Frame Gottage.—GeorgeBarkman, Architect, Hamilton, Ohio.

the building is covered with common
sheeting boards and heavy building
pa r, u n which are laid 1
.; inch

si in . he shingles employe are of
the iest 18-inch pine butts. The ex
terior is covered with three coats of
white lead and best linseed oil. An idea
of the general appearance and arrange
ment of the house ma be gathered from
an inspection of the e ovations and plans

which measures 13}; x 14 feet, is a slate
mantel. Communication between the
parlor and dining room is afforded by
means of an arch, from which may also
depend portiercs, according to the taste
of the owner. The kitchen is in the rear
of the house and is provided with sink
and pump which connects with a 15-bar
rel cistern in the yard. A pantry lighted
by an outside window opens from this

room, asdoes also a rear entry. On the
second floor are three sleepin rooms and

a storeroom. The interior nish of the
parlor, dining room and reception hall is

of oak, while the balance of the house is
finished in yellow pine. The hardware
for the three rooms first named is of imi
tation bronze, while for the rest of the
house it is of ja annedgoods. The glass em

gloyed
throng out the house is American

ouble strength AA ade. The open
stairway is of oak, wit seat and turned
balusters and newels. The floors are of
No.1 white pine 4 inches wide. The
estimated cost of the building, which is

piped for as, is $1500 in the locality
named. T e author states that this
figure can be considerably reduced by
running the siding all the way up, leaving
off the belt course, making the stairwa
plainer by omitting the seat in the h l

and by dispensing with other things which
will readily suggest themselves to the
practical carpenter and builder.

Cob Walls.

'Ihe cob walls of the West of England,
says the Architect, are composed of earth
and straw mixed up with water, like
mortar, and well beaten and trodden to
gether. The earth nearest at hand is

generally used, and the more loamy the
more suitable. These mud walls are
made 2 feet thick and are raised upon a

foundation of stone work. The higher
the stone work is carried the better, as it
secures the cob work from the moisture
of the ground. After a mud wall is raised
to a certain hight it is allowed some
weeks to settle: this period varies ac
cording to the damp or dryness of the at
mosphere. The first layer or rise (De
vonicé raise) is from 3 to 5 feet high ; the
next is not so high, while every succeed
ing raise is diminished in hight as the
work advances. The solidity of cob walls
depends much on their not being hurried
in the recess of making, for if hurried
they will surely be crippled and swerve
from the perpendicular. It is usual to
pare down the sides of each successive
raise before another is added on it. The
cob parer (the instrument then used) is
like a baker's eel—the shovel for remov
ing the bread rom the oven. The lintels
for the doors, windows, cupboards or
other recesses are ut in as the work ad
vances, bedding t em on cross pieces.
The walls are carried up solid, and the
respective openings are cut out after the
work has well settled. In formin these
walls one man stands on the wal to re
ceive the cob, which is pitched up to him
by another below, the man on the work
arranging and treading it down. Each
workman generally uses a common pitch
fork. The whole is then covered with
thatch. Devonshire thatching is ve
su rior to that in most parts of Englan .

It is done with combed wheat straw (De
vonicé reed), which consists of the stiff,
unbruised. unbroken stalks, which have
been carefully separated b the thresher
from the fodder straw an bound up in
lar e sheaves called nitches.- The outer
wa ls are plastered the following spring,
and this plaster covered with a whitewash
of lime or roaghcast (Devonicé slap dash).
These are dangerous processes in the
hands of a builder without a cultivated
taste, for such a wall, to use the meta
phorical language of London, “has no
beauty because it has no expression.”
The whitewashing this inexpensive cob
pleases the eye of ordinary tourists by
the contrast it produces with the sur
rounding scenery, but it is condemned by
the tasteful Gil in as the most inharmon
ions of tints an productive of a disagree
able glare. That glare, however, is soon
mellowed by the hand of time, and toned
down by dirt and damp. The building
then appears in most artistical and pic
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turesque keeping. Rough cast and slap
dash are terms which accurately describe
the action and efiect. The wall is

plastered
very smoothly with lime and

air mortar; as fast as this coat is fin
ished a second workman follows with a
pail of roughcast which he throws on
the soft plaster. The materials for rough
cast are composed of fine gravel reduced
to a uniform size by sifting or screening,
and by washing the earth carefully out.
This gravel is then mixed with pure,
newly-slaked lime and water, till the
whole becomes of the consistence of a
semifluid; it is then forcibly thrown,
splashed, slap-dashed upon the wall with
a large trowel. The workmen then
brushes over the mortar and roughcast
with the lime li uid in the pail, so as to
make all, when nished and dry, appear
the same color. The building is then
complete ; this laster and roughcast
gives the last finishing touch of beauty,
the coup de grace, to cob. It is like the

architect’s mind keeps playing back
ward and forward from the one to
the other, so that the building grows

IV
II
‘P in his mind as an organic whole.

0 ut it in other terms, while he is at
wor on the plan he is constantly con
sidering the effect of his Ian on his
elevation, and vice versa. T e results of
the work are duly displayed in plan, ele~
vation and erection; and this, no doubt,
leads to the false im ression in the lay
mind that the plan ang elevation can be
considered apart, and are not in neces
sary relation to each other. As the plan

is embodied in the elevation and sections
—that is, in the actual walls of the build
ing—the two must be considered together
in practice. With this provision, there
are one or two matters which more par
ticularly concern the plan. The main
points to aim at are simplicit and com
actness of arrangement an plenty of
light. A long, crooked passage, with
constant changes of level, may be very

passages? let them be wide enough for
two people to ass, and light enough to
prevent their ailing into each other‘s
arms. In country houses the position of
the sitting room is usually determined by
the as ct, and in a house of any preten
sion t ereis sure to be a cod-sized hall
and an ample staircase; ut the hall is
worth a sacrifice, even in smaller houses.
The first impression you form of a house

is very often the last, and your first im
ression is formed in the hall. It is not
in the least necessa that it should be
two stories high. me of the most
charmin little halls in seventeenth cen~
tury an modern work are long, low
rooms, sweet and homely tolive in, places
never haunted by the ennui of magni
ficent dreariness. For a moderate house
the one-story hall is rather an advantage,
because it practically gives another sit
ting room; and in quite small country
houses, such as those that are used, say,
for summer holidays, why not return to

Design for Frame C‘otlagr.—Side (Left) Elevation.- Scale, % Inch to the Fool.

s rinklin with comfits the suga chalk

p aster o the indigestible twelft cake,
that confectionery cob. The real worth
of cob, however. consists not in these
outward charms, but in the intrinsic
merits of the facility and cheapness with
which it is made. It will cost, speaking
roughly, about three times less than stone
and five times less than brick work ; it re
uires, however, considerable time in

t e construction. A cob house of two
stories ought not to be built in less than
two years, in order that the work may
settle completely. Cob is extremely
durable when protected from wet above
and below, for, as Hamlet's grave-digger
has it, “your water is a sore deca er."
This is implied in the Devonshire a ag ,

that “ all cob wants is a good hat and a

good pair of shoes " Instances occur of
cob houses built in the time of Elizabeth
being found at this day in perfect preser
vation. ____-___

Designing A House.

A writer in the February issue of the
Magazine of Art says:
In the actull process of

designinga house, the plan cannot be separate
from the elevation and sections; the

romantic and admirably adapted to the
habits of the “ Decameron,” but with the
hurr of the modern household and the
un roitness of the domestic servant, it

means cold dishes and disasters with
crockery, and general discomforts and ill
temper. There has been a tendenc lately
to overdo the queer corner and t e curi
ous passages. I have a book before me,
sent out by a well-known firm of furnish
ers, in which there are half a dozen or
more designs for ingle-nooks and bays
and recesses which do not result from any
necessity of the plan, but are placed at
random with no particular object but
that of looking queer. The real old ingle
is quite delightful, with its great cam
bered oak-beam across the openin , 14
feet wide or more, and its red-brick oors
and the old muzzle loader over the chim
neypiece, and the little lead-glazed
lattice with its dimity curtain ; but how
far away from this is the afiectation
of a modern in le-nook, with its ag
gressive ate an mechanically stam
paper frieze and frillings of “art ab
rics.” If you are going to have an ingle
nook, at least keep it plain and solid and
comfortable, and have a hearth before
which you can stretch your legs, and a
fire place big enough to burn a reason
able, good oak log. So, too. with the

the plan of the yeoman’s house of the
sixteenth

century
and earlier, when one

great hall was t e general living room.
and at one end were the kitchen and
oflices and the servants‘ rooms, and at the
other the solar and the rooms of the mas
ter and his family? A house costing less
than $5000could have room enough for a

billiard table or a dance, such as would
be quite impossible in the stufiy, respect
able house up the village built by the
squire when he came of age. The reason
for such a room would not be mere pict
uresqueness, but its manifold uses, its
essential reasonableness, and the same
reasonableness would not be afraid of the
plainest work; of showing the rafters or
the ceiling joists, or of lining the back of
the fire place with honest red brick.+—
A new svs'ram of builders‘ scaffolds is

said to have been invented by a Duluth,
Minn.. man, who claims that his device
will save at least 30 per cent. of the
cost of laying brick walls by the use of
the present system of lumber scaffolding.
The new scafl‘old is made of aluminum
and steel, is light, strong and durable,
and is moved u ward by aset of simple
levers as the wa l progresses upward, al
ways keeping the bricklayer's material
directly in front of him. '
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Detroit, Mich . . . . . . . .. ALEX. CHAPOTON,Ja.
Grand Ra ids Mich. .P. C. CAMPBELL.
lnd'fana ) is. 'Ind ....JAMES McGAULEY.
Louisvil e, Ky . . . . . . ..THOMAS ARMSTRONG.
Lowell, Mass.. . . . . . . ..CHARLES l’. CONANT.
L n. Mass .. ..FEANK G. KELLY

.PAUL REISEN.
GEORGEW. LIBBY.
MAEo EInLI'rz.

ilwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis. Minn
New York. N. Y.
Omaha Neb. . . .
Peoria, lll . . . . . . . . . ..JOIIN L. FLINN.
Portland, Maine. . . . . .N. E. REDLON.
Philadelphia. Pa .....ST\CY REEVEs.
Providence.R I . . . . ..Wu. W. BA'rcuELnEn.
Pueblo. CO] . . . . . . . ...M. T. KEAN
Rochester..N.Y .. . . ..H H. EDGERTON.
Saginaw, Mich . . . . . ..MICHAEL WINKLER.
St. Lou‘s. Mo. ...JEREMIAH SnEEnAN.
St. Paul, Minn... . W. L. COENING.
San Antonio, Tex. . . . .
San Francisco. Cal. . .WILLIAM N. MILLER.
S racuse.N. Y . . . . . ..J. E. BAKER.
ilmington. A. S. REED.
Worcester, Mam. . . . ..C. D. MORSE.

STANDINGCOMMITTEESson. 1892.

Committeeon Uniform Contracts.
GEOEGE C. PBUSSING, Chairman Chicago.
H. H EDGEE'rON,Rochester.N. .
JAMES I. WINGA'rE, Boston,Ma.

Legislative Committee.
J. W. L. CORNING,Chairman, St. Paul, Minn.
JEREMIAH SHEEHAN. St Louis, Mo.
N. B. Hussnv, Omaha, Neb.

Committre on Resolutions.
GEORGE W. LIBBY, Chairman, Minneapolis,
Minn.
W. W. BATCBELDEB. Providence,R. I.
A. 5. Run, Wilmington, Del.

Connm'ttreon Statistics.
S. D. TIPPETI‘. Chairman, Ciuci inati, Ohio.
PAUL REIsEN. Milwaukee, Wis.
J. E. BAKER, Syracuse, N. Y

Committce on Building Law.
STACY REEVES, Chairman, Philadelphia. Pa.
ALExANnEE CHAPO‘I‘ON,Ja. Detroit, Mich.
A. A. BERRICK, Buflalo, N. . ,

Committeeon Lien Law.
Joan S. SrEVENs, Chairman, Philadelphia. Pa.
Aa'rmm MCALLISTER, Cleveland.Ohio.
JOEN J. Toma, New York, N. Y.
C. W. GINDELE, Chicago, Ill.
J. MILTON BLAm. Cincinnati. Ohio.
C. D. MORSE,Worcester, Mass.

List Of Associations Affiliated
With the National Association
of Builders.
Baltimore, Md.. 19W. Saratoga

The Builders' Exchange, E. D. Miller, Sec’y.

Boston,Mass., 166Devonsbirest.
The Master Builders’ Association.

W. H. Sayward, Sec’y.

Bufl'alo, N. Y., 323and 325Washington st.
The Buildel s’ Association Exchange,

J. C. Almendinger, Sec’y.
Chicago, UL, 159La Salle st.

The Builders’and Tradeis‘ Exchange,
James John, Sec’y.

Cincinnati, 0., Grand Opera House Building.
The Buildel s’ Exchange,
_ Lawrence Mendenhall, Sec’y.

Cleveland,OhiO.The Arcade.
The Buildem’Exchange, A. McAllister, Sec’y.

DenVer.(‘01.,Granite Building.
The Master Builders’ Association,

GeorgeF. Harvey, Sec’y.

Detroit, Mich, 99Griswold st.
The Builders‘ and Traders’ Exchange,

Joseph Myles, Scc’y.

Chattanooga,Tenn.
The Builders’ Exchange,J. H. Marbury, Sec‘y.
Grand Rapids. Mich. 157Ottawa st.,

The Builders’and Truders‘ Exchange.
John H. Hoskin, Sec’y.

Louisville, Ky., 504Fifth st.
The Builders’ and Tradcrs‘ Exchange,

Leo P. Kaufman, Scc’y.

Lowcll, Mass. Central and New Appleton etc.
The Master Builders’ Exchange,

J. H. Coggeshall, Sec’y.
Lynn, Mass, 18Andrew st.

The Master Builders’ Association,“
l’. 8. Curry, Sec’y.

Milwaukee Wis, 1Grand ave.
The Builders’and 'l‘raders‘hxchauge, ‘

A J. Erdman. Sec‘y.
Minneapolis, Minn., 304BostonBlock.

The Builders’ Exchange.
U. E. Richardson, Sec’y.

New York. N. Y., 14Veseyst.
The Mechanics’and Traders’Exchange,

StephenM. Wright, Sec’y.

Omaha.Neb.. N. Y. Life Building.
The Builders’and Traders’ Exchange,

W. S. Wedge, Sec’y.

Peoria, Ill . Observator Building.
The Builders’ Exchange, M. . Bixler, Sec’y_.

Philadelphia, Pa., 18to 24South Seventhst.
The Master Builders’ Exchan 6.

William arkness,Sec’y.

Portland, Me.. First National Bank Building.
The Builders’Exchange

Charles E. Snow, Sec‘y.

Providence,R. I., 5 and 9 CustomHouseat.The Builders and Traders’ Exchan ,
Wm. F. (.ady, Sec’y.

Pueblo, Col., Central Block.
The Master Builders’ Association,

James Allan, Sec’y.
Rochester,N. Y., 27East Main st.

The Builders and Buildin Sup ly Dealers‘
Exchange, .H. rant, Sec'y.

St. Louis, lllo., Bell TelephoneBuilding.
The Builders’Exchange,Richard Walsh, Sec’y.

St Paul, Minn., Seventhand Cedar sts.
The Builders’ Exchange,

1:1.R. P. Hamilton, Sec'y.

Saginaw. Mich, H2 8. Jefl'ersonst.. East Side.
The Builders' Exchange, J. N. Vance, Sec’y.

O
San Antonio, Texas 209Alamo Plaza. -

The Builders' Exchange,Martin Bradin, Sec’y.

San Francisco, Cal, 314Montgomery st.
The Builders' Exthange, M. J Donovan,Sec’y.
Syracuse,N. Y., 233E Gensseest.

The Master Builch s’ Association,
C. F. Wis-boon, Jr., Sec’y.

Wilmington, Del., 60?Market st.,
The Builders‘ Exchange.

A. L Johnson, Sec’y.

Worcester, Mass, Knowles Building.
The Builders’ Exchange,

GeorgeBouchard, Sec‘y.
__—4.——»

To Secretaries of Filial Bodies.
Secretaries of all filial bodies are re
nested to forward to the secreta of the
National Association, the result 0 action
taken by their exchanges at all regular or
special meetings. The national secretary

should also be included in notification 01'
meetings that are to come. in order that
he may be kept aware of the position the
various exchanges may elect to maintain
upon subjects of either looal or national
importance.__+—
To all Officers of Filial Bodies
and Directors of the National
Association.
The national secretary desires to be
informed regarding any and all changes
and improvements that may be takin
place in the local cxchanges,to the en
that successful plans for improvement
may be transmitted to all filial bodies for
their bonefit and use. Directors are par
ticularly requested to keep the national
secretary informed of all matters tran
pirin in their various localities that in
any egree afiect the builders of their
community.+—

Changes.
The filial body in St. Louis has changed
its name from the Mechanics‘ Exchange
to The Builders‘ Exchange of the City of
St. Louis, and has moved from N0. 9
North Seventh street to the second floor
of the Bell Telephone Building, on the
corner of Tenth and Olive streets.
The Building Trades Club of New York
City has adopted the following as a por
tion of its by-laws: “ The president,
vice- residents. secretary and treasurer of
the ational Association of Builders of
the United States, while holding such
positions, shall be honorar members
without any action of the clnh.
The Builders’ Exchange of Cincinnati,
has moved from Sixth and Vine streets
to the Grand Opera House Building,
corner of Vine and Longworth streets.
The Building Trades Association of
Cleveland, Ohio, has changed its name to
The Builders’ Exchange, and moved into
much more commodious uarters on the
second floor of the same building formerly
occupied, the Arcade.

4Ar*— —*—

New Exchanges.
The Builders’ Exchange of New Haven,
Conn., has made application for member
ship in the National Association of
Builders.
It is expected that before the month is
out two if not three exchanges of recent
formation will become affiliated with the
national body.*—
President McAllister’s Address.
The address on " The Business Methods
and Relationships 0! Build ers,"delivered at
the sixth convention. by President Arthur
McAllister. has been printed in pamphlet
form and is now in the hands of the score
tary for distribution. Persons desiringto
use the address in separate form from the
entire report will be supplied with a
limited number upon application to the
national secretary._.___.
The Sixth Annual Report.
The report of the sixth annual conven
tion of the National Association of
Builders is now ready for distribution.
It has been deemed best to issue the re
port directly from thesecretary‘s Oflioe to
the individual members of the filial
bodies so for as is practicable, in order
that the local secretaries may be relieved
of the labor of handling the reports, and
also to have the report placed, a far as
possible, in the hands of the members at
their private addressee.
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COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE AND CONSTRUCTION.

HE FOLLOWING PAPER on the
T above subject was read by Architect
J. Appleton Wilson before the

Builders' Exchange of Baltimore, at their
quarterly meeting, March 1of the present
year:

’ The term Colonial, as generally used,
is somewhat misleading. Aside from the
fact that it has of late become a kind of
popular slang, as were the Queen Anne
and the Eastlake a few years since.
It seems necessary to say at the start
that of the buildings erected during the
Colonial period in this country, or pre
vrous to the year 177-"),but few remain.
In Boston, which was the largest and
most wealthy city at that time and which
naturally contained the most costly build
ings, we can only name three churches
and two public buildings as examples of
actual Colonial structures. A few brick
and a number of frame dwellings remain,

but these are too simple and unpreten
tious to merit remark as to their archi
tecture. This so-called Colonial style was
derived first of all from England, and was
founded 11 n the Five Orders as inter
reted

by
ignola and Palladio. It has

en we] defined as
“ a free handling of

Classic detail." The “orders” gradually
became changed, as they were used
With more or less license by Sir
Christopher Wren, Jingo Jones, Gibbs,
Batty Langley, and others. James Gibbs
wrote his work on architecture in 1728,
and Batty Langley in 1739. The result, as
transplanted to America was the onl in
diwdual style worthy the name w ich
we have ever boasted as a nation.
This manner of building was in vogue
up about the year 1825,when a decline
set in, which final] caused its abandonment, and in its

8
ace came the rage for

sham Gothic and recian structures, often
of pine boards made to imitate stone.

REVIVAL OF INTEREST.

Within the last few ears, owing chiefly
to the research of a few architects, and
lovers of the antique, there has been
quite a revival of interest in this style,
and inuch of the modern work rivals the
original. Though as in all revivals,
numerous and rank are the sins which
have been committed in this name.
The style under discussion is largely
dependent for interior detail, 11 n the
styles of Louis XIV and Louis llng of
F1ance, much of which is of great delicacy
and refinement.
The customary method of brick work
was the well-known Flemish bond, in
which every course is composed of alter
nate headers and stretchers. The headers
in one course coming directly over the
stretchers in the course below. These
headers are often darker from their
nearness to the fire in burning, and give
the work a very picturesque effect.
The floor lines are generally indicated
on the exterior walls by a flush band of
stone, or by a projecting band of brick.
The basement walls are often thickened
on the outside, and the ofiset finished at
the first floor line, by a molded course of
brick. The window heads are sometimes
segment brick arches, but more often flat,
bonded arches, ground or rubbed to fit the
splay. A favorite finish is a flat arch of
stone in three sections, the key often
fluted or otherwise ornamented. The
true stone lintel is very rare. The mortar
joints are thick, and enerally as hard as
stone. The window rames were molded
and very heavy, mortised and pinned to

gether
at the angles, and sometimes

rained into a molded wooden sill. The
roofs are steep in the earlier examples,
with gables, or else hip mi from the four
corners, often with a eck for observa
tion surrounded by a turned balustrade.
The roofs were always covered with slates
or shingles, and the flashings and gutters

were of lead, while the spouts and hang
ing gutters were of copper.

FEATURES OF CONSTRUCTION.

The main doorway was alwa s en
riched by an “order,” with pi asters,
entablature. and often a pediment, and
we generally find a small entrance por
tico, supported by columns. the Ionic
order seemingly the favorite. Large

finches
are rare, except south of this State.

ount Vernon has a fine example ex
tending the length and hight of the river
front. This house is noteworthy, too, in
being covered with boarding, cut in
blocks to imitate stone. The only other
instance which occurs to me is the
Vernon House at Newport. Many of the
houses in Virginia and Maryland are
built with a center and win , as the
Harwood, Brice and Randall ouses at
Annapolis, the Bernard House at Freder
icksburg, and the Westover House. As
an instance of the care with which the
old work was done, it was not uncommon
for the subsills of the window frames to
be either of walnut or of red cedar, so as
more successfully to resist the weather.
These that I have examined are as bright
beneath the paint as when first put in.
The flooring is sometimes joined by
square dowels in lieu of the ordinary
tongue and groove. The larger timbers
always show the marks of the broad axe,
and many houses in this and adjoining
States have all the woodwork of yellow
ine, which is usually as hard as bone.
hite pine was apparently difficult to
procure. as it all grew at a distance, and
there were no transportation facilities.
It was a serious matter to build a house
one hundred years ago, but time does
not seem to have been taken much into
account, provided that ever 'thing was
sound and good when the jo was done.
Aside from the care given to them, prob
ably one reason why these old construc
tions have lasted so well is because the
were not subjected to the blasting breath
of the hot air furnace. and certainly the
danger to ceilings and walls from leaky
pi es was not taken into consideration.
he exterior cornices are usually

heavy,with modillions and dentils, but rare y
a well defined frieze. A favorite member
is composed of fluted dentils, alternately
horizontal and vertical. The central
window is often beautifully designed
and richly carved. The prevailing spirit
of the best interior work of this period is
of great refinement and delicacy.

MATERIAL EMPLOYED.

In Virginia. and in our own State, the
common material was brick, while in
Pennsylvania and New York it is stone.
and in New England very largel frame.
The most rominent characteristic of the
Colonial welling was undoubtedly its
stateliness and repose. This was at
tained partially h the exact distribution
of the features 0 the exterior (one side
being the counterpart of the other). and
partially by the massing of the ornament
in the doorway and the window above it,
and leaving the wall spaces almost bare.
The plan is usually very simple, with a
wide hall through the center and the
apartments

symmetrically
arranged on

either side. he staircase often has a
triple window in the rear wall, opening
on a landing. If there were wings, one
of them always contained the kitchen and
laundry, and the other generally the office
or business apartment of the owner, or
the school room for the children.
Mahogany was much used for the hand
rails, and often for the doors and newels.
The doors of the Chase House at Anna -
olis have latches and rings of wrong t
silver. and those of Mount Vernon
and Monticello are beautifully designed
and of polished brass. The large brass
locks on the outside of the doors, with
their delicate drop handles, as well as the
massive brazen knockers, are familiar to

us all. Many of the stairways have the
steps and nosings formed from solid
blocks of wood. their ends making the
brackets. These were

p
u
t up like stone

steps, the lower edge 0 the rise resting
on the tread below. The soflit was some
times smooth, but we often find each step
finished square, and paneled behind, as
in the Lee House at Marblehead. The
balusters were usually plain,

some
times not more than 1 x A inch, and
three and even four to a tread, but
many stairways, as that in the Long
fellow House at Cambridge, the Lee
House and the Boston State House had
elaborately carved and twisted balus
ters. Those on each step being of three
different patterns. The newels some~
times havethe center hollowed out and
filled with a twist running contrary to
the outer twist. The best stairways have
numerous landings and the rails are al
ways ramped and mitered around the
newels, even on the level runsatthemrell
holes. -
The pulpit stairs, as in King‘s Chapel,
Boston, and St. Paul's, New York, are
often ve beautiful exam les of curved
work wit double rails. be old Boston
State House has a very delicate detached
spiral stair of this character.
An interesting feature of Colonial houses

is the transom and side light lead work.
This was usually heavier than our mod
ern work, and was provided with a rib of
tin_ which formed the sash and into
which the glass was puttied. The join
ings were concealed by cast lead orna
ments and some of the lead lines were
often formed with beads or other enrich
ments. The patterns were of endless
variety and very many examples can still
be found. This feature has survived
longest and much of it was done not more
than 40 or 50 years ago.

COLONIAL CHURCHES.

A number of well preserved Colonial
churches are still standing. They all
artake of the character of the work done

y Sir Christopher Wren, after the great
fire in London. The spires are of difierent
stories, one upon another, each embel
lished with an “ order ” and diminishing
as they ascend. An elaborately wrought
and gilded vane is the usual termination,
and quite an article could be written on
these alone. Some of the best churches
are St. Paul’s, New York, declared by
Richard Grant White to be the finest
Wren church in America, and not sur
passed in London; St. John’s, somewhat
similar, but not so good ; the First Bap
tist, in Providence, R. I., built of frame
in 1776; the Old South, 1729; Christ
Church, built 1723, and noted as being
the point where the lanterns were hung
to guide Paul Revere as to the embarks
tion of the British before the battle of
Lexington ; King’s Chapel. of granite,
and With the spire never completed, built
1754,and Park Street Church. built 1809,
these four being in Boston; Trini
Church, Newport, 1726,and the Sevent
Day Baptist, in the same town, built 1729 ;

Christ Church, Philadelphia; First
Church, Wethersfield, Conn., 1761, and
the First Parish, Dorchester, 1816.
Some of the less important. but still in
teresting, churches are Bruton Parish,Wil
liamsburg,Va., 1678,and restored in 1744 ;

Smithfield Church, Isle of Wight Co.,
1632;Pohick Church.below MountVernon,
on the Potomac, 1769,and Christ Church.
Alexandria, 1767.

SPECIFICATION FOR ANCIENT CONSTRUC—
TION.

As asample of ancient construction the
specifications now reserved in this church
are interesting. ‘he are dated January

1
,

1787,and are as fol ows :

The church at the Falls and at Alex
andria to be 28 feet from the foundation
-—that is, three bricks and a half to the
sleepers, three bricks to the water table,
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and two and a half from thence. The
uoins and arches to be rubbed brick;
t e pediments to the doors rubbed work
in the Tuscan order. The outside of the
wall to be done with place bricks; the
mortar to be two-thirds lime and one-third
sand ; the inside, half lime, half sand.
Aisles to be laid with tiles or flags. The
lower windows to contain 18 lights, each
9 x 11; the upper windows 12 lights
beside the compass head; the sashes of
the lower windows to hang with weights
and pulleys, and to be clear of sap. To
have a modillion cornice under the eaves.
The roof to have three pairs of principal
rafters or, as the workmen call it, a prin
cipal roof, to be framed in the best man
ner and to be covered by inch pine or
poplar plank, laid close to shingle on.
The shingles to be of the best juniper
cypress, % inch thick, 18inches long, and
to show 6 inches. The floors to be laid
with 1% inch pine plank, and to be raised
4 inches above the aisles. The pews to
be 3 feet 6 inches beside the coping,
with doors to all ; to be neatly wain
scoted with quarter-round on both
sides and raised panel on one, and to be
neatly capped With some handsome mold
ing. The seats to be 12 or 13 inches
broad, the outside doors to be folding and
hung with proper hinges, locks and bars,
to be raised panel on both sides; locust
sills to the frames and architraves on the
outside. The altar-piece, pul it and can
0 y to be completed in the onic order.
he walls and ceiling to be well plastered
in three coats, with a cove cornice. The
whole to be neatly ainted and finished in
the best manner. he aisles to be 6 feet.
The modern builder could drive a horse
and cart through such a specificationmnd
the spelling and construction are as bad
as can well be devised. The church cost
£820, or about $5000.
In this city we have few churches which
may be classed as Colonial, and none of
them particularly interesting. About the
only ones meriting notice, are the Otter
bein Church, built 1785:Trinity, 1812;and
the Associate Reform, 1815. The German
Reform, formerly in Second street, built
1796, had a fine spire. The old First
Presbyterian, 1791,and the old “ Round"
Top, 1818,were good examples.

FEATURES OF OLD CHURCHES.

Many of the old churches have vaults
over the center and side divisions, formed
of lath and plaster, and springing from
columns which carry the galleries. King's
Chapel and Christ Church in Boston,
and Trinit in Newport, are examples
of this. he entrances were often in
the sides, as well as in front, and the
plan in many cases is almost a square.
Great cut glass chandeliers, res lendent
with prisms and with tall wind g asses to
protect the candles, are still to be seen in
some churches.
There remain many examples of houses
in this st le, widely scattered over the
Eastern tales. Annapolis, in our own
State, contains more and probably better
examples than any other town in the
country. A very interesting article by
Henry Randall on this subject has
lately appeared in the Architectural
Record. He 'ves examples of no less
than 16 buildings, all in good preserva
tion, the most recent of which was erected
in 1770. This fact seems to prove that
our ancestors built well. Some of these
houses are faced entirely with headers,
and, so far as I know, they are unique in
this respect. Mr. Randall describes in
detail the Carroll House, or “ Carrollton,”
where the famous Signer lived, and the
Ridout, Scott, Randall, Ogle, Harwood,
Brice Paca and Chase houses. The latter
is probably the finest example in Mary
land. He also mentions the old Gov
ernor's house, Whitehall, the Citv Hotel,
and, lastly, the State House. 177 ,
when the present building was erected,
there was probably no finer State Capitol.
Its interior was much richer than its ex
terior, though its massiveness is im res
sive, and its situation adds great y to
its efiect. The rotunda is the most
prominent feature, and still retains

much of its original decoration. I
cannot do better than to quote from
Mr. Randall as to the Senate Chamber,
“One of the most Historical Balls in
This Countr ," and a room, which, in its
present con ition, seems to me to be a
standing rebuke to us all for our want of
patriotism and of reverence for the
events which made us a free and inde
pendent nation.

THE SENATE CHAMBER.

Mr. Randall says : “ On the right is the
Senate Chamber. Here it was that the
National Congress met in December, 1783,
when Washington resigned his commis
sion as Commander-in-Chief of the Amer
ican Army, and here in the following
year the peace with Great Britain was
ratified before Congress, thus closing one
epoch in our Nation’s life, and opening a
new one. Here again the first National
Constitutional Convention met in Sep
tember, 1786,to take steps toward form
ing our present system of Government.
“ With the exception of its four walls
and the huge portraits of Maryland's
‘Sig-ners,‘ together with the picture of
Washington resigning his commission,
there is little left of its original charm.
The Ladies Gallery, a beautiful work of
art, which extended across the Southern
wall, has recently been removed to make
room for benches, where the idle and the
worthless sit and stare and enjoy the
sta le weed to their heart’s content."
hat a icture this is and what

a contrast it presents with nations
across the sea, who guard their ven
erated historical buildings with the
most zealous care. Massachusetts has
set us a most worth example in
restoring her old State onse as nearly
as possible to its original condition, filling
it with Colonial relics and preservin it
as a museum free to all comers. be
same is true of the old South Church and
of Faneuil Hall in the same city of Bos
ton, although these buildings occupy
ground that is probably 1000times more
valuable than any portion of our ancient
capital. Looked at merely from a busi
ness standpoint, each of these buildings
serves as an attraction to bring strangers
within our gates, and but few cities in
this country can boast of such a State
House as can we. May we not hope that
at least our Senate Chamber ma be re
stored ttfits original condition an so pre
served for all time to come?
Hagerstown and Frederick both con
tain some good examples, and the Lu
theran spire in the latter city, erected in
1763,is noticeable.

NOTABLE BUILDINGS.

The Taylor House in Washington was
built in 1798. The only exterior ornament
is the Ionic portico. There are several
very handsome mantels and archways,
and the ceilings and wainscoting were
formerly beautiful with ornaments and
moldings in stucco. The doors are ma
hogany, and have hinges which raise them
to clear obstructions on opening. In the
dining room are two secret doors. with
washboard and chairboard crossing them,
but cut some distance from the true open
ing. The plan is an irregular hexagon,
with parlor and dining room on either side
of a circular entrance hall, and at an
angle with it. The stairway hall is be—
tween these rooms and behind the vesti
bule. Over the latter is a circular room,
with mantel, doors, windows and other
wood work made to correspond with its
curve. In this room the Treat of Ghent
was signed by President Madison while
he was occupying this house, the White
House having been destroyed by the Brit~
ish troops.
Gadsby’s Tavern at Alexandria is
closely connected with the earlier history
of this country subsequent to the Revo
lution. It was built in 1793,and adjoins
a smaller

building
erected in 1780 and

used as a part 0 the tavern. It is a
massive plain structure and the rear
covers two sides of a hollow square used
as a wagon yard. There. are porches

which serve as balls of communication
between the rear rooms. In these build
ings the fashionable balls of the period
were held, and were attended by the most
noted rsons of the time, General and
Mrs. ashingtou amon the number.
The rooms are wainscote to the ceiling.
and the ballroom contains a musicians‘
gallery hung from the ceiling, to leave
the floor clear for dancing. The interior
detail is rather coarse.

OTHER EXAMPLES.

These buildings should be carefully re
stored and preserved instead of being
used as at present, the one for an auction
store and the other for a beer saloon!
The old Carlyle House, now inclosed on
three sides by the Braddock Hotel, is an
other interesting building. It is now un
occupied and rapidly going to decay. It
is said to date from the year 1752,but the
figures 1732 are plainly cut on the key
stone of the entrance to the covered way
leading to the river. In the northeast
parlor was held the council of war, in
1755,which resulted in the Ohio e i
tion and the death of General Brad ock.
The room is paneled and has a wooden
modillion cornice. The doorways have
curved pediments with carved rosettes
and pineapples. The spandrel of the stair
case is in one panel, of a single piece,
about 5 feet long by more than 3 feet
wide. The old bank, now the Braddock
House, built in 1815,has some beautiful
mantels and a curious carved vestibule.
The town is rich in Colonial houses.
Many of them stand in stately walled
gardens, partially concealed from the
passer-by, seemingly of another age and
time than ours, but very attractive
withal in this day of rush and of “ hus
tlin .” I have only s 1806to mention the
old airfax House on Lameron street and
the bank on Prince street, and must pass
the many beautiful doorways and other
detail on every hand. inviting the
student as he strolls throu h Royall,
Washington, King, Fairfax, linton and
other streets, whose very names call to his
mind the forgotten past. The Cathcart
House in Fairfax county, near Alexandria,
built in 1800,contains very refined and
elaborate detail The doorwa pilasters
are fluted and bound with ribbons, and
the figures in relief on the friezes of
doors, windows and mantels are nearly all
different, there being more than 30 va
rieties. The leaf work on cornices and
ca itals has so much freedom and indi
vi uality that it seems to have been
molded in place.
Shirly, on the James River, is of dark
red brick, as are all the James River
houses. It has a two-storied portico with
paneled and plaster ceilings, and the
walls forming the back are plastered also.
The roof is high and hip d from four
corners and has numerous ormers. The
window frames are nearly flush With the
outside of the wall, 'ving a broad reveal
for thdshutters wit in. The door from
the river front opens into the parlor,
while that on the rear 0 us into the
great hall which occupies t e northwest
corner of the house. The building was
erected about 1730.

WESTOVER.

Westover was commenced by Col. Wm.
Byrd in 1737and partially burnedin 1749.
In common with other estates in this
region it sufiered severely during the Civil
War. One

windg
and itsconnectingcorridor

were destrove at that time and much
of the interior work was demolished. The
outside is plain and massive, with wide
stone steps leading to an elaborate door
wa , having the curved broken pediment
and, ineapple. The roof is hipped, and
the our sturdy chimneys tower upward
to a hight above the eaves equal to the
walls of the house. The great hall
runs through the center, with paneled
rooms on either side. The stairway has
twisted balusters of

mahogany.
In' the

great drawing room we find t e remains
of a beautifully carved marble mantel and
mirror frame. Colonel Byrd imported
this at a cost of £500, but it was nearly
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destroyed by the troops during the civil
war. Acurious iron gate, with leaden
eagles on its stone piers, closes the en
trance from the rear.
Carter’s Hall, upper and lower Brandon,
Whitehouse and Berkley were all famous
in their day, but we must pass them with
only the briefest mention.

MT. VERNON.

Mt. Vernon was built
bvaawr-ence,

the
elder brother of Geo. ashington, in
1745, and afterwards enlarged by the
General himself. It is a typical southern
home, with its stately portion. the 0pen~
arched colonnades sweeping like protect
ing arms on either side, and the ranges of
outbuildings extending beyond and in
closin the beautiful lawn. The approach
from t e foot of this lawn is both striking
and picturesque to a high degree. The
main building is outwardly of two stories
and an attic, but in the northern end is
the State drawing room. running through
the two stories. It has a beautifully dec
orated ceiling and a carved marble man
tel. A wide hall runs directly through the
ground floor, but nearly every room on
this story has an outside door of its own.
There are but two chimneys in the house,
but the rooms are so arran ed that each
has its fire place. The detai . both inside
and out, are generally rather heavy. The
cupola has a vane. imitating a flying
bird, apparently transfixed by the iron
spindle.

JEFFERSONIAN ARCHITECTURE.

Thomas Jefferson was an enthusiastic
student of architecture, and entertained
ve decided notions thereupon. The
bui din of the University of Virginia
at Char ottesville and the house at Monti
cello are monuments of his skill and orig
inality. The latter is planned with a cen
tral pavilion and wings of one high story
and an attic. The great hall occu ice the
ground floor of the pavilion, an is en
tered from either front, under lofty por
ticos. Over the hall, and directly under
the low dome, is the ballroom. The house
was commenced in 1769, but not com
leted until many years later. The
Ericka, the wood work and even the nails,
were made on the spot b Mr. Jefierson's
workmen. The house 18 filled with in
enious appliances. A dumb waiter,‘only
arge enough to carry four bottles of wine,
is concealed in the dining room chimney
breast, and runs to the wine cellar. The
great clock in the hall has a dial
which can‘be seen from the portico, and
its cannon-ball weights show the days of
the week. as they pass the names on the
wall. The weather vane on the roof had
a dial in the rtico ceiling, so that the
owner could earn the direction of the
wind without exposure to its violence.
The drawings for the university build
ings were from Jefferson’s own hand.
They are now in the possession 0'! Miss
Randolph of this city. and are accom
panied by copious notes in the most
minute and careful handwriting. giving
the proportions of every part, with exact
calculations of the number of brick and
other material in each building. The
Work was commenced in 1817. The main
building was modeled from the Pantheon
at Rome. There are four parallel ranges
of buildings, the two outer for the stu
dents and the inner for the professors,
with one storied dormitories between.
The ranges are 600 feet long and front
u n a beautiful lawn 200 feet wide.
T e professors’ houses are of different de
signs, mostly modeled after Palladio. and
intended to exhibit the different orders of
classic architecture. In front of these
there is a roofed colonnade, formin' a
walk entirely around the campus. he
efiect when seen from the foot of the
lawn is very strikin , and is not equaled
in this country for t e efiect produced by
comparatively simple architectural means. -
The ardens in rear of the houses
are divided by serpentine walls of brick
only 4 inches thick. According to Mr.
Jefferson’s calculations these required

, but time will not allow.

fewer brick than straight walls built 9
inches thick in the usual manner.

INTERESTING COLONIAL HOUSES.

Georgetown contains somefine Colonial
houses. A peculiar feature here is the
bringing of two outside chimneys to
gether near the gable into one immense
stack, and supportin it on an arch sprung
between the two. gl‘his saved much in
terior space, and produced a picturesque
effect at the same time. Carpenter’s
Hall, in Philadelphia, was built 1770 as a
meeting place for the Society of House
Carpenters. Independence Hall is one of
the finest specimens of the style, and also
one of the most noted historical buildings
in America. It was built in 1732. the
wings in 1740and the tower in 1750. The
detail is somewhat coarse. but the mass
is good and the situation favorable for

showing
it to the best advantage.

The an Rensselaer House, at Albany,
is a fine specimen of the eriod. It was
built about 1765. The 01 State House.
built in 1743,and the Vernon and Gibbs
houses, in Newport, are interesting. The
Hancock House, built in Boston in 1737
and torn down in 1863,had a handsome
entrance and carved balcony above it. It
was faced with granite, and will be re
produced as the Massachusetts Buildin
at the Chicago World’s Fair. I shou]
like to speak of the New York City Hall
built in 1803,of the Capitol at Washing
ton, begun in 1793, and of the White
House, commenced the ear previous,I will only say
that the south rtico of the latter is one
of the most e ective pieces of work in
this style in the country.
In Baltimore we have a few relics, but
they are rapidly passin away. Fells
Point probably contains t e oldest houses
now standing, and some of them still re
tain fragments of their former splendor.
A few years 0 it was my ood fortune
to find some 0 the most re ned detail I
have ever seen in one of these old
houses.
The Oliver House, on South Gay street.
and the house of Charles Carroll of Car
rollton, on Lombard street, are fine ex
amples of town mansions of the olden
time. The latter is another building,
which should b all means be restored
and preserved. wo houses on Baltimore,
near Exter street, one of which is now
being altered into a shop, are amng the
oldest here. They contain very rich
mantels, arches and ni:hes with shell
heads. There are many handsome door
ways scattered over the older portion of
the city. The old Maryland Club Build
ing has two of the most interesting. The
Taney and Brice houses at Lexington and
Courtland streets and the houses on
Lexington, west of St. Paul, are worthy
of notice. The building at the corner
of Baltimore and Harrison is a splendid
iece of construction and a fine example.
be lower story is destroyed, but the
upper stories and the elaborate but refined
dormers show the greatest care in design.
Several houses on Center Market Space,
which, though weather beaten, still show
unmistakable signs of former grandeur.

COLONIAL INNS.

One of the features of the style was the
severity of the exterior as compared with
the interior. Many houses which are
most elaborate give no outward indica
tion. There were formerly a number of
Colonial Inns, but few remain. The
General Wayne. with its great swinging
signboard, can be remembered by us all.
It was built about 1788,and was more
quaint than good in detail. The Lorman
mansion, erected 1804,was as solid when
torn down as when built. The doors of
the main floor were of mahogany, with
panels edged with satinwood. They
were fitted with solid brass locks and
hinges. Even the grounds for the plaster
ing were of clear white pine, secured by
irons to the brickwork. The Stewart
House, built before the War of 1812,on
West Baltimore street, had a hip roof and
good portico. _The Venetian shutters were

arranged to slide in the thickness of the
walls, instead of being hinged as usual.
Beech Hill, not far away, was a fine ex
ample in frame of a central build
ing and win . It was built by the
Ridgeley fami y about 1796. The Car
roll House, now in the new South
western Park. contains some beautiful
detail. The little chamber forming a
second story to the north rtico, and
serving as a protection to t e entrance
below it, is a curious feature.
Belvidere, built by Colonel John Eager
Howard. stood on the summit of the hill
which barred the progress of Calvert
street at Eager. Large mirrors, framed and
hung. served as doors between the rinci
pal rooms. The Court House, finis ed in
1813,is the most prominent example of
the style which we have. Its detail is
generally well studied, and its construc
tion evidently the very best. The old
Masonic Hell, built 1822,while not such
a good specimen, is still very quaint and
interesting; with its columns in antis, and
its tall iron lamp standards. The Union
Bank, formerl ' standing in its garden, at
the corner of harles and Fayette streets,
was a notable building in its rime. It
was elaborate with sculptured ecoration,
some of which now adorns the gable of
one of the gashouses at the S ring
Gardens. The rectory of St. aul‘s
Church, built 1791, has a peculiar door
way, and is a very good specimen of the
plalner character of work.
I have endeavored to give you an outline
of what I understand to be the Colonial
style, leaving the examples that have been
cited to point their own moral to a great
extent. These are rapidly ing away,
butjf what I have said wi serve to call
yourhttention to the refinement of detail.
and the wonderful care and pains taken
by our forefathers in the selection of their
materials and in the construction of their
buildings, and will lead us to emulate
them in spirit, if not in letter, this paper
will not have been entirely in vain.
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low York Trade Schools.

In his address at the closing exercises
of the New York Trade Schools Thurs
day evening, April 7, Colonel R. T. Anch
muty, the founder, made the announce
ment that J. Pierpont Morgan had given
$500,000to the schools. It is with much
pleasure that we record this, for so
princely a gift means assistance to in
creasing numbers of young men who, as
the schools become better known, and as
the facilities through this endowment are
enlarged, will come year after year to
benefit by their instruction. For some
little time there has been a rumor in the
air that the New York Trade Schools were
about to receive some very substantial
help, but nothing definite was known un
til the formal announcement made on the
occasion above named. Among all those
present at the closing exercises there was
probably no one who felt such keen grati
fication in the good fortune of the schools
as Colonel Auchmuty, who for so many
years now has been giving his time and
money to their upbuilding. The start of
the schools was not at all propitious, for the
antagonism of the unions interfered with
their popularity. By persistent efiort,
however, this opposition has, at least in
some measure, been overcome, and several
organizations, to their credit, be it said,
are giving the schools much assistance.
The rapid growth in their popularity
during the past few years has brought
such large classes that the facilities were
becoming taxed, so this gift of Mr. Mor
gan‘s comes most opportunely, and, it is
needless to say, will be used to the best
advantage possible. We do not know
what will be the distribution of the
money, but with so large a sum to make
use of the future of the New York Trade
Schools is abundantly assured.

Builders’ lethods.

In his address to the sixth convention
of the National Association of Builders,
President McAllister, while referring to
the manner in which builders generally
conduct their afiairs, said that “ we have
not yet reached ordinary business meth
ods.” Builders have for years been in
the habit of signing contracts, in which
they agree to build anything at any
price. The fact that they agree to erect
a specified building for a certain sum
of money does not mean anything, for
they also agree to build any additions
thereto which the owner may desire, and

to accept the price therefor which the
owner may choose to pay. They also
agree to submit absolutely to the di
rection of a person who is in the
employ of the owner, and are in reality
party to a contract in which they have no
voice whatever. The fact that contracts
have been executed in the past to the sat
isfaction of all concerned, under require
ment: which if submitted to a court of
equity would immediately be declared
unfair and unjust, is no argument in fa
vor of the continued use of such forms of
contract. An example of such a form of
contract and conditions of competition is
given in another column of this issue,
with brief comment upon some of 'the
most prominent of its inequalities. The
case cited is one which was drawn by the
city architect in one of the most promi
nent cities of the country. It seems
strange indeed that a city should require
one of its citizens to submit to unfair con—
ditions in order to carry on business with
its representatives. Individual cases ex
cite less comment. There is little excuse
for the builder in submitting to such con
ditions, for the largest body of builders
and the largest body of architects in the
country have conjointly framed, and ad
vocated the use of, a form of contract
which is undoubtedly very satisfactory
for the purpose. In all localities where
the Uniform Contract has been used the
result has been most satisfactory, and in
all sections where a determined effort has
been made to secure its use, to the exclu
sion of other forms, it has been adopted.

Schoolsof Architecture.

It is evident from the number of in
quiries which are constantly being re
ceived from young men all over the
country that good schools in which archi
tecture is taught are a growing necessity.
The wants of those desirous of pursuing
the art of house building in the proper
channel are supplied in some measure at
the present time by several institutions
in the country, a majority of which per
haps are located in the extreme East.
One of the institutions which is doing
good work, and of which comparatively
little is probably known to many of our
readers, is the School of Architecture in

connection with the Metropolitan Art
Schools in New York City. This was
founded some years ago by the late Ar
thur Lyman Tuckerman of the Paris
School of Fine Arts, who was manager

of the art schools as well as of the course
in architecture. The objects of the course
instituted by Mr. Tuckerman are to per
fect the student in architectural drawing
and also to refresh his artistic knowledge
of designing. The school is modeled as
nearly aspossible after the School of Fine
Arts in Paris. There is one head teacher'
and oneassistant teacher, who superintend
the Work, but each of the pupils becomes
in effect a teacher in being permitted to

assist his less comprehensive fellow-stu
dents. The course opens in October of
each year and terminates May 1 follow

ing. On entering the school the student
is first taught the use of instruments,
after which he is instructed in drawing
in plain, clear lines the elements of archi
tecturchthat is, the five orders, arches,
windows, &c., as outlined in Vignola.
This standard work is also used at
the celebrated School of Fine Arts
in Paris. When the student has become
a fair draftsmau he is instructed in shad
ing and painting in India ink. From this
he progresses by degrees to original de.
signing and at which he continues until
he has drawn and designed to a large
scale the most difficult problems. The
course is two years, and during this
period the pupil is thoroughly drilled in
draftsmanship and designing. Greek and
Roman architecture being thoroughly in
vestigated and studied in all their details.
Half-hour lectures are given once a week
on the history of art and designs, and
thesezprove very interesting and instruct
ive. In order to stimulate students to
greater efforts and to excel in their work.
prizes are given, the first being the $100
Hoe Prize, ofiered by Robert Hoe, chair
man of the Executive Committee, for the
best original work in designing. To the
student who has done the best general
work and drafting through the scholastic
year a prize of $80 is given. At the close
of the two years a diploma is awarded to
students who have passed the requisite
examinations.

Rights of the Lowest Bidder.

It is only by unrelenting insistence that
the builder can secure what are justly his
rights. Customs which are inequitable
and unjust have been permitted to spring
into existence and have become firmly
established. Architects are in the habit
of requiring very one-sided conditions of
competition and agreement, and it is only
by insisting upon his rights that they
can be obtained by the builder. The
architectis protected in his position by
the idea which seems to exist very gen
erally in all communities, that if one
builder will not comply with his require
ments, there are plenty of others who

will. A case has recently transpired
wherin the lowest bidders on a building

to be erected by the State refused to re

figure the job with other contractors, de
manding the contract and the right to re

estimate without competition, on the basis

of the principles advocated by the National

Association of Builders. The contractor

firmly maintained his position, claiming
that he was entitled to the contract and

that a proposition to refigure in order to

secure certain reductions in the cost with

out material change in the plans should

be presented to him only. The State
authorities, seeing the justice of the posi

tion taken by the National Association, in

addition to the fact that the contractor

would not yield his rights in the case.
conceded the point and awarded him the

contract without further competition.

The final yielding by the State of the posi

tion which it maintained established the
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fact that the same was unjust and unten
able, but had the contractor been aperson
of less persist-encethe competition would
have been reopened upon the unjustly ac
quired information as to amount below
which bids must have been submitted.
The correction of such conditions remains
solely with the builder, and he is to
be blamed for not declaring his rights
before a competition and insisting upon
obtaining them afterward.

Idle Workman.

The assertion is very common among
labor agitators and others who desire to
foment disturbances among workiugmen
that there are 30,000to 50,000men out of
employment in Chicago at this time. It
is difficult to disprove statements thus
made, as the facts are not directly ascer
tainable, and the belief obtains that the
leaders of the workingmen are in a better
position than anybody else to get at the
truth, at least approximately. Some light,
however, is cast on the subject by the
general agent of a large employment

agency, who stated last week that he
could have furnished in March situations
for hundreds of men more if he had been
able to find them. In other words, the
demand for workingmen was found by
him to be greater than the supply avail
able. One great fact like this casts doubt
on the correctness of the claims made as
to the great number of men out of work in
leading cities.

sums» of Wages.

A bill is now before Congress to provide
for the continuance of a particularly valu
able investigation. For the tenth census,
Joseph D. Weeks of Pittsburgh, 9. recog
nized authority, prepared a volume on the

statistics on wages, the report cowring
the rates of wages paid to persons in dif
ferent employments in the permanent in

dustries of the United States for a series
of years. In many casesthese tables went
back 30years, and in others 40, 50, 60,and

even 70years. The bill in question has been
introduced to provide for the continuance

of this investigation by Mr. Weeks, under

the supervision of the Secretary of the
lnterior. The plan is to bring the tables
prepared in 1880 down to the present
time and to extend the scope of the work,
which hitherto dealt, iu addition to
wages, with the unit of payment, the op
portunity for extra earnings, the advan
tages and disadvantages of overtime, the
method and interval of payment, the
hours of labor, the regularity of employ
ment, the prices of product and the labor
cost. The report covered iron and steel,
boots and shoes, flour and grist mills,
cigars and tobacco, glass, foundries and
machine shops, rolling mills, mining,
pottery, textiles of all classes, tanneries
and wood working. We need hardly em
phasize the great value of such a monu
mental work, or the importance of bring
ing it up to date. Great historical inter
est attaches to the former volume, but it
should be made directly and practically
available to present conditions by the ad
dition of the data which have accumu
lated during the past decade. We are
convinced that the record would be a flat
tering one to our mechanical industries.

BUILDING WAYS AND MEANS.
A nncrnirn novnn'rv in the way of house
moving recently occurred in Allegheny
County, Pa., when a combination house of
good size was towed across the Allegheny
River from Allegheny to thePittsburgh shore.
The building moved was a long frame struct
ure consisting of four separatedwellings100
x 46 feet in size, containing 84 large rooms,
and wasoriginally three storiesin hight. In
the process of removal, however,the lower
story wascut away, leaving in the remaining
portions 48 rooms. The first step in ac
complishingthis somewhatnovel undertaking
was to secure six barges each 16x 00 feet.
Thesevicreplacedsideby sideextendingabout
95feet into the river. By the usual processof
powerful hydraulic jacks and immenserollers,
the building was moved from its location to
theriver bank,andafter beingblockedup to a
distanceof 22feetabovethe water’sedge,was
movedon to a massivetrestle work restingon
the six barges,which had beensecurelyfas
tened together by means of chains. Tow
boatswerethe instrumentsemployedin drawing thebargesto thePittsbur h shore,whereit
now rests,saysthe Pittsburg Leader, at the
tom;of Fifty-fifth street. A liar feature
in connectionwith the removal of this build
ing was the necessityof elevating the struct
ure after it had been blocked to a certain
hight andmovedon to the barges,so that it
would be sufficiently high to permit of its
landing on a level with the Pittsburgh shore
in order to prevent destruction. This, it was
stated,wasthemostdifficult part of theunder
taking. The distanceto be coveredin trans
ferring thestructure from where it nowstands
at the foot of Fifty-fifth streetto the site in
tended for its rmanent location is about
onetenth of a mile, and in its progrws it will
hence to cross the tracks of the Alle
ghenyValley Railroad.

Tm: Paaszsr APPEARS to be an age of
rapid work in all branches of industry,
and there are constantly springing up in
stanceswhich show in a very forcible manner
the celerity with which buildings may be
erectedunder favorableconditions. A use in
point is a furniture factory recently put up
in Owasso,Mich. This structure, exclusiveof
engineroomand dry kilns, is 256x 60 feet in
sizeand threestories in hight. while it is said
that 600,000feet of lumber, “ions of nails
and bolts and one carioad of glasswere em
ployedin its construction. The time required
to raise this buildin from its foundation is
said to have been 5 hours and 30minutes.
This probably is oneof the most remarkable
examples of rapid building construction of
which the country has any record.

IT is INTERESTINGtonotethediflerent forms
of building construction employed in various
parts of the world,and to compareonemethod
of accomplishinga pieceof work with that in
usein someremotesection. In the matter of
brick work there are numerous methodsof

Fig. l.—Two Views of Dovetail Brick.

construction employed in putting up walls,
building cisterns, erecting chimneys, &c.
There arealsomany novel forms of brick used
in accomplishingwork of the kind referred to.
An instancewhich has recently come to our
notice is the manner of using dovetailed
bricks as practiced in India. Two views of
the individual brick are shown in Fig. l of the

w! in.iiifiitiirul". i,‘ " _ _>_flwi'i||ijfl_|lilihll.1*;

Fig. 2.—Mamier of Using the Brick.

cuts while themanner in which they may be
employed in the construction of a circular
piece of work is shown in Fi . 2. It will be
seenthat two bricks laid side y side form a
dovetail mortise at the int of union, while
the tenouof anotherbric in the courseabove
fits into its mortiseand firmly binds the wall
together.

ONE WHO ass NOT sum it done can
scarcelyrealize what a vast amount of work
is necexsaryto again render habitable a flat'
housethat hasbeengutted by fire. For acase
in point take a certain building up in 104th
street.out of which ten families weredriven
one Sunday morning last November,says a
recentissue of one of the New York dailies.
The fire started in the basement, burned

through five floorsand cameout of the roof. _
When it was through burning therewerethree
brick walls left practically uninjured, and a
brown-stone front that was badly damaged
from thecornicedown to thetopsof the third
story windows. Inside was ruin, charred
woodwork, remains of furniture, a tangle of
gas pipe and steam pipe, and a crumpled tin
roof that haddropped through the great hole
the fire hadmade. The owner almostweptas
be viewed the wreck, but therewasonl one
thing to do and hedid it. He seta buil er at
work. First the building must be cleaned
out. A gangof Italian laborers,with picks,
shovels,crowbars and axes, weresetat work.
Before they were through the turned into the
adjoining vacant lot enough ebris to make a
mountain half the size of Ararat. It seemed
as thoughtherewasto be no end to the black
ened timbers that they were throwing out of
thewindows. Of ashesmixed with lime from
thewalls and the partitions therewas seem
ingly enough to fill up Harlem River. Some
bodycarted it away, but not beforethe junk
menhad pickedit well over for nails, bits of
iron and other articles that anybody not
in the junk businesswould supposeabsolutely
worthless. To get theold tin roof out of doors
wasa job that wasboth tedious and exasper
ating. Ropeswere hitched to it, poleswere
punchedinto it, clubs were thrown at it and
all hands sworeat it, but it held its own for a
full half day, “ stagethunderln " all the while
so land] that someof thepeopein the neigh
borh crawled under feather bedsand went
to dodging imaginary lightning, actually be
lieving that a t midwinter thunderstorm
was on. Final y the boss of the laborers set
his men hacking at theold thing with their
shovels,and they cut it up into squareswhich
wererolled up and thrust out of the window.
Pretty soon great stacksof new lumber were
piled up all over theadjoining vacant lot, and
a force of carpenterswas set at work putting
in new joists. Then camethebrownstonemen,
who took down thedamagedfront andbuilt it
u again; next someof thoseartistartisans
“81086businessit is to makethings out of -
vanized iron which. when painted, look ike
massivecornicesworth not lessthan $20a run
ning foot ; and thencamea manto

repair
the

iron fence in front of the building t at had
beenknockedout of shapeby something that
had fallen onit. It will take fully two months
to do what remainsto bedone,for the build
ing must befitted with an entirely new set of
insides—newpartitions, newstairs, new heat
ing apparatus, new everything. Really the
operation take it from start to finish, suggests
that wonderful performance in cooperage,the
building of a new barrel about an old bung
hole. So long asa flat housemustbe built of
inflammablematerial it seemsa pity that it
shouldnot bebuilt throughout in such a way
that oncewell on fire all of it would go and
leavea cleanlot to build uponanew.
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COTTAGE OF MODERATE COST.

HE COTTAGE which we show
uponthis and the following pages wil no

doubt prove interesting to those of
our readers who, during the past few
months, have made inquiries for designs

the dining room is the kitchen, from
which the second story may be reached
by back stairs or the basement by cellar

rovided with the
omestic purposes,

stairs. The kitchen is
usual appliances for

Front Elevation.

of dwellings suitable for erection by peo
le in moderate circumstances. The
uildin which We here illustrate was

g
iv
it

up uring the summer of 1891 for M.

. Ryan, Du Bois, Pa., from plans re
pared by A. D. Orner of that place. he
structure stands on the corner of Main
street and Washington avenue, is well
built throughout and is arranged as re
gards its various rooms with a view to
convenience and economy of space. Ex
tending under the entire house is a cellar
6% feet in depth. The first story is 9 feet

6 inches
high
and the second story 9 feet

in hight. he building is of frame, con
structed in the usual manner. The sills
are 6 x 8 inches and the joists 2x 8 inches,
placed 16inches from centers, doubled at
all 0 nings, while the corners are formed
soli . The rafters are 2 x 6 inches and 2

x 4 inches. The house is plastered three
coats in the old-fashioned way, has hot
and cold water throughout and is piped
for gas. The exterior is painted three
colors. All windows in the attic and the
one on the ‘stairs have cathedral glass
border lights.
An inspection of the plans shows pro
vision for four rooms and shall on the
first floor, so arranged as to beconvenient
of access and economical in the use of
space. Entering the hall from the ver
anda, one may pass

directly
to the dining

room, or, turning to the eft, enter the
parlor. Beyond the latter apartment is a
sitting room 13 feet square and communi
cating with the dining room by an open
ing closed by heavy portieres. Beyond

KITCHEN

Ia‘x 16'6'

PANTRY
s'u'xs's'

DININGROOM

13"x.13'6'P
O
IY
IE
R
E
Q

EARLOR

is'e‘x l4’

VERANDA

First Floor.

while opening from it is a large pantrv

provided
with shelves, 820.,and lighted

y a window. Ascending to the second
story we find four sleeping rooms and a
bathroom, some of the apartments being
provided with closets of ample size. The
attic has one large room, which may be
used for sleeping or storage purposes.
The first story is finished throughout in
hardwood, while the second story and
attic are finished in ine and po lar,
painted and grained. he author 0 the
design states that the building cost com
pleted $2200. An idea of the appearance
of the house as it stands to-day may be
gathered from an inspection of our sup
plement plate, which is reproduced from
a photograph.+ a

As Esousn FIRM is said to be introduc
ing window frames of pressed steel, in
tended to supersede the,cast iron now
frequently used. These new frames have
the advantage of lightness, strength and
chea ness, as compared with other ma
teria .

BED ROOM BED ROOM
ta‘x is’ lo’x “'6'

I

i CLOSET

M
.,
}

3

H
M
: LCOKV

l‘ -v—5Ben ROOM 3
'“ —. ,1 ._

14x15’

Second Floor.

Cottage 0] Moderate Cost—A. D. Orner, Architect, Du Bois, Pm-Elevatiom—Scale.

% Inch to the Foot—Floor Hana—Scale. 1-16Inch to the Foot.
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Side (Bight) Elevation.

Side (Left) Elevation.

Cottageof Moderate Cost.—Elevations.-Scale, }§ Inch to the Foot.
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Miscellaneous Details of Cottageof Moderate C01.

Uses of Burnt-Clay Mortar in Italy.

The United States Consul at Catania,
in his last re rt, says that visitors to Ca
tania invaria ly notice and remark on the
culiar soft

pink
color of all the unpainted

uildings. his coloring is the result of
using cement or mortar of proved value,
found in the vicinity, and which is noth
ing more nor less than burnt clay. In
the frequent eruptions of Mount Etna in
times past great beds of clay were cov
ered and buried from 20to 200feet by the
lava streams, with the result, when the
eruption happened in the dry season, of
burning and converting these clay
beds into a fine red gravel or powder.
These deposits are mined, and are consid
ered very valuable. The material, mixed
with a little lime and the usual amount
of water, forms a mortar or cement con
sidered superior to any other cement for
building purposes, and has been used in
Catania to the exclusion of all other ma
terials for centuries. Every building in
Catania is constructed of lava liberally
cemented with this mortar. In building.
small irregular stones are used, just as
they
hapfpen

to come, and a
.

smooth sur
face is a terward given by a thin coating
of mortar, inside and out, which can then
be divided by a trowel to imitate blocks
of stone, if desired. This burnt day.
with lime, makes a very strong and ad
hesive mortar; no other material would
hold together the large four and six-story
apartment houses, which are built en
tirely of small irregular stones. It also
has unequaled wearing and resisting
power, as the extensive harbor break
water proves. This breakwater was built
some ten years ago, and extends for three
quarters of a mile out into the sea, and is

said to be as good to-day as when first
built. It is composed entirely of lava,
and for a foot below water-mark to a sufii
cient hight to protect the ship ing, of
huge blocks of small lava rubble iberally
cemented with the mortar. The constant
wear and tear of the sea for ten ears has
only
damaged

the cement in insignificant

places,
an probably only where there

appened to be an air-space between the
mortar and stones caused by fault con
struction of the blocks. (kmsul {death
adds that the more he looks into the mat
ter the more he is convinced of the value
of this mortar as an economic substitute
for all the high-priced hydraulic cements
now used, and that it might well be
adopted in other countries besides Italy.__+—~

A Literary Curiosity.

From away out in Oklahoma, says a re
cent issue of the Paint, Oil and Drug Re
view, comes a request to a local paint
grinder for a donation of paint, couched
in the followin choice English :

——,P. 0. Via E—--
Ok——'1'er

MR. H.-—- Dear Sir
Peas to excuse me for

asking
So mutch

of your Paint Co We ar Buil ing a Pres
byerian Church it is called Dear Crick and

I. or We would be pleased to interduce
you pain yust hear on our Church 28 x 40
and I think as I see I do not think you
Would loos eny thing by Send us you
donation in Paint as We ar Bagen you
Can Shipe if you pleas to — —

it is our nedesst R Road
Station
Now I am a Elder in the Church and also

a carpenter a Contractuer and a Archt.
Wear-J us getin to build som good hone
in our nabhor hood
Write soon to — -- -————
via -— +si
BRITISH COLUMBIA will send to the
World’s Fair at Chicago a structure
which will contain all the varieties of
native woods. It will be built in sections
of contrasting woods, neatly mortised
together. The roof will consist of native
slate and a variety of cedar shingles. The
building will be shipped to Chicago in
sections, and will be put together on the
fair grounds
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Cottageof Moderate Cost.—Elevations.—Scale,>gInch to the Foot.
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Miscellaneous Delails of Cottage of Moderate Co.t.

Uses of Burnt-Clay 310er in Italy.

The United States Consul at Catania,
in his last report, says that visitors to Ca
tania invariably notice and remark on the
culiar soft ink color of all the unpainted
giiildings. is coloring is the result of
using cement or mortar of proved value,
found in the vicinity, and which is noth
ing more nor less than burnt clay. In
the frequent eruptions of Mount Etna in
times past great beds of clay were cov
ered and buried from 20to 200feet by the
lava streams, with the result, when the
eruption happened in the dry season, of
burning and converting these clay
beds into a fine red gravel or powder.
These deposits are mined, and are consid
ered ver valuable. The material, mixed
with a little lime and the usual amount
of water, forms a mortar or cement con
sidered superior to any other cement for
building purposes, and has been used in
Catania to the exclusion of all other ma
terials for centuries. Every building in
Catania is constructed of lava liberally
cemented with this mortar. In building.
small irregular stones are used, just as
they hap n to come, and a smooth sur
face is a terward given by a thin coating
of mortar, inside and out, which can then
be divided by a trowel to imitate blocks
of stone, if desired. This burnt clay.
with lime, makes a very strong and ad
hesive mortar; no other material would
hold together the large four and six-story
apartment houses, which are built en
tirely of small irregular stones. It also
has unequaled wearing and resisting
power, as the- extensive harbor break
water proves. This breakwater was built
some ten years ago, and extends for three
quarters of a mile out into the sea, and is
said to be as good to-day as when first
built. It is composed entirely of lava.
and for a foot below water-markto a suffi
cient hight to protect the ship ing, of
huge blocks of small lava rubble iberally
cemented with the mortar. The constant
wear and tear of the sea for ten ears has
only
damaged

the cement in insignificant

Elaces,
an probably only where there

appened to be an air-space between the
mortar and stones caused by faulty con
struction of the blocks. Consul Heath
adds that the more he looks into the mat
ter the more he is convinced of the value
of this mortar as an economic substitute
for all the high-priced hydraulic cements
now used, and that it might well be
adopted in other countries besides Italy.

A Literary Curiosity.

From away out in Oklahoma, says a re
cent issue of the Paint, Oil and Drug Re
view, comes a request to a local paint
grinder for a donation of paint, couched
in the followin choice English :

—-—,P. 0. Via E—
Ok—Ter

MR. H.— Dear Sir
Peas to excuse me for

asking
So mutch

of your Paint Co We ar Buil ing aPres
byerian Church it is called Dear Crick and

I. or We would be pleased to interduce
you pain yust hear on our Church 28 x 40
and I think as I see I do not think you
Would loos enythiri by Send us you
donation in Paint as e ar Bagen you
Can Shipe if you pleas to -— —

it is our nedesst R Road
Station
NowI am a Elder in the Church and also

a carpenter a Contractuer and a Archt.
We arJus getin to build som good hous
in our nabhor hood
Write soon to — -——~———
via— + W

Bumsu COLUMBIA will send to the
World‘s Fair at Chicago a structure
which will contain all the varieties of
native woods. It will be built in sections
of contrasting woods, neatly mortised
together. The roof will consist of native
slate and a variety of cedar shingles. The
building will be shipped to Chicago in
sections, and will be put together on the
fair grounds
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PROGRESS OF THE WORLD’S FAIR BUILDINGS.

URING the latter
part
of February

a representative 0 this journal vis
ited the ounds of the Columbian

Exposition in hicago and took a series
of photographs illustrative of the condi
tion of some of the various buildings in

process
of erection for the World’s Fair.

rom these photogra he the engravings
herewith presented ave been made,
showing in each instance the stage of the
work in progress. Some of the buildings
of the Exposition not shown in this con .

Simple Method of School Ventilation.

From an address delivered by J. F.
Brown before the sanitary convention held
at Centreville, Mich, we print the follow
ing interesting extract:
It is surprising how recently the ventila
tion of schools and other public buildings
has attracted our attention. We have

erected our colleges and churches with a

view to every convenience and left out the

’4Inauunmmmwm||lillnllllululllllll—~ ~gm“
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Progress of the World’s Fair Buildings—Fig. 1.—-Vr'ewAcross oneof theLagoons.

nection, as, for example, the Woman‘s
Building and the Mines Building, are
much nearer completion than those illus
trated herewith.
Referring to the engravings, Fig. 1 rep
resents a view across one of the lagoons.
showing on the left the Administra
tion Building, in the center the end
of the Mines Building, and on the right
the frame work of the Electrical Build
in .
%‘ig. 2 'ves a view of the Administra
tion Bui ding, whose most conspicuous
feature will be the eat gilded dome, 120
feet in diameter an 220 feet in hight.
Fi . 8 represents the central portion of
the orticultural Building, which will
be 1000feet long, with an extreme width
of 286feet. Its center pavilion is roofed
by a crystal dome 187feet in diamter and
113feet high, under which will be exhib
ited the tallest palms, bamboos and tree
ferns which can be procured,
The Fisheries Building will have an ex
treme length of 1100feet and a width of
200 feet. It will be observed that the
view was taken when a part of the iron
work of the dome was in place.
The present condition of the Electricity
Building ‘is shown in Fig. 5. It has a
central nave 115feet wide and 114 feet
high, and is crossed in the middle by a
transept of the same dimensions. It is
767feet long and 351feet wide.
Our sixth engraving is particularly in
teresting, since it shows in position the
first great steel arch of Machinery Hall,
the structure back of it being the traveler.
Fig. 7 illustrates the beginning of the
work on the great traveler which is to put
up the great steel trusses of the Mann
factures or Main Building. There are 27
of these main trusses, each with a span of
380 feet and a hight of 211 feet. The
traveler is 50 x 260 feet and will be 120
feet high. On top of it will be raised a
central tower of 135feet high. so that the
total hight will be 255feet.
The essential particulars of the princi

p
a
l buildings at the World‘s Fair will be

ound in connection with the engravings
of 15 of the structures presented in our
issue for January of the present year.

prime necessity—fresh air. How many
ministers are preaching to sleepy audi
ences, and how many teachers are teach
ing listless classes, and all no fault of
theirs, but simply because the necessary
conditions for attention, thought and men

In building an ordinary single-room dis
trict schoolhouse a 00d systemof ventila
tion may be secured at small trouble and
expense. Let a brick flue be constructed,

2 x 3 feet in the clear, and in this fine
should be placed an 8 inch heavy iron pipe
for conveying the smoke. This smoke
pipe should extend 2 feet or more above
the brick flue. The brick flue should ex
tend into the basement and there be con
nected, immediately under the floor, by
means of pipes, with two or more regisv
ters placed in opposite parts of the room
and directly in the floor, being careful not
to place them under the seats. These reg
vistersshould be about 16 x 20 inches, and
should be opened immediately after the
fire is started in the morning. When the
iron pipe becomes warm it will cause an
upward current of air, which will remove
the foul air near the bottom of the room.
The iron pipe should be heavy, both for
durability and to prevent the burning of
dust in the ventilating shaft by contact
with a red-hot smoke pipe.
To get the fresh air in the room is equally
simple. If an ordinary stove is used an
opening can be made direcily under the
center of the stove, about 12 x 16 inches,
and fitted with a pipe extending through
the basement to the open air—never open
in the basement. This pipe should con
tain a damper that can be opened or closed
at will, and so regulate the supply of air
to be heated. If this pipe is brought
within 4 inches of the bottom of the
stove, and there fitted with a flange ex
tending over the entire bottom of the
stove and about 2 inches up on each
side, our ventilating apparatus is complete.
Buildings containing more than one room,
if not too large, can be ventilated in the
sameway, and the plan for cheapnrss and
simplicity commends itself to private usr.

Fig. 2.—The Administration Bui ding.

tal development are wanting. A school
room or other public building that is fit to
be occupied should have two essential pro
visions: 1. There should be an adequate
supply of pure warm air, and, 2

, there
should be some means for removing the
foul air. This should be accomplished
without drafts, and should be a continu
one process by which the air should be
constantly changing

Where furnaces are used the air is too
often taken from the basement, a practice
that cannot be too strongly condemned.
A recent examination of the fresh air boxes
in the basementof our school building re
vealed the fact that the openings, through
which the boxes were, intended to be
cleaned, were open; so instead of the
fresh air from out of doors passing up to
the rooms above, the vitrated air of the
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basement, that is used as a playroom, was
allowed to pass up.
The same principles apply to buildings
of two, three or more rooms. These prin
cip‘es briefly summed up are as follows:
1. Let the room he of ample size. The
York State Board of Health recommends
200 cubic feet of air space to each person,
providing the air is constantly changed.
2 The foul air should be removed at or
near the floor.
3. The ventilating shaft should be large
enough to take out the foul air.
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of a well-designed structure give a full
margin to stability, as they also satisfy
the eye, which intuitively exacts a certain
relation between hight and width. Many
of the proportions of brick buildings are
regulated by bond—that is. the number
of bricks and half bricks. In the framing
of the building acts the thickness of walls

is thus regulated in the schedules. These
thicknesses are sufficient for party walls,
which mainly sustain a vertical weight ;

but in the construction of chimney stacks
there is no clear rule. Under the 18 and
19Vict. cap. 122,section 20, it is enacted

AME
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Progress of the ll'orld’s Fair Buildings—Fig. 3.—Horticultural Hall.

4
.

The ventilating flue should always be
heated to be of service.
5. The supply of fresh air should be
Warmed, and the amount‘admitted should
just compensate that exhausted by the
ventilating flue. . . .
The question of ventilation is one de
serving of greater attention than it receives
from those in whose charge is entrusted
the care and construction of public build
ings. We are proverbially carelessof the
needs of the body for pure air even in our
own homes.
Of course there are scotiers who will tell
us that this fresh-air craze is merely a

mania, a mere matter of habit; and that,
becauseour fathers slept in a 7 x 9 bed
room and lived to a hale old age, we can
do the same thing. These will relate with
great glee the story of the man who, find
ing himself unable to sleep at his hotel,
because he had been unable to raise the
window in his room, at last arose and
tried again in the darkness, and failing,
broke a light of glass, after which he had
no difficulty in sleeping. Imagine his dis
may in the morning to find that he had
broken into the glass book one in the
room.

Nevertheless science, before whose de
crees we all how, estimates that 40 per
cent. of all deaths occur through neglect
of this sanitary precaution of ventilation
in the homes of our citizens. Before we
go to Germany in search of the wonderful
lymph of Dr. Koch, had we not better
secure the life-giving lymph that is at our
own doors?

—__.___
Stability of Domestic Chimneys.

In the design of buildings, as in all
structures of masonry, the relation of
thickness to hight is a very important
matter, says a recent issue of the Building
News. The architect designs largely by
the eye. The visible qualities as ex
pressed in his elevation and section are
generally suflicient to enable him to dis
pensewith those delicate computations of
stability which the engineer so frequently
ca‘ls to his assistance. The proportions

that “ every chimney-shaft shall be car
ried up in brick or stone work all round,
at least 4 inches thick, to a hight not less
than 3 feet above the roof. flat, or gutter
adjoining thereto, measured at the high
est
point
in the line of junction with such

too ,flat or gutter;" but it goes on to
give the maximum hight, which is that it
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or two since, and which blew down nu
merous stacks on houses. When we take
into account the age and decayed nature
of some bricks, the perishable mortar
used in the joints of the stack, each of
which conditions considerably reduces the
margin of safety, we shall have no difi
culty in coming to the conclusion that a

large number of chimney stacks are in a

very risky state, and that sudden gusts of
wind render them exceedingly dangerous
to the inmates, and also to persons who
happen to be near the buildings.

RULE T0 INSURF. STABILITY.
The only rule to insure stability is to
take moments about the center of gravity
of the shaft where the wind pressure acts.
The stability of a chimney stack. of course,
depends on the weight of the brick work
above the joint at the base being such
that it preponderates over the wind press
ure at the center of gravit of shaft to
such a degree that the resu tant of the
two forces shall fall within the base of
stack at the said joint sufiiciently to pre
vent crushing of the material on that
side, or tension on the opposite or wind
ward edge. For the sake of stability, the
line of pressure or resultant of the weight
and wind pressure should fall within the
shaft thickness at the joint level ‘0 i at
least one-quarter of the whole width of
chimney. If we suppose an ordinary
brick stack composed of 9-inch fines and
4% inches of brick work on each side, the
total width of stack would be 18 inches,
so that the line of pressure should come
within the joint by at least 415 inches.
The hight of the chimney above the joint
would be 9 feet if the maximum statutory
limit is allowed : and if we say there are
five dues in width, the stack would be 6

feet wide. It is easy to find the weight
of the brick work above the level of joint,
which

may
roughly be put at 80 hundred

weight. hen, if we multiply 9 feet by 6

feet and by the wind ressure, we shall ob
tain the total force w ich acts against the
side of the chimney at its center of gravity,
and this force has to be counteracted by
the 80 hundredweight acting through the

‘11l_l_11,ll.l.|..’ I Ill-mn-l
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Fig. 4.—Thc Fisheries Building

shall “ not be built higher above the roof,
flat or gutter adjoining thereto, measured
from the highest point in the line of 'unc
tion of such roof, flat or gutter, than a ight
equal to six times the least width of such
chimney shaft at the level of such highest
point in the line of junction, unless such
chimney shaft is built with and bonded to
another chimney shaft not in the same
line with the first, or otherwise rendered
secure." This regulation applies to the
metro lis. The proportion thus given as
a maximum hight is safe under ordinary
circumstances, and in positions where the
full force of the wind is not experienced ;

but it is rather too much in situations ex
posed to high winds or hurricanes, such
as that which visited these shores a week

center of the chimney's thickness. There
are thus three external forces acting upon
the stack exposed to the wind ; the weight
of chimney acting vertically, the wmd
pressure acting horizontally, and. the re
action of the resultant. By taking me
ments about the center of gravity, and
assigning definite values to each force.
the actual stability of the chimney can
be found. It will be found from this in
vestigation that chimneys of this hight
scarcely fulfill the conditions of stablhty,
especially when the tenacity o

f

the mor
tar at the joint is small or impaired by
age. Of course the tenacious property of
the mortar has something to do with the
question, as good mortar would increase
the resistance to its overturning, but little
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dependence can be placed on this alone,
as it would be extremely unwise to trust
to the tenacity of a joint.

STRENGTHENINGCHIMNEY STACKS.

We
frequently

see chimneys which rise
from the eaves evel to a hight of 10 feet
or 12 feet above at the side of a house

of wrought metal work tends to obscure or
conceal its intrinsic qualities, and is there
fore undesirable. In this respect the use
of paint on handsome metal work is as ch
jectionable as on handsome wood work.
No one now thinks of covering a beautiful
piece of wood with anything to conceal the
true texture of the material. For the same

Progress of the World’s Fair Buildings —Fig. 5.—TheElectricity Building.

slightly inclined, partly b r the action of
the sun and moisture. hese ought to
be thicker or buttressed. Iron stays are
abominations and should not be tolerated.
We think the only proper means of
strengthening chimney stacks of this
hight is to give them more base—to add,
in fact. piers or half-brick projections be
tween the flues on each side. The subject
is one that demands attention from the
London County Council, and from all
local authorities who have the adminis
tration of building by-laws. Several
fatal accidents from falls of chimney
stacks have been reported lately which

’
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Fig. 6.—The First Arch of Machinery Hall.

call for some attention on the part of of
ficials. —_.____
Finish of Wrought-Iron Work.

The use of paint or varnish as a pro
tective coating to wrought iron work h s

heretofore been a matterof necessity,8V1 n in
many caseswhere rhe work wasnot exposed
to the weather. None the less, says ‘Ire/ml,
the useof any plartic material on the surface

reasons it is even more desirable, in the
eras of wrought metal work, to retain with
all possible freshness the texture of the
metal and the individuality given by the
marks of the hammer.
Happily, science, in this as in so many
other matters, has come to the relief or‘art.
The method of marment known as the
Bower-Bald’ process, by which the iron
work is subjected in a furnace to the action
of certain gaseswhich produce on its sur

face the unchangeable magnetic or black
oxide of iron, has given us a metallic sur
face unique in tone and texture, which
preserves intact all of the original fresh
ness and life of the metallic surface, and
which constitutes a perfect protection
against rust and other chemical change
under all ordinary conditions of inside use.
Its brittleness precludes its employment
where the work is very delicate or liable
to bcndin . but otherwise it is applicable
to all kin s of iron work, either wrought
or cast. No one who has not seen iron
work treated by this process can fully
realize the perfection and beauty of the
finish it affords.si+
The Bloomingdale Asylum.

One of the most interesting groups of
buildings recently projected is that of the
Bloomingdale Insane Asylum at White
Plains, N. Y. Twenty-five years ago the

Fig. 7.—A Part of (he Traveler for theMain Building.

corporation bought 300 acres of high
ground overlooking the town. and this
spring they will begin an elaborate series
of buildings with the object of moving
there within the next two years. James
Brown Lord has drawn the plans for 15
buildings. Twelve will be built at once,
the others when needed. These build
ings are designed after what is known as
the pavilion plan—that is, each is sepa
rate, but all are connected by covered
ways. They will form. roughly speaking,
a diamond, inclosing three courts or o n
plots, each about 136 x 144 feet. be
central structure. at one of the apices of
the diamond, will be known as the ad
ministration building. There will be
three elaborate structures on each side of
this, their fronts receding sharply both
ways. Thus seven buildin s will face the
visitor ap roaching from t e front.
The bui dings are all of the Spanish re
naissance style. Each will rise from a
foundation of rough field stone two stories
in red brick, with terra cotta and brown
stone trimmings. Under the sweeping
roofs will be broad open roof stories for
exercise in unpleasant weather. The
administration house in the center will
have a commanding square tower. The
two end buildings will have tall towers
also, and the intermediate structures will
have towers of less hight. All will be of
the most modern tire-proof construction.
The cost of the whole will be about
$1,000,000.
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CONTRACTS AN D CONDITIONS.

ing anything in the shape of a con
tract presented to him in order to

secure a job has resulted in the acceptance
of certain forms of a cement asbeing the
only ones under w ich building opera
tions can be conducted. President Mc
Allister in his address to the sixth con
vention of the National Association of
Builders made the apt statement that
“ the man who submits to abuse invites
abuse, and is certain in the end to be
abused," and in the form of contract
cited in the following the truth of his
statement is apparent.
The conditions and contract referred to
were drawn by the City Architect in one
of the rincipal cities of the country and
exemp ifymany of the contracts drawn
by architects in private practice. Only a
few of the salient points are touched
upon, those being very briefly treated and
in a spirit entirely devoid of partiality or
personality, in an eflort to point out some
of the defects which exist in the builder‘s
methods of transacting his business, as
well as to urge upon his attention the
desirability of employing the Uniform
Contract in preference to any other. The
consideration of this question premises,
of course. that both parties to a contract
are thoroughly honest and equally de
sirous of effecting the completion of the
contract in a successful and mutually
satisfactory manner. This being the fact,
there is no reason for the inequalities in
the conditions and contract, and the re
verse being the case, there is all the more

reaion
for absolutely just protection for

eac .

THE
HABIT of the contractor in sign

GENEBAL CONDITIONB.

. . . 'l'he contracting party is to do all
heating required to dry the plasteringand for
finishing the building, and provide fuel and
attendance,up to thirty days from the com
letion of the building, contractor to rovide
eatersor stoveswhen required by t e City
Architect. . . .

In this clause the contractor is required
to estimate upon an unknown quantity.
The architect may consider one stove for
one day sufficient, or 100 stoves for 100
days necessary. Provision should bemade
for the contractor to be paid upon a basis
of the amount of heat actually provided_

Said plansand
specifications,

together with
this contract. of w ich they are to be deemed
a part, are to be construed together,so that
any work shown on the plans, though not
mentionedin the ifications, or vice versa,
or any provisions0 thecontract not repeated
in the plansor specifications,or vice versa, is
to beexecutedb the contractor as a part of
this contract igured dimensionsare to pre
vail over scale. All thingswhich in the opin
ion of the architect ma fairly be inferred
from the plansand speci cationsare to be ex
ecutedby thecontractor as a part of this con—
tract. If completedrawings of detail havenot
yet beenmade,the same,whenmadeand con
forming to saidplans and specifications,are to
constitutea part of this contract, thearchitect
being the solejudge astowhethersaiddetailed
drawings conform to said plans and specifica
tions. The plans and drawings receivedby
the contractor at any time during thecontinu
anceof this contract are at its termination to
be returned to the City Architect, the sameto
be the property of the city. '

The first art of this clause provides

specifically
or the work to be done under

t e double precaution of including all
work set down in the specification even
though not shown on the Inns, and vice
versa. and further states t at “ all things
which in the opinion of the architect,
may fairly be inferred from the plans
and specifications are to be executed by
the contractor as a part of this contract."
If the contractor must build according to
what the architect considers may befairly inferred from the plane, where is
the need for s ifications at all? In
what other business contract does an in

ference figure? In the event of detailed
drawings being lacking at the time the
bid is made up by the contractor, he

must execute the contract in accordance
with the later drawings under any cir
cumstances, as the clause provides that
the architect shall be the sole judge as to
whether or not these later drawings con
form to the lens upon which the con
tractor bas his estimate. The plans, in
realit , are but the delineation of the
speci cations and it does not seem unfair
to maintain that the specification should
at least mention everything that is to be
introduced into the building, in order
that the contractor may not be required
to scrutinize the plans, to determine
whether or not items there up at which
are not called for in the speci cation, and
vice rersa.
The contractor shall dismiss any of his em
ployees if the architect considers said em
ployeesinocnipetentor carelessor disobedient,
or to act in a disorderly or improper manner,
and so informs the contractor, and such per
sonsshall not again be employedon the work.
The contractor shall makegoodall defects,
omissionsand violations of the terms of this
contract, whensoeverdiscovered, during the
progress of the work or afterward, notwith
standing any payments that may have been
made, or any certificates of payments that
may havebeen 'ven, or possessionor accept
anceof the wor by thecity, and shall be re
sponsiblefor any da that may be caused
in making goodsaid defects,omissions or vio
lstions.
The contractor shall clean away all dirt and
rubbish caused by his operations as often as
requestedby the architect, and shall leavethe
premises,at the termination of this contract,
free from suchdirt and rubbish, and in a clean
and neatcondition.
The first clause of the foregoing is ab
interference with the contractor’s affairs
that is not justified by the other condi
tions to the contract, for the architect has
to do only with the satisfactory comple
. tion of the work, or any part of it, and
.not with the person who does it, or how
it shall be done. Provision is made for
the architect to condemn any portion of
the work improperly completed.
The operation of the second clause is
such that the contractor is afforded no
security whatever from being compelled
at any time to tear down and rebuild, at
his own expense. portions of the building
discovered to be defective, and which de
fects are the fault of the architect; for if
the conditions of the contract are properly
carried out the architect approves of
nothing but what is satisfactory. If the
work was satisfactory at the time of ap
proval by the architect, then the defects
must have existed in the plans, and are
therefore faults of the architect. In either
case the contractor is required to repair a
fault that is not his own. The clause is
also vague in that the su remacy of the
architect is, in this particu ar, abandoned,
and any one can discover at any time de
fects for which he (the architect) is alone
responsible, either during his term of ad
mitted responsibility or after it has
ceased to exist.
The third clause is an unwarrantable
interference with the work of the con
tractor, except in so far as it refers to
leaving the building clean at the termina
tion of the contract.

INSURANCE.

The contractor must deposit an insurance
policy covering thefull amountof thecontract
at the time the first order for a payment on
account is given by the City Architect.
While the cost of insurance is a definite
amount that can be added by the con
tractor to his bid, the uestion arises as
to why the contractor s ould be required
to deposit an insurance policy, at the
time of the first payment, which covers
something that does not exist. In a case
where the amount of the contract is, say,
$500,000,and the time for completion is
two years, the contractor is compelled to
efliect insurance for the com leted build
ing at the date of the comp ation of the
excavating or when the first story is up,
at which time he receives his first pay

ment, and is thereby de rived of the use
of his money which he as paid to some
insurance company for the protection
of something not in 'existence. This
clause is inoperative from its own con
ditions, as it is unlikely that any repu
table insurance company would insure a
building that did not exist. There is also
no requirement as to whom the policy
shall be drawn, whether in the name of
the contractor or the owner.
In any case it is only a roundabout
way on the part of the owner of securing
insurance on his property at the e nse
of the contractor. The contractor s ould
only be liable for such work under the
contract as has not yet been approved by
the architect, the rest having become the
property of the owner, as in reality every
particle of material has, as soon as placed
in the building. The insurance should
be etfected by the person who owns the
building, in such manner that the con
tractor shall be

grotected
for work not

yet approved, an which is virtually the
property of the owner as soon as it is
placed in the building.

THE CONTRACT.

. . . . . . .. contractor, and thecity of . . . .. . . . .
on this . . . . . . . . day of . . . . . . . . . . . . AD. 1892,
agreeas follows :
1. Said contractor shall furnish all the ma

ticrials
and labor and do everything required

01‘. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . .
in all respects in accordancewith the specifi
cationsheretoannexedand the plans for the
said work, prepared b the City Architect of
said city, and said architect maymakealtera
tions in the plan, form, dimensionsor material
of the work hereincontemplated,eitherbefore
or after the commencementof construction,
and if such alterations increasethe quantity
of work to bedone,such increaseshall be

lpaidfor according to the quantity actually one
and at the price established for such work
under this contract, and if there is no price
established,then the price shall be fixed by
said architect, with theapproval of theMayor
of said city, in writing; and if they decrease
thequantity of work to be done,any damage
actually doneto said contractor thereby shall
beestimatedand fixed by said architect, with
the approval of the Mayor of said city, in
writing; and if theymakethework lesse n
sive to the contractor, a proportional d ac
tion shall bemadefrom the contract price as
determined by said architect, with the ap
proval in writing of the Mayor of said city.
The decisionof saidarchitect in re art! to ad
ditions to or deductions from th 5 contract
shall befinal. All materials and workman
shipmust be the best of their classthrough
out aud be furnished and done under the
supervision and to the entire satisfaction in
every respectof saidarchitect.
The terms of this clause permit the
paid agent of one of the parties to the
contract to become the sole judge as to
the value of alterations in the work to be
executed under this contract by the other
party thereto. In case the specifications
are changed after the contract is signed
the architect, who is employed by the
owner and acts for him in all transactions
relating to the execution of the contract.
becomes the sole and only person who
shall determine the cost of the changes or
alterations, provided a price is not al
ready fixed upon which to base the cost.
and which price is not fixed in l per cent.
of the contracts let. If either of the par
ties to the contract is entitled to a voice
in fixing the value of work to be done un
der alterations or additions to the ori i
nal design, the one who rforms t e
Work (the contractor) shoul be that per
son. Again, if one of the parties is entitled
to a voice in the matter, the other should
also be entitled to the same privilege.
The adjustment of the rice on all work
done outside of that w ich was compre
hended in the contractor’s original esti
mate should be provided for through
disinterested persons, to whom the con
tractor and the architect may appeal in
the event of their bein unable to agree
between themselves. an whose decision
in the matter should be final. There is
no equity in a contract which involves a
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sum of money to be paid for work done,
to give one of the parties to the agree
ment powers which are not equally con
ceded to the other. The provision, “ The
decision of the said architect in regard to
additions to or deductions from this con
tract shall be final,"is the acme of unfair
ness.

2. Said contractor shall do everything ne
cessaryto the completionof the work, drawn
on lansani not 5 ecifiedor described,or spec
ifl or describedpand not drawn on plans ;
shall follow accurately theplans,but shall fol
low figured dimensions in preferenceto scale
dimensions; shall constructthedetail work in
accordancewith full-size drawings to be fur
nished b the said architect, and shall take
downan replaceat his own expenseany work
constructedwithout such drawings or not in
accordancewith them.

This art of clause 2 of the contract is
contr ictory to the general conditions
under which the contract must be exe
outed, for after doubl providing for any
errors on the part of t e architect, as pre

viously alluded to, it goes on to require
that the contractor “ shall take down and
replace at his own expense any work con
structed without such drawings or not in
accordance with them." Without refer
ring to the fact that the preceding sen
tence states that work which is s cified
and which doesnot appear in “ suc draw
ings" shall be rforined, the portion men
tioned is in irect contradiction to that
part of the conditions which states that
“ all things which in the opinion of the
architect may fairly be inferred from the
plans and specifications are to be execut
ed, &c.,“ thereby stipulating that certain
portions of the work must be done by in
ference, and the contractor is expected to
inferin harmony with the architect; if
he does not, the architect may order that
portion of the work taken down and re
constructed. The entire construction of
the clause is intended to protect the
architect from the result of his neglect or
oversight in drawing the specification
and plans, and to compel the contractor

to estimate and build, not only in accord
ance with his (the architect‘s) design, but
in accordance with his intentions also,
whether expressed in the specifications or
not.
Under such a contract as this. one party
thereto agrees to produce a building com
pleted according to certain specified re
quirements for a stipulated sum of money;
but in order to secure this contract he
must also agree to submit to any change
in the requirements which the other party
may see fit to make after the contract has
been signed and the price fixed. and must
cc to let the party who makes the

c anges be the “ sole judge" as to the
cost of such changes. The owner, through
the architect, virtually says to the con
tractor (under such a contract):

“ Build
me a building according to these require
ments at the lowest market price, but
anythin that I have forgotten or any
change may desire to make, you must
also build, for which I will pay you what
ever price I see fit."

ARBITRATION AND APPRENTICESHIP.

RBITRATION asa factor for harmo
nizing the interests of employers and
workmen in the building trades is

appreciated by very few. In ageneral way
and for the settlement of some particular
deadlock its utilit ' is conceded,but with no
com rehcnsion o the breadth of its scope
or o the importance of the permanent ex
istence of facilities for its use. There are
various subjects in the building trades
which are the source of continual complica
tions between the employers and the work
men, because each side thinks the other
is encroaching upon its rights, and each
each maintains its opinion from an entirely
one-sided int of view. In order that
each may ully comprehend the ri hts of
the other, the two must come toget er to
consider and discuss the points at issue.
So long as the points of variance are not
jointly considered, so long will they re
main stumbling blocks in the path of har
mony, to be temporarily pushed aside by
the stronger party, only, however, to again

present
themselves at the first opportunity.

hewinninng a point by force convinces
no one of the justice of the point gained,
but rather creates enmity on the part of the
side forced to yield toward that which is
successful. Arbitration rovidesameans
for the adjustment of a airs of mutual
concern, in which each side has an equal
voice, and in which mutual satisfaction
must be gained.
The two letters appended hereto show
an important feature in harmonizing the
interests of the employers and workmen,
which is the direct result of the existence
of arbitration as the method of settle
ment of difierences between the two in
the trades mentioned. The Joint Com
mittee of Arbitration was established as
an institution which would greatly facili
tate the conditions under which work was
to be carried on, and at a time when the
relations between the employers and
workmen were as satisfactory as Ihey had
been for some time previous to its crea
tion, and was, therefore, established not
as a last resort for the settlement of some
long-foughtover point, but as a wise pro
vision for the future.
The mutually satisfactory adjustment
of the apprent' eship question was one of
the direct resu ts obtained through arbi
tration. It was one of the many subjects,
the settlement of which was sible
through the joint consideration 0 all its
aspects, by the absolutely fairmeans pre
sented by the plan of arbitration adopted.
A permanent joint committee of arbitra
tion, having equal numbers from the em
ployers’ organization and the workman’s
union, creates a medium throu hwhich
more perfect understanding an greater
harmony can be obtained.
The following letters are given as show
ing the opportunity that is open to every

' so that not onl

community of builders to bring about a
condition of affairs that will render their
business not only more profitable. but
more just to the workmen and to all
concerned:

Ham. or ran Jouaimviuw BRICK- )LAYEBS’Pmrrsc'riva ASSOCIATION.
PHILADELPHIA, March 25,1802. i

W. H. Sayward, Esq., Secretary National
, Association of Builders, Boston,Mass .'
Dana Sta—W ill you leaseforward tothe
aboveaddresscopiesof t e a mententered
into last fall b the Mason uilders’ Associa—
tion and the ourneymen Bricklayers’ Asso
ciationof Boston,in thematterof receivingap
prenticesfrom thetrade schools.A localnews
paper reports that “ all regular indentured
apprenticesareto begiven instruction therein '
nonebut regular indenturedapprenticesshall
be allowed to enter theseschools.” Anything
you may have to suggest in addition to the
above will be heartily welcomedby onewho
feelshimself, by virtue of his position, bound
to study the apprenticeship question from a

practical
standpoint in a p ressive s int. 1

eartin concur in your i eas of I orough
organization. Let me havea full expression
of your views on this and allied topics.

Very truly yours,- D. M. Annaason, President,
Also secretaryof the Joint Committeeof Con
ference.

The reply of the secretary of the
National Association of Builders is as
follows:

Bos'rori, April 12,low.

D. M. Anderson, Esq., Presi'dnif Journeymen
Bricklayers’ Protective Association, Phil-_adelphia, Pa .'
DEAR S]B.—-Itake pleasure in sendingyou
a copyof theAp renticeship Systemasadopted

by
the Joint ommittee established by the

. asonBuilders‘ Association and Bricklayers’
Union No. 3of Boston and approved by both
bodies. I think you ought to understand,in
the first place, in what mannerthe coalitionof
thesetwo associationshasbeenbrought about,

this important questionof
apprenticeship, at all mattersof mutual con
cern, are amicably consideredand settled. It
will not benecessaryto explain in detail all
the difliculties which have had to beslowly
overcome,for on are undoubtedly aware of
them,but I wi 1simply say that our National
Associationof Builders hasbeendoing a rent
deal of prclimin and educational wor in
this direction, an at theannual convention,
held in New York in February, 1591,a plan
was finally adoptedas a proper oneto recom
mendto all filial bodiesas a rational method
of preventingall difficultiesbetweenemplo ers
and workmen in the building trades. {'ou
will find this plan (printed in L‘arqrenlryand
Building in the issueof August, 189!)on pages
46 to 49 inclusive of the official report of the
fifth convention of the National Aociation
of Builders, a copy of which I sendyou under
aseparate cover, in which you will also find
the full discussionof the plan and its adop
tion. Taking this plan as a basis, the Mason
Builders’ Association and the Bricklayers’
Union of Boston entered into an agreement;
soon after that convention, and, further, a

similar agreementwas entered into with the
stonemasons’and with the building laborers’
unions, all of which have proven e'minentiy
satisfactory. I inclose also herewith a copy
of theagreementmadewith the Bricklaycis‘
Union, which, you will see, is word for word
asrecommendedby our National Association.
The agreements made with the other iwo
unions are identically the same. I also in
closea cop of the agreementand recommen
dations o the Joint Committee of Mason
Builders and Bricklayers for 1892.
After readin thea prenticeshipsystemyou
will discover t t t e newspaper reports to
which your letter refers were not accurate.
Our systemfor Boston treats thequestionof
trade schoolsonly in a tentative way, for the
reasonthat wehave as yet no trade school in
existencehere,but, believingas I do that such
institutions can be made of much value, and
believingas I do that in this department,as
in all others of mutual concern, the em l--y
ersand the workmen should frankly woi' to
getherfor the best ood of the craft, 1 con
ceived it to be emneatly important, while
framing a

comdrrehensive
systemof apprentice

ship. to inclu 0 somerec ition of the fact
that a moreregular meth of instruction in
thefundamentalfeaturesof thebuildir trades
is desirable for all concerned, and t at 9112-.

ployers
and workmen alike should lead their

earty su port to it.
When t e workmen and employers are of
one mind in this matter, and jom hands in
systematicanddefiniteinstructions during the
early stages of the youth’s appprenticeship,
suchas schoolsof this nature

give
peculiar op

portunity
for, many of the o jections which

ave beenmadeto independenttrade schools,
on accountof an effect inimical to the inter
estsof the workmen which the have been

supposed
lo create, will be entirely obliter

a
There ismuch I would like to say in regard
to the establishmentof just relationsbetween
employers and workmen, but time will not
permit. lshall beglad, however, to answer
any further uestions which

you
may desire

to present,an begyou will be ievc mea very
sincereworker in behalf of harmon between
theemployerand the

em‘ploved.
ours very

truly, . H. Savwann,
Secretarv Nat’l Ass'u of Builders.

AMONG THE interesting buildings of a
thoroughly modern character which will
be put up this vear in this vicinity may
be mentioned the new abattoir of the New
York and New Jersey Abattoir Company,
the Seventy-first Regiment Amory, the
Charities Building on Fourth avenue and
Twentv-second street and Mr. Dinkel
berg's big oflice building at the foot of
Broadway, adjoining the Washington
Building. The Armory Board has de
ferred the matter of the Seventy-first Regi
ment Armory for a time, but the plans are
ready. Mr. Dinkelberg has been forced
to modify the plans for hislhuge office
building, described in these columns some
months ago, but it will be one of the
great buildings of the city, havin
thirteen stories to the main cornice, an
a sky-scraping tower over all.
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CYOLON E ARCH ITECTU RE.

Essruwoax, S r L 1r
T a E E Townsnm—
To theEditor of (.‘ar

DEAR Sun—Knowing the world-wide
circulation of your paper, I was not sur
prised to find a copy of it here in this out-of
the-way locality. Perhaps that was writ
ten unadvisedly, however, as this little—
town shall we call it? is located on a
main branch of one of the largest rail
roads and boasts the possession of a post
office, church, grocery store, and several
other buildings intended to echo to the
genial rattle of trade and as places of
residence. Among the latter we must
include the sod houses, built in most
instances by their owners. When I gazed
at the stucco desi s of floors laid in hard
earth, and the bir -nest frame works with
sod shingles, it occurred to me that this
wasn't much of a place for the ambitious
carpenter and builder. The time is long
past when the man of chips received $6
for a day's work here. Thinking it might
interest your readers I send a photograph
of one of our best houses. (See Fig. 1.)
This building cost, a few years ago,
$1000,and in size is about 18x 30on the
ground. The first floor is partitioned ofl'

pentry and Building _

Great farms, miles in extent; great har
vests (when the weather also happens to
be great), great air, and great stretches of

To this list Igrass and plain and sky.

stirs.” Without our cyclone we would
be as lonesome and un-celebrated as Cali
fornia without her wet seasons.
Some of the veteran houses, which for

Fig. 3.—RepresentativeExample of Western ("ye-(‘meArchileetm-e.

Cyclone Architectura—Fig. l.-—View of one of the Best Houses at Earthwork,
Split Tree Township.

into two rooms, the upstairs being one
apartment divided by curtains into two
bedrooms. The stove used to heat one of
these is “ connected with the air "_by a
common stove pipe running directly
through a hole in the roof. The fire reg
ulations of the place are not so strict as to
interfere with the divine right of a man
to do as he likes, in this respect at least.
At the time this house was constructed
materials for back plastering were as dif
ficult to procure here as Rhode Island
Johnny cakes. and the following means
were adopted to supply the deficiency
and kee out trong winds : The in
side of t e walls was sheathed up, the
space between same and the outside walls
being filled with sand. Sand there was
in quantity; sand to spare—t0 lease, to
let. to give awa '. The result was quite
satisfacto am wholly economical: be
sides whic it served to anchor the build
in to a given locality. not a small con
si eration in these festive parts.

years have stood the general shakin up
of this cheerful visitation, are mode s of
angle work. The old dwellings seem to
have started off in several directions at
the same time, and got a little distance in
each, until they look “ready to go" in
nore senses than one. m,
I have secured a sketch of one of these
_last-mentioned houses, which (see Fig. 3)
is submitted to your readers as a re re
sentative example of Western cyc one
architecture.
Yours respectfully. W. C. S.

Note—In connection with the article of
our correspondent above we resent a re
production of a grotesque il ustration of
an elastic rubber house, advertised some
months since in Scritmer’s Magazine.
This house is represented in the fourth

Fig. 4.—Appearance of an Elastic Rubber House and Factory Chimney
During a Cyelone.

Fig. 2.—Vieu: of a Home from a Photograph Taken During a "Little Stir."

Higlh
buildings are dangerous here. The

one s own was as high as any I saw. Our
West, you know. is noted for great-things:

must add the great cyclone. In Fig. 2 is
presented a view of a house from a photo
graph taken during one of the “little

sketch and is worthy of more than'pass
ingnotice in treating of the unique subject
of “ Cyclone Architecture.” The supposed
makers refer to these dwelling houses in
the following humorous vein : "They are
constructed entirely of India rubber and
are specially recommended for settle
ments in regions visited by tornadoes or
earthquakes. They are much superior in
comfort and appearance to cyclone cellars.
and as they most gracefully adapt them
selves to the fury of the elements will
outride the most severe tornado. The
elasticity of the floors makes them ad
mirably adapted to dancing or athletic
s rts, and the saving in broken crockery
acne is a large item in these houses.
Falling down stairs is a luxury. Elastic
Asbestos Foundry Chimneys are a spe
cialty.“ .
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CORRESPONDENCE.
hlnzllng lllpl.

From W. T. J., Tucola. IIl.--In an
swer to “A. W. P,“ whose in niry
appeared in the February issue 0 the
paper, I will give my method of finish
ing hip roofs without the use of weather
boards. I have used this method for
the last five years and know it to
be entirely satisfactory. We use shin
gles at least 6 inches wide at the hips,
stained back about 1% inches from the
sharp an 1e of the hip, carrying up both
sides an weaving together. When car
ried to the top, strike a line 2 inches from
the sharp angle on each side, after which
proceed to dress down the corners of each
course, as shown in Fig. 1 of the sketches,
until a straight edge laid on will fit close
the entire distance. Then with two six
penny nails lay a course of four round or
octagon dimension shingles from the bot
tom to the top by the lines already men
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tioned, giving the hip the appearance in
dicated in Fig. 2 of the sketches. Of
course care must be used in nailing
where the shingles are to be cut.

From E. M. L., Indiana, P(l.- In an
swer to “ A. W. P.” of Buffalo, N. Y., I

send a sketch, shown in Fig. 3 of the il

lustrations, which may prove of interest.
This method I obtained from Car ntry
and Building, and was there calle Hol~
comb’s patent. but if it was ever patented
the patent has probably long since ex
pired. Take an even width of shingle,
say 6 inches. and instead of dressing off
to a point let it extend down to the bot
tom of the row below, thus 'ving the
short side to the weather. eep both
sides driven evenly, pare oif carefully,
and

la
t perfectly tight and neat job is the

resu .

I From A. S. A., Cherr field—Concern
ing the inquiry of “ A. P.” of Buflalo,
N. Y., I would state that the best method

I have ever seen or used can be found in
Carpentry and Building for March. 1884.
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Note—For the benefit of those of our
readers who were not subscribers to the
paper in 1884,and also of those who have
not access to the volume for that year, we
have reproduced the article mentioned,
together with accompanying illustrations.
It was contributed by “W. A. Y.” of
Price’s Landing, Pa. We also submit,
with sketches, an article b “S. H. G.,”
Groton, Conn., relating to t- e same sub
ject and published In Carpentry and
Building for January, 1881.

! Vme W. A. Y., Price’s Land-ing, Pa.—
Isend the construction of the hip of a

roof, which I think will be new to many
of the readers of Ca

rib-{land
Building.I regard it as thergst 'p I have ever

seen for neat finish and stability. The
grain”of the hip shingles runs parallel
with _the hip, and it makes a neat finish
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brother chips would like my method of
shingling regular hips. It is not original
with me, but it is the plan which I prefer
using. Sometimes it is real bother to
find wide shingles enough, and the old
way demands too much cutting. I snap

a line 4 inches from each side of the hip,
as indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 6.
and bring the corner of the shin le of each
course to the line, as shown in t e sketch.
When all through with the plain shing
ling, I make a pattern and cut the to i

only in this manner. The bottoms w_ 1break joints every time, and the hip
shingles will lay square with the hip,
thus making a first class finish at this im
portant place, with no liability of the
shingles curling up. I find that the bestplan in using shingles in this way is to
shingle the two opposite sides first andthen line from one corner to the opposite
corner. The appearance of the hip when

4
+ Ix
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Fig. 3.—McthodSuggestedby “ E.
M. L."

Fig. B.—PI‘OCGSSof Laying the Shingles
Suggestedby “ S. H. G."

Slu'ngling Hips.—Sketch¢'sSubmitted by Various Correspondents.

if properly put on. The first—or eave—
course is laid the same as the old-fashioned
hip roof. Then I commence with hip
shingles, Fig. 5, letting their butts run
down to the eaves and nailing them to
prevent the hips from turning up and
warping. I also nail the hips about 1

inch above where the butts of the next
course will come. I carry the hips up one
course ahead of the balance of roof, using
shingles for hips from 4 to 5 inches wide,
being particular to have all hip shingles
of the right width, and lapping the hi
alternately each wa , first one side an
then the other, an nailing the points
about the middle of the course. This de
scription, with the accompanying design,Fig. 4, will, Ithink, explain my idea. If
any of the readers 'of Carpentry and
Building have any better hip than this, I

should be leased to see descriptions of it

published in the paper.

From S. H. G., Groton, Conn.—1 have
just commenced taking Carpentry and

Building
and am well pleased with all

that I ave seen. Perhaps some of my

Fig. 7.—Appearanceof Hip when'
Finished.

finished is shown in Fig. 7. With refer
ence to painting shingles, I would advise
that they be painted before they are laid,
or else not painted at all. Paint applied
to a shingle after it is in position makes
a ridge underneath, and water gets under
the paint and cannot escape, thus rotting
the shingles. I have taken off a number
of roofs that were destroyed in this wa .

when other roofs which had been laid
uite as long without painting were per
ectly sound.

An Independent (elllng.
From A. D. PENTZ, Elizabeth, N. J.—l
am not at the present time interested in
architecture or in building, save in the
general way that a person who once
studies a subject never loses interest in
it. But 20 years ago, yes, even 28 years
ago, I had some knowledge of these mat
ters. My father was a builder in the
suburbs of Boston 20 years ago, and at
that time I was employed at a difi'erent
trade in New York City, but meeting
with an accident to one of my eyes, I was
ordered to the country “ where you can
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see plenty of green grass and trees,” as
the doctor put it. So I went home, and
there the prescription was filled so well
that in a few weeks I was all right. I
was advised, however, to stay at home all
winter and go to work. Little by little
the old facts I had learned 8 and 10years;
before came back to me, and in two
month's time I was able to openmy month
about carpentry without putting my foot
in it. Now, however, after an absence of
20 years from the building trades, I may
be rdoned rhaps in describing the
device in min if I call a

piece
of timber

a beam, when I should ca 1it a joist or a
girder ; for, believe me, I once knew their
roper names, but they have beencrowded
om my memory in their distinctive ap
plications by the nomenclature of another
rta .
During the winter referred to an archi
tect designed and my father erected a
house, the ground flour of which, on one
side of the main hall. was made into one
large
8arlor,

probably measuring 18x 80
feet. ver this room were two chambers,
with wardrobes. closets. &c., between
them. The designer made no framing
plan, leaving that to the builders, as was
often the case in those times, however it
may be now. The foreman in looking
over the plan before commencing Opera
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whether they had mechanical notions or
not. he talked with them on any subject
they chose to discuss. If this custom be
followed so that all feel free to come and
none seem favored, as in this case, it pro
duces good results. If, however, favor
be shown, it breeds jealousy and produces
harm. After the foreman had departed

m
y father told me to prepare a more care

fu sketch of my plan, so that if it should
be necessary, two we s could be an -
gested. I did this and opt the sketch in
my pocket for more than a week before it

was asked for. Then one day father, the
foreman and myself went to Boston to
the architect's oflice. Mr. Flint arrived
in a few moments and opened his guns on
the designer. He was met by his order,
which stated explicitly that no framing
plan should be made, and retorted by the
charge that nobody could make a framing
plan to the design. Then the designer
alleged that the whole question was of
but little moment, as there was not one
chance in a thousand of the ceiling being
injured by the partitions. To this the
wily owner replied that if the architect
would so decide and warrant the result
he would have the house made with no
partitions to protect the ceiling; but if

the ceiling should crack at that lace or
at any place from the weight of t e par

be to it. It is proposed to put the floor
timbers 16 inches apart, and this Will 0

}
)

viate the necessity of strapping the ceil
ing. I seeno benefit to be derived from
furring."
It was furred, however, because the
architect desired it and the owner insisted
upon it. Right here it may be said that
this ceiling was a success;that the ab
sence of connection between it and the
floor made a surprising good deafener,
and that the amount taken from the hight
of the parlor was not more than 11/4’
inches. It has always seemed to me that

it this kind of ceiling be generally
adopted, it would be of value where the
partitions above crossed, as in this case.
and where there are heavy 0bjects_to be
placed on the floor or moved about in the
rooms above. My reason for this view IS
that the floor may be de ressed the s cc
marked L in the sketch fore the cei ing
can be destroyed at all. In case of a

dancing floor over a hall, it would seem
to be a cure for many evils.
In explanation of the accompanying
drawing, I would say that the ceiling C,
made of lath and plaster, is attached in
the usual manner to the fun-ing B. The
scheme of timbers A A A, which is the
distinctive feature of this ceiling, are of
plank 1!; inches thick and as wide as

Method of Making an Independent Ceiling, Suggestedby A. D. Pcnfz.

tions, said that the partitions over the
middle of the parlor would, by their
wei ht, crack the plastering of the ceil
ing low. The designer said the parti
tions would have to be trussed, and that
heavy timbers should be laid for the floor
at the points where the partitions were
carried. He said it was his idea when
making the plan. It was found, however,
that the two doors through each of the
partitions, the chambers being en wife.
were so placed that the partitions could

'

not be trussed to advantage.
Now, with that habit of trying my hand
at every puzzle presenting itself, and
which quite as frequently makes trouble
as cures it, I took this problem home and
studied it. I had made my sketch and
was just ready to explain it when the
foreman arrived with another solution of
the problem. The foreman's idea was to
bolt the partitions to the roof with long
iron rods, the artitions on the third
floor and the roo favoring this plan. My
father liked the suggestion of the fore
man, it beng cheap and appeared to be
efiective. He said, however, before he
decided to do anything he must consult
the owner of the prospective house, which
probably would again bring in the archi
tect, who. being responsible, would natur
ally decide the question. Before the
foreman went away I showed him my
plan, which is illustrated in the accom
panyingsketch. He at once condemned
it as expensive, experimental and of a

character such as he had never seen tried,
and one, however, in which he had no
faith. My father looked at it, but said
nothing, and the foreman departed. Men
were encouraged to visit the house, and,

titions above, or from the rigidity at that
point, the designer should be responsible
and
pay
all expenses involved in making

the cei ing as it should be. This proposi
tion was not pleasing to the desi er and
he demurred, asking if he shou] be held
responsible in case the foundation settled,

if there was water spilled and soaked
throu h

,

&c. Then he stopped short and
turne to our group, saying :“ Mr. Pentz, you‘re a builder of ex eri
ence, and of course have had diflicu ties
of this kind before to contend with. Now,
what would you do in this case?"
My father stated that, there being an
architect for the building, he would do
nothing which that architect did not un
nalifiedly sanction and indorse. He then

s owed the foreman’s plan, while the
foreman expatiated as to its merits. The
designer said that he did not, as a general
rule, like iron rods, but he saw very few
objections to their use in the case under
discussion. Mr. Flint was neither an
architect nor a builder, but he said if the
partitions made one part of the ceiling
rigid and the other parts remained elastic,
the tendency would still be to crack,while
iron rods were in danger of rusting ofi
after a time, and then there would be a

collapse. My plan was then shown and
stamped as “too expensive,” both by the
designer and the owner. “It will make
a good ceiling, though,” said the archi
tect, after a more extended and careful
examination, which included me from
head to foot.
“ How much will it add to the contract
rice?" asked the owner. This had all
een calculated. “ It- will take about 700
feet of lumber, and that is all there will

their length demands—say 12inches wide
for 20 feet of length. If they be placed 1‘3
or 15 inches apart, no furring will be re
quired on which to lath. They are
notched at each end. where they rest on
the beams or girders, so that their lower
edges are about 1 inch below the lowest
of the floor timbers D. The floor timbers
D should be as wide, or even wider, than
ceiling timbers, so that there shall be
no possible approach of

any
portion of the

floor to any part of the cei in . The con
struction of the wall F G M is sup
posed to be that in general use, which
provides the girder E to support both the
floor and the ceiling. The cross par
tition, indicated by the studding K K, and
the
stringer

I, is supported by the heavy
timber To prevent sag 'ng in that
part of the floor, owing to tile weight of
the partition, it will be seen that this
floor is practically distinct from the ceil
ing, except that in both the timbers are
upheld b their ends on the same sup
ports in t e frame of the building: also
that both occupy the same s aceWith the
exce tion of about 1 inc of eater
dept , which rhaps could besafe y sub
tracted from t e width of the timbers, as

it seems to be a fact that the stiffness of

a floor is as much a matter of safety to
the ceiling below it as its own rigidity.

Amer-lean Shingle Practice.
From E. M. L.. Indiana. Pu.-—In
answer to W. J. Mc illen. Port Blair
Andeman Islands, E. ., I willsay that
in this part of old Pennsylvania our
shingles are made of white pine and are
cut with a saw. They are 18 inches in
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len h and vary from 2 to 18 inches in
wi th, or whatever the saw “ will reach "

as a “ bolt," as it is called, stands on end
and runs up to the center of the saw
only. Four inches is the standard of
measurement, while the standard thick
ness is 5 butts, equal to 2% inches. The
pitch of roof may be from 6 to 12 inches,
or any pitch desired. We seldom use
an thing in the way of a preservative,
alt ough sometimes the roof is painted
for the sake of appearances. This, how
ever, does more harm than good, I think,
as far as the durability is concerned ; for
when they are so treated the water draws
up under the courses and causes the
shingles to rot much faster than when
they are not painted. In this connection,
it may be stated. we usually lay the
shin les from 5 to 5}; inches to the
west er.

From J. M. 13.,JR., Burlington, Pa.—
In repl to W. J. McQuillen of Port
Blair. ast Indies. with regard to shing
ling practice in this section, I would say

" £2
. ileum»?

Fly. 4.

of the bolt comes against the saw, making
the shingles much smoother than when
sawed endwise of the bolt. In former
times, when we wanted shingles we
found a tree that would split straight and
smooth. sawed it into cuts the length of
shingles and rived out the shin les about
1’; inch thick ; then shaved wit a draw
shave. Permit me to say right here that
such shingles will last from 80to 35years,
while the best sawed shingles of the same
material will last 20 to 25 years, depend
ing on the pitch of the root. The steeper
the roof the longer the shingles will last,
for on the steeproof they wear out, while
on the flat roof they rot. I omitted to say
that the 16-inch shingles are about 9

,;

inch thick at the butt, while the 18-inch
shingles are about Lg inch thick at the
butt and 11,,inch thick at the tip. We
formerly made for the market a shaved
shin 1e26 inches long and 5

8
'

inch thick
at t e butt, although I do not know
where

they
were used. I have heard,

however, t at the were employed by the
Dutch in the sout ern part of this State.

sires to know how to lay ofi a “housed "

stair string. My way is to joint a board
12 inches wide, or wnatever width may
be required, and then lay 03 with a gauge
the margin which, in Fig. 1 ot' the
sketches, is 5 inches. I use this for a

face line and then place the square on it

for the rise and run. In this case the rise

is 7 inches and the run 9 inches which,
with 11/-inch nosing, makes a tread of
10}; inc es. I then place the template
shown in Fig. 2 below the tread line with
1% inch prOJection and mark around. I

use a 1}/-.inch bit to make the round for
the tre . l lace the template shown in
Fig. 3 at the ck of the 7-1110hpoint and
mark at the back. The templates are
made in accordance with the sketches in
dicated in Figs. 2 and 3

. In this way the
one size of wedge answers for both tread
and riser. Intersect the string with the
base at the top of the stairs ; find the
width of the plain part of the basewhich,
in Fig. l. is 4 inches. Measure up4inches
on the plumb line of the string and then
cut the string level. as at A of Fig. 1. In
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Laying 01]“a “Housed” Stair String—Methods Employed by Various Correspoadmts.

that at the present time we use shingles
ranging from 16 to 18 inches in length.
We lay them from 4% inches to 6 inches
to the weather, or about one-third of
their length on roofs having a pitch of 25‘
t060°, or, as we say here,from one narter
to three-quarter pitch. We usual y con
sider 4 inches wide as one shingle, al
though they generally average wider than
that. We use pine for the most part,
but as pine becomes more scarce other
woods are emplo ed to some extent. such
as chestnut, hem ock, &c. In this section
of the country nearly all of our shingles
at present are sawed with a circular saw.
There has been some improvement made
in the manner of sawing within the last
few years. Formerly logs were rolled on

a carriage, feet up, to a drag saw, which
cut off the sections, or cats, the proper
length for shingles. The butts were
then split up into bolts, which were
clamped on a carriage which fed them
automatically to the saw, the end of the
bolt coming to the saw the same as a log
which is being sawed into boards. In
the improved machine. however, the side

There has been no call for them since the
war of the rebellion.

From J. C. W., Auburn, Cal.-—Answer
ing W. J. McQuillen, in regard to lay
ing shingles, about which he inquires in
the February issue of Carpentry and
Building, I would say that in this section
we use redwood, the shingles being 16
inches in length and of various widths,
tapered from 1

),
;

to 1
1
6

inch. These shin
gles are laid usually on 1 x 6 inch fir or
Oregon pine boards, placed 10inches from
centers. The shingles are laid 4% inches
to the weather and nailed with No. 3

wire nails. Usually roofs are not painted
until laid and are then treated to one or
two coats of metallic paint. Rough
buildings are sometimes covered with
riveu sugar pine shakes, which make a
very durable roof.

Laying Ofl‘a " Housed 9’ Qtalr
Slrllul.

From R. J. M., Niagara Falls, Ont.—
"L. V. V." of San Francisco, Cal.,de

this way the base and strin molds will
intersect at the point B. n Fig. 1 are
shown two top steps with nosing at the
floor line. Fig. 2 represents the tem
plate for the tread, and Fig. 3 the tem
plate for the riser. I think these dia
grams and

explanation
are sufficiently

clear to enabe my brother chi s to
readily understand what I mean. shall
be glad to see any better plan for laying
off a “ housed " stair string.

From J. C. M., Oregon, [IL—In the
February number, “ L. V. V.” wants to
know how to lay otf a “ housed" stair
string. The sketch, Fig. 4

,

which I send,
shows a very good way. First joint the
top edge of the string, and then with rule
and pencil draw a gauge line down the
distance it is desired the string should
come above the steps. Next lay 01! from
this line with the square the same as for
a horse. as S and R shown in the sketch.
The template T is then placed on the step
line. with the point P on the gauge line
and marked around
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_ The template for the risers isapplied
in the same way in their laces. The
ten: lates are made by ad ing to the
thic ass of the step and rise 1/ inch at
the nosing end and % inch at the other.
It is best to use 1}/-inch lumber and rab
bet % inch dee . t is not necessary for
the string to wider than the dotted
lines below. The line L of the sketch
shows where the string intersects with
the base. If a rabbeted base is em loyedit is best to rabbet the string on th

e

top
edge u nearly as possible in the same
way. If it meets at a corner, or, better,
against adoor, continue the molding u n
the string the same as on the base. The
sketch which I send shows header and
floor, with joints, as they are supposed to
run the other way.

From L. J. A., Atlantic Hi hlauds,
N. J.Tln answer to “L. V .," San
Francisco, Cal., who asks for a method of

2 0. All these lines are on the base of the
block. To develop the section it is

necessary to transfer them all to the
elevation, and because they form the out
lines of an obli no plan, when in the
section they wi l differ in length and
angles. Let 1 5 0n the elevation be the
itch of the sectional cut ; from 3 on X Y
raw 3 3 perpendicular to l 5 ; join 3 and

5 ; from 4 draw 4 4 perpendicular to X Y ;

from 0draw 0 0 perpendicular to X Y.
Both 4 and 0 cuts the itch line 1

From 0 draw a line paral el to 5 3 : mark
the point 2 and let it be equal in length
from 0 to the length of 0 2 0n the base :

join 2 3, join 2 i, join 3 4 and the outlines

1 2 3 4 will be the correct form and size
of the section. Referring now to Fig. 7.

let 1 2 3 4 be the outlines of the base of
the block : from 3 draw 3 0 erpendicular
to X Y; from 4 draw 4 5 ong X Y and
equal in length to 4 3; join 5 3 and from

2 draw a line parallel to 3 5 to 0. The
point 0 happens to meet in point 4 in this

in its proper position this line will stand

B‘lznuib
to the diagonal line2 4 on the base.

om 2 on the section with the length 2 6

on the base cut 2 4 in 6
. Now, by

comparing the section. with the base
every line is clearly transferred from
the base to the section. All that is
needed now to find the center line
of rail on the section is to transfer the
quadrant from the base to the section.
Notice the points 1 6 3 of the quadrant on
the base, also the points 1 6 3 on the sec
tion. In relation to their respective loca
tion they correspond : 1 6 3 are points on
or near the circumference of the quadrant
on the base and l 6 3 are points corres
ponding on the periphery of the ellipse on
the section. It is evident that the curve
of the center line of rail on the section
must contain these three points, inasmuch
as their corres nding points on the base
are contained in the center line of rail on

E
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The Science of Hamil-ailing. —Diagrams Accompanying Article of Morris Willi'mns.

may prove of interest. The way I go to
work may be difl’erent from that em

gloyed
by the stairbuilder, though I

ave usually put up the stairs in the
buildings in which I have worked. I

take a strip of hardwood 111 x 1%
inches and about 20 inches long. This

I have ripped in two, up to within 2

inches of one end, with a saw, set about
the thickness of my framing square. I

place a 1% inch No. 9 screw in the center
and another in the open end. I run my
square in the slot before driving the
screw. I joint the edges of my string
and run a line with- a thumb gauge 1,1,;
inches from the lower edge. Then lay the
square on the board, taking the rise on
the tongue and the tread on the blade
from the gauge line. [hold the "square
thus and bring the straight edge against
the edge of the string, setting up tight
and using as a pitch board while working
alongthe lower edge of the string. For
my templates I use a thin strip, cut as
indicated in Fig. 6. The drawings I

think, will make perfectly plain my
method of obtaining the cut to fit the
base .at the foot and head or landing of
the stairs.

The Science of Handralling.—Il.

From Mourns WILLIAMS, Scranton, Pa.
—-As mentioned in my last article, I will
now proceed to develop the section of
blocks having obtuse and acute an 105.
Referring to Fig. 6

,

let 1 2 3 4 below& Y
be the outlines of the base of the block.
From 3 draw a line per udicular to X Y;
from 4 draw 4 5 e as in length to 4 3;
draw 3 5 from 2 an parallel to 8 5 ; draw

the section ; join 1 and 5. and the line
will be the pitch of the sectional cut
from 3 perpendicular to the pitch line.
Draw 33 indefinitely and from 5

,

with
the length of 5 3 on the base, cut 3 3 in 3.
From 0 or 4 on the pitch line draw a line
parallel to 5 3 and with theleugth of 2 0 on
the base cut this line in 2

. Join 34 and 2 1
.

These outlines will form the section.
In Fig. 8 I have inscribed a uadrant, and

I advise the reader to re er to Fig. 3.

There he Will have the method of trans
ferring the outlines only of the base
to the sectional plane. In Fig. 8 the
quadrant also will be transferred; both
combined contain the method of finding
the tangent and center line of rail in the
oblique plane that contains the rail in its
travel around the well. Let 1 2 3 4 be the
outlines of the base of the block, and in
one case they are the tangents of the
quadrant 1 6 3

.

which represent one cen
ter line of rail on plan. Make 4 5 on X Y
equal to 4 3 on the base ; make 1 1 equal
to the hi ht of the section. Join 1 5

,

which wil be the itch line of section.
From 4 rpendicu ar to X Y draw 4 4,

cutting t e pitch line in 4
,

and from 4 to

i on the pitch line is the upper tangent,
and from 4 to 5 is the lower tangent. As
in all my previous figures, draw a perpen
dicular line to the pitch line from

goint

4

on X Y. and from 4 0n the pitc line;
with the length of 4 5 the lower tangent
will cut 4 3 in 3. Join 3 4. This line is

the lower tangent transferred to the sec
tion. Now make 1 2 on the section equal

3 4 and 3 2 equal 4 1 and the section is
complete. Join 2 4 on the section. Be
cause 2 4 is the diagonal line of the sec
tion, it is evident that when the section is

the plan. To draw the curve that will
contain these three points it is necessary
to find the axis of the ellipse that contains
them. The sim lest method is exempli
fied in Fig. 8. et

goint

5 on X Y be the
point where the pitc line of tangent inter
sects with the plane or base. Join 5 3

.
From point 2

,

and because it is the center
from which the quadrant on the base is
struck, draw 2 4 parallel to 3 5 ; now on

4 raise a perpendicular cutting the pitch
line in four. Join 4 2 on section. It is
clearly observable that this line is the
lDInOf'IXIB. It will stand plumb to the
line 2 4 on base when the section is in its
proper position and the major axis is m
vanably perpendicular to the minor axis,
as shown in di am. The length of the
minor axis will 2 6. To find the length
of major take point 3 as center with the
length 2 6

,

cut the major and extend to
the minor, as shown from 3 to 8 ; now 3 8

will be the length of the major. To find
the foci take the point 6 as center with
the length 8 8 and cut the major on both
sides of minor. These points are the two
foci of the ellipse. The center line of rail
on section can be drawn, as shown, with

a pin fastened in each focus and a string
sweeping through the three points pre
viously mentioned as points contained in
the periphery of the ellipse.

Dellgu'l for Furniture.
From A. W. 8., Camden, N. J.-Will
some of the practical readers of the paper
kindly furnish designs of house furniture,
as no doubt there are man carpenters
who, in the winter time, ave leisure
which could be devoted to the manufact
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ure of articles of household furniture.
They could make such things as bed
steads, bureaus, washstands, bookcases,
hall racks and other useful and attractive

gieces
of furniture, designs for which I

ave no doubt would be exceedingly in
teresting to many readers of the paper.
Note—We ‘have in various issues, in
the past. presented designs of book cases,
writing desks, tables, hat racks and other
articles of household necessity, to which
we would respectfully refer our corres
pondent above. His su gestion, how
ever, is a good one. an we have no
doubt that many of our readers will be
interested in designs of the character

g, :TwWfLIE‘q-(vfiJ‘N/;'im‘\

Fig. l

.~-~,u~.~....m-._. ._.,

Fig. 7.

Designs for Fence Construcliom—Submfllml by “ G.

outlined. We shall be glad to have prac
tical readers of experience in this direc
tion submit designs with accompanying
descriptive text for the benefit of this
and other correspondents.

Plan for Hay Shed.
From J. J ., Victor, Mont—I have
been an interested reader of Carpentry
and Building for a short time, and would
like very much indeed to have some one
submit a plan for a hay shed. The struct
ure should be 30 x 80 feet in size and 18
feet in hight, fitted wit-h fork, pulleys,
&c., for unloading hay.

lllcallu I'l ng Plnnlcrl n2‘.
From R. B. 0., Salem, Ind—Will some
of my brother readers kindly tell me the
proper way to measure plastering? Is it
right to measure a flue after the room has

already been measured? How much of
the wainscotting is a plasterer entitled to?

Design!‘ for Peace Construction.

From G.W., Galacia, Ohm—In answer
to the request of “J. C. P.," Bicknell,
Ind., I take the liberty of inclosing a.
number of designs suitable for fence con
struction. The drawings so clearly in
dicate the mannenin which the fences
are made that very little description
would appear to be necessary. Fig._1 rep
resents a picket fence with base 7 inches
wide, on which is a 2-inch cap. I employ
38 pickets. 18inches long. to every 16 feet

lll....v -JuhHLq-u‘ 3H

Fig. 5.

as myself. I very much desire to see
ublished plans and details of window
Frames, with a few particulars as to the
manner in which they are made for a city
and frame building. with and without in
side blinds. I would also like to know
what is a sub-sill, as well as information
regarding circular-headed frames and
sash-mullion windows, &c.

Worklngmen’s Houses.

From F. G.. Fort Grafiot, Micla—I
have been a subscriber to Carpentry and
Building for more than a year, and find
in it much that is instructive and inter

lr

of len h. Fig. 2 is a board fence, with
molde top rail and attractive post. Fig.

3 represents a braided wire picket fence,
the construction of which is clearly in
dicated in the drawing. Fig. 4 is another
form of picket fence, having three rails
and turned pickets. Fig. 5 represents a
board fence made of 1 x 6 inch fencing
or panels, being 16 feet in length. The
number of feet in the first panel, includ
ing posts, is 72, board measure. Fig. 6

shows a picket fence with two 2 x 4 rails,
mortised for pickets, there being 26 to
one panel. Figs. 7 and 8 represent de
signs for board fences, the construction
of which is clearly indicated.

Maklnlz “'lndow Frames.
From L. M.. New York City.-I should
like to ask a few questions through the
columns of Camentry and Building,
which are likely to interest others as well

.wmv nM\Low-llunlhl*l‘dlc M.m

Fig. 8.

W."

esting, especially in the Correspondence
Department. In the January number I

saw a paragraph inviting more corres
pondence, and so I take the opportunity
of making a request. I should like very
much to have some of my brother chips
send to the editor for publication plans
for a comfortable workingman’s house.
either one story or more. The majority
of house plans published are rather too
elaborate and high priced for the average
workman to build for himself ; hence my
request.

Reelpe for Flre-Proof Palnt.

From W. C. R., Chicago, IlL—Will
some of the many readers of the paper
kindly give me a recipe for a fire-proof
paint for inside work! I have a small
room in a barn which I desire to make fire
proof. I would also like to know how
much paint is required to the square yard.
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NDER theform of arbitration advocatedby
the National Association of Builders. the

MasonBulders’AssociationandtheBricklayers’
andStonemasons’unions of Bostonhavesigned
anagreementto the effectthat nine hoursshall
constitutea day's work five days in the week
and eight hours on Saturday; the rate of
wagesto be42cents per hour; work done be
tween5 m. and 7 a.m. to be paid for as time
andone alf ; work doneon Sundays,Fourth of
July, Labor Day and Christmas to bedouble
time; work sub'ect to interference of tide
water, so that full time cannot be made,shall
bepaid for at 75cents per hour. During the
months of November and December, 1892,
ei ht hours shall constitutea day’swork.
reference shall be given to unionmenfor

employmentby membersof the Mason Build
ers’Association. In casethe committee can—
not agreeon

anyguestion.
the umpire is tobe

Hon. John D. ng, ex-Governor of Massa
chusetts.
The Joint Committeeof Arbitration between
the MasonBuilders’ Association and the union
havehad severalsub'ectsbrought beforethem
for consideration,an theworking of this plan
for adjusting the differences betweenthe em
loyers and workmen has proved very satis
actory.
In the circular issuedby the MasonBuilders‘
Association to its members,announcing the
working rules, &c., for the ensuing year. the
following statementby the Joint»Committeeis
included: “The Joint Committee are of the
opinion that the time hasarrived for the adop
tion of an eight-hour day, and recommend
that the Mason Builders‘ Association and the
Bricklayers’ Union have the matter under
careful consideration during the year, with
the view of adopting it 1893.“ [n the opinion of theJoint Committee,the
bestinterestsof theemplo ingmasonsdemand
that all 'ourneymenbrick ayers shouldbelong
to the ricklayers’ Union, in order that the
agreements between the two bodiesmay be
more re resentative and eflectlve- for that
reason,t ecommitteerecommenda l journey
men hricklayers to join the union and that
preferencefor employmentshould begiven to
union men by the members of the Mason
Builders’ Association,and that all membersof
the amociation should be urged to carry out
theserecommendations.
"If any workmandoesnot thoroughlyunder
stand the value or benefit which the commit
teebelieveswlll follow from all workmen be
longing to the union, the committeewill be
glad to give a private or public hearing, and
will endeavorto showthemthat it is for their
advantageand for the advantageof their em
ployers that they unitewith their fellow-work
men in their respective organizations, and
that such membership will tend to create
better feeling, make such action as may be
taken more effective, and assist in the har
monioussolutionof the labor problem.”
The building interestsare lessactiveat pres
ent than they have been for sometime past
at this seasonof the year, althou b there is
considerablework being done. he Master
Builders’ Association has again shown its in
terestin the alIairs of the city by requesting
the AssociatedBoard of Trade, of which it is a
member, to consider the question of rapid
transit, which has agitated the city for so
lon .
Tie building law as formulated and sub
mitted by the commission appointed by the
Mayor in 1890,and of which the secretary of
the National Association of Builders was a
member. is now before the State Legislature
for passage.

Buffalo. N. Y.
The clausein the new city charter of Buf
falo making eight hours constitutea full day’s
work on all city work, has beenthe source of
much discussionand considerationon the part
of the members of the Builders’ Amociation
Exchange. An effort was made by the ex
change to either make eight hours a day’s
work in all branchesof the buiding tradesor to
securean amendmentto the charter making
nine hoursa full day for

city
work. The ques

tion wasmadethe subject0 aspecialmeeting,
but after thoroughly discussing the matter it
wasdecidedto take no action asa bod as to
the numberof hours. Nine hours is t e time
worked in themajority of thetrades,although
both ten and eight hours are in voguein some
cases.
Radical changesin the

building
laws of the

city are proposed. An entire y new draft
has beenprepared,but hasnot yet been assed
upon by the Ordinance Committee. mong
the mostimportant provisions are those con
cerning Iheatrrs. 'lhey provide for strictly
fire-proof constructionand enter into a mass
of detailsas to how it shall be done.

WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
Provisions in regard to fire escapesare

verystringent, going so far as to require that al
buildings morethan two storieshigh, to beoc
cu ied by more than onefamily, shall bepro
vi edwith fire escapes.
Metallic standpipes,to which flre depart
menthosemay becoupled,are re uireclon all
buildings more than 56 feet hig having an
areaof 5000superficial feet, and on all build
ings exceeding80feet in hight. These stand
pipes must extend abive the roof. At least
one stand ipe must be placed on all ublic
hallsand t caters,no matter what the ight.
There are alsoprovisionsfor the thicknessof
brick walls as follows
No walls shallbe thinner than 12inches,even
in one-storybuildings.
Two'story buildings must havefoundations
18inchesthick, and the walls 12inchesthick.
liree-story buildings shall have 20inch
foundations, first floor 10inches, second and
third 12inches.
Four-story buildings shall have 20-inch
foundations, first and secondfloors16 inches,
third and fourth floors12inches.
five-story buildings shall have 24-inch
foundations,first floor 20inches,second,third
and fourth 16inches,fifth floor 12inches.
Six stories, 24-inch foundations, first and
second floors 20 inches, third, fourth and
fifth 16inches,sixth 12inches.
Seven stories, 28-inch foundations, first,
secondand third 20 inches, fourth, fifth and
sixth 16inches.seventh,12inches.
These regulations are practically those
adoptedabout three earsago at a conference
in
vzhich
the fire un erwriters took a leading

r .
May 2will bemoving day for the Builders’
Association exchange. Only the first floor of
the newbuilding will be ready at that time,
and part of this will be used temporarily by
the exchange until the upper floors are fia
ished. Desk room will beprovided free in the
banking ofiices to tenants until their offices
aboveare ready for them. It is expectedthat
the wholebuilding will be finished by July 1.
There hasbeena great demand for theoffices
and all would have been rented on May 1 i

'

they had beenready.
An informal opening of the new building
will take place on the morning of Monday,
Ma 2, and the formal openingand dedication
wil take placesometime in July.
Applications for membership in the ex
changeare coming in at a ra id rate.
For a long time the bail ers have desired
that bids for important work shouldbeopened
by the archiiects at the exchange rooms.
Some days ago Green& Wicks openedbids
at the exchange rooms for the new Market
arcadeto bebuilt on Main streetaboveChi -
peiva. Mr Greenexpressedhimself as great y
pleasedwith the new idea. and now that a
start has beenmade it is likely to becomea
permanent feature.
The ’changehour is fast becoming a suc‘
cessful featureof the exchange.

Chicago, ill. _
Secrelar James John of the Builders’ and
Traders’ xchange of Chicago writes that
from presentindications the amount of build
ing tobedone in that city this year will be
very large. The question of building law,
which hasbeenagitating thebuilding interests
of the cit for some time st, has at last
assumed efinite shape, an a special com
mittee has been ap inted by the Common
Council to revise t e ordinance, as it now
stands, consisting of three members of the
Council, the Commissioner of Buildings and
onememberfrom the Chicago Underwriters’
Association. Real Estate Board, lllinois Chap
ter of the American institute of Architects,
the Builders’ and Traders‘ Exchange and one
from the Building Trades Council. The
Builders’ Exchange will he representedby
Joseph Downey. The committeehasheld but
onemeetingas yet, and that for tne purposes
of organization, at which meeting the city
clerk was instructedto procure for its guid
ancethebuilding laws of theprinci l cities of
this country and Euro . M. B. addea,one
of the members of l e committee from the
CommonCouncil, and who is also a member
of the Builders’ and Traders’ Exchange, pro
posestomtroduce a resolution at the next
meetin of the committeethat will greatly
faciliia the considerationof the various re
quirements of a building law, if adopted,
which will permit the calling in of someprac
tical man representingtheseveral branchesof
building as they comeup for consideration.

Cincinnati. Ohio.
The builders of Cincinnati havebeenexpect
ing a strike of carpenterson May 1,and at the
time of going to press the Congressof Master

Builders intends to order a generalsuspension
of all work in the building trades ding the
adjustmentof thedifferencesexisting betwcen
the carpentersand their em loyers. The car
ntersmadea demandof 3 5 centsper hour
rom May 1, 1892,and in aconferenceheldwith
theemployers,thecommitteefrom theCarpen
ters’Union agreedtoaccept300entsperhourfor
1892,and33%centsper hour for 1898,working
nine hours on all days exce t Saturday, when
eight hoursshould beconsi ereda day’swork.
The union failed to ratify the action of the
committee, and maintained their demandof
37%centsper hourfrom May 1. The Congress
of Builders then took the matter up, with the
result above stated. It is expected that, if
the suspension takes place, the cessationof
work will beshort, as there are a largenum
ber of carpentersin the city who are idle and
who are strongly opposedto the action of the
union.
Word has just beenreceivedthat thediffer
encebetweenthe carpenters has been settled
and no strike or lockout will occur.

Detroit. Mich.

The Builders‘and Traders’ Exchangeof De
troit has been steadin increasing in numbers
and importance since the return of the dele
gatesto the sixth conventionof the National
Association of Builders. About 50 members
have beenadded since that time, and Mr. B.
F. Guiney has beenappointedpermanentact
ing secretaryand superintendent. Matters of
importanceto thebuilding fraternit are con
stantly under consideration, the a option of
the Uniform Contract beingdiscussedat pres
out. A committeehas beenappointedto lay
the contract beforethe architects previous to
final action.

Kansas City.

The Builders’ and Traders' Exchange held
an important meeting March 25. it elected
an excellent board of officers,raised its mem
bership fee to $200and read the riot act to a
little afternoon posterthat had malignedone
of its members,a candidate for a municipal
officeon the Democratic ticket. The exchange
hasbeendoing goodwork in the

city
and un

der the rule ado ted expects toa d greatly
to its strengthan stability.
The officers electedwereas follows : Pr si
dent, W. A. Kelly ; vice-president,A. Suter
mcister; secretary, C. L. McDonald: treas
urer, T-homasEadie.

Louisville. Ky.

The Builders’ and Tradcrs’ Exchange of
Louisville, after consideringvarious plans for
securinga building of its own in themostad
vantageousmanner, settled upon a plan of
issuing bondsbearing4 per cent; interest,and
tosell thesebondsto membersof the exchange
only. At the last regular meeting a large
number of bondswerepied ed and the Board
of Directorswillresolve itse f into a-committee
for thedispositionof the balance.
About a year since the journeyman stone
cutters and the contractorsengagedin a hot
fight, which lasted until a few weeks a 0.
Every stone cutter went out and damn ed
higher wages, which the mntractors refused.
A great many new menwere brought in, so
that now thematterhas been settledmany of
themare still out of employment. The terms
of settlement are given in full as follows, a
noticeablefeaturebeingthat hereafterall dis
putesare to besettled by arbitration :‘
At a joint meeting of the Louisville Cut
Stone Contractors and Journeymen Stone
Cutters‘Association the follownng rules were
adopted,upon thecondition that the Journey
men Stone Cutters’ Association withdraws
from the Stone Cutters’ Amoclation of North
America and organizea local union.
1. The Louisville Cut Stone Contractors
will recognizethe Journeyman StoneCutters’
Association, and will employ only stonecut
ters that belong to said association,proVided
the Journeyman Stone Cutters’ Association
will, as a body, agreeto the conditionsherein
tedsta .

'2
.

The rate of wagesto be jointly agreed
u u by the two associations as soon as

si la after February 1
,

1892,and January]
of each year thereafter,and to bein force for
a car from March 1

.

iolations of the rate of wages must be
jointly actedupon. and violators punishedby
their respectiveassociations.
There shall be a classificationof wagesas
follows: First and secondclass,to beagreed
upon by eachlocal bod .
There will be a ' ercnceof 60 centsbc~
tween themaximum and minimum pricesof
wages.

3
. All disputesor misunderstandingsof an y
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kind that ma arise shall be submitted to a
standingArb tration Committee,to beelected
for one ear, and consist of equal numbers
from one association, whose decision, if car
riedby a majority, shall heaccepted by both
associationsas final.
4. Journeyman to recognizeonl surh em
ployers as belong to the Ohio ’alley Cut
StoneContractors’and Quarrymen's Associa
tion, and to only work for owners direct, if
joint rmission of both associations is
gran .
5 Apprentices to be governed by the fol
lowing rules :
Boys wishing to learn the cut-stone trade
mustservean apprenticeshipof four years in
full, all time lost during suid four years,ex
ceptholidays, to be made good at theendof
the term, with wages at the rate of the last
car.
No firm will beallowedmore than threeap
prentice boys, except in such yards where
moreare at resent employed, and whenthe
termsof suchboys expire then the first rule
toapply to such ards. -
Any firm empoying bovs must pay them
their wagesfor tenmonthsof theyear, except
for time voluntarily lost, and must keepthem
em ioyedever day the weatherpermits.
omplaints "tween theem loyer and ap
rcntice shall be settled by t- e Arbitration

sogmittee. h t h ln a prenticew 0may ui is empoyer
withoyutIproperpermission“ml not beallowed
to work in any yard within the jurisdiction of
this amociation.

Apprentices
making application for mem

bers ip in the Journeymen StoneCutters’As
s iciation must produce a certificatefrom his
employerthat hehasservedhis apprenticeship
acco ing to theserules.
Apprentice boys will not receive pay for
time lostof their own accord or on account of
unfavorable weather,and they will not be al—
lowed an extension of time after they have
servedfour years in fulL
Employers discharging a boy without just
causewill not beallowed to take anotherin his
placeuntil the term of said boy’s apprentice
ship shall haveexpired.
6. The Ohio Valley Cut StoneContractors‘
and Quarrymen‘sAssociationwill not concede
to theJourneyman StoneCutters’Association
the ri t to fineor assessany of its members,
but a grievancesmust besettledaccordingto
Article 3.
7. Setters shall not receive more than 75
cents over the wages of thefirst-class stone
cutters.
8. Journeyman stone cutters who are not
membersof the local union of the Stone Cut
ters‘Amociation shall only berequired to pay
an initiation feeof $10for admission.
9. Nine hours shall constitutea day‘swork.
Contractors : Blats & Krebs Stone Com
n , Peter & Melcher Stone Works, John
gie ld & Sons,Peter& Burghard StoneConi
pany.JournevmenCommittee:John Siebold,John
Hanlon, James Boyle.

Milwaukee, Wis.

The employers in several branchesof the
building tradesin Milwaukeeare taking steps
to provide against a repitition of theexperi
enceof last year, and are holding conferences
with theworkmenfor thepur of establish
ing wages,hours, workin ru as,&c., for the
comingseasonwhich wil be satisfactor to
both81605.A committee from the Buil ers‘
and Traders’ Exchangehas been in consulta
tion with the Bricklayers‘ Union with the end
in view of establishing conditions which will
preventany ibilit of strikesor labor dis
turbancesthis year. are may possibly be
trouble amongthecarpentersand painters as
botharedissatisfiedwith thepresentconditions
underwhich they are working.

Minneapolis, Mlnn.

The paintersof Minneapolishave demanded
an increase from 27% cents to 30 cents r
hour, and notified the employers that u ess
their demandwasconcededthey would strike
on April 15,but up to the present time no
noticehasbeenreceivedthat they have done
so.
The questionof thenumber of hours to con
stitute ada ‘s work recently came before the
aldermeno the.city, and after considerable
discussionin which both theeightand the nine
hour day wereadvocated,it was decidedthat
ten
tours
shouldstill beconsidereda full day's

wor .
N ew York City.

The strike referred to in the last issueof
Carpentry and Building as affecting the
building interests of New York City because
of the opposition to the employment of non
union
engineersrby

the Pclham Hod Hoisting
i'ompany was 0 ered again by the Board of

Walking Delegates,who claimedthat the 81%
vator engineerswho attemptedto distinguish
themselvesfrom those who are emplo ed in
apartmenthouses,freight handling an other
pursuits not identified with building were
“rebels.” Strikes were ordered on all build
ings where the Pelham hod elevators were
used,not only of engineers but on all class
of work. Strikes were ordered against all
personswho suppliedmaterial to a contractor
who was using a Pelham elevator, and the

&ressune
was so reat that the Pelham eleva

rs were ordei removedby thecontractors,
and thenew union of elevator engineerswent
to piecesfor lack of employmentof its mem
bers,as the Pelham Companycould not supply
the engineerswith work unless their elevators
\verein use. The PelhamCompanywereforced
to yield, and themenare again at workv
The bill providing for a newand separate
Building Department which was recently
signed by Governor Blower, makes consider
able changein the organization of several de
rtinents. The departmentwill include the
uilding Department as now constituted,the
Bureau of Plumbing andVentilation, nowcon
trolled by the De rtment of Health, and the
Bureau of Vault onstruction and Inspection,
now a part of the Department of Public
\Vorks.
Under the law theerectionand repairsof all
buildings and the inspection of themwill be
under control of the new department. The
headof the new departmentwill be known as
Building Commissioner.
This change was very largely effected

through
the instrumentalfty of the Mechanics’

and raders’Exchange. the Building Trades
Club and allied organizations of contractin
builders and is onethat has long beenneedetf
It is the opinion of architects and builders
general] throughout thecity that no bill has
passedt e legislature of late years of more
substantial benefitthan the new Building bill
which wassigned by the Governor about the
middleof April. lior a good many years
therehasbeenurgent needof a building law
adapted to existing conditions, but for one
reason or another it seemed impossible to
bring together theminds of those interested
and to securethe approval of the Legislature
to sucha measure.
The Building law now orderedto the statute
books represan labor more or less formal
covering a period of about 12years. it rep
resents the organized efi’orts of associations
interestedin this subject for nearlynineyears.
It is the culmination of attempts to provide
legislative remediesfor existing defects for
nearly sevenyears. Now that the law is at
last to become0 rative in a form substan
tially approved y thesevarious interests,and
combining the best thought of experts u n
this subject, builders and architects feel t at
somethinghasbeenaccomplishedof which the
cit may well be proud.
‘heprovision of the bill creating a Depart
mentof Buildings hasbeenwidely favored for
along time. It appears in the present law,
howaver asa result in part of a happy acci
dent. T osewho were concernedin framin
a building law, while favorin thecreation 0
a Building Department, had ardly dared to
hopethat sucha provision could be included
in the law itself. it was thoughtthat possibly
sometime afterward a separatemeasuremight
bepassedembod ing this provision,or perhaps
entirely devot to it. The accident that
brought the provision within the bill now
passedis, therefore, regardedby builders and
architectsas a matter for special congratula
tion.
Three yearsago the following associations
combinedby eachappointinga representative
to what becametheCommitteeon Revision of
theBuilding Laws. This is thecommitteethat
framed the present law, its membersfor the
last ear consistingof John W. Murra for
the ew York Board of Fire Underwriters.
William J. Fr er for theAssociationof Archi
tectural Iron anufacturers.Warren A. Con
over and Edwin Dobbsfor theMechanics’and
Traders‘ Exchange,NapoleonLe Brun for the
New York Chapter of the American Institute
of Architects, and Cornelius O’Reilly for the
Real EstateOwners’and Builders'Association.
The new law is particularly stringent in re
gard to protectionagainstfire, and among its
new features includes a provision relating to
thestrengthof floors.whichmustbesubmitted
to test.
An organization of em loyers has beenre
cently formed in New ork City under the
nameof the United Building Trades for the
urpoae of promoting harmony and justice
Betweenemployersand em loyees,and to fur
ther thebest interestsof t e buildin trades.
The constitutionstatesthat these objects are
to be obtained “by securing settlementsof
differencesand difficultiesbya Board of Arbi
tration consistingof an executivecommittee
to which all differencesmay bereferred. By
rendering aid and comfort to the difi’erent
branchesof the building tradesin timesof dif

lculty when united effort may be deemed
advisableand beneficialtothebuilding trades."

Om aha. Neb.
The last regular meeting of the Builders’
and Traders’ Exchange of Omaha was well
attended. N. B. Husscy, president, occupied
the chair, and commentedfavorably upon the
addressof Arthur McAllister, presidentof the
National Association of Builders, which was
delivered at the builders’convention held at
Clevelandlast Januar . Mr. Husse ,in effect,
saidthat the local bui dersshould avea bet
ter appreciation of the advanta of proper
organization to place the building business
upon a planeas high as that of any businem
practiced in the country. He urged the fra
ternity in the direction of higher and better
businessmethods,to insist upon thecorrection
of someof theabusesfrom which be said the
buildersare sufferin . Mr. Husaeywasof the
o inion that it was t e universal sentimentof
t e buildersto take someaction in themove
mentof separateorganization.
At present the plumbers, carpenters and
bricklayers haveseparateand distinct or ani‘
zationsand areauxiliaries to the Builders and
Traders’Exchange. No othertradeshavesepa
rateorganizations. The re rts on thesewere
favorable, and it appearet to bethe general
opinion that even thearchitects shouldbeor
ganizedin order that they could affiliate with
the contractors. It was also thought that all
contractors’bids onbuildingsshouldbeopened
in architects’officesat a specifiedtime and in
the
presence

of thecompetingbidders.
T e City Council’sordinance regulating the
sizeand shapeof common brick used inthe
construction of buildings in the city was
ad ted. The sizeof the brick, in accordance
wit the ordnance,is a uniform makeand of a
national size,S,’/ inchesinlength, 4incheswide
and 2% inchesthick.
Several communicationsfrom thesecretary
of the National Associationof Builders were
read,and the committeeappointed to visit ihe
architectsand requestthat in future they open
bids in the presenceof the bidders,re rted
that they met with someopposition,alt ough
severalarchitects present at the meetingex
pressedtheir willingness to comply with the
requestof theexchangeinthis particular. The
plumbers,steamandgasfitters.thecarpenters,
thebrick manufacturers and the contracting
bricklayers reportedthat theyhadeffectedthe
establishmentof subsidiary organizationsfor
the betterexecution of the recommendations
of theexchangeand greaterunity of action.
After the meeting an excellent lunch was
servedby theexchange.

Philadelphla, Pa.
The exhibit of architectural drawings held
under the auspices of the Master Builders‘
Zxchange of Philadelphia proved a most
renouncedsuccess. Seventy-fiveof the cit ’s
t architectscontributed in all about400 e
signs,whichexcitedthegreatestinterestamong
the buildersand othersinterestedin building.
The exhibition wasvisitedby over3000persons
during the weekit wasopen.
To all practical intents and purposes the
attitude of the journeymenbrickla erstoward
the pupils of the Builders’ Trade hools has
beensettled in favor of the boys. A special
meetingof the committeehasbeenheld, coni

gosed
of representativesfrom the schools,the

ricklayers’ Company and the Journeyman
Bricklayers’ Protective Association,when the
two latter organizationsagreedto report back
to their respective bodies: 1, that in hiring
apprenticespreferencewould be given to the
pupils of the Trade School holding certificates
of graduation; 2,

beoys
holding such certifi

cates will be entitl to have one year de—
ductedfrom their periodof apprenticeshi .
This questionhasbeenunderdiscussion g

o
r
a

long time and was raised about a year since,
when journeyman refused to work with the
boyson the groundsthat they were not regis
teredapprentices. This caused a diminution in
thebricklaying classes,” theprospectivepupils
refusedto spendthe cost of tuition with the
prospect of being unable to secure work in
union shopsafter finishing their course. The
action of the committeesettles this point, as
there is no doubt that both the Bricklayers’
Company and the Journeyman Bricklayers'
Protective Association will indorsetheaction
of their representativeswhich theyhavefavor
ably recommended.
During a recentvisit to Philadelphiaof some
of Buffalo's prominent businessmen for the
purposeof lookin over the industrial facili
tiesof the citv, t 0 party visited the Master
Builders’ Exchan e where they wcre given a

royal welcome. resident Dobbins madean
addm in which hewent into detail about the
exchange, its merits and advantagtai. 0. P.
Letchworth of the Buffalo delegationmade a
few remarks, as did Joel Cook, who as a

litical economist recommendedmethodsfor
increasingof population in cities. Chairman
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Woelpper of the Exchange Entertainment
Committee said Philadelphia was always
ready to welcome bodies of representative
men, and there was no city that could do it
better. A lunch wasserved at the exchange
which was thoroughly enjoyed by visitors and
members
The Philadelphia Exchangehasdonea hand
sourethin in printing the addressmadeby
Prmident cAllister at the sixth convention
of the National Association of Builders, for
distribution amongthearchitectsand builders
of that city. ‘

Providence. R. i.
The workmen of Providence, particularly
the painters,are making strenuous efforts to
securethe generaladoptionof nine hours as a
full day’swork. The workmenwant$2.50per
day of nine hours, and themasterpainters are
divided on thequestion. At a recentmeeting
of the Master Painters’ Asociation it was
voted toconcedethe r nest for nine hours,
but no actionwas taken in regard to thewages
to be paid. The journeyman are making a
strong effort to secure the wages which they
demand.

Portland. Maine.
The builders of Portland have begun a new
methodof securingattendanceat themeetings
of the Builders’ Exchange The call for the
last regular meeting was

accompanied
by an

announcementthat a dinner wou d be served
at 6.30 o’clock, after which the business
of the meeting would be transacted and
the remainder of the evening devoted to
an entertainmentwhich had beenprovidedby
the officersof the exchange. Thelresult wasa
completesuccess.
The buildin businessin Portland is about
as usual at tgis timeof theyear, the summer
work having not all beenopenedup yet. The
prospectfor the seasonis good.

St. Louis. Mo.

In their handsomenew ball on the second
floor of the Bell TelephoneBuilding, Tenth and
Olive streets, the membersof the St Louis
Builders’ Exchangeheld their first uarterly
meeting at noon April 12. About 00mem
bers were present. President Charles B.
McCormack presided The report of the
treasurershowedthat there was $7073in the
treasury. nearly all of which was out at in
terest. A report from the Committeeon Reso
lutions expressingregretsover the loss of the
late James S. Dowling was read. President
McCormack,asChairmanof the Building Com
mittee,pleasedthemembersexceedingl b re
portin that theentire secondfloor of t e ele
phone uilding had beenleasedfor five years
at $3000a year, and that art had beensublet
for $1920a.year, leaving he exchangeto pay
only $1080ayear, or only $180a year more
than in the old quarters of the old Masonic
Building. The exchangenow hasquarters as
handsomeas any Builders’ Exchange in the
country and as convenientas theformer place.
SecretaryWalsh said he had applications for
28new memberssincethechangewasmade.
The newquarters were formally opened on
A ril 19,but up to the time of going to press
a nil description of theeventhasnot beenre
ceived.

San Francisco. Cal.

The Builders’ Exchange has requestedthe
directors to brin about. if possible,consolida
tion with the uilders’ Association, as the
Mason and Builders' Exchan 0 has already
united. The exchangewould ike to have a
building of their own.

St. Paul, Minn.

At the lastmeetingof theBoard of Directors
of theBuilders’Exchange the following officers
were elected: J. W. Mackinson. president;
William Rhodes, first vice-president: John
Bazille, treasurer. and William Porten, sec
retary. _ _ _
The stonemasonsare thinking of reorganiz
ing their union. Scarcity of work last year
and the removal of a large number of the
members from the city rather tended to
weakenthe union. The matterof wages also
has. been materially reduced; in some in
stancesaslow as$1.50per day, when the old
schedulecalled for $3.50. The reorganization
will probably beeffectedin a few days. Some
of themembershavestatedthat all theother
unions,especiallythoseof the building tra'ies,
were organized on a strong basis and they
hopesoonto havetheir unionequallyas strong
as theothers.

Syracuse. N. Y.
The Builders’ Exchange of Syracuse held a
specialmeeting a short time ago, to consider
an amendment to the Mechanics’Lien law,
which has beendrawn up by the Buffalo Ex
changeand which is beingsent to the various

. , ,

builders’associationsof the State for their ap
proval. The purposeof theact is to further
protect builders from theschemingof dishon
est roperty owners.but particularly doesit
shied those ersonswho are sub-contractors
or who furnish materials to the contractor,
but whohavenodirect dealingwith theowner.
It provides that a notice to the owner that
work hasbeendone or is about to bedone,or
that materials have been furnished or are
about to he, shall act as a lien and oblige the
ownerto reserve out of the price to bepaid
the contractor enough to secure the persons
procuring the lien. In case the owner paysa
contractor after such notice has beenserved,
theowner becomespersonally liable to all who
haveservednoticeon him.
The Builders‘ Exchange recommendedthe
passageof the bill.
The association has been following out the
lan which wasalludedto last month of hav—
ing themeetingsaddressedby personsfamiliar
with to ics that are of interest to builders.
The Skillful Builder, The Eight Hour Day,
What Shall We Do to Make the Exchange
Useful? and The Benefits of a Builders‘ Ex~
changeare someof the subjectsthathave been
presentedand discussrd.
The painters of Syracuse have been on a
strike for higher wagesfor sometime st. but
it ishopedthat somesettlementof the ifiiculty
will bereachedsoon.

Worcester. Mass.
The Builders‘ Exchange of Worcester held
a most enjoyable banquet on the night of
March 31 A large number of guPsts were
invited, and the affair passedoff with'the
felicity With which the builders of that city
usually accomplishtheir desires.
The building interests of the city are in

agggt
a normal condition and the prospects

g . -—.-'
Notes.

Business as affecting the interestsof build
ers in lndianapolis seemsto be in a prosperous
condition. The Builders' Exchangeis steadily
increasing in membership,and is in excellent
shape generally. The members seem to be
growing more and more impressedwith the
advantagesof the organization.

The Builders’Exchan eof Scranton, Pa., has
applied for a charter rom theState under a
declarationof princi lesalmost identical with
thoseof the Nationa Association of Builders.

The new roomsof theBuilders’ Exchange in
the Eagle Block, Spokane,Wash., wereopened
March 22 to the public. This new organiza
tion of the businessmenin Spokanestarts into
life with a largemembership,composedof the
contractors and builders and also those on
gagedin theseveralbuilding tradesin thecity.
The new exchangeof Stockton, Cal, is hav
ing difilculty in convincing the public of the
character of its intentions. The report has
been spread that the exchangewas formed
for the purpose of forcing ownersto pay for
bids submitted by every contractor invited to
estimate.whetherawardedthecontractor not.
The exchangedenies in folo any such inten
tions.

Building interests are ver quiet in Pueblo,
Col.. and the Master Bui ders’ Association
finds great difficulty in bringing its members
together,there being so little interest mani
festedin its affairs. It has beenimpossibleto
securea quorum at the last two meetings.

The Master Builders Exchangeof Philadel
phia, Pa., hasdecided to have important por
_tions of the reports of the conventionsof the
National Association of Builders read aloud
for the benefit of all membersat the regular
meetings.

The gift of $500,000by J. l’ier nt Mor
gan,
asanendowmentfor the New ork Trade
'hools,createdconsiderablediscussionamong
themembersof the MasterBuilders’Exchange
of Philadel his. The exchange supports a
tradesschoo of its own. and it is quite a bur
den. Colonel Auchmuty has donated $3000
yearly to it It is now pro .ed to try and get
someof the wealthy men0 this city interested

gird
havethem to subscribe to an endowment

und.

The bricklayers and masonsof Fall River,
Mam, will ask for an increase in wages from
$3to $3.25perday of nine hours.

The Carpenters’ and Joiners’ Union of
Macon has taken a new departure. and one
which they think is

likelyto
result in great

good. They propose ho ding sessions each
month for the pur ~'of drscussingever-y~
thing of a nature interesting to themselves.
They will take up their trade, for instance
and discus every feature that-would be of
benefit to the membersof the union. They

will also discuss political matters. and it is
probablethat the carpentersand joiners will
makesomevery much-neededreforms.

Sometime o the Bricklayers’ and Masons‘
Union of New edford Mass, askedfor an ad
vanceof wages from 33to36 cents an hour,
or 24 cents advance per day. The advance
wasaskedto bemadeby June 1. The Master
Builders’ Exchange has now communicated
.with the Bricklayers and Masons’Union ask~
ing for a committeeof conference. The latter
body has agreed to this, although as yet no
date hasbeenfixedfor the conference.
The carpentersof Newport, R. I . have been
on a strike for $3 per day of nine hours for
about two months. The empio ersdonot feel
warranted in granting the emand and as
there is comparatively little work on hand
at present,they expectthe workmenwill soon
return to work. The objection of the em

ployers
seemsto be topaying a level price of

3 to all carpenters irrespective of their
ability.
The new Builders’ Exchange of Toledo,
Ohio, is already at work upon the problemof
_securing a building of its own in the most
advantageousmanner. The plan at present
underconsideration is to raise the moneyby
assessmenton the membership. A committee
will beappointedsoonwith powerto formulate
the plan and select a site for the building.
The members are ver proud of their new
or arriLation. One0ft 8subjectsup for con
si eratiun is an arrangementontimejobs with
forfeit, to secure from the owner an amount
equal to the forfeit for eve day that is
gained by the completion 0 the contract
before the time specified. The exchange-is
considering the question of joining the
National Associationof Builders.

Charles G. Riehl of New York City has
recently published a very handsomephoto
engraving of the present officers of the
National Association of Builders suitable for
framio , and hasvery kindly presentedeach
of the iial bodieswith a supply. The work is

eacxeillent
and the likenessesare all exceedingly

g .
The StateConventionof theMasterPainters’
Associationof New York will beheld in Sara
toga, July 26and 27. A practical programme,
embracinga wide rangeof important subjects,
is now being prepared.

Preliminary stepswere takenApril 12to or

ganize
a Master Builders’ Exchangeat Snring

eld. Ohio. 0. N. Bartholomewpresidedand
E. M. Crumley actedas secretary. A commit
teewasappointedto securea charteranddraft
by-laws and a constitution to be presentedat
the next meetingfor adoption.
The newBuilding Exchangeof Los Angeles,
Cal, has becomean incorporatedbody, and
itspermanencyand usefulnessseemtobefirmly
established.
The master carpenters of Jackson
have formedan assmiation for mutual protec
tion and benefit. The following officerswere
elected: U. R. lleavner, president; D. A.
Janos, treasurer,and J. F. Still, secretary.
'lhe carpenters of La Crosse,Wis, are on a
strike for increasedpa . They ask for a scale
of 2.5and 30centsper {on
The workmen in the building trades of
Lowell, Mam, are making a stron effort to
securethegeneraladoptionof nine ours as a
day’swork. The Lynn. Mam, workmen are
afler eight hours.

Tenn.,

The builders of Wheeling arehaving trouble
with their carpentersand plasterers,the for
mer asking that no workmanshallbeemployed
who does not hold a union card, and the
plasterersasking for an increase from $3 to
$3.50per day.

The Builders‘ Exchange of Wilmington is
gradually establishingthe custom among the
architects of submitting plans for estimate
directly tothe exchau e. At the last regular
meeting of the Boar of Directors A.
Johnson. who has been so long theemcicnt
secretaryof the exchange,tenderedhis resig
nation, which was accepted, and William
H. Foulk electedin his stead.

Movementsare on foot to establishbuilders”
exchangesin Duluth, Minn., Brunswick, Md,
and Nashville, Tenn., and an effort is being
madeto revive the old Builders’ Exchange of
Dayton, Ohio.
The Builders’ and Traders’ Exchange of
Detroit hasissueda hand book for 1892con
taining a list of members,directory of Detroit
contractors, lien law of Michigan, building
laws of thecity and muchother valuable in
formation. The book is neatly bound in black
and well printed.

The new Builders' Exchangeat LosAngeles,
Cal., is now thorougth organized, and is in
running order.
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CARE AND USE OF

ROCURE a hand saw from the kit of

P the advance “ wood butcher” andthe line forming the ends of the saw
teeth will show a curve somethin like A
B in Fig. 1. This is evidence 0 a lack
of skill on the part of the workman. The
teeth should show a perfect] straight
line, as in Fig. 2, or better yet, t e teeth at
extreme front and back ends of the saw
blade should be cut down, as shown in
Fig. 3, so that the line of the teeth is
curved in the opposite direction from that
shown in Fig. 1. When a saw like Fig.
l is to be put in order the first thing is to
join it down until the ends of the teeth
form a straight line. This will leave the
ends of the teeth with a surface of T

l; to
~ inch, as shown in Fig. 4. If the saw
very rounding, it requires considerable
time and about half a file to put the saw
in a condition to be of use.
We will assume that a cutting-01f saw
is to be sharpened. The proper shape of

l'l

Fig. 3.

the teeth for wood of medium hardness is

shown in Fi . 5. For very soft wood the
angle forme by the teeth is to be lessened.
This style of filing "-s shown in Fig. 6.
Where the wood is very hard the teetu
may be given a greater angle e ual to
60", but no saw should have a toot more
stunt than this will make. Fig. 7 shows
the shape of the teeth.
In all these examples of filing one side
of two teeth is sharpened at the same
time, the manner of doing this being
shown in Fig. 8

.

Here a section of the
file is illustrated, and it will be seen that
one side of tooth A is filed“ against the
grain,” so to speak. The tooth B, shown
in dotted lines and represented out of
sight, is filed with the grain—that is, the
file does not cut against the spring of the
saw blade. The spring is partly compen
sated for by the tooth A being set before

it is filed and projecting toward the oper
ator, as shown by the dotted lines at the
top of the tooth. The file 0 is held at the
re uired angle to give both teeth the taper
add cut desired.
Following out this method of filing, we
find that a tooth for soft wood becomes
filed more fieaming than one designed for
hard wood. This is caused automatically
by the angle made by the file, which is

nearer parallel with the saw blade when
filing for soft wood than it is when filing

By JAMES FRANCIS.
for hard wood. Fig. 9 shows a bit of saw
blade after the jointing down rocess has
been gone through with. T e square
toed teeth are shown at A. After being
prepared for setting, the teeth are as re re
sented at B. It will be noticed that t ey
are almost sharp, but not quite. A sec
tional view of the saw at this stage, cut
through the center of a tooth, is shown in
Fig. 10 by A. After being set the saw
takes the position shown by B, the tooth
being bent to the left near the top. The
filed part does not now show asiraight
bevel, but is curved. This is removed
after the second filing which gives the
tooth shown at C, making the bevel
straight from the heel of the tooth to the
toe and removing the awkward curve,
which looks bad when it occurs at the top
of the tooth.
A good many users file their saws in a
different manner, sharpening only oneside
of one tooth at a time. A saw tooth
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Care and Use of Saws.—By James Francis.

shar ened in this way is more apt to have
the s apeshown b Fig. 11. It is not desir
able and no first-c ass car nter will use
such a saw. It is formed y shifting the
position of the file so as to touch both
teeth alternately, thus cutting away the
bottom of the tooth already finished in
order to et at the one that is bein filed.
This met 0d of filing applies equal y well
to coarse saws for framing and to fine
saws for finishing. Indeed, the same file
may be used for both pu ses, but it is
well to use a short, slim fi e having a fine
cut for finish work and leave the large,
coarse files for saws having five to eight
teeth per inch.
In selecting files quite a number will be
found having only one or two sides fit for
filing fine saws. Open a package of a

dozen new files and probably not one, or
more than one, will be found which is

rfectly straight on all sides, and which
as three angles of 60° each. In forg
ing and grinding files it is very hard
to keep them perfect as to shape. Even
in cutting, the file maker is liableto raise

a lon er tooth on one edge of a file face
than e is on the other edge of the face.
Sometimes the files are ground to resemble
the shape of the section shown in Fig. 12.

guite
an acute angle exists at A, while at

and C angles may be found consider
ably rnore obtuse. Sometimes angles B

1hr, 1692.

SAWS.

and C are equal. but it is the exception
rather than the rule.
The carpenter will do well to look over
a new package of files when he opens

it and reserve for filing saws for soft
wood those files which have acute angles,
as shown at A inFig. 12. The files havin
angles like B and C will do the best wor
on saws for hard wood. For splitting
saws the writer prefers those having teeth
like those shown in Fig. 13. The same ‘

method of forming one side each of two
teeth is to be used in filing a splitting
saw as was used for the cutting off saw.
For hard wood the saw may be filed
straight across, giving teeth alike on both
sides, as shown in Fig. 14. For cutting
wood “ slashing," as carpenters style it—
that is, for cutting rafters, stair brackets,
&c.—the tooth should be filed very fieam
ing on the front ed e and s uare on the
back. as shown in ig. 15. qI’his gives a

chisel-like tooth, which cuts very fast and
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is easily driven through the wood. The
methods of holding a file for filing square
and for filing a splitting saw fleaming are
illustrated in Figs. 16and 17.
There are several methods of setting a
saw. The simplest consists of screwmg
the saw in an iron vise, then bending the
tooth outward by means of a punch and a
~hammer. This is a very crude method,
but is capable of excellent results when
done by a skillful mechanic. It is seldom
used, however, nowadays except for very
small saws. Still another method of using
the punch is to lay the saw flat on a piece
of wood, using hard or soft according to
the fineness of the saw. The old-fashioned
sawset that screws in the vise, and having
a hinged die driven down upon the saw
with a hammer, needs no description. It
should beplaced upon the shelf with the
punch and hammer methods. One of
the perfected sawsets now in the market
should be used in all cases. At least
one of the so-called perfected sets suould
be avoided. It invariably sets a tooth in
the manner shown in Fig. 18 at A. It
will be seen that the bending of the tooth
is entirely at the top; therefore, after a

few hours‘ use, wearing off the points of
the teeth, the set is almost entirely gone
and another call upon the saw dentist is

neces The form of set shown at B

is preferable in all cases. Here a large
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body of metal is bent out so that the tooth
will wear a long time before settin is
again necessary. Care should be ta en
not to set a saw too much, no matter
what kind of wood is to be 0 erated u on.
The aw should only be wi e enoug to
barely clear itself in the kerf. The bent
saws made nowadays have their backs
ground very thin, so that in wood
hardly any set is necessary to 0 good
work.
For jointing or trueing u a saw some

- carpenters usoa flat file, he (1 in the left
hand. It is almost impossible to thus
hold a file and pass it over the entire
length of the saw without deviating from
a horizontal position. To avoid gettin
one side of the saw teeth too low some 0
the mechanics use a square piece of board,
resting one side against the saw and lay
ing the edge of the file fiat upon the to
of the board. The two pieces are clamp
together by the fin ers and then passed
over the saw until t e required amount of
metal is removed. This is a pretty good
way of jointing a saw, but it does not
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it be found that the blade has not been
stretched, the second part of the kink can
be removed in the manner already de
scribed. When, how’ever, the edgesof the
blade have been stretched it is necesssary
to take out one-half of the kink by judi
cious bending between the fingers, then
hammer the middle of the saw until it

becomes stretched ually with the edges.
After this has been one it is possible to
remove the rest of the kink in the usual
manner.
The third form of kink is exactly the
opposite of the one last described. It
consists of a spot in the middle of the saw
blade which has been stretched either by
heating or by a heavy blow. The method
of curing it is to hammer the edges of the
saw until they become elongated and
equal to the stretch in the middle of the
saw. This relieves the strain of the kink,
which usually disappears of its own ac
cord as the stretching process is completed.
The care of saws goes a good way to
ward having a good tool or a poor one.
No good workman will use a saw when it

men. In November last the workmen be
longing to the union and employed at
Hale & Kilburn’s furniture establishment,
among them being Suvers, went out on
strike, and it was claimed that the defend
ant lingered about the place and inter
fered with those who filled the vacant
positions, by booting at them and calling
them " names."
Suvers denied that he had done any
thing to create a

.

breach of the peace. He
said he was appointed by the association
to watch its members and inform them of
the strike and that was why he hung
about the place. He was paid $15 a week
for so doing—the same as his salary when
employed by the firm.
Judge Finletter, in deciding the matter,
says:

I recognize the right of the workingman
totry and better his condition. I recognize
the right of strikers to abstain from working
until they get the wageswhich they think are
due them, but I also recognize the right of
every other American citizen to work for just

Fig. 18.

Diagrams Illustrating the Care and Use of Saws.

come up to the device shown in Fig. 19.
This consists of a block of wood With a
hole bored through the center thereof.
and a saw kerf cut in as shown. A three
cornered file is driven into the hole and so
arranged that the lower surface stands
perpendicular to the saw kerf. This ring
can be slipped upon a saw and there is no
danger of its getting out of true and cut
ting one side of the teeth too low. It will
'oint the saw true every time, no matter
0w carelessly it may be used.
Saws are continually becoming kinked
either by hard usage or by falling into the
hands of inexperienced workmen. A saw
should never be used while kinked. It
will not do good work and it r uires
more wer to do a given amount 0 saw
ing. ere are three kinds of kinks.
The first and simplest is a simple bend,
which extends wholly or part way across
the saw. Such a bend can usually be re
moved from a hand saw by bendin in the
0 posite direction between one’s gers.

e next and very worst kind of kink that
is ever encountered consists of a bend as
above described, com licated with a bend
in the lower half of t e saw blade, but in
the opposite direction. Virtually such a
kink forms a twist. In most cases both
edges of the saw have been stretched
while the middle of the blade retains its
ori 'nal length. In straightening such a

kin the first etc is to bend the saw all
one way if possib e. When this is done, if

needs filing. The best of workmen file
their saws almost before they need it—
that is, before they would need it were
they in the hands of ordinary workmen.
When a saw is only slightly dull it does
not require much filin ; therefore, the
work of keeping it in o eris diminished,
and the capacity of the saw and its owner
increased. Saws that are wet when on a
job should be wiped oif assoon aspossible
either by sprinkling sawdust on them or

b rubbing them dr on a piece of waste.
aseline is one o the best substances
known for using upon saws to prevent
their rustin or sticking when used in
wet or pitc y wood. It ma be stated
here that vaseline is even tter than
glycerine upon an oil stone. The work
man who is doing an out-of-doors job will,
upon the first drop of rain that falls, rub
his saws with oil or vaseline, and he will
take care to have a small box of this sub
stance always handy in his tool chest
for the purpose of dressing down his saws
and other bright tools.+v

The Rights of Workman.

In dispoeing of the case of Emil Suvers,

a member of the Cabinetmakers’ Union, in
Philadelphia, 8th inst, charged with
breach of the peace, Judge Finletter made
some remarks anent the rights of working

asmuch as he pleasesand no associationof
workmenhas a right to interfere with those
whodonot believeas their union does.
It seemsto me that all unions are governed
entirely by foreignerswhobrin tothiscountry
none of the spirit that sho d actuate the
American citizen. They rsist in maintain
ing all their individual ri ts and excludethe
natural ri hts of every0t er citizen. The re
suit has n that in all labor that requires
skill the American citizen hasbeendriven out
and there are in this community large estab
lishments, in which many workmen are em
ployed,noneof whom can

speak
English, and

if this thing continues it wil not be very long
before therewill notbe an American citizen
who understandsskilled labor.

I cannot exactly understandwhy sucha
systemof conduct is persistedin by these 0p e.

Every interferenceon the part of the stand
ant or any other memberof the society with
workmenwhich is likely to breeddisturbance

is a violation of the law. Therefore, it is an
offensewhich can bepunishedandwill bepun
ished. These people must recognizethe fact
that every man has a right to work asmuch
ashepleasesand when and whereand how he
pleases. It appearsfrom theevidencethat this
man hasadoptedthe busines of a spy and has
beenwell paid for it, and it is a fact that all
these men find it much more profitable for
themto act as s iesthan to labor themselves.
In this case will utn etc to this man’s
interferencesbecause will he d him to such
bail thatit he violates the law again it will be
madevery expensiveto his friends. I Will re
quire him to enter security in $l000 tobeot

geood
behavior for one year. and understand,
ing of goodbehavior meansno interference
with other people.
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Estimating Labor for Carpentry Work.

T IS GENERALLY CLAIMED that the question
I of labor is the most difficult and uncertain the

Material can

often be figured very closely, but just how long it

will take to work up a lot of material and place it in

position in a building can not be so easily de

termined. The cost of labor depends upon the time

carpenter is called upon to solve.

required to perform a certain amount of it. All

men do not work alike ; some will do easily one

third more than others—hence the time required to

perform a certain amount of labor depends largely

upon the ability of the men employed, the advantages

they take in doing work and the skill of the foreman

in the management as it progresses day by day. It

is an easy matter to find four men who will do as

much in a day as five others, and to illustrate the

surprising result of the difference in the ability of

men to perform labor, I will give a practical ex

ample.

Suppose two contractors, A and B, each have a job
of work exactly the same. A takes his job for $900.
8 takes his for $800. Each pays wages at the rate

of $2.50 per day, and each employs five men; but

four of B's men are equal to five of A’s and it takes

60 days to complete his job. Which will make the

most money, and how much? The solution of this

If A employs five men at

$2.50 per day for 60 .days, the labor will cost him

$750; as he took his job for $900, his profit is $150.
Now if four of B's men are equal to five of A's, B will

complete his job in one-fifth less time than A, which

will be 48 days.

problem is as follows :

Now, if B employs five men at $2.50
per day for 48 days, the labor will cost him $600, and,

as he took his job for $800, his profit is $200. Thus we

can see how one man can underbid his competitor

$100 on $900 worth of work and still make the most

money; Again, suppose it required B 52 days to

complete his job ; even then he could bid $100 lower

The above

example shows at least one chance for the surprising

than A and still make as much money.

difference in builder's estimates on the same work.

It also shows how the difl'erence in the ability of the

workmen employed and the management of the work

can make a vast diflerence in the cost of a building.

Under such circumstances how can a contractor

make estimates upon which he can rely?

In all kinds of work there must be an average,

and this average is what is wanted as a standard in

estimating. If labor cannot be estimated from what
is known to be an average day’s work, then we

naturally conclude it must be estimated by com

parison or guessed at. The best way foracontractor

*Copyrighted, 1891,by I. P. Hicks.

to obtain facts and figures that he can rely upon in

estimating is to keep a record of all the work he does.

It will not do to trust to memory, for in a few months

or a year he will not know whether such and such
If he would

profit by experience he will keep a record of the cost

work cost $42 or $54, or what it cost.

of his work, so that he can refer to it at a moment's

notice. To keep a record that will give the best

and most reliable facts and figures prepare a list of

all kinds of work, having two sets of money columns,

one for estimated cost and one for actual cost.

When estimating a job put down the estimated cost,

and when the actual cost is found from experience in

doing the work put it down, and keep each particu

lar kind of work or portions of a job separate from

the entire job. By so doing one will soon be able to

see where he has estimated too high or too low, and

will have facts and figures which will enable him to

make a proper average. Some parts ofa building
are easily estimated by the “square,” which contains

100 square feet. Some parts are easily estimated by

the lineal foot, while other portions are best esti

mated by the piece. Keep a record of the time

required by different men in doing work by the
“ square," lineal foot or piece. In this way one will
find the average day’s work from actual experience,

which is the only plan that can be followed with

success.

\Vhen it is known what it is worth to do work by

the square, lineal foot or piece, any person of ordi

nary skill in figuring ought to be capable of making

As I have said be
fore, the average day's work of all kinds is what is

an estimate reasonably accurate.

wanted as a standard in estimating. Accordingly I

have prepared a table with the average day's work

of each kind and the average rates to figure on. The

table is made on a basis of ten hours for a day's.

work and as near as practical to average $3.50 per

day. If an estimate is wanted for nine hours add
one-tenth to the price; and if for eight hours add

one-fifth. The prices can easily be made for any rate

To those

who want to test the advantage of a table of this

per hour or any number of hours per day.

kind I would say, do not take it for granted that my
rates and averages are the best in the world, or that

they are just the thing for a guide, but prepare a

similar list and begin entering rates and averages as

they are found from actual experience. Then one

will have something that will suit the locality in

which he lives, and there can be no doubt that in a

short time he will have something that will be much

to his advantage in estimating. Let me say, how

ever, that the average day’s work as found in the

table is a reasonable average, as I have found from
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experience, and considerable dependence can be

placed on estimates made from it.

POINTS ON ESTIMATING LABOR.

While the tables show the average day’s work with

the average rate per square, per lineal foot, and per

piece for nearly all kinds of carpentry work, yet I
think it proper to show how and why variations

should sometimes be made, and that it is necessary
to use some discriminating judgment in connection

with the tables as regard the average day's work.

Undoubtedly, many will think the rates in the table
too high, and the averages too low, but right here

TABLE OF PRICES FOR ESTIMATING LABOR BY THE LINEAL
FOOT.

Averagea Rate
Different kinds of work per lineal foot. daiziwgfrk' r

feet. °°t'

Putting down base and garter round . 90 $0.04
Putting on base molding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180 .02
Cap and molding for wainscoting . . . . . . . 140 02%
Putting up cornice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 .15
Making gutters in cornices . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 .07
Putting up corner casings . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 .05
Putting on belt casings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 90 .04

TABLE OF PRICES FOR ESTIMATING LABOR BY THE
SQUARE.

Average9 i Rate
DiEereut kinds of work per square. da gwggk'

‘
per

squares. i
square'

Framing floors in houses . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 1$0.70
Framing floors in barns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 .90
Framing outside walls of houses 6 ‘ .60
Framing outside walls of barns . . . . . . . . 4 .90
Framing and setting partitions . . . . . . .. 6 .60
Framing ceilings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 7 .50
Framing lain roofs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 i .60
Framing ip and valley roofs . . . . . . . . 3 | 1.20
Sheeting sides with common sheeting. . . 8 .45
Sheeting sides with 8-inch shiplap .. . . . . 7

i
.50

Sheeting sides with 6-inch flooring... . . . 6 .60
Sheeting roofs with common sheeting. . . 8 j .45
Sheeting roofs with 8-inch shiplap... . . .l 6 1 .60
Shingling with common shingles. . . .‘ 2% 1.40
Shingling with dimension shingles. . . . .l 2 1.75
Siding with (3-inch beveled siding . . . . . .

‘
3 . 1.20

If
(paper-ed

before siding ............. . . 1 2% i
1.40

Si ing with (5-inch cove siding . . . . . . . . . 2% 1.40If apered before siding . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1.75
Si ing with 12-inch barn boards . . . . . .. 6 .60
Siding with 12-inch boards and battened 4 .90
Laying floor with 6—inchpine flooring. . 6 .60
Laying floor with 4-inch pine flooring. . 4% .80
Laying floor with 6-inch hardwood. . . . 5 .70
Laying floor with 4-inch hardwood... 4 .90
Laying floor which has to be surfaced. . 2 1.75
Ceiling with (5-inch pine ceiling . . . . . . . . 4 .90
Ceiling with 4-inch pine ceiling . . . . . . . 3 1.20
Plain wainscoting without cap . . . . . . .. 4 .90

let me say that no contractor should make an esti

mate based ou these so-called big day's work. If he
does he is almost sure to find he is mistaken. An

estimate should always be made from a reasonable

average, and then if the contractor is able to average
as well as he estimates, and perhaps a little better,

he feels that he is making a success of his business

and is satisfied. On the other hand, if the estimate

is made from too large an average, the big dav's

work which was counted on may not be accomplished
and many a time, what seemed like time enough,
would prove insufficient. Then there would be dis

satisfaction and disappointment. I will now return
to the tables and show how to make some short cuts

by combinations. In the tables every item is given
separately for convenience in estimating any particu

TABLE OF PRICES FOR ESTIMATING LABOR BY THE PIECE.

Average Rate
Different kinds of work per piece.

as
zmrk' per
pieces. plece‘

Making plain window frames . . . . . . . . . . 3 81-20
Making plain door frames . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 .90
Making transom frames . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1.20
Setting frames in position in building. 14 .25
Hanging blinds before frames are set. . 15 .24
Hanging blinds after frames are set. . . . 10 .35
Hanging inside blinds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 .70
Fitting sash in frames . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 .20
Hanging sash with weights . . . . . . . . , . , _ I4 .25
Hanging transoms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 .35
Casing windows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 -30
Casing doors, one side. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 22
Casing doors, both sides . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 A4
Casing transom frames, one side. . . . . . . 12 .80
Casing transom frames, both sides. . . . . . 6 30
Cutting in window stops . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 ‘10
Cutting in door stops. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 -12
Band molding frames, one side . . . . . . . . . 24 J5
Band molding frames, two sides . . . . . . . . 12 -30
Putting down thresholds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 .15
Fitting common doors.. '.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 .18
Hanging common doors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 .18
Putting on rim knob locks . . . . . . . . . . 35 .10
Putting on mortice knob locks . . . . . . . . . . 14 .25

lar portion of a job, but to facilitate the work of

estimating an entire job, many of the difierent items

may be combined and regarded as one. For example,
it is worth-—

For framing and placing joists in position per
square . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...$0.70 to $0.90
Laying floor per square . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 to 1.75

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l.30 to $2.65

Thus the framing and laying of floors may be
estimated at once if desired. The bridging of joists
should be estimated at 3 to 5 cents per joist for each
row of bridging.

DOUBLE FLOORS.

Where one floor is laid over another it is worth
one-fourth more to lay the second floor than the first.
Thus if it is worth 60 cents per square to lay the first
floor, it is worth 75 cents per square to lay the second,
or $1.35 per square for both. Framing floors for
brick buildings may be estimated at the same rate as
for frame, for, while there is usually less framing,
more time is required to place joists in position and
level up, thus making the labor about equal. As a
building progresses in hight more time is required to
place joists in position, hence to per cent. should be
added to each succeeding story after the first. The
outside walls of a house may be estimated as follows:

To frame and raise, per square . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.60 to $0.90
Sheeting the same, per square . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .45 to .60
Siding the same, per square . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.20 to 1.75

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.25 to $3.25

Thus the outside walls of a house may be esti
mated at $2.25 to $3.25 per square.

(To be confinwd.)
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Directory and Official Announcements of the National Association of Builders.

Officers for 1892.
President. ANTHONY ITTNER, Bell Telephone
' Building, St. Louis,MO.
First Vice-President, IRA G. HERSEY, 166
Devonshirestreet,Boston,Mass.

Second Vice-(resident, HUGH SISSON,19W.
Sarato a street, Baltimore,Md.

'Secretary, VILLIAM H. SAYWABD, 166Devon
shire street,Boston Mass

Treasurer, GEORGE TAPPER, 159 La Salle
street,Chicago, Ill.

mnncrons.
Baltimore, Md . . . . . . . .NOBLE H. CREAGEB.
Boston, Mass. . . . . . . . JAMES I. WINOATE.
Buffalo, N. Y . . . . . . . . .A. A. BER-RICK
Cleveland, Ohio. . . . . .E. H. TOWSON.
Chattanooga,Tenn. ..FnEu. C. ScuNsmim.
Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . . . . .C. W. GXNDELE.
Cincinnati, Ohio. . . . ..SAMUEL D. Tlrrm.
Denver, Col . . . . . . . . ..A. J. BAKER.
Detroit, Mich . . . . . . . . . ALEX. CsAPO'rON,Jn.
Grand Ra ids Mich..P. C. CAMPBELL.
Indiana , 'Ind.. ...JAMES McGAULEY.
Louisvi e, Ky . . . . . . ..'l‘uouas ARMSTRONG.
Lowell, Mass........ ..CHARLES P. CONANT.

L nn, Mas . . . . . . . . . ..FnANx G. KELLY.

li ilwaukee, Wis . . . . ..PAUL REISEN.
Minneapolis, Minn. . . .GEORGEW. LmBY.
New York, N. Y .... . .Maac Emu'rz.
Omaha. Neb . . . . . . . . ..N. B. Husssv.
Peoria, 111. . . . . . . . . . ..JoaN L. FLINN.
Portland, Maine .... . .N. E. REDLON.
Philadelphia, Pa .... ..STACY Rssvus.
Providence. R. I . . . . . .W'M. W. BATCHELDEB.
Pueblo, CO]. . . . . . . . ...M. T. KEAN.
Rochester,N. Y.. ...H. H. Enounron.
Saginaw, Mich .MlanEL meum.
St. Louis, Mo. JEREMIAH ShEEKAN.
St. Paul, Minn... .J. W. L. ConNiNo.
San Antonio, Tex .
San Francisco, Cal...W1LuA1u N. MILLER.
Syracuse, N. Y . . . . . . .J. E. BAKER.
Wilmington. Del..... A. S. REED.
Worcester, Mass... .. .C. D. Moses.

STANDINGcomsl'i'rims FOR 1892.
Committee on Uniform Contracts.

Gsonos C. Paussmc, Chairman Chicago.
H. H. Enonn'rON,Rochester,N. ifJAMEs I. WINOA'rE, Boston,Mass.

Legislative Committee.
J. W. L. CoanNo, Chairman, St. Paul, Minn.
JEREMIAH SHEEHAN, St. Louis, Mo.
N. B. Husssv, Omaha, Neb.

Committee on Resolutions.

GDIO'RGE
W. Lmsv, Chairman, Minneapolis,

inn.
W. W. BATCHELDER. Providence, R. I.

A. S. REED, Wilmington, Del.
Committee on Statistics.

8. D. TIPPETT, Chairman, Cincinnati, Ohio.
PAUL REISEN Milwaukee, Wis.
J. E. BAKER, Cyracuse, N Y.

Committeeon Building Law.
STACY Rimvns, Chairman, Philadelphia, Pa.
ALEXANDER CHAPOTON, Ja. Detroit, Mich.
A. A. BERBICK, Buflalo, N.

Committeeon Lien Law.

Jcan 8. STEVENS,Chairman, Philadel his. Pa.
Aa'ruun McALLIs'rEn, Cleveland Oh 0.
JOHN J. TUCKER, New York, N. .
C. W. GINDELE, Chicago, lll.
J. MILTON Bum, Cincinnati, Ohio.
C. D. MORSE,Worcester, Mass.-

Marc Eidlitz.
Among those who answered the first

call which resulted in the organization of
the National Association of Builders was
' Marc Eidlitz of New York, and of the
little group of builders who gathered to
gether in preliminary consultation on

that occasion, he is the first one to an

swer that great call which cannot be de
nied, and which sooner or later comes to
all.
What can be said of him that can con
vey to those who did not know him the
conviction that a man of rare worth has

passed away, or fittineg express the sense
of loss which his associates in the Na
tional Association feel so keenly?
There is but one answer to the query.
No one who did not know him can be
made to understand that peculiar kindli
ness of his nature which was so con
stantly manifested to those with whom
he had any relations. either of a business
or social character. Neither is it possible
to describe the feelings of those who
have for so many years enjoyed his
friendshin and confidence, and who
now know that they can ueverIagain feel
the grasp of his friendly hand, or hear
the sound of his cheerful voice.
Life will seem strange without him,
and no matter how the wheels may insist
upon turning round, slowly grinding
down the gaps which sorrow makes in
the heart, until the pain is less intense
and the mind more calmly accepts the in
evitable, his companions in the National
Association will never cease to be con
scious of the vacancy which can never be
filled, and of a sense of loneliness which
will never be obliterated till they too pass
out beyond the reach of loss and pain.
The National Association sufiers much
in the death of Marc Eidlitz. The asso
ciation had no more faithful adherent, no
more enthusiastic believer in the need of
the united counsel and concerted action
which it provides for, and from the first
meeting in Boston in 1887to the last one
which his health permitted him to attend,
his counsel and support werelunstintedly
given. No measure was placed by him
upon his service. It was with :him only

a question of his capacity to render assist
ancc in any undertakings which the asso
ciation brought forward, and though his
modesty led him to underestimate the
worth of his service, his fellow members
well know its value, and placed the highest
gauge upon his opinions and advice. His
conservatism was a needed element, and
though the outward semblance of the
man may be denied to us, his advice and
counsels still live, and will be applied in
future work for the good of the building
fraternity.
His associates in the city where his life
work was accomplished well knew his
worth as a builder and as a citizen. and
they render to his memory the tribute of
their esteem and appreciation ; but the
National Association of Builders knew
him in a broader sense, and his frequent
testimony was that the association had
broadened him. If this be so, then the
association may well feel glad in the midst
of its sorrow in contemplation of the fact
that it brought fresh life to the maturer
years of our dear brother, opened new
avenues of thought, widened the field of
his usefulness, gave added pleasures and
satisfaction and multiplied his friend
ships.
Peace be with you, brother! Yes,
peace is with you ; truly a peace that

passeth understanding, and though we
may still be journeying along the path
which you have. ceased to tread, and
though we may be oppressed with many
doubts and many fears, we still are glad
that we have known you, glad to believe
that you enjoyed companionship with us,
and sure that our work was better, and
will be better alway, because you were

a part of it. W. H. SAYWARD._
Character of the National
Associatlon of Builders.
The following portion of a letter re
cently received by the secretary of the
National Association of Builders from
the secretary of a newly formed organiza
tion of master builders. shows the mis
a prehension as to the character of
the National Association of Builders
which revails to a considerable extent
in localities where there is no affiliated
exchange. The impression seems to be
more or less general that the National
body assumes the right to sanction the
existence of local exchanges by granting
a charter. &c. Such is not the case, for
the National Association exists as a
means for placing every one of its filial
bodies in ession of such lane for the
welfare 0 the builder and his business as
are-considered best, after mature deli ber
ation, by the whole, and actsas an adviser
and director instead of an executor, as
appears in the secretary’s reply, which is

subjoined.
The letter above referred to, after citing
certain local conditions and asking advice
thereupon. goes on to say: “ We would
also like to know if we can be recognized

b the National Association of Builders;

i we can get a charter for the same, and

if so what the charges will be and where
shall we send for it ?”
The secretary’s reply was as follows:
“ I may not be correct, but I infer from
your letter that on are under the im
ression that the r ational Association of
uilders issues charters to local bodies of
builders. If this is ‘our idea it is an
erroneous one. The ational Association
does not issue charters. It is simply a
central bod , the object of which is to
bring toget er, for purposes of mutual
counsel and support, builders of all local
ities, with the end in view of securing the
establishment of uniform customs among
builders, which will carry weight and be
Of value because of their uniformity and
because they are the product of the delib
erate judgment of many peo is in the
same general line of business a 1 over the
United States. Each exchange contrib
utes its ideas and experiences, out of
which a general policy 18 formulated as
the safest and best for all builders' asso
ciations to secure in the communities in
which they exist. The National Associa
tion then promulgates and recommends
these general policies and practices, but
does not assume to dictate their establish
ment. Charters for local organizations
should be obtained from the State
authorities.”+

Official Report.
The oflicial report of the proceedings of
the sixth annual convention has been
distributed to all filial bodies and their
members, and in accordance with sugges
tion made by the Board of Directors at
their last meeting, all filial bodies are re
uested to have the more important por
tions of this report read aloud from time
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Public Buildings.

The bill now pending before Congress,
designed to make a change in the plan
ning and construction of the public build

ings of the United States, is proving of no
little interest to the building trades gener
ally. At present the designing of the
various public buildings devolves on the

supervising architect, who by reason of
the widely scattered nature of the work

can necessarily give but little attention to
any particular building, and is therefore
compelled to intrust the work of super
vision to subordinates. The new bill
provides for throwing open the designing
and supervision of the construction of all

public buildings to the competition of the
architects of the country. Not less than
five architects are to be invited to com
pete for the plans, while the general
supervision of the work is to continue in

the office of the supervising architect.
Among the benefits likely to result from
the adoption of such a law would be a
better class of buildings constructed of
better materials in much shorter time
than is usual under the present law, com
bined with a large saving in cost.

Arbitration.

It has been stated by one of the carpen
ters’ unions which is a member of the na
tional carpenters‘ organization that it
was impossible for it to adopt the form of
arbitration advocated by the National As
sociation of Builders, as such action would
conflict with the ones of the general or
ganization. Such a conclusion, as the
reader will perceive, assumes that the
laws of the general organization in ques
tion are the only ones which should be
recognized as just and proper. Such an
assumption as this is not tenable, for the
laws referred to have been framed with
out recognition of the rights of others,
but solely with the purpose of main
taining the assumed rights of the
makers of the laws. It seems hardly
possible that any organization of work
men which seeks to improve the condi
tion under which its members are work
ing would refuse to accept £0 manifestly
fair a means of settlement of the difler
ences which arise between those members
and their employers as the form of arbi
tration suggested by the National Associ
ation. This form provides for the estab
lishment of a joint committee, to be com
posed of equal numbers from each side,
which shall have the power to decide all
matters of mutual concern which may be
referred to it by either party. In case no

decision can be reached by the joint com
mittee, it shall select an umpire, whose
decision shall be final and binding
upon each side, all work to continue
without interruption" or cessation pending
a decision. Such an arrangement pre
sents a means for adjusting differences
which would appear perfectly just to both
sides. Each has an equal opportunity
to be heard and each an equal number of
votes upon any question. A refusal to ac
cept this,or some other form of arbitration
equally just, would likely be construed
by the community at large as an unwill
ingness, upon the part of the side refus
ing, to assist at a fair and equitable set
tlement of points at issue. Neither side
to a controversy can ever expect to effect
a satisfactory settlement by itself, for
while the adjustment might be perfectly
satisfactory to one side, it is more than
likely it would not be to the other, and
the “settlement” therefore would only
be a temporary affair which the dissatis
fied would attempt to overthrow at the
first opportunity. What is needed is some
plan whereby a permanent means may be

established through which these differ

ences may not only be satisfactorily set
tled, but prevented. The form of arbiti'a

tion suggested by the National Associa
tion presents this plan, and either party
declining to accept it, and refusing all

other plans equally just, puts itself in the

position of admitting that it is notjustice
that is wanted, but its own way.

The ChicagoBuilding Collapse.

Chicago ‘coroners’ juries are making

themselves a record in holding men re

sponsible when through their negligence
or carelessness the lives of others have

been lost. Recently a jury preferred crim

inal charges against the City Building

Commissioner, two of his inspectors, an

architect and the owner of an unfinished

building which collapsed during a heavy
storm on April 1. It was a seven-story
brick structure, belonging to Samuel E.

-Young, and intended for the use of

Street, Young & Kent, manufacturers of

plumbers’specialties. When it collapsed it

crushed some adjoining buildings, killing
no less than seven of the inmates. The

catastrophe was at first attributed to the

force of the wind, as a heavy gale was

blowing at the time, and the building was

not inclosed. 0n subsequent investigation,

made the more searching by the great loss

of life, it was found that proper care had
not been taken in the erection of the

building, and that its collapse was due to

structural weakness, for which all the

parties above named were held responsible.
The laxity of city building inspection has

been shown up very strongly, and it is
probable that another result of the in

vestigation may be the licensing of archi

tects. The coroner’s jury recommended
that measuresshould be taken to control

the erection of buildings by compelling
architects to take out licenses after prov

ing their qualifications, the same as phy

sicians, plumbers and a few other branches

of professional men and mechanics whose

occupations have relation to the health or

safety of their fellow men.

Academyof Ship Carpentry.

An imposing structure which, when
completed, will take rank among the
valuable additions to the already large
number of benevolent and educational

institutions for which the nation is
noted is Webb’s Academy and Home for
Shipbuilders, now in process of erection
at Fordham Heights, N. Y. Asindicated
by its name, the building will constitute
a home for indigent and aged shipbuild
ers, architects and engineers, as well as a

complete and well-equipped institute of
marine technology. The idea is “to
furnish any worthy young man, a native

or a citizen of the United States, who,

after a careful examination by the trus
tees shall have proved himself competent
and of good character, with a free and

gratuitous education in the art and
science of marine architecture and engi
neering, both theoretical and practical,
and also teach him the craft of ship car
pentry, marine engine building and the
allied trades, with free board and lodg

ing, tools, engineering implements and
materials, while acquiring that educa

tion." The building, which is now
completed to the roof, is of bufi brick

with terra cotta trimmings, and covers an
area of 150x 50 feet. The main portion of

the structure is four stories in hight, the
northern end six stories, while a tower
ten stories high is located at the western

corner. This tower is 160feet high, and

while designed to harmonize with the re
mainder of the building, represents the

shaft and lantern of a coast lighthouse.
At the southwest corner is to be a tower
six stories in hight with a conical roof of
tile. The second floor will be utilized as
a museum for marine naval architecture,

also dormitories, laboratories, hospital
ward and dispensary. The third floor

will be devoted exclusively to dormitory
purposes, while the fourth floor, with its

high trussed roof, will be used as an as
sembly, lecture, and laying-out room.
The upper four stories will be devoted al
together to school purposes, and will be
used as drafting rooms. The founder of
the academy, William H. Webb, has set
aside $1,000,000to build andequip the in
stitution, which will probably cost about
$400,000, leaving $600,000as an endow—
ment fund.

The Uniform Contract.

It is a fact to be regretted that builders
who are members of exchanges afiiliated
with the National Association of Builders
do not in all cases familiarize themselves
with the nature and purpose of the vari
ous improvements over old methods of
doing business recommended by the Na
tional body. A case in point recently oc
curred in one of the local exchanges, the
secretary of which, in referring to a
strike in a certain branch of the trade,

stated that one of the contractors, who
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had a time-limit contract on hand,

would not be injured, as he “had
a clause inserted in his contract to
cover just such an occasion.” The Uni
form Contract, which has been so per
sistently urged by the National Associa
tion of Builders, contains a clause covering
just such cases, which was inserted to
protect the contractor from injury in the
event of a strike and to provide for addi
tional time in which to fulfill the contract
when delay was occasioned through no
fault of the contractor. It is the atti
tude of builders as indicated by the case
cited which makes the work of correcting
the unjust customs prevailing in the
building business appear slow in showing
results.

Home Rants In Chicago in ’98.

During the convention of stove manu

facturers held in Chicago the first week

in May, many of the members visited the
prominent buildings and various points of
interest. Several of the gentlemen ex

pressed no little surprise at the number
of buildings, particularly of dwelling
houses and portions of apartment houses,

which are at present placarded “ for
rent.” Inquiry of real estate men and
citizens of the place revealed the fact that
there is at present a larger number of
dwelling houses for rent in and about Chi
cago than ever before. The policy of the
landlords, it would seem, has been to
raise the rent on dwellings upon the pro
gressive plan, the increase commencing
with 1891. The rents demanded during
that year, it was stated, were somewhat
in advmce of what they had been previ
ously. An increase equal to twice the
amount demanded for 1891was put upon
the rents for 1892,and for 1893,the state
ment continued, the landlords had deter
mined to add an amount equal to twice
the increase demanded for 1892. This
would promise a rent sufficiently high, it
would seem, during the fair year to sat
isfy even the most rnpacious landlord, and
yet we suppose there will be exceptions
to the general rule, and perhaps instances
in abundance where a still higher rate of
increase will be employed. The effect of
all this, it was explained, has been to drive
people, in some cases, into more modest
quarters in the city than they formerly
occupied, and in other instances into the
suburban towns. A still further exodus
has taken place the present spring and is
likely to continue during the year before
the exposition opens, by people who wish
to avoid the rush and crowds of the city
during the fair, and who, accordingly,
are retiring to near-by towns. The result
is to throw upon the market the houses
they formerly occupied. Besides, numer
ous new houses are also vacant. We are
assured that Chicago will be’equal to the
enormous crowds that are expected to
visit the city during the months of the
fair, that there will be dwelling places for
all who wish to spend the entire period of
the exposition in the city, and stopping
places in abundance for those who come
for shorter periods.

Tall Buildings.

The new tall buildings of Chicago were
also a fruitful subject of remark upon
the part of delegates attending the con

vention above mentioned. Said one :
“Why, they are all alike, and they are
about as handsome as a Quaker meeting
house. Swelled fronts and projecting
bay windows, I should think, would soon
have their day in Chicago from the num
ber that are already in position on the tall
buildings of this city. The monotony of
the architecture is appalling; story after
story, through 12 to 20, from sidewalk to
roof, all alike, with nothing in the way of
accentuation of lines, and little in the
way of embellishment, may suit Chicago,
but such architecture would not be toler
ated in any other city on the continent."+
Strike-Lockout in the Granite

Industry.

BY WI. H. HAYWARD.

For several weeks the air has been full
of rumors in regard to impending trouble
between the employers in the granite
quarrying and cutting business and their
workmen. These rumors have now cul
minated in a cessation of work, beginning
at the great quarrying centers in New
England, and spreading to the cutting
yards and shops, not only in that district,
but in other sections of the country,threat
ening to involve substantially all these
great interests throughout the Union. It
is impossible at the present writing and in
the midst of conflicting rumors, reports
and statements, most of them unofiicial,
which are appearing in the daily press, to
arrive at such comprehensive conclusions

as to the rightfulness of the position taken
by either side as would be proper under
the circumstances. What appears on the
surface is simply this: The workmen in
the quarries, pursuing the usual course
under present conditions, make a “ de
mand " for a reduction of the number of
working hours and a readjustment of
wages, which will result in establishing
about the same net result of pay as has
been secured for the greater number of
hours labor which has been in vogue
heretofore. This demand is resisted by
the quarry owners, and consequent upon
this resistance the quarry workmen cease
work. The Granite Manufacturers' Asso
ciation, which includes not-only quarry-_
men per se, but granite dealers and con
tractors for cut granite,issue an ultimamm
which is practically a refusal of the whole
proposition, and also involves a cessation
of attempt upon the part of all these
employers to carry on business until the
previously existing prices and conditions
are renewed. On the one side it is
claimed to be a “ strike ;" on the other a
“lockout.” At the present writing the
situation is so involved that the unpreju
diced observer is in doubt as to what de
scriptive term should be applied to the
complex situation. The outlook is not
pleasing, and suggests again, as has often
before been manifest in labor disturb
ances, the need of wise councils and se
rious effort upon both sides to perfect and
establish methods of arbitration. What
ever the outcome may be in the adjust
ment of the special matters that are the
points at issue in this controversy,
whether the employers force the workmen
to retreat from their position, or the
workmen secure an acceptance of their

immediate demands, either of which re
sults is sure to be influenced. delayed or
prejudiced by overt acts and injudicious
movements by individuals, the final judg
ment must be that the future must de
velop some better way of dealing with
the great problem than the arraying of
the two divisions of labor in opposing
armies with the avowed purpose of as
sault and defense. It must be evident to
all thinking men that the interests of the
employers and workmen are so great and
necessarily so blended as to demand some
permanently existing court of equity con
jointly formed and fully recognized and
obeyed, by and through which the indi

viduals upon both sides may be saved the
terrible loss and disaster which continu
ally impends under the present lack of
form and method.

Coll Tar for Waterproofing.

According to the Revue des Travauw
Publics, the use of coal tar as a means of
rendering mason impervious to water is
much
féwored

in
rapce. Tfherehare

two
wa so pre 'ng t e tar ort is use—
boiIing and filing. The former method
is suitable for surfaces intended to be ex
ed to the atmosphere, while the latter

is
appropriate

for surfaces to be covered
up y masonry, earth, &c. By adding to
the coal tar a paste made by dissolving
India rubber clippings in benzine, a coat
ing may be obtained which is still more
resistant, elastic and durable. For roofs
the heat-absorbing quality of these black
varnishes may be overcome by dusting
them with any permanent white earth be
fore they are quite dry. For masonry to
be covered up the use of flared tar is
highly recommended. This is pre ed
by boiling the tar in acaldron, and lling
a bucket two-thirds full from it. The
tar is then lighted at the surface and al
lowed to blaze for 15or 20minutes, being
constantly stirred the while with an iron
rod. When a drop from the blazing
bucket upon cold stone has the consist
ency of thick soup, the flare is extin_
guished b covering down the bucket with
an iron li . The tar will then be reduced
to one-third its ori 'nal bulk, and it must
he s read as ra i y as possible upon the
wor with a -tail brush of vegetable
fibre, care being taken to dip often, so as
to prevent its coolin and hardening pre
maturely. If the aring process is pro
longed be ond the roper moment the
result is a rittle prodiict like sealing wax.
When the flare is stop d at the right
time the resultant tar ad eres very firmly
to any surface, and can be immediatel
covered up with earth. It has a skin both
hard and tough, underneath which is a.
viscous layer about ,1, inch thick,
which

preserves
its integrity for any

length 0 time.

High Chimneys.

Among the high chimneys of this coun—
try may be mentioned one 350 feet in
hight, which is being built for the Omaha
and Grant Smelting Works, in Denver,
001. It will be an octagonal stack, 55
feet in diameter at the base, placed on a
concrete foundation 18 feet deep, im
bedding 20 tons of steel rails. There will
be two stacks, one within the other, with
a ladder-way between. The stack will
be banded with 04-inch wide steel
bands every 20 feet. covered by the
brickwork. The contract price is about
$53,000, and it is to be finished in 180
days. The other high chimneys in the
United States, says the Mechanic and
Electrician, are as follows; At the Fall
River Iron Works, 340 feet, and the Clark
thread mill stack, in Newark, N. J. The
stack at Freiburg is 400 feet highrcount
ing from the ground.
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TWO-STORY FRAME COTTAGE.
HE TWO-STORY frame cottage.
which we illustrate herewith was
erected last season in Washington.

Iowa, by W. S. Wylie of that place from
plans prepared by himself. The picture
forming our supplement plate was made
from a photograph of the building as it
stands completed, while the elevations
and floor plans show the general arrange
ment of rooms and exterior finish. This
house has a cellar under the kitchen,
bathroom and dining

room. Itissheeted
on the outside with ressed sheeting and
tarred felt, the latter being covered with

and there will be a sleeping room directly
above on the second floor.

_____HL__‘-___k

Some Heating Fallacies.

In a recent issue of a local paper of Des
Moines, Iowa,was a long and interesting ar

Front Elevation—Scale, 1,6Inch to the Foot.

4~inch siding exposed 3 inches to the
weather. The roof is covered with clear
white pine shingles. From an inspection
of the plans it will be seenthat the rooms
on the first floor are so arranged that the
three principal ones, together with the
hall, may be

practically
thrown into one.

From the hal may be reached both the
arlor at the right, and the dining room
immediately in the rear. The parlor, sit
ting room and dining room communicate
one with another by means of wide 0 n
ings, sliding doors being em loye in‘
some instances. In the rear of t e sitting
room is the bathroom, while beyond the
dining room is the kitchen, with which it
communicates by means of a single door
and a double cupboard. The house is
provided with both rear and front stairs,
thus rendering it possible for the servants
to reach the second story without assing
through the front of the house. he ar
rangement indicated rovides for three
chambers, one of whic has opening from
it a large alcove. The servants’ room
is in the rear. The floors throughout the
house are laid with selected fence floorin
and car ted. The stairs are finishe
with r oak, and the remainder of the
house with white pine in what is called
block finish. The author states that the
dwelling completed cost $2900. The de
sign has beenmuch admired by intending
buildersin the section named, and Mr.
Wylie expects to erect two more houses
this season from the same general floor
plans, the only change being in the rear
portion. where a bedroom will take the
place of the bathroom on the first floor,
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boards for a particular system. A genial
fellow, now dead, in an interchange of
confidence, once said to several of us:
“ Boys, in the matter of handling school
boards, success lies in singing a big song
on the subject of ventilation, getting the
members thoroughly confused and then
socking the price on for the purpose of
making ’em think we’ve t the greatest
thing on earth.” And alt ough this man
was handling a cheap, many-jointed, cast
iron furnace, and making prices to indivi
duals that I couldn't possibly meet, I was
amazed to find his figures on school jobs
twice as large as mine. He had the
“nerve,” as we call it

,

to work on the
plan he had outlined. But there are
“tricks of the trade" in deals with indi
viduals as well as in thoseflwith public
officials. I once heard an “ engineer " ex
plain, in the most solemn manner, how, as
the result of a peregrinatin course on the
part of the heat on the insi e

,

one foot of
the heating surface of his apparatus would
give off twice as much heat as the same
kind of surface of another apparatus with
out getting a particle hotter! What was
said was being drunk in as though it were
gospel truth and common sense. Another
furnace man has two boxes of chemicals
that he places in the lower corner of his
air chamber, and I have seenhim. with a

countenance that would do credit to a

saint, explain in a minutely “scientific “

manner how those chemicals converted im
pure air into pure air, and could keep on
doing it forever and ever! I know another
who will pray fervently morning and night
and then go forth explaining how, by a

discovery he made as to the “circulatory
motion " of air, impure air is brought into
contact with his heating surface, thereby
to be immediately made pure.

MOIST AIR.

The great deaideratum (of the imagina-'
tion) with some people, in any heatinn
system, is “moist air.” It is a delusiog
and a humbug—first, no system promising

it furnishes it, and second, because it

wouldn’t be what it is cracked up to be if
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Two-S‘fm'yFrame Cottage.—W. S. Wylie, Architect, Washington, Imam—Floor Plans.
—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Fool.

ticle on Warming and Ventilation by John
E. Clarey, from which we reprint some
entertaining and instructive paragraphs:

I have frequently met competitors
whose mission, like mine, was largely in
the line of winning the approval of schoo.

it was furnished. In saying this I know
that I am treading on traditions dear to
some people, but I can’t help it. Several
hot-water heating pamphlets that I have
read lay great stress on one page on the
moist air feature of their systems and on
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the next, with beautiful consistency, assert
that their systemsareso perfectly adjusted
as to require but from a quart to three
quarts of water per day! Supposing this
quart of water actually evaporates into the

Details of Front Porch—Scale.95Inch to the
Foot.
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of water-tight pipes, moisten the air out
side. How about water in connection
with warm air? I make and sell a warm
air furnace, and a “ vapor” pan or tank
goes with each one sold ; it goes not be
cause it possessesany virtue but because
itis cheaper to furnish it than to argue
with a customer that it is useless. A
Boston furnace man’s directions for using

Detail of Main Cornice—Scale.% lnoh to the
Foot.

Bide (Left) Elevation.
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furnace is so small as to have to furnish
burnt instead of warm air; if impure air
is being used, a water pan is useful as an
absorbent, but in such a case the water
ought to be frequently changed, as other
wise it will becomeso foul as to itself im
part vileness to the air. Neither of these
conditions ought to exist; both do fre~
quently exist. A good furnace of sufi
cient size, properly put in, furnishes a
genial wholesome warm air, not a parched
air. ,v+—
The Carpenter’s wooing.

The following lines, which appeared
not long since in the Chicago Post, are
calculated to make the reader smile :

O, I a door you,darling one,
I hall ways lovedyour laughter,
And window you intend to grant
The handmy hopesare rafter f

You’re roof if you imaginethat
I’ve not enoughto board you ;
We’ll haveagoods uaremeal,for I
Can hammerste afford you.

1sawyer father yesterday;
’Tis planehe’dhaveusmarry;
0, let us to the joiner's hie,
Nor let usshingletarry.

The cornicewaving now,my love;
The gablesall are ringing ;
A lath zWhy let me longerplnel
I'm sawdustwhen l’m singing.

S'r. Jossrn’s Seminar on Valentine's
Hill, Yonkers, New York, is an excellent

owner-‘sorts: rrnm'rrrt'nm

Two-Story Frame Cottage.—EIevation.—Scale, y
r; Inch to the Fool‘.

rooms, what a wonderfully softening ef
fect it must have when diffused through
20,000 cubic feet of air in the course of 24
hours! Hot water heat radiating pipes
are not moist but dry; the hotter the
water the dryer the ipes. So much for
the nonsensical idea t at hot water, inside

the vapor pan were as follows : “ Wash
the pan out carefully in the fall; turn
bottom side up and keep it that side up
until the spring.” The vapor pan is use
ful under two conditions: If in the right
place and of ample capacity—almost an
impossibility—it will help a little when a

example of modern building construction.
It will be in the form of a hollow square,
with a frontage of 860feet. The wings
project 85 feet, and the chapel in the rear
of the main building will be 120feet long.
It will be entirely of granite. and four
stories high.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Face Mold for Slnlr Buil.

From Cossrm READER, Toronto,
Canada—I have a stair to build with a
quarter circle 0 linder 91 inches radius
to the center ine of rai and 9% inches
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Face Mold for Stair RaiL—Slcelch Ac
companying Letter of " Constant
Reader.”

to the to and the wreath 4 inches above
the pitc of the straight rail. I have
tried to explain what I mean in the ac
companying drawing. I would like to
have from the practical readers of Car
pentry and Building the drawing of the
face mold for this rail. I also desire a

correct explanation of bending stair
strings with keys from the hack of string.

Window Screen- and Outside Bllnill.
From H. U., Talmage, Neb.-— I have
been a reader of Carpentry and Building,
0E and on, for nine or ten years, and have
found in it a great deal of interest and
value to me in my trade. I always turn
first to the Correspondence Department,
but during all the time I have taken the
paper have never seen anything relating
to window screens where outside blinds
are used. I mean window screens so ar
ranged that a

person
ma conveniently

open and close t e outside lind from the
inside. I have made and put in two kinds
of screens, one sliding on the inside of the
inner sash and one sliding on the outside
between the sash and the blind, moving
up and down just the same as a window
sash. I do not like either plan, and am
desirous of learning from some of the
readers of Carpentry and Building of a
more convenient window screen.

Design [or “'riling Desk Without
Book (Jule.

From W. C. R., Chicago, IIl.-WilI
some of the readers of the paper kindly
furnish drawings, &c., showing the con—
struction of a writing desk and secretary
without book case. The principal woods
which are available for my use are pine,

-manner of getting out the arch stones.

cherry, oak and maple, and I should be
glad to have a design adapted for woods
of this kind.

interest to the correspondent who recently
asked for fence desi s. This fence is

made of %-inch s and 2-inch plank.
The posts are of stone with iron rods. The

American shingle Practice.
From W. J. MCQUILLEN, Port Blair,
Andaman Island, E. I.—There is a slight
error in my query, as presented in the
Febru issue of CARPENTRY AND BUILD
ING, which has just come to hand. In it

I am made to say that the shingles are laid
on 2 x 4 inch battens. The 4 in this instance

is an error, as the battens are 2 x 1 inch,
laid flat. I am looking forward to the‘
recei ‘t of the March number of the paper
and ope to derive from it much interest
ing information with regard to the sub
ject of shingle practice. I should be very
glad to answer any questions which the
readers of the per may see fit to ask
with regard to set Indian building prac
tice.
Note --We are quite sure that a letter
from our correspondent touchin the
question of building construction in the
section of country in which he is located
will prove highly interesting to American
readers, and we trust he will seehis way
clear to contribute to the Correspondence
Department of the paper.

Striking a Spiral Arc]!
From D. F., Philadelphia, Pa.--I send
herewith a rough drawing of aspiral arch,
and desire to ask the practical readers of
Carpentry and Baildi for a method of
Properly Btnkmg 1t- I “We to know the Designfor FenceConstruction, Submitted

ii 77
making the atterns and the method of

by J’ 12'
cutting the ace of the arch. I believe
there are only two such arches in this
country, and they are somewhere in
Ohio. I should be glad to have those

construction is very easy and the results
attractive. The construction is so clearly
indicated in the drawing that further de

Drawing of 0 Spiral Arch, Sent by "D. F."

versed in such problems, especially stone scriptiou would appear to be unneces
cutters, consider this problem. sary.

Verandas and Gable Finish.Del I Be . 0 .sgn or ice omllrucllon
From JACK’ Ont

.

, (nia—J would
Fmat J. E., Slndtmn Conn—I send a
sketehoi afence which I assisted in buildmg some time age which may prove of

like very much to see in the columns ‘of
the pa r, from practical carpenters, de
signs or verandas, and also gable finish.
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quet room and library to the center of the
structure. as indicated by the dotted
lines. This would 've two good store
rooms on the first oor, each about 18
feet in width. The second floor could
then be used as a hall or small theater.

The subject is one likely to interest a
great many readers of the paper.

Dentin for a Business Block.
From E. A. P., Carthage, Ill.-—In
answer to “ C. A. W.," who asked in the
August issue of Carpentry and Building

Floor and Boo! 'l'rull.
From R. C. B., Orangeburg. S. C.—My‘ article in the issue of Carpentry and
Building for October of last year pro
voked a criticism I

hardgjv
anticipated,

and the spirit in which “ . W. W.” ex
. pressed himself determined me not_ to re‘ ’
ply, but to let him unmolestedly enjo his
opinions; but for two things which ave
since occurred I should not write now.
The first of these is the wish for general
information on the subject of corres
udence expressed in the January num‘

' * ggr of the paper by “ S. E. D.” of Pitts
- “ burgh, Pa., and the editor’s kind remarks

in the note following, wherein itis stated,
7—" the suggestion of our correspondent is a
I good one, and voices the wishes of the

. .
'
editor in regard to this matter. We trust4' 'i our readers will heed the advice of our
correspondent, and during the long wm
ter evenings send the editor a great deal
of interesting matter.” The other reason, is the courteous e ression of opinion by
“ C. S.,”Brunswic , Ohio, who, in an ar

‘ ticle on the subject, presents his own‘
"views. and illustrates them by good draw
in s and intelligent remarks, wherein hetages occasion to express his disagree
ment with m ' proposition. He res -
fully says: “ think the lan of

‘ . C.
B.’ is not just what it shou d be 1D_01'd91'to carry the load to be laced upon it. A
building 36 x 50 won 6. accommodate a
great many people, and I think his plan
would not carry the load at all.” These
thoughts by the correspondent named, in
addition to the editorial remarks just
mentioned, moved me to give new atten

OGDDDD

COG-6°

Front Elevation.

for designs for a business block with a
hall or theater above, I take pleasure in
inclosing blue prints of a buildin re
cently erected at Warsaw, Ill., roni
plans prepared b George W. Payne,
architect, of this city. The building was
erected by the I. O. 0. F. fraternity, and
was designed to have aflodge room above,
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Design for a Business Block—George W. Payne, Architect, Carthage, [IL—Elevation
and Floor Plans. Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

tion to the matter, and I wish to do it inwith a banquet room and public library

a single letter and there rest the case. Abelow. From an inspection of the first
floor lan it will be seen that the building multitude of cares and adisinclination for
con] readily be made to answer the re- controvers , especially demonstrable byquirements of “C. A. W.," by simply figures, wi I prevent a further pursuit ofmoving the partition between the ban- the question. There has not appeared in

the discussion
anything

like a scientific
treatment of the case. n one instance it

was an extended sophomoric philli 10
against my design, and an unsuppo _ed
assertion in regard to its nex_t to infimte
weakness. In the latter, it is the sim le
but honest statememt: “ I think the p n

is not just what it should be, &c., and
would not carry the load at all." ‘I go back to the leading elements in
“S.E.D.’s" article, and am impressed
with the propriety of his thought and .the
laudableness of his desires. for there is a

lamentable absence of scientific informa
tion. I hope to render‘a serVice to youngcarpenters by presentin to them an
illustrating rules for ca culation, while
giving them something reliable to fall
back upon, enabling them to express an
intelligent opinion relative to the stren h

of timber and to know for a fact whet er
or not a design is just what it should
to c a given load. As “ C.W.W.

is entitled to thanks for provoking 00n
troversy, I cheerfully give them, but
before proceeding to the more immediate
matter in hand I will say that when a

request was made b' “S. M. J.” for a

design of roof and cor framing in the
balloon style I made such as I then
thought and now consider economical
and adapted to the purpose. I would
italicise the word "balloon," for it im~
plies and carries with it the suggestion
of a chea building, and not one to be
used as a eavy warehouse, nor, in fact,
for any purpose out of the ordinary.
However much or little I have pleased“ C. M. J." of Ontario, Ohio, I have evi
dently entertained “ C. W. W.” of Allen
town, Pa., and have given him an 0 per
tunity to dis lay his knowled o the
strength of t e materials. statics, &c.
He has also taken advantage of the door
opened, and passing through has pre
sented to the public, and more especially
to our balloonstyle-desiring friend, “ C.
M. J.,” a design which in his own opin
ion is perfect and exactl meets the case.

1 Without going much into detail in a

criticism of his roof, I simply remark
,, that there are probabl a number of r

\

‘\
\\
\

.\\

sons in this large worl and near the c ose
of this nineteenth centu who would
pronounce his design a fairly good one,

I provided it was for a building say double0 . . .~§\\$"1the width desired b “ C. M. J." There
are, however. eyes a le to detect the fact
that so much lumber is proposed in the
design that the voids or spaces left are a

respectable approach to the space occu' pied by the lumber itself, for 6 x 8 truss

\
.

rafters, and their proportionately large
companions as tie beams, &c., fora build
ing 36 feet wide a pear, to say the least,
suspiciously unba oonish and, to use the
expression of " C. W. W.." with a slight
change of terms, “I hope ‘ C. M. J.’ has
not yet built the roof according to the de
sign of ‘ C. W. W.’; that is, if he has
acted under the delusion that he has ro
duced a cheap and economical ‘bal oon- frame.’" The amusing thing to me is,

- two girders 8 x 10 inches. sup

. consideration not bein

for the amusement is not entirely on
the part of “ C. W. W.,“ that he
has made a floor which unballoons the
roof. He asked “C. M. J." to employ

rted every

8 feet by two 2}; inch rods. he demand
to the least learned seems to approach the
ludicrous, and the first impression and
suggestion is to rest the case, the me of

worth t e am" munition to be expen ed. The climax,
however, was not reached until he placed
three 3 x 16 inch timbers, combined, as' cross beams, with heavy cast-iron work
beneath as a su porting truss. He ap
pears to act as t ough conscious of the
need of a support for the large beams
under them. and all to support what? A
floor of but 36 feet span. The entire
scheme is so preposterous I with pleasure
instead of disgust leave all, and while
not over anxicus to make a pedantic dis
play as regards my knowledge of strength
of materials, their resisting power, &c.,
but to aid less opinionated readers, I 've
the formula and rule by which my cu
lations are made. They are those laid
down by- the eminent English writer
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Thomas Tredgold in hiswell—hiown work
ou“Carpeutry." Iwill add that Mr. Tred

experiments are sustained by Bar
w and Bondeletm, as well as by our
American author Haupt in his treatise
on
'
building.

Mr. ld’s rule isas follows: .“ To
determinet e crom siren of timber,

the stick inmultrpl the thickness
inches by the we of the depth in
inches and divi e the product by the

remembered in each instance the outside
walls take 05 just one-half of the weight.
As no floor, in any instance, would be
ked solid. nor much more than one
alf, we practically have four times as
much resisting wer as would be re
uired. As regar the joists themselves,
t ey have a resisting power of 700,146
pounds, and our weight of people being
205,800,we have in strength more than
three times as much as required. As the

Design for a Business Bloch—Side (Left) Elerah'on.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

length of the piece in feet. With the
quotient multiply the sum that is set
against the wood—the table—and the prod
uct is the breaking weight as applied to
the center of the stick; but it will sus
tain double the amount when equally dis
tributed over its entire len h." 1 will
state that the coeflicient for uthern pine
or “the sum set against the wood—the
table " is not given by Tredgold, but that
684 unds is the result of experiments
by th the United States Government
and the English at the Woolwich Navy
Yard, and is accepted as correct by engi
neers of both countries for use by the
rule of Mr. Tredgold. According to the
rule named. the formula for my floor
joist is :
8X8X2=128+18=71-9X684 =
4684 pounds as resisting power at the
center of the joists. This amount doubled
for equal distribution of weight gives a
strength of 9728pounds for each of the 36
joists, or an aggregate strength of 350,208,
and as this comprises but one-half of the
floor, we have an entire resistance of
700.146pounds. Next, the formula for
girders is :
8X8X6=384+B=48X684=
32,832pounds as center breaking weight,
and for equal distribution 65,664for each
of the six

girders.
or an aggregate of

393,984poun s.
Now, as regards the weight of wood in
the floor and joist, I would

say7
there are

1800square feet of floor. doub e, 2 inches
thich, 300cubic feet. In the floor joists
there are 144 cubic feet, or an aggregate
of 444feet, weighing 48 pounds per foot,
which gives an aggregate of 21,812
pounds. Now. as regards apossible load
on the floor, it may be stated that the
available space inside the walls is 35x 49
feet = 1715 square feet. That loaded
with ple closely packed is 120 pounds
per oot, or an aggregate of 205,800
pounds. to which we add the 2l,312
pounds for wood work, giving an extreme
weight of 227,112 pounds. As one-half
of the weight is supported by the outside
walls we subject the girder to 113,556
pounds, which is less than one-third of
the breaking strain, or in other words,
should a second tier of peo 1estand above
those on the floor it won d su port all.
and there would still be a surp us resist
ance of 177,528 pounds. This is enough
for a third tier of people and yet leave a
surplus of 74,628pounds: for it is to be

floor would not be more than one-half
solidly packed we have a full strength of
six times that which is required.
Now, a few words with regard to the
iron rods. All engineers and intelligent
architects are aware that experimenters
disagree as to the absolute tensile strength
of wrought iron; but an average of the
results as given by Barlow, Rankine,
Hodginson and Unwin, and I may add

I r0 .w n. as...

sounds,
and the added wei ht of the gir

er itself 768 pounds, ma 'ng an ag e
gate of 227,880 pounds. As one-h of
each of the two end ones are supported by
the end walls we reduce the aggregate
one-sixth. which is 37,900

pounds,
leaving

only 187,920pounds for t e rods to sup
port. Here again we have a surplus re
sisting power in good relative proportion,
for 112,080remains, and this for a solidly
packed floor.
I have thus given what I consider to be
reliable figures of both resistance and
weight, as calculated by tables of eminent

engineers
and writers. I next, in closing,

wi 1state that in the Engineers’ Maga
zine for November, 1891, ages 139to 144,
this uez-tion of strength of material is
consitered in detail and reliable tables

presented.
For a2 x 8 inch joist, 18 feet

ong and 1inch thick,or wide, as the term
it, the author gives the one-sixth break
ing weight when equally distributed to
be 47 pounds to each foot in length. From
the tables presented the formula is 18 X
47 x 2 x 6 = 10, 152,thus givinga resist
ing strength or war of 424 ounds more
than by the ot ier tables. he formula
for my girder is: 240x 8 X 6 = 69,120for
each of the six girders, or an aggregate of
414.720asresisting

power-against
the 898,

984 by the tables have used. In each
instance is given more strength than re
quired and here, so far at least as Iarn
concerned, the controversy ends.

Cyclone Architectu re.
From Harman.—I was much interested
by a rusal of the article on “Cyclone
Architecture ” by a correspondent in May
issue of Carpentry and Building, and
particularl as I have given the subject
considerab e thought myself and conceive
that I have

approached
very near to a

satisfactory so ution of the difiiculty ex

perienced
by settlers who locate with a

esire to confine their residence within
one township. I note the peculiarity of
construction referred to by “ W. S. 0.,”
but out here (and I am extremely “out
West,” by the way), a ton or two of sand

Cyclone Architecture—Return: Contributed by “Harman.”

well ratified experiments by the Wool
wich Nav Yard, is that an iron rod 1
inch in diameter in the position stated
has a tensile resistance of 30 tons. thus
giving 60,000pounds as a resisting power
for each of the five rods, or a total of 300,
000 pounds. The weight of the people
and floor, as above stated, is 227,112

more or less, packed among the “ innards ”

of a house, don't amount to much in the
way of anchorage, especially if the storm
be a regular cyclone—that is, one of the
kind that boasts a royal lineage—the
blue-blood of a straight breed.
If one of our thoroughbred cycle-torna
does comes along on a business trip you
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may just make up your mind that ou've
got to “ git aboard " and go to i came
to this decision in a very short space of
time after arrival here.
In less than six months I found myself
and most of my farm buildings, together
with a certain contingent in the form of
livestock (some of which wasn’t mine!)
exactly 37%miles from Blanktown, whereI first located. At this juncture I called
a halt, so to speak. and got up on the
chicken-coop to ruminate. I argued thus:
In this matter, as inall others, we must
endeavor to conform to nature rather
than to oppose her, and when nature taps
you on the shoulder and says “ Git your
things together, sonny, and come along
of me," why. the wisest thing is to do it;
and a wiser thing yet is to always be
prepared to do it, see?
I have had ocular and other demon
strations that this is a progressive part of
the hemisphere, and we have got to keep

articles as clear as possible, and I am
taking this

opportunity
to inform the

readers thereo of my, willingness to
answer any questions thev may ask.
In my revious letter I endeavored to
explain t e principles uporr which the
sections and tangents are founded. If
the young reader will trouble himself to
understand thoroughly all that was said
he will know all that is needed of the
sections and tangents to enable him to

1
g
q
e
t

over every difficulty that may meet
im in his practical experience.
Before entering on the subject of this
paperI wish the reader to examine all
the previous diagrams and note articu
larly the line 2 3 in the elevation. In
right angle blocks it runs arallel to the
pitch line of tangents, an in all other
shaped blocks it deviates from the pitch
of tangents.
The isometrical view given in Fig. 10
will show clearly the place it occupies in
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to find the length of semi-minor and
semi-major axes, also the foci for both
inside and outside of the wreath or the
face mold. In Figs. 9

,

11 and 12 is shown
how; these are found. Figs. 11 and 12
are exactly similar to the section of Fig.

9
.

The circle in the middle of Fig. 11
represents the width of rail; the two
semicircles at the ends represent the
width of the mold at the ends. They are
larger than the circle, their radius being
the length of 1 0 in Fig. 9

.

These two
semis and the circle together give the
width of the face mold in both ends and
in the center; consequent] it is evident
that they must be contain in the curve
of the mold. From point 2 in the inter
section of the axis in Fig. 11 to 3 in the
circle is the length of semi-minor for the

i \/
Hg. 11.

The S4,'irn.ceof Handrailing.-—Diagrams Accompanying Article of Morris W'r'lliams.

moving. Very well, then, the solution of
the question of preparation gives the secret
of comfort and contentment. The picture
shows a general view of my premises im
mediately after the a pearance of a cloud
“asbig as a man’s hand." We do not
wait till it is as big as a man’s foot—as
they say in Chicago.
If on ask where this unique outfit
may h

e

inspected I reply in “ the picture,”
for the truth of the matter is I have
never felt able to buy the necessary
paraphernalia, though I am beginning to
make preparations. I have not ordered
my ball-ions yet ; in fact, about all I‘ve.
got so far is the steering wheel and a pot
of green paint.
But the scheme is all right—don‘t you
think so?

The Sclence of Hundrnilln¢.—Ill.
From MORRIS WILLIAMS, Scranton, Pa.
In the explanation of Fig. 7 in last
month's issue two errors occurred which

I hereby correct. Instead of “ From 3

draw 3 Operpendicular to X Y " it should
be, “From 3 draw 3 3 perpendicular to
X Y.” The words “ Onpoints 1, 3, 4 and

5 raise perpendiculars," are to be omitted.
My wish and endeavor is to make these

the development of the section. The
lowest point in the section is 3
. next

comes 2 and the highest is i. The highest
side of the section is 1 3; the lowest 2 3
.

Point2 of the line is the elevation of
point 2 on plan ; point 3
,

the elevation of
point 3 on lan. Compare the fi ring of
Figs. 9 an 10, each line in hot figures
corresponding one with the other. In Fig.
9they are located eometrically, in Fig.
10 isometrically. t is essential to under
stand the relation these lines bear to
each other and the place they occupy in
the section, because they form the plan of
the section, and they are also the lines
that govern the bevels that are needed to
square the wreaths.

I will now leave the
tangents

and sec
tions and proceed to exem ify the method
of drawing the face mol . This mold is

a template, by the use of which the top
and bottom faces of the wreaths are cut
from the plank intended for the purpose.
When the curve on

plan
is a part of a

circle the curve 0 the face mold in
variably becomes a part of an ellipse.
There are various ways of drawing
the curve of an ellipse in use by hand
railers, viz.: by the use of a string, tram
mel, straightedge and ordinates. With
the first three methods it is necessary

inside of the curve. From the same point
to 1 in the circle is the length of the
semi-major for outside of the curve.
To find the length of semi-major take
int 3 on the semi as center, with the
ength of 3 2

,

and cut the major in point

5 ; extend till it cuts the minor in 4. This
line 3 4 is the exact length of the semi
major axis for inside of the mold. Take

point-1
on the semi for center, with the

ength of 1 2 (which is the length of semi
minor), and cut the major 6

;

extend to the
minor, cutting it in point 2. This line

1 2 will be the exact length of semi-major
for outside of the mold.
To find the foci take point 3 on circum
ference of the circle in the center of the
mold as center, with the length of semi
minor 3 4 as radius and cut the major in

points

7 7
.

These points will be the foci
or inside of the mold. Take point 1 in
the circle as center, and the len h of the
semi-major 1 2 as radius; cut t e major
in 8 8

.

These points are the foci for out
side of the mold.
Fig. 9 will explain the method of strik
ing the curve with a string. Fi . 12
explains the method of the use 0 the

straightedge.
Mark on a straightedge

the ength of semi-minor axis 1 6
,

also
the length of semi-major l 2. Keep point
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6 on major and point 2 on minor, and
rotate the straightedge, marking dots at
each rotation. These dots will be con
tained in the curve of the outside of the
mold. Similar process is necessary for
the inside of the mold. The trammel is
worked on the same principle as the
straightedge.

Jolal Reqnlred for a Building.
From L. J. A., Atlantic Highlands, N.
J.—-I will try and answer what appears to
be a somewhat difficult question from
“L. J. N.," Lincoln, Neb., who asks for
a short rule for finding the number of
joists required in a building. If placed
16inches from centers I take one uarter
of the length of the building and d one.
If the remainder contains a fraction I add
one more. Suppose, for example, the
length of the building i< 60 feet. Then
60+4= 15 4- 1 = 16; or suppose the
length of the building to be 55 feet ; then
55 + 4 = 13% + 1 : 14%. and, adding one
for the fraction y. gives 15 as the result.
which is the num r of joists required.

Making Dark Rooms Light.

From J. K. W., JR., San Francisco,
CaI.—Will some of the practical readers
kindly tell me through the Correspond
ence columns if there is any artificial
meansto give light in dark rooms. A
house has been put up next to mine,
which so darkens the rooms as to render
them unpleasant. My house has a 53-foot
break or L, as indicated in the accompany
ing sketch. This shows the rooms which

l
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Making Dark Rooms Light—Sketch from
“J. K. W., Jr.”

are darkened and the position of the wall
of the new house.
Note—Without attempting to antici
pate the answers of corres ndents to the
above question, we woul suggest that
whitewashing the wall of the new house,
or painting it white, would afford some
relief. Another plan would be to make
use of some of the reflectors at resent on
the market for

purposes
of t is kind.

These are adj uste at an angle outside the
windows of the darkened rooms, and are
so placed as to throw the light from above
into the apartments. We trust those of
our readers who have had experience in
cases of this kind will write us fully, ac
companying their letters with sketches as
may seem desirable.

Adjustable Trestle for Plasterers.
From T W., Aylmer, 0nt.—I would
like to obtain through the columns of the
Correspondence Department some ideas
for an adjustable trestle for plasterers‘
use. I want a light, stifl' trestle, which
can be easily and quickly raised or low
ered to suit various hights of ceiling. If
some of the practical readers of the aper
who have had experience in this direc
tion can give me some information touch
ing this matter, I shall be greatly obliged.

Design lor an Open Staircase.
From D. A. B.. Franklin, N. Y.—I de
sire to ask through Carpentry and Build
ing if some of the readers‘ will furnish a

design for an open staircase. It is in
tended to rise from a sitting room which
is 16x 16 feet and the ceiling is 9 feet. I

inclose asketch of the room, which I think
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Diagram Submit/ed by “ D. A. B."

will be readily understood. If some one
will kindly furnish what I require it will
be highly appreciated by the writer, while
of undoubted interest to many other
readers of the paper.

Boot Trun
_ From J. C. W., Pine Hill, Pa.—I notice
in some recent issues of Carpentry and
Building diagrams of roof trusses which
interest me very much. I send herewith
sketch of a roof and would be glad to
have practical readers give their methods
of
supporting

it. Not long since I was
asked y a merchant to make out a bill
for him for a hall which is to be built on

<n-_~~\

i

nOorrea: suwpomsn
‘_~_\4° 1b

other material wood. The dotted lines
in the main portion of the diagram show
how the roof of the warehouse is at present
framed. I should like very much to have
this problem solved.

Cabinet for Laboratory.

Fro-m W. C. R., Chico o, III.—I should
be very glad, indeed, to ave some of the
readers of Carpentry and Building sub
mit drawings, accompanied by an ex
planation, of the method of making a
cabinet or case suitable for laboratory,
chemical and workshop pur es. The
case should have convenient rawers and
shelves to hold tools, chemicals, sheet
brass. &c. The case should not be over

3 feet 9 inches wide and about 4feet in
hight, although the latter dimension may
vary according to taste. I should like
the drawers to be of varyin size, in order
to hold tools, bottles of c emicals and
loosematerials.

Composition of " Stali- ”
From J. J. 0., Lexington, Ky.—Will
some of the well-informed readers of the
per tell me how the material called
“ stafi,” of which the Columbian build
ings at Chicago are to be erected, is
made?
Note—If our correspondent will refer
to the issue of Car l and Building
for June, 1891,he W1 1 tin on page 149an
article entitled “ What Stafi Ls.” While
this does not give the pro ortions and
various ingredients em loye , our corres
pondent may find muc that is of inter
est to him in this connection.

Spllclng Timber
From T. B., Headingly, Canada.-I
have seen a great many ways of splicing
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Sketch Accompanying Letter from "J. C. W.”

top of his warehouse. By referring to
the drawing which I send, it will be seen
that the first floor of the store to the left
of the warehouse is of brick. and that the
second floor is used for dwelling purposes,
making the structure two stories in hight.
Now, the warehouse is but one story high.
and the owner desires the hall to be
above the warehouse. It will be noticed
that the roofs on both buildings are very
flat. The hall portion will have only 5

feet in 87, which will make the rafters
about 40 feet long. The merchant does
not wish any posts in the hall. The
question arises, How can this one-sided
roof and top ceiling be supported? The
hall is to be 87 x 74 feet in size. If I

dared set one row of posts through the
space it would be a very easy matter,
but not having anything of this kind on
which to depend renders the problem
diflicult. The roof is to be tin and the

timber for framing, but must confess
that I prefer the method shown in the ac
companying sketch. Most people believe
that their way is the best—and that is

Method of Splicing Tlmber, Suggested
by “ T. B.” .

just my case. Some of the readers, how
ever, may not admire my lan of splicing
and those who do not would ask to

crf'iticise

it and tell me what they think

0 it.
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CONCRETE—ITS COMPOSITION AND USES.

ONCRETE may be defined as an arti
ficial stone, says awriter in an English
exchange, composed of a mixture of

hard materials, such as ballast gravel,
flints, stone chippings from stoneyards,
burnt clay, broken bricks, cinders, clean
breeze from gasworks, pottery or iron 8138'
called the “aggregate,” and a cementi
tious material, either of lime or cement,
called the “ matrix,” thoroughly com
bined with water. Where sandstone or
any flat stone can be obtained in large
quantities, concrete can be made much
chea r than with gravel. The stone
shou d be broken up by a suitable ma
chine, such as Blake’s patent. It is to be
noticed that angular lragments of stone
will make better work than those of a
round nature, which do not give to good
a hold for the “matrix.” Stones having
an average porosity are better than very
hard or polished ones. For instance,
Kentish rag or Portland roach are far
better than flints or pebbles. Bricks should
not form the whole substance of the “ ag
gregate,” neither should the pieces used
be too large. In the use of ballast, it is
important that it be clean and free from
loam or earthy matter. The size of the
“
aggregate”

depends upon the nature of
the wor ; for thin layers, as in floors, it
maybe gauged to a 1 or 1% inch ring,
but for ordinary purposes it may be
gauged to a 2 or 2% inch ring. and should
contain about one-third its bulk of fine
stuff and sand or its equivalent. The sand
used should be clean and sharp, free
from clay and loam.
Concrete is always stronger for an ad
dition of sharp sand by filling up all
interstices and making a more solid mass,
but the value of the concrete depends
almost entirely upon the quality of the
cementitious material, whether lime or
cement.

CLASSIFICATION.

No doubt most of our readers are aware
that lime is produced by burning lime~
stones, and upon the constituents of the
limestone depends

thtgguality
of the lime.

The following clas
'
cation has been

adopted to distinguish the several de
scriptions.
1. Rich or fat limes, from the upper or
middle chalk formations. are nearly pure
carbonates of lime. This lime when mixed
with water commences t0 slake at once,
with great ebullition of heat and vapor,
falling to a fine wder, and Ifmixed With
water will remain of the same consistency
and never harden.
2. Poor limes, from clayev limestones,
contain, besides 70per cent. of carbonate
of lime, about 30 per cent. of sand or in
ert matter
3. Feebly hydraulic limes, from the
gray or lower chalk, are called stone
limes, such as Dorking, Hailing and
Mertsham. These limes contain about
90 per cent. of carbonate of lime and mag
nesia and about 10

per
cent. of cla .

These limes slake in a ew minutes, break
ing into a powdery mass, with heat and

vagor.
Sets firm in about 15to 20 days,

an as hard as soap in 12months.
4. Moderately h draulic limes, such as
the Sussex gray iine chalk, Roach Ab
bey and Bolsover Dolomites, contain 15
1'cent. to 20 per cent. of clay. These
imes begin to slake in about an hour,
finaly cracking all over, with slight heat
and vapor, but not powdery Will resist
the pressure of the finger in about eight
or ten days, and in 12months will be as
hard as soft stone.
5. Eminently hydraulic limes, from
Barrow, Whitby, Lyme Regis, from the
blue has formation, contain from 20 per
cent. to 30 per cent. of clay, slakes with
difiiculty, often without cracking. and
takes considerable time, with very little

heat, only sensible to touch. It is often
covered with sand to hasten the slaking.
Firm within about 24 hours, and will set
hard under water in from two to six
days, in six months as hard as limestone.
It is better to have the lime ground be
fore using for concrete. It will be ob
served that, generally speaking, the con
stituent which conlers hydraulicity is
clay, although, in a few cases, a portion
of the carbonate of lime is replaced by
carbonate of magnesia, which also in
creases the rapidity of setting.

NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL CEMENTS.

Passing on, we come to the cements,
both natural and artificial. Natural ce
ments—such as Roman and Medina—are
frequently employed in the pre ration
of concrete, because of their rapi setting
properties. For works to be executed be
tween tides, and where running waters in
foundations prevent lime or Portland ce‘
ment from setting quick enough for the
work, Roman or Medina should be used.
They cannot be used with so large a ro
rtion of “aggregate "—not more t an
our parts should be used.
Roman cement concrete should never
be rammed on any account, as the action
of the ramming would disturb the indur
ating action which speedily sets in.

PORTLAND CEMENT.

Portland cement is an artificial cement,
and consists generally of 70 r cent.
chalk and 20 er cent of alluvia clay, al
though it wil vary according to the na
ture of the chalk. It is mixed in a mill,
run ofi to settle, dried and burnt in kilns,
and ground for use. It may be composed
of limestone, clay, or shale roughly burnt,
gound together, mixed as a powder in
pug mills, then slightly moistened,
ressed, dried, burnt and ground for use.
be following is a good specification for
Portland cement: “ The Portland ce
ment to be of the best quality, finely
ground and free from all coarse, inert
particles, 90 per cent. to pass a sieve
of 2500 meshes to the square inch; to
wei h not less than 110pounds per striked
bus el, filled into a bushel measure
lightly. When made into molds it
should be capable of maintaining—after
seven days' immersion in water—a tensile
strength of 400

pgunds
per square inch:

the immersion commence within 24
hours of the molds being made.” If the
latter test be impossible, another can be
substituted,viz. : Small pats about 3 inches
diameter, 1

';

inch thick, should be gauged
wet and ept in the air. It should set
well, without any shrinking. change of
color or shape; the color should be of
dark gray. Another pat should, after
setting, be immersed in water for 24
hours; no cracks or swelling should be
seen. The color should be as before; if
of a yellow or ochery color, the cement
contains too much clay, and would prob
ably be deficient in tensile strength.
The cement, before using, should be
emptied on to a dry wooden floor of a

covered shed, to a depth of not more than
4feet, and turned over occasionally to
cool. When fit for use it should be com
fortably warm to the bare am, about
blood heat ; if hot it is not fit for use, or
if too cold it is dead.
The essential difference between limes
and cements is, that limes slake with the
addition of water, but will not set if mixed
up with water unless sand is added. Ce
ment. on the other hand, will set at once
and just as well in water as in air. These
properties render Portland cement of great
value, and its use for concrete is now uni
versal. Without doubt cement concrete
is the best. With care in mixing, if the
materials are good, you can rely upon it

setting
quick];

and forming a perfectly
solid mass. I necessary to use lime, res
ject that which is obtained from lime

stones containing less than 8 per cent. to
10per cent. of silica and alumina.

PROCESSOF MIXING.

Having described the material of which
concrete is composed, I pass on to the

grocess
of mixing. I have often noticed

ow carelessly builders’ laborers will mix
up concrete. It seems as if no trouble
need be taken so long as a heap of “ag
gregate” is piled u , whether in propor
tion or not, turne over. watered, shot
into its intended position, and there left.
If examination is made, a number of
nodules of unslaked lime are olten to be
seen. This is a most improper way of
preparing concrete, and is much to be
condemned. The great point is that the
whole of the lime shall be perfectly slaked
during the

mixitigg
of the mass, and be

fore it is deposi . Exact proportions
should, it is needless to say, be also main
tained. It should not be left to laborers,
but be controlled by an agency
of the requisite scientific or technical
knowledge. In concrete, for whatever
purpose, the first consideration should be
excellence. The proper way is to mix the
concrete upon a clean stone or wooden
floor, about 10x 15 feet. A box of 1%
inch stutf, with handles, bound with
hoop iron, and open both top and bottom,

5 feet 6 inches by 5 feet 6 inches by 1 foot

4 inches deep is a. good size for measur
ing, and for a proportion of one to eight
the following may be adopted: Fill the
box 1 foot deep of broken stone, then4
inches of sand. If the “

aggregate”
does

not require sand, then a epth of 1 foot
onl is necessary. Then add two 2-bnshel
sac s of cement. These quantities give
1% yards cube of concrete. Lift 05 the
box, turn the material over twice in a

dry state, and again a third time, about
a barrow load at a time, and while tum
ing add water from the rose of a water
ing pot in suflicient quantity only to
make the ingredients cling together;
about 3/4gallon of water to one hundred
weight of ballast is considered sufiicient.

(To be continued.)+
Flre-Proof .Floorlng.

A building inspector in Hamburg re
cently made a series of experiments to
test the comparative fire-resisting qual
ities of dilferent sorts of flooring. He
constructed 11 pieces of flooring, all of

pine
and unplaned. The floor, says the

ondon Carpenter, was double in eve
case, save the first, and the boards range
from 1% to 2y inches in thickness. The
first floor, 0 single boards, burned
throu h in 30 seconds. Then for the
secon and third experiments the floor
was doubled, the joists running the same
way; two layers of asbestos paper were
placed between the second piece of floor,
and " superator ” (probably thick asbestos
felt) between sample three. The second
burned through in one hour and four
minutes, and the third in one hour and
thirteen minutes. The fourth and fifth
samples were double floors, which resisted
well. The sixth floor was like the fifth,
save that the joints crossed each other at
right angles. This floorr uired an hour
and twenty-two minutes to urn through,
the crossing of the joints being more effect
ive than the asbestos or superator be
tween the boards, and the resistance in
each case was prolonged somewhat.
Ordinary roofing felt was placed between
the boards in the tenth piece, and it re
sisted an hour and twelve minutes. In
the last piece the upper floor was of
matched inch boards, and the under
planks 21,5 inches thick, with square
joints running at right angles with those
of the upper flooring. Nothing was put
between the floors, but the resistance was
two hours and twenty-four minutes.
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DESIGN
N RESPONSE TO inquiries whichI have been received from correspondents and also for the benefit of a
large class among our readers, we have
pleasure in presenting in this issue a de
sign for a greenhouse, the elevations,
plans and some of the details of which are
shown in the accompanying illustrations.
Fig. 1 represents a perspective view,
Fig. 2 the plan and Fig. 3 an end eleva
tion. From the plan it will be seen
that the building is divided into a num
ber of sections known respectively as the
Propagating House. Plant House, Con
servatory, Orchid House and Fern House.
In designing this building the idea has
been carried in mind that as each class
of work is assumed to require different
conditions of temperature, as well as a
difl’erent arrangement of the interior,
each section has been kept separate and
distinct, while combining the whole under
one roof, and heating by means of one

pparatus.
From an inspection of thea

9 an shown in Fig. 2, it will be seen that

STANDS

FOR A GREENHOUSE.
tions. The stands are arranged in a man
ner similar to the preceding section but
with a better finish. These stands extend
entirel around the conservatory and also
throng the center. To the left of this
section is the Orchid House. which is de
signed for purposes similar to that where
plants are raised. The arrangement is
practically the same, except that it con
tains all the rarer and more costly lants,
appropriately crowned by the orchid), from
which it takes its name. Still further to
the left, and at the extreme end of the
building is the Fern House which de
mands a still difierent interior arrange
ment. A feature of the apartment, and
one which adds much to its beauty, is the
rockery, there

being
many species of ferns

requiring this kin of cultivation. The
attractiveness of this section of the green
house might be still further enhanced by
the introduction of a fountain placed in
the center of the rockery.
Probably the most important points in
connection with structures of this kind

i.\\‘i_ I

Fig. l.—Perspecth'eView.

SYANDS

ORCHID

ered from an ins tion of the sectional
view shown in ig 4 of the engravings.
For the flat roof sash on other sections of
the house the arrangement made is sim
ilar to that described. except that single V
shaped arms are keyed on to the continuous
rod. This arrangement is also employed
for working the ventilating apparatus at
the bottom when it is desired to open or
shut all the sash at the same time. The
worm and pinion wheel princi le is some
times employed for working t e ventilat
ing apparatus instead of the lever prin
ciple. The arrangement of the former is
the same as that of the latter. consisting
in merely putting a pinion on the contin
uous rod with a worm on the end of it
and operating by means of a wheel in
stead of a lever at the bottom. The con
struction of the lantern top and also of
the frame-work of the greenhouse may be
understood from an inspection of Figs. 5
and 6 of the engravings. Referring now
to the plan shown in Fig. 2, it will be
seen, as already stated, that the boiler is
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Fig. 2.—PlanView.—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

the boiler is placed in an extension at the
extreme right, while next to it at the left
is the Propagating House, considered the
most important of all by experienced
gardeners. This section, fitted With stands
containing earth, is divided into compart
ments and covered with glass frames.
These compartments are employed for
cultivating combinations of flowers,
plants, &c., and as this frequently re
quires the greatest range of heat the sec
tion ‘_is roperly laced nearest to the
boiler. he secon section from the ex
treme right is designed for plants, and it

is here are raised from seeds and cut
tings the various kinds of flowering
plants, which are almost wholly con
tained in pots. This section is, therefore,
provided with tables or stands consisting
of cross pieces at intervals of 4 feet rest~
ing on turned supports. Along these
laths are placed longitudinally with a

space of 1
/2 inch between them.

The central section of the house, marked
on the plan as the Conservatory, is in
tended for

displayireig
flowers and is more

artistically furnish than the other sec

Design for a Greenhouse.

are the heating and ventilation, a viti
ated atmosphere being injurious to plants,
especially to the more delicate ones. For
this purpose the eenhouse illustrated
herewith is venti ated at the lowest
point for the admission of pure air,
and at the ridge for the escape of
vitiated air, thus maintaining a con
stant current of fresh air. The bot
tom sash are opened separately by means
of
lifting

rods constructed to the radius
of the ight of the sash. These are of
flat iron, punched with holes, into which
a pin is inserted when the sash are
opened. For the ventilation of the lan
tern top a continuous rod is passed
through a rafter and made to work in
brass bushings. On this rod and between
each rafter double S-shaped arms are
keyed, the ends of which are attached
to the hinged sash on each side of the
lantern. A connecting rod and arm are
fixed at one end of the sections for work
ing the sash, while a lever is fixed at a
distance of about 3 feet from the ground
for
ogening

and closing them. asrequired.
An i eaof this arrangement may be gath

placed in an extension at the extreme
right. The various sections of which
the greenhouse is composed are intended
to be heated by hot water on what is
known as the "low-pressure" principle.
A boiler of special design is placed in the
extension, and sunk low enough to

1prevent any “dip " in the flow pipes. t is
fed from a tank placed at a slight eleva
tion, by means of a pipe running from a

tank to the return pipe, where it enters
the boiler. A flow

pipe
of 4~inch cast

iron is carried from t e top of the boiler
through the entire length of the

greenhouse just below the floor level, an hav
ing a rise of about i; inch to the foot. A
return pipe is carried back with a corres
nding fall, and enters the boiler at its
owest point. thus insuring a constant
circulation of the water.
The base of the greenhouse here illus'
trated consists of brick work carried up
12 inches above the ground. On this rests
the
upright

framing, the bottom member
or sil of which is formed of teak, in or
der to render the construction durable.
The bottom member projects about 2
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inches over the brick work in order to
shed the water. The roof is composed of
rafters laced at intervals of 5 feet, and
fastene together by means of iron tie
rods extending across the house at a suffi
cient hight for head room. In the center
is an iron king rod, the relative position
being indicated in Fig. 4 of the engrav
ings. This gives the necessary strength
without interfering with the light, which
is a very important consideration. The
house may be painted any warm color
outside, but for the inside white is pref
erable. *—

Care 01’ Hand Saws.

James H. Miner contributes the follow
ing suggestions as to the care of hand

BUD

m
DESUIIIIIEIIIIIEH:

and allows a saw to run with much less
set and cut more freely. The gain in
cutting is principally in plenty of pitch
and a good bevel, using Stubbs’ files.
They are chea er at five times the cost of
the common fi e. Use a good set, setting
only the points of the teeth, otherwise the
blade will be sprung. The saw will run
li 'hter set as near the point as possible.
T is, of course, takes a good set.
In straightening hand saws use only a
light, straight-pained hammer. Hold
the saw up, looking down the tooth edge,
and where a kink is found. locate it with
the try square. The blows ought to be
applied directed on the edge, ashere is
where the saw is sprung the most. Use
very light blows and don’t ex t much
result from one blow on a kin ed place;
better use a dozen light taps than to

t

DUE]

Fig. 3.—EndElevation—Scale, 5
4
;

Inch to the Foot.

SYANDS

Fig. 4.—CrossSectionThroth Building.—Scale,3-16Inch to the Foot.

saws to a recent issue of the Mechanical
News:
The hand saw. though a common tool,

is seldom found in good order. The
art of filin and straightening is known
by few. very mechanic should know
how to keep his saw in perfect order,
inasmuch as the tools to do so are in
his ssession, viz.: a try-square and a
straight-paned light hammer. Take the
average filed saw and it will not cut
angling across the grain, even at a short
angle. What is wanted is a fast, smooth,
easy cutting saw, that will take a miter
or angle in the grain without gouging or
pinching itself, as an ordinary rip saw
would do. This is accomplished by filing
the teeth with considerable pitch and a
good beVel. using the file with the stroke
outward on the front of the teeth. This
puts the wire or rough edge on the outside

Design for (1Greenhouse.

drive the twist through and make it more
abrupt. The idea is, not to indent the
blade, but to get the edge straight with
out sinks from the hammer. A saw that

is kinked assumes a curved condition
more or less, and may appear fall under
the straightedge near the center of the
saw. Pay no attention to this, get the
edges straight and ninety-nine times out
of ahnndred your saw will be straight
throughout.
In case a saw falls and gets bent, it will
be necessary to extend the blows a little
further in from the edge, as in this case
the saw is bent clear across, but in no
case strike the center of your saw. The
edges get bent or kink and there is where
the work is to be done. Don’t use a round
pane hammer unless a round spot 18found
in the center of the saw. A saw with a
gradual curve wants a uniformed space

of light blows always on the convex or
high side. The tooth edge sometimes
appears crooked while the back is straight
or nearly so. In such cases proceed as
directed—viz., apply the blows where the
kinks are found. All this must be done
on a firm, smooth wooden block, never on
the anvil, or your saw will soon be ruined
by the edges getting longer and will not
then come straight. unless an expert is

called in who understands tension.

NEW PU BLICATIONS.
A Gums ro Etncrruc Lion-mm. By S. R.
Bottone. Published by Macmillan & 00.;
illustrated; 12mo;189pages;price, 75cents.
The author first deals witn the various
kinds of primary batteries, which is tol

RAVYER

Fig. 5.—Dctalls0t Lsntern.—Scale.1%
Inchesto the Foot.

7/ .. ./
BRICKWORK

Fig. 6.—Dctallsof FrameWork—mle.
1%Inchesto the Foot.

lowed by a description of the mode in
which the battery works, so as to enable
the reader “to form an idea of the rela
tive adaptability of the dilferent forms
for the particular purposes to which they
may be applied." Now follows a descrip
tion of difl'erent forms of dynamos and
the best known are and incandescent
lamps and the methods of wiring. The
chapter on accumulators contains a de
scription of a very etfective one that can
easily be made by any amateur. The fifth
chapter considers the smaller appliances
which are necessary in any electric light
ing system. The final pages are devoted
to the electric motor and a discussion 01
the cost of POWU‘obtained from the motor.
The book is well written, tree from ttch
nicalities, and deals with the subject in
an original and instructive way.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
HE FIRST OF MAY this year was al
mostuneventful in the building tradesof

the country, comparatively few disturbances
having occurred. Such strikesashave taken
place were of an unimportant nature, and,
with one or two exceptions,haveoccurred in
the smaller communities, where neither the
workmennor the employershavebeen in the
habit of treating collectively with eachother.
In a majority of casesthe workmenhavebeen
endeavoringto securea reductionof working
hourswithout reducing the wages,and butlit
tle
opgposition

hasbeenfoundwherethechange
could effectedwithout seriousinjury to the
businessof the employer. in many instances
the employerswere entirely willing to change
to a shorter—hourday, but objectedto thepay
mentof the former wages,claiming that their
businesswould be injured therebyI it beingimpomibletosecureunitedaction, whichwoul
enableall contractorsto figure thecostoflabor
alike. There was no general demonstration
May 1this year among theworkmen,and ad
vicesfrom various parts of the country show
that affairs generally in the buildin business
are in a tranquil condition. The bui ding sea
son seemsto have been backward in many
cities, for which no particular reason is as
signed,but the prospect in most localities is
fairly satisfactory.

Baltimore. Md.

The building interests of Baltimore have
been greatly disturbed during the past
month by a strike among the carpenters
for an eight-hour day at the old scale
of wages. The carpenters have been work
ing nine hours per day and receiving 5250,
and on May 2 demanded that the hours
of labor be reducedto eight and thewagesre
main the same. The mill-workers also de
mandeda reductionof their hours from ten to
nine, the pay to remain the same. Early in
themonththe bricklayersdeterminedto assist
the carpenters,and refused to work on any
building wherecarpentersworking nine hours
a day wereern loyed.
The Master uildersAmociationheldameet
ing in the rooms of the Builders’ Exchange
on January, 5 1892,and ado ted a set of
resolutionsadvocatingthe sets lishment of a' int committeeof arbitration asrecommended
y theNational Associationof Buildersbetween
their associationand the Car nters’ Union.
The union refused to entertain the proposi
tion, alleging that it would conflict with the
eral law of the union, and at the same
time announcedthat from July 5. 1892,jour—
neymancarpentersshould receive35centsper
hour and eight hours shouldconstitutea day’s
work. At the next succeedingmeetingof the
Master Builders Association it was voted to
reaffirmthe wagesand hoursestablishedwith
the union in 1886,via, $2.50for nine hours.
The followin correspondencethen took place,
and on May ‘ the carpentersstruck as above
stated:

LOCAL Uisios No.29, l
Alli-iiil, 1892i'

11)theMasterBuilden‘ Amoiatttm:

Gsu'rianas : Union 29,United Brotherhood
of CarpentersandJoiners of America wishesto
inform your bed that on andafter May2.lls92
eight hours shal constitute a day‘s work an
$2.50shall bethe minimum rate of wagesper
day. Gaoaor; Romans.

RecordingSecretaryUnion :39.

it)West Saratogastreet.
Baltimore.Md.,April 21,ltiht.

1b Union 29.United Brotherhoodof Carpenters
andJoiners ofAmerica.

GENTLBMEN: Your communication. dated
April 9.received April lh,dcmanding that on
andafter May2,1892.etirht hours shall‘consti
tute a day‘swork. and $2.5)shall be the mini
mumrateof wa csperday,waslaid before the
meetingof the \ asterBuildcis‘Amcciation held
on April 19,and the followmg resolutionwas
Bdnptedand the secretary ordered to notify
your association:

M'lved by theMaster Buflders‘ Association
That we decline to accedeto the demands0
Union 29. U. ll. 0. 6:J. of A.. and respectfully
refer them to the action taken bytheMaster
Builders‘ AssOciutioii on February 9, 18th—
namely.thnt we rcatiirm our settlementmade
with the journeyman carpenters. lt‘t‘fl,that
$2.50shallbethe rateof wages.and nine hours
shall constitutea day’s 'vork.

E. BRADY.Pmident.
B. Faiiivitms. Secretary.

Sometalk hasbeenindulged in regarding a
possiblestrike among the granite quarrymen

MASTERBanaiis‘ ASSOCIATION,

%

in the vicinity of Baltimore which was un
warranted. 'l henine~hourdemand,with eight
hoursonSaturdays wasgrantedsometimeago.
The mendemand an advance in wagesand
all thequarry ownersbut onehavegranted it.
The one holding out employs only about 15
men.and no seriousconsequenceswould arise
if the men strike, which is hardly likely.
Laborers havebeenadvanced in wages from
$1.25to 8130. Men whobeforereceived".50
a day will now et 81 75.and those who were
getting8L8"!wi receive$2.
The exchangeis consideringtheadvisability
of establishing a building exhibit in their
new building, usin the one in connection
with the Philadelphia Exchange as a model.
At themeetingof the Builder’s Exchange,
held on May 6, a resolution was unanimously
passedto theeffectthat theexchangeis bitterly
opposedto the eneralcard systemthat is tr -
ing to be for upon thoseconnectedwuh t e
building and other trades. In explaining the
breadthand scope of this card system, it is
stated that the majority of the journe men
associationsare under thecontrol of the odor
tion of Labor, which claims theright to refuse
to allow any oneto work on a building or else
where who has not a. card from the local
union recognizedby the Federation.

Boston. M: as.

Building in Boston is muchmore quiet this
s ring than it has been for several years.
'hile there is a very considerableamount of
work being done,it is of less magnitudein
characterthan that carried on during the past
two years. There have been no serious die
turbancesamong workmen in the building
tradesthis spring, although the plasterersare
talking about an eight-hourday. There has
beenno troubleof anykind in thebricklaying,
the stonemasons’and the building laborcis’
tradessincetheadoptionof theform of arbitra
tion advocatedby the National Associationof
Builders betweentheir unions and the Mason
Builders’ Association.
'lhe granite quai'rymen of Quincy, Mass.
and Barre, Vt., are on a strike, and aremore
or less disturbed in all the quarries in New
England. 'lhe workmen are after a new set
of workin rules and a newscalefor cutting
granite. heyalso want morepay.
The plumbers are out on a strike for more
PBY
On the eveningof May 11the Master Build
ers'Amociation of Boston held the first of a
seriesof "smoke talks" upon subjects of in
terest to the members and the association.
A most excellent lunch was served at six
o‘clock, and afterward the balance of the
eveningwas devoted to the considerationof
subjectsof generalinterest,the revisionof the
by-laWsbeingthe principal topic.

Buffalo, N. Y.

May 1producedno complicationsamongthe
workmen in Buffalo, and building interests
are moving along about as usual with no
presentprospect of disturbance. The Build
ers’ AssociationExchange movedinto its new
building on Monday. May 2,and a very enjoy
able opening of an informal character took
laceon that occasion. The exchange.which
o. asbeenin existencesince 1867on er various
names. is one of the best examples in the
country of theprogremof suchorganizations.
and of thebeneficialinfluenceof theNational
Association of Builders upon local bodiesof
builders. Immedlately after the nationalcon
vention,held in New York City in February,
1591,which includedin its programmea visit
to the exchange in Philadelphia, the Buffalo
Exchange deternnned to have a building of
its own. The membership. which had been
steadily increasing since 1888,the year after
theexchangejoined theNational Association,
led to the formation of the Builders' Exchan e
Association, with members drawn entire y
from the AssociationExchange. The new as
sociation was organized for ihe purpose of
erecting a building, which theexchangenow
deemednecessary. The act of incorporation
was secured on March 24,11-91.The capital
stockof the companywas $75,000,which was
divided into 750sharesat $100each.
Plans were immediatelymade for the new
buildin , and thework begun as soonas pos
sible ‘0do themis a handsomeseven-story
fire-proof bui din on the corner of Pearl and
Court streetsas t e result of theefforts of this
organization.
'1be following are the presentofficersof the
association: Alfred A. Berrick, president;
George Duchscherer, vice-president; Charles
A. Rupp, treasurer; John C. Almendinger,
secretary. The new homeof the organization

\

hasa frontageon Pearl streetof 86 feetand 3
inches,and on Court streetof 51feet 4 inches.
From the bottomof the basementto the topof
thecornice is l20feet,110feet beingabovethe
ground. The material usedin the cmetruo
tion of this building is nearl all brick, stone
and iron. theonly woodused ing in thewin
dow and door casings.
'lhe structure is an office building in the
strictestsenseof the word. No storeswill oc
cupy any part of the building, the first floor
being designedspecially for bankingor brok—
ers'offices. No painshavebeensparedtomake
this one of the best constructedand finest
structuresin the city.
_Theofficersof the Builders‘ Exchan e Amo
cia' ion,whichis theorganizationform for the
ur of erecti the building, are: Presi
ent, Charles A. upp; vice- resident,H. C.
wer; treasurer, Alfred )th; secretar ,

J. C. Almendinger; ruilding Committee, .
H. Tilden, E L. Cook, George Duchscherer,
Henry Schaefer,Jacob Riemann.
A lunch was served at the openingof the
new building. and speechesmusicand a gen
eral goodtimewereindu in.
A
lpleasaut

feature was the presentationby
C. . Rupp, president of the Builders’ Ex
chan e Association, of a 12x 24 flag to the
Buil ers’ExchangeAssociation andn streamer
to the Builders’ Association hxchan e. The

lattier
is the
Iparentlorganization. d

r. Rnpp
ma eavery appy itile an uses
weregracefully made b icei’residen Har
rowerof the B. E. A. an PresidentA. A. Ber
rick of the B. A. E.
The costof theentire property will be $165,
000in round numbers, every dollar is paid up
to date,enough stock has beentaken to my
everything and whencompletedtherewill not
be a cent of debton the pro rty.
Bending the completion0 the upperstories
which are asyet unfinished,theexchangewi
occupythe first and secondfloors.

Chicago, Ill.

The paintersof ChicagostruckonMay 2 for
32% cents per hour, as a minimum rate of
wages,and eight hours as a full day’s work.
The demand of the workmen was conceded
after theyhad beenout a short time. There
havebeenreveraiunimportant strikesin indi
vidual shopsin the fair grounds,all of which
havebeensettled b compromise,with slight
advancein pay. T erehasbeensomedissatis
faction amongthe iron setters.but nothing of
the nature of a concerted strike has yet oc
curred. The journeymen stone cutters re
cently demandedSaturday asa pay day, and
the matter was submitted to arbitration.
Chas. W. Gindele, director of the National
Association for the Chicago Exchan e. was
chosenby the employers and Judge cCon
nell by the men. In the hearing the men
failed to establish any valid reasonwhy the
pay day should be changedto Saturday from
an other day, and no changewasmade.
‘he Builders‘ and Traders’ Exchange at a
specialmeetingcalledfor the ur . pa>sed
resolutions of regret at the Seat of Marc
Eidlitz of New York.
it is rumoredthat theremay possibly be a
strike of all the workmen engaged upon the
World’s Fair buildings, it being claimed by
the local unions that workmen are being im

ported,ei:iy
the contractors, from outside and

employ in favor of themembersof the local
unions. The unions claim that while the con
tractors haveadheredto the agreementmade
with themenearly in theyear,regardingeight
hours, theyhavebroken other agreementsand
are discriminating againstthem.

Cincinnati. Ohio.

The settlementof the differencebetweenthe
employem and the journe mcn carpenters
which occurred late in Aprl reached us too
late to

appear
in the May issueof Carpentry

and But ing.
The differenceswere adjustedby a commitr
teeof equal numbers from the Builders’ Con
gressand theCarpenters’Union, P. J. McGuire,
secretaryof the United Brotherhood of Car
penters,beingoneof the latter.
The situation was fully discussedand an
agreementwas finally reached.
This agreementsetsforth that theminimum
rate of wagesshall beat the same rate as at
presentuntil August 15, 1892,and from then
until May 1, 1894,the minimum rate shallbe
33%centsan hour.
bine hours shall constitute a day’s work,
from7a.m. t012 in., and l p.m. to 5 p.m.,
save on Saturdays. when it shall ceaseat 4
p.m., making eight hours for that day.
For work overtime, oneand onehalf hours
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shall becounted for every hour, and double
timeon Sunday.
Both committeessignedthe agreement.
The settement was generally consideredas

very
satisfactory to all concerned.
T erewas a strike of mill workers early in
May, and a general lockout was determined
uponb the Congress of Builders in casethe
men d d not reiurn to work or declarethe
strike off beforethe 16thof themonth.
The stairbuilders are somewhatdisaffected,
but it is expected that no trouble will occur,
and that the contract ofleredby advice of the
Congressof Builders will beaccepted,which is
nine hoursand $6 or day for the first class,
and $2.75for secon -classmen. Employers to
pay car fare whereit exceeds5cents,and the
emplo ers to employ as many apprenticesas

they
esire.
heplasterersare out on account of an in
ability to adjust theapprenticeshipquestion,
the workmen refusing to allow more than one
apprentice for three years and two for four
years.
A later communication has been received
which statesthat the mill owners and their
employeeshavecometo a satisfactory under
standing, which will beadoptedif ratified by
the Builders’ Congress and the union, and
there is nodoubl of its ratification.
This amicablesettlementof what promised
to bea very serious labor difllculty will be
hailedwith muchsatisfaction by all interested
in thebuilding and real estatebusiness. It re
moves the last element of doubt and un
certainty, and builderscan take contractsand
commenceto work with confidence.

The ofilcial text of the agreement is as fol
lows:

An agreementmadethis 12th day of May,
1892,by and between the Hamilton County
Planing Mill Association and the Carpenters’
District Council of Hamilton County.
Witnessed—That the subscribers in behalf
of their res ctive asssociationsdo agree:
1. That t 6 hoursand rate of wagesremain
the same as at present existing until August
15, 1892.
_From August 15,1892,until June 1, 1894,
nine hours shall constitutea day‘s work at the
samerate of wagesas now prevailing for ten
hours.
_ 2. In case of necessityrequiring the work
ing_of overtime, the same shall be counted
a time and a half, but it is understood that
necessaryrepairs required in the factory shall
not becountedat overtimerates.
3. The arran ementof the hourswill be left
to beadjusted tweeneachemployer and his
employees.
4. It is agreedthat notice of any future de
mandsshall begiven prior to January 1,1894,
and that in caseno agreementis arrived at by
February 1, 1894,the matter in dispute shall
be referred to an arbitration committeefor
settlement.
5. This agreement is made subject to the
ratification and ap roval of the Hamilton
County Ca nters’ istrict Council and the
Congress 0 Master Builders of Hamilton
County.

Cleveland. Ohio.

Nothin hasbeendonethis spring either by
the emp

oyers
or workmen in the building

tradesin C eveland to indicate dissatisfaction
with the relations as existin at resentbe
tweenthe two. The Builders Exc angeis in
a fairly prosperouscondition and is steadily
gaining ground.

Grand Rapids. Mich.

The paintersand decorators of Grand Rap
ids areout onstrike becauseof theemployment
of non-union men by the contractors. The
employersand workmen in the painting trade
have been for sometime on the verge of an

open
disagreement. Early in 1891a meeting

0 the two washeld for thepurposeof securing
theado tion of working rules which should
overn th the workmen and theemployers,
ut nothing definite had ever been formally
adopted between them. The workmen were
granted ninehours, with the wages that had
formerly beenpaid for tenhours,andtheques
tion of wages was satisfactorily settled, but
themenrefusedto work with non unionwork
men.
The other building trades are undisturbed
and there is no immediate respect of any
trouble. The amount of building projected
for the seasonis about up to theusual volume
and the summer’swork promisesfairly wcll.
The paintersand decorators have formed a
stock company, to be known as the Grand
Rapids Union Paint Company. It is saidthat
enoughstock has been subscribedto give the
companya fair start. The contractorsappear
to be entirely undisturbed over the matter,

and seemto be perfectly willing to have the
menstrike or resort to any plans which they
may deembestfor their own good,as there is
so little work in themarket just nowthat there
is not enough to keepeverybodybusy.

lndlanapolls. Ind.

The builders of Indianapolis have had noth<
ing to disturb the harmony of their relations
with their workmen this ring and there is
little probability that anything will occur dur
ing the season.
The Builders’ Exchange made a renewed
effort on April 1to establishin themindsof its
members a recognition of the value and im
ortanceof comingtogether at a fixed ’change
hour for the purposeof transacting business,
and the movepromisesto be successful. The
attendancehas beengreater than was antici
pated and the membersexpress themselves
mostfavorably upon the advantagesthat such
a custompresents.SecretaryGeorgeW. Stan

leyb
in a letter referring to this subject, says :

“ e are just beginning to learn that the ex
changeis not simply a resort for the unem
ployed, but is a place where the builders can
cometogetherin perfect equality to transact
their legitimate business,receive and answer
calls meetin social and friendly intercourse
and help to make the exchangea practical
businessinstitution. We havealread learned,
notwithstanding the short time we ave met
daily,that the customeconomizestimeand it is
a great accommodationto the ublic to know
just whenand where the best uilders of the
city may be found with certainty every day.”
The annual election will occur early in June,
for which the following candidatesfor the
various officeshave beennominated:

President—William P. Youngclaus, George
W. Stanley, T. J. Vater.
First Vice-President—J. McGauley and J. E.
Shover.
Second Vice-President-M. M. Cotton and
W. R. Fall.
Directors-J. Martin, GeorgeKirkhofl, T. J.
Moore, 1.. S. Pierson, William Koss, A.
Dunlap, William Newman,Val. Heintz, J. A.
Miller, Charles Humphrey. Nine of the ten
nominatedare to beelected.
CommitteeonArbitration-James McGauley,

'll
k J. Vaier, C. Bender, G. H. McClure, John

artin.

Louisville, Ky.

The Builders’ Exchange of Louisville, which
is composed of carpenter contractors and
made up almost wholly of members of the
Builders and Traders’ Exchange, seda res
olution, taking effect Ma 1

,

ma ingaday’s
work for

carfintcrs
nine ours at theold rate

of wages. he rarpenters had some time

previously
signified their desire for a nine

our day, but the flLthD of the contractors
was entirely voluntary, it having been con
sidered best to secure as muchuniformity in
the hours worked in the different trades as
‘ble. The following are the officersof the
uilders’Exchange : John Greiner, president;
A. S. Hughes, Vice~resident; John Mitchell,
treasurer; Leo P. ufman, secretary. The
Executive Board for the comingyear is com

gosed
of J. H. Murphy, J. N. Struck and

eorgeRommel.
The pro'ect for securing a building of its
own by t e Builders’ and Traders’ Exchange

is progressing favorably and the amount
necessary to insure the successof the under
taking is practically in hand.

Lowell. Mass.

The Lowell Master Builders’ Associationhas
eleCtedthe following officers: President, E.
S. Foss; vice-president,C. H. Nelson ; secre—
John H. Coggeshall ; treasurer, George

H. 'atson.
A committeefrom the Central Labor Union,
representingthe building trades, recenil ap
ared beforetheCity Council and ask that
in awarding contracts for city work, if possi
ble, the contracts benot awarded to contrac
tors opposedto union labor, or to those who
Werenot local contractors. If this could be
donetheunion menwould regard it as a favor
to the contractors, with whom they were
working in harmony. In response it was
guaranteed.that no contract would be given
to partiesoutsideof the city.
Local building interests are usually active
and there is noopendisagreementbetweenthe
employersand workmen.

Milwaukee. Wls.

All the lathers in Milwaukee belonging to
the union went on strike May 2

,

for an in
creasein wages of 5 cents an hour. They
numberabout 150. The bosseshavecombined

and declineto grant the increasedemandedon
the groundthat they cannotafford it.
The other trades are quiet and possibilities
of a disturbance among the carpenters and
paintersseemsto be growing less.
The work on thenew building bein erected
by the Builders‘ and Traders’ Exc gs is
going forward rapidly and promises, when
com leted,to beoneof the handsomestoffice
buil 'ngs in thecity.

Minneapolis. Minn.
The
proggsed

strike of the paintersof Minne
apolis or cents per hour did not wear, on
account of a lack of unit among the work
men. The ma ority are

'
tisfied with the

presentwages, owever,and a strike may oc
cur at any time.
The Builders‘ Exchange is constantly in
creasing its influence and is gradually grow
ing more firmly established as one of the

prominent
businem institutions of the city.

he membersare growing into the custom of
beingin theexchangeroomsduring the'change
hour, andthebenefitsderivedfrom sucha prac
tice are making themselvesapparent.
The demandsof the striking steam fitters
are :

1
.

The same pay for eight hours as they
were formerly paid for nine.

2
.

Payment for boardand all other expenses
when sent out of the city.

3
.

Emplovers shall not hire menat any time
of year for less than 83 per day.
4. Employers shall hire union menonly.
The employers oflered to grant the first de
mand, bu refused to entertain the others.
The strike asapparently had no eflect on the
building business,and it is generally believed
that the strikers will fail to carry all their
points.

New York, N. Y.
The Employing Plasterers' Association held
a banquet recently in honor of theopening of
their newroomsin the Jarger Building, on the
corner of Fifty-ninth street and Madison ave
nue. The occasionwas a moston oyable one,
the toastsbeing well chosenand t e responses
being particularly interestin .
The secretary,GeorgeM. fieed read letters
of re ret from Mayor Grant, Judge Dugro
Geo. . Prussing of Chicago, J. M. Blair 0
Cincinnati, W. H. Sayward of Boston and
numerousothers. He also gavean accountof
the work accomplishedby theassociation.par
ticularly in the direction of arbitration with
theworkmen. James Gaynor of the Arbitra
tion Committeeof the JourneymenPlasterers
who
Waséiresent

by invitation, was thencalled
upon, an said a few words, in which he fa
vored friendly relations betweenmastersand
men. Music, sin 'ng andrecitations followed,and the guests eparted in the “ wee sma
hours.”
The Mechanics’ and Traders’ Exchange,
at a special meeting called for the

&urpose,sect of resolutionsex ressing e t

ification of themembersat t e passage 0 the
law providing for the establishmentof the
Department of Building as separatefrom the
Fire or other department of the city govern
ment. Thanks were also expressedto Mayor
Grant for the selectionof Thomas J. Brady as
the new Superintendentof Buildings.
The Building Trades’Club passedat a special
meeting resolutions expressing the utmost
regret and sorrow at the death of Marc
Eidlitz, late residentof the club. The sincere

gympathy
o the entire membershipwas ten

ercd to the family, and the club housewas
ordered draped in mourning for 30da 8 asa
mark of respect to the memory of t e de
ceased.

"

Gen. Horace Porter, presidentof the Grant
Monument Association, has appealed to the
citizens of New York to raise the balanceof
the amount necessaryto completethe monu
ment prior to the seventiethanniversary of
GeneralGrant's birth, which will be April 27,
11993.Each particular business interest has
organised an auxiliary committee. and the
builders have one earnestly to work to do
their share. T e General (‘ommittee of the
buildin industry is as follows: Chairman,
Geo. oore Smith, presidentMechanics‘ and
Traders‘ Exchange; vice-chairman, John J.
Tucker, ex-presidentof the National Associa~
tion of Builders;

secreting.
Stephen M.

Wright, treasurer of the uilding Trades
Club, and Cornelius O'Reilly, treasurer.

Omaha. Neb.

A committeehas beenappointed b Pres
ident Hussey of the Builders' and raders’
Exchange of Omaha to revise the building
laws, and when the revision is completedan
effort will be made to

pass
the new laws in

place of the present or inance. The follow
ing gentlemencomposethe committee : John
Hart and George C. Bassettto representthe
carpenters; A. J. Vierling, the iron work; D
Shane and GeorgeDeverem. brick: F. Reum
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ping, galvanized iron; H. P. Drexel, stone,
and Messrs.Lowrie and Kimball, architects.
In connectionwith this committee.thechair
also appointed an advise board. consistin

géllPresident
Hussey, E. . Davis and J. .

y.
The secretary of the exchange receiveda
'letter recently from the Departmentof the
Interior containing a request for bids on a
schoolhouseto be erectedfor the use of the
lndian pupils at Flandreau, H. D. This is the
first time since the organization of the ex
change that theGovernment authorities have
ofiicially recognizedit, andnaturally themem
bers feel uite elated.
The let r requeststhe secretaryto display
the plans of theproposedbuildings and to en—
deavor to get as many of theOmahabuilders
and contractors aspomibietosubmit proposals
for thework.
There has beenno trouble of any kind in
the building trades this year, and the only

plosaible
complication is that owing to the

tenessof the openingof thebuilding season,
bricklayers may bescarceenoughto warrant
their demanding an increase in wages. In
such an event the matter will bereferred to
the Arbitration Committee of the exchange
for settlement. Other than this no trouble is
expected. The exchange is constantly row
ing in numbers and influence. The unch
featurehasproveda markedsuccess.

Peoria. ill.

The Peoria Builders’ Exchange is at resent
acting somewhatconservativei , thong mak
ing a gradual gain in membership. SinceFeb
ruary l, 1892,the exchangehas acceptedfour
firms of thecity of Peoria, and has prospects
of other applications for membership. The
numberat presentwhoare in goodstanding in
the exchangeis about 70.
Ameeting of the Board of Directors was
held May '2

,

at whichthemoreimportantaction
and discussionwas to make the exchangeof
morepower. and to that end to creategreater
activity and_intereston behalf of themember
ship, by havmg a monthly meetingof the full
membershi ,at which time a lunch will be
served an a discussiontake place to insist on
the useof the uniform contract, and also on
generaluniform specificationsfor builders.
The building trade is in a goodstateof pros
peril. in Peoria. A few of the contractsare
as to lows: H. G. Anderson, store on South
Adams street, 160x 3'!feet, three stories and
basement,masonwork contracted to Wall &
Lewis of the Builders’ Exchange, who also
havea contract for a building at Gridley, [H.,

a summer resort, the lensof which are fur
nishedby Armine & ietz; J. L. Flinn, con
tractor andbuilder, past delegate to the Na
tional Association of Builders, has a conlract
for a building for J. B. Green also the
Women’s Club; B. W. Kempahali, general
managerof Etna Life InsuranceCompany, is

building a residence to cost about $80,000;
brick workcontractedtoF. B. Hasbrouck,iron
work to Lucas & Son

carEtntry
to Fred

Habers, stonework Frank Bin , metal and
heat to Hunter 8.7Strehlow. all respectively
membersof exchange; Wm. Schroeder& C0.,
builders, with Richardson & Salter,architects,
have the contract for the residence of Gus
Schimpt! of Martin Kingman & Co , for
$12,000.All work to be done by membersof
the exchange.
The Builders' Exchange is steadilygrowing
into a condition of increasingusefulnessto the
members,as is indicatedby the foregoing,and
the practice of keepingwork as much as
aibleamongthemembersis strengthening the
organization.

Philadelphia, Pa.

May 1 d in Philadelphia without any
strikes or ockoutshaving occurred, and save
an agitation amongthe carpentersfor shorter
hours, everything is harmoniousin the build
in trades.

0 StoneCuiters' Associationhassettledall
differenceswith its journeymen,and an agree
ment hasbeenmadethat nine hours shall con
stitute a day until after January 1

,

1893,when
ei ht hours will be the scheduleon which they
w ll work.
The scheduleado tedbetweenthe

bricklaging contractorsand1theworkmen early in t a

seasonis p10vingsatisfactory, and Will prob
abl not bealtered.

T e Master Builders’ Exchange hasrecently
beenconsideringthe best means for securing
a permanentand assuredincome for the trade
schools under its patronageand supervision.
The school is in aprosperous and flourishing
condition, and theadvisability of establishing
it in an inde ndent building near the ex
change is considereddesirable and increasing
its facilities advocated,as it would cost but
little more to conduct a school of twice the
size,and the income would be murh larger.
The questionof calling on outsideaid wasdis~

cussedat len th, but the opinion that the ex
changeshou support its own project wasthe
sentimentof themajority of themembers.
Theexchange,in conjunctionwith the Brick
makers’Associationand the t'arpenters’Asso—
ciation, is moving in thedirection of securing
better protection from low of life by fire in
theatersand public buildings than hashereto
fore beenaflordedby law. 50 im rtant has
thequestionof saving humanlife me,and
so lax are the laws at

present
in forcegovern

ing theconstructicno theatersandotherpub
lic places,that an ordinancewill shortly bein
troducedinto councils lating thearrange
mentsof the building an the methodof con
ducting it, so far as thesafety of the public is

concerned.
The ordinance suggestedwould require the
Building Inspectors to withhold any permits
until thespecificationsin the ordinancewere

complied
with. The ordinance, it is suggested,

won d also probably direct the Ma or to with
hold a licensefrom any theaterfai 'ng to com
ply with the ordinance.
The builders and the lumberiren layed a
ame of base ball at Forepaugh’s ark, on
a 19,a nine having been picked from each
exc ange. Considerablepreparationhad been
madeby both sidesand a large crowd turned
out to watch the game. The affair afforded
considerablesport and wasthe sourceof much
amusementand fun for all concerned. The
proceedsweredevotedto the trade schools.
On the eveningof May 3

,

after the adjourn
ment of adirectors’ meeting,thedirectors, as
has been their custom with former ex-presi
dents,presentedto GeorgeWatson, the retir
ing head of the board and of the exchange,a
handsometestimonial, it taking the form in
this caseof an elaboratelycarvedand finished
hall clock.
Having had an inkling of what wascoming,
Mr. Watson provided an excellent collation
for the board, at which the new presidentof
the exchange, Murrell Dobbins, presided.

apeeches
weremadeby ex-PresidenisStevens,

oelpner,Reevesand Messrs.Harris, Gilling
hamand others,and at midnight the meeting
adjourned.

Providence. R. i.

The demand of the painters of Providence
for nine hoursand $2.50per day was granted
by the employers, and everything is quiet in
that branch of the trade. at present. The

plumbers
are asking $3.50for a day of nine

ours, with eighthoursonSaturday, and have
madea formal demand to that effect to the
Master Plumbers’Association It is thegeneral
expressionthat the journeyman have over
reachedtheimelves in asking for $8.50for a
nine-hourday, and the master plumbers are
determinednot to yield. As it looksatpresent
thefight is likely to bea protracted one.
The granite quarrymen of Westerly. R L,
and Northbridge, Mass , are out onstrike, and
the stonecuttersare idle for lack of stock.
The disagreementseemsto be over the date
when the annual bills shallgo into effect. The
employers will not sign any bill unlessthe
sametakeseffecthereafteron Janua l. The
paving cutters insist on having the ills take
effecton May 1

,

as heretofore. Thereasonfor
this is apparent to any one acquaintedwith
the granite industry. In theWinter there is

little work, and the employerwould bemore
than willing to closefora month or more. On
thecontrary the granite worker doesnot care
to makehis demands then, as he knows that
theywould berefused. in May. however, all
thequarries haveplenty of work. and then is
the time the workman desiresto fix his price.
for the comingyear.

Rochester. N. Y.

Everything is quiet among the builders of
Rochester,theworkmenbeingapparently sat
isfiedwith wagesand hours. The masonsare
at present working for 35 cents per hour,
which, underan agreementmadeearly in the
year. will continue until July 1, when they
will bepaid 36cents. Theworkmenaskedfor
eight hourswith 40 cents

ger
hour, but were

inducedby theemployers withdraw sucha
request,and it is expectedthat the present
wagesand hourswill governduring theentire
season. The othertradesare all quiet.

Saginaw. Mich.

The building tradesof Saginaware all quiet,
with the exceptionof the bricklayeis, who are
striking for an increasein wagesfrom 39cents
to 45centsper hour. The bricklayers made a
demandin the winter for the increase,to take
efl'ect May 1

,

and the contractors were op
posedto the advancementat that time,andare
still of the opinion that they cannotafford to
pay $4.05for nine hours‘work. There is com
paratively little building going on in the cit
at present,and the employers do not antici
to any serious injury to their businessbe
causeof thestrike.

St. Louis. M0.
The opening of the Builders’ Exchan ein
their handsomenewquarters in the Telep one

Building,
Tenth and Olive streets,took place

April 1 . About 400builders and contractors
werepresentand an address of welcomewas
deliveredby PresidentCharlesB. McCormack,
who, on behalf of the Builders’ Exchange,
welcomedthe membersand invited gueststo
their new quarters, after which the were all
invited to thesixth floorof theboil ing topar
take of an elegantspread,

glotten
up for the oc

casion b GeorgeMilford e caterer.
Presi ent McCormack was the toastmaater,
and after Secretary Walsh read communica
tions and telegrams from the Builders’ and
Traders’ Exchange of Chicago, W. H. Say
ward of Boston, secretary of the National
Association of Builders, and the Contraciing
Plasterera’Association of New York sending
congratulations, President McCormack intro
duced E. E. Scribner of Chicago, ex
dentof the National Association of Bui ders,
who spoke on the advantagesof local bodies
belon ing to the National Association.
Ant ony Ittner, resident of the National
Association, compimenled the officers and
members of the exchange on their elegant
quarters,andhopedto seethe exchangedouble
its membershipthe coming year. SenecaN.
Taylor spokeof the builder’sas being one of
the grandest of rofessiona Wm. A. Butter
spoke of the a vantage and importance of
every builder and contractor belonging to the
exchange, and Henry Feurbach told the ex
rienceof a Chica o builder who visited St.
uis and found hat in placeof the build
ers herebeingdead,theyware a live and enter
prising classof men.
Secretar Walsh read theaddress of Presi
dent McAl iatorof Cleveland.Ohio. delivered

b him at the annual convention held in that
cit last January. This closedthe

pmggmme.0 building season in St. Louis been
somewhatbackward in openingu this spring.
and nothing of a seriousnature asoccurred
to disturb theexisting relations betweenthe
employers and workmen. The laihers were
out ona short strike just prior to May 1 for an
increasein pay to $2.50per day for secondand
$3for first classmen. The increasewasgranted
by the employers, although they refused to
sign such a scale for theentire season. The
menemployedin thestair factories demanded
eight houis. but the employersrefused to ac
cede, and the men are working on the old
terms. -

St. Paul. Minn.

Theplumbersof St. Paul arestriking for eight
hoursand at theold rate of we aspaidfor nine
hours. The contractorsarew' ing to concede
eight hours.but only on a basisof payment b

thehour. Theemployersarenotmuchalarm ,

as there is but liitle work on handat present.
At the last meetingof the Builders’ Exchange,
a resolutionin favor of nine hours as a day’s
work with payment by the hour,was unani
mousiy passed.

Syracuse. N. Y.

At themeetingof the Master Builders’Asso
ciationof Syracuseheld April 29.Thomas B.
White, one of the prominentattorneysof the
city, delivered an addresson “ The Builder,
the Builded and the Lien Law." The address
was particularly interesting and instructive.
The speaker’spractical and exhaustive treat
mentof the lien laws was thoroughly appre
ciated.
At the meeting next month a stereopticon
exhibition of viewsof AmericanandEuropean
scenerywill begiven. to which the friendsand
families of membersare invited.
The painters’strike, which is against work
ing with non-union men, is still in force, but
there is no demonstration against the

shogewhereonl non~unionlabor is employed. T e

other tra asare quiet.

Wilmington, Del.
The workmen in the building trades in Wil
mington are apparently satisfiedwith thecon
dition of aflaiis asexisting in that cit '. asthey
have made no effort to change i em this
spring. Many of the workmen, parlii-ularl
bricklayers, are out of employment,the bail -

iniseason
beingslow in openingup.

verylhing is running alongsmoothlyin the
Builders’ Exchange. The membership is con
stantly increasing,andthemembersare taking
more interest in its affairs. The exchangehas
madea strongeffort to securethe appointment
of a ractical man as building inspector for
the city, and submitted three names to the
council, but the political element was too
strong,and another selectionwas made. The
following reasonswereset forth by the presi
dent of the exchange why the organization
shouldbe interested in the appointment of a
proper person:
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The object and aim of the Builders” Ex
changeis to better the conditionsof thebuilding business; to havegoodwork doneby com
petent mechanics; to induce builden to use
goodbusinessmethods,and to put them in the
positionwhich they shouldoccupy in thecom
munity. They certainly haveasmuchatstake
asany other Setof businessmen.
It is the custom in Philadelphia for theex
aminersof ap licants for inspector-tobetaken
from the Bui ders‘Exchange. Our Board of
Trade namesthe candidatesfor port wardens.
The Builders’ Exchangeoffer threecandidates
to_our com.cil to select from, and we do notthink it can be succes>fuilycontradicted that
they are as good men as are in our city.
And we think much better than any of the
other namesmentionedfor the position. They
are men who served an apprenticeship and
educatedthemselvesfor their business. They
havespenta lifetime in practical work, andwe
do not think they needany better monument
than the works which they have roduced.
Can asmuchbe saidof any of theothercandi
dates? The building inspectoris a memberof
the Boardof Revision, and the buildersas tax
payersare certainly interestedasmuchasany
otherclassof our citizens.

A. S. REED, president.
WILMINGTON, May 4, 1592.

Worcester. Mass.
The hod carriers of Worcester are out on a
strike, which is theonly ripple in the building
trades that has occurred in that city during

May.
The contractorsseemto be having but

litt e difficult in securingmen.and thework
men claim t at they have all the work they
want, soevery oneseemssatisfied.

Notes.
The buildersof Americus, Ga., the homeof
Speaker Crisp, are at work forming an ex
change.

An effort is being made by the builders of
Cairo, 111..to form an organization for the
purposeof securing greater harmony among
themembersof the trade.

The carpentersof Asbury Park, N. J , have
returned to work after a brief strike upon the
promise that nine instead of ten hours shall

bea day’swork, and the wages,$2.50,remain
the same.

'lhe carpenters of Covingtdn, Ky., will
probably accept the same terms as were ac
ceptedby the Cincinnati journevmen, which
a pears in another column of this issue, and
t a threatenedstrike will probably not occur.

The Buildin Trades Council of Chicago has
beenat work or a long time upon a lan to
establisha library for its membersan work
men generally. The scheme is to include a
building. in which will be includeda hall for ’

debates,a free employment bureauand other
beneficialfeatures.

The carpentersof Danbury, Conn., are on a
strike for nine hours with the samepay they
formerly receivedfor ten hours‘ work.

An unsatisfactor featureof toohastyaction
on the part of tra e unions recently occurred
at Dccatur,lll. TheCarpenters”Union ordered
a strike of all members irres “tiveof any
conditions and upon investigationnocausefor
strike could be found, and the men were
obliged to a ply for work again after having
disturbed t e building community all to no
purpose.

The journeymenbricklayers of Easton. Pa.,
havebeengranth nine hours at theold rateof
wages,after a short strike.

The carpentersof Holyoke, Mass. struck on
May 2 for nine hours and a uniform rate of
$2.25per day. The employershave formedan
association,and the feeling betweenthe two
hasbecomevery bitter. '1heworkmenare de—
terminedto hold out until their demandis con
ceded and the contractors are equally deter
min not to Yield.

The carpenters of Ithaca, N. Y., havebeen
given nine hours by the contractors after a
short strike.

The plasterersof Lima, Ohio, haveaskedfor
nine hours, With eight on Saturday, to take
effectJune 1.and $2.50perday, theprice paid
forQenhours’work.

The carpentersof La Crosse,Wis, have re
turned to Work at the old hours and wages,
and everything is satisfactory in thisbranchof
the trade. The painters are out becauseof

the employment of non-union menby one of
the contractors.

The painters’strike at McKees ort, Pa. for
a uniform price of $3 per day ended,as
theemployersagreed to pay thewages asked.
The employerswanted the mento accepta re
duction to $2.50per day, which wasrefused.
Two hundred and fifty carpentersof Marion
went out on strike May 11becauseof a failure
of the contractors to meeta demandfor higher
wagesand fewer hours. The 'ourneynien‘de—
manda da of nine hours at 2. centsan hour.
The prevai ing wagesfor sometime havebeen

{Irom
17,13;centsto 22"; cents per hour for ten

ours.

The strike of carpenters at Newport, R. 1.,
is still in force, although thecontractors claim
that they have all the menthey want.

A Builders‘ Exchange has been established
at Portsmouth, \'a., with SamuelW. Hodges
presidentand W. N. Stroud secretary.

The Newark, N. J ., carpenters object to the
contractors”plan to pay by the hour hereafter.
'1he stonecuttersare still out for an lIICITBSBof
wages.

The carpenters of Norwaik, Conn. made a
demandfor nine hours without any reduction
of wages. Of 28 bom carpenteis in the town
18haveaccededto the demands of the men.
The other tenhave not, and 100men are still
on strike.

The total receiptsfor the year of the Inter»
national Association of Bricklayers, sa sthe
Newsof Sacramento,CaL, were 8115,64; ex
penditures,Said)“, leaving a balance of $27,
627. Charters weregranted to 62new unions.
Total numberof unions, 305. The number of
men initiated during the year was 2997;num
ber rejected, 113; expelled, 643; reinstated,
251. Total membership, 42,268. Amount of
moneypaidout for strikes,$26,288.10; to main
tain local strikes, 816239.52. Amount of

aunt?!
in treasury of subordinateunions. 859,

l. L!

The building trades of Scranton, Pa., are
considerably disturbed. The carpenters are
on a strike for shorter hours and the plasterem

and
bricklayers are both in a dissatisfiedcon

( ition.

EMPLOYERS AND WORKMEN.
N CONSIDERING the present relation
ship between em loyers and work
men in the buil ing trades of the

Country, it is necessary that some of
the larger centers, especially New York
Pity and Chicago, should not be taken
into account, owing to the peculiar
conditions existing in these cities. In
New York City there is probabl the
most complete organization of wor men
in the country, if not in the world, with
comparatively little organization on the
part _of the employers. This results in
conditions that are purely arbitrary, and
which while being an aspect of the rela
tionship between the two, it would be
unfair to consider as indicative of the
general conditions existing throughout
the country. In New York it is a com
bination of workmen against an individ~
ual employer, and so thorough is the or
ganization of the former that the latter
is almost inevitably compelled to yield,
in order to be able to continue his busi
ness, for in the event of the employer re
fusing to concede the demands of any par
ticular class of workmen those of every
other class are ordered to strike until the
boycott has become so coin lete that the
employer must yield in or er to carr on
business. Cases have been cited in t ese
columns where it has seemed, from a
point of justice, as if the workmen had
taken amost unfair advantage of their
power. In Chicago another phase of the
relationship appears. The enormous
amount of work in connection with the
World’s Fair, and the added

impulse,
in

consequence. given to the usua 1y large
amount of building carried on in that
city, has literally flooded the labor mar
ket with workmen, many of whom are
anxious to obtain work at any wages.
The organizations among the employers
and among the workmen are more
nearly balanced in Chicago than they
are in New York, but under the ex

WILLIAM H. SAYWARD.
isting circumstances it is almost impossi
ble to maintain perfect acquiescence with
the rules of the organization of either and
the result is a constant condition of minor
upheavals. which in turn cannot be con
sidered as indicatin the general relation
ship between emp oyers and workmen
throughout the country. Cincinnati is
assing through a season of experiment.
he employers in the building trades
hawl formed a central organization com
posed of all specific trade organizations
and called the Congress of Builders, with
the general object in view of preventing
protracted strikes, lockoute or labor dis
turbances on the homoaopathic plan. The
most equitable methods are employed by
the congress, the executive power for
which is vested in a canmittee chosen
from the different trades, for the settle
ment of questions at issue, arbitration as

Erescribed
by the National Association of

uilders being one of the leading feat
ures. In case it is impossible to effect a
settlement of diiferences between the
workmen and their employers in any one
particular branch of trade, the Congress
of Builders has the power to stop all work
in every branch of trade until the difler
ence is adjusted. This organization has
been in existence for s<veral months, and
it has no' been found necessary to use the
general lockout yet. all questions thus far
having been settied without the need of
testing the efficiency of the plain. Pitts
burgh builders are still in an anomalous
condition, the strike of bricklayere which
was inaugurated on Ma 1, 1891, being
considered by the wor men as still in
force, although the emplo ers claim to
have all the men the nee to can on
the work in hand. tside of the urge
cities the workmen seem to be, in a lar e
majority of cases, satisfied withthe con i
tions under which they are working. The
relationsbetween

employers
and workmen

are unmistakably s owing signs of im

rovement. The bitterness which was
ormerly an almost invariable feature of
difl'erence between the two is gradually
decreasing, as the adoption of arbitration
becomes more general, and although
specific cases seem occasionally to point
to the fact that there is no change for
the better, there is no question but that
the building trades generally are in a
much more satisfactory condition than
they were five years ago. Employers are
beginning to look at the demands of the

‘

workmen in a broader light, and are less
inclined than in the past to judge the posi
tion of the workmen by the utterances of
the more hot-headed of the unionists.
The workmen are also learning that em
ployers as a class are not opposed to their
desires at all times or from a spirit of un
guided opposition, and that under the
combined consideration by both sides,
clouds vanish and stumbling blocks dis
appear. The better organization on the
part of the employers, which is one of the
products of recent years, has provided a
means for establishing harmonious rela
tions with the workmen. because it has
enabled subjects of mutual iin rtance to
be considered mutually instea of entirely
from one side or the other as was the case
heretofore. The example of one trade
efiecting satisfactory adjustment and
arrangement with the employers in a
given community affects all the other
trades in that community and benefits the
whole by showing conclusively the ad
vantages of arbitrating a.difference, each
side having equal voice, over the compul
sory settlement of a difierence, to end
a strike or lockout. Reports from all over
the country show that such differences as
have caused strikes are of ,apurely local
or individual character, and in a large
majority of cases have occurred in
places where the possibilities of pro r

organization
are but imperfectly un er»

too .
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POLE-PLATE ROOFING.
MONG THE MANY varieties of tim
ber roofs, from the complicated
hammer beam. or the massive truss,

to the
unpretentious

leanto, none are
more entit ed to a little consideration
than pole-plate roofing, says one of our
English contem raries, especially in so
far as simplicity of' construction is
concerned. Being usually constructed
of x 2}! inch battens, and not
required to he put together before
bein raised, it is light and easily
han ed, and, if there are plenty of

struts and collars to the rafters and joists.
In setting up apole-plate roof, the first
thing done is to lay the joists ; then the

pole
plates are notched in as shown in

ig. 3, running in straight lines parallel
to one another from end to end of the
building. The rafters, struts and collars
may all be previously

pregared,
either by

hand or steam power, if t e latter can be
conveniently applied. After the joists
and pole plates are fixed in position the
former may be covered loosely with sark
ing, and a scatfold set up convenient to

Fig. 3.—Enlargementof Fig. l at the
Heel.

Fig. 6.—OneMethod of arrang
ing Return Joist.

intermediate sup rte. it will carry a
weight of covering, and resist wind
pressure or other stress likely to be put
upon it. It needs no bolts or straps to
hold its members together, and does not
even require to be notched at the crown.
It is largely employed in tenements
and other buildings in which inside sup
ports in the shape of brick or timber par
titions are abundant. Fig. 1 is an eleva
tion of a pole-plate root, showing all the
members generally used, W W being the
bearing partitions: Fig. 2 is a curb or
manst roof on the same principles:
Fig. 3 an enlargement of Fig. 1 at the
heel: Fig. 4 an enlargement of the same
at the crown, and Fig. 5 an enlargement
showing the checking and fixing of the

joists to be very short. This is, how
ever, considered by some tobethe strong
est and most economical method. The
hip rafters in roofs of this class are
generally of the same thickness as the

ridge
plates. The necessary breadth may

be etermined in various ways by a little
geometrical investigation. One way is
shown in Fig 7. A cross section of the
ridge is set OH in elevatson at S. from
any point in it P is drawn at the pitch of
the roof. From S and P the plan of a
corner is set ofi, as at M O Y; then an

Fig. 4.—Eular.renantof Fig."
at the Frown.
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Flg. 7.-Method ot determin
lng Breadthof Hip Rafters.

Pole—Plate Roofing.

the ridge. The rafters and ridge are now
placed, and the sarking nailed on, after
which the collars and struts are put on,
when the whole is complete, unless there
are hips or valleys to contend with. which,
of course, will cause extra cutting and
fitting.
When a hipped end occurs in a pole-pl ate
roof the joist must necessarily be carried
round the end to receive the pole plate.
There are two ways of arranging the re
turn joists. One of these. in which they
are spliced to diagonal joists, is shown in
Fig. 6. at A. The other, in which they
are simply trimmed to a main joist, is

show in the same figure. at B. In the
latter case the main joists are continued
up close to the wall, causing the return

Fig. 2.—Curbor MansardRoof.

WALLPLAYE"rm"i

l-‘lg. 5.—Showlng the Checking and Fixing of Struts and
Collars to Rafters and Jolsts.

elevation parallel to centralline of hip, as
at 8', gives the r uired breadth shown
between tie arrow eads M N. |

Paor. WARREN P. LAIRD ot the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania School of Archi
tecture has made public a proposition to
found in Philadelphia a traveling scholar
ship in architecture, the object of which

is to give a draftsman every spring the
advantages of a year‘s travel and study
in European countries. We understand
that the amount of subscriptions required

is $20,000 to yield an annual income of
$1000. It is stated that any draftsman in
Pennsylvania may compete in the exami
nations. which, it is expected,will beheld
next spring.
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THE BUILDERS’ GUIDE.*
By I. P. HICKS.

FRAMING
should include raising and sheeting;

and siding should be estimated sufiiciently high
to cover the cost of building scaffolds. It is worth one
third more to sheet a building inside than outside,
and twice as much to sheet it diagonally. The siding
of a house is subject to large variations, as a man can
often side three or four times faster on some build
ings than he can on others. The amount an average
workman will put on in a day depends upon the num
ber, size and shape of the openings around which he
has to side, the hight of the building and the amount
of scaffolding he has to do. Difficult places to side
can be readily seen on a building or even from a plan,
and the siding should be estimated sufficiently high
to cover the cost. I have known men to put on siding
for 60 cent\ per square, but not one man in ten can
make anything like respectable wages at this price,
even on the plainest kind of work and under the most
favorable circumstances. Some men may be able to

PLATE

Fig. 46.~Cornlcewith Stad’dlngGut-ter.

to the windows and difficult places with which the

workman has to contend.

comucas. ‘

A cornice is composed of several members, the
most common kind containing five which are known

respectively as planceer, fascia, frieze, crown and bed

moldings. It may be estimated at 15 cents per lineal
foot. If a cornice has more than five members add
2 to 3 cents per lineal foot for each member. If
there are less than five members a similar deduction

may be made. If a cornice has brackets it will be
necessary to add a sufficient amount to cover the cost

of putting them up.
GUTTERs

These are variously formed on roofs and in cornices

and are Worth from 4 to 10 cents per lineal foot. A

i/W'

STUDDING

Flg. fit—Gutter Formed in the Cornice.

The Builders‘ Guide.-—IIlusIral-ing Tu'o Forms of Gutter.

put on four squares a day and perhaps a little more
than that, but the large majority will fall short of
four, and some will not put on more than two squares
a day. The average is therefore not more than three
squares per day, which would amount to $1.80 per
day, with chances of not doing so well. In estimat
ing siding or sheeting by the square no deduction is
made for openings. Roofs may be estimated as fol
lows :

For framing, per square . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.60 to $1.20
For sheeting. per square . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .45 to .70
For shingling, per square .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25to 1.75

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.30 to $3.65

Thus to frame, sheet and shingle a roof it is worth
from $2.30 to $3.65 per square. Each hip or valley
in a roof is worth from 75 cents to $1.50 for

sheeting and shingling. Hips and valleys cannot be

shingled 0r sheeted with as much speed as plain roofs,
and are seldom estimated high enough. The shin
gling of belt courses and gables with dimension shin
gles is worth from $2 to $3.50 per square, according

mopyrighwdjaiz, by 1. P. Hicks.

standing gutter on a roof is worth from 4 to 6 cents
per foot. A flush gutter or one sunk in a roof or
cornice is worth from 6 to 10 cents per foot. Fig. 46
shows a cornice with a standing gutter on the roof.
The gutter is usually placed on the second or third
course of shingles, and consists of one piece standing
square with the roof, as shown by the dotted lines,
and is usually supported by small brackets on the
under side with end pieces as shown. G is the

gutter, C the crown molding, Fa the fascia, P the
planceer, B the bed molding, F the frieze and S the
sheeting. Fig. 47 shows a gutter formed in the cor
nice with four pieces—namely, a bottom, two sides
and a fillet, all as shown by the dotted lines. G is
the gutter, FL the fillet, C the crown mold, Fa the
fascia, P the planceer, B the bed molding, F the
frieze and S the sheeting. To make this kind of a
gutter is worth 10 cents per lineal foot.

PORCHES.

Sometimes porches may be estimated by the lineal
foot, at from $2 to $4 per foot. This, however, is not
the best method, its principal advantage being its
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simplicity and ease. The most common kind of

porches, with which almost every one becomes famil
iar, may be estimated as above with generally satis

factory results. The best and most accurate way,
however, is to estimate the framework, flooring,
ceiling and roofing by the square; the cornice, gut
ters and latticework by the foot, and the steps, col

umns, brackets and ornamental work by the piece.
After summing up the various parts the result may be

taken as the most reliable estimate.

ESTIMATING WINDOW FRAMES.

The various parts of the work necessary to com

plete a window frame in a building may be put down
as follows : '

Making frame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.25
Hanging ‘blinds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25
Setting frame in building . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25
Fitting sash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20
Hanging sash with weights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20
Casingwindow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .30
Band molding frame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12
Cutting in stops. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .09

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $2.66

Thus we see that plain window frames complete
in a building, may be estimated. at $2.66 each. It
should be remembered that a fine hardwood finish is
often worth twice or three times as much as a com

mon soft wood finish, and that large transom frames,
twin windows, &c., finished in hardwood may be

worth as high as $20.

DOOR FRAMES.

The different parts of work required to complete
a doorframe may be estimated as follows:

Making frame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.90
Setting frame in building . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25

Casing frame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .44
Band molding frame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .24
Fitting and hanging door . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .36
Putting on mortice lock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25
Cutting in thresholds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15

Cutting in stops . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.71

Thus it is worth $2.71 per frame to make and

finish common door frames complete in a building.
By looking over the above estimate it will be seen
that there is a great deal of work about a door frame
besides fitting and hanging the door and putting on the
lock—hence many are apt to estimate too low. To
fit, hang and put a lock on acommon door, using one

pair of loose pin butts and a common mortice lock,

is worth 60 cents. The average day's work is about six

doors per day. If the doors are large and require three
butts each, it is worth 75 cents per door. Front doors

having complicated locks with night keys, &c., are
worth $1.50 to $2 per door.

I SLIDING DOORS.

The different parts of work required to put up
sliding doors are worth as follows :

Lining partitions and putting up track . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.00
Setting jambs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00

Casing door frame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00
Band molding frame .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30
Hanging doors and putting on lock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.50
Cutting in stops . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .20

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$18.00

Thus sliding doors are worth $13 per set, and may
vary according to size and style of finish up to $30.

'
to $12 per flight.

A single sliding door is worth very nearly as much
as double doors.

‘
The difference in the labor of put

ting them up in most cases would not be over $2.

FOLDING DOORS.

The cost of labor for putting in folding doors com

plete is from $3.75 to $5.50 per set. To fit, hang and
put on lock and flush bolts is worth from $1.75 to

$3.50 per set.
wamsco'rmo.

Plain wainscoting is worth about 90 cents per
square. The cap should be estimated by the foot
extra, according to style of finish. Paneled wains

coating is often worth twice or three times as much
as plain work.

SINKS.

To finish a kitchen sink in the plainest style is
worth $2, and some styles finished in hardwood ai'e
worth as much as $10.

BATHROOMS.

A bathroom having in connection a wash bowl
and a water closet, finished in the plainest style, will
take a good workman two days, and is worth $7. An
inexperienced hand in this kind of work will require
about three days to complete the job. Some styles
of hardwood finish will require from four to six days"
work and are worth from $14 to $21.

PANTRIES.

The shelving and finishing of a pantry in the
plainest style is worth from $3 to $5. Pantries with
flour chests, spice drawers and numerous other

things, shelves inclosed with doors, all elegantly
fitted up, are worth from $25 to $40.'

STAIRS.

The cheapest kind of cellar stairs are worth from

$3 to $5, and the plainest kind of box stairs from $8
Plain open stairs with hand rail,

newel post and balusters are worth from $20 to $35.
Stairs and staircases finished in hardwood may vary
from $50 to $150. It is frequently worth from $10 to
$20 to set the newel posts and put up the rail of some
of the most elaborate designs.

RECAPITULA'I‘ION.

In looking over the items which have been variously
combined and bringing them to a minimum, it will
be seen on what the carpenter has to figure and the
easiest way of estimating it.

Framing and laying floors, per square . .. . . . . . $1.30@ ‘2,65
Framing, sheeting and siding, per square... . . 2.25@ 8,25

Framing and setting partitions, per square. .. .80 @ _9()
Framing, sheeting and shingling roofs, per

square . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.30@ 3155
Hips and valleys, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .75 @ 1,50

Shingling belt courses and gables, per square. 2.00@ 3.50
Cornice, per lineal foot . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10'@ .15
Corner casings, per lineal foot . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .04 @ .06
Gutters, per lineal foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. . .06 @ .10
Porches, per lineal foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00@ 4.00
Window frames, complete, in building, each. 2.66@ 20.00
Door frames, complete, in building, each. . . . 2.70@ 20.00
Sliding doors, complete, in building. . . . . . 13.00@ 30.00
Folding doors, complete, in building . . . . . . . . . 3.75@ 5.50
Wainscoting, per square . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .90 (rb 2.70
Wainscoting cap, per lineal foot . . . . . . . . . . . .. .02 @ .05
Sinks, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00@ 10.00
Bathrooms, finished complete . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.00@ 21.00
Putting down base in houses, per lineal foot.. .03 (a

;

.05
Finishing pantries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00@ 40.00
Cellar stairs, very common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.00 (E- 5.00
Plain stairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20.00(i) 35.00
Front stairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80.00 @ 150.00
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A LONG ISLAND DWELLING.

following pages has recently been
erected for George Wigle at East

Williston, L. I., from plans prepared by
Schweitzer & Diemer, architects, of No.
84 West Broadway, New York City. The
house is of frame construction. having a
cellar under the entire area, with founda
tion walls of brick. The framing is of
spruce timber, sheeted and papered.
The siding from sill to gables, except the
tower. is of narrow-lap white pine. The
tower and ables are covered with cedar
shingles. w ile the roof is covered with
slate. From an inspection of the floor
plans it will be seen that in the first story
there are three large rooms and a hall

'THE
HOUSE which we illustrate on the selves are of good white pine with plat

form landing. The kitchen and bath
room are wainscoted with North Carolina
ine. The house is heated by means of a
ot-air furnace. The bathroom and hall
are fitted with stained and crackled glass
of neat design.+

Fire-Clay Roofing Tile.

At the recent meeting of the Ohio Brick
and Tile Mskers’ Association, held at 00
lumbus, John R. Elder of Inianapolis
presented a paper on fire-clay roofing tile
which contains much that is of interest

In some countries in the Old World
tile is almost the only roofing material
used. They know and have tested its
value, and have faith in it. This is not
the case in this country. Our people have
not been building houses, as a rule, for
their great grandchildren to occupy; our
structures are more temporary, cheaper
and less durable materials have been used,
and the consequence is our roofs and out
buildings are short lived, and there are
very few buildings standing in any of our
cities today that are 100 years old. Fire,
the elements, fashion and continual
changes cause buildings to be torn down
before they are mellowed by age, and
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A Long Island Dwelling.—Perspective View—Schweitzer ct Diemer, Architects, New York City.

from which all are easily accessible. The
parlor and dining room are connected by
means of folding doors, while the kitchen.
which is in the rear, opens directly into
the dining room and also into the hall.
The arrangement is such that the front
door may be reached from the kitchen
without passing through any other rooms
on the first floor. The kitchen is fitted
with portable range provided with a hood
for carr 'ing off odors arising from cook
ing. T e boiler in the kitchen furnishes
hot water for the sink and washtubs. as
well as to the bathroom fixtures. Upon
the second floor are four sleeping rooms
and a bathroom. One of the chambers is
of comparatively small size and may be
used for a sewing room if so desired. The
attic is finished in such a way as to
provide two good-sized rooms, as well as
large storage and drying space. It will
also be observed that each room is pro
vided with ample closets. All trim, base,
architraves and jambs are of white pine,
finished in the natural wood. The rail,
newels and balusters of the main stairs
are of white oak while the stairs them

to our readers.
dress as follows:
Although the subject of roofing tile may
be new to many of you, still it is not a
new industry. History places tile for
roofing next to brick and pottery in oint
of age, and the use of these three articles,
manufactured'of clay, can be traced back
many thousand years. It is not my pur
pose to go back to the hi athen ages to tell
about tile and its use; but it may be
proper to say here that tile roofs are now
on old churchrs, in good condition that
have been there for over a thousand
years; and it is not uncommon to see, and
some of you may know from family tradi
tions, roofs that have been in use and are
now in good condition that have been
there for five, six and sevenhundred years.
The only benefit to be gained from these
facts is to show the lasting qualities of
burnt clay—that it will exist in good cou'
dition as a building material when iron,
wood and stone have all gone back to their
original elements.

We quote from his ad our cities are built and rebuilt over and
over again, at an enormous expenditure of
time and money.
I am glad to note that a change is going
on in this country in this respect. More
attention is paid now to the character of
the materials used in building than ever
before. and the consequence is the prod
acts of clay, in every department of con
struction, are taking the front place
beautiful and durable buildings.

ROOFING TILE MANUFACTURERS.

After the census reports are published
we will know more about the number of
factories engaged in the manufacture of
roofing tile in the United States, but s) far
as I know, there are not more than seven,
and I am not certain there are that many.
There are three in Baltimore, one in Akron,
Ohio, and one at Montezuma, Ind. Un
fortunately, however, the factory of the
last named burned down in December last.
The company are now preparing to build
larger works at Indianapolis, as being a
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more accessible point for the business. I in 1891 amounted to over $54,000,000. and his letters describe the different kinds
have heard there is a. new factory started This is only one city in one State. of tile used, where and how long they have
in Eastern Ohio, and that there isa fac- been used, and their value for covering
tory in New Jersey, but of the last two I houses. I could not interest you more
have no positive information. I can now By far the most instructive and inter- than by reading some of Mr. Gibson’s let
announce for a certainty that the Trenton est reading I have found on the subject of ters. I will not take your time to do that,
Terra Cotta Company, at Trenton, N. J., tile roofs are a series of letters written in but will read two short extracts, in order

that you may have a better
idea of the true value of clay
roofing tile.
He says: “ The arguments
in favor of a tile roof are too
old and too numerous to need
anything morethan mere men
tion. If we stop to think
about it we know that the
roofing material in general use
is far from satisfactory. Slate,
at best, is a temporary roofing;
it is readily affected by heat,
so much so, indeed, thata little
heat will expose all the wood
work of an ordinary roof to
the action of fire. Shingles
are as inflammable as it is
possible to arrange the same
amount of wood. Slate and
shingles, as we know, are the
ge n er al roofing materials.
Tiles, being a clay product,
atIord protection to all wood
work under them in a perfectly
satisfactory way. The heat
does not aflect the tiles in the
least. Frost affectsthemmuch
less than slate. The covering
of a roof with tile practically
means not only the protection
from the elements, but, as
well, protection from confiag
rations or any unusual or
dangerous degree of heat.
Heat, as we know, cannot
afi'ect burned clay produc‘s.
This quality, together with its
ability to resist other elements
of nature, renders it the ideal
building material. Its quali
ties of this character are quite
as apparent for roof covering
as for other use. For some
reason, not easily understood,
tile roofs have not been gener'
ally manufactured in America.
While the field is open, and

LITERATURE ON THE SUBJECT.

will be manufacturing fire-clay roofing
tile on a large scale within 60 days. It is
a wonder to many that there are so few
roofing tile factories in this cmntry; and
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this wonder is increased when it is known CHAMBER I_ cm.
that no factory is able to supply the de- Kn-CHEN g -
mand within a reasonable time; and n0 s'a'xu'i'
factory can keep a stock on hand to fill
orders on demand. It takes weeks and
months after the order is received before
the tile are delivered; and buildings are
often exposed to the weather waiting for
them.
It is new four years since my attention
was directed to the manufacture of roofing
tile. In that time I have read nearly
eyerything that has been printed on the
subject, given the question a great deal of
thought and attention, and in the last two
years have been in a position to know
something of the demand for tile. The
more I study the subject the larger the
business grows; and the more I am im
ressed with what an important industry
is ready for the clay workers of the country.
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SecondFloor.
If you will think that about one twentieth FII-st Floor,
of the entire cost of the buildings of the Beam me Inch ,0 ",8 Foot,
United States is for the roofs, and that at _
least one in 50 of the roofs built each year A L0"? Island Dwell'"g~
Would be tile if they could be had, and
weight of tile and cost were brought down France by Louis B. Gibson, an architect while there is a general demand for the
to where it can be, you can see where this of Indianapolis, and published in the Clay material, it is not satisfied. There is a

will run to in dollars in the whole Worker during the last year. Mr. Gibson difliculty in securing a satisfactory tile
country. In Chicago alone the buildings is practical; he understands his business, roof at a moderate price."
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Again he says: “A tile roof is one cov
ering which will stand for years without
expense or attention. No one has a right

Foundation—Scale, l-lli Inch to the Foot.

see a roof which has been in use for five or
six hundred years, why concern ourselves?
Why look for something better i .
So much for tile covering. The
natural color of a tile roof is red. This
color is imitated in our metal and wood
roofs. Red always makes a good line
against the sky, and makes an agreeable
complement against the green of a land
scape. It is a natural, proper combina

ii'x "'0' l

i ..‘l.
.
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Attic Plan.- Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

cement. The samegeneral style has been
followed in this country. This is one
reason tile has not been adopted more ex
tensively here. Another is that shingles,
slate, tin and iron roofs, although tempor
ary, and lasting but a few years at most,
are cheaper, and can be obtained without
delay.
As we grow in wealth, we want some
thing better, more permanent and endur
ing, and there is nothing that will meet
these wants so well as tile. Of course tile
are not intended for the cheap and tem
porary class of buildings, but if you con
sider the great number of national, State
and county buildings erected each year
that contain records of value, and where
protection from fire is so important ; the
railroad stations and freight depots where
millions of dollars’ worth of goods and
property are constantly stored; the schools
and colleges of the country; the churches;
the State and county benevolent institu
tions and hospitals; the hotels, where so
many disasters in late years have called
attention to better protection from fire;
the manufacturing establishments of every
kind; the large business blocks so full of
valuable goods in cities, and the large
number of elegant private residences built
every year, you will see that a market is
open for tile roofs, as soon as they can cer
tainly be had at a price within reach.+___

Good and lied Floors.

Why one finds so few good floors when
architects never fail to make the pro er
specifications to obtain such, is somew at
of a mystery to every one who suffers
from bad floors, and this every one in
cludes the man or woman who swee
the floors, those who suffer from t e
dirt and dust they harbor, and especially
those who can ofi slivers in the soles of
their shoes. egligence is the principal

A Long Island Dwe'ling.—Sids (R'ght) Elevation.—Scale, )6 Inch (0 the Fool.

to dispute this. There are not two sides
to this question. A tile roof is permanent;
other roofs are temporary. History sus~
tains any statement which may be made
as to the permanent quality of such a
covering. History confirms the temporary
character of other roof coverings. A cov
ering which is superior to tile remains to
be devised. When we can look back and

tion, never ofiensive—always harmonious.
Here we have four or five hundred years
of history, proper decorative qualities,
good color,harmony with nature and every
thing to commend it.”-.
Mr. Gibson has illustrated many of the
forms of tile used in Europe. There are
many patterns, but asa rule they are heavy
and expensive, and are generally laid in

reason for this state of facts, saysarecent
issue of The Northwestern Builder and
Decorator, and both architect and carpen
ter are open to the charge. As perhaps
three-fourths of all floors laid are of
yellow pine, a material that gives ‘better
satisfaction than even the higher~priced
hard woods, and as every architect and
every carpenter knows how to obtain an
almost perfect floor with this material,
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where does the negligence manifest itself ?
In the selection or acceptance of the
material. Every board should have a
straight or “ comb ” grain, and if the log
is properly sawed, every board will have

Main Cornice in
Gables.—Scale,
,4 Inch to Foot.

they are usually nailed through instead of
being nailed through the tongue. Some
of the nails are almost certain to work up,
and a hole in the car t is the result.
Such things may seemto small matters,
but a multitude of them creep into a

designs for the New Jerse State Build
ing at Chicago, that submitted by Archi
tect Charles Allen Gifford of Newark.
His plan is for a reproduction of the
famous Washin on headquarters at
Morristown. This is a mansion in the

.,
L_
.L

Detail of Tower Window.—
Scaie, M Inch to the Foot.

Detail of Trim of Tower.—Scale, % Inch
to the Foot.

Window in Gable—Scale. % Inch to
the Foot.

Detail of InsideTrim.
—Scaie.1%Inchesto
the Foot.

Detail of PiazzaTrim.-Scale, 5
4 Inch to the Foot.
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Detail of BaseBoard.chaie, 11"
Inchesto the Foot.

i

Detail of Main Stairs—Scale, % Inch to theFoot.

Miscellaneous Details of a Long Island Dwelling.

such a grain, just as quarter sawing pro
duces a grain of

peculiar
kind and beauty,

but very few mil s care to take the trouble
to saw in this manner, and they will not
as long as they can sell any kind of stufi
for high-grade flooring.
Floors to be carpeted are usually made
of white pine, and to save a little labor

building, and its occupant can never
know the comforts of awell-built house.

———+———
Tan New Jersey commissioners of the
World’s Fair, who met at Trenton re
cently, chose from a large number of

colonial style of architecture, with
roomy apartments, and surrounded by a
spacious veranda. The commissioners
may cause a few alterations in the plan
of the structure, but Secretary Lennox
says that money will not be spared for its
beautification. The erection of the build
ing will begin in June.
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Exchange Buildings.

The Builders' Association Exchange of
Bufialo is occupying a building of its
own and the Builders‘ and Traders’ Ex
change of Milwaukee will soon be doing
the same thing. These two exchanges
are demonstrating every day the value of
placing themselves before the communi- ,
ties in which they exist in a position of
responsibility and influence. The com
munity at large, as well as the members
themselves, are more favorably impressed
with the importance of the industry in
which they are engaged, and, with the
increased dignity resulting from its mem
bers assuming the position which the
character of their work commands, they
are accorded the deference which is
given to boards of trade and chambers
of commerce. The business of the
builder is of equal importance in any
community to that of the members of any
other callings ; his financial transactions
are large, in the sense of handling the
money and buying the material for
the huge structures which are a part
of every city; he gives employment
to many more workmen than the
majority of employers, and yet here
tofore his position has been one of
secondary importance and his influence
in the community little felt. The estab
lishment of builders’ exchanges has been
of immense benefit when such exchanges
have been conducted with vigor and their
possibilities and benefits understood. The
ownership of a building carries with it

more weight than is generally conceded,
and besides, it also increases the value of
membership and consequently increases
the interest in the organization. The
interest and membership in such ex
changes as have secured buildings of
their own, or proper and desirable quar
ters equal to those occupied by boards of
trade, has increased from the date of such
acquisition. The membership in the
Builders’ Association Exchange of Buf
falo has greatly increased since its plan to
erect a home for itself was adopted, and
the same experience has been had in Mil
waukee and other cities that have under
taken a similar enterprise.
Baltimore, Louisville and other cities
have plans to secure buildings of their
own well under way, and other cities are
taking preliminary steps in the same
direction. The ownership of a building
by every builders' exchange in the coun
try cannot be too strongly advocated.
The secretary of the National Associa
tion of Builders would be glad to receive
information of steps that any exchange
may be taking to secure a home of its
own, and will gladly furnish any informa
tion relative to plans that have been suc
cessfully used by other exchanges for the
same purpose.

A Feature for Exchanges.
A feature of exchange work of which
little advantage has been taken is the
facilities presented by the local press for
bringing the exchange, its objects, purpose
and nature before the public. Certain
exchanges have interested the n *wspapers
of their various cities in the afiairs of the
exchange, as representing the building
industry of the city, and as aplace where
news that would be of interest to a large
constituency could always be obtained.
Prominence in the press would help to a
very great extent to give business men a
knowledge of the existence and character
of an exchange, and would tend to assist
at making the exchange a place for the
transaction of such business as comes
within the scopeof building. The public
would very soon find out, if it was made
public, that the various builders in the
different branches of the business could
be found together at one place and one
time—that is, during ’change hours. The
building industry is too important to be
ignored in any city, and it only has been
in the past because there has been no

central place where the daily press could
find authentic news at all times.
Every exchange should have a Commit

tee on Press, or publicity, for the purpose
of seeing that the representatives of the

daily presswere afiorded every opportunity

for obtaining news, and to whom matter
that would be of local and general inter

est could be reierred in order that it
might be made public. The Master Build
ers’ Exchange of Philadelphia, for in

stance, is the recognized head uarters'for
all information pertaining to t e building
trades in that city, and reporters are al
ways sure of a welcome and of obtaining
correct information.
The National Secretary desires that in
this connection the secretaries of the filial
bodies should send him all

clippin
that

relate to the afiairs ot the loc exc angee
or that would be of general interest_to
the building fraternity.

Notice to Secretaries.
Secretaries of filial bodies are requested
to send copies of the report of the last
convention of the National Association of
Builders to the architects of their various
cities, and if sufl‘icient number of copies
are not on hand for the purpose they will
be su lied upon application to the Na
tion . ecrezary.

The Uniform Contract.
The Committee on Uniform Contract
re nests that all filial exchan es secure
an keep on hand a suppl 0 uniform
contract blanks, and urge t eir use upon
the members.

Specimen
copies should

also be sent to eac architect in the vari
ous cities with the request that the form
he used in preference to an other. Sup
plies of the form can beh of the Inland
Pnblishin Company. Tribune Building,

Colaigago,
., at $4.55 for 500 and $8 per

1 .

Suggestions for the Uniform
Contract.

A meeting of the Joint Committee on
Uniform Contract of the American Insti
tute of Architects and the National As
sociation of Builders will be held some
time in the fall, the exact date of which
is yet to be fixed. The committee of the
National Association requests that any
suggestions for amendment to the form
be forwarded to the National Secretary,
to be transmitted by him to the com
mittee.

The Mid-Year Meeting.
All filial bodies are requested to bring
under consideration such subjects as they
desire to have brought before the Board
of Directors of the National Association
of Builders at the next mid-year meeting,
which will be held in Indianapolis, on a
date that will be fixed in the near future.
All subjects of importance to the local
exchan and to the National Association
should aspre red and submitted to the
secretary, to by him presented to the
board for action.

Foreign Interest.
The importance attached to the action
of the National Association by the build
ing fraternity of Australia is best indi
cated by the very generous treatment of
our last convention by the editor of the
Building and Engineering Journal of Mel
bourne. The review of the convention
by the National Secretary, the president's
address and the snmma of the secre
tary’s report, as presente in the columns
of Carpentry and Building, are reprinted
in full. An editorial commenting upon
the convention, and

particularlé
n n the

withdrawal of the Pittsburgh x go.
in a correct and comprehensive manner,
isamost flattering indication that our
Australian brother builders consider the
National Association, its action and its
example of great importance.
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THE HOUSE THAT JONATHAN BUILDS.

HE FOLLOWING EXTRACTS are
taken from a paper on the above sub

ject, read by Horace Townsend be

fore a recent meeting of the British

Architectural Associations:

I am ing to enter into'no elaborate de
fence 0 American architects, as some of
you may have imagined, and, so imagin
ing. have perchance made ready and
whetted the keen-edged knives of repro
bation and satire, nor am I going to bom
bard with the heavy artillery of adverse
criticism architecture as she is spoke in
the United States.

AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE.

The architectural history of North
America will not require an extensive
array of book shelves tocontain it. When
the early colonists, the stolid Dutch
burghers of New Amsterdam (for New
York, as you will doubtless remember,
was originally settled by emigrants from
Holland), the sedate Puritans of the New
England States (who have left their de
scendants of today, among other legacies,
that Puritan conscience and hatred of
frivolity which has im ressed itself in a
measure upon New Eng and architecture),
or the gentlemen adventurers of Vir rinia
and Maryland, had advanced beyon the
initial stage of providing for themselves
mere shelters from the inclemency of the
climate, they looked to the mother
country, naturally enough, for their archi
tectural style ; but for materials to those
forests which stretched around them for
so many thousand square miles, and wood
remains to-day, as it was in the seven
teenth and eighteen centuries, the main
reliance of the American architect and
builder. Of the early works to which I
refer but few examples remain to us;
but those few examples have been so well
taken advantage of by the native architect,
have so impressed him as being the repre
sentative of the only mitigated antiquity
to which his country can lay claim, that
they have modeled to no inappreciable
extent American architecture of to-day.
You would be surprised if you could see
what good eighteenth-century work there
is to be found in America. The city halls
of New York and Philadelphia, and cer
tain churches in Maryland and Pennsyl
vania, are models which could afford val
uable hints to the most devoted and
learned student of Wren and the Queen
Anne architects of our own country. Nor
is the old domestic work which is to be
found ever where throughout the more
early settle Sta!es,such as the old manor
houses along the valley of the James or
the Hudson rivers, and a few of the older
city houses of Boston, New York and
Philadelphia, to be despised. A quaintly
free classicism, an in enious use of wood
where stone or bric in this country
would naturallyhave been used, a refine
ment and grace of detail, carving and
molding, mark the work of this period,
which, for want of a better name, the
American architects have dubbed Colo
nial, a term which, at least, is more com
rehensive and founded more on actual
act than our terrible misnomer of “Queen
Anne." About the beginning of the pres
ent century, however, architecture be
came practically a lost art on the other
side of the Atlantic, and it was in fact
not until toward the close of the sixties
that any real and healthy regeneration
took place. The last score of years, how
ever, may fairly be termed a period of
Renaissance as regards domestic archi
tecture in America. The casual tourist
may not at once be impressed with this
fact when he rattles through Broadway,
in New York, or the broad avenues of
Chicago: he sees public buildings of a
deadly monotony of ugliness and inartis
tic brutality on every side, and, naturally
enough, says to himself that “ all is bar

ren." from the Dan of the Atlantic to the
Beersheba of the Pacific.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS.

When I first made 11 my mind to be
come an emigrant myi eas as to America
and American life were of the vaguest.
If I thought of an American house at all,
I have no doubt I had a hazy notion of a
mud-beplastered

lo cabin standingin the
midst o a rude c caring, as representa
tive of the country dwelling; and of a
wooden shant , with four square win
dows and a oor. as the typical town
house. You in England to-day have
doubtless learned more of America and
the Americans than we knew of them ten
years ago, but I assure you that my ideas
were then shared by the vast majority of
my fellow Englishmen. Since I have re
turned, the most extraordinary questions
have been put to me as to the tenor of do
mestic life in America. The fact of the
matter is—and it is a fact that, I am glad
to say, is becoming more appreciated over
here—that no one in the world knows how
tolivebetterthan the aver eAmerican. I
mean the Americans of the tern States.
be it understood most-distinctly, for Iwill
not deny that in the far-ofi West, the
South and the Northwest there are cer
tain crudities and roughnesses which are
a t to set cultured teeth on edge. The
ew Yorker and Bostonian, and, to a less
marked degree, the Chicagoan also, are
cosmopolites in the truest and most ad
mirable sense of the term. They have
taken something of the best from every
nation of the World; a hint here, an idea
there, a suggestion from somewhere else,
and the result is that they are better
housed, better fed, better amused, better
warmed in the winter and cooled in sum
mer than any European or any Asiatic.

THE AVERAGE AMERICAN DWELLING.

Take the ordina house of the middle
class American an compare it with the
building of the same class on this side,
and I think the odds will be found to be
very largely in favor of the former. It
is, in the first place, if a city house, bet
ter and more conveniently planned.
mestic service is an e nsive luxury in
New York, the result ing that every
thing which will reduce household work
to a minimum and render friction as non
existent as possible is a distinct pecuni
ary advantage and worth taking a great
deal of trouble to attain. My experience
has therefore been that in most Ameri
can houses of the class to which I refer
the relation of the domestic offices to the
living and reception rooms is much more
carefully studied, with the result of a
vastly greater convenience both to serv
ants and their employers. Such little
labor-saving devices as lifts or dumb
waiters for the carrying up of dishes from
the kitchen to the dining room, or for the
sending down of soiled linen, &c., from
the top of the house to the basement,
are much more universal there than
here. The interior arrangements of
the kitchen also compare most favorably
with the domain of the London cook.
The comparative advantages of English
and American kitchen ranges are not for
meto discuss, but there is certainl less
trouble and less work connected wit the
latter than with the former, There is one
int. at least, in which the American
ones
comgares

absolutely favorabl with
the Englis , and this is as regar s the
heating systems employed. Americans
are exposed all over their vast

count?
to

extreme variations of temperature. hey
have accordingly been forced in self-pres
ervation to so construct their houses that
they shall be habitable when the ther
mometer is in the neighborhood of zero,
and at the same time shall not betoo
stifling when the tem rature is semi
tropical. We in Englan , though we may
not be exposed to quite the same varia

tion, have something of the same nature
tocontend with. But we do not set about
it (at least, have not for a great many
hundred years) with the same reasonable
ness as the American. To all intents and
purposes it is practically as cold when
the glass is at 82“ as when it is from 10°
or 12° or even 20° below that point, and

y
e
t it seems to me the average English

ones is built for summer alone, and as
though no such thing as winter existed.
Since I returned home, at the beginning
of this winter, I have hardly known what

it was to be warm within four walls,
whether of a house, a theater, or any
other public building, unless I were
standing or sitting within 2 feet of a
blazing coal fire.

METHOD OI" HEATING.

Now. the American goes to work to
warm his house on a very different plan.
It has required no very peculiar Yankee
ingenuity on his part, no very serious
scientific study of the question ; he has
simply said to himself that in order to be
warm in his house he must warm the
house itself, and not the separate rooms
thereof only. It is this fundamental prin
ciple which makes so great a diiference
between one’s winter comfort in the two
countries. I need not dilate upon the va
rious methods employed by the American
to attain the desired end, but I should like
to momentarily take up the cudgelsin de
fense of the much-abused system of hot
air heating. The stories one hears of op
pressive floods of baked, scorching air,
which are sup ed to form one of the
horrors of Yan as life, if the tales of some
returned travelers may be believed, are,
in m humble opinion, sheer and undi
lu nonsense. The average American
house is heated, not by baked air, but by
warm air. Pure, fresh, cold air is drawn
into the basements, heated to any degree
which may be desired, by an ingeniously
constructed furnace. and discharged
through tin-lined ducts into ever room
and every passage of the house. he cost

is trifling, the s stem is easily regulated,

is absolutely sag . requires but little at
tention and results in a degree of comfort
of which you can form no idea until you
have become habituated to it. This thor
ough and universal heating of a house
disposes to a certain extent of another
>problem, which seems to me as unsolved
today in this country as it was a decade
ago, though it has been one on which a
vast amount of talk has been expended,
and about which volumes have beenwrit
ten. This is the roblem of effective ven
tilation, and, as say, it disappears al
most entirely when one has to deal with

a house the air of which is throughout of
one universal temperature, and which
does not practically consist, as does the
English house, of a series of more or less
emciently heated rooms, separated from
each other by halls and passages of semi
arctic temperature.

NO USE FOR DOORS.

Something more of material comfort,
too, is the result of these thoroughl
heated houses. One can practically abo -
ish doors, save for the

purposes
of secur

ing privacy, and the w ole ground floor
of a house may, therefore, be thrown into
one, and much valuable space gained for
living urposes, which in this count
would wasted on passages and h .
Most charming efiects are gained in the
smaller city houses of America by this
means, rooms being thrown into one by
the
raising

of a porfiére or curtain, and
charming y artistic vistas being thus
gained. It has also led to the practice,
which is an admirably one in a country
where the average building lot is never
more, and frequently less, than 25 feet in
width, of lacing the staircase hall in the
center of t e house, with the rooms rear
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and front opening into it and connected
by it.

THE APARTMENT HOUSE.

But the aver e American of moderate
income does not ive in a house at all. I
don't mean that he camps out in a tent,
or that he is altogether homeless ; he lives
in a flat; and I can quite understand the
shudder of disgust with which this an
nouncement will be heard by those whose
notions of flat life are gathered from that
system as developed in London. A Lon
doner said to me the other day that in
London a flat was looked upon as a lux
ury. If this is so, all I can say is that
London ideas of luxury and my own no
tions of the same article are several miles
a art. The London flat is a creation of
t e last ten years, and among the many
sins for which that decade has to answer
at the Dast Day, it will, I am sure, be
held the chief. The better class of New
York flat has its disadvantages, it is true.
What is there in this decidedly second
rate world of ours which has not? Take
it all in all, however, it is as convenient,
comfortable and economical an abode as
intelligent man has yetdevised for himself.
By its means the New Yorker is enabled
to live in a fashionable or convenient
neighborhood in a house, or, all events, in
a portion of a house, built in a style com
arable only to those of the richest of his
ellow citizens, and hepays for it therent
which he would have to pa for a small
house in an inconvenient an distant sub
urb. Architecturally, the a artment
houses, as they are termed in ew York
and the larger cities of America, are
among their most admirable features.
They are run up to a somewhat alarming
hight, it is true, for thou h land in New
York is dear, dearer even t an in London,
the atmosphere is free, and of this fact
the American has taken advantage. But
he has not thought it necessary to build a
'aundiced-looking barrack with oblong
oles punched into it in place of windows,
as one wicked individual, at all events,
has done in London, and this abnormal
hight is from a practical point of view a
matter of little moment; for when one
ascends to one's a ment in a lift or
elevator, as in Yan eedom it is termed,
it matters little whether one sto at the
third story or the thirteenth. e aver
age number of stories, however, does not
exceed nine or ten, and it is a significant
fact that the rents are very often indirect

proportion
to the hight of the story.

he same principle is carried into the
apartment house as prevails in the or
dinary dwelling house. The staircases
and passages leading to the various floors
are not, as seems to be the fashion in
London, cold, cheerless, and wind swept,
but are warm, carpeted and decorated,

la
ls are the halls and staircases of a private

ouse.

THE TYPICAL FLAT.

The typical flat, when one enters it

after stepping out of the elevator, consists
of an inner hallway, or passage, from
which open out the various rooms ; some
of these derive light and air from a
central shaft, but as many as possible
have direct communication with sun
and air.

Everything

is done to economize
room, and I t ink many valuable hints
would be gained by English architects
from a study of the plans and

'iipecifications of these American flats. he serv
ants, as a rule, sleep on the top floor, ac
cess to which is gained from each flat by a
rivate staircase in the rear; the entire
at is heated either by steam or hot water,
as the case may be, and in addition to
this, there are open fire places in all the

grincipal
rooms. From the kitchen a

umb waiter or small lift runs to the
basement, and is used by tradesmen for
sending up their goods, and by servants
for sending down the ashes, &c. Coal
and wood are kept in the cellar, and sent
up every day as required by the janitor
or caretaker attached to the premises. A
large refrigerator, carefully drained, is as

a rule built into the butler's pantry. The

wood work is generally hard wood, and
exceedingly elaborate mantels and over
mantels with mirrors and bric-a-brac
shelves, &c., are among the permanent
fixtures. Cherry and ash are the predomi
nant varieties of wood used, though
mahogany is by no means uncommon.
In the newer flats the lighting is effected
by means of the incandescent electric sys
tem, and this, as well as the heating, is

included in the rent.

EXTERIOR FINISH.

Some quarter of a century ago the or
dinary house in New York was what is

termed a brown-stone front, and was quite
as hideous and unarchitectnral as any
thing we can offer in this country. The
exteriors were all cast in one mold, and
the plan was always more or less on the
same plan. They have changed all that
now, and nowhere can a more interesting
variety of elevation be found than in the
more newly-built districts of New York.
Even the so-called speculative builder's
house is

leasing
to the eye, and I have in

my min a con e of short streets in the
upper part of ew York which I used to

pass
every day, and which were entirely
uilt by one man, an ordinary building

s eculator. Instead of going (as I think

t e same man here would) to an architect,
even if he went to an architect at all, and
getting from him the plans of one house,
to be afterward reduplicated as often as
necessary, the American ot half a dozen
architects, all of acknow edged position,
to desi for him a number of houses of
somew at similar plan, but of absolutely
varyin elevation. The result is a street
which in its variety of gabling and for
tuitous contrast of color and material is

as picturesque as anything one can find
in the oldest quarter of one of the oldest
Dutch towns.

THE AMERICAN THEATER.

The American theater. both before and
behind the curtain, is better arranged on
the
average

than any playhouse 1n the
world. T ey have thrown overboard all
the hampering conventionalities which
are still in force here, and render the Eu

glish
theater, with all its arrangements,

ut a servile copy of that which was good

enough
for our

gandfathers
and great

gran fathers. regards its
(plan,

the
American theater is so arrange that the
line of sight from every seat therein to
the stage is, as a rule, erfect. The fact
that the entire groun floor is taken 11
with what we should call here the stal s

renders the task of planning and of secur
ing adequate entrances and exits some
what easier, it is true, than that set be
fore the English architect; but, at the
same time, no such dangerous death traps
as one finds in London would bepermith
in America. The buildin law of New
York is in most of its provisions most ad
mirable, but no sections are more com
mendable than those which expressly con
cern the erection of theaters or other

buildings
intended to be used for the pur

poses 0 public entertainment. It is pro
vided that every theater shall have at
least one front on a

public
highway, and

that on either side 0 such building shall
be left aclear space of not less than 8

feet in its narrowest part, and that this
space shall begin from the line of the pros
cenium wall and extend the whole length
of the auditorium. N 0 portion of any
theater can be used for any other pur

pose,
while as far as possible the entire

uilding and all it contains must be of
non-combustible material, and all stage
wood work, scenery &c. , must be rendered
non-combustible by approved means.

CHURCH ARCHITECTURE.

I hardly think I should be doing you
any service by dwelling at too eat
length upon the purely artistic si e of
American architecture or of the value of
the work of American architects. Do
not, though, be too read to sneer at
what I may euphemistic y term their

eccentricities. They may be vulgar at
times, their straining for novelty so called
ma occasionally be offensive to the
ju icious, but at least they are reaching
out, blindly, it may be, but still honestly,
toward a style of their own. Nothing
quite so shocking or so harrowin as the
American vernacular church wor would
be permitted here by the public authori
ties. Detail is the weak point of the
average American architect, but his
Gothic detail amounts to a crime. Of
course, they have had Richardson, whom
most of you, I am sure, know by name at
least, and in Richardson they can claim
the greatest architectural genius the Eu
glish-speaking world has seen since
Wren’s days. “ The King can do no
wrong "—and Richardson's church work
was almost on a level with his secular

gerformances,
which says everything.

at Richardson is dead, and, like all men
of the highest enius, he was a snare and

a delusion to is followers. A big man
intellectually, physically and artistically,
he was of such strong and marked an in~
dividuality that his colleagues had per
force to be his imitators, and the greatest
menace offered to American architecture

is the influence of this departed Titan,
which is res nsible for the presence of
swarms of litt etin Richardsons on wheels,
who are flooding the country with weak
imitations of the Richardsonian Roman

es%ue
marked by all devices, and but pale

re ections of the virtues of the original.
Turn, on the other hand, to their count
and town houses, and in the work of suc
men as Stanford White, of the firm of Mc
Kim, Mead & White, of Richard Hunt
and others whom I could name, thou h

doubtless with but little benefit to n
glish hearers, and one finds a restrained
originality, a freshness of motif growing
to a thoroughly trained cultured percep
tion and trained knowledge which you
would not find it easy to parallel on this
side of the Atlantic. As to their public
buildings, they are hampered regarding
Government and municipal edifices. but
of their offices and corporation buildings

I may sa that though not so prominent
as their omestic work, they are at least
not quite so immoral as their churches.
Without entering into any detailed criti
cism of the modern American architect
ural styles, I may say that so far as I am
aware its followers are the first architects
in any nation who have journeyed with
the sister arts of paintin , music and
literature into the realms o eclecticism.

Ruins of JaVanese Architecture.

The architectural ruins of Java surpass
those of Central America, says a recent
issue of the Home Journal. At Chandi
Sewa are found the remains of what was
once an assemble e of 296 temples, ar
ranged in five par lelograms, one inside
of the other. In the center of all isa
large temple in the shape of a cross, sur
rounded by 40 flights of steps, richly orna
mented with sculptures and containing
many a rtments. Eighty miles to the
eastwar is the temple of robods, con
sisting of a central dome 50 feet in diam
eter, around which is a triple circle of 72
towers, the whole building being 620feet
square and 100 feet high. In the walls
are niches containing 400cross-legged fig
ures larger than life. The amount of
human labor and skill expended upon the
pyramids of Egypt sink into insignifi
cance when compared with that which
was required to complete this sculptured
temple in the interior of Java. Forty
miles southwest of Samarang, on the
same island. is an extensive lateau cov
ered with the ruins of temp es, to reach
which four stone stairways were con
structed, each containing more than a

thousand ste Traces of more than 400
temples are ound there, all of them dec
orated with rich and delicate sculptures,
In Eastern Java the ruins of forts, palaces.
baths, temples and aqueducts are to be
seen everywhere.
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MASONRY AND STONE CUTTING.‘

GEOMETRICAL STAIBS.

MAN ’8 STEP is about 25 inches on
the level and 12% in :hes going up
a ladder. By combining these two

facts we get the formula T + 2R = 25
inches, in which T = tread, R = riser,
as the basis for finding the re r pro
portions of tread to user. Tf = 12,
then R = 6%; if T = 9, then R = 8, &c.
But R can only vary between the limits
of 4% and 8 inches.
Stairs may be formed of strai ht flights,
the steps supported by a wal at both
ends, or the steps supported by a vault,
or the steps may be housed in the wall at
one end and left free at the other end,
leaving the center of the staircase an
open well hole. In that case the steps are
made to rest upon one another by joggled

themselves may be made shorter so as to
extend the treading line.
Then draw normals to the curve v a 2
through the points of division found, and
their mid-points I, m, n, The in
tersections of these normals will form a
polygon, the enveloping curve (w7.11a C)
of which is the involute of the treading
line. On every one of these normals carry
1 foot 7 inches and you can get the curve
U A B C D W as well hole. The normals
A A', B B', C C' . are the projec
tion of the arrises of the steps.
Now. if on the vertical cylinder zab
cd . . .we draw a helix—that is, a curve
on which the co-ordinates of every point
counted on the base line. have the con
stant proportion of tread and riser, 2 will
be at a level = R and every other int
of division at the same hight, R, a ve

6|
Fig-199 .Q .fig' 200
_ l a

s. \

fore let the 'oint bea plane taken through
the arris L of the joint and the normal
to the surface in P, mid-point of L L'.
To construct that normal, we must find
the plane tangent in P, which is done by
substituting a connecting araboloid to
the surface of the soflit. o draw the
connecting paraboloid, produce 10 tang
ent to the helix, and let it meet a hori
zontal plane at the level of three ste
below, in which case 10= three trea s.
As the joint line I L touches a vertical in

7
., if a horizontal line be made to move in

contact with l 6 and the vertical 1
, it will

produce the connecting paraboloid re
quired.
Now, to find the plane tangent to the
soflit in P, draw 1

1
6 generator of the

connecting paraboloid, and cut 2
.

0

and 2
.
l by a vertical plane, P Q. The

Masonry and Stone Cutting—Figs. 197to 201Inclusive.

joints, such as M” S" B’”, Fig. 198. The
joint on the lower step is called a back
rebate, and in the upper step a bird’s
mouth. Ifthe well hole be curvilinear,
as in Fig. 197, the stairs are called geo
metrical. '
In geometrical stairs the widths of the
steps vary from one end to the other, but
the proportions of treads to risers are
fixed on a line parallel to the well hole at

a distance of 1 foot 7 inches from it. This

is called the treading line, on which all
the treads must be equal.
To draw the plan, Fig, 197, take z U
= length of the shortest step; deduct
therefrom U z = 1 foot 7 inches, and draw
the rectangle z y :c v, of which the sides
are equidistant from the walls; inscribe
in this rectangle a semi-elli e. and this
will be the treading line of t e stairs. If
the outside walls formed an irregular
polygon, the treading line might be drawn
with centers so as to form a continuous
curve. Divide the treadin line in n
equal parts : to the widths o the treads,
Z¢=¢1p=.. =ab= c=cd=

. . . , which gives 11+ 1 risers from z

to v. If the number of ste s be not suf
ficient, the proportions of t e treads and
risers maybe made stifler, or the steps

* Continued from page13,Decemberissue.

the former. If a horizontal lines moves
along that helix, remaining at the same
time tangent to a vertical cylinder on the
involute w A a _C
,

then it will describe a

surface which will touch the arrises of
all the ste s ; this is the extrados of the
stairs, an it is a skew surface.
The soflit of the stairs is a surface
identical with the former, but lowered
uniformly of a certain distance, 6

,

which
we shall determine later on. The joint
lines of the soflit are

(frojected
on the

normals to the trea ing line drawn
through the mid-points l, m, n, . . .;
one of the steps, for instance, will stretch
between the lines B B' and L L'. So that
the surface of the joint be everywhere
normal to the sotfit, the correct way is to
erect normals in two points of the joint,
then divide these normals in equal parts,
and work the surface by means of a

straightedge placed on these points of
division. The surface is then a hyper

bolic-paraboloid.
Nothwithstanding this

terrib e name, it is a very easy operation
to accomplish when the well hole and the
walls are circular. In our present case

it would involve making two separate
bevels for each step; besides which the
construction of the normals is more diffi
cult than in circular stairs. We there

line which joins in space the points

P and Q is another generator of the para
boloid ; the plane tan ent to the soflit
in P contains that line Q, and the joint
line L L'. Turn down the plane P Q

round its trace ; P' is at the level of three
risers above P, draw P' Q and produce
1" G’ at right angles with it; that is the
normal required through which the plane
of the joint must be taken. At about 2

inches above the int P draw K' G', the
upper level of t e step. Now we can
settle the hi ht B" B"", Fig.198, which
wecalled 6

.

he arc 1 mb = i of width of
tread, therefore, the pointl is t riser above
the point b. Addin this diflerence of
level to the hight P’ 'we have 6 = P’ K’
+ riser. Therefore, it follows that the
hig t P' K' is constant for all the steps.
The construction of the normal at the
mid-point has to be made for every ste
independently, for its angle varies wit
each step.
Face Hulda—The face, which is housed
in the wall, is the intersection of the ver
tical plane X' Y’, with the surfaces of the
steps as shown in Fig. 198. The soflit is
a curve, of which several points are found
by the intersection of generators of the
soflit. If a nosing is put to the steps it

must be added on the mold. The face
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which forms the well hole, Fig. 199, is a
cylindrical surface, and must be devel
oped. Mind the joint line is curved. To
find athird point of that curve draw a
horizontal generator of the lane of the
joint, say 1y’ on plan, find its evel, 7"’,by
which get C, above 0,, Fig. 199: then
draw the curve. ‘

Cutting of the Steps.-—Select a stone
which will contain the step: work the
tread; draw thereon the outline B B’ R’
R ; then with a square work the riser, the
wall face and the well hole. Draw the
face molds in their respective positions
and work the joints, both rebate at the
back and birdsmouthin front. Through
guiding marks work the sofiit of the stone
with a straightedge.
Sometimes (Figs. 200, 201) a piece, 8 BA
BI A. a, is left on along the well hole to
form a string about 4 or 5 inches wide.
upon which to fix the balustrade. In
Fig. 201is rather an exaggerated view of
a step finished in this way. When the
ofiset [3B. is less than 2 inches it need
not entail any sensible waste of stone, but
sometimes the string is built separately
and the steps are housed in it.+

Building Ordinances.

At the meeting of the Illinois Chapter
of the American Institute of Architects,
held in Chicago on Monday

eveniéig,April 18, Henry A. Goetz made an
dress on the subject of building ordi
nances, in which reference was madeto a
number of features of building construc
tion. What the speaker had to say is of
such interest to many of our readers that
we take pleasure in presenting copious ex
tracts from the address. In introducing
his subject Mr. Goetz said :
“ The primary object of a building or
dinance should be to revent the spread
of fire. There are sue a small number
of buildings which collapse through
faulty architecture that public interest
would hardly be aroused sufiiciently to
demand building ordinances from this
cause alone. The primary object of an
ordinance should be, first, to prevent the
spread of fire. Those who are posted are
aware that 130,000,000are being wiped
away from t e face of this country every
year. We have been looking u n insur
ance as the angel of charity, orgetting
that all of us are

paying
for this fire loss

out of our own poc ets, the underwriter
merely acting as collector and distrib
utor, collecting $1 from the masses and
paying out 60 cents to the individual, the
other 40 cents being needed for salaries,
expense and dividends.
“ Soon after some great fire or calamity
a call is sent and issued for a committee,
which, with much energy, goes to work.
But no one is held responsible, and the
work is done in a careless manner. Your
great city of Chicago has now adopted
such a plan," said the speaker, “ and,
while I have due respect for each mem
ber of the committee, still I cannot re
train from believing that none of you will
be satisfied with the work after it is done.
I believe that one man, who must devote
his entire time thereto, can get up or edit
a better building ordinance than a dozen
men, no two of whom can agree.”

WHAT A BUILDING ORDINANCE SHOULD
COVER.

As a suggestion, Mr Goetz thought it
best to do away with fire limits and" make the ordinance cover the size,
hight and kind of building, no matter
where located.” The present lan is to
restrict and prohibit frame uildings
within a certain fire district and allow all
kinds outside of the district until it is so
idly built up, and then comes into the fire
district after much damage has been done.
“Instead of this,” the speaker said,
“ the ordinance should cover the whole
city or even the whole State, for is it not
just as important to erect a safe building
outside as inside the business district?
“ Make the walls of certain thicknesses
for each class and permit no system of

building which might have a tendency of

fiilling
down the walls during fire,” said

r. Goetz. I
" Party walls are usually built of a less
thickness than the exterior walls. All
party walls should be securely anchored
to each tier of joists, but so that deflec
tion or breaking of the joist would not
injure the wall. Mr. Moore, President
of the Continental, insists that his com
pany would make money at one-third the
present rates if brick buildings were con
structed in such manner that the interior
mi ht be cremated and leave intact the
wa ls. All companies admit that 40 per
cent. of the money loss is by ex osure;
that is, where fires spread to a joining
property.”

VALUABLE SUGGESTIONS.

The speaker made the following state
ments in the course of his address :
" Prevent loss of life in manufactories
by limiting their hight, and by requirin
stairways at 0 posits ends of the buil -
ing, of a widt in proportion to the hight
of the building and the number of people

employed
therein, this simple provision

ma 'ng an exterior fire escape unneces
sary.
“Prevent loss of life in theaters and
public halls by limiting their hight from
the ground level, and provide pro er and
convenient exits in proportion to t e num
ber of people they are to accommodate.
It is unnecessary to require that all
theaters should be fire proof, because with
roper exits any place can be emptied
fore the fire can reach the inmates.
“ Buildings exceeding 85 feet in hi ht
should be constructed of incombusti le
material, and should not be allowed to
have a arty wall, but should be able to
stand a one even if the buildin adjoin
ing should fall. Buildings use for mer
chandising should be limited in hight, for
the reason that a tall building filled with
merchandise will develo , in case of fire,
such a high degree of heat as to be a
menace to all others in the nei hborhood.
“ No elevator shaft should allowed
near any stairway if such stairway is the
only means of escape.”

ENFORCEMENT OF LAWS.

In ,regard to the enforcement of laws
when passed, Mr. Goetz thought the
owner of the building as well as the
building inspector, architect or con
tractor, should be held liable. This
would result in the employment of com
petent architects, while the owner would
cometo the inspector for advice, while
under the present plan the owner tries in
every way to evade him.
In conclusion, Mr. Goetz said great im
provement would result from combining
the fire and building de rtments under
one head. He would raise the standard
of excellence of firemen by impressing
upon them the advantage of preventing
fires as well as extinguishing them. He
would have them become familiar with
all the details of construction, the loca
tion of stairs and elevators, the general
surroundings, and such knowledge as
during a fire would be of inestimable
value. He would require them to report
to each other the faults they find in the
districts, and in special cases they should
be given wer to order improvements.
General discussion of Mr. Goetz's paper
followed its reading. The members of
the chapter were favorably impressed by
the discourse as a whole. while unstinted
commendation was accorded several of
the speaker's propositions.

+———-—
Tun DESIGNchosen for the Connecticut
Building at the World’s Fair is in strik
ing contrast with the edifice at the Phila
delphia Exposition. This was in the
general style of an ancient farmhouse,
with the roof sloping nearly to the
ground. The Chicago building is modeled
after the mansion houses of the wealthy
men of the colonial days—the magnates
and rulers of that period. Half a dozen
designs were submitted, W. R. Briggs, a

Bridgeport architect, winning the prize.
The structure will be two stories high,with
colonial pitch roof, surmounted by a small
balcony or “ deck,” such as was commonly
built on the houses of merchants at the
seaports, and from which they watched
the movements of their vessels. Such
roofs yet exist in New Haven and New
London ; at Nantucket, on the Massa
chusetts coast, there are dozens of them.
Broad verandas stretch around the build
ing on three sides, and the massive porch
has four fluted columns.
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Employer and Workman.

The average employer in the build
ing trades has. at some time or other
during his business experience, felt
the pressure of the action of the labor
unions in their efforts to improve the con
ditions under which their members per
form their work. The average employer
has also been in the habit of allowing
such matters as do not directly affect his
relationship with an owner to take care
of themselves, and has made no effort to
prevent customs which he knows must
ultimately be changed from becoming
fixed. He has conducted his business
entirely upon the assumption that when
he is pushed into a corner or when con
ditions detrimental to his business
become fixed, he would make a
grand overthrowing of things gener
ally and start afresh. In the mean
time the workmen have been stead
ily and systematically pushing ahead,
gaining ground here and there, a little at
atime, firmly establishing their organi
zation and continually progressing to
ward their desired goal. Until recently
they have met with so little rational op~
position and have found so little desire on
the part of employers to seek out and
maintain right and justice for both sides,
that they have come to look upon every
point gained as an evidence of the justice
of their position. They have undoubt
edly encroached upon the prerogatives of
the employer in some cases, which is not
unnatural, considering their strength in
numbers and in unity of purpose. They
have had no one to point out to them
wherein they have assumed too much as
their own right, for the action of the em
ployer has generally been one of resist
ance rather than assistance or direction.
No equitable conditions can beestablished
between two parties when one of the
parties is less attentive to existing condi
tions than the other. A satisfactory ad
justment of the labor problem will not be
secured until the employers are sufli
cientl y well organized to treat with the or'

ganizations of woi kmen upon some other
basis than that of opposition. Until the
use of force is abandoned and the two in
terests meet on equal terms, no reason
able or just solution of the question can
be expected.

Conditionsin the Field of Labor.

It appears from the reports of the com
mercial agencies that the number of

strikes and of workmen involved during

the first week in May was nearly two

thirds less than the figures quoted for the

same week in 1891,which in turn were

much smaller than the figures for the

corresponding week of 1890. It is fair to
assume that these figures are approxi

mately accurate and may be accepted as

an evidence that the differences between

employers and workmen as a whole are

being adjusted with less friction than

heretofore. The first week in May can be

taken as fairly representative of the year,
as at that time the unions have been in the

habit of making their demands. The con

dition of labor, too, is then fairly indica
tive of the attitude inwhich the workmen
stand to the employers. The figures quoted

show that 18,500 employees were con

cerned in strikes in the first week of May,

1892,while in 1891there were,49,000, and

in 1890there were about 54,000. In New
England the labor troubles seemed, pro

portionally, to involve the greatest num

ber of workmen, it being stated that there
were 28strikes, which involved over 8000

men, including strikes on ten stone quar

ries, which afiected about 4500 men.

There were doubtless more strikes than

those quoted by the agencies, and it is
not unlikely that some of those reported

were unimportant, but the showing goes

far toward establishing the fact that the

workmen generally are better satisfied

with the conditions under which they

labor than formerly, or that they have

found peaceable means of adjusting such

differences between themselves and their

employers as may have arisen. One of

the principal causes of this desirable ef

fect is the better organization of the em

ployers, which has resulted in their be
coming better able to treat with the
workmen in a broad and effectual man
ner, and with such unity as to secure the
settlement of difierences with greater fa
cility and justice than was possible where
each employer attempted to settle upon
a separate basis

Building on the Pacific Coast.

According to advices from the Pacific

Coast, the building season in California
opened with bright prospects. A large
number of buildings have been placed

under contract, and dwellings of a supe

rior class are being erected far into the

suburbs of the larger cities, owing, no

doubt, to the fact that some of the most

desirable locations, especially in the

neighborhood of San Francisco, are now

accessible by cable or electric railway

systems. Buildings for business purposes

are said to show an advanced taste in de

sign, and in place of cheaper material

heretofore employed, stone and marble

are being extensively used. This increase

in the demand and use of stone has stimu
lated the development of new quarries in
localities where the material can be eco
nomically shipped to market.

A Remarkable Building.

One of the greatest novelties in the

building line probably ever designed for

erection in this city is the structure

which is about to be put up on Broadway

near Murray street. This building is in

tended to be 12 stories in hight, sur

mounted with a high gable roof, the fin

ial terminating at a distance of about 187

feet above the sidewalk. The building

has a frontage of 30% feet on Broadway

and a depth of 107% feet. The first

story will have-a ceiling hight of 18 feet
6 inches and will be arranged for count
ing room or banking purposes. The sec

ond story, which will be used as general
oflices of the Home Life Insurance Com
pany, who are putting up the structure,

will be 28 feet 3 inches in hight on the
Broadway front and have main and mez

zanine floors in the rear. The style of

the building will be of the severest kind
of early Italian renaissance and absolutely

fire proof. The matzrial for the front

will be of light brick and the structure
will be thoroughly equi ped with all the
modern appliances. with the possible
exception of the Tower Building on lower
Broadway, this will probably be the nar
rowest high building in the country.

Contractor and SupplyDealer.

The subject of securing special prices

on building material for contracting

builders, which was brought up at the

last convention of the National Associa

tion of Builders, is one that is worthy of

the consideration of every dealer in build

ers’ supplies in the country. The present

custom of charging the contractor who

buys unlimited quantities every year the

same price that is asked of the occasional

buyer of small quantities was well set

forth by one of the delegates to the con

vention mentioned. He was by profes

sion a plumber, and stated that he could

buy one barrel of lime in the open market

as cheaply as the mason or plasterer

could buy 1000barrels. This condition

of affairs exists practically the same all

over the country, but it is in the building

business only that such a condition does

exist, for in every other line of business

the regular buyer of large quantities of

merchandise, who buys to sell again, re

ceives an appreciable discount from the

price at which the same commodity is

sold at retail and in small lots. The

builder stands in the same position to the

material, dealer that the retailer does to

the wholesaler in any other business, for

he buys to sell to the consumer. The

owner is the consumer in the building

business, and if the dealer sells direct to

him the builder is deprived of a legiti

mate profit and the dealer receives no

more for his wares than he would if he

had sold to the builder. It is sometimes
the case that a dealer will sell to an'owner

cheaper than he would to a contractor.

Cases of this kind have been known where

the dealer, in order to be sure of a par

ticular sale, has given a less price to an

owner than he would to the contractor

for the work. A certain amount of build

ing supplies must be sold in every city,

and it is not unfair to maintain that the

dealer should give the builder preference

over any one else in prices and should

help to kee the business in the preper

channels. he owner would pay no more

for his buildin than he does now, the

same amount 0 material would be sold,

the business would become fixed upon a

reco ized basis, and the builder would

receive an equitable margin upon the ma

terial which passed through his hands.
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CABLE ROAD POWE R
STRUCTURE which will embody,
when
completed,

a number of uni ue
Zfeatureso no little interest to bui d

ers generally is the power station of the
Broadway Cable Road, now

beingqput
up

at the corner of Broadway and ouston
street, this city, by the Broadway and
Seventh Avenue Railroad Company. At
the present time the foundations are being
put in, an idea of the appearance of the
excavation gbeing indicated in Fig. 1 of
the accompanying illustrations. As the
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ders, with the exception of a few for sup
porting the court of the building, vary
in their diameter from 8 feet 6 inches to
12 feet. The object of this is not only to
prevent the sand foundation from spread
ing laterally, but also to divide the sand
on which the building is to be su ported
from the sand foundation of the 8001-on
which the machinery to operate the cable

is to rest. This is in conformity with the
main theory of the engineers” lan, which

is to have the foundations of t e building
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Cable Road Power Station—fig. l.—Present Appearance of Foundations.

site selected for this building is a very
valuable one, the question which con
fronted the engineers at the outset was,
how to utilize the ground to the fullest
extent. If it could be used for nothing
more than a power station, much of its
value would be lost, but, as the necessary
machinery to operate the cable was to be
below the street level, the company de
sired to erect a large building above it,
which might be rented for commercial
purposes. The obstacle, however, in the
way was the vibration which would re
sult from the operation of the machinery,
and which would render a building de
signed for commercial purposes practi
cally untenantable. The engineers, how
ever, have outlined a scheme, which is

being pursued in the work now in prog
ress, and which is expected to bring about
the desired results.
The floors of the building proper are to
besupported on peculiarly constructed
piers, of which there are to be 45 interior
ones and 28 piers on a line with the ex
terior walls, which will be self-support
ing. The exterior piers will consist
of steel columns, fixed on a grillage
of iron piers, the latter resting upon
stone walls. The interior piers are
to beconstructed after the manner indi
cated in Fig. 2 of the illustrations, for
the use of both of which we are indebted
to the courtesy of the Sun of this city.
Large cylinders of wrought iron or steel
are to be sunk into the earth and filled
with sand below and concrete above. On
the top of these is to be a grillage of iron
beams, to be level with the tops of the
cylinders, which are but 6 feet in length.
Resting on the

grillage
will be massive

iron bases weig ing in the neighborhood
of
30001fiounds

each, and surmounting
these w' besteel columns. The cylin

entirely independent of the foundation
of the machiuer ', so that the operation
of the latter wi 1 not cause the building
to vibrate. All the iron and steel used in
the construction of the building is sub
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jected to the severest tests so as to stand
the strain to be put upon them.
For the purpose of providing room for
the driving wheels on the machinery
floor, it has been necessary to excavate to

a depth of 42 feet below the level of the
street. Bridges of iron beams resting on
brick walls are to be constructed around
the columns supporting the building. the
object being to prevent

any
portion of the

machinery floor. which wi 1 rest partly on
the bridges and partly on the sand foun
dation, from touching the main columns.
The driving wheels will be 32 feet in
diameter and weigh about 100 tons each.
Cotton rope drives will be employed in
order to still further reduce the liability
to noise and vibration. Each of the driv~
ing wheels will have 32 deep grooves for
32 lengths of 2-inch rope. Attached to
the engine shaft will be 9-foot wheels,
while 32-foot wheels will be attached to
the shaft connecting with the cable drums.
At the present writing it is expected to
have the building, including the machin
ery floor, completed early in the fall of
this year. It is stated that this building
will be stronger and will contain more
iron and steel than any other structure of
its size in the city, while the machinery
floor will probably be unlike any other in
the country.

[r Is sail) to be a common practice in
France to coat the beams, the joists and
the under side of the flooring of buildings
with a thick coating of limewash as a

safeguard againt fire. It is a preventive
of prime ignition. althou h it will not
check a fire when once un er headway.

AN INGENIOUS INSTRUMENT is now used
in Italy for the cutting of stone cornices.
moldings, balustrides, &c. The general
features of the machine are ve similar
to those of the ordinary met -planing
machine. The stone to be 0 rated u u

is firmly clamped on the . to whic a

reciprocating motion is imparted by suit
able mechanism. The cutting tools are
carried on a saddle plate ca ble of hori'
zontal movement u u a side b means
ofa screw and ban le. The sli e is, in
turn, ca ble of vertical adjustment on
slide pil ars b means of bevel gearing
and screws. he machine turns out 16
feet of cornice. well finished, in 20 min
utes.
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Fig. 2.—Sectiona1View Showing Construction of Interior Piers.
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HE ATTRACTIVE frame dwelling
T which forms the subject of our supplement plate this month was re
cently erected in Carthage. 111..for W.
H. Griffith, from designs furnished by
architect Geor eW. Payne of that city.
The house is uilt of good, sound pins,
the sills being 6 x 8 inches and 8 x 8
inches; the first and second floor joists
_2x 10 inches; the ceiling joists 2 x 6
inches and the studding and rafters 2 x 4
inches. The sheeting is shiplap, covered
with building paper and }/.§-inchsidiu .
The first floor is 2}; feet above the gr 6
line and is approached by broad steps lead
ing to the front veranda, from which the
vestibule is reached throu h double doors.
Acareful inspection of t e floor plans,
which are presented in connection with
the elevations and details upon this and
the following pages, shows the manner
in which the space on the two floors has

ILLINOIS DWELLING.
a sleeping room 15x 16feet in size, and be
yond this a bathroom of ample size and
thoroughly fitted throughout. The sleep
ing room and sitting room are furnished
with drawers under the rojecting win~
dows. In the rear of the ouse is a lar e
woodshed provided with closet, slop sin ,
&c. On the second floor of the house are
three lar e sleeping rooms, with ample
closets. he attic over the main rtion
of the house is floored and serves t e pur
pose of a large storeroom. The house is
well built throughout, carefully finished
and is stated to have cost complete $4500.*—
Fuudameutal Ideas in Architecture.

A writer in a recent issue of the Lon
don Tablet presents the following remarks
on the fundamental ideas in architecture,

I

mentation of the support, the ornamenta
tion of the weight and the ornamenta
tion of the construction which connected
the weight with the support. To arrive
at the fundamental idea in the different
styles we must examine the relations be
tween the support and the weight.

THE EGYPTIAN.

The Egyptian, the oldest of known
styles, placed the weight firmly on the
ground. In the first stages of building
the strength of materials and the art of
construction were but imperfectly under—
stood, and to obtain security masses of
material were

(placed
on a broad base, nar

rowing upwar in the form of a pyramid.
It suggested security and permanence.
The earliest extant monument of the
work of man, the Pyramids by the Nile.
still rest on the sand of the desert in their
majestic massiveness. The Egyptian

An Illinois Dwelling—George W. Payne, Architect, Carthage, [IL—Front Elecation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

been utilized. It will be noticed that on
the first floor there are library, sitting
room, dining room, kitchen. ~sleeping
room and bathroom. The hall is of good
size and has rising from it a stairway
constructed of Wisconsin red oak, finished
in natural wood. At the left of the hall
is the library with ba window, while
directly in the rear an communicating
with it by means of folding doors is a
cheerful sitting room 15 x 18 feet. Be
yond this is the dining room, reached
through felding doors and also having an
entrance at the side of the house. The
means of communication between the din
ing room and the kitchen, which is at the
right, is through a commodious pantry
fitted with all the modern appliances.
There is also a dumb waiter in the double
wall between the kitchen and the dinin
room. Directly in the rear of he hallan
communicating with it by a single door is

which are likely to prove of interest to
American readers :
Leaving aside the battle of styles,
what is it in architecture that gives the
distinctive mark or idea to the leading
styles? Compare the Parthenon at Athens
t0 the Cathedral of Cologne, the Alham
bra at Granada to St. Peter’s at Rome.
and we must at once admit some radical
difference in the fundamental idea that
has roduced such divergent results. The
resu t in each case is a growth, but the
idea in the elementary notion of con
struction has in each case been different.
Art in architecture is the ornamentation
of the construction ; superadded ornament
is either had art or not architecture. In
the development of building the treat
ment of the three elements of weight.
support and security assumed different
shapes. The employment of ornament,
or architecture, came in with the orna

buildings were constructed on the model
of the p amid. Truncated at various
hights, t e details and ornamention, how
ever varied, Ieft the same impression of
security and permanence. The shelving
base, from which springs the propylon or
porch. the multiplication of short stunted
shafts, the shallow reliefs, are all subser
vient to the one idea. The building rests
on the ground, and you know it. The
slender obelisk placed in front as a foil
brought into prominence the massive
solidity of the building. The accessory
sphinx, with its front paws placed flat on
the pedestal, the body firmly recumbent,
and the head solidly draped, was a type
of immobility and rest.

rm: caucus.
Turn now to the Greek buildin , with
its pediment supported by three lo y col
umns. The idea here is the expression of
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power

by the easylifting u of the weight.
6_Egyptian represents t e mass solidly
resting on _theearth ; the Greek lifted 1tWith ease into the air, and the architect
ural forms and details were subservientto the idea. The triangular pediment
suggests the feelin of pressure down
ward, the broad arc itrave and entabla
ture adds mass and solidity, and the mold
lngs and projecting cornice assist the gen
eral impression of weight. To resist the
downwardcrush of this mass, the tall
graceful pillars rise up to support it,
seemingly without effort; the walls are
thrown backward almost out of sight that
the eye may more readily rest on the
work of the columns. The capital, the
p01_ntof contact or conflict between the
weight and the support, is admirably de

arch, which broke the entahlature and
the idea of solidity, and thus destroyed
the fundamental idea of the Greek sim
nlicity without substituting any of their
own.
When the Roman style was removed
to Constantinople the Byzantine rev
eled in arch and cupola, but without
discerning the real object of the arch.
The circular arch distributes the weight
of the wall; they refused it the pro r
ofice. made it anomament and concea ed
the real sup rt of the weight. Conse
uently, in tllie Byzantine style we have
t e domes and cupolas representing the
weight with no visible sup rt, and
arches

multiglied
at caprice wit nothing

to support. he magnificent dome of St.
Sophia is poised in the air, traditionally
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placed the sup rt conspicuously in the
wall. Of greatt 'ckness, with large blank
spaces unpierced and prominent, the
walls plainly tell their work and their

capacity
to do it. The ornamentation is

an servient to the idea. Shallow recesses
and paneling bring the surface of the
wall into prominence: where they are
pierced for window or door the beveling
and molding in perspective increase the
idea of strength. the

arcadins
points to

the depth, the circular arch in icates the
solidity of the wall above, the circular
windows were ada ted to emphasize the
notion of power. a the E yptian the
wall is unnoticed, in the Gree it receded
from view, in the Byzantine it

Klayed
no

part, in the Moresque it is c opped up
and scattered, but in the Lombard, with
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An Illinois Duelling.-—Floor Plans—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

signed to denote the triumph of support ;
the fluting of the columns tell the e e
that there is no undue pressure on t e
material, and the slight tapering of the
column toward the capital suggests that
there is power to spare. The Greeks, who
were born artists. made the minor orna
mentation subsidiary to the general idea;
it is neither complex nor elaborate ; the
upper intensifies the idea of weight ; the
lower that of easy support. Their build
ings suggest repose rather than massive
ness, confidence rather than security—
the confidence of skill in contest with in
ert weight.

THE ROMAN.

The Romans imitated the Greeks, and
imitated them without a preciating the
simplicity of grandeur. hey introduced
circles and segments of circles in place of
the simple restful lines coursing horizon
tally round the building. They raised
columns which an ported nothing, sim
ply for the sake o ornament; the dome
behind the pediment took away its signifi
cance and removed from it the idea of
pressure. They adopted the semicircular

by a miracle, but really by tricks of de
ceptive material and concealed buttresses.

THE MORESQUE.
The Moresque strove for the negation
of the weight altogether ; the Egyptian
placed the weight firmly on the ground ;
the Greek lifted it up in the air with an
assertion of aceful power ; the Roman
confused weight and support ; the Byzan
tine represented weight without support ;
the Moor suggested that there was no
weight at all. To produce this effect the
arch is often elongated, its surface broken
up by fretted work, its under surface
hollowed out, its span divided into small
arches. Above it a molding incloses a
rectangular space, leaving to the arch the
semblance of leisure or sheer idleness.
The shafts are so light as to take away
the idea of having any work to do. The
roof is divided into a series of honey
combed pendants, which confuse the eye
and abstract the feeling of pressure. The
result is aerial, fairy like and dreamy.

THE LOMIBARD.
The Lombard style, to which our Nor
man is allied, attended more to truth. and

out buttress or pilaster, it asserted itself
as the main elementof support.

THE GOTHIC.

The Gothic, so familiar tons, leaves the
impression of ascendant aspiration. The
tendency is upward ; heedless of weight,
it breaks through the weight. The nave
rushes u ward from the aisles, the tower
upward rom the nave, the spire u ward
from the tower. The support is ateral
to allow of the upward tendency. but
tresses support the sides, the aisles sup
port the nave, flying buttresses hold up
the roof. The wall is destroyed. being
pierced by window and arch; the arch
takes the thrust ofi from the pillars, and
the capitals become mere bands. The
windows point upward, the arch points
upward. the high-pitched root' points up
ward. The weight, without being denied,
as in the Moresque, is thrust aside, is dis
turbed over lateral support to allow the
upward tendency.

'

Suflicient has been said to allow of a
glimpse of the relations of weight and
support in the chief styles, and to indicate
how they afiected the prominent features.
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v./\
The treatment of each specimen in each
style is distinctive, and the infinite
variety in form and ornament clustered
around the fundamental idea.+—

How a Saw is Blade.

The following is taken from a descrip
tion of the method of making saws fol
lowed in one of the largest establishments
of the kind in the eastern section of the
country.
As ahowin g the general
operation of making saws,
it will be interesting to
follow the course of the
hand saw in the various
stages of its manufacture.
It will be borne in mind
that other Saws are made
in a similar manner, with
the exception of handling
and packing in the case
of circulars, cross-cuts,
&c.
The sheet for a hand
saw as received at the
factory is large enough
for two blades, and is cut
diagonally through the licenter with squaring a.
shears. The bladeis then “1i !
toothed by a machine i
having a punch~likemove
ment, which is set to
punch the desired num
ber of teeth to the inch.
Their capacity for tooth
ing hand saw blades is
100 dozen a day. The blade is then taken
to a furnace, where it is heated, and
plunged into a fish-oil bath to harden it.
The heat to which it is sub'ectcd depends
upon the degree of bar ness required.
Upon being taken from the oil the blade
is warped and as brittle as glass. It then
goes into another furnace to be tempered,
where at the sametime it is submitted to a
severe pressure to straighten the blade.
The blade is then ground upon large broad
stones. The blade is ground lengthwise,
being held against the stone by agauge
so set as to grind it thinner on the back
than at the teeth. It is then polished by
being held against a rapidly revolving
wheel covered with sea lion leather. The
blade is next smithed, to make it level, or,
as it is technically termed, to take out the
buckle. In this operation the blade is laid
on a large anvil and struck by hand with
a hammer. This is one of the most par
ticular as well as the most interesting op
erations through which the blade passes,
and it requires long practice to become
proficient as a smither. A smithing ma
chine is in use, somewhat resembling a trip
hammer, but it does not do the work in
as satisfactory a manner as it is done by
hand, and is only used on the cheaper
grade of goods.
The b.ade is then etched. This may be
done in either of two ways. For the best
goods the design to be etched is first
printed on paper from asteel plate with

specially
prepared ink. The design is

t en transierred from the paper to the
blade, leaving the design surrounded by a
wide border of ink. Acid is then put
upon the uncovered portion of the design
and al.0wed to eat into the steel the re
quired depth, but care is needed in this
operation, as the acid would eat through
the blade if allowed to remain on it long
The other plan is to print the design on
the blade with a rubber stamp and subject
it to acid. The former Ian is pursued in
etching the finest finished)goods.
The teeth are now filed, or, in other
words, the saw is sharpened, and the head
on the back of the point of the saw are
both done by hand, after which the teeth
are set on an anvil with a hammer, by
hand. The blade is now ready for the
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, Miscellaneous Details of an Illinois Dwelling.
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handle. The handles are bought in the
white and varnished, French polished and
engraved at the factory. With the highest
priced goods the saw, after being handled,

is subjected to the operation Of being
blocked, to take out any buckle caused by
screwing on the handle. The saw is now
ready for packing.*—
AN INTERESTING COLLECTION of archi
tects’ drawings consistin Of several hun
dred designs, principal y for a better
class of country houses, has been on ex
hibition in the halls of the Building Ma
terial Exhibit in Brooklyn during the
greater part of the month just passed. In
addition to the architectural drawings
there have also been displayed tapestries,
hangings, furnishings, stained glass, bric
a-brac. brass, bronze and wrought-iron
work, as well as other materials and de
vices that enter into the construction,

finish
and decoration of a modern dwel

ing. +——_
Tm; varsros or FORESTRY of the
United States Department Of Agriculture
has recently issued the first of a series Of
bulletins compiled by B. E. Fer-now,
Chief of the Division, relatin to timber
physics. This bulletin, whic is entirely
preliminary in its nature, records some of
the results of an extensive investigation
into the nature of our important woods
especially their mechanical and technical
properties and the dependence of these
upon structure and physical condition, as
well as upon the conditions under which
the wood was own. The bulletin dis
cusses the n , Object and scope of the
investigation, gives references to the
work which has preceded the present in
vestigations, and explains the methods
ursued in them, while including the
orm of record and illustrations of the
machinery used.
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SITUATION
T THE TIME of writing, the situa
A tion in the granite industries of
New England, as compared with

a month ago, is practically unchanged,

so far at least as the relationship

between the unions and the quarry

owners is concerned. The unions main

tain what is practically their original

position—namely,that no non-union work

men shall be employed and the bill of
prices—i. e., the contract between the

employer and the workman, shall date

from May 1 instead of January 1, as
desired by the manufacturers. There is

no question between the two of wages or

hours of labor, the cause of the entire

complication being included in the time

for the adoption of the scale of prices

under which the unions shall permit
members to work. and their objection to
the employment of non-union workmen.
Under circumstances which seemed to
indicate that the difierences between the
two might be adjusted, a meeting was
held in Boston on June 2 and a thorough
discussion of the situation was had. both
sides being represented ; but nothing
satisfactory in the nature of a settlement
was reached. The workmen firmly main
tained their position and the employers
also refused to yield. At a meeting of
the Executive Committee of the Granite
Manufacturers’ Association. held on the
same date as the meeting above referred
to, a resolution was adopted and at a later
date incorporated into the following
agreement and submitted to the various
manufacturers of New England for signa~
ture:

OFNEW ENGLAND.
Bos'rON,June 18,1892.

We, the
undersig‘ned,

fully indorss and
agree to sustain t a following resolution,
which was unanimously adoptedat a meeting
of the Execulive Committee of the Granite
Manufacturers’Amiation of New England,
held in Boston.June 2, 1892:
Resolved, N0 settlementhavingbeenarrived
at with the unions, we herebyopen our yards
to all menwith whomwecan makeindividual
contracts,and wepledgeourselvesto stand by
and protect any and all employeeswho are
now at work or may go to work in the future
for membersof this association.

GRANITE MANUFACTURERS'Assocrnron

}

Will you kindly sign the above and return
tomeimmediatelyto27Schoolstreet,Room53?

Acting secretary.

Up to the present time it is stated that
the agreement has been signed by a large
majority of the manufacturers, the bal
ance representing those from whom no
returns have yet been received. In a
statement to the public made by the
Granite Manufacturers’ Association re
viewing the situation, it is alleged that
what was apparently the initial move
ment began at Westerly, R. I., on April
1, with a demand by the local uarry
men’s u'nion for a level price or all
quarrvrnen of 23 cents per hour. The
manufacturers objected to the demand, as
they were already paying capable work
men a fraction over 22 cents per hour,
and claim that they were paying extra
good workmen more than that amount.
A strike was ordered and other allied
unions, embracing various branches of the
trade, also struck in support of the quarry
men. The situation became so serious
that a meeting of the manufacturers was
held to consider the matter and an offer
was made to the workmen to sign con
tracts for wages, &c.. to end with the
calendar year, which ofier, under the ad
vice of the National Union, was refused,
they preferring Ma 1 as a date for sign
ing of contracts. be following notice

IN THE GRANITE
was then issued by the manufacturers to
the unions :

GRANITE LIANUFACTURERS’ASSOCIATION
}or New ENGLAND,Bosros, May 5,1892.

Members of this associationshall stopwork
in all their departmentswith all employeeson
theevening of May 14next, providedtheydo
not in the meantimemakeagreementsfor 1892

in la
sl
;

localities,which shall terminateJanuary

It has been the custom to make agree
ments at difierent times in the year in dif
ferent localities, and agreements for 1892
had been made in a number of cases, ter
minatingJanuary 1

,

1893, and at the in
stance of the unions these agreements
were withdrawn, owing to the refusal of
the manufacturers to change the date in
the same from January 1

,

1893,to May 1
,

1892. The employers maintain their pref
erence for January 1 as the date for
making agreements with the workmen
upon the ground that that date is
the time when their fiscal business
year ends and is the most suitable
time when the should determine the
cost of production for the ensuing year.
They claim that May 1

,

being the busy
season, is the most inconvenient time for
the adjustment of a bill of prices, and
refer to their offer to sign an agreement
for one, two, three or five years as an
earnest of their fair and honorable inten
tion toward the workmen. The state
ment of the Manufacturers‘ Association
goes on to say that, “ The charge of the
unions that the association has compelled
its members to break existing agreements
with their workmen is denied and is un
true. This charge is based upon the
claim that in some localities the agree
ments contaiued a clause that 60 or 90
days notice should be 'ven of any change
in the hill of prices. he employers have
not proposed an change in the bill of
prices. f it were true that the
employers had in any instance made de—
mands for reduction of wages, or for in
crease in hours of labor, or for a change
in the bill of prices under existing agree
ments, there would have been some
grounds for the charge, but as it is there is

none. The
emgloyers

arewilling to have
the bills exten ed, not only to January,
1893,hut even to January, 1

,

1894,1895or
1896, if the workmen sodesire. . . The
statement is made by the manufacturers
that at the present time there are up
ward of 3000men at work in the New
England quarries, the number usually
employed being over 20,000, and that
many of the workmen now employed are
men who were formerly union men who
have voluntarily returned to work under
agreements ending January 1, 1893. The
workmen, on the other hand, claim that
those men who are at work are non-union
men. and a few old union men who have
left their organizations in order to secure
employment. The unions claim that
their position is as strong as ever. It is

expected that about 500 manufacturers,
granite dealers and members of allied
trades will sign the agreement cited
above.
Since writing the above the Pavin
Cutters’ Union of New York has sake
the Granite Manufacturers’ Association
for a conference, the result of which will
probably be known before this issue
reaches our readers.

——+———
Building Trades Club.

The anniversary entertainment given
at the club house of the Building Trades
Club, 117 East Twenty-third street,
New York City, on the evening of Men
day, June 20,was a thoroughly enjoyable
affair, in which a large representation of
the members participated. On the date
named the club house had been open just
a year, and it was to celebrate the event
that the entertainment was given.
Shortly after 8 o’clock the guests assem

QUARRIES.
bled in the parlors, which were hand
somely decorated for the occasion, and
listened to an exceedingly interesting
programme, which had been prepared by
the enterprising House Committee. The
first thing on the list was an address b

President John J. Tucker, which, thou!
brief, was directly to the point, and well
received by the members present. who
fully appreciated its fine points. The fol
lowrgg

numbers on the programme in
clud a piano solo, singing by the Gram
mercy Quartet; recitations, by J. W.
Macy; “Shadowgraphs,” by H. S. Star
rett, and a brief period of sleight-of-hand,
by the Japanese illusionist and fantasist
Loto Suuetaro.
After the literary and musical part of
the entertainment had been rendered,
Ste hen M. Wright, the genial secretary
of t e club, invited the guests to ad 'ourn
to the main floor, where the woul find
refreshments both liquid an solid. The
invitation was accepted with alacrity and
full justice done to the good things so
liberally provided. The last feature of
the entertainment was an exhibition with
the ivories in the billiard room “byPro
fessor Ericcsson. The entire afiair was

a success of which the house committee

may
well be proud. It showed that the

clu , although established but a very
short time, has secured a large following,
and is exerting a powerful influence for
good in the building and allied trades in
the city and vicinity.+
Greek and Gothic Masonry.

As masons the Greeks carried the art
of building to the highest excellence, sa s

a writer in the London Architect. T e

Grecian architect possessed the means
which his mind required. His elements
were few. Scarer

any
variety of structr

ure was required from is art. He placed
a larger number of columns around the
more sumptuous edifice and a smaller
number around the more humble struct
ure; he raised the temple and the tomb.
His career was definite ; he saw the end
of it. He was required to perfect rather
than to invent. Grecian architecture
submits itself to the judgment, and the

Edgment
is satisfied. A problem has

en proposed to which a perfect solution
has been given. The Grecian architect
rformed all that he had promised to
imself; all that he wished to have was
giventohim; and so soon did the Grecian
style attain its wonderful perfection that
from the earliest to the latest riod afew
elegant improvements, scarce y to be dis
cerned even by the practiced eye—a few
tasteful variations, rather to be described
by the learned than felt by the spectator
—are the only tokens which denote the
progress of Grecian art from infancy to
maturit . Such were not the labors of
the Got '0 freemason; he stops frustrated,
but not in disappointment. Neither the
uarries of Pentelicus nor the chisel of
hidias could assist him. Rude mate
rials and still ruder hands were all that
he could command. His architecture
must depend upon its innate character
and significance. The cathedral is to be
considered rather as a forethought than
as a finished specimen. It exhibits the
effort that has been made to embody
those abstract ideas of solemnity and
grandeur which could not be fully real
ized or accomplished by human wer.
Still the effect has not failed; othic
architecture appeals to the imagination,
and fancy half supplies the deficiencies of
the material scene. A Gothic building
has always the charms of mystery; it al
ways appears to be larger than its actual
dimensions. The moldings, the pillars
the arches, always create receding shad
ows, andto the mind the idea of space
arises from a succession of shadows, just
as the conception of time re salts from
the succession of ideas.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Problems In Roof Construction.
From L. V. V., San Francisco, Cal.—
Acting on the suggestion of “ S. E. D.,”
in the January issue of the paper, I wish
to ask a few questions, which I consider
ori 'nal, with regard to roofs, as I fail to
fin them treated in any works touching
the subject of carpentry. I am often
asked “ Can you frame a roof ?“ I answer
“Yes, all on the und, if it does not
contain a tower mtersecting with the
main roof." My plan, referring to the
sketch, Fig. 1, is to run the lates A B
and C B clear to the comer D, etting the
hip E D extend the whole distance. I
then sheet the main roof and cut and
guess at the tower rafters, fitting them
on top of the sheeting. I would do the
same with tower K, letting the plate A L
run clear through, sheeting the main
roof and fitting the tower rafters on the
sheeting. In the case of the tower 0,
where the plate 0 L and the tower plate
are both complete, the tower rafters may
be run to the plate before sheeting. Now,
I would very much like to know how
other practical readers of the paper would
do this work, and if there is a. wa for
finding the length of the rafters wit out

Fig. I.—SketchAccompanyingLetter from “ L. V. V."

rafters, and to save time in stepping off
with the square for the length, take the
bridge measure of 12and 12,which is 17
inches. Multiply by one-half the span
of the roof, as, for example, if a 16
foot span, 8 x 17 = 136 = 11 feet
4 inches, which is the depth of the
main rafter. For the hip or valley, take
12 on the tongue and 17 on the blade.
The 12 gives the top or plumb cut and
the 17 the bottom or seat. To obtain
the length. multiply the brid e measure
of 12and 17,which is 20“ inc es by one
half the span, thus: 20H X 8 = 13 feet
10% inches. For the jacks, 12and 12give
the top and bottom cuts. Take the
thickness of the stuff square across from
plumb cut for side bevel. With regard
to the length of jacks, if theyare 18inches
betw centers, each jack will be 25%
inch shorter than its predecessor. Take
the bridge measure of 12and 12,whichis
17,and if 18inches between centers, multi
ply 17 X 1% = 25y. Iftheyare 16inches
between centers, fhen 17 X 1% =

223%inches, which represents the amount eac

22'

Fig 2,—PlauSubmittedby “ J. 0. Bl“

improve the workmen in their handicraft,
or does it leave them worse? for the mills
take away the art of using tools of differ
ent kinds. The town carpenter is learned
in one branch of trade—that is, house
building—while it is very ditferent with
the country carpenter. He must know
not only house work, but glazing, paint
ing, vanishing, polishing, cart making,
wheel manufacture, and how to produce
all kinds of furniture. No doubt
there are some in the towns who
have learned all these crafts. but not
man , as the do not et the chance. I
thin it won (1be 004%for them and their

employers
if they id. I have a small shop

an difierent kinds of work come under
my supervision requiring a eat

manfitools to do the work. I woul say to a
workmen, take an interest in your trade
and be a good mechanic. The plan now
adays is big pay and poor workmen.
Another grievance is the whisky shop.
Workmen should keep away from it and
if they have any money to spare at it
into tools or books and make their omes

Fig. 8.—OneMethodof Framing Roof.

Problems in Roof Construction—Diagrams Submitted by Difl‘erenf Correspondents.

any guess work. I notice architects occa
sionally lay down the seats of tower
rafters that come on the main roof, giv
ing it a shape similar to R R in the tower
If I knew how to find the line of

seats, I think I could soon discover a way
for obtaining the length and bevel of the
tower rafters. I have asked this question
of many mechanics and have failed to
obtain an answer.

From J. C. B., Hamilton, Ontario.
Will some of the readers of

C11waand Building solve for me a prob em in
the construction of a roof based on the
plan Fig. 2, and showing a small gable in
the front. My sketch marked Fig. 3 rep
resents the method which I consider the
best, but I am not satisfied with it, as it
leaves a hollow at the foot of the front
valley. This would allow the snow to
collect. If some of the readers will help
me in this matter I shall be greatly
obliged.

Ilool‘ Framing.
From J. E. 8., Jacksonville, Ill—The
rule or method which I send with regard
to framing a roof is intended as an answer
to the in uiry of " C. D.” of Des Moines,
Iowa. he method is asimple one and
the work quickly done with correct re
sults. It is what is known as the “ 17”
rule, and though I find anumber using
it, there are :1 eat many who do not un
derstand it. he onl thing I employ is
a steel square, a beve and a 10-foot pole.
For a square pitch roof take 12and 12on
the square for the cuts on the main

rafter is shortened. This method may be
continued for whatever space may be
employed between centers. Now, for
any other pitch, the same rule may be
used, except if the itch is 8 and 12, take
these figures for t e main rafter and8
and 17 for the hips and valleys. If the
pitch is 10 and 12 for the main rafters,
take 10and 17 for the hips and valleys,
and always multiply the bridge measures
of whatever pitch is employed by one
half the span to find the length.

Concerning Better Workmen.
From R. S. , Strenacum, County Antrim ,
Ireland.—Bein a reader of Carpentry
and Building, would like to make a few
remarks concerning the subject of better
workmen. For my part, I do not believe
they are to be obtained. Look at the old
houses and round towers and furniture in
England and Ireland, and consider the
patience possessed by our fathers 50
years ago—moldings wrought by hand
for doors and windows Then look at
the furniture, presses, tables, chairs, &c.,
and consider the time that was spent on
them. Now in this country, as well as
America, everything seemsto be for speed
and short cuts. Leave the trade as it is
—no man can make a. good finish on his
work
exceplt

he have patience and plenty
of time. o cannot get the time, as he
is under large pay and his employer must
push the work as rapidly as possible in
order to pay his men and leave a profit
for himself. Then look at the planing
mills turning out moldings, mortising,
&c., and the question arises, Does this

happy. I would like very much to see
more designs of furniture, picture frames,
book-cases, &c., and to know that every
one is doing what he can for

Cagnntryand Building. I hope I have not 0 ended
any of my brother chips with regard to
the subject of better workmen and I trust
that others will ofier an expression of
opinion on this point.

From H. T. B., Sardis, Ky.-—With re
gard to the letter from a correspondent
which appeared in a recent issue, giving
reasons why we do not have better work
men, I would say I will join the union
with “J. C. McF.," on his

(Egality-ofwork plan, as every four mont jag leg
who can use a hatchet thinks himself
first class, and is dumbfounded when I
tell him I have worked at the ca nter’s
trade 24 ears and have reached t e con
clusion t at I do not, as yet, know any
thing about it.

From G. W. W., Woodlawn, L. I.—~In
Ca try and Building for March, “ J.
C. fie ." of Richmond Centre, Wis., at
tempts to tell us why we do not have bet
ter workmen. I beg to ask him if he
thinks he has answered the other corres
ndent when he tells all he does not
ow about the system adopted by the
Carpenters Union ? He asserts that it
makes no difference as to the quality of the
work, for so long as the workman belongs
to the union he gets the same wages as
the best of them; accordingly, there is no
inducement for him to become an expert
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at the trade. I submit that such is not
the case at all, for the union names the
rate of wages below which a member
shall not work, but does not say that he
shall not go above the rate. In fact, he
is allowed to get all he can. Therefore,if a man is worth more he gets it. As to
the apprentices. does your correspondent
think it better to have six apprentices to
one Journeyman than one apprentice to
six Journe 'men? Does he think that a
superabun ance of apprentices is the way
to_make good workmen? Does he not re
alize that where there are too man ap
prentices they are likely to work a single
year in a given shop and then go to an
other and represent themselves as jour
neymen? It is matters of this kind that
the union ought to sto . The union
ought to be able to compe all apprentices
to serve four years, and that is exactly
what it is trying to do. Your corres
pondent says he is not opposed to organ
ized labor; on the contrary. he is in favor
of it. I trust he does not mean convict
labor, where men are organized against
their will.

“ Mr. McF." would make qual
ity arequisite for admission to a union.I would like to ask him if he ever made
application to a union, else how does he
know that quality is not required in a
union? He would make quality a requis
ite and not numbers, for therein lies the
danger and the strength. What danger

Fig. 1.—-Panelwith is and36Inch Holes.

work which I have used and which I con
sider the best publication on trusses,
tensile strength, &c., that I have ever
seen. The correspondent named will find
the_ book advertised in Carpenlry and

Buildirig.
It is called “ Bell’s Carpentry

Made’ asy, or the Science and Art of
Framing."

Ventilator [or Small (toll-1e.
From E.!F. R., Tullahoma, Tenn.—I
am a young man in the craft, and there
fore do not submit the sketches which I
send as perfect examples to be followed by
others, but rather in an eifort to answer
the question proposed by “ H. V. M.,"
which appeared in the Se tember issue of
Carpentry and Building Fo

r

1891. What

I have to say relates to my method of
making a ventilator for a small cottage.
This being the first job under my control,
there were many things which were for
gotten in making out my bill, and ong
them was that of ventilators. I here—
fore went to work to make them. In the
first place I found a 10-inch plank, from

Fig. 2.—Panelwith Border in Place.

Ventilator for Small Collage as Suggested by “E.

Does he think there is

danger in being strong? If that is the
case it is something new. He says he
does not propose tostart out as a reformer
or inaugurate any movement to break

u
p

existinggiractices.
For my part I thin

be con do a good deal by
reformingright around home, and perhaps it woul

be well for him to break up existing
ractices in his own nei hborhood before

e tells the readers 0 Carpentry and
Building what he does not know about
the Carpenters” Union. In my own judg
ment the gin mills of the country have
more to do with making bad workmen
than any other one cause.

does he mean?

From UNION, New Albany, Ind.—I like
ver much to read the correspondence
which

apgears
in Carpentry and Building.

As “J. . McF.” of Richland Center,
Wis., occupies a great deal of space to en
nothing, I think possiva I can do as wel .
He says it makes no difierence as to the
quality of work, so long as the workman
belongs to the union he gets the same
wages as the best. I would like to ask
what union pays that way? Again, the
correspondent says he is not opposed to
organized labor, but favors it, though
not the system in vogue at the present
time. My advice to him is to join some
union of the brotherhood and study the
constitution before writing any more on
organizations.

Size and Strength of Truss.
From P. J. K., Phillipsburg, Mont.—

I notice in the March issue an in uiry
from “ E. E. C." of Whitesboro, . Y.,
for a rule by which to calculate the size
of timber in a truss to sustain a given
oad. In reply I would refer him to a

which I cut a square panel 10x 18 inches.
In it I bored a number of 12 and % inch
holes, as indicated in ig. 1 of the
sketches. I had left over some 2-inch
water table, which I returned around the
edge of the panel shown in Fig. 1-

,

placingthe outside edges as shown in ig. 2
.

In the next place I made a raised panel
for the center. I out four pieces of water
table in the miter box, sizmg to % inch,
and placing the beveled edges together
as shown in Fig. 3

.

This com leted the
various parts of a 14-inch venti ator for a

14-foot gable, and when in position it had
the appearance indicated in Fig. 4. A
proportion which I think will be found
to give very satisfactory results is 1
'

inch
for ever ' foot, as in the case of the ven
tilator have described. If the readers
are interested in the matter, I shall take
pleasure

in the near future in telling how
ventilated a barn 42 x 52 feet and three
stories in hight.
Nola—We are very sure there are many
readers of the paper who will be inter
ested in the method employed by our cor
respondent in ventilating a barn of the
size named, and we trust he will see his
wa clear to send us the sketches with

fl
u
lt descriptive particulars at an early

a e.

Concrete Walls.
From J. J. 0., Lexington, Ky.—In the
March issue of Carpentry and Building.
page 77, is an article referring to concrete
walls. I would like very much to find
out in what proportions the material is

mixed, the ingredients em loyed. how the
concrete is put on the we I, and, in fact,
all about it, including cost, &c.
Note—The article in question was re
printed from one of our exchanges, and

we have no means of ascertaining just
the roportions employed by the writer,
but it is possible that among our readers
there are those who have had experience
in building concrete walls, and can fur
nish " J. J. C.” with special information
which will enable him to secure satis
factory results.

A Pecullnrity of Plnc.
From J. W. S., Paterson, N. J.—Will
some of the readers of Carpentry and
Building tell me why white pine wood is

so shaky, some of it being so bad that it

is useless for almost any urpose? Some
say it is because the w grows too fast.

I would like to have those who are famil
iar with pine wood and its characteristics
enlighten me on this subject.

Deadenlnz Floors.
From F. A. L., Springt'ale, Maine—I
desire to ask for information asto the best
means of deadening sound in a building,
which is 45 x 50 feet in size and three

Fig. 8.—RaisedPanel for Center.

Fig. 4.—Ventilator in Gable.

F. R."

stories in hight. The ound floor is used
for stores, the secon is occupied as a
tenement, while the third is devoted to
an Odd Fellows’ hall. The claim is made
that the noise in the hall can be heard by
the tenants below, and also on the ground
outside. The structure is thoroughly
built and is really a very fine hall, being
fitted specially for the Odd Fellows. The
owner is a member of the order and has
endeavored to have the building first class
in every respect. The matter is creating
quite a sensation in the lodge, and I de
sire to ascertain what can be done to
remedy the difficulty.

Note—From the information given by
our correspondent, we are inclined to
think the most convenient method of
remedying his difficulty will be to con
struct a secondary or double floor and
fill in the spaces between the furring
stri s which are nailed on to the orig
ina floor with mineral wool. “’e would
suggest that if this plan be adopted our
correspondent place heavy felt under
the furring strips before they are
nailed down in order to deaden the
sound that

might
be conveyed through

them and the cor joists to the rooms
below. Mineral wool is a very good non
conductor of sound and owing to the in
gredients of which it is composed is not
subject to decay, while affording protec
tion against insects and vermin. Another
method which might be suggested is to
take up the present floor of the hall and
place over the floor joists heavy building
paper or felt in such a way as to allow it
to sag a few inches between the joists.
This will serve to cushion the sound and

prevent
much of it from reaching the

oors below. In case mineral wool is

employed and the double floor does not
serve to keep all the sound within the
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hall, it will probably be necessary to fill
the spaces between the studding with
mineral wool, running it from the floor
to the ceiling of the room. Our corres
pondent has a somewhat difficult and ex
pensive Job nefore him, and after com

pletingihe
work there is the chance of

avmg it rendered unsatisfactory through
some slight defect in execution. If our
practical readers can assist the corres
pondent above we shall be glad to publish
their letters.

Shlngllnz lllpii.
From E. A. M., Painesville, Ohio—In
the February number I saw an inquiry
for a_practical way to shingle a hip roof,

and in reply will give my method, which
is in general use in this section. We turn
a hip With three shingles, cut in the man
ner indicated in Fig, 1 of the engravings,
the dotted lines re resenting the shingle
before cutting._ o. 1 is cut on one side,
while the opposite edge rests on the hip.
After it is laid, the edge is cut down with
a chisel, so that a straight edgewill lay

From J. M. B., Jr., Burlington, Pa.—
In the sketches which I inclose, Fig. 6
represents one side of a hip roof, the
shaded parts showing the shingles which
are out, there being three on each side of

the hip. No. 1 goes
next to the hip and

is the first shing e on the hip. NO. 2 fol
lows, and then comes No. 3. It will be
noticed that the butts of Nos. 1 and 2 ofFig. 7 are cut on a bevel and that No. 1
has a more acute angle than NO. 2. The
shin les are laid so that the line A B is
para _l

e
1

with the line of the eaves, or to
the line_ by which they are laid.
course difi'erent pitches require different
bevels. The way I cut the shingles is to
first take five or six at a time, mark the
top one by bevel or pattern, and then saw
them _at one cut. Then when I place
them in

position

I hew ofi the ed es with
my hatc et to suit and neatly ess the
edge next to the hip with a paring chisel.
No. 3

,

shown in Fig. '
7 of the sketches, is

cut tapering on one side so that it is nar
rower at the top than it is at the bottom,
for the purpose of bringing the butt
parallel With the line. The advantages

such, for example, as making window
frames of different styles, kitchen cup
boards, fixtures for pantries and open
work for porches, &c.

Plano for a Carpenter Shop.
From J. C. H., Cleveland, Ohio—I
would like to see

plans
for carpenter

sh_o s, both large ant small and with and
Wit out power. I think drawings and
descriptive matter of this kind would
rove of great interest and value to many
in the trade, and certainly to myself, as 1

am about to start in business.

Economy and Strength of 'l‘lmber.
From H. 13.,Justus, Ohio—Will some
of the readers of the paper who have had
experience in heavy frame work kindly
give me through the columns of Ca en
try and Building their idea of ma ing
heavy beams out of plank ? For example,
suppose I want to put a cross beam 10 x
10 inches and 40 feet long in a barn, the
beam to be of pine. Now, which makes

'i
I

l/%///////////llllllllllllllllll
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Shingling Hip Roofs as Suggestedby Various Correspondents.

flat on the other side of the roof. Lay
one course on one side, and then lay the
next course on the same side of the hip.
The following hip shingle will lap over
two edges, as indicated in Fig. 2 of the
sketches, thus making a lock joint.

From E. D. D., lVashingion, D. C.—
In answer to the inquiry of “A. W. P."
of Buffalo with regard to shingling hip
roofs in a neat and satisfactory manner,

I submit sketches which show my method
of doing the work. I always prepare the
shingles before the job is commenced so
that they are ready to lay on the roof and
the tips are all the right out for the
valleys. By this means no shingles are
lost and I kill two birds with one stone

$
8
0 to speak). Referring to the sketches

placed the top edgeof shingle No. 1
,

indi
cated in Fig. 3 of the sketch, to corres
nd with the hip and top edge of No. 2
.

he dotted lines indicate the shingle
before cutting. The

hipqline

is repre
sented by A A. Bisect o. 1 at B and

B and No. 2 at C and C. The plumb line
cuts both. The level line is D D. I nail
the hip 2 inches from the bottom point,
and the result is indicated in Fig. 4 of
the sketches. In Fig. 5 is re resented
the bottom end, showing the evel lap
over the hip.

of this are that there are no small tri
angular corners to warp and split ofi. It
takes, however, more to shinglein this
way than where only one shingle is cut
to each course. The shingles are laid ac
cording to what is designated by some
people as weaving—that is, the hip
shingle is laid, the edges next to the hip
dressed flush with the lane of the roof
as of the other side 0

?

the hip, and the
one on the opposite side laps over the
edgeof the first one, each course lap ing
over the edge of its opposite side. his

plan
gives a hip which needs no rid e of

Inards
and looks much better wit out

t em.

Store leturel and Shop Work.
From F. B.. Delavan, Ill—I should
ve much like to see published in an
ear y issue of the paper some expressions
of opinion about store fixtures, such as
shelving, counters, &c. It requires no
little skill to get out work of this kind
and arrange it properly, and I think some
attention to the subject would prove bene
ficial to many in the trade. Another
point that might prove interesting is in

regardto shop work. I do not think it
would be much out of the way for some
one to give hints about the difierent work
which could be turned out in the shop;

the stronger and cheaper beam, the solid
stick or one made of pine plank 2 x 10

inches and 10 feet long bolted to ether,
or, for that matter, any length of roken
joints, counting bolts, washers, labor and
everything to prepare both sticks ready
for the frame in the barn?

0|! for Tools.

From T. D., Havelock, [mun—In reply
to “ E. I. H.,” Galva, Ill., whose inquiry
appeared in the March number of the

paper, I would say that I use 1 part coal
oil and 2 parts best lard oil mixed for
the purpose named. I have used this
mixture several years and it gives entire
satisfaction.

From M. H. T.,
Michigilan

Cit , Ind.—
In answer to “E. I. .," Ga vs. 111.,
whose letter of in uiry appeared in the
March number of t e paper for this year,

I would say that I have worked with tools
for 20 ears and never, found anything

better or them or oilstones than common
lamp oil.

From A. T. S., New Albam, Incl-71f
“ E. 1

. H.," Galva, 111.,will take a pint
of linseed oil, 1 ounce of beeswax, 1 ounce

of tallow, and heat until the wax and tal
low are melted, which the oil will hold in
solution, he will have a good preparation
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or preventing tools from rusting. It is
only necessary to rub the tools well with
this preparation in order to secure satis
factory results.
From X. 0. O. X., Hinsdale, Ill.—In
the March issue of Carpentry and Build
ing I notice an inquiry from “ E. I. H.,"
Galva, 111.,in regard to oil for tools. I
heartily recommend sperm oil, with a very
little coal oil to cut it, and well mixed to
gether. I find this best for an oil stone,
and also for the pur e of keeping tools
bright and clean. 'Fh): mixture also pos
sessesthe advantage of being cheap.

American Shingle Practice.
From J. A. M., New Brunswick, N. J.—
In answer to W. J. McQuillen of Port

wide, 20 inches long and are laid 8 inches
to the weather. We always start with
the points, cutting the shingles into
lengths of one-third and two-thirds, and
using the points on the cave. The butts
are used on the ridge. All shingles are
laid on 1% x 2 inches spruce lath, placed
to correspond with the shingles, as, for
instance, in the cypress, rhowing 8 inches,
we lay the lath 8 inches on centers. We
seldom, if ever, use less than a twathirds
pitch, and very often more. The rafters
are usually 2 x 6 or 2 x 8, and are gener
ally set 2 feet on centers. Shingles for
roofs are seldom painted or dipped in this
locality, but for side inclosure they are
frequently di ped in paint, or a shingle
stain, of which there are many kinds on
the market.

*
.
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American Shingle Practica—Sketch Accompanying Letter 0 “ J. A. M."

Blair, East Indies. I would say that in this
locality we use cedar, ine and cypress
shingles. The pine and) cedar are sawn
on a circular saw, while the cypress
shingles are split or rived. Pines and
cedars are 24 inches long and are laid 7%
inches to the weather. This allows the
end to lie on the lath and makes a roof
three shingles thick, as shown in the ac
companying drawing. The cedar shingles
are 5 inches wide and

,5
é to }
§ inch thick.

The pine shingles are 4 to 1
1
J

inch thick
and of a width varying om 2 to 15inches,

iz’x Ia'

First Floor.

From J. E. 11., Birmingham, Ala.—I
notice in the aper for Februa of the
resent ear a etter from W. J. A cQuil
on of ort Blair, East Indies, askin
about American shingle practice. Wit
regard to this part of the country I would
say that rafters are generally 2 x 4 inches,
laced 24 inches on centers. The sheet
ing is of l-inch stufi, running from 3 to
6inches wide, and sometimes as much
as 12 inches wide. The open 5 ace be
tween ranges from 2 to 3 inches. hingles
are of hard pine and cypress, 4 or 5 x 18

lt
l‘

lll
lll
im
n

SecondFloor.

Floor Plans for Small House Submitted by “ T. B."—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

5 inches counting for a shingle. The
bundles are 25 inches wide and count five
shingles to a row, 40 rows in a bundle of
200. The cypress shingles are 7 inches

inches. They are 5
4 inch thick at the

butt end and taper to nothing. They are
laid about 5y inches to the weather and
nailed on with 3d cut nails. We seldom,
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if ever, use a preservative. The shingles
last from 20 to 30 years. Our roofs are
put on for the most part at an angle of
45’.

Plans for a Ismail House
From T. B., Headingly, Manitoba—In

a recent issue of
Carpentgy

and Building
“W. P. B.," Cleveland. hio, asked for
plans of a small house. I inclose sketches
showing floor plans of this kind. which I

think will be readily understood. I give
only the floor plans, so that the cones
pondent may employ such elevations and
roof construction as may best suit his re
quirements. The house could have either

a hip or pitch roof to advantage.

Laying Out an Oclazon.
From H. T. B., Sardis, Ky.—I have
noticed plans for octagons from various
correspondents and take the liberty of
submitting a simple method which I em

.ilelhod of Laying Out an Octagon Sug
gestedby “ H. T. B."

ploy in laying out one of any size when
the diameter is given. Suppose, for
example, the diameter is 3 feet. First,
get the square, then the distance from A
to B from each corner and mark across.
The sketch which I send so clearl in
dicates my method that further expfana
tion would appear to be unnecessary.

Bracket Scaii'oid.
From H. M N., Sandwich, [11.—The
matter of staging or scaifolding is often
an item of no little expense to the builder,
both as regards time and money. There

Bracket Scafl'old Described by “H. M. N.”

are instances where brackets might be
used with good results. Some time since

I saw a scaffold made with brackets, and
send herewith a sketch, thinking it may
prove interesting to the readers of Car
pentry and Buildin . The bracket here
shown was design to be used on a brick
building, the wall being 12 inches thick.
Referring to the

drawing),oA
represents

a piece of 2 x 4 stufi a ut 4 feet in
length, or long enough to reach across
and catch on the wall each side of a
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window; B is an arm, on which rests a
sta 'ng plank; C is the princi al brace,
wit foot resting on the stone sill) D, while
B is a short brace to support the side end
of B. The workmen stand on the stage
plank represented by F. This bracket in
most cases can be made of a piece of 2 x 4
- inch stuff 14feet in length. Ei ht or ten
20d spikes fasten it together. t is well
to at a piece of iron stufi 2 feet

long,ang ing from A to B, to revent si e
movement of the latter. T e bracket as
shown was designed by a prominent
builder of Elgin, 111., the idea being
evidently suggested by something similar.

Striking an Ellipse.
From L. S. F., Beatrice, Neb.—I learn
of a great many useful methods of doing
work by being a careful reader of Car

“ L. S. R's" Method of Striking an
Ellipse.

pentry and Building, especially of the
correspondence columns. I take the
liberty of sending what 1 think is a new
way of making ellipses. I have some
valuable books showmg nearl every con
ceivable way to draw an el ipse, but I
have seen none like the method which I
send, and so far as I know it is original.
For any ellipse of given width set the
dividers to one-third of its width. Re
ferring to the sketch. set one point of the
dividers at 1 and strike the are 4 2 8.
From the point 2 strike the are 4 1 8.
From 3 strike the are 2 6 1, and with
one leg of the dividers at 4, strike the are
1 5 2. Now place one point of the di
viders at 1 and spread them until the
other leg touches at a point near 5; then
strike that portion of a circle represented
by 10 7 9. Now, with 2 as a center,
strike the other side of the circle 8. An
advantage of this method is that by hav
ing the width given, the rest can easily
be made, with the result of always hav‘
ing a well-proportioned ellipse.

Squaring Fou ndaiione.
From A. L. B., Nebraska City, Neb.—
Will some of the practical readers of the
aper kindly inform me of the usual or
liest method to square the foundations of
a house?
Note—Without attempting to antici
pate the replies which, we have no doubt,
the practical readers of the paper will
be glad to furnish in response to
the request of this correspondent, we
would say that there are several methods
of accom lishing the end sought. One of
the simp est, and, therefore, probably the
easiest method which our correspondent
can employ, is the 6, 8 and 10 rule, with
which the ma'ority of our readers are,
doubtless, fami iar. \Ve lay the request
before the practical mechanics in the
trade, and trust they will freely respond.

A Few Thoughts on Baum-ling.
Frmn O. L. W., Dallas, Texas—I
notice most of the writers advise the use
of methods of estimating roof surfaces
which are more or less complicated and
tedious. While they are correct in theory
and general in application, it seems to me
there are special rules which could be
employed to greater advantage. For
example, take a roof having the same

pitch throughout, and 99 of every 100are
of this class, its surface being at a con
stant ratio to the horizontal plane which
it covers. This ratio being the same as
the run to the len th of a common rafter,
is easily found. ’%

0

apply it, we take the
floor space and add to it the horizontal

projection
of the roof over the walls,

mu tiply this sum by the len th of a
rafter for 1 foot run, and we ave the
roof surface regardless of the number of
triangles, trapezoids or other forms which
the roof contains. As a further illustra
tion, take a room 16x 16 feet covered by

a roof of half
Bitch

and projecting 18
inches horizonta y over the walls. Mul
tiply 16x 16and we have 256; to this we
add the square feet in the projection all
round, which is 105 feet. making a total
of 361feet. Multiply this by 11‘, and
we have 511 feet for the roof.

Hoops for Water Tanks.
From E. B. G., Ri ley, N. Y.—I am par

ticularli
desirous o ascertaining how to

obtain t e length of hoops for water tanks.

I work for a railroad company and we
build tanks. The tube have 16feet staves
and are 24 feet across the bottom. We

g
u
t on nine

hoops.
Now, I want to know

ow to get the eugths of the hoOps, so it
will be unnecessary to scaffold outside of
the tubs, which are set up on a substruct
ure 24 to 26 feet in hight. I have to build

a scafiold from the ground up and get the
length of hoops by a traveler wheel. If
any of the readers can help me in this
matter I should be glad to have them do
so, as I have no doubt the matter will be
of interest to others as well as myself.

T!min; Plastering.
From G. P. S., Leavenworth, Kan.—
Will some of the numerous readers of
Carpentry and Building inform me how
the white coat of plastering is tinted, and
whether the color affects the durability of
the plaster?

Design for a'l‘ool Chen.
From M. H. T., Michigan City, Ind.—
In answer to “J. E. H.," in a recent issue
of the paper, I will try in my humble way
to give hllil a few points in tool-chest con
struction. The principal feature in my
estimation is the tool or work box, as some
call it. I will say that my chest is 21 x
34% inches in size and 19% inches deep,
inside measure. There are four tills run
ning lengthwise ; one above ; the other
at the back of the chest. They are 2%
inches deep by 79,; inches wide, inside
measure, with partitions to suit. All are
made of 9g-inch poplar. There is a saw
till in the front, measuring 4 x 8 inches,

leaving

a space in the center or between
the til 5 of a little more than 8 inches to

Design for a Tool Chest—Fig. 1.—End
View of Chest.

receive the tool box, to which I first re
ferred. This is 8 inches wide over all,
and just lon enough to go in the chest
and rest on t e strips on which the third
till slides when the work box is out. I

think I need not say much about the use
of this box, as all workmen are familiar
with it. The point I desire to make is in

regard to having the box fit in the chest
and to keep in it the tools that are mostly
used. It will save loss of time and bother
acking and unpacking, as when starting
or work it is only necessary to lift out
the tool box, and when returning from
work restore it to its place in the chest.
In my estimation it is one of the hand
iest things in the tool chest, and many
others must think the same, as they have
patterned their chests after the one de
scribed. The sketches which I send will
make my meaning clear. Fig. 1 repre
sents an end view of the chest, the tool
box A being shown in position. The tills
are re resented by the letters B B B B,
while I) is the saw till and C the level
and sliding shelf under the saw till. E

Fig. 2.—The Tool Box.

represents the space below. Fig. 2 of the
sketches shows the tool box made of ,5

"

inch poplar, with a turned handle of sell:
1% inches thick. Each piece is set in on a
rabbet inch thick, so that all can
be lifte out.

Design for a Bonner-y.

From R. B., theeling, IV. Va.—I
would like it if some of my brother car
penters would contribute for ublication

a
good
plan for a hennery. am about

to uild a first-class heunery not far from
this place, and I should be glad toreceive
suggestions from practical readers of the
pa r.
ote.—The subject mentioned by our

correspondent has already received more
or less attention in these columns in the
past, and it is possible that he maybe
able to obtain useful suggestions from an
examination of what has already been
published. If he will refer to

page
72 of

the March issue of Carpentry a Build
ing, and also to page 194 of the August
number for last year, he will find designs
of a hen house which may prove of inter
est in this connection. The subject, how
ever, has not by any means been ex
hausted, and we shall be glad to have
from our practical readers such designs
and descriptive matter as they may see
fit to furnish.

Joins Required for a Building.

From L. J. A., Atlantic Highlands, N. J.
—In the June issue of Carpent and
Building appeared a letter of mme in
reply to a correspondent, and I hasten to
correct a grave error, seemingly on my
part, before the storm breaks on my un
protected head. I imagine I alread ' hear
the thunder. In answer to “L. . N.,"
Lincoln, Neb.. I intended to say that
from the length of the building in feet
deduct one-fourth and to the remainder
add one. The sum will be the number of
joists required, and if the remainder
should contain a faction, add one more.
The only excuse I can ofier for the ex
amples which I gave is, that at the time

I was busy figuring on a job and
tryingto read Cmpentry and Building. As

happened to be working out my joists
just at the time my e e caught the re
quest of “L. J. N.," I t ought it a good
opportunity to dip in my oar. I am sorry,
however, to think that I caught a crab at
the first stroke. I will only say the build
ing I was working on at the time was 60
feet long and, according to my rule, re
uired 46 joists 16 inches from centers.
or example, 60 + 4 = 15and 60 - 15 =
45 + 1 = 46.
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The Scleuce of Huudmlllng.—IV.

From Mourns WILLIAMS, Scranton, Pa.
-—-Myaim in this article will be to ex
plain the method of obtaining the bevels
to square the wreaths. The straight
plank Intended to form the wreath, when
the face mold and these bevels are cor
rectly applied,will be transformed into an
elliptical twisted form that will, when
located in the oblique plane or pitch plane
of tangents, follow the curve of the base,
while its sides will stand uniform]
plumb with the side of the straight rail
of the flight. The mani ulation of these
bevels is called by wor en “squaring
the wreath.” I think it advisable to use
diagrams freely, inasmuch that finding
the correct bevels is universally consid
ered to be one if not the most difiicnlt
branch of the science of handrailing.
_ The isometricaldiag-ram, Fig. 19,clearly
Illustrates the principle and the useof the
bevels. It will be seen that they are gov
erned by the tangents. I make use of the
figures 1, 2, 3, 4 to mark the outlines of the
section, as in all my previous diagrams.

\\

on plan, is taken for run. The intersec
tion of the hy tenuse with the perpen
dicular gives t e bevel.
When the section is oblique to both sides
of the block tvro bevels are needed, one
for each tangent or each end of the wreath
piece, and here lies the main diflicult of
the bevels. The difiiculty is create by
the peculiar shape the section assumes,
two of its angles being acute and their
corres nding angles being obtuse. The
base 0 the level must be the length of a
square horizontal line across the section,
and the hight, or the perpendicular of the
bevels, must be the length of hi ht from
the lowest side of the section to t e upper
side, which will be a line forming a right
an le with the line of the base. As in all
rig t angle triangles, the upper angle
formed b the conjunction of these two
lines wit the hypotenuse will be the
bevel. The upper section of Fig. 19
clearly illustrates what I am endeavoring
to explain. There are various methods
in use by handrailers to obtain these
bevels geometrically.
The accompanying illustrations show

point of tangent 2 as center, with radius
2 5, which is the length of the bottom
tangent, and revolve it to int 9, as shown
by the dotted curved ine. Join 9 2
(which is the bottom tangent). Now take
point 4 on the line 0 4 6 as center, with
the length touching9 2; turn over to 8,
and at 8 is the bevel for the bottom tan
gent. Fig. 15can be easily understood,
It being similar in construction to Fig. 14,
Fig 16 contains a difierent method, the
plan and elevation being the same as Fig
14. 12 5 being the tangents. Continue the
top tangent 1 2 to 7, and from point 2 on
plan as center, with radius cutting the
top tangent, turn over to X Y. Join the
intersection to point 3 on plan, and in the
angle is the bevel for the to tangent.
From point 1 in the elevation raw a line
parallel to 2 5, the bottom tangent. From
2 on X Y as center, with radius touching
this last line, turn over to X Y in 7. Join
7 3 on plan, and in the angle is the bevel
for bottom tangent.
Fig. 17 is another method. the figure
being similar to Fig. 15in plan and eleva
tion, 1 2 being the top tangent, 2 5 being

Fig.l B

1 r/‘ 44c“;I
‘
+4\ +1

' 2

4 a 4
Fig.13
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The Science of Handrailing.—Diagmms Accompanying Letter of Morris Williams.

The line 4 3 of the top section, Fig. 19,
is clearly shown to be lower than the line
1 2; also the line 3 2 is lower than the
line 4 l. The difierence in hight between
these lines res ctively will be the hight
of the triangl); which constitutes the
bevel. The assumed bevels on the section
are made use of for illustration to show
their relation to the angles and plane of
the section. The method of applying the
bevels is shown on both ends of the
wreath piece. The bevel 5 9 5 is shown
applied to a part of the top rail, instead of
to one shank, because it can be shown to
better advantage. I wish to impress
upon the minds of those who follow me
the importance of a thorough knowledge
of the principles of these bevels. and I
would therefore say, study Fig. 19 thor

ouglypreviously stated, the bevels are
governed by the tangents ; also the tang
ents have been shown to constitute the
shape of the section. Cut a square block
horizontally, and the shape of the section
will be similar to the shape of the base.
No bevel is therefore necessary. Any de
viation from a horizontal cut necessitates
a bevel. When the section is 0in ue to
one side of the block only, one beve only
is needed, and the principle of obtaining
this one bevel is similar to what is used
in obtainin a simple shed-roof rafter.
The hight o the section is taken forhight,
and one side of the block, or the tangent

four difierent methods. In Figs. 13, 14
and 15 the same method is shown, the
only difference being in the pitch and
length of the tangent. Fig. 13 has the
tangent of the same length and itch:
Fig. 14 has the tangents of di erent
length and pitch, the top tangent being
steeper than the bottom tangent, while
Fig. 15is the reverse of Fig. 14.
Referring now to Fig. 13,from the point
4, from which the curve on plan is struck,
draw the line 4 2 parallel to 3 5. Raise
a perpendicular line cutting the pitch line
of tangents in 2, and from 2, perpendicular
to 2 2 or 1. I draw the line 2 4 6 in
definitely. From point 4on this line, with
the length of tangent on plan, locate point
6. Again from 4 as center, and with
radius cutting the pitch line of tangents,
turn over to 7. Jom 7 and 6, and in the
angle is the bevel. I show two bevels in
this figure, that it run be seen that one
bevel only is needed, t Ie two bevels being
equal. In Fig. 14, as in Fig. 13, from
point 4 on the lan draw the line 4 0
parallel to 3 7. mm 0 raise a perpen
dicular, 0 0 cutting pitch line in 0. From
this point draw the line 0 4 6, and from
point 4 on this line,with length of tangent
on plan, locate the point 6. From 4 as
center, with radius cutting the pitch line
of top tangent, turnover to 9. Join 9 and
6, and in the angle is the bevel for the
top tangent: To obtain the bevel for
bottom tangent take the intersecting

the bottom tangent. Now, perpendicular
to 1 I draw the line 8 3. cutting tangent
in 3. This line may be located anywhere
between 1 and 1. Take point 8 as center,
extend to top tan cut 1 2, turn over to 1
1in4. Join4 an 3, and in the upper
angle will be the bevel for top tangent.
To find the bevel for the bottom tangent
it is necessary to draw a line from 1, the
upper point of top tangent. arallel to the
bottom tangent, cutting X in 7. Now,
take 8 as center and extend to this line
1 7 ; turn over to 9. Join Band 6, and the
bevel is at 9. The point 6 is the intersec
tion of the line 8 3 and the line 1 7. In
Fig. 18 I have given a steeper pitch to the
upper tangent, which is represented b 1
2. while 2 5 is the lower tangent. 'lyhe

upper tangint is extended to 7. Take
point 9 as center and extend to the ex
tended part of the upper tangent: turn
over to 6. Join 6 and 5, andin the angle
at 6 is the bevel for uppertangent. Again,
from point 9 as center, extend to the
lower tangent 2 5 ; turn over to 8. Join
8 and 7,and the angle at 8 will be the
bevel for bottom tangent. I have now
explained the four ditferent methods of
obtaining the bevels. The reader will
find the variety useful in practical experi
ence. as the correctness of one method
can be tested by another and conse—
quently greater satisfaction is obtained
regarding the accuracy of the bevels re
quired
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CINCINNATI CONGRESS 0F MASTER BUILDERS.

in the building trades of Cincinnati
formed an association, late in 1891,

for the purpose of securing complete
unity of action on the part of the entire
fraternity in matters affecting one or
more branches of the business. The or
anization is called the Congress of
aster Builders, and is composed of three
delegates from each of the building
trades, except the carpenters, who are
allowed representation from two associa
tions. The constitution states that “the
object of this Congress shall be to foster
and protect the interests of the members
of the dilferent organizations re re
sented. . . . This association s all
have the power to enact such rules and
regulations for the government of the
various organizations as it shall deem
best for the interests of the buildin
trades, which rules and regulations shal
be binding and strictly adhered to by all
afiiliated associations.’ Besides the usual
oflicers there is a manager, appointed for
the urpose of attending to the execution
of a l matters ordered by the Executive
Committee, and to re rt the final dis
position of each branc of work awarded
on every building let under competition
in the district covered by the limits of the
powers of the congress. The

followingrules and regulations have been adopte
for the government of all associations
afliliated with the congress:
l. The standardparliamentary rules to gov
ern all business of the meetings of this con
ress.g
2. The presidentshall be amemberex-oflicio
of all committees,and shall havea voice in all
meetingsof suchcommittees,but no vote.
3. The chairman or his representative of
eachdelegationshall cast the vote for his or
ganization, and a majority voteof theorgani
mtions in attendanceshall bebinding u n all
organizations that are membersof this con
gre. Voting by proxy shall not bevalid.
4. When the three delegatesof any one or
ganizationcannotagreeupona questionput to
vote, thenthe vote of two of saiddelegation
shall be binding on the organization repre
sented.
5. It shall bethe duty of the chairman of
eachdelegation to seethat his organizationis
representedat eachregular or special meeting
by at leastonedelegateand in the absenceof
suchrepresentationsaidorganizationshall pay
to the ireasurcr $5asa fine impo
6. A ma'oi' ty of the organizations reprcL
sentedshal constitute a quorum of con res,
and all transactions of businessshall be ind
in uponall organizations.
. All meetingsshall beheldat suchtimesas
shall be decided upon at the adjournment of
the previous meeting or by call from the
Executive Committee,notices being given in
writin .
8. TEeorganizationsrepresentedin this con
gressshall, beforeJanuary 20of eachyear, re
port to this congress the hours of Work and
wages demanded by the workmen in their
branch for the year, with the recommenda
tions of theorganizationonthesubject; terms
for the ear for the workmencan bearranged
only w on first ratified by congressin ses
sion.
9. In the event of any organization being
unable to 1‘68with their menor to carry out
the instructionsof congress,then upon solici
tation of saidorganization for assistancecon
gress.upona two thirds vote affirming, shall
order all branchesof the building trades, fac
tories,mills, &c., to ceaseoperations until a
satisfactory agreementcan bemade.
10. The president shall appoint an Arbitra
tion Committeeof three the last businessday
of eachmonth,andto servetheensuingmonth,
who shall decide all difi’erencesand disputes
between members represented in this _con
gress.
11. This constitution. by-laws and set of
rules to take eti‘ectand to bein force on and
after their passage.
SPECIAL RULES ADOPTEDBY THE CONGRESS
THAT MUSTBE ENFORCEDBY THE ASSOCIA
TIONSREPRESENTED.
1. On and after January 1, 1892,bids shall
not be given or received for work except to

parties
or firms that aremembersof an organ

zation that is representedin congress.
2. The standardform of contract,as ratified
by congress.shall be usedby all membersof
the different organizations,and saidcontract
shall not be signedor enteredinto unlessthe

THE
EMPLOYING CONTRACTORS general conditions of the specifications that

form a part of said contract are in accordance
with the form adoptedby congress.
8. General and sub-contractorswill not be
permittedto changetheir bids in order to soL
cure a contract; the original bid must stand,
and a contract can besigned uponthe amount
of same,evenif not the lowest.
4. General contractors shall under no cir
cumstance submit estimates for work as a
whole and separatelyat the same time, and
subcontractors shall not submit estimatesto
theowner or his agent,the architect,whenthe
estimate is called for in a lump for the entire
work.
.Builders shall refuse to give estimates,re
vised or the secondtime, on sameplans and
specifications,unlessradical changeshavebeen
made involving a justifiable amount, and in
caseof trivial changestheymust be arranged
with the acceptablebidder.
5. After a principal contractor has entered
into an a reementwith any sub-contractor[or
his branc of Work on any building, this sub
contractor shall be entitled to the right to
makeestimatesfor changesin the work to be
performedunder saidagreementwithout com
petition.
6. After any sub-contractorhas enteredinto
an agreementwith any principal contractor
for his branch of work on any building the
saidprincipal contractor shall be entitled to
the right to receive all estimatesfor changes
in the work of said sub-contractor to be per
formedunderhis agreement,and said subcon
tractor shall not make any estimates under
theseconditions to any owner or agent.
7. Thedifl‘erent or anizationsre resentedin
this congressare he] to enforcea rules and
regulationsherein set forth.

The operations of the congress are car
ried on in conjunction with the Builders'
Exchange, and a large number of the
members of its various filial bodies are
also members of the exchange. This plan
for securing universal action among the
employers in the building trades as
adopted by the congress is a new one, both
as to the comprehensiveness of the or an
ization and the compulsory nature 0 its
regulations. Up to the present time such
matters of differences with the workmen
as have been referred to the congress have
been adjusted without entailing the neces
sity of any action u on the part of the
filial associations, a1 arrangements made
by the dele ates having proved efficacious.
An examp e of the working of the con
gress was shown in the settlement of the
difference between the employing carpen
ters and their workmen. Arbitration as a
means of adjustment was ofiered by the
congress and was declined by the work
men. The congress then ordered a lockout
of all workmen in all branches of the
building trades u n a certain date unless
the matter was a justed before that time.
Before the date set for the lookout a
delegation from the carpenters and one
from the union eifected ameeting and the
difficulty was adjusted satisfactorily to
both sides. The result of mandator '
action by the congress, involving a 1
branches of the trade. has yet tobe tested,
as all diiferences with the workmen have
thus far been satisfactorily settled by
arbitration.
The various associations which form
the congress represent a membership of
about 540firms, and include the cities of
Newport and Covington, K ., which are
just across the Ohio River rom Cincin
nati.

An Equitable Agreement.

The Master and Journeymen Pairiters'
Unions ot' Lewiston and Auburn. Maine,
have settled upon a very important agree
ment, a part of which went into effect in
the month of April and a part May 1. It
reads as follows:

It is herebyagreedbetweenthe Master and
Journeymen Painters7Union of Lewiston and
Auburn in their respective sessionsassembled
as follows : That whereasthe bestinterestsof
all concernedis an a prenticesystem: There
fore be it agreed t at the ratesof wagesof
journeymenpaintersshall be$1.75and $2 per
day, andany manor boy working at the trade
and not competentto commandthe minimum

wage
of $1.75per day shall be consideredas

an to bean apprentice.
And be it agreedthat the limitation of these
apprenticesshall beoneto each four journey
menand not morethan[ourapprenticesin any
oneshopof thetrade. .
And it is further agreed that no 110114101011
manexcepttheselimited andspecifiedappreu»
lices shall be CHIPIOVPdunless necessur and
then only on condition that they join the
journeymen’sunion.
And beit agreedthatnomemberof the Jour
neynien’sUnion work for an emplo er of the
trade who is not a member of t e Master
Painters‘ Union.
And it is a reedthat no“ black-list” shall be
usedby the asterPainters’Union or its mem—
bers to discriminate against any membersof
the Journeymen’sUnion.
And it is agreed that any journeyman, a
memberof theunion,whoshall takework from
the public in the busyor dull season,shall turn
suchwork into somesho whosemaster is af—
filiated with the Master ainters’Union.
And be it agreed that any demand or
grievance, imaginedor otherwise,of either of
theseunionsor its members,shall be referred
to theother of theseunionsfor adjustment.
And beit further agreed that in considera
tion of thewagesof journeyman remaining at
theold rats of $1.75to $2per day, themaster
paintersundersignedindividually as men and
collectively as a union pledge themsevesto
conform to those prescribed ents until
Monday, September5, 1892,r ardleasof the
survival or the dissolution 0 this Master
Painters’ Union.
And it is further agreedthat in consideration
of theconcessionmade by the journeymen’s
union that on and after Se (ember 5. 1892,
whethertheMaster Painters’ nion shall bein
existence or not, these undersigned master
inters herewith that the wages for
ourneymenpaintersshall be62and 82.25per
day of nine hoursand thebasisof rating shall
hean advanceof 25centsper day for eachand
every journe manwhodemandsit above the
scalereceiv for 189].
And be it agreed that if at any time the
membersof the journeymen’sunion shall re
fuse to work on any socalled“scab job” 01'
with non-unionmen of eitherof the building

glad stuch
action
5th
not be considereda

c 0 an part0 t eseagreemeuts.
And be 1%agreed that any journeyman
painter who does not receive his wa es on
Saturday or on Monday morning she have
the privilege of leaving his

emJiloyer
without

beingdiscriminatedagainst,an obtainanother
position in any union‘shop.
And beit further agreed that 100copies of
theseagreementsbeprinted, and onecopyfur
nishedto eachof the local trades unionsand
int shopsof the tradeat theexpenseofLocal
niun No. 60of the Brotherhood of Painters
and Decoratorsof America.
Adopted and signed for the journe men‘s
union this 20thday of A ril, 1892,and t e seal
affixed. [Seal] J. F. TEVENS,President.

A. E. Cooiras, Secretary.
Ado tedand signedby themaster 'nters :
I. S. aunce, William Bai ,
P. A. Tierney, G. E. Sharpe,
F. R. Jordan, F. H. Stoiah& Co.,
W. S. Hiise, M. P. McGillicuddy,
Hartwell & Gammon, J. F. LarrabeeI
F. A. Haskell, ' James E. Kellsher,
R. G. Townsend, A. H. Parent,
Isaiah Merrill, C. F Rollins,
J. M. Sherman, Geo.W. Boardman,
John 8. Duncan, G. & W. Kenyon,
C. C. Allen, B. A. Boss,

‘

W. D. Crafts, John lieclaire.*—
Facts About Glue.

It is im rtant for woodworkers to re
member t at fresh glue dries much faster
than that which has once or twice
melted. Dry glue steeped in cold water
absorbs different quantities of water ac
cording to the quality of the glue, while
the proportion of the water so absorbed
may be used as a test of the quality of the
glue. From careful experiments with
dry glue immersed for 24 hours in
water at 60" F.. and thereby trans
formed into jelly, it has been found, says
an En lish exchange. that the finest ordi
naryg ue, or that made from white bones,
absorbs twelve times its weight of water
in 24 hours; from dark bones, the glue
absorbs nine times its weight in water;
while the ordinary glue made from ani
mal refuse absorbs but three to five
times its weight in water.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
HE Master Builders’ Associationof Boston
hasrecently beenmaking an effort to es

tablish somerecognizedplan under which the
submission of bids and the treatmentof bids
after submitted can be conducted. The fol
lowing circular, issuedto membersof theasso
ciation, indicates the lines uponwhich action
is being taken:
To all Members.'
The attentionof the Board of Directors has
been called quite frequently durin the last
year, and paru'cularly during the ‘t three
months,to the need of definition by the asso
ciation of what will be recognizedas proper
and honorablepractice in the matter of sub
estimaiing and the treatment of subestimates
in the handsof thosetowhomtheyare trusted.
_It_ls claimedby somemembers of the asso
ciation that sub-estimatesgiven in good faith
have uentl been used as a basis for
“trading ‘ whi e in other casessub-estimates
have not n guardedwith that strict senseof integrlt which should prevail, and have
become pu licproperty to the detriment of
thesub-contractorswho ve madethem. It is
further claimed that the whole method of
issuing and using subestimates at present in
v as is total]y wrong andshouldbereformed.
_ rovisions exist in the by-laws of theasso
ciation by and throughwhich membersmay
secure redress in any case where they can
prove that they have been dishonorabl
treated,but it hasalways been found difii t
to inducemembersto bring casesagainst each
other, owing to the difficulty of proof and a
reluctance to make direct and personal
charges.
In view of the existing dissatisfaction and
behavingthat it ispossiblefor the associationto
take action that will tendto correct theabuses
referred to, the directorshavedecided to call
a specialmeetingof the associationat an early
date to considerthesubject.
_ 1n themeanwhiletheattention of members
is called to _theinclosed “ Code of Practice”
which was adoptedb the National Associa
tion of Buildeni at t e fifth annual convention, basedupona report of a “ special com
mittee on reforms in sub-contracting." The
discussionupon the recommendationsof the
committeecan befound in the official rs
of the proceedingsof the fifth conventon,
pages104to 127,inclusive. This code covers
many point which it will be valuable to con
sider in anticipation of the special meeting
above referredto.
The condition of businessis excellent,both
as to quality and quantity, and has assumeda
much brighter phaseduring the past month
than existed earlier in the season. Labor
troubles have beenvery few, and, aside from
the unsettledcondition of thegraniteworkers,
havecausedbut little disturbance.

Baltimore. Md.
The conditionof thecarpentors'strikein Bal
timorehasremaineduncban edduring thepast
montb,althoughstrenuouse ortsarenowbeing
madeto securesomekind of a settlement. It is
predictedthat the differenceswillprobably be
adjusted by July 1. The carpenters havehad
the sympathy cf the other trades, someof
which havecontributedpecuniaryaid through
their unions. The strike, which affectsabout
250 men, is mainly an effort to secure the
recognition by the employers of the general -
card systemamongtheworkmen. The

‘?uilders’ Exchangeheld its annual meeting une7
in therooms,on West Saratogastreet. James
A. Smyser presided. President Hugh Sisson
reporteda membershipof 125,an increase of
25per cent. over last year. Ten newmembers
were admitted. The exchange elected the
following officersto serve until May 31,1893:
Hugh Sisson, president; Noble H. Creager,
first vice-president; James A. Swyser, second
vice-president; Wm. Ferguson, third vice
president; E. D. Miller, secretary5B. F. Bennett,treasurer. The Board of Directors are
E. L. Bartlett, John Hilts, John F. Adams,
George J. Dufur, James L. Gilbert, Herman
H. Duker GeorgeMann, Israel Griffith, J. S.
Filbert, Joseph H. Hillen, John Trainor and
George W. Starr. A handsomephotogra h
of the president, Hugh Simon, who is aso
secondvice‘presidentof the National Builders'
Association, waspresentedto theexchangeby
his sons,Hugh and John Sisson.
A banquetwas served prior to the meeting
and was thoroughly enjoyed by all who were
in attendance.

Buffalo, N. Y.
The building trades of Buffalo are an
disturbed at present and the amount of work

tbeing
doneisgreatenoughto keepthe builders

usy.

The work upon the upper stories of the
building beingerectedby theBuilders’ Associ
ation Exchange is progressing favorabl and
the structure promises to be an exceedyingly
handsomeonewhencompleted.Severals ccial
tradeorganizations,notabl theMaster aint
ers’ Association.are alrea y considering the
advisability of securing rooms in the new
building.

Chlcago. Ill.
The gravel roofers of Chicago have beenon
a strike during the past month against the
employment of non-union labor by the con
tracting roofers. The men are still out, al
thoughthey havebeenoffered$2.25 r day of
eight hours, and say that they wil endeavor
to protect the principle of unionism by w
fusing to work with non-unionmen.
The effectof the granite workers' strike has
been felt by the cutters refusing to work on
New England stone.
The scale of wages for the next year for
carpenters will be 40 centsan hour, and the
menso they will acceptno compromise. The
union as also decided to do away with the
making of overtime, even at an increase of
wages,and noneof this work will be allowed
unless human life is in dangeror property in
imminent risk of being injured. Overtime
must thenceasewhen thedanger is

Cincinnati. Ohlo.
The labor market of Cincinnati seemsto
havequieteddown, and nearly all the trades
haveadopted working rules, &c., for the re
mainder of the season. The basis of settle
mentof thedifferencesbetweenthe carpenters
and their employeesand in the mills wasgiven
in thesecolumnslast month. The tinners and
slateroofers havesettledupon a basisof nine
hours with the samewagesthat werepaid last
year, overtimeand other conditionsto remain
the same. The master bricklayers, acting
under thedirection of the Congress of Build
ers, settled with the workmen upon the same
termswhich existed in 1891,which was satis
factory to themen. The terms were 50cents
pef hour for nine hours, five days in the week.
and eight hours on Saturday at 55 cents per
hour. Overtime $1 per hour. There is no
changein the timeor wages in the stonecut
ting department. The plumbers and stair
builders are at work at present with the
congresseffectinga settlement. The greatost
harmonyprevails betweenthe employersand
Workman
The JourneymeuIron-workers’ Union issued
an agreementwhich they askedthe employers
to sign, but to no purpose,as thecongress in
structedthe emplo ers'associationnot tomake
any agreementw ich would differ from that
of 1892. After a lengthy considerationof the
subject the master painters concluded tode
part slightly from the instructionsof thecon
gress and granted an advanceof 1 cent per
hour,alsomakinga differenceof onemonth in
theduration of theagreement.
The circumstances attending all thesede
mandshavecausedan increasein the price of
building to some extent, and this,

togetherwith the agitation of thesematters,has ad a
tendency to drive work in someinstancesof!
the market, and to cause postponement in
other instances.
The Carpenters’District Council will soon
establish an innovation in labor affairs. It
hasdecidedto havean officecentrally located.
wherecarpenterswanting work will leaveword
as to how theycanbe reached.
The headquarterswill have telephonecon
nectionand thebuilderswill ring up the coun
cil and statethe numberof menthe require.
This will obviate thenecessityof their hunting
about buildings for carpenters,and will be a
mutual benefit.

Detrolt, Mlch.
Benj. F. Guine , superintendentoftheBuild
ers‘and Traders Exchange, reports that the
building business of Detroit is as active as
usual, and that themembersof the exchange
are securing their shareof the work.
The following ofiicers were elected for the
ensuingyear at theannualmeetingof the Con
tracting C-a ntois‘ and Manufacturers‘ As
sociation. bed in the Builders’ and Traders’
Exchange : Richard Helson, resident; Robert
T. ’I’eakle,vice-president; U arles J. George,
secretary; John Beyster, treasurer; Henry
Spitzley, Henry George and W. G. Vinton,
trustees.

Denver. Col.
Reports from Denver indicatethat thebuild
ing businessgenerally is in excellentcondition
and shows renter activity than last year.
There have n few labor disturbances this
season, the strike of the plasterers for more
wagesbeingoneof the most important. The

increasewas granted after a short period of
idlenessand themen resumedwork.
Matters concerningthe Master Builders' As
sociation are mwving along about as usual,
with the organization in good condition.
George F. Harvey has temporarily resigned
his position as secretary, owing to his large
contracts in the new mining camps about
Creede,and John Gregor is actingas secretary
during his absence.

Indianapolis. Ind.
The electionof officers of the Builders’ Ex

change
of Indianapolis occurred Friday, June

3, an resultedas follows: President, George
W. Stanle ; vice president, M. M. Cotton;
directors, ohn Martin, J. E. Shover, T. J.
Morse J. A. Dunlap, C. Bender, William R.
Tall, . E. Twiname, Geo e Weaver. The
new president was install and received a
handsomebouquet. He madea brief but per
tinent speech. The retiring pruident Mr
Twiname, made an address, in which be set
forth the value of the exchange to its mem
bers. He also said: “I am pleasedtostate
that someof theobjectsof our associationare
being fulfilled—notably, to provide suitable
rooms for the meetin of our members,to
establishamore gener andbetterunderstand
i betweenour members and peopledealing
w 01 them; to adjust differences that may
occur amongthoseengagedin the various pur
suits
germain

to building operations. I am
nlsopeased to note that membershipin this
exchange is a reasonableassurance to the
generalpublic of mechanical skill and honor
abledealings,which timewill strengthen. . .
I look forward to the

midgear
meeting of

the national associationin th city with much
pleasure,and feel confidentit will beof much
profit to our exchange. This is an ageof ad
vancement,and it is our manifest duty to co
operatewith others in improving our condi
tion.”
President-elect Stanley, also the retiring
secretary,was then introductod and, after ex
pressin thanks fora handsomebouquet pre
sented ytbe exchau e, said that life in this
ageof progres call for energetic and per
sistentefl'ortby builders who expectedto keep
up with the procession. “Our calling," said
the speaker, is a noble one, and deserves to
be lacedin thevanamongleadingenterprises.
It s ould beour constant duty to elevate the
standard of our business oprations and
methods, and we cannot better accomplish
this than by efleoting and

maintaining
thor

oughorganization." He then pledged lmself
to do his utm0st to promote the best interests
of the organization during his term of omce,
and askedthat be be given the cheerful sup
port of themembersin carrying out his official
duties.
The exchangeoccupiesan enviable position
among the institutions of the city and has
beensteadily pushing forward to a ition of
influenceand importance. The sp rit of the
organization is progressive and much of the
credit for its presentposition is due to theex
cellent mana ement of its ofilcers. The ex
change is in ietter condition to-day than it
ever was before.

' Loulsvllle, Ky.
The journeymen painters of Louisville all
struck on May 24on accountof the refusal of
oneof theemploying painters to comply with
the eight-hour rule for

Saturdayl
adopted by

the union and granted by the ester House
Painters’ Association. The trouble had been
brewing sometime. On February 4 last the
union pamd a resolution to the effect that
25centsbe the minimum price for an hour’s
work, the working days to consist of nine
hours each,

excegt
Saturday, which was to

consist of eight ours, thus giving one hour
for the journeyman painter to leave his job
and gethis pay. That 35 cents was to be an
hour‘spa for overtimeand 50centsan hour’s
pay for unday work. This resolution was
adoptedat thenext meetingon February 11.
A copy of the resolution was then sub
mitted to the M. H. l’. A. On March 31the
M. H. P. A. appointed a committee to wait
upon the union. This committeestatedthat
the resolution was agreeable to the M. H. P.
A., with theexceptionof theclausethat eight
hours were to constiinite Saturday’s Working
time, and asked that the resolution be recon
sidered, making it nine hours for week-day
work straight, and that they were to bepaid
at the place of work. The committeestated
that the M. H. P. A. objected not somuch to
the eight-hour clauseas to themanner of pay
in . .
The Master House Painters' Association
in a communication presentedto the union at
lilln‘ meeting stated that they would concede
everyihing exceptthe eighthonr Saturday re
quest and asked that it be rescinded. The
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union refusedto entertain the requestand the
employers finally yielded the point. One of
theemployers, however, began shortly after
the settlement to infiinge the rule and as a
result all the union painters in thecity were
calledout on the date mentioned. The strike
wasmaintaineduntil June 3, when thematter
wasadjusted by the em loyer who held out
consentingto submit to t e rule, and themen
returned to work.

Lowell. Mass.
The building interests of Lowell are in a
favorable condition, and nothing unusual has
occurredduring the pastmonth to disturb the
relationsbetweentheem loyersandworkman.
The Master Building xciiange is in good
condition and themembersgenerallyare busy.

New York, N. Y.
The following clipping from a New Yorkdaily wassent to thesecretaryof theNational
Association of Builders as indicating thecon
dition of the labor market in that cit on
June 1: Seldom in the history of the abor
movementin this cit has therebeensomuch
restlessnessin thebudding tradesas there hasbeenthis ring. Hardly a union in thecity
hasescape?im lication in one or moreof the
many strikes w ich have occurred one after
theother. or all to ther, amongthemenwho
build houses. Angesincethe beginning of all
the trouble no oneweek hasbeenmorefilled
with strikes. lock-outs and boycotts than the
last week in May, and it promisesto be the
sameduring the first weekin June. thousands
of menidle and millions of capital tied up.
A list of the tradesaflectedin this city alone
is startling, especiallywhen it is realizedthatin the large

majority‘
there are severalunionsinvolved. Among t elarger of these unions

are theGranite Cutters’Union, Pavers’Union,
Paving Block Cutiers’ Union, BluestoneCut
tors’and Flag ers’Union, Brown Stone Cut
ters’ Union, arbleCutters’Union and Marble
Cutters’Bel rs, United Brotherhood of Car
pentersand oiners,l5 afllliated lodges- AmalgamatedSociety of Carpenters and Joiners,
six branch unions: United Order of American
Carpenters and Joiners, two locals ; Proressive Carpenters, English Speaking andgerman Framers‘ Unions, Cabinet Makers’
Union No. 7, ProgressivePainters’Unions No.
l, 8and 6 ; ProgressiveVarnisheis’ Union N0.
1 Tile Layers‘ and Hel rs’ Unions. Steam
Eitters’ and Helpers’ nions, Dcrrickmen’s
Union, Tin andSheetIron Workers, Electrical
Wiremen’sUnion No 5468,A. F. of L ; House
smiths’ Union, Eccentric Engineers’ Unions
Nos. 1 and 8, Public (‘artmen’s Union, two
local unions ; Building Material Handlers’
Union, Bricklayers’ Union No.7. UnitedWood
Carvers' Association,MachineWood Workers’
Union. Fresco Painters, two unions ; Plaster
ers, Italian Marble Mosaic Workers‘ Union,
Stair Builders's Union and a score of other
unions which have had grievancesor whose
members have gone on strike in sympathy
with other workin men.
The cabinet ma ers and varnishers have
beenon strike since April 4, for a work day of
eight hours, and the wood carvers,machine
wood workersand a great many car nters
have beenon strike in sympathy wit them
mostof thetime.
The Tile Layers' and Tile Layers’ Helpers’
Unions went on strike not only in this city-but
all over the country, on May 18,for a work
day of ei ht hoursand an increase in wages.
Theseeig t hours’strikesare still in progress.
The membersof Electrical Wireuian‘sUnion
No. 5468,A. F of L.. have been fighting the
Edison Electric illuminating Company since
January, and about 100are still on strike,
someof whomhavebeen idle since the strike
began.nearly five months ago. The marble
cutters began a big fight recently, against a
Boston tlrrn employing non union men,and a
strike wasordered on theGrand Central Bo
tel becauseof the use of stone supplied by
this firm. and carpenters,painters,engineers,
derrickmen, steam litters and helpers and
othersall quit work in sympathy.
A large numberof other unionsarealsosup
porting memberswho are on strike for various
causes. But last, thoughnot least.thegranite
cuttersand kindred tradesare responsible for
much stoppage of work on buildings. This
strike, in connectionwith thelockoutof quarry
men and the sympathetic strike of paving
block cuttersand pavers,causesthe idlenessof
a great many thousandsof men. Altogether
it is safetosay that about56,000men are idle
in ihis city and the surrounding country on
accountof strikes and lockouts
This unsettled state of trade,especiallyin
thebuilding line,asou'lined here,is responsible
for muchstagnation.not onl amongbuilders,
but also in the real estatetied, and rents are
high in consequence. Another result of the
powerful organization of the forcesof labor
and their fight for betterconditionsis the for
mation of similar organizations of buses and
theadoptionof the sametactics in their fight
with theunions as the latter have employed
againstthem.

The situation durin the past month has
seemedto changebut little for the better, and
is suchat presentthat capital is very reluctant
to engagein large building operationsfor fear
of becominginvolved in theendlesscomplica
tions of the presentlabor market. The~imme
diato rospectdoesnot seemto bevery bright,
thong muchpromiseof a better condition is
found in the fact that the em loyers are be
coming better organizcd an fut-ure settle
mentsare lesslikely to be onesided.

Omaha. Neb.
The building businessin Omaha seemsto be
improving, theamountof work on hand this
seasonbeinggreaterthan that of last year.
The Builders’ and 'l‘raders’Exchange is at
work considering subjects of interest to the
building fraternity of the

city,
and also mat

ters aflecting the generalwe fare of the com
munity. The NebraskaCentral proposition is
at presentbeing diseased

Philadelphia. Pa.
Nothing of a serious naturehastranspired
in the building tradesof Philadelphia during
thepastmonth to disturb the harmoniousre
lations betweenemployersand workmen. The
increasein wagesaskedfor by the lathers late
in May wasgrantedby theemployers
The City Councils Joint Committee on
Building Law hasa revision of thepresentor
dinanceunderconsideration.Committeesfrom
the Master Builders’ Exchange,the Philadel
phia Chapter of the American Institute of Ar
chitects,the Fire Underwriters, the BuildingInspectors and the Citizens’Municipal Asso
ciation have been acting in concertwith the
council, and it has beendecidedto securethe
opinions of the various organizationsrepre
sentedbeforeacting further on thesubject.The Master HousePaintors’ Association has
reorganized,and the following oflicers havebeen reelected: F. A. Ballinger, resident;
F. F. Black. vice-president;Lewis Yerkes,
secretary; CharlesFowler, financialsecretary;J B. Scatter ood. treasurer; trustees,Alfred
Shur, F. A. icholsand M. Daniel Cohen. The
association is opento membershipto all em
ploying housepainters residingor carrying on
businessin Philadelphia or thevicinity.
The final examination of thepupils of the
Builders’ Exchange Trade SchoolscIOsedfor
1892on June 2, the graduating classnumber
ing about 65. We shall takeoccasionto refer

lt
o this mattermore at length in a subsequent

ssue.
Portland. Maine.

The Builders’ Exchange held a meetingre
cently for the purpose of electin a vice
presideuttosucceed the late Danie M. Man
nix, whoserecentdeathleft the oflloevacant.
The selectionfell upon W. H. Scott. Suitable
resolutions of re ret werepased in memory
of Mr. Mannix, w 0 wasuniversally respected
andbelovedby all who knew him.

San Franclsco. Cal.
Building interestsare usually active in San
Francisco at presentand suchstrikes as have
occurred have not been of a seriousnature.
The point upon which the unionsare mostact
ive is that of the employmentof non~union
labor.and a strike is now threatenedupon the
newPowell streettheaterowing to theemploy
mentof non-unionpaintersby thecontractors,
but generallyspeaking the businessis in 00d
shape. The Builders’ Exchange is in excelen
condition and is steadilygrowm into a posi
tion of increasedimportance an influence in
thecity.

St. Louis. Mo.
An enthusiastic meeting of the Bullders‘
Exchange of St. Louis was held about Jans 1,

and a large sum of moneywas raised for the
floodsufferers,and pledgesfor more ‘ven.
The meeting wascalledto order y Presi
dent Charles B. McCormick and its object
stated. It was moved that M00 be appro
priated

from the funds of the exchange to
ead the list of donations, and that it be fol
lowedupb individual subscriptions. Messrs.
Richard alsh,Patrick Mulcahyand Anthony
Ittner were then on motionappointeda com
mitteeand authorizedto collectand turn over
the subscriptionsto thecommitteeof the Mor
chants’Exchange,with whomin suchcasesthe
Builders’ Exchange alwa 5 act in harmon .

Secretary Walsh was'aui orized to take t e

namesof subscribersto the fund, and up to a
late hourhewas kept busy in the goodcause.

Worcester, Mass.
The Builders‘Exchangeof Worcester is com—
ing to bethe recognized headquartersfor all
mattersof interest to the building fraternity
of the city. The WorcesterCounty Electrical
Club. the Plumbers’ Association and other
similar organizationsare using it asa placeof
meeting.
The
building

business is about as aptive asusual, and no shot disturbance has Occurred
during thepastmonth,exceptthoseafl'cctedby
the strike ol granite workers.

Notes.
The establishmentof huilders’exchangesis
being agitated in Springfield, Ohio, Lewiston,
Me., Mobile, Ala., Decatur, lll.. Anaconda,
Mont , Cairo, UL, and Austin, Texas.
The Federation of Labor Unions has pre
senteda memorial to Congressasking for the
legal establishmentof eight hours as a day’s
work under someform that will beefl'ective.
The master masonsof Bloomington, lll.,
have formedan association.
A new organization of builders has been
formed in Brooklyn, and is establishedsome
what on the lines of a builders’ exchange.
Journeymen in the building trades state
that they do not wish to seethe Builders’ Con
go under. They think it is a goodthing

fo
r

bothmenand bosses.
The Bricklayers Union of Fall River, Mass,
hasadopteda rule that no apprenticesshall be
permittedto work who are not regularly in
dentured for threeyears to some recognized
masoncontractor.
The long strike of carpenters at Holyoke,
Mass, is practically over, each side having
yieldedenoughto satisfy theother.
At the annual election of directorsof the
-Exchan 0 Building Association of theKansas
City Bu lders‘and Traders' Exchange, the fol~
lowing boardwas elected: J. S. Chick, J. K.
Cravens, H. M. Holden, F. L. La Force, L. K.
Thacher L. R. Moore, T. B. Bullene, E. H.
Alien, . ll. Webster, W. H. Winants, E. D.
Fisher, C. W. Whitehead, J. K. Davidson.At the first regular meeting of the directors,
to take place next month, oflloers will be
elected
Work was suspended for some time last
month on the MuskegonCount Court House,
at Muskegon,Mich., owing tot e refusal of the
masonsto work with a non-union foreman.
The master lasterersof Newport, Ky., have
organizedan becameincorporatedunder the
nameof theMaster Plasterers'Association.
At a recent-meeting of the Builders’ Ex
change of Spokane,Wash., the followin offi—
cerswereelectedfor the ensuingyear : firesident, Frank Johnson ; vice-president,Robert
Russell ; secretaryand treasurer,H. C. Ashen
felter; directors, George McKenzie Edward
Rile . E. R. Childs, J. H. Griffith, . C. Ash
enfe tor, Robert Rumell and Frank Johnson.
The-condition of the buildin interests of
Salt Lake City are indicated y the report
that work among the carpentersis quiet,with
man menout of work; painters in the same
con ition, and plumberson a strike.
The carpentersof Sacramento,Cal., are try
ing to secure an eight-hour day. There will
be little opposition on the part of the em
ployers.
A number of the buildin contractors in
Seattle, Wash., have forme an amociation.

Tillie
object is to bring contractors into closera lance.
The carpenters’ strike in Scranton, Pa.,
which was begunon May 1

,

is still in force.
The lathers of Trenton, N. J., want $1.75per 1000,which is 50 cents r 1000over the
minimum price now paid. 'he goodmenare
now beingpaid $1.50.
The new exchange recently establishedat
Toledo, Ohio. is progressin in excellentcon
dition. One of the mem rs recently pre
sentedthe organization with a beautiful mail
box of antiqueoak and plateglass.
The Builders’ Exchangeof Wheeling held
an elaborate

banrauet
recently. at which over'

100 covers were aid. The affair was an ex
ceedinglypleasantone. This exchangehasre
cently ad0ptodthe Codeof Practiceadvocated
by theNational Associationof Builders.
The paintersof Halifax, N. 8., have recently
settleda differencebetweentheemployersand
workmen upon the basisof the form of arbi
tration recommendedby theNational Associa
tion of Builders.
At the annual meeting of the Building
Trades Club of New York City the following
oflicers were elected for the ensuin year:
President, John J. Tucker, 37West welfthstreet; vice- resident, Andrew J. Campbell.
222 West wenty-third street; secondvice
president. Charles A. Cowen, 327 West 122dstreet; secretary and treasurer, Stephen M.
Wright, 117East Twenty~thirdstreet.
The Builders’ Exchnnge of Toronto has re
cently reorganizedupon the lineswhich have
provedsosuccessfulamongthe filial bodiesof
the National Associationof Builders. Theex
changehas been in correspondencewith the
national secretaryfor some time. and hasfol
lowedus nearly as circumstanceswould r

mit theplan of operationin force in onecytehe
mostbeneficial associationsof builders in the'
United States.
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DESIGNS FOR COMBINATION TABLES.
HERE ARE MANY TIMES during
T the year when the practical mechanic has opportunity for turning
his hand to the construction of articles of
household use and ornamentation, and to
such of our readers the designs presented
herewith cannot fail to prove interesting.
The illustrations show a variety of single
and combination tables, with numerous
details, indicating in some measure the
manner in which they are put together
and constituting excellent examples for
the display of artistic skill on the part of
members of the craft. The descriptive
particulars concerning these tables are
taken from a recent issue of one of our
English exchanges and will enable the
practical carpenter to readil ' construct
the various designs with suc modifica
tion as may seem best ada ted to meet
individual requirements. eferring to
the illustrations, Fig. 1 represents a com
bined work and writing table in a closed
condition, while Fig. 2 represents the
table leaves or projections turned down.
The interior of the table is arranged for
the storage of letters, pieces of needle
work, &c., there being at one side of the
well or box a narrow stationery cabinet
and on the three remaining sides a num

Fig. 3.—Roddrawn out, permitting Pro
jections of Table to Fail.

ber of small compartments, all as shown
in Fig. 7. In order to use this device as
a writing table the stationery cabinet re—
ferred to is partially drawn out of the
well and retained in position by means of
two small bolts upon its lower portion.
Then the larger part of the rojection
immediately opposite is fold up over
the table top and rested against the
stationery cabinet, thus giving to the
table top a slight inclination. A sec~
tional view of the stationery cabinet and
table to when used for writing purposes
is clear y indicated in Figs. 5 and 6
of the illustrations. The four pro
jections, or what might be properly
termed leaves of the table, shown in
Fig. 1, are each of the same size and
each nearly equal to the combined area of
the four triangular portions indicated in
Fig. 2 of the engravings, which shows
the leaves or projections tipped down, ex
posing the interior. The four top boards
are 14 inches long by 10 inches wide.
while that portion of each from A to B in
Fig. 3 of the en avings is 9 inches and
the art from to C 5inches. Each. it
will eobserved, terminates in a point,
all the points meeting at a common cen
ter. One of the boards is cut through
where the heavy line crosses, as shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, and both pieces thus sepa
rated are hinged to each other so that the
outside piece may fold upward. The four
boards are then placed exactl over the
well or workbox, as shown in 'g. l, and
hinged to the edgesof the latter in such a
manner that they may he folded over. as
shown in Fig. 2. Within the well or box
and opposite the divided projection is a

board ,1
1

inch thick, joined at a distance
of 1% inches from that side of the well.
Up and down the smaller space which
this board forms slides a case. shown in
Fig. 8. The inside of this is 91.5 inches
deep, of which, however, only 7% inches
is required for the accommodation of note
paper and envelopes. If the front board,
therefore, is shaped as indicated in the
engraving there will be room in the top
of its divisional board for a hole for the
insertion of the finger in order to remove

it from the case. At a point about half
way down the front of the caseand at each
side is inserted a small bolt, the front of
the case being cut away in order to allow
the bolts to lay flush. The front board is

,1
4
’

inch thick, and when the case is drawn
upward the bolts will retain it in a firm,
upright position by the bolts rojecting
over the edges of the well. A arge por
tion of the divided projection can be
folded over. as in Fig. 6

,

in order to gain
the inclination necessary for writing ur
oses. A fastening for keeping the our
eaves of the table or projections together,
as shown in Fig. 1

,

can be made of a thin
metal rod with prongs something after
the form of a trident or toasting fork.
The rod is secured to the under side of

Fig. 4.—l{odin place.for holding Pro
jections in position.

Designs for Combination Tables.

one leaf or projection by fitting flush
into a groove and held in place with
staples. The remaining projections or
leaves are grooved where the prongs
come in contact with them and across the
grooves fit small staples into which the
prongs enter, thus retaining the leaves in

a horizontal position, while when the
prongs are drawn out the leaves of the
table will fall. Fig. 3 shows the prongs
drawn out. while Fig. 4 shows them in a

ition to retain the leaves of the table
orizontally.
In Figs. 9 and 10 is shown a combina
tion chess, backgammon and card table,
the former illustration representin it as
used for chess, while the latter in icates
the appearance when used for cards or
backgammon. The top of the table con
sists of two boards, the upper one being di
vided into three parts, two of them equal
in width, and the remaining one—that in
the middle—being equal to the combined
widths of the other two. The narrower
ones are hinged to the long edges of the
middle one in such a manner as to er
mit them to fold upward, as indicate in
Fig. 10. On the top surface of the middle
piece is painted or inlaid the requisite
number of light and dark squares, while
on the under surface of each wing are the
black and white triangles for backgam
mon. On each side of the backgammon
spaces is an oblong one with holes pierced
in it for pegs for keeping tally. On the
right and left hand side of the table is a
flap. which when opened ex a space
suitable for the accommodation of cards,
dominoes, chips and other adjuncts. The
flap also answers the purpose of a shelf.

_almost complete.

Fig. 10 shows the table With the flaps
dropped down in position. In Fig. 11 is

a general view of the framing of the table
top, showing more clearly the construc~
tion. Two bottom boards, Sinches wide.
are dovetailed to two upright middle
boards 6 inches high. A narrow top
framing is mortised into the le ' blocks on
two sides of the table, while our small
boards are mortised and dovetailed be
tween the upright middle boards and the
leg blocks. Across each box thus formed

is placed two stretchers, which are halved
where they came in contact with other
parts, in order that they ma lie flush
and be screwed into position. goth boxes
are connected by two cross rails, mortised
in the upright boards and still further
strengthened by under rails screwed to
the latter and the former.
The designs represented in Figs. 12 and
13 of the accom anying illustrations are
of fancy tables, ‘ig. 12 being what might
be termed the “ Bachelor’s Companion."
It has a small cupboard, drawer, book
shelf, and divisions in the rear for papers,
&c. The top is about 27 x 17 inches in
size. The design shown in Fi . 13 is for
a center table in the modern C ippendale
style, and may be made either 2 feet 6
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Figs. 5 and6.—Sectionsof Table Top when
usedfor Writing Purposes.

inches, 8 feet. or 3 feet 6 inches, accord
ing to requirements. .—_._

Concrete Building.

The members of the Technical Society
of the Pacific Coast lately went to Palo
Alto on the invitation of E. L. Ransome,
who has nearly completed two large con
crete buildings for the Leland Stanford,Jr., Universit . One of these is the girls‘
dormitory. he larger one is the mu
seum building, and is the finest piece of
building concrete work yet done in the
vicinity. The structure is absolutely fire
proof, and intended also to be earthquake

proof.
It is built on the system patented

y Mr. Ransome, so as to be a homogen
eous structure as to walls and partitions,
there being no joints. Twisted iron rods,
says the Scientific American, are used for
additional strength where necessary. The
cement is mixed in the Ransome patent
mixer and elevated to points where used.
A large force of men has been at work on
this building for some time and it is now

Even the interior
arches and ceilings are of concrete. The
stairways are made of concrete, and these
will be covered with marble steps. The
hallways will be finished in marble over
the concrete. There is no wood any
where in the building. the window frames.
&c., being of metal. The exterior is
finished with a smooth coat of cement to
resemble brownstone. The heavy col
umns of the entrances are, like the main
structure. of concrete, and the statuary to
surmount the building is molded of the
same material.
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THE BUILDERS" GUIDE.‘
By I. P. HICKS.

Short Cut in Estimating.
S MANY of the principal parts of construction
in common buildings are essentially the same,

a short cut may be made in figuring the bulk of the
rough work, which includes the framing, raising,
sheeting, siding, roofing, laying of floors, and setting
partitions. Take the number of cubic feet in the
building from top of foundation to top of ridge of
roof and multiply by the rate per cubic foot, which
is usually from two to three cents. After estimating
the rough work in this manner add all the parts that
are considered of achangeable character, such as the
cornice, gable, trimmings, porches, bay windows, in
side finish, and all parts not included in the bulk of
the estimates. Of course one can see that a change
in price will change the amount of the estimate, and
that it is as necessary to use discriminating judg
ment in fixing rates for this method as in any other.
To successfully estimate the labor in a building
every one must fix his own rates from personal ex

perience in doing the class of work which he is called
on to perform. Tables, prices and methods are good
in their way, and many times will give valuable aid
in estimating, but actual experience is far better.
The foregoing items include those which come
under the head of carpentry. Of course the con
tractor will have many other items on which to
figure if he desires to estimate or contract for the
entire job.
The following list, arranged in regular order, will
be found to include the principal divisions of estimat

ing an entire job, and also shows a good form for an
estimate :

FORM FOR AN ESTIMATE.

Excavating . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 9‘
Foundation walls
Brick walls and piers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Chimneys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lumber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .‘i.
Carpentry work . . . . . . . . . . .
Hardware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . '.
Tin work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Galvanized iron work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Steam fitting . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Painting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Incidental expenses. . . . . . . . . . . . .

PRINCIPAL DIVISIONS IN ESTIMATING.

Under each division there will always appear many
items on which to figure, but as contractors are sup
posed to be supplied with specifications, it is useless
to enumerate all the items as they may appear under
each head. The two principal divisions of lumber and

carpentry have been given in full in every detail of
the work. Under the other divisions it will only be

necessary to mention a few of the essential points
to enable any one to estimate them easy and accu

rately.
'

EXCAVATIONS.

Excavating for foundation walls, cellars, cisterns,
&c., is estimated by the cubic yard, which contains

27 cubic feet. The rate per yard is variable in dif~
ferent localities and according to the location of the

*Copyrighted, 1892,by I. Piliiicksi

grounds and the hardness of the earth to be ex

cavated.
FOUNDATIONS AND canmavs.

Foundations are generally laid of brick or stone.
Brick are laid by the thousand, and stone by the

perch. The rates and customs of measuring are

variable in different localities. The following, how

ever, is the usual custom of measuring brick and

stone work. For a foundation the outside measure
ment of the wall is the one taken. To find the num
ber of perches of stone in walls, multiply the length
in feet by the hight in feet, and that by the thickness
in feet, and divide the product by 22. No allowance
is made for openings, unless they are numerous or of

considerable size.

EXAMPLE AND SOLUTION.

Take the following example : How many perches
of stone in a wall 48 feet long, 8 feet high and 1 foot
6 inches thick? The solution to this is: 48 X 8 x

n
}
;

+ 22 = 26.18 perches. A perch of stone measures
usually 24.75 cubic feet, but when built in a wall

2.75 cubic feet are allowed for mortar and filling.
To find the perches of masonry divide the cubic feet
by 24.75 instead of 22. In estimating the masonry
no allowance is made for openings. A thousand
brick are about equal to two perches of stone when
laid in a wall. Brick are counted as follows :

For a 4-inch wall 7%; bricks to the foot.
For an 8-inch wall 15 bricks to the foot.
For a 12-inch wall 22% bricks to the foot.
For a 16-inch wall 30 bricks to the foot.
In estimating for the number of brick the open
ings may be deducted if they are large or numerous.
In the measurement of masonry, however, no deduc
tion is made for openings. Seven hundred and fifty
brick laid in a wall are equal to 1000 brick wall
count. The customary price allowed for the labor
of laying brick is $2 per 1000, wall count.
A chimney of 1% by 2 brick makes a flue 4 x

8 inches inside and requires 25 bricks per foot. A
chimney of zby 2 brick makes a flue 8 x 8 inches
inside and requires 30 bricks per foot, while a chim

ney of 2 by 2% brick makes a flue 8 x 12 inside and

requires 35 bricks per foot. Chimneys of any size

may be estimated by counting the number of brick

required for one course and allowing five courses to
the foot. A chimney breast for a fire place is usu
ally of 2 x 7 brick and requires 80 to 90 bricks per
foot. '

LATl-IING AND PLASTERING.

Lathing is estimated by the square yard and the
usual rate is 3 cents per yard. Fifteen lath are
counted to the yard, and 6% pounds of threepenny
nails per I000 lath. Plastering is also estimated by
the square yard. The lathing and plastering are

usually estimated together at the following rates,
including material and labor :

For two-coat work, 18 to 23 cents per yard, and for
three-coat work, 23 to 27 cents. In the measurement
of plastering no deduction is made for openings.

PAINTING.

When a carpenter has to figure upon painting it is

better for him to get some reliable mechanic who is
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in the business to give figures on the work. Painters
figure their work by the square yard. I have in
quired of practical painters concerning their methods
of calculation and have failed to find any uniform
scale or rule by which to measure surfaces. Nearly
all master painters have a basis of calculation,but the
accuracy of their estimates depends so much upon
personal judgment as to the nature and extent of
variations, that their methods would be useless to
persons of less accurate judgment. The methods
also vary according to the nature of the work and
the training of the painter. No two would measure
in the same way, perhaps, yet they might reach
nearly the same results. Although it is true that
very much depends upon the painter’s judgment,l
will try to give a few hints which will be found in
some cases entirely trustworthy and in all helpful.
One way of measuring is to obtain the number of
square feet in the sides and ends of a building as if

they are flat surfaces, give a rough guess as to the
dimensions of trimming, &c., and let it go at that.
This plan may work well for a good guesser, but for
general use it is not very satisfactory. Another way
in connection with wooden buildings is to measure
the length and exposed surface of one strip of siding,
then count the siding and multiply the dimensions
of one by the whole number on the side or end of

the building ; the product will be the surface meas

ure. This is a better way, but its accuracy depends
upon a pretty thorough acquaintance with compound
numbers, as dimensions must be reduced to inches,

then back to feet or yards, according to the basis of

calculation. Trimmings, &c., are measured separately.
Common siding are put on with one board over

lapping another, and the lapping edge of the board is

raised from the perpendicular, so that it presents a di

agonal instead of a flat surface; and there is also the

exposed edge of the board, about y. inch, which

should be included in the estimate. Suppose, now,

that the exposed portion of a board of siding is 4
inches—the usual width—and the edge inch. It
will give the side of a building just 12% per cent.
more surface than it would possess if it were per

fectly fiat. Hence one-eighth added to the dimen

sions, obtained by multiplying hight and length to

gether, will give the actual surface measure of com
mon siding.

In drop siding, which is frequently used, there is

an exposed edge of about inch, and about % inch

more surface on the molded edge than there would

be if it were flat, thus making a total gain over flat
surface of BA inch on each piece of siding, or 18%
per cent., which is very nearly equal to one-fifth.

Hence one-fifth should be added to the dimensions

in square feet of a building to obtain the surface

measurement for drop siding.
In measuring the gable ends of ordinary buildings
the dimensions should be one-half less than actual

square measure. For example, if a building is 20
feet wide, and is [0 feet from the level of the frame

plates to the point of the roof, multiply half the
width, 10 feet, by the hight, 10 feet, and we have 100

feet surface of the gable end, to which should be

added the percentages for the edges of the siding
boards, &c. No deduction is usually made for open

ings. Cornice and trimmings should be measured

separately. If there are panels, beads and other pro
jecting and receding features, brackets, &c., carefully

measure one of each, count the number on the build

ing and multiply by that number; the product will

be the total surface. Open brackets on cornices and

scroll and lattice work on verandas should be meas

ured solid, as the edges fully make up for open

spaces.

The utter lack of uniformity in house trimmings

compels more or less reliance upon the judgment of

the painter in measuring them. I can suggest no
rule for measuring which can be used with satisfac

tory results in all cases. \Vhat would be admirably
suited to one would be wholly nnadapted to another,

simply because the architectural features are unlike.

Here there is no alternative but to exercise judg
ment in considering these important features.
In calculating the quantity of paint required upon

the basis of surface measurement, from 12 to 40 per
cent. should be allowed for trimmings, &c., accord

ing to their size and shape. For plain work 12 to
20 per cent. will be found a fair average. This de
pends, however, upon the number of doors and win

dows, style of frames, 81c. On Queen Anne struct

ures, which are painted with two or three body

colors and are burdened with numerous and elabor

ate trimmings, calculations must be made of the

portions of the buildings to which the different body
colors are to be applied either by divisions of total

measurement or by separate measurements and the

trimmings considered separately. As outside paint

ing on buildings usually consists of two coats over a

previously painted surface, or if on a surface never

before, painted preceded by a primary coat, it is cus

tomary to estimate the quantity of paint required for

two coats. Surfaces are so variable in condition that

no rule can be given which will be found applicable to
all cases. The quantity of paint required for two-coat

work varies from 3% to 5 gallons per too square

yards, and I would by all means advise carpenters to
obtain figures from experienced painters in this

particular line of business.

HARDWARE.

Estimating hardware is as much of a necessity

with the carpenter as estimating lumber, but it is not

attended with as many variations and difficulties.

The number of fixtures for door and window trim

mings, &c., may be readily counted from the plans,
and it is only through the omission of some items

that any serious mistake is likely to happen. A care

ful study of the plans and awell prepared list of
hardware items from which to figure is a guard

against mistakes from omissions and a guide to cor

rect estimating.

LIST or rrsns FOR ns'rmx'rmo HARDWARE.
Nails, various sizes (see table).
Brads. Hook and eyes.
Blind hinges. Drawer pulls.
Window bolts. Mortise bolts.
Axle pulleys. Flush bolts.
Sash locks. Registers.
Sash cord. Door stops.

Tin window caps.
Tin shingles.

\Vindow weights.
Mortise locks.
Rim locks. Valley tin.
Butts, various sizes. Hip shingles.
Parlor door hangers. Tin roofing.
Wrought butts. Conductors.
Strap hinges. Screws.
Transom lifters. Sandpaper.

Cupboard catches. Wardrobe hooks.

(To becontinued.)
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MASONRY AND STONE CUTTING.‘

STRING OF GEOMETBICAL STATRS.

ET the spiral a bcdef . . Fig. 202,
be the treading line which best suits
' the
shape
of a certain staircase, and

let it divi ed in equal lengths equal to
the Widths of the treads; let a A, b B,
c C - . the arrises of the risers,. be
normal to the treading line, and let
A C D E be the inner line of the string in
Which the steps are housed, each point of
which is taken at an equal distance from
the treading line. Now, these two curves,
the treading line and the curve of the
string, have the same involute, which is
formed by the series of points where the
normals to the treading line meet one
another. In this case, the involute is an
ellipse. Taking A A,, B B,, C C,, . . .
all equal to the width to be given ‘to the
string, the string will then be comprised
between two vertical cylinders, which
have for base the parallel curves A B C DE.. andA,B,C,D,E,...
Asto the upprr and lower faces of the
string, they are two skew surfaces iden
tical with that of the soflit of the stairs.
The directing helixes of thesesurfaces are
drawn on the cylinder, which has for base
the treading line, the upper one sli htly
above the arrises of the steps, an the
lower one slightly below the soflit of the
ste . The generators of these surfaces
Wi also be projected on A A,, B B,, C (1,.
. . The string is divided in a certain
number of stones, and the joints are robe
planes normal to the center curve sup
posed to be drawn within the stone. This
central curve is the intersection of the
cylinder A, B, C, D, . . . . equidis
tant from the sides of the string, with a
skew surface equidistant from the upper
and lower faces of the string.
Let P be the horizontal projection of a
point on the center curve through which
the plane of the joint is to pass. After
drawing the generator p P a', select a
vertical plane of projection, p t, perpen
dicular to the generator P m. The gen
erator will be projecte thereon in one
sin le point, P', Fig. 203,which place at
the evel of two risers ; then take the dis
tances P’ n" P’ 1r",equal to half the hight
of the string. In the triangle P'p t
can the length of are p b on the base
p t m the angle t; then produce a ver
tical until it cuts the side Pt, and carry
the length of that vertical from 'rr'to p’.
The horizontal p' [1

'

will be at the level
of the generatorB B, of the upper sur
face of the string, and therefore it is the
elevation of that generator. Then draw
at distances equal to the risers other hori
zontals, a'a',, 7’73, ri'd', ; these are the
elevations of the generators A A,, B 13,,
(3,, . . . of the upper surface of the
string. On these horizontal generators
mark the elevations of the ints A, , A,,
A" and B., B,, B,, where t e generators
meet the lateral faces of the string and
the cylinder on which is placed the center
line; this gives the three curves a

'
3
' r.‘

7
' d,»as ,H':7‘")‘indis, "'1 fl" 71"7': 6'3,Which

are placed on the upper face of the string.
Those of the lower face, a” {3" 7'"d”,
a", 1r"6",, 0", 1r”6",, are found by carry
iuglon each vertical a distance a

'

a" =
1r rr ',

Now we have to find the plane tangent
to the skew surface, which follows the
center line of the string. Draw first tan
gent P' t to the directing helix, and to do
this take p t = 2 treads; then by sliding
the generator ( p P .r, P ) on this tangent
and on the vertical :0a connecting parab
oloid is formed, of which the horizontal
far is another generator. If. therefore,
the vertical plane P T, Fig. 202, is pro
duced perpendicular to line P ac, this
lane will cut the paraboloid along the
ins (P T, P’ T'),which defines the tangent
plane P’ T’ T’, and is also the tangent to
the center curve of the string. The plane
of the joint, which must be normal to the

* Continuedfrom page166,May issue.

ceiilt>er
curve, will have It

;

rilr‘erticaltit-aceQ
' '
q
'

perpendicular to

' '; prOJec mg
on the bases of the three cylinders A B C,
A, 13,Cr, A, B, C,, the points where the
trace Q

' F q1 meets the
upper

and lower
curves of the string, the orizontal r0
jection Q Q, Q, , q, q of the outline o the
joint is obtain .

1 et R be another point on the center
curve through which the plane of the
other joint is to pass; after taking, Fig.
204, a vertical projection plane 1

'
z per

pendicular to the generator R g, and pro
jecting thereon the generator on one pomt
R’ at the level of two risers above the
ground line, mark the hight/1'11" o

f the
string, equal to that adopted in Fig 203,
and construct the upper and lower curves
of the string near the point R R');_tl_ien
draw the tangent R' z of t e guiding
helix. and deduce therefrom the tangent
(R' 0', R 9) 0f the central curve of the
string, and the normal joint plane N' R'
n'. Lastly. project on the bases of the
three cylinders the points where the trace
N ' R' n' meets the curves of the string
and the horizontal projection N N; N'l m m
n of the joint is obtained.
By the former projections the shape o

f

the string stone is fully determined; it
remains to project the entire stone on
one single plane. Draw, Fi . 202, two
vertical parallel planes X Y, , Y,, con
taining the horizontal projection of the
stone; then project the stone on the lane
X Y. To do this mark on vertical the
divisions 0

,
1
, 2
,
3
.

. . equal to the
hights of the risers, Fig. 205; then, tak
ing through these divisions horizontal
lines, and projecting thereon the points B
and B,, C and C,, D and D,. . . .
draw the curves ,3"7"

" a” o" 2" and fl”,
7", NH", 0, X",, which limit the lowrer
face of the string. Those of the upper
face will be deducted from the former by
prolon 'ng each vertical by a length ,3"

,i
'

equa to the length 1' 7r"in Fig. 203.
The point 1", F1 . 205, is on the ver
tical erected from , and it is at alevel
below ,"

i'

,5}, equal to P' p’ of Fig. 203.
Project the int T in T" on the horizon
tal P' T" of ig. 205, take T" T', equal to
the length of same designation in Fig.
203, the line P’ T’ will be the projection
of the tangent to the central curve of the
string. Then

project
in X’, X’, on the

horizontal P'
” the points X and X,

where the medium line of the joint pro
jected in X P X, cuts the vertical planes
X Y and X, Y,. and draw through these
ints X’ and X',, Fig. 205, two perpen
iculars to the tangent P’ T’. This will
give the intersections of the side faces of
the operation stone with the plane of the
joint. The operation stone is limited
above and below by the

parallel
planes

U' V’ and u
’
1
1
'

pe ndicu ar to the ver
tical face X Y, an comprising between
them the elevation of the stone. Now,
to obtain the curves of intersection of the
joint plane with the four faces of the
string. project the points Q and Q,, q and
1],. on the upper and lower curves to
which they belong; the midpoint Q, must.
be rojected at a level above ,3

’

,"i', which

is 510V"! in Fig. 203, and it will be the
same for q,; then the midpoints of the
lateral curves Qq, Q, q,, will be on the
horizontal X’ X',. and throu h all these
points the curved outlines o the inter
section can be drawn.
The same operations will have to be
done for the joint passing through the
point (R, R') intakin , Fig. 204,all the dif
ferences 0t level rom the horizontal

o
' o’,; to define the plane of the joint, the

perpendiculars to the tangent R' 0
‘

shall
be taken through the points Y' and Y',,
Fig. 205, deduced from Y and Y, on plan,
Fig. 202. The operation stone, after the
joint planes are worked, is reduced to a
prism, the ends of which are oblique
planes.
Fig. 206represents the intersection of
the upper face V' V’ of the stone with the

vertical 0 linder B C D E F L and B, C,
D, E, F, ,. To obtain these curves pro<
long the verticals C 7",C, 7", Dd', D: '5',

1 a, until they meet the line U'
V’, and turning down that face round the
lines U' V‘, the points will come to C’,
0'2. D', D}, . . at the same distan'ce
from U' V' as C, 0,, D, D, from the line
U V on plan.
The intersections of the lower face 14’t"
are identical with those of the upper, and
therefore the plane 14' 'v

‘
is supposed to be

raised to the level of the upper plane, and
the traces of the cylinders already draWu
serve for both planes.
On Fig. 207 is represented the head
mold of the operation risin, intersected
by the faces of the stnn ; it is a rojec
tion with X X, as groun line. 0 pro
duce this take on line P P' a point, P':
draw through it a parallel to the ground
line X’ P’ X’,, from which carry the dif
ferences of level of the various points
taken from Fig. 203.
On Fig. 208the head mold of the other
joint has been drawn by the same
process.

Application of the Lines on the stone.Fig. 2.00.—Work first the prism, of which
dimensions are given, Fig. 202 and Fig.
205: on the upper and lower faces place
the molds given in Fig. 206, then work
the end ioints V V, v, v and U U, u, u.
After this, work the concave cylinder by
means of the curves 0, D, E, F, and C', D',
E', F’,. laying on these curves a straight
edge through the points C, and C',, D,
and D',: then work likewise the convex
cylinder. Now, on each generator of
these cylinders carry the lengths C, 7” and
C, 7', D, d", and D, 6’,measured fromFi .
205, and with the help of a fiexib e

straightedge. draw on the concavity of
the cylinder the curves y
" d” e"e”, 7
’ d
’
5
’
¢
‘ ;

'draw likewise the curves of the string on
the convex cylinder. Then the upper
and lower faces of the string can be
worked with a straightedge laid on the
level points 7

' 7}, 6
'

d',, 7
" 7",.

Sometimes the joints of the string
have elbows, as in Fig. 210; but it is

easier to have a joint in one plane and
connect the stones by dowels.
On the convex side of the string the
outline of the steps must be drawn, by
means of a development, and must be
cut in about 3

5 inch in order to house the
ends of the steps in the string.
A marble handrail would be worked
exactly in the same way as the strin :
first with a rectangular section, then t e
moldings would be cut out from this
operation helix by means of templets.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Hnsnaicxs‘ Aacai'rxc'rs’ and Boiuuas
Gum: AND Cosmscroas' Dmrc'roar or
AMERICA. 586pages; 10% x 7 inches in
size. Published annually by Samuel E.
Hendricks & Co. Price, $5.

This volume, as its title indicates, is a

guide and directory for builders, con
tractors. manufacturers and dealeis in all
kinds of building supplies. It contains
within its pages over 150.000names, ad_
dresses and business classifications, com
prising builders and contractors of ma
terial and construction in the building and
kindred industries. It also presents full
lists of manufacturers of and dealersin
everything employed in the manufacture
of material and apparatus employed in
these industries from the crude material
to the finished product. The work covers
the years 1892—98and is well calculated to
prove of no little interest and value to
the trades addressed. A feature of the
work is avery complete index so arran ed
as to render reference to any parti ar
article or material easy and rapid.
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Masonry and Stone Cutting—Figs. 202to 210Inclusive.
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Buffalo, N. Y....... . .A. A. BERRICK
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Missionary Work.
The National Secretary, on June 2

,

in

response to an urgent invitation from

the Builders’ Exchange of New Bedford,

Mass, attended the first annual meeting
of that 01gunization and made an ad

dress upon the benefits of a properly or—

ganized exchange, as well as the value of

affiliation uith the national body. He
alluded to his own experience as abuilder,

and congratulated everybody who was in
the business. “It is," he said, “the foun

dation of all business. We have not edu

cated ourselves to make it looked upon as
the leading profession in the country. It

is worthy of all the thought that we can
put it into it, and the underlying motive
in organizntion is to do something to

make it more systematic, wholesome and
reliable. We should be rid of disorderly
methods. We have a

'
duty toward each

other, and unless we combine together

we cannot find out the essential qualities

necessary to build it up. Referring to
what had previously been said by another

speaker urging an increase of member

ship, he said the motive is a worthy one,

but there are master builders that an

association does not want. We must
discriminate. We want reliable business

men. Let worth, reliability and skillful
attributes be the gauge, and don’t set a

scoop net to bring in every one. It is by
no means settled among builders and

dealers that any lien law is a good one.

There’s too much competition in ' this
country, and the desire to branch out
before the right is earned is altogether
too great. Everybody wants to make haste
to be rich and are to i ambitions to take
risks, thus bringing all builders into the
vortex of competition, which makes build
ing the poorest paid business for the risk
taken. The 0 portuuity for this sort of
competition s ould not be enlarged."
He urged the exchange to become a mem
ber of the National Association, and en
larged upon the benefits to be derived
from the contact with men in the same
calling from all over the country.
The meeting was a large and enthusi
astic one, and was accompanied by a

banchuet,
which every one thoroughly en

Joye . ___+
Visitors’ Credentials.

To assist in establishin the fullest co
operation between the various filial bodies
and for the purpose of increasing friend
liness of spirit throughout the whole
constituency of the National Association,

it is suggested that members when con
tem lating avisit to other cities where a

filia body of the National exists, should
apply to the secretary of their local ex
change for a letter of introduction to the
exchange in the city they

pro

e to visit.
This credential will open t e oors of that
exchange and secure for them a headquar
ters during their stay. The ofiicers of all

filial bodies will extend ever courtesy to
visiting members. making t eIn feel that
they are not strangers in a strange land.

Exchange Benefits.

A properly organized builders’ exchange
wields a much greater power in a com
munity than is generally accorded to it.
The athering together of many builders
and t eir joint action upon business topics
produces an effect upon the building or
tion of the community much greater t an

is usually conceded.
Every erson engaged in building oper
ations, w ether as owner, architect or con
tractor, is benefited by the improved
conditions resulting from the existence of
the builders‘ exchange, whether a member
of the organization or not. Building con
tractors and those engaged in kindred
callings are, of course, most benefited, as
the reforms that are secured through the

medium of the exchange affect the whole
fraternity, even though they may not all
be contributors to the end gained.
Members of exchanges should for this
reason recognize the importance of creat
ing a high standard of excellence for the
organization and should also enter fully
into all matters of general interest that
are for the welfare of the city. A build
ers’ exchange should be identified with
every move in the direction of regress
quite as much as organizations 0 a com
mercial nature.
_——‘_—_
Extra Work.

The National Secretary has recently
been applied to for information in
to the status of the builders in the matter
of “ extra work," the reason for the in
uiry being that a member of one of the
lial bodies has a case on trial where the
owner refuses to pay for

“ extra work ”

performed under a written order of the
architect. The National Secretary would
be very glad to receive from the secre
taries of filial bodies, or from any indi
viduals, facts touching upon such a condi
tion of things. The point is this ; that if

a contractor receives orders from the
architect in charge of the work to per-I
form items additional to the contract, is
he to be at the mercy of the owner and
be in danger of the necessity of proving

héslclaim
and collectinghis pay by process

0 aw?

Carpentry and Building

Secretaries of filial bodies are urged to
secure as many subscribers as possible
among their members to Carpentry and

Building, in order that the largest possible
circulation ma be secured to the utter
ances of the ationnl Association found
in its department in the columns of this
pa r.
anespondence is being received daily
showin that the notices, editorials, &c.,
are read and valued in all parts of the
country, but a still greater interest is
desired among the members at large of
each filial body. Much good for the
fraternity is anticipated through this
monthly distribution of news and infor
mation, and in return the officers expect
valuable hints and suggestions which may
be aroused by the matter offered.

_____.>_
Attendance at Exchanges.

The secretary of each filial body is re
uested to send as soon as possible to the
A ational Secretary the number of mem
bers who utilize the exchange as a ren
dezvous. If a “‘change hour" is estab
lished, give the limit of the same and the
average number of members present, also
how freely the rendezvous is utilized by
architects and by the general public.——¢—'_

Business_ Habits.

The National Secretary is desirous of
receiving from members of filial bodies
suggestions to a~sist him in preparing a

comprehensive article on Business Habits

of Contractors. .
If the officers or individual members of
local bodies will kindly send to the secre
tary such points as may have occurred to

them in their experience showing the
need of greater system in the conduct of
all parts of the building business, it will
be of great benefit, and such correspond
ence is earnestly solicited.
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CONCRETE—ITS COMPOSITION

voids in any “aggregate.” This
can be done by ‘filling a water

tight box of known dimensions with
the material, and measuring the quan
tity of water poured in to fill up the
interstices; or, secondly, by weighing
a cubic foot of the " aggregate,“ and com
aring its weight with that of a cubic
oot of_ the solid stone from which it is
broken; thirdly, take a sieve and put in
a known quantity of the “ aggregate;"
sift it, and ascertain the amount of the
gravel there is by measure, then find the
proportion, and base your calculation
upon it for the quantity to be added, if
any. For ordinary foundations, concrete
should be laid in horizontal layers 12
inches thick. In extensive works they
may be 2-3 feet or 4 feet thick. .The con
crete should, after mixing, be rapidly
wheeled to the site, gently tipped into p0si
tion, and then evenly and gently rammed,
but not so as to make the surface
wet, as the cement exudes from it. When
depositing fresh concrete upon a previous
layer, it must be sweit clean and well
watered, more especia ly if the previous
laver has already set. If there is not time
to allow each layer to set, it is better
to ram it as quickly as possible, and fol
low on before the previous layer has had
time to set. N0 traffic of any kind should
be allowed over the concrete. Cement
concrete shouldbe deposited as soon as
mixed. Lime concrete should be left for
ashort time to allow the whole of the
lime to slake. Concrete, when made with
hot lime or cement, swells to from 1

;,

inch to 9
,;

inch per foot of its linear i

mension. This is owing to the imperfect
slaking or cooling of the lime or cement.
This expansion which occurs in concrete
has, however, been taken advantage of
in underpining walls that have settled in
parts; hot concrete, forced tightly into
openings made below the faulty portions.
expands and sets, filling the opening
tightly:

ALWAYS
ascertain the contents of

CONCRETEWALLS.
Concrete walls are built by fixing a

framing, either of wood or iron sheeting,
and filling in and ramming the concrete.
The wood apparatus consists of frames 12
feet or 16feet long, 112’inches or 2 inches
thick ; the edges of the timber should be
shot, placed face to face. and secured by
a double row of %~inch bolts, provided
with

ta
g handles,

passing
through the

wall an kept apart at a istance to suit
the required thickness of the wall b

collars or plugs of wood or iron, throng
which the bolts pass. formed slightly
tapering to facilitate their removal on
completion of the wall. Starting from
the top of the footings, the first set of
framing is carefully fixed in a horizontal

position,
with their faces truly plumb.

he space between the frames is then
filled in with concrete, rammed in layers
of from 9 inches to 12inches deep. After
about two days the frames may be moved
for the succeeding iece of wall, being
attached to the we already finished by
fixing the lower row of bolts through the
plugs in which the upper row had pre
viously been. The frames are about 2feet

3 inches or 2 feet 6 inches wide, and the
rows of bolt holes are about 1 foot 6 inches
apart. The frames should be strutted
at intervals of from 5 feet to 6 feet, and
may be nailed to vertical battens about 3

feet or 4 feet apart. If the face of the
work is exposed and a fine face required,

it can be obtained by having the faces of
the casing or framing wrought. The
casing should be perfectly plumb, and
care taken to keep it so during the process
of filling in. The face is formed by filling
in at the back of the wroughtcasing with
fine concrete, 2 inches thick, and well
worked up to the casing. This process
must be executed at the same time as the

general
mass of concrete. To insure the

ne concrete being regular in thickness

' Concludedfrom page148,June issue.

over the whole face, the foliowing process

is usually adopted: A 2-inch batten
or deal is laced against the wrought
casing and t e coarse concrete is filled in
at the back ; the batten or deal is then re
moved, and fine concrete is filled into the
cavity and well worked up against the
casing so as to incorporate it with the
coarse concrete. The casing should be
struck as soon as possible, and the face
finished off by means of a hand float.
This process must be executed while the
concrete is green, and immediately after
the casing is struck. Finished horizontal
surfaces of concrete should be kept damp
for several days by means of a layer of
sand about 6 inches thick and kept
watered twice a day.

OTHER USES OF CONCRETE.

When concrete has to be laid under
water, care must be taken to protect it

during its passage to the site of deposit,
so that the water doesnot reach it until it

is laid. This protection is sometimes
afforded by “shoots, boxes, or specially
contrived iron skips,“ which can be
opened from above when they have
reached the spot where the concrete is to
be deposited. Sometimes the concrete is

filled into bags and deposited without re
moving the bags. In large engineering
works caissons are used. Concrete for
this work is also cast in blocks, ranging
in size from 2 to 200tons in weight : they
are made on shore and deposited by
special contrivances. Cement concrete
floors, from 6 inches to 9 inches thick, will
stand a good deal of wear. Slabs of con

AND USES?
'ear, half in air, half in water. Materials.
allast; size of blocks 1 foot cube, com
pressed :

¢———Crnshedat tous.-——--aCompmm‘m°' Blink kc t in Blockshe2 Pbinmnm'em- | air.p water.

I

1 to 4 . 108Tons. 108Tons

l to 5 89

1 to 8 l 80 91

l to 7 75 F0
lto 8 til 76
Ito 9 M 68

l to ill 48 48

This table clearl shows that the blocks
made with the arger proportions of
cement are the strongest.i+—e

Design for Stair Finish.

From an interesting little amphlet
which has lately reached our esk, we
take the design for stair finish shown in
the accompanying illustration. It repre

crete can be substituted for stone flag- If _‘ ,
|

ging. They should be from 8 inches to 4 '
inches thick, faced with fine shingle or »

granite clip ings to a depth of about {
‘4

inch, backed with one of cement to four
of “aggregate.” broken to a three-quarter
gauge. They should be made a few
weeks before being laid, and kept damp
for three or four days after being cast.
In forming concrete in situ it is best to
fill in the concrete, and then work or beat

it 11 until the “ fat “ appears upon the
an ace; then finish 05 to a smooth and
even surface with the float. Additional
cement should be sprinkled over the sur
face when being finished with the float.
The above process must be done while the
concrete is green.
Concrete roofs for small buildings can
be made from 3 inches to. 6 inches thick,
over close sheetin .

ingredients than or walls. They should
be slightly arched or of slo ing planes.

‘

not exposed to the sun, or al owed to dry
for at least seven days after being laid.
The proportions generall adopted for
ordinary work are—for we] of houses,
one to seven : sea walls, one to six, seven
or eight ; foundations, one to eight or ten :

arches and piers, one to eight ; work under
water, one to four or six.
Safe load on piers per foot sup. : Cement
concrete. 8 tons: lime concrete, 4 tons.

WEIGHT ANDCRUSHINGSTRENGTH.

I a pend the two following tables, show
ing t e weight of materials of concrete.
and also crushing strength of Portland
cement concrete :

Materials, Weight of Weight of!

1 bushel. cubicfoot.

Portland cemet. .. . .. 110.56ih. 86.35
Sandand ballast. .. 123.30 96.40
Portland stone... 98.0) 76.5.)
Brokengranite. 115.70 90.60
Broken pottery.. .. 11311] .3!
Brown slag. . .. 107.0" 88.50
Brokenflint . ... .. . .. _ 1261!] 98.50

Crushing strength of Portland cement
concrete crushed after being kept one

It should be of finer .

'
l

r}
s

I?

Design for Stair Finish.

sents some of the new work which is be
ing turned out by the firm of J. E. Smith
& Brother of 199 West Eleventh street.
St. Paul, Minn., and gives a very good
idea of what they are prepared to do.
The carving in connection with this de
sign is not stamped or pressed into the
wood, but is cut in the solid material.
The firm referred to has r'ecentl produced
anumber of ve attractive esi s for
stair finish whic .we understan , have
been copyrighted.

THE VATICAN, the ancient palace of the
Popes of Rome. is said to be the most

magnificent
building of the kind in the

wor d. It stands on the right bank of the
Tiber, on a hill called the Vaticanus, be
cause the Latins formerly worshipped
Vaticinium, an ancient oracular deity, at
that place. Exactly when the building
was commenced no one knows. Charle

~
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magne is known to have inhabited it over
1000.years ago. The present extent of
the building is enormous, the number of
rooms, at the lowest computation, being
4422. Its treasures of marble statues,
ancient gems, paintings, books, manu
scripts, &c., are to be compared onl 'with
those in the British Museum. The ength
of the statue museum alone is a fraction
over a mile. Conservative writers say
that the gold contained in the medals,
vessels, chains and other objects preserved
in the Vatican would make more gold
coins than the whole of the present Euro
pean circulation.+—
Manufacture of Roofing Slate.

It may be of interest to those who are
not familar with slate quarrying and man
ufacture of slate, says a writer in the Slate
Trade Journal, to follow briefly the vari
ous processes undergone by the slate rock
from its position in the bed until it is
placed in rows on the banks of the quarry
ready for shipment and for the roof. The
first operation is the uarrying of the
large blocks from the beds in the quarry.
The first step consists of separating such
portions of the bed from the main body as
may conveniently'be hoisted out of the
pit to the bank. This is generally done
by blasting. The hole is drilled by means
of an ordinary drill, which may be used by
one man lifting it up and down, or by
two men, one holding and turning it in
the hole and the other striking it with a
hammer. In some quarries where the beds
are favorably locatid the steam drill or
compressed air drill is used to very great
advantage. The size, shape and position
of the hole will depend largely upon the
object to be gained, much fine discrimina
tion bein used on this point, it being of
considers leimportance. The explosive
generally used is the common rock-blasting
powder. The force wanted being sufli
cient only to heave the rock with as little
breakage and shattering as possible, the
depth of the hole, quantity of explosive
to be used will depend upon the occur
rence of such natural helps as joints, floors
and slips, of which the skillful quarry
man knows how to take the best advan
tage.

CUTTING AND FPLITTING.

The large blocks having been obtained
in as good condition as possible, are
hoisted to the top of the quarry by means
of derricks, where they are separated into
smaller pieces or blocks of convenient
sizes for the slate maker. In this opera
tion the skill and judgment of the quarry
man are tested, the object being to shape
these blocks so that as many slates as pos
sible may be made out of them, with the
least amount of waste. These blocks are
generally about 2 inches thick, and of such
dimensions as will make a given size of
slate. The cutting or splitting of the
large blocks into smaller ones is done by
making a notch at one side, or in the end,
and driving a wedge along the line on
which the break is to take place; some
times the notch is cut on one side, and the
break produced by striking the block on
the opposite side with a heavy wooden
mallet, or a hole may be drilled some
where on the line of the break, and two
iron wedges placed in it

,

and a third one
driven between them, forcing the block to
split in the direction uired. This oper
ation is sometimes calle " pillaring,” but
more generally “blick-making,” in this
country. These reduced blocks are then
taken to a hut or shanty, where they are
split and dressed into roofing slates. The
first operation is performed by a splitter,
who is seated on a wooden block, raised
slightly above the floor. He is provided
with a wooden mallet and three or four
splitters, which are thin chisels, with a

broad fine edge, from 10 to 15 inches in

length, and the broad end from 2 to
34} inches wide. He takes a block
and places it against his left thigh,
with the smoothest and straightest
end uppermost; then places his chisel in
the center, and makes two or three cuts
all in a line. The center one of these he
drives further into the block, which be
gins tosplit.

'
He inserts a second chisel

and works the two backward and forward
until the split extends down the block
and divides it in two along a cleavage
plane. This operation is repeated until
the desired thickness of the slate is at
tained, greater care being required as the
slabs become thinner. These irre ular
slates are now ready to be squar or
dressed into the required sizes.

HAND DRESSING.

The hand method of dressing, still used
to a certain extent in Wales, but entirely
out of use in this country, is briefly as fol
lows: The dresser sits with a wooden
bench on which is fixed a steel knife or
frame, before him. In his right hand is a

long knife or dresser. He places the thin
slate slab on the carrier. and with one blow
trims one straight side, and then one end,
at right angles to each other. He is pro
vided with a gauge, with which he is able
to mark the length and width of a given
size. The slab is squared according to
these marks, and the result is afinished
slate. The slates are sorted by the dresser
ac:ording to their several sizes and accord
ing to their rude or quality, and stacked
in piles res y for shipment. There are
several kinds of machines in use for dress
ing slate, which greatly facilitate the op
eration and enable the dresser to make a

more uniformly square slate.*—
Polishing Wood with Charcoal.

A method of polishing wood with char
coal, now much employed by French cab
inet makers, is described in a Parisian
technical journal. In this cosmopolitan
city, says a London exchange. may be
seen many articles of furniture of a

beautiful dead black color, with sha ,

clean-cut edges and smooth surfaces, t e

wood of which appears to have the den
sity of ebony. As against furniture ren
dered black by paint or varnish, the dif
ference is so sensible that the great mar
gin of rice value between the two kinds
of wor explains itself.
The operations are much longer and
more minute in the case of charcoal l

ishing, which respects every detai of
carving, while paint and varnish would
clog up the holes and widen the ridges.
In the first process only carefully selected
woods are em loyed, of a close and com
pact grain. be are covered with aooat
of cainphor disso ved in water and after
ward another, composed chiefly of sul
phate of iron and nutgall. These two
corn sitions, in blending, penetrate the
w , giving it an indelible tinge, and at
the same time rendering it impervious to
the attack of insects. When sufliciently
dry, the surface of the wood is rubbed at
first with a hard brush of conch grass
and then with charcoal of substances as
light and pliable as possible. Anv hard
grains remaining in the charcoal scratch
the surface instead of rendering it r

fectly smooth. The flat parts are t en
rubbed with natural stick charcoal and
the indented rtions and crevices with
charcoal w er. Alternate] with the
charcoalt e workman also ru s the fur
niture with flannel soaked in linseed oil
and essence of tu ntine. Repeated
pouncings cause the c arcoal powder and
oil to penetrate into the wood, givm the
furniture a beautiful color and so a
perfect polish without an of the flaws of
ordinary varnish. A ca inet maker in
Paris first hit upon this discovery. He is
said to have coined a mint 0! money at
first, and regrets deeply that he has not
been able to keep the secret to himself.

It will possibly be worth the while of

somle
of our friends to give the process a

trla .
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loohanioal Trade Schools. I

The action of the Journeymen Brick
layers’ Protective Association of Philadel
phia, in regard to its treatment of the
graduates of~the trade schools, is very
satisfactory. The matter has been prac
tically settled for some time, but the ac
tion of the Association ratifying the sys
tem of apprenticeship recommended by
the joint committee from the Association
and the Master Bricklayers’ Company,
which took place while the July issue of
Carpentry and Building was on the press,
is a long step in the direction of better
understanding among the workmen of the
operations and purpose of these schools.
The Bricklayers’ Association of Philadel
phia is a very influential body of work
men, and their action will do much to re
move the prejudice against the schools
which has existed in the minds of some of
the workmen, and who by that prejudice
have been prevented from arriving at a
comprehensive knowledge of the work
undertaken. The purpose of these schools
is not to turn out journeymen, but to give
the young man desiring to become a
skilled mechanic an opportunity to use
one year of his apprenticeship in such a
manner as to produce the best possible
results; that is, to study one year in the
schools under competent instructors and
have that year deducted from his term of
apprenticeship. By this means he begins
his actual apprenticeship in a condition
best calculated to make him a valuable
workman when the term expires. The
value of this year of well-directed study
both to the pupil and to his employer is
beyond question, and every community
of builders should consider it a duty to
facilitate in every way the establishment
of such schools.and every assistance should
be afforded to young men who desire to
receive a practical trade education and
make themselves skilled mechanics.

NotableCorners.

The noticeable feature of the building
business in New York and Brooklyn, the
present year, is the number of corner sites
which are being occupied by new build
ings. With the ground measurably cov

ered by structures, as has been the case in

these two cities for many years past, it
follows asa matter of course that many of

the new buildings put up are erected on
the sites of the older buildings torn down;
but perhaps never in the history of the
cities, and of New York particularly, were
there so many corners of the best charac

ter being reconstructed as at the present
time. All along Broadway signs of this
are to be seen, and the same thing is true
in various cross streets and in alarge num
ber of the avenues. There is less remod
eling of old buildings in progress, perhaps,
at the present time than usual, and more
of putting up first class business structures.

The Rights of Employers and Workman.

One of the most prominent stumbling
blocks standing in the way of peaceful
adjustment of difierences between em
ployers and workmen is the difliculty of
establishing to the satisfaction of both
sides just where the rights of each ends
and just how far the demands of one
side encroaches upon the rights of the
other. Each claims that there are cer
tain fundamental principles which are
their own inalienable right and which
should under no circumstances be assailed
or disturbed. This claim is just, and
should be conceded without question, but
the keynote of the situation is, What are
the rights of each? The strong organi
zation of the workmen has made them so
powerful that they have presented one
demand after another to the employers,
who have been compelled to yield to su
perior strength. The action of the work
men in this regard is not surprising, for
it would be strange if with their great
strength they did not make requests
which would be considered objectionable

by the employer. The trouble between
the two lies in the fact that the workmen,

having secured so many concessions, have
come to look upon every point gained as
being right because it

-

was gained, while

it is undoubtedly the case that many of
the points secured have been obtained at
the expense of some part of that which
the employer considers to be his right.
There are many things which are un
doubtedly due the workmen from the em
ployer, and there are also certain prerog
atives which belong to the employer, and
until the two come together and talk over
the situation no temporary settlement of
points at issue will establish just wherein
the rights of each should prevail. Each
side owes it to itself and to each other to
facilitate in every possible way the estab
lishment of peaceful and harmonious re
lationships, in order that means may be
perfected for the prevention of misunder
standings and differences rather than the
temporary settlement in which one side
or the other feels that it has been com
pelled to yield to force and has abrogated
certain of its rights.

An Aspect of a Builders’ Exchange.

An aspect but little considered of the '

work of a properly-conducted Builders’
Exchange is that which relates to its
powers of education—not necessarily the
education which pertains to the me
chanical portion of the builders‘ busi
ness, but to the ethics of his relation
ship to his brother builder and to the
workmen in his employ. The daily meet
ing together of builders in an exchange

produces a feeling of fellowship among
the members thus associated out of which
good is bound to come, if only from the
natural human desire for approbation.
No member of an association of men do
sires the ill opinion of his fellows, and
through constant personal association
with men following his own line of
business he becomes more and more im
pressed with the importance of standing
well among them. Not that he would

not endeavor to conduct his business
fairly and honorably even if he were not a

member of an exchange ; but through his

membership he acquires, almost uncon

sciously perhaps, a better knowledge of
the methods of transacting his business,

so that he will gain not only the approba
tion of those with whom it is conducted,
but of his competitors as well.

Social features.

The social features of an exchange are

unquestionably beneficial, as they estab
lish and foster a feeling of consideration

for members of the same calling which is

frequently lost in the keen competition
among builders without the personal
knowledge and respect of each other that
comes from association. In time of
trouble the benefits of an exchange, with

a carefully selected membership, are be

yond question; the existence of the or

ganization has permitted all possible com

plications in the business tobethoroughly

canvassed and wise counsels prevail.

When difficulties and misunderstandings

arise with the workmen. the influence of

the entire building community is felt, for

an exchange embraces all branches of the
business, and arbitrary or unjust meas

ures taken by employers in one depart

ment of building are discountenanced by

those with whom such employers are

daily thrown in contact. and the power

ful lever of desire for approval is brought
to bear. It is growing to be more often
the case that, through the medium of an

exchange, measures of prevention of labor

complications are being undertaken, in

stead of tardy efforts for temporary set
tlement, and finally an exchange ex

ercises at all times an inherent power
for the establishment of better methods

for governing business practiws.

World’s Fair Buildings.

Some of the newspaper correspondents

go into ecstacies over the dimensions of

the buildings being erected for the World’s

Fair at Chicago. The Manufactures
Building, as it is commonly called, is

undoubtedly the largest buildlng ever at

tempted. That it will be a success
in all its features is assured by the

character of the men in charge of it.

The mere statement that it covers 30

acres falls to convey to the ordinary mind

an adequate idea of its magnitude. It is

only when it is compared with some of
the greatest structures of the world that

one comprehends it in a way. A corre
spondent of the Lancaster Daily Eraminer,

describing the Manufactures Building,
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puts on paper certain comparisons which
cannot fail to be of interest to all who
read them. He says:

I spentalong time in wandering about the
Manufactures Building. It is the biggest
building ever planned, and it will have one
roof covering30acres. Senator Ingalls came
out and lookedat it the other day, and ashe
gazed, astounded at its immensity,he said:
" It is an exhalation ! Yesterday it was not,
today it is, and to-morrow it will havepamed
away. I can seehow you can fenceit in, but
to roof it almostsurpasseshuman conception!“

Think of putting a massiveglassand iron roof
over a 30-acrefield! That is what themenare
doing here to-day, and I saw them at work
putting up the great iron trusseswhich will
support this roof.
You cannot conceive thesizeof this struct
ure without seeing it. Three hundred thou
sandpe0plecould beseatedon thefloor and in
the galleries,and 80,000couldbe seatedon the
floor alone. The Coliseum at Rome, with all
- its galleries,could only seat87,000people,and
it wasnever roofedexcept with canvas. You
could put four coliseumson that floor andtwo
pyramids as big as Cheopswould sit upon it
sideby sideand leave roomfor theCapitol at
Washington. If thegreat pyramid was taken
to piecesand carriedhere its materialcoqube
stored in this building and you could look
down upon its massesof stone from the gal
leries. This building is abouta third of a mile
long. Thirty great staircases,so wide that
two carriagescould bedriven up them sideby
side, will leadtc wide galleries and there will
has street 50feet wide running through the
center. With its galleries, it will have 40
acresof floor space,and it tires one evento
think of its possiblecontents.

The Boland Trade School.

The building which is now in process
of erection on Madison avenue, between
Fifty-first and Fifty-second streets, in this
city, will be known when completed as
the Bolaud Trade School, and is designed
as a new and important annex to the
Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum. The
new building will have a frontage on
Madison avenue of 200feet, a depth of 54
feet and a hight of four stories. The
style of architecture will be mainly
Gothic. There will be 16class rooms for
use in the practical teaching of the vari
ous trades, which, as at present decided,
include carpentry, plumbing, masonry,
plastering and painting. The structure
complete is estimated to cost about $175,
000.7 It is expected that when the school
is fully under way, from 30 to 40 pupils
will be graduated each year. The di
rectors of the asylum have given the idea
of trade schools no little attention for
some time past, and we understand that
the new Boland school will be patterned
in some degree at least after the New
York Trade Schools established by 001.
R. T. Auchmuty.

Arbitration.
“ An ounce of prevention is better than
a pound of cure," is particularly appro
priate just at present in the light of the re
cent complications in the labor world. The
value of establishing somemeans whereby
points in dispute between employers and
workmen can be settled and the two
enabled to adjust their differences with
out breaking every law of humanity
grows more apparent. Arbitration has
been advocated, and wherever it has
been properly undertaken, the result has
been satisfactory. Arbitration as en

tered into by two parties for the settle
ment of some long-standing dispute is not
arbitration in the true meaning of the
word, but is rather a meeting of the two

under a forced truce for the purpose of

arranging the conditions of a cessation of

hostilities that meant min to one or both.
In such a case justice is likely to be sub
merged in the desire of each to secure the

greatest possible advantage regardless of

equity or consideration. Both sides are

largely swayed by the feeling of animosity

that has been engendered by the struggle,

and both are eager to secure advantage

over the other. Arbitration as advocated

by the National Association of Builders

contemplates the establishment of a joint

committee of equal numbers from both

sides, which by its existence acts as a pre

ventive to hostilities of any kind. The

committee has full power to consider all
questions of mutual concern. and by its

action anticipates a settlement while both

sides are in a calm and peaceful frame of

mind. So far as it is possible to adjust
human difl’erences of this character, the

plan is fair and honorable to both, being
based upon the principles of equity. In
no case where the plan has been adopted
in a time when the relations between em

ployers and workmen have been reason

ably harmonious has it failed to produce
the best possible results. The lan of
arbitration advocated by the ational
Association of Buildersis almost identical
with that adopted by the United States
and the South American countries for the
purpose of maintaining harmony and
preventing trouble.

Old and New Buildings.

When an old structure is torn down in

New York preparatory to erecting a new
building several things occur which are

very suggestive to the student of the

building art. If the old structure was of a
pretentious character—was first class, as

things were one or two generations ago——

the cellar and basement are found to ex

tend pretty well into the earth, but, nev

ertheless, the excavation of the new build

ing goes far below the bottom lines of the

old structure. In preparing for the new
building, therefore, there is first the re

moval of the foundations of the old work,

and in this many interesting facts as well

as relics are encountered. The character

of the masonry, the way the foundations

were planned, and in some cases the char

acter of the materials employed, are all in

structive. After the line of the lowest

depth of the old foundation has been

reached the virgin soil is encountered.

Very often this is of sand, and in many

instances a right good quality of sand it

is
,

too. This is very frequently piled to

one side and arranged in a way to give free

space for the diggers and masons in con

nection with the new foundation, and yet'

to be ready to be used in the mortar neces

sary for the foundation work as well as the

brick work which succeeds. Hard-burned

brick is a favorite foundation material in

New York, and comparatively little stone

is used in the way in which stone founda

tions are employed in many of the interior

cities, and particularly in buildings in the

country towns. In watching one of these
new buildings, particularly after he has

observed the depth to which the old

foundations were carried, one is disposed
to ask, What will the third or fourth gener
ation to come do with reference to these

buildings it Are the first-class well-ap

pointed structures of 1892ultimately to be

superseded by something better, the same

as the buildings of a half century ago are
now being superseded? Where will the
builders’ art cease in matters of this kind ?

The question is articularly pertinent in
New York from th

e

fact that in that city,
by its environment, territory is limited and
there is more and more need to crowd
greater facilities into smaller territorial
space. Hight and depth are the only di
mensions to be manipulated.

Cleaning Building Fronts.

Whoever goes along the streets of any

of the great cities cannot fail to notice in

one direction or another the scourers or

renovators of buildings at work. Some

times fronts are being cleaned by the use

of acids, and again abrading tools are em

ployed. Whenever they get through with

the marble or stone edifice the appearance

is greatly changed. From the smoky,

dirty appearance that the building for

merly presented it has turned to a brand

new building. Then with a little paint

touching up the wood work or the metal

trimmings about the roof a bright piece of

new architecture is added to the street.

Excesses are poasible in this line as well

as in any other. The acids employed,

particularly on marble, frequently pene

trate more deeply than is desirable, lcav

ing the surface in such a condition as to

gather the smoke and dirt more rapidly

after the cleaning than before. This idea

of cleaning by acids is applied not only

to buildings, but frequently to statuary as

well. For example, the marble statue on
the east front of the Capitol building at

Washington, representing a desperate

struggle between an Indian and a frontiers

man, has recently been cleaned. Every

year or two the ofiicials in charge of the

public buildings and grounds of the Cap
itol get an idea that these so-called works

of art would look better if the signs of
age were removed; so they ‘go at them

with scrubbing brushes and steel scrapers
to restore them to their original color.

Very frequently, as already pointed out,

the restoration proceeds so far as to be

absolutely destructive to the material, to

say nothing of spoiling the fine lines

which gave the statue character in the

first place. The fad for scrubbing public

buildings also prevails in Washington.
Almost every year all the big structures

like the Capitol or Treasury and other

public buildings are gone over with the

direct purpose in view to remove all signs
of age. It is a question if this is not all a

mistake. What would some of the ancient
piles of the Old World be if cleaned up?
Imagine some of the historic structures, to
seewhich pilgrims travel half round the
world, scrubbed up to make them look as

if the were new. If this were even sug
geste the art critics of the world would
rise to a man and say “No.” Ours is a

new country as yet. Our buildings are
scarcely seasoned, and yet we are having
them cleaned up. We treat marble and
iron and brick and wood in order to have
them look nice. We are in the habit of
painting the latter, and sometimes the
second material mentioned, and it follows
then that stone and brick must be cone
spendineg treated so as to be kept fresh
to the eye.
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DESIGNS FOR CHEAP COTTAGES.
HE THREE DESIGNS for cheap

T cottages which are shown upon thefollowing pages were pre ared by
George W. Payne. architect, of arthage,
[1]., for the consideration of a client in a
neighboring village, the gentleman finally
accepting the one last illustrated, which,
with some slight modification, is now in

shelves. The main stairway is placed in
the center of the house and may be
reached from the side porch and also from
the sitting room. Under the main flight
are the cellar stairs, easily accessible
from the kitchen. The cellar is excavated
under the latter room only. Upon the
secoud floor are three sleeping rooms, all

Front Elevation.

BU [[[Ullllllll

Side (Left) Elevation.

upon the first floor. the sitting room be
ing entered from the porch through a
small vestibule. The parlor and sitting
room are connected by folding doors,
while the kitchen is reached through a
door and an arched passage. The kit
chen is fitted in a manner similar to the
one first described. The main stairway
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Designs for Cheap Cottages—George W. Payne, Architect, Carthage, IU.—Séales: Elevations, )5 Inch to the FootgFloor Plans,

process of erection. The first design
shows upon the ground floor a sitting
room, kitchen, bedroom, bathroom and
pantry. The kitchen is furnished with
sink and drainboard and also a small cup
board, while the pantr ' has pastry table
and bins and is ampy provided with

1-16Inch to the root.

of which are provided with ample closets.
The estimated cost of this cottage is said
to be $950in the localitv named.
The second design shows a. somewhat

more pretentious dwelling than the one

{1st
considered. The plans call for a ar

or, sitting room. bedroom and kite en

leads up from the sitting room andlis
open to the first landin . Beneath the
main flight are the cel ar stairs. which
are convenient to the kitchen. The
second floor has two large sleeping rooms
and a bathroom. The estimated cost of
this house is placth $1095.
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The third design is still more preten
tious than the second one, both in exterior
appearance and interior arrangement.
On the first floor are three large rooms,
besides a hall, vestibule and comrnodious
pantry. The parlor, which is at the left
of the hall as one enters the house, com
municates with the diningroom by means
of folding doors. In the dining room is a
projecting window, furnishing a wide
shelf for floors and having drawers under
neath. A china closet renders communi

and no better than the other material.
The writer observed recently the columns
and
pilasters

of an elegant suburban villa,
all 0 which were finished with beautiful
spiral moldings made of inch rope.+
The Congress of lllaster Builders.

The most that has been accomplished
by the Congress of Builders of Cincinnati ,

Front Elevation.

cation easy and convenient between the
kitchen and the dinin room. The kitchen
is furnished with sin and pump, while
the pantry is well fitted for the

purgose.From this latter apartment descen the
cellar stairs. On the second floor are
three sleeping rooms, all easily accessible
from the main stairs, which rise near the
center of the house. The estimated cost
of this cottage, exclusive of the fire place.
mantel in the parlor and the bathroom
outfit, is $1300,in the locality named.+—

Rope Moldings.

It is not known probably that new ma
nilla rope will make beautiful and eco
nomical spiral moldings for wood work.
Rope may be used as spiral moldings in
circular and curved work where wooden
moldings could not be employed without
incurring extraordinary expense. The
cash cost of rope will not usually amount
to half the price of spiral moldings of the
same size, says a writer in a recent issue
of Power and Transmission. Whatever
may be the size selected, the rope should
be soaked for a few hours in thin starch
and
gllue,
e ual parts, throughly mixed

toget er. hen the rope is to be nailed
in place, take it from the vessels in which
it has been placed and wipe 011'all the ad
hesive matter; then secure one end with a
brad or two and twist the rope until the
spiral strands appear more prominent
than when a rope is not twisted firmly.
After the molding ropes are secured
where they are to remain, take a small
stick of hard timber, dressed ofi like a
three-square file, and draw the stick
firmly in the creases between the strands
of the rope, in order to make the strands
appear more prominent. Such moldin
run he finished with wood filler, painted
an varnished. Some prefer to soak the
ropes in boiled oil instead of thin starch
and glue: but oil will be more expensive

S. Rohan, manager of the congress, has
recently issued a letter to its constituent
bodies, which contains a summary of the
work that has been done, and closes with
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Ohio, has been PIBS(nted in thesecolumns
from time to time, under the heading
“ What Builders are Doing,” and in the
July number of Carpentry and Building
a résuméwas given of the general position
taken by the con ess in reference to the
matters within its jurisdiction. Frank

a restatement of its objects and present
condition. The closing portion of the
letter is in substance as follows :

The rules and regulations of the various
associationsand of this

congress
shouldbeas

simpleand as liberal as ymssiis, sothat every
body engaged in the ditl’erent linesof trade
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would becomemembersof this organization.
who are willing to live up to honest and
straightforward businessprinciples.
:The necessity for such anor anization no
one doubts, not even the mosta eptical, and
it is this necessitythat should im 1 us to the
exercise of greater vigor and ent usiasmand
the ardent desiretoaccomplishthe many pur
posesIor which the organizationwas created,
and attain ultimate success.
1. The adoption of principles of fair deal
ing amongourselves.

Reniassance. The first floor of the build
ing will be devoted to store purposes.
while the upper portion of the block will
be used for oflices. Each apartment is so
arranged that it can be divided into two
without the sacrifice of light or ventila
tion. It is expected to have the building
completed by November 1 of the present
year, and the cost is estimated tobe about
$300,000.

Front Elevation.

2. The adoptionof principlesof fair dealing
:toward the architectsand owners.
8. Consistencyin our charges. A desirenot
to take advantage of anybody, and particu‘
Llarly to impress upon themindsof the com
munity at large that this congress is not a
pool, nor a combination to take advantageof
them, but a protection to all alike, and that
'only strict businesspn'nciplesand fair dealing
are tolerated
4. A system of dealing with the labor ele
ment by which strikescan heaverted.
I am aware that competition from those
above
gou
and thosearound you will at times

make ifllcult of executionyour own desiresto
treat honorably and justly thosebelowyou.
You are intermediariesbetweenhighercapital
and the

gourneyman,
and theexactionsof the

former ictate toward the latter a polic
which your own heartsdo not approve. Stil ,
permit me to say, rememberasmuchas you
.can the laborer and thejourneyman, and use
your influencein unisonwith that of othersin
permeating the whole community with love
"for your fellow-men and justice toward the
poorestaswell as toward therichest. “ Justice
exalteth a nation, but sin maketh nations
miserable." More than all our

princes
and

railroad and factories,will justice ring to the
.Iandpeaceand plenty and happiness.

———-+——
THE saw BUILDING which is being put
:up on the site of the old Commercial Ad
vertiser block, at the corner of Nassau
and Fulton streets, New York City, will
be ten stories .in hight, the distance
:from the sidewalk to the roof being 130
feet. The new structure has a frontage
.of 114 feet on Fulton and 58 feet on
Nassau streets. The frame work is of iron 5
throughout. the first four floors having
.an exterior of stone, while the others are
.of dark bufl' brick and light terra cotta.
There is an entrance .onlash street. the
porticoes being of polished anite. The
style of architecture is .o the Italian
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CIRCLE ON CIRCLE.
QUESTION that is ver frequently
presented by the res ers of Car
pentry and Building relates to the

development of surfaces having double
curves. It occasionally receives the name
of “ circle on circle.‘ What is wanted
are rules and directions for obtaining the
shapes necessary in wood, stone or metal
for those arts which go to finish 0 en
ings—as, or example, windows and oor

Fig. 1—Plan of Wall Opening and the Elevation 01'the Arch.

the Eagle newspaper, Brooklyn, N. Y., a
structureu n which a verylarge amount
of money as been expended, and the
architectural lines of which cause it to
rank among the best buildings in the city
named. The plan of the building shows
that the corner re resented in the photo
graph (which we ave reproduced) is the
arc of a circle of radius somewhat greater
than that to which the arch of the door

upon to shape the individual pieceswhich
go to form the arch occurring over a cir
cular plan . and also those which constitute
the molded finish, so that each may take
its own pro r place join its fellows on
its several sides, and in conjunction with
them give the lines which the designer
intended. A third class intere sted are the
sheet-metal workers, commonly called
cornice men, who are called upon occa

Fig. a—Developmentof a Right-Angie Triangle, the Longest Side Being Spannedby aCircular Arch to Finish Level at Top

Circle on Circle—Sketches Accompanying Demonstration of Mr. Secor.

ways having curved tops, and occurring
in a circular structure. The circular
structure may be the rounded corner of
a building, or it may be a tower or dome
surmountin a building. If the door
way or win ow opening in the circular
structure had a square head, then the
necessary parts would be curved in one
direction only, and the problem would be
very sim le. But where round or ellip
tical he s are required, then the soflit as
well as the moldings in the cap require to
be curved in two directions; whence the
term “ circle on circle."
Our supplemental plate this month rep
resents, in a very pleasing manner. an
attractive example of this work. It- is
the main entrance to the new building of

head is drawn. The proportions are such
as to give amost excellent achitectural
eifect. _
The problems which are properly classi
fied under the term “circle on circle ”
have interest for various classes among
our readers. The carpenter is called upon
to make the centers for the bricklayer or
stone mason. as the case may be, and
accordingl must understand the prin
ciples un erlying the intersections of
cylinders and cylinders and cones
in order to properly prepare his work.
Again, the carpenter is called upon
to fit window and door frames to
openings of the kind described, and this
special knowledge comes into play in such
work also. The stone cutter is called

sionally to imitate in their material the
forms which we have long been accus
tomed to see in stone, terra cotta and cast
iron.
We do not know of any book nor any
series of articles in which this subject has
been exhausthely treated. Paragraphs
bearing upon it are to be found in difier
ent treatises upon geometrical drawing.
upon stone cutting, upon carpentry and
upon sheetmetal work. Occasional trade
aper articles have also been published
in which the principles have been more
or less clearly defined, but the subject
has failed, to date, of such treatment at
the hands of practical men as seems to
meet the reasonable wants of intelligent
mechanics. It is our purpose in taking it
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up at this time (something, by the way,
which we promised our readers a long
time since that we would do as soon as
arrangements could be made) is to present
various phases of it, answer the ucstions
that may be presented, and a low our
readers to record the lessons of their own
experience in doin work where circle on
circle occurs. T e subject is hedged
about with difficulties. It is so far re
moved from the diagrams usually pre
sented in a trade aper and the problems
usually consider by mechanics as to be
somewhat difiicult of illustration and
equally diflicult of ex lanation. For this
reason we shall. per aps, employ more
illustrations and make more frequen ref
erence to models which ma be worked
out in better illustration of t 0 principles
than is our usual habit.
At this time we propose laying before
our readers a part of a communication
received some time since from J. V. H.
Secor, which treats upon one phase of
the subject. Mr. Secor is already known .

the inner arch; this is also shown at G.
Q. F, P; the principle of this arch will
be e lained more fully in Fig. 3. From
the ivisions in the quarter J H, drop
perpendiculars crossing the curve in plan.
terminating at the line B N, as shown at
a. b, c, d. e. f, g, h, i; from these points
draw to the center A.
To develop the 50th proceed as follows:
Let 11 R equal A D; from 11 draw at
right angles to R 11: let 11, 1 equal the
hight of the arch as found at 1H; let 1 S
equal
A N and R S equal the stretchout

o the arch from J to H ; divide this ac
cording

to the spaces in the quarter, and
draw rom 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
through the ints in the stretchout in
definitely. ow transfer the various
lengths from A N-A a in the order as
shown from a, b, c, d. e. f. g, h, i, and
through the points established trace the
curve. Now from this line we must find
the outer line of the soflit ; let it equal a
an,-and k '1:equal b 0; and so on until all
are marked, and trace the curve through

connect F G and G B. On F G space 01?
six divisions. From B. at right angles to
the base line, draw B X; and from G. in
like manner, connect X F ; then B X and
X G is tangent to the curve to be drawn.
The other part of the envelope will be
lined out in the same manner.
Let A B C D, Fig. 4, be the lan, Dr
and B x- the thickness of the wa l ; let B
E D be the base of the arch. From E as
center describe the semi-circle B F D :
from A as center describe the curve of the
wall. To find the stretchout of the uar
ter D to F, prolong the center line E A
indefinitely; from D as center and DB,
as the radius, describe the dotted line B
H ; from H draw H D i; from the sum
mit at F draw parallel to B E D, touching
at i, then F i is the length required. Di,
vide the quarter circle F B in an num
ber of equal parts—in this case eig t. Let
E B h equal A EC ; from h erect the per
pendicular h G; from the dvvisions in the
circle draw horizontal lines, as 7 g,
6f.5e,4d,3c,2band1a; fromabcd

Fig. i—Another Methodof Developingthe Sofllt. Fig. 5—TheSofllt Unfoldedby Radial Measurements

Circle on Circle.-Ske(ches Accompanying Demonstration of Mr. Secor.

to our readers as the author of an im

portant
work on stair building. and is

nown among his associates in and about
New York as a mechanical draftsman
of hi h attainments. The problem which
Mr. or sets out to solve is that of the
head of a frame to be used in a window
opening having an arched to occurring
in a wall. the outline of whic

'
is the arc

of a circle. Expressed in the language
common in the shop. itisa roblem in
splayed jambs, the faces of t e opening
standing at right angles to each other,
the opening being curved in plan, and
the head a circular arch finishing level at
the to . The diagrams used by Mr. Secor
inclu e Fig. l, which is a plan of the
wall-opening and an elevation of the
arch. In Fig. 2 is shown the develop
ment of the soflit.
Mr. Secor‘s demonstration is as follows:
From A, Fig. 1. as center describe the
line of the wall. Let B G and D F be
the face of the opening and the thickness
of the wall. Draw H I parallel to B D,
and from G as center, describe the line
of arch. Divide the quarters H J in any
number of equal parts—in this case we
have 10; from the points thus established
draw horizontal lines terminating at the
perpendicular line at the left. New draw
the diagonal line I J ; from F draw to K,
and from L as center describe the line of

the ints thus established; the inner line
can s set ofi with the compasses; leave
some straight at the ends and square
from l-R.
To develop the covering for the tri
angle—It is customary to use the elliptical
arch in developing the covering, for the
reason that the top is level but the sides
contract. The true curve for the difierent
arches is circular, but are lifted up to a
spring line, as shown at A E. We have a
right angle triangle in the solution of this
problem, no part of which is curved. Let
A B C, Fig. 3. be the base, ABthe face of
the first arch, as described from the center
D; from the summit at E draw the dia -
onal line A E as the spring line; divi e
C D in any number of equal parts, as six
in this case, asshown at a, b, c, d, e; now
draw parallel to A B and through the
points thus established, terminating at
1314, 10 11, 7 8, 4 5 and 12; now from
these points draw parallel to C D E. cut
tin the diagonal line at 3. 6, 9, 12, 15,
an describe the several arches.
T0 line out the envelo .—Let C F be
the hight as taken at D , connect F B
(this is the portion having no curve); at
1. 4, 7, 10, 13, erect per ndiculars, ter
minating at the spring ine. From F as
center and C D as radius describe the
arc at G. From B as center and E H
asthe radius draw the arc, cutting G:

cf 9 h draw the dotted lines to the sum
mit at F.
Unfolding the soflit, let MN,

Fig
5

equal A D, and at right angles to hi
draw M Q,

egual
to E F ; from Q as cen

ter and A as the radius describe the
are at Q ; draw through 0 Q indefinitely.
From set 05 to P e ual to C E, connect
N P. 0w place the ength P N at I J.
This is now to bedivided into eight equal
parts corresponding to the divisions in
the quarter circle ; from F as center and
F 1 as the radius describe the semi-circle
1 F k ; from k erect a perpendicular cut
ting i J at l ; space 08 the divisions, and
through the pomts thus established draw
the radial lines to Q. The other half will
be lined in like manner. From Q as cen
ter describe the curve line M R S ; from
R as center and R M as the radius de
scribe the arc cuttin at S; let S T equal
M N, and P T equal N ; divide P T the
same as N P,

a
il‘
p
d

{iraw g
h
e

railiil;ilFlineslet2Q uala :et ua ;4
equal c e

ig
;

and so tranglerfi the lengths,
and through the points thus established
trace the line of the soflit. S T and M N
will be level lines when in position, and
the straight jamb is at right angles to
this. The spring lines are T and Q N.
The inside line or the Width can be
gauged.

(To be continued.)
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Thoughts Suggested by the Situation at Homestead.*

commands the attention of all civil
ized communities, and while many

branches of business feel the liveliest con
cern in all that has led up to, all that is
involved in, and all that may result there
from, possibly the building trades have
as immediate and as practical an interest
as any. Much of the product of the mills
concerned in this difliculty enters into the
construction of buildings, and any embar
rassment that is sure to result from sto

page
of manufacture will be immediately

‘elt bv those who are engaged in buil -
ing operations. To be sure, there are
other sources of supply, but order s already
placed with the Carnegie Corn any must
of necessity suffer delay, an in many
cases a serious loss will follow. whatever
the final outcome may be. At the ver
best orders must be newly placedwit
other parties and inevitable delay in the
completion of contracts must result.
How great or how little this may be, is
diflicult to determine. and indeed any
estimate would be of little practical value.
The main int which we desire to con
sider in this article is rather the principle
involved than the specific loss which may
be sustained by one or another interest.
Neither is it our intent to discuss the
rightfulness of the position taken by
either side in this controversy which has
already led to such de lorable loss of life
and'to complications yond conception,
for it is impossible to properly adjust the
mindto the point of giving a thoroughly
Judicial opinion.
Looking upon this affair in the interest
of the great traternity re resented by the
National Association of uilders, the one
feature which appeals most forcibly to
our minds is that the methods for dealin
With the labor problem formulated and
recommended by our association, as evi
denced in the action taken at our last two
conventions. would have proved most efli
cacious had the parties to this unhappy
struggle been fortunate enough to have
discovered their value and wise enough to
have put them into operation.

ARBITRATION.

Arbitration, as it is commonly consid
ered and as it is usually taken advantage
of, is purely a demier resort put into
operation after affairs have been allowed
to drift into a position so difiicult and so
dangerous that no other way is left open.
But who can avoid the thought that the
bitterness engendered in the minds of
parties that struggle and fight for the
mastery up to the point when arbitration
is finally resorted to must unfit them for
that willing and wholesome acceptance of
the decisions reached through such arbi
tration? Is it not true that arbitration
entered into after such inflamed con
ditions have been permitted to become
fixed falls of its perfect work, and' only
secures a temporary cessation of hostili
ties, leaving both sides with wounds that
they will not suffer to heal, and which
they will keep alive to spur them toward
future opportunity of avenging?
This kind of arbitration is not the best
method that civilization offers for the
settlement of differences, any more than
the meeting of the two private armies at
Homestead on July 6 represents anything
but the crudest display of force and at
the same timethe most utter disregard of
and lack of faith in those principles of
law‘and order upon which the social
fabric of the present century rests, and
on which we, as American citizens. ro
fess to place our utmost reliance. I all
communities of employers and employed
gain from such exhibitions the idea that
action of this kind is permissible under

THE
SITUATION at Homestead, Pa.,

*[1 his article was written July 12,and has
no bearingupon theeventswhich have trans
pired at homesteadsincethat date—Em]

WILLIAM H. HAYWARD.
any circumstances, then we may look for
speedy dissolution of every safeguard
which now makes home or country a
reality and peace and security possible.

BATIONAL SOLUTION OF THE QUESTION.

True, arbitration is not a last resort,
but is rather the first step in the advance
toward rational solution of all questions
that threaten the peace and prosperity of
employer and employed of States or na
tions; and it is to the everlasting credit
of the National Association of Builders
that it alone of all organized bodies has
had the confidence and courage to perfect
a method which recognizes the obliga
tions which we owe as citizens of the Re
public to preserve the peace to which all
of its communities are entitled, and
which can only be maintained by ration
ally admittin the rights of others. The
lan which t e National Association of
uilders has formulated, and which it is
eamestl recommending to all its aflili
ated b ies, as well as to all others who
may have similar conditions and oppor
tunities, may fairly be said to be true ar
bitration—that is to say, arbitration
which works at the very outset. which is
reco ized as the starting point, which
furnishesa means of prevention, which
.provides against the growth of antago
nisms and obviates the struggles and con
flicts of opposing interests. It is. in
short, a plan which honestly admits the
roper rights of all, and presents a way
in which these rights may begaiued with
out disorder and with asnear an approach
to justice to all concerned as posSible.

OBLIGATIONS TO LABOR.

It is plainly evident, to the close student
of social and business economics, that the
employer per se is prone to neglect a
thorough training in regard to a

piortionof the business problem which as as
great a bearing upon permanent success
as any—namely, his obligations to labor.
The business man in any calling trains
himself to consider as essential certain
rinciples as to manufacture oras to hand
ing roducts of manufacture; certain
principles as to methods of finance, &c.,
and the observance of certain obligations
to others engaged in business operations,
but he neglects most assiduously that
grounding in the principles of the bearing
and relation of labor to the industr in
which he may be

engaged,
and t en

wonders that others w ose interest be
gins and ends with labor have been led
off into all sorts of dangerous vagaries by
abnormally developed or ignorantly v1
cious persons, who never would have
gained the vantage ground they occupy
had the employer taken his true place;
had he recognized his full obligations.

EMPLOYERS NEGLECTFUL OF OBLIGATIONS.

Employers have been so neglectful of
their obligations in this direction in that
they have assumed that organization of
the workmen is none of their affair, and
through this neglect forces have de
veloped, attitudes have been assumed.
and prero atives claimed b' organized
labor whic are beyond all rig tor reason.
It is not suflicient, wise or just for em
ployers to ignore this important branch
of their business, and it may fairly be
claimed that they are ueglectful of their
obligations to the general business world
when they pay little or no attention to
the true relations of labor in the industry
in which they may be engaged, until they
are forced to listen to a “demand” more
or less injudiciously developed by one
sided counsels and formulated by prej
udiced advisers. Employers have no
right to wait until one-sided agitation
produces one-sided “demands.” which
they thus conclude can only be met by
equally one-sided refusals, for a condition

is generated thereby which is excessively
difficult to modify back within the lines
of reason and justice. The ultimatum
of one side is too likely to be met with an
ultimatum from the other side, and
while, as a matter of fact, neither side
has a right to any ultimatum whatever,
the reiteration of these finalties from one
side to the other creates irritation of both
parties,which too often leads to outbreaks
similar in character to this terrible one at
Homestead, where each assumed a right
to use force of a private nature, which _no
conditions ever existing or ever to exist
can warrant or excuse. Either side in
dulging in such means to preserve what
it assumes to be its rights is outside the
law, is beyond the sympathy of all be
lievers in the sovereignty of the State, or,
in other words, the supremacy of the
rights of the whole over those of the in
dividual.
We are or should be always amenable
to the rules which recognize the preserva
tion of the interests of the whole, and
though it may often be irksome to
await the slow process of regular and
lawful measures. it is reckless and revo
lutionary to attempt to take into our
own hands the adjustment of difficulties
when such attempt puts into extreme
hazard the safety and security of com
munities over which the law of the land
throws its sure protection Employers,
instead of letting all matters pertaining
to the relation of labor 0 by default as
far as they are concerne<. instead of look
ing on complacently while the organiza
tion of labor is drifting into the hands of
unwise and poorly equipped directors,
and through such direction wandering
far beyond its true limits, should see that
it is their duty to enter into this matter
of organization of their own accord, and
b unitin their counsels with those of
t eir wor men, by lending their aid and
advancing their co-operation rid the
situation of the dangers which will
otherwise unavoidably menace their
mutual interests. It is this method which
the National Association of Builders has,
after most careful and thorough consider
ation~formulated and recommended. It
is a feasible plan for all kinds of business
where the question of the relations of em
ployer and workmen are involved.

TRUE FORM Oi" ARBITRATION

Briefly stated, it is this : Recognizing
the fact that in the labor problem the
rights of employers and the rights of
workmen must receive fair and equal
consideration, a joint standing committee,
composed of equal numbers of each inter
est, is to be established. An umpire
from some calling outside those con
cerned is to be selected at the first meet
ing of this joint committee, and as its
first business. This umpire is not to be
called upon to act until a need arises
through an inability of the committee to
agree upon any points at issue. The de
cision of this umpire is to be final. To
the Joint Committee thus composed all
matters of mutual concern are to be re
ferred; no stoppage of work, either by
strike or lockout. is to be permitted, and
the (lecisions of the Joint Committee are
to be final and binding upon all parties.
What can be more fair, more just. more
impartial? Wherever this plan has been
established the most satisfactory results
have followed, and the National As
sociation unhesitatingly recommends its
method to all employers and all work
men. Let this true form of arbitration
prevail, and the world will be freer from
the distressing and costly experiences
which have so frequently alarmed all
business communities. That it may pre—
vail is the earnest hope of all true lovers
of justice. and of none more than the
National Association of Builders.
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MASONRY AND STONE CUTTING?
DANCING STAIRS.

N THE Up r Class of Masonry at the
City and uilds of London Institute a
model has been lately com leted of the

structure we are going to stu

'Iy

under the
name of “ dancing stairs.” be making
of this model has revealed some ints of
great artistic importance tor the esignin
of such staircases, which will be pointeg
out further on.
In Fig. 211we have stairs formed of one
straight flight and a circular end. In the
straight part the steps lie at right angles
with the string of the stairs ; and in the
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Fig. 211.—Pisnof Dancing Stairs.
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in which the direction of each step has
been shifted so that the widths of the
treads along the well hole diminish grad
uall from the lower to the

upper
step.

T e direction of each step is eterinined
as follows : Divide the treading lines 1 2

3 . . . 91011 in arts equal to the
len th of tread adopte according to for
mu a given in thirtieth lesson: then de
lineate the stairs as in Fig. 211. After
this, draw, Fig 212, the development of
the line a b c . . . lm, Fig. 211.which
connects the ends of the steps along the
well hole. This line is supposed drawn

opment of the well-hole curve we
Wish to obtain. As the steps must
conform to this curve, prolong the
level lines of the treads until they
reach that curve in B' C' D' . . . and de
duce therefrom the lengths of each tread
along the well hole by drop ing vertical
lines on the development 0 the base of
the cylinder in B C D . . . Carry these
distances on the lan of the stairs, as in
A B C D E F G of Fig. 215. and draw
the riser of each step through the division
point of the treading line and the corre
sponding point on the well-hole line: this
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Fig.212—Rectiflcatlonof the Falling Mold.
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Fig. 2E4.--FallingMold 0! the String and Hand Rail.

Masonry and Stone Culting.—“ Dancing “ Stan‘s.

circular part the steps converge to the
center of the circle.
Such a staircase is defective both in
convenience and ap earance. Exce t on
the treading line, w ere all the trea s are
nal, the steps suddenly change in width
w en one passes from the straight to the
circular flight. This is positively danger
ous for those who use the staircase. If,
on the other hand, the steps are housed in
a string toward the well hole, as shown in
drawing, then this string, instead of fol
lowing a flowing line, will present un

si htly elbows, as shown in Fig. 212.
where the line a b c d . . l m, the well
hole end of the

stegs
in Fig. 211, is devel

oped, forming the roken line 11 e
'
f' m.

Now, the so-called “ dancing stairs ”

are amodification of the former structure,
‘Contlnued from page188,July issue.

on a vertical cylinder, of which the well
hole a b c . . . l m, Fig. 211, is the
base. To develop this cylinder. the lengths
a b

,
b c . l m, will have to be car

ried on the line a. . . . m, Fig. 212,
and the hight of the steps will have to be
placed on the vertical line 1 2 3 . . .

11. The points where vertical lines from
a b c . on the ground line meet
respectively horizontal lines from the
points 11, 10, 9 . determine the
ends of each step on the development.
They are 11, b'. c‘, d', e’,f, g', h', k',l', m.
Connecting these points, the broken line
11e'f m is obtained. Then simplify this
line by substituting the line 11 f m, which
omits one of the sides of the former poly
onal line; and lastly, replace the broken
ine 11 1n b the arc of a circle 11 B' C'
D' E' ’ G' I-lyk', which will bethe devel

will both be the most convenient and
the most elegant, by allowing the string
of the stairs to follow a graceful flowmg
line.

SOFFIT OF STAIRS AND JOINTING OF STEPS.

If the direction of the risers, Fig.
215, be prolonged, it will be found
that the risers envelop a curve. If,
on this curve as base, we erect a

cylinder, then we may consider the
surface which would connect all the
edges of the risers as generated by a

horizontal line, which in moving has to
touch the treading line, and to be tangent
to the above mentioned cylinder. The
soflit of the stairs is a surface identical to
the former, but placed at a lower level.
The level of the somt depends on the
jointing of the steps.
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Let the joint, Fig. 215, on the sofiit of
the steps pass through a point, Q, selected
in a convenient position on the treading
line, somewhere between 7 and 8. Then,
as this Joint is a generator of the soflit, it
mustbe tangent to the cylinder which
envelops all the enerators of the surface;
and, therefore, t e direction of the tan
gent Will be Q I. This mode of delineat
ing the Joint is theoreticalry correct; butit Will be found in practice somewhat un
certain, on account of the difficulty of
drawmg the enveloping curve with r
fect accuracy. For the present we shill
assume it to be correct. and accordin ly
determine the surface of the joint. he
surface of the joint should be normal to
the surface of the soflit; if this condition
were carried out the joint would have to
be a twisted surface, for the normal
would be much more upright toward the
wall than toward the well~hole end of the
step. To avoid having a twisted surface
for the joint, we shall find the normal in
the point P, half way between the two
ends of the step. and work the joint plane
through this normal and the joint line.
As the surface of the soth is a skew
surface generated by a horizontal line
moving along the treading line and
tangent to a vertical cylinder. If we take
a paraboloid generated b a horizontal
line havrng for directors t e tangent to
the treading line at the point and the
vertical line in I where the joint line
comes in contact with the cylinder, then
we know that the normals to that parabo
loid and _t

o the soflit will be the same in
every wt of the joint line. Q T is the
plan 0 the tangent to the treading line
in Q

. If we take Q T as equal to length

o
f two treads. then T is at alevel of two

risers below Q I S, drawn through T,
is a
generator

of the paraboloid; there
fore. S

,

parallel to Q T, is the lan of
another director of the para oloid.
Make an elevation of this director,
P S, taking as ground line 8’ I' at right
angles with the 'oint P I; then P‘ will
be at the level of t e two risers above the
ground line, and P' S

' will be the eleva
tion of the director of the paraboloid in
the point P. Moreover, I" S

' will be the
vertical trace of the point P ; and, there
fore, P' V' will give the inclination of the
normal to the surface in P. At the level
of about 2 inches above P’ we cut off the
normal by the horizontal plane V' W' of
the tread of the step. Drawing the riser
x' of the step above, a.“ y

'
is the difference

of level between the arrises of the steps
and the sofiit of the stairs.
To find the exact position of the joint

P I, the safest way is to develop, Fig. 214,
the treading line, and from Q

’ on the
treading line draw a horizontal, Q

' z' to
the development B‘ C' D' . . . of the
well-hole line. Then find the position of

1 on the plan, and draw the joint line
through Q 2. For every step the distance
of the point Q where the Joint passes to
the point 7 on the riser will be repeated,
and the direction of all the joints will be
determined, as above. Then it will be
easier to draw the enveloping curve,
which is required for determining the
direction of the normal, as above.
It is to be noticed with “ dancing
stairs " that the steps should not be
housed far into the wall, as is usually
done. but only 2 inches at the utmost.
The steps carry fully on one another,
like the arch stones of a vault, and need
no other support. On the other hand. if
the ' be housed far into the wall, say 9

inc es, this will seriously endanger the
structure and cause the steps to split, as
may be seen in several of the steps of the
celebrated geometrical staircase in the
south tower of St. Paul‘s Cathedral. The
reason is obvious. Every stone in a wall

supports
a downward pressure from the

wal above it, and an equally great up
ward pressure from the resistance of the
wall and foundation below. It follows,
therefore, that if a step be housed far
into a wall. it receives inside the wall the
action of the downward and upward
ressures which balance one another ;

ut outside the wall it receives only the
upward pressure arising from the resist

ance of the steps below. In fact, the
step acts like a cantilever against an
ascending pressure, and if not strong
enough it Will break.
When ordinary straight flights are
used, the steps must be housed far into
the wall. as they do not sufficiently
wedge into one another; but then the
joints should be kept wide in order to
prevent the steps resting on one another.
The String—The stairs are_ complete
without the string shown in drawing, the
purpose of which is

merely
decorative,

being a nobler finish than t e open ends
of the steps.
The development, Fig. 214, of the fascia
of the string toward the steps is obtained
by adding vertically 2 inches above and
below the development of the well-hole
end of the steps. This development,
when wound round a cylinder or base A,
B, C . . Fig. 215,will give exact out
line of the fascia of the string. Now, the
upper and lower surfaces of the string can
be formed in several wa 's, and the results
obtained thereby are 0 the greatest im
portance for the designing of the balus
trading and handrailing of these stairs.
If, for instance, it be intended to use
balusters with square dies above and be
low, the generators of the upper surface
of the string must be at right angles with
the sides—that is, they must lie in the
same direction as the sis in Fig. 211.
Then the inside fascia o the string to
ward the well hole. Fig. 214, follows the
same line as the other fascia up to 6

. when
it suddenly slants up to a, forming an un
sightly elbow in 6

.

We see, therefore,
that when balusters are used in astair
case which presents straight and circular
fli hts. some unsightly feature is unavoid
ab e; either the string presents an ugly
elbow, or the bases of the balusters do
not fit properly on the string.
The best design for the string of such
stairs is to make the generators of the

upper
and lower faces follow the direction

0 the steps in the “ dancing stairs,“ Fig.
215. The level lines will then no more be
square with the sides, and balusters will
have to be avoided. For this reason such
stairs are usually furnished with wrought
iron balustrading, the flowing lines of
which agree harmoniously with the lines
of the structure. If a stone parapet be
required, then pierced work should be
adopted, forming a flowing scroll or
wreath, so as to avoid all square connect
ing lines between the two sides of the
string.
The steps being housed about 2 inches
in the string. only a shallow molding can
be used toward the stairs ; but on the
well-hole fascia the moldings can bedeep
and rich.
It must be borne in mind when design
ing these moldings that the string, Fig.
214, diminishes in depth from the lower
step to the eleventh, and then augments
again as it rises on the second branch of
the stairs. The moldings should, there
fore, be massed either on the upper part
or on the lower part of the string. leaving

a plain fascia between the 11per and the
lower edges of the string. rench build
ings of the period of Louis XIV present
numerous examples of “ dancing stairs "

which may be studied with muchprofit ;

but students are recommended to con
struct several models of such stairs, and
find out for themselves, independently of
precedents, the best way of decorating
them.
Handrail. —The construction of the
handrail resembles that of the string.
For its development a center line is first
drawn, as dotted in Fig. 214 ; then the
thickness of the handrail is measured on
normals to the center line, so as to allow
everywhere an equal space for moldings.+
A NEW woon CONCRETE, according to
the Baulechnische Zeitschrift, has been
invented in Germany. Shavings and
planing-mill chips, either of common or
fancy woods, which may be stained be
fore use if desired, are mixed with cheese.
or rather, casein, calcined magnesian
limestone, glycerino. silicate of soda and

a little linseed oil, and this queer mess is

forced by hydraulic pressure into molds,
where it is allowed to harden. When
dry. the composition is strong and solid,
and can be sawed, planed, lished and
varnished. It is expected t at it will be
found useful as an “ornament,” in the
shape of panels, or as a covering for en
tire wall surfaces.

_—_._s__.
Suggestions for the Apprentice.

Every boy starting out in seeking a

trade must take into consideration the
one thought, and that is, he must ex ct
to co‘umence at the bottom of the l der
and do his best to reach the top by strict
attention to instructions given by older
heads at the business. Boys are apt to
know more in a few weeks or months
than those to whom they must look for
instructions. Our advice to the appren
tice, says the Canadian Magazine 0! Sci
ence, would be for him to be careful and
willing to do everything that he is told
and by so doing he will find that he will
make friends and have no trouble in get
ting aloug with his trade. We must
admit that all boys are not alike; some
boys seeking a trade have a determina
tion to master the art. knowin at the
same time that they must depen on this
trade for future support, and for this
reason expect to master the trade. We
like a ho of this stamp, and would take
great de ight in giving him all the in
structions to aid him to accomplish the
desire of his heart.
There is a vast difference between the
apprentice of 25years ago and the one of
a . The boy of to-da comes and

goes ike the 'ourneyman; t 0 one of by
gone days h all his cleaning to do, such
as sweeping, &c., after the men had gone,
so that the shop would be in roper con
dition in the morning when t e men ar
rived for their daily work. We think
apprentices have a much easier time now
than they had years ago, because there
is nothing binding them like the old in
dentured apprentice. For all this, our

s mpathy goes out for the boy who has

t 0 push and determination to have a
trade, and we will venture to say the boy
of this stamp will be master of the situa
tion. There are several points to con~
sider : He must dowillingly what he may
be given to do by taking into thought
nicety and ueatness; if it should take
him much longer to accomplish it than
some one else doing the same iece of
work, it would be better to go s ow and
do his work neatly and get s ed after
accomplishing the desired object; and
whatever may be given him to do it will
require some one to instruct him, and
this information should be given in kind
ness. Many willing boys have been
ruined and made worthless in the shop
by sour, grumbling journeymen who did
not care to have the boys under them.
We will venture to say that kindness
will win any boy so that he will do any
thing that is possible for him to do.
The apprentice must be a close ob
server, and glean all he can from others
around him, and be ready at any time to
ask for information regarding his work ;

not be over-anxious to have his work
done because he has had the same kind of
work before. If it should be a back or
cushion he will find the more of them he
makes the more perfect he will become
in that part of the trimming.
Another important art for the appren
tice : He must besupp ied with the roper
tools to work with, so that he wrl not
have to depend on others in the same
room with him. By having his own
tools he will be more apt to have more
freedom in his work and do more than if
he were depending on others for imple
ments to do his work with.
The apprentice may imagine he has a

hard time while learning his trade, be
caue he has to do many things that are
not agreeable to him ; but we all. old and
young, have to pass through many dis
agreeable things in this life.
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PHILADELPHIA TRADES SCHOOL.

of the Trades School of the Buildera‘
Exchange of the city of Philadel

phia shows very gratifying results, which
testify in a marked manner to the wisdom

THE
COMPLETION of the second term

of the originators of the movement which
led to the establishment of this branch
of the institution. The graduating exer
cises of the classes for 1892were held in the
rooms of the Builders’ Exchange on the
evening of June 22, and in response to in

vitations sent out a good sized audience
was present. The exercises were of a ver '

interesting character. and included at -'
dresses by George Watson. chairman of
the School Committee; Franklin M.

I"

Harris,
representing

the bricklayers;
Andrew l cGiIl and other prominent
members of other trades committees.
There were 41 graduates that received
diplomas. this number having acquired
the necessary average of 65 per cent. A

prize of a $20gold piece was awarded to
the pupil making the highest average in
each trade. The winners this year were
Gilbert S. Levering in the class in car
pentry; C. C. Pennell in bricklaying:
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William Pendlebury in stone cutting:
Hugh Andron in painting: Frank H.
Rile in plumbing and George M. Coleman
in blacksmithing. In the written exam
ination several pupils received 100 per
cent.. which is the highest record poaeible.
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In shop work the highest average was 80
Per cent.
The object for which the schools were
established includes the instruction of
two classes of pupils—namely, those who
desire to enter as apprentices the trades

chosen, and those who are already at
work in the trades mentioned, but who
wish to improve themselves more rapidly
than is possible in connection with their
daily work. The limit of age is sufii
ciently extended to include those to whom
the elementary instruction is likely to

prove valuable. for while younger pupils
are more easily taught, it often happens
that they do not so readily a] preciate the
importance of principles or the necessity
of economizing time aswell asmaterial by
the execution of work in a proper manner.

The general divisions of instruction
include work in the shop consisting
of manual training for the particular
trade desired; work in the drafting
room, which combines with theoretical
instruction the preparation of the neces
sary working drawings and sketches, and

finally the written examinations at the
end of the term. The averages obtained
in the several divisions are combined to
produce the general average required for
a certificate, and in reaching this general
average mechanical work is of first im
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portance. The minimum rating is fixed
by the committee at the average of 65
per cent., and though it has been thought
too low, a careful consideration of the

circumstances i
s likely to correct this im

Pression.
The examinations consist of a

1st of questions selected by the various
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committees which are to be answered in
writing by the pupils from memory. It
is practically impossible for a pupil to
obtain 100 r cent. for work done. and
though the ighest mark may be obtained
for unbroken attendance. attention to
work and care of tools, few reach an

t

t‘
!

t‘ ‘

average for shop work of over 80. The
written examinations do not tend to in
crease the general average, owing to the
lack of appreciation of the value on the
part of the pupils of written instruction
and of the purpose of the examinations.
Some of the pupils. however, who at

tended the first term of the school and
failed to secure a certificate recognized
the cause of their failure and made appli
cation for a second term with the inten
tion of overcoming the ditficulty. That
this is possible is

proven
by the fact that

the proportion 0 pupils of the second

term entitled to certificates exceeded that
of the first term.
Probably there is no part of any trade
concerning which there is greater lack of
information than the proper understand
ing of a drawing. Of those who are ac
customed to working from a drawing

many are incapable of dividing it into its
component parts or taking from it a list
of materials required. Few, indeed. can
make on the spot where the work is to be
executed a list from which the materials

’

may be completely prepared in the shop.
It is not intended to make the pupils of
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the trade school finished drat'tsmen. but
to teach them first to understand a draw
ing and then to make oneproperly figured,
from which they or any one else can exe
cute the work. In the school the draw
iugs are not marked for their finish, but
rather for correct representation, proper
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addition of the necessary dimensions and
care in making the list of the size and
number of required parts. In this direc
_ tion very satisfactory progress has been
made. Intimately connected with the
drawing is the use of ordinary calcula
tion. All the pupils have been found to
possessthe elements of a common school
education, but want of practical applica
tion of the rules of arithmetic has had
the effect of making many distrustt‘ul of
the ordinary calculations. and in many
instances a second term has been required
for a thorough appreciation of the instruc
tion other than that involved in the use
of tools. Probably the most positive
proof of the suc :ess attained in the Phila
delphia Trades School is the number of

pupils
graduated and their increased

va ac to their employers. The progress
made in the brief working time of a
single term and the estimation in which
the graduates are held have been emi
nently satisfactory to the committees.
In the illustrations we present views in
some of the workshops as well as a few

to his interests, as the influence exerted
would rather advance than decrease
wages. Conferences were held between
representatives of the exchange and the
bncklayers. at which the matter was
thoroughly discussed at great length.
Not long since the system of apprentice
ship suggested h ' the joint committee of
the Master Bui ders’ Exchange and the
Journeymen Bricklayers” Protective Asso
ciation in regard to the attitude which
the latter should assume toward the
graduates of the trades school was rati
fied by the bricklayers of Philadelphia.
and at a meeting of the Trades’ School
Committee of the Builders‘ Exchange.
held late in June, communications were
received from the Master Bricklayers‘
Company and the Journevmen Brick
layers’ Protective Association ratifying
the following agreement :}
1. That the boys who have passed a satis
factory examination and have receivtd a.
certificate from the mechanicaltrades‘school
of the Master Builders’ Exchange of Phi‘a
delphia shall be given preference over all

and after the pupils graduate they enter
their employer’s service as apprentices.
If the youth is 18years old that limits his
term of apprenticeship to three years. and
if he is over that age there is a corre
sponding reduction.
There is also a course in architectural
iron work in which instruction is given.
taking the student from the use and care
of tools to the manipulation of the va
rious kinds of iron work employed in
building construction.
The present accommodations of the
school is 180pupils. The management
are looking into the future with lively
hopes, and are even now formulating
plans to increase the usefulness and scope
of the work. Efforts are being made to
procure an additional building, separate
from the- exchange. which is to be used
entirely for the trades school.+
THE NEW STRI'CITRE recently com
menced on I'lfith and 121st streets. be
tween Amsterdam avenue and the
Boulevard. in this city. is intended for

Flg. 4.—Bottle Trap.

specimens of work by the graduates of
the plumbing class. Fig. 1of the engrav
ings represents an interior view in the
carpentry shop: Fi . 2 an interior view
of the bricklaying s op. while Fig. 3 is a
view of the interiorof the plumbing shop.
Figs. 4 and 5 represent specimens of work
by pupils of the plumbing class.
It is not surprising that in the estab
lishment of a school of this character
there should at first result more or less
friction between it and several of the
local trade organizations. Numerous
distorted ideas prevailed at the outset as
to the purpose of educating young men to
enter the ranks of those engaged in va
rious industries, but it was for Mr. An
drew McGill of the Journeymen Brick
layers“ Association to emphatically pro
claim not long since that the trades school
would not have the slightest effect upon
the wages of mechanice in Philadelphia
or any other city. and declared that
mechanics were wanted who are versed
in all branches of the trade. Further
more, he insisted that no mechanic should
look upon the trades school as a menace

The Philadelphia Trades School.

others in securing places with master brick
la) ers to learn the trade of bricklaying. and
that this preferenceshall be in the order of
their standing in their class. which shall be
settled by the record of instructions of the
mechanicaltraining school.
2. That such boys shall in consequenceof
having received a certificate have one year
taken from their term of ap renticeshipas re
quired by the Master Bric layers’ Company
and the Journeymeu Bricklayers” Protective
Association.

The attitude which has been taken by
the bricklayers’ associations. will, un
doubtedly, be followed b the plasterers
and other organizations. t us opening up
avenues of employment to the graduates
of the school. Already the effect of the
action in recognizing the trades school
pupils is bein shown in the flood of appli
cations for at mission to the bricklaying
class.
One difficulty that has been encoun
tered in some of the trades arises over the
ages of the graduates. Few employers
care to take an apprentice whose age is
over 18years. The schools do not aim to
teach a trade in a year's course of study.

Fig. 5.—Sink Set.

the new home of the New York College
for the Training of Teachers. The plans
which have been pre ared by Architect
William A. Potter calonr what may be
designated as four five-story buildings.
constructed around a court. The main
wing will have a frontage of 250 feet on
120th street and a depth of 85 feet. The
exterior will be constructed of Long
Meadow stone and red brick. and the en
tire building will be fire proof. The first
floor will contain the kindergarten. the
college lecture rooms and the assembly
room, registry and reception rooms and
an apartment for the president of the col
lege. The upper floors will be divided
into lecture and class rooms. libraries. &c.

Sons NOVEL FIRE sscarss have been
added to the Narragansett Hotel. Provi
dence. They form a spiral curving
about a stan pipe 5 inches in diameter.
This stand pipe is so adjusted as readily
to be connected with the street hydrants.
and at each story can be connected with
hose. thus adding another precaution
against fire.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
' HE CONDITION of the building business
throughout the country generallyseems
favorable. The seriouscomplicationsof

the past month are the continuanceof the
trouble amongthe granite and stoneworkers.
and, of course,thedeplorableaffair in the iron
businessat Homestead. The situation among
the New England stoneworkersseemsto have
narrowed down to a question of whether or
not the time of fixing the scale of prices for
labor shall be in May or December,and
whether or not the contractor shall employ
non-union men. It is stated by the Granite
Manufacturers’ Association of New England
that there are 80 per cent. of the paving cut
ters again at work in the quarries without
any official knowledgeof whetheror not they
are union men, as no questions have been
.nsked. The associationclaimsthat thePaving
Cutters’ Union has abandoned its claims for
change in the presentconditions under which
its membersare required towork, and have
practically accededto the desiresof theem
‘ployers. A meeting of the Manufacturers‘
Association and the headsof theStoneCuttors
Union was held in Bostonon July 14,but very
Jittle was accomplished.

Boston, Man.
The building businessin Boston is in excel
'lcnt condition, and operationsare of such a
characteras will has all branchesemplo ed
_duiing the remain er of the season. The

building)
ordinance formulatedfor thecity of

B0ston y the commissionappointedfor that
purpose,abouta year ago, of which thesecre
tary of the National Association of Builders
wasa member, was recently presentedtothe
State Legislatureand pamedwithout material
alteration. A few minor changesweremade
in the ordinance by the ma or, as recom
mendedby thecommission,be ore it was pre
.sentedto the legislature.but noneof such im
portanceas to conflict with the intent of the
commissioners. The passageof the new law
providesfor a Board of Appealto becom
of threemembersto be up inth as fol ows :
Onememberat large a po ntedby themayor.
one memberto beappoutodb the Society of
Architects with the approve of the mayor,
and one memberto be namedby the Master
Builders’ Association.with the approvalof the
.mayor. The MasterBuilders'Associationhave
appointed W. H. Sayward secretory of that
organization,andalsosecretaryof theNational
Association of Builders. The duties of the
{boardbegan on July 16. The Master Bulld
ers’ Amociation have had ii large number of
copiesof the new law printed in advance of
the official document,which will probabl not
appear until some time in October. ese
'CODIGBhave been sup lied to all architects i
Bostonand New Eng and. as well as to con
tractin buildersand others. Co ieswill also
be furn shedtoarchitectsoi-buil erswhomay
desire the sameuponapplication to the secre
tary of the Master Builders’ Association of
Boston. The new law containsmanychanges
from the old one that have beendictated by
the newer conditions that have grown u in
the building businessin recent ere
iis a commendablequiet amongt e workmen‘s
unions in the vicinity of Boston,and little im
mediateprospectof any disturbance.

Baltlmore. Md.
The strike among the carpentersof Balti
more remains practically unchanged. The
workmen claim that they have secured an
eight hourconcessionfromover half of thecon
tractors. and the contractors state that they
.haveall the men they want and are working
nine hours.
A conferencewasheld recentlyat theBuild
.ers‘ Exchange between a committee of the
Master Builders”Association and a numberof
.sub contractors with a view of arranging. if
possible,a uniform time of nine hours‘work
it n all buildings in course of construction.
Nligehoum’

pay
will be allowed if the object

.is accomplis . At presentonly threetrades
—the bricklayers, granite cutters and free
stone cutters—adhereto theeight-hour plan.
Sub-contractors representing all classes of
work in the construction of buildin s were
presentand expressedthemselvesasin avorof
the ninehours‘uniform system,as it woulden
:ableall to go towork on a building at the
samehour and toquit at the sametime.
The carpenth express considerablefeeling
.over theaction of the bricklayers and granite

cuttersinwithdrawing theirsupport fromthem.
Someof the carpentersthink that they were
on theeveof

victory,
and. with the continued

supportof thebrot er building trades,would
havesoonWontheir fight. Theysay they will
now continue the fight single-handedand will
yetwin. In explanationof theirwithdrawal, the
granite cuttersandbricklayers saythey would
beof nomaterial aid to the carpenters by ab
staining fromwork,and theywouldbeseriously
injuring themselves. They expressthemselves
asnonethe less favorable to and supporting
the organization of labor. but believe they
were of no use in the fight They also say
they wanted to relieve someof th' ir ,
who have beenseriouslyembarrassedby‘their
refusing to work, and who have never given
them any causefor putting themin difficulty,
as their own demands were grantedwi hout
dispute. It hasnot yet beendecidedwhecher
work will be resumedon theobjected-tobuild
ings. principally the Fidelity, but this matta-r
is e to be settledshorll The hottest
fight wasover the Fidelity Building, but it is
understoodthat work has now beenresumed
in all branchesexceptthat of carpentry.
'lhe stockholdersof the Builders’ Exchange
Building Company. which was formedfor the
pu of erectinga homefor the Exchange,
at eir annual meeting.July ll,electad these
directors: James A. vaser. E. L Bartlett,
P. M. Wambold Jr.. 8. B. Sexton. Jr., John
L. Lawton. Nob e H. Creager, Hugh Sisson,
B. F. Bennettand J. T. Adams.
Since the foregoing waswritten it is stated
that thestrike of carpentershasbeen declared
of! and that the union menhave returnedto
work, and it is expectedthat themajority will
havesecuredemploymentby August 1.

Buffalo. N. Y.
The building trades of Buffalo are in an
activeconditionat present,with an excellent
prospect for the entire season. The formal
penin of the new building which hasbeen
ere by the Builders‘ Exchangewill occur
on September6, and romisesto bea mosten
joyable occasion. T 0 annual outing of the
exchangetakesplaceon theday recedingthe
opening,an! the buildersare loo ing forward
with enthusiasticanticipationsof a goodtime.
A lar enumber of invitations will beissuedto
atten the ceremoniesof dedication,and it is
expectedthat there will bemany membersof
otherfilial bodiesof the National Associn'ion
present. Secretary J. C. Almendinger writes
that themembershipof the exchangeisstead
ily increasing and that themembersare be
coming more impressedwith the benefitsof
theorganization. In astatemontof the aflairs
and present condition of the exchange,it is
shown that the attendanceduring the ’change
hour greatly increased in the past year. and
that thearchitectsare recognizingtheassocia
tion b sending plans open for competition
direct y to theexchange.

Chicago, Ill.
Reports from Chicagoshowthat the volume
of businessamong builders is even greater
than was anticipated in the spring, and the
relationshipbetweenemployersand workmen
is about asusual. War is again being waged
by the painters. There seemsto be a disposi
tion amon someof thebosseswho signed the
scale not ong ago to ignore it and cut the
wages. Some of them are reported to have
alread done so, and the men were called
out he painters are relentless toward the
firms which have broken faith with them,
and they now propore to compel them to
sign an agreementwhereby if wagesare again
cut they will be forced to pay a line of $500.
The fight promisesto bea bitter one.
A very interesting meeting of the Build
ers’ and Traders’ Exchange was held on July
II, at which the delegates to the sixlh an
nual convention of the National Association
madea reportof thedeliberations.Themeeting
was sufficiently large and rep.esentativeto se
cure for the report a comprehensivehearing
and to assurefor the delegatesa full considera
tion of their statement.

Cincinnati. Ohlo.
Nothing unusual has been reported from
Cincinnati during the past monih. and the
building operations,while not beingup to the
mark. seemto be active. A recapitulation of
thework doneby and through the congressof
master builders indimtes that the balanceof
the seasonwill bepeacefulso far as the rela
tionship betweenemployers and workmen is
concerned,provided that the rules which have
beenadoptedby the two are adhered to with
out change.
The Buildeia‘ Exchange is in excellent con
dition, and the new quarters in the Opera

House block are proving a decided improve
mentover the old location.

Col.
A rather nicequestionhasarisen in Denver
in regard to the awarding of the contract for
lasteringthe ColoradoStateCapitol building.
heBoard of Capitol Managersmet July 7and
allowedbills for themonthof June as follows:
Fred Sta p. State contractor,“filial ; Lane
Bridge Iron Works, beams,columns,8:0 ,
$2,341.21: Geddes dc Seerle,forty-ninth esti
mate.$4,398.48.
Martin Currigan appearedbeforethe board
toremindthegentlementhathisbid for plaster
ing the (‘apitol building, filed four years ago,
is, in his opinion, still in force. The bid was
the lowestonefiled at the time, but no award
was made, as the le islature increasedthe
amount to be ex nd on the building from
$1,000,000to 823800900.Currigan’s figures
Were868.7%,and as theamountwaspublished
at the time and other contractors are in
possessionof the information, hemaintained
that the board should not acce t other pro
posals. No action was takenon amatter.

Detroit. Mich.
Buildin seemsto be fairly active in Detroit.
The Buil ers’Exchange has adoptedan excel
lent meansfor showin what rcentageof the
work beingdoneis in ehan sof themembel'S.
by compiling a list of all contracts that have
been let to contractors belonging to the ex
change. This list is publishedweekly,and be
sidesbeing valuable as an indication of the
character and amountof work beingdone by
themembersof theexchange,it is valuable as
a bulletin of information of work to be un
dertaken. The exchangeis in excellentcondi
tion, and the newpolicy adopted immediately
after the last conventionof theNational Asso
ciation has beena more active one than ex
isted for sometime previous] , and the effect
of having a rmanent supe ntondentto look
after its at! rs hasprovedvery beneficial.

Denver.

lndlananolla. Ind.
The Builders' Exchangeof Indianapolis has
appointed Charles Krauss secretary for the
ensuing year. The exchange is already at
work considerin meansfor providing for the
comfort of thedirectors of the National Asso
ciation of Builders in attendanceon the mid
year meetingto be heldin that city sometime
in theearly autumn. Business is reporth as
beinglively among thebuilders.

Lowell. Mass.
The Master Builders’ Exchange of Lowell
held its annual outing on July H at a beauti
ful spoton thebanksof a small lakenear the
city. The exchan had issqu a challenge to
themembersof t e MasterBuilders’ Associa
tion of Bostonto play a game of baseball A
large numberof the Bostonbuilders accepted
the invitation of their Lowell brethren, and
were most hospitably and pleasantly enter
tained. The day waswarm and clear, andwas
employedby the " outers" in playing various
mes. Baseball and football were the most
mportant of theamusemenis,and the suprem
acy of the exchangeswas left to bedecided
next year, although it is suspectedthat the
Boston teams were the winners. Boating
and bowling were also provided. and in the
eveninga banqret wasserved in the pavilion
on theshoreof the lake The dinner was en
livened by various toasts and responses.the

ipeechrnakingbeing
of a humorouscharacter.

mostenjoyabletimewas pamedby all.

Omaha. Neb.
The re rt of the monthly meetin of the
Builders and Traders’ Exchange 0 Omaha
for June, which was received too late for no
tice in the July issue,shows that the builders
throu hthemediumof theexchangeare taking
a muc moreactive position in relation to the
afi'airsof the citv than formerly. The meet
ing was largely attendedand theprogressive
s irit of thememberswasmani estthroughout.
heprincipal

towpic
of discussionwas the pro

ositiou of the t ebraska Central, which as s
for bonds to the amount of 8750.000for the
purposeof building a bridge across the river
and for terminal facilities The discussionwas
very warm and full, and resultad in a favor
able vote for thepropositionof 4.5to 5*.A com
mitteehasbeenappoian and is at work re
vising the building laws of the city. and it is
expectedthat their work will require about a
month for completion. The committoeconsists
of two carpenters, two brick masons, two
brick manufacturers, two iron manufact
urers. one plumber and steam fitter, two
architects and the Inspector of Buildings.
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Building interests are continually growingmore active, and the architects are begin
ning to appreciate the convenienceand im
portance of using the exchange as the best

Bluace
for sending plans open to competition.rip the previousm on th there were

plans or threenewpublic schoolbuildings left
at theexchan e, the first at the instanceof the
School Boa , and the designs for several
other large structureswere first given to thepublic through theexchange.

New York, N. Y.
The situation in the labor world of New
York _Citypresentsits usual amount of com
plications, which during the past month havecon unusually disturbed by the differences
betweentheKnights of Labor and the Ameri
can Federation. The establishment of the
Iron League has bound the employersmore
closelytogethermuch in the samemanner as
existsamongthe workmen. Specific casesof
strike and lockout are numerous and exist
from agreat variety of causes. It is stated
that an efl’ortis beingmadeby the builders to
secureso efl’ectivean organization that the
businemcan be conducted without regard to
whetheror_not the workmen are union men.The foilowrng clippi'g of art of the labor
news from the New York erald July '7is a
sampleof the condition that is reported day
after day.
Painters and varnishers- emplo'cd on theWest SidePresbyterianChurch wi 1beordered
out to-da , asnon-unionmenare amongthose
employ by RossPainter Corbelly.
A strike will heorderedamong the painters
employedby Contractor Willett on the Pulit
zer Building to-day. Non-unionmen are em
loyed. Engineersand electric wire menwill
orderedout also.
. The Board of Walking Delegatesyesterday
indorsedthe housesmithsin theirstrike against
the Jackson Architectural Iron Works, and
appointed

an executive committee to take
c argeand order new strikes whenever and
wherever advisable.
One hundred men, including steam fitters,
helpers,carpenters,framers, machinists, engi
nrers and cementmen,will beorderedout to
day on a tenement house new building at
Grand and Mott streets. Certain non-union
steamfilters from Newark are employedthere
by Hughes& Phillips.
DelegateSandeuiaunwas suspendedby the
Board of Walking Delegatesyesterday. He
refusedto call cut the German house inters
from thenew Broadway Central Hote during
the strike. His organizationsustainedhimandin _retaliation the board yesterday ordertd
strikesagainst the German housepainters at
Eighty-eighth streetandAvenueB: in Eighty—
tliird street,between First and b‘econdave
nues. and at Seventy-eighthstreetand Fifth
avenue.
The contractorsreport a. large quantity ofwork beingwithheld from themarket,ascapi
tal is vr-ry loth to enter into transactions that
are almostcertain to involve complicationand
delay. It is statedthat the New York pavers
who wenton strike May 9 out of sympathy
with the granite cuttersof New England, who
wereon strike, refusing to handle the paving
blocks of the New England bosses,made a
completesurrender July 8. Non-union men
had largelv taken the place of the strikers.
The_originalstrike was not for increasedpay.
While the strikers were out they received
81%.50a week irom unions, while the non
union men who took their places received
84:50a day. The striking pavers had re
ceiyed $20100 in weekly benefits from the
unions. About 5000werethrown into idleness
by thestrike. They went hack to work with
the non union men.

signing
an agreement

that the employersshouli employ whom they
please,and both agreed on a 30 days’ notice
whenwageswere to be changed or hours of
work, or as to em loyeesquitting work in a
body. The New ngland granite manufact
urersmaynow win in thestrike with thestone
cutters. The New York cabinet makers who
went on strike 14weeksago for an eight-hour
workday, decidedon July 8 to return to work,
decidingin their meetingthat thestrike wasa
failure.

Philadelphia, Pa. .
A report from the Master Builders’ Ex
charige of Philadelphia shows the building
businessto be in excellentshape,with a.large
amountof work in the market. At a recent
meetingcalledfor the urpose,the subject of
therelative meritsof t e it stemsof direct and
sub-contracting were in ly discussed. The
maJority seemedto favor thesub-contracting
method, which is that the sub-contractors
shouldmake their contracts with thegeneral
contractor instead of becoming direct con
tractors by making contractswith the owner.
The exchangewill at anearly date take11 the
revisionof irisby-laws. A very common able
move is being made by the architects and
masterpainters.

The Master HousePainters’and Decorators’
Associationhasbeeninvited by the Philadel
phia Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects to attend the next

meeting
of the

chapterin order to discussthebestmet odsfor
remedyingtheabusesthat exist in their trade.
The invitation is the direct result of a resolu
tion offeredby Frank F. Black, secretary of
the Painters’ Association,to the effectthat the
custom of architects s cifying particular
brandsof material open the door to frauds
and abuses. The resolution urges that archi
tects specify what they want. allowing the
masterplumber to usehis own discretion. As
a class.architects favor the resolution when
evera reliableman receivesthe contract. but
when through the present system of letting
contracts to the lowest bidder. an unknown
man securesthe work, theyprefereither to re
strict him by carefully'drawn specificationsor
inducethe owner to employonewho is known
to bereliable.
A strike was inauguratedJuly 11amongthe
lathers, plasters-rsand plasterers’ laborers
against their employers,that will aflect nearly
all the firms located in suburbanwards of the
city. The strike is strictly against the em
ploymentof non-unionmon and is not a ques
tion of wagesor hours.
The Strike Committee sent delegates to all
of the firms emplo ing non-union men, re
questing that such be discharged and union
menheplacedin their stead,and several con
cernsrefusedto complywith the request. The
strike will not affect the members of the
Builders’ Exchange,but will beconfinedto the
severalcontractorsreferredto,whoareengaged
mostly in suburbanwork.
The menwish it understoodthat the trouble
will in no way affect the agreementbetween
the MasterPlasterers‘Companyand the Jour—
nevmen Plasterers' Protective Association
which wassignedlast February.
The various unions of workmen in the city
are said to have efi’ecteda general organiza—
tion which includes all branches of the build
ing trades.

Rochester. N. Y.
in accordancewith a previous agreement
betweenRochester contractors and the local
Bricklayers’, Plasterers’ and Stone Masons’
Union, the wages of masonswere advanced,
July 5, from 35 to 36 cents an hour for nine
hours‘ work daily, making $3.24instead of
$3.15as the day‘swages.
About 15masons.working on the new Trin
ity M. E. Church on Monrceavenue,went out
on a strike July 5. They were employed by
the ThompsouDecker Contracting

Companyof Birmingham, Ala. Themensaytheystruc
because the increaseof 1 cent an hour was
not granted, the same as by the other con
tractors.
W. H Thompson,a memberof thecompany,
who is in direct char e of the construction of
the church, said: “ ’lien we came here we
weretold thewages of masonsWerefixed at
35centsan hour. The suddendemandfor an
advance of 1 cent an hour was a surprise,
therefore. It beinga small matter,however,
I wasdisposedto grant the increase,but the
men also insisted on my discharging a non
union stonecutter. I therefore refused both
demandsand theyquit work.”

San Francisco. Qal.
The building businessin San Francisco ap
rs to be in excellent condition and the
uilders‘ Exchange is flourishing. Them has
been considerableagitation amongthework
men in the various branches of the trade
during theseason,but nothing has transpired
which hasseriouslyinvolved the builders The
struggles betweenthe Employers’and Manu
facturers’ Association and the Council of
FederatedTrades led to an investigation by
the Labor Commissioner, which as yet has
producedno particularly beneficialresults.

St. Louis, Mo.
Everything is quiet amongthe tradesunions
in St. Louis and the building businessis in
goodcondition. The Builders’Exchangemem‘
bersare thoroughly enjoyng their new nar
ters in the TelephoneBuilding and are quietly
at work preparingthe detailsof theentertain
mentof delegatesto theseventhconventionof
theNational Associationof Builders.

Notes.
A strike of carpentersis reported from Con
cord. N. H.. in support of the nine-hour day.
which is beingadvocatedby the unions in that
vicinity.

At the Mechanics’, Dealem’ and Lumber‘
men’s Exchange July 12-,the New Orleans
Builders’ Association was organized.with 15
of the.largestbuildersin the city. The object
of the association is theprotectionand prog
ressof the building trade. A constitutionand
by-laws were adopted,and the following of

ficerswereelectedto servefor oneyearfPresi‘
dent, Fred. Rusch, Jr.; vice-president, A
Darcantel; secretary, J. H. Bruns; treasurer,
W. H. Krone.

A
report

by trades from Salt Lake City
showst at in the majority of building trades
there is very little doing. Each branch re~
ports that businessis very dull.
The new exchangeat Toledo seemsto be
progressing favorably and the members
evincea lively interest in its affairs. The ex
change extended the hospitality of its rooms
to thedelegatesof the conventionof the Ohio
Master Painters’ Association, which was held
in that city early in July.

IThe Builders’ and Traders' Exchange of
Kansas City is taking an active interest inaffairs that affect the welfare of the city, as is
evidencedby the following resolution passed
July B:
Whenaa. At the present values of labor.
materialand real estate.we believethat public
improvementmaybecarried onwith thegreat
est possibleeconomyto thecity; and,
Whuman.it appearsto us that Kansas City is
nowenteringupon a newera 0- pros rily. to
which nothing canadd so greatly an encour
age private investmentsas an extended and
judicious public improvement;and,
Whereas,We believethemost neededpublic
improvement is in the tom of im roved
streetsand theacquisitionof a system0 parks
andboulevards;thereforebeit
R-aolcrd.that weheirtil endorsetheaction
of theBoardof Park Comm sioners.in reference
to the proposedEleventhstreet ioiilevard.
Remit-ed,That we believe the almostunani
mous expressionof our citizens. at the last
springelection.favoring the park and boule
vard laws.shouldencourage rompt andvigor
ousactionon the part of the oard in all mat
tersof public improvement.
kennlvrd.Thata cop of theseresolutionsbe
furnished the Board0 Park Commissionersand
thecity press,
The third class in the trade school estab
lishedby the Builders’Exchangeof Pittsburgh
for the training of bricklayers wasgraduated
June 30.

The Master Painters’ Association of Ohio
held its first annual conventionin Toledoon
Jul 5. Considerablebusinesswas transacth
andvseveral very interesting addresseswere
made upon subjects pertaining to painting
There were about 70 delegatespresent and
the following officerswereselectedfor the en
suing year : President, CharlesKyle. Cleve—
land ; vice-president,John J. Turner, '1oledo ;
secretary-treasurer,Joseph P. Keely, Cincin—
nati ; Executive Board Chas. K is. John J.
Turner,

Joseph
P. Keely, Lewis ink, A. G.

Meakin, G. \ . Hall, F. J. Cook and L. N.
Weber. The following committeeswere ap—
pointed: On \Vhite Lead, ‘Vm. Downey and
J. Grace; on the Rating of Journeyman L. N.
Weber; on the Responsibilityof Master aint'
ers for theActs of their

Emploarees
ThomasS.

Parkhurst; on Dry Paints, . Albrecht
and J. Wildte. Springfield, Ohio, was unani
mously chosen as the place for holding the
next convention,which will beheldon July 18‘
and 19, 18915.A voteof thankswas tendered
the retiring officersfor st services, the T01
edo Aswciation and t e press for courtesies
extended. The delegates were eutertainrd.
with a boat ride and a banquet.

The stone masonsand bricklayers of Can
ton. Ohio, are out on strike against the coni
letion of a contract by a contractor who has
lgailedto pay his workmen. The journeymen
want thecontract takenout of the delinquent
employer’shands.

Theemployingbuildersof Bridgeport,Conn.,
are at work reorganizingan associationwhich
has beenin a stateof innocuousdesuetudefor
the pastfive years.

The carpenters and contractors of Butte,
Monti, have organizedunder thename of the
Butte Contractors’and Builders’ Association.
At a meetinglate in June thefollowing officers
were elected: President, J. Franklin; vice—
president,J. D. Jencks; treasurer. J. C. Mar
tin' secretary.J. Campeau; sergeant-utarms,
J. li‘rauzman.
The Fire Underwriters’ Association of the
Pacific Coast are at work endeavorin to se
cure the adoption of someclause in guilders’
contracts which will establisha uniform cus
tom in regard to the insurance of builders’
risks. *—
VlSlTOR—WhO owns that house across.
the street ?
Resident—I do.
Visitor—Well, who in blazes built it?
Resident—An architect I employed.
Visitor—Did you kill him?
Resident (gloatinglyy-Oh, no. I got a
more satisfactory revenge than that. I
made him live in it.—Defroit Free Hess,
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CHICAGO’S RAPID GROWTH.
N THE BASIS of the new city direct
0 ory, the canvass for which has just
been completrd, the population of

Chicago now ranges between 1,450,000and
1,500,000. The rapid growth of the city,
which was phenomenal in the decade from
1880 to 1890, thus appears to be kept up.
In the light of these figures, the activity in
building now in progress in that city will
be understood. We present below a very
accurate statement of the more important
business structures erected last year and
in course of erection now.
Last year eight new steel constructed
buildings were begun and partially com
pleted, all but oneof which are devoted to
office urposes. They include the Unity,
Mona nook, Title and Trust, Ashland,
Woman’s Temple, Schiller Theater, Ma
sonic Temple and the Northern Hotel. All
of these were completed this spring with
the exception of the Schiller, which is to
be readv about October 1. They contain
3000 offices, which were put on the market
May 1, and a large percentage of which,
far exceeding the expectation of their
owners, were rented:

BUILDINGS FOR THIS YEAR.

This year 15 new buildings have beenor
are about to be begun in the district
bounded by Lake street on the north, Wa
bash avenue on the east, Van Buren street
on the south and 'Franklin on the west.
They will all be steel constructed. and
their total cost will be in the neighborhood
of $8,000,000. The following is a com
plete list of the new buildings to be
erected in the territory included in the
above mentioned boundaries:
The Columbus, a thirteen-story struct
ure, to be built by Higgins & Furber, at
the southeast corner of State and Wash
ington streets, at a cost of $800,000.
This will be a very fine building archi
tecturally, and is to combine the commer
cial idea with the sentimental. [t is to be
a monument to the four hundredth anni
versary of the discovery of America.
Marshall Field will build a nine-story
building at the northwest corner of
Wabash avenue and Washington street, at
a cost of $700,000, part of which will be
. used for his retail trade and the rest di
vided into offices and rented to physicians
and other professional men. It is to be
finished by May 1, 1893.
The Kedzie Deposit Company have begun
work on an eight story office building, to
be erected on Randolph street, 30 feet
east of Clark, at a cost of $100,000. Its
ground dimensions will be 50 x 80 feet,
and it is to be ready by May 1, 1893.
The Hartford Building, now being
erected at the southwest corner of Madi
son and Dearborn streets, will be one of
the finest office structures in the city. It
will be 14 stories high and will cost $600,
000. The entire ground floor of this
building has already been rented at a re
ported annual rental of $60,000.
W. D Boyce will erect a.14-story build
ing on Dearborn street, between Madison
and Washington and adjiining the Uni
versity Club, to cost $300,000. Part of
the building will be used by Mr. Borce
himself for the publication of his weekly
papers and the remainder will be rented
for office purposes.
Work has been begun by the Brooks es
tate of Boston on a 16-story addition to
the Monadnock Building. The extension
will cover the entire vacant lot as far as
Van Buren street and will have a frontage
of 200 feet on Dearborn and also on Cus
tom House place. The cost of this addi
tion will be $800,000 and it is to be fin
ished by May 1, 1898. When completed
the Monadnock will be the largest office

building in the city. It will have a total
street frontage of 940 feet, or nearly one
fifth of a mile.
Bryan Lathrop will erect a 16-story
office building on the southeast corner of
Van Buren and Dearborn streets, to cost
not less than $600,000. Work hasalready
been begun and the building will be
finished within the next ten months.
The Young Men’s Christian As=ociation
has begun to tear down the old Farwell
Hall, preparatory to erecting a modern
12-story structure to contain a large assem
bly room and oflices for the Y. M. C. A.,
as well as several hundred oflices to be put
on the market next spring. The cost of
this improvement will be $600,000.
W. C. Seipp and T. J. Lefens are about
to erect a 12 story office building at the
southeast corner of Washington street and
Fifth avrnue, to cost $300,000. It will
have ground dimensions of 60 x 80 feet
and will beknown as the Teutonia, the
name of the building that formerly oc
cupied the lot. It is expected to have the
building finished by May 1 next.
The Security Safety Deposit Company,
of whom C. H. Marshall is president, are
putting up a 14-story building at the
southeast corner of Madison street and
Fifth avenue, to cost $500,000. The iron
work has already been erected to the hight
of ten stories, and the building will be
ready for occupancy about January 1
next.
Adjoining this on Fifth avenue is the
new Wells Building. also a 14 story struct
ure, to be used for offices and sample
rooms for manufacturers’ agents and dry
goods commission men. This building
will cost $300,000 and will be ready about
November 1.
Wilson Bros. are erecting an eight-story
building of steel construction at the south
west corner of Jackson street and Fifth
avenue, to cost $250,000. This building
will be ready about October 1, and will be
occupied by the firm.

‘
MEDINAH TEMPLE.

Plans have been prepared for a 12 story
building at the northeast corner of Fifth
avenue and Jackson street by the Medinah
Shrine of the Masonic order. Stock is
being subscribed, and the promoters of
this enterprise claim that the building is
practically assured. This corner is one of
the most available sites in the city for a
modern building. If this building should
be erected, as now seems robable, it will
involve the expenditure o

fp

at least $500,
000.
The Mayer estate, represented by Levy
Mayer, will build a seven-story structure at
the southeast corner of Franklin and Van
Buren streets, to cost about $250,000.
This building will be of mill construction,
and is to be anmged for the useof whole
sale clothing houses.
Kuh, Nathan & Fisher have also begun
to build on the opposite corner a building
similar to that of the Mayer esta'e. It will
be seven stories high, and will be oc
cupied by this firm when completed.
The Dexter Safety Deposit Company are
building an eight-story structure on Adams
street, adjoining the Owens Building, to
cost $100,000. This structure will be used
for office purposes, and will be finished
January 1

.

The most important building operation
in the city, however, is the new Congress
Hotel, at Michigan avenue and Congress
street, now in course of erection. This
building will cost not less than $1,000,
000, and is second in importance to the
development of the city only to the orn
struction of the Auditorium itself. This
hotel, it will be remembered, was origin

ally conceived by William Fitzgerald, who
secured a lease to 84 feet on the corner.
with a depth of 172 feet on Congress
street. The Auditorium Association, see
ing the harm that might be done by hav
ing the corner opposite its buildin con~
trolled by some interest that might e an
tagonistic to itself, bought Mr. Fitzger
ald’s leasehold at a handsome bonus, and
undertook to carry out the Congress Hotel
project. The Auditorium Hotel Associa
tion agreed to take a lease of the new
building to be used as an annex toits
present hotel. The enterprise grew on
the hands of the Congress Hotel Associa
tion, and they acquired one piece of ad
joining property after another until now
the company control 160 feet of frontage
on Michigan avenue. The building to be
erected will be 12 stories high, and will
contain about 600 rooms. The building
will have the largest frontage of any
building on Michigan avenue except the
Auditorium.
This activity in building is unpre
cedented. The completion of these struct
ures will greatly alter the appearanceof a

large part of the city. Besides, very ex
tensive alterations are being made in
smaller business blocks. not of sufficient
importance to be mentioned separately.
And further, no account is taken of the
great enterprises on foot in the immediate
vicinity of the World’s Fair. Nor is any
attention paid to the erection of numerous
important manufacturing establishments
in various parts of the city and in the
suburbs. If a list could be made of all
these it would be startling in its propor‘
tions and in the amount of capital thus
invested. Next year can hardly be ex
pected to see this pace kept up. but not a
few important

p
ro
j

acts are already assum
ing shape whic will then be undertaken.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
A'rwoon's REVISED RULES or Paoroa'rros.
By D. T. Atwood, F. A. I. A.; 65 es;
eight full-page plates; bbundin sti board
covers. Published by William T. Comatock.
Price, 75cents.

This is the third edition of a well'known
work by a well-known author, and is
divided into two parts, the first being in
troductory and explanatory, while the
second consists of rules, notes and tables
of comparative proportions. The plates
are clearly printed, and the entire work
has been adapted by the author to meet
the requirements of modern practice.___+—

Durability of Wood.

The problem has puzzled many why
two pieces of wood sawed from the same
section of a tree. should possess ver
varied characteristics when used in di -
ferent positions. For example, a gate
st will be found to decay much faster
if the butt end of the tree is uppermost
than would be the case if the topwas
placed in this position. The reason is,
says an exchange, that the moisture of
the atmosphere will permeate the pores
of the wood much more rapidly the way
the tree grew than it would in the oppo
site direction. Microsoopical_ examina
tion proves that the ores invite the as
cent of moisture. w ile they repel its
descent. Take the familiar case of a
wooden bucket. Many may have noticed
that some of the staves appear to be en
tirely saturated, while others are appar
ently quite

dr'F.
This arises from the

same cause. he dry staves are m the
position in which the tree ew, while the
saturated ones are reve .
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Science of Handnllln¢.—V.

From MORRIS WILLIAMS. Scranton, Pa.
—So far I have endeavored to explain
how the outlines of sections of blocks of
various forms are to be obtained. the
use made of these outlines of sections in
the manipulation of rails, how the cen
ter lme of rail is located in the pitch
lane of the section. the manner in which
vels are obtained and their use in
squaring the wreath, as well as their re

3
STEP

TANGENT

every point and line in the elevation has
the same corresponding numbers in the
plan. For example, the figure 1 in the
plan represents a point from which the
curve on the plan is struck. It is the cen
ter of the axis of the circle, a uadrant of
which forms the plan of hal the semi
circle that forms the complete plan of the
cylindrical curve around the landing.
Fig. l in the elevation bears similar rela
tion to the elliptical curve that the rail
assumes in its travel in the pitch plane of
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article explains this. Compare Fig. 1

with Fig. 20, and it will be seen that 1

2 3 4 below X Y in both diagrams are
the outlines of the plan. 1 2 3 4 above
X Y in both figures are the outlines of
the section, and while 4 4 lin Fig. 1

represent the side of the block, 3 3 2 in
Fig. 20 represent it. So far the two
figures cones end. We have the plan or
base. the s

i e. and the section of the
block in both figures. but in Fig. 20we
have also the back of the block, which is
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The Science of Handrailing.—Diagrams Accompanying the Fifth

lation to the width of face mold. I have
also shown how to find the major and
minor axis and the foci of the ellipse.
A thorough knowledge of these various
methods is all that is required to enable
any one to construct any and every kind
of rail. They contain the fundamental
principles of every system of handrailing.
In this articles I propose to make rac
tical use of them in constructing rai s for
level landing stair, a stair with one riser
in the well, and a stair with three risers
in the well.
Fig. 20 represents a plan and elevation
of a level landing stair. with the upper
step of the lower

flight
and the lower step

of the upper fiig t. The figuring of

the section. The numbers 1
. 2. 3
,
4 in

the elevation will stand plumb to their
corresponding numbers 1

,

2
,
3
,
4 in the

plan. The diagram, Fig. 2
,

in the first
article will clearly explain my meaning.
In drawing the face mold and finding
the bevels for a level landing stair of the

Klan
shown in Fig. 20 we must find what

ind of a sectional plane we have to deal
with. whether it is a plane oblique to
both sides of the block or to one side only.
If to one side one bevel is required. and
that bevel will be the top angle of the
pitch board. If to one side the outlines
of the section are to be formed by draw
ing perpendicular lines to the pitch line
of the sectional cut. Fig. 1 of my first

Article of the Series.

regi'esented

b the numbers 4. 3 below
X and 4. 3a ve X Y. The bl ock con
taining the plan, side, back and section.
is geometrically represented unfolded in
Fig. 23 and isometrically in Fig. 2 of the
series. I advise the reader to have the
diagrams represented in Figs. 1

,
2
.

20 and
23 laid on a

. table before him and com
are one with another: he will un—
oubtedly find that the plane we have to
do with in Fig. 20 is a

plane
oblique to

one side of the block on y. and therefore
needs only one bevel, and that the out
lines of the section 'are to be obtained

h
is
; drawing rpendicular lines to the

o lique cut 0 the section.
Fig. 21 illustrates the relation of the
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wreath pieces to the block in going up
and down stairs, also the

principle
of

forming the joints square to t e tangents.
How to draw the face mold has been
shown in previous diagrams. Fig. 22 ex
plains itself.
In Fig. 25we have the plan and eleva
tion of a stair with one riser in the center
of the well. The lane of a section of
this kind of stair is illustrated in Figs. 3
and 4 of the series, How to obtain the
bevels is shown. and also the width of
the face mold. An examination of pre
vious diagrams will enable the reader to
understand this figure without further
ex lanation.
ig. 24 contains the plan and elevation

of a stair havin three risers in the well.
This stair requires two difi'erent face
molds and three different bevels, also an
easement in the bottom strai ht rail.
How to draw the face molds an find the
bevels has been clearly explained in pre
vious diagrams. There are two lines in
this diagram which have not as yet
made their appearance in previous illus
trations.
They are marked in the elevation by
the figures 8 9 and 5 5.
The line 89 shown raised above the
ground line X Y shortens the oblique cut
of the section an amount equal to the
space betweenX Y and the line itself.
This, as the diagram shows, is necessary,
because the pitch of the tangents deviates
from the pitch of the bottom straight
rail. By raising the ground line in this
manner a graceful easement can be
formed in the bottom straight rail.
It is plain that this line in its relation
to the sectional cut becomes the ground
line or the intersecting line of the co~or
dinate planes. So also does the line 5 5
in relation to the development of the
upper section. With the exception of
these two liues all the other lines have
been previously explained.
Fig. 26 is a geometrical diagram illus
trating the bottom block assumed in Fig.
24unfolded. while Fig. 27 is the upper
block unfolded.

Saw Kerllng.
From S. J. B., Montgomery, Ala.—In
recent issues of the paper I notice several
answers to the inquiry of “ A. B. McD.,”
with regard to kerfing. Igive my method

j
.

in

.l

Saw Kerfl-nq.--F‘ig. 1.-—Ma!hodof Obtaining
the Saw Kerfs.

for obtaining the distance which separates
the kerfs and which has always proven
correct. I first lay off my circle, both in
side and outside, giving the thickness of
the lumber to be bent. Referring to Fig.
1 of the sketches, let A B represent the
s ring line of the arch, C the center of
t e circle or radius. From 0 I draw a
straight line at right angles with A B, ex
tending it indefinitely and bisecting the
circle at D. I then take a strip of the

same thickness as that I desire to kerf
and saw in it a kerf as indicated in Fig.
2, using the same saw that I expect to
use in keriing. Then lay the strip on as
shown by the dotted lines of Fig. 1. and
bend the strip until the kerf closes.
I then mark the circle at E, which
gives the desired distance. After this I
set my com sea from E to D of Fig. 1
and step 0 the circle. I then step off
the same number of spaces on the iece
to be bent and proceed to kerf. in
stepping ofi’ for the kerfs the latter do
not come out right at the spring line, I
T I J
Fig. 2—Sth with OneSaw Kerf.

usually draw the compasses up and make
an extra out rather than leave one out. I
use the gauge described in a recent issue
by “ M. E. J.” of Williamsport, Pa.

Ben! Wood for Flooring.
From H. A. H., Wau'anesa, Manitoba.
—I would like to ask of the practical
readers of the paper which makes the
best flooring, hard or soft pine?

House Framlng.
From H. T. B., Sardia, Ky.—I send a
sketch showing a method of house fram
ing which, I think, will interest the
readers of the paper. We never use less
than 8 x 8 sills, 5 x 7 angle and corner
post studs, and 2 x 5 plates. double studs.
All are mortised and tenoned together.
The joist have 1

,; camber and the second
joist notched 1

;

inch over joist bearer.

ing storms and have never yet felt the
structure shake, as all are apt to do that
are not bridged.

'I‘rlaecll In: an Angle.

From L. T. B., Hamburg, Iowa.-—I
send the following answer to “ E. A. P.,"

/

Method of Trisech'ng an Angle Adopted by
“ L. T. B.”

Carthage, 111.,who asked in the Febru
ary issue of the paper how to trisect an
angle of any size: In the first place, draw
the triangle A B C and connect B with C.
Construct B D in any direction and of
any length. Divide this length into three
equal parts and connect D with C. Draw
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Method of Framing Employed by “H. T. B."

We use 5 x 5girder on the ends. The
braces are let in flush with the studs on
the outside at any angle desired between
openings and corners. On the inside
walls we let them in % inch more than
flush so as not to crack the plastering.
The studs are bridged with one or two
rows of bridging 1 x 2 inches, this plan
being followed in connection with all
walls in the first and second stories. The
sketch which I send shows the method of
framing employed. At the present time
all who want houses built specify that
studs have one or two rows of bridging.
Iraise the building plumb, stay it and
set the frames. I then let in the lon
braces. bridge the joist and studding, an
are then ready for the storm. I have
been in buildings bridged this way dur

F G and H I parallel with D C. Now
with A for a center, strike the arc B J

K C. Produce J I and K G,and I and G
will trisect the straight line of the angle,
while J and K will trisect the arc.
Number of Join. In a Bulldlng.
From S. McC., Price’s Branch, Mo.—
On page 85 of the February number of
Cuqxzntry and Building “ L. J. N." de
sires to know of a shorter or better method
of finding the number of joist in a build~
ing than to multi ly the length of the
structure by 3 an divide by 4

. Iwill
say that if he will subtract ones uarter
the length of the building in feet e will
have the number of spaces, and then by
adding 1 to commence with he will ob
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tain the number of joist required, 16
inches on centers. Suppose, for example,
the building is 40 feet. One-quarter of
this number is 10, which subtracted from
the length, gives as a result 30. Add 1
to this number, and it will be found that
31 joist will be required for the building.

Design for a Hay Shed.
From J. C. M., Oregon, Ill.-In the May
number of the paper there is a request
from “J. J.," Victor. Mon., for a plan for
a hay shed, and as it most haying time
(May 10),I send sketches of a shed which I
trust will prove of interest to the corre
.spondent. The sketches which I send indi

represented a section of purlin plate and
post, while Fig. 4 represents the projec
tion of the roof in order to keep the track
dry, while at the same time giving sup
port to the track where it projects from
the end of the shed while unloading.
The drawing also shows the rafters
spaced 2 feet between centers. If a
board roof is put on every other rafter
could be omitted. Fig. 5 shows one
way of hanging the track, allowing it
to vibrate from side to side, and thus dis
tribute the weight more uniformly. It is
not easy to start the load plumb with the
track, hence the side motion comes in pla .
It is best to nail on a board to the undersi e
of the rafters from B, Fig. 4, to the plate,
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Fir, , l.—Cross Section through Shed.

goes to the ground, passin_ through an
other at a point where the orses are at
tached. Of course, the other end of the
rope is run through one wheel on the car
rier, then through the pulley on the frog.
then through the other wheel on the car
rier and finally fastened to it. My un
derstanding is that “ J. J." does not wish
to inclose the building. If he does the
braces will have to be changed. Some
would have to be at in to withstand the
pressure against t e boards, and it would
also be advisable to put in girts. To in
close the space at A, Fig. 1

, Iwould make
a door the full size and shape and hang it

on weights a trifle heavier than the door.
The latter could then be lowered at the
end of the building the same as the top
sash of a window.

Laying out altrlnzl and Wlnderl.

From A. A. S., Newark, N. J.—In the
issue of Carpentry and Building for May

I notice a detail of a housed stair string,
which, to my mind, is a very important
feature of stair construction. There is
one thing, however, that I would like to
know, and that is agood method of la ing
out winders. Some carpenters areo the

Fig. 4,-Prolection at End to Cover and
Support Track while Unloading.

fx 6-
[U Fig 5 —OneMethod 01'Hanging the Track.
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i Fig. fl.-Showing Hook and Place to SpliceTrack.
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Fig. 2.—SidoView, Showing Two Bents. Fig. 3.—SectionalView, ShowingPurlin Plate and Posts.

Design for a Hay Shed—Submitted by “J. C. M.”

cate not only the construction but also the
manner of putting in the track for a ha '

carrier, &c. Fig. 1 is a section throng
the building, the space A being intended
for the hay to travel from the front to
any mow in the shed. In my opinion, it

is best to fill one mow at a time, as the
hay comes out somuch the easier. There
are six bents in the shed, making five
mows, 16 feet wide. Fig. 2 is a view of

a portion of the side, two bents bein in
dicated. I think it is unnecessary to s ow
the entire length of the buildin ,as the
construction is clearly indicatet in this
drawing. In Fig. 8 of the sketches is

thus forming a brace. In Fig. 6 is shown

a way to splice the track so as to avoid
its coming between two bearings. It also
shows the hook, which has a nut on the
lower end. This nut must be counter
sunk in the bottom of the track so it will
not interfere with the carrier. If “ J. J ."
will go to a good hardware store, he can
see cuts of haying tools which are better
than'I could show him. The trip is fas
tened on the end of the track which pro
jects over the end of the shed. The dotted
lines in Fig. 1 show where a timber could
be put in at the rear of the shed to which
to fasten a pulley. From this the rope

opinion that running steps and latforms
is the best method of entering t 0 stories
above, but I am of the opinion that wind
ers are the better and easiermethod, while
being more mechanical. Please give me
a good method of runnin two or three
winders, and the manner 0 laying out the
string.

Frnmlng a Boo! of One Foot Illne

From C. H. 13.,Jackson, Mich—With
regard to the article in the March num
ber of the paper contributed by “ J. W.
McK..” Sumpter, S. (3.. I desire to say
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that the portion of his roof )Itfl]referring
to lengths of hip and

{ack
raiters is, in my

opinion, incorrect. f I understand the
rinciple it will not work for any pitch
ees than one-half. Perhaps, however,
the correspondent can explain away the
ditficulty.

Designs for Cheap Country Houses.
From Icu DIEN, Providence. R. I.—I
send herewith sketches showing front

Front Elevation.
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sire to be further informed concerning
them I shall be glad to have them make
their wishes known.

Some lleurl u: Fall-cles.
From EDWIN A. JACKSON & Bao'raaa,
New York City.--John C. Clarey, whose
article on “ Some Heating Fallacies ” was
reprinted in the June issue of Carpen
try ami Building, truthfully illustrates
the deceit of the general furnace or steam

ent arrangement foul air can not only be
made pure, but destroyed entirely; that
the gas (which is the fuel used) will not
only burn without smoke or as, but that
the air which sup lies the raft, and as
well the fuel itse , is com letel)‘ anni
hilated, leaving a vacuum! his vacuum,
of course, must be filled, and fresh air
rushes in, so that by this apparatus the
manufacturers claim no flues either for
inlet or exit of air or smoke are necess ,
yet the room will be kept thorough y
warmed and ventilated. 'lhe absurdity
of the whole scheme needs no comment.
In the same line, though to a more
moderate degree, another firm advertises
a patent fuel to burn “without smell,
smoke or gas." The former are doubtful,
but the average schoolboy knows that
fuel of any kind cannot burn without
making a gas.
Another company, with innocence and
apparent truthfulness, recommend their
patent grates for

Eerfect
heating and

ventilation, when t ey do not allow any
inlet for the fresh air. The essentials of

I'
not._
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Designs for Cheap Country Hwaes.—Submitled by “ Ivh Dion," Providence, R. I.—Scalrs: Elevations, % Inch to the Foot. Floor Plans,

elevations and floor plans of two cottages
which may be of Interest to “H. B.”
Justus, Ohio. whose inquiry appeared in
the
Februa’fiy1

issue of Carpentry and
Building. e floor plans show the gen
eral arrangement of the rooms. while the
figures show the general dimensions of
the various apartments so clearly that a
detailed descri tion would appear to be
unnecessary. 1’any of the readers de

1-16Inch to the Foot.

heater agent. and the corresponding ig
norance of so-called intelligent people.
The same failings are seen in the grate
trade, perhaps to a still larger degree.
Of the number of patent grates, with
their rotary drafts. their smoke-consum
ing fires, their heat-saving backs, or their
air-destroying fronts, few have one virtue
in their marvelousl perfect construction.
Think of a firm 0 aiming that by a pate

ventilation are the inlet, the outlet and
the wer to cause the current or draft.
Wit the grate referred to the latter
two are found, but the first is missing.
Their svstem consists of a fire place, in
the back of which is an air chamber, con~
nected at the lower end with the lower
part of the room. at the other end with
the upper part of the room. When there
is a fire in the grate. air is drawn from
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the floor, cold; is heated in the air
chamber, and thrown out at the ceiling.
This causes the circulation. 'The fire
with its draft~causes a large amount of
air to pass up the chimney—thisisthe
outlet. Where is the inlet? Around the
windows, through doors and cracks, the
grate is sucking cold and often foul air
to supply the draft of the fire. There is
a constant stream of cold air passing
across the floor. Is this ventilation, with
cold floors swept b colder drafts of air
partly pure, partly onl—the latter ass
ing partly out the flue, partly throng the
air chambers to the room again?
people believe that the heated air
chamber is a help in purifying this mixed
air ? When architects allow such systems
to be employed; when clients refuse to be
enlightened, and persist in being deluded;
when manufacturers continue misrep

Flg. l.—Sl-owing llelatlve Position
of Hip Shingle.

Fig. 2.—HlpAfter it Has BeenShingled.

From W. F. Y., Toulon, [IL—In the
Februa issue of the paper, " A. W. P.”
of Bufla o, N. Y., desires to know of a
practical method of shingling a hip with
out the use of weather boards. I will try
to illustrate my method, which has been
in use in this vicinity for a number of
years and which makes a very pretty
and durable hip. The method is entirely
different from anything I have seen in
any other section of the country. Hips
shingled as far back as 1883,according to
the plan indicated. are seemingly in as
good condition

to-dag
as when the shingles

Were first put on. ere we use.strips of
tin about 3 x 10inches. We makea form
out of a piece of 2 x 4. 12 inches long, and
bevel one side until it forms the hip it is
desired to shingle. We then cut an end
to the angle of the butts, cuttin out the
underside at this end, leaving t e thick

“ ‘

Fig. 3—Tlu Shlnale, Showing
Points to beBent Under.
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Fig. 5—-Appeararce0! CompletedHip .

Fig. 4-—Polutsof Tin Shingle
Bent Under.

used in selecting wide shingles for the
hips, lapping tne hip alternate] each
way. I lay the tin shingle wit each
course, allowing the lower end to come
even with the butts of the course it
covers, and nail so that the next course
above covers the nails in the tin. This
makes a neat and durable hip, and one
that does not end up. I understand that
a patent has been lately issued on this
method, but consider it invalid, as we

gov]:
used the plan for nearly ten years

ac .

F‘rom C. S., Brunswick, Ohio—In the
May issue of Carpentry and Building I
notice several methods of shingling hips.
I like the method of “ S. H. G.," Groton,
Conn.. but I do not understand it as well
as I would like to. Will he not explain a
little more fully the method of procedure ?

Fig. 6.—TinStrip Fin-
ployedby “A. H. K."

. vr.- »1*
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Fig. 7—ShowingHip whenCompletedAccord
ing to theMethodSuggestedby “ A. H. K."

Shingling Hips as Suggestedby Various Correspondents.

resenting their goods, then it is time
for the magazines and papers to reveal
the truth. And that time is here.

Shlngllng ‘l'llpo.
From C. E. H., Birmingham, Ala.——I
notice in a recent issue a letter from “ A.
W. P.,” Bufialo, N. Y., in which he asks
for a practical method of shin'rling a hip
roof. I submit my way, whic is illus
trated in the sketches. I first take a
shingle and place it parallel with the hip,
as indicated in Fig. l I then draw aline
on the butt of the shingle, parallel with
the base of the roof A B, after which
draw the line c plumb with the roof. This
gives the pattern ready for cutting. Com
mence on the hip and shingle back, then
trim the points of the next shingles from
the one sawed out and carry u both sides
of the hip at once. The resu t will give
joints broken twice before the corner or hip
shingle goes on. I consider this the best
and cheapest plan, for it is necessarv to
cut but one hip shingle. while the point of
the shingle b can be used for the valley,
if there is one on the roof. Fig. 2 of the
sketches represents the hip after it has
b en shingled.

ness of the butts. Then place the tin
shingle on the form even at the end and
bend over the hi . Bend down and under
the corners and t e tin is ready for the hip.
We fasten the shingles by forcing the
ints marked a b of Pi . 3 under the
utts of the shin les, an with nails at
the top end, as in icated in Fig. 4. There
is a. considerable saving of material by
this method, because the waste from cut
ting the valle shingles may be employed
in shingling t e hip. The appearance of
the hip after the shingling is completed
is indicated in Fig. 5 of the cuts.

From A. H. K., Byron, III.—Being a_
reader of Carpentr and Building, I have
noticed with muc interest the several
methods of shingling hips to make a neat
finish, published in the May numbrr of
the paper, and I have concluded to send
my method, which may prove of interest
to the readers. Instead of weather boards
or extra wooden shingles, I cut tins the
size and shape indicated in Fig. 6 of the
sketches, changing the bevel for the end
of the tin shingle according to that re
quired by the pitch of the roof. The tins
before being bent are 6 inches wide and 8
inches long. In shingling, care should be

He says he strikes a line 4 inches each
wa from the hip, letting the corner of
eac course come to this line. Now, I
want to know what kee it from leaking,
as he says he la 5 the hip shingles uare
with the hip. {have no doubt this is all
right, but I fail to see thrc h it as
clearly as I would like. I shoul be glad
to have “S, H. G." show up his method a
little more fully, using several illustra

tions
to indicate just the way the shingles

ay.

House Chlmneyo.

From R. B. W.." New Orleans, La.—
Will the practical readers of ('arpentr
and Building contribute something wit
reference to the plans and runs of fines
of house chimneys? I think this subject
can be discussed to good advantage.

Pine lor Inside Flulsh.

From H. A. H., li'au'onesa, Man.—
Will some one lease tell me what is
the name of that ind of pine which has
a very pretty grain, and is used for panel
ing inside of houses with matched
boards?
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The Membership of Exchanges.

A statement made by the Council of the
British Institution of Civil Engineers, in
its annual report for 1891—92,is one that
commends itself to the members of the
filial bodies of the National Association.
It is as follows:
The Council had carefully guardedthe ad
mim'lonof newmembersto every class,and
the qualifications of all candidates had been
subjectedto rigid scrutiny. It was believed
that a strict inquiry into each candidate’s
careerwasbetterthan any systemof examina
tion. Members were again urged not to at
tach their namesto therecommendationof any
onefor electionor for transfer, unless thor

oughly satisfied that the candidate was in all
respectsprofessionallyand socially eligible.

Great care should be taken to secure and
maintain the highest possible standard
for an exchange, and in no way can
it bedone more successfully than by the
careful selection of the material of
which it is

composed.
A membership

that includes on y such men as have
established a reputation for honorable'

dealing
and skillful work is much more

power ul for good than is an organization
that can boast only of the quantity of its
membership. Beside, such association as
naturally follows the bringing together
of the best elements of the business
draws the best influence to it, and com
mands the respect of the entire com
munity. A membership in such an
exchangeis a thing of value, and new
applicants solicit admission instead of
being solicited to become members, as is
the case where the conditions are such
that the value of membershipis not plainly
manifest. A comparatively small number
of earnest workers can accomplish much
more than a large and unwieldy body of
men in which the spirit of progression
and improvement is but partially alive.
The very fact of a large membership
that is not entirely and fully active is
often productive of unfavorable results,
for the apathy that is bound to exist in
some of the members of an illy selected
membership is almost sure to communi
cate itself to others in whom the active
desire for improvement and greater bene
fits is but

slightlfy
developed. The im

portant feature 0 a judiciously selected
membership is in the fact that such selec
tion makes admission something to be

desired, and thereby creates a value for
it. What every one can have no one
wants. 4-“ 77+ *VA—

Individual Effort.

One feature of the work necessary to
the success of a builders’ exchange that
is frequently lost sight of by the mem
bers is the result produced from individ
ual‘ effort. Every member of an ex
change owes it to himself and to his
organization to assist by his personal ef
fort in the establishment of the objects of
the exchange. The fact that desirable
rules well calculated to create needed im
provements are passed means nothing
unless the members use their individual
effort to secure their enforcement. These
rules, no matter how desirable and ad
vantageous they may be. will not enforce
themselves; they must be enforced, and
solong as the individual does not appl '

them to his affairs, they might as wel
not have been created and the work of
formulation goes for nothing. It is often
the case that while recognizmg the value
of new methods the builder will still con—
tinue following old practices. alleging
that the old way is good enough for him.
He uses this argument to himself, both
from a natural antipathy to innovations
and from an erroneous belief that the new
way would involve more labor and he
would be obliged to go out of his way to
use it. His familiarity with existing
methods makes the new ones seem com
plicated and difficult of accomplishment,
and he prefers to ut u with the evils as
they exist rathert an 0 go his methods
even though the change might promise
the most satisfactory results. The truth
of the matter is that the adoption and use
of improvements in methods of conduct
ing business is not sodifficult as it seems.
Rules and regulations that have been

by an exchange for the 00d of
the whole are just as easy of app 'cation

as an other, and may be
practicallp

ap~
plied each individual just as can y as
the oldvregulations or customs that have
been allowed to govern in the past. If
each individual member of an exchange
would, for instance, use the rules of his
organization in relation to the method of
submitting estimates, a new custom
would be established that would

improvethat portion of the business, and the abor
of its establishment would be exceedingly
small. Upon each individual member
depends a share of the responsibility of
the success or failure of every project the
exchange may undertake.
_———’_—_

Suggestlons for the Mid-Year
Meeting.

Members of filial exchanges are urged
to send to the National Secretary sugges~
tions of subjects for consideration at the
Mid-year meeting. As the work of the
meeting is to prepare the program for the
convention, and to formulate the usa
tions that are tobe discussed by the ele
gates, too much stress cannot be laid upon
the importance of havin brought up for
consideration any and al subjects that
the members of the local exchanges con
sider as needing revision or improvement.
Any sug estions that the members have
to ofier s ould be submitted to the Na
tional Secretary as soon as possible.*—
The Uniform Contract.

The importance of continuing the work
of securing more general use of the
uniform contract throughout the country
is again brought to the attention of the
secretaries of the filial bodies of the
National Association of Builders. The
National Secretary urges renewed eflort
on the part of the members of the local
exchanges to establish the contract as the
only one to be used in the building busi
ness. The National Secret suggests
that the secretaries of all fi 'al bodies
secure copies of the form from the pub
lishers, the Inland Publishing Company,
Tribune Building, Chicago, and send a
specimen to every architect doing busi
ness in their several cities, urging that
the form be used in preference to any
other. The importance of the builder in
sisting upon the use of the uniform con
tract only should also bo kept before the
members of the exchanges at all times.
_—4——

The Cleveland Exchange.
At a meeting of the Builder’s Exchange
of Cleveland. held late in the month of
June, the following preamble and resolu
tion, expressive of the sense of the loss
sustained by the builders of the count
in the death of Marc Eidlitz, were passe :
Whereas, This exchangehas learnedsince
its last meetin of the deathof Marc Eidlitz of
the NewYork xchnnge.and
Whereas, it seemsfitting that ane ression
of the feelingof this exchangetown oneof
the leadings irita of the National Association
of Builders 5 ould bemade; therefore
Resolved. That we recognizein the charac
ter of Mr. Eidlitz thosequalitiesof mind and
heart that mark the hi besttypeof American
manhood; his genial i ition, his devotion
to the interests of the atioual Association,
his pride in and loyalty to his avocation, are
all qualiti that commendhim to our highest
esteem
Resolved.That we extendto the New York
Builders Exchange, and through them to his
family, our sincere sympathy,and the assur
ancethat we sharetheir lossin commonwith
the buildersof the entire country ; and
Resolved, That a copyof theseresolutions
be forwarded to theNew York Builders Ex
changeand to the secretaryof the National
Association.
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ON
SMALL JOBS old contractors who have
learned to judge from experience usually arrive
at the quantities of nails by guessing. The fol

lowing table, however, may be found available to
many in estimating nails for various purposes. As
wire nails are coming into general use, and are al
ready extensively employed, the basis of estimating
has been made on the number of wire nails to the
pound. If cut nails are used add one-third to the
amount :

TABLE Fun ss'mu'rmo NAILS.

1000shingles require 3% pounds 4d nails. _
1000lath require 6% pounds 8d nails.
1000feet of beveled siding requires 18pounds 6d nails.
1000feet of sheeting requires 20 pounds 8d nails.
1000feet of sheeting requires 25 pounds 10d nails.
1000feet of sheeting requires 80pounds 8d nails.
1000feet of sheeting requires 85 pounds 10d nails.
1000feet of studding requires 14pounds 10d nails.
1000feet of studding requires 10pounds 20d nails.
1000feet of fun-ing 1 x 2 requires 60 pounds 10dnails.
1000feet of ;g finish requires 30pounds of 8d nails.
1000feet of 1% finish requires 40 pounds 10d finish nails.

The following table shows the name, length and
number of nails to the pound of the different sizes :

NUMBER OF NAILS TO THE POUND.

N L b
No. to;ame. engt . ponn .

3d fine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1150
3d common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1% inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 720
4d common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1% inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 482
5d common . . . . . . . . ..1“ to 1% inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 852
6d finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..2 inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 350
6d common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..2 inch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 252
7d common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2% inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 192
8d finish . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .212’inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190
8d common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2% inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132.
9d common . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2% inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
10dfinish . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .3 inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
10dcommon .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8 inch . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
12dcommon . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .334 inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66

4 inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27

40d common . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .4% inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
50d common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5% inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
60d common . . . .. . . . . . . . ..6 inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
70d common . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..7 inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

FORM or CONTRACT.

Arliele: of Agreement, made on this . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .day of
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .., A. D. !8........, by and between
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., party of the first part,

and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ....,partyofthe
second part : Wx'fnessel/z, That for and in considera
tion of the money hereinafter stipulated to be paid
to the party of the first part by the party of the
second part, the party of the first part has, and by
these conditions does hereby agree to furnish all
labor and material of every kind and to build and
complete on or by the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . ..on the premises of the party of the

second part, situated in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

aresidence as shown upon the drawings and set
forth in the specifications. Said drawings and speci
fications being verified by the signatures of the parties
are taken as a part of this contract. And the party
of the first part agrees that all material furnished,

or workmanship employed, shall be of the best char

acter and quality, as mentioned in the said specifica
tions. The party of the first part further agrees that

‘ Copyrighted, 189.2,by I. P. Hicks.

he will complete, in accordance with the plans and

specifications, to the full and entire satisfaction of
the party of the second part, all the work that is to
be done by the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In consideration of which the party of the second
part agrees to pay to the party of the first part the
sum of $ . . . . . . . . .. as follows:

When the foundations are completed. . . . S . . . . . . ..
When the entire building is under roof. . $ . . . . . . . .
When the entire building is plastered. . . . $ . . . . . . . .

When the entire building is completed. . $ . . . . . . . .

1n Witness W/lereof, l/le parties llerelo llaz'e afiixed
their signature: .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..[L.s.]

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..[L.S]

lV/h/ess : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Practical Methods of Constrcctlon.

As most carpenters are familiar with the usual
methods of construction in the line of carpentry,I
will only mention a few points on this subject, which

seem to me to be more or less neglected.

MAKlNG CORNERS.

It is customary, nowadays, to make the outside
corners of many buildings by simply doubling and

spiking two studding together, as shown by section
in Fig. 48. By this method there is nothing to re
ceive the lath from one side, and as soon as the

lathers begin work, the carpenter is called upon
either to put in another‘ studding or the lather puts
in anything he can find to which to nail the lath. In
many instances it is nothing more than a double

thickness of lath nailed up and down the corner.

This does not make a solid corner, and asa conse
quence the plastering soon cracks, even before the

carpenter is through finishing. It is almost impos
sible to put down the base in a house constructed with

such corners without cracking them, simply because

they are not solid. Fig. 49 shows a section of a

corner which is a much better method of construc
tion, and one which makes a solid corner. The

corner is made of three studding, A. B. C., spiked

together as shown. D is an open space between

A and B, which may be filled in with blocks.
Corners constructed in this way make solid nail

ing for the lath and base from both sides. Figs.

50 and 51 show two forms for making solid cor

ners for partition angles by using three studding.
If it is desired to save studding aboard can be nailed
to the back of studding C, which will often an

swer the purpose. It is a very common thing for
carpenters in setting partitions to place the studding

joining another partition half an inch away from

it, so that the lather may run the lath through back

of the partition studding, as shown in Fig. 52. This
does not make a solid corner and is a very poor

method of construction.

SPACING STUDDlNG.

As the second floor joists in buildings usually rest

on a ribbon board framed into the studding, it is
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necessary that the studding on both sides of the build
ing on which the joists have their bearing should be

regularly spaced. Many are in the habit of laying
off the openings and spacing the studding to conform
thereto. This method causes great irregularity of
spacing, making some wide and some narrow spaces,
which either bring the joists overhead out of position
or leaves them standing alone on the ribbon without
any means of being properly fastened.
Studding should be spaced regardless of the open
ings, after which the openings may be laid out and
the necessary studding may be cut and headers put
in, as shown in Fig. 53. This method leaves the
studding all regularly spaced, and the joists will all
nail to the side of a studding and come in the proper
order. Now, if the studding are set to conform to
the openings, as shown in Fig. 54, it breaks up the

Fig. 48.—AuOutside
Corner.

Fig. 49.—Eect.ionof a Corner
Indicating a BetterMethod
of Constructionthanshown
in Previous Figure.

Fig. 50. Methodof Making Solid

often the plastering is not finished level and true
with the jambs. All trouble with corner blocks may
be avoided by taking a common board of the proper
thickness, 1%» inches narrower than the inside head
casing, rig inches shorter than the width of win
dow and side casings, and nail it tight down on the
head jamb, asvshown in Fig. 55. By this method the
corner blocks will nail up true and solid without
cracking the plastering. Care should be taken that
the board is not too wide nor too long, as the blocks
and head casing should completely cover it from
view.

MiTERlNG AND coemc BASE.

Many mechanics have probably experienced more
or less difiiculty in mitcring and coping base, partic
ularly of the hardwood finish and molded-edge pat
terns. There are two distinct kinds of joints to make
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Cornersfor Partition Angle.
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Fig. 51.—AnotherMethodof Making

SolidCorners.
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Fig. lid—ShowingProperMethodof SpacingStudding.

Fig. 52.-Showing Improper Ianner of
Running the Lath.

Fig. 55~Methodof Putting up
Corner Blocks.
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regular order of spacing, leaving some spaces wide

and some narrow. It will also be noticed that we
have two more studding spaced on the sill and plate
than in Fig. 53. It is, therefore, evident that if the
joists are regularly spaced many of them will stand
alone on the ribbon board, with no place to properly
fasten them, as shown. If they are placed over to
the side of the studding, as they frequently are, then

they are thrown off their centers and the spacing is

wrong.
CORNER BLOCKS. _

Every workman has experienced more or less difli

culty in nailing up corner blocks in casing doors and
windows. The trouble all comes from the want of a

solid background on which to nail the blocks. Very

in putting down base. The angles which form the
four sides of a room are called internal angles, and
the joints should always be coped. The projecting
corners of a chimney, or any corners projecting into
a room, are termed external angles, and the joints
should always be mitered. To cope a joint in putting
down base, cut and fit in square the first piece. Cut
the piece which is to be coped to the other about

1% inches longer than the actual length needed;

place it as nearly as possible in position, and with the
dividers set to about the thickness of the base, scribe
down by the side of the piece already fitted and
nailed in place; then scribe all the parts which is

easy. Beads and molded surfaces which are difficult to
scribe. Prick with the dividers near the center of
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each member ; cut the square part of base as usual,
but cut the molded part on an angle which will just
touch all the points made by the dividers. This will
give the true line for coping. After cutting the base
to the coping line, first see that the joint will fit, as
sometimes a little trimming is necessary; then obtain
the proper length, cut off and place the board in

position, putting in last when possible to do so the
end which is coped. By this method a joint can be
made very tight without the annoyance of the other
end of the board scraping into the plastering. Many
carpenters use a templet for obtaining the cut which
gives the coping line. It, however, is of little use, as
it is always made with the supposition that all angles
are square and true, which is far from being the case.

Scribing and cutting as above described is far bet
ter, as it will make a joint to fit any angle, and with
a little practice a perfect fit will be obtained at the

To miter base around external angles, mark the
proper miter on the square edge of the base and

square across on the back side and the square part
of the face side. Cut from the top edge of base,

starting on back line and cutting on an angle which
will just cut the line on the square part of the face
side. A little practice will .convince any one that a

templet for cutting base is not really worth carrying
around. When properly basing a chimney, fit all the

joints before nailing, and then clamp all the pieces
in their proper places by nailing blocks on the floor
and driving in braces. One will be surprised at
what a neat job can be done and how easy it is to
do it. There will not be the usual difiiculty in driv

ing the nails, and cracked and mutilated chimney
corners will not bear evidence of a bad job of basing
around them. The great difficulty of driving'nails
into the bricks is largely overcome by having the work

first cut. clamped tightly against it.

The Vanderbilt Bronze Doors.

The great bronze doors for the resi
dence of William K. Vanderbilt, at
Newport, designed by Richard M.
Hunt. were recently completed by
John Williams, whose works are at 544
to 556 West Twenty-Seventh street, this
city. These doors are magnificent speci
mens of grille work, far surpassing any
thing of like character hitherto attempted
in this country. It is further asserted by
those who claim to be in a position to
known that nothing so elaborate has been
done in Eprope in the last 25 years. There
are really two grilles, the exterior onei
being of bronze and the interior of forged
steel. The ornamentation of the exterior
is duplicated on the interior. As these
grilles form the entrance doors to the
house, heavy plate glass will be placed be
tween the bronze exterior and the forged
steel interior, thus making a weather-tight
door.
The plan comprises four panels, two
stationary on the outside and the two next
the center forming the doors. The hight
from the floor to the top of the metal
work is 16 feet, and the breadth over all
is 25 feet 4 inches. The doors are 10 feet
8 inches high and each opens 6 feet, mak
ing a total opening of 12 feet. The chief
lines in the work are vertical, thus giving
an effect of greater hight. Six tons of
bronze and 8 of steel were used in the con
struction of these grilles, but finished
down to about 10 tons. The doors them
selves weigh 1g tons each, but have been
so nicely poised that they can be swung
with a touch of the finger. They were set
on pivots, as the weight precluded the use
of hinges. Notwithstanding these details
as to weight. there is no senseof massive
ness in the work. Even the four columns
surmounted by Corinthian capitals are in
open work. Each door is so designed
that nearly the whole of its reverse side
will be covered by a single

huge
plate of

glass. A bronze frame to hol the glass
is hinged to the door on the side near the
door post. Outside of this frame is again
hinged a steel duplicate of the bronze
work of the door itself. When all are
opened they are like the leaves of a book,
but when closed the door appears as a
solid structure. These doors are fitted so
nicely that when closed the crack between
them will admit the edge of a single leaf
of writing paper. but not the thickness of
two leaves. When put permanently in
place, however, they will not be set so
close together.'
As before stated, the chief lines of the
plane are vertical. Over the two doors are

lions’ heads with lions’ skins and claw! in
festoons. In the center of each door are
the initials “ W. V.,” in monogram. In
the center of each side panel is a conven
tional child’s head surrounded by rays.
The top panels are elaborated with leaf
work and scroll work of most artistic de~
sign. The leaf work is of a character
which would only be attempted by the
most skilled workmen. Designs were first
made in iron, wrought by hand into the
proper shape, with long, curving fronds
and leaf edges waved and turned in differ
ent directions. Very thin patterns were
thus secured. From these patterns the
bronze castings were afterward made,
which are so exquisitely turned and so
delicate in appearance as to excite the ad
miration of art connoisseurs. 'l‘he bronze
front will be finished in yard-antique.
The steel in the rear will receive a gun
barrel finish. Soft steel was selected for
this work in place of iron in order tosecure
the beautiful polish of which that metal is
capable. It was all forged to pattern, the
workmen displaying remarkable skill in so
precisely duplicating the bronze castings
of the outside doors. The total cost of
thesegrilles is about $40,000, and $10,000
more willbe paid for a bronze railing and
ten large candelabra to be placed along the
terrace on the approaches to the doorway.
This superb piece of work was executed
under the special direction of H. B. Still
man, interested in the firm, who has im
mediate charge of the iron department.

COMPETITIVE DESIGNS from nine archi
tects are expected to be read soon for
the magnificent building whic the Man
hattan Life Insurance Com ny propose

puttin§enp
on lower Bro way, in this

city. yond a few specifications, the
architects are left entirely free. The
structure is to he 16 stories high above
the Broadway grade, and will be built of
stone. The ground upon which it will
stand has an area of 67 x 119.5x 66x 121.1
feet, and is at present occupied by two
office buildings, one four stories and one
five stories in hight. As soon as the
plans have been selected the work of
tearing these down will be commenced.
The new building is to have as much of
fice space as ibis, consistent with due
regard for Wide halls and stairways and
ample light. It will have four elevators.
No limit has been placed upon the cost.
The nine competitors are Charles W.
Clinton, George B. Post, J. R. Thomas,
Wood 8t Palmer, Babb, Cook & Willard.
E. H. Kendall, S. D. Hatch, Carrere &
Heating and Kimball & Thompson. The
unsuccessful ones are to be paid $500
apiece for their trouble.
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"I'll. Bwitolunen’s Strike.

The outrages that have been recently
committed by the striking switchmen in
the vicinity of Buffalo are to be regretted
and deplored, not only on account of the
needless destruction of valuable property,
but because of the handicap that is thus
put upon the efforts of organized labor to
benefit itself in legitimate channels.
Such action as that of the switchmen in
question prejudices every thinkingperson
in the country against them. and the
prejudice is in turn reflected to all or
ganizations of workmen. The cause of
organized labor is seriously injured by
all such outbreaks, for every employer
feels insecure and is impelled to regard
the unions with increasing distrust and
antipathy, instead of finding in and
through them a medium for rational ad
justment of the labor problem. He feels
that his property is in danger of being
destroyed, and, as a very natural conse
quence, he uses every means in his power
to lessen the danger to his property by
endeavoring to break up the organizations
of labor. It is not a correct deduction
that organization of workmen can ac

complish more by force than by per
:suasion or arbitration. Temporary ad
vantages may be gained by either side
through force, but the gain is only tem
porary and the defeated side is simply
biding its time for another attack. Popu
lar opinion has very much to do with
the success or failure of any undertaking
by associated bodies of people, and by no

such methods as have been adopted by
the striking switchmen can popular favor

be secured to the cause of organized
labor.

History and Art.

We are indebted to Franklin W. Smith,
Saratoga, N. Y. ,widely known to many art
lovers by reason of his reproduction of a
Pompeian house at Saratoga, for a copy of
the design and prospectus of a National
Gallery of History and Art. This publica
tion is in advocacy of a national educa~
tional institution, in which art shall at
tract by beauty and illumination, thus
stimulating inquiry, and, by actuality of
environment of historical incidents in
their order, impress and intensify mem
ory. The book is a quarto of upward of
100 pages, handsomely illustrated by en—
gravings, many of them half tones, and is
devoted, first to the design, second toa
bird‘s-eye-view of Washington, showing
where the national gallery might be

located, and third, to a map of Washing
ton, also indicating the location of the
proposed gallery. Then follows the intro
duction, in which incidentally the
Pompeian house at Saratoga Springs
is described. Next is a chapter en
titled “ The National Gallery a National
Necessity,” and then follows some ac
counts of foreign museums and galler
ies. The description of the design and
plan for the American National Gallery
next occupies a number of pages. Then
ancient and modern concrete are com
pared with reference to the material to be
used in the construction of the National
Gallery. Other portions of the book re
late to galleries that are to be provided in
the museum, all illustrated by judicious
selections from the art treasures of the
period, including Moorish courts, Gothic
courts, Roman courts, coins, armor, fumi
ture, &c., and then follows an outline of
appropriate lectures. The propaganda
for the National Gallery takes the form
of an appendix. Single copies of the book
are sold at 50 cents, and in large quanti
ties they can be obtained for much less,
ready to mail. In the appendix there is
also shown the appearance of the site in
Washington as it is at present in contrast
to what would be the appearance of the
same space devoted to this gallery. The
modest sum of $10,000,000is estimated to
be required for the purpose of establish
ing and maintaining this institution. Mr.
Smith contemplates a preliminary gift
from some munificent patriot of $1,000,
000, hopefully followed by a series of pri
vate subscriptions. He proposes that a
gift of $100,000shall constitute a “ found
er." one of $1000 a “benefactor,” and one
of $100 a “patron.” This preliminary
secured, Congress will be asked to aid the
gift, chiefly in the condemnation of the
site of land, the greater part of which
is now in the possession of the Govern
ment.

Codeof Practice.

Frequent complications arise among
contractors, and between them and ar
chitects, over the awarding of contracts
and the treatment of bids. The principal
reason why these complications occur is
because of the lack of a clearly defined
rule in relation to the way in which bids
are submitted and the manner in which
they should be treated while in the hands
of the architect. In every city some
more or less elastic practice prevails in
this regard, but it is so indistinct and ill
defined that its conditions are not bind
ing upon either side. The contracting
business would be very greatly benefited
by the establishment of some rule or code
of practice, which should be thoroughly
understood by every builder and any in
fringement of which should be considered

dishonorable. The main trouble lies in
the fact that through the lack of definite
ness no one knows just exactly where the
lines are drawn, and those who are in

clined to indulge in sharp practice are
afiorded plenty of latitude in which to
justify themselves.

The CodeSuggested.

The National Association of Builders
in 1890 formulated and recommended to
all its filial bodies a code of practice to
govern the submission of estimates and
the treatment of estimates after they had
passed out of the hands of the bidder.
This code has been adopted by many of
the exchanges with success, and it has
also been used as the foundation of a
number of codes that have been adopted
by exchanges desiring to incorporate the
various features of the form into language
of their own. The adoption of a well
defined code of practice by the members
of a builders’ exchange has invariably re
sulted in benefit to the entire building
fraternity.

The Herald Building.

The magnificent structure which it is
proposed to erect on the block of ground
bounded by Broadway, Sixth avenue,
Thirty-fifth and Thirty-sixth streets, New
York City, for occupancy by the Herald
newspaper, is likely tobe one of the archi
tectural ornaments of the metropolis.
The new building will have a frontage of
212 feet on Broadway, while its dimen
sions on the other three sides will be 198,
137and 61feet respectively. The style of
architecture will be pure Italian renais
sance, and the structure will resemble in
some considerable part the Palace of the
Counsels of Verona, with reminiscences
of the palaces of Padua and Venice. The
arcades, of finely formed columns of pol.
ished granite, will constitute an attractive
feature of the edifice. The rest of the

facades will be of artificial stone richly
embellished with marbles. The front of
the building facing the square will be
crowned with an enormous clock with
bells indistinct tones, similar to those in
the clock tower of the Plaza San Maria of
Venice. On both sides of the bell will be
two gigantic figures representing type
setters with maces with which to strike
the hours, halves and quarters. In the
cornices there will be large statues of
Minerva at and near the corners, and
owls at all other points. The eyes of the
owls will each contain an electric light,
visible and invisible at intervals. The
main entrance to the offices will be from
the facade on Thirty-fifth street, through
a deeply recessed porch into the counting
room, which will be very large and rich
in marbles and metal work. The basement
will contain the engine room, machine
shop, boiler room, &c., and here also will
be the foundation of the pressroom,
which will extend in hight to the second
story. The second floor will contain vari
ous offices and departments, while the
third or top floor will be occupied by the
composing and art departments. The
building will be entirely of solid masonry
and iron work, and as will be seen from
the above description, is lowin its appear
ance, the hight to the eaves being only 42
feet and to the crown of the pitched tile
roof only 54 feet. It will be constructed
from drawings prepared by the well
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known architects, Messrs. McKim, Meade
& White of New York City. The build
ing will be occupied by the Herald only,
thus differing from the structures erected
by its contemporaries.

St. Louis Buildings.

From present indications St. Louis is
likely to have in course of erection in the
not very distant future a multitude of im
posing edifices, which will add in no small
degree to the architecture of the city.
The plans for a number of buildings have
been completed, among the largest and
finest called for being that of the Union
Trust Building, which will have a front
age of 84feet on Seventh street and a depth
of 146 feet on Oliver street. It will be
16 stories in hight, and cost-nearly$1,000,
000. Another magnificent structure will
be the Patterson Building. covering an
area of 120 feet square, and which will
tower upward ten stories. The total cost
of this building will probably be about
$250,000. A 12-story structure, 103x 106
feet in size, to be constructed of natural
granite on a steel frame work, is about
to be put up on Ninth and Pine streets at
a cost of about $450,000. The Martin

wholesale office building, to be con
structed of red granite and brick, with
copper trimmings, will cover an area of
127x 216 feet, and cost about $1,000,000.

Other large buildings, for the erection of

which preparations are being made, is a

12-story structure, 98 x 111feet.to cost

$600,000;the New Planter’s House, which

will probably be one of the largest hotels
west of the Mississippi, and cost $1,000,

000,while the building to be put up on

the corner of Eleventh and Washington
avenues will be 114x 137feet in size and
eight stories in hight. and cost several
hundred thousand dollars. In addition to
these will be many others for which the
plans have been drawn and the sites
selected.

Bock Ashlar for Dwellings.

One of the English papers, commenting
on the front of a Chicago residence, re
cently illustrated in one of the Western
architectural papers, says : “ As in many
other buildings in American cities, rock
ashlar is largely used in the exterior, and
the dressings of marble or other fine stone
have produced the most effective contrast.
The roughness of so large a part undoubt
edly aids in imparting a senseof strength,
and one feels that such a house as repre
sented is made to endure for centuries.”
After thus recklessly complimenting the
American style, the writer seems to re
cover himself, and accordingly hastens to
explain why equally pretty work is not
done in England. We quote again : “ In
England the same arrangement of ma
sonry could not be adopted with as much
success, for the best masonry is associated
with engineering works, and only as rus
tication has it been used for the lower
parts of buildings. So much soot is at
tracted by the rough surface it is not con
sidered judicious to use it." Here is a
back-handed slap at America. Some of
our citizens are living in houses having
the architectural appearance of masonry
usually associatedwith engineering works,
and after all such work is not very clean
in a sooty atmosphere, and therefore Eng

lishmen do not like it. This is a fair
sample of English criticism of things
American, however hard it may be on the
smoky city of Chicago.+
The Mason Builders of Boston.

BY WILLIAM H. SAYWARD.

The relationship between the employ
ing masons and the brickla ers and jour
neymen stone masons in ston affords
one of the best examples in existence of
the value of arbitration as advocated by
the National Association of Builders.
Since the establishment of the joint com
mittee the relation between the employers
and workmen has been one of perfect
harmony. Various questions upon which
the two differed have arisen from time to
time, and have at once been referred to the
joint committee for settlement. The
action of the committee hasbeen attended
by the utmost deference and courtesy
on both sides, and its decisions have
been accepted by both sides with
out question. The importance of joint
action at a time when both sides are
desirous of securing onl justice, and
before the two sides have me embit
tered by struggle, cannot be overesti
mated. Questions of difference can
under such circumstances be considered
dispassionately and without that feeling
of animosity which is bound to exist
where the difference is allowed to create
a strike or lockout. The mason business
in Boston has never been in such good
condition as it is at present, so far as the
relation of the employer to the workman
is concerned, and each da demonstrates
more fully the value of t e existence of
the joint committee, which is virtually
a board of reference composed of equal
numbers from each side, with full power
to decide all points at issue Without
cessation of work from any cause.
The principal reason why arbitration
is not more often effectual in the
settlement of difficulties between em
ployers and workmen is because it is not
proposed until after a long struggle, and
then only as a means for ending the fight.
At such a time the mental attitude of
each side is one of strong antagonism to
the other, and it is more than likely that
the side which considers itself the strong
est would refuse arbitration in the hope of
winning unconditionally. Arbitration to
be effective must be instituted as apre
ventive instead of as the last resort for
a settlement. The principle is the same
under all conditions, but human nature
is such that its use under one condition
would be perfectly satisfactory and suc
cessful, and under the other it would
be useless except for the most temporary
purposes._+_
The Contractor and the Architect.

Among the many features of the build
ing business susceptible of im rovement
is one which affects the buil er in the
execution of a contract under the existing
practices or methods of competition. It
Is customary for a contractor to sign a
contract agreeing to erect a buildingac
cording to certain specifications and draw
ings, to suppl all materials and perform
all work inci eut thereto, whether or not'
it is mentioned in the s ecifications or
shown on the drawings; t e architect to
be the sole judge as to what is incident to
the completion of the building. The fact
that such a clause exists in a contract,
granting that the architect intends to be
perfectly fair in all cases, makes the
cement un 'ust, as it places in the hands

0 one party t epower to require of the
other an unknown quantity of labor, or
material, or both. l‘he architect may
maintain with much force that certain
things are incident to the completion of
the building, while the contractor main

tains the reverse with equal force. and
apparently with justice: yet the con
tractor is expected to acce t the decision
of the architect as final. he contractor
is asked to accept as final an interpreta
tion by the architect which he was un
able or unwilling to give the contractor
at the time he presented his specifications
and drawings and asked for estimates of
the cost of the building. In no other
business does such a condition of affairs
exist, where one party to an cement
consents to do a certain thing or a cer
tain sum of money and at the same time
gives the other arty power to make such
Interpretation 0 the work incident thereto
as he seesfit; and this, too, after the cost
has been based upon certain definite
descriptions and certain definite draw
ings. As Colonel McAllister of Cleveland,
then president of the National Association
of Builders, aptly put it at the sixth con
vention of that association: “ If a con
tractor agrees to build a church he also
agrees to build a steeple. although none
is specified. for no church is complete
without a steeple.“ The bone of conten
tion lies in the fact that there is 0 por
tunity for such an interpretation 0 the
specifications and drawings, that the con
tractor may be forced to do much more
than the interpretation given to him at
the time the specifications and drawings
were submitted for estimate would de—
mand. As it seems at present to be an
impossibilit to secure specifications and
drawings w ‘ch are suficiently complete
to cover the entire construction there is
need for the establishment of some
method whereby the contractor may be
assured full equity in the premises.
Where there is necessity for interpreta
tion of the specifications and drawings
the contractor should not be forced to
accept any interpretation without appeal

BOARD OF REFERENCE.

A board of reference might be provided
in order that when uestions of inter
pretation arise upon w ich the contractor
and the architect do not agree they can.
be referred to an entirely disinterested
and im artial tribunal for final settle
ment. hen a contract is signed pro
vision could be made for the ap intment
of two members of such a boa of refer
ence : one by the owner or architect and
one by the contractor. these two to choose
a third ; and to this board all questions of
dis ute between the contractor and the
are itect to be referred for final settle
ment. This board need not be active, ex
cept in caseswhere the contractor and the
architect cannot agree, and an uitable
adjustment of the expense of ling it
into action could be arranged in the terms
of the contract. Such a board would
prevent many complications which now
arise, and would present an entirel
fair and just means, which would be a -
ways at hand, for the settlement of all
possible contingencies that might arise
out of misinterpretation of what might
be considered incident to the completion
of the building by the architect and not
by the contractor. The appointment of
such a board would be comparativel
little trouble, and the and gained woul
simplify the execution of a contract im
measurably. The existence of such a
means of settlement need not delay prog~
ress of work, for it could be provided
that the architect’s interpretation could
be carried out and the ad ustment of the
same as to additional lowanoe tothe
contractor be matter for adjudication by
the board of reference. The present ens-
tom in regard to the interpretation of
specifications and drawings is manifestly
unfair, notwithstanding the fact that
many buildings are erected without
serious difference between the contractor
and the architect, as it alloWs the con
tractor no voice in the settlement of ques
tions that are of vital pecuniary impor
tance to him. Contractors have always
submitted to a large amount of injustice
in the demands made upon them, but
there is no good reason whey they should
continue to sufier.
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DESIGN FOR AN EPISCOPAL CHAPEL.

sent herewith illustrate the Calvary
Protestant Epispocal Chapel, now

being rapidly completed at Shenandoah,
Va., from drawings repared by H. N.
Sims, C. E., of that p ace. In the course
of construction certain changes were
made in re ard to the front elevation of
the chape . Instead of leaving the
entrance at the right, as shown, the large
central window was omitted and double
doors substituted. From the architect’s
specifications we learn that the piers for

THE
ENGRAVINGS which we pre~

sup rting the main girder are capped
Wit 2 x 8 inch lank, laid lengthwise of
the building. e girder is 6 x 10 inches
pine, while the sills are 4 x 6 inches set
in mortar, halved and spiked together at
the corners and midway between the main
trestles. The floor joists are 2 x 12inches
set 16inches between centers, and bridged

sented herewith. The doors from the
vestibule into the auditorium are double.
The walls of the auditorium are wains
ooted to a hight of 3 feet 6 inches with
yellow pine. The vestry has a ceiling 9
feet in hight. The wood work exposed to
the interior of the building is machine
dressed and all timbers 2 inches or more
in thickness are chamfered to within 6
inches of their connection with other
timbers. The trusses are of frame, as
indicated in the illustration. The interior
walls are plastered and finished with
what is known as “sand finish.” The
exterior wood work is covered with
three coats of paint, while the shingling
on the able is stained with Cabot’s creo
sote stam. All interior work has two coats
of strong spirit shellac. The contract price
of the structure was $1650, but the to
tal cost will probably approximate $2000.

through eight tunnels, the longest of these
being 2100 feet in length. The tunnels
are each 6 x 6 feet in size, with convex
roofs. Building a water-tight box 85
miles long, over fathomless chasms and
through the hearts of mountains, is a gi
gautic undertaking which many believed
could never be accomplished. The result
has proved different._4__
Ornamentlng House Fronts.

With regard to the prevailing tendenc
to vary the modern styles of house buil -
ing, and to secure new material and new
effects, the Bricknmlccr says :
The aim of all dwelling-house erection
these days is to ornament their exterior
walls as

highly
as the builder can afford to

do it, whic has the effect of adding to the

Design for an Episcopal Chapel, H. hr. Sims. Architect, Shenandoah, Va.—Front Elevation.-—Scale,% inch to the Foot.

with two rows of diagonal bridging,
one row between each wall and the girder.
The studs are 2 x 6 inches, set 16 inches
between centers, and doubled at all cor
ners and openings. The plates are 4 x 6
inches and the rafters 2 x 8 inches, set
2 feet between centers. The

studdiniiscovered with clapboards laid 4% inc es
to the weather

ution
a good quality of

sheeting paper. T eupper portion of the
front gable is covered with pine shingles
6 inches wide and laid 5% inches to the
weather. The corner boards, paneling
and outside casings for doors and win
dows are 1% x 6 inches. All flashings,
&c., were painted on both sides with one
coat of metallic paint before laying.
The flooring is of narrow Zg inch white
pine tongued and grooved boards, blind
nailed. The glass employed is what is
known as the first quality “ single thick ”

American. All the doors are white pine,
the exterior ones having on the outside
wrought-iron false hinges, a detail of
which is shown in the illustrations pre

It is intended to be heated with stoves,
although the architect suggests that a

greferable
method would be to place a

mace under the chancel and heat the
building with hot air. steam or hot water.—_+—

A California Flume.

The flume which conveys the water
from the mountains to the reservoir at
San Diego, 081., is said to be the largest
and lon est thing of the kind in the
world. t is 35 miles long, and is com
posed almost wholly of redwood. In its
course this monster flume crosses 315
streams and onions on trestles, the long
est of which is 1700feet long and 85 feet
high. It is known as the Los Cochos
trestle. The Sweetwater trestle, the sec
ond lon est, is 1200feet long and 85 feet
high. The timbers used in them were
put together on the ground and raised to
their present position by horse-power.
Besides its many trestles this flume passes

beauty of all such structures, as well as to
highten the picturesqueness of all localities
in a city where building material is used for
this
purifiose.

A late invention is that of
a white rick made preciselyas is the old
style red brick, and as durable in all re
spects as the latter. The monotony of the
red brick front has become of the charac
ter of an ofl'ense, and, therefore, it is not
to be wondered at that so many

pzoplepaint such walls all sorts of colors. hen
white brick are introduced it will most
likely lead to the manufacture of brick of
other colors—brown, in all shades, aswell
as red in like varieties. There is talk
among some builders of introducing the
white brick in Harrisburg, Pa., where the
rivalry to secure ornamented house fronts
has resulted in much artistic work of this
kind in all parts of the city, and is des
tined to place the capital of Pennsylvania
in the front rank of the beautiful cities
of its interior. This is what can be truly
called the ornate period in dwelling
house erection in all parts of the country.
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BLUE PAPER PRINTING.—I.

of reproducing drawings, but the one
commonly employed by draftsmen is

known asthe " blue rocess," and technic
ally known as the “ Cyanotype.” The pa
per when prepared for making blue prints,
is also called “ Ferr‘o-prussiate" paper. Any
close- ained, well-sized paper may be em
ployv for making blue prints, the only
requirement bein that the

gaper
shall be

waterproof enoug to stan the coating
and washing processes. Whattmau’s
drawing paper is the best foundation, but
it is expensive, and paper similar to that
on which this is printed will answer for
all ordinary blue paper jobs. The chemi
cals required will be a bottle of red prus
siate of tash (ferrocianide) and another
bottle 0 the ammonia citrate of iron.
The ordinary citrate of iron will not an
swer, because it is not soluble in water,
while the ammonia citrate is very soluble
and even attracts moisture from the at
mosphere, if the bottle containing the
chemical be left uncorked ; therefore,
it should be kept tightly closed all the
time. Sometimes the bottle comes
marked “Ammonia citrate of Iron," and
again it will be “ Citrate of Iron and Am
monia.” It makes no difference which
term is used; both mean the same thing.
It will be well to get the druggist to
weigh out 10 drains of the tash, and
also 15 drams of the iron. 1:each in
separate bottles, and when it is desired to
make up some blue paper, there is enough
of each salt to mix separately with 4
ounces of water. But this amount of
solution would cover a great many sheets
of paper; therefore, it would be better to
take only a small quantity at a time, and
not mix up any more than is immediately
to be used, for it does not keep well.

THERE
ARE SEVERAL METHODS

SENSITIZING.

Indeed, when only one or two sheets of
paper are to be sensitized, it is the

writer'safiractice
to take up a little of each

chemic on the point of a ket knife,
drop it into a teacup, an stir in a
con le of teaspoonfuls of water. Then
wit a brush, which is always he i: for
this purpose. the solution is sprea over
one surface of the paper, and immediately
hung away in the dark to dry. The dry
ing operation may take from ten minutes
to as many hours, according to the damp
ness of the place where the paper is hung
and the humidity of the air. If it be
necessary to use the paper immediately,
it can be dried in an oven or by holding
close to a steam pipe, but care should be
taken that the paperis not e sed to con
siderable heat, as the paper Will becolored
by this as quickly as by sunlight.
There is some danger of exposing the
print to sunlight too long, but a little over
exposure is better than under exposure,
for continued washing will take out a
good deal of the blue, and leave the lines
white, as they should be, but no amount
( of manipulation will save a print which
is under printed—that is spoiled from the
word “ go"—-and it will not pay to bother
with it.

EXPOSXNG.

An ordinary printing frame—the same
as is used for making photographs—vs
the best thing for exposing the paper.
Put the tracing or drawing next to the
glass; then put in the piece of prepared
aper. with the prepared side next to the
awin , which should be placed ink side
out, an its back against the paper if a
copy is desired which is not reversed. As
stated, the printing frame is the best,
especially for small work: but when
prints three or four feet long have to be
made some other means must be used for
holding them durin exposure, and a
heavy pane of plate g ass is usually used
for this purpose. It answers well for
making the exposure, but there is no way

By JAMES F. HOBART.
of telling when the print is done, as the
paper cannot be exposed and looked at as
when a printing frame is used ; thereforeit is necessary to put a small bit of the
sensitive paper under the drawing on
which the paper is made in such a posi
tion that it will not interfere with the
print that is being made. This piece, or
several of them, will serve as test pieces,
and they may be pulled out occasion
ally to see when they are sufiiciently“ cooked."

PRINTING.

The rintiug should be carried to a
pomt w ere the paper appears of a dull
gray color, except where the lines are.
These should be of a very light bluish
green color when the paper has been ex
posed to sunlight long enough. Then the
paper should be removed from the frame
and put into clean water. The color im
mediately begins to wash out, and all the

parts
which were protected from the sun

ight b the ink lines become white
while t 0 parts of the paper which had
received the sunlight become a deep fine
blue. In other words, the water dissolves
out all the excess of the reagents used in
the reparation of the paper, the action
of t e sun serving to “set” the color
whenever the were exposed to its action.
The meth here described yields a fine
white line on a deep blue ground, and
the next paper will tell how to get a blue
hne on a white ground, which is more
pleasing to the eye.

(To becontinued.)+
Restoring an Old Virginia Church.

A rather unique specimen of church
architecture is the structure now in
progress of restoration at Smithfield, Va.,
the building being one of the oldest
church edifices in this country. It was
built of brick in the early part of the
seventeenth century, and has a massive
Norman tower, 50 feet in hight, at the
western end. The walls of the tower are
nearl 8 feet in thickness at the base,
tapering slightly toward the top. That it
was built in 1632 is roved by written
records and well-sustained tradition, and
if any doubts exist they are dispelled by
the bricks, many of which bear that date.
The tower overshadows the less preten
tious nave, which suggests many of the
parish churches in England.
The church, says a recent issue of the
Sun, is surrounded by a grove of syca
mores, walnuts and oaks. The entrance
is through a low arched door, the masonry
denoting the prison rather than the
sanctuary. On either side are portholes.
The interior of the edifice is not spacious,
the dimensions being 62 x 26 feet. The
tower is nearly 20 feet square. The
orientation is perfect, the sun rising di
rectly on the great chancel window, 18x
12 feet, and com sed of 17separate win
dows divided by rick mullions. Twelve
of these windows under the restoration
are memorials of Washington, General
Robert E. Lee (given by his eldest son);
Captain Bridger. who built the church,
Parson Hubard. its last colonial rector:
Parson Blair, founder of William and
Ma College; the four deceased bishops
of Vrirginia—Madison, Moore, Meade and
Johns—and Sir Walter Raleigh, John
Rolfe and Capt. John Smith, settlers of
Virginia. The nave has eight membrial
windows, four on a side. The principal
one is in memory of Pocahontas, given by
her descendants; another is of Parson
Whittaker, who married her to Rolfe,
and another is in memory of Parson
Hunt, the first missionary who came with
Smith. Five of the others are to the
memory of local parishoners, and the last,
a beautiful En lish window, was donated
by Brinton oxe of Philadelphia in

honor of the Society for the
Propagation

of
the Gospel in Foreign Parts. he vestry
room is in the second story of the tower,
and is lighted by three double-lancet
stained glass windows, all being memor
ials of local celebrities. The pulpit and
sounding board and the heavy oaken
communion table, elaborately carved, are
memorials donated by the descendants of
early parishioners now living in Maryland
and Pennsylvania.
The church was in use as a house of
worship for 204years, or until 1836,when
it was abandoned owing to lack of a con
gregation. During the

intervening'xyearsthe relic hunter was actively at wor , and
whole

chtlilons 0
1
: the

1interior, inicludérlilgpartsoteae,isappeare. e

walls withstogd thleyelements. In 1887the
work of restoration was begun by the
Rev. David Barr, now senior assistant
rector of the Church of the Epiphany at
Washington, and to his zeal is due the
churcth and artistic interior. Contribu
tions toward the restoration have come
from 21 States and the District of Colum
bia; from people of all denominations,
besides prominent Episcopalians. Many
colored people have sent contributions.
The new chancel rail is to be made of
the oak frame of the orignal top, which
fell in 1887. One of the most interesting
features in the work of restoration was
the incorporation in the walls of more
than 2000bricks remaining from another
colonial church 9 miles up the James
River, which was destroyed many years
ago. The two churches were for years
before the Revolution under the care of
the same rector, living then near Smith
field. The work of restoration is being

gushed
forward by Mr. Barr, who, since

is removal to Washington, has continued
in charge by request of the vestr ,and
the completed edifice may be rea y for
worship this summer.

ACCORDING TO THE PROSPECTUS of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, it is the

purpose
of the trustees to arrange for the

all and winter course of 1892—98for pub
lic lectures u n the various branches of
art illustrate by their collections, and to
organize special classes of artists and
artisans for the study of special classes
of objects. Among the features which,
according to the pros tus recently is

sued, are promised or this year, are
classes in drawing, painting, modeling
and architectural drawing. We under
stand that it is the object of the class in
the latter branch to give attention in ar
chitectural draftsmanship, so as to fit
students either to enter offices as drafts
men. or to pursue to advantage more ad
vanced courses of study. either in archi
tecture or in decorative arts. The use of
the pencil, brush and drawing pen will
be taught; and the rendering of plans
and elevations, as well as of details both
of construction and of ornament. Such
technical instruction will be given in
projection, in shades and shadows in per
spective and architectural detail as is
necessary for an intelligent performance
of this work. The class will make
sketches and drawings from the casts in
the museum. We understand that, so
far as it goes, this work will be the same
as the course of architecture in the School
of Mines at Columbia College. Still an
other feature promised for this year is an
arrangement with Columbia College by
which students in the Museum may at
tend lectures on fine arts given by that
college. ——¢———
THERE is A CHURCH in the town of
Bergen, Norway, that is built entirely of
per It can seat 1000 persons in com
?grt, and has been rendered waterproof
by a solution of quicklime, curdled milk
and white of eggs.
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CIRCLE
sented a part ofa demonstration by
J. V. H. Secor of a problem coming

under this title. At the present time we
continue Mr. Secor’s work, giving the
remainder of his diagrams, and showing
how the model was built, demonstrating
the correctness of his conclusions.
Let a a, Fig. 6, be the thickness for the
staves or covering of the center and
laced against the side of the opening.
ark the inner line of rib, as at 3-4. and
thickness, 1—2. Draw the face of the an
gular rib, as shown at 5-6 and 6—7:let the
staves_ project 2* inches outside of the
wall line and the same over the inner rib.

Figom
6 draw 8—9at right angles to the

n .
From 3and 7, Fig. 7, as the inner and
outer face of the ribs erect perpendiculars,
as X and XI; from 8 as center describe
the line of arch XI, 0, c; from B, the cen
ter. of the inner arch, draw the curve.
This rib is shown in position with the line
of the stavas. The outer rib I have pur

IN
OUR AUGUST ISSUE, we pre randcm points in the arch, as at 9, 10, 11,

12, 13, 14and 15,drop perpendiculars cut
ting the incline at 1, 2, 8, 4, 5, 6, 7. From
9, 10, 11, 12, and so on, draw horizontal
lines indefinitely. Draw e.f, XII, Fig. 9,
from f' erect the perpendicular f g; now,
with a strip of wood or pa r placed along
the incline line mark t e spaces from
i to 7, and transfer them to g h ij k l and
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Fig. 9

Fig. 9.—DiagonalRib as traced through
perpendicularand horizontal inter
sections.

Fig. il.—Side view of the center as
constructed.

\ \
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Fig. 7

Fig. 6—Plan of Drum on which to build the Arch.
Fig. 7.—One-halfof Arch with center in place,show
ing the inside Rib and Etaves.

Fig. 8.—Elevatiou 0! outside Arch and its divisions
from which to drawthediagonalRib.

Fig. 10—Ccnstructionof the inner Arch.

Circle on Circle—Diagrams Accompanying Demonstration by Mr. Secor.

poser omitted in this view. In building
centers for arches that are to be lined with
wooden jambs, it is well to make the ribs
small enough to admit of two thicknesses
of staves. the first course put on nicely
and dressed otf; the top can be common
stufi; these can be cut to the wall line.
The object of this is to save time, as the
outer covering can be taken off and the
form Will be ready for use in the shop.
Let one or two of the center staves be

long
enough to reach the center, so that a

uni may be driven into line from in clean
ing or dressing the face ; this is shown at

d
, Fig. 6
,

and A, Fig. 11.
To prepare the quarter arch from which

to develop the angular rib, Fig. 9
,

let 0 (I
,

Fig. 8, be the length of the rib 5-6 ; at

*This i
s for the purpose of clamping it the

centeris used in bendingthe sotlit.

m, and erect perpendiculars cutting the
horizontal lines at X '0 u m p y z; and
through the intersections trace the curve.
Let c t be straight wood below the spring
line. As these ribs are ellipse in curve,
they may be drawn with trammel or
string : A A are the foci. Take 8

,

9
,

at
Fig. 6, to make the miter, and apply on
each side of the center f, as shown by the
dotted lines, also at t t, to bevel the edge
of the rib ; this will die out at the summit.
Cut and bevel the joint and nail together,
as shown in plan, Fig. 6

.

The recess S is

made for a stud, as shown at D, Fig. 11.
Let A H I B, Fig 10, be the foot, E L

the spring line, K the center, R the tie
piece ; the dotted lines 0 and D are the
lines to bevel the edge; nail together as
shown.
Fig. 11 shows the center constructed
and in place as viewed nearly at right

SEPTIMBZR.1892.

ON CIRCLE.
angles to the center, A B the summit, C

the spring line, D the stud set bracing,

E F inside line of staves. In brick work
there should be a timber laid in the wall
crossing the opening a few inches below
the chord or spring line to support the
ends or feet. If in stone, then studs
must be used.
At the time he presented his demonstra
tion of the problem, we asked Mr. Secor

if he would furnish us with a wooden
model showing the manner in which the
various parts were constructed. This he
readin consented to do, and in Figs. 12to
16we show the model com lete in every
particular. The engravings erepresented
were made directly from hotographs of
the model, and while fait lly represent
ing it in all its details, the reader should
bear in mind that the illustrations do not
indicate full-size work actually executed
in building construction, although the
correspondence in parts is very close.+
How Theaters Should be Constructed.

At a recent meeting of the Franklin
Institute, Philadelphia, C. J. Hexamer
read a paper on the subject of “The
construction and interior arrangement
of buildings designed to be used as
theaters,” which he illustrated with dia
grams and ictures of some of the local
theater bui dings. Among other things
he said: _

Ten years ago I read a communication
before the institute on “ The prevention
of fires in theaters," which was general,
a plying to the theaters of our country.

I ave been called upon by your Commit
tee cn Meetings to say a few words on the
same subject to-night, but more specific
allyin regard to local conditions. My
remarks ten years ago seemedof sufficient
importance to secure the ap intment of
a special committee, wit myself as
chairman, to investi ate and suggest
better features in our merican theaters.
Although not as much good as we had
anticipated resulted from our labors, we at
least had the satisfaction of knowing that
many of our suggestions were adopted in
the ratin schedules of underwriters.
Some, which had been described as im
ractical by stage carpenters, have been
introduced and are now in daily use in a

number of places of amusement.

SOME SUGGESTIONS.

Allow me to rapidly make a few sug
gestions which are no longer novel. re
capitulating much that I have said on
former occasions, before proceeding to
what is new and of local importance. A
theatre should consist of four separate
and distinct buildings, like the Park
Theatre, separated by substantial brick
walls rising above the roofs, all commu
nications to be cut 05 by the best-known
fire-resisting means. 1

.

There should be
a fire-proof auditorium, like a fire-proof
oflice building. 2. A st e building. 3

.

A fire-proof building for ressing rooms.
&c. And 4. A fire-proof storage room for
scenery, properties, &c., with fire-proof
doors. Theproscenium wall should rise
Well above the roofs of all the buildings,
with an iron girder covered by a good
non-conductor, relieved by an arch. The
wall should be cut to the stage floor, as in
the Academy of Music, and the curtain
should be of pure asbetos, with an in
terior network of strong, woven, pliable
wire to give it tensile strength, and slid
ing in iron grooves on both sides of the
stage, securely bolted into the masonry
of the proscenium wall.
All the four buildings should be pro
vided with large, separate exits to the '

open air. Every part of the auditorium
should have separate exits. and never
should the exit of one part be allowed to
discharge into that of another. All cor
ridors should increase in' width from
the theater to the open air. All extra
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exits (fire corridors) should be marked as
such in large, bold letters ; should be
lighted by oil lamps (not petroleum prod
ucts ; sperm or lard oil is recommended),
and should be unbarred from the opening
of the theater until it is closed. Before
the close of every performance they should
be opened. so that the extra exits ma be
come known to the public. All d'oors
should open outward (which is still
neglected in many concert-club halls).
Long rows of seats should not be ermit
ted. Rows should be cut by aisles at
short intervals. Movable seatsshould not
be allowed. Sea's should be tightly
screwed to the floor. Fixed chairs with a
spring attachment, which throws back
the seats when not occupied, are strongly
recommended.
N o scenery, properties, materials or im
pediments of any description should be
allowed to remain in the corridors. The

always full of water, connecting with the
stand pipes and not allowed to freeze.

FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS.

Every theater should be su plied with
a suflicient number of fire by rants, with
hose and nozzles attached ready for in
stant use and not removable, connected
with the tank. The stage and workshops
should be fully equipped with an ap
proved system of automatic sprinklers,
connected with two supplies, an approved

pump
and tank, both of which should be

ocated outside of the stage building. A
sufficient number of fire buckets (used
in case of fire only), kept always filled,
should be distributed conspicuously over
the premises. Every theater should be
connected with the nearest fire station by
electric alarms in the oflice and on the
stage, the latter to be further thoroughly
equipped with automatic alarms. Steam

make a report on each theater. These re
ports are to be kept on file, and can be
used as evidence against managers or
against the inspector, should he become
derelict in his duties.
The only way in which theaters can be
made safe is to place them fronting broad
streets not less than 60 feet wide, with
wide open spaceson both sides not less than
20 feet—30 would be better—in width.
Then fire escapes which are what the
name implies can be erected, not arrange
ments the descent of which tests the skill
of an acrobat in broad daylight. I believe
we have the right to require of our legisla
tors that they prohibit the erection of ad
ditional fire traps. But what shall we do
with our present theaters? Force the
owners to make them as safe as possible
by ordinances or acts of legislature,and let
the city condemn the requisite adjoining
properties, buy them, tear them down,

ill! 1i
“’
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Figs. l2—lfl.—Varlousviewsof WoodenModel illustrating Circular Arch lu Circular Wall.

Circle on Circle.-Photo-Reproductions of Model as prepared by Mr. Secor.

fireproof drop curtain should be kept
down at all times except durin rehearsals
and performances, after whic it should
be immediately let down, and not raised
until a few minutes before the beginning
of the next performance. The lowering
apparatus should be so arranged that the
curtain will be lowered automatically in
case of fire. Doors in fire walls should
have stone sills, tin lined on both sides.
constructed according to the under
writers’ specifications, without springs or
latches, so they can readily be opened.
Incandescent electric lights should be
used throughout, and all others should be
rohibited on a sta e. The system of
ightin the stage s ould be separated
from t at of lighting the auditorium ;
each should have a distinct circuit. The
system should beinstalled under the direc
tion of the electric-light inspector of the
Fire Underwriters‘ Association, and an
ordinance should prohibit the use of
li hts until soapproved and the certificate

o
fg

approval has been issued. Where
electricity is generated in the theater the
boilers, engine and dynamo should not be
located in the stage building, and lights
in stairways should receive their currents
from outside independent sources. A
large reservoir, the bottom at least 10feet
above the highest sprinkler, holding at
least 5000gallons, should be introduced,

or hot water should be exclusively em
ployed for heating. A large smoke flue
should be provided above the stage.
Automatic devices are recommended.
That the public itself may have control in
this matter, a complaint book should be
laid open to the public in every theater,
where any individual may enter faults of
construction or arrangement which he
has noticed. This book should notbe the
property of the proprietor of the theater,
but should belong to the “theater in
spector,“ the fire marshal and building
inspectors. The workshops and paint

loft should be outside of the stage build
ing.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS.

We all know by experience that any
matter which devolves on a number of
persons, especially when their time is

fully occupied by other duties, is done
badly or not at all. As the old adagehas
it, “ Everybody’s business is nobody’s
business ;“ therefore, in order to keep
control of the various theaters, a theater
inspector should be appointed who should
have full power to enter a theater at any
moment, and whose duty it should be to
see that these or other suggestions, made
law by ordinance of councils or an act of
the le ‘slature, are faithfully carried out,
test re appliances and once a month

and place breathing spaceson sides which
are now without outlets.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
PRACTICAL Caanraos BUILDING. Volume II.
Compiledby M. T. Richardson. 280pages;
illustrated with engravings ' bound in
cloth covers. Published by M. Richard
sonCompany. Price, $1.
This work consists of a collection of
articles compiled from those contributed
to the columns of the Blacksmith and
Wheelwright during the past few years,
and covering the entire range of the art of
carriage building from the lanning of a
vehicle to its completion. 1

:

begins with
information concerning axles, and con
siders in detail the plumbing of spokes,
gather of wheels, making of yokes and
whifiletrees, laying off a fore carriage,
gives attention to special tools, the mak
ing of ovals, blocking corners, making
and laying off patterns and the drawing of
tools. Complete instructions are also pre~
sented with regard to the

lazing
011'and

framing of carriage bodies, t e construc
tion of carriage parts and wheels, as well
as of light and heavy sleighs. As stated
above, the volume is profusely illustrated
with well executed engravings and is

printed and bound uniform with the first
volume.
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GALVANIZED

the use of sheet metal in building
construction are presented in the ac

companying illustrations, which show
elevations and sections of building fronts
composed entirely of galvanized iron.
This work was recently executed in Jer
sey City, N. J.. by Jacob Ringle & Son
of 83 Newark avenue, that city. The ele
vation presented in the first illustration
represents a front constructed of No. 24
gauge galvanized iron, which extends
from the cornice of the first floor to the
top of the pediment on the roof. The
front. as shown by the sectional view, is
studded from the cornice to the roof line
and sheeted with 1-inch tongued and
grooved pine boards. All the columns
and window frames, as well as the belts
of the cornice, are madein sections, being
so constructed and securely anchored to
the building that in case of fire each sec
tion will retain its place and not fall until
the entire front comes down. The work
was executed from designs prepared by
Lewis H. Browne of Jersey City. The
second engraving represents a store front
constructed in the same general manner
as that just described, from designs fur
nished by Edward Patterson of the city
named.

TWO
INTERESTING EXAMPLES of

_____’——
The Arch.

The earliest trace in antiquarian re
searches has assisted us in detecting the
first bridge, sa 's a writer in an exchange,
and to show t at it was a tree which had
fallen from one bank to the other of
some mountain torrent. The method of
communication thus supplied by accident
men would soon learn to obtain for them
selves by the rude resources of art, and
ere long the opposite banks of rivers
would come to be connected by means of
timbers or flag stones, supported upon

piers.
The application of this notion of a
brid 0 seems to have constituted the
who e art of bridge making up to a com
paratively recent period. It is, however,
altogether inadequate to the passage of
deep or rapid currents, and fatal to navi
gation. We accordingly find that the
Egyptians, although they swarmed along
the banks of the Nile, never built for
themselves a permanent bridge across
that river.
The Tigris to the Euphrates, on whose
banks dwelt that enterprising nation of
remote antiquit , the Chaldeans. was
bridgeless. An even in the age of Peri
cles there was no stone bridge over the
River Cephissus at Athens.
Necessity is said to be the mother of in
vention, but there are certain matters
which she has been exceedingly slow in
coming to. The birth of the discovery of
the arch is a memorable example. Of
Europeans. the first who appear to have
made the discovery were the Etruscans:
the earliest existing specimens of the
arch in Europe are said to be found
among the ruins of the Etruscan tower of
Volaterra.
To the Chinese the secret of the arch
appears to have been known from time
immemorial. In fact, it is difiicult to fix
upon any useful contrivance which is not
at present in some degree known to that
singular people. They certainly used the
arch long before the idea was conceived
in Europe. It covers the gateways in
their great wall ; they availed themselves
of it in the construction of monuments to
their illustrious dead, and in the forma
tion of their bridges: and we are told
there were stone bridges in China 3 or
4 miles long. and arches 600 feet in span.
From the Etruscans the secret of the
arch passed to the Romans, and it was
soon employed in the construction of
bridges over the Tiber. Of these. several
remain ; they are, however, but awkward
s cimens of the art of bridge making.
heir narrow arches were supported upon

high, unsightly piers, which formed a
serious obstruction to the current. The
Romans have, nevertheless. left us, in
other parts of their dominions, bridges of
extraordinary strength and beauty. Of
these, that of Alcantari is, perhaps, the
most remarkable; its roadway is above

ine@2\‘\
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IRON BUILDING FRONTS.
ciaus; his successor destroyed it that he
might restrain their incursions into the
Empire.
In those troublous times which suc
ceeded the fall of the Roman Empire no
bridges were built. Rivers were for the
most part passed by fords or ferries;these
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Galvanized 1701!Building Fronts—Fig. l.—Elevation and Seetion.—-Scale,% Inch
(0 the Foot.

150 feet above the level of the stream
which it crosses, and its arches are 100
feet in span. It was built by Trajan, in
whose reign was also erected a bridge
over the Danube, of which many in
credible things are told by Dion Cassius,
of which nothing is to be seen but now
and then the foundation of a pier. He
built it that he might conquer the De,

frequently became subjects of contention
between neighboring barons, or were
taken possessionof by outlaws, and travel
ers in availing themselves of an insecure
method of transfer were subject to the
certainty of being heavily taxed, and the
chance of being plundered. -
It was about the commencement of the
twelfth century that one Benezet, a cow
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herd, appeared in the cathedral of Avig
non, and announced to the multitude aspe
cial mission from Heaven for the erection
of a bridge over the Rhone of that city.
By efiorts little less than miraculous this
singular enthusiast contrived in the
course of a few years to erect a bridge.
which, whether considered in reference
to its enormous dimensions, or the local
difficulties to overcome in its construc
tion, claims to be ranked among the
most remarkable monuments that have
been erected by the skill and ingenuity
of man. Unfortunately a flood of the
Rhone carried it away. The labors of
Benezet did not, however, altogether dis
appear with this bridge ; he obtained

grossed, and most of the European rivers
are now spanned by arches with which
the labors of former ages will bear no
comparison, either as respects the bold
ness and grandeur of design or the per
fection of their detail.+

Quality of Brick.

In commenting on the quality of brick
arecent issue of the Brickmaker says:
There are three main points which have
to be taken into account. 1. The power of
resistance under pressure. 2. The appear
ance of the fracture, which should pre

Galvam'zed Iron Building Fronts—Fig. 2.—Elevation and Seetiom—Scale,)6 Inch
to the
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among the saints of the Roman
ca endar, and became founder of a relig
ious order called the Brethren of the
Bridge, by whom some of the finest
bridges in Europe were erected. Of these,
that of St. Esprit, on the Rhine, is nearly
a mile in length, and that called La
Vieillc Bronde, over the Allier, is a single
semicircular arch of 180 feet in span,
and, until the erection of the Chester
Bridge, which is 200feet in span, was the
largest arch in Enpope. Of the same date
was the old London Bridge, the work of
Peter of Colechurch. It would, however,
eatly suffer by comparison with the
abors of the Brethren of the Bridge.
From this period up to the present the
art of bridge making has continually pro

Fool.

sent an even texture, and a fine,
brilliant grain, without cavities in the
interior and neither ribbony nor stony.
3. The exterior, which should be smooth
and regular, the an les and edges
sha and straight. hm the size of
the rick is equal throughout the mass
it is a proof that the brick earth has been
well prepared and the brick generally well
made. A brick. when struck, should give
forth a clear. ringing sound. Good brick
are generally of a dark reddish brown
color, and sometimes they show vitrified
spots on the surface ; it is not well, how
ever, to depend too much on this last fact,
for it is often only an indication of the
amount of heat to which the brick has
been subjected, while the clay of which

the brick is made may be impure and ill
prepared.
Bad brick are readily recognized by
their reddish yellow color, but still more
by the dull sound which they emit when
struck ; their grain being soft, they crum
ble easily and absorb water with avidity.
A good brick should not absorb more than
about one-fifteenth of its own weight of
water; it should appear and in reality be
dry. A brick that does not take up any
water at all is too much burnt: the mor
tar adheres to it imperfectly, but is a good
conductor of heat. Such brick may be
used
'
in damp soil and for pavements.

When a brick left in water either scales
or swells, it is of bad quality and contains
caustic lime. A brick which being made
red hot, and then having water ured on
it, does not crack, is of extraordinary and
rare quality, and those which have borne
the effect of moisture and dryness during
two or three winters without scaling or
cracking are excellent.
In order to try if brick will bear the
efiect of frost, let one be boiled for half
an hour in a solution of sulphate of soda,
saturated cold, and then sus uded by a
string over the vessselin whic it has been
boiled. In 24 hours the surface of the
brick will be covered with small crystals;
the brick is then to be immersed again in
the solution until the crystals disappear,
and again suspended ; repeating this oper
ation for five days, the cr 'stals reforming
after each immersion. I after this treat
ment a number of particles of the brick
are found at the bottom of the vessel con
taining the solution, the brick are incapa
ble of supporting the efiects of frost.~+
German Theater Construction.

The Prussian Government haspublished
police regulations for the construction of
theaters, which closely resemble those
incorporated in the building laws of most
of our large cities, says a recent issue of
the American Architect and Building .
News. There are. however, a few pro
visions in regard to the number and spac
ing of seats and the width of doors and
corridors which are worthy of imitation.
For ordinary seats, the minimum space
to be allowed is 18 inches wide by 32
inches from back to back. Where the
seats fold back, the depth may be re
duced from 32 to 28 inches. The number
of seats between two aisles may be 15 on
the floor and first balcony, but must not
exceed 12in other portions of the house.
What seems to us very ample provision
is made for exits, the rule being that 1m.
in width of clear opening must be allowed
in all openings and passageways leading
to the auditorium for every 70 persons to
be accommodated. In exceptional cases
only, by special permission, a somewhat
smaller provision will be approved : and,
where snflicient exits are arranged into a
court or garden, the openings from this
court 01garden into the street need not
afford greater width than 1m. to 300per
sons. Workrooms and storerooms are

germitted
in or under any part of the

uilding only on condition that they are
of completely fire-proof construction, and
have no direct communication with either
the stage or auditorium. It is interesting
to find that the regulations apply to the
audience as well as the roprietors.
Smoking is absolutely forbidden in any
part of the theater building, except that
special permission may be given for
smoking in certain rooms in restaurants,
in private apartments and in business
oflices. This restriction, which would
put an end to cigarette smokin in the
vestibules and corridors, woul be un
popular here, but to the Germans, who
barely take their pipes out of their mouths
to put a piece of sausage in, and who can
absorb beer and nicotine together with
out difficulty, it must be very oppressive.
However, when the Prussian police ad
ministration takes it into its head to re
vent the citizens from getting burned) up
in theaters, it doesnot consult the opinion
of those citizens as to the agreeable or
disagreeable character of the measures
which it thinks fit to adopt.
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BINDING SLIDING DOORS.

I have frequently noticed that a remedy is wanted
for binding sliding doors. This question is very
frequently asked, and it is not to be wondered at, for

not one sliding door in ten put up works in anything
like a satisfactory manner. I have had a great deal
of experience with sliding doors, and am pretty well
acquainted with the common defects and causes of

unsatisfactory working. I do not wonder that a good
remedy is wanted for these troublesome doors, for

unless they work properly they become a great
inconvenience. The causes of the unsatisfactory

working of sliding doors are many, and a little gen
eral information on the subject may not come amiss.

Nearly all the causes of the imperfect working of

sliding doors can be traced directly to the improper
construction of some part of the work in putting them

up, and in most cases an ounce of prevention is worth

about 4 pounds of the cure. As overhead hangers
are almost exclusively used these are the ones we will

take into consideration. First, it is necessary that the

floor under sliding-door partitions should be perfectly
solid and very nearly level.
It is a common occurrence for buildings to settle,
and if partitions, which often have a great weight to

support, are not provided with a properly constructed
foundation, they will settle enough to throw the or
dinary sliding door entirely out of working order.

It Wlll not do to block up under sliding-door parti
tions with a little chi'p, a piece of a shingle, a little

loose dirt under a post in the cellar bottom or some

fresh mortar, as is often practiced. As the increased

Weight of the plastering and floors is put upon the

partitions above, the floors begin to settle. Ihave
seen floors under sliding doors % inch out of level.

How can sliding doors work when put up under such
'circumstances? If the track was level, one door would
be sure to strike the floor as it was rolled back,

while the other door would rise almost 1% inches
from the floor. Again, if the track was not level,
but placed parallel with the floor, then the doors
'could not be adjusted to hang plumb; consequently,

\they would not fit the jambs, unless the jambs were
set to fit the doors % inch out of plumb.
Thus far we see that the floor must be perfectly
solid and level, the partitions must be set plumb, the
rheaders put in solid and of sufficient strength to

carry all the weight placed upon them without yield
ing orsagging. \Ve will now turn our attention to
the putting up of the track. This should be level
and straight, and it should be straight sideways as
well as on top where the rollers run. This is a point
overlooked by many. They think if the track is

straight on top that is all that is necessary, but short
kinks sideways in a track will cause the doors to run

crooked—running away from the stops on one side of
the jamb, and crowding them on the other, often

causing binding. Again, most hangers require a
double track, constructed in the following manner:

The track is r x 1% inches, and screwed to the edge
of a board % x 6 inches. These boards are then fast
ened to the partitions at the proper hight for the doors,
and another piece 4% inches wide, called a spreader,
-is placed over the top. The sketch, Fig. 56, gives a

‘ Copyrighted. 1892,by I. P. Hicks.

general idea of the construction of the track and box
ing. In the diagram it will be noticed that the ope n

ing between the tracks and between the jambs,
through which the lower part of the door hanger
passes,is only oneinch wide. The hangers have small
friction rollers, which run between the two tracks,

serving as a guide for the wheels above. and not leav

ing more than yé inch play between the two tracks.
This pg inch is plenty of room if the work is properlv
done. It is necessary that the friction rollers run
close to the track in order that the doors may run
true and without crowding the d00r stops. But sup
pose the boxing is insecurely fastened to the stud

ding, and the dampness from the plastering, when
it is put on, causes the two 6-inch boards to cup.
The tendency at once is to narrow the opening re
quired by the friction rollers of the hangers, thus

causing a binding of the door hangers between the
two tracks. Again, suppose the spreader, which is
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Fig. 56.—Sectio'nshowing Cunstrurtirm of Track and Boring

fer Sliding Doors.

for the sole purpose of keeping the tracks the right
distance apart, is carelessly put in a little narrow, or,

perhaps, left out entirely, as it is occasionally by some,
who consider it an unnecessary appendage to the
working of sliding doors, then there is practically
nothing to keep the tracks from springing together,
causing a binding of the doors.

Again, if the spreader is narrow or left out, the
continual pounding of the lathers on the partition
walls, and the carpenters in finishing, have a ten
dency to drive the partitions a little closer together,
especially if they are not securely fastened at the top.
Fully as many binding sliding doors are caused by
the tracks sprmging together a

s in any other way,
and when from this cause, the remedy is a difficult
one to apply, as the doors may have to be taken
down and the sides of the track trimmed off with
very long-handled, sharp-edged tools. This cause of

binding is likely to be overlooked, as it is the least
suspected, and comes very near being an invisible
cause. Again, we will suppose that a building being
erected is to have sliding doors—that the tracks are
put in level and at the proper time. Now, after the
building has been plastered and the carpenter comes
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to finish the sliding doors, he finds that the weight
of the plastering or something has caused the floor
to settle and the track is out of level. \Vell, about
nine carpenters out of ten will put the head-jamb
level, which will bring one end of the jamb down
from the track just as much as the floor is out of
level. The consequence is that when the doors slide
back, one of them will rub the head-jamb and quite
likely stick fast. The head-jamb belongs snug up to
the bottom edge of the track, as shown in Fig. 56,
and there is where it should be placed, even if the

track is out of level. To level the head-jamb when
the track is not level only makes matters worse. A

doorway with the head-jamb slightly out of level

will not be noticed, but a door that will stick fast
will be noticed every time it is opened. Of course I
advocate doing the work correctly in the first place,

and am now showing what to do in cases of emer

gency. Sometimes it is necessary to rabbet the head

jambs at the lower portion of the inside edge, as

shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 56. Again, some

workmen do not plow the groove in the bottom edge
of the door deep enough for the floor guide. It
might work when the door was first fitted, but a

little settling of the track would cause binding of the

door. This can be easily remedied by letting the

floor guide into the floor, or by taking the door down

and plowing the groove deeper. The former is the

easiest and quickest and in every way just as good.

The binding of sliding doors is often caused by the

door stops being placed too close to the doors.

When this is the case a removal of the stops and

placing them a little farther away will remedy the
trouble.
In. hanging sliding doors it is better, if possible, to

do so before the jambs are set. Many times little

things that would interfere with the proper working

of the doors can be easily remedied ; whereas, if the
jambs were set, they would be concealed from gen
eral view and not discovered until they had caused

a considerable amount of trouble. Is there any dif
ference in door hangers? is a Question which very
naturally arises. In our estimation there is consider
able difference, although any of them, I think, would
give satisfaction if every part of the work in putting
them up was done in a substantial manner. Some
hangers have [more points of excellence than others,
but I think the Prescott hanger the nearest perfec
tion. With this hanger there is no track and no
rollers. The doors hang suspended from the back

edge, the hangers being fastened to the studding
back of the jambs. They are as nearly frictionless
as a door swinging on hinges, and there is no binding
of doors from tracks and rollers. In fact, there is no
more chance for the doors to bind from settling par
titions than there is with the ordinary swinging doors
on common hinges. Of the double-track overhead
hangers,I think the Annex a very good specimen.
All parts of the hanger are accurately fitted and the
adjustment is as good as could be desired. The
Standard door hanger is another good specimen,and
I think sometimes it will allow doors to work free
and easy under circumstances which other overhead
hangers would not.

TO PREVENT LEAKS 1N BAY wmnows.
It seems to be a very difiicult matter for a car
penter tojbuild a bay window that will not leak in a
bad rain storm. There are comparatively few bays

built that do not have a window or a large double win
dow directly over them, and the leak is almost invari
ably down the side of the casings of these windows.
The bay window may be well roofed and the tin
turned up under the siding for 5 or 6 inches, yet it
will leak, and where the water gets in will be a mys
tery to a close observer. Water-tight joints are not
always made in siding, and sometimes the casings
shrink from the siding; then the rain beats in by the
side of the casing of the upper windows and runs
down behind the tin turned up from the roof, thus.
causing a leak. To prevent this, saw through the sheet
ing under the window casings and to about 6 inches
each side, slanting the same upward in sawing. Now
put a piece of tin well into the saw kerf, and bend it
down over the tin that turns up from the roof; then,
after the siding is properly put on, we have a bay
window that is positively water tight. Care should
be taken in siding and not drive nails too near the
roof. It is better to slant them a little upward in
driving. In no case should the sills of the upper
windows come closer than 4% inches to the roof of
the bay window, as it is necessary to have room for
the tin to insure a good job.

SHINGLING HIPS AND VALLEYS.

There are several methods of shingling hips and
valleys, but as most mechanics are familiar with the
different methods,I will briefly describe only a few
of the best and most practical ones. In shingling
hips both sides should be shingled up at the same
time, and on hip roofs of unequal pitch it is neces
sary to lay the shingles more to the weather on the
long side of roof than on the short side, in order to
have the courses member evenly on the hip. One
method frequently employed is to cut the hip shingles
so that the straight edge of the shingles will line with
the center of the hip when laid, and the grain of the
wood run parallel with the hip instead of straight
up the roof, as in the case of common shingles. Some
are inclined to think this method makes a nicer look
ing job than the 0‘.d way of placing the sawed edge
of hip shingle to the hip line. As it is customary to
use tin hip shingles, I think the old way is by far the
best, as the water which falls on the roof will run
with the grain of the wood, and not soak into the
shingles, as it would running diagonally across the
grain.
The same is true in shingling valleys. Always
place the valley shingles with the grain of the wood
running up the roof the same as the common shin
gles, then the water running down the roof to the
valley will run with the grain of the wood. Some
trouble is experienced in shingling valleys straight
The usual custom is to put in a strip of 14-inch tin
for the valley, and strike two chalk lines, leaving a
space in the center of the valley 2 inches wide at the
top and 3 inches at the bottom for the valley. It is
a very particular job to shingle to a chalk line up a
valley and shingle it straight. Then again, the line
will be rubbed out before the shingling is half done.
A better way is to stand a 2 x 4 up edgewise in the
valley, fasten it straight with a few pieces of shingles
for braces and shingle to the 2 x 4, which answers as
a straight edge. In this way one will get a respect
able looking valley, even when shingled by inexperi
enced hands. Ihave frequently seen valleys which
some one had tried to shingle to a line that were at
least 2 inches crooked, and between 5 and 6 inches
wide in places, generally wider in the middle than at
either end. Wide valleys should be avoided, as they
are very liable to leak. In shingling a valley no
nails should be driven through the valley tin except
near the outer edge, as a nail hole will frequently
cause a leak by water getting under the shingles.
, The best way to shingle a valley is to use single
sheets of tin IO x 14 inches, under each of the courses
of shingles, leaving only about 21 inch of the tin ex_
posed below the butts of the shingles. Make a close
joint with them in the valley, and a good as
well as a neat looking job will result when the work
is finished. To increase the durability of the valley,
paint the tin fiashings before laying.
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The National Association and
the Local Exchange.

The National Association provides a
means for furnishing the local exchanges
with information, of which advantage is
too seldom taken and too littleused. For
example, there may he an evident need
for improvement in some particular con
dition which exists in somegiven locality.
and a number of suggestions are offered
in solution of the roblem. Much work
may be involved in perfecting what is
only an experiment at best, and which
may or mav not rove successful. Now.
it is more than 1i cly that some commu
nity of builders has already wrestled with
exactly the same condition which needs
reform and has secured some effectual
method of improvement. The local ex
changes, not knowing this fact .arc unable
to profit by the experience of their brother
builders. and without the Nationnl Asso

ciation would be compelled to go through
all the work for themselves. The con
stant correspondence of the National Sec
retary with the local exchanges puts the
National Association in possession of in
formation which belongs equally to all
filial bodies, and which would be given
to them immediately upon the recei t by
the National Secretary of the know edge
of the particular information desired.
There is another phase of the relationshi
of the National Association to the loca
exchanges which is but little considered.
It is frequently the case that the local sec
retaries are men who are enga ed in active
business, and are unable, t erefore, to
devote their entire time to the welfare
of the exchange. Various ideas and plans
for the improvement of the customs and
conditions under which the business is
conducted occur to them from time
to time, but owing to the necessity
of attention to their private business
affairs, or from lack of long train
ing in dealing with such situations,
they are prevented from perfecting
a plan or putting new methods into
form for action by their exchange. This
is where the value of the National Asso
ciation is again apparent. The National
Secretary is devoting his entire time to the
consideration of all possible situations
that might arise in the building business,
and also has the benefit of the experience
which each exchange is passing through
upon which to base advice to the filial
bodies. The secretary of every local ex
change should take advantage of the
benefit which the National Association
can confer upon his organization in the
way of advice, and should also keep the
National Secretary fully posted in regard
to any movement that might be takin
place in his locality. Ideas that loca
secretaries are attem ting to elaborate,
no matter how purely coal or how com
paratively unimportant they may seem,
should be submitted to him in order that
he may not only have the benefit of them
for the entire constituency of the National
Association, but in order that the local
secretary may have the benefit of advice
that is based upon years of close study of
the problems which occur for organiza
tions of builders to settle.

A Builders’ Exchange.
A builders’ exchange offers the best
possible facilities for discussing and con
sidering topics and questions that are of
general interest to the building fraternity.
No other form of organization is so well
ada ted to the needs of the builder as an
axe lange, in which the members recognize
the fact that the association was formed
to protect their common interests and to
facilitate the transaction of their busi
ness. An exchange includes in its mem
bership representatives of every branch
of the trade, and is, therefore, much more
comprehensive in its action than an

organization
composed of members of

on y one branch of the business could be.
The decision of the whole is doubtless
very greatly assisted through the con
sideration of a subject by each branch
prior to discussion by the full exchange.
There are many cases where only one
branch of the tradeisafi'ected, and in such
a way that its relationship to other
branches is not disturbed; in such cases
the members of the branch which is dis
turbed settle the difficulty among them
selves, being sure all the time of the full
moral support of the entire fraternity as
represented in the exchange. The fact
that members of an exchange are in the
habit of meeting daily makes the organ
ization much stronger and more efficient
in time of need than an association of

only carpenters or masons. for instance,
with quarterly or even monthly meetings
called for the purpose of transacting rou
tine business or the consideration of some
one subject. The daily meeting of the
different interests creates a familiarity
not only with the various conditions
which exist in the separate branches of
the trade, but also with the individuals
of which it is com sed. Through this
familiarity the con itions which obtain
are unconsciously discussed and methods
of improvement suggest themselves. The
importance of the prevention of difficul
ties with the workmen is suggested in
stead of tardy means for the settlement
of troubles that have been allowed to em
bitter both sides. It has been proven re
peatedly that the best relationship be
tween employers and workmen in the
building trades exists where there is a
well organized and properly conducted
builders' exchange.

Code of Practice.
The “ Code of Practice " adopted at the
fifth annual convention of the National
Association has been found very bene
ficial wherever it has been adopted, and
has riesulted in more clearly defining the
manner in which bids should be sub
mitted, treated and opened. C0 ies of
the code in leaflet form can be ha upon

alpplication
to the national secretary, and

t e adoption and use as well of some dis
tinct code or rule is urged upon all the
filial bodies.

The Mid-Year Meeting.
Attention is again called to the near ap
proach of the date for the mid-year meet
ing of the National Association of Build
ers, and the importance of having all sug
gestions of subjects for consideration in
the hands of the National Secretary as
soon as possible. Secretaries of filial
bodies, and individual members as well,
should forward immediately all subjects
which are desirable for the consideration
of the Board of Directors.—_.____

Good Advice.
The following, taken from the report of
the last regular monthly meeting of the
Builders‘ and Traders‘ Exchange of
Omaha, is good advice for the members
of all the filial bodies:
The presidentdelivereda thoughtfuladdress
covering a number of points of interest to
builders of allsorts. He said that if ever the
buildersof this city and this country are els
vatedtotheir properplaneit would bethrough
holding fast to their organizationand keepin
faith with one another and with the rest 0
the world. He admonishedthe membersto
avoid pett jealousiesand hard feelings. He
had hear of little differenceswhich existed
betweenthe contractors, and he wanted to
warn the association that as individuals they
could accomplishno good,but as an associa
tion they could do a great deal. He urged
themto preservetheir organization.+~
Notice to Secretaries.

Secretaries of local exchanges are re
quested to notify the National Secretary
of all cases of difference between con
tractors and architects in reference to
interpretation of specifications and draw
in . This information is desired in
or er that actual cases may be considered
as illustrative of the necessity of the
establishment of some uniform method
of appeal for the contractor in the event
of his differing with the architect as to
the interpretation of specifications and
drawings. The necessity for the exist
ence of a board of reference is becoming
daily more apparent.
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WORLD’S FAIR BUILDINGS.
NLY THOSE whose privilege it has
been to watch the progress made at
Chicago can clearly comprehend what

an enormous amount of work has been
done, and ot' the magnitude and beauty of
the buildings. Our plate engravings have
been prepared from photographs specially
taken for us by C. D. Arnold of Chicago,
the ofiicial photographer.
Fig. l is a view of the arches of the
main building of the exposition, which is
usually called Building of Manufactures
and Liberal Arts. This view is taken
looking south and is intended to show

the construction of these immense arches,
which cover a span of nearly 400 feet and
are 210 feet from the fi>or of the building
to the center of the arch.*7

Cologne Cathedral.

An example of buildin construction in
which architects and bui ders not only of
this country but of all the world are
dee ly interested is the Cologne Cathe
dra , a structure which without doubt is
one of the finest specimens of Gothic

ished in August, 1880. The latter are
more than 500feet in hight, and are beau
tiful examples of architecture. Our sup
plement plate this month represents the
details of the western spires of this mag
nificent edifice.*—
Rivalry Between the Architect and

the Engineer.

There is an old saying to the effect
that in utility we have the greatest
beauty, and there are many who be
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World’s Fair Buildings—Fig. 1.—The Arches of the Building of Manufactures and Liberal Arts.

the character of the work supporting the
root on the center of the building. The
photographer has not attempted here to
show any considerable part of this build
ing, which is an immensestructure, cover
ing ovcr 30 acres.
Fig. 2 is a good view of Machinery
Hall as it appeared on July 2 The
view here taken reprtsents the main
portion of the building, the annex,
which is a large structure in itself, being
seen to the left. There are three rows of
arches in this building, all of steel con
struction.
Fig. 3 shows the foot of one of the
great arches oi the Manufacturrs Building.
It is an excellent illustration of the mas
sive character of the work employed in

architecture in existence. According to
the best information, the ori 'nal struct
ure was put up during the reign of Char
lemagne, in 814, but was destroyed by fire
in the year 1248. Later in that centur
the present cathedral was cnnmence .

and the choir, which was the first art
completed. was consecrated in 1322. he
work upon the remaining portions was.
however, continued very slowl ,and later
discontinued for a long perio . On Sep
tember 4

,

1842,the King of Prussia laid
the foundation stone of the transept. and
in 1848 the naves, aisles and transepts
were opened. The south portal was com
pleted in 1859.and in 1860 the iron cen
tral spire was added. With the excep
tion of the towers, the church was com
pleted in 1863,while the towers were fin

lieve that which is the most useful
in construction and that which derives
its form solely from the conditions under
which it is erected, is more beautiful than
that which is given an outward form
simply for the purpose of pleasing the

Eye.
One of our English exchanges, The

u-ilding News, discussing this question,
seems to think that there are exceptions
to this general rule. The writer of an
article that recently appeared in the
columns of the journal named takes the
ground that what the engineers are doing,
for constructive and commercial reasons,

is opposed to true art, and that beauty is

sacrificed because the trained architect is

set aside and the untrained engineer is
allowed to have his way. We admit that
there are two sides to the question thus
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raised, but our sympathies go out- to the
engineer. We feel that he is the pioneer
and that after all he is the one who is
constructing the skeleton, and giving
strength to the structure. even if the
architect comes later and gives it the out
ward semblance of beauty. How could
an architect have improved the graceful
and beautiful lines of the Brooklyn
Bridge, for example? This, we believe,
stands as an instance of pure engineering,
independent of any attempt at artificial
embellishment, and yet for beauty it
probably ranks among the most notable
structures of the world. Again, is it not
probable that the men who built the
model structures of past ages, those who
gave us the Grecian and Roman styles,
our Gothic studies, and various others to
the end of a.long list, were builders and
engineers rather than architects or mere
decorators '3 Has not the skeleton struct
ure always one first and the decoration
followed? hese remarks suggest them
selves as a preliminary to a quotation
from an article that appears in the

stores and other buildings of mercantile
im rtance. Very little room is left for
wa ls, engaged columns, handsome ves
tibules, staircase halls or internal archi
tectural decoration. The building stands
on a series of iron legs or stilts. tied to
gether by iron girders and cross beams
on the first-floor level; sometimes the iron
frame work is carried up two or more
stories—a mode of erection, by the way,
coming into repute in the large American
cities like New York and Chicago, where
iron skeletons or frames are put up and
filled in between the vertical supports and
horizontal members by partition work.
If there is any architecture at all accord
ing to traditional modes. it; is left to the
superstructure thus perched on iron legs,
or rather to the facades.”
Sometimes an attempt is made to give
character to the ground story by large
arched openings or windows, as in the
new City Bank, Ludgate Hill, where the
basement is built of solid masonry, with
wide arched openings in the sides and in
the rear, while the interior will form 9.

he is hopelessly wrong: some cop of a
Flemish Renaissance facade is c osen,
windows and gables are introduced which
express a totally different interior desi ,
for they have in the original procee ed
from the requirements of a plan in which
separate rooms divided by cross walls
existed.

CHARACTER.

Only a few architects essay to ex ress
the character of the interior. alarge, ofty
apartment requiring an equal distribution
of light. With side windows between
piers. The custom of selecting fronts of
old town halls and palaces for buildings
of atotally different purpose, erected for
commercial uses, has rendered the archi
tect's mind oblivious of any difference
suggested by internal arrangement; so
the error is repeated. Then those who
set precedent at naught are likely to do
better if they did not so often fall into the
trap of leaving the construction to some
body else—generally the engineering con
tractor, who settles the design before the

r

columns of the exchange above named.
In reading what follows we cannot help
thinking that if there is a special function
which the architect ought to employ,
then it is high time he studied engineer
ing as a foundation, in order that the
world may have combined in one the
science of construction and decorative
ability. Taken as it reads, what follows
uts the architect in a rather poor light.
t virtually acknowledges that he of his
own accord has taken the second place
instead of qualifying himself for the
leading place. Our contemporary says :

EARLY STRUCTURAL METHODS.

“In these days of commercial activity,
when s ace and utility are more essential
than so idity and architectural beauty in
the structures we treat, we cannot be sur
prised if the engineer has not somewhat
impaired our sense of art by the intro
duction of structural methods unknown
to our forefathers. What with all kinds
of iron floorin , columns, stanchions, fire
resistiug a piances and materials dis
posed in t e most economical forms,
architectural effects can be very seldom
realized. Take, for example, the large
city warehouses, retail shops, banks,

lar e open 5 ace for the bank clerks or
cas iers. W at would our forefathers
have thought of these skeletons of iron
work and floors, as we see them now
brecting in all parts of London, especially
in the city? All this work is strictly eu
gineering; it does not require any archi
tectural aid except to define where each
stanchion or iron column is to be placed,
and where the main beams are to be put.
The architect’s work par excellenceis to
encase the structure, to design a front, or
two or three fronts, in some taking style
of Renaissance of red brick and terra
cotta. Now, we say that this mode of
building is not strictly architecture; it is
rather engineering construction. But if
merchants and tradesmen will have large
warehouses and shops in confined sites,
the architect has no other alternative
than to provide these iron structures. or
invent something better. To iron or steel
he must go, and if he is anxious to im
press his art on this kind of structure. he
must begin to rel more on his own
resources than on t e iron merchant or
engineer. His only other alternative is
to set up as the architectural designer of
facades or cases of brick terra- cotta or
stone. Solong as he follows precedent

ll‘orld’x Fair Builrlmgs.-Fig. 2.-APP

elevations are prepared—a far more sen
sible way. if the architect has any idea as
to the shape the building ought to take,
and studied both the iron work and
masonry together.

IRON CONSTRUCTION.

It will be said there are few ways of
making iron construction tractable. Col
umns and beams must be cast or rolled
into certain forms or sections. and to
make them architectural we require to
add to their bulk or incase them in some
material. But did not the introduction
of brick and the arch vault impose upon
the Roman architects the same difii
culties? Was not the change from trabe
ate architecture, with its massive entab
latures resting on close-set columns, to
the vault system, repugnant to the taste
of those who had adopted for centuries
the Greek methods? Yes, it will be
answered, but the bricks could be used
in large masses like stone, and the arch
and vault were capable of artistic combi
nations ; but iron cannot be so em loyed,
unless we sacrifice the principle 0 econo
my. It would be wasteful and unneces
sary, for instance, to group together a
number of iron pillers or to cast a girder
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in the form of a solid entablature. Yet
the architect ought not to be disheartened.
The early iron- girder floor has undergone
many changes ; the iron beams can be in
troduced to give rigidity and yet preserve
a level ceiling, as in the “improved flat
brick fireproof floor.” and other kinds in
which specially-molded bricks are used,
which protect the lower flanges. For
factories, hos itals and large buildings
the architect as the choice of several
systems of flooring, like those in which
trough girders are used, or a species of
corrugated metal or tubular-shade lintels
of fire clay fill the spaces between the iron
beams and produce strong, compact and
fireproof floors. In column design he has
several varieties to choose from: among
these the built-up forms of wrought iron
in which angle. channel-shaped and other
sections are bolted to ether to give rigid
ity and strength. hat a decided im
provement, structurally and aesthetically,
this com its form is upon the old round
column, ollow or solid 1 Even the engi
neer could do something to make this

ram-e of Machinery Hall, July 2, 189‘).

form architectural. We mightnot despair
of seein columns of this kind molded,
or even uted. to fulfill the place of Corin
thian columns, without an waste of
material or strength. The ordinary double
angle or Z-shape is capable of forming
several combinations of value; but in
rolled iron there are many sections built
up by riveting together angles, plates,
channels, which form segments of a col
umn of any size. Some of these sections
admit of filling in with brick or terra
cotta, or of being encased. The design of
the iron capital, and the means of con
nection with beams and columns above,
are questions which deserve the attention
of the architect. Hitherto the engineer
has had his own way in these details.
Why? Because the architect has not
taken any interest in these matters.
Drawings and specifications of iron con‘
struction are left to the engineer or manu
facturer. The ornamental details are
largely restrained by his hand.

mon ROOFS.

Then as to iron roofs, how much there
is that could be improved if only the re
fession set themselves to the task! ut

here again the details, the connections,
the modes of riveting, the calculations
for strength are points which keep the
specialist of iron in ssession. The
architect is afraid to t ink, because of
the penalties which, accordin to the
poet, fall on those who “me dle with
cold iron.”
There are other directions in which
modern invention has rather dulled our
artistic sensibilities. The vault in its
many varieties of groining for covering
space has been rather shelved b the em
ployment of iron trusses. 0w few
churches are now vaulted in brick or
stone? Stone as a material, and stone
cutting as an art of the first importance,
have sufiered by the introduction of ma
terials that are capable of being cast and
molded, like, concrete, terra cotta and
brick. The facilities afforded by me
chanical invention for molding brick
have almost done aws. wit-h the stone~
mason‘s craft in its higher branches of
constructing groined vaults, domes and
arches. Ornamental brick and terra cotta

Copper-Plated Zinc in Building

Construction.

Copper plating sheet zinc for buildin
pu ses has recently been tried abroa
wit considerable success, says an ex
change, the process being especially
recommended where mechanical wear
takes place. The zinc combines very well
with the copper. The galvanic method
of copper plating is advantageously used,
but the zinc may also be coated with cop
per by ordinary means. In the first place
the sheet zinc is cleaned with soda from
any adhering dirt or grease. and is also
purified by a weak acid bath from the cov
ing of zinc oxide. There are then dissolved,
in 24 parts of water, 1 part of refined
verdig'ris and 12parts of tartar, the mixt
ure being heated to boiling point, after
which 3 to 4 pints of Spanish white are
added. The Spanish white is here de
composed, and is preci itated as lime tar
trate. The dark-blue iquid is ured OE
and filtered, and can be used either as a

have taken the place of carving. Ma
chinery and machine-turned out joinery
have placed an obstacle in the way of ar
tistic woodwork. In these great branches
of manufacture and craftsmanship the
architect has also lost his influence. How
he can regain his ition is the question
of the hour whiciiOZalls for his earnest
and first attention.
The question has the greater interest
when rival parties in the profession are
taking very distinct and opposite views of
the
proper

method of educating the archi
tect. hose who wish to instruct him
in the principles and theory of art and
science in a systematic course are alive to
the many technical requirements that are
now to be met, and they attempt to reach
art through knowledge. Others, includ
ing, it must not be forgotten, many of
the most eminently gifted artists in the
profession, advocate a totally different
system, as they seek to develop the ar
tistic susceptibilities of the candidates,
and to make art the first and foremost

qualification.
It will be for the future to

i eterinine which mode of training or in
struction is calculated to give the highest
results with the many new elements we
have described.

bath for the sheet zinc or for the roduc
tion of a copper plating paste. T s first
mode of action is the more recommenda
tory, as the fluid forces its way into the
corners and angles of the zinc articles,
and is uniformly distributed all over. If
it be desired to coat an immovable zinc
object with copper the article, after being
cleaned, is painted with the copper solu
tion and chalk compound, and after dry
ing brushed. This very simple operation
would likewise prove of value to archi
tectural purposes where it is desired to
remed the generally unpleasing effect of
zinc ornments.+
Labor Unions of "16 Uniin States.

The hand-book of the Federation of
Labor shows the strength of the 74 na
tional trade unions of the United States
to be 675,117. The Carpenters' Brother
hood leads with 65,000 members ; Amal
amated Iron and Steel Workers, 60,000;
ron Molders’ Union of North America,
41,000; International Bricklayers’ and
Stone Masons' Union. 35.000; Brother
hood of Locomotive Engineers, 30,000;
International Typographical Union, 28,
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000 : Cigar Makers‘ International Union,
27,000; Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire
men, 23000; United Mine Workers,
20.000; Granite Cutters’ National Union,
20.000: Jl urne men Bakers‘Union,17,500;
Jounieymen ailors‘ Union. 17,000, and
the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen
and Brotherhood of Painters and Dec
orators. each with 16.000.

Ventilation of Public Buildings.

At a recent meeting of the Royal So
ciety of Edinburgh. Dr. C. Hunter Stew
art gave a paper in continuation of his

. r'h‘ ., . ._.__~m‘M_,_<A-.~J.e_..v _

cleaned, the cubic space necessary for the
healthy existence of persons would be
very much smaller than it is. Taking,
however, the quantity of carbonic acid
present in the air as a test of the state of
the ventilation, Dr. Hunter Stewart gave
the results of analysis of the air in differ
ent public buildings in Edinburgh. The
best results had been got at the infirma
ries, where the carbonic acid was less than
6 c. cm. per 10,000—showing excellent ven
tilation—and the quantity varied through
different classes of buildings, the worst
record being that of St. Cuthbert’s Church
during service, where 63 0. cm. per 10,000
were found in the lower gallery. In
other churches it varied from ‘20to about

dow to be thrown open, so that everybody
who remained behind had a bath of cold
air. There could be no doubt that the
Hgreat unwashed" frequented the law
courts more than any other class in the
communit . It was the only theatre they
had for w ich they had to pay nothing ;
and it was at the time when Judges and
counsel were under the greatest mental
strain that the courts were crowded with
human beings, most of whom would be
the better of having the German doctor's
discipline enforced. Lord M’Laren said
he thought that. since the courtsmust be
open to the public and only a limited
number could be admitted, they should
insist on no one coming in without being

World’s Fair Buildings—Fig. 3.—Foot of Arches of Building of Manufactures.

researches on the subject of the “ Venti
lation of Public Buildings.” It was not
the carbonic acid. but the organic matter
in the air, he said, which had the baneful
effect on public health, and if the organic
matter could be got rid of the question of
ventilation would be simpler and cheaper.
The origin of that organic matter had
been very‘generally attributed to respira
tion: but that view had now been defi
nitely set on one side. and experiment
had shown that the breath was not to be
blamed as the source of the organic mat
ter in badly ventilated buildings. He
mentioned the case of a German army
doctor, says Invention. who had all the
soldiers of a particular barrack compul
sorily bathed, with the result of a very
marked improvement in the state of the
ventilation, and he added that if persons
could be compelled by law to bathe regu
larly and to have their clothes periodically

50. Investigations were made in a num
ber of public schools, and results were
got in some measure corresponding to the
accommodation per child. In one school,
where a fan was used to ventilate the
rooms artificiall . it was found that when
the fan was i is there were 12.1 cubic
centimeters of carbonic acid per 10,000,
and when the fan was working 15.56. In
the public library, when the fan was at
work, the carbonic acid was 8.9 per 10.000,
and when it was idle about 10. Lord
Kingslmrgh commended the law courts
to Dr. Stewart as a field for research.
He would find them a much richer field
in the Way of organic matter and every
thing else that was bad than any other
place he had yet tested. Their ventila
tion there consisted in this—that when
they had been tortured for a few hours,
those of them who could leave did so for
a few minutes. and ordered every win

decently attired. That was the true solu
tion of the matter.

~—_._—
THE Knso or SIAM has just had a
avilion of glass built for himself by a
ghinese architect. the material for which
was furnished by a French company.
Walls, floors and ceiling are formed of
slabs of difierent sorts and thicknesses of
glass joined by impermeable cement. By
one door only can the King enter, says a
recent issue of Invention, and this closes
hermetically when he comes in, and ven
tilator valves in tall pipes in the roof open.
as does also a sluice beside a large reser
voir in which the glass house stands. The
transparent edifice then becomes sub
merged, and the King thus finds himself
in a cool and perfectly dry habitation,
where he passesthe time singing, smoking,
eating and drinking.

._
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._
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
U [LDING generallyseemstobe in a fairly

'

active condition, and the average is
good. Throughout the larger cities of the
East there is probably morework in progress
than in the larger cities lying betweenthe
Mississippi River and the mountains. There
seemsto be no specific reason to which the
activity or quiet may be attributed. for in
neither caseis the conditionexcessive. Purely
local causesappearto govern in most cases,
and the quiet throughout the West seemsto
mark a period between the over-supply of
buildings for presentatedsandthereconstruc
tion of older buildings into the more commo
-diousstructuresnecesary for theaccommoda
tion of increased business. The condition
among the workmen, aside from the branches
in which the two great strikes have recently
occurred, and which are neither of them
directly connectedwith the building interests,
seemsto be very quiet. Leaving out New
York City and oneor two other cases which
have beencited astheyoccurred,thecondition
of affairs between employers and workmen
may be said to be Very satisfactory. The
condition in the granite industry of New
England, which hasbeenfelt to a greater or
less extent throughout the East, seemsto be
much improved. The manufacturers make
the following statement:
Replieshavebeenreceived from 305 of the
446 granite manufacturers attached to the
New England Granite Manufacturers’ Associ
ation by thesecretary, giving the number of
men now in their employ.
The manufacturersof Maine have 85 jour
neymengranite cutters ; New Hampshire,24;
Vermont, 80; Massachusetts. 258; Rhode
Island, 42 ; Connecticut, 85. In theseseveral
States there are now working for the associ
ation manufacturer's828 apprentice granite
cutters, 377 aving block cutters,173iquarry
men, 277 backsniiths, and 814 other men
variouslyemployed.
there are 141manufacturers yet to hear
from, and it is expectedthat when their re
lies arereceivedthe numberof menemplo ed
in thequarries and granite yards of New ag
land will increase the total of 462-!now at
work largely.
Manufacturers statethat every man of the
numbernow at work hassignedan individual
contract, and haswithdrawn from the unions.

Boston. Mass.
The building basin in Bostonand vicinity
is generally in excellentcondition,with plenty
of work in progress. Therehasbeenno trouble
in the labor market during the past month,
and with the exception of some unimportant
talk of a strikeon oneor two buildingsagainst
theemploymentof non-unionmen,everything
is quiet. The relationshipbetweenthe mem
bersof the bricklayers’, the stonemasons’.and
the building laborers’ unionsand the Mason
Builders‘ Association is all that could be de
sired. The wisdI-mof theadoptionof arbitra
tion for thesettlementof difl’e'eacesbetween
the emplo ersand workmen in thesebranches
of the tra e, and the establishmentof a joint
committee, is demonstratingitself every day.
Various of the labor unionshaverecentlybeen
taking action in supportof thestrike at Home
steadandhave been contributing funds to its
support. The Master Builders’ Associationis
in a pros rous condition and is constantlyin
creasingits membership.

Baltimore. Md.
The building interests of Baltimore are
rapidly recovering from the effectof the long
strike of carpenters,which endedlate in July.
Mostof themenare again at work, and oper
ations are going on about as usual. Some
trouble was feared early in August, as the
bricklayers statedthat they would not work
for any contractor who employednon-union
men, but nothing in thenature of a disturb
ance transpired. The building project which
the Builders’ Exchange have in hand is pro
gressingfavorably, andtheexvhangewill soon
have a home of its own that will ctmpare
favorably with that of any other similar or
ganization in the country.

Buffalo. N. Y.
Reports in regard to thebuilding interestsin
Buffalo indicate that everything is in good
shapeand a large amount of work beingcar
.riedon. The membersof the Builders' Asso

ciation Exchangeare not content with having
erectedfor their own useoneof thehandsomest
officebuildings in thecity, but want a bank of
their own aswell. They

Expose
to establish

a bank, with acapital of i" .000,in their new
building, andan officeis now beingprepared
in the corner room of the ground floor for
banking purposes.A subscriptionlist hasbeen
in the hands of Secretary Almendinger for
sometime, and thenecesary amountof stock
is rapidly being taken up by the builders.
The new institution will probablybecalledthe
Builders’ ExchangeBank.
The membersof the exchangeare making
elaboratepreparationsfor the formal opening
of their new building on September6 They
havemovedinto their permanentquarters on
the second floor, having previouslyoccupied
temporary rooms on the first floor, and the
furniture and fixturesareall in place. On the
5th, Labor Day, a trip is planned down the
Niagara River, with short stops at various
points of interest. Refreshments will be
served on the steairer and a dinner at Navy
Island. This trip will consumethe dav, and
will be a sort of preparation for thededica
tion of thenew building on the 6th. The new
exchangewill be formally thrown opento the
public on the morning of the 6th, and in the
evening the dedicutory exercises will take
place,to be followedby a banquet servedat
oneof thehotels. The exchangehasextended
mostcordial invitations to builders from out
sidethe city to be present,urging themto ar
rive on the4th if posible, and not later than8
o‘clockn.m. of the5th, in order that as many
as possiblemay participate in the trip down
theriver, which will without doubt bea most
enjoyableexcursion. A delightful time is an
ticipated by every one,and if elaborateprep
arations and heart welcomewill count for
anything, no onewi i be disappointed.

Chlcago, Ill.
The unusually lar 0 amount of building in
Chicago which mar ed the be inning of the
season is still being kept up. heseasonhas
passed thus far with a remarkably small
amount of trouble in thelabor market. Where
the interestsare sovastastheyare in Chicago,
it would be wonderful if an entire year went
by without some serious trouble betweenthe
workmen and the employers,but this year has
beenfree from long, serious strikes or lock
outs, although there have been severallarge
strikesof short duration. The Builders’and
Traders‘Exchange haslately beenconsidering
thesubject of discounts, and on August 3a
committeeof the was a pointedto formulate
a setof resolutionson th

e

subject to bepre
sentedto theexchan e for action. The com
mitteeconsists of l . H. Ahi i, chairman, E.
E. Scribner, R. Vierling, W. . Hoffman and
E. Kirk, Jr.

De'trolt. Mlch.
Theweeklyreoort showingthework awarded
to membersof t e Builders’ Exchangeof De
troit indicates that building operations are
active in that city. The exchange is in a
flourishing condition, and is daily gaining in
influenceand positionasoneof the important
institutions of thecity.

Grand Ra plde. Mlch.
Grand Rapids buildersare nearly all busy,
and thereis at presentnothing in theaction of
the labor unions to causeapprehensionof any
changein thepresentamicablerelationswhich
exist between the employers and workmen.
There is sometalk in theBuilders'andTraders’
Exchangeof the importance of establishinga
more stringent code of practice among con
tractors in referenceto themannerof submit
ting bids for work, and themannerin which
the bids should be treatedwhile in the hands
of the architect previousto the date of open
ing. The necessityfor somedefiniteplan tobe
followedby all builders is one that exists in
many localities, and the adoption of a code
would greatly benefitthe business.

Milwaukee. Wis.

The building interests in Milwaukee are in
about their usual condition, the average
amountof buildin being in course of con
struction. The bui ding inspectorisat present
engagedin an activecrusadeagainstarchitects
and contractorswho have beenin thehabit of
neglectingto comply with the city ordinance
The inspector has asked the city council to
grant him moreassistancein order that each
district of the city may be thoroughly in
spec-ted.
The Builders’ and Traders’ Exchange is
rapidly pushingits newbuilding to completion.
and expectsto have it ready for occupancyat
an early date.

Minneapolis. Minn.
Reports from Minneapolis state that the
building businessisin oodcondition,and there
are very few idle wor 'men in the city. The
various trades-unionshave been more active
lately in attendingto thedetailsof their various
oreanizations than formerly, and thereis some
talk of an effort bein madeto form a central
union which shall em raceall thetrades.

Louisvllle, Ky.
The Builders’ and Traders' Exchange of
Louisville report that its plan to erect a
building for its own use is progressingfinely.
The prov1sionfor theexpeu~e is rapidly being
com leted,and while thesuccessof theproject
has n assuredfor sometime, it was thought
bestto have the moneyin sight before break
ing ground. The exchangeis doing someex
cellentwork in the way of defining just what
methodsare correct and honorable in regard
to the treatment of bids, and is making a
strongeffort to impressupon its membersthe

importance
of living up to every detail of the

col 0 of practice which the exchange has
adopted.

New York City.
The situation in the building trades in New
York City during the recentstrikeshasbeenso
complexthat it has been difficult to arrive at
an accurateconclusion as to the number of
men involved or the causeof their beingor
deredout. The building interestsof the city
have beendisturbed this year by threegreat
strikes, two of which have been referredto
from month to month in thesecolumns. 'lhe
third strike, which was against the employ
mentof non—unionmenand against all build
ings which were beingsuppliedwith material
by membersof the Iron League or the Build
ing Material Dealers’ Assiciatiou, and was
practically abandoned about the middle of
August. It is variousl estimatedthat there
werefrom 20,000to30, menidle during the
past two months asaresult of the effort by
the Board of Walking Delegates to prevent
the em loyment of non-union men. The
trouble in the latestgeneraldisturbancebegan
with a strike ordered against the Jackson
Architectuial Iron Works over its refusal to
discharge a union man who had been fined
$50 b his union for somealle ed infraction of
its ru es. At theinstanceof t 0 Commissioner
of Public Works the finewas settled and the
strike for that causeagainst the Jackson com
pany wasdeclaredoff, but was continued be
causethecompanyemployedcertainnon-union
men,and workmen were ordered out of all
buildings which werebeingsu pliedwith iron
by this company. Then the lion Lea e, of
which J. M Cornell of the firm of J. . & J.
M Cornell is president, took up the fight in
behalf of the Jackson Architectural Iron Com

pany.
At a meeting of its Executive Board

the ma Leagueresolved to lock out all the
housesmithsand to take back only such men
aswerenot union men.
The fight was next takenup by District As
sembly 253,Knights of Labor, re resenting
the building constructors. and t 0 Master
Workman, Henry E. Hicks, instituteda series
of strikes against all the buildings for which
J. M. Cornell had contracts, on the ground
that he was the principal su porter of the
Jackson Architectural Iron Vi orks. At first
the public cartmenand engineerswereordered
out on thesebuildings,cuttingshortthesupply
of materials. The Public Cartmen’s Union
consistsof small employers,eachoneof Whom
Ownfrom oneto four or fivehorsesand trucks.
The Building Material Dealers’ Association,
which controlsnearly all the building mate
rials suppliedto New York, could not get the

public
cartmen to deliver materials for the

lackliste'i buildings. Its members repre
sentedto their workmenthat they hadnothing
to do with the quarrel between the house
smithsand J. B. & J. M. Cornell, but themen
would
only
obeythecall of theunion.

The bui ding material dealers followed the
exampleof the iron Leagueandordereda gen
eral lockout of all public cartmen,taking back
only that; who wereWilling to deliver mate
rial to an building, whether a strike was on
or not. nly a few of the men returned to
work, and the strike was taken 11 by the
Board of Walking De‘e atesof the ignights of
Labor, which institut a series of eneral
strikesagainstthe Building Material ealers'
Associalion, involving nearly all the building
trades. About 15,000peoplewerethrown idle
and 1‘25buildings tied up. The brickla ers
and several other trades, which refu to
strike. wereforcedout by the non-delivery of
material, and the building contractors with
whomthe Walking Dele ates had no quarrel
werelosingmoney. It nally becamea fight
of the employersagainst the Walking Dele
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gates. Although someof the building mate
rial dealersweredriven to the verge of bank
ruptcy, they decidedthat it was necessaryto
standup against capriciousstrikes orderedby
the Board of Walkin Delegates,and a resolu
tion was passed to ght to the end. In the
meantime the menbeganto grow uneasy,and
the Board of Walking Delegatesprofessedto
havea plan to so ply building material from
firms outsideof l eassociation. The framers
now returnedto work in a body. There were
complaintsevery day, especiallyfrom theputr
lic cartmen, w 0 were losing heavily, and
therewasevery chanceof the men hurrying
back to work in a mass. The delegates,see
ing that they could not hold the men,declared
the strike off. and as many of the men as
could find employmentreturnedto work.

Omaha. Neb.
The building interests of Omaha are re
ported as being quiet, although there is con
siderable work being donein and about the
city. The Builders’ and Traders’ Exchange is
in excellent condition. and at the regular
Augustmeetingfor thediscussionof important
topics affecting the welfare of the business
there was a very full attendance. The sub
ject_of thediscussionwas: “ Does the fact of
having alwaysdonegoodand reliable work on
the part of a contractor receive its just con
siderationon the part of the public, and to
whomcanwechargethe faults of irresponsible
contractorsin a community?”
PresidentHusseysaid it was often the ex
perienceof an honest, onsible,faithful and
competent contractor t at he was put up
against an irresponsible contractor, and
owners,architectsor agentswould let a con
tract to an irresponsible bidder for such a
small difference as $5 in 55000. Who is at
fault ? Is not the responsiblecontractor him
self largely at fault ? It is becausehecheapens
himself and his ability, leaving no margin
for contingencies and little for profits. his
bid is almostas low as thatof the irresponsible
bidderwhoneverexpectsto payhis bills The
low bid of the res onsiblebidder elevates the
irresponsible bid er almost to a level of rc
sponsibility and theowner doesnot seemuch
difference. Another thing at fault is that
architects do not insist as strongly as they
shouldthat owners should not have dealings
w.th irresponsiblecontractors.
Architect Blake said there was a great deal
of truth in the lustassertion. But many own
ersseemedto belookin for architectsto whom
they could dictate an who would submit to
doubtful methods. Again, the lien laws foster
irresponsiblecontractors.
Marlin Ittner thought the great oversight
that allows of irresponsible contractors was
that contractorswerenot held to their agree—
ments. That is where the irresponsiblecon
tractor has his own way.
GustaveAndreen said that there was lws
trouble with irresponsible contractors than
wrth deadbeatowners, for the sub-contractors
really put up a building.
'Contractor Coatssaid every contractor had
his friends, and the way to do was to always
do the first work you could and never take a
Job unlessyou can fulfill it. Mr. Cootssaid in
every
city,
particularly a growingeity like

Omaha,t erc would always be irresponsible
parties. 'i hey are men who drift from town

:9
town and neverstay in onetown long at a
ime. .
Mr. Woodman thought the architects fre
quently bid so low that a contractor could not
erecta buildin assolid as hedesired.
Several gent emencombated Mr. Coots'be
lief, and one said that if the architects bid
right therewould beno fault finding with the
contractors. Mr. Cootsaroseto say that a full
Setof plansand specificationsmust be given
to the contractors and then thereWill be bet
ter work and satisfactionto all.
The customarylunch wasservedat theclose
of themeetingand was, as usual, enjoyed by
all. The committee who have the revision
of the building laws of thecit have taken a.
recessfor severalweeks;but t eir work will
beresumedabout the last of the month.

Philadelphia. Pa.
The metal roofers, tin-plate and sheetiron
workersof Philadelphia havebeenordered by
their union to sto working for a number of
contractors who 0 not conformto theunion’s
scaleof wages. The strike is not expectedto
seriouslyaffect thosebranchesof the business.
and is not likely to extend to othem. The
Master Builder‘s Exchange is pro ressii.g in
its usually favorable condition, an its build
ing exhibit department is becoming daily
better known as oneof themostcompleteand
well conduct;d collectionsof buildingmaterials
in the country.

Worcester, Mass.
The membersof the Builders’ Exchange of
Worcester participated in an excursion to
Providence and Narragansett Bay on the

occasion of the annual outing. About 150
ladies and gentlemen from Worcester were
joined at Providence by alike number, con
sistingof membersof the ProvidenceExchange
and their ladies,and theparty tookthesteamer
John A. Morgan for a trip down the bay. At
Silver Spring a clam bake was served and
most thoroughly enjoyed by all. The com
mittee having the excursion in charge was
wmposed of R C. Markham, Richard Hay
ward, William F. Cady, of Providence, and
E. B. Crain, W. H. Eddy and O. D. Morse, of
Worcester. The admission of ladies as par
ticlpants in the pleasure was introduced for
the first timeSincetheorganization of theex
changes. _-—.—-——‘

Notes.
The builders and contractors of Houston,
Texas, haveformedan exchangemainly upon
the linesadvocatedby theNational As<ociation
of Builders. The name ado ted for theor—
anization was the Builders and Material
en’s Exchange of Houston, Texas. 0. E.
Jones was electedpresident, and the other
officersas follows : Vice-president,J. J Clede;
secretary,John H. Cato; treasurer, N Ran
dolph;ser eant-at-arms,I). McMahon. Messrs.
James P. aly, Dan Crowly and C. E. Jones
wereappointeda committeeto select suitable
quarters for the exchange. There were 40
or 50of the leading contractors, builders and
material menpresentat the meeting.and the
active interest manifested shows that the
organization starts out on a firm foundation.
Toledo hasbeenrightly called the Working
man’sParadise, and that it is no misnomeris
evidenced by the fact that he not only does
not have to ask for a holiday, as in days one
by. but is given one without the troub not
asking, and the employersfoot thebills. At
least that is the era that is being introduced
by the individual membersof the Carpenters”
and Builders’ Association. On August 6
Mesrs. Bentley, Friend, F. 8; J. Files, Witz
man. Cannaugh. Arnsman Bros, Sheehy&
Dirkman, Jackson, Lee, Brown. Ravel,
Malone and others took their employeesand
their families to PutPin-Bay on the City of
Toledo. This is an innovation that cannotbe
toomuch encoura ed, and the thoughtfulness
and libei'ality of t esegentlemenis worthy of
all praise. There wereabout 600in the party.

The Toledo Builders‘ Exchange is growing
every day and its membersare getting a large
majority of the work that is in themarket.
The various trade associationsare

making1the excban e rooms their headquarters,an
the entire iuildiug interests of the city are
gradually centralizmgabout theexchange.
The following special dispatch to theBoston
Herald will prove interesting to stone work
ers;

HARTFORD,Conn, Aug. 11 1892.
James G. Batterson of this city, who built
Connecticut’s great marble capitol buildingand now has the granite contract for the
$6,000,000National Library building at \Vash
ington, givessomeinterestingfaclsand figures
regarding the long strike in the New England
unrries. He saysthat in his own quarries at
esterly,R. I., the strike this seasonhascost
the quarryrnenabout $150,000in wages. Their
only grievancewas that wa e contracts were
not dated from May 1. T a quarry owners
werecompelledto refu~ebecausethey had to
make their contracts with customersearlier
than that date, and it was imperative that
they should know in advance of their con
tracts just what they would have to pay for
quarrying and cutting the stone.
“1 made an interesting computation last
week,"said Mr. Batterson. “ It was this: I
found the number of granite cutters in the
United Statesand the sums

thely
losebyassess

ments dues and lost time. assumedthat
they shouldappoint a trustee and pay to him
all their union fees strike assessmentsand
losses.he to depositthe moneyat the rate of 3
per cent.
“ I found that in five yearsthe Granite Cut
ters‘Union would havemoneyenoughto buy
out the principal granite iuarrics, with all
their machinery, in New England, and pay
thecashfor them.”“ Do the quarry owners intend to comply
with the demands as to the time of making
contracts?”
“It is impossible; the leaders boldly say
that unless they can strike in the middle of
the year, when large contracts are in course
of completion, they will have less chanceof
succe. For the same reason the quarry
owners say that unless they can know what
the work is going to cost they cannot safely
makecontracts.“ The granite cutters in New England have
lost in wages by this strike about $2,500,000.
This sum would havepurchasedhalf a dozen
of the principal plants in New England, with
all the cash capital neededfor the business,

and the strikers would have had somethingto
show for their money.
"A few cents a day contributed by each
man would enablethem in a few years to buy
out the plant and make their own wages
without a resort to strikes.”

At the semi-annualelection August 1 of the
Contracting Carponters’Associationof Spring—
field, Ohio. thefollowrng officers was chosen:
President, E. M. Ai'bo ast- vice-president,C.
E. Miller; secretary, Crumley: treas
urer, W. S Gladfelter; directors. A. M.
Jenkins, W. S. Gladfelter and Geo.H. Harris.

There was a little flurry among the painters
of New Orleansabout Au st 1. The Journe -
men boycotted one of t e members of i e
Master Painters‘ Association and the associa
tion notifiedtheunion that unlessthe boycott
was raised the workmen in the employ of
membersof the association would be locked
out. The workmen paid no attention to the
notice and at theappointed time were locked
out, but a compromisewas soon affected and
the menreturned to work.

A committeeof the striking stonecuttersof
Newark waitedon the bosses

August
12 and

notified themthat the men had eclared the
strike off. This meansthat the men go back
on worse terms and work forty-ei ht hours
instead of forty—four per week. on—union
menwill not bedischarged to make lacesfor
the union men. The year is to gin on
March 1. +—

The Song of the Dollar.

The following verses, bearing the title

given
above and dedicated to William

i cKinley, Jr., are sent us by a journey
man carpenter signing himself Hank
Hand from Sullivan. Ind.:

We’veall heardthe songsof the “ Blue and the
Gray‘n
And the“ Swordof Bunker-Hill."
But the songthat I sing is a songof to-day;
It’s the songof thedollar bill.
Then a health to themenwho labor and toil ]
And tight in thebattle of life,
And shedtheir sweatandcarry the spoil
To parents,or children,or wife.

The Frenchmanwill fight for the lily,
The Englishmanfightsfor the rose.
And they fightjust for fun in the Emerald isle.
The landwherethe shamrockgrows.
The Scotchmauwill fight for thethistle
That wavesfrom thebrow of thehill.
But thewar that is wagedin this landof thefree
Is thefight for thedollar bill.

Ohi theeagleof Romewasa powerful bird
And theeagleof Frame hadits day.
And theeaglethat carriesour standardaloft
Is a bird that hascomehereto stay.
But the bird that brings joy to theworking
man‘sheart,
The songsterthat " beatsthemall holler,"
Is the venerablefowl on the time-honoredcoin.
The bird on the “ Old DaddyDollar."

Thenhustlearound for a dollar or two,
Don’t repine if your portion is small.
The manwith amillion of dollarsor so
Canneverenjoy themall.
The dollar that paysyou full value, I trow,
And theoneof which little is said,
Is thedollar youearnby thesweatof your brow
That buysyour daily bread.

Oh ! It is not wealthor station,
It is not rank or state.
But " Git up andgit " andmanhoodand pluck
That makesmentruly great.
Wecannot all berich or great.
Or standat thenation’shead.
But the slnewandboneof this land of the free
Are themenwhoearntheir bread.

Then a healthto the jovial hammerandsaw.
And a healthto the anvil. I trow;
And a healthto thebrush,the trowel. thespade,
And a merry " Godspeedthe plow."
Here'sa healthto thematiock, the pick and the
bar,
To the malletandchiseland sledge; '

They‘re thebuckler andshieldandtheweapons
of Mir

To fight thegreat battle for bread.
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HEATING GREENHOUSES.
an interesting address delivered
before the Gardeners”Club of Mon

treal by J. W. Hughes:
There are some good points that every
good boiler should possess First, it
should have an ample fire box, both in
size and depth. This, of course, covers the
question of grate area. It should be so
arranged as to be easily fired and cleaned;
have an ample and easily cleaned ash pit;
the fines must not be small or complicated,
and be easily accessible for cleaning, be
cause soot “carbon” is one of the best
non-conductors known to science, and un
less the surfaces are so constructed as to
prevent the accumulation of soot on them
they must be so constructed that it be the
work of a few minutes to clean them,
and they must be kept clean if the best
and most economical results are to be
gained. As much surface aspossible must
be exposed to the direct glow of the fire.
Piling sections one on top of another has
its limit of usefulness, as after the smoke
and gaseshave traveled a certain distance
they have given off all the heat they con
tain our and above the heat of the boiler
itself. Then they are uselessas a heating
medium, and the sooner they go up the
main flue the better (see Hood, 83). The
water spaces must be thin, but every
precaution must be taken to insure the
freest circulation, because water is a poor
conductor of heat, but the slightest appli
cation of heatsetsup the motion which we
call circulation, and when the freest circu
lation is provided for nature’s law of heat,
which is motion, can come into free
play, and the heated particles of the water
at once move off from the boiler, where
we do not want them, to the pipes in the
house, where we do want them, and
where, quickly giving off their heat, they
want to travel back to the boiler, and they
will do so without fail if you have your
boiler and pipes constructed in such a way
as to enable them to do so. For this rea
son I favor 4 inch pipes, as for the quan
tity of water they contain, and that means
heat, they afford the least amount of fric
tion, and friction means loss of power and
requires fuel to overcome it

,

for the power
is in the heat; in fact, heat and motion or
powu are the same thing. For this reason
many long and complicated runs are to be
avoided, and the fewer bends or angles
you have the better. Some, I know, ads
vocate small pipes because they heat up
quicker. Well, this is an undeniable fact;
but they heat quicker because they are
conveying less heat, and for the same rea
son they cool quicker—not always a de
sirable thing in our climate. A good
draft is an imperative necessity, without it

you can have no success. With it you
may get excellent results, evenwith a very
poor apparatus. A poor draft, strange as

it may seem, is a great waster of file], as
instead of perfect combustion, and, as a

result, getting out all the heat there is in
the coal, it merely smolders. You can al
ways check the draft—there is no diffi
culty about that; but when you cannot
get up a white heat in your fire if

you want to, there is room for an im
provement in the draft. Your boiler
should also be constructed of some
material that will not be destroyed by
standing in a moist place during many
months in the year. For this reason cast
iron is best, although for other reasons it

may not be as good as wrought in some
respects. Always put in a boiler having
ample capacity, so as not to have to force
tne firing in any weather. A very impor
tant factor in the heating and ventilating
of a house is its construction. It is a big
contract to “ beat all out of doors," and if

WE
print the following extracts from every paneof glass is leaking at the joint,

if the frames do not fit, if the sides are
single instead of double glazed, the heat
ing of such a house is difficult and the
ventilating almost impossible. But given

a reasonably tight house you will have
plenty of heat with economyand can work
your ventilators so as to get such results
as you may require. The question of ven
tilation is too large for me to attempt to
elucidate to-night, but on that let me say

a few words. They are—you must have
an inlet as well as an outlet. A hole in
the roof does not mean ventilation unless
you have a corresponding hole somewhere
else to let air in. You cannot ventilate a

bottle unless you make a hole in the bot
tom or rig it with some contrivance at the
neck that will let air in as well as out.

HOT—WATERHEATING APPARATUS.

My remarks. of course, had reference to

a hot-water heating apparatus, as I believe
that is the best fora gentleman’s green
house. It is simple. direct, carries heat a

long time after the fire has gone down, re
quires no special skill in its management,
not liable to break downs or breaks, not
dependent on pumps, injectors or a con
stant pressure supply of water; has no
safety valves, try cocks, automatic feeder,
do, to get out of order, and has behind it

a weight of experience and trial that is

important. In making these remarks I

am not saying anything in disparagement
of a steam plant, which may be, for aught

I know, very suitable for heating commer
cial conservatories where there would be
some one in attendance day and night, but
even then I should advise that the plant
be doubled, the same as is done in news
paper oflicei, electric light stations and
such like, so that when an accident occurs

a boiler may be in reserve and ready to
put into operation in a short time. Steam
heated greenhouses have been spoken of
recently as something new, but it was
used for heating greenhouses in 1788 by
T. Wakefield, Esq., of Northchurch, Eng
land. I know of a greenhouse in this city
that was heated with steam 20 years ago.
It ran for a few years, when the steam
boiler was removed and a hot-water boiler
substituted, which contributed not a little
to the success of the house and vastly to
the comfort and peace of mind of the
gardener in charge. The sameboiler has
ever since been doing good work as a

house-heath: g boiler, the difiereuce being
that when any little thing goes wrong in
the house-heating boiler necessitating the
lowering of steam for a few hours, nothing
more serious occurs than alittle discomfort
to the inmates of the house, while a depri
vation of heat for a similar length of time
in a conservatory would be disastrous.

PIPE JOIN TB.

Another question of im rtancel may
touch upon is the best kin of pipe joint.
In my opinion nothing e uals the joint
made with red lead and emp packing.
It is easily made, durable, perfectly water
tight and at the same time has a certain
amount of give in it, and when it is de
sired to make a change it is a simple mat
ter to pick them out. A short time ago a

couple of my men removed several hun
dred feet of 4-inch pipe from an old con
servatory, separated it all into lines and
had it all piled in the yard inside of two
days, and not a pipe or fitting broken.
Now with rust joints this would have been
simply impossible. Cement and hemp has
its advocates, and I have no doubt of its
being an excellent joint, but great care
must be taken in properly mixing fresh
cement every time a joint or a small

number of joints has to be made. The
great feature about the rust joint is its
durability, but I know of no reason why

a red lead joint should not last quite as
long. The worst scrape I ever got into
in the way of a greenhouse trouble was
from rust joints. The house had been
fitted up in the usual way and did good
work without leaks for two seasons, the
third the 'oints began to leak, as they
must, in t e most awkward places and in
the most unaccountable way. The result
was I had no end of worry and expense
and lost a good customer. I never could
account for the trouble except on one the
ory, and perhaps somegentleman heremay
throw some light on the question. My
idea is that the pipes were emptied and
left dry all summer, and the joints became
dry and baked, so that when the water was
turned on in the autumn the water striking
the dried up rust on the inside, a chemical
action was set up; in other words, a in sh
rustiig proc~as was begun, and as the joint
was solid on the outside there was no room
for expansion and the joints burst. An
other trouble with rust joints is their
rigidity. In most conservatoriessome little
twisting or settlement will take place, and
snap goes your joint or fitting, and it is

generally in the most awkward place and
season that this occurs. In case of abreak
down necessitating the putting out of
fires. I know of no better or more quickly
put in operation plan to keep up suflicient
heat to save the plants, if there is no way
of setting up a stove, than to get a num
ber of large coal oil lamps and set them
burning. They may be set in large tin
dishes containing an inch or two of water
for the sake of safety; but it is generally
possible, if the trouble occurs in daylight,
to get up a stove, even if you have to
punch out a pane of glass in the roof for
the pipe. But sometimes a breakdown
will occur in the night or on a Sunday or
holiday. In such a casethe gardener is all
right, provid<d he has a supply of coal oil
and half a dozen or more good big lamps
to set agoing. Tubs of warm water set
about the house also retard the rapid fall
of temperature. For this reason the big
tanks of wattr in the houses are of benefit,
as they not only serve as reservoirs of
water and moisture, but also of heat.+—

A Modern Church Structure.

The temple of the Grace Baptist Church
at Broad and Berk streets, Philadelphia,
is probably among the most remarkable
buildings in the world. It contains Sab
bath school rooms, dining rooms, kitchens,
business oflices, boiler room, electric light
lant, an

armory.
reception, reading and

ibrary rooms. t has the largest un aid
choir in the world, whose bill for s set
music alone is over $400per annum. The
main auditorium of the temple seatsmore
people than any other church in the
country, its present seating ca acity be
ing 4108,which can be increase to 4600.
Over 9000people have been known to be
present at some of the temple services.
Its Sunday school rooms will seat 1500
pupils. In the rear of the lecture room
is a dining room with accommodations for
500people. ning out from this dining
room on two sides are the rooms for the
Board of Trustees and Business Men’s
Union ; the arlors and reading rooms of
the Young en’s and Young Women’s
Associations, the kitchen, carving room,
cloak room, armory of the Temple Cadets.
and throu h this latter passageway to the
engine an boiler rooms. Connected with
the temple are no less than 14organiza
tions, all more or less religious in char
actor, and all eminently successful.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Convenient Tool Che-ls

From W. J., Meadvilla, Pa.—I have
been a reader of Car >enlryand Building
for some time and have noticed the dif
ferent methods of building tool chests
suggested by various correspondents.
None that I have seen thus far suit me
as well as the chest which I now have.
It is 36 inches long, 24 inches high and
29,14inches wide inside. It is divided
into two parts. an upper and a lower,
which are divided into small compart
ments. It will be seen from an inspection
of Fig. 1of the sketches, which represents
a section through the chest, that the bot
tom is divided into five places. The middle
com artment is 8 inches high in the clear,
while those at the right and left of it are
10 inches high. The chisel rack is also
10 inches high, the partition being made
of a 1% inch strip notched on the inside
against the wall so that the chisels will set
in without coming in contact with the

Fig. 2.—GeneralView of Box marked1in Fig. 1.

is represented in general view in Fig. 5
of the sketches. The space marked “ 1"

is intended for files, No. 2 for auger bits,
No. 3, squares; N0. 4, twist drills, and No.
5, panel plow bits. These spaces are 2
inches dee and open at the top. Nos. 6
to 11, inc usive, are drawers used for
small tools The chest is made of butter
nut and is hard finished. Each drawer
and lid is fitted with a lock and when
packed can be rolled over and over with
out danger to the tools. The handles are
on the end, and I have an axle mounted
on wheels and so constructed as to hook
on to the end of the chest, which enables
me to haul it about as I please.

Lengths of 'I‘nnk Hoops
From SUBSCRIBER, Hickory Corners,
Mlch.—In answer to “ E. G. B.” whose
inquiry appeared on page 179in the July
issue of Carpentry and Building, I would

//J l;

ticle above referred to, and then by plac
ing a sheet of prepared paper upon this
blue print used as a negative, our corre
spondent will secure a white print having
blue lines. There are other processes for
obtaining this result. but we think our
correspondent will find this a simple one
and entirely satisfactory for his purpose.

Advantages of l Knowledge of
Carpentry.

From G. M., New Albany, Ind—Nearly
every family needs some one who shallbe
equal to all emergencies, and can fit, make
or repair, as the casemay be. Happ is the
woman who is independent in the use
of the hammer and saw, provided she has
no male relation as handy as a pocket in a
shawl in the use of these implements. A
safe knowledge of the use of the hammer
and saw can be conveniently stored away
for an emergency even if a male relative

Fig. 4.—-Carr5'lngCase.

@
s

Fig. 5.—PerspectlveView of Box marked2in Fig. 1.

Convenient Tool Chests—Drawings Submitted by “ W. .1."

wall. The upper portion of the chest is
divided into four sections represented by
the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4. A erspective
view of N0. 1 is shown in Fig. 2 of the
illustrations. The space marked “6” is
on] 4 inches deep and 2 inches wide,
owmg to the back being set in to make
room for the chisels, as indicated in Fig.
1 of the drawings. The space marked
“5" is intended for the saw. which is
also reached from the top. Nos. 1, 2, 3
and 4 are drawers 4 inches wide in the
clear, these being intended for brads,
chalk and lines, &c. Next to this box.
which is marked “ No. 1" in Fig. 1, are
boxes 8 and 4. The former is intended
for large planes. is 4 inches deep in the
clear and has the ends cut out 2 inches,
as shown in Fig. 3, so the box will drop
2 inches into the lower portion, as shown
in Fig. 1. On top of the plane box is the
carrying case or shoulder box, which is
used in connection with small jobs and
where only a few tools are needed. This
box is shown in general view in Fig. 4.
The fourth section of Fig. 1,marked “ ‘-,"

say that if the outside diameters of the
tank at the top and bottom are given. as
well as the distances between the hoops,
it
lseems

to me the problem is easy to
so ve.

Mlkl In: Blue Prlnll.
From W. B., Lansing, Mlch.—Will you
please publish in the next issue of Car )en
try and Buildings. recipe for making his
rints; also for making white prints with
lue lines?
Note—If our correspondent will refer
to page 196of the August issue of Car
pentry and Building for last year, he will
find a very complete description of the
method of making blue prints. We also
begin in another part of this issue a serial
article treating of the subject in a
way to interest our readers. With re
gard to making white prints with blue
lines, we think our correspondent will be
successful in adopting the following plan;
Make a blue print on very thin paper, ac
cording to_the process described in the ar

does exist. It is an accomplishment to be
able to put in a screw here, drive a nail
there, fix a lock or hin e, or do any of the
multitudinous little t ings which will
come up for immediate attention in every
home. Saws of two sizes, hammers the
same, a plane, a screw driver and a chisel
are necessary tools, and in addition an
assortment of screws, nails, tacks and a
pot of glue. The tools should be kept
sharp and free from rust, the latter being
accomplished by rubbing them with a
mixture of 2 parts of lycerine and 1part
of alcohol. If the too s be very fine use a
little more of the alcohol. and if packed
in a little coarse bran or well dusted with
lime when not in use, they will always
remain bright and in good condition.
Among the various contrivances which
are convenient in houses, particularly
where space is limited, is a hinged shelf
fitted to the sill of each window. The
shelf can be lifted at pleasure and afl'ords
a place for the reception of difierent
articles. Small corner cupboards can be‘
fashioned of four or five shelves of dif
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ferent sizes with the edgesrounded oif. If
they are fastened to the wall by brass
plates no supports are visible, and they
can be stained or varnished according to
the taste. These shelves are useful for a
variety of purposes. A shelf about 6
inches wide and some 4 feet from the
floor, with an edge finished with a mold
ing or a railing, and run about the wall of
a dining room, will prove very convenient
for the

reception
of any number of dishes.

Boxes can fitted into window seats,
making them very desirable as receptacles
for linen or clothing, and if the wood
work of the room is stained, painted or
enameled, the boxes should match it in

upon the carpenter or upon the conven
ience and good will of some one else to do
the work. The gift of handling tools,
however , does not belong to every woman.
If it comes at all it must be by some
eifort and practice ; yet it can be acquired
by constant ana persistent efl'ort.

Verandaa and Gable Flnllh.
From L. J. A., Atlantic Highlands, N.
J.-—I send herewith several sketches of
verandas which may rove of interest to
“ Jack” of Ontario, 0 no. I lay no claim
to having designed them, but I do not re
member having seen any exactly Similar

of obtaining the bevel of the jacks. I
cannot comprehend his meaning when he
says : “ Take the thickness of the stufi‘
and square across from the plumb cut for
the side bevel."

Discussion of Various 'l‘oplca.

From Arramrncs. Freeport, III.—The
following thoughts suggested themselves
on reading the correspondence in the
March number of Carpentry and Build
ing: “Why do we not have better
workmen?" asks “ J. McF.“ In reply I
would say, because the average contractor
has one journeyman and five apprentices,

Designs for Verandas Submitted by “L. J. A.,” Atlantic Highlands, N. J.

color and ornamentation. At the present
time white and gold appear to be the
favorite colors for a number of rooms.
An ivory room or hall is not dificult to
arrange. The tint is a little more creamy
than white enamel. Screens. mantel
shelves and dado are all painted in this
ivory white tint, and if she-ves, cupboards
and brackets are needed they should be
put in before the work of decoration is
commenced. According to mv mind, a
house cannot have too many shelves for
the convenience of the housewife. She
will find something to put on any number
of them from the attic to the cellar, and
a woman who can saw a.board, plane the
edge and with a hammer and nails fix it
in place, can, on the average. have more
shelves than the woman who is depending

to them. I am positive I have never exe
cuted an work just as the designs here
presents call for. I trust they may be
of some use to the corres ndent named,
if only as curiosities. e need not let
any one see him looking at them.

Obtaining Bevel of Jack Rafters.

From W. A. H., South Bethlehem, Pa.—
I notice in the correspondence from “J.
E. S.” of Jacksonville, 111.,a rule for roof
construction. I like it ver much, as it
is simple and to the point. have framed
one roof by it with entirely satisfactory
results. There is one thing, however,
that I would like to have the correspond
ent demonstrate, and that is the manner

and neither boss nor jour. has time to
teach them the trade.
The splice of “ H. B. ,” presented in a re
cent number. should be labeled “Shaky.”
I do not like a splice that cuts away half
the strength of the stick.
The method of finding the dimensions
of an octagon suggested by “ E. A. P." is
of no use to me, as I am short on algebra.
Why can we not get it in figures which
any one may understand?
“ A. J.’s” steel bar is all right. but
mine has a pinch at one end and a chisel
point at the other.
To find the length of any rafter, whether
hip, jack or common, take the run of the
rafter on the blade and the rise on the
tongue of the square, measure with the
pocket rule from one to the other. and the
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result is obtained. Lay the square on the
rafter with the figures representing the
rise and run up even with the top edge
of the rafter, and mark along the blade
for the heel and along the tongue for the
perpendicular cut. This plan is just as
good for cutting a brace or a leaning post
as for the rafter.
I do not like “ H. R. McK.‘s ” method
of framing a two-story house. I would
much rather have my studding in one
piece from sill to plates. with suitable
ribbing to carry the second-story joist.

Bevel. For a Diamond Spout.
From J. A. F., McKinney, Texas—In
the Februar issue of Ca ientry and
Building, “ . A. L." asks Igor an (asy
method of finding the bevels for 9. dia
mond spout. In repl to this r nest I
submit sketches whic I think wil serve
his purpose. Referring to Fig. 1, draw A
B and at right

angles
to it C B. Connect C

and A, which wil be theseat of the spout.
Now produce C Dat right angles to C A,
the hight. Connect D A, which is the
length of the spout. Now continue B C

Fig. 2.

for Fig. 4; then take the figures '7x 16
and draw the line C. After this has been
done, draw the line D at right angles to
the line A. cutting the lines B, A and C
at any point. Now, with the dividers
find the distance from the intersection of
B AC to the intersection of C D, and at
the intersection of A D, as a center, de
scribe the arc at E. Find the distance
from the intersection of A D to the inter
section of C D, and, with E as a cen'er,
describe the are at F. The next in order
is to find the distance from the intersec
tion of B A C to the intersection of B D,
and, with the intersection of A D as a
center, describe the arc G. Next take
the distance from the intersection of A D
to the intersection of B D, and, with G
as a center, describe another arc at F.
Connect F E and G F, and the result is
the bevel of a diamond spout. Having

emlployed
this method for several years, I

fin it entirely satisfactory, being short
and accurate as well as applicable to a
spout of any angle.

‘Note.—While giving the letters of the
correspondents above, we would also di
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material. My loss from contractors in 20
years will not exceed $100. The article
in the April issue states “if the dealer
sells to the owner he deprives the con
tractor of his margin.” or words to that
effect. But, remember, I save my mar
gin, and that is the part that interests
the dealer. It must be remembered that
our lien laws are very slow and cumber
some, and it does not pay to depend on
them. Then,again, there is the uestion
as to the average contractor and uilder.
In the first place, they are not responsi
ble ; in the second place, they cannot figure
out a full and complete bill, and as a conse
quence get left, while a very, ve few
never intend to pay. They woul bid
very low to obtain the job and then beat
the dealer and the owner; so from my
stand int as a dealer I will sell as
cheap y to the owner as to the contractor.
Here is the way one of my few contract
jobs worked: A contractor took a job
and asked me to fill the bill, 18,000 feet
of lumber. I told him he had it too small,
but he was sure he was right. The re
sult proved that it took 24,000 feet of
lumber. He saw that he was beaten and

Bevel; for a Diamond Speak—Diagrams Submitted by “J. A. F.” and “F. T."

to E, makin B E equal to C D. Con
nect E A. ow take E A on one blade
of the square and C Bon the other and
lay it on the straight ed eas indicated in
Fig. 2 of the sketches. will then be the
bevel required, also the bevel cut across
the top and bottom. D of Fig. 1will be
the bevel for the plumb cut.

From F. T., Findlay, Ohio—In the
February issue of

(Vllgf’llh‘y
and Build

ing, "W. A. L.” of ansas City, Mo.,
asks for a short method of finding the
bevel of a diamond spout. Having had
some experience in this line of work I
will endeavor to answer his question. In
the first place, the holes having been cut
from which the spout leads, fasten the
end of a fine millwright line in the upper
corner—that is, the one which is tobe the
upper corner of the spout—and stretch
the line taut to the corresponding hole
where the spout empties. In the next
place. find the angle of the line on two
sides by the figures on the uare. placing
the tongue at the edge of the ole and lean
ing the blade against the line, as shown in
Fi . 8 of the sketches which I send. We
wi I assume the figures tobe 8 x 12on one
side and 7 x 16on the other, the figures
representing the cuts of the ends of the
s out. Next take a piece of ]’ -iuch board,
about 16 inches wide and 2 est 6 inches
long. Draw a line lengthwise in the cen
ter, as indicated by A in Fig. 4. Next
take the figures on the square, 8 x 12,as
obtained in Fig. 3, and draw the line B

rect the attention of our readers to previous
cimmunications on the same subject, in
which, no doubt, many will be interested.
In the issues of Carpentry and Building
for November, 1888, and February and
May, 1889,the subject of the bevels for a
diamond spout was treated at considerable
length.

The Contractor and Material Dealer.

From DEALER—I read in the April
issue of Car )eutry and Building an arti
cle entitle “ Contractor and Material
Dealer,” in which I was interested. As
I am a dealer in building material I will
concede that the first statement is cor
rect. We sell one bunch o shingles at
the same rate we do thousands. There
is only amargin of 14 to 15 cents on a
thousand. so there is no chance to cut the
price for any one. A man asks the price
of shingles, and we do not know whether
he wants 15,000or a single bunch. If he
takes one bunch now we look ahead with
the certainty that he will want the 15,
000, so are satisfied. Now, as to the con
tractor. A dealer in a neighboring town
where the practice of contracting pre
vails sold out after five years’ deahng,
having over $1200 of contractors’ debts
and never obtained a cent of it. I have
discouraged that kind of dealing. I tell
the ownerof a building that he can buy
just as cheap as the contractor, and can
obtain just what he wants in the way of

so left the job for the owner to com lete.
It was five years before I received my
pay. If all the contractors were compe
tent to figure on a job and did not become
so anxious to obtain the work as to bid
below living prices. and all were honest.
I would rather deal with them than try
to deal With all the peculiarities of
owners. Ido not claim that all dealers
are saints, but when the goods are deliv
ered and are entirely satisfactory we
ought to receive our pay ; and to my mind
the only sure way is to deal With the
owners. All this, however, is said from
the stand int of a country retail dealer.
I can rea ily understand, however, that
the article referred to would apply to the
city contractor and dealer in a very dif
ferent manner than it would to me.

Grain Elevators.
From S. B. S., Xenia, Ohi0.—I am

working
with a company who have to do

with e evators, and I frequently have
trouble in etting the elevators to work
satisfactorily. I should be glad to have
some of your readers give me their opiu~
ions as to the proper construction of eleva
tors for grain or nitrate of soda.

Design for a Boat.

From L. W.. Grand Forks, N. D.—As
I am a reader of Carpentry and Building,
I take the liberty of

asking
a few ques

tions through its columns. am contem
plating a trip from St. Paul. Minn, down
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the Mississippi River to New Orleans and
alon the east coast of the Gulf of Mexico
to ey West. I desire to ask some of
the practical readers of Car try and
Build-ing of the ldnd and sty e of a boat
best adapted to the

purpose.
The entire

party W111consist 0 four men and the
power will be either sail or steam.

The Science of Handrallln¢.—VI.
From Morris Williams, Scranton, Pa.—
In this article I shall take asmy examples
the roblem presented by “Constant
Re er," Canada, in the June issue of
the paper. He asks for a drawing of a
face mold for a rail of the lan shown in
.Fig. 28. The difficulty 0 drawing the
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Fig. 28.

deavored to explain in previous papers ‘ show me how to lay off the degrees of a
To those who have followed me the dia
gram is self-ex lanatory. The lettering
on elevation is t e du licate of lettering
on plan. Point I on t e plan is the center
of the quadrant, so also is the point I on
elevation the center of the ellipse. The
line 1-1 2 8 6 on plan is duplicated in the
line 1-1 2 3 6 on the elevation. All the
other letters in the elevation bear similar
relation to their corresponding letters on
the plan. To draw the pitch line of tan
gents. continue the center line of straight
rail till it cuts the perpendicu r line 3 3
in point 3. The conditions lai down by
“ Constant Reader” are to raise the rail
4 inches above this point. Square over
from 3 to 4 and from 4 raise 4 inches to 2.
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uare? I once saw a
orgotten how it is

circle with a steel
method, but have
done.

Raising an 0111 Root.

From W. E. G., lVatseka, Ill.—I have
two roots to raise, one being large with
massive return cornice, while the other
is small, light and plain. The smaller
roof is to be raised first, and is the one
concerning which I desire advice, as I can
manage the other by the time I have com
pleted

the first job. At present I have
ad no experience whatever inraising old
roofs. The house has been constructed
but a short time and seems to be in good
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The Scienceof Handrailing_—Face Mold for Stair Rail.

face mold lies in the necessity of raising
the rail 4inches above the pitch of straight
rail, this creating a variation in the
pitches, as plainly seen in Fig. 28. I make
use of the correspondent’s lanin Figs. 28,
29 and 80. In Figs. 28 an 29 the rail is
raised 4 inches above the pitch of straight
rail, and in Fig. 30 it is raised 11 inches.
Each of the three diagrams demonstrates
a method of raising or lowering the rail
at pleasure. The method exemplified in
Fig. 28 does away with the necessity of
finding the bevels, as the wreath is located
in a plane oblique vertically only. The
horizontal trace of this kind of plane is at
right
angles

to X Y, and the minor axis
of the e liptical curve of the face mold
is consequent! at right angles to the pitch
plane of the p ank or the pitch line of the
tangents.
To draw the face mold, first locate the
joint in the straight rail at any conven
ient int. Run the center line of
straig t rail to the

perpendicular
line 6 5.

From the point 0 intersection raise 4
inches, which will be the center of the
square section of the wreath piece. From
. the top corner of the square section draw
a line to the top corner of the joint at 4,
and from the op site corner diagonally
draw a line paral el to this last line till it
meets the square joint of the straight rail.
The space between these parallel lines
will be the thickness of plank required
for the wreath piece. From points of in
tersection of the vertical lines with the
pitch line 4 5 draw perpendicular lines
as shown. Make 0-1 2 3 equal to 0-1
2 3 on the plan. Draw lines through 1
2 8 and parallel to the pitch line 4 5,
until they meet the perpendicular line
from the joint 4. These lines form the
shank. Extend the center line 2 to the
rpendicular from point 5. These two
ines will be the tangents transferred to
the section. The joints are to be square
to the tangents. The line 4 5 is the
major axis and the line 0-1 2 3 is the
minor axis. The shaded portions are
waste wood to be chopped 0!? after apply
ing the bevels. as shown in the diagram.
The method exemplified in Fi . 29 is in
accordance with the principles have en
I

Join 2 3, which will be the upper tangent.
From point 3 on plan as center, radius 3
4, turn over to 5, raise a perpendicular
line from 5 to 8 and join 8 3. which will
be the bottom tangent.
The two tangents thus formed difier in
pitch and in length, the result being that
two difierent bevels are necessary. To
find the bevels draw a horizontal line
from point 6 where the miner axis cuts
the continued pitch of upper tangent to
point 0. From 0 continue to 7, making
0.7 equal to the radius of the center of the
rail on the lan. Take 0 as a center, ra
dius touching u r tangent, and turn
over to the verti line 2 2. Join the in
tersection to 7, and in the angleis the
bevel for upper tangent. Again, take

point
0 as center, radius touching the line

10, which is the lower tangent reversed,
and turn over to the vertical line 2 2 ;
join the intersection to 7, and in the an
le will be the bevel for bottom tangent.
he only diflierence between Figs. 2
and3 is in the

pitch
of the upper tan

gent. Instead o the rail being raised 4
inches, as in Figs. 28and 29, it is in Fig. 30
raised 11inches. A study of the diagram
and a comparison between it and Fig. 29
will suffice without further explanation.
It strikes me that the last two di ams
may appear to the reader to contain too
many hues. My answer is that every
line is essential in theor , but when they
are properly understoo more than half
of them can be dispensed with. Before I
am done I propose to give a few examples
to show the minimum number required
when the theory is understood.

Seltl11¢Kl lchen SI nk s.
From S. B. S., Xenia, Ohi0.—I would
like to have some of the readers of Car
ntry and Building tell me the proper
ight for setting kitchen sinks in order to
secure the best results.

Laying ofl' Degrees of a Olrcle with
the Steel Square.

From L. T. B., Hamburg, Ohio—Will
some of the readers of the paper please

condition. It is desired to raise it 8 feet
and fill in the second story. I should like
to avoid disturbing the cornice. The
building is 16x 24feet, with 9-foot ceiling,
there being a partition 8 feet from one

.
.
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Raising an Old R00f.—Skrtch Sent by
“ W. E. G.”

end. The structure has a saddle roof
with plain cornice, 12-inch planceer and
8-inch frieze. The sketch which I send
will, I think, clearly show the method of
framing employed.

Skirting Board for Slain.

From H. L., Moorestown, N. J.—Will
some of the readers of Carpentry and
Building tell me how to lay out and cut
a skirting board for stairs with and with
out winders? I desire to know how to do
this in such a way as to make a good,
tight job.
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FIRE-PROOF CONSTRUCTION.
proof buildings is becoming each
year more apparent. Architects gen

erally, and real estate owners who have
their own and the public interests at
heart. are endeavoring more and more to

THE
IMPORTANCE of erecting fire

\.
.-
-I

thoroughly fire proof. The cost, in a
great measure, has been owing to the ex
cessive weight of the floors and of the
minor partitions, the former usually be
ing constructed of heavy iron beams,
filled between with solid brick or with

__
_.
2

enormous load of brick and concrete
necessitates the use of very heavy beams,
and of correspondingly heav ’ and strong
walls and foundations. or has this
construction roved efiective in all cases
where it has en put to a severe test.

‘6

Fig. L—Sectional View of Beamsand Floor.

Q

r!
VW»

Fig. 5.—Fire-Proot SegmentalArch.

Fig. 6.-Eularged Section 0! Beamof Fig. 5
.

Fire-Proof Construction.

lessen the risk of fire, and are planning
and building edifices which are not only
beautiful to look at, but which are de
signed to be perfectly fire proof. Here
tofore. on account of the great cost of such
construction, only a few of the largest,
and those carrying the greatest risk of
life or of valuable goods, have been made

hollow terra-cotta blocks loaded up to or
above the top of the beams with concrete,
making aweight of from 70 to 110pounds
for each square foot of the floor area, in
addition to the weight of the iron beams ;

and the latter of solid or hollow bricks,
weighing, with the laster, from 35 to 55
pounds for each sur ace foot of wall. This

The late large fire in Boston is an example
of this.

mon RODS EMBEDDED IN CONCRETE.
Within the past few years experiments
have been madewith concrete in the form
of slabs and beams, to test its ability to

supfrt loads
and to take the place of

hue arches. The result has been highly
satisfactory. Its ability to support great
weight without crushing and its enduring
and fire-resisting qualities are well known.
Its low tensile strength and liability to
fall under tensile or transverse strain is
also well known, and has hitherto re
vented its use in the parts of buildings
where tensile strength is r uired. These
experiments have shown. owever, that
iron may be incorporated with the con
crete, and can be depended upon for its
full tensile strength under all conditions,
provided the iron be well anchored at in
tervals in the concrete. If not anchored.
and a heavy load were a plied, the slab
would deflect, causing tge concrete to
crack and open on the under side (prob
ably at or near the center of the slab or
beam), the iron all the while slipping in
the slab, andthe crack opening wider
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till the mass tell. The iron must be held
ri 'dly in place to insure the best results.
the following we illustrate and de

scribe a method of fireproofing buildings
by the union of concrete or mortar with
iron wire and rods,

sugported
by the

beams and studding. T is protects the
iron beams and permits the construction

ling's Sons Company of New York, Chi
cago and San Francisco.

RESULT OF TESTS.

Following is the result of a few of the
tests made with slabs constructed of con

crete strengthened by a framework of
iron:

h
a
s

each foot of surface betWeen bearings,
None of the iron blades broke; the concrete
crushed, the slab being so thin that the
neutral axis was so near the top that the
upper or compressive art or memberpf
the slab was weaker t an the iron strips
which held the lower member together.
The deflection of the slab was about 17;

6
.5
-“
,_

Fig. 7.-—Methodof ConstructingCornices.

Fig. 8.—Modltlcatlonwith Straight Ceiling below Beams.

of floors and ceilings im ervious alike to
fire and water and capab e of sustaining,
on flat arches with spans of from 4 to 8

feet, a load of from 100 to 300 pounds to
the square foot. In segmental arches
made by this method the safe load would
only be limited by the strength of the
beams and of the walls. This material
is manufactured by the New Jersey Wire
Cloth Company of Trenton, N. J ., and is

put on the market by the John A. Roeb

Fig. 10.—RibbedLathing to Wood Joints.

Fire-Proof Construction.

One slab, 12 x 24 x 1 1
, inches thick,

made of one part Port and cement to
one part coarse sand, and having five
strips of flat iron % x ,5

8
'

inch running
lengthwise through it, the strips being
unched at intervals to allow wires 1,“!
mob in diameter to pass through for
anchors, the iron frame being imbedded
near the bottom of the slab, which rested
on 1-inch bearings, broke with a center
load of 2750 pounds, or 3000 pounds for

inch before it broke. Age of slab, 41
days.
Another slab, 54 x 54 x 3 inches thick.
was constructed in a similar manner. but
having 19 iron strips 1

5 x 1 inch punched
for 14-inch wires. omposition of slab,
one part cement, two parts sand. It was
supported by bearing 3 inches at each end.
This slab broke with a load of 36.375

pounds. egual
to 2000 pounds per square

oot. De ection, 5
' inch. All the iron
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strips broke on line of the wire nearest the
centen Age of slab, 62 days.
Another experiment was made with a
beam 7 x 14inches in section and 10 feet
6 inches long. Through this, near the
bottom, and running its whole length,
were seven vertical blades; three were
%_x 1 inch, and four y, x 1 inch, anchored
with 54 inch rods passing through holesin the blades. The coin sition of beam
was cement, 1; sand, 1, or the4inches at
top and bottom; and cement, 1; sand, 2,
for the 6 inches of center. The beam was
supported by 9-inch bearings. The weight
required to break it was 53,654 unds.
all of the longitudinal blades brea 'ng on
the line of one of the cross wires. De
flection before breaking, 1 inches; de
flection_with load of 40, 0 ouuds, 9

,;

inch; With 20,700 pounds, 1
1
8

inch. Age
of beam, five months. Had these last
two_slabs had the whole benefit of the
tensile strength of the iron blades the
concrete would no doubt have been
crushed and the blades would not have
parted, as there was iron enough to have
stood twice the weight had it been prop
erly applied. The holes made in the
blades not only weakened them by the
percentage of iron removed, but trans
ferred the whole weight of the mass to
what remained of the blades below the
holes, giving them less than half the
actual strength of the iron. Had half
the amount of iron been used in the slabs
1n_theshape of wire and rods rightly ap
plied,_ the weight would not have been
sufficient to part them.

CONSTRUCTION.

‘ Referring now to the drawings, Fig. 1

is a sectional view of two of the support
ing beams of a floor, showing the ceiling
construction and beam protection. The
ceiling is attached to the beams 1 by rods
2. These rods are preferably made of
hard-drawn iron or steel; at one end a

hook, 8
,
is made to conform to the shape

of the flange around which it hooks ; the
other end is screw-threaded ; they are
made long enough to reach from one
beam to a little set the ad'acent one,
and are held in p ace by the ook 3 and
by the clip 4

,

through which the rod
passes, and which is made to hook around
the flange of the beam, and is also ar
ranged to ofl'set the rod from the under
side of the beam to provide an air space
between the laster and the beam. The
clip is secure y held in place and the rod
drawn taut bv the nut 5

, Fig. 3. These
rods are woven into or are otherwise at
tached to the metallic lathing 6

,

which
constitutes the plastering surface, and
may beeither put up together in sheets or
the rods may be all fixed in place and the
lathing laced to them. The plaster may
be put on in the usual manner, or a thin
coat of concrete, 7

,

may be spread on from
above. This may also be made to re
tect the beams and to imbed the hoo ed
end of the rods and the clip. This im
bedding of the hooks and clips would give
the rod more power to resist tensile strain,
as he conci ete would prevent the straight
ening out of either under the strain, and
would give the ceiling very nearly the
full tensile strength of the rods. Rods
made of No. 3 wire, or 1

/4 inch in diam
eter, and spaced 9 inches apart, would
carry safely a ceiling load of 75 pounds to
the square foot (the beams bein 6 feet on
center) without sufficient de ection to
crack the plaster. If concrete were used
in the construction, spread on from above,

a finishing coat of plaster could be applied
below, or the concrete could be smoothed
OK to give a finish.
Fig. is of similar construction to Fig.

1
,

but is adapted to carry the floor load as
Well as the ceiling load. In Fig. 1 it will
be noticed that the rods are the principal
support of the ceiling, the wire lathing

giving no
supporting strength whatever.

_ y carrying the ends of the sheets of lath
mg over the upper side of the lower flange

o
f the beams, as at 8
, Fig. 2, and imbed
ding them in concrete, there is added,when
the concrete has become hard, the tensile
strength of the longitudinal wires to the

strength of the rods. The wires, how
ever, depend entirely u on the concrete
for the stren th they ad to the support
ing rods. 5 has been noted in tests
made with slabs, the thin slabs broke by
the crushing of the concrete, and the
thicker ones by the parting of the iron.
This, Fig. 2

,

illustrates amethod whereby
the crushing strength of the concrete is
made equal to, or greater than, the tensile
strength of the wires and rods by the use
of a minimum amount of concrete. The
lower member is made of suflicient
thickness to thoroughly imbed the rods
and the wire lath and to la well over the
flanges of the beam, and is uilt up so as
to fill between the flanges to protect the
web. From this lower member are built
up a succession of ribs, 9

,

at 2
,
3 or more

feet apart, as may have been determined
upon (the ribs being easily and quickly
made by placing light wood formers in
position and pouring the concrete be
tween), the width and depth of the ribs
being determined by the amount of resist
ance to compression required.
Fig. 4shows a section of this rib, with
the wire lathing and one of the supporting
rods imbedded in the concrete, and one of
the scantlings, 14, to which the floor is

nailed resting on the top of the rib. The
scantlings may either be laid at right
angles to the ribs, as shown, or at right
angles to the iron beams, the scantlings
resting on the ribs with their ends wedged
under the flanges of the iron beams to
hold them in place.
Fig. 3 shows a half-size section of the
lower half of a 10-inch beam with the
supporting rods in position. The attach
ing clip 4 is more distinctly seen; and
the manner of holding the rods ofiset
from the beam, against the strain of the
screw, by inserting strips or pieces of

light

T or other shaped iron, is shown at

FIREPROOF SEGMENTAL ARCHES.

Fig. 5 shows the system of fire- roofing
in the construction of segments arches.
The rods 2 are cut the required length to
reach when bent into the required curve
from web to web of the adjacent beams,
their ends restin upon the flanges at their
junction with t e web ; they are then
either inserted between the meshes of the
wire lathing 6 or otherwise attached to
it, and the sheet, which would be 3 feet
or more in width, would be bent to the
curve required and sprung into place. A
succession of these sheets placed side b

side would fill the entire space from wa l

to wall, making a continuous network of
iron wire and rods u n which the con
crete could be spread rom above without
the usage of an other support The
lower flanges of t e beams would be cov
ered by the wire lathing, attached to a
succession of rods, 11, hooked over the
arched rods 2

,

and held in place by the
wedges 12, which are inserted between
the beams and the rods. The

plaster
could

be applied and an ornaments finish given
to the underside of the beams at the same
time the finish was being given to the
under side of the arches.
Fig. 6 is an enlarged section of a beam,
showing more clearly the arrangement of
the rods to which the wire lathing is to
be attached. By carrying the crown of
the arch even with the tops of the beams
and leveling u with the concrete 9.foun
dation is ma e upon which to lay tile
floors, 13 ; or it may be arranged as in
Fig. 3 for scantlings and a wood floor by
making a flatter arch, so that the crown
will be a few inches below the tops of the
beams, and the scantlings laid on ribs of
the concrete level with the crown and
extending to the beams. The concrete at
the crown of the arch in either case need
not be more than 2 inches thick.
Fig. 7 illustrates the method of con‘
structing cornices and of applying the
ribbed lathing to the outer walls of build
ings so as to leave an air space between
the wall and the plaster. For the comics
is used a succession of light rods, 15, one
end of which is attached to the rod 2 by

a hook or an eye, and the other end to the
wall by a nail with a washer under its
head, the nail passing through a hook or
an eye in the cornice rod and into the
mortar between the bricks. The wire
lath is then bent, to the form of the rods
and laced to them. In preparing the wall
for the lathiug a series of strips of flat
iron, 16, is anchored to the brick work.
They are spaced from 3 to 6 feet a art, as
required, and are built in a regu ar line
up and down the wall, care being taken to
have the row at the corners at least an
inch from the corner to give room for the
hooks and clips of the supporting rods 2

.

The rods 2 are attached to the strips 16
the same as tothe beams in Figs. 1 and 2

,

but they are not ofi'set, the strips 16 giv
ing all the offset required to secure an air
space.
Fig. 8 is one of the modifications in the
application of the ribbed lathing. This
figure shows amethod of construction with
iron (or wood) beams, whereby a straight
ceiling is made below the bottom line of
the beams, and a still further protection to
the floor is obtained by a lastered surface
extending from beam to am, even with
or above the top of their upper flanges.
A, A, A are the beams, B planks restin
on them and held in place by pieces 0

iron bent to about a right angle, a hole
having been made in one of the angles
through which a nail or spike may be
driven into the edge of the plank ; they
are put on at intervals, one angle passin
under the flange of the beam, as at 10.
shows the floor planks and E the floor
boards ; a is a supporting rod for the ceil
ing and E the wire lathing attached to it

for a plastering surface ; c and F show the
plastering surface on the line of the top
of the beams; b

,
b are supporting rods or

wires, which may be used in very wide
spacec to

preevent
any sag midway be

tween the ams; they may simply pass
over the beams and under the rods, as
shown in this figure, or they may hook

oggr
the flange of the beam and into the

r .

Fig. 9 illustrates the lathing as applied
to beams to make a ceiling where common
or hollow brick arches, either segmental
or straight, have been made to fill the
space between them. Many architects
will not allow a ceiling to be made di
rectl on the bricks on account of the
liabi ity of the

plaster
to drop ofi or be

come filled wit unsightly cracks. In
such cases a series of angle irons are bolted
to the under side of the beams. To these
angle irons the wire lathing is laced, and
the plaster is applied to the lathing. By
the use of the supporting rods about 50
per cent. of the cost and delay of this
method is saved, and a safer and truer
ceiling is made than with the angle iron.
Fig. 10 illustrates the application of
ribbed lathing to wood 'oists. The ribs,
in this case may be ma e of round iron.
or of sheet iron cut into strips about 1

inch wide and bent into V-shape, longitu
dinally. The rods or strips are woven
into the meshes of the wire cloth at inter
vals of 7% inches. Half of the wires are
on one side of the rib and half on the
opposite side, alternatively, making it im
possible for them to become detached.
These ribs project entirely on one side of
the lathing, leaving the other a smooth,
even surface upon which to spread the
plaster. The lathing is secured to the
wood by staples which embrace the rods
and are driven into the joists or studding,

if solid round rods are used ; or if V-strips
are used, by nails driven through the
strips and into the wood, or by staples
over the strips.

(To be continued.)

-—————.—_
Bamaoo SHEETXNG is a new Chinese
manufacture, which is extending in the
province of Wenchow. The cane is split
up so as to form a sheet, which, after be
ing softened in boiling water, is pressed
out flat. The sheets. says an exchange,
are used for i'eneering, making trays,
fans, screens and carved fretwork.
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MASONRY AND STONE CUTTING“
CIRCULAR STAIR WITH SOLID NEWEL.
ERE the stairs are circular in Ian,
and instead of an open well ole,
there is a circular ier in the cen

ter in which the end 0 the steps are
notched, as in Fig. 216, or which is
formed by the end of the steps them
selves; as in Fig. 280. As the width of
these kinds of stairs does not usually
exceed 8 feet between the central pier or
newel and the exterior wall of the stair

Fig. 283.

ste converge to the center of the stairs,
an the steps are simply placed one above
the other, without any rebate at the joint.
The back of the ste may be either left
square. as in sever of the circular stairs
in St. Paul’s Cathedral, London, or the
under side of each step may be worked
off, as in Figs. 21'?and 218, when the de
velopments of the steps along the outside
wall and the newel are shown. In the
latter case the spirals on the soflit de

\\\

(A ,

ABGYIPTOTEToALL__
Fin: BECTION$

The joint P p is convergent to the cen
ter of the staircase, and the sofiit forms
an helicoid exactly identical to that which
comprises the 11per arrises of the steps,
but laced at a ower level. It is evident
by igs. 222, 228that if the joint were to
be made normal to the soflit it would have
to be a twisted surface; but in Fig. 221
the joint is made plane, and is only nor
mal to the sofiit in the midpoint Q. The
construction for finding the neral in Q

Fig. 234.

Masonry and Stone Cutting—Figs. 216to 234Inclusive.

case, the treading line is taken half way
between the wall and newel. This tread
ing line will be divided into a certain
number of treads according to formula
given in a revious issue. But in select
ing the wi th of the tread especial care
should be taken to obtain a clear head
way of at least 6 feet 6 inches between the
treads of the steps below and the soflit of
the steps above. Usually, the division
of the stairs into 16steps per convolution
will be found convenient.
There are several way of forming the
steps according to circumstances. The
simplest is the one shown in Fig. 216,
where both the riser and the back of each

" Continued from page202,August issue.

velop along straight lines. To work the
surface of the soflit. the outer spirals,
Fig. 217, and the inner spirals, Fig. 218,
are divided in an equal number of parts
and then are connected respectively by
straight lines.
The ste may be simply notched into
the newe, the outline of the notches,
Fig. 219, being obtained by winding on
the newel the development, Fig. 218, or
each step may comprise a section of the
newel, as in Fig. 220.
Instead of having a stepped surface for
the soffit of the stairs a continuous sur
face is often used, as in Fig. 221,of which
Fig. 222 is the development along the
wall, and Fig. 223the development along
the newel.

is shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 221.
The length of the two steps of the tread
ing line is develo in

$
T. Takin an

elevation paralle to Q we have
’
at

the level of two risers above the ground
line. This allows us to draw the inclinw
tion of the tangent P' T' and the normal
P N’. The normal is cut in V’ by the tread
of the step.
On the developments along the wall and
along the newel, Figs. 222, 223, the joint
appears as a segment of an ellipse, for it
is there the intersection of cylinders by a.

plans
not parallel to their center lines.

0 get these curves, an intermediate
point is found, as shown in Figs. 221, 222.
Here, again, the steps may comprise a
slice of the newel ; but, as each slice of
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the newel must be of the hight of the
riser E’ E", Fig. 222, it follows that the
rtion of the step forming the joint S’

It
);

would be below the slice of the newel.
As this proportion would present a very
sharp angle next to the newel, Fig. 223,
the lower lane of the newel is kept at
the level 0 R’, and theupper plane of the
newel is dropped below the tread of the
step, as shown in Fig. 224.
In both the former modes of construct
ing the steps there is a narrow strip of
stone where the step joins on to the
newel, which is a cause both of weakness
in the step and of waste of stone in the
working thereof. To avoid this defect
the steps are usually made as in Figs. 225
and 229, where the joint does not con
verge to the center of the stairs, but runs
parallel to the riser of the step immedi
ately above it. Such is, for instance, the
form of the steps of several of the circular
stairs in St. Paul's Cathedral. In Fig.
225 the steps are shown housed in a cen
tral pier. In Fig. 229each step comprises
a slice of the newel, which is so narrow
that the joint line of the step is tangent
to the cylinder of the newel.
Now, in the construction adopted in
both Figs. 225 and 229, it is clear that
the surface of the sofiit of the stairs does
not resemble the helicoidal surface which
comprises the upper edges of the steps,
but it is a surface of quite another char
acter. The soflit is here generated by a
horizontal line, which moves in contact
with a spiral identical to the treading
line, and has to remain also in contact
with a vertical cylinder, the cylinder
which forms the newel of Fig. 229. When
the step is housed in a central pier, as in
Fig. 225, the joint may be plane, so as to
be normal in the int P. But a plane
'oint, as shown in ig. 229,will give very
ad results.
To find out how this ‘oint should be
formed, cut the sofiit of t e same kind of
stairs,

Fig.
230, by vertical lanes in A,

, C, D, at right angles with the joint,
and you will obtain the curves shown in
Fig. 231. Now, in considerin these
curves, it is evident that the joint at E

should be horizontal, whereas at the
other end of the step in A it should have
the very steep inclination of the normal
(1. This shows that the joint must neces
sarily be a twisted surface.
To determine the surface of the joint,
produce a paraboloid formed by a hori
zontal line sliding on the tangent to the
spiral along the soflit in contact with the
wall in A, and sliding also on the vertical
line E of the cylindrical newel. We
know that this araboloid will be in per
fect contact wit the soiflt all along the
joint A E (that is, the soflit and the parab
oloid will have the same tangent planes
in every point of the joint line); then, of
course, the normals to both the sofit and
the paraboloid will be identical. These
normals are a b c d e, Fi . 232, and their
intersection with the p ane of the tread
of the step gives the curve shown on plan.
When the curve reaches the circumfer
ence of the newel, the intersection of the
c linder of the newel with the normals of

t e joint is drawn as shown in the devel
opment, Fig. 232. These lines are then
drawn on cardboard molds, which serve
to delineate them on the stone step. The
form of the ste may be perhaps better
understood by t e views given, Fig. 233.
The author begs to add that a staircase
formed of 16 steps was constructed ac
cording to this design by the Up 1

'

Class
of Masonry at the City and uilds of
London Institute, and the steps were
uite as easily and rapidly worked as

t ose with plans joints. The author
can therefore recommend this construc
tion as the most practical as well as the
best construction of circular stairs where
a continuous sofit is required.
Merely as an interesting point in
geometry, it may be observed that the
intersection of the plane of the tread
with the surface of the joint is an hyper
-ola. The joint is simply the same parab
old as the one tangent to the sofliit,

t turned round one-quarter of a circle.

The guidin plane of the joint is there
fore vertica instead of horizontal ; and.
as we know, the sections of the arab
oloid by planes at right angles with the
directing plane are hyperbolas.

IMPORTANT PRACTICAL OBSERVATION.

When the steps of circular stairs com
rise a slice of the newel, and are housed
eep into the staircase wall, it is very im
portant that the wall bebuilt of freestone
of the same hight of bed as the steps them
selves ; otherwise the wall of the stair
casewill settle more or less than the newel,
and in that case the steps will be broken —
at their narrowest end near the newel. If
the outer wall of the staircase is to be
built in brick—say as a turret to a brick
building—the steps should be

simpl?7housed a few inches in the outer wal ,

and should be built after the wall of the
turret has had time to settle. If it be de
sired that the steps go through the wall,
as shown in Fi . 230, then the outside of
the turret shou d be decorated with pilas
ters or chains of freestone, which will
practically su port the ends of the steps,
the brick work being a mere filling of the
anels within these features of freestone.
astly, the same result may be obtained
by using cement instead of mortar, for in
that case there will be no settling.
As it is im rtant that the newel and
the outer wal be submitted to the same
pressure, it follows that if a turret con
taining a circular staircase has to be cov
ered with a stone vault, that vault should
bear equally on the newel and on the ex
terior wall.

The Architecture of Arabia Felix.

The city of Sanaa, the capital of Yemen,
contains, it is said, about 150,000inhabit
ants. It is a town of extreme antiquity,
and was, before the time of the rophet
Mohammed and before even the C

'
tian

era, one of the strongholds of the ancient
Himyar race, who have left in the sur
rounding hills, and within a few hundred
yards of the city itself, abundant proofs
of their presence in the form of ruins and
cave tombs. In the early annals of Mo
hammedan history, says a writer in the
London Times, we read of it as a city of
great importance, even in the time of
Abu Bekr, the immediate successor of the
Prophet. The town is situated on the
great Yemen plateau at an elevation of
7600feet above the sea level. It is sur
rounded

b
y walls of stone and mud,

which, alt ough they would oifer but
slight resistance to any

orglanized
force,

are suflicient to withstand t e attacks of
the Arabs, who do not, or did not at the
time of the siege, possess an cannon. To
the east of the cityis Gibel egum, rising
to a considerable elevation, a bare, rocky
mountain completely overlooking the
town below. On a spur of this mountain
at a slight elevation above the plain on
which the city stands is the Turkish fort
ress, strongly built of stone. From
this fortress the city extends to the west
in the shape of a fan, the whole
forming a triangle of which the kasr, or
castle, forms the vortex. The Jew’s town
is divided from the Arab

guarter
by a de

serted strip of ground, an ,although they
are allowed to ass freely in the city and
toown shops, t ey are confined to their
own quarter at night. The architecture
of Sanaa is uliar to Yemen, and ex
hibits robab y one of the purest forms of
early rabic style. The houses are high,
often four stories, the lower part built
rincipally of stone, the u r stories
Being composed of brick. he stone is

often arranged in lines of dilferent colors
running parallel with the ground, and no
doubt this exhibits the origin of the
painted, striped houses of Egypt and else.
where. The brick work, too, 15arran ed
so as to form geometric designs. he
windows are long and narrow, the lower

Eortions
made to open with “ mushara

iyeh,” or trellis work, the upper filled in
with slabs of alabaster or arabesques in
plaster and colored glass. The use of

T
alabaster is

verg
ancient, and the light

admitted throng the semi-o no stone
gives a very pleasing efiect. he streets,
with the ex-ception of one or two, are
narrow and dirty, but there are frequent
open spacesabout the town. There are
several mosques—one, the largest, a lain
square court, partly roofed and inc oeed
with a high stone wall, and possessing
two rather dilapidated minarets. The
Turkish Government erected some years
ago, during the govemorship of Ismail
Pasha, a mosque in the style of those of
Constantinople in front of the Govern
ment buildings. The bazaars consist of

a great semicircle of low buildings,
divided and subdivided by small intricate
streets, on to which look the shops, for
the most part small booths. The prin
ci al manufactures of Sanaa are woven

si ks and arms, the silver work of the
latter bein exceptionall good. The
town, spre out like all riental cities,
covers a great acreage, but, with the ex
ce tion of the suburb of Bir-el-Azab, in
w ich are man gardens and country
houses, the whole is surrounded by the
stone and mud wall mentioned above,
while, to render the defenses still more
strong, towers are erected every 200 or
800yards at a distance of about a quarter
of a mile without the

city.
On these

towers, since the relief of t 0 place, the
Turks have erected guns. Such then,
briefly, is Sanaa, a city in a plain, trian
lar in form, overlooked by Gibel
egum. It was on this mountain that
the Arabs massed their forces, and con
tinued day and night to pour into the
city the contents of their guns and rifles.
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Employersand Workmen.

A recent correspondence between the
secretary of the National Association of
Builders and the general secretary of the
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners has developed the fact that the
means advocated by each organization
for the adjustment of differences between
employers and workmen are not sowidely
different as they might seem. The sys
tem of apprenticeship adopted by the
Mason Builders’ Association of Boston
under the recommendation of the Na
tional Association of Builders was favor
ably commented upon by the secretary of
the Brotherhood, as was also the agree
ment between the same association and
the stone masons’, the bricklayers’ and
building laborers‘ unions, which was se
cured through the establishment of a joint
committee of arbitration between the
employers and workmen in these branches
of the mason business. The secretary of
the Brotherhood said, in alluding to the
importance of amicable adjustment of
afiairs between employers and workmen
in this connection, that he thought “if
employers and workmen would meet each
other in a reasonable spirit, they might
by conciliation and negotiation accom
plish much more than by standing apart
in hostility to each other.” It is un~
doubtedly the fact that by conference
and conciliation. by equal consideration
on either side, much more beneficial and

permanent results can be obtained than

now prevail where settlements are af

fected for the sake of cessation of hos
tilities, and where one side or the other

is forced to unconditional surrender.
Those who think upon the subject and

who are not biased by personal prejudice
recognize the importance of the preven

tion over the cure of disturbances in the

field of labor.

The Value of Example.

Another good example has been set for

the builders of the country by the Build

ers’ Association Exchange of Buffalo, in

the new home which that organization

has just dedicated. This exchange has

again demonstrated the feasibility as
well as the desirability of placing an
organization of builders upon the same
plane among the institutions of a city as
the Chamber of Commerce and other

similar bodies. The value of examples
of this kind is very great, and they are

practical indications to the builders’ ex—

changes in every large city in the country

of what can be done and of the result
which follows such action. The Buffalo
builders profited by the example which
was shown to the delegates to the fifth
convention of the National Association
in the exchange at Philadelphia, as have
also the builders of Milwaukee, and they
in turn are offering a newer example to
the associations in other cities. These ex
changes are teaching the lesson that the
craft is bettered by assuming, in the
public eye, a position of importance equal
to that of any other commercial pursuit,
and while they are benefiting themselves,
they are also benefiting every community
of builders in the country by the influence
of their example. The public is quick to
recognize the energy of an organization
which successfully undertakes the erec
tion of a building to be devoted to its
own use. By the same token, the public
looks anew at the men composing such
an organization, but who have previously
been scattered about the city. lacking the
attention which identification with con
spicuous and successful organization com
mands.

Bolton’s Board of Appeal.

The recent passage of a new building
law for the city of Boston establishes a
board of appeals, to which the contractor
or the owner of a building may appeal
from the decision of the inspector. The
conditions mentioned in the law under
which appeal may be taken from the
building inspector’s decision are, refusal
to grant permit for building, the incur
ring of expense by order of the inspector,
and injury to value of property by work
to be done under permit from the in
spector. The action of the board is to be
binding upon the inspector. The board
consists of three members, one appointed
by the mayor of the city, one architect
and one 'builder appointed by local or
ganizations of architects and builders,
with the approval of the mayor. In the
several cases which it has been already
called upon to adjust its action has been
very satisfactory. One of the principal
objects in the establishment of the board
of appeals was to provide a means for
the settlement of questions afiecting the
decision of the inspector of buildings by
a committee of experts without the delay
and expense of proceedings at law. The
advantages of the existence of such a
board are manifest and have already
demonstrated the wisdom of its establish
ment. The method of selection of the
members of the board insures the ap
pointment of persons fully qualified for
the work and also insures perfect impar
tiality. Some fault has been found with

portions of the new law which relate to
the character of the materials which must
enter into the construction of new build
ings and the requirements under which
buildings must be constructed, it being
alleged that the cost of building has been
increased. It was the purpose of the
commissioners who framed the law to
establish such. requirements as would
provide better security from fire waste

and insure the erection of only the best
class of buildings in the business districts
of the city.

The Origin of Buildings.

The origin of buildings is a matter of

considerable interest to all students. It
has been very generally assumed that

wood supplied the first means by which

the primitive man formed a shelter to

himself as a protection from the weather.

A very slight consideration of the subject,
however, brings to the mind the possibil

ity that this all depends upon where the

primitive man found himself. If he lived
where treeswere scarce, it would seemthat
some other material must have been re

sorted to. Besides, those who began their

architectural style with branches of trees

could not have made any advance until

some kind of implement was invented by

means of which the wood could be cut

and fashioned. This would seemto bring

the beginning of wooden structures down

to the Stone Age, when stone tools came

in‘o use. And this, as the geologists tell

us, is a comparatively late one in man’s

history. William Simpson, an English

specialist, in discussing this subject in

view of researches through Persia and

other Eastern countries, comes to the con

clusion that mud as a building material

preccded wood. By mud he includes

sun dried bricks. When bricks have

been burned in the fire the material be

comes entirely changed and ceases to be

what is designated by the term mud.

Therefore he excludes them from consid

eration. Wet earth, on the other hand,

made into blocks and dried in the sun dif
fers in no way from a layer of the same

earth laid on a wall. Both methods of

building, he asserts, were used in the

East, and in many cases are found com

bined in the same building. The reason

for this is easy to discover. A layer of
2 or 3 feet thick must be allowed to

dry and consolidate before another is

placed on it
,

because the weight above

would press out the soft material below,

and the whole would tumble down. In

some localities, he asserts, a layer of mud

is put down at the commencement and

while that is drying bricks are made to be

placed above.

[ad Architecture.

Referring to mud architecture and con

trasting the idea of mud building preced

ing wooden structures, the writer directs
attention to the fact that the mud builder

required no tools. His unaided hands

were sufficient for every purpose. The

primitive builder mayhave been content at

first with the inclosure formed by four

walls, but a covering of grass or reeds

would soon suggest itself, and these,

although rude and primitive, would finish

the first complete human habitation. But

more than that, it would be the beginning
of the “ house,” the “home,” which, from

the relations and associations it produced,
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must have been one of the most important
steps in the history of early civilization.
The writer from whom the foregoing has

been borrowed further points out that the

great antiquity of the use of mud as a

building material can be established from
a number of references to history. Like
most things that were important to man
in his early condition, this can be traced

back even to the mythical period. The

making of bricks is often represented in

the sculptures of Egypt. It is naturally
inferred that the bricks made by the chil

dren of Israel in Egypt were sun dried

from the use of straw in them. The

Assyrians had a month called Sivanu,

which translated means, “the month of
making bricks.” It was the seasonafter
the rain, when the sun had begun to be hot

and when the drying of bricks was easily

accomplished.

Researchesin Persia.

The author, in a paper recently pub

lished, describes the various details of mud

buildings examined while he was in Per

sia. In the larger towns, in entering a

house, he says, it is often necessary to de

scend from the level of the street to the

ground floor. This results from utilizing

the earth upon which the house stands for

making the bricks, and thus saving the

expense of transporting the building

material from outside the town. Without

following the author through various inter

esting details we may allude to one or two

very important facts to which he specially

directs attention. Vaulted roofs are fre

quently found in these mud houses, and

investigation of their construction results

in the interesting discovery that they were

constructed without centers. The bricks

employed in the vaulted portions are about

8 inches square and 2 inches thick. This

gives a large flat surface, but not a very

heavy brick for its size. These bricks are

placed not perpendicularly but at an

angle, so that the one rests partly on the

other, and by the use of a little gypsum,

which is plentiful in Persia, the author

asserts, they can be made to adhere until

the key brick is set in place. The possi

bility of forming vaulted roofs without

centers is
,

no doubt, new to many. But the

facts which this writer mentions would

seem to prove that this has been done by

the ancient builders of the region named

beyond the chance of dispute.

Durability of Mud Architecture.

One would scarcely expect much dura

bility from walls made of mud or sun

dried brick, and yet the author from

whom we have quoted learned that there

are walls of sun-dried brick in Ispahan
which are as much as 300 or 400years old.

This quality of durability, however, de

pends upon the character of the soil, as

well also as the treatment of the exterior of

the wall for the purpose of resisting the

action of the rain. The better houses of

mud architecture, we are informed, are

provided with a good stone foundation ex

tended somewhat above the ground so as

to protect the lower part of the wall, and

they are also carefully roofed in a way to

savethe top of the wall from the influence

of rain At the close of the paper referred
to above the author alludes to the employ
ment of mud architecture in other parts
of the world, particularly in the Peninsula

of Mexico, Southern California, &c. While
he credits this style of construction with

much more in the way of origination of

forms than has heretofore been credited to

it by writers, he is not at all sanguine of
its future. While in somecases it may be

chosen for the pioneer and the emigrant,
and at their hands may answer a most excel
lent purpose, it is not likely to be permanent
alongside of improved processesand better

materials.

PompeianLife and Customs.

Anovelty in the rounds of public en
tertainment at Saratoga the past summer
was the exemplification of life and man
ners in ancient Pompeii in connection with
the house of Pansa, the reproduction of
one of the homes of that ancient city by
Franklin W. Smith, with whose work
our readers are more or less .familiar. A
series of Roman pictures showing the life
of an Italian aristocrat in the days before
the great lava flow were presented in
this fac-simile house. The representa
tions included the offering of sacrifices of
the household gods, a poet reading his
ode, Roman women ofiering their jewels
to the treasury for defense against the
Gauls, a Roman dinner, a Bacchanalian
procession or dance, and others. These
pictures were given with the same accu
rate fidelity to the originals which has
characterized Mr. Smith‘s efforts to show
people of to-day what life was in Pompeii
eighteen centuries ago. At the dinner
nine guests reclined about the table with
chaplets on their heads, while graceful
girls danced before them in imitation of
the famous Roman feasts. Some scenes
from the last days of Pompeii, as written
by Bulwer, were also given. The gentle
Nydia, in classic tunic, with white soft
drapery, groped her way among the
columns of the old Roman house, with
Gaucus and Ione not far away. The
Bacchanalian procession was a dance to
the ancient music of pipes and reeds.
These moving tableaus and animated

groups attracted wide attention.

_—‘______
The Granite Situation.

It has been currently reported that an
agreement has been signed between the
Granite Manufacturers‘ Association and
the Granite Cutters' Union. An agree
ment was effected through the instru
mentality of Hon. J. G. Batterson of Hart
ford, president of the New England
Granite Works, but proved futile after
being submitted to the Manufacturers’
Association. The agreement made was as
follows, and the subjoined letter from
Mr. Batterson gives the reasons of the
association for refusing to accept the
agreement:
It is hereby agreed between the Granite
Manufacturers‘ Association of New England
andtheGranite Cutters‘National Union of the
United Statesof America that bills of rices
shall continueuntil March 1,1895; an that
three months'noticeshall be given by either
party to the other, before the expiration of
said period,of any changewhich may becon
templatedat theendof suchperiod.
It is also agreed that any contentionwhich
may ariseduring the said

period
asto the per

formance in ood faith 0 said agreementby
either party s all be referred to a local board
of conciliation, consistingof three refereesap
pointed by each party interested,and in case
of failure by a two-thirdsvoteof said referees,
in arriving at a conclusion,then thematter in

dispute shall be referred to a committeecon
sisting of three members,to be selectedfrom
theexecutive committeesof each association.
which committeeshall act asa board of arbi
tration, and, failing to a by a two-thirds
vote, said board, by a ve-sixths vote, may
agreeupon andselectan indifferent person to
act asumpire, and the board thus constituted
shall bear the partiesand makethe award b

a majority vote,said award to befinal. Pen -
ing such arbitration, it is mutually agreed
that there shall be no strike, lockout or sus
pensionof work.
If tiveof the board of arbitration shall fail
to agree

upon
an umpire, then such failure to

agree shal be reported back to the original
parties that appointed them,and a new board
shall beappointed,whichboardshallprooeedas
beforeprovided,and so continueuntil a settle
ment is reached.
If any arbitration shall be in progressat the
expiration of said term, said arbitration shall
continueuntil an award is made,unlessnotice
shall havebeen given aforesaid by oneof the

pennies
of changesdesired at theendof said

rm.
if no notice of change is given by either
party threemonthsprior to the expiration of
the period before named,then the agreement
in forceat that time shall continuethreeyears
from and after March 1

,

1895. This agree
ment is a settlementof all matters in contro
versy which cau be adjusted between the
Manufacturers’Association and the National
Committee.

March 1
,_ 1895, is a compromise date for

the beginning of the new bill of rices,
the manufacturers havin origin 1 de
sired January 1 and the ational nion
Ma _ 1 as the time. The other subjects
in ispute between the cutters and manu
facturers must be settled with local
branches.It is anticipated that the princi issue
between the manufacturers and ocal or
ganizations will be relative to non-union
men hired and union men who returned
to work since the trouble began. It re
mains With local branches to complete the
general settlement.
The_negotiations were without results,
as indicated by the following letter sent
to Secretary Dyer by Mr. Batterson :

Josiah B. Duer,Sccretary Granite Cutters‘
National Union :

DEAR SIB: I regret very much that my
efforts in bringing about a settlementappear
to befruitless, so far as the Concord branch is
concerned. I have decided to stand b my
proposition,as published inthe Evenin one'
tor, September 6

.

Further thanthat cannot
o

I find that itis now impossible to do the
work whichwasto havebeendonethis autumn;
and as i

t mustgo over the winter, under any
circumstances,the immediatesettlement is not
so important as it wasa monthago. The con
clusionsarrived at with the national commit
tee are satisfactory, but the diseriminations
madeagainsttheNewEngland Granite Works
by the Concord branch are not satisfactory.
Someconcernsare permitted to haveas niau y
apprenticesastheypleasewhile weare limited
to one for eachgan . The prices for piece
work of library wor is about 40 per cent.
hi her than an other building work. 1 am
in ormedthat t a branch allows mento work
for other dealers cheaper by the hour or day
than they are allowed to Work for us. In
short, for some reason, good or bad, there
seemsto bean unjust discrimination against
our works, which cannotbe tolerated.
The hoursof labor havebeen shortenedand
the wages increasedmaterially in Concord
sincel took this contract. I have conceded
onething after anotheruntil there is nomargin
left for further concession. I amquitewilling
to testby arbitration or otherwisethe legality
and propriety of the positionnow assumedby
the branch,and will abidetheresult if themen
chooseto go to work. Respectful] yours,

J. G. Barranson, ident.
Since the above was written we learn
that an agreement between the Granite
Manufacturers’ Association and the
uincy branches of the Granite Cutters“
ational Union was signed Se tember
24, under which work is resum at the
old prices, contentions are to be sub

mitted to arbitration, the number of ap
prentices is to be discretionary with the
employers, and no discrimination is to
be made between union and non-union
men by the cutters, rovided the manu_
facturers do not discriminate against the
cutters who have been prominent during
the recent suspension. The a cement,

it is reported, does not expire until
March, 1895.
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DESIGN FOR A FRAME DWELLING.
HE FRAME DWELLING which is
illustrated upon this and the follow
ing pages has recently been erected

for S. H. Ferris from plans by Architect
George W. Payne of Carthage, 111. On
the first floor is a large reception hall,
which is reached from the porch through
a vestibule; also a parlor, dining room
and kitchen. The parlor and dining room
are connected by folding doors and ma
be thrown into one room when so desire .
In the dining room is a fire place fitted
with a neat mantel. The kitchen is
placed in the rear of the house and is so
located as to prevent the odors arising
from cooking escaping to other portions
of that floor. The pantry, between the
kitchen and dining room. is of ample size
and is fitted with shelves, bins and a china
closet. A slide panel connects the drain
table in the pantry with the sink in the
kitchen, a feature which will result in the

of the underl ing constituent parts of the
masonry. hen so used in the construc
tion of arches in combination with stone,
the object of their use with the builders
seems to have been to obtain even and
equal bedding planes here and there
throughout the arch by the insertion, as
it were, of bricks or brick courses, irreg
ularly alternating with the rough, un
worked, or rudei “scraped” stones of
uneven beds, chie composing the body
of the arch. Bricks are still sometimes
so employed, says the Building News, and
as inclosures to flint diaper work, but
more in the capacity of ornamentation,
and as units or scales of a known dimen
sion to aid the eye in the realization of
the extent and effect of the composition
as a whole, than as parts of constructive
necessity.
In modern work some of the eatest
achievements of engineering skil have

PerspectiveView.

plex forms and outlines under a skilled
treatment as compared with the vastly
greater expenditure of labor and material

rtequired
to bring about similar results in

s one.
BEDDING BRICK.

Of the importance and necessity of
solidly bedding the bricks and efiectually
flushing up the interior joints (known as
cross joints and wall joints), no one is so
fully alive as the civil or municipal en
gineer, long ex rienced in the construc
tion or persona superintendence of sew
ers, water works, and hydraulic works
generally. The sewers recent] built in
a Western suburb afford a goo instance
—a case in which the brick work is so
badly executed that to connect the house
drains to the sewers “would be,“ said
the reporting engineers, “nothin less
than converting the whole of the inhab

Design for a Frame Dwelling—George W. Payne, Architect, Carthage, Ill.

saving of a great many steps to the house
wife. The rear stairs are inclosed and have
doors at the bottom and the top, which pre
vent smells from entering the second story.
Going bacli to the reception hall, it will
be seen by ins ection of the first-floor plan
that the hal is provided with a cozy
arched recess containing an open fire
place, above which is a neat mantel.
On the second floor are three large
sleeping rooms, a dressing room, servant's
room and bathroom, besides a commodi
ous hall. The chamber directly over the
dining room is provided with an open fire
place, while in connection with the other
apartments are closets of ample size. The
house is heated by a furnace in addition
to the open grates. The finish is in white
pine throughout, with the exception of
the kitchen, where yellow pine is em

ployed.
The first floor and 11per hall are

nished in natural wood. he dwelling
is of the usual frame construction and
was completed at a total cost of $3000.
The hight of the first story is 10 feet, and
of the second, 8 feet 6 inches in the clear.

Brick Work.

In some of the ruder kinds of early
masonry bricks were often emplo ed as
mere lacing or string courses, to bind to
gether at varying vertical hights the whole

been carried out chiefly in brick work,
and in some instances almost to the entire
exclusion of the aid of stone. This being
so, it will not be out of place to consider
the essential conditions of what is now
universally accepted as being worthy the
name of good brick work. In the first
place, brick work has made rapid and
well-marked strides in the last quarter of
a century, or since the decadence of the
stuccoed front, and the revival and use
of red bricks and term-cotta under the
sympathetic and able advocacy of our
architects and masters of modern refined
thought as applied to architecture. Prior
to the time mentioned, the shuff, the
grizzle and the rough stock were mostly
in demand, but which are now happily
sup lanted by bricks of a better class and
qua ity, except in the erection of suburban
villas and other jerry-bnilt structures.
One of the recommending advantages of
the use of bricks over stone is the thor
ough and perfect bonding which may be
obtained throughout the mass of the
work; the ease and certainty of obtain
ing solid and homogeneous beddin of the
bricks when laid by skilled bric layers
working under the recognized conditions
essential to the production of good work.
Also the imperishable nature of the mate
rial as compared with most of the build
ing stones in use—even the granites, and
the easewith which they lend themselves
to the construction and production of com

ited area into a hotbed of typhoid fever.”
The uestion of flushing up, as applied to
a bui ding, differs in degree of importance
as applied to a sewer or similar work.
Apart from flushing up the brick work, as
a means of obtaining the maximum
amount of tensile strength, in addition
to that obtained by good transverse and
longitudinal bonding, to carry the loads
to which most walls are subjected, and
to provide against the possible lateral
movement of

any
of the constituent parts

when the whoe is under strain, the
question has its sanitary aspect also; and
by reference to most of the published
engineers” pocketbooks will be found
formula: to find the amount of air in
cubic feet which will in a given time,
under certain conditions stated, pass
through walls of varied thickness, built
of different kinds of material.

AIB FILTERS.

The walls of dwelling houses defect
ively flushed up are, therefore, admittedly
air filters on a very large scale. They
are also liable to be receptacles of damp
driven in by storms, and induced by the
hollow, or partially hollow, state of the
brick work, leading up to disease. and in
somecasesprobably to fatal consequences.
The seeming] paradoxical aphorism that
“a wet building makes a dry house"
is worthy of all acceptance. Walls
built wholly of dry or insufliciently
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wetted bricks will be found want
ing in the two chief characteristics of
good work—viz., solidity, and a firm and
binding adhesion of the bricks and mortar.
This is nowhere better exemplified, on the
one hand, than in old brick footings and
walls in situations subjected to the con
tinuous presence of adjacent moisture——

many retaining walls, for in
stance, su porting an undrained
or badly- rained bank of non
porous earth—in which case
the chemical action set 11 be
tween the sandgrains an the
lime has gone on so uninter
ruptedly that the mortar has
crystallized and attained that
condition known to practical
men as water-bound brick
work. In this condition the
mortar, though set, is not hard
and could easil be reduced to
a plastic pulp y heating, yet
the adhesion between the bricks
and mortar is so firm that to
separate them is no easy task,
the mortar very frequently
tearing away with it portions
of the bricks at the line of
separation, the separation being
generally eEected by steel
pointed wedges driven by sledge
hammers. The extreme oppos
ite case is that of building walls
with dry bricks in the hight of
summer. The dust coating the
bricks is unremoved, forming a
separating medium or layer be
tween the bricks and the mor
tar, and sopreventing adhesion.
And where dust is not present
the moisture of the mortar is
taken 11 with such avidity by
the dry ricks that very little
or no adhesion is the result,
and the mortar, b examina
tion when dry, is ound to be
little better than a cake of
slightly moistened com ressed dust. On
the other hand, the bric should not be
wetted to the degree of saturation, or
they will be incapable of absorbing the
finer particles of the mortar into their

DINING.ROOM

body, which they should do. forming so
many threads binding the bricks and the
mortar together. Unless the bricks be
well wetted to induce the mortar into the
cross joints and wall joints during the
modus operandi of flushing up every
course, the wor‘: should he grouted. But
under any conditions or circumstances the
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wetting the bricks, especially if the work

is in exposed situations.
_-—+————
Proportions of Chimneys.

The old rule concerning chimneys was
to the eifect that the flue should be ta
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Design for a Frame Dwelling.

bricks should be wetted before use, ex
cept in winter or frosty weather, when
the air is generally so humid as to reduce
the absorbant power of the bricks. It is.
then, advisable to forego the risk of

red to the top on the theory that, as the
lligt gasespass upward they becomecooled,
and, in the process of cooling, become
contracted. Also, that it was important
to reduce the size of the flue in propor
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ttion to the reduction in Yolume of the nace fines are, at least, as good as the ta- neer made experiments to see whether
gases, as otherwme cold air from the to pered. ones, and within a few years prac~ the facts bear out the old rule or support
would descend and fill the vacancy cause tical engineers and architects of experi- the more modern ractice. To make the
by the contraction of the gases, and in ence in such matters have shown a dis- test he built a c imney over a furnace

-

"x
I

1

Side(Right) Elevation.

Side(Left) Elevation.

Design for (1 Frame Dwelling.—Elevatiom.—Scale, 14 Inch to the Fool.

this way the draft would be checked. position to make them slight] larger at ate, the stack
having

two flnes. One
Reasonable as this theory seemed, says a the top than at the bottom, t e increase as tapered upward an the other down
writer in one of our exchanges, practice of diameter being, perhaps, 34 inch to 10 ward, and the fines opened side by side
has shown that cylindrical boiler or fur- or 12 feet. Not long since a Swiss engi- over the grate, with openings of the
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Detail of Front Porch.
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J

Section of Transom-Bar over
Window on Stair Landing.

same size. On lighting a fire on the
grate, with unlimited access of air
under it, the smoke was seen to issue
nearly equally from the top of both
the lines, but with an unmistakable
preponderance in favor of the flue
which enlarged toward the top. On par
tially shutting oil’ the access of air to the
fire, the difierence became much more
marked ; the current in the flue tapering

upward
diminished, and finally stopped

a.together, the smoke finding its way en

tirely
through the fine with the wider

p. —+—
ONE 0? our foreign exchanges of recent
date states that one of the largest tempo
rary wooden buildings ever erected in
Great Britain was lately completed in
Belfast for a political convention. It
was designed to give accommodation to
an audience of 10,000on a floor area (in
cluding galleries) of more than 1 acre.
The buildihg was 224 x 144 feet, and
roofed in five bays by wooden bowstring
girders. The galleries ran around three
sides, and from every seat in them the
platform was in full view. The building
was made entirely of wood, and was
erected in three weeks at acost of $15,000.

(inhlc over Front Porch.
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SAFETY ARRANGEMENT FOR JIB CRANES.
URING the process of erecting build
D ings, especially those which may beseveral stories in hight, it is usual in
many sections of the country to employ a
derrick for the hoisting of materials. The
employment of apparatus of this kind has
often resulted in accidents of a more or
less serious nature and it is to prevent the
possibility of mishap that certain im
provements have been made in jib cranes
or derricks by an English mechanic. A
simple arrangement has been introduced
into the metal head of the jib, so that the
instant the jib chain breaks or ceases to
hold. the heaving chain takes up the jib,
maintaining it in position. as well as the
load at the end of it. The pulley over
which the heaving chain runs has ratchet
teeth attached to each side and in the
stirrup to which the jib chain is usually
fastened. There is also a hooking-on rod

provided
with a spring at one end and a

ever at the other, attached to the two
wls which work into the ratchet teeth.
hen the jib chain is properly perform

jib. This rope was then cut with a
hatchet, and it is stated that the metal
head of the jib did not fall 6 inches before
the spring lever and pawls acted, the jib
being firmly held by the heaving chain on
the pulley.

--*
The Administration Building.

By popular verdict, the Administration
Building is pronounced the gem and
crown of the Exposition palaces. It is
located at the west end of the great court
in the southern part of the site, looking
eastward, and at its rear are the transpor
tation facilities and depots. The most con
spicuous object which will attract the gaze
of visitors on reaching the grounds is the
gilded dome of this lofty building. This
imposing edifice will cost about $450,000.
The architect is Richard M. Hunt of New
York, president of the American Institute
of Architects, to whose established repu

Safety Arrangement for Jib Grams.

ing its function the springis drawn home
and the awls are ke t from contact with
the ratchet teeth. f, however, the jib
chain breaks, or becomes loose, the spring,
being released from compression, pushes
forward the lever and causes the pawls to
engage with the ratchet ; thus the pulley
is immediately gripped and the links of
the heaving chain imprisoned in the
pockets of the pulley, the jib being
thereby as firmly grasped in its angle of
sition as it was by the jib chain itself.
The spring, we understand, is not a cum
bersome afl'air, while the side ratchets add
very little to the dimensions of the pulley.
The stirrup is said to be no longer than
that in ordinary use, as the rod and spring
work within it and the lever and pawls
within the head in the space behind the
pulley. A very good idea of the safety
arrangement provided may be gathered
from an inspection of the

accompanyingillustration, which, with the particu are,
are taken froma recent issue of an En
glish exchan e. Some tests of the de
vice were ma e during the past summer,
in which a B-ton derrick crane, fitted with
the safet

appliance
here described, was

employ . he jib was 45 feet long,
made of 101.5-inchtimber. A lnr e block
of stone was attached to the en of the
heaving rope and the jib chain, hauled
taut, was secured at the drum end by a
hemp rcpe. The chain on the drum was
then unwound so that the rope held the

tstion it is a notable contribution. It
covers an area of 260 feet square, and con
sists of four pavilions 84 feet square, one
at each of the four angles of the square,
and connected by a great central dome 120
feet in diameter and 220 feet in hight,
leaving at the center of each facade a re
cess 82 feet wide, within which are the
grand entrances to the building. The
general design is in the style of the French
renaissance. The first great story is in the
Doric order, of heroic proportions. sur
rounded by a lofty balustrade, and having
the great tiers of the angle of each pavil
ion crowned with sculpture. The second
story, with its lofty and spacious colon
nade, is of the Ionic order.

The four great entrances, one on each
side of the building,, are 50 feet wide and
50 feet high, deeply recessed and covered
by semicircular arched vaults, richly cof
fered. In the rear of these arches are the
entrance doors, and above them great
screensof glass, giving light to the central
rotunda. Across the face of thesescreens,
at the level of the office floor, are galleries
of communication between the dilierent
pavilions. _
The interior features of this great build
ing even exceed in beauty and splendor
those of the exterior. Between every two
of the grand entrances, and connecting the

intervening pavilion with the great ro
tunda, is a hall or loggia 30 feet square,
giving accessto the offices and provided
with broad, circular stairways and swift
running elevators.
Above the balcony is the second story,
50 feet in hight. From the top of the
cornice of this story rises the interior
dome, 200 feet from the floor, and in the
center is an opening 50 feet in diameter,
transmitting a flow of light from the ex
terior dome overhead. The under side of
the dome is enriched with deep panelings,
richly molded, and the panels are filled
with sculpture in low relief and immense
paintings representing the arts and sciences.
In size this rotunda rivals, if it does not
surpass, the most celebrated domes of a
similar character in the world.
The principal contractors engaged in the
erection of this building were: Steinmetz
& Eilenberger, carpenters, Chicago; Mount
Vernon Bridge Company, iron and steel
constructors, Mount Vernon, Ohio; Smith,
Crimp & Eastman Company, staff makers,
Chicago; James A. Miller & Bro., roofers,
Chicago. The picture of the building
which forms our supplement plate is a re
production from a photograph taken by
C. D. Arnold of Chicago. It shows well the
method of construction of the great dome.

Kauri Wood.

Kauri is known to be among the most
valuable and generally useful of the many
excellent timbers produced in the forests
of Australia, says a recent issue of the
Engineer. Trees of large size are not
uncommon, but one which has recently
been converted is said to surpass in this
respect any hitherto reported. The prov
ince of Auckland, New Zealand, is that
in which this monster has been felled,
and its dimensions almost approach those
of the famed giants of Yosemite Valley,
in California. The trunk rose 84 feet to
the lowermost branch, and the log out
from it measured, when trimmed. 51 feet
in length, 18 feet 3 inches girth, and over
6 feet in diameter, its cubical content
being estimated at between 13,000 and
14,000 feet. None of the appliances
erected in the colony were found adequate
for its conversion, and special means for
doing this had to be devised and erected.
Not only was this the case, but the log
had to begiven the honor of aspecial train
for its sole transport. Several exceed
ingly fine specimens of this Kauri timber,
both in sectional cuttings and in log.
formed art of the attractive exhibits of
Englan ’s Australasian colonies at the
Colonial and Indian Exhibition at South
Kensington. The specimen now obtained,
however, is said considerably to sur ass
any of those which were sent to Eng and
on the occasion named. But it must be
doubtful if timbers of this great size can
be of use in any special way ; their appli
cation as timber in any constructive work
is, in these da s of iron. quite out of the
uestion; and, it is further doubtful if
t e great cost of their trans rt and con
version would not render t e

felling
of

such timber commercially unprofitab e.

Gaamssv's BUILDING at the World’s
Fair will cost about $125,000,and will be
a combination of typical styles of Ger
man ‘architecture, such asare seen in per
fection in Nuremburg. It will be mass
ive in construction, the first story being
of great blocks of sandstone, and the sec
ond of a combination of brick and cement.
At one end will be erected a Gothic cathe
dral, the windows of which will show
artistic effects, bein the work of several
of the most famous esigners in Germany.
The interior of the building will be
finished throughout with natural woods
unpainted. Much of the building ma
terial has already been received from Ger
many, and the construction of the edifice
is in progress.
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quired, as the cross meshes of the lathing
will be so close together that only enough
concrete will go through to firmly anchor
the wire. After the concrete is set the
under side may, if required, be smoothed
oi! and the wires and rods entirely im
bedded by applying a single coat of
cement or plaster.
The rods used in spans of 4% to 6 feet
are from 1

5
,

to '3 inch in diameter, with
tensile strengt of from 5000 to 8000
pounds each, and the combined tensile
strength of the lateral wires in the lath
ing would add from 30 to 60 per cent.
to this strength. For wider spans than
above and for same floor loads it is only
necessary to increase the size of rods, to
use lar er wires in lathing. and to in
crease siightly the thickness of concrete.
In all cases the tensile strength of the
rods and wire should be greater than the
estimated crushing strength of the con
crete at center of arch, for if the former
fails the whole will fall, but if the con
crete crushes the leverage on the rods
and wire will to a great extent be removed,
and they would be ca able of holding an
increased load; so t at, although load
enough were put on the floor to crush the
concrete, it would be held suspended by
the rods and lathing without any injury
to the ceiling.
Three slabs recently constructed, as
shown in Fig. 11, were tested to find
their carrying capacity. The I~beams
were 6 feet on center. and the concrete 2

feet wide by 3 inches thick at center, and

2 inches thick over the beams, making an

average of 23.2’inches of thickness for the
slabs. The concrete, which was 1 of
cement to 21/;of common sand, was sup
ported by three T

‘ -inch rods hooked over
the flange of one am and attached to
the other by clips, and by a web of wire
lathin attached to the rods and bent
aroun the outer flanges of the beams as

an anchorage, the netting answering the
double purpose of a centering for the
concrete and a bond for the bottom of
the slabs. In five days it was begun to
weight one of the slabs, and put on a dis
tributed load of 1750 pounds in plates of

This caused a deflection of 1,‘!inchzinc.

\Vimbricitpartition.

no}.me.

WirehrirkI aim

Figs. 16,17,18—Wire Partition Bricks.

4200pounds. This weightfcrushed the
concrete and allowed the slab to deflect
1y inches at center, at which point the
rods and lathing held the mass suspended
for 24 hours; 700pounds were then added,
causing a further deflection of 1

5
,

inch,
The addition of 350 pounds, or a total

[mustud.

Endofwinbrick

Figs. 1
9

to 24.—SuspendedFloor and Ceiling.

Fire—Prov f Conshuction.
at center of slab. In 24 hours 350pounds
were added with no further deflection.
After standing 24 hours 350pounds ad
ditional weight was put on, causing a

deflection of ‘I more, or ,4. The next
day 350 poun s added weigwht added ,1,
more to the deflection. The tenth da
we added 1400 pounds, making in al

load of 5250pounds, broke one of the rods
at the hook, broke one of the clips, and
straightened the hook of the third rod,
drew the lathing from its anchorage and
dropped the load. The second slab gave
ver nearly the same results as the first.

S ab three was the same as the others,
with the exception of the supporting rods,

lronMud.
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wetted bricks will be found want
ing in the two chief characteristics of
good work—vim, solidity, and a firm and
binding adhesion of the bricks and mortar.
This is nowhere better exemplified, on the
one hand, than in old brick footings and
walls in situations subjected to the con
tinuous presence of adjacent moisture—

many retaining walls, for in
stance, su porting an undrained

body, which they should do. forming so
many threads binding the bricks and the
mortar together. Unless the bricks be
well wetted to induce the mortar into the
cross joints and wall joints during the
modus o erandi of flushing up every
course, t e wor‘: should be gronted. But
under any conditions or circn mstances the

or badly- ained bank of non
porous earth—in which case
the chemical action set u be
tween the sandgrains an the
lime has gone on so uninter-

I
ruptedly that the mortar has
crystallized and attained that
condition known to practical
men as water-bound brick
work. In this condition the
mortar, though set, is not hard
and could easil be reduced to
a plastic pulp y heating, yet
the adhesion between the bricks
and mortar is so firm that to
separate them is no easy task,
the mortar very frequently
tearing away with it portions
of the bricks at the line of
separation, the separation being
generally efi'ected by steel

gointed
wedges driven by sledge

ammers. The extreme oppos
ite case is that of building walls
with dry bricks in the hight of
summer. The dust coating the
bricks is unremoved, forming a
separating medium or layer be
tween the bricks and the mor
tar, and sopreventing adhesion.
And where dust is not present
the moisture of the mortar is
taken 11 with such avidity by
the dry ricks that very little
or no adhesion is the result,
and the mortar, b examina
tion when dry, is ouud to be
little better than a cake of
slightly moistened com ressed dust. On
the other hand, the bric 3 should not be
wetted to the degree of saturation, or
they will be incapable of absorbing the
finer particles of the mortar into their
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wetting the bricks, especially if the work
is in exposed situations.__+_—
Proportions of Chimneys.

The old rule concerning chimneys was
to the efiect that the flue should be ta
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Scale,1-10Inch to the Foot.—(SeeFoundation Plan page252.)

Design for 0 Frame Dwelling.

bricks should be wetted before use, ex
cept in winter or frosty weather, when
the air is generally so humid as to reduce
the ahsorbant wer of the bricks. It is.
then, advisab e to forego the risk of

ered to the top on the theory that. asthe
liot gasespassupward they becomecooled.
and, in the process of cooling, become
contracted. Also, that it was important
to reduce the size of the fine in propor
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tion to the reduction in volume of the
gases, as otherwise cold air from the to
would descend and fill thevacancy causes
by the contraction of the gases, and in

nace fines are, at least, as good as the ta- neer made experiments to see whether
p_ered.ones, and within a few years prac- the facts bear out the old rule or support
tlcal engineers and architects of experi- the more modern ractice. To make the
ence in such matters have shown a dls- test he built a c imney over a furnace

~

Side(Loft) Elevation.

Design for (1Frame Dwelling—Elevatimm—Scale, hi Inch to the Foot.

this way the draft would be checked. position to make them slight] larger at
grate,

the stack havin two lines. One
Reasonable as this theory seemed, says a the top than at the bottom, t e increase as tapered upward an the other down
writer in one of our exchanges, practice of diameter being, perhaps, }5 inch to 10 ward, and the fines opened side by side
has shown that cylindrical boiler or fur- or 12 feet. Not long since a Swiss engi- over the grate, with openings of the
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same size. On lighting a fire on the
grate, with unlimited access of air
under it, the smoke was seen to issue
nearly equally from the top of both
the fines, but with an unmistakable
preponderance in favor of the flue
which enlarged toward the top. On par
tially shutting ofi the access of air to the
fire, the difierence became much more
marked ; the current in the flue tapering
u ward diminished, and finally stopped
a together, the smoke finding its way en
tirely through the fine with the wider
top. __—+_—
ONE or our foreign exchanges of recent
date states that one of the largest tempo
rary wooden buildings ever erected in
Great Britain was lately completed in
Belfast for a political convention. It

1 I
was designed to give accommodation to'
an audience of 10,000on a floor area (in
cluding

galleries)
of more than 1 acre.

The buil ihg was 224 x 144 feet, and
roofed in five bays by wooden bowstring
girders. The galleries ran around three

’
sides, and from every seat in them the
platform was in full view. The building
was made entirely of wood, and was

Sectionof Transom-Barover erected in three weeks at acost of $15,000.

Window onStair Landing.
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SAFETY ARRANGEMENT FOR JIB CRANES.
URING the process of erecting build
ings, especially those which may be
several stories in hight, it is usual in

many sections of the country to employ a
derrick for the hoisting of materials. The
employment of apparatus of this kind has
often resulted in accidents of a more or
less serious nature and it is to prevent the
possibility of mishap that certain im
provements have been made in jib cranes
or derricks by an English mechanic. A
simple arrangement has been introduced
into the metal head of the jib, so that the
instant the jib chain breaks or ceases to
hold, the heaving chain takes up the jib,
maintaining it in position, as well as the
load at the end of it. The pulley over
which the heaving chain runs has ratchet
teeth attached to each side and in the
stirrup to which the jib chain is usually
fastened. There is also a hooking-on rod

provided
with a spring at one end and 8.

ever at the other, attached to the two
wls which work into the ratchet teeth.
hen the jib chain is properly perform

jib. This rope was then cut with a
hatchet, and it is stated that the metal
head of the jib did not fall6 inches before
the spring lever and pawls acted, the jib
being firmly held by the heaving chain on
the pulley.*7
The Administration Building.

By popular verdict, the Administration
Building is pronounced the gem and
crown of the Exposition palaces. It is
located at the west end of the great court
in the southern part of the site, looking
eastward, and at its rear are the transpor
tation facilities and depots. The most con
spicuous object which will attract the gaze
of visitors on reaching the grounds is the
gilded dome of this lofty building. This
imposing edifice will cost about $450,000.
The architect is Richard M. Hunt of New
York, president of the American Institute
of Architects, to whose established repu

Safety Arrangement for Jib Cranes.

ing its function the spring is drawn home
and the awls are ke t from contact with
the ratchet teeth. f, however, the jib
chain breaks, or becomes loose, the spring,
being released from compression, pushes
forward the lever and causes the pawls to
engage with the ratchet ; thus the pulley
is immediately gripped and the links of
the heaving chain imprisoned in the
pockets of the pulley, the jib being
thereby as firmly grasped in its angle of
sition as it was by the jib chain itself.
The spring, we understand, is not a cum
bersome affair, while the side ratchets add
very little to the dimensions of the pulley.
The stirru is said to be no longer than
that in or inary use, asthe rod and spring
work within it and the lever and pawls
within the head in the s ace .behind the
pulley. A very good i ea of the safety
arrangement provided may be gathered
from an inspection of the accompan ing
illustration, which, with the particu ars,
are taken frorna recent issue of an En
glish
exchange.

Some tests of the de
vice were ma e during the past summer,
in which a 3-ton derrick crane, fitted with
the safety

appliance
here described, was

employed. he jib was 45 feet long,
made of 105g-inch timber. Alar e block
of stone was attached to the on of the
heaving rope and the jib chain, hauled
taut, was secured at the drum end by a
hemp rope. The chain on the drum was
then unwound so that the rope held the

tation it is a notable contribution. It
covers an area of 260 feet square, and con
sists of four pavilions 84 feet square, one
at each of the four angles of the square,
and connected by a great central dome 120
feet in diameter and 220 feet in hight,
leaving at the center of each facade a re
cats 82 feet wide, within which are the
grand entrances to the building. The
general design is in the style of the French
renaissance. The first great story is in the
Doric order, of heroic proportions. sur
rounded by a lofty balustrade, and having
the great tiers of the angle of each pavil
ion crowned with sculpture. The second
story, with its lofty and spacious colon
nade, is of the Ionic order.

The four great entrances, one on each
side of the building,, are 50 feet wide and
50 feet high, deeply recessed and covered
by semicircular arched vaults, richly cof
fered. In the rear of these arches are the
entrance doors, and above them great
screensof glass, giving light to the central
rotunda. Across the face of thesescreens,
at the level of the oflice floor, are galleries
of communication between the difierent
pavilions. _
The interior features of this great build
ing even exceed in beauty and splendor
those of the exterior. Between every two
of the grand entrances, and connecting the

intervening pavilion with the great ro
tunda, is a hall or loggia 30 feet square,
giving accessto the oiiices and provided
with broad, circular stairways and swift
running elevators.
Above the balcony is the second story,
50 feet in hight. From the top of the
cornice of this story rises the interior
dome, 200 feet from the floor, and in the
center is an opening 50 feet in diameter,
transmitting a flow of light from the ex
terior dome overhead. The under side of
the dome is enriched with deep panelings,
richly molded, and the panels are filled
with sculpture in low relief and immense
paintings representing the arts andsciences.
In size this rotunda rivals, if it does not
surpass, the most celebrated domes of a
similar character in the world.
The principal contractors engaged in the
erection of this building were: Steinmetz
& Eilenberger, carpenters, Chicago; Mount
Vernon Bridge Company, iron and steel
constructors, Mount Vernon, Ohio; Smith,
Crimp 8: Eastman Company, stafi makers,
Chicago; James A. Miller & Bro., roofers,
Chicago. The picture of the building
which forms our supplement plate is a re
production from a photograph taken by
C. D. Arnold of Chicago. It shows well the
method of construction of the great dome.

Kauri Wood.

Kauri is known to be among the most
valuable and generally useful of the many
excellent timbers produced in the forests
of Australia, says a recent issue of the
Engineer. Trees of large size are not
uncommon, but one which has recently
been converted is said to surpass in this
respect any hitherto reported. The prov
ince of Auckland, New Zealand, is that
in which this monster has been felled,
and its dimensions almost approach those
of the famed giants of Yosemite Valley,
in California. The trunk rose 84 feet to
the lowermost branch, and the log out
from it measured, when trimmed. 51 feet
in length, 18 feet 3 inches girth, and over
6 feet in diameter, its cubical content
being estimated at between 13,000 and
14,000 feet. None of the appliances
erected in the colony were found adequate
for its conversion, and special means for
doing this had to be devised and erected.
Not only was this the case, but the log
had to begiven the honor of aspecial train
for its sole transport. Several exceed
ingly fine specimens of this Kauri timber,
both in sectional cuttings and in log.
formed art of the attractive exhibits of
Englan ’s Australasian colonies at the
Colonial and Indian Exhibition at South
Kensington. The specimen now obtained,
however, is said considerably to sur ass
any of those which were sent to Eng and
on the occasion named. But it must be
doubtful if timbers of this great size can
be of use in any special way ; their appli
cation as timber in any constructive work
is, in these da '5 of iron, quite out of the
uestion; an it is further doubtful if
t 6 great cost of their trans rt and con
version would not render t e felling of
such timber commercially unprofitable.

GERMANY’S BUILDING at the World's
Fair will cost about $125,000,and will be
acombination of typical styles of Ger
man ‘architecture, such asare seen in per
fection in N uremburg. It will be mass
ive in construction, the first story being
of great blocks of sandstone, and the sec
ond of a combination of brick and cement.
At one end will be erected aGothic cathe
dral, the windows of which will show
artistic effects, bein the work of several
of the most famous esigners in Germany.
The interior of the building will be
finished throughout with natural woods
unpainted. Much of the building ma
terial has already been received from Ger
many, and the construction of the edifice
is in progress.
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FIRE-PROOF. CONSTRUCTION.
' '

N Fig. 11 is shown a floor and ceiling of beams. The weight of the rods, wire beams, or attached to them by clips de

II construction suitable for all classes of lathing and concrete forming the floor signed for that purpose. The rods arefibuildings, from those requiring only will be from 23 to 33 pounds per square placed 1‘3 inches apart {or more or
eflicient protection against fire to those foot, or from 33 to 43 pounds per square less as the case may require), and over
not only requiring protection, but great foot represents the whole of the fixed load them are spread sheets of Wire lath
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Fire-Proof Constmclction.

strength of floor construction. A load with the exception of the wood floor and ing, running parallel with them and over
of from 70 to 140 pounds per square

partitions
carried by the beams. The the top of the beams. The concrete is

foot, with a factor of safety of 6
,

can be asis of this floor construction'is a series then spread on from above to a depth of
carried in spans of 6 feet between center of rods hooked over the flanges of the 2 to 3 inches. No centering will be re
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quired, as the cross meshes of the lathing
will be so close together that only enough
concrete will 0 through to firmly anchor
the wire. ter the concrete is set the
under side may, if r uired, be smoothed
off and the wires an rods entirely im
bedded by applying a single coat of
cement or plaster.
The rods used in spans of 4;; to 6 feet
are from 1

5
,

to ,7; inch in diameter, with
tensile strength of from 5000 to 8000
pounds each, and the combined tensile
strength of the lateral wires in the lath
ing would add from 30 to 60 per cent.
to this strength. For wider spans than
above and for same floor loads it is only
necessary to increase the size of rods, to
use lar er wires in lathing. and to in
crease s ightly the thickness of concrete.
In all cases the tensile strength of the
rods and wire should be greater than the
estimated crushing strength of the con
crete at center of arch, for if the former
fails the whole will fall, but if the con
crete crushes the leverage on the rods
and wire will to a great extent be removed,
and they would be ca able of

holding
an

increased load; so t at, although oad
enough were put on the floor to crush the
concrete, it would be held suspended by
the rods and lathing without any injury
to the ceiling.
Three slabs recently constructed, as
shown in Fig. 11, were tested to find
their carrying capacity. The I-beams
were 6 feet on center, and the concrete 2

feet wide b 3 inches thick at center, and

2 inches thick over the beams, making an

average of 21-5inches of thickness for the
slabs. The concrete, which was 1 of
cement to 2% of common sand, was sup
ported by three ,“ -inch rods hooked over
the flange of one am and attached to
the other by clips, and by a web of wire
latbin attached to the rods and bent
aroun the outer flanges of the beams as

an anchorage, the netting answering the
double purpose of a centering for the
concrete and a bond for the bottom of
the slabs. In five days it was begun to
weight one of the slabs, and put on a dis
tributed load of 1750 pounds in plates of
This caused a deflection of 3%inchzinc.

Wire-brickpartition.

4200pounds. This weightl'crnshed the
concrete and allowed the slab to deflect
1y inches at center, at which point the
rods and lathing held the mass suspended
for 24 hours; 700pounds were then added,
causing a further deflection of 1" inch,
The addition of 350 pounds, or a total

(“inltnd.

Wirebricki ahe

Figs. 16,17,18—Wire Partition Bricks.

Findofwinbrick

Figs. 19to 24.-—SuspendcdFloor and Ceiling.

Fire-Proof Conatvaction.

at center of slab. In 24 hours 350pounds
were added with no further deflection.
After standing 24 hours 350pounds ad
ditional weight was put on, causing a
deflection of ‘I more. or . The next
day 350 poun s added weig t added 'l,
more to the deflection. The tenth da'
we added 1400 pounds, making in al

load of 5250pounds, broke one of the rods
at the hook, broke one of the clips, and
straightened the book of the third rod,
drew the lathin from its anchorage and
dropped the loa . The second slab gave
very nearly the same results as the first.
Slab three was the same as the others,
with the exception of the supporting rods,

~21an up.
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which were ,1

,

instead of 5
,. It was ex

ected this would carry a out twice the
oad of the others, not anticipating that
the clips would prove the weakest part of
the construction, and, as was shown, in
sufiicient in strength even for the light
rods. A load of 1750pounds was placed
on this slab in 17 days after being made.
causing it to deflect ,1

.

inch at center. In
24 hours the load was increased to 2800

gonads,
giving slab a deflection of ii.

wenty-four hours later we increased the
load to 4200 pounds, which caused a de
flection of H, after which, on increasin
the load to 5250 pounds, the slab settle<
from F’

g

inch to 3
4 inch deflection in 30

minutes, and 10minutes later the concrete
crushed, but was held suspended

“b
y the

rods till 360 pounds more were ded,
breaking all the clips. These tests, and
others made at various times, with very
much the same results, go to show that a
load is so well distributed over the wires
imbedded in the concrete that from about
one half to nearly their full tensile
strength can be depended on, according to
the width of the span.
In Fig. 11 is also shown a method for
the protection of the iron beams. They
are covered with wire lathing, which is

drawn around them and laced together at
the top of the beams. At the bottom of
the beams is an offset by ribs of thin steel,
which gives the mortar a chance to clinch
around the wires, and also leaves an air

s ace between the mortar and the beam.
his gives a very eflicient rotection, as
mortar clinched through t e meshes of
wire lathing will not burn or fall off and
an air space is left around the beam
where the greatest protection is required.
A very heavy coat of mortar will be held
safely by the wire lathing.
The s stem shown in Fig. 11 is also
applicab e to mill construction. The
wood beams can be incased in the wire
lathing, which will be offset from the
beams at the sides in a manner similar to
the offset at the bottom. This will leave
an air space around the beams and avoid
the very serious risk of dry rot, which
would be apt to take place were the
beams closely imbedded in the plaster.

CONCRETE ARCH CONSTBUUI'ION.

Figs. 12and 13show concrete arch con
struction. These arches are built up over
formers suspended on the lower flanges
of the beams, and placed between the
snspender irons upon which the ribs of
the concrete arches rest. The cement or
concrete is mixed to the proper consist
ency, and applied and

tamfied
into place,

filling all the spaces not ta en up by the
formers. The ribs and the web may be
made of any thickness of section required.
As the greatest ressure comes on the
lower corners-of t e ribs, in proportion to
the resisting surface, it would be well to
have the concrete at those points of a

greater crushing strength than the rest.
An arch of this construction, 18 inches
wide, built u on two 1, x 1% inch iron
suspenders, w ich were Ihung over 9—inch
I-beams, placed 6 feet on centers, the rib
of the arch reaching the bottom of the
beam, and the top of the web reaching
the top of the beam, the concrete havin

a thickness in section of 2 inches, carries
a load of 9000pounds in zinc plates built
up in eight piles, each pile having a space
between it and the next adjoinin , so that
no ile received any support rom the
neig boring one, the entire weight resting
on the concrete, none of it being on the
I-beams, for 96 hours, and nearly all this
time the wei ht was under vibration from
the at of eavy engines. With this
weig t, 9000 pounds, the concrete at the
lower left-hand corner showed signs of
having reached its limit of crushing
strength, and when 700pounds more had
been added it failed, crushing the cement
to dotted lines at c, Fig. 12.
The deflection of the arch with 5000
pounds load was )4 inch, and at this time
a few fine cracks began to appear along
the bottom of the ribs at and near the
center of arch. The cracks openedslightly
as the load was increased, the worst one
showing about 1

*,

inch open at the bot

tom when the load was 9000 pounds, and
the deflection of arch was 1

% inch. A cake
of zinc weighing 43 pounds dro ped from

a hight of 18 inches on the loa at center
had no visible effect on the arch. When
the cement (at c

) crashed with load of
9700pounds the arch settled at center till
there was a deflection of about 2 inches,
in which position it was stopped by block
ing below. The weight was now removed,
and the concrete, when inspected, showed
the ribs very badly cracked in both direc
tions, and the web somewhat cracked,
but showing no sign of crushing at the
top, where the crushing stress was most
severe. Evidently the suspenders and
the web of the concrete arch were capable
of supporting considerable more load than
was applied. The blocking being re
moved from below, a 43-pound late of
zinc was dropped on center of are from
a hight of 652/feet 12times, and 86pounds
from a hight of 5 feet once. the 13blows
adding somewhat to the deflection, and
opening a little more some of the cracks.
In this condition a load of 2700pounds,
300 pounds per square foot, was evenly
distributed over the arch, and remained
48 hours, after which a load of 1032
pounds was applied at center of arch, the
weight covering a space the width by 8

inches of its length. In 48 hours 520
pounds more were added to the same pile,
making it equal to a distributed load of
345pounds for each s uare foot of surface.
The deflection with t is load was nearly

4 inches, and the mass was entirely sup
ported by the suspenders. the concrete
adding 30 pounds per foot to the wei ht,
but nothing to the strength. W ile
cutting away from below to allow the
suspenders more room for deflection as
the weight should be increased, the jar
caused one of them to settle before the
other was relieved, and the mass of con
crete and zinc plates fell sideways out of
the suspenders, there being nothing to
en port the arch in that direction.
ig. 14 shows the I-beams protected by

skewbacks, the suspenders for the floor
and ceiling passing over the beams and
skewbacks, the concrete arch resting on
the suspenders and a tile floor laid on the
concrete. The ceiling lathing is the same
as in Fig. 11, and applied in the same
manner.
Fig. 15 shows the above in section with
centering box or former in place in the
arch at left of cut ; it also shows the sus
penders in section and a sheet of wire net

tinglimbedded
in the web of the concrete

arc es to strengthen them between the
ribs. The arch at the right of this figure
shows how terra cotta, clay or concrete
bricks may beapplied in this construction.
These bricks can be made as shown in sec
tion, or in some modification of this form,
and they can be made to extend from
beam to beam in one piece or in several,
as convenient. In s ans of 5 feet to 8 feet
three, five or more ricks would prefer
ably be used, the central one forming the
key to the arch. Tests of arches con
structed on this principle showed great
strength.

WIRE PARTITION BRICKS.

Figs. 16, 1'7and 18 illustrate the wire
partition bricks. These are made of No.
20 wire lathin , into which, at intervals
of 7 or 8 inc es, are woven iron rods
about J, inch diameter. The whole is

then ga vanized so that all the joints are
soldered together, and are then bent into
the required form. For a 4-inch parti
tion they are made 4 x 10or 12x 48 inches.
For a 6-inch 0r 8-inch partition the are

6 or 8 x 12 inches x 5 feet long. A most
any size or len h can be made, but it is

well to limitt e size, at least in length,
on account of getting sufficient stiflfness
for the wall.
The bricks are built up into sections
between iron studding. For a 4-inch
wall, {I to ,1

/8

x 4 inches is stiff enough,
as the strength edgewise is all that is re
quired. The pieces are cut 3 or 4 inches
longer than the distance between floors,
and the ends are bent at right angles so
as to form lugs, by which they are at
tached to the beams either by screws or
by clamp bolts.

SUSPENDED FLOOR AND CEILING.
Figs. 19and 20 show very fully the con
struction of the suspended floor and ceil

in
g
)

when the arches are built of a series
of ticks arranged to fill the space between
the beams. Fig. 19 is a side elevation of
an arch so constructed, A A are the beams,

B B the suspenders, C C the concrete,
terra cotta, or clay brick of which the
arches are constructed, D is the wire
lathing imbedded in the plaster E. which
makes the ceiling. Ribbed lathing is
preferably used on account of its leaving
an air space between the plaster and the
suspenders, and because the suspenders
can be placed further apart than if any
other kind of metal lath were used, 24 to
80 inch space being safely carried by it.
Fig. 20 is a section of this floor and ceil
ing at any point between the beams. Like
letters indicate like parts as in Fig. 19.
Fig. 21 shows one of the bricks in r

spective. A groove is made in one 0 its
edges to receive the free edge of the ad
'oining brick in the next section of arch.
he joints should be made in cement to
stiffen and solidify the to , or web, of the
arches, the better to enab e them to carry
heavy loads. Fig. 22 is the same as
above, except that the bricks are pro
vided with intermediate air spaces be
tween the ceiling and the top of the arches.
Fig. 23 shows a method of fire proofing
the beams with the end bricks of the
arches. The bricks are molded to fit be
tween the flanges of the beams and around
and under the bottom flange. In laying,
the end bricks are first set and the key
brick is ressed into place to complete the
arch. he beams are further rotected
by the ceiling, which is plastere on wire
lathing. Fig. 24 shows a construction
where the arches are built up of two
series of bricks, one resting on the sus
nders for the ribs, and another series
aid on top of these for the web of the
arch. Projections are shown on the up
right bricks, upon which rest intermedi
ate sheets or slabs of fire-proofin ma
terial. Hoop iron stays are also 510%
along the top of the rib bricks ; these are
used to give the tcp of the ribs the cor
rect spacing ; they also serve, when they
are bedded in the cement, to unite the
whole and to strengthen the top bricks
between the ribs. Instead of using two
series of bricks, one for the ribs and one
for the web or top of the arches, as shown
in Fig. 24, the web may be made by
placing ribbed lathing over the tops of the
rib bricks, the ribs of the lathing restin
on the bricks, and then spreading g

concrete to a thickness of l}! to 2 inches
over the whole. This woufd unite the
whole very firmly together, and the con
crete between the ribs would be so bonded
together by the lathing that it would be
ver difiicult to crush it through. A
litt e savin in floor spacewould be made
by this met 0d, as it would not be neces
sary to go above the top of the beams
with the top line of the concrete, unless

a tile floor were required, and then only
enough to make a bed of cement in which
to lay the tile. If a wood floor was to be
laid, the sleepers could rest directly on
the beams, and could be fastened to the
art of the suspenders passing over the
ams, so that no bedding would be re
quired; this would leave sufiicient room
under the floor boards for all the ipe
and wires required through the building.

assume AND CLAIMS.
It is claimed for this method of con
struction that the permanent load on the
iron beams is reduced at least 50 per cent.;
the strength of arches is increased over
50 per cent. ; the fire-proof material is

more securely attached to the iron beams,
and will not fall off from the effect of
heat or from vibration of the floor; air
spaces are provided between the fire
proofing and iron work. An arch reach
ing from

to
p to bottom of 15-inch beams

will weigh ess than 18 per cent. more.
the thickness of section being the same,
than an arch 10inches deep, and will not
cost over 8 per cent. more; the cost of
fire proofing will be greatly reduced, with
a savin in weight of about 40 pounds per
square oot of floor.
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CIRCLE ON CIRCLE.
N PREVIOUS ISSUES of the paper weI presented a communication from awell-known mechanical draftsman
treating on one phase of the subject indi
cated by the above title. What we lay
before our readers this month is the re
ply of a correspondent to numerous in
quiries which

agzpeared
in a late number

of one of our nglish exchanges. The
phase of the subject considered is fram
ing a circular-headed _window in a
circular wall. Referring to the illustra
trations, Fig. 1 represents a plan of the
window, and Fig. 2 an elevation of the
circular headed sash. In that part of the
first figure designated No. 1, the letters
A A represent the jambs; S the outside
linings, B C the upper sash, G G the
pulley stiles, H the inside lining, E the

partinfibead,
F the stop bead and M the

sill. the language of the
correspondent referred to, in order to fin the

veneer for the arch bar K L M, la out
the stretchout of the arc K L M of ig. 1
on the line A B of Fig. 4, and draw lines
from the division in the arc to an chord
line as N o of No.1. Then maket eordi
nate C a D of Fig. 1 equal to o z P, No.

1,3bceflualtort g, and
soon; thenG

E D F Fig. 4, will be the veneer for
the arch bar.
To find the mold for the radial bars,
from P, in No. I, draw P R a tangent to
the curve; and on it draw lines from
division I in the radial bars F H E G
and produce them to cross the plan of the
lowest sash ; then transfer the ordinates,
Rhijkl,&c., to H r s 3 t u, and the
ordinates of the bars in No. 2 and the
moldsLGFsofthe barsEG F G
will be obtained.
To find the face mold for the circular
outside lining, the dotted lines a kl m n
odp,
No. 2 of Fig. 1, show the lower

e go of the lining, and lines draw throu h
these ints perpendicular to A C cut t e
lines a, N0. 1, in a b c d efg; transfer
these on the stretchout to the line A B,
Fig. 5, and draw ordinates perpendicular
to A B, on which set 11 the corresponding
hights from No. 2, as k to b g, e l to c h,
d m to d k, &c.
To obtain the molds for the head of the
sash frame, appl the stretchout of the
outside of the arc in No. 2 to the base
line A B in Fi . 2, and set out the ordi
nates drawn t rough the divisions; the
corres nding ordinates from the chord I
K in o. 1.
To obtain the mold for the underside of
sash, Fig. 3, set out the divisions of the
underside of the arch in Fig. 1. N0. 2,
along the base line in Fig. 3, A B, and

proceed
in the same manner as above,

ut settin out the ordinates from the
chord line M.
Fig. 1, No. 3, shows the first division
of the sash frame A N in No. 2, and the
plan No. 1. The thickness of stufi re
uired to work it out of the solid is
s own at E N. The joint at N. No. 2,
and k h, No. 3, is shown at b c in Fig. 2
and C F in Fig. 3.*—

Henry Hudson Holly.

The building trades of the countr will
learn with regret of the death of Henry
Hudson Holly, which occurred on Mon
day morning, September 5. He belonged
to an old and well-known Connecticut
famil , his ancestors being among the
foun ers of the town of Stamford, Conn.
Mr. Holl , however, was born in the city
of New ork, where, after reaching the
proper age, he began the study of archi
tecture, which he pursued for two years.
He then went abroad to complete his
studies. As an architect he devoted his
attention largely to churches and country

buildings,
both great and small, and was

the ant or of numerous publications well
known to the building trades. Mr. Holly
was 58 years of

age
at the time of his

death, which resu ted from a complica

tion of disorders arising from a fall, some
three years ago, in a building the con
struction of which he was supervising.
He was buried at Stamford on Wednes
day, September 7.

California at the World’s Fair.

California is to be honored by having a
section of one of her famous big trees
made a prominent feature in the Govern
ment Building at the World’s Columbian
Exposition at Chicago. The project, the
accomplishment of which is fully assured,
is a unique one. The section of the tree
will be 23 feet in diameter and 30 feet

to fill all these conditions. The tree
selected is one known as 'the “ General
Noble." It measures 33 feet in diameter
near the ground, but as the object was to
have the section of the same diameter at
both ends, as nearly as possible, a piece is
being taken out of the tree at some dis
tance from the ground. To do this and
to preserve the section from harm by fall
ing, as well as to meet other requirements
has proved to be a work of considerable
magnitude. The idea is not to send a
solid section. but rather the rim of the
tree hollowed out and cut into segments
of a suitable size, and all to be numbered,
so that they can be erected at Chicago,

{

Fig. 5

Circle on Circle-Framing an Arched Window in a C'irmdar Wall.

long. This will be divided into three
parts, and these will be placed in their
natural position, one above the other, and
so arranged as to form something like a
two-story house. The contract for the
tree was made by H. A. Taylor of the De
partment of the Interior in the spring of
this year, and the company receiving the
award are now at work getting it out in
their forest of uoia

gigantea
in the

Converse basin on ings 1ver in Fresno
County.
The contract called for a tree 20 feet 6
inches in diameter, but the tree actually
found will be 3 feet greater in diameter.
There are, of course, larger trees in the
forest, but the requirement was that this
section should be perfect in all respects,
cylindrical, straight and without a burn
in the bark, and this was the largest found

so as to look from the exterior like a solid
section of a sequoia 30 feet in hight. The
three parts into which the sectionis being
cut consist of two parts of 14 feet each, to
be hollowed out, and one, two feet thick,
which will serve as a floor between the
two stories, as it were.
The work of cutting, lowerin and box
ing the segments is being ush forward
as rapidly as possible, an it is e ed
that the treewill all be shipped by t 0 end
of October. To get the tree to a int
where wagons can reach it require the
building of a road two miles long. The
entire exhibit, including the work, will
cost the Government several thousand
dollars. The tree, when erected at Chi
cago, will be surrounded by a glass dome,
and will stand directly under the great
dome of the Government Building.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
OSTON building interestsare active, and

B therelationbetweenemployersandwork
menharmonious. Since thepassageof the new
building law therehavebeenseveralreferences
to the new board of appeals,which wasoneof
the new features established by thenew ordi
nance. The working of the board has been
very satisfactory thus far, offering as it does
a meansfor the settlementof questionsin dis
pute at the handsof a tribunal of disinterested
experts without the necessity of setting the
more ponderous and expensivemachinery of
the law in motion.

Buffalo. N. Y.
The building business in Buffalo is reported
as beingin excellentcondition. Themembers
of tho Builders’ Associationwere much occu
pied during theearlypart of themonth of Sep
temberWith the pre rations for the dedica
tion of their newbuilding, a report of which
appearson anotherpage.

Cincinnati. Ohio.
Reports from the Builders’Exchan eof Cin
cinnati showthat organization and t e build
ing interestsof thecity to be in goodcondition.
The exchangehasadded over 30 membersto
its roll so far this year, and there are several
namesup for actionat present. Thosewho at
tended the openingof the Builders' Exchange
building at Buffalo were loud in the praisesof
the new home of that exchange and of the
hospitality of their Buffalo bretheren.

Chicago, Ill.
James John of the Builders’ and

Traders’ xchange of Chicago writes that
everything in the building trades is oing
alcn quietly, and that there are no abor
trou les worthy of mention. The World's
Fair buildingsare rapidl

nearing completion
and the incidental ui din in conjunction
therewith is very large. 6n account of the
greatquantity of work on hand wageshave
an upward tendenc ;plasterers, for instance,
have beenadvance from $4 to $4.50per day,
and it is

lpredicted
that the wages of the

laborerswi soon take a correspondin rise.
An incident recently occurred in C ica 0
which shows the value of organization. T e
Board of Education recentlyadvertisedin the
usualmanner for

proposals
for theerection of

a large schoolbui ding. The lowestbidder to
whom the contract was dul awarded, sub
sequentlyrefused to fulfill t e contract, and
theboard then proposedto advertise for new
bids. Upon learning of the intendedactionof
the board, the next lowest bidder, who was
a memberof the Builders’ and Traders‘ Ex
change, objected and appealed to the ex
changefor support. matterwas immedi
ately taken

up
by the exchange and the in—

'usticeand be precedencepointedout to the
d, which, be it said to its credit, saw the

matter in the proper light and at once
awarded the contract to the next lowestbid
der. This is the third time that sucha result
has been obtained from that portion of the
city governmentby theexchange. The com
mitteeof 27

appointed
in August to consider

the subject of iscounts,andreferred to in the
last issue of Carpentry and Building, ap
pointeda sub-committeeof five to formulate a
report to be considered by the eneral com
mittee before presentation to t e exchan e
for action. The following is the reportof the
sub-committeewhich was presented to the
exchange without alteration. and meetings
have beenheld between the contractors and
dealers in several branches of the trade for
thepurposeof securing the adoptionof some
plan that will secure the end desired. The
brickmakers are the first to perfecta system
upon the linessuggestedby the report, which
is as follows:

Secreta

REPORTOF BUB-COIIITTEE
TOTHE

FULL COMMITTEEOF TWENTY-SEVEN
0N

DISCOUNTS.
Your committeefrankly acknowledgesat the
outset themanydifficultiessurrounding theef
fort to harmonizethe many interests involved
in commercial transactions between the va
rious clauseandpartiesengagedin the manu
facture,

handling,
selling and consuming of

building materla the necessaryvariance in
classification.the iiuctuation in market values,
&c.; but we feel. nevertheless.that Justice and
equity demandthat the generalbuilding con
tractor, the brick-layer or stone mason, the
carpenter. painter, plasterer. plumber, roofer
or sheetmetalworker—in short, the consumer
of any classof buildingmaterial,shouldobtain,
and Is in equity entitled (when purchasing) to

anadvantagein ratesover thosepossibletobe
obtainedby the would-beowner or capitalist,
eventhoughsuchowner be compelled,by

the
exigenciesif his business,quite rcquenty to
cause to be erected factory buildings, ware
houses,&c.,andwhomayheretoforehavebeen
enabledto purchasematerial in the open mar
ket for lessmoneythan his builder, and thus
fre uently havebeenenabledto avail himself
of he mechanicalskill and ability of such
builder, without proper remuneration there
for. The justice and equity of the foregoing
proposition, being admitted, what practical
remedy can be suggested,how can the busi
nessmethodsnow obtaining amony purveyors
of buildingmaterialandthepurchasersandcon
sumersof sameamongsomanydifferentclasses.
and different methodsof rating be brought
about '1 Your committeewould suggest. first
that in itsopinion, we shall find it very difficult
to bring about immediatelyan absolutechange
in methodsheretofore prevailing, that eachof
themaster builders organizations,the Master
Masons, the Master Carpenters and Master
Painters, &c., of the city of Chicago. should
takeupand carefully considerat once.andseek
to create among its own membersfirst, and
through themamongthepurveyorsof material
of whom they purchase, correct views anda
determinaticnto conduct their businesshere
after on suchsound businessprinciplesashave
heretoforeanddo nowobtain in nearly

all lines
exceptthoseconnectedwith the bull ing busi
ness; andwhileneitheryour committee,nor, is
it believed. have the membersof the various
MasterBuilders‘Associationsconnectedwith theBuilders' and Traders‘ Exchange of (.hicago,
any
svmggthy

with or desireto establisha sys
tem of ycottiug. it is believed that by the
putting forth of vigorous effort andendeavor
to inculcate correct business rinciples_tbe
membersof thebefore-mention organizations
will
very
soon be enabled to determinewhoamongt emanufacturersanddealersin build

ing material are their friends, who of these
manufacturersand dealerain short. prove b
their actions, that they value astheyshoul ,
andseekto retain thepatronageof the steady
buyer from year to year,rather than to depend
uponor cater to theoccasional,thoughpossibly
for the time being, somewhatlarge purchaser
at reducedrates.
As to the practical methodby which a scale
of pricesmaybeadopted,morefavorableto the
contractin builder than to the owner, it‘sprobable t. at each mastertradere'association
may best be able to jud of this feriteelf;
but
Iyour
committeewoul recommend,in view

of t e frequent changes and fluctuations in
classificationand price theta systemof per
centa e discountswoul seemto beeminently
desira lo: and more practicable than an effort
to makean

arbitrary
differencein list price.

By wa of sugges lng further a plan for the
practica application of the foregoing, your
committee would cifer the following as an
example:
Thebrickmaker may establishandpublish as
his list price, say$8per 11110.while heallowsthe
contractor a discountof 10percent. from such
list
(Igloo;

he may go still further. having sold
100. bricks to anownerwho payshis contrac
tor ln turn a certain priceper1th]for laying
those brick he may make, allow and pay to
such contractor a sum in cashequalto 10per
cent. on the amount of said bill of brick, al
waysprovidedthat saidcontractor is nerally
reco nized in the market as such. tmaybe
co dered advisableon further reflection to
allowan additionaldiscountof 2%to 3percent.
for cash. 10days, but these andotherdetails
maywell be left to thediscretionof thevarious
trades organizations directly affected. The
mainobjectbeing to establishthe main'enance
andpracticeof the principle and customhere
with advocated.

Col.Denver
The membersof the Master Builders’ Asso
ciation of Denver, togetherwith their wives
and families, recently spent a very pleasant
day at Manitu Springs, visiting the cave,
caverns, gardens and the sprin s. The trip
was a most delightful one, an every one
seemedto thoroughly enjoy themselves. The
party went by specialtrain and the details of
the trip were mostcarefully attendedto. The
committeein charge were J. S. Bueil, Chas.
Treat, Henry Suess, J. P. Pellenz and J.
Gregor. The building business is reported as
being in goodcondition.

Detrolt, Mich.
The weekly reportsof the contracts let to
members of the Builders’ and 'l‘raders’ Ex
changeof Detroit indicate that the building
businessof the city is in excellentcondition.
Itis said that the carpenters are preparing
for another brush with the employers in the
5 ring, in an cfl'ort to secure an eight-hour
ay. The failure of the last strike rather de
pleted the strength of the unions, as many
memberswithdrew, but it is now allegedthat
anew movementfor a shorter day is under
wa .y

Louisville, Ky.
The Builders” and Traders‘ Exchange of
Louisville has movedto new quarters in the
Board of Trade Building. The change is not
intendedto bea rmanent one,as theproject
for erectinga building of its own is progress
ing finely.

N ew York City.
A great change appears to becomingover
the spirit of organind labor in New York
City. While the various organizations are
trying to come together and act more in
unisonwith the Central Labor Union and its
sections, they threaten to becomemore inde
pendent of one another in their every day
workings. An instance of this is in the car
)enter trade. Alreadv the United Brother
ood of Carpentersand Joiners have decided
to withdraw from the Board of Delegates,and
the AmalgamatedSociety of Carpenters and
Joiners is expectedto follow suit. The ideaof
the carpenters unions is to form a central
body, independentof theother trades.
For a lon time the workmenin the roofing
tradeshave u trying to effectsome kind of
an annualagreementwith theem layers, and
to obtain someadvantageswhich i. ey claimed
shouldbegiven themby the employers. Early
in hie tember the following agreement was
forma ly adopted, and it is claimed affords
mutual satisfaction to both sides:
Thateight hoursshallconstitutea day'swork,
commencingat 8 a.m. and ending at5p.m.,
with onehour for dinnereachda .
The day to bedistribqu asto lows: For any
work performed before il a. m. nothin to be
charged; for any work lt'l‘fOl‘mGdbe ween 8
and11a.m.,orie- uurtcr

ayonly:
for anywork

performed
a'tcr l a.m. wi I beconsideredone

alf day. In theafternoonanv work performed
before2 p.m., nothingto becharged: for any
worl: performedbetweeni and 4p. m., to be
one-quarter day only- but any time after 4
p. m.will beconsidere one-halfday.
The wagesto be $3.50aday until September
1.183;.
That thewalking delegatehastheprivilegeto
examinethemembers‘cardsat all times.
That noemployerwrll sub-contractanywork
in the roofingline to a journeyman.
That thepayshall beweeklyand on Saturday
on .
T t after Se tember 1 the men to receive

Shelr
money no later than 5.?!)p.in. on Satur

ay.
That
anye
apprentice going at the business

shall not over the.ageof 17years.andmust
serve four years before becominga Journey
man
That one

apprentice
be allowed to every five

men. and un er no considers.ion will anyem
ployer havemore than four apprenticesin his
employat
up;
apprenticewhileworking in theshop

beallow towork at any branch appertaining
to the business,and haveampleopportunity of
learning the same. Any employer falling to
grant suchopportunit bereportedto the com
mittees.and the empoyer heldresponsiblefor
the same.
That any apprenticeleavinga sho beforehis
timeexplres,unlesshaving a suflir ent reason,
be forcedbacktohis formeremployer,or forced
from thebusiness.
During apprenticeshi theemplo er will have
the riviiegeof paying heapprent ceaccording
to h s own judgment.
That any one

working
at the businessfour

ears,one ear insidean three ears out-ide.
decla a journeyman.andwi i belookedto
assuch,unlesshisemployerclaimsthatheisam.
able to earn journeyman'swages; he to be re
ferred to thecommitteesfor investigation,and
their decisionwill be final.
That all applicationsfor an reaticeshlpbe re
ferred to thecommittee,an at the expiration
of
rtiheir
time apply to samefor iourneyman‘a

ca
Thhtan em loyer not wishl to retain any
employeewil

pay
himat the t me his services

aredispensedwit .
That theslateandmetalroofln will be com
prised of the following, to be one by tin and
s ate roofersonl : The putting on andrepair
ing slateandme i roofs,makingandputtingin
of flashing,settingandlining gutters, the put
ting up of leaders,the makin of effectsand
bendsattachedto same,and un or no consider
ationwill insidehands he sent to do any work

appertaining
to theabovearticle exceptin case

0 emergencyto protect propertyandnot toex
ceedoneday.
All dinerencesbetweenmenandbosseswill be
referred to the executive committeeson both
sidesfor settlementduring that time.
That hereafterall future a reementsshall be
madeduring themonth of arch.
Affairs generally in the building trade are
in a bettercondition at presentthan they have
beenat any time before this season.and as a
natural result a large amount of work is being
done.

Omaha. N eb.
The following editorial from an Omaha
daily newspaper is an excellent indication of
the ition which the Builders’and Traders‘
Exc n of that city holds beforethepublic,
and of t e a preciation accordedto its efforts
to im rove t e conditionswhich surround the
building businessthat needcorrection:

The Builders and Traders‘Exchange setsan
exampleof attention to businesswhich other
organizationsintendingto remotepublic inter
estsmightverywell emula . At the lastmeet
ing of theexchangethe principalsubjectof dis_
cussion was irresponsiblecontractors, and a
generaldesirewas manifestedto find a means
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of suppressingthem. It is to be hoped the
matterwill not bedismissedwith thisdiscussion,
but will be steadily ursued until an effective
way be found to shu out the “snide“ contract
ors. They constitute a classof rogueswho rob
both capitaland labor.
Building is holding its own in Omaha,and
there is quitea large amountof work being
doneat present.

Philadelphia. Pa.
The mechanical trade schoolsof the Master‘ Builders’ Exchange of Philadelphia began its
third year with about 70 new pupils. The
larth classis in the bricklaying department,
which fact is attributable in a measureto the
fact that the Bricklayers] Union gives prefer
ence to a prentices from these schools. The
schoolswi l beobliged to increasetheir capac
ity beforevery long. The Master Bricklayers’
Companyhasappointeda committeeto secure
an opinion from City Solicitor Warwick on
thequestion of the right of the district sur
veyors to measureparty walls and excava
tions. The association wishes to ascertain
whetheror not the district surveyors are not
infringing on therights of the measurerscon
nectedwith theBrickla 'ers‘Companyby doing
this work, and fall back on the act of Assem
bly which gives them the right to measure
party walls. The Buliitt bill directs that the
city surveyors must pay their fees into the
city treasury, while the measurers retain the
feesin lieu of a sa . The questioninvolves
the handling of many thousandsof dollars in
the courseof a year, and legal opinion is anx
iously lookedforward to by interestedparties.

Providence, R. I.
The carpentersof Providenceare organizing
in the interestof a shorterhour day. A build
ing tradescouncil is proposed which shall in
clude plumbers, painters. electric light men
andcarpenters. The building businessis about
as active as usual.

San Francisco, Cal.
Organizedlabor in San Francisco is ahoutto
take a new departure. The council of the
FederatedTrades of the Pacific Coastand the
council of theBuilding Trades are to be dis
solved,and in the placeof thesethere will be
an organizationthat will include all the labor
unions of the city. There hasbeensomecom
inint that the council of theFederatedTrades
'd not meetthe requirements,and as a result
of thesecomplaintstheresprangup the coun
cil of Building Trades,and therewasa certain
amountof rivalry betweenthe two bodies.
The parties most interested feel that there
ought not to be any clash between unions.
The Builders’Exchange is in goodcondition,
and the amountof building in progress in the
city is up to themark.

St. Louis, Mo.
Reports from St. Louis show that the build
ing business is active, and that buildersgen
erally are

busy.
The seasonthus far hasbeen

a very favora is one,and there hasbeenvery
little to hinder theprosecution of work. The
Builders’ Exchange is growing all the time,
and thewisdomof themove to betterqarters
is daily apparent. President Itiner of the
National Association of Builders returned
from Buffalo, wherehehadbeenin attendance
upon the dedicatoryexercisesof the newex
changebuilding in that city, much impremed
with the importanceof thework accomplished
by the Buffalo Exchange.

Worcester. Mass.
An efiort is beingmade in Worcester to es
tablish a. mechanical trade school similar to
thoseexisting in New York and Philadelphia,
and the work is beingoutlinedpre tory to
definite action. The subject has en under
consideration for some time t, but no de
cisive action hasever beento en in the mat
ter. The presentprospectsindicatethat some
thin will be accomplishedin the near future.
The uilders’Exchange is in good condition,
and steadily increasing in membership and
usefulness. One of its most important ad' ncts is the Master Plumbers’ Asociation. It
asbeenorganired since 1884.but it is within
only a
gear
or sothat it has gone thoroughly

towor in its own interests. Last February
the associationmade its headquartersat the
Builders” Exchange, and appointed George
Bouchard, who is also

secretaiby
of the Build

ers’ Exchange, its secretary. at of 35master
plumbers in the cit the association has a
membershipof 2i. heymeettwice a month,
on the first and last Tuesdays,andeverymem
ber who is absent. no matter what his excuse,
is fined81. The meetingsare in consequence
always lively and well attended The presi~
dent is J. W. Jordan.
One of the mostimportant features of the
Master Plumbers’ Association is the 00nti'act
system. Oncea montheve memberis bound
to re rt all jobs on which e hasfigured,giv
ing is figures. This precludesany chanceof

cutting rates.and at the sametime keepsup a
uniformity of prices.

Notes.
The mason builders of Bridgeport, Conn.,
have recent] beenagitating the subjectof a
builders’ exc ange. Several meetings have
beenhadanda committee of four has been
appointedto visit the other branches of the
building fraternity. An attem t will bemade
to establisha scaleof pricesw ich will allow
a fair margin of profit to the contractors.
The new builders’exchangeat Los Angeles,
Cal., recently incorporatedis attracting public
attention in that city by its efforts to promote
mechanical and industrial interests; to in
culcatejust and equitableprinciples of trade ;
to establishand maintain uniformity in com
mercial usagesby rules and regulations; to
acquire, preserve and disseminate valuable
business information; to adjust differences
and settledisputesbetweenmembers; and for
other purposesconducive to the interests of
its members; and any person whose avoca
tion is connectedwith the tradesor industries
of building asa contractor or furnisher, and
nota memberof a journeyman’s trade and
labor union, may becomea member of the
exchangeupon the approval of the board of
directors, and in a manner as provided for
in theconstitution. The amociationstarts out
under the most favorable auspices, almost
every firm engaged in the building trade
being on its rolls. Followin are the oflicers
for theensuing ear: J. . Griffith, presi
dent; A. Nichol s. first vice-president; John
Rebman,secondvice-president; J. F. Fosmir,
treasurer ' John Spiers,secretary They have
also fltt 11 rooms in the basementof the
California ank Building at the corner of
Broadway and Second streets, where daily
meetingswill be held.
The
followinglagreement

hasbeensubmitted
by the Eight our League of Los Angelcs
to the workmen for approval, and a com
mittee appointed for the urpose of secur
ing the cooperation of the uilders’exchange.“ We, the undersigned contractors, builders
and mill men,hereby agree to accept eight
hours as a day‘s work for carpenterson and
after Monday, October 24, 1892,without any
reduction of wagesexcepton work contracted
for beforeSeptember10.
The building material dealers of Br00klyn
are talking of forming an organization for
mutual rotection. Several meetings have
beenbe] for the considerationof detailsanda
permanentorganization in the near future is
the expectedoutcome.

The contracting masons and carpentersof
Dubuque, Iowa, have been having a contro~
versy regarding thequestionas to the right of
eachto takeentire contracts, to the exclusion
of theother. The discussionof the subject has
createdmuchcommenton both sides, and at
present no definite conclusion has been
reached,eachside claiming the right to as
sumetheentire contract for the erection of a
building.

The New Bedford Builders’ Exchan 0 had
their third annual clambake and on 'ng at
Grimshaw's, Thursday, September8.

The followin quotation from a New York
daily paperis nteresting as an indication of
the equity upon which someof the strikes in
that city are based. “Several walking dele
teshad beenrefusedadmission to the Wal
orf Hotel, Thirty—third street and Fifth av
enue,and this is consideredby the delegatesa
sufficientcausefor a strike."

The following is anothersimilar case: “ Two
walking delegatesweresentto arguewith non
union men. and came 11 n the contractor
during working hours whi e bewasengagedin
an rintending the work on the building. He
widethemthat he was too busy to argue the
matter with them just then, whereupon they
peremptorin orderedhim to dismiss his non
unionmen. Thecontractor showedthemout of
the still unfinisheddoor. The board is wroth
that no apologies have been offered them as
yet, and hasdecidedto investigatethesegriev
ances. Strikes may be ordered in conse
quence."
The masterbuildersof Fitchburg, Mass. are
en godin the preliminary work of forming a
builders’ exchange. An invitation has been
extendedto the Secretary of the National As
sociationof Builders to give them an address,
which he will do as soonas it is convenientfor
them.
The St. Joseph, Mo., Exchange is having a
hard time collectingdues from members,and
is trying thecourts as an assistant.
It is to be regretted that the other trades
unions of Philadelphia have not followed the
example of the Bricklayers' Union, with ref
erenceto their attitude toward thea rentices
aduatedfrom theMaster Builders’ xchange
rade Schools. The preference afforded to

theseapprenticesby thebricklayer-shasstimu“
lated theeducationof young American brick
layers, while in some other branchesof the
trade theantagonism of the unions acts as a
damper upon young men who desireto learn
any of thesetrades,as they are in danger of
beingcom lied to seekemploymentoutsideof
thecity w on the term of their practical em
ploymentbegins.

There is a reposition now beforethearchi
tectsandun erwriters of the United Statesto
co-operateandmakea united exhibit of meth
ods and materials showin the evolution of
building construction at e Columbian Ex
hibition. The Illinois Chapter of the Ameri
can institute has led the movement, and
through its secretary expressesthe 0 inion
that theerectionof a suitablebuildin or the
purposenamedwould beadvisable. 0 plan
asoutlinedby W. A. Alexander of theWorld’s
InsuranceBuilding Expositionof Chicago is to

put
up astructure on anallottedspace,75x125
eet,at Jackson Park. Beside the exhibition
roomstherewill beclubroomsfor social or bus
inessmeetings. In thefirst storyof thebuilding
a modelfire departmentwill beplaced by the
exposition. In a letter addressedto thearchi
tectsby Mr. Alexander.he says: “ We believe
that the interestsof architectsand thoseof the
underwriters are identical,and if thenecessary
moneycan be raised by thearchitects we can
go on with this buildin , combining our inter
ests. making the Un erwriters’ and Archi—
tects Building Exposition one of the most
interestingand instructive exhibits at the fair,
and also self-supporting. The sec of the
work will in this mannerheenlarg and the
size of the building will also be extended."
Blanks have been sent to the architects
throughout the country, asking their opinion.
and favorable replies are being received, and
without doubt the coalition will beeffected
and theexhibit made.+

A Mineral Cottage.

An interesting exhibit is to go to the
World's Fair from the Black Hills, S. D.,
which will display in novel form the
minerals found in the hills. The exhibit
when arranged will be in the form of a
two-story and a half cottage. The frame
work of the structure is already built,
andis in the style of the Renaissance,
with towers and numerous ables. It is
impossible to decide on a] details, of
course, until all the material has been
collected, but the following plan will be
carried into effect as near as possible:
The foundation will be made of pure
white limestone, headed with a layer of
Buffalo Gap “calico” stone. The first
story will be veneered with pink quartz.
Above that the handsomest rocks obtain
able will be nsed—copper, mica, schist,
needle, spar, garnet, &c. The lower part
of the tower will be made of rubies and
the upper art with some s arkling sub
stance. The windows and s ingles are to
be of mica. and the steps of marble. The
cottage will, no doubt. rove an attractive
feature of the State ex ibit._—+
Tun COMPRESSIONof timber is becoming
a growing industry, and the material thus
treated is being applied to avariety of use
ful and ornamental purposes, especially in
the field of carving, most attractive and
artistic designs being thus brought cut, pro
nounced in many cases fully equal, if not
superior, to anything ordinarily produced
in that line. The wood to be employed
in this manner is compressed either in its
natural condition or after being steamed,
and it is found that the hardest well-sea
soned ash timber, say of 4 inches thick
ness, can be pressed into about 3 inches
without injuring the fiber. Moreover, it
is also found that wood can be “upset”
the same as iron; and the increased tenac
ity of bent and compressed wood of this
sort, as compared with the same in its
natural state, is declartd to be something
surprising. In mechanical operations
compression is now applied to spoke tenons,
the work being described as very simple
and rapid, the tenon properly tapered and
ready to drive to its place, an increased
strength being thus added to the wheel
equal to three additional spokes.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Houses tor Worklnzmen.

,“F‘rom RALPH M. HULE'I'I‘. Cleveland,
'Ohio.—In ansiver to “F. G." of Fort
Gratiot, Mich, whose inquiry for plans
for comfortable houses ada ted to the use
-of workingmen was printe on page 128
of the May issue of Carpentry and Build
ing, I take leasure in forwarding some
drawings w ich may prove of interest.
The house here shown has already been
erected in the outskirts of this city for

LIVINGROOM
ii's'l 9'9'

\C(LLQI\ 21,met~ ..(k HALL

PARLOR

Fin-t Floor.

Front Elevation.

Flre-Pllce Construction.
"From Will Walter Jackson, New York.—
The size of the fire place, unfortunatel
for those who are to care for the fire, is
one of the variables that depends for its
magnitude on the notions of the client
or the aesthetical conceptions of the
architect rather than the practical con
siderations of the engineer. And how
disastrous are the results? The large
fire place in the hall, for example, of

Attic Plan.

mand supplied, almost any fire place will
give good results.
The second reason is in the shape and
size of the fire place and of the fine. In
city houses, where it is wished to put a
fire place and fine in a 12-inch wall with
out extra thickness for a chimney breast,
only 8 inches is allowed for the depth of
the fire place, and, allowing for brick
work either side, only 4 inches for the
depth of the flue. These depths are by
far too small. A fire place only 8 incha
in depth is too shallow to contain a large
flue. Still worse, a flue onl ' 4 inches in
depth and having the bro side toward
the exterior loses so much heat through
radiation, and having solarge a perimeter
compared with its area offers so much
friction, that a good draft is im 'ble.
So 8 inches should be taken as t e depth
of the flue, and 8 inches or 12 inches as
the breadth. (See page 41 of the issue of
February, 1891,for building flues.)
This 8 inches. with 4inches for the front
brick work, gives 12 inches for the depth
of the fire place, which is the proper
amount. The opening of the fire place
should be 28 inches wide and 33 inches
high. The width is determined by the
chimney breast, which is usually 5 feet
wide. With an 8-inch fine on each side

Side (Bight) Elevation.

Houses for Workinmuen.—-Ralph M. Hulett, Architect, Cleveland, Ohio.--Sca.le.—Elevalions, % Inch to the Foot. Floor Plans,

$600, and it is possible that there are
among the readers of the paper members
of the craft who will find in the desi
many points of interest and value. T e
floor plans show three rooms upon the
first floor in addition to the hall, while in
the attic there are two bedrooms of con
venient size. An interesting feature of
the arrangement of the first floor is the
arched way opening from the parlor into
the hall, dis la ing a neat but cheap open
stairway, w ic contributes in no small
degree to the general effect. In the rear
of the parlor is the living room, opening
from which is a large pantr giving ac
cess to the cellar stairs. T ere is also
opening from the living room a small bed
room. All the rooms in the house are
plastered. I am glad that the question
of workingmen‘s houses has come up for
consideration in the paper, as it would
give me pleasure to see our workmen in
stalled in tasteful dwellings—a thing
which, it appears to me. could with
proper attention be readily accomplished.

1-16Inch to the Foot.

which so much had been expected in
giving warmth and cheer in cold or
stormy weather, is found to be a failure ;
it will not burn without filling the house
with smoke, and it will not burn at all
unless the fire, when the heat is too in
tense, is very

large.
Again, the basket

placed in the sma 1study fire place burns
well but fills the room with gas, and so it
goes. A prominent architect once said:
“ Of all the uncertainties in building
there is nothing to be feared so much as
the draft of the fire laces." There are
two reasons for poor rafts, the main one
is the difficulty in drawing air into the
room to supply the draft. Of course
air must enter a room in volume equal to
that which passes up the fine; and this,
unless air is supplied, must be pulled
through cracks and doors, thus inter
fering with the current in the fine.
The demand may be supplied by the fire
place itself ; it may come from the fur
nace, or it may come from the indirect
steam or h0t~water heater. With this de

of the fire place, allowing for brick work,
the fire place comes 28 inches wide.
The hight is determined by practical
tests. If the opening is broad and low
much of the radiant heat is lost: if the
opening is high compared with its width,
currents of air playing above the fire
cause smoke to come into the room. The

proper
proportion was found to be 28

mc es wide by 33 inches high. Where
it is desired to have a larger opening the
proportions should be in the same ratio,
varying the fine with the fire place.
It should be remembered in designing
fire places that a small fire will not burn
in a large fire place nor a large fire in a
small opening, and that the fire place
should be designed to suit the needs of the
room rather than the aesthetics] require
ments.

Dcslln for Tool Chest.

From G. H. R., Delphi, N. Y.—I enjoy
reading correspondmce in Carpentry and
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Building, and wish to furnish “J. E. H.”
through

the aper a plan of the tool
chest use. he body of the chest is 34
inches long, 22inches wide and 23 inches
high, inside measurement. An idea of
the a pearance of the chest may be gath
ered mm Fig. 1 of the drawings. The
stiling is cherry, the panels black ash
with a band at the top and bottom, and
also a band of ash around the cover.
There are three panels on the front
and back and two on the ends. The
ends are fastened to the panels with tire
bolts fitted with washers on the inside.
The stiles are 151 inches thick and the

keeping them in place I employ a till ar
ranged to lift out and set beside the chest
when in use. A side view of it is repre
sented in Fig. 4 of the sketches. I keep
my lanes, oiler and brush broom in
it. n the till I employ two flush brass
handles. Fig. 5 represents the inside cover
of the chest. There are three compart
ments, each about 1 inch deep in the
clear. There is one for files and one for
sandpaper, while the middle one is a
looking-glass. This compartment pro
jects 1 inch into the chest. The doors
or covers to these apartments are strips
of different kinds of wood. dressed to a

outside. The top stile of the body is 6
inches wide, the bottom stile 7 inches,
and those between the panels and at the
corners are 3% inches wide. The cut

panels
are 12 x 7% inches. The top

and is 3 inches and the lower band
5 inches. The

to
g band is placed 1
,6

inch below the e ge of the chest, so
as to make a double joint for the
cover. The strip around the cover is 2

inches wide, the stiling of the cover is

5 x 13/ inches thick, beveled to 1 inch at
the edge. A }~:_,’-inchpiece is placed on the
inside of the cover, on which to rest the
top edge of the chest. The band of the

Fig. 4.—Slde\' ew of CenterTill.
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SAWS PLANES MALLETS,

l ETC.

Fig. 2.—RectionalView Through End of Chest.

Fig. 5.—lnsideCover of Chest.

FRAMINGCHISELS FIRMERCHISELS

CHALK
GAUGES oouozs

LINE

sues LEVEL

AUOERS FILES

Fig. 3.—Coverfor Tops of Drawers. Figs. 6
,
7 and 8.—ScctionalViews of Interior of Chest.

Design for Tool Chest.—By “ G. H. R,” Delphi, N. Y.

panels {
’8
'

inch. There are four double
wheel casters under the chest, thus ren
dering easy its removal from one position
to another. There are hand iron corners,

4 inches at the bottom, 2 inches at the top
and 2 inches on the cover. Fig. 2 of the
illustrations represents a sectional view
through one end of the chest, showing the
position of drawers, tills, &c. At the
bottom toward the front is a saw till,
while the corresponding s aceat the rear,
under the drawers. is us for adze, miter
box, hand axe, mallets, &c. Beneath the
center till is the space for moldingplanes.
Fig. 3 represents the cover for the top of
the drawers. Each drawer has two brass
draw rings, set flush, and there are also
rings on the covers of the drawers. Be
tween the drawers and for the purpose of

uniform thickness and ornamented with
brass hinges and locks. Around the frame

I place my squares, securing them with
two brass buttons, all of which is clearly
indicated in the illustration. Figs. 6

,
7

and 8 are sectional views of the inside of
the chest. I partitioned oiI one drawer
for the level, so that it will lie flat and
flush with the top of the drawer. Beneath
the level is a place for pencils, keyhole
saw blades, &c., but the drawers may be
partitioned off to suit the tools it is de
sired to keep in them. The drawers are
7% inches and the center till 7 % inches,
outside measurement. The two lower
drawers are 4 inches, while the others are

3 inches, outside, made of %-inch dressed
stufl‘. The till under the panel in the
cover is 24% inches long and 13 inches

cover is double tongued to the cover stil
ing. The panel in the cover is 2 feet 3

inches long, 15inches wide, and double
-locked to the stiling by

1plowing
both

panel and stiles. The pane overlaps the
stiling on the top 1% inches all around.
The inlaying in the cover over the mitered
corners in the stiling and also along the
center of the stiling is clearly indicated in
the parspective view.

Face Field for Falllnz Llne and Tan
gent Systems.

From W. G. P., Toronto, Canada.-—In
answer to “ A. L.," whose letter appeared
in a recent issue, I would say that I am
not a mind reader, my conclusions being
drawn from his letter which appeared in
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the July number of Carpentry] and Build
mg for last year. I am glad he is open to
conViction, for I will now try to make
myself understood. I do not want the
balusters all of one length (exactly), as
that is impossible if you do not build the
stairs. I object to stairs being built to
suit the pitch of the tangent in all cases.
\Yhat I want is the best falling line pos
subleunder the circumstances, no matter
who built the stairs or whether they are
right or wrong as regards position of the

risers. To do this it is necessary to
obtain the stretchout of the center falling
line of the wreath, and on this line locate
the intermediate resting point of the
Jouits, thus fixing three ints through
which the plane or pitch egghe plank will
pass. No work on handrailing has yet
come under my notice showing how to
get_out a hand rail to a predetermined
falling line having true joints to the fall
ing line of area (not to the tangents) and
havmg ramps and wreaths all in one
piece, as they ought to be. Now. I am
of the opinion that it is impossible by the
tangent system ; hence in ' “ conun
drum,” as “ A. L." terms it. lz

le

can get
over it, I will admit, and even a worse
case ; but that is the best that can be said

Window Screens and Outside Bllndl.

F-rom T., Ellsworth, Maine—In the
issue for June. page 143, “ H. U.” of
Talmage. Neb., asks for window screens
which admit of the opening and closing
of blinds. Now, we have blinds, and also
like to ut our windows down from the
top. e employ screens which allow for
both. The frame is made the full size of
the window, of strips 1 x 2 inches, there
being a piece across the top. middle and
the bottom; the last is mortised in 6 inches
from the sill. Then a smaller—that is, nar
rower—frame is made, 8inches high. On
each side of the large frame on the one
side are fastened two hooks or bent wires,
in which slides the smaller frame. The
arrangement is such that it can be moved
up or lifted out asreadily as a lower win
dow sash. At first these frames were
fastened in place by means of screws and
remained up all summer, but last year we
learned that in Minneapolis they put but
tons on the house to hold the frames in

glace
sothat they could be easily taken

own. The next set we made were fur
nished with old-fashioned window fasten
ings that are placed in the side of the
window sash and pulled forward when

___\\
Fig. 2 ‘\

\\

1‘

Diagrams Illustrating Letter from
“ W. G. P.” Relative to Falling Line and

Tangent Systems.

of Getting over it is one thing and
domg it in the best possible manner is an
other. I could ive drawin s as asked
for by “ A. .,” but t is trouble
can be saved b referring the corre
spondent to r. Perry's article on
page 192of the October number of Car
pentry and Building for 1886. This is a
case requiring similar treatment and

should be adopted if a first-class job is re
quired. I have not seenMr. Perry‘s work
on handrailing, but if this is a fair sam
ple of what the book contains, I should
stamp it as the best on handrailing which
has. ever come under my notice. Thefalling line is the same as I would use it

and the face mold is the same as I would
produce, but by a different method. My
plan I consider more simple; but, of
course, we do not all see things alike. B

referring to the diagrams which I send,
think my method of producing the face
mold will be readily understood. It is

equally applicable to the tangent and fall
ing line systems. I have shown it in the
diagrams applied to the tangent system,
Fig. 1, showmg plan and tangents with
level lines from the corner and a few
minor axes of ellipses in perspective.
Fig. 2 shows the development of the same,
giving lengths of major and minor axes
of ellipses and their positions. Strike the
ellipse through the points in Fig. 3 and
transfer tangents to it from Fig. 2; strike
the inside and outside mold, and we have
all the lines required to get out any rail
one will ever be called upon to put up.
Nothing changes except the pitch of the
bevels. For the falling line system take
the intermediate hight on the center fall
ing line of the wreath, as shown in Mr.
Perry s communication mentioned above.

one wishes to raise the window. Now it

is but the work of a moment to take down
or put up a screen. As I am only a lay
man I have not attempted to use techni
cal terms, but I think “ H. U.”will under
stand my description sufliciently to enable
him to make his screens.

From J. H. A., Rockford. Ill.—I notice
in the June issue a communication from
“H. U.” of Talmage, Neb., in regard to
an outside window screen. I have before
me an advertisement of onewhich is made
here, which I think is just what the cor
respondent desires. I have no interest in
the device, but give a few particulars for
the benefit of the one who asks the ques
tion. The device is what may be termed
a fly screen, constructed entirely of metal.
It is fastened on the outside of the win
dow and interferes in no way with the
blinds, the construction being such that
the screen may slide up and down and the
blinds be properly adjusted.

(‘nrpenlera’ Aprons.

From G. H. N., Bristol, Conn—In the
February number of the paper I saw a
design for a carpenter’s apron, and as the
attern of the one I have is that which
have em loyed for anumber of years,

I send a s etch of it. The style has
proven so popular that many of my
brother chips have patterned their aprons
after it. An

inspection
of the drawing

which I send wil show the construction
so clearly as to render very little descrip
tion necessary. I sew a heavy cord on
the to edge of the pockets in order to
keep t em from wearing. The straps

pass over the shoulders, cross on the back
and then extend down and through the
rings shown at the right and left, tying
behind. There is no wei ht on the neck,
and the arrangement of t e straps is such

View of Curpemrs’ Apron, as Sub
mitted by “ G. N. H."

that they will not work up, but always
hang easy. I make the apron from striped
ducking. The main point is to string it

up in such a way that the straps willZnot
annoy one when at work.

Framlng Ill Ocllzon Roof.
From P. A. C., San Francisco, Cal.—

1 would like very much to have some
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Framing an Octagon Roof, as Sug
gestedby “P, A. C.”

reader of Carpentry and Building? give
me a simple rule for framing such a roof
as that indicated in the sketch which I

send. I desire a rule for obtaining the
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length and sweep of the hi and jack
rafters, as well as the cuts an bevels for
an octagon tower. There are four square
timbers which pass through inside the
rafters. The sketch will, I think, make
my meaning clear.

Frnmlng and Covering a Conic-l
Roof.

From 0. B. M., New York City.—The
roof problem which is here presented is
one I have never yet seen illustrated and
described and as it has been my fortune
to construct a roof of this kind, I will ex
plain how I did it, as it may prove inter
esting, if not instructive, to many readers
of the paper. =Referring to Fig. 2 of the
illustrations, A B is the diameter, measur
ing 8 feet 6 inches, and C D the hight.
which is fixed by the intersection of the
curves of the sides struck from a radius
ual in len th to the base line AB.
T ' , as state above, is 8 feet 6 inches,
and is also indicated by the line A E.
The side A D shows two different meth
ods of framing the rafters. The shaded
or inner portions re resent two sticks 2
x 4 inches held toget er at the butt joint
by a 7

/8 inch cleat nailed across and hav
ing 1% inch pine sweeps, sawn to the
curve, nailed on their outside edges. The
dotted lines show the rafters, made of If

,

:Fig. 2.—ShowingTwo Methodsof
Framing the Batters.

join B 1
,
1 2
,
2 8
,

34, and soon until the_top
is reached. Produce the. mining lines
until they reach D X. With the pomts
X, 0, P, Q, R, S

, T, &c., as centers, and
the distances X 3

,
O 4
, P 5
,
Q 6
, R 7, &c.,

as radii, describe the arcs, as shown.
These will represent the covering boards.
They can be sawn as long as the stuff
will allow, and cut, breaking Jomts on the
rafters. If the pieces are cut in level
and the roof is boarded vertically the
method is as follows : Produce indefi
nitely the line C G of Fig. 2

,

which is the
center line of a rafter. Now, take the
distances B 1

,
1 2
,
2 8
,

&c., and_1a _ them
off on G H square across, as in_ icated.
Next take the distances on each line from

C G on each side to the joint line of the
board, as I J on line 8, and set them ofipn
the line of the same number on each side
of G H. Join these points, and the shape
of the covering board will be given.

A

The Science of Hindi-ailing —Yll.

. From MORRIS WILLIAMS, Scranton, Pa.
Framing “"d Gown-"g “ Conical Roof- -—My endeavor in this paper will be to

- - make good my previous assertions that
inch or 11/ainch stuii sawn to the whole method illustrated in Fig. 1 of the en- the principles therein explained are a _
len h 0

_ the curve and braced t0 8 2 X 4 gravings i
s the best for the purpose. Di- plicable in all cases and under all con 1

mc straight rafter nailed inside. Either vide the curve B D into any number of tions. I have selected a plan of stair that
meth°d can 1

2
°

employed: .Wlth Fegard equal arts. as 1
.
2
. B
,
4
,
5
,
6
,
7
,

&c., and will need three difierent pitches to the
to the Covering boards, if it is desired to draw ines parallel to the plate A B. tangents over the well, all of which vary
cover the roof horizontally or level, the Produce C D to any length, as C X. New from the pitch of the straight rail. It is

Fig. 1.-Diagram ShowingMethod of Obtaining the Shapesof the Covering Boards.
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usually called half-space landing stair;
in this particular plan it contains three
winders in the lower quadrant, and in
the upper quadrant a landing. The tread
is 9 inches, the riser 7 inches, and the
radius of well 10 inches. Fig. 31 is
drawn so complete as to need no more ex
planation than can be obtained by refer
ring to previous figures. The line 5 8 on
the elevation bears the same relation to
the
upper

quadrant as does the line 4 9
to the ower quadrant. They are both the
horizontal trace of their respective sec
tional developments. The length of 5 6
is equal to 5 6 on plan, which is the
radius of center line of rail on plan. Fig.
32 represents the bottom quadrant of Fig.
31, the upper tangent having the same
pitch as in that figure, while the bottom
tangent has a steeper pitch. In Fig. 31
the wreath is located in the plane of the
plank and the easement is made on the
straight rail, but in Fig. 32 the plane of
the wreath deviates from the plane of

the bevels have been obtained for all tan
gents by difierent methods. The bevels
in Fig. 32 are obtained by placing the di
viders in point 3, turning over to pitch
line of up er tangent, as shown by the arc.
Again ta e point 3 as center and turn
over to the line drawn parallel to bottom
tangent from point 2. Join the intersec
tion of the arcs with the ground line to
point 4 on the lan, as shown.
This meth has been previous] ex
plained, as has also the method me e use
of in the bottom quadrant of Fig. 31. To
obtain the bevels for the upper face mold,
fix the dividers anywhere on both tan
gents of the section and turn over to their
corresponding parallel lines, as shown by
the arcs. The length obtained is the
hypotenuse of the right angle triangle
that contains the bevels, and the base
line for same willbethe length of tangent
on plan. The upper angle will be the
bevel. My purpose in varying the meth
ods of obtaining the bevels is to famil

which is 0.176327. Multiplying this by
1000makes 176.327.

Discarding
the deci

mal we have 176,and calling t 0 figures
64ths of an inch we have 5" , or 234
inches. The radius 1 treate in li e
manner makes 13?, or 15% inches. Now,
taking 2% inches on the tongue and 15%
inches on the blade of the square, the
blade gives the angle of 10°, and conse
quently the ten ue gives 90“ less 10°,or
80°. Ifthe re ers desire any further
explanation concernin this matter I
shall take pleasure in oiug my best to
accommodate them.

Raisin: A Roof.
From L. A. W., Cincinnati, Ohio.—In
a recent issue “W. E. G.” Watseka, 111..
asks how to raise the roof of a frame
house 16 x 24 feet, in order to add a
story to the building, and at the same
time perform the work to the best advan
tage. If I had the job to do I should
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The Science of Handrailt'ng —Half-Space Landing Stair.

the plank and the easement is made in
the wreath piece. The method of draw
ing the face mold is the same in both
figures, but owing to variation bein
made in the lower tangent, the face mold
will not assume the same form. The
bevels will be afiected also.‘ When the
ramp or easement is made in the wreath
piece it is necessary to use a falling
mold, which is shown on the left side of
Fig. 32. The falling mold is made of a
thin piece of board that will bend around
the outside of the wreath, after the latter
is squared. The method of drawing it is
shown in the diagram. First stretch out
the outside curve of the rail on plan,
which is marked in Fig. 32 by the figures

‘8 8. the radius being the length of l 8.

Take 0 as center, and with radius 1 8 de
scribe the curve 7 2

.

This curve is that
of the outside of the rail on the plan, and
therefore equal to the curve 8 8

. the
center having been removed from 1 to 0

,

just half the width of rail.
Take 7 as center, and with radius 7 A
turn over to B. Take A as center, and with
radius A 7 turn over to B. From this
point of intersection draw a line throu h

7 to 9 to intersect the ground line. T e

length of the line 9 2 is the length of the
curve 7 2 stretched out. From 9 draw a

line to point 2
. the hight of three risers.
This line is the center line of the falling
mold. On both sides of this line draw
parallel lines equal to the half thickness
of the rail. From point 9 draw the itch
board and form the easing. The fa ling
line is then complete. It will be seen that

iarize the reader with the one and the
other.

Estimating Barn “'ork.
From A. C. 8.. Centerville, Wash—I
would like to ask some of the readers of
Carpentry and Building to tell me how
to figure barn work. I have been called
upon to make estimates on such work
and find it a difiicult thing to do with ac
curacy. I am an interested reader of
Carpentry and Building and learn more
from it than from any other source.

Laying 0!! Degrees With the Steel
Square.

From 0. L. W., Dallas, Texas—In re
reply to “ L. T. B.,” Hamburg, Ohio, 1'

mit me to es that if the correspon ent
has a table 0

2
'

natural tangents he can use
it in the following manner in laying off
angles with the square. From the table
take the tangent of the angle required,
using the first three figures from the left
and calling them so many 64ths of an
inch. Reduce them to inches, and then,
with this quantity on one side of the
square and 15% inches on the other side.
he will have the figures for laying ofi' the
angle. Tables of natural tangents are
usually calculated to the radius unit,
and are therefore decimal fractions. My
method is simply to multi ly each by
1000,thereby obtaining who e numbers.
For example, let it be required to lay ofi‘
an angle of 10°, the natural tangent of

raise the entire house and build a story
under it. Both stories would be 9feet
high. I would take out the door frames
from what would then be the second
story and put them below. On the sides
where the doors come out the weather
boarding would have tobe taken ofi to
the line of the window sills and reboarded
up to this line. Windows should be in
serted where the doors come out. This

plan
will save enou h plastering and

abor to pay for the ifting of the addi
tional weight, and will,in my opinion,
make a much better job than to separate
the roof from the house and construct a
second story.

Setting Kitchen SI llkl
'From W. V. H., Newark, N. J.-—In
answer to “V. S.," whose in uiry ap
peared in a recent issue, I woul say that

2 feet 6 inches is about the proper hight
for setting kitchen sinks.

Join- for a Public Hall.
From J. M. B., Jr., Burlington, Pa.—

I would like to know what size of joists
and the number required for a ublic
hall having a span of 24 feet. The uild
ing is 84 feet in length.

Rule for Finding nn'0gee Curve.
From A. J. B., Duluth, Minn.—Will
some reader of the paper give me a simple
and accurate rule for finding the curve
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of a hip or angle rafter of a tower, the terest and value. I have just completed I send drawings herewith. The building
base of which is 15feet square? The curve plans for an ornamental passenger sta- is an open structure 60 feet long, with a
is ogee. tion for the Southern Hospital for the In- room in the rear 12 feet square. It is to

be erected on a platform 120 feet in
length by 12 feet in width. The front

From L_ H_ HAND, Sullivan, Ind__1 l and end elevations, together with the few

have been reading Carpentry and Build

Passenger Station.

details, will make the construction so
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Section Through Building with Side View of Bracket—Scale,

5
4 Inch to the Foot.

Phssmger Station, Designed by L. H. Hand, Sullivan, Ind.

ing ever since its second year and sane at Evansville, Ind. Thinking the well understood that further particulars
find much in its columns that is of in- subject may be of interest to other readers are unnecessary. -
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DESIGNS FOR WRITING CABINETS.
ITHIN the past few months we
have received numerous inquiries
from various correspondents in

all parts of the country, asking for de
signs of writing cabinets, some desiring
them combined with a book case while

I Fig. 7.—AnotherStyiefol Writing Deskas
it Appearswhen Closed.

Fig. 6.-Hinged Board
Used in Forming ln
clined Top of Writing
Desk. as Shown in
Fig. 2.

others of our readers wished them with
out. In the illustrations presented here
with are shown two designs suitable for
writing cabinets, which, with the particu
lars of'constrnction, are taken from one
of our oreign exchanges. Attention is
first invited to the leatherette case pro

Fig. 5.—Plau View of Rsbbeted Halls

vided with four letter compartments and
an adjustable copying desk, :1 partially

opened
view of which is shown in Fig. 1

o the illustrations. In order to fully open
the case, as indicated in Fig. 2,each front
wing is swung around to the sides, reveal

Screwedto Backof Writing Case.

Fig. 9.—Appearanceot‘Desk when Fully Opened.

Designs for W’riting Cabinets.

ing in one wing a receptacle for station
ery, ink wells, &c., while in the other is
provided accommodation for toilet arti
cles. The writin flap, as it is termed, is
pivoted between t e sides at a distance of
about3inches from the bottom of the
case. The pivots pass through the side

boards and enter a oove 31/2inches long,
so that when the up is in position for
writin , as indicated in Fig. 2, the groove
will 81ow it to slide forward, and when
the flap is raised in position it will slide
upon the pivots in such a way that the

Fig. 8.—PartiallyOpenView of DeskShown in Fig. 7.

TOPRAlL

S
ID
E

Fig. 10.—Showin g

Mannerof Joining
SideandTop Rails.

upfier
end, as shown in the engraving.

Wi touch the bottom of the case and en
tirely close the opening. The opposite
side of this fin is

tprovided
with a mirror,

so that when t e a is raised to close the
openin the glass si e is exposed.
For t e leather cases shown in Figs. 3
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and 4 stout sheets of cardboard are
united to a.bottom piece and the whole
inclosed with pleated leatherette so that

theimay
be opened at a greater extent

at t e top than at the bottom. The copy
ing desk consists of a hinged board V
inch thick and 9 inches wide attached to
the piece marked B in Fig. 6, the length
corresponding with that of the case with
the exception of % inch. This 1; inch is
reserved for the joining of a narrow rail
across the bottom of the case to prevent
the copying desk from slipping out. The
lower portion of the stick or the portion
B is thickened in order to make it equal
to the combined thickness of its upper
portion and the copying desk. This board
slides up and down between the two rab
beted rails C C of Fig. 5, which are
screwed to the back of the case. A nar
row strip of wood across the top of the
case retains the copying desk in roper
position. The desk is 15 inches hig , and
the width and depth 12 inches, thus mak
ing each smaller portion 6 inches square.
The flaps are 11x 14inches.
The second design is re resented in the
succeeding engravings, ig. 7 showing
the article closed. Fig. 8 partially open,
while Fig. 9 represents it when ready for
use. In opening the desk the front flap is
released and allowed to fall, while the
- sides are

brought
round facing the front,

when both are owered to meet the front
one, where they are temporarily united
by means of a pair of sunken hooks and
eyes. Both the narrow and large por
tion on each side are brought forward
u n the hinge connecting the narrow
race in front with the side of the case.
0 ridge is mitered on three sidrs round
the entire surface of the top board, in
order to encompass the top edges of the
three flaps when closed. By this arrange
ment
asmglle

lock connecting the front
flap with t e top board is sufiicient to se
cure the desk. The frame consists of two
sides, each 16x 10 inches, dovetailed to a
back and bottom board, which are 10
inches wide, while a connecting rail is
joined into the top front of the sides, as
indicated in Fig. 10of the cuts. Around
the bottom at the front and sides are
placed three boards, each 3 inches deep,
while their length corresponds to the
width of the case each way. The one in
front may be screwed or otherwise joined
to the edges of the case in such a manner
as to allow it to stand in front and not
between. Each side flap is exact] as
wide as the narrow piece is long to which
it is hinged. while the front flap is ex
actly the width of the case. measuring

frgm
outside to outside of the permanent

si es.+
Butl’alo’s New Exchange Dedicated.

The recent formal dedication of the
new building owned and erected by the
Builders’ Association Exchange of_ But
falo is a most gratifying example of what
can be accomplished by the builders in
an communit ', and is the best possible
in ication of t e fact that through organ
ization the builders of the country are
becoming better educated as to the needs
of their calling. The carrying out of such
projects is the best evidence of the fact
that builders are coming to more fully
recognize the importance and benefit of
centralizing their interests and combin
ing their action into greater unity and
harmony.
The Bufialo Exchange is particular] to
be congratulated upon the result whic it
has attained in the short period of its
active existence. The energetic manner
in which the project to erect a home of its
own, designed especially for the use of
builders, has been carried through to suc
cessful completion deserves the highest
praise from all who have the welfare of
the building fraternity at heart, and who
ap reciate the value of example.
he dedication was made the occasion

of a most enjoyable time by the Buffalo
builders. Invitations were issued to a
large number from abroad with the re

quest that the recipient be also present on
the day preceding the dedication, in
order to participate in the annual outing
of the exchange, for which a delightful
programme had been pre ared. The outing
included a trip by boat own the Niagara
River, With a dinner and other entertain
ment included. A large number were in
attendance, and a thoroughly pleasant
time was spent by all. On the following
day, that on which the dedication oc
curred, the guests from abroad were
treated to a carriage ride to all the points
of interest in the city, and also to a trip
about the harbor on the fire tug. Those
who were not familiar with the cit
were much impressed with its many a -
vantages and its fine buildings.
On the morning of September 6 the new
building was formally opened by the ex
change, and a Reception Committee was
appointed to look to the comfort and

pleasure
of the guests. The hour fixed

or the public inspection was 10o’clock,
but long before that time a large number
of people had gathered to examine the
handsome rooms and otfices of the ex
change. The building consists of seven
floors and a basement. The corner rooms
on the first floor are intended for a bank.
All the other floors but the second
will be used as oflices. Although the
building has just been finished, two
thirds of the rooms are already rented and
occupied. The structure was be u on
July 19, 1891. It has its own eectric
light plant, and in fact is complete in every
way. The rooms are simply and

tastillyfinished, and are well heated and lighte .
The floors are of Georgia pine, and the
finishing of oak.
On the second floor is located the Build
ers‘ Association Exchan e. The room
was handsomely decorate in honor of the
opening. Great masses of tted plants
had been placed in the win ows and in
the corners, the massive illars had been
wreathed with laurel an the chandeliers
and pictures with smilax. On the presi
dents deskabeautiful

bourguet
of cut

roses had been placed. he pictures
hanging from the walls were those of the
Builders’ Exchange, the Board of Trade
Buildin , the Christian Association, the
Bufialoiibrary and Music Hall. Besides
these were photographs of the ofiicers and
directors of the National Association of
Builders, and also a souvenir frame of the
association. The furniture is of polished
oak, and the chairs and settees are up
holstered with leather. The secretary’s
office is direct] off from the main room,
and alarge cloa and wash room is also at
one side.
The dedicatory exercises were set for
7.30 o‘clock pm. and at that time Presi
dent Charles A. Rupp of the Builders’
Exchange Association called the 200 as
sembled guests and members to order for
the
(purpose

of formally tendering the
bui] ing to the Builders’ Association Ex
change. After suitable words of we]
come President Rupp touched upon the
history of the exchange and briefly told
the story of the new building from the
time of inception of the plan to its com
pletion.
After referring to the probabilities of
the establishment of 8. Builders’ Bank
by the exchange and cordially thanking
the Building Committee for the eminent
satisfaction which the eificient discharge
of their duties had afiorded the exchange,
President Rupp closed his address by ten
dering the rooms to Mr. Berrick, as pres
ident of the Builders’ Association Ex
change. Mr. Berrick accepted the suite
of rooms on behalf of the exchange, after
which Mayor Bishop made a brief ad
dress, congratulating the Builders’ Ex
change and the city of Buffalo on the
erection of such a fine building and the
existence of such a fine organization.
The National Association of Builders
next offered its formal congratulations
through its president, Anthony Ittner
of St. Louis, who laid particular stress
upon the value of the work of the Buffalo
Exchange as an example and incentive to
the
building)

fraternity of the country as
represented y the filial bodies of the Na

tional Association. He extended the
warmest congratulations from the na~
tionalhody, and ex ressed his great ad
miration of the bui ding and of the busi
ness-like manner in which it had been
secured. W. H. Sayward, the secre
tary of the National Association, followed
with a few remarks in praise of the build
‘ing and of the energ ' and courage with
which its erection ha been undertaken.
The Buffalo example, he asserted, would
surely be followed in other cities, and by
and by he would see in fact the picture
which for years he had in his mind—fine
buildings like this erected by the builders’
exchanges in all the important cities of
the country, with their occupants ready
to bid welcome to the strangers within
their gates, as had been done in Bufialo
during the t 48 hours.
Ex-Presi ents J. Milton Blair of Cincin
nati and Edward E. Scribner, formerly of
St. Paul, but now located in Chicago,
added the strength of their testimony to
the importance and success of the under
taking.
The company then adjourned to the
Hotel Iroquois, where about 260sat down
to an elaborate banquet. The room and
tables were lavishly decorated with
flowers and plants and presented a most
pleasing a pearance, and the menu was
perfect an well served. At the conclu
sion of the ban net, which was enlivened
with delightfu music, President Rupp

opened
the postprandial exercises with a

s ort address, thanking the guests for
their attendance, and introducing John
N. Scatcherd, president of the Merchants'
Exchange, as toastmaster. The toasts
were as follows :

City of Buffalo—The Hon. Charles F. Bis—
hop.
National Association of Builders—William
H. Sayward.
Buffalo Builders’ Association Exchange—
A A. Berrick.
Our Guests—CharlesR. Huntley.
Affiliate Exchanges—John 8. Stevens, ex
resident of the National Association of
uilders.
Public Schools—William H. Love.
Architecture— rus K. Porter.
The Press—Edwm Fleming.

A souvenir of the dedication in the form
of a.bronze badge in the shape of a horse
shoe was presented to each of the guests
at the banquet. Inclosed in the horse
shoe was a representation of the Exchange

Building).
The inscription on the badge

was: “ edication Bufl’alo Builders’ Ex
change, September 6, 1892." The badges
given Presidents Rupp and Berrick and
the president and secretary of the Na
tional Association of Builders were plated
with gold.
Letters of regret from ex-Presidents
Prussing and Tucker were read during
the exercises.
It was late before the last toast was
responded to, which marked the close of
the dedication of the new building, and
it was the unanimous opinion freely ex
pressed that the Bufialo builders had out
done themselves in generous hospitality,
and all were earnestmtheir praises of the
com lete and unbroken success of the
who e affair.

————_._———

Tua NUMBER.of building permits issued
at Pittsburgh during the month of August
exceeds all previous records. During that
month 304 permits were issued for 421
buildings, some permits calling toras high
as 14 houses. The total value of the per
mits issued has been estimated at $1,390,
488. In August of last year, which was
also a very busy month, 299 permits were
issued, valued at $1,037,982. The build
ing inspectors of Pittsburgh state that the
character of the buildings erected in Pitts
burgh during the present year has been
of a very high quality. The ordinance
requiring 9-inch back walls to be carried
through the roofs of dwellings to prevent
the spread of fire has been strictly en
forced, and the contractors are generally
observing the rule.

\
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BLUE PAPER PRINTING.—II.

LUE PRINTS which have not been
sufficiently printed, and therefore
show a tendency to wash out, may,

sometimes be saved by flowing over the
wet surface of the print a very dilute
solution of hydrochloric (muriatic) acid,
say 1 part of the acid to 25 or 30 parts
of water. A weak solution of chlorine
mav also be used, and either will stop the
fading of the print, and it will also give a
brilliant, solid appearance to the picture.
To make a blue-line picture on a white
ground a blue print can be made, then
another print made from the first one,
which will give the desired effect. The
second print, however, will not be as good
as the first, because of the loss of brill
iancy occasioned by printing through a
pattern with an actinic color. Blue does
not prevent actinic rays of light from
passing through it as well as do black,
yellow or red, therefore the resulting
print will not be as perfect as if the first
print made and used as a negative had
been of a different color. A great im
provement in this method of printing is to
make the first print on albumen silver pa
per. If desired, silver paper which is
not albumenized may be used, but, as the
former gives a little better result and can
be obtained at any time from the nearest
photographer, its use is preferable. If
one desires to prepare the paper let him
procure some rather thin, stout paper,
which has a firm and even appearance, and
as free from spots and blemishes as pos
sible. Dissolve 2 ounces of common
salt in a quart of water, and with a brush
or fine, soft sponge, cover the surface of
the paper with the salt solution until the
aper has beendampened entirely through.
The paper should be spread on aboard
durin this operation and it will be wet
enoug when the paper lies out flat and
smooth. Instead of coating with a brush
the paper may be floated on the surface of
the salt solution, which is placed in a
broad. shallow tray for that purpose.
Care should be taken to keep the paper
from rolling up, for as quick as it touches
the liquid one side becomes wet and
swells, and as the other side cannot
stretch, the pa er rolls itself up, but un
rolls again, an lays flat when the solu
tion has penetrated through to the top
side. This operation is termed “ salting,”
and the paper should be hung up and
dried after it is completed. The salted
paper willkeep for years.

BLUE LINE PRINTS.

When it is desired to make a “ blue-line
rint,” apiece of the salted paper is se
ected and floated on a solution of 1 ounce
of nitrate of silver in 8 ounces of water.
A little soda should be added to neutralize
any acidity of the silver solution. The
paper should be floated until it lays flat,
then it should be hung in a dark place
until dry. The paper is now sensitive to
light and must be protected therefrom.
Albumen pa er may be purchased from a
dealer in p otographic material, and it
will also keep indefinitely and may be sen
sitized when wanted for use in the man
ner described above.
A print is made on the silver paper in
the manner followed for making blue
rints; then, instead of finishing the print
by a simple washing, it must be passed
from the first water into a second contain
ing a little salt, say an ounce to a quart of
water. The print will turn red in the salt
water, and must then he transferred to an
other dish containing a little chloride of
gold in water enough to cover the rint.
It will require about 1 grain of gol to a
sheet of paper 17 x 22 inches. The silver

By JAMES F. HOBART.
solution should be thoroughly neutralized
by adding some bicarbonate of soda.
The print will lose its reddish color and
become a deep purple, or if left too long
in the gold, a steel-blue color. The ion
ing should be sto ped before the reddish
tint has entirely eparted, as it will then
make a better blue print when used to
print from. If the old he neutralized
with chloride of lime instead of soda. the
print will tone to a very rich black, which
makes an excellent print, and is in itself a
fine duplication of the original drawing,
in white lines on a black ground.
The silver print, after toning. must be
passed into asolution of hyposulphite of
soda. 1 ounce to the quart of water. After
remaining there for ten minutes, the print
is no longer sensitive to the light, and
should be well washed for an hour or two,
then dried under slight pressure between
two pieces of blotting paper. When thor
oughly dry blue-line prints can be made
from it in the samemanner that they were
made from the original drawing, and prints
may also be made from it on silver paper,
which, after toning, will show black lines
on a white ground.

KINDS OF PAPER.

Several kinds of paper are in the market
which have the power of giving blue lines
on a white ground, direct from the black
and white tracing. These papers are
known by various names, such as “ cyano
ferric,” “ gommoferric," “ positive im
age," &c., but they are about all the
same in composition and work upon the
chemical principle that under the influence
of light and of citric acid, perchloride of iron
will be reduced to the protochloride, and
do not turn blue when treated to a bath of
potassium ferrocyanide, while the parts of
the paper which were rotected from the
action of the light by t e dark lines of the
drawing are turned blue by the potassium
ferrocyanide developer. To make a blue
positive paper, make up the three follow
ing solutions, viz.:
1. 6ouncesgumarabic in 30ounceswater.
2. 4 ouncescitrate of iron and ammonia in 8
ouncesof water.
3. 21/,ounces iron perchloride in 5 ounces
of water.
These solutions are to be mixed when
used, and as the mixture will not keep
long after mixing, it is evident that the
quantities as given are much too large for
ordinary work. The three solutions will
keep well, so the mixing may be done just
before the solutions are to be used, and
will be right if mixed in the proportion of
1. 1 ounces.
2. 8 rams.
3. 5drama.
Perhaps even one-half of these quanti
ties will be sufficient, but as the paper,
unlike the ordinary blue paper, will keep
indefinitely after it is coated, as long as it
is kept away from light and moisture,
there is no objection to making up quite a
quantity of the paper at one time. This is
best effected by placing the sensitized
paper in a tube of zinc, copper or brass.
The paper is printed in the same man
ner as the ordinary, but this is much more
sensitive, and only requires an exposure of
a few seconds on a bright sunny day, or a
few minutes on a dull day, whereas the
ordinary blue print requires 10 to 20
minutes on a sunshiny da , and several
hours” exposure on a clou y day. Even
then as good a print cannot be made as
when the sun shines direct. It is neces
sary to have a test strip of paper exposed
under the same kind of paper or cloth as
that on which the main drawing is made.
The test drawing is merely a series of fine
lines ruled on too paper and put into a

small printing frame, so that small bits
may be torn off as the exposure progresses,
and tested by immersing them in the de
veloper. If the exposure has been too
short the lines will be too light. If the
exposure has been carried too far the
parts which ought to be white will be
streaked with blue.

rim DEVELOPER.
It is therefore necessary to expose the
paper about the right length of time, and
while the testing is being done the main
drawing should be c0vered from the sun,
that it may not be exposed too much while
the testing is going on. The developer
consists of a solution of potassium ferro
cyanide, made as stron as possible—i. 0.,
a saturated solution. %f at any time the
developer begins to crystallize, it is a sign
that a little more water should be added
to make up for the loss by evaporation. It
will probably require about 1 ounce
of the crystals of potassium ferrocyanide
to 4 ounces of water, and as this solution
will leave a dark stain on the back of the
paper, the latter must be floated on the de
veloping solution in the manner that a
sheet of paper is floated for sensitizing.
A sheet of paper can be placed smoothly
on top of a liquid by holding the sheet in
both hands, with the thumb and finger of
each; then bend the sheet so that it will
touch the liquid diagonally in the middle,
after which it may be slowly and steadily
lowered on to the surface of the liquid
without getting as much as a single drop
on the back of the paper,
The development is watched by lifting
a corner of the paper. When the lines
have become sufficiently dark remove from
the developing bath and float on a dish of
pure water. If the white parts of the
paper have become a little stained the
color may be removed by immersing the
paper in a solution of 3 parts sulphuric or
8 of hydrochloric acid in 100 arts of
water. Then the sheet should e well
washed in clean water, and adhering spots
of blue may be removed with a brush and
the paper hung to dry. If any blue spots
remain after drying the paper they may be
removed by touching them with a weak
solution of soda or carbonate of tash.
The developer can be used until it is all
done. In the next paper will be told
how to make black positives.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Enaimnrsar Parncrrnas or Aacnrracrcna
arm BUILDING. B R. Charles Bates. Size
51/,x 8 inches; 147vpages; bound in stiff
board coverswith gilt side title. Published
by theauthor. Price, 75cents.
The matter contained within the covers
of this work is snbstantiall the lectures
delivered b the author be ore his classes
at Clafiin niversity, at Orangebur , S.
C., during the winter of 1891-92. T ose
portions of the lectures which were illus
trated on the blackboard or explained by
externporaneous remarks have been quali
fied in the printed volume, and in addi
tion are presented a few thoughts so asso
ciated With one department of construc
tion as to make the work incomplete
without them. These relate to rules for
determining the strength of timber and
tables of the weight of iron in its various
forms. The volume embraces several
chapters devoted to the history and devel
opment of architecture, architectural de
sign and ornamentation ; chapters on
styles and orders of architecture adevel
opment of Gothic architecture, building
materials. ventilation, superintendence,
strength of timber, iron rods in trusses,
and tables of iron work.- The volume is
bound in attractive style and is an inter
esting addition to the literature of archi-‘
tecture and building.
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Exchange Buildings.

The attention of all the filial bodies is

called to the successful completion of its
own building by the Builders’ Association
Exchange of Buffalo. Secretary J. C.
Almendinger will be glad to furnish all of
the filial bodies which so desire with in
formation as to the method of procedure

adopted by the Bufialo Exchange in their
undertaking. A similar project is now
being prosecuted by several of the ex
changes, and all would materially en
hance the value of membership and the
utility of their organization by providing
themselves with buildings of their own.

National Association of Builders
and the Individual.

The question, “Of what value is the
National Association to the individual?"
has been answered over and again, but,
nevertheless, it is continually being asked
from all sorts of sources. The question
has been recently asked by a member of
an exchange that is not in a very actively
beneficial condition, together with the
statement that the questioner was dis
couraged by the lack of interest mani
fested in its aflairs and its inemciency as
a means for bettering the conditions pre
vailing in the building trades of that
locality.
The benefits of the work of the National
Association must reach the individual
through the medium of the local ex
changes; but upon the individual depends
to a

.

great extent the amount of the benefit
which he shall derive. The work of the
National Association is, first and fore
most, to seek out the good that exists in
its various filial bodies, i.e., thevarious
methods which prevail in each exchange
that are calculated to improve the condi
tions under which the business is trans
acted, and then to sift out the good again
until only the very best remains. Out of
this best a form of action is prepared
which contains the elements of success by
virtue of the fact that it is a composite of
the best to be found in each constituent
body. This form or plan of action then

is recommended for adoption and use to
each local exchange. It depends upon
the individuals which compose the ex
changes how much they shall be benefited
by the work of the National body, for
with the recommendation the power of
the National Association ceases, and the
application of the methods it advocates
depends upon the local exchanges, or, in
other words, the individuals of which
they are composed.
Take the case cited in the foregoing,
for instance: The questioner wants the
advantage of the National Association
explained to him, because through the
inefliciency of his local exchange he fails
to observe any benefit from its existence.
The reason why he sees no benefit is be
cause there is not a suflicient number of
individuals in his local exchange who
appreciate the recommendations of the
National Association fully enough to
carry them out. The failure to establish
the recommendations of the National
Association in practical use, by any local

exchange, is in no way the fault of the

National Association, and in no way
afiects or lessens the value of its work,

the benefit of which is continually being

demonstrated by the results obtained in

exchanges that have adopted its recom

mendations. The National Association
aims to educate the builder as to the best
means for securing more equitable busi

ness practices, and in a measure bears the

same relationship to the building frater

nity that the business college does to

commercial pursuits. The business college
does not benefit the individual (aside
from the general influence of education
upon the community) unless he studies and

applies its teachings, and it is the same
with the National Association of Build
ers. The intrinsic value of the methods
evolved through the National Association
are in no way disturbed by failure to ap~

ply these methods in any given locality;

nor is the great importance of the Na
tional Association as the best means yet
invented for obtaining a.consensus of the
opinions of builders of the country, and
formulating and promulgating the same
in the least afiected. While the work of

the National Association takes the form
of recommendations to the local ex

changes, and in formulating plans and
methods for improvement of business

practices and relationships, and its mem
bership is composed of organizations, it

must not beunderstood that its action
does not consider the individual. The
entire action of the national body is one
of consideration of the individual, for it

is the individual that forms the working

power in securing the adoption by local
exchanges of the methods recommended
for the good of the whole. The National

Association since its existence has come
into beneficial contact with numberless in

dividuals both in and out of its filial
bodies through its officers and its publica
tions.

The Mid-Year M eating.

The date of the mid-year meeting of
the directors and members of committees
of the National Association of Builders
has been fixed for Monday and Tuesday,
October 17and 18, at Indianapolis.
Secretaries and individual members of
filial bodies are requested to prepare, as
soon as possible, all suggestions for con
sideration by the directors at themidyear
meeting, and transmit the same to the
National Secretary, or see that they are
placed in the hands of the local directors
for presentation to the meeting.

THE AUSTRIAN wood-carving industr
will be specially represented at the Chi
cago Exposition by 34expert wood carvers
from Vienna, who will exhibit their work
in its various branches. Everything is
being done to organize a thoroughly rep
resentative and interesting collection of
exhibits.
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THE BUILDERS’ GUIDES
By I. P. HICKS.

Art of Roof Framlmg.

ROBABLY no part in the construction of build
ings so thoroughly taxes the skill and ingenuity
of the builder as the framing of roofs. Many dia

grams have been published from time to time showing
how to find the lengths and bevels of hips, valleys and
jacks on all kinds of roofs. Yet many of the plans here
tofore published have been too complicated to satisfy
the wants of the inexperienced in the art of roof

framing. At this time will be presented a choice of
methods, beginning with the simplest form and illus

trating the subject step by step, thus showing new
and novel plans as they will appear in actual prac
tice.

First will be introduced a plan showing how to
obtain the lengths and bevels of common rafters,

hips, valleys and jacks in the simplest manner, and
with the fewest lines possible. Referring to Fig.
57, draw a horizontal line twice the run of the com

A C

Fig. 60.—0btalningBevel Across the Back A
- of Jack Rafters.

Fig. 58.—Diagnm Showing Cuts 01’ Hip or
Valley Rafters.

Fig. 81.—Backinga Hip Rafter.

everything but the cuts of the hip or valley rafter,

and this, be it remembered, is always 17 for the bot
tom cut and the rise of the common rafter t0 the foot
run for the top cut. As some may think a system

which does not show the cuts of a hip or valley as

well as its length 15incomplete, we will take the same

plan and by the addition 01 three more lines show

everything that can be desired, as in Fig. 58. Draw
the lines the same as in Fig. 57, then set off on the

perpendicular line the run of the common rafter

C F. Connect F and B for run of hip or valley.
Next square up the rise from F to G and connect G
and B for the length of hip or valley rafter. A bevel
set in the angle at B will give the bottom cut, and at
G the top cut. It will be noticed in Fig. 58 that the
lines A E and G B are of the same length, and in both
cases represent the hip or valley, while showing it in

different positions. The line A E shows the hip or
valley in position for finding the length and bevel of

G
G

EAB J AA C B
A C BFig. 67.40btainlng Lengths and Bevelnof

Rattlers, Fig. 59.—»Dlagramfor Half Pitch Roofs.

Fig. (UL—DiagramShowing how Method Pre
sented in Fig. 58 may be Varied i‘or Roots
of Unequal Pitches.

The Builders’ Ghdde.—Dt‘agramsIllustrating Art of Roof Framing.

mon rafter, as A B. From the center of this line at

C erect a perpendicular, continuing it indefinitely.
Next set off on the perpendicular the rise of the com

mon rafter C D; connect D and B for the length of

the common rafter. A bevel set in the angle at B
will give the bottom cut and at D the top cut. Next

set off on the perpendicular line the length of the

common rafter C E, which is the same length as D

B. Connect E and A for the length of the hip or

valley, as the case may be. Next space the jacks on

the line A C and draw perpendicular lines joining
the hip or valley. The lines J I will be the lengths
of the jacks, and a bevel set in the angle at F, where
the jack joins the hip or valley, will give the bevel
across the back of the same. The plumb cut or

down bevel of a jack is always the same as that of

the common rafter. There are now shown all the
lines necessary to be drawn, the plan indicating

~Copyrighted, 1892,by 1. P. Hicks.

the jacks, while the line G B shows the hip or valley
in position to find the length and bevels of the
same. This plan will work on roofs of any pitch and
has only to be slightly varied to meet the require
ments of roofs having hips and valleys of two pitches.
On half pitch roofs one less line is required, as shown
in Fig. 59. The line D Bin Fig. 58 comes in the
same position as F B, when applied to half pitch
roofs, and is therefore the length of the common
rafter and at the same time represents the run of the
hip rafter. As two lines cannot be drawn in the
same space we drop the line D B, remembering that
it is shown by F B.

BEVEL OF JACK RAFTERS.

Before proceeding further with the subject of roof

framing we will illpstrate a very simple method for

obtaining the bevel across the back of jack rafters, or

any rafter which cuts on a bevel across the back.

Referring to Fig. 60, draw the plumb line or pitch of
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the roof on the side of the rafter B C. Next draw

another plumb line the thickness of the rafter from

the first, and measured square from B C, as shown

by the dotted lines. Square across the back of the

rafter, from the dotted plumb line to A. Connect
A with B, and the lines to follow in cutting are A B
C. This plan is worth remembering, as it will work
on roofs of any pitch, and, in fact, will cut the bevel

across the back of any rafter which cuts on a bevel. It
is the plumb cut and the thickness of the rafter applied
in the manner described that does the business every

"'fiuck"
o“ "’4e "‘r// .‘Y\

Fig. fill—Great Circle of Jack Rafters.

Fig. (iii—Plan of an Irregular Hip Roof.

As the above table may not be considered a scien

tific way of doing the work, Fig. 61 is presented.
Draw a horizontal line, A B, and from A draw
another at an angle representing the bottom cut of

the hip rafter, as A C. On the line A C square up
the thickness of the rafter to D. Mark the center

and draw the line C F at an angle of 45° to A D. On
the line E F square up from E to G, and the lines for
the backing are G E F. The other lines are merely
to show that the piece is off the bottom end of the

hip rafter itself.

HIP ROOFS OF UNEQUAL PITCHES.

In Fig. 62 is shown the manner in which the

method represented in Fig. 58 may be varied to meet

the requirements of roofs of unequal pitches. Draw

the line A B, in length equal to the runs of the com
mon rafters on both the long and short sides of the

hips. Divide the line A B so that A C will represent
the run of the common rafter on the long side of the

hip, and C B the run of the common rafter on the

short side. From C erect a perpendicular line, ex~

tending it indefinitely. Set off on the perpendicular

line the rise of the common rafter C D. Connect D

with Aand with B for the lengths of the common
rafters. A bevel set at D on line A D will give
the top cut of common rafter on the long side of hip

and at A the bottom cut. A bevel set at D on line
B D will give the top cut of common rafter on the
short side of hip and at B the bottom cut. Next set

off on the perpendicular line the length of the com

mon rafter on the short side of the hip C E. Con
nect E with A for the length of the hip and position

)1/“
|4/

B A

Fig. 64.—AnotherMethod of Obtaining Lengths and Cuts of Rafters
in Hip Roots of Unequal Pitches.

The Builders’ Guida—DL'agrams Illustrating Art of Roof Framing.

time. After the cuts have been found bevels can be

set for them if desired.
‘

BACKING HIP R.-\FTERS.

Let us now consider the backing of the hip rafter,

an item which on common house and barn framing

is of but little importance, yet it is well enough to

know how it is done. Almost any roof is as good

without as with the hips backed, and when the roof is

completed it is impossible to tell which method was

pursued. In cases where the hip rafter is doubled or

very thick it is advisable to back it, but ordinarily

this is unnecessary, being a waste of time. Where

backing is necessary, a rule near enough for all prac

tical purposes is as follows : \Vorking from the cen

ter of the back of rafter set the bevel to cut off

% inch in 1 inch for three-fourth pitch roofs.

% inch in 1 inch for one-half pitch roofs.

% inch in 1 inch for one-third pich roofs.

)4 inch in 1 inch for one-quarter pitch roofs.

for finding the length and bevel of jacks on the short

side of the hip. A bevel set in the angle where they

join the hip line A E will give the bevel across the
back. The plumb cut or down bevel is the same as

that of the common rafter on the short side

of the hip shown at D on the line D B. Next

set off on perpendicular the length of common

rafter on the long side of hip C F ; connect I:
with B for the hip and position for finding the

length and bevel of jacks on the long side of the hip.

A bevel set in the angle where they join the hip line

F B will give the bevel across the back. The plumb
cut or down bevel is the same as that of the common

rafter on the long side of the hip, shown at D on the

lineAD. To find the cut of the hip rafter set off
on the perpendicular the run of the common rafter

on the short side of hip C 0. Connect a with A for

the run of the hip. Square up the rise of the hipa H
and connect H with A for the hip rafter. A bevel
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set in the angle at H will give the top cut and at A
the bottom cut. It will be noticed that the lines, B F,
A E and A H show the length of the hip rafters.
B Fshows hip rafter in position for finding the length
and bevel of the jacks on the long side of the hip.
A E shows the hip in position for finding the length
and bevel of the jacks on the short side of the hip.
A H shows the hip in position for finding the length
and bevel of the hip rafter. For plain hips and val
leys on roofs of equal pitch no one could wish for an
easier method than represented in Fig. 58, but Fig.
62, which has been modified to meet the requirements
of roofs of unequal pitches, necessarily makes the
method more complicated, and with beginners there is
much danger of'making mistakes by taking measure
ments and bevels on the wrong side, as the lengths
of jacks for the long side of roof appear on the short
run of common rafter, and via warm the jacks for the
short side of roof. This circumstance may seem
somewhat strange, yet it is nevertheless true, and
can perhaps be more fully demonstrated by Fig. 63.

GREAT CIRCLE OF JACK RAFTERS.

The great circle of jack rafters is another modifica
tion of Fig. 58 for roofs of unequal pitches. Refer
ring to Fig. 63, let A B represent the long run of
common rafter, B E the rise and A E the length.
A bevel set at E on the line A E will give the down
bevel and at A the bottom bevel. B C is the short
run of common rafters, B E the rise and C E the
length. A bevel set at E on the line C E will
give the down bevel and at C the bottom bevel. B
D is the short run of the common rafter and the same
as B C; then A D is the angle and run of the hip,
D F the rise, and A F the length of hip rafter. The
bevel at F is the down bevel and at A the bottom
bevel. A H shows the hip rafter A F dropped down
in position to find the length and bevel of the jacks
for the side of roof having the short run of common
rafter. Space the jacks on the line A B and draw
perpendicular lines joining the hip line A H for the
length of jacks. A bevel set in the angle at G will
give the bevel across the back. The down bevel is
the same as that of the common rafter for the short
run and is shown at E on the line C E. H is the
apex of the triangle formed on the side of the roof
having the short run of common rafter. It is evident
that the apex of the triangle formed on the side of
the roof having the long run of the common rafter
must be at the same point, therefore H is the apex of
the hip and of the common rafters from either side
of the hip. Now, to find the length and bevel of
jacks on the side of roof having the long run of com
mon rafter, measure down from H to I the length of
the common rafter on the long run, which is the
same as A E. From I set ofi the short run of com
mon rafter to] ; connect J with H, which places the
hip rafter in position for finding the length and bevel
of jacks on the side of roof having the long run of
common rafter. Space the jacks on the line I J and
draw perpendicular lines, joining the hip line] H,
which gives the length of jacks. A bevel set in the
angle at K will give the bevel across the back. The
down bevel is the same as that of the common rafter
for the long run, and is shown at E on the line A E.
The circular lines show that taking H as a center the
triangle H I I willswxng around opposite the triangle
A B H, and bring every jack opposite its mate on
the hip line A H, thus proving the correctness of the

method, as well as showing how to space the jacks

correspondingly.
In Fig. 64 is shown another method for obtaining
the lengths and cuts of rafters in hip roofs of un

equal pitch. Let A B C represent the wall plate and
D E F the deck plate; then A E is the run of the
common rafter on the short side of the hip, E D the
rise and A D the length.
The bevel at D is the plumb cut at the top and at
A the bottom cut. From A set off the length of the
common rafter to G, which should be the same

length as A D. Connect B G, which places the hip
rafter in position to find the length and bevel of

jacks on the short side of the hip. Space thejacks on
the line B A,and draw perpendicular linesjoining the
hip line B G for the length of the jacks on the short
side of the hip. The bevel at J is the bevel across
the back of the same. The plumb cut or down bevel
is the same as that of the common rafter shown at D.

C E is the run of the common rafter on the long side
of the hip, E F being the rise and C F the length.
The bevel at F is the plumb cut at the top and at C
the bottom cut. From C set ofi the length of the
common rafter to H, which should be the same length
as C F. Connect B H, which places the hip rafter in
position to find length and bevel of jacks on the

long side of the hip. Space the jacks on the line B

C and draw the same, joining the hip line B H, which
will give the length of jacks on the long side of the

hip. The bevel at K is the bevel across the back. The
plumb cut or down bevel is the same as that of the

common rafter shown at F. B Eis the angle and run
of the hip, E I the rise and B I the length of the hip
rafter. The bevel at I is the plumb cut at the top
and at B the bottom cut fitting the plate. Now,

the lines B G, B H and B Ishow the hip rafterin
three different positions for finding the length and

bevels of the jacks and the hip, and are practically
the same as shown in Fig. 62. Of the two plans Fig,
64 is perhaps plainer and more easily understood, yet
both haVe the common difficulty, a confusion of cross
lines, which is very bothersome to many who are try

ing to master the art of roof framing. To make this
system of roof framing so plain that even the most

inexperienced may readily master it, we will show
how the first simple method, Fig. 57, may be further

extended to meet the requirements of any roof, show
ing all the rafters without the usual complications
of cross lines. The plan never fails on roofs of any
pitch, equal or unequal, and no matter how compli
cated the roof may be, it will all appear easy by this
method.

COMPLICATED ROOF FRAMING MADE EASY.

Let us now take the plan of a hip roof building
having a long run of common rafter on one side of
the hip and a short run on the opposite side. This
kind of a hip is called an irregular hip, because the
base line or run of the hip is not on an angle of 45°
with the plates, as in the regular hip. In Fig. 65
A B is the run of common rafter on the left side of
the hip and the long run. B D is the run of com
mon rafter on the right side of the hip and the short
run, A D being the run of the hip rafter. Now, to
make everything plain and avoid the confusion of
cross lines which are so troublesome to the inex
perienced it is better to make separate diagrams
showing each succeeding step as the plan progresses
until all is made clear; then one can adopt the plan
of separate diagrams or he can combine the whole in
one if desired. To beginners separate diagrams are
recommended, especially in connection with compli
cated roofs.

(To be continued.)
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MASONRY AND STONE CUTTING.‘
s'r. oILEs’ SCREW. OR coaxscaaw VAULT.

I HOPE I shall be pardoned the homelyEnglish title I give to this vault in
favor of its clearness. The surface

of this vault is identical in character

vantage over the dancing and circular
stairs referred to in recent issues of the
paper, that here the steps bein inde
pendent of the structure, can be c anged
whenever required, whereas when the
steps form a constructional part of the
structure they have to be patched with
pieces let in when worn down and re
main forever afterward unsightly.
As the vault has to follow the rake of
the steps, begin by drawing the steps ac
cording to formula given not long since,
the treading line 1, 2, 8 . . . , Fig.
235, being at 1 foot 7 inches from the face
of the solid newel. Then every point
suchas L' or M' of the generating face
arch will describe in its motionahelix
with the same rise as that of the steps
above. To draw the elevation of the

s
i

‘

A

235. By lacing the lowest division of
the slip 0 pa r at the level of every
other point 0 interest in the archnthe
joints, the mid points, &c., the helmes
described by these points are easily
drawn.
Now, the joints L' R', M' P' of the face
arch will describe surfaces similar to

MPDLA

Fig. 235.

Masonry and Stone Cutting—Figs. 235to 24-4Inclusive.

with some of our old corkscrews, the
thread of which was of circular section.
It is formed by the spiral motion of the
semicircular arch A’ M' B', Fig. 236.
The object of this structure is to form a
vault on which the steps of stairs shall
rest. This offers the great practical ad

* Continued from pageM6 Septemberimue.

helix described by the point L', for in
stance, mark the hights of 12 risers on a
slip of paper and pin the slip on your
drawing with its lowest division at the
level of L' ; the other divisions will give
you points of the helix where L' has
come over the lines 0 1, 02, 03, . . .
&c., Fig. 235, of the risers. The lan
the helix is the circle of radius 0 , Fig.

those of a screw with triangular thread:
these surfaces will be the bed joints of
the vault. It is to be noted that the joint
lines L' R', M' P' are not normal to the sof
fit of the vault, for the normal should be
normal to the helix; but they are found
to be near enough to the normals for
practical purposes.
The back of the vault is the helicoid
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described by the motion of the horizontal
line which forms the upper part of the
arch stones on section.
To divide the course engendered by the
pentagon L’ M’ P’ Q‘ R’ in a number of
arch stones, cut that course by planes
normal to the helix described by the mid
point D’ of the arc L’ M’.
As all the arch stones of the same course
are identical it is sufiicient to draw one
only. Let the joint planes be taken
through the points d d’, d, d" on the me
dium helix D‘ d' D", D dD,, at an_equal
distance from the rayO 6, which is per
pendicular to the elevation plane.
To determine the joint plane through
the point (1d‘, draw the plan and eleva
tion of the tangent to the helix in d d’;
let the subtangent d t be equal to three
divisions of the circle D d ; then the ele
vation will be d‘ t‘

,

in which t’ will be at

a level of three steps below d’.
Now. the joint plane is normal to the
tangent drawn, and its intersections with
the five faces of the arch stone have to

_ be
found. The readiest

waifY
of delineating

these intersections is to s ide the plane up
the helix, as if it were up the thread of a

corkscrew, and bring it up to the point

6 d’, where it will be perpendicular to the
elevation plane, and be entirely projected
on the line 14’v’, drawn at right angles
with the tangent 6

'

(1'. Then mark the
points it’ 6

’
,u
’

Tr’, where the trace
it’ v

’

meets the arrises of the arch stones,
and also intermediary helices taken
through the mid points of the sides M’ P’,
P’ ', . . ; and then find the pro
jections of all these ints on the plan;
you will be able to aw through them
the horizontal projection 7.6 ,u 7r 1 p of the
section of the stone by the joint plane.
This done, you must slide back the joint
plane to its former position. This means
redrawing the section in l, d

,

"1.1),. . . .
where the points are at the same distance
from the ra o d as the former points were
from o d

.

aving the plan of the section,
the elevation is readily found. _ _ _

By a similar operation the joint is
drawn at the upper end of the stone,_and
the whole of the arch stone is entirely
delineated. Now, the stone rism from
which this arch stone is to e taken is
comprised within two vertical planes
ghhfeh perpendicular to the ray 0 6;
two planes erpendicular to the preced
ing, and wit their vertical traces g

‘

g",
h’ h” arallel, and inclosing as near as
possible the elevation of the arch stone;
and, lastly, the planes which form the
end joints of the arch stone. These last
planes will cut the others alon the par
allelograms e g h,e’f’ g

’
h
‘

an e,f,g, h,,
e”f’ g" h", w ich are constructed as fol
lows: Imagine through the point d and
in the joint plane a horizontal line pro
jected on plan 0 a d b and on elevation in
a’ d

’
b
’
; this horizontal line will meet the

vertical planes f f,,g , of the stone prism
in the points a a’, b

’ ; then, through
these points draw e

‘
f’ and g
‘ h
’

per
pendicular to the tangent d

‘

t’
,

and these
will be the sections of the front and back
face of the prism with the joint plane.
Project then the points e

’ f g’ h' on the
horizontal plane, and you have the par
allelogram e f g h. The other parallelo
gram, e, f, g, h-,, is constructed in the
same way.
To work the stone, the exact shape of
these ends of the prism is required with
the section of the joint which they con
tain. To do this, again slide the joints
to the position u’ v’, where we first delin
eated the section. You may do it by re
drawing on lan the end parallelogram in

r c 7 1;,and t enprojecting these points in
the elevation on the line a‘ 1:’. But it will
be found that the vertical lines of projec
tion meet the line u’ 1

:’

under too sharp an
angle to be able to determine accurately
the position of the points on the elevation.
It is, therefore, much safer to consider
that each point has, in sliding u ward,
risen the hight of three steps, an place

it at that level on u’ 11
’

above its former
position. The same operation should be
repeated for the other joint plane, which
will he slid down to u’ 11'.
Now, to find the real shapeof both these

joint planes. twist the plane round (u' v’,

6 ") so as to bring it parallel to the eleva
tion. This drawing has been produced in
Fig. 288bytransporting'u’ c’ arallel toit
selfinu, 2),. After twistin t e plane, the
points will be on lines starting from 2.’,6',

, , . and at right angles with u’ v";
their distances from u’ U’will be equal to
their distances from 6 (ion the plan. It is

to be noted that in Fig. 288we have one
section of the arch stone only, for the
section is the same everywhere for the
same course of stones ; but, on the other
hand, the two sections of the containing
prism differ, and, therefore, Fig. 238gives
us two molds.
To get the arch stone it is necessary to
work out of the operation prism an opera
tion llPllCOld generated by the rectangle

Q
’ X’ Y’ Z’, Fig. 236, like the string of an

ordinar ' circular stairs with open well
hole. he intersection of that solid b

the joint plane is the curvilinear ua -
rilaterial a‘, y, z, Xi, Fig. 238,of whic the
two sides 11,z, and a‘, 1, are arcs of ellipses.
It is to be noted that the upper and lower
lanes of the operation prism must be se
ected so as to comprise within them the
operation helicoid. Then the intersec
tions of the upper and lower face of the
operation prism with the cylindrical out
side and inner side of the operation heli
coid have to be found as shown. Fig 239.
ll'orking of the Stone, Fig. 240.—Begin
by working the operation prism exactly
as drawn in Figs. 235 and 237, and de
lienate on the joint planes the sections
both of the arch stone and the operation
lielicoid by means of molds taken from
Fig. 238. Then apply on the

upper
and

lower faces of the prism of t e mold
taken from Fig. 239,and work from these
lines the cylindrical surfaces of the opera
tion helicoid. By placing a flexible
straightedge on the cylindrical sides the
helices which guide the

upper
and lower

glance
of the operation elicoid will be

elienated, and these surfaces can be
worked. Then every arris of the arch
stone can be delineated—those which are
on the cylindrical surfaces by means of a

flexible straightedge ; those on the upper
and lower surfaces by means of a tram
mel. The working of the surfaces of the
stone between these lines is then an easy
matter, provided the guiding marks taken
from Fig. 239have been preserved on the
surfaces of operation until the comple
tion of the stone.
The
springers

belong on the one side to
the wal , and on the other to the newel,
Fig. 242. The newel will, therefore, bear
the thread of a screw, Fi . 243,which
will be cut by the planes of t e horizontal
joints along two curves, B K and K i" w,

Fig;i
235, constructed as follows: Profile

S
’ ’ B’ of the s ringer, Fig. 286, is met

by the joint p ane S’ S" in the point
(8’, B) ; but when the rofile has beenslided
upward the hight 0 two steps, the point

i‘ of the profile will have risen u to the
joint plane, and its position on t e lan
will be on arris of step 2 in ; and, i the
difierence of level between N’ and S
’

he,
say, threerquarters of a riser, then N will
have reached on plan K. the are N K being
equal to three-quarters of the tread on
that line. The same construction is ap
plicable to finding the section of the sur
face of the bed joint. As this last suriace
might be continued to the center line, the
curve of intersection, if prolonged, would
pass through the center as shown.
The Square St. Giles Screw, Fig. 244.—
After drawing the plan of the steps as
shown, a semi-elli e is laced on the
diagonals forming t e ang es, and at the
level given by the steps. The jointing is

then drawn on plan as shown, and the
points where the joints meet the diagon
als are projected on the groins above ;

the joints and all the generators of the
vault are strai ht and form a skew sur
face. The be joints may be planes
through the arrises of the joint lines on
the soiiit and the joint lines of the section
A’ M‘ Nv P’ Q

’ B’.
_ _._

A CHIMNEY PIECE carved from wood
over 6000years old is said to have been

recently erected in a house in Edinburgh.
The wood, an oak tree, was found in a

sand pit at Musselburg, 13 feet below the
surface.
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SuccessfulIothorls.

The policy pursued by the carpenters of

Los Angeles, Cal., in their effort to secure

an eight-hour day is one that recommends

itself to all as being rational and efiect

ive. The question of reducing the hours

of labor has been presented to the em

ployers and the public from the carpen

ters‘ standpoint, together with such argu
ments in favor of the reduction as the

workmen consider would advance their

cause. Appeals have been made to all

carpenters to join in the movement irre
spective of the fact that they did or did

not belong to any union, together with
the statement that a. perfectly open and

friendly movement for the end in view is
all that is contemplated. Already a
majority of the employers in the city
have agreed to work eight hours, but the

carpenters want a unanimous agreement
from all workmen as well as all em

ployers before the shorter day shall be

adopted, in order that the new arrange
ment shall work no detriment to any;

also that the interested ones shall start
out, at least, on an equal footing. There
seems to be no doubt that the move
ment will be successful, not only be
cause the action of the carpenters ap
peals to the good sense of the employers,
but because their conservative action has
enlisted the sympathy of the public.
Such methods as these deserve success,
and many other beneficial changes could
be secured by the workmen if such means
were used instead of the “demands”
which excite the antagonism of the em

ployer as well as that of the public.

The Contractor and Supply Dealer.

The action of the Brickmakers’ Associa

tion of Chicago in taking up the recom
mendation of the Builders’ and Traders,

Exchange in regard to discounts from
list prices in favor of recognized contract
ors by dealers in building material is
the first attempt of the kind that has
been made at the ofiicial request of any of
the exchanges belonging to the National
Association of Builders. The plumbers
have for some time had in operation rigid
rules in regard to the sale of plumbers’
supplies, but probably never before has a
direct efiort been made to protect the
general contractor in the matter of prices.
It is a fact that in almost any city in
the country the owner of a prospective
building can buy material for that struct
ure cheaper than the man who has the
contract to erect it. The supply dealers

recognize the fact that this owner may

never put up another building in his life,
yet they want to sell him his material,

and in order to make sure of the sale will
quote a lower price than they would to
the regular contractor, whom they are

aware is obliged to buy supplies every

day, and of whose business they trust to

be able to secure a share.

Injustice to the Contractor.

This condition of things is unfair to the
contractor and cuts ofl" a portion of his
legitimate profit. The contractor is in the

market to purchase building material to
sell again ; he buys building material for

use in his business, which is the sale of

completed buildings, and he should be

protected by the dealers, just as the re
tailers in any other line of business are

protected by the wholesalers and jobbers.
In mercantile business the common prac~
tice is against the wholesaler or manu

facturer selling to the consumer; at least
it is not anotorious fact that the consumer
can get a better price from the whole
saler than can the retailer. In the build
ing business the contractor depends for
his profit as much on the labor and ma
terial he sells in the form of a building as
the retailer in the clothing line does on a
bill of goods. If the dealer in building
material sells his goods to the consumer

(the owner) at a less or even the same
price he would sell the same material to
the contractor, he is depriving a steady
customer of his fair profit for the sake of
selling a bill to a consumer who may never
buy another dollar‘s worth in his life.
The contractor is then compelled to as
sume the responsibility of handling sup
plies thus sold without any just proft
therefor.

The Supply Dealer.

The supply dealer has made nothing
by the transaction, for the contractor
would have paid as much as the owner if
the material had been sold at the market
price. If it has been sold for less, the
dealer has lost the difference between the

price at which he sold and that at which
the contractor would have bought. The

basis of the plan adopted by the brick
makers of Chicago appeared in the October
issue of Carpentry and Building in the
report of the committee appointed by the
Builders‘ and Traders” Exchange to con
sider the subject. Some general plan will
doubtless prevail before long in this re
gard, for it is only fair to presume that
the material dealers would rather protect
their regular customers than the man who
wants to buy once or twice in a lifetime.
When the building material supply men
in each city become organized so that all
may act alike on the subject the con
tractor may cease to urge his claims for
protection.

Tall Buildings of Chicago.
'

The tall buildings of Chicago and some
of the other cities of the United States

continue to be a source of wonder and

surprise to the builders of Great Britain

and the Continent. The architectural
and technical papers of Europe abound
With allusions to the mammoth structures
which characterize the architecture of the
period in this country, and not a few re

productions of drawings and photographs
enliven their columns. All eyes are at
present turned to Chicago. The approach
ing World‘s Fair gives that city a promi
nence that it has never before attained,
and anything that is in it

,

accordingly,
becomes of special interest. The London

Builder, in a recent issue, commenting on
the new business buildings of Chicago,
says : “Chicago is the one American city
that can claim a distinctive architecture.
It is a business architecture, modern in
every sense of the word, and the outcome
of narrow limitations. It is an archi
tecture characteristic of American cities,
but which in Chicago has received fuller,
freer and more satisfactory treatment than
elsewhere in America. Chicago archi
tecture, however much talked of, is not

appreciated. The public hears more of its

hight than of any architectural merits it

may have, and even the successful man
ner in which it meets existing conditions
has scarcely been done justice to.

Business Architecture.
‘ ‘Chicago architecture, " our contemporary

goes on to say, “ is an attempt to meet the

rigid limitations which surround buildings
in that city, and which quite preclude the

possibility of following established meth

ods of procedure.” The writer then points
out how Chicago is hemmed in by the

river and Lake Michigan, resulting in the
business part of the city being of unusual

small area and making high office build

ings a prime necessity. These are made
successful by the invention of swift-run

ning elevators, thus solving the question
of area by multiplying it indefinitely.
Allusion is then made to features of con

struction, and it is pointed out that under
ordinary systems the walls of high struct

ures would be enormously thick. and
much valuable space would thus be lost
from the renting value of the building.
This difiiculty is obviated in Chicago and

other American cities by the introduction

of steel construction, the skeleton of steel

surrounded with a light stone or brick

wall being the predominating plan. “ The

problem before the architect,” says the

writer we are quoting, addressing himself

to English readers, “was to prepares build

ing which would have the greatest possi
ble floor space, which would not extend

beyond the building line or recede from
it, and one that would be as high as the

funds at hand permitted, and which should

be a structure as ornamental as possi
ble. Accordingly high buildings, eight
and twelve stories in hight, are a feature

of all American cities, but nowhere have

the architects so freely put precedent to

one side and followed the programme so

closely as in Chicago.”
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llew York and ChicagoBuildings Contrssted.

Contrasting thehigh buildings ofChicagO
and New York, our contemporary says:
“ New York, although it has many high
buildings, has noneas lofty as those of Chi
cago, yet they are high enough to render
their general architectural treatment of

basement,superstructure and cornice or at
tic altogether unpleasant becausethesefeat
ures become monotonous spread over too

great a space. The Chicago architects

have followed a very different course.

They have recognized the utter impossi
bility of making facades, have superseded
all unnecessary ornamentation and archi
tectural features, leaving their buildings

simply walls relieved only by windows or

perhaps bv bay windows.” Then follows
a description with front elevation and floor

plans of several of the more important

buildings recently erected in Chicago.
Among these specially singled out for

comment are the “ Monadnock," the
“Masonic Temple," the " Title 8: Trust
Company” building, the “Manhattan "

office building and the “Auditorium”
builing. The latter, it is pointed out, is
in design not what has been termeda typi
cal Chicago structure, but it is declared it
impresses by mass, not only because of its

size, but becausenotwithstanding its utili
tarian business uses it has an ornamental
aspect depending not only upon the so

briety of the design, but upon the dark

gray granite of which it is built. Sum
ming up, our contemporary presents the

following:

Buildings as Sources of Revenue.

“The great office buildings of Chicag)
are looked upon by their owners simply as

sources of revenue, not as architectural
monuments. Such, indeed, an office build

ing cannot properly be; but it is to the credit
of Chicago architects that they should have

produced not only a characteristic group
of buildings, but buildings well worth

studying as examples of the most modern
tendencies in architecture and their ex

pression in architectural form. Chicago
architecture must be estimated by the

Chicago standard. Whatever opinion may
be held as to the characteristics of Chicago
life, its rush and turmoil and business

proclivities, it should be remembered that

these elements are as much part of the

city as a more staid and regular existence
is of older communities. These are the
conditions that Chicago architecture is

concerned with, and if it fulfills them it
must be pronounced as successful as other

forms of architecture and methods of

treatment may be for other communities.

One does not find fault with a warehouse

because it does not resemble a church;
there is nothing in a church that would

makeits architectural form of any utility or

sense in awarehouse. So if Chicago archi
tecture, while differing from that of the

other cities, fulfills Chicago’s requirements
and is satisfactory to those who have to

use it
,
it ill becomes visitors to criticise it

because it may difier from their precon
ceived notion of what architecture should
be. The buildings may be preposteroust

high, but they are so from business condi
tions, not from architectural choice. The

Chicago architect does not build high be

cause he likes it
,

but becausethe problem
presented to him forces him to do so. and
his success lies in his frank and business
like treatment of the buildings. Just as a

church is the more successful the more

completely it answers the requirements of

a church, so the success of the Chicago
building must be measured by the com

pleteness with which it answers to Chicago

requirements. And this position, perhaps
fortunately enough, entails no approval of

whatever boisterousness may be character
istic of the city."

Boland Trade School.

Some time ago we called attention in
these columns to the new Boland Trade
School now in process of erection at the
corner of Madison avenue and Fifty
second street, New York (Xty. On
September 29 the cornerstone of the
building was laid with interesting cere
monies. This school is the result of a

plan long contemplated by Archbishop
Corrigan, and dates back something like
35 years. A dry goods merchant named
William Boland left in 1857 a sum of
money which he desired to be employed
in the useful training and education of
Catholic orphan children. It was invested
in 1872 in a farm near Peekskill, where
many boys were cared for, some of whom
afterward were sent West, where, at one
time, there was a

.

demand for trained
farmers. As all could not follow this
calling, the idea of establishing a trade
school was suggested by Archbishop Cor
rigan. It is stated that nearly $60,000
was obtained from the sale of the Boland
farm at Peekskill, and this amount, with
voluntary offerings, together with the
sum to be hereafter provided for by the
Annual Orphan Benefit Entertainment,
will go far toward providing the amount
necessary to defray the expenses of the
Boland Trade School.

_____+_—_.
Benefits of Organization.

W. H. SAYWARD.

The employers in the building business
might do well to follow the example that
has been set them by the workmen.
Long ago the latter recognized the im

portance of acting in concert, and for

years they have been reaping the benefits
of organization. The occasional misuse
of the powers that are inherent in num
bers and unity of purpose does not alter
the fact that through organization the
greatest good for the greatest number
can be accomplished. The employer
hampers his own power of action by neg
lecting to consider that individually he
can do but little. either in the direction
of controlling the labor market or in the
establishment of conditions that would
be beneficial to the trade generally. It
has been the custom of years for employ
ers, in the building line especially, to
take no cognizance of the needs of the
business as a business, but to consider
only such peculiar conditions as affected
each one individually. The result has
been that when the workmen have used

the weight of combination to secure cer
tain concessions, the employers have
joined together for the sole purpose of
combatting their demands. In some
cases the employers have had the welfare
of the whole body politic at heart and
have used their combined effort to secure
the establishment of practices and rela
tionships between themselves and the
workmen that would insure the preva
lence of just and honorable conditions.

BUILDING SITUATION.

The peculiar situation in the building
business—the majority of contracts being
secured by competition — makes united
action by employers difficult to secure,
for the reason that there are always cer
tain builders who will not identify them
selves with any movement that might
place their business in temporary jeopardy.
When a disturbance in the labor market
arises over a. question of hours or wages
these builders are the ones who yield
and take advantage of the situation
to secure work for which others are pre
vented from competing by existing con
ditions. They ignore the principles in
volved in the contest, but ready to
profit by the result, whichever is success
ful. If the workmen succeed in their
demands, they have not incurred their
enmity and have had the benefit of un
broken work ; if the employers win their
cause then they are the first to take ad
vantage of the improved conditions that
have been established. Of course there
are exceptions, for in some cases indi
vidual employers are so surrounded by
restrictions of time and peculiar condi
tions of contract that cessation of work
would mean serious loss, if not ruin. The
time for employers to organize is when
everything connected with the business is
at its best, for then a careful and wise
policy can be mapped out and calm and
conservative councils will prevail. Every
employer owes it to his business to assist
at securing improvement in the existing
conditions in the building trades. just as
much as he owes it a duty to the common
wealth to pay his taxes and vote. If he
fails in either of these dutie he is receiv—
ing benefits at the expense of others. for
in either case some one has been obliged
to do the work, the results of which are
general, and the benefits of which are
participated in equally by all.

ASSOCIATION OF EMPLOYERS.

One of the strongest tributes paid to
organization among employers is the
statement of a builder doing business in a
city where a well-conducted builders’ ex
change exists, who says “ he finds the
exchange very convenient," and that “ he
can save time by running in occasion
ally." He finds all the benefits that care
ful organization can provide always
ready to his hand ; but while he recog
nizes its value he fails to seethat it is his

duty to help support an institution which
is an advantage to the community, and
out of which he finds means to facilitate
the transaction of his own business af
fairs. The organization of employers in
any one trade is as equally beneficial to
that trade as is the Builders’ Exchange to
all the building trades. A unity of action

(Continued on page 28?.)
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METAL LATH AND CEMENT CONSTRUCTION.
HE USE OF PLASTIC MATERIAL
for exterior finish in modern build
ing construction is not, strictly

speaking, a novelty, although its employ
ment in this country is by no means
general. Examples of work of this kind,
which are to be found in various parts of
the land, having been erected many years
ago, are in man cases unsatisfactory, in
evidences of urability, and for this
reason architects and builders have been
loth to repeat the ‘experiment. It should
be explained, however, that such build
ings have been for the most part inade
quately constructed, and that to a certain

finish of gables where also cement has
been used. The peculiar nature of cement
requires a strong and serviceable founda
tion, and when used upon good construc
tion, as for example, with metallic lath,
there is no reason why it should not give
most excellent results. Metal lath covered
with cement forms a construction which
adds in a very large degree to the fire
proof qualities of wooden buildings. The
cement also lends itself readily to mold
ings, and to other architectural features,
and if intelligently applied, goes to orna
ment the house as well as to make it

serviceable and durable.

street, Pittsburgh, Pa., and 67 Reade
street, New York City. The designs were
supplied by Frank Irving Cooper, archi
tect, of Pittsburgh, who also worked out
various details suggested by the owner.
The construction shown—namely, metal
lic lath in combination with cement—has
been given the name of

“ Cementine " a
term intended to distinguish it from work
executed in common plaster on a founda
tion of wooden lath.
The subject of our illustrations is

located in that portion of the residence
section of Pittsburgh known as the “ East
End." The position of the rooms on the

Front Elevation—Scale. % Inch to the Foot.

Metal Lath and Cement Construction—Double Residence at Pittsburgh, Pa.-—F‘rank Irving Cooper, Architect.

extent the lack of durability of the ex
terior finish has been due to weakness in
the building itself. Again, the plastic
material has been applied to ordina
wooden lath, in itself not strong enoug
to resist any thrust or jar ; and last, but
not least, the material of the covering has
been ordinary lime and sand mortar, with
too little cohesion of particles to be ade
quate for the purpose. The idea of using
cement is, in some respects, quite recent,
but the material has not beenmore gener
ally em loyed on account of excessive
cost. ith cheaper material of this kind
and better foundation in place of wooden
lath, there is no reason why cement con
struction should not becomevery popular.
That it has been growing in favor the past
few years is evidenced by belt courses
fre uently found in buildings, made en
tire y from cement, and in the occasional

A notable example of metal lath and
cement construction is found in the
double residence illustrated in this num
ber. A general view of the building is

given in one of our su plemental plates,
while the elevations, oor plans and de
tails are presented upon this and the fol
lowing pages. The building shown, in
addition to exterior work of cement, has
been largely constructed of cement work
in the walls and ceilings. Moldings have
been run in the plastic material and there

is a notable absence of wood for finish
throughout, all of which will appear by
the descri tion which follows and the
sketches il ustrating the same. Portland
cement has been used, placed upon ex
panded metallic lath as a foundation.
This work has been designed and executed
for H. B. Chess of the Central Expanded
Metal Company, with ofiices at 531Wood

several floors, and the general features of
arran ement, are so clearly indicated by
the p ans that very little need be said
concerning them. The principal feat
ure of interest in connection with these
buildings is the manner in which the Port
land cement andmetallic lathing have been
employed to produce satisfactory results.
The cellar walls carry a 6 x 8 inch sill,
above which are 2 x6 mch studding, with
joists and rafters of the usual dimensions,
balloon framed. The studs are placed 16
inches between centers, and are covered
by good sheeting paper, over which is

nailed light furring strips ‘I x 1 inch
for the purpose of receiving the metallic
lathing, which is fastened in place by sta
ples. The overhan are provided with
suflicient “ lookout’ work to sustain the
lathing and cement, of which several coat
ings or layers are employed over the en
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tire structure. The plastic material used
is German Portland cement, in the pro
portion of one of cement to two of sharp
clean sand. Great care was taken in the
execution of the work that the consecu
tive coats followed each other as rapidly
as possible. The heavy water-proof paper
prevents waste on the back of the lathing,
while also checking too rapid drying and
setting of the cement. The brackets on
the gables, the overhangs and lower

the case under consideration, is tinted
slightly gray by the use of common lamp
black, although the color may be varied
to suit the taste of the owner. The sur
faces of the walls of the buildings here
illustrated are left in sand cork floated
surface, with a change of texture in the
second story belt by the direct applica
tion of a stitf brush, something after the
manner in which one would apply a
stamp. Relief from large, flat surfaces

ible to tear it from
the strong steel la netting to which it is
applied without the use of tools. This
combination, as stated at the outset, adds
materially to the durability and fire—proof
qualities of the structure in connection
with which it is employed, while permit
ting of such decorative treatment as the
taste may suggest.
Lightness of framing is one of the
features of this form of construction, nad

it is practically im

Metal Lath and Cement Construction.—Gmeral View of Building at one of the Front Corners.

course moldings, as well as those about
the arches of the porches, were “ run,“
while the fascia work at the eaves,
dentils and capital moldings were
applied. The window sills and heads
where they occur were also “run”
in place, care being taken that the
grain of the wood in the false work at
the window sills and elsewhere should
not have a disrupting eifect beyond the
ability of the lath to withstand in case of
dampness reaching it. The cement in

is obtained by the judicious employ
ment of ornamental details.
The exterior of the buildings was com
pleted something over a year a o, and up
to the present time is said to ave with
stood the vicissitudes of a severe winter
and an unusually torrid summer without
appreciable deterioration. It is a well
known fact that in the course of time
Portland cement becomes hard and dura—
ble, like artificial stone, and that where
employed in the manner indicated above

the work may be largely done by the ordi
nary carpenter, followed by plasterers of
average ability. A eat deal of decorative
work in moldings, 0., may be easily pro—
duced through the simple medium of a
board profile cut to detail.
Referring now to the interior of the
buildings here illustrated, the work is ex
ecuted on the same general plan as that
followed in connection with the exterior.
The walls are in sand finish, covered in
tints which, rising solid to the picture
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molding, gradually diminish in tone as
they sweep up the elliptical cove and
over to the center of the ceiling, where the
color fades away. almost to a white. This
form of constructing the coves is general
throughout the house, the coves being
made by spring-ing a sheet of lathing 20
inches wide into the corner, with a bridg
ing strip arranged brace fashion for sup

porting the center, as clearly indicated in
one of the illustrations representing a sec
tion through a wall. The coves are ellip
tical, the 20-inch strip of lathing yielding
10 inches projection by 15inches in hight.
The picture molding is of ordinary pine.
ogee in form and worked hooked, while in
treatment and texture it is the color of the
wall. It is in eifect an architrave from
which the cove springs.
The outside wall surfaces, instead of
being grounded on the door and window
frames, are returned with a chamfer at
these openings, and the frames are there
fore retired as in cut-stone construction,
the molding only being visible, as indi
cated in the details presented in this con
nection. The same treatment is observed
in the interior, the metal lath and plaster
ing being carried up to the edges of the
opening, the latter dying away with a
X-inch chamfer. The edgesare fully )I'O
tected by the usual window strip, tius

firmitting
the color of all of the walls

he carried. without interference or
break, clear up to the openings. The door

openings are treated in a similar manner,
except that the usual facing is dispensed
with, as ma ' be seen from an inspection
of the details presented herewith. The
laster dies out in the %-inch chamfer, as
is the case at the windows. The base
boardiswhat may be designated as an
exaggerated carpet strip 4 inches high,
made of oak, with a deep sloping bevel in

l

lll
lll
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lieu of a molding. This members to the
door framing with plinths, arranged as
shown in the details. and affords due pro
tection to the wall and door frame.
In the bathroom, lavatories, slop closets.
&c., the floors, as well as wainscoting, are
in high grade Portland cement treated in
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color and arranged in such a way as to be
impervious to water. The metal lathing
in these rooms is carried across and em
bedded in the floor. so that in case there
should result cracks or fissures from un
even settling they will remain as such and
allow of being readily made tight. This
floor treatment also occurs in the conservw
tories. In the kitchen the wood lining or
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is dispensed with. Thewainscoting
plumbing fixtures are also exposed after
the manner now so much in vogue. The
details of heating, laundry, lighting, &c.,
are those usual in houses of this class, and
call for no special mention in this connec
tion. The wood work of the first and
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second stories is painted in flat color to
match the adjoining walls, and in the
third story it is left natural. The central
dormer is roofed with glass, affording

amdple
light to both stairs. as well asupper

an lower halls, making these portions 0!
the house bright and cheerful even 011the
darkest day. X;
The projection or overhang of the second
story gives a l2-inch wall, and conse

?uently

a deep jamb to the windows, af
ording ample opportunity for the use of
inside shutters or screens, which part in
the middle and slide into pockets at the
right or left, as indicated in the view rep
resenting window construction. The fire

places
are of the plain open style, adapted

or either gas burnin appliances or basket
grate. They are su clentl roomy to re
ceive the ordinary type o

iy

as stove, if

Zach la meltllgod 0
1
fl

heating1
is ( esired. The

repaces ve t egener a pearance of
a beveled or flaring brick fralining to the
fire, made up of three pieces of cement
castin . These consist of two jambs and
an arc itrave in solid color, harmonizing
with the color efiects of the room in
which the fire lace is situated. The
plainness of the Rieveled face is relieved
with incised carved work. while a mold
ing under the projected arch head termi
nates at either side in a . ray of folinted
decoration. Rising fromztllie table of each
voussoir are brackets carrying, on the
first floor, a plain mantel shelf in natural
oak, but on the other floors they are col
ored to harmonize with the rooms in
which they are situated.
The effort in this work has been to pro
vide in houses of moderate cost, interiors
in which the non-essential trimming is re
duced as much as possible, both as a
matter of first and sub nent cost, and
with full regard to the fins adornment by
draperies and other appointments consti
tntmg the finished domicile, at the same
time maintainin a level of good con—
struction throng out fully in line with
the advanced standards of builders and
fire underWriters on the one hand and
proper aesthetic home-making canons on
the other.
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Benefits of Organization.

(Continued from page 276.)
can best be secured by association, and

although builders have for years been

able to “ get along" without organization,
the immense benefits that accrue from its

proper use clearly demonstrate that they
“ get along” very much better with its
assistance. Dealings with the workmen
particularly are best facilitated through

organization, and the settlement of dif
ferences that are bound to occur is best

secured through united action on both
sides, for then the action of either is rep

resentative of a majority opinion. The

permanent existence of an association of

employers and a union of workmen in any

community is one of the best safeguards
'that can exist. They provide the means
of securing action which afiects the
whole, and therefore means something.

‘The fact that organizations existing on

'both sides has been prolific of trouble does

not afi'ect the principle involved, but dem
onstrates that one side or the other, in

such cases, is opposed to the establishment
of just and equitable relationships.

NUMEROUSEXAMPLES.

There are examples without number in

existence which show that where the rep

resentatives of the two organized bodies

meet together to establish formal condi
tions which are to be equally binding
upon both sides, there has been no trouble,

and comparatively little labor. necessary
to reach satisfactory conclusions. The

great fault with unsatisfactory action

by such representatives is the fact that in

many cases they meet for the purpose of

settling some long-standing dispute, and

each side is determined not to yield in the

slightest degree. Such a frame of mind

is not conducive to harmony, and un
fortunately many men form their opinion

of organization and its working from
such cases as are made public through

the daily press. The cases where such

meetings have been productive of benefit
to both employers and workmen are

seldom reported, asthey are free from the

sensational elements of attempts to settle

strikes or end any trouble between the

two. Thebest relationships and the most

satisfactory conditions between employ
ers and workmen that exist in this

country today are in cities where both
sides are carefully organized, and where

each side has learned, perhaps through
bitter experience, that each has some
“ rights ” at the hands of the other.*—
The Electricity Building.

One of the ictures forming a supple
ment plate this month is from a photo
graph taken by C. D. Arnold of the
fElectricit Building of the World’s Fair.
The buil ing covers a space of 700 x 350
feet, or more than 5* acres. It was de
signed by Van Brunt & Howe of Kansas
City. Like most of the other buildings,
the style of architecture is Italian Renais
sance. It is 60 feet high and ornamented
with designs suggestive of the department.
.It is one of the handsomest of the grand
central group, and will cost 8650.000.
There will be four entrances to the build
ing, the main one on the south. Its stafi
covering will cause it to rtsrrnble granite
Till color. Aslatue of Franklin will rise
conspicuously before the south entrance.

The Use of Cements.

A great number of valuable cements
are in the market at the present time, and
nearly all of them are built pretty much
upon the same plan, and instructions for
their use mustbe much alike. The first
thing to look after is the manner in which
the cement is applied, for the best kind is
valueless if wrongly applied. First, the
cement should be brought into close con
tact with the surfaces to be united. This
is usual] efi‘ectedby heating the cement.
In case, owever, that a solution is used,
the cement should be well rubbed into the
surfaces by rubbing the arts together
when their shape admits o it, or by rub
hing in the cement witha brush when the
surfaces are irregular, as is the case when
glass or earthenware is to be mended.
The same rule, says the Northwestern
Mechanic, holds good with cement aswith
glue—that is, to get as little cement as
possible into the joint. In order to do
this, the cement should be either as thin
aspossible or the surfaces should be heated
to
liquefy

the cement. and then pressed
close y and firmly together and held
in that

edposition
until the cement has

harden . With articles of glass. porce
lain or earthenware, this can be done by
winding the parts with string, and trust
ing to the elasticity of the binding material
to do the necessary clam

'
g. With

wooden articles, clam ing s ould be re
sorted to, or the wor may be placed
under heavy weights until the cement
becomes hardened.

TIME TO HARDEN.

A certain amount of time must be al
lowed for all cements to harden, and the
time varies with the nature of the cement
used. For instance, if an oil cement is
used, a great deal of time will be neces
sary, but if one that is liquefied by heat
is used, the object ‘will be ready for use
as soon as the joint becomes cold. There
is, however, the objection to such ce
ments that they are liable to come apart
when the finished job is again exposed to
heat. On the other hand, the cements
composed of oils and metals, like white
or red lead and boiled oil, become hard
ened by oxidization and cannot again
be softened byany usual means. A great
deal of time is needed for such cements
to set ; but once this is thoroughly done.
they will stand almost any climate or
treatment. Copal varnish or ordinary
shellac make excellent cements, but re
quire from two to six days to set thor
oughly.
Marine glue sets in one hour,~but com
mon glue requires from three to 24hours
to become secure. The oil cements re
quire two or three ears to set. The best
cement of this kin is composed of pure
white lead ground in linseed oil varnish
and kept from the air in close-stopped
bottles or ackages. A fine cement for
stone wor is made of equal parts of
rosin, yellow wax and venetian red,
mixed up together while in a melted con
dition. A cement for wet places, like
aquariums, is made of litharge, fine white
sand and plaster of paris (calcined plaster),
each one part, and rosin one-third part.
The ingredients should be thoroughly
mixed and made into a paste with
boiled linseed oil to which a drier has
been added. It should then be thor
oughly mixed by beating. and allowed
to stand four or five hours before being
used. It should not stand much longer
than this, as the cement becomes worth
less after it has been mixed 12 or 15
hours. Glass may be cemented to wood
or metal with this preparation. and it
will resist the action of both fresh and
salt water.

FASTENING GLASS TO BRASS.

For fastening glass to brass, especially
for dry work, such as electrical appara
tus, it is better to use a cement made of
rosin, 5 ounces ; beeswax, 1 ounce; red
ocher or venetian red in powder. 1 ounce.

Dry each thoroughly on a stove at 212°,
melt wax and rosin together, and slowly
stir in the powder. Stir until cold, so that
the earthy matter need not settle; then
use in the same manner as sealing wax is
used. A ood cement of Chinese origin.
and one t at is water roof, is made of
three parts fresh beaten lood, four parts
slaked lime, and a little alum. Mix into
athin pasty mass that can be used im
mediately. Two or at the most three
coats of this substance will render almost
any kind of cloth water proof. The mixt
ure should be applied with a brush in
the same manner as aint is put on.
Another “ china’ cement, but for
china, instead of from China, consists of
10ounces curd of milk, dried and pow
dered ; quicklime, 1 ounce ; and camphor,
2 drams. The ingredients are to be
mixed and kept well air ti ht. When
used, a portion is to be mix with a lit
tle water into a paste. A good substance
for making both air and water tight the
leaks in water casks and cisterns con
sists of eight parts of melted glue and
four parts of linseed oil boiled into a var
nish with litharge. This cement will
harden in about 48 hours.

CEMENTING CASTINGS.

Sometimes holes are found in castings
that if filled would prevent the making of
anew casting. A cement to do this is
made of sal ammoniac. 2 parts ; sulphur,
1 part ; iron filings, 80 parts, made
into a paste with water and jammed into
the holes. If the joint is not required for
immediate use,it can be made more dura
ble by using sal ammoniac, 2 parts;
sulphur, 1 part, and iron filings or
turnings 200 parts. The latter kind re
quires a much greater time in which to
set. Holes in thin iron (sheet) ma be
mended with an ordinary solderin iron,
by making up a mixture of hy raulic
cement and oil. This makes an incom
bustible and water-proof covering that
lasts a long time without needing to be
renewed.
Leather belting is sometimes cemented
with ordinary

glue,
but it is much better

to mix one—hal “ isinglass,” or fish glue;
then the joint is stronger and more water
roof for so doing If, however, leather
is to be fastened to iron or steel, 1
quart of glue may be dissolved in 1
quart of vinegar, to which hasbeeu added
1 ounce of venice turpentine, and
boiled or simmered for ten or twelve
hours : or equal parts of common and
fish glue may be soaked ten hours in cold
water. then boiled, and tannin added
until the mixture becomes “ ropy."

Appli
when warm, and clam the parts

toget er until set. Still anot er way is
to
steep
the leather in an infusion of nut

all, t on spread a layer of glue on sur
ace of metal, and clamp together for a
few hours until dry enough to stay in
place. then let the job stay idle a few
hours more before putting to work. The
flesh side of the leather should in this
case be put to the iron.

___._—_—
A MANUAL TRAINING HIGH SCHOOL has
recently been completed in Providence,
R. I.. at a cost of $70,000,the building
being four stories and basement in hight.
The workshops, aswell as the engine and
boiler, are in the basement. The entire
structure will be heated by the Sturte
vant system, while power will be fur
nished by a 60 horse-power horizontal
Corliss engine. The pupils will be ar
ranged into divisions of 25 scholars each,
thus conducing to both convenience and
efiectiveness in work. The plan of the
school “is to train the brain, hand and
eye together, to make a well-rounded
man of the pupil. to develop his taste and
to so train him that he may discover his
bent and

a
p
‘ ly his talent in the ri ht di

rection." Ih
e

course includes bot free
hand and mechanical drawing. wood
working, pattern making. blncksmithing,
machine shop work, wood carving, wood
turning and carpentry.
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CIRCLE
a a aacan'r ISSUE of one of our En
glish contemporaries we find an inter
esting article by W. G. Wood, of

Victoria, Australia, on the subject of“ Circle on Circle Stone Arch.” The theory
of his communication is answering a ques—
tion which a correspondent of that paper
had presented. What he submits is a
method of working stones for arches of

set up a line to cut level line through
plane of joint at 8. Draw S 5. On out
side draw a a parallel and make a a, a 11
equal a a. seen at Fig. 1. Make 1 2 8 4
567onXY, Fig. 3,equal1234567
on X Y, Fig. 1. Make 4 S and 7 8 equal
4 Band 7 S, Fig. 2. Draw S S and l S,
and 5 S. For top and bottom of stones,
square up from 6; draw 0 C parallel to S

#
_-
__
__
_.
.¢
.
.

r\

Fig. 8.-Dlagram for Working Stones 1 and 5
.

ON CIRCLE.
for joint P P is got in same way. In
working keep strai ht edge in the direc
tion 014 S

. on insi e and out, at Fig. 3;
and7 P

, Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows fallin
molds. Make B C D E F. &c., equa
same letters, Fig. 1, and 1 2 3 4, &c.,
equal same figur, Fig. 1; and make
hights equal hights, Fig. 2. These
molds are to mark around, inside and
out, after the inside and outside have been
worked. Bevel A is down out for crown
stone; bevel B, cross cut crown stone; C

,

cross cut; D, down cut for top end of
stones 1 and 5

;

E, side cut, bottom end of
stones 1 and 5

; F, side cut; G
,

cross cut
bottom end of stones 2 arm 4

;

H, cross
cut; I, side out for top ends of stones 2

and 4. Fig. 6 shows how the center
should be made. The best way is to
draw the plan on floor; then on outside

Fig. 4.—Diagramfor Working Stones 2 and 4
.
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Fig. 5.—ShowingFalling Molds.
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Flg. 6.—ShowingHow CenterShouldbe
Made.

Circle on Circle—Diagrams Showing Method of Constructing Stone Arch in Circular Wall.

double curvature. We present herewith a

reproduction of the drawings and the fol
lowin explanation from the source
name : Fig. 1 shows the plan, and Fig.

2 the elevation. Divide the inside circle
at Fig. 2 into as many parts as there are
stones, say five. Draw plane of joints,
and from top and bottom of joints on the
two circles, Fig. 2, square down lines to
cut outer circle, Fig. 1

;

draw bottom
joint line to center and top parallel
to it. At Fig. 1 draw lines N N, and
the lines X ,Y and Y W parallel to
them. For stones 1 and 5, at 7, on X Y,

8; make C R equal width between X Y
and N N, Fig. 1. For stones 2 and4
make 7 P equal 7 P, Fig. 2. 9 P equal 9

P. and 2 N equal 2 N, Fig. 2. Face
molds for top and bottom of stones 2 and

4 are seen by dotted lines. Square up
from 5

,
6 and 8
,

and make 4 4 4
,
5 5 5
,

.&c., equal same figures, Fig. 1. The
molds for Fig. 3 are got in the sameway.
In working stonesget them to shape first,
as shown at Figs. 3 and 4; then mark
molds on top and underside, and on
joint with face mold. seen at Fig. 2

,

mark face mold for joint. Face mold

curve make A B D F H J equal A B D

F H J at Fig. 1, and draw radial lines to
center. Having this marked on floor,
build center. The top of center over
these radial lines must be level, and the
lagging must be put on and in samedirec
tion as radial lines. The hight over
radial line B 2 will equal 2 2

,

Fig. 2
,

and over D 4 equal 4 4
, Fig. 2; andF 6

equals 6 6
,

Fig. 2. Any number of radial
lines can be drawn. The stones, when
shaped, will want to be reduced slightly
in length to allow for joint, as they will be
close jointed.
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EMBELLISHMENTS OF ARCHITECTS’ DRAWINGS.
HIS 18 THE AGE of specialists. The
all-round man has disappeared, and
it is more than ver true that a jack

of-all-trades is goo at none. To succeed,
a man must particularize—he must confine
himself to the one thing of his choice, and
persevere. The drafting room presents no
exceptions to the rule. The man who
makes elevations is seldom good at per
spective. The engineer is seldom a de
signer. The designer is not always good
at details. The constructor is frequently
deficient in designing, and so we might
go through a long list. Many architects
arrange their ofiice help so that they have
at call specialists of various kinds. One is
an adept at perspective, another does
trees, foliage and other features of land

“l
l?

If there is any one thing over which the
architect stumbles more frequently than
any other, it is the representation of life
about his building. His figure drawings
are frequently something less than works
of art. There is the awful woman sitting
on the porch, the sorrowful man propelling

a lawn mower and the crazy child trun
dling a hoop. Sometimes the malady mani
fests itself in animals, and we have even
seen it in the form of birds soaring high in
the air, as though gazing in amazement at
the creation of the architect. The weak
ness of architects in life sketches has af
forded William Barclay Dunham an in
spiration for some verses, and an artist the
suggestion of some sketches, which we
reproduce herewith from a recent issue of

So baffled.we gaze.and aghast,
Confessthat our knowledgehasflaws.
Still we trust that wema placeat last
The man whom thearc itect draws.+

Removing Paint.

The ordinary process of scraping old
paint, or burning it OH, is hardly expedi
tious enough for general purposes, and is
also laborious. Soda and quicklime are
far more thorough, says an exchange, and
the paint is more quickly removed. The
solution of half soda and half quicklime is
thus made : The soda is dissolved in wa
ter, the lime is then added, and the solu
tion can be applied with a brush to the
old paint. A few minutes is sufficient to
remove the costs of paint, which may be

0 o 90’" TB-__ I
Alter"Imam?!" A) C°eanb

:YFDLI r».WM J" Lu.N d JMvILl-e'u ~d.

SketchesIllustrating Embellishments of Architects’ Drawings.

scape, a third takes charge of eleva
tions and plans, and a fourth gives atten
tion to details and features of construc
tion. When the drawings of a building
leave an office of this kind it is to be ex
pected that they are not only complete in
all essential features, but that they arealso
artistically good in the little embellish
ments which go to make them presentable
to the general public. Offices of other
architects, not so well equipped, and er
haps presided over by men not so test et
ically careful as to minor points, send out
drawings less satisfactorily finished.
Among them we find woefully drawn per
spectives, actual monstrosities in treesand
landscapes, impossible fountains and pave
ments which break every rule of perspec
tive and construction ; and yet in planning,
in details and in elevations these housts
are frequently very good, indeed, and
when completed they show their authors
to be experts in design and construction.
The drawings were corrtct mechanically,
but were deficient in matters of embellish
ment and finish.

Puck. The poet sings of “The Archi
tect’s Man ” as follows:
You havereadof the African small,
Whom Stanle ' dimvered oneyear.
You have hear of the Pata ons tall,
Whom slave-catchingtra ersall fear;
Then the Icelander, greasy and fat,
And thepeoplewho live in Thibet;
The raceswecannot get at
In Mexican islands as yet.
You‘re familiar with heathenChinese,
And 'l‘urks are not new to you now.
You can seeall the Indians you please,
And “ Bushman," if you but know how.
But defiance l valiantly fling I

You can’t find by ethnology‘slaws
The man that I purposeto sing—
Viz., theman whom thearchitect draws.
He is seennear the edgeof a “ plan,"
Made, heavenalonecan tell how.
He belongsnot to fossilizedman,
For he wears clothes. as we wear them

. now.
He hasneverof motion a trace:
He appearsto becarvedout of stone.
He possessesthe funniest face,
And healways is standingalone.
Not mentionedin history, you find
Philologists know not his speech.
The earth hoardsno traceof his kind,
His postno professorcan teach.

washed 06 with hot water. Many prepara
tions are sold for the removal of paint, all
of them having some basis of alkali. A
paste of potash and strong lime is far
more effectual in operation, and the oldest
paint can be removed by it. Afterward a

coating of vinegar or acid should be used
to cleanse the surface before repainting.
One authority on the subject recommends
the asoline lamp, a quart of oil being
sufficient to last 3%hours. The method is
considered superior to gas, as the flame is

stonger and the cost less, besides which
the lamp can be carried to any part, which
cannot be done conveniently with a gas
jet. For removing varnish, s irits of am
monia is used, but it is a s ow process,
and several applications are necessary.
Scraping and sandpapering can be em
ployed; but it must be done carefully, by
experienced hands, or the surface of the
wood will be injured. The chimical proc
ess of removal has the advantage of leav
ing the surface in a better condition than
burning off or scraping, and for large sur
faces of paint work is to be preferred.
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BAMBOO CONSTRUCTION.
NE OF THE MATERIALS largely
employed in the manufacture of nu
merous useful and ornamental house

hold articles, such as tables, screens,
brackets, easels, frames, &c., is bamboo.
and any mechanic who is handy with his
tools. and possessing a little taste, is in a
position to produce almost any number of
articles for the decoration of a dwelling,
or for use in its various apartments. The
articles may be formed by joining hori
zontal or diagonal rails to uprights, the
joints being made, according to a writer
in a foreign exchange, from which these
particulars and the accompanying engrav
ings are taken, in the following manner:
Hollow the end of the horizontal rail till it
fits the upright, after which fill the hole
In the end with a plug of dry wood, glu

holes being bored in the horizmtal rails
and the cross pieces glued in. In doing
this work, care should be taken to keep
the rails parallel with each other, and also
with the uprights. Another method of
joining is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the
smaller pieces are slightly reduced at the
ends and glued into holes bored in the
larger pieces. In Fig. 5 is re resented a
stool, the top of which is ma e of wood,
and painted with a decorative design.
The projecting ends of the stays under
neath are covered with circular disks
of wood stained the color of the bam
boo, and then polished. What is known
as a “Canterbury,” for holding music,
is shown in general view in Fig. 6.
The top and the panels at the sides are
covered with strong mill board, which in

fig. i.—0ne Form of Joint.

Fig. L—Another Methodof Joining Parallel Bails to Y

Fig. 2.-An0ther Form of Joint.

Fig. 3.—TwoRails Joining Uprights

ing it in. The next step is to glue the
joint and fix the pieces together with a fine
screw. In Fig. 1 of the illustrations is
.shown a joint made in accordance with
the directions given above, the dotted
lines indicating the plug. When the hori
zontal rails pass beyond the vertical up
rights, a dowel may be made to fit the
ends of the horizontal rails, which is
passed through holes bored in the up
rights. The ends are hollowed and the
joints glued as before. A small wire nail
may be driven through the ends of the
dowel, if desired, but this is unnecessary
if the dowel is well fitted. Fig. 2 of the
engravings represents a jJint of this de
scription, while Fig. 3 shows a method of
joining employed for margins of screens,
&c , where two rails are fixed about 3
inches apart by means of small uprights,

Uprights.

Fig. 5—StooiMadeof Bamboo

Bamboo Construction.

turn is covered with Japanese leather
paper or paintings. The legs, itfirillbe
noticed, are curved outward. This may
be done by heating the bamboo over the
flame of a bunsen burner or spirit lamp.
The bamboo should be kept moving until
properly heated, and then bent round a
curved block fixed around a bench with
a stop behind. When cold the bamboo
will remain curved. The bottom ends of
the feet should be plugged to prevent dust
and dirt from entering. In Fig. 7 is illus
trated a newspaper rack, which is made in
a manner similar to that described above.e____
SPEAKING or masoxnv laid in very cold
weather, the Deutsche Bauzeitung says
that at Christians, in Norway, building
operations are successfully carried on at
temperatures as low as 2° F., and that the

work executed :dder these conditions
compares favorably with summer heat.
In fact, the Christiana builders maintain
that it is superior. The secret of success
ful work under these conditions is said to
be in the useof unslacked lime and in mix
ing the mortar in small quantities at a
time, being made up immediately before
use. The mortar must be put in lace
before it loses the heat due to the s ack
ingof the lime. The lower the temper
ature the larger the quantity of lime
required, so that below 12° F. the work
cannot be carried on profitably.

Tools of the Pyramid Builders.

A two years’ study at Gizeh has con
vinced Flinders Petrie, says an exchange,

Fig.7 —.\'ewspsperRack.

that the Egyptian stone-workers of 4000
years ago had a surprising ac uaintance
with what had been consider modern
tools. Among the many tools used by the
pyramid builders were both solid and
tubular drills and straight and circular
saws. The drills, like those of today,
were set with jewels (probably corundum,
as the diamond was very scarce) and even
lathe tools had such cutting edges. So
remarkable was the quality of the tubular
drils and the skill of the workmen that
the cutting marks in hard granite give no
indication of wear of the tool, while a cut
of 11,,of an inch was made in the hardest
rock at each revolution, and ahole through
both the hardest and softest material was
bored perfectly smooth and uniform
throughout. Of the material and method
of making the tools nothing is known.
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SHEET-METAL HOUSE FRONTS.

MPROVED construction in sheet-metal
house fronts is the subj ct of certain pat
ents recently granted to C. D. Pruden,

manager of the St. Paul Roofing 8; Cornice
Works, St Paul, Minn. Various features of
the work referred to, together with an illus
tration of one of the buildings to which it
has been applied, are shown in the accom
panying engravings. The construction
named has been before the ublic for only
a few months past, but has ecomeso pop
ular in that time that numerous large con
tracts have been made for it

, and the estab
lishment has been very busy in preparing
the material. A glance at the elevation
of the building here shown, Fig. 1, will
indicate that the surface of sheet metal is

indicated in the details presented here
with, is the back plastering that is em
ployed. an additional improvement and
one made by P. A. Deslauriers, one of the
proprietors of the establishment named.
Back plastering gives a character and
stability to the work not to be obtained
by any other plan.
The sheet metal work here illustrated,
we are informed by the manufacturers,
may be made of any suitable material, and
in the work already put up copper as well
as galvanized iron has been extensively

employed.
the former giving a character

an quality to the building not to be ob
tained where cheaper and less satisfactory
material is used. The manner of erecting

groove at the lower edge to receive the
upper ed e of the next lower course. The
side casing of the pilasters also have
similar grooves for receiving the metal
plates, as shown in the details. When
erected on wrought-iron construction this
work can also be put in position, com
mencing at the top and working down, as
indicated by the details. Figs. 2

, 3 and

4 show the manner of fastening plates to
the wrought-:ron frame.
The back plastering feature already re
ferred to and shown in two forms here
with is highly commended by those who
are familiar with this work, inasmuch as

it overcomes a ditficulty heretofore con
sidered insurmountable—namely, that of

Sheet-MetalHouse Fronts—Fig. 1.—Business Block Finished with Rock-Faced Steel Siding Plates.

so struck up as to be rock faced. When
in position the work in many respects
resembles rough masonry. The object of
the rock face, or the uneven surface
of the plates, we are informed, how
ever, is not simply to imitate stone, but
rather to put the metal in such form that

it will be pleasing to the eye and less
liable to damage in use. A leading feat
ure of the construction is a slip joint,
clearly shown in several of the details
presented herewith, which provides for
expansion and contraction, that peculiar
action of metal under changes of tem er
ature which must always be taken into
consideration whatever the cmstruction
may be. The slip joint is so arranged
that no nails are exposed and the con
struction is such that no soldering is

necessary to make the work water tight.
Another feature of the construction, also

these fronts is novel, as well as the general
design. The construction is such that in
puttin up, the work is commenced at the
top a proceeds downwardly, the water
tight joints already referred to being made
as it goes along. In putting up this WOI‘K
on an average building the following
course would be pursued: The modillion
course of the cornice is first placed in
position, the outer edge of the planceer
being provided with a groove or slip joint
to receive the crown molding. Next the
pilaster casings are put in place and after
ward the prased scroll frieze. The up
per edge of the latter is slipped into the

groove
in the modillion molding, which

olds the upper edge of the frieze in posi
tion while it is nailed on the lower edge.
In the sameway the work proceeds down
wardly. course by course, each molding
or course of rock faced work having its

making a sheet metal front solid and warm
and at the sametime fire resisting. In one
form of this construction, Fig 7

,

the metal
plates are put on double diagonal lathing
and are then plastered from the inside
with cement mortar, the space between
the lath being large enough to easily
force the mortar through and ainst the
face of the plates, thus making t em solid
at a minimum cost. After this the inside
lathing is put on and plaster applied in a

way to leave a dead air space between the
two walls. This successfully prevents
frost and cold, and the metal facing is suf
ficient to prevent the plastering from ab
sorbing dampness from the atmosphere.
Where strictly fire proof construction is

desired metal lath are employed, as shown
in the details, Figs. 5 and 6

,

presentedhere
with, the latter being applied either to wood
or iron studding. Metal laths are prefera
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bly put on in sheets the same width as the
rock-faced plates to be used. The upper
edge of each sheet projects and to this the
upper edge of the plate is fastened, as
shown in the details.
The care with which the galvanized
plates used in this finish are manufactured
is a featureto which the St. Paul Roofing &
Cornice Works direct special attention.
We are informed that they are the best
quality of steel, that they are first stamped
or pressed, next trimmed to the proper
sizes, and all edges bent in proper form,
and then finally they are galvanized. The
result is that there are no raw edges left
to rust and no galvanizing to crack and
eel off by bending. Each plate is per
ectly galvanized and consequently has a
lease of life far in excess of the ordi
nary galvanized iron work of the day.
When galvanized material is used the
work, after in place, is painted. When
copper is used, of course no paint is neces
sary. The makers direct attention to the
easewith which this construction adapts
itself tospecial sizes and places and the
convenience with which minor adjustments
are made. The St. Paul Roofing & Cor
nice Works have issued a very handsome
catalogue, from which some of the cuts
used herewith are taken.—+___
THE DEVELOPMENT of a system of pile
foundations, especially suited to the pe
culiar conditions met with in Chicago,

Figs. 2, 3and 4.-Details of Work put up on
Wrought Iron.

press of Chic 0 that General Smith’s
plans are being allowed in preparing the
foundations for the new public library
building to be erected in Dearborn Park.
At the site of the building the clay
stratum is said to be 50 feet deep.

be capped with timber. The spaces be
tween the tops of the piles and between
the capswill be filled with hydraulic ce—
ment concrete for a de th of 3 feet below
the top of the caps. course of 12 x i2
inch timbers, laid longitudinally, wfll

Figs. 5 and 6—Details of Back Plastering Construction on Metallic Lath

\\\\\\\\\"\\\\\\\\\\\'\§\\\\\

Fig. 7.—Detaiisof Back Plastering, Using Wood Lath.

Sheet-Metal House Fronts—Details of Construction.

was the subject not long since of a lecture
by Gen. William Sooy Smith, of the
American Siciety of Civil Engineers. It
u>v of interest to learn from the daily

Trenches 15 feet deep are dug, in which
the piles are driven to bed rock. The
piles will be sawed 0t! 12 feet below
city datum, and the transverse rows will

form a platform on which rubble masonry
or concrete walls will be built. The esti
mated weight of the building is 28 to: 95
tons per linear foot of the walls.
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A CONVENI ENT- CABINET.
HE MECHANIC who is hand ' with
carpenter’s tools very often fin time
during the year to turn his hand to

the making of articles of household use,
either in the way of furniture or bric
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inches square. These are held together
near the bottom by means of four sup
ports, framed in between the posts. The
internal angles formed by the supports
are strengthened by wrought-iron angle
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Fig. 2—Front Elevation of
Left'hand BottomCorner.

Fig. 8.-—ShowingConstruction of
Cornersof Doors.

Flg.12.—Section through
Sideof Cabinet.

a-brac, provided he has a few su tions
as to design and construction. hat we
present in the accompanying illustrations
1sa suggestion for a cabinet, while the de—
scription contains snificient artimilars to
render the manner in whic the work is

done readily understood. In E . 1 is rep
resented a front elevation of t e article,
drapynvtoa scale of 1% inches to the foot.
This cabinet is constructed with four angle
posts, which when finished measure 1%

Fig. l8.—Horizontai Section
through Front Angle of
CabinetandDrawer.

Fig. 7 —Plnn of MeetingStilesof
Doors.

10.—ShowingMiter Clamp
ing at Top.

Fig. 9.4ection
through Top
Front of Gabi
net. .

Fig. 14.-Section through Rear
Angle of Cabinetand Drawer.

Fig. 15.—-ShowihgD;vetails
Fastening Sides and Back
of Cabinet.

A Convenient Cabinet, with Details.

straps % inch in size attached to the sup
ports With screws. The front support is
2% inches deep and 198’inches wide, being
cut in the form indicated in Fig. 2 of the
illustrations, which re )resents a front ele
vation of the left-ban bottom corner of
the cabinet. It will be observed that this
sketch is drawn to a scale of 6 inches to
the foot, or one-half full size, as are the
majori of the details presented in this
connection. The front angle posts are

ornamentally turned, and the rear ones
may be so treated or left plain, according
to taste. In Fig. 3 of the sketches is

shown a section through the lower portion
of the front. The bottom of the cabinet

Fig. 8.—-Section
through Lower
Part of Front.

Fig. 4.—Sectionthrough
Lower Portion of Side
of theCabinet.

-.,/y

is.
‘3»; C.,;

Fig. 6.-Sec- Fig. 5.—PianView of 0
.

Front
tion Show- Angle of theCabinet.
ing Manner
of Putting

o n t h e

Fig. ll.—Cutting GroovesandMortlses,Portions
of the Top and Clamp Being Shown in Per

\\

Fig. 16.—FullSize Section of Knob. Showing
Mannerof Fastening.

Fig. 17.—ShowingOrnamentation of Front
Angle Posts.

is made of limb stufi, wrought on
the upper surface and at the edges.
The front molding shown in the cut
is tongued to the front edge of
the bottom, thus forming a rebate, into
which the bottom rails of the glazed doors
shut. The moldin rests 'npon the front
support and is attac red to it by means of
screws. The bottom of the cabinet rests
upon all four supports, but it is screwed
down to the side ones as indicated in Fig
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4 of the engravings, which represents a
=secti0nthrough the lower rtion of the
side of the cabinet. The si es are formed
with bead-flush paneling } inch thick,
to ed to the angle posts and side sup

}:2)
. In Fig. 5 is shown a plan of one
nt angle of the cabinet. The front
molding shown in section in Fig. 3 is con
tinued around the angle post, returning
upon the latter at the side. Fig. 6 is a
.sectional view showing the manner of put
ting on the molding. The glazed doors,
which finish Qinch thick, are hung in a
rebated frame tongued to the front an le
posts, the lass being fixed in place '

means of a ead on the inside of each door.
7 represents a plan of the meeting

.s
‘
es of these doors, the position of the

lock being indicated. The quadrant cor
ners to the doors are made with specially
.shaped pieces let in as shown in Fig. 8.
The head of the frame in which the doors
.are hung has a projectin molding in front
as shown in

Fig.
9, whic re resents asec

tion throu h t e front of t e cabinet at
the top. he molding formed in the solid
in this section is mitered around the angle
post and returned in a similar manner to
that shown in Fig. 5. The top of the cup
board, which finishes 3 inch thick, is
tongued to the head of the frame of the
doors. U n this top rests a drawer, the
front of w ich is i inch and the bottom 1}
inch thick, the latter being tongued into the
front, sides and end. The top of the cabi
net is 1 inch thick and has a front fillet
tongued into it of the same thickness as
the front of the drawer and flush with the
latter when closed. Upon the front fillet
are glued small wood dentils, which are
.also glued to the projecting portion of the
top. These are '3inch dee , ,2 inch wide
and about 1" inch apart. he front edge
of the top of the cabinet has amolded
,piece clam on as shown in Fig. 10,
where the otted lines indicate the inor
tises. The method of cutting the grooves
.and mortises is shown in Fig. 11, which
represents a portion of the top and clamp
in perspective. The angle posts are mor
tised into the underside of the to with 1
inch square tenons 5 inch deep. 0front
.angle posts have their tenons at the inner
corners, as indicated b the hatched square
in Fig. 10, so as to eep them from the
clamped front edge of the top.
A section through the side of the cabi
net showing the top rail of the side panel
ing tongued to the underside of the top is
represented in Fig. 12of the illustrations.
The top rail is 1} inches thick, so as to af
ford a good housing for the top of the cup
board below, upon which rests the
drawer. Fillets &inch wide are glued to
the bottom of the drawer close against
each side, being thick enough, however,
to come flush with the under edge of each
side. These fillets give the drawer a
greater width of surface to run upon than
would be afforded by the thickness of the
sides alone. There are also fillets { inch
thick glued to the to of the cupboard at
each side of the rawer to serve as
uides. The ends of the fillets pro
Ject beyond the angle posts in front so
as to stop the drawer from being ushed
in too far. This will be unders from
Fig. 13,which represents a-horizontal sec
tion through the front angle of the cabinet
and drawer, while Fig. 14 represents a
section through the rear angle. The back
of the cabinet, which is grooved into the
bottom support, as well as into the angle

mt
and also the top, is $4 inch thick, and
the grain running horizontally, being

cross-tongued where necessary. The sides
and back of the drawer finish % inch
thick, and are dovetailed at the corners,
Fig. 15showing the dovetails in elevation.
These dovetails are % inch from center
to center, their narrowest portions being
from {I to I" inch wide, and the bevels
being cut to a sic of about 1 in 8. Fig.
16 represents a fu -size section of one of
the turned knobs to the drawer, and indi
cates the manner of fastening. The two
front angle posts are fluted on the face,
while the simple character of the carving
in their u r portions is indicated in Fig.
17of the ustrations. The depth of the

cabinet may be 2 feet or a trifle more, ac
cording to requirements. The bottom,
shelves and other portions are cross
tongued where necessary.

———-_>—-
Forms of Organization.

W. H. SAYWARD.

The secretary of the National Associa
tion of Builders is frequently in receipt
of letters from builders doing business in
the smaller cities of the country asking
for information as to the advisability of
establishing organizations in which both
employers and workmen shall be mem
bers. The question is also asked, Is it
advisable for members of an association
of employers, or a builders‘ exchange, to
belong to a labor union? In the few cases
which have been tried of establishing as
sociations in the buildin trades in which
both employers and wor men are admit
ted to membership, the result has been
unsatisfactory. These organizations have
started with the ver best of intentions,
but when the first difference occurred be
tween the two elements, the employers
were so greatly in the minority that dis
satisfaction and withdrawal generally
followed. It is almost impossible to se
cure harmonious organization under such
a form, for the two interests are almost
sure to clash. The national secretary
has invariably advised against it. In
the smaller cities, where no builders‘
exchan e exists, and it does not seem
advisab e to establish one, the most
practical plan is to form associa
tions of employers in the same branches
of trade in which there are unions
of workmen. A joint committee be
tween the two organizations can be
appointed to consider and dispose of all
pomts at issue. This joint committee
should consist of ual numbers from
each side. and shonl have the power to
elect an umpire to decide tie votes. The
umpire should be some disinterested
rson of abilit and standing, and should
selected as t e first duty of the joint
committee, in order to avoid a possible
deadlock when his services are necessary
to decide a tie vote. The umpire should
only be called 11 n in case of ties, and
the decision of t e majority as indicated
by his vote should be equally binding

uponboth sides. By this meanseach side has air
representation. The action of the sub-com
mittee of the employers in conference with
the sub-committee of the workmen, called
for convenience the joint committee,
would be binding upon all members
of the employers’ association, and vice
versa. The fairness of such a plan is
apparent to all, for the interests of both
parties would be represented by an equal
number from each side andj ice would
prevail. This plan has been recommended
in every case where information on the
subject has been sought from the national
secretary, and wherever it has been
adopted the most satisfactory results have
followed. Where both the employers
and workmen have recognized the fact
that they can best protect their own in
terests and adjust questions of difference
to ether instead of apart, and have estab
lis ed a committee of equal representa
tion for that purpose at a time when
the relations between them were usually
harmonious, the greatest benefit has been
obtained. The establishment of a joint
committee at a time when no particular
disturbance is agitating the building
trades rmits the adoption of favor
able ru es of operation and allows the
functions of the committee to become
familiar to all, and as a natural result all
questions are referred to it in an amicable
spirit for the purpose of preventing the
complications which would arise under
other circumstances.
The question that is asked concerning
the advisability of a member of an employ
ers’ association belonging to a workmen's
union has always been answered in the
negative. It does not seem wise for an
employer to belong to a union of work

men. for the reasons cited in the foregoing.
In most cases it is a bid for favor by the
workmen, and the accomplishment of
good for either employer or workmen is
not facilitated by such individual or
sin le-handed action as could betaken by
suc a membership. What is needed is
full re resentation on both sides, in order
that th

e

welfare of the whole may

cogsidered
rather than that of the indi

v1 ua . —+-—
Protectlon of Piles.

Some recent experiences of William Ken
nish, engineer. at Wilmington, N. C., with
regard to the treatment of iles that are to
be driven in waters infeste by the teredo
or limnoria, have led him to emphasize his
reasons for charring the piles before trest
ing them with creosote. Previous experi
ence had demonstrated that an armor of
charcoal would repel boring insects by
offering them no nutriment, and that the
surface being more permeable would more
readily abs)rb the antiseptic fluid.
“ Lately,“ he says in a communication to
the Engineering News “having to shorten
some piles that had been treated without
charting, it was discovered that the trans
verse sections sometimes exhibited wedge
shaped portions extending from the center
to the outside which had not received the
antiseptic fluid. An examination to dis
cover the cause of this failure demon
strated that pieces of the thin interior
epidermis, which had esca ed the axes
when the pile was strippedo its bark, had
prevented the passageof the oil to the out
side of these untreated sections; 1

t

was
also shown that the creosotewhen injected
from the side of the log pursues the lines
of the medullary rays toward the pith,
and that there is no assage of the fluid
across them. Thus th

e

sections shielded
by the inner skin of the bark which had
not been removed in peeling had been en

tirer deprived of oil. It is self evident
that if these piles had been charred this
evil would have been removed.
“The cost of charringis so slight and
the advent e is so great that I would
strongly advnseengineers to specify that
piles for marine waters shall always be
charred. If only that portion of the pile
which comes in contact with the water he
charred, omitting that which is driven
into the bottom, the advantage is addi
tional in the respect that the part exposed
to attack receives a greater portion of the
preservative."
Charring alone seems to be of little
value, as experiment with submerged logs,
one charred and the other both charred
and creosoted, shows that the teredo had
bored through the charcoal and eaten the
wood, while the log treated with creosote
was untouched.

.____*——

A new saw for lumber is described as
an upright instrument, thin like a band
saw. and having direct steam attachment.
At each end is a steam cylinder, which
has but a single steam port. The up
per piston head draws up the saw and the
lower piston, while the lower piston draws
the saw and the upper piston down, each
piston drawing the saw, but neither of
them pushing it. This, it is claimed,
causes the saw at all times to be rigid,
permitting the use of a very thin one if

desired. Below the lower cylinder is a

pair of heavy balance wheels, for the pur
pose of giving a steady as well as uniform
motion to the saw; and to these balance
wheels are connected a pair of rode, the
upper ends of which connect with a

knuckle joint at the lower end of the saw,
thus throwing the lower end of the saw
out as it is going up and against the log
as it is comin down. The log carriage is

operated by t e same engine that runs the
saw.
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THE BUILDERS’ GUIDE.‘
By I. P. HICKS.

Complicated Roof Framing Made Easy.
(Continued )

EFERRING now to Fig. 66, A B is the run of

R common rafter on the left side of the hip, B E
the rise of roof and A E the length of common

rafter for the long run. A bevel set in the angle at
E 'will be the plumb cut or down bevel at the top,
and a bevel set at A will give the bottom cut fitting
the plate. Next set off the run of common rafter on

the right side of the hip, B C, and connect E with C
for the length of the common rafter for the short run.
A bevel set in the angle at E will give the down
bevel at the top and at C the bottom cut. Vt’e will
now proceed to find the hip rafter and bevels for

cutting the same. A B is the run of the common

A B c i

the line A B and draw perpendicular lines joining.
the hip line. This will give the lengths of.jacks, and
a bevel set in the angle at G will give the bevel
across the back of the same The plumb cut or

down bevel will be the same as that of the common
rafter on the short run. F D shows the length of
ridge and the space which the common rafters oc

cupy. C E D shows a space for jacks similar to A B
F. It is unnecessary to draw the jacks in this space,
and it is therefore left blank. The next step will be
to find the lengths and bevels of the jacks on the

_ end of the building having the long run of the com-v

mon rafter. Referring to Fig. 68, let A C represent

the width of the building, A B the run of the com

_mon rafter on short run, B F the length of com

F

A B

Fig. Git—Diagram for Finding the
Lengths and Bevels of Rafters for
Irregular Hip Roof.
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A B C

Fig. 69-Showlng howseveralDiagramsmay becombined
to indlcatediiectly from the Plan the different Length
andCutsof all the Rafters.

B

Fig. 67-—Lengthsand Bevels of Jack Batters.

E C Fig. 68.—Flndlng Lentthe and
Revelsof Jack Rattler! on the
End of Building Having the
long run of theCommonRafter,
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Rx. 70.—Planof Hip Boot with OneEnd out of Square.

The Builders’ Calida—Diagrams IIIuQrati'ng Methods of Finding Lengths and Bevels of Rafters.

rafter on the left side of the hip, B D the run of
common rafter on right side of hip, while A D is

the run and angle the hip makes with the plates.
From D square up the rise of the roof to F;
connect F with A, and we have the length of hip
rafter. A bevel set in the angle at F will give the
down bevel at the top and at A the bottom bevel
fitting the plate.
The next step will be to show the length and bev
els of the jack rafters. Referring now to Fig. 67,
draw a horizontal line, as A C, representing the
length of plate in the plan. From A set off the run
of the common rafter on the left or long run to B.
From Berect a perpendicular to F, which is the

length of common rafter on the short run and
shown by E C in Fig. 66. Connect F with A, and
the hip line is in position for finding the lengths and
bevels of the jacks on the side of the building having
the short run of common rafter. Space the jacks on

* Copyrighted, 1892.by I. P. Hicks.
_ L

mon rafte'r on long run and the same as shown by A

E in Fig. 66. Space the line A B for the jacks and
draw perpendicular lines'joining the hips. A bevel
set in the angle at L will give the bevel across the
back. The plumb cut or down bevel will be the
same as that of the common rafter on the long run.
Now everything desired has been shown, and with
out the confusion of cross-lines. By this method all
complications in roof framing are made easy. And
the most difficult roofs will show the superiority of
this plan, as it is rarely ever necessary to cross a line,

and if necessary every rafter may be shown. For
roofs having hips and gables of varying pitches this
plan has no equal. In Fig. 69 is shown how Figs.
66, 67 and 68 may be combined to indicate the differ
ent lengths and cuts of all the rafters directly from
the plan. .

This method is attended with many cross lines and

is not recommended even to the most experienced,
for, in connection with complicated roofs, there is
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danger of making mistakes. Referring to the plan,
Fig. 69, A B is the run of the common rafter on the
left side of the hip, and the long run B E is the rise,
A E being the length. A bevel set at E on the line
A E will give the plumb cut or down bevel, and at
A the bottom bevel. B C is the run of the common
rafter on the right side of the hip, and the short run,
B E, the rise and E C the length. A bevel set at E,
on the line A E, will give the plumb cut or down bevel,
and at A the bottom bevel. B C is the run of the com
mon rafter on the right side of the hip, and the short
run, B E, the rise and E C the length. A bevel set
at E, on the line C E, will give the down bevel and
at C the bottom bevel. A B is the long run of the com
mon rafter, B D the short run of the common rafter,

A H D

Fig. Tl.-Diagrnm for Finding Lengths and Bevelsof
Jacks on Front Side of Plan.

It is shown at E on line E A.1 In Fig. 69 allthe work
is shown in one diagram very plainly, yet to many it

may appear somewhat complicated. Two pitches in
one roof always make a complication of bevels, often

requiring many lines to illustrate. As a proof of
the correctness of this method observe the following
point: A F, A H and J K each represent the hip
rafter, showing it in difierent positions, and if the
work is right these lines must be of the same length._
A F is the position of the hip for finding the cuts,.
while A H is the p05ition of the hip for finding the
bevel for the back of the jack on the short run. J K
is the position for finding the bevel for back of jack
on the long run. Having shown the most practical.

system of hip roof framing, let us now consider its

B D C.

Fig. 73.——Diagramfor Finding the Length! andBevel: ol' the
Jacts on the Rear Sideof the Long Hip.
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Fig. 75.—Finding Lengths and Bevelsof Jack' , Rnften on the Front Side of night and Left

B +-_"—m“___’ GablesShown in Fig. 74.
Fig. 72.—Diagramof End of Plan

Out of Square.
Fig. 74.-Plan of Root having Three Gables of

Varying Pitches.

The Builders” Guide—Finding Lengths and Revelsof Rafters on Roofs of Varying Pitches.

A D the angle and run of the hip, D F the rise of
the hip and A F the length of hip rafter. The bevel
at F is the down bevel and at A the bottom bevel.

B H is the length of the common rafter for the short
run and the same as C E, while A H is the hip
dropped down in position for finding lengths and
bevel for jacks on the side of the roof having the

short run of the common rafter. The jacks are

spaced on the line A B and drawn perpendicular,

joining the hip line A H. A bevel set in the angle at
G will give the bevel across the back.
The plumb cut or down bevel is the same as that

of ,the common rafter on the short run, and is shown

at E on the line E. C. The letters I J represent the
length of the common rafter for the long run, which is

the same as A E ; then J K is the length and position
of the hip for finding lengths and bevel for the back

of the jacks on the side having the long run of the

common rafter. Space the jacks on the line I K and
draw them at right angles joining the hip line K J.

A bevel set in the angle at L will give the bevel
across the back of the same, the down bevel being

the same as that of the common rafter on the long run.

application to some of the most complicated plans
which frequently come up in actual practice.

HIPS ON END OF BUILDING OUT OF SQUARE.

A plan of a hip roof with one end out of square is
shown in Fig. 70. Let A B C D represent the plates
in the plan ; D E C the angle and run of hips on the

square end of the plan, and A E B the angle and run
of hips 0n the end which is out of square. In order

to determine the point F so that the ridge of the roof
will be level, make A F H equal to D E G in the
plan. From F on line A F square up the rise of hip
to I, which connect with A for the hip rafter. Then

I is the down and A the bottom bevels. The hip
rafters on the square end of the plan will be the
same length as AI and will have the same bevels.
From F, on the line B F

,

square up the rise of roof to

J, which connect with B for the length of the hip on
the long corner. Then J is the down and B the bot
tom bevel. K F is the run, F L the rise and K L
the length of the common rafter on the end of plan

which is out of square. L is the down bevel and K
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the bottom bevel. M N 0 shows the rise, run and
length of the common rafter on the main plan, 0 be
ing the down bevel and M the bottom bevel.
To avoid the great confusion of cross lines which
would now follow if the work was further developed
in Fig. 70, we will dispense with this plan, only tak
ing from it measurements to develop the new lines
and bevels of the rafters. Referring now to Fig. 71,
let A D represent the plate, A H the run of the com
mon rafter and H I the length of the common rafter
on the main roof, which is the same as M O of Fig.
70. Connect I with A for the position of the hip for
finding the lengths and bevels of jacks on the front
side of plan. Space the rafters on the line A D and
draw them perpendicular to the hip.
A bevel set in the angle where they join the hip
line will give the bevel across the back of the jacks,
the down bevel being the same as that of the com
mon rafter on the main part. It is shown at O in
Fig. 70. The lengths and bevels of the jacks on the.
square end of the plan will be the same as the part
of the roof already illustrated. The hip rafter D E
is the same as A I. We will now consider the end of
the plan which is out of square. Referring to Fig.
72, the lines B C A show how much the plan is out of
square. A B is the plate, K L the length of the
common rafter on the end of plan, being the same as
K'L of Fig. 70; B L the hip on the long corner, be
ing the same as B J of Fig. 70, while A L is the hip
on the short corner, and is the same as A I of Fig.
70. Space the jacks on the line B A and draw
them perpendicular, joining B A with the hip lines
B L A, which gives the lengths of jacks on
this end of the plan. The bevel at E is the
bevel across the back joining the long hip. The
bevel at F is the bevel across the back joining the
short hip. The down bevel is the same as that of
the common rafter shown at L in Fig. 70. We
have now to find the lengths and bevels of the jacks
on the rear side of the long hip. Referring to Fig.
73, B C represents the rear plate, B D is the square
of the hip, being the same as B P of Fig 70; D L the
length of the common rafter, being the same as O M
of Fig. 70, while B L is the position of the hip for
finding the lengths and bevels 0f jacks on the rear
side of the long hip, and is of the same length as
B L of Fig. 72. The jacks are spaced wider on B D,
Fig. 73, than on B K, Fig. 72, in order that they may
meet opposite on the hip B L. Draw the jacks per
pendicular from B D, Fig. 73, joining the hip B L,
which will give their lengths. A bevel set in the angle
at E where they join the hip willgive the bevel across
the back. The down bevel will be the same as that
of the common rafter on the main part or this side
of the roof.

GABLES OF DIFFERENT PITCHES.

In Fig. 74 is represented a plan of a roof having three
gables of varying pitches. The right gable A B C is
16 feet wide and has a rise of 8 feet. The front
gable D F G is 18 feet wide and has a rise of 8 feet.
The last gable ] I H is 21 feet wide and has a rise of
8 feet. It will be noticed that the left gable has two
different pitches. This plan shows as much irregu~
larity as can be desired and as much as is generally
encountered in actual practice. We will now proceed

to find the lengths and different cuts of the various
rafters required in this roof. The dotted lines repre
sent lines plumb under the ridge of the gables. The
lengths of the common rafters and their proper cuts
may be taken from each of the three gables sepa
rately, and are so plain and easily understood from
the diagram that further explanation is unnecessary.
The roof has two valleys of different pitches, of which
the lines N L K are the seats or runs. To find the
length of the valley rafter on the right side of the
front gable on the line K L, square up the rise of the
roof from L to M, connect M with K, and we have
the length of the valley rafter. A bevel set in the an
gle at M will give the down bevel at the top and the
angle at K the bottom cut fitting the plate. To find
the length of the valley rafter 0n the left side of the
front gable on the line N L, square up the rise of the
roof from L to O and connect 0 with N for the
length of the valley rafter. A bevel set in the angle
at U will give the down bevel at the top and the an
gle at N the bottom cut fitting the plate. Now, if
we were to draw all the lines in Fig. 74 necessary to
show the lengths and proper cuts of all the different
jack rafters required in this roof, there would be such
a number crossing each other at various angles as to
cause confusion. In this roof there are four difierent
cuts of jack rafters, and it is better not to have them
mixed up with the valleys and common rafters, hence
we will make separate diagrams.

'

Referring now to Fig. 75, to find the lengths and
bevels of jacks on the front side of right and left

gables, draw a horizontal line, J A, representing the
entire length of front plate line. Next set off the ex
act location of the front gable N K. From the cen
ter of the front gable draw a perpendicular line, S O,
the length of the common rafter on the front side of
the left gable, the same as] I in Fig. 74. Connect
0 with N for the position of the valley rafter for
finding the lengths and bevels of jacks on the front
side of the left gable. Square up the length of the
common rafter on the front side of the left gable J I
and connect I O for the ridge line. Space the rafters
on the ridge line and draw perpendicular lines
to the plate and valley, which will give the lengths of
the jacks on the front side of t .e LCft gable. A bevel
set in the angle at \V where they join the valley will
give the bevel across the back. The plumb cut or
down bevel will be same as that of the common rafter
on the front side of the left gable. To find the lengths
and bevels of jacks on the front side of right gable,
set off the length of common rafter from the center
of the front gable S M, which is the same as A B of
Fig. 74. Connect M with K for the position of the
valley rafter for finding the lengths'and bevels of the

jacks on the front side of the right gable. Square

up the length of the common rafter on the right gable
A B and connect B M for the ridge line. Space the
jacks on the ridge line and draw perpendicular lines
to the plate and valley, which will give the lengths of
the jacks on the front side of the right gable. A
bevel set in the angle at Z where they join the

valley will give the bevel across the back. The

plumb cut or down bevel will be the same as that of
the common rafter on the right gable. The lines

N F K show the length of the common rafter on the
front gable.

(To be continued!
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
HE BUILDING INTERESTS of the
countryI accordingtoreportsfrom various

localities, appear to be generally in excellent
condition. In but few cities is the complaint
of lack of work made.and many are looking
forward to employment through the winter.
There have been no serious disturbancesbe~
tweenemployersand workmen in the building
trades, and noneseemto bein immediatepros
pect.
The granite manufacturersof New England
have adoptedanother agreementwhich, it is
hoped,will finally settlethe strike and lockout
which hasbeensucha serious setback to this
industry. On October 1 the representatives
of the Granite Manufacturers’ Amociation of
NewEngland and theGranite Cutters’National
Union met in Boston for a conference,which
proved fruitless, but on the 6th the manufact
urers made the following agreement,which
is practically the sameas that under which
theQuincy quarries resumedwork:
it isherebyagreedbyandbetweentheGranite
Manufacturers' Association of Boston and the
Bostonbranchof theGranite Cutters‘National
Union thattnesranite cuttersandtool sharpen
ersreturn to work for aterm of yearsterminat
ing March1.1895.under tho 0 d bill of pricesas
a reedonMay4.1891.whichwerein operationat
t e time of suspenson of business.with such
slight changesasspecifiedthat may be agreed
uponby thesecommittees.
Shouldeither party desireachangeat theex
piration of said period. three months‘ notice
shallbegiven previousto March11.1895.If no noticeof \ hangeis givenbyeitherparty
asabovestated.then the agreementin iorce at
that timeshall continue for three years ircrn
andafter March l. 1896
It is also aareed~thatany contention which
mayariseduringsaidperiod.new the riorm
anceandgoodfaith of saidagreement y either
party.shall be referred to a committeeconsist
ing of threememberseach.to be selectedirom
the Executive Committeeof the Bostonbranch
of theGranite Cutters‘ National Union and the
Granite Manufacturers‘As=ociationof Boston,
which committeeshall act asa board of arbi
tration. and. failing to anree by a two-thirds
vote. saidboardby a five-sixthvote shall agree
upon andselecta disinterestedpersonto act as
umpire; and the board thus constituted shall
bear theparties and make an award with ad)
daysb a majorit vote; such award shall be
final. , e commi teelosingthe caseshall pay
theex usesof the umpire.
. Pen in sucharbitration in referenceto the
abovebil of prices. it is mutually agreedthat
thereshall beno strike. lockout or suspension
of work.
ltis further agreed that the number of ap
prenticesemployedshall be discretionary with
theemployers.
It is herebv mutually agreed between the
Granite Manufacturers' Association of Boston
and vicinity and the Boston branch of the
Granite Cutters‘ National Union that no dis
crimination be madebetweenunion and non
uni in men on the part of the ranite cutters
of Bostonandvicinity. provide that theGran
ite Manufacturers‘Association of Boston and
vicinit on their part agreenot to discriminate
againsganymemberof theGraniteCutters“Na
tional Union. or against any of their members
who haveservedin any capacity on any com
mitteeof thebranch.or anymemberswhohave
madethemselvesprominentduring thepresent
suspensionof business
By discriminating betweenunion and non
union menit is understoodandagreedthat the
interpretation of the word is that the union
menshall not interferewith thenon-unionmen
to reventthe free pursuit of their work. and
Wil work with and give such men any assist

ancek
necessaryin the performance of their

wor .
It is herebyagreed that. in caseamanufact
urer fails to pay his workmen on the regular
pay day thegranite cutters will not waive the
right of suspendingwork unless a satisfactory
excuse is given to them or their representa
tives.
Out of nearly 1000cutters employed at
Barre,Vt ,who werethrown out of work by the
strike and lockout, there were only about 100
idle on October 1. It is reported that both
employersand workmen in this vicinity are
anxious to bury the hatchet.

Boston. Mass.
The building businessis unusually active for
this seasonof the year. and the majority of
thebuilders are busy.
The carpentersare feeling very muchelated
over the outlook in their trade. ood me
chanicsare scarce and command more than
the usual ay.
Union 0.33 is very particular about the
qualificationsfor membership.andhasadopted
a law fining a member 810 who vouches for

an incompetent manbeinga goodmechanic.
In consequenceof this rule many emplo ers
who have beenopposed to the union in ays

gone
by are now very friendly, and hire all

heir menthrough theunion employment bu
reau. First classmenare scarce just at pres
ent, and so the union determinedto make an
advancein wages. The regular scalehereafter
isto be $2.75 a day. Extra ood men. who
have been receiving $2.75 w on the averagerate was$2.50,will now receive $3and 83.2.5
and asmuchmoreasthey are worth.

qu'falo. N. Y.
Favorable reportsare receivedfrom Bufi'alo
regardin the building business,and there is
no trouh e betweenthe employers and workmenat present. The Builders Exchangepro
poseson electionday, November8. to give its
membersthe opportunity of receiving the re
turns in their own rooms. Arrangements
have been made for the introduction of a
specialwire into the Exchange Room. and the
waiting hoursbetweenwhiles will bedevoted
to the refreshmentswhich will be provided.
The Buffalo buildersare such excellent enter
tainers that it has been suggestedthat the
memorable quotation by the Governor of
North Carohna will not be heardon the even
ing in question.

Chicago. Ill.
The Chicagobuilders followed the example
of all the 00dcitizensof that city last month.
and hel to dedicatethe World s Fair build
ings and helped to entertain visitors from
abroad who were in attendance. A number
of the directors of the National Association
went to Chicago from Indianapolis imme
diately on the adjournment of the Mid-Year
Meeting. and were cordially entertained bythemembersof the Builders and Traders7Ex
change. The exchange is just now consider
ing. amon other thin s the advisability of
changingt e location0 ts rooms.
The presentleasein theNational Life Build
ing expires next May. and a committee was
appointedsometime a o to look for newquar
ters. It is probable. owever, that the ex
changewill remain in its presentquarters,as
the ownersof the building have madeseveral
oflers that are now under consideration.

Clnclnnatl. Ohio.
The score of the Builders’ Exchange of
Cincinnati tes that buildin interests are
in a satisfacto condition. 0 boom.but a
steady,legitima increase in the amountof
work beingdone. There is no troublebetween
employersand workmen, nor has there been
sinceearly in the season. At the semi-annual
meeting of the exchange held recently, the
organizationwas shown to bein excellentcon

dition—graduallancreasin
in membership

and with a good ancein t e treasury.

lndlananolis. Ind.
The membersof the Builders’ Exchange of
Indianapolis wereoccupiedearl in Octoberin
preparing for the receptionof t e ofilcersand
directorsof the National Associationdurin
the Mid-Year meetingof that association,an
a very enjoyable programme was laid out.
On the 16ththere were to be carriage rides
about thecity, and on the eveningof the 17th
a banquet was planned. The exchan e was
anxious that the

opportunity
of
iDCI‘GQBlDF

the
fraternal feeling between uilders shoud be
takenadvantage of, and had prepared such
hoepitalitiesas were compatible with the oc
C8810“

Milwaukee. Wis.
The Builders‘and Traders‘ Exchangeof Mil
waukeewassaddenedby thedeathof its secre
tary. A. J. Erdman, on Sunday, October 9.
Mr. Erdman had been ailing for some time,
and hadbut recently returned from a trip to
Colorado for his health. He was one of the
succemt'ulyoung builders of thecity. and was
a memberof several local organizationsof a
social and military character. His death is
sincere] regrettedbyall who knewhim. The
new bui ding being erectedby the exchange
is rapidly nearing completion, and it is ex
pectedtobe ready for occu ncy by the be—
ginning of the new year. \ hen finished the
new homeof the exchangewill beoneof the
finest ofilce buildin s in the city. The new

secretary;
P. L. etersen. reports business

amongt e buildersas beingin goodcondition.

New York City.
The building businessin New York City has
been disturbed by no more than the usual
amountof friction betweenemployers,and no
serioustrouble. suchas the recentstrikes. has
been experienced. A rather novel protest

was made by the workmen employedalong
the lines of the great Columb.an parades
against theactionof the contractors in sto
ping work in order that sealsmight besold, in
unfinishedbuildings. to spectatorswhowished
to seetheprocessions.
' At a recentmeetingof the Board of Walk
ing Delegates,nearly every delegatepresent
denouncedthe method of lhe Italian Marble
MosaicWorkers”Union in recruitingmembers.
It isthecustomof thisunion. it issaid,toaccept
as membersonly nativesof acertain province
in Italy. to theexclusionof otherworkmen in
this trade. There is alsoa union called the
Italian Marble Mosaic Workers’ Helpers’
Union. but the Layers7Union will not admit
any of its members into their organization.
At presentthere is adearthoi competentunion
mosaic workers or layers, and consequently
DelegateWilson of theMosaicWorkers’Union
put two helpersto work as layers in the new
Criminal Court Buildin . This the members
of the Mosaic Workers”Elnion objectedio.and
instructedDelegrie Wilson to order a strike
on the Criminal Court Buildin . The Help
ers’ Union appealedto the Boa of Delegates,
with the result that it was unanimously re—
solvedto senda letter to the MosaicWorkers’
Union that the board placed itself on record
against the importation of workmen from
forei countries.and that the ltalian Marble
Mosaic Workers’ Union berequestedto recruit
its ranks from theMosaicHelpers'Union, with
those who are competent workmen, and so

adqpt
the views of the organized building
es.tra

Omaha. Neb.

Secretar \V. S. Wedgeof the Builders’ &
Traders’ xchangeof Omahawrites that the
building businessof the city is rapidly pick
ing up. and is moreactive at presentthan for
sometime past. Everything is harmonious
between employers and workmen, and no
trouble of any kind is anticipated this fall.
There is at resent a scarcity of carpenters
and masons. at thereare plant of workmen
in other branchesof the trade. he exchange,
which has been steadily growing in impor
tance and membership.has latel beencon
sidering the ueation of inter] neations in
s ifications y architects. The interlining
0 specificationshas been reductive of con‘
fusion and misunderstan rigs.and themem
bersof the exchangehavemadea formal pro
testagainst the practice in the following rew
lutions:
Whereas.It hascometo theknowledgeof the
Builders'.2 Traders‘Exchangeof Omaha that
certain architects are in thehabit of interlin
in their specificationsfor building ; and
harm. Therefrequently occur doubts and

misunderstandings
as to whether theseinter

linings are in all he specificationssent out at
the time theyare first issuedto the difi'erent.
contractors:
RlMll‘Od.That we. themembersof the Build
ers‘ & Traders’Exchange of Omaha.most re
spectfully requestall the architectsof Omaha
that in the future theyavondmakingany inter
linings whateverin anyof their s ificatioos;
Ruined. That when such addi ionsor inter
lineationsmustbemade.thearchitectwill make
a note at“the back of specification stating
that thesechangeswere madebefore any can
iractorfigured

on thework;
Remit . That a copyof theseresolutions to
sentto eacharchitect in the city.

Philadelphia. Pa.
The first fall corporation meeting of the
Builders’ Exchange of Philadelphia was on
the evening of September27.PresidentDob
bins occupyingthe chair. Beforethe regular
business was commenced a collation was
served,followedby a smoker. The most im
portant uestion consideredwas an amend
mentto t e b -laws r.lative to the expulsion
of any indivi us] or memberof a firm. while
a memberof theexchange,acting contrary to
the provisions of the charter or in any way
which may tend to the injury or destruction
of the corporationor its property. to neglect
of duty as a member.or being convicted of
an ' crime in a court of justice.or of dishonor
ab e or unbusiness-likemethods.or upon fail
ure in business. The matter was finally re—
ferred back to thecommittee,who will report
at the next meeting.
The relationship between sub-contractors
and general contractors elicited considerable
argument, and the report of the National
Association on the subjectwasorderedto be
printed and distributed prior to a final con
sideration. The moregeneraluse of the uni
form coniract was urged as being the most
effectiveonekqun.
The reports of the several committees
showed that the membershiphad increased,
and that the trade schoolsand exhibition de
partmentwerein a flourishing condition.
The report of Treasurer C Reeves
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showeda balance on hand of $2,642.79,over
$11,500having beenexpendedsinceMay 24.
> At a meetingof the Board of Directors of
the Builders' ExchangeheldOctober11,a very
important document was

fiesented
for the

consideration of the mem rs by John 8.
Stevens.received from the National Associa
tion of Master Builders of Great Britain. The
documentin qusstionwasa comparativestate
mentof the rate of wages paid per hour and
thenumber of hours worked r week in the
various branchesof the build rig trades in 100
towns of theBritish isles.
According to statementas read, 5% nce
per hour wasthe lowest price paid, whi e 10
nceper hour was the maximum. This was
or London, wherethe highestwagesare paid.
In a numberof the small terms the minimum
is 31»;pence per hour. Mechanics also vary
in the numberof hoursthey work eachweek,
someworking from daylight until dark,others
61hours a week,the minimum number being
49—thisbeing in only rare cases.

Philadelphia. London.Price paid Price paid
per hour. per hour.

Brickla ers.. . ... .. . . .... $0.45 $0.18
Car-pen rs. ... . . .. ...... . .18
Plasterers... .. .41) .18
Tlumbcrs. ... .. . . ... ... . .40 .20
Painters .. 30 .15
2‘That important adjunct to the building
trade in Philadelphia, the Master Bricklayers’
Company, hasdecided to appropriate $100to
the Mechanical Trades School of the Master
Builders’ Exchan o. It hasalso concluded to

.atttgiid
the Colombian Exposition next year in

a .y
Portland. Maine.

The membersof the Builders’ Exchange of
Portland haveundertakena newdeparture in
the way of meetingswhich they call‘ social
sessions. The first of these sessionswas held
in the roomsof the exchangeon theevenia
of October 12th. The affair was a thoroug
success,therebeinga large numberin attend
ance. A supper was served and music was
provided to assistat the entertainmentof the
guests. Thesemeetingsare expectedto bethe
meansof

bringing
the builders into closerso

cial relationshp and to asist in extendingthe
fraternal feelings establishedby theexchange.

Wilmlngtc n, Del.
The Builders’ Exchange of Wilmington re—
ports businessas promising to be better this
fall than it has been durin the summer,
though pricesare very low. 'heexchangeis
progressingfavorably and has begunanactive
effort to secure a building of its own. The
subject hasbeenthoroughly canvassed,and it
expectedthat a building will be begun be
fore anotheryear hasmissed.

Notes.
The followin clipping from the New York
Evening Post 0 October 17briefly statesacase
which has occasioned considerable interest
among builders generally throughout the
country. It is impossibleto securethe judge‘s
char e in time for publication inthis issue.
The ollowing, however,givesa concisestate
mentof the facts : A novel suit against three
membersof the Pittsburgh Builders’Exch e
terminated today in favor of the plainti ,
ThomasBuchanan,an independentcontractor,
forthe sumof $350. The suit grew out of the

great
building trades strike of a year ago.

‘hemendemanded increasedwages and the
eight-hour day, and finally IOst after three
months' idleness, virtually killing building
operationsfor theentireseason. in themean
time independent contractors, most of them
former journeymen,sprangu and hired labor
at the terms of the union. hen they came
to buy material they found that planing-mill
men,stone-quar owners brick manufactur
ers, in fact, all his sellin materials, were
membersof the Builders'Exc sage,and bound
to sell onlyto exchangemembers,and many
odd situationsresulted; half-finishedcontracts
wereabandoned,and the suit decidedte-day
was theoutcome. An appealwill be taken to
the SupremeCourt, asmany similar suits are
threatened. Buchanan was a contracting
bricklayer. but was not a member of the ex
change.
tained the contract for building seven brick
houses and the chimneys for four frame
houses for J. C. Dick. The defendants.he
char ed',conspiring to injure him, refused to
sell lm materials, brick, frames, &c., not
withstandingtheir

atgroements,
unlesshewould

becomea member0 theexchange. They then
refused to let him join, rejecting his

application for membership. In con uence 0 lost
the job, another contractor ge ting the con
tract to finish the work.

The following is an excellent indication of
thespirit which prevails amongthebuildersof
Buffalo. Mr. Byrne has been an active and
valuablememberof the Builders‘ Exchangeof
that city for years:

The Operative Plasterers‘ Union of Bud'an
heldameetinglastnight and adopted the fol
lowing resolutions:
Whereas,Michael J. Byrno has receivedthe
Republicannomlnationfor theethosof member
of the Boardof Councilmen‘ and
hereon,Mr. Byrne has been prominently

connectedwith this union and is a past presi
dent; and
Il’hlrws, He has ever been meemlnentlv
identified with all movementstending to ad
vancethe interest of theworking-classand has
in manywaysexpressedand shown his sym

paltihy
with themotivesand aimsof theunion;

an

He allegedthat in April, 189l.heob-'

Winner. We believeit goodpolicy, irrespe:
tive of part affiliations,for theworkingmcn to
lend their d andapprovalto suchacandidacy:
it
Rrs-de, That this union lndorse the candl
dacyof M. J. Byrne and formally urgeall union
mento rallv to hissupport.

\VILLIAI Tussle. President.
WILLIAI '1‘.Hanan. Secretary.

The membersof the Builders' Exchange of
Pittsburgh areworking to increasethe sphere
of operationof that organization. An invita—
tion has beenextendedto businessmen in all
clamesof tradeto becomemembersfor thepur
poseof joining togetherin thework of pushing
thecity forward on linesof progremion. It is
statedthat the invitation ismeetingwith favor
able consideration.

The builders of Columbus, Ohio, organised
an exchangeearly in October with the follow
ing oflicers: President, 8. W. Nichols; first
vicepresident, William H. Fish; secondvice
presideut, Louis Fink. The secretary and
treasurer will be appointed at a later date.
The declarationof principles of the National
Associationof Builders was used as thebasis
upon which theorganization is founded.

The masonbuilders of Bridgeport, Conn.
formed a permanent organization October 13
to elevatethe trade in that city. The follow
ing officers were elected: President H. M.
Purdy; am vice-president, E. J. i’hillips;
secondvice-president,B. King; secretary and
treasurer, Robert E. Hurley. All the romi
nent masons in the city are identifl with
the movement,and a huilders’ exchangewill,
it is expected,be the outgrowth of this organ
ization.

The buildersof Sprin eld, 111.,haveformed
an association,of whic S. J. Hence is secre
tary, and are taking active steps to correct
someof the radical evils which exist in that
city. The subject of securi some method
wherebyunity can be obtain in the matter
of bids and prices is at present under active
consideration.

The Fitchburg, Mass., builders have estab
lished a builders’exchangeon the linesadvo
catedby theNational Association )f Builders.
The national secretary paid them a visit re
cently and helped to startthe new exchange
in the ri ht way. There is plenty of cod
material or anexchangein Fitchburg, an it is
statedthat the neworganization is progressin
favorably. The presenceof the secretary o
the National Associationat theformation was
of great assistanceto thenew association,as
it prevented the membersfrom falling into
errors which are frequently made from lack
of experience.

Cost of the London Carpenters' Strike.

The balance sheet of the carpenters’ and
joiners’ strike in London, says Engineer
ing, which lasted 26 weeks during last
year, has been issued. The total sum col
lected was £20,959. 18/; the expenditure
was £26,761.3/4—lesving a balance in
hand of £198. 14/8. 0f the total amount
-expended,£23,571 wereexpended asstrike
pay, but this amount does not include
the payments to the men on strike from
their own unions. The sums paid by the
strike committee was in addition to, not
in substitution of, the ordinary strike-pay
by the several unions. Of the total sub
scriptions the Amalgamated Society of
Engineers sent£700; the bricklayeis, £752;
the dockers, £400 ; the iron founders, £440;
the plastereis, £124; the Durham miners
£105; the compositors, £110; and smaller
contributions, amounting to nearly £4,000,
from various sccieties and clubs. Trade
meetings and demonstrations only realized
£81. 17/3. The expenditure includes
£1255. 10/ for salaries and expenses of
the committee; legal expenses, £275. 5/4;
sending men back from the places from
which they were induced to come, £127.5/.
The report gives some details of the ro
longed struggle, and also of rekus
eflorts of the carpenters and j0iners to
better their ccndition. The strike ended
without any immediate advantage to the
men, but in June of the present year an
agreement was entered into by which the

men obtained nearly all they fought for
last year by mutual concession and ar
rangement. The working hours are now
about 8 hours and 10 minutes per day the
year round, with an increase of we es of
one-half penny per hour all round, or all
mrchanics and laborers alike.+—

Scarfed Beams.

Where neatness is more essential than
strength, scar-fed joints are preferred to
any arran ement of “ fishing," because
a beam united by scarfs and bolts is of the
same breadth and depth at the joints as at
other points. In order that the bolts may
not be screwed through the timber and to
increase the clamping surface, says the
Architect, it is advisable to add a plate of
iron on the faces of the beam where the
heads and nuts of the bolts pass through.
The ends of these plates may be turned
into the wood to give greater rip. But
it is desirable to avoid depen ing solely
upon bolts for the strength of a scarf, ow
ing to the effect of ,the shrinking of the
timber and the liability of the bolts to be,
in consequence of their small dimensions,
pressed into the wood. Keys or wedges
can be often used to keep the upper and
lower parts in their places. Varieties may
be almost infinitely multiplied by increas
ing the number of the faces, whether ob
lique or square, and uniting the parts
eithir by tabling, keying or a combination
of the two; but in most cases the greatest

simplicity should be aimed at, in order
that the parts may the more readily be
made to fit each other with accuracy.
Very complicated scarfs have been used
by some old carpenters, rcspscting which
Robison observes that “ many seem to aim
at making the beam stronger than if it
were of one piece," an absurdity too mani
fest to need refutation. Where a scarfed
beam is expcsed to transverse strains the
joint should be varied from the ordinary
form. When a piece of timber, subject to
compression in the direction of its len h,
has to be scarfed, oblique faces shoul be
avoided, becauseof their tendency to slide
upon each other. Though bolts are con
monly used to secure scsrfed jonts, iron
hoops or straps, driven on tightly,
have been recommended in their stead,
and possess the advantage of not weak
ening the timber. In joints that depend
wholly on bolts, Tredgold recommends
that the sum of their areas should never
be lrss than two-tenths of the area of the
section of the beam. He has also given
the following rules for the length of scarfs:
In oak, ash or elm the whole length of the
scarf should be six times the depth or
thickness of the beam, where there are no
bolts. in fir, without bolts, twelve times
the de th. The whole length of a scarf
depen ent wholly upon bolts should bein
oak, ash or elm about three and in fir six
times the depth of the beam; When bolts
and indents are used together, the length
of the scarf may be in hard woods twice
and in soft woods four times the depth.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Tool-(heal. Consume-lion.

From C. J. G., Pittsfield, Mam—A
practical tool chest is about the first
requisite of a carpenter or joiner, as his
tools should be kept in a safe receptacle
occupying but small space and protected
from injury by contact with each other.
The princi is of “ a place for everythin
and everyt ing in its place " holds as goo
with a carpenter as with the member of
any other trade or profession. Not only
should he be able to place his hand upon

Fig. 4—View of Saw Till.
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presented a request in a recent issue of
Carpentry and Building for a tool chest,
as well as for the benefit of other readers
similarly interested. I send sketches and
description of a chest which I made
some‘time ago. Although not elaborate,

I consider it practical, and have yet to see
the one for which I would exchange it.
Fig.1 represents the chest with cover
and top drawer cover slightly raised.
The size of this chest. inside measure
ment, is 36 x 22 x 18 inches, the panels

Fig. 2.—Viewof One of the
Corners.

Fig. 6.- Front View of a Section
of theDrawersat Endof Chest.

the Front of the Saw'l‘ill BeingCut Away to Give
Room for the Blades.

for odd tools, including saw filer. roof
brackets. &c., also for extra garments or
whatever may be desired, as plans, draw
in , &c., C the saw till, which slides to
al ow excess to the molding planes. which
occnpya space across the front of the
chest under the saw till. By the way, I

have a conveniently arranged partition
which fits snugly against the last mold
ing plane, whether there be 5 or 15 in the
chest, preserving their upright position.
The space D is used for level or bench
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Fig. 3.—VerticalCrossSectionof Tool Chest.
Showing its Various Divisions.

Fig. 7.—Viewof Front andSideof a Drawer.ShowingTongueand

G roove.

Tool-Chest Construction, as Recommendedby “ C. J. G.”

any desired tool without rummaging over
the entire kit, but he wants to find it free
from unnecessary scratches or marks, and
if it be an edged tool, as sharp at least, if

not sharper, as he left it. If he be a sharp
man he will keep sharp tools, sharpened
very sharp. The chest should be strong and
the space utilized to the best advantage,
in order that it may not be needlessly
large. It should be so constructed that
the drawers. slides. &c., may be easily re
moved without a screw driver or wrench
for the purpose of cleaning or lightening
the chest when it is to be loaded on to a

wagon, and it frequently happens that
this must be done with but little help.
For the benefit of “ J. E. H. ,3

’

who

being sunken all around. The top panel,
however, should be raised to revent
holding water in case any shoul et on
it; besides. this form of construction is

more easily dusted. The handles are
fastened on the ends with round-headed
bolts. while the cover is secured by a

combination look. In Fig. 2 is repre
sented a section of a corner of the chest.
rabbeted, cross-nailed, and then covered
with wrought angle iron, well screwed
on, over which hardwood stiles are
placed. making an exceedingly strong
corner. Fig. 3 is a vertical cross section
of the tool chest. showing the various
divisions, A A A A being drawers, a a

slide under the drawers. B a receptacle

planes,
framing mallet-s, hammers, &c.

ig. 4 is a perspective view of the saw
till or tray as it appears when taken out
of the chest. I carry four or five sizes,
but more can be accommodated by put
ting them with handles to the left be
tween the others, one put each way.
The bottom of the tray beyond the saw
handles is raised to make a space for the
handled molding planes underneath;
also to provide a

.

more convenient apart
ment for oil cans and scratch awl. The
front of the tra is made low to
give room for t e blades of fram
ing squares. which are hung to
supports screwed to the front of the
chest, as shown in Fig. 5. The squares
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are carried here, one with 18-inch
tongue, which just fits in, while the
other, a 16inch tongue, and the one gen
erally used, is dropped 1% inches, so that
either square ma be removed without
disturbing the ot er. Their position is
such as to occupy but little space, and
their ton es are not wobbling about to
trouble t eir neighbors. Fig. 6 explains
the sliding arrangement of the drawers,
the ends of which are Z

1
,

inch thick meas
uring from the grooves cut from the
front panel to the back side, as shown in
Fig. 7

,

on which are nicely fitted cherry
tongues or strips. At one end of the
drawers these tongues are held in place
by friction only, and easily removed when
it is desired to take out the drawers.
Hardwood cleats 3

5 inch thick are secured
to the ends of the chest to receive these

tion is, say, 23 pounds to the square foot,
equaling 13,248 unds, the factor of
safety bein 3

.

he total equals 39,744
pounds. T e greatest bending moment
at the center e uals 119,232foot-pounds.
Of what use is t is moment in getting the
size of supporting timber not over 12
inches deep and not to bend more that 1

1
,,

inch to the foot in length?
Nola—We referred the uestion of our
correspondent to C. Powel Karr, a well
known engineer, who furnishes the fol
lowin reply in detail :

To etermine the amount and location
of bending moment graphically, we will
divide the load into six ual arts, as
shown in Fig. 1

.

As the oad is evenly
distributed, the reactions will be e ual
and will each be half of the load = alf
of 13.248pounds = 6624pounds.

moment with the moment of resistance of
the section under consideration, thus :

BM = r x (1;)orr=E_MinwhichBMk

= bending moment, r = ) moment of

resistance in inches, = safe modu

lus of rupture of the material.

Having obtained the moment of resist
ance in inches, the cross section of girder
in question can be determined, for the
strength of various timbers and materials

set
square inch of sectional area has been
etermined by experiment, and the re
sults are readily accessible. _
In drawing Figs. 1 and 2 the pole

(1
2
$

tongues. It will be observed that every In Fig. 2 lay 011’the loads in order on time?
x9

h
a
? been taken as equal to

drawer except the top one is of the same line 1 8 at a scale of 3
4 inch = 2208 for iron, using a factor of safety of i =

\['————--———-I-————————-‘--v———-288-|n+-—-——--——-—>_——~— ——————>--—--_-l
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Fig. 2.—Strain Diagram.—Scale, 3
4 Inch

I‘quals we lbs. ><_o= for Iron
43.000

3

(wrought)= = 14,383lbs.

F11. 1.—ShowlugDivision 01'Load—Scale, '4 Inch
to 1he Foot.—Dotted blues Show Deflection
Diagram.

2'

22

T2‘

25

Fig. 3.-DeflectionDiagram.

A Question of Bending Momenta—Diagrams Illustrating Communication from " J. D. W.,” Paterson, N. J.

length. The drawers, saw tray and slide
may be removed without the aid of screw
driver or wrench. One drawer is divided
into three apartments, one being par
titioned off with very thin material for a

set of light chisels, one for German and
diamond bits. countersinks, reamers, &c.,
and the third for screw drivers, dividers,
calipers. try and bevel s uares. &c. The
other drawers are equ 1

y

well utilized.
By pulling out the slide a over the space
D. another surface is made for carrying
extra tools, &c., when moving the chest
from place to place. If the above de
scription of what I call “ a practical tool
chest” is of service to the many readers
of Carpentry and Building, my object in
presenting it will have been attained.

A Question of Bending Moments.
From J. D. W., Paterson. N. J.—I
would like to have some one show the ap
plication of stresses obtained graphically
or otherwise, in order to secure the proper
size of timber and iron to resist the
stresses. Take for example a girder, or a

floor. having a partition 24 feet in the
clear between supports with a clear store
space under the partition, the store ceil
ing being on one continuous line with no
girder projecting below. The partition

is 24 feet wide and 24 feet high, lathed
and plastered. The weight of the parti

pounds ; lay ofi reactions 1 9 and 9 8 each

etgial
to 6624pounds, the pole a:to be on

a orizontal line drawn through 9
.

This
linearv 9 will be equal by scale to hori
zontal components of the forces acting on
the beam. Lines as 2
,

.r 3
,

w 4
,

a: 5
,

.r 6
,

.v 7 represent the strains on the beam
caused by the loads.
In Fig. I draw lines A B', B' C', C' D',
D' E'. E' F', F' G' parallel to lines a: 7

,

ac 6
,

&c. To find the bending moment at-any
loaded point, as at B, multiply the verti
cal distance B B’ by the horizontal dis
tance a: 9

.

Therefore, the int of great
est bendin moment will Ii

;

where the
line A B', ' D', E' F’ G' is furthest away
from line A G'. This will be at point D,
and the greatest bending moment in
girder will be equal to (D — D’) = 33.3
inches X (x 9

) = 14,333 pounds = 477,288
pounds inch.
To find the same result by method of
moments we obtain 476,928 inch-pounds,
or slightly less than our previous result.
The moment of the forces produced by
the action of the fibers about a certain
point is called the moment of resistance
of the beam. To maintain equilibrium
the moment of resistance of the fibers at

a certain point multiplied by their unit of
strength must equal the bending moment
at that point. By finding the bending
moment of any girder or beam at a given
point we are able to equate this bending

= 14,333pounds. So that the ver-.

tical distance D D equals the required
moment of resistance of the girder.
The de th, 12 inches, prohibits the use of

a woo en 'rder. Fl . 1 shows the mo
ment of resistance is .3. From a man
ufacturers‘ table of the properties of eye
beams we find a 1034-iuch 105pound beam
will answer, having a moment of resist
ance of 35.3.
To use a beam so that it will not deflect
over 7%,,of the span, we should use d =
L + 21.4.where L = span in feet, d =
depth in inches.
For deflection of beam use formula

43,000

3

5 TI‘ _

Def. =
93-4X E—X—imhere

v = uniform

load, I = span in inches, E = modulus of
elasticity of iron = 27,000,000, 1

' = mo
ment of inertia of section = 229.2, hence

d f

5 13,248 X 23,887,872

8 - - 3s4 X 27,000,000x 229.2 *0-66
inch.
By what has been stated the deflection

is limited to Tim of 288inches = 0.72inch,
so we select a 10%-inch .heavy beam
whose moment of resistance is 38.3 and
whose allowed deflection is 0.76.
To determine the deflection graphically:
In Fig.1 divide A Giuto artsA 9 11
1315 17 19 G; draw verti s throu h

these points intersecting the line A B' '.
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&_c.,at ints 10 12 14 16,&c. Then in
Fig. 3 ay oil on load line, 21 27, the
vertical distances 9 10. 11 12, 18 14, data.
From pole S draw S 21. S 22, S23, &c.
From A draw A bparallel to S 27. b c
parallel to S 26, c (1 parallel to S 25, d e
parallel to S 27, ef parallel to S 23,f i 9
parallel

to S 22, and g G parallel to S 21.
hese lines 9 b, 11 c, &c., represent
proportionally the amount of deflec
tion at point of beam through which they
are drawn.
As the line 113er 15e (X’) is the longest
the greatest deflection will take place at
this point, and can be read ofi by scale,
and can also be checked by well-known
formulae.

The Science of Handralling.—Vlll.
From MORRIS WILLIAMS, Scranton, Pa.
—From intimations received through the
mail I understand that the article on the
bevels which

appeared
in the July issue

needs further e ucidatiou.
In explaining Fig. 19, it is there said
that: “The base of the bevel must be

Fla. 88.

Molding for Circular Room. or
Towers.

From W. T. H., Marquette, Mich.—
Will some kind reader of the paper give
me_a method for finding the radius for
striking a molding to go around cir
cular rooms or towers? I find that a
straight piece of mold bent around inside
on the base always lays 05 at the top.

lholi' Designs.
From 0. G. C., Grand Junction, Col -—
Will some of the readers of Carpentry
and Building furnish me with a design
for _shelf and brackets suitable to be put
up in a well-furnished room?

Falling-Line System of Handraillnz.
From M. L., Warren, Ohi0.--I notice
in Qarpentry and Building for July, 1890,
a discussion of problems on handrailing
by“W. J. B.,” of London, England, in
which the falling-line system is referred
to as being in advance of the tangent sys
tem. Now, if “W. J. B." will be kind

Q

’ Hg. 31.

tion, and we have no doubt that there
are
many

practical readers of the paper
who wil take pleasure in furnishing the
information desired.

Problem in Slairbuildlng.
From G. T. H., Berryville, Aria—Will
same of the readers of the paper kindly
give me through its columns a rule for
cutting back the header for the landing
of a stairway?

House Framing.

From S. 0.. Fort Worth, Texas.—Per
mit me to call attention to the communi
cation of “ H. T. B.," Sardis, Ky., with
regard to house framing, which appeared
in the August issue of the paper, and in
making this criticism I do it because I
think it is in the interest of the readers.
The method of framing employed is such
as I would not recommend any reader to
follow who desires to bridge studding.
My way of doing the work would be to so
place the bridging that the ends would

Fig. 35.

The Scienceof Handrailing.—Diagrams Explaining More Ful'y Fig. 19.

the length of a square horizontal line
across the section, and the hight or per
ndicular of the bevel must be the
ength of hight from the lowest side of
the section to the up r hight of the sec
tion. which will be a ine forming a right

angle
with the line of the base.”
he base line of the triangle that con

tains the bevel is not shown in the upper
section of Fig. 19 to be a square horizon
tal line across the section. This want of
coincidence between the line and the ex

Elanation
causes the difliculty in compre

ending the principle of the bevels. Fig.
33 makes good this want of coincidence.
the line herein being a square horizontal
line across the section. Fig. 84 contains
the plan, elevation and section. In
relation to the bevels the three plans
must be considered. Fig. 35 is the
triangle that contains the bevels. The
base of the triangle is taken from
the square horizontal line across the
section marked 4 5. The hight 5 9
is taken from 5 5, a square line to
the pitch of the section and equal
in length to the hight between the
lowest side and the upper side of the
section. The hypotenuse is taken from
a square line across the section marked in
Fig. 34 by the figures 6 8 or 5.9._ This
line is square across the section, but not
horizontal, as it runs on the face of the
section, and consequently it is contained
in the oblique plane of the section. I
hope this additional explanation will sui
fice to make the bevels clear.

enough to tell me through the columns of
the paper how I can gain some knowledge
of the falling-line system, I shall esteem
it a favor, as I have used the tangent sys
tem to a limited extent, but am anxious
to obtain the best.

Pitch of Door and Window Sllla.
From M. E. L., Strylcer, Ohio—Will
some correspondent of Carpentry and
Building kindly tell me what pitch should
be given to door and window sills?

Hanging Portlerea.
From H. W. B., Lawrence, Kun.—I
would like to ask through the columns of
Carpentry and Building the best method
of hanging a curtain over a doorway. I
wish to lace a curtain across a front
door for t e purpose of keeping the draft
out of the hall, and to do the work in
such a manner as will not interfere with
the opening of the door and yet will al
low the curtain to he slid back in position
when the door is closed.
Note—The subject of hanging por
tieres was discussed in a very general
wa in the June number for last year,
and, while giving no specific directions
covering the special case to which our
correspondent above refers, it is possible
that he may derive some suggestionsfrom
a perusal of the article which appeared
in the issue named. The roblem which
he presents is not a diflicu t one of solu

come in contact with studding oppositB
each other, thereby providing something
to resist the strain which might be ex
erted on them. It will be seen from an
ins ection of the sketch submitted by" . T. B.” in the August number that
any strain exerted at a certain point Will
cause the studs to twist. which, in my
estimation, is a serious objection.

Brawl ng an Ellipse.
From 0. L. M., Madera, Cal—I would
like to hear opinions

regardinithe
ellipse.

I think the one given by “ . S. F.," in
the July issue, is not regular, and it does
not stand the test of the well-known prop
ertv of the ellipse that the sum of any two
lines drawn from the foci to any ints in
the circumference is the same. I: Hodg
son's work on “ Practical Carpentry,” on
pages 32 and 33, is given a way to draw
with the compasses a figure resembling
an ellipse. The method amounts to the
same as that of “ L. S. F.," but is not a
perfect ellipse, even though “ well pro
portioned."

Carrlaze Hon-ea and Stables.
From E. F., Glendale, Cal—I like Car
niry and Building very much indeed.
owever, I would say that we good
builders would like to see in its columns
occasional desi s for carriage houses and
ornamental sta les. In looking over back
numbers it seems to me there has been
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comparatively little of this sort of work
published.
Note—Here is a suggestion upon which
our contributors can work to advantage.
We shall be glad to have photographs.
plans, details, &c., of such buildings as

gas; gorrespondeut
describes. Who speaks

' Sliding Flexlhle D00".

From MECHANIC—In answer to some
of the correspondents who have been ask
ing about the construction of furniture,

Sliding Flexible Doors—Fig. 1.—Sho-wing
One Application.

household articles. bric-a-brac and the
like, I send two sketches of a method of
making sliding doors for small cu boards,
wall cabinets and the like, thin 'ng the
matter ma prove interesting to the read
ers. The oors are flexible, and are made
by gluing to a-piece of cloth or canvas 8.
series of narrow strips of wood, or thread
ing them together in a continuous string
by passing through their thickness two
lengths of cord or wire in such a way that
the latter will be concealed from sight.
The application of this form of door is
shown in Fig. 1, while in Fig. 2 is repre

F‘t'g.2.-—Plan View of One Corner.

sented a plan view of a corner of a
cabinet, clearly indicating the construc
tion. The upper and lower ends of the
strips of wood travel in grooves. The
number of strips need not exceed a quan
tity sufl'icient to close the opening, al
though it is well to allow afew to remain
hidden at the sides. It is necessary, of
course, to provide at the sides of the
cabinet a double wall or recess, into which
the doors may slide when pushed open.
Doors of this kind are applicable to vari
ous articles of furniture, more especially
those having a curved front.

A Large Center.

From CENTER, Little Falls, N. Y.—I
would like to have some of the practical
readers of Carpentry and Building pre
sent for the attention of your subscribers
a center for an arch havmg a span of 84
feet, spring 15 feet and roadway 24 feet or
36 feet wide, voussoirs 3 feet and roadway
to be 5 feet from intrados.

Details of Inside Fluinh.

From M. D. C., Dixon, Ill—I would
like to ask some of the readers of the
paper to submit details of inside finish
for doors and windows which do not have
head and plinth blocks, as “

thei;
are get

ting too previous in this use of the
woods.” Carpenters in this section desire
a change and are looking for something
new under the sun.

Window Screen and Outside Blinds.
From J. C. M., Oregon, Ill—The sketch
which Isend of a window screen is in an
swer to an inquiry from “H. U.," Tal
mad e, Neb., whose letter ap ared in
the une issue of the paper. he screen
is placed directly under the outside or top
sash, and is put in from the outside by
ripping off one of the stiles, the thickness
of the blind stop, as indicated by the line
Rof the sketch. It is fastened in place
from the outside by inserting screws
represented by S S S. When the screen
is in it does not show. The space 0 is
taken out of the bottom rail, in order to
've room for the bottom arm when open
ing and closing the blind, and is covered
by a %~inch piece screwed to the screen
at the end, as indicated in the sketch. A

Window Screen and Outside Blinds.

small
fiece
is cut oif, beveling on the line

L, an fastened in position; then when
the part shown raised in the sketch is
closed, it is held firmly to the frame. A
screw or small nail could be placed in the
loose end of the cover by which to open
and close it.

Skirting Board for Stairs.

From W. V. 11.. Newark, N. J.—In
reply to “H. L.,” Moorestown, N. J., I
would suggest the following method for

bevel and has a wire nail driven in the
side for the purpose of making it stand
away from the bottom of the riser, so that
the rising piece will clear the nosin of
the tread. In doing the work, the rst
thing is to lay the skirting over the to
of the stairs as indicated in the sketc ,
and make a very fine notch on the front
edge of the sliding iece at the hight of
one of the steps. hen apply the point
of the sliding piece to the internal corner
of a step and mark the skirting in the
notch at c, the bevel being brought close
to the sliding piece. Suppose it is desired
to take a point at the nosing, it is only
necessary to apply the point of the sliding
piece to the nosing, as at d; then mark
the skirting by the notch at e, which will
give the point in the skirting corres nd
ing to the nosing of the stair at . In
this manner as many points as desired to
complete the work may be made. If the
steps are very true. two marks from each
tread and riser will be sulficient, and by
connecting these marks by lines will give
the form of the riser and tread of each
step, while three marks in each will give
a good outline of the nosing. By follow
ing this plan the correspondent will se
cure a tight job every time.

Question of Party Wall.

Prom J. D., Knoxville, Tenn—I have a
four-story brick store to build and the
parties owning the lot on one side refuse
to allow me to put the footings of the
brick wall on their side—that is, they will
not allow me to project the wall at all on
their property. Will you please tell me
how to get over this so as to get a. solid
and firm foundation?

‘

Note—The question of arty wall is a
question of law, and in this respect the
laws are not identical in the different
States. We are not acquainted with the
laws of Tennessee in this regard and
therefore are disposed to refer our corre
spondent to some competent law er. In
many of the large cities, especial y where
business blocks are built, the party wall is
disregarded, and each owner puts up on
his own property a complete wall, includ
ing foundations necessary for supporting
the structure that he propo es to erect.
Accordingly, it is not unusu to see two
walls side by side, either of which would
presumably be thick enough and heavy
enough for the common use of two build~
ings, carried from foundation to roof.

Skirting Board for Stairs, as Suggestedby “ W. V. H."

fitting skirting board on straight or wind
ing stairs. Referring to the sketch which
I send, a is a bevel made to the rake of
the skirting and perpendicular to the
stairs; I) is a sliding piece applied to the

This plan makes each owner independent
of his neighbor and has the advantage of
makin buildings very strong and sub
stantia . and giving them a fire-resisting
character which would otherwise be lack
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ing. We resume, under the circum
stances, re erring to the case mentioned
by this correspondent, that this rule does
not prevail. and therefore he is anxious to
make a wall which will give him the
largest possible amount of space on.
his own ground. As to his legal rights in
the premises, as mentioned in the first
case, we must refer him to a good lawyer.

Oblsininz the Shape of Molding
("uiters.

From A. H. L., Dayton, Ky.—In reply
to “ W. H. H.,” Seelyville, Pa., ask
ing for a correct method of making
molding knives, I send herewith asketch,
Fig. 1, which may prove of interest.
First, draw the full size of the cutter
head with the knife set to the shortest
cutting point, as indicated in the en rav
ing. Then draw the line a throng the
center of the head, touching the knife at
the shortest cutting point. Draw the
line bat right angles to the line a and
draw the line h parallel to the line b,
giving the thickness of the molding.
After this has been done make a full size
drawing of the mold to be made on the
line h, and then draw the lines 0, d, e,f,
g to the line a. Now with a pair of com
asses, with r as center, continue the
ines c, d, e, f, g, h until they cut the line

board even with one of the square edges
and fasten it in place. Now revolve the
cardboard, and wherever the straight edge
of the paper intersects the lines from the
molding and the perpendicular B, make a
mark. After all the points are marked
they will give the depth that each mem
ber requires to be cut in relation to each
other in order to produce a molding of
any given shape or depth.
Note—T0 those of our readers who
are interested in the question of mak
ing molding knives, we would suggest
that they refer to the correspondence
bearing on the subject published in the
April and June issues of Carpentry and
Building for 1882. The problem is there
treated at considerable length, and illus
trated in a way which is likely to prove
instructive and valuable in this connec
tion.

Preventing Tools from Busting

From C. H. C., Monterey, Ala.—In re
ply to “C. I. A.," Galva, 111., whose
letter of inquiry appeared in the March
number of Carpentry and Building for
this year, I take the liberty of giving
Professor Olmstead's method for the
preservation of scientific apparatus,
which he long ago published for the
general good, declining to have it pat

: >
-—
~
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—
+

Method Suggestedby “ A. H. L."

i. The next step is to draw, from the
ints of intersection, the lines 1

,
2
. 3
,

4
,

, 6
,
7
.

Now take thelinesj. k, l, m, n, o,
pof the mold on the line 7, giving the
width of the mold. Extend the lines j,

k, l, m, n, 0, p in an upward direction
until they intersect the lines 1

,
2
,
3
,
4
,

5
,

6
,
7
.

Take a pencil, and draw throu h

the ints thus obtained, reducing t e

mol , as indicated in the s etch. I have
used this method for six years in (fincin
nati planing mills and find it accurate in
every particular.

From C. W. J., Norfolk, Va.—-In the
April number of CARPENTRY sun BUILD
ING “ W. H. H.“ of See] 'ville, Pa., asks
for a correct method 0 obtaining the
slut e of molding cutters. I think he
wil find the accompanying sketch Fig. 2

a satisfactory answer to his inquiry.
Referring to the drawing A is the bass
line, B the perpendicular, C the cylinder
and O the center of the cylinder. The
base line A represents the body of the
machine. Now, square up perpendicu
larly and draw the moldiuv. From each
member draw lines parallel to A, cutting
B. Take a piece of thick pa er or thin
cardboard the exact size of t e cylinder
and ut a pin through the center, 0, into
the ine B, taking care that when the
cardboard is revolved the corners shall be
from }

g

to 9
3
/

inch above the highest part
of the molding. Now take a strip of stitf
writing paper having a straight edge and
place this straight edge upon the card

Obtaining the Shape of Molding Cutters.

ented. The rocess consists of slowly
melting toget er 6 or 8 parts of pure
hog’s lard and 1 art resin, stirring until
cool. This remains in a semi-fluid con
dition and always ready for use, the
resin preventing rancidity and supplying
an air-tight film. If this is rubbed ever
so lightly on a bright surface it will
effectually protect and preserve the
polish.

From M. E. L., Slryker, Ohio—In re
ply to correspondents who hare inquired
with regard to the reservation of tools,
permit me to say t at I know of noth
ing better than kerosene to keep tools
from rusting.

Flndlllz the Radius ofs (‘ircle when
the Chord and Spring are Given.
From L. S. F., Beatrice, Neb.—-I have a

nut to crack, which I desire to submit to
the readers of Carpentry and Building. I

would like to have the process explained
whereby I can figure out the radius of an
are when the chord and spring are given.
Take, for example, a window or door
frame head for a brick arch, the chord of
which is 5 feet 11 inches and the spring 7

inches. What is the radius?
Note.——Thisquestion was very fully
discussed and numerous illustrations pre
sented in the issue of Carpentry and
Building for April, 1891,and we have no
doubt if our correspondent will refer to
the letters there given he will obtain all

the information necessary. As it is pos
sible, however, he may not have a file of
the paper for last year, we resent a rule
which will enable him to so ve the prob
lem in question. The square of one
half the chord plus the square of the
rise or spring divided by tWice the rise or
spring gives the radius.

Length of Jack Batters.
F‘rom H. A. B., Moreno, Cal.—I would
like to ask some of the readers of Carpen
try and Building to explain in its col
umns how much shorter each jack
rafter for a hip roof must be cut in order
that the rafters may be two feet apart,
the roof being a % or h

f pitch.

(“hes p Brick Houses.
We have a letter on the subject of cheap
brick houses, which we reproduce below
verbatim ei liloratim, supressing, how
ever, the address and signature for obvi
ous reasons. It presents the question in
such a peculiar form that we have no
doubt our readers will be interested in it.
The letter is as follows:
“Will take the liberty of asking ou in
what number I can receive any in orma~
tion of building the cheapest kind of
brick houses to oblige me ?

"

It has been impossible for us to answer
this letter satisfactorily. We have never
published articles relating to the building
of the cheapest kind of brick houses.
Chea t is superlative. and whatever we
may ave said about cheap brick houses
would not necessarily include the
cheapest. Further. we have not pre

Plan Adoptedby “ C. W J."

sented information of the sort asked for
by this reader to “ oblige him," but rather
to instruct our readers in general. How
ever, this is taking a mean advantage of
a corres ndent, and we need not enlarge
upon this phase of the question. A brick
house may be built cheap, and in making

it cheap it may be made poor, Just as
other articles which are very generally
deteriorated in quality whenever they are
lowered in cost. To build the “ cheapest

”

brick house, we suppose, would uire
materials that are never paid for and abor
that receives no wages.
We advise this correspondent and _all
others to consider the question of building
the “best brick houses rather than the
“ cheapest,” to give attention to methods
of securing the very best work, whatever
the kind may be, at a little less cost than
the avera e, by reason of superior manage
ment an skill. Cheap buildings, as a
rule. are poor buildings, and are not worth
building at all, but a good building at a

fair cost is always a good investment.

A FIRE-PROOF ROOFING, and one unaf
fected by the heat of the sun’s rays and
that will not melt or run, says Fire and
Water, is made by adding burned lime

(not slaked) to coal tar. Boil together in
the proportion of 15 pounds of lime to 100

pauuds of tar. The lime must be pulver
iZed, and to avoid the tar boiling over stir
the lime slowly in the boiling tar. The
mixture must be put on while hot.
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Midyear Meeting of National
Association of Builders.
The mid-year meeting of the National
Association of Builders which comprised a
meeting of the ofiicers, directors and
members of committees, was held in Indi
anapolis during the past month, too late
to admit of a report being printed in this
issue. From the programme which ap
pears elsewhere it will be seen that much
important work was laid out affecting the
various subjects which the National Asso
ciation of Builders has taken up and
acted upon. The main purpose of these
mid-year meetings is to formulate matters
to be considered at the succeeding con
vention in order that they may be re
sented to the filial bodies for action be ore
that time. By this means each local ex
change has ample time to fully consider
such subjects as are presented, and are
able to make a comprehensive and definite
statement at the convention. through
their delegates, of the position taken.
These meetings obviate the necessity of
considering subjects in convention which
hadnot been previously referred to the
local exchanges for action. It was the
intention of nearly all the ofiicers and
directors to be present at the meeting, and
it is expected that a large amount of im
portant business was transacted.+—
A Builders’ Exchange.

A builders’ exchange, as advocated by
the National Association, is the name that
has generally been adopted by associations
of business men engaged in the various
branches of building, but it only becomes
a factor in the community when the pur
poses which actuated its formation are
carried out. In almost every city nowa
days the various branches of mercantile
business have some form of organization
formed for the purpose of establishing
uniform practices, and for participating
in movements for the welfare of the gen
eral public. The bankers, the dry goods

dealers. the coal dealers. &c., all have
associations of some form, and in mat
ters demanding public consideration and
action these bodies are usually the first to
act. Until recently the building interests,
which are quite as important as any
other, have had no form of representa
tion, and have in no way been identi
fied with public action, and all because
there has been no form of organization
among them which would give adequate
representation to the various departments ‘

of the business. Under the impetus given
to the establishment of builders‘ exchanges
by the National Association, nearly every
city of importance in the country has now
some form of organization among the
builders, and in many of the larger cities
the exchanges are recognized by the ub
he asbeing the head uarters for everyt ing
pertaining to building. By this means
it has been possible for the builder to add
his united opinion to that of others who
are acting for the benefit of the city, and
has become identified with progress, the
same as chambers of commerce or real
estate exchanges. Where a builders’ ex
change exists m name only, and is signifi
cant of no active interest, the builders are
unidentified. and lose half the satisfaction
that comes from active participation in
passing events. At all times a properly
conducted exchange is a benefit to its
members. and becomes a useless name
only when the individuals of which it is
composed fail to take sufiicient interest
in the general customs and conditions
which prevail in their business,to seek
their improvement and correction. It is
freely stated by the members of every ex
change that has established a well-attended
’change hour that they wonder how they
transacted business so long without its as
sistance. Out of the daily gatherings for
business purposes the needs of the trade
are evolved and becoming apparent to all;
it is easy to secure united action on the
subject. Uniform practices are adopted,
and the trade is greatly benefited thereby.
No greater evidence of the benefits that
follow a properly organized exchange
is needed than the many examples now
in existence throughout the country.

Duty of Members.
One of the most important phases of the
work necessary to bring the recommenda
tions of the National Association of
Builders into actual practical use is a kind
of pioneering. The builder who recog
nizes the value of the methods advocated
must not be content with the simple
recognition, but must make an effort to
put such methods into operation in his
business, and must try to induce others to
do the same. There are plenty of builders
all over the country who say they fully
appreciate the value of the plan of arbi
tration. the apprenticeship system, the
importance of adopting the code of prac
tice and other recommendations, and admit
that their adoption would doubtless prove
as beneficial in their case as has been
demonstrated in others, but who always
wait for some one else to take the in
itial steps. There is no question but
that business can be carried on without
any of these improvements. but there is
also no question but that the transaction of
the builders’ business would be very much
facilitated by their adoption. Business
was successfully conducted without the
aid of the telegraph and the tele hone. but
the man who does not avail imself of
these improvements to-day is behind in
the race, even though he may continue to
carry on business. It is the same with an
exchange as it is with these improve
ments; the individual ma not want them
every day, but when he oes want them
they are of inestimable service to him and

he is obliged to pay for that service. Just
so with the exchange; the individual may
not need it every day, but when he does
need it, it is indispensable, and as he can
not pay for its service as he can pay for
the transmission of a message by tele~
graph he should pay for its support by be
coming a member and adding the weight
of his effort as well as his dues toward its
success. The benefit which is afi'orded the
business in which he is engaged is shown
in the establishment of uniform and rec
ognized customs that have been prepared
by re resentatives from similar bodies
loca in various sections of the country.
and which have been subjected to rigid
scrutiny and full consideration before
being recommended to the local exchanges
for adoption. The builder must adopt
these suggestions and help others to adopt
them before they can be of benefit to his
business, and his support must begiven to
the institution which is the medium
through which these improvements and
corrections are formulated and made
public. —_+-—~
Programme of Mid-Year

Meeting.
Programme of Mid-Year Meetin of
oflicers. directors and committees o the
National Association of Builders. held at
Indianapolis, Ind., on Monday and Tues
day, October 17and 18, 1892.
The meeting called to order at 10o’clock
11.111.of Monday.
The business of the meeting :
1. Secretary’s report.
2. Treasurer’s report.
3. Reports of progress of standing and
special committees.

4. Reports from directors touching con
ditions existing in their several local
bodies. and suggestions for the con
sideration and work of the National
Association at its next convention.

5. Consideration of new methods of
work for secretary’s department for
the balance of current year ; to en
large the interest of local bodies and
secure greater benefits through the
National Association.

6. Consideration of bearing of new
eight-hour law passed at last ses
sion of Congress, and advisability’
of securing oflicial opinion from
United States Attorney-General
before the next convention.

7. Consideration of advisability of secur
ing congress of builders in connec
tion with the World’s Fair Auxil
iary, at Chicago.

8. Consideration of advisability of pre
paring standard form of organiza
tion for local bodies, and issuance of
charters to local bodies from the
National Amociation.

9. Consideration of advisability of sug
gesting a revision of constitution at
next convention. If so, what?

10. Such other matters as maybe pre
sented.———.——
The Uniform Contract.

The use of the Uniform Contract is
becoming more general every day, and
the secretaries of filial bodies should keep
a supply on hand at all times. and its
adoption should be urged upon the archi
tects as well as the contractors.
The form is also mentioned as the
Standard Form of Contract, and bears
n 11its face the statement that it was
a opted as such by the American Insti
tute of Architects, the Western Associa
tion of Architects (now merged into the
American Institute) and the National
Association of Builders. Other forms, by
whatever name advertised, should not be
confused with the one above referred to
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BLUE PAPER PRINTING._111.

HE PRINT having black lines on a
white ground has been the subject
of a good deal, of experiment, and

many draftsmen have decided that the
process did not yield resul a good enough
to pay for the extra time, trouble and“ nastiness” of the recess. Still, if black
line rints are calls for, the engineer has
no a ternative than to supply, and charge
for them accordingly.
Perhaps the easiest way of making the
black-line print is tomake the blue line de
scribed in the last paner, and then change
to black lines on a white ground by chem
ically creating ordinary black writing ink in
the blue linl s of the print. This is effected
by dipping the blue-line print into a so
lution of common potash, made in the pro
portion of 1 ounce of potash to 25 ounces
of water.
This treatment turns loose the iron
oxide, and the print becomes of a dull
rusty color due to that oxide, and if the
print then be immersed for a few moments
in a solution of tannin, in the proportion
of 1 ounce to 20 ounces of water, the rusty
lines will become of a rich black color,
permanent and handsome.
The great objection to the abovemethod
lies in the number of processesand so
lutions the print has to be carried through.
It has, however, the advantage that either
a blue or a black print can be made at
will, even after the process has been half
completed.
To make black-line prints direct from
the tracing requires the application of
three solutions, the first being the sensi
tizing bath, which is made up of :
Gum arabic, 25parts.
Sodium chloride (commonsalt). 3 parts.
Iron perchloride (spec.grav. 45B), 10parts.
Iron sulphate,5parts.
Tar-taric acid, 4 parts.
Water, 47parts.

The paper is floated on this solution in the
manner already described, and after drying
is ready for use. The developer consists of
prussiate of potash, either the red or the
yellow, and the solution may be either
acid, neutral or alkaline, and the print
can be dipped bodily into the bath, there
being no need of protecting the reverse
side of the print as there was with the
blue-line developer. In the prussiate de
veloper the parts which did not receive the
light turn alight green color, while the
rest of the print remains unchanged.
After this treatment the print only re
quin s washing with water to remove the
prussiate which has been taken up by the

paper.
Any remaining stains are removed

y dipping the print into water containing
a little acid, either acetic, muriatic or sul
phuric. This bath discharges all color
from the print except from the lines which
have received protection from the sunlight.
They will be found to beadel p blue black
color. The print now needs only to be
thoroughly washed in clear water, then to
be dried. _
A modification of the above process may
be used for making copies of drawings,
designs or engravings directly upon cloth.
It can also be used on paper or almost any
other flexible material. A solution of
sensitive nature is made, consisting of:
Gum arabic, 217grains.
Citric acid, 70grains
Iron chloride, 135grains.
Water, X pint.
The mixture is applied with a brush,
and two costs should begiven, after which
the printing is done in the sunlight
in the usual manner and developed in a
bath of yellow prussiate of potash or in
nitrate of silver. Then the print must be" cleared ” in dilute sulphuric or muriatic
acid, as in the last process described.

By JAMES F. HOBART.
A summary of the various methods may
be useful, and is as follows:

Ordinariyeglue
print:

a. prussiatepotash,10drama.
Water, 4 ounces.
b. Ammonia citrate of iron. 15drama.
Water, 4ounces.

Silver print:
a. Commonsalt, 2 ounces.
Water, 1quart.
b. Nitrate silver (crystallized),1ounce.
Water, 8ounces
Soda, q. s (sufficientquantity).
0. Clear water.
d. Commonsalt, 1ounce.
Water. 1quart.
s. Chloride of gold, 1 grain.
Water, 1quart.
Bicarb. soda,q s.
f. Hyposulphiteof soda,1ounce.
Water, 1quart.
q. Soak in water severalhours.
Wash betweeneach solution.

Blue positive paper:
a. Gum arabic, 6 ounces.
Water, 30ounces.
b. Citrate of iron and ammonia,4 ounces.
Water. 8 ounces.
0. Iron perchloride,2,14ounces.
Water, 5ounces.

Mix for use:
a, 11/ounces.
0, 8 rams.
c, 5drama.

Developer:
Pota~siumferrocyanide, saturated solu
on.

Clearing solution:
Sulphuric acid, 3 parts.
Water, 100parts.
Or,
Muriatic acid, 8parts.
Water. 100parts.

Black positiveprints from blue positives:
a. Potash, 1 ounce.
Water, 25ounces.
b. Tannin. 1ounce.
Water, 20ounces.

Black positives.direct:
a. Gum arabic, 25parts.
Commohsalt. 3 parts.
Iron perchloride, 10parts.
Ircn sulphate,5parts.
'l‘ar'taricacid, 4parts.
Water, 47parts.

Developer:b. russiate of tash, either red or yel
low, acid or a saline.

Clearinlg
solution:

0. iiute acetic, muriatic or sulphuric
acid.

Black sitive, for cloth:
a. um arabic. 217grains.
Citric acid, 70 rains.
lron chloride. 35grains.
Water, X pint.

Devslo r:
b. ellow prussiateof potash.
Water.
Or,
Nitrate of silver.
Water.

There is amethod of copying drawings on
thick paper. and even on cardboard, which
is deserving of being better known among
draftamen. It consists of using a kind of
sensitive paper known as “ laline" or
“ bromide ” sensitive paper, w ich is cov
ered with a sensitizing compound made
chiefly from the bromide of silver put on in
a layer of gelstine, almost the sameas the
coating is put on a dry plate used for tak
ing negatives for the purpose of making
photographs.
An exact non-reversed copy canbe made
by taking a large printing frame, putting
in a pane of glass, and then the drawing,
face side away from the glass ; then
the sensitive paper is put in with the
coated side away from the drawing. This
position is necessary in order to get a co y
which is not reversed, consequently th

e

sensitive paper used should be the thin
nest that can be procured. It is sold
in three kinds, the letter “ A,“ the “ B,"
and the “C.” The "A" is the kind best
suited for this purpose. as it is the thin
nest and is very smooth.
After all is ready, as described above,
the printing frame should be closed, and

exposed either to the sun. to diffused
light, or to the light of a common kero
sene lamp. With direct sunlight. unless
the drawrng is on very thick cardboard,
the exposure should behardly more than a
fraction of a second. With diffused light,
and an ordinary ink drawing on drawing
paper, the exposure need not bemore than
three or four seconds. With lamplight, an
exposure of 10 to 20 minutes may be neces
sary, but probably one-half of this time
will be sufficient. With large drawings,

it is best to expose small test pieces, at
least until some idea of the relative lengths
of time required for the operation has
been acquired. The small test pieces can
be developed and the required time calcu
lated from them pretty closely.
The developing is the worst part of
handling this kind of paper. The first
requisite is that the fingers be kept 03 the
paper wholly and entirely. Everywhere the
paper is touched on its face side there will
be a spot on the finished work. If the hands
are perfectly clean and free from perspira
tion they will not soil, but where can the
hands be found that are as clean as that ?

After printing as many copies as needed,
taking great care to keep the paper awav
from every vestige of white light (a dark
room is an absolute necessity with this
kind of paper), soak in clear water for a

few minutes, or just long enough to soften
the paper, and while the pa er is soaking
make ready the developer y mixing to
gether two solutions, which must be pre
ared in advance, say the day before.
he solutions are :

(a) Oxalateof potash.
Water to makesaturatedsolution.

(h)Sulphateof iron.
Water to makesaturatedsolution.

Take of a 8 parts, of b 1 part, and add
about an equal part of water; then if the
lines do not develop dark enough some
more solution in the same ratio may be
added. Never put more than 1 part iron
to 7 parts of the oxalate, or therewill form

a dirty deposit which will adhere to the
surface of the paper and spoil it. In mix
ing the two solutions never pour the ox
alate into the iron, as when the first few
drops touched there would be an excessof
iron in a little oxalate, and that would
cause the deposit alluded to. If the iron

is poured into the oxalate there will be no
trouble, as the latter quantity will always
be in excess.
After soaking the paper asmentioned
place in the developer, and keep con
stantly in motion by rocking the dish
back and forth. This is necessary to pre
vent any part of the paper from becoming
developed while some other part remains
undeveloped. Watch closely as the lines
begin to appear, and if they flash quickly
into view it is an indication that the de‘
veloper is too strong. In that case pour
in some water to weaken it. If the dark
ground does not come u in a few min
utes the developer is probably too weak.
and needs to be strengthened by a little
undiluted solution.
When the ground has becomesufliciently
dark, leaving the lines white, the develop: r

should be turned off, orthe prints removed
to another dish and well washed with
plenty of clear water. Then they should
go to the “ fixing solution,” which is the
same as for the silver prints already de
scribed, viz.:

Soda hyposulphite, 1 ounce.
\Vater, 1 quart.

After the prints have been in this bath
for ten minutes they may be examined,
and if not yellow, or otherwise stained.
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they are ready for the final washing and
soaking, which should be continued for an
hour at least, or until it is certain that all
traces of the “hypo ” have been removed.
If, however, there be any yellow tinge or
stain visible, place the prints in adish con~
taining water made slightly sour with sul
phuric acid. In a few minutes the yellow
stain will have disappeared. and the final
washing may be proceeded with.
As before stated, the great point with
this method is to keep things clean. No
dirt will be tolerated by the paper without
resulting in some ugly stains. Again, the
dishes must be perfer tly clean. Other
chemicals will not work well with the
developer usedwith the gelatine paper, and
if evena trace of the pyrogallic acid com
monly used for developing gets in with
the iron and oxalate developer, then will
the paper developed in the mixture be
filled with black spots that look like ink,

Statue 6
)’

Columbus.

The accompanying engraving is a re
production from a photograph of a statue
of Christopher Columbus. several of which
have recently been made in sheet copper
by W. H. Mullins of Salem. Ohio. A
figure of this kind was sent to New Haven.
Conn.. another one to New York City. and

a third to Columbus, Ohio. The maker,
in describing this figure, siys that on ac
count of the fidelity of the engraving very
little is necessary to be said with respect
to the character of the work or the posi
tion that it will hold in comparison with
other articles of its kind which have been
made in the past in the same line of manu
facture. This statue, we are informed,
has been pronounced by those who have
examined it. and who are competent to
form an opinion. to be the finest piece of
work of its kind that has yet been pro

Statue of Christopher Columbus, Executed in SheetCopper by W. H. Mullins, Salem, Ohio.

and ink they are, for the iron oi’ the one
solution combines with the gallic acid of
the other and true ink. and black ink at
that, is the immediate result.
The print made as above, and called a

“bromide print” by photographers. is

harder to make than the silver print. and is

no better except when a large number have
to be made in a limited time, as the
time of exposure being very short
allows a large number of copies to be made
in a limited time. This point is also of
value when thick paper or cardboard has to
be printed from. For making negatives
for blue-positive printing, the drawing and
the sensitive paper should be put face to
face, in order that a reversed copy, or

a “ negative,” should bemade.

duced. The work has been executed with
special care as to details, for the reason
that the statue has been intended for use
on park monuments and in other positions
where it would have inspection from a

near point of view. The joints are all
countersunk and riveted, and so cunningly
have the features of construction been
concealed that an expert would discover
them only as the result of very close in
spection. The manufacturer claims, fur
ther, that in every way the statue com
paresvery favorably with the finest bronze
work from the foundries. Among the
numerous surprising things that Colum
bus might have seen had he been on
hand during the recent celebration in New
York in his honor. not the least notable

1r
would have been this specimen of metal
handicraft representing the bold navigator
of four centuries ago in a most character
istic and suggestive pose.
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New York Trades School.

The difi'erent classes of the New York
Trades School are at the present time
under full headway, and the results be
ing accomplished by the pupils are very
gratifying to the instructors. Among
the various shops in the school probably
the most attractive is that devoted to
carpentry. During the past few weeks
the pupils in this class have been put
through a variety of exercises, the objects
in view being the teaching of the use
of planes commonly employed by car
penters, including match, dado, bead,
hollow, rabbet and round planes. The
class in bricklaying numbers 45 pupils,
and since the opening of the term practice
has been given in building straight 8-inch
walls and 12-inch piers. These, it may
be well to remark, are the preliminary
exercises of the course in this trade. The
house-painting class is the largest in this
particular branch that has attended the
school, and among the first things taught
are priming, applying second and third
coats, mixing colors and glazing. The
class in fresco painting, which numbers
17 pupils, is giving attention to lining in
distemper colors. Although the term is
comparatively young, the students in all
departments have already acquired cred
itable proficiency in handling their tools,
a fact which speaks well for their intelli
gence and aptitude in learning. The day
classes at the school will commence on
January 3 of next year, a number of
entries from various States, East and
West, having already been received. The
General Society of Mechanics and Trades
men of New York City shows a.great deal
-of interest in the school and has appointed
this year ten scholarships, two in the
class in carpentry, five in the plumbing
class, and one each in the bricklaying,
house-painting and fresco classes.

The lid-Year lest-ing.

The mid-year meeting of the National
Association of Builders, held in Indian
apolis on October 17 and 18, was one of
.the most satisfactory the association has
held. The ofiicers and directors were im
bued with the spirit of the work, and fully
appreciated the amount of earnest endeav
or yet necessary to secure comprehensive
recognition of the efiort being made in
the interest of builders which will en
able them to see the importance of profit'
:ing by the results produced. The work
assigned to the committees was fully dis
cussed, and a new departure made in
their being instructed to present reports

to the secretary in time to print and dis
tribute among the filial bodies prior to
the convention. During the course of the
meeting a touching tribute was paid to
the memory of Marc Eidlitz of New York
City, and a telegram expressing condo
lence and sympathy was sent to President
Harrison. From the work planned the
St. Louis convention in February is likely
to be an important one.

SevereTest of Fire-hoof Construction.

An interesting and at the same time
somewhat severe test of the fire-proof
qualities of what is known as Chicago
construction occurred in the city named
on the last day of October. Chicago con
struction, as our readers generally are
aware, consists of an iron or steel frame
work, so put together as to remain stand
ing even though the brick and stone work
are entirely removed. The test of this
form of construction occurred in the burn
ing of the ten-story building of the Chi
cago Athletic Club, which at the time
the conflagration started was so far ad
vanced toward completion that the plas
tering was finished and the carpentry
work in progress. Owing to the large
quantities of lumber, barrels, shavings,
varnish and loose material scattered
through the lower floors, the heat was in
tense. melting the glass in some of the
windows and fusing the bricks in many
places. The stone work of the upper six
stories was so badly damaged as to neces
sitate rebuilding, but there is nothing sur
prising in this, as it is a well-known fact
that stonewill not stand the combination
of fire and water. An idea of the extent
of the damage resulting may be gathered
from the statement of an official of the
insurance patrol, who after the fire said
that, so far as he could judge, the build
ing itself was all right. “ The big girders
are not bent, the brick floors are not
broken and nothing has gone up but the
slight brick partitions and the brick
casing around the pillars. A few unim
portant scantlings that held the parti
tions are bent and must be replaced. On
the whole, the building is as sound as
ever."

Architectural League of New York.

The Eighth Annual Exhibition of Ar
chitectural and Decorative Drawings of
the Architectural League of New York
City will be opened to the public on
January 2 of the new year, and will re
main open for the three weeks following.
The exhibition will be held in the build.
ing of the American Fine Arts Society,
215West Fifty-seventh street, where will
be shown architectural designs embodied
in plans, elevations and sections, photo
graphs of executed work, designs for
decoration, furniture, &c.; cartoons for
stained glass, full-size drawings'for orna
ment, models of executed or prospective
work, examples of carving in stone or
wood, wrought iron, mosaic, glass, &c.,
together with sketches, drawings and
paintings of architectural or decorative
subjects. In connection with this exhi

bition will be the sixth annual competi
tion for the gold and silver medals of the
Architectural League, competitors in
which must be residents of the United
States and under the age of 25.

Philadelphia Trades School.

The action of the Master Builders' Ex
change of Philadelphia and the position
it takes in the building world of that
city are deserving of praise. The latest
move in the direction of public benefit is
the addition of a class in sheet-metal
work in the trades school which it con
ducts. The trades school has been
organized in such a manner that
tuition is within the reach of any
boy desiring to become a skilled
mechanic. After the establishment of
the institution the Exchange opened
negotiations with the Bricklayers’ Union,
convincing the union that graduates
from the school were not intended to
menace the welfare of the journeymen
by lowering wages or anything of the
kind, and secured admission for the
pupils into the union as apprentices with
due allowance for the period of study.
The exchange is now holding conferences
with the Journeyrnen Plasterers‘ Protect
ive Association for the purpose of securing
the adoption of a similar system of ap
prenticeship to that which prevails in the
bricklaying trade.

Houses for Workingmen.

According to one of our foreign con.
temporaries, Herr Krupp of Essen, has
recently invited some of the German
architectstocompete for designs for a
large number of dwellings to be occu
pied by workingrnen and erected near
his extensive industrial establishment.
The houses are intended for invalid
workmen and pensioners, and not only
are the dwellings to be practical in
plan, but it is required that they also be
pleasing in design and architectural ef
fects. The statistics of a few years since
show that Herr Krupp gave employment
in and about his works to a staff of 20,
960men, who, together with their fami
lies, formed a colony of 73,769persons. Of
this number, it is stated 12,723 lived in
houses owned by the heads of their re
spective families, while 24,193 occupied
tenements rented from the great iron
master. It is probable that thelatter has
erected every class of home for the differ
ent grades of members on his stafi, rang
ing from the villas situated in a fashion
able thoroughfare, for the senior officials,
down to simple barracks for the unskilled
bachelor laborers. In connection with this
great industrial establishment will be
found every kind of philanthropical
institution, technical and elementary
schools, oo-operative stores, fire depart
ment, &c., while the enjoyment of the
workmen is provided for in a casino for
the officials and in a subsidized theater,
which has recently been opened. On all
sides there are to be seen abundant proofs
of systematic attempts to beautify the
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homes of the workmen so far as practi
cable by means of simple architectural
decoration.

Fourteen Volumes.

The present issue completes the four
teenth volume of Carpentry and Building,
and accordingly a brief retrospective
view may not be out of place. When
this journal was started it was thought
that there was a large field for it to
occupy and a useful work for it to do. It
was believed that, by bridging the gulf
between the man who knows on the one
side and the man who does not know but

who wants to know on the other, a pat
ronage could be found which would
amply support the effort. In this estima
tion of the situation, as time has proved,
we were not wrong, and as the enterprise
has developed we have found our con
stituency of subscribers constantly in

creasing and our range of work constantly
widening. Nor has the paper itself been
without advancement, as our readers at
large will testify. There have been con
stant progress and continual improvement

in all departments. Those of our readers
who have all of the 14 volumes for
reference will perhaps be interested in
making comparisons of the issues for the
first two or three years with what has
been done latterly, but the changes in our
work have no more than reflected the ad

vancement of the craft at large. We

have great pleasure in being able to say

that carpenters and builders to-day

throughout the land stand upon a much

higher plane in the business and social

scale than they did 14years ago. Better

business methods prevail among them,

they have a larger measure of informa

tion, and they exercise a better spirit of

co—operation and mutual self-help than

has ever before been displayed, and there

are more of them making financial suc

cessesof their enterprises than formerly.

We do not for one moment take to our

selves the credit for all this improvement,
but that this journal has contributed its

fair quota to the gain that has been made
we think our readers will admit. In any
event this journal has advanced as the

building trades have advanced, and it
has at all times kept in touch with what
has been current.

Prize Competitions.

However, it is not our purpose to praise
ourselves, and no doubt we can direct the
attention of our readers to what we have
in store for them for the near future to
much better advantage than dwelling
upon what has already been done. There
will be found in another part of this issue
a portion of the programme for 1893. In
it we have described in brief terms some
of the work we hope to do, and have out

lined several plans that have been formu

lated for supplying our subscribers with
interesting articles and useful informa

tion on a variety of topics. Cheap houses

have ever been a subject of interest to

our readers. The competition referring

to moderate-priced dwellings and present

ing all that the builder requires to finish

the structures, and also the one relating to

floor plans only, we think will be specially
welcome. Nor have we forgotten the

wants of those who have written us about

school houses, and about fronts for busi

ness buildings in the smaller towns

throughout the land. Competitions are

features which have ever been popular
among the readers of this journal, and

those now announced are among the most

interesting, we think, that have ever been

brought to the attention of practical
men. If they attract the same amount of
attention as others in the past, what we

publish coming from them will have
much about it to interest and instruct.
We shall be glad to have every one who
reads this paragraph constitute himself a
committee of one to bring to the attention
of some other architect, designer, builder
or mechanic the journal which we are
publishing, and also the special pro
gramme which we have arranged for
another year. By so doing he may con
fer a very important favor upon a friend
—in any event his kindness will be ap
preciated in this ofiice.

BUILDING WAYS AND VMEANS.
A RATHER UNIQUEmethodof laying foun
dationsin swampysoil has,accordingto oneof
the American railway papers, recently been
employed by an American engineer. The
structure to he supportedwas a low wooden
one, and it was proposedto use it for the
storageof machinery. The foundations were
preparedby first settin cusksin holes in the
groundalong the line 0 postsand filling them
in to about the depthof 1 foot with iron turn
ings. The ts weresetinto thecasks,which
werethen lled with iron turnings compactly
rammedin place. A solutionof salt andwater
was then slowly poured over the turnings,
under the actionof which they solidifiedinto a
hard mass. It is stated that the heat of the
oxidation of the iron was sogreat as to char
the posts. This served also to act as aprtL
servative,and theOpinion is advancedthat to
this extentiron turnings ma be superior to
concreteunder similar conditions.

8 . I
A SOMEWHATnovel and at the sametime
very interestingmethodof constructionis em
ployedin connectionwith the building being
erectedon William street near the Brooklyn
Bridge

agfl'oach
in thiscity. It is desi nodto

accomm to manufacturing establis ments
usingpower, and is regardedas a decidedad—
vance in its line. The structure is to be 14
storieshigh, each story to be a loft 210 feet
longand from 50to 55feetwide. It fronts 50
feet on William and Rose streets,and will
tower nearly 200feet in the air. In th‘s build
ing themainconsiderationbein strength,both
steel and brick are utilized. hile thesteel
skeletonwork is somewhatsimilar to that des
i hated as “ Chicago construction," W.
heelerSmith, thearchitect, hasmadeuse of
massivebrick walls, so combining them with
the interior steelasto givethegreatestsolidity
and utilize both sources of support to the
fullest extent. The steeluprightson theouter
edgesof thebuildin are inclosedat intervals
by solid brick piers x 4 feetin size.while the
girdersand flooring are socontrived as to re
ceivethis masonrysupportaswell as the sup
port of thesteeluprights. Anotheradvantage
of this combinedconstruction is that no in
terior brick walls

appear,
thusgiving an open

spanof 210feet. t is stated that with the
heaviestmachinery in motion on every floor
at thesametime,no tremorwill beperceptible,
evenin the top sto . It will bemadeasnearly
fire proof as possibe, only brick, cementand

steelbeingused in the construction. One of
the interesting features is the number of
windows, which are close together on every
floor, so that the facadetoward thebrid e ex
hibits a greater surface of glass than rick.
The projectors regard this building as mark
ing a.newera in constructionfor manufactur
ing purposes. ‘ii
Asornna remarkable building, but of a
somewhat different sort, is the new storage
warehouserecentlyput u on Seventh avenue
betweenFifty-second an Fifty-third streets,
in this city. It is consideredone of the best
examples of absolute fire-proof buildings in
this country. The structure is ten storieshigh
and made rather attractive by the clever
adaptationof theSpanish renaissancestyle of
architecture. The materialusedis light Perth
Amboy brick ona foundationofmassiveNorth
River bluestone. It hasa frontageof 200feet
on Seventhavenueand 100feet on eachof the
sidestreets,it being intended at some future
time to doublethecapaci with an additional
frontage of 200 feet on ift second street.
The main front resentsa rat er oddappear
ance,owin to t e fact that with the excep
tion of a t

p
le row running from the ground
to the roof t ereare no windows. The ninth
story colonnade is madeof round columnsand
pilasters,jutting outward with deep arched
recesses.The towersat eachcorner aresquare
belvederesroofed with black tiles. Shooting
boxes,similarly roofed,standoutfrom thetwo
streetcorners at the eighth story. the whole
effectsuggestinga military ratherthana mer
cantilepurpose. The outsidewalls are 3 feet
thick at the foundation,gradually decreasin
toward the roof, where the thickness is 1

inches. The interior court is separatedfrom
the storageroomson each side by continuous
walls of equalthickness,and the subdivisions
of the roomsare by thick brick walls perpen
(licular from collar to roof. Steel is employed
only in the floors,the latter being of term
cotta, brick and cement. The building is di
vided into two portions by an interior court,
which is flooredat every story and connected
vertically

b
y
] two enormous elevatorsca able

of lifting t s largest furniture van. ach
floor, exceptthe first and top ones, is divided
uponeachside of this court into threelarge
rooms, walled, floored and roofedwith solid
masonry. These rooms in turn are subdi
videdby steelpartitions intocompartmentsof

many sizes, each compartment being steel
barred andsecurelylocked. The topfloor is di<
vided into threelargeroomswith high ceilings
and well lighted from above. Oneof these
rooms is for thestorageof paintings.while the
other is for sleighs,carriages and other bulky
articles. The room for storage of silver and
otherWars is surrounded by walls 3 feetthiCk
and lined with steel % inch thick. The ar
rangementof the bulldlllil is such that a large
van may bedriven in from the streetandupon
an elevator, which will lift it to any floor,
where it can beloadedor unloadedascircum
stances

reiaiire.
The buildingwasdesignedby

James E. 'are of this city.
Ii i

SOMETHINGof a departure in building con
struction is found in connectionwith the edi
fice about to be erected in Chicago at the
northwestcornerof StateandMadisonstreets.
Perhaps the most interestin feature in con
nectionwith the building wil be the use of
thin platesof aluminum for the streetfronts.
thematerial beingcalled “ aluminumbronze,”
from the fact that themetalwill havea slight
alloy, which will give it a leasinggold color.
The site has afronta e o 62%feeton State
street and 106feet on disonstreet,and the
building to beputup will be16storiesin hight.
The first or ground floor will be of ordinary
storehight, while those abovewill be12feet,
10feet 6 inches and ll feet in the clear. The
windows will occupy the entire distance be
tweenthestoriesexcept a small spacerequired
for themullions, and eachwindow will have
two platesof

filnass
11feet long, joined at the

centerwith a
‘

e of aluminum,making rac
tically one lar e plate of glass 22feet ong.
On eachsidewi 1 bea smallerwindow for the

p of ventilation. Themullions between'
the two windowswill becovered with a plate
of aluminum. The aluminum on the street
fronts is intended simply for the purposeof
exterior protectionand ornamentation,taking
the placeof fineterra cotta,which would ordi
narily beemployed in such a structure. The
floorsof thebuilding will beof Roman mosaic
throughout both fire and water proof. Each
floor will havean invisible slope toward the
exterior wallsof the building, through which
therewill beconstructedscupparswith auto
matic valves,designedto carry waterout into
the streetafter it has rformed its function in
caaeof tire. The bui ding is bein put up by
theChicagoLeaseholdTrustees,an is intended
to bea distinct advancein architecture.
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BUILDING IN POMPEII.

OWEVER INTERESTING our own
building construction may be, we
are always ready to give ear to

accounts of how building is done in
foreign lands and how building was
managed in ancient times. Studying the
building of our own day makes us
severely practical and qualifies us for
various business pursuits, but studying
the building of other nations and of other
ages afiords an education in a diiferent
direction equally valuable in a general
way, although not so immediately profit
able in a business sense. Building styles
are influenced by the civilization and
taste of a. people, and also by the ma
terials available for use. At difi'erent
dates in history, buildings in the same
neighborhood and composed of sub
stantially the same materials vary in
style, in arrangement, in appearance. in
color, in conveniences and in many other
particulars, due to difi'erences in the

BY A. O. KITTREDGE.

what is comparatively common there
comes in time to be borrowed and
used as an embellishment in remote coun
tries where marble is not found. A
people in awooded country will build.
at first, at least, almost exclusively of
Wood, and will use lavishly woods which
in other and less favored parts of the
world are greatly prized. A people in a
volcanic or lava district will learn to
make artificial stone and to produce
structures therefrom more enduring than
those built of quarried material, while a
people in atreeless country, whereneither
stone nor yet the material to make artifi
cial stone abounds, will learn to make and
use brick to a degree of proficiency that
commands the admiration of the world.

RESOURCESOF THE MODERN BUILDER.

The tendency of modern building con
struction is to disregard local conditions
and to combine the materials of a dozen

culture differed from ours. Climatic
conditions were also different.
To reproduce ahouse of ancient Pompeii
at the present day, it is found convenient
to use building materials which in one
sense are modern, because in their present
form they are the product of modern ma
chinery and processes, but which in
another. and we might say original form,
were used in many of the cities of Rome.
All this is suggestive to the modern
builder and lends special interest to the“ Pompeia ” or “ House of Pansa,” the
subject of the accompanying illustrations,
a structure which now stands in Saratoga.
N. Y. In the oflicial announcements it is
described as a “ Roman house illustrating
the art, architecture, mytholo , man
ners and customs of the Roman mpire."
It is of interest to builders for all these
reasons. Pompeii was buried by Vesuvius
A. D. 79, and therefore more than 1800
years have transpired since the building

in:
Building in Pompeii—Reproduction of the “ House of Pansa," at Saratnga, N. Y.—General View of Ezterior.—(F‘or Plan and

Interior Views, seeSucceeding Pages and Supplement Plates.)

habits and the tastes of the people. On
the other hand. buildings in different
countries, sometimes only a little way
apart, and erected at about the same date
for peo le of very similar tastes and
wants. iifer greatly by reason of the
differences in the materials available for
building purposes.
In our own country the buildings of the
present day dilfer from those of a cent
ury ago, whether we consider the aver—
age dwelling or the pretentious city block,
by reason of both sets of causes out
lined above. As a nation, our tastes and
ideas have advanced, and that which met
all requirements a short time ago is now
no longer acceptable. Again, the de
velopment of our natural resources and
more especially of our manufactures, has,
brought many materials into use in build
ing of which nothing was known a short
time since. Further, we are learning to
adapt to our own use the arts of other
nations, both ancient and modern, and
to borrow from them various features of
building construction and embellish
ment, as well as peculiar uses of mate
rials, which still further modify our build
ings.

COMMONusr: OF caoror. MATERIALS.

A nation where marble abounds will
build of that material most freely, but

lands in a single structure. Distanceis
annihilated; for, thanks to modern trans
portation, choice stone from a far-ofi land
costs no more than the product of a local
quarry of uncertain quality. Time is dis
counted, for modern mechanical processes
produce in short order what formerly in
ordinary course required a long period to
accomplish. Man has pried into the secrets
of nature’s laboratory until he knows
how even the rocks are made, and sub
stituting for chance or accident an intelli
gent choice in the selection of the mate
rials to be combined, he improves upon
nature‘s building materials. Never in
the history of the world have builders
had so much at their command, nor yet
materials of so excellent quality, as at
present.
To contrast the most ancient building
our own country affords with the struct
ure representing the most recent ideas of
building construction would only be
bringing together the extremes of a very
brief period of time. but to go back to the
days of Pompeii and contrast a building
of that city before its destruction with
those of the present day is to span a much
longer period of time and to institute
parallels of the most instructive charac
ter. Not only did the building materials
of Pompeii differ from what we use at
present, but their civilization and their

methods which this structure represents
were current.

'mn “ nous}: or mass.”
The general appearance of the repro
duction of the House of Pansa asit stands
in Saratoga is afiorded by the cut on
this page, which was made from a recent
photograph. The plan on page 306shows
the arrangement of the complete struct
ure, embracing not onl the ancient
house, but also at the side a corridor,
used as a

gallery
for the dis lay of

examples an models of art an archi
tecture, leading to the back part of the
building and communicating through the
Horlus with the larger gallery, contain
ing also a collection of paintings and
models. The views in the supplement
plates and on pages 307and 308afford an
excellent idea of the interior arrange
ment and details. .
Writing upon the subject of the mate
rial used in this structure, Franklin W.
Smith, to whom the world is indebted
for this reproduction, as well also as for
the design for a national art gallery, al
ready referred to in these columns, says :

THE MATERIALS EMPLOYED,
“ The Pompeia is built (the exterior) of
brick, which with concrete was the prin
cipal material of the Romans. The front
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is coated about 1 inch with Portland ce
ment and painted. It has stood perfectly
(not one crack !) during four winters with
cold to 25° below zero. The roof is of
horizontal wood-beam construction as
With the Greeks and Romans. paneled
and decorated beneath. The walls
within are of laster (partly on brick as
in Pompeii). he door jambs are of mas
sive concrete, precisely like those in
Pompeii, of 12-inch with 4-inch reveal.
The columns are of molded fine Portland
cement and sand concrete. Those in
Pompeii were frequently of brick covered
with plaster. The Impluvium and Viri
darium are in pavement of concrete with
marble sides and broad marble copings.
These are surrounded as usual in Pom
peii with black and white tiles. The
vement of the balls is generally, as in
om eii, of white marble tiles with
pane s of tiles and mosaic in the Cubicula
and other apartments. The garden (Hor
ins) and banquet hall ((Ecus) are floored
in gray concrete with a wide border of
red concrete to bases of marble 1 foot
high around the walls. The square
columns are of brick, lastered as in
Pompeii. The garden be s are bordered
with concrete edging, aneled in Roman
forms as in Pompeii. ts walls are faced
with cement plaster. and decorated. The
above details

firove
the adaptation of

concrete to a uses of masonry in
modern as in ancient times.”

CEMENT CONSTRUCTION.

Speakingfurther of the useof cement con
struction, Mr. Smith says : “ Modern ce
ments are equal in quality and endurance
to the ancient, the latter never being sub
mitted to the severe tests of temperature
prevailing in our Northern States. This
fact is obtaining recognition in the general
use of cement for pavements, the severest
test possible for material against changes
of
temgerature

by proximit to moisture
beneat , and sun warmth a ove, and re
cently also for foundation walls and par
titions of buildings, as for a long time in
Europe. Its reinforcement by iron as
demonstrated b Mr. Ward in his con
crete residence in Portchester, N. Y., by
myself in the Villa Zaayda, St. Augustine,
was extensively illustrated in the founda
tions of the Hotel Metropole, London,
which, it was stated, received 65miles of
band iron. The rinciple is now success
fully applied in Epnglandand Germany in
strengthening cement, sewer and conduit
pipe by wire netting cast within it.
“ In California concrete construction,
thus reinforced by twisted iron, has
obtained substantial acceptance in vari
ous large constructions throughout,
not only as in the house of Mr. Ward
for floors and artitions, but in columns
and domes. hus modern construction
repeats ancient examples, for the dome
of the Pantheon at Rome is but a
bell of solid concrete. The Museum of
the Stanford Universit , the Science and
Art Building, Mills Co lege, Academy of
Sciences, San Francisco ; United States
Torpedo Magazine, and other structures
are recent specimens. The announce
ment that the New York Herald building
is to be of artificial stone is presumably
that it is to be of concrete with marble
inlaid, i.e., imbedded, as in the sidewalks
of Pompeii, copied by myself in the pave
ment before the Pompeia, of concrete, con
tainin a marble mosaic of the letters
“ HA E.” It is with these convictions
of practical advantages that I repose
concrete as an economical and urable
material for my design for a National
Gallery.”
The dimensions of the House of Pansa,
as reproduced at Saratoga, are 200 x 75
feet. It is visited by thousands of people
annually, by some as builders to contrast
ancient and modern methods and
materials, and by others in the sense of
studying the art of ancient Rome and the
customs of the people of the first century
of the Christian era. Those who enter
its portals are handed a little book which
contains many articulars of interest to
all classes of visitors. Some of the para
graphs are of interest in this connection.

ARRANGEMENT OF ROMAN HOUSFS.
The arrangement of the houses of
Pompeii was general] upon the plan of
all Roman houses of t e period and con
formed closely to the prescribed propor
tions of Vitruvius, the architect whose
authoritative work has come down to us.
It therefore lends an additional interest
to the Pompeian house, that in it we see

GALLERYFOR
ILLUSTRATIONSOFHISTORY.ART,
ANDARCHITECTURE

by individual taste. To understand
clearly the construction of a Pompeian
house, it should be remembered that it
was divided into two parts—one for
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Building in Pompeii—Plan of the House of Pansa, Reproduced at Saratoga.

the usual Roman habitations in the time
of Christ. The homes of the citizens
differed only in size and grandeur. ac
cording to the wealth of the owner ; the
ornaments, wall decorations, &c., varied

family use, the other for the public.
This remarkable feature sprang from the
“Constitution of Rome,” which .rmit»
ted each patriciau to draw about

‘
as

large anumber of plebeians as his rank
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or influence could attract. These clients,
as they were called, had free access to
the houses of their patrons, for political
conference or advice, and they were cor
dially welcomed. as their votes and influ
ence were of importance. Early in the
day they assembled under his roof, await
ing his presence to ask favors or seek his
aid. It was, therefore,indispensable that
family privacy should be secured by
special construction.
Thus the Atrium and Aloe were quite
freely

approgiated
by the dependents or

retainers. he private rooms, called
the Penetralia, consisted of the Tab
linum, in the center of the house; the
Peristylium (court). the Cubicula (bed
rooms), Triclinia (dining rooms), Bib
liotheca (library). Eredra (conversation
room), Pinacotheca (picture room), Culina

grouped in the most charming perspect
we, and overhead the deep blue of an
Italian heaven.”
We will take the rooms in order as they
are numbered. and thus, without confu
sion, the reader may understand the use
and details of each.

THE ROOMSAND THEIR USES.

No. 1. The VestibuIe—Opens outwardly
upon the street and inwardly upon the
Atrium, 0r hall. The first object which
greets the eye is a fierce dog in the act of
springing upon the visitor. This device,
in mosaic, was common to the larger
houses, and indicates that it was a. re
minder of a dangerous dog within : quite
necessary where houses stood so invitinglv
open. Beneath it was written the warn
ing "Cave Canem" (beware of the dog).

pluvium roof are the lions’ heads, through
which s uts carried the water into the
pool, w ence the passed into other cis
terns, to be used or household urposes.
The ceiling of this Atrium is ecorated
with co iesof the famous mosaics from the
Villa 0 Diomede. exhibited in the Na
tional Museum at Naples. A eneral
view suggests a collection of orchi s.
The “ Muses " upon pedestals are : Terp
sichore, Dancing; Polyhymnia, Religion;
Erato, Poetry; Clio, History; Euterpe,
Lyric Poetry; Calliope, Science. Tables,
chairs, couches, musical instruments, tri
pods, candelabra, and all other furniture
have been reproduced from originals pre
served in the Naples Museum or from wall
pictures found in Pompeii and Hercula
neum and models in the Naples Museum.
The lamps also are modeled from one of
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Building in PompeiL— View in Atrium or Hall, looking through the Tablinum and Peristylium.

(kitchen), Lararium (private altar), Bal
neum (bathroom), and the Zystus, or
small garden.

THE REPRODUCTION A COUNTERPART OF
POMPEIAN DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE.

The facade is as precisely as possible a
counterpart of Pompeian domestic archi
tecture. The doors are an accurate re
roduction from casts in the museum at
om ii. These casts were made by
pouring plaster into cavities left in the
scorice, where the doors had left their im
print before decay.
An able writer says : “The exterior of
the Roman domus, the ornaments of the
interior notwithstanding, was somewhat
paltry; partly owing to its lowness and
partly to the absence of windows." The interior, on the contrary.was mag
nificent. What a magic effect must have
been produced when all the doors and
curtains were thrown back and the eye
could reach from the Ostium (entrance)
through the three courts; . . . all

In the vestibule are brackets with four
busts called “ The Great and Good." This
was a custom, not only in Pompeii, but
Rome, by which Socrates, Plato. Cicero,
Homer and others were installed as
exemplars. Salve (welcome) greets the
visitor from the pavement as he enters the
dwelling.
No. 2. 2. The small rooms at the side of
the vestibule were occupied by porters
who not infrequently were chained
slaves.
No. 3. The Atrium was an imposing‘
hall, where the master of the house re
ceived all who were not admitted to the
inner apartments. In the center of the
roof is seen the Compluvium (with a sac
rificial cornice of festoons and skulls of
bulls), toward which the root‘ sloped in
order to throw rainwater into the Implu
m'um, a marble pool in the floor, where a
fountain throws its cooling spray into the
air—the bottom painted as a.reflection of
the sky above, and with seaweed also as
growing there. At the corners of the Com

the richest patterns in the great work
on anti uities of Herculaneum. Every
househo (1article, from the most elaborate
furniture to the most ordinary kitchen
utensil, was executed with an artistic
ace which reaches the acmeof elegance.
Erven colanders were perforated with
graceful designs. The taste in these de
tails proves a study of Greek art b ' the
artists—whereas, in our mechanica age,
the skill of the artisan rather than the
artist is set forth in household chattels.

CLOAK AND ANTE ROOMS.

No. 4. The Vestiarium, or cloak room,
where clients were required to leave
all superfluities before entering the
Atrium.
Nos. 5, 5, 5, 5. Are the anteroom and
three Cubicula (bedrooms) ranged on sides
of the Atrium—so named from their cu
bical form. These were invariably small
and dimly lighted. Their inconvenience
to modern view is explained only by the
custom of the Romans to sleep in their
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apparel, and on awakening to resort to
their magnificent public baths for warm
and cold ablutions, and an elaborate toi
let, with oils, perfumes, the friction of
the strigil and all the appurtenances of
those vast and luxurious establishments.
These Cubicula are the exact size of those
in the stately House of Pansa. Specially
noticeable is the bed made after the bronze
original exhumed in Pompeii, with its ex
quisite modeling. The chair of the Muses
will be recognized as familiar in ancient
Greek bas-relief.
Nos. 6. 6. Ala, or wings, on either side
of the Tablinum, were recesses used for
rest or conversation. The ceilings are
precise in size and color from the richest
specimen published by Nicollini, in the
most superb work yet issued upon Pom
peian relics and art.

THE MASTER’S ROOM.
" No. '7. The Tablinum, a central apart
ment, entered from the center of the At

admittin air and sunlight. Here were
given private entertainments, when the
colonnade was festooned with garlands of
rosesand was gay with gorgeous plumage.
Her: beneath subdued lights moved those
stately Roman men and women, in their
classic robes, while music from flute and
lyre stole upon the ear from slaves con
cealed above. It is here that Sir Bulwer
Lytton depicts the meetings of the beau
tiful Ione with Glaucus and Arbaces in
the “ Last Days of Pompeii.”
The ceiling of the

Perislgle

is copied
from the Baths of Titus. ‘ew ceilings
escaped destruction in the falling of burn
ing rafters during the catastrophe. On
the right of the Peristyle at the end of the
Fauces is

No. 10. A Cubiculum larger than those
upon the Atrium. The mural decoration
of this room is from the “ House of Castor
and Pollux.”
No. 11. Bibliotheca, or library, was
never necessarily very large, as literature

TI'
chaplets of flowers, or even of silver, for
distribution among the guests. Each
person reclined upon his side with his
elbow resting upon a cushion.
No. 13. Balneum, or bathroom. As all
Pompeians used the cat public baths,
the private ones were imited, as only for
emergency. The wall of this room is
from the unique decoration of the bath
room in Diomede’s villa—a representation
of deep sea water, with fishes—and pome
granate trees on the side walls in full
bearing. The marble tub is below the
level of the floor, like a tank, as was the
custom, and the ceiling re resents an
open sky, with birds, dragon- 'es, 8:0.
No. 14. Culina (kitchen). This was
between the two Triclinia, and the brick
stove of this room is amodel of that found
in the House of Pansa. Spits for roasting
were laid across the embrasures of the
stone. Chimneys were not used, charcoal
not requiring them.
No. 15. Summer Triclim'um. Herein

Building in Pompeii.—View in the (Ecus or Banquet Hall.

riu'm.."_This was the private retreat of the
master of the house ; his Sanctum, where,
in cabinets, were kept busts of ancestors,
family archives and genealogical tables,
the latter giving the name to the room.
The ceiling of this room is from a remark
ably well-preserved house excavated in
$65. The cabinets are supplied with fac
stmiles of ancient papyrus manuscripts
and rolls of Latin, simulating accurately
the books of the Pompeians. The busts
are in part to illustrate kindred ; and
therefore are not all contemporaneous.
The “ Strong Box ” is a recise copy of
one in the museum at Nap es.
It will be seen from the various copies
of mural paintings found in Pompeii that
draperies were used, both at doors and
windows, although no such textiles could,
of course, have survived the destruction,
even in carbonization.
From the Atrium again, we turn to the
right into No. 8

,

the Fauces (the jaws). a

narrow passage which obviated passing
through the Tablt'num to inner apart
ments. The principal of these is

THE PLACE OF ENTERTAINMENTS.

No. 9
.

The Peristylium—a court or ball
still larger than the Atrium, with twelve
columns inclosing a spacecalled the Vin‘
darium, with Pan and Satyr among the
verdure. Above was another opening

in those days was not voluminous. The
rolls or "manuscripts, however, were not
compact, like modern books. They were
made of papyrus or parchment, and writ
ten in ink, intended to be easily washed
ofi. There was a small ticket fastened
at one end, designating the subject, and
the books were frequently kept rolled up
in boxes (Scrinia) with tickets uppermost.
These books when found were at first sup
posed to be charred sticks of wood, but
some have been successfully unrolled by
the most painstaking efforts.

THE DINING ROOM.

No 12. The winter Triclinium (dining
room), named from the couches surround
ing the table, as Romans always reclined
during meals. The size of the couch was
in accordance with the rule that the num
ber at dinner should never be less than
the Graces (three), or more than the
Muses (nine), excepting, of course, in
large banquets. Grand houses had two
Triclinia, for winter or summer use, but
the ancients were much addicted to the
pleasures of the table, and called fre
quently into requisition the (Ecus, or
large ball. At such times the floor was
strewn thickly with sawdust stained in
bright colors. and at one end of the hall
slaves danced during the meal. A silver
hoop suspended above the table held

the summer the Pompeian families took
their meals, beneath the shade of trellised
grape vines as screen from sun rays.
Flowers lined the walls, on which were
paneled pictures making vistas—loop
holes for the imagination to range beyond
the narrow inclosure. The dining couch
is an exact reproduction of one remaining
in Pompeii, and at its precise distance
from the garden walls. The panels are
aiuted in oil from originals in Hercu
aneum.
The Amphoraawere made either to stand
in the ground or to be set in other vessels,
and held wine, oil, &c. The vases were
used for holding water, wheat and other
articles of food.
No. 16. The Lararium, or household
temple. has above it a sacrificial picture
taken from a temple in Herculaneum.
The altar within has has-reliefs of a sacri
ficial procession of the Gods of 01 pus,
and others, adjacent. are of specia celeb
rity: “ Bacchus Visiting Icarus.” “ Con
sultation of the Oracle of Apollo. ” “Apollo
Receiving Libation from Victory." “ Bac
chanalian Figures.” It was here that the
family propitiated their “ Lares and Pen
ates " with flowers, fruits and the blood of
animals.

THE GARDEN.
No. 1'7. The Hortus (garden), with walls
painted in oil in the fantastic style always
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followed in their outside work. The first
in order represents a disciple of Bacchus
after a revel; the second, a more noble
Roman, recumbent in thoughtful mood ;
and adjoining this pair is “ Orpheus
Charming the Animals ” with his music.
No. 18. The 070143,or large hall,was an
innovation borrowed by Pompeians from
the Greeks. It was used for a banquet
hall. The proportions were so regulated
as to accommodate two Tn'clinia, their
respective couches facing each other, with
space for servants to pass between and
around them.

two houses, whether domus (habitations of
the wealthy or insula: (habitations of the
middle and ower classes), should be built
closely together, but that an open space
of 5 feet should be left between them.—+—
New Designs in Metallic Ceiling

The use of sheet metal
ing construction is constantly grow
ing in favor with contractors, archi
tects and builders. and this condition

in build

illustrations represents an interior view
of an art gallery, the ceiling of which is
covered with some of the com any's latest
designs. This concern emp oy what is
known as the tongue and groove or end
lock method for combining the different
panels which go to make up the whole de~
sign. The ceiling is made of No. 27 soft‘
steel, the depth of the

moldingl
in the

deep panels being 1% inches. T e joints
and nail heads are concealed by reason
of the construction employed and the
work is executed, we are informed, in
such a way that the ceiling will not curl

New Designs in Metallic Oeiling.—Fig. 1.-—Inlerlor View of an Art Gallery having Metallic Ceiling.

No. 19. Pinacotheca (picture room) con
tains oil paintings by Pascal and Zurcher.
No 20. The Exedra, or conversation
room, is supposed to supply the place of
the modern drawing room, though the
Peristyle rivaled it in attractions. Here,
however, were placed some of the choicest
of the adornments of a rich Pompeian
house. The ceilin , as also that of the
(Ecus, is from the gaths of Titus.

THE ROOF.

No. 21. The Solarium (sun terrace).
Generally the houses consisted of but one
story, but in some were extra sleeping
rooms over a part of the structure, as is
shown by remaining staircases. The S0
lan'um was thus left on the roof of the
front part of the building, and was the
most delightful portion of the house.
Shaded b vines from the street, and or
namente with growing flowers, it was
the resort in warm evenings for air, and
in cooler weather for “ sun baths." Cary
atides support the trellises, and vases
alternate with them, holding vines which
grow in trained festoons around the roof
garden. +—
Houses in Ancient Rome.

From the earliest times the private
houses in Rome had been very simple in
structure; but after the conquest of
Greece, and more especially of Asia,
individuals began to build their dwellings
in a magnificent style, sa ‘s an exchange,
and the taste for splendi mansions and
alaces increased so rapidl that a house
ike that of Crassus, whic at first was
universally admired for its splendor and
magnificence. in the course of a few
years was lost among superior buildings.
All Roman houses were very high. Au

gustus
fixed 70 and Trajan 60 feet as the

ight above which none were allowed to
be built, and the upper story was gener
ally of wood. It was the law of the
Twelve Tables, which also occurs in the
Roman legislation of later times, that no

of afi'airs is due, no doubt, to a va
riety of causes. It is well known that
sheet metal constitutes an excellent cov
erin for roofs, is adapted for sidings of
buildings and for interior decoration.
while adding in no small degree to the
fire-proof qualities of structures in con
nection with which the material is em
ployed. Its peculiar character renders it

or twist when exposed to fire. ‘The in
termediate panels, the construction of
which is shown in Fig. 2, are of a high
grade of steel and may be combined in a
way to

Produce,
when properly decorated,

very easin results. The company
name have evoted no little time and
money to the production of this form of
ceiling, and operate a plant which is fully
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Fig. 2.—-ShowingConstruction of Intermediate Panels.

especially serviceable for the interior
decoration of Duildings, owing to the fact
that sheet-metal panels may be stamped
or wrought into a variety of designs,
and these in turn combine in a way to
produce when painted rich and artistic
effects. Many buildings at the present
day have ceilings made of this material,
the decorative treatment being of a

character to greatly enhance the beauty
of the various :1 artments in which the
work is execute . Some new designs in
metallic ceilin have just been brought
to the notice 0

?

the building trades by the
Kinnear & Gager Company of Columbus,
Ohio, in connection with work they have
executed. Fig. 1 of the accompanying

equipped with the latest improved ma
chinery.

—_-‘—__
ACCORDING to official records, building
operations in the city of \Vashington dur
ing the month of October of the present
year involved an outlay of a sum greater
than for any previous corresponding
period. During that month there were
243new buildings erected at a cost of‘
$1,106,625. There were also additions

‘ and repairs made during the period named
which brought the total number of build~

i5n7gs
up to 426 and the outlay to $1,164,
0.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
'
HE BUILDING INTERESTS generally
throughout the country are in good con

dition this fall. and during the pastmonth the
builders have been engaged in putting their
work under cover for winter. Reports from
various localities show that the contractors in
a largemajority of casesarewell satisfiedwith
the season’sbusiness. During Novemberthere
have beenno labor disturbancesof any magni
tude afl'ecting the building trades, and aside
from the electric wiremen‘s strike in New
York City the trade at large has been free
from troubles with workmen. There have
been about the usual number of differences
with individual contractorsby theunions, but
nothing serious enough to involve extended
interests. The portion of the West which has
sufiered for sometime with inactivity among

the builders seems to be recovering from a
period of dullness,and the amount of building
being done and that which is projected is
steadily increasing. Builders in these locali
ties are looking for a better seasonnext year
and with apparently good ground for hope.
In someof the Westerncitiesthereis a scarcity
of workmen at present. but it is anticipated
that workmen who have left suchcities on ac
count of the dull condition of affairs will re
turn now that businessis picking up.

Boston. Mass.
In Bostontheamountof buildingin program
is large for Novemberand many of the more
important buildings are beingpreparedfor the
continuanceof work through the winter. The
generalsituation betweenemployersandwork
men is free from any present position that
would indicate liability to disturbance in the
near future. On November1that part of the
agreementmadebetweenthe Mason Builders’
Association and the bricklayers, the stone
masonsand the building laborers’ unions re
ardin the working of eight hours during
ovemfimrand December went went into ef
fect. The workin rules inVolving this change
were adoptedby t e Mason Builders’ Associa
tion on onesideand the unions mentionedon
the other, through the action of joint commit~
teesof arbitration. on February 1.1892. The
rule under which the eight hours during No
vemberareworked isas follows:
2. During the monthsof March, April, May,
June. July. August. Septemberand October of
1892.notmorethanninehours’labor shall bere
quired. in the limits of the day (except over
time as provided for); and during November
and December.l892.not morethan eight hours'
labor shall be required in the limits of aday,
exceptovertimeasprovidedfor.

Since the establishmentof the joint com
mittees the relations between employers
and workmen in this branch of thebusiness
have beenmore satisfactory than ever before.

Buffalo. N. Y.
The reports from Buffalo show that builders
have been unusually busy this summer and
that at presentbusinessis brisk. most of the
contractors having all the can attend to.
The Builders’ Association .xchange has re
cently received a request from the Building
Trades Council for the appointmentof a com
mittee to meetone from the council for the
purpose of discussing several matterswhich
they think needattention. What subjectsare
to bediscussedwerenot stated.but President
Berrick of theexchange

appointed
a commit

teeconsistingof onemem r from eachtrade
representedin the council, and the workmen
will be met half way in any elfortto bring
about neededlegitimatereforms.
On the night of election day the exchan e
rovided a specialwire and a bulletin boar
y which meansthe memberswere provided
with election returns at the earliest possible
moment. An elaborate lunch wasspreadand
admissionwasonlyobtainableby card. Eve -
thing went oi! in splendidstyle. and the whoe
event was a credit to the Builders’ Exchange
and the menwho furnished the refreshments.

Chicago, Ill.
The excemiveamountof building in Chicago
continueswithout any immediate prospect of
falling 08’, and builders are correspondingly
busyand

happg.
During thededicationof the

World’s Fair uildings the members of the
Builders’ and Tradem'Exchangehad thepleas
ure of entertaining a numberof the directors
of the National Association of Builders who
participated in the event beforereturning to

their homesfrom themid-year meeting of the
National Association at Indiana lis.
The Building Trades Counci a pointed a
committeeonOctober 11.to begin t 9work of
raising funds for the erectionof theproposed
“labor temple.” The building is to cost$250.
000,and the shareswill cost 85each. Quar
ters will be secured at once for a free labor
librar . Nothing of a seriousnature hasdis
tur theamicablerelationshi betweenem
ployers and workmen. and asi e from a few
unimportant casesthe amount of work being
donein Chicago is going forward with an un
usually small amountof labor disturbances.

Cincinnati. Ohio.
The reports of the condition of building in
Cincinnati are indicative of the fact that there
is plenty of work on hand, and the business
has beenup to themarkthroughouttheseason.
The Builders’ Exchange held its regular meet‘
ing on October 15. at which time the semi
annual report of the treasurerwas presented.
and showed the exchange to be in goodfinan—
cial condition.
A communication was received from the
Board of Trade of Columbus,Ohio, requesting
the exchange to

approve
a circular which

askedthedirectors 0 the Columbisn Exposi
tion to regulatetheprice of hotels,restaurants,
&c., in Chicago. The communication was
ap roved. “
o. P. Kaufman, secretaryof the Builders’

and Traders’ Exchangeof Louisville, paid the
exchangea visit and reported his exchangein
a flourishing condition. stating that $25,000
had beensubscribed toward erectinga build
ing of their own A delegation from the ex
changeattendedthe

opening
of the new water

works at Madisonvil e, and were pleasantly
entertained.
There will evidently beunited action on the
rt of the Builders' Congressand the Build
ing Trades Council on the matter of reform in
the ap renticeship a stem. The em loyers
earnesty desire legisative action an have
the promisedco-o ration of the journeymen
organizations. T e apprenticeship term for
mosttradesis three years. and thenumber is
generally limited, but thereis no law by which
employeescan hold

apprentices
if they leave

the shopsor factories. f there wasthe right
sort of a law theemployerscould hold theap
prentices for the time the are learning the
trade, and they would not admittedto the
unions as expert workmen until they could
prove that they had served the legal time as
an renticesand wereentitled to membership.
11
Friday,

October 28, the Real EstateEx
changehel a special

meeting.
called for the

purpose
of listening to remar s from ex-Presi

entJohn S. Stevensand SecretaryW. H. Say
ward of the National Association of Builders,
who had beeninvited to talk upon the subject
of organizations of such character ownin
their own buildings. The meetingwas wel
attended.and themembersseemedfavorably
impressedwith thepractical presentationof the
subject. Both gentlemenwere'hble to speak
from experience,asboth aremembersof build
ers’exchangeswhich have put the matter to
test and demonstratedthe wisdom and bene~
fits of such a plan. On the preceding day
both Mr. Stevensand the secretaryaddressed
the Builders’ Exchange on the sameand other
subjects at a well attended and enthusiastic
meeting.

lndianapolls. lnd.
The building interestsof Indianapolis are in

good
condition and nothin has transpired

uring the pastmonth that as tendedto dis
turb the labor market. The Builders’ Ex
change had the pleasure of entertaining the
officersand directors of the National Associa
tion of Builders in mid- ear

meetingfia
report

of which appears in t e Builders’ xchan
department of this issue, and a

thorough
y

fraternal and enjoyable time was had by th
visitors and hosts.

Lowell, Mass.
The Central Labor Union Qet October30,
and the principal topic of discussion was the
formation of a local arbitration board, to con
sist of an equal number of representatives
from the employers and the Central Labor
Union. This board could settle all dis utes
that might arise betweenemployersan em

ployees.
The sentiment of theunion was in

avor of sucha board, and a committeeof five
wasappointed to appear before the Board of
Trade and explain the project to that body
and ask its co-operation. The plan under dis
cussion is practically that advocated by the
National Associationof Builders.

Milwaukee, Wis.
The builders of Milwaukee have had plenty
of work durin the last few months and the
rebuilding of t 0 district destroyed by the re

cent terrible tire will makebusinessmore act
ive for sometime to come. '1heBuilders‘ Ex
changeis in excellentcondition,althou b there
is room for impmvement in the atten anceat
meetings. The new building is progressing

Lalpidly.
and it is confidently expectedthat it' I befinishedin time for dedication by the

beginnin of the new year; the plastering is
nearly a l completed and only the interior
flnishingis et to be done. There has been
little troube with the workmenof late. and
thereare no presentindications of any change
in existing relationship.

New York City.
The only thing that hasoccurred during the
past month in New York City to seriouslydis
turb the labor market in the building trades
was the strike of electric wiremen. The
trouble begana few weeksago, whenabout 20
of themostprominent contracting firms, find
ing that the union could not supply all the
men required. formed themselves into the
Electrical Contractors’ Association, and at
upanotice in their workshops to the e ect
that on and after October 15they would make
no discrimination between union and non
union men. The men didn’t like the notice.
but trade was brisk, and the contractors car
ried out their programme. Several small
strikes werebegun,and at a specialmeetingof
theunion a generalstrike wasorderedagainst
the contractors’ association. Work. however,
is going on steadily on all buildin s for which
members of the association hel contracts,
and but slight inconveniencehas beenexperi
encedby reasonof the strike.

Omaha. Neb.
The membersof the Builders’ Exchange of
Omaha held a

special
meeting on October25

to listen to an a dress by the secretaryof the
National Association of Builders on subjects
pertaining to thewelfareof theexchange.The
meeting was well attended and the speech~
making was precededby a most enjoyable
banquet. The exchange has recently re
quest/edthe council of the city to appoint a
committeeto confer with the exchangein re
gard to the revision of the building law of
Omaha. The requesthasbeencom lied with,
and a committeehasbeenappoin It is ex
pected that thework of revision, which has
beengoing on in the exchange for sometime,
will now take on a moreofllcial character.

Philadelphia, Pa.
At aconferencemeeting,heldOctober25,the
Master Builders’ Exchange of Philadelphia
adopted the code of practice advocated by
the National Association, which will now be
submittedto the full corporation for ap iroval
and incor ration into the rules of e ex
change. ‘he conference also recommended
that a sheet-metalworkers’ class headdedto
the MechanicalTrade Schoolmanagedby the
exchan e. and it wasagreed to have a meet
ing wit re resentatives of the Journeymen
Plasterers’ otectiveAssociation,with a view
to having that organization cooperate with
themasterplasterers in framing rules govern
ing apprenticesin the plastering trade.

San Francisco. Cal.
TheBuilders’ Exchan eof San Francisco, i
conjunction with the uilders’ Association.
an organization of similar nature, and the
Oakland Exchange. is striving to bring about
certain amendmentsto the California lien law.
Ata special meeting called to consider the
sub'ect, the Builders’ Exchangewasrepresent
ed y C. C. Terril,W. M. Miller and M. J.
Donovan; the Builders’ Association by M.
C. Lynch. J. T. Hayes, E. Williams and R.
Smiley. and the Oakland Builders’ Exchange
by J. C. Bassett,J. S. White andA. Kendall.
After a great deal of discussiona committee
was appointed to formulate and, draft an
amendmentto theprewnt lien law. The com—
mittee consists of 0. Lewis, chairman, M. J.
Donovan, J. C. Bassett,C. C. 'Ierril and M. C.
L ch.yn

St. Louis. Mo.
At aspecialmeetingof theBuilders’Exchange
of St. Louis. Mo.. at noon,October27,themem
berslistenedto an addressby W. H. Sayward ,
secretaryof the National Association0t Build
ers. Anthony Ittner, presidentof theNational
Associationof Builders ,andJeremiah Sheehan,
presidentof theNational Amociationof Plumb
ers alsomadeaddresses;
The building businessof the city is in good
condition. the builders having all that can be
comfortably attendedto.

Syracuse. N.'Y.
The Builders’ and Traders’ Exchange of
Svracuse is looking about for new quarters.
Those occupied at present were taken as the
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only ones available after the exchange was
burned out about a year ago. The attendance
of the membersat the meetingsis not as large
as is desired, but it is hopedthat a changeof
location may create a greater interest than
now exists.

Building1
is just fairly active and

the workmen are s Owing no intention of
making any changein the presentrelationship
betweenthemselvesand the employers.

Worcester. Mass.
The Builders’ Exchange held a meetingin
its hall in the Knowles Building. November15,
at which the resignationof

Jasper
T. Darling,

as vice-president, was accep , Mr. Darlingintending to residein
Chicagti

for the next 1:.
months. B. D. Morse of ilbury, present
Director of the National Association. was
elected to fill the vacancy, secretary George
Bouchard casting the ballot of theassociation
for him. After routine business it was de
cided that at sub uent meetings.after ad
journment is reache , a social entertainment
will be provided.

Notes.
The Fitchburg Master Builders’ Association
has finally completed its organization by
electing the following ofilcers: J. Dudley
Littlehale. president; W. H. Hayes, vice—
president; John Starr, secretary; trustees, F.

A. Macaulifl’e,A. Dunkason, H. B. Dyer. A.
Wellington, H. E. Gennison, A. M. Buckley.
The trusteesrepresentsix building trades.

The members of the Toledo Builders’ Ex
cban e held their first social sessionNovem
ber] . NearlyZJOgathered in the rooms in
the Blade building and enjoyed a feast of
dainty food. There were toastsand responses.
The exchangewill give a grand ban uet De
cember20in Pythian Castle,to which uildcrs
from all parts of the country will be hidden.
A ball will succeedthe banquet. Si-ice the
Builders’ Exchange was organizedit hasbeen
very successfuland a great help to contract
ors and thosewishing to let contractsfor work.
The treasury containsover $7,000. The dues
and assessmentsamount to over£200monthly.

The Pittsburgh Dispatch of October :28
printed a noticeof anotherdamagesuit grow
ing out of thegreat strike of 1891.basedu n
the decisionin the case of Buchanan aga nst
certain members of the Buildeis’ Exchange.
It said: “George M. Cote, through his attor
neys,enteredsuit October27for $10,000dam
ages against Hugh Murphy et al. The de
fendants it is stated, are members of the
Planing ill Association of Allegheny County
and of the Builders’ Exchange of Pittsburgh.
The plaintiff statesthat he wasengagedin the
lumber businessin Pittsburgh and had built .

up a ood trade. In May, 1891.he charges,
thede endantsconspired to injure him, dam
age him in his businessand deprive him of
his source of buying and of customers,&c.
'1hey refusedto sell him material or supplies,
and bv threats. intimidations and other un
lawful meansprevented others from selling
lumber, &c., to him. The sentout circulars
to personsin the trade antI to customersand
persons with whom he was dealing, inter
viewed representativesof companiesandfirms
personal] , and by meansof promises,intimi
datioua. c., preventedtheir dealing with the
plaintiff."

Another attempt to organizea Builders‘ Ex
change is being made in Butte City, Mont.
The builders are awake to the necessit of es
tablishing someform of organization t will
insure the adoptionof moreequitableand uni
versal practices in the transaction of business,
and have addressedthe National Association
with the purposein view of being started cor
rect] in theundertaking. Identification with
the gational Association is alsocontemplated.

The National Real EstateAssociation,whose
recent convention in Bufialo wassosuccessful.
intends to bri its purposes to the notice of
builders throng themedium of the local ex
changes.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
THE Haanwoon FINISHEB. Compiled and
edited by Fred. T. Hodgson. Several illus
trations; 94 pa es; 5 x 7 inches in size;
bound in boar covers. ublished by the
Industrial Publication Company. Price. 81.

The subject of hardwood finish is one
in which every carpenter and builder is
more or less interested, and it is to meet
the requirements of these trades that this
little work has been issued. In order to
make it as complete as possible, a variety
of authorities on the subject have been
consulted, and every effort put forth to
make the work practical in all respects.
Within its covers are rules and directions
for finishing in natural colors and in an
ti ue, mahogany, cherry, birch. walnut,
as , redwood, sycamore and other domes
tic woods. Attention is also given to
finishing, filling staining, varnishing and
polishing. together with miscellaneous
rules for dyeing, gilding and bronzing.

THE OBNAMENTAL DRAP'I‘SMAN ann DE
BIGKER. By several practical draftsmen
and desi ers. Arranged by Robert Scott
Burn. lustrated with 19 folding plates
and 75 engravings; 142

pages.
Bound in

still' board covers. Pub ished by Ward,
Lock, Bowden8:Co. Price, 75cents.

This work consists of a series of practi
cal instructions in free-hand drawing in
outline and from the round, together
with a number of papers on form and
color as applied to industrial decoration
and art manufactures. In treating of
the various branches of the subject, at
tention is first given to the simpler lines
and combinations of lines, each example
being designed in such a wa as to lead
up to the lesson next succee ing, so that
the pupil is taken b a regular gradation
of lessons or exainp es from the sim lest
to the most complicated subjects. is

principle
is carried out in the series of

essons presented, and is rigidly insisted
upon as essential to be followed if satis
factory progress is desired. In addition
to numerous illustrations presented in
connection with the text, a series of lates
containing a wide range of examp es of
ornamental drawing is given. Although
the work is written from an English
standpoint and represents essentially
English practice, it is like] to be found
to contain much that is 0 interest and
value to American readers.

MANUAL or INDUSTRIAL Daawmo. B W.
F. Decker. Second edition revised. llus
trated with numerousplatesand diagrams ;
133pages,6 x 9 inches in size. Bound in
still' board covers. Published by William
T. Comstock. Price, $1.50,postpaid.

This volume is intended for the use of
the carpenter and others having to do
with wood work, and in its preparation

some of the material contained in the first
edition has been omitted and new matter
added. The work is comprised in nine
chapters, the first of which resents ex
amples of rough sketches, With hints on
making them. The second chapter treats
of drawing instruments and materials,
while the third gives attention to letter
ing of difierent styles, with directions for
making titles. Definitions in geometrical
problems is the subject of the next chap
ter, followed by some remarks on ele
mentary projections; and then chapters
on the a plications of projections, isomet
rical an cabinet projections, house plans
and methods of laying out rafters. An
appendix is made up of specifications of
materials to be furnished and labor per
formed in the erection and entire comple
tion of a wooden double tenement house
in the city of Minneapolis. The specifica
tions were copied verbatim from those
furnished by the architects from which
a contract for building was let. The
volume is neatly

printed,
the engravings

show evidence 0 careful preparation,
and the second edition, considered as a
whole, is calculated to prove as popular
as its predecessor.

Tim Bninnmo Bnnonr ann Evaavsonv’s
ASSISTANT. Illustrated with numerous
diagrams and sectional views; 160pages,
4% x 6 inches in size. Bound in per
covers. blished by I. P. Hicks. ‘l’arice
50cents.

The contents of this little volume are
suggested by the title, and have been
brought out for the benefit of those seek
ing practical information on the various
subjects ertaining to the building busi
ness. hile not intended to cover the
entire field of carpentry, it gives various
mechanical problems and methods of
building construction, together with the
experience of those who have practically
solved the problems and executed the
work. Attention is given to estimating,
roofing, framing, backing hip rafters, con
struction of gutters, day’s work in hang
ing and trimming doors, drawin fi
of various forms, &c. One of t e mter
esting features of the little work is a
short
chapter

on shingling hips and val
leys, a su ject which has received more
or less attention during the past year in
the columns of Carpentry and Building.
Another topic discussed is the art of saw
filing, while a chapter on “Common Sense
in Architecture ” is likely to be found en
tertaining.+
An inmans'rmo PLANT for sawin stone
is said to be in operation at C arena,
Switzerland. the largest machine there
being ca able of dealing with blocksB
feet 1 inc high by 8 feet 3 inches long,
and 6 feet 6 inches wide. The saw of this
machine is 7 feet 8 inches in diameter,

and is a steel plate mounted on a screwed
spindle, along which it can be shifted by
means of large nuts, so as to vary

lts'fiwsition for a cut in any desired place. he
rim of the saw is studded with diamonds,
which are heldjn small disks of steel fitted
into recesses drilled into the saw near its
riphery alternately on either side. These
ittle disks are secured in place by tin
solder. The cut is 9

3
'

inch wide, and about

1 square foot of Cari-a white marble is

sawn per minute.+—
New Congressional Library.

The new library building. commenced
some four and a half years since, and
which will probably occupy nearly three
years more to complete. will, when fin
ished, be the largest structure in Wash
ington, with the exce tion of the Capitol.
It is 470 feet in lengt , 340feet in width,
and when completed will be 140feet in
hight. measuring from the ground to the
top of the dome. In the laying of the
foundation every foot of ground sup rt
ing the walls was severely teste by
means of scientific appliances, and then
cement and concrete was em loyed upon
which to erect the edifice. T e structure
will be almost wholly of granite. brick
and iron, and in architectural design will
resemble somewhat the Italian Renais
sance, adapted in all its a to the pur

poses
of an ideal public ibrary. Proba

ly before the structure is finished 25,000,
000brick will have been employed. The
capacity of the building is said to be
3,000,000volumes. There is a subbase~
ment, or cellar. or rusticated high base
ment and a main story, while the center
and corner pavilions havean attic. Over
the central pavilionis to bea magnificent
skylight for the purpose of giving li ht
to the double stairwaya below. he
basement story

(Ithat
is, the first above

the ground leve ) will be used for omce
purposes, public and private reading
rooms, packing and receiving rooms,
copyright room, bindery, ma room, an
art gallery, &c. The main oor, to be
occupied in part by the large reading
room, is octagonal in form and opens up
to the vaulted ceiling at the roof. The
main entrance, or vestibule, will 0 u up
from the main floor to the skylig t. It
will be a large white marble room. with
heav groined arches and columns, in
whic will be niches for busts and stat
uary. The keystones of 33 window
arches on the exterior will beadorned
with carved heads, representing various
types and races of mankind. The work
on the superstructure has been ad
vanced to the second story. Most of the
court walls are up and the central dome
rotunda is ready for the skylight roof.
It is expected that the structure will have
cost by the time it is completed$8,000,000.
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AN INDIANA BUSINESS BUILDlNG. -

HE MANY correspondents who have present herewith. The structure illus- ing has been completed within a com
recently made inquiry concerning trated is three stories in hight, the photo- aratively few months for Aaron Jones of
designs of buildings containing graphic reproduction showing the general uth Bend, Ind., from plans prepared
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An Indiana Business Building—General View Reproduced from Photograph.—0. H. Dirham, Architect, South Bend, Ind.

stores for business purposes, and with a appearance of the front of the building, by O. H. Dirham, architect, of that place.
hall or society rooms above, are likely to while the floor plans indicate the manner The building has stone foundations, brick
be interested in the engravings WhlCh we In which the space is divided. This build- walls and the entire front above the first
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OLDBUILDING

LANDING

First-Floor Plan.
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Third-Floor Plan.

An Indiana Business Building—Floor Puma-Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

OLDBUILDING

PLATFORM LIGHTSHAFT

FOuNTAIil
OR‘INKAC

Second-Floor Plan.

story is made of galvanized iron. carrying
sufl‘icient ornamental features to give to
the exterior an attractive appearance.
Cast-iron columns and girders are em
ployed through the central partition of
the first story to allow of making one
room of that floor if necessary. The floor

1pillans
here presented, however, show the

rst floor arranged for two stores. The
lower sash in the store fronts are balanced
with weights running in pilasters. The
interior is of Georgia pine throughout, in
oil finish. The third floor, it will be ob
served from an inspection of the floor
plans, is fitted for society rooms, and is
occupied, we understand, by two organi
zations. The stairs to the basement are
of wrought and cast iron, their position
being indicated on the floor plans. Light
is given to the stairs running to the third
floor by means of a skylight directly over
head, the roof being covered with tin.—_+—
As mnrca'rmo the favor in which many
of the evening schools of this city are
held by thosewho are desirous of improv
ing their minds and preparing themselves
for the work of life, it may be interesting
to present some statistics in connection
with the Cooper Union night schools. In
this institution, we are informed, there
are 200 scholars in the department of
architectural drawing, 100 in the ele
ment architectural drawing class, 200
in mec anical drawing. 50 in elementary
mechanical drawing, 200 in ornamental
drawing, the same number in rudimental
drawing, 180 in decorative designin , '75
drawing from east, 100 drawing groin
form, 80 studying

Perspective
and 120

modeling in clay. n addition to these
there are something like 800 who take
one or more of the various studies taught
at the institution named.
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A PHILADELPHIA DWELLING AT THE WORLD’S FAIR.
NE OF THE MANY FEATURES of
O the World‘s Columbian Exposition
in which every visiting carpenter

and builder will be interested is a dwell
ing to be erected in fac-simile of a typical
Philadelphia residence. This feature, we
are informed, originated with the Com
mittee on Social and Economic Science of
the Pennsylvania Women’s Auxiliary of
the Columbian World‘s Fair, who con
ceived the idea that the most distinctive
and characteristic exhibit of the social
life of Philadelphia would be a repro
duction of a small two-story brick dwell
ing house of aPhiladelphian. The build
ing to be put up on the fair grounds is
not a model of what a home in the Quaker
City might be, but is a fac-simile of one
of the 66 houses which have recently been
erected in the city of Philadelphia by
William T. B. Roberts of that place. In
the illustrations which we present here
with are shown an elevation, floor plans
and a selection of details. which will en
able our readers to obtain a good idea of
the arrangement of the various rooms and
the principal features of construction.
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as a sitting room. The position of this

apartment is a characteristic feature of

Philadelphia dwellings, and the “ model
home” at Chicago is likely to be in many

respects an object of no little curiosity on
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has donated the architect’s plans for the
house, and the furniture and interior fin
ishing will be reproduced in fac-simile of
the dwellings already erected in Phila
delphia. The World's Fair Commis
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.4 Philadelphia Dwelling at the World’s Fain—William T. B. Roberts, Architect—Elevation and Details.

On the first floor, it will be noticed. there
are three rooms, the one in front being
the parlor, while the kitchen is in the rear
and the dining room between it and the
parlor. On the second floor are three
rooms and a bath. the rear room having a

bay window, and designated on the plan

the part of visiting carpenters and build
ers, especially those coming from the
Western sections of the country. Every
thing used in the construction and fur
nishing of the house will, we understand,
hemade in Philadelphia so far aspractica

sioners, we are informed, have directed
that there shall be hung in a conspicuous
place in the “ model dwelling,” a framed
chart showin the success of the building
association

plan,
the number of similar

houses in P iladelphia, how many are
owned by workingmen and what pro

bm Mr. Robefls’ the wennown builder, $112101]
of capital invested was contributed

artisans.
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New York Trades School.

The twelfth season of the New York
Traies School was inaugurated on Mon
day, October 17, when evening classes in
plumbing, bricklaying, carpentry, house
painting, fresco painting and blacksmith
ing commenced work. The number in
each department is as follows: Plumbing,
130; bricklaying. 45; carpentry, 28;
house painting, 23; fresco, 16; black
smithing, 9; total, 251. This attendance
is equal to former years, and the number
will be greatly augmented when other
evening and the day classes open. The
evening course in plastering starts on
December 14; and on January 3, 1893, the
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book and job work includes instruction in
commercial job composition, such as cards,
circulars. bill heads, pamphlets, &c., like
wise making ready for the ress and press
work. Only those who ave taken the
first course or have some previous knowl
edge of the trade will be admitted to
course No. 2.
The school is now included in the uni
versity system of the State. It has been
incorporated and recently received a char
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Plumbing department: John Delehanty,
superintendent; John McMenomy, Thos.
H. Stevens, Geo. W. Brown, instructors.
Printing department: Morris Van Vliet,

:uperintendent,
John Younanks, instruc

or.
House painting: John F. McGowan, in
structor.
Fresco painting: H. Bornhagen, in
structor.
Sign painting: E. A. Kennedy, in
structor.
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A Philadelphia Dwelling at the World’s Fair. —Floo1'Plane—Scale, % inch to theFoot.

day classes in plumbing, bricklaying and
plastering, carpentry, house and fresco
painting, sign painting and stonecutting
will begin their annual session. During
the present term instruction in printing
will be given for the first time. A large
two-story extension has just been com
pleted for this branch. It is fitted up with
new presses, type and machinery. The
courses have been prepared with great
care, and include course No. 1 in news
paper work, which commences November
14, and course No. 2 in book and job
work, commencing February 13, each
course extending over 12 weeks. The
newspaper work comprises instruction in
plain composition, tabular work, setting
advertisements and making up, while the

ter. The trustees are Richard T. Anch
muty, J. Pierpont Morgan, William E.
Dodge, R. Fulton Cutting, F. Augustus
Schermerhorn, J. Roosevelt Roosevelt and
J. Pierpont Morgan, Jr. In addition to
the $500,000 donated by Mr. Morgan, the
school has been given, by Colonel Anch
muty, the land and buildings it now occu

pies,
valued at $225,000, and a building

und of $100,000.
Following are lists of the instructors in
the dltlerent departments:
Carpentry department: D. Vanderbeeh,
superintendent; Jas. D. Edwards, Chas.
Smith, instructors.
Masonry department: Erskine Van Hou
ten, superintendent ; Thos. Carey, F. Van
Houten, instructors.

Blacksmithing: F. W. Geniche, in.
structor. —+____
Tun DISASTROUSCONFLAGRATIONwhich
visited the city of Milwaukee, early in
November, seems to have paved the way
for the construction of business blocks
which will be far better than those
destroyed. Some of the factory and busi
ness buildings will be put

u
p on a scale

much larger and more cost y than those
occupying the ground before the fire,
while some who had contemplated addi
tions to their facilities can now follow
out their programme in a way to produce
much more satisfactory results. In 10
calities previousl marked by tumble
down dwellings there will be handsome
and well-appointed houses.
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SOMETHING ABOUT WHETSTONE S.
HE use for which a Whetstone is
wanted must always be carefully
considered, for then the general

character desired is easily determined,
and it only remains to find a suitable
stone. A few tests to decide what
sort of a stone is being offered by the
dealer is often useful, says L. S. Griswold,
In “Geological Survey of Arkansas.” The
hardness may be tested bya pocket-knife.
If the stone is soft, like the water-Jf-Ayr
stone, the knife edge will cut it easily on
its fiat sides without injury to the knife ;
stone of medium hardness, like the Hin
dustan, will cut on the edges with some
difficulty; a hard stone, the Ouachita, for
example, can be scratched by the knife
point; while a very hard stone, like the
Arkansas, receives no scratch from the
knife point. The fineness of the grit can
best be judged by drawing the edge of
theQfinger nail backward over the stone.
The sensation produced indicates well the
coarseness of the grit, and a little prac
tice with various stones soon gives one
expertness in judging their fineness. The
finger nail will tell whether the stone is
coarse or contains coarse particles by show
ing scratches; a fine gritted stone will
make no visible scratches. The sharp
ness of the grit also will be indicated by
the amount of the nail worn away.
The general appearance in sha e and
color also afford valuable means 0 judg
ing a stone. The sides should be perfect
planes, and the angles right angles,
though for special purposes the edges may
be beveled. Good stones seldom have a
poor finish, uneven sides and irregular
angles. On the other hand, some poor
stones are well finished: so entire de
pendence cannot be laced on these cri
teria. The reason w y the finish should
be a good one is that a poorly finished
stone is very sure to wear unevenly, and
as soon as a stone has worn to an uneven
surface it ceases to do good work. Soft
stones are more liable to an uneven wear
than hard ones, but care must be exer
cised in using hard stones, for when worn
unevenly they give much worse results
than the soft ones.

COLOR OF THE STONE.

The color also is a good indication of
the character of a stone. In a good stone
the color should he very even, whatever
shade it is ; an even color denotes a homo
geneous stone. Slight yellowish, reddish
or brownish iron stains in light colored
stones are not objectionable, but strongly
marked spots of considerable areas indi
cate a change, generally toward hardness,
in the quality of the stone. Stones may
also have hard spots which are white. it
is diflicult to'detect those spots when they
occur in white stones, especially in the
Ouachila stone, since that is whitened
artificially by rubbin with pumice. If
the pumice is duste ofi, however. and
the stone wet, the spots a pear. These
white spots are due to a c oser aggrega
tion of the grains of silica. If these spots
can be seen at all, they look denser and
harder than the ground mass. They are
of occasional but not frequent occurrence;
so far as known they are chiefly found in
the Ouacliita stone, though sometimes in
the Arkansas. Soft spots have an earthy,
soft appearance, and may be tested with
the knife. They are more likely to occur
in sandstone. Wetting the stone, which
is given as a method for detecting the

egots,
is a good method of showing the

c aracter of any stone.
A new whetstone, fresh from the rub
wheel, has the sharpest “ bite ” it will
ever have. Purchasers should remember
this. and not be disappointed because
their stones do not cut so well after the
slight roughness given by the sand in
grinding has been worn away. Some
stones are rubbed with pumice by the
manufacturers to make them look whiter
and more attractive, and sometimes also
to hide defects. The pumice gives to the
stones a feeling of much sharper grit than

they really possess. An stone hard
enough to be used as a w etstone is too
hard to have a natural powder on its sur—
face, so when a powder is found it may
safely be set down as artificial. It should
be brushed off and the stone examined in
its true state.

STONES FOR SPECIAL USES.
Havin these points in mind, one can
safely se ect a stone for any special use.
A stone for general use, however, is the
one most commonly in demand, and as
there is no stone which will answer all
purposes, the Whetstone for general use
must be a com romise. If the work to
be done is usual y coarse, a schist or sand
stone of medium hardness and fineness is
best used. As the Hindostan stone is fine
grained, a sandstone suiting these condi
tions is not now known in the United
States as a Whetstone; schists, however,
are plentiful. For generally fine work a
fine schist or sandstone or the Ouachita
stone may be used. The schist and sand
stone are good and cheap, with certain
advantages favoring the sandstone. The
Ouachita stone is more e naive and re
quires better care than t e others, but
will also do better work. It will cut steel
fully as fast as either of the others, and
will give a much finer edge when prop
erly used. It may be used as a razor
hone in addition to other uses. Pointed
tools cannot be applied to any of these
stones without injuring them for ordinary
use, and coarse work will injure the fine
stones. It is economy for those using the
fine stone to use first a coarse sandstone
unless the tool is already prepared for
the final edge.
A dull tool with a notched edge should
no more be placed on a good whetstone
than a carpenter’s chisel should be used
to drill rock; yet such a use of whet
stone is a common one. The purpose for
which a Whetstone is bought should be
kept in mind, and it must be remembered
that if used for purposes widely different
from those for which it is best adapted,
the stone will be spoiled for its ordinary
work. For this reason it is economy to
have stones of different grades wherever
tools are in constant use, as in car nter
and machine shops. For reasons a eady
given it must be expected that a whet
stone will lose a little of its nbrading
quality with use; if it loses much, how
ever, the conclusions may be drawn that
it is not being properly used, that proper
care is not being taken of it, or that it is
a poor stone ; only do not be too ready to
condemn the stone. Many 00d stones
are condemned and given a ad reputa
tion, when the fault lies either in the
original choice of the stone, or in the use
made of it, or the care taken of it.+—
Chautauqua Abominations.

The October number of the Engineer
ing Magazine. New York, contained a
paragraph on the architectural abomina
tions, both sanitary and en 'neering, of
the famous summer resort, hautauqua.
The editor, in commenting on this article,
says : " In view of the

extraordinaryreputation of the place named, it is big
time that a general discussion of these
atrocities should he made to the end that
reformation may be instituted, ” As likely
to interest our readers, we reproduce the
item in full :
The village of Chautauqua is one of the
most celebrated places in America. The
home of one of the most successful cen
ters of popular education, designed and
arranged by men of culture, it is the
Mecca of thousands of intelligent stu
dents who look there for evidences of the
most refined, cultured and advanced
progress. Architecturally it is one of the
most atrocious places on the continent.
The houses, in themselves chiefly of an
abominable style of architecture, are
crowded together almost as closely as in

New York City. There is scarcely breath
ing space between them. There is no
sanitation, and the lack of drainage and
sewerage is frequent] unpleasantly mani
festedto visitors an native alike. The
“ streets,” if such they may be called, are
country roads of the roughest descrip
tion. The water is obtained from the
lake on which the town faces and is
daily polluted—to mention no other
source—by a numerous fleet of excur
sion steamers. To crown all, the most
pretentious edifice in the place, the Am
phitheater, is a plain straight flat roof
supported on poles, one side only being
inclosed with a wall, in which an organ
is inserted. It is hardly possible to con
ceive of atown wherein the most ele
mentary rules of architecture and sanita
tion are more openly or apparently more
gleefully violated. The condition of the
place would be bad enough for an ordi
nary country village, but for an educa
tional center, an otfsprin of cultured
minds, a model intellectua communit ,
it is nothing short of disgraceful. f
course, decent sanitation and respectable
architecture cost money, and the Chau
tauqua Assembly has labored, and is
laboring, under a heavy debt. Further,
plans are under active consideration for
important changes and improvements,
which, it is hoped, will materially aflect
the chief items contained in this indict
ment. These, however, will not alter the
fact that the houses have been permitted
to crowd together in one place, albeit
one would suppose that, when a situation
so remote from great centers was selected,
ample room for healthful, cheerful build
ing would have been had. It is simply
another illustration of the old story of
popular indifference toward architecture
and ignorance of it, which is always the
more

alarming
when cultured men, as

was the case ere, undertake to design
architectural work. To one who has not
seen Chautauqua in the hight of its sea
son, when from 15,000 to 20,000 human
bein crowd its narrow limits, it is im~
possi le to imagine the unspeakable hor
ror which must exist there, and which
are not less marked or less detestable be
cause they ma be overlooked in the en -
thusiasm of ar ent study. An educational
center like Chautauqua needs to be a
model community in every respect. Prac
tical architecture, as well as exercises in
Hebrew accents, Assyriology and surd
roots, should have ample practical illus
tration. The Chautauqua Literary and
Scientific Circle has done too much for
education in America for its headquarters
to bea mockery of architecture and a
positive danger to human life. A fresh
mortgage on the town would be prefera
ble to continuing its present unsanitary
state.+
AN INGENIOUSmethod was recently em
ployed in wiring a building for electricity
at Rockland, Mass. It was desired to
run wires between the flooring, and for
that purpose a hole was cut at both ends
of the room; then a half-grown kitten,
with a slender string attached, was ut
in at one of the holes, and readily craw ed
through to the other. A stronger string
was then drawn through, then the Wire,
and the job was done.

A BUILDING which will be used as a
theater and apartment house. and to cost
in the neighborhood of $350,000,is con
templated at the northwest corner of
Fifty-fifth street and Washington avenue,
Chicago, Ill. We understand that the
structure will have a frontage of 150feet
and a depth of 152 feet, and the exterior
will be of Bedford stone in the Venetian
style of architecture. The theater, having
a seating capacity of 1200 rsons, will be
located in the rear of the Fifty-fifth street
front, while the remainder of the build
ing will contain 50 apartments of from 6
to 11rooms each.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters Wanted.

[It has been our custom for a number of
years past at about this season to request
the favor at the hands of our subscribers
of letters of inquiry on subjects pertain'
ing to the building trades. As the days
shorten and the evenings lengthen, there
is ample opportunity for the mechanic to
prepare records of interesting pieces of
work which have been executed during
the summer months, and which are likely
to prove not only entertaining to readers
in all parts of the country, but to contain
suggestions to those following the build—
ing business in its various branches.
Within the next three months we shall
be glad to have at least one letter from
every subscriber to this journal, and we
can assure each writer he need have no
fears that what he has to say will be un
interesting to his brother “ chips " in
other sections. We therefore urge every
reader to ask a question, to answer some
inquiry that has already been presented,
'to state a fact which personal experience
has demonstrated, or if no other subject

Fig. 2.—APieceof Oneof theStraps.

the apron when opened out, after having
been cut, the bottom section folding over
on to the upper section and presenting
the appearance of Fig. 1. On the waist
and neck straps are sewed buckles as in
dicated. The pocket is made a trifle
wider than the apron so that it will stay
open. The corners are sewed in such a
manner as to make them round in the
pockets, as indicated by the dotted lines
in Fig. 4 of the sketches, which shows the
appearance of the article when com
pleted. It will be seen that provision is
made for a rule pocket if desired.

Estimates of Cost.

From C. F. Goonaica, Pittsfield, Mass.
—In the Au st issue of Car dry and
Building “ ch Dien ” of rovidence,
R. 1., gives two designs of cheap country
houses. Will this correspondent give an
itemized bill of estimated expenses of
each house, as well as the total cost, as I

Fig. 8.—TheApron OpenedOut after Having
BeenCut.

This construction gives a ood founda—
tion for a first-class job of p astering and
I warrant the latter not to crack.

Design. for a Outbonl.
From W. B., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Will
some of the readers of the paper supply
me With plans and details for a 20-foot
catboat? Any practical informaton will
be greatly appreciated by the writer and
may prove useful to other readers of the
paper.

Tool-Cheat Construction.
From C. L. M., Madera, Cal—I have
been an interested reader of the pa r for
some time, and have found in eac issue
many points of value and instruction.
The lan of a tool chest submitted b
“ M. . T.” is a good one, but I am muc
in favor of a plan which was presented in
the columns of the paper some time ago.
It was given b a correspondent writing
from San José, al. I made a chest after
his directions and it has given entire
satisfaction. I think it would be a bene
fit to some of the readers to publish the
plan a second time.
Nata—If our correspondent will 've us
more specific information as to t e tool
chest to which he refers, it ispossible that
we may see our way clear to reproduce
the matter in an early issue of Carpentry
and Building. The subject of tool chests
has been discussed at various intervals for
many years past, and it would be a rather

Fig. 4.—'i'heCompletedArticle.

Form of Carpentera’ Apron Suggested by “Jack” of Ontario, Ohio.

suggests itself, to write critically of
Carpentry and Building, pointing out

wherein the paper has failed of being as
interesting and valuable as it ought to be.
From this last suggestion the readers
will see that we are anxious to have let
ters from every subscriber even though
they contain words of criticism. No
matter what the conditions are we desire
from every subscriber a letter. Some of
these will no doubt provoke discussion,
resulting in profit and interest to all.

Carpenter-9 Aprons.
From Jacx, Ontario, Ohio. — I am
pleased to seethe correspondence columns
of the paper so full, as it indicates in
creasing interest in the good of the paper
on the part of my brother chips. I have
apattern for a nail apron which suits
me better than any I have ever used,
and thinking it may interest the readers
of the paper I send sketches of it. The
apron is made of the firmest of ticking
and requires just one yard to make a
good
apron,

which is of double thick
ness. he straps are made of the same
material, and are sewed on to the short

g‘ileces
projecting, as clearly indicated in

'g. 1 of the sketches. Fig. 2 represents
a piece of one of the straps, showing the
manner of stitching. Fig. 8 represents

think there are many readers of the
paper who will be greatly interested in
such information ?

Pitch or stage Floor.
From SUBSCRIBER, West Lebanon, NH.
—Will some practical reader of the paper
tell me the pitch to give a stage floor in
order to produce the best results, the floor
of the hall being perfectly level. The
stage is 18 feet deep, 2% feet high at the
front and 5 feet from the drop curtain to
the footlights. The stage is fitted only for
amateur performances and for such
troupes as are likely to visit a town of
2000 ple. The hall is 70x 40 feet and
the oor is level in order that the room
may be used for other purposes than a
theater.

Bridging Studding.
From H. T. B., Sardis, Ky.—In a re
cent issue of Carpent and Building, I
notice the communication of “ S. C..’ of
Fort Worth, commenting on my method of
bridging studding. In reply to his criti
cism I would say that I often place the
bridging in such a way that the ends
come in contact with the studding 0p
site each other. I am now erecting a
arge house in which the bracing and
bridging is done in this manner, and
which is sheeted outside with white pine.
I cover it with No. 70

Emgire
paper and

over this place the west er boarding.

diflicult matter to find the particular let
ter to which our correspondent refers un
less he furnish the date of the issue which
contains the plan he has in mind.

Design for an Opera Bonn.
From C. G. G., Madison, Neb.—I shall be
glad to have some of the readers of the
aper tell me how to build a brick opera
house or concert hall about 100feet long.
44 feet wide and 20 feet in hight. I de
sire the sta e to be at the rear of the
building an the latter to be covered
with a chea roof. At a distance of 8
feet from eac side of the building are to
be posts on which the roof is to rest.
There is also to be a gallery on each side
of the building.

Laying 011‘Degrees of a Circle with
a Steel Square.

From E. P. B., Winter Park, Fla.—In
the October issue “0. L. W.,“ Dallas,
Texas, gives a correct method of laying
off degrees With a steel square by the use
ofa table of natural tangents. Permit
me to say, the method could besomewhat
simplified by using 10 on the blade of
the square, and pointing ofi one place in
the fi esobtained from the table, reduc
ing 1: e decimal fraction of 1 inch to
16ths. Take his example, for instance,
and using three decimal places we have
natural tangent equals .176; multiplied by
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10 gives 1.76. Multiplying the decimal

76 x 16we have 1
5
6
%
;

of an inch, which

equals or %; that is, 1.76 inches
equals 14 inches, which we would use
with 10. Again, sup we wish to lay
05 40°. The natura tangent of 40", ac
cording to the table, is .839, using three
decimals. Now .839 X 10 = 8.39, and the
decimal, 39multi lied by 16gives 4.134,or
say 34, which ded to the 8 'ves 8%
inches. We therefore use 10on t e blade
and 8% on the tongue.

Laying Out Strings and Winders.
From J. C. M., Oregon, Ill.—In the
August number of Carpentry and Build
ing for 1892 there is expressed a desire
from “A. A. S.," New Jerse , to show
how to lay out strings wit winders.
There are a great many shapes or sorts
where a return step can be emplo ed, but

I venture to say there are ha ly two
stairways of the same dimensions. The
drawin which I send shows the style to
which think, “ A. A. S.” has reference.
When a stairway is inclosed I generall
execute the work in the manner indica .
When a stair rail is desired, winders of
this kind cannot be employed, as the work
will look as though an amateur had been
around. With a rail, I prefer a platform,
and for

anithin
but a straight flight I

usually ma e a aft of what I want. I

omitting the winders, and are fitted against
the edge of the casing in the corner. On
the lan marked P P P the lines are in
tended for the faces of the risers. The

&

to be definite, we will
say

3 inches. Place
the steel square dia onal y across the face
and mark where t e pomts of 7 inches
and 17 inches come. as indicated in the

Circular Window Silk—Fig. 1.—Diagram Showing how Work is Done.

drawing shows the strings intersecting
with the base at the foot and landing of
the stairs. I usually employ a tread 10%
inches, or 11inches wide, nosing included,
and a riser from '7 to 7% inches high._ In
my opinion, stairs with 7-inch risers
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Laying out Strings and Winders, as suggestedby “ J. C. M."

put a casing on the corner as shown at C,
and the winders are fitted against it. To
obtain the shape of winders and strin ,

I set the dividers from the corner C to t e

middle of the straight steps, and mark as
indicated by M M. Divide this quarter
circle into as man winders as it is de
sired to employ. hen from the corner,
mark through these points until the line
intersects with the outside. In cases
where the stairs are 4 feet wide I would
put in four winders. The corner casing
can be chamfered after it leaves the
treads. In making the curves on the
strings, the workman (in case he has no
splines) can use a light slab which will
bend readily. There should be no short
crooks in the curves. The strings A and
B join together in the corner at E E. The
thickness of the stutf is cut 05 the end of
one string. Where the strings are to be
housed, the strin A should be changed
at the bottom an out so as to raise the
strings the thickness of a step. The
housing should be done back and below
the lines shown in the plan. The only
diflicult with a housed string in this case

is in we 'ng the front half of the middle
winder. metimes horses are cutout and
fastened to the string as shown in the

Elan.
The top strings should be the same

istance on a plumb line above all the
risers. The short strings are the same,

are the easiest that are made. If this
answer is not correct, I trust some of the
rofessionals will speak. I am no pro
essional, but an all-rounder.

Making a Square Timber Octagon In
CI'OII Secilon.

From E. B. F., Rochester, N. Y.—I have
noticed the communication of “ F. H. B.,"
Sardis, Ky., and as the tendency in these

sketch which I inclose. The distance
from the edge to these points is the dis
tance to which to set the thumb gauge to
scribe the lines. I have been a reader of
the paper for many years and think a
great deal of it. I enjoy very much see
ing these “ old kinks" brought out.

Clrcnlar Window Slils.

From A. L., No a,Cal.—In a recent
issue a correspon ent, writing from
San Francisco under the nom de plume
“ Yank,” desires information with regard
to circular window sills. I am employed
at my trade in the city named, and to hear
some of my brother chips talk one would
think that to work here for a. few years

Fig. 2.—Sawing Corners.

was equivalent to knowing everything
and being the swiftest on earth. How'
ever, as I consider the most of it to be an
efiervescence of the corner grocery, I give

it very little consideration. Coming down
to the question of the correspondent, I

think in most cases it will be necessary to
have stock as thick as the sill or molding
from top tobottom when in position. An
other advantage is that it gives a square
corner to work from, provided it is worked
on the “sticker.” However, in some
cases thinner plank may be used. I have
obtained sills for a circular door from

8 x 12 inch redwood plank and they meas
ured 4% from top to bottom when in
ition. The work was done accordin

o the plan indicated at the right-hand

gortion
of Fig. 1 of the sketches. In the

rst place cut out apattern of the sill bevel,
a 3-inch lank, as shown at A and A A.
The beve must be sufficient to contain
the circle of the sill, as shown by the

Making a Square Timber Octagon in Cross Section.

daysis to arrive at the desired point in
the least time, I venture to give a method
of making an octagon which 1 have never
before seen in print. Suppose, for exam
ple, we have a square stick that it is de
sired to make octagon in cross section
irrespective of what the face may be; but

dotted lines. Tack the pattern Pon at A,
as shown, after which place the bevel at
A on a band saw table and saw to the
edge of the pattern for the-purpose of dis
posing of the surplus wood. Cut out a

2 x 4 block and fasten to the saw table. as
shown in Fig. 2, sawing half way of its
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thickness. Run a gauge line on the con
cave side of the sill, and with the convex
side down, as at A of Fig. 2, saw 01?the
surplus wood. This is a convenient
method of sawing corners of circular
molding to prepare them for the sticker.
I think a hint to the ex rienced work
man is sufiicient. I 0 not admire
“ Yank's " way of placing his jambs. I
think it better to stand them on a line
drawn from the center, the sash to be put
in from the outside and the blind stop so
arranged that it may be removed.

FIIIIIIII‘ a Tower Root Intersecllng
with XII-in Roof.

From J. F. M., lVashington, D. C.—I
submit the

followianrreply
to the inquir

of “ L. V. V.,” San ancisco, Cal., whic

G
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and H' G of the elevation as the hight,
construct the triangle H P’ P’. From the
int G' set off the distance G' T on the
ine G’ R. Connect T and P'; then P' G'
will be the length of the rafter over the
plan P' H and the angle P' G’ H will con
tain the bevel to cut the top of the rafter,
and the angle G' P’ T will give the foot
cut. Re at the o ation with the
hights I and J G o the elevation over
the lines P' H and R’ H of the plan, set
ting oif the distance G the distance G' H
in each case to obtain the foot bevel. If
the work is accurately drawn to a large
scale the

length
and bevels can be ob

tained exact y.

Lenzlh of Jack Rafters.
From F. C. P., Petoskey, Mich—In the
November issue of Carpentry and Build
ing, “ H. A. B.," of Moreno, Cal., desires
to know how much shorter than the pre
ceding each jack rafter for a hip roof
must be cut in order that the rafters
shall be 2 feet a art. I would say that
for a roof of h pitch the difierence in
length is 2 feet 91f}inches; for a roof hav
ing 10 inches rise to the foot the difier
ence is 2 feet 7% inches ; for a roof of a
third-pitch (8 inches rise to the foot) the
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Diagram Showing “ J. F. Mia” Method of Framing 6
Tower Roof Interacting with Main Roof.

appeared in the July number of the paper.
Referring to the di am which I inclose,
ABCDrepresent t e plan and E F G
the elevation. Draw lan of the tower
rafters, H A H M and N; then draw the
elevation of the tower rafters, 0' G N' G
and B' G. From the ints where these
intersect the line of t e main roof drop
lines to intersect the lan of rafters in the
points P' P, P’ P, R' and S. Through
these points trace the curve D S B, which
will be the plan of the line of intersection
between the tower roof and the main
roof. Then with P' H of the plan as a base

difference is 2 feet 4% inches, and for a
roof of a

guarter
pitch (6 inches rise to the

foot) the iflerence is 2 feet 2}; inches.

From C. W. B., South Denver, 001.—
In reply to “ H. A. B.” of Moreno, Cal..
who asked in the November issue of
Carpentry and Builrli how much
shorter each jack rafter s ould be when

glazed
2 feet apart, I would say that the

ifierence in length of jack rafters placed
2 feet from center to center would be for
a quarter-pitch roof 26% inches, for a
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third-pitch roof inches, and for a
half-pitch roof 331,3inches.

,
Getting On! Wall Ball for Corners

ol’ Box Stairs.
From A. L., Napa, Cal.—I send here
with sketches representing plan and. ele
vation of box stairs with winders, mdi

_ '
AA—\i

Getting Out Wall Rail for Corners of Box
Stairs—Fig. l.—Plan View.

eating the method of getting out the wall
rail to go around the corners. Fig. 1
represents the plan, while Fig. 2 shows

Fig. 2.—-Elevatib1|.

the elevation. The sketches so clearl
indicate the method of doing the wor
that little explanation is necessar . The
only requirements are that the en of the
easements A A, Fig. 2, extend over the
corner lines b b to agree with the plan of
the rail shown in Fig. land come to a
level, as indicated by the dotted lines
at A A. A round rail can be worked out
of plank the thickness of the rail. If any
other pattern is desired the quarter twist
may be worked in at the ends A A by
using a little thicker stock. Where a
continued rail is needed in the attic, back
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cellar stairs, &c., and it is not required to
go to the expense of circles the method
outlined will be found useful. I have re
cently built a 21. round rail grooved on
the bottom and p seed on 7

/8 ceiling form
mg a square corner.

Cheaper jBuildlng Construction.
From F. T. CAMP, New York City.-I
send a sketch of a new way of building
cheap] that portion of a structure below
groun designated asthe cellar, which I

wish to submit to the criticism of the
readers of Carpentry and Building. My
idea- is if concrete is impervious to moist
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Cheaper Building Construction.

ure on a cellar floor why would it not be
equally so on side walls, as shown in the
sketch. The resistance to the earth bank
is met by the strength of the studding
and sheeting, and as an additional safe
guard a ainst dampness a course of tarred
paper fe t on the outside of the sheeting
could be used. The mode of constructing
such a wall would be, first, to excavate
12 or 15 inches larger than the size of the
foundation, then lay the concrete footing
course 6 inches thick and 18 inches wide
and set up the sill and studding wall,
sheeted, and then set the temporary sheet
ing 4 inches out from the permanent
sheeting; tar aper the latter, putting
temporary bloc s to hold firmly 4 inches
apart; tamp in the concrete 8. foot at a

time, moving u the blocks as the work
progresses, unti the grade lineis reached.
At this point a finish is made on a wash
with cement plaster, either clap boards or
shingles, from the water table down to
meet the cement, and when set withdraw
the temporary sheetin and ram in earth
around the concrete. he result is anon
porous wooden wall, 50 per cent. at least
calculation cheaper than stone, brick or
a concrete wall 10 to 12 inches thick. I

would like very much to be criticised in
advancingthis method and to hear if
anything like it has ever before been at
tempted.

l’reventlng Tools from Rustin.
From R. C.—In connection with the
various‘communications which have ap
peared 1n the columns of the paper re

garding the
method of preventing tools

rom rusting, permit to say that if the
correspondent inquiring will use the
finest olive oil, put on very thin, and then
wrap the‘t-ools up in strong tissue paper,
coated with oil, he will have no troublein keeping them from rusting. This is
the method employed by many English
manufacturers of tools for packing their
goods for export. Vaseline is another good
rust preventive; also Selico enamel, the
latter being a very white hard varnish.

Shingllng Above Circular-Top Win'
down.

_From A. H., A-Town, Pa.-—I would
like to have a little problem solved
through the columns of Carpentry and
Budding and inclose herewith a rough

T
\

1’'c r;

PmW m

carrying the point 3
,

or the pencil clear
around, it will describe the ellipse. I think
almost any carpenter will understand
by the drawings what I mean and how to
use the device, as Fig. 2 represents a

cross section through one of the arms,

Fig. 2.—Seetion through one of the Cross
Arms, showing Manner of Fastening.

clearly indicating the manner in which
the tram is secured. If any one has a
better device for accomplishing the pur
ose I should be very glad indeed to have
im present it.

Pitch of Door and Window Sllll.

From W. B. V., Newark, N. J.—In
reply to "‘M. E. L..” who asked in a re.
cent issue with regard to the pitch of door

Shingling Above Circular-Top Windows.

sketch showing what I desire. I would
like to have some of the practical readers
tell me how to shingle the circular-top
windows exactly as indicated in the
sketch.

Laying out An Ellipse.

From A. D. E., Branchville, S. C.—I
have been a devoted reader of Car entry
and Building for several years, avin
received great benefit from it, for whic

I extend thanks to the publisher and the
man contributors. Among other mat
ters notice considerable has been said in
regard to laying out an ellipse. I have a

contrivance which is a little different
from anything I have yet seen in the
paper, and which I find is both correct
and simple. It can be made any size de
sired, the one I have being provided with
cross arms of 2 feet length, while the
tram is 3 feet. It is made of % x 2 inch
hard wood. The tram is % x 1 inch. Re
ferring to Fig. 1 of the sketches, the dis

~
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Laying Out an Ellipse—Fig. 1.—Tram

for Drawing an Ellipse,

tance from point 1 to point 2 equals the
distance from the spring line to the to
of the ellipse and from point 1 to point?
equals the width of the opening. Point

3 is intended for the use of the pencil. By

and window sills, permit me to ofier the
followin information: For door_ sills I

would a low cg inch pitch in 4 inches,
and for window sills the correct bevel 1s

% inch in 4 inches.

Gothic Window Frame.

From J. S. 2., Mar antown, Ind.—I in
closela diagramjof a

: othic window frame

L_________________________-J

Sketch Accompanying Letter from
“ J. S. Z.”

and would like some of the readers of the
paper to give me a rule for finding the
length of the jamb before bending. I

would also like to know a rule for obtain
ing the bevel to which to cut the

stogso it will miter in the head. The sketc
which I send may not be in exact pro
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portion. but it will, I think, illustrate
my meaning.

Problem in Half—Pitch Roofs.

From N. W. H., Los A eles, Cal.—I
have been much pleased wit the interest
taken in the roof plan which I submitted
for the consideration of the readers of
Carpent and Building, and which was
ublishe in the issue for October. 1891.
he method suggested by “J. N. H.” of
Texas is a very good one and is a natural
result of the ground plan. "G. L. McM.”
of Tacoma suggests a method that is
practically the same, and I think would
produce a better looking roof than that of
“J. N. H." It is possible that some of
the readers of Caipentry and Buildin
would like to know what kind of a roof
have made for the plan shown in the Octo
ber issue. For the benefit of such I sub
mit the accompanying sketches. The
dotted lines shown on the plan view,
Fig. 1, indicate where, under ordinary
conditions, there would be valleys, but in

Fig. 1.—-PlanView.

little astray. If he will cut out a couple
of blocks and hold them in position he
will readily discover the error to which I
refer. In one of his first articles he said
there was no twist in the wreath piece
from pitch to level. As this is news to
me, I should be very glad indeed if he
will explain.

What la Two-Thirds Pitch?
F‘rom G. A. L., South Hanson. Mass.—
Will some of the readers of Car entry
and Building kindly explain w at is
meant by two-thirds pitch? I have had
several discussions with different carpen
ters and the claim is made that two
thirds the width of a building is two
thirds pitch. For my part, I consider
that two-thirds pitch is two-thirds of a
square. For example, if a building is 12

building to have folding doors between
the auditorium and the church parlor and
a covered driveway at the side entrance.
Note.—The inquiry of our correspondent
is one which we trust many of the prac
tical readers of the paper who have had
experience in church work will see fit to
consider. We are sure that a number of
designs of small churches showing ar
rangement common to different sections
of the country will prove of great interest
and value, not alone to the correspondent
making the inquiry, but also to a host of
others who are more or less frequently
called upon to execute work of this char
acter.

Deadening Floors.
From A. J. 0., Jacksonville, Fla—In
answer to the inquiry of “F. A. L.."

Flg- 2.—ll'rontView of Roof.

Fig 3.—Viewof Rear
of Root.

Fig. 4.—SideView.

Problem in Half-Pitch Roofs.—Views Showing huw “N. W. H.” Framed the Roof in Question.

the construction employed I omitted them
by setting the common rafter A A on a
line with H H. I used half the pitch of
B B for the rise of the rear, as shown by
Fig. 8 and at B in Fig. 4. In Fig. 2 is
shown a front view of the roof. I think
further explanation unnecessar , for the
reason that the other portions 0 the roof
are framed the same as all hip roofs.

Face Mold for Stair Rail.
From A. L., Na , Cal—I notice in the
September issue of the paper an answer
to “ Constant Reader ” contributed by
Morris Williams_ of Scranton, Pa. In
behalf of “Constant Reader " I wish to
state that the reply given is incorrect.
In Fig. 28 the drawing of a face mold is
well enough, but it occupies the position
it should when we slide it up to mark
the plumb line, thus making the shank
too long and resulting in a material
difference when the joint is not square
to the face of the plank. In Fig. 29 Mr.
Williams simply gives a case of a quarter
circle face mold with the difierent pitch
of tan ents. Now. I understand “Con
stant eader" to ask to have it come to a
level at the post, or if the post is removed
to join the level rail. However, he has
made no allowance for extra wood. which
is required for fitting the rail to the post
on the itch of his upper tangent. I wish
to ask 1.Williams if his corresponding
numbers in Figs. 21 and 22 are not a

feet wide the rafter would be 8 feet long.

Ilwould
like to know which is the correct

p an.
Note—There are several methods of
expressing the pitch of a roof, and while
one plan may be customary in one sec
tion, something different may prevail in
a widely separated locality. Generally
speaking the term “pitch” as applied to
roofs is the slope or slant of the rafters
and is dependent upon width, or span, and
the rise. Perhaps the most general plan
of expressing pitch is by hight in parts of
the span. If, for example, the span, by
which is meant the distance between
supports, is 30 feet and the hight is 10
feet. the pitch of the roof b this method
is called a third pitch, whi e if the span
is 20 feet and the hight 10feet the itch
is called half pitch. Another plan, w ich,
however, is not in very general use. is to
designate the pitch by the length of raft
ers in parts of the span. Suppose, for ex
ample, the span is 30 feet and the length
of the rafter 20 feet, then the roof would
be said to have a two-thirds

lpitch.
The

subject is one which admits 0 discussion,
and we shall be glad to have the practical
men in the trade express their views.

Design for Small Church.
From E. J. A., Lyons Falls, N. Y.—I
would like to ask through the columns of
Carpentry and Building for designs of a
church having an auditorium capable of
seating about 200 people. I desire the

Springvale, Maine, whose letter appeared
in the July issue of Carpentry and Build
ing, I would say that some six months
ago I put up a hall 30 x 60 feet, there
being a store on the ground floor and
rooms above. I filled in between the
joists with lime mortar 2% inches deep,
and this has given entire satisfaction in
deadening sound. I am now havin the
foundations laid for stores and hall a vs,
the building measuring 40 x 60 feet. and
shall fill in between the joists in the same
manner as indicated above. I would sug
gest to “F. A. L." that he put down
another floor on top of the present one,
leaving a space of some 2 or 8 inches to
be filled in with lime mortar, mineral
wool or sawdust; the latter, however. I
do not like on account of vermin. Should
“ F. A. L."

adoiit
any of the suggestions

offered, I won d be pleased to hear
through Carpentry and Building of the
results achieved.

Blue Prints Direct from Original
Drawings.

From D. H., Chicago, Ill—Will you
please inform me through the columns of
your paper how to make drawing paper
transparent so as to take a blue print from
the original drawing, and thus save the
time and trouble of tracing? I have tried
boiled oil and turpentine, but find the
plan too slow.
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THE BUILDERS’ GUIDE.‘
By I. P. HICKS.

Art of Roof Framing.
(Continued.)

0 FIND the lengths and bevels of the jacks on the
right side of the front gable draw a horizontal
line G C, Fig. 76, representing the plate line.

On this line set off the location of the right gable
K C. From the center of the gable set off the length
of common rafter on the front gable T M, which is
the same as G F of Fig. 74. Connect M with K for
the position of valley rafter for finding the lengths
and bevels ofjacks on the right side of the front gable.
Square up the length of the common rafter on the

r M O F

e K T e
H R N

Fig. 76.—FindingLengthsandBevels Fig. 77.—FindingLengthsandBevels
of Jacks on the Left Side of theof the Jack Rafters on the Right

0

ing the lengths and bevels of the jacks on the left
side of the front gable. A bevel set in the a'ngle at
x will give the bevel across the back. The plumb
cut or down bevel will be the same as that of the
common rafter on the front gable. The lines H I N
show the lengths of the common rafters on the left
gable.
In order to throw as much light as possible upon
the subject and present a choice of methods, we will

give another diagram showing the different cuts of
the jack rafters in a much plainer manner, and

which to many, perhaps, will be more satisfactory.
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i Fig. 78.—DiagramShowing More Clearly the Different Cuts
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of Jack Rafters.
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Fig. 79.—Planof Hip andValley Roof.
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Fig. BL—Right Elevation of Roof Plan Shown in Fig. 79.

The Builders’ Guide.—The Art of Roof Framing.

front gable, G F, and connect F M for the ridge line.
Space the jacks on the ridge line and draw perpen
dicular lilies to the plate and valley, which will give
the lengths of the jacks on the right side of the
front gable. A bevel set in the angle at Y will give
the bevel across the back. The plumb cut or down
bevel will be the same as that of the common rafter
on the front gable. The lines K B C show the length
of the common rafter on the right gable. To find
the lengths and bevels of the jacks on the left side
of the front gable draw a horizontal line, as H D of
Fig. 77, representing the plate line. On this line set
off the location of the left gable, H N. From R:
the point directly under the ridge of this gable, set
off the length of the commdn rafter on the front
gable R O, which is the same as D F of Fig. 74.
Connect 0 N for the position of the valley for- find?

" Copyrighted, 1892,by I. P. Hicks.

Fig. 78 shows the wall plate lines exactly the same
as in Fig. 74, except it is divided on the ridge line of
the front gable, and spread so far apart that when
the roof is developed, showing the difierent jack raft
ers in their various positions, there will not be a
series of lines crossing each other to cause confusion.
Let H, C, A, K, G, D, N, I, represent the wall plate
lines. The dotted lines R L S and S’ L’ T, are the
lines plumb under the ridge of the gables. We
will now proceed to find the jack rafters and
their proper cuts : Taking the left gable first on the
line J H, set off the length of the common rafter
from J to I; from I, at right angles, draw the line
IO, which is the ridge proper and extends to the
center of the front gable represented by the dotted
line L S; connect 0 with N for the valley rafter;
on the line I 0 space off the jacks and draw the
ii nes connecting them with the valley N O, as shown
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in the diagram. This will give the lengths of the
jacks in the left gable, and a bevel set in the angle at
\V will give the bevel across the backs of the same.
The down bevel will be the same as that of the com
mon rafter on the front side of the left gable. A
similar plan is followed for each gable or each side of
a gable, where the jack rafters are of different lengths
or have different cuts, as will be readily seen by
referring to the diagram. The valley lines N O and
N O’, are of the same length and show the valley
rafters in different positions for finding the lengths

and cuts of the two divisions of jacks—namely, the
e ft gable and the left side of the front gable. The
valley lines K M and K M’ are of the same length,
but show the valley rafter in different positions for

finding the lengths and cuts of the other two divi~
sions of jacks—namely, the right gable and the right
side of the front ga'ble.'
Now elevate the four sections of the roof contain

ing the different jacks to their proper pitch, and move
the two divisions of the diagram together till the
dotted lines L S and L’ S” meet plumb under the ridge
of the front gable. What is the result? N O and N
O' join as one line and constitute the left valley. K
M and K M’I also join as one line and constitute the
right valley. This would also bring every jack into
its required position in the roof, as can be plainly
seen in the diagram. The cuts of the two valley
rafters must be taken from Fig. 74, as shown and de
scribed before. The cuts could be shown in Fig. 78,
but as they would only serve to make the diagram
more complicated, they are omitted. If any one
would like to see a diagram showing all the rafters
and different cuts in a roof of this kind, they can

draw the lines of Figs. 74 and 78 in one diagram. If
they will imagine one of these diagrams placed over
the other, the result will probably be satisfactory.

HIP AND VALLEY ROOFS.

In Fig. 79 is represented the plan of a hip and
valley roof. This form of a roof is frequently termed
broken-back hip and valley, because the main hips
are intersected by the common rafters of the gables
from one side and the valley rafters from the other.
This breaks the line of the hip, hence the origin of
the term broken-back. In Fig. 79 let A B, B C, D E
and E F represent the line and run of the four main
hips. It will be seen that C B is the only hip line
which is not broken by a common rafter or a jack
from the gables. The main hip line A B is broken at
H by the common rafter on the front gable which
joins it

,

as shown by the dotted line G H. If A was
the bottom terminus of the hip it would cause several

of the common rafters on the left side of the front
gable to be cut in two, making more jacks and more
work, while weakening the general construction of

the roof. In framing, the hip should stop against
the ridge of the front gable at H. The hip line D E

is broken at I by a jack on the left gable, shown by
dotted line I J. In framing, the hip should stop
against the ridge of the left gable at l. The hip line
F E is broken at K by the intersection of the valley
rafter L K. For a scientific job of framing the valley
rafter a 6 on the front side of right gable should ex

tend to the ridge of the rear gable, as it is the nearest

place of support, and the hip rafter E F should stop
at c against the valley a b

. The line B C is the run

of the only hip rafter which forms an unbroken line.

From B square down the rise of the hip to M,and
and connect M with C for the length of the hip
rafter. A bevel set at M will give the down bevel
and at C the bottom bevel. The method of obtaining
the lengths of the hip rafters which are termed
broken back, will be plainly illustrated in other dia
grams.
Before proceeding further, however, the reader
should be reminded of the fact that on one-half pitch
roofs the run of a hip or valley is the length of a cor
responding common rafter, hence the dotted line D I

shows the length of the common rafter on the left gable
for a roof of one-half pitch. If the roof was some other
pitch—say one-third, for example—then the length
of the common rafter for this gable could be shown
by setting off the run and rise, as indicated by def.
Proceed in like manner with the gables, and also with
the main common rafter. Fortunately, there is always
an easy way of doing work, and we will now proceed
with the method that makes all roof framing easy.
Referring to Fig. 80, first draw a horizontal line, A

B, representing the front plate, and set off on this line
the location or starting points of all hips and gables
shown on the front of plan as C D E. Now, C E

represents the starting points of two of the main
hips, and also the span of the building having the
longest common rafter, F being the center of the
span. From F set off the length of the common
rafter perpendicularly, as shown by the dotted line F

G. Connect G with C and E for the length and
position of the main hips. Set off the length of the
common rafter on the right gable B H, and draw the
ridge line H I; then I E is the length and position of
the right gable valley rafter. Set off the length of
common rafter on the left-hand gable A J and draw
the ridge line J K; then K C is the length and posi
tion of the left-gable valley. Connect K D for the
front-gable valley. Space and draw the rafters as
shown, which will give the length and cut of every
jack in the front elevation, including those which cut
from the broken hip KG to the valley K D. The
line K G is also the length of the broken hip, which
stops against the ridge of the left gable. A bevel
set in any of the angles where the jacks join a hip
or valley will give bevel across the back. The plumb
cut is the same as that of the common rafter. C L

shows the length of the common rafter on the front
gable.
In Fig. 81 is shown the right elevation of the roof
plan, A B representing the length of plate line, C D

E F the starting points of the hips and valleys on
the right side of plan, while C and F are the starting
points of the main hips. From C and F set 05 the
run of the main common rafter as C N and F0.
From N and 0 set off the length of the main com
mon rafter, as shown by the dotted lines N G and O
P. Connect G and P, which is the ridge of the main
roof. Connect G C and F P for the main hips. Set
off the length of the common rafter on the rear
gable B H and draw the ridge line H I. Set OK the
length of the common rafter on the front gable A I

and draw the ridge line I K. From the center of
the right gable set off the length of the common
rafter, as shown by the dotted line L M. Draw the
valley from D through the point M, continuing it to
the ridge line or rear gable, which is the nearest place
of support. Then D R is the length of the valley
rafter on the front side of the right gable. Connect
M E for the valley on the back side of the right
gable. C G is the main hip, which is full length.

C K is the front gable valley, and the jacks are cut
from the ridge line] K to the valley C K, also from the
plate C D to the main hip C G, and from the ridge
G P to the valley D M. The main hip P F is broken
at I, but extends to the valley rafter D Rfora proper
place of support. Jacks are cut from the ridge line

I H and the valley line M R to the valley M E, as
shown. The dotted portion of the hip line P F

shows that if the hip was put in full length it would
necessitate cutting two common rafters and two
jacks on the rear gable, which would make additional
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work and have a tendency to w.eaken the roof.
Thus the length of every rafter in the right elevation
of the plan has been shown, and as the bevels are
the same as indicated in Figs. 79 and 80 further ex
planation is unnecessary.
In Fig. 82 is shown the left side elevation of the
roof, in which A B represents the length of the plate
line. C D F, the starting points of the hips and
valleys, and C and F the points of the main hips.
From C and F set off the run of the main common
rafter, as C D and F O. From 0 and D set off the
length of main common rafter, as shown by the
dotted lines 0 P and D G. Connect G and P for the
main ridge. Draw G C and P F for length and
position of main hips. Set off the length of the com
mon rafter on the front gable A j and draw the
ridge line I K. Set off the length of common rafter
0n the rear gable B H and draw the ridge line H I.
Now from the center of the left gable set off the
length of the common rafter, as shown by the dotted
line L M. Connect M and D for length and position
of valley rafter on the front side of the left gable.
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Fig. 82.—LeftSideElevation of Roof.
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Fig. 85.—F|ndingthe
Plumb Cut 0! the
Valley Rafters.

shows the length of the common rafter on the rear
gable; IE is the right gable valley. The broken
hip P K stops against the ridge of the left gable at
K, and the broken hip P M stops at the ridge of the
rear gable at M. The jacks are cut from the ridge
line H I to the valley E I and from the broken
hips M P and P K to the rear gable valley M D.
This completes the rear elevation and shows the
length of every rafter as viewed from this side of the
roof. It will be noticed in Fig. 83 that the right
gable appears to the left hand in the diagram and the
left gable to the right. This is due to the fact that
as we view the front elevation of the roof, Fig. 80, we
call the gables right and left. Now, if we view the
roof from the rear, the right gable will be to our left
and the left to our right, as shown in Fig. 83.

AN IMPORTANT POINT .

For the purpose of illustrating an important poin t
in roof framing we will refer to Fig. 84, which repre
sents the plan of a roof having three gables of the
same pitch, but the front gable being narrower than
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F I will be the length of the valley on the rear gable.
M P is the length of the broken hip which stops
against the ridge of the left gable at M, and G K is
the length of the broken hip which stops against the
ridge of the front gable at K. The jacks are cut
from the ridge line H I to the rear gable valley F I ;
also from the broken hip M P to the valley M D and
from the broken hip G K and ridge line K] to the
plate line A D. The length of the common rafter on
the left gable is shown by F E. This completes the
left side elevation and shows the length of every hip,
valley and jack, as viewed from this side of the roof.
The next diagram, Fig. 83, shows the rear eleva
tion of the roof; A B represents the length of the
plate line, C D E the starting points of hips and
valleys, and C E the starting points of the main
hips. Set off the run of the main common rafter, as
E F, and draw the length of the common rafter
perpendicular, as shown by dotted line F P. Draw
P E and P C for the length and position of the main
hips. Set off the length of the common rafter on
the left gable, A J, and draw the ridge line J K. Set
off the length of the common rafter on the right
gable D H, and draw the ridge line H I. From the
center of the rear gable set off the length of the
common rafter, as shown by the dotted line L M.
Connect M and D for the rear gable valley. E G

the other two. Let A B C D E F G H represent
the wall plate and from A set off the run of the com
mon rafter to I; square up the rise to J, and connect
A and J for the length of the common rafter on the
main part of the roof. Swing the common rafter
around to a perpendicular position,as shown by A K
on the left gable. Set off the length of the common
rafter on the right gable F- L, and connect K with L
for the ridge line. Next, set of the run of the com'
mon rafter on the front gable E M; square up the
risé M N, and draw E N for the length of the com
mon rafter. From M set off the length of the com
mon rafter perpendicular to O and then draw the
valley from E through the point 0, continuing it to
the ridge which is the nearest place of support in a
self-supporting roof. It is a common practice among
mechanics to stop both valley rafters at 0, but this
leaves the valleys without support and as a conse
quence the roof sags and gets out of shape even be
fore the carpenter has it finished. This is noticeable
on large roofs, where to secure the greatest strength
in the framing of the roof it is necessary to run the
first valley rafter to the ridge as shown by E P, and
butt the second valley rafter against the first as
shown by B O. E P is the length of the valley rafter
which joins the ridge and the bevel at P is the bevel
across the back of the same. B O is the length of
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left valley rafter and cuts square across the back.
The jacks are cut from the ridge to the valleys as
shown. A bevel set in the angle where they join the
valley will give the bevel across the back. The
plumb cut is the same as that of the common rafter
shown at _I

. To find the plumb cut of the valleys set
off the run of the common rafter on the front gable
A B, Fig. 85; now, at right angles to A B set off the
run of common rafter from B to C, and draw A C

for the run of the valley. From C square up the
rise of valley to D and draw D A,which \\ ill give the
length of the left valley the same as B O in Fig. 84.
The bevel at D, Fig. 85, is the plumb cut and at A
the bottom cut. The plumb cut of the valley E P is

the same as the extension of the rafter to the ridge
line and does not change the cuts.

OCTAGON HIP AND IACK RAFTERS.

Let us now consider the problem of finding the
lengths and bevels of octagon hips and jacks by the
easy system. Referring to Fig. 86, let A B C D E

and F represent the wall plate line, F G being the
run of common rafter, G H the rise and F H the
length of common rafter. Next swing the common
rafter round to a perpendicular position, as F I. Set
off half the side of the octagon A _I and square up the
length of the common rafter] K. Draw K I for the
ridge line and K A for the hip. Space and draw the
jacks perpendicularly from A J to the hip as shown.

I)

E

A C B

Fig. 87.-Showing how
to find the Lengths
and [levels of Jack c

Rafters in an Ocla
Iron, Hexagon or
Polygon.

J D

theRafters in any Regular Polygon.

Fig. 88.—Dialrram Illustrating the Method
of obtaining the Lengths and Cuts of all

the line C D and draw perpendicular to the hips
as shown, which will give the lengths. The bevel
shown at L is the bevel across the back, the down
bevel being the same as that of the common rafter.

jOINING GABLES DIAGONALLY.

One of the most difficult problems in roof framing
with which the mechanic has to contend—namely, that
of joininga gable cornerways or diagonally to another
gable—is illustrated in Fig. 89. This method is fre
quently adopted in city residences to produce diver
sity in design. Let A B C D E F G represent the
wall plate lines in the plan; F H, the run of the
common rafter on the main part ; H I, the rise, and

F I the length of the common rafter. Transfer F I to

F and draw J K, which represents the main ridge.
From the Center of the corner gable square up the
rise of the common rafter L M, and draw A M for
length of common rafter on the corner gable. From

C square up to N what the main common rafter rises
in the part of its run represented by L C. Then L

N will be the length of main common rafter up to
the point where the left valley starts. Transfer L N
to L O, which is the starting point of the left valley.
From 0 set off 0 P, which should be the length of the
dotted line L G and of the common rafter A M.
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o

R s
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Fig. Bil—FramingGableswhich Join Diagonally.
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The bevel at R is the bevel across the back and the
plumb cut is the same as that of the common rafter
shown at H. The length and bevels will be the same
on each side of the octagon, hence further explana
tion of Fig. 86 is unnecessary.
The cuts of jacks in an octagon, hexagon or a
polygon of any description may be found in the fol
lowing manner. Referring to Fig. 87, let A B rep
resent the length of the side, and from the center set
off the length of the common rafter C D. Draw A D
and B D for the length and position of hips. Space
the jacks on the line A B and draw perpendicular to
the hips as shown, which will give their lengths. A
bevel set in the angle at E will give the bevel across
the back, the down bevel being the same as that of
the common rafter. Fig. 87 refers only to the length
and bevel of the jacks, but the length and cuts of all
the rafters in any regular polygon may be found in
the following manner: Referring now to Fig. 88 let
A B C D and E represent four sides of an octagon.
Set off the center of one side as B F, and square
into the center G F, which is the run of the com
mon rafter. Square up the rise G H and draw

F H for the length of the common rafter. The
bevel at H is the top bevel, and at F the bottom
bevel, G E being the run of the hip. Square up
the rise G I and draw E I for length of hip
rafter. The bevel at I is the top bevel, and at E

the bottom bevel. From the center of C D set off
the length of common rafter j K, which should be
the same length as F H. Draw K C and K D for
the position of the hip rafters for finding the
length and bevel of the jacks. Space the jacks on

Square up G R, which should be the same as L O.
From R set off the rise of the common rafter on the
corner gable to S
, which is the same as L M.
From S square up the length of the common
rafter to T, which is the same distance as L M.
Connect T with O for the length and position of the
left valley. Connect T with P for the length and
position of the right valley, which runs from the
ridge of the corner gable to the plate of the corner
gable. Draw P G for the length and position of the
right valley, which runs from the plate of the corner
gable to the main plate. Space the jacks on the
main ridge and draw perpendicular lines as shown.
The jacks from K J to valley 0 T are the jacks in
the main roof. The jacks from O S to the valley 0
T are the jacks on the left side of the corner gable.
The valley T P on the right side of corner gable is

but little longer than the common rafter on corner
gable, and runs so nearly straight with the rafters on
the main roof that the jacks on this side are seldom
needed in the corner gable; but in case they are,
space them between S P and draw to the valley T P,

which will give the length and bevel, as shown.
Draw the jacks from the valley G P to the main plate,
which will give the length and cut of the same. The
down bevel of the jacks will be the same as that of
the common rafter.
It is natural for one to think the valley rafter O T
should start from the point C, but such is not the
case, as will be plainly seen by referring to Fig. 90.
which shows that the valley starts at O on the line
of the main common rafter, and comes far above the
point C, for C O is the same as C N in Fig. 89
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The Mid-Year Meeting.

The mid-year meeting of the officers
and directors of the National Association
of Builders was called to order at 10
o‘clock a.m., October 17, in Indianapolis.
Ind., the Builders’ Exchange of that city
having provided rooms for the pu se in
the New Denison Hotel. The fol owing
officers and directors were present in per
son or b substitute; President Anthony
Ittner 0 St. Louis; First Vice-President
Ira G. Hersey, Boston; Second Vice
President Hugh Sisson, Baltimore (sub
stitute) ; Secretary William H. Sayward.
Boston; Treasurer Geor e Tapper ; direc
tors, Noble H. Creager, ltimore: James

I. Win ate, Boston; A. A. Berrick. Buf
falo; C. W. Gindele, Chicago; S. D. Tip
pett, Cincinnati; A. Chapoton, Jr., De
troit; Jas. McGauley, Indianapolis;
Thos. Armstrong, Louisville (substitute);

Geo. W. Libby, Minneapolis; John J.
Tucker, New York; N. B. Husee ,

Omaha; Stac Reeves, Philadel his;
E. Redlon, ortland, Me. (an stitute);
Jeremiah Sheehan, St. Louis; . J.
Grant, St. Paul (substitute) ; A. S. Reed,
Wilmington; C. D. Morse, Worcester.
The following members of the Lien Law
Committee were also present: John S.
Stevens, Philadelphia; J. Milton Blair,
Cincinnati; Edward E. Scribner, Chi
ca 0; Arthur McAllister, Cleveland.
he first work of the meeting was the

appointment
of Ex-Preeident John J.

ucker as director for New York City in
place of Marc Eidlitz, deceased, and the
acceptance of the substitutes for ab
sentees. The morning session was de
voted to reports of the secretary, treasurer
and committees.

sacnsrsnv’s REPORT.
The secretary’s report covered the
ground gone over since the last conven
tion and touched upon the various phases
of the work of the National Association
that have been pursued during the year.
The field has steadily increased and the

opportunities for advice and counsel
offered by the National Association have
been taken advantage of by builders all
over the country, the number of new cor
respondents and new communities assisted
being greater than those of any similar
riod since the association was estab
ished. Employers are taking more care
ful and thorough steps toward forming
associations than ever before and with a

reater knowledge of the possibilities and
unctions of organization, because of the
examples made public through the secre
tary’s department of the National Associ
ation. The cities in which permanent
organizations have been established were
enumerated, and with those in which
preliminary work to the same end is now
under way, comprised a large number of
the important cities of the country. The

0 inions of foreign English-speaking na
tions regarding the work undertaken by
the National Association is shown by
the adoption of many of its recommenda
tions by builders in Canada and Aus
tralia. The progress made by the filial
bodies in carrying out the methods ad
vooated by the National Association was
shown, such as securing a. regular dis
count for the contractor from stock
prices on building material, the adop
tion of a fixed code of practice, the
use of the form of arbitration between
workmen and employers and the system
of apprenticeship, the use of the Uniform
Contract and the various other plans ad
vocated for the conduct of exchanges.
The secretary next touched briefly upon
the routine work of the office, its volume,
methods, &c.. and urged the directors to
impress upon the local secretaries the im
portance of keeping the national secretary

posted
as to new developments of any

ind affecting building interests, even in
addition to answering in uiries from
headquarters. A résumé o the various
important steps taken by the local ex
changes, as viewed from the secretary’s
oflice, indicated stead

1progress
in nearly

all the exchanges, an emonstrated that
the recommendations of the National As
sociation are beneficial wherever carried
out. The Builders’ Exchange department
in Carpentry and Buildi , through
which the members of the filia exchanges
are reached in a more general way than is

possible by correspondence, was regarded
as of great value both to the association
and to the fraternity of builders at large.
Letters of inquiry are constantly being
received from builders outside the na
tional body or its exchanges, prompted by
matter published in the interest of the
association. All sorts of queries are con
stantly presented to the secreta that
are the result of the work in this epai-t
ment. The secretary took occasion dur
ing the progress of his report to impress
upon the directors the necessity of having
each filial body carefully test the recom
mendations of the National Association,
and inted out the direct benefits result
ing rom such a.course that had been de
rived by builders in exchanges where the
methods suggested had been adopted. In
recapitulating the

secretary
said that at

no time in the history of t e association
was the necessity for earnest, hard work
more ap arent than now. The exchanges
are just eginning to feel the effect of the
labor that has been spent, and the impor
tance of securing the adoption of universal
practices among builders becoming more
fully appreciated.
The re ort of the treasurer was next
present , and showed that several of the
excharges were in arrears in the payment
of the pro rata assessment. The amount
in the treasury, together with the amount
due from delinquent exchanges, will be

barely enough to carry the association
through the year.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

The Committee on Uniform Contract
reported that no important changes had
been sug ested since the last meeting,
and state that a call had been issued for
a meeting of the Joint Committee at Chi
cago immediately after the adjournment
of the mid-year meeting. The Commit
tees on Resolutions, Le 'slation and
Statistics reported that not ing had been
done in the way of formal action, but
that out of the work of the mid-year
meeting reports would be pre ared for
presentation to the convention. he Com
mittee on Building Law reported that
no action had been taken since the last
convention, as no meeting had been
held. The Committee on Lien Law had
failed to find any new light on the
question, but stated that material for an
annual report was being secured. The
morning session adjourned shortly after
noon.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
The directors came together for the
afternoon session promptly at 2 o‘clock,
the first business in order being the re
ports from the filial bodies regardin ex
isting conditions. Baltimore repo the
exchange as being in excellent condition,
with 138 members in good standing on
the rolls. It has been the custom for
some time past to serve a lunch at the
quarterly meetings, and the fraternal feel
ing among the members seemsmuch bene
fited thereby. The attendance at meet
ings has averaged over 80per cent. during
the past year, although the number who
visit the rooms daily

during
the 'change

hour, is not as large as is esired. The
Builders‘

Exchange
Building Company,

which is compose of members of the ex
change, has bought for $100,000a piece of
real estate 84 feet 4 inches x '76feet 6

inches in a very desirable location, upon
which it proposes to erect a building to
cost $225,000as a home for the exchange.
The condition of afiairs between employ
ers and workmen appears to be satisfac
tory, no trouble havmg been experienced
since the big carpenters’ strike in May,
which was reported in the columns of
Carpentry and Building at the time.

BOSTON, MASS.
The re rt from the Boston Exchange
showed t at business generally had been
in a very favorable condition during the
year, and that no serious trouble with the
workmen has occurred aside from the
efiect of the granite workers' strike,
which caused more or less dela on work
in that branch of the trade. T 0 Master
Builders’ Association is in excellent con
dition and has greatly profited by the
alterations in its buildin , which have
largely increased the faci ities and con
veniences for transacting business. The
changing of the building into offices has
centralized the building interests of the
city about the exchange more than ever.
The working of membership, based upon

a corporate
Scontractors')

and non~corpo
rate (materia dealers,) classes, the former
only being entitled to hold office and vote.
was explained. The uniform contract is
comparatively little used.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

In Buffalo the exchange has been
instrumental in securing many advanta
geous changes in the practices for
merly existing in the building business.
Through the action of the exchange
reforms have been secured in the build
ing law of the city. A prominent mem
ber of the exchange has been appoint
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ed Superintendent of Public Build
ings; a code of practice based upon the
recommendations of the National Associa
tion has been adopted and put into prac
tice; the uniform contract is almost ex
clusively used; compensation has been
secured by a lowest bidder who failed to.
receive the award of contract, and one of
the best oflice buildings in the city has
been erected and is now occupied as a
home by the exchange. The membership
is steadil increasing, and the exchange
is in goo financial condition.

CHICAGO, iLL.
The report from the Chicago Ex
change showed that organization to be
maintaining its high standard as one of
the institutions of the city, and is usiugits
influence to establish the recommendations
of the National Association. The arbitra
tion system between employers and work
men is operating satisfactorily, and the
code of

gactice
is the subject of a meet

ing to held soon to consider the ad—
visability of its adoption. The Uniform
Contract is but little used.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
The membership of the Cincinnati Ex
change has steadily increased during the

gear
and the new quarters in the Opera
ouse Block are a great improvement
over the old ones, both as to location and
convenience. The change of location is
but the first ste by the exchange toward
securing a bail ing of its own. The Uni
form Contract is not used to the extent
that is desired and a definite code of
practice such as is advocated by the Na
tional Association has never been adopted.
The form of arbitration, however, has
been put in operation between the em
ployers and workmen by the planing
mill men and the bricklayers. The Con
gress of Builders is still in existence, but
there has been but little call for its active
operation of late as regards its function
of adjusting differences with the work
men.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
The Builders’ Exchange of Cleveland
has largely increased its membership
since the last convention and has enlar ed
its quarters by taking in several di
tional rooms in the Arcade. Through the
efiorts of the exchange the Uniform Con
tract is growing into more general use,
and an agreement has been entered into
with the material dealers whereby a regu
lar discount on builders’ supplies will be
given to regular contractors. A code of

metice
has been formulated, but as yet

not been put to the test of operation.
The form of arbitration has never been
considered by the exchange as a body, and
no steps have yet been taken to secure a
building.

DETROIT, MICK.
The Builders’ Exchan e of Detroit re
ported a membershi 0 almost 100and
annual dues $40. he ’change hour is
being well attended by the members and
proves its benefit as it becomes better
established. A custom of holdingmonthly
dinners has been adopted with the pleas
antest results, and the establishing of a

ggid
secretaryship has proved of great

uefit to the exchange. An efiort is
being made to secure for contractors a
reduction from the price of building ma
terial by the dealers. The exchange has
established a practice of requiring an al
lowance of 3 per cent. on subcontracts
“ placed ” with a principal contractor
upon which he has not estimated. The
code of practice and form of arbitration
have never been adopted. and as a result
of the architects uniting against it the
Uniform Contract is not in use in Detroit.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
The Builders’ and Traders' Exchange
is in excellent condition, with a growing
membership of 99. The project to erect a
building of its own is wellunder way and
gives every promise of successful fulfill
ment. The Uniform Contract is but little
used, and the form of arbitration has
never been tried. A very fair and desir
able code of practice has been success
fully adopted, and its operation has been
very satisfactory.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
The Minneapolis Exchange was re
ported as being in good condition and the
’change hour gradually being recognized
as one of the best means for facilitating
the transaction of the builders’ business.
The Uniform Contractis but little used
and neither the code of practice nor form
of arbitration has been adopted. Busi
ness dull.

NEW YORK CITY.
The re rt from the Mechanics’ and
Traders’ xchange of New York Cit in
dicated an increase in the use of the ni
form Contract, and that a similar plan
of arbitration to the one advocated by the
National Association is in use by the
mason builders. N0 final steps toward
securing a building have yet been taken.

OMAHA, NEB.
Business has been depressed. in Omaha
for some time past, but the interest in the
exchange has been maintained and the
membership increased. The ractice of
giving with each regular meeting a colla~
tion, over which important subjects are
discussed, has

mved
highly beneficial.

The exchange made much progress
during the past year, and is one of the
important organizations of the city. The
Uniform Contract is making headway,
and the form of arbitration and code of
practice have been the policy of the ex
change since they were recommended.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
The Master Builders’ Exchange of Phila
delphia is in a healthy condition as to
membership and finances, and the build
ing business has been good throughout
the season. The Uniform Contract
is gradually coming into more general
use although the form of arbitration and
code of practice are as yet subjects for
action. The interest in the National Asso
ciation has been increased during the past
year, and its work and purposes are aided
in every way possible. The trade school
is in successful operation, and it is ex
pected that larger quarters will soon be
necessary for its accommodation. Since
the last convention the exchange has
added a restaurant to its building and
under its own control, which the mem
bers find very convenient and patronize
liberally.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
The interest in the afiairs of the Build
ers’ Exchange of Portland is not as active
as is desirable, but the attendance at
meetings and the ’change hour is fair.
The code of practice and the use of the
Uniform Contract are partially estab
lished, but the form of arbitration has
never been put into use. The total-of
membership is 52.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
The report of the director from St.
Louis showed the exchange to be in an
active and health condition with a mem
bership of 250. e attendance at meet
ings is good and members show full ap
preciation of the improvement in the
quarters made by the move to the pres
ent location. Building has been good all
the season and few disturbances have oc
curred with the workmen. The use of the
Uniform Contract is extending and the
form of arbitration has been adopted by
the plumbers and their employees. The
code of practice has not yet been success
fully established. The exchange is recog
nized as one of the solid institutions of
the city.

sr. PAUL. MINN.

The Builders‘ Exchange of St. Paul has
reorganized upon a new basis of member
ship, admission being given to trade as
sociations only. The exchange seems to
be in good condition.

WILMINGTON, DEL.
The Builders’ Exchange of Wilming
ton reports 60 members and everything in
good condition, although the attendance
at meetings is not what it should be. The
code of practice has been adopted. but is
not fully established as the custom. The
Uniform Contract is but little used.

WORCESTER, MASS.

The Worcester Builders' Exchange
states that it is in excellent condition
both as to numbers and finances. The
attendance during the ’change hour and
at meetings is fair and the code of prac
tice and Uniform Contract are both grow
ing in favor. Business has been good
throughout the season, and the New Eng
land granite strike has been the only dis
turbance of note among the workmen.

MARC ElDLlTZ.
The
heariioig

of the foregoing re orts
was suspend at 4 o’clock p.m., an the
president appointed a committee of five
to draft resolutions on the death of Marc
Eidlitz, in whose decease the National As
sociation lost one of its stanchest sup
porters, a man of rare abilit and intelli
gence, who had been closey identified
with the association since its first prelim
inary meeting. The committee consisted
of ex-President-s' John S. Stevens of Phila
delphia; J. Milton Blair of Cincinnati;
Edward E. Scribner (president at St. Paul)
of Chicago, John J. Tucker of New York
City and Arthur McAllister of Cleveland.
The followin resolutions were prepared
and present , and after feeling remarks
by each member of the committee, and
also President Ittner, Secret Say-ward
and Treasurer Tapper, expressive of the
deepest regret and a preciation, the
board adjourned for t e day at 4.30
o’clock out of respect to the memory of
Mr. Eidlitz. The following are the reso
lutions :
nssowrioss 0s run DEATH or use

EIDLITZ.
Whereas, The National Associationof Build'
ers since its last meeting has met with the
lossof oneof its mosthonoreddirectorsby the
deathof Marc Eidlitz, who representedin its
councilsthegreat and varied interestsof New
York City;
Whereas, Our brother has since the

incelption of the National Association beenclosey
identified with its interests, leaving upon its
plan of organization and its subsequentopera
tions the imprint of his personality, and from
his practical experienceas a builder offering
countlesswise and useful suggestionsfor his
youn er and less experiencedbrethren; there
fore, it
Resolved, That the officersand directors of
the National Association of Builders in Mid
Year Meeting assembleddo hereby ofler a
loving tribute to the integrity and sterling
worth of our dear brother, and

testify)
to the

deepsenseof losswhich his deathhas rought.
to this association at a time when his ripe

jugsment,
advice and counsel were most

11 edby his associates;
Resolved, That theseresolutionsbe entered
upon the records and a copy of the samebe
sent to his family, to the Mechanics”and
Traders' Exchange and the Building Trades’
Club of New York City as expressingregret
from his brethrenof the building fraternity of
the United States.

TUESDAY MORNING.
The meeting was called to order at 10
o‘clock on Tuesday morning and the hear
ing of re rts from filial bodies further
suspend . The first work of the morn
ing was the consideration of new methods
of work in the secretary’s office for the

of increasing the interest in local
exc anges and to secure greater benefits
throu h the National Association. The
consi eration of this subject resulted in
the expression of a feeling of reliance
upon the wisdom of the work in the sec
retary's department and an a preciation
of the importance of each fili body con
tributing as much as possible of its ex
riences for the general welfare of the
ational Association.
The next business was the presentation
of the following resolutions, which were
unanimous] adopted:
Whereas, ur honored and esteemedvice
president, Ira G. Hersey. has on several
occasionsexpressedhis intention of

decliniiliigelection as resident in favor of Wm. .
Sa ward;ang
‘hcreas, The Board of Directors are of the

opinion that it would be detrimental to the
best interestsof the N. A. B. to losethe valu
able servicesof our honored secretaryat this
time, thereforebeit
Resolved,That in Vice-President Hersey we
have a gentlemanwho will do honor to the
oilice of pnsident of the N. A. B., and will fill
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the position with dignity to himself and to
the entire satisfaction of theassociation.
We thereforerequesthim to reconsiderhis
determinationand to acceptof theposition.

THE EIGHT-HOUR LAW.
_Next on the programme was the con
sideration of the bearing of the new eight
hour law passed at the last session of
Congress, and the advisabilit of securing
an official opinion from the nited States
Attorney-General upon the relationship
of the law to the contractor in the build
ing trades. After discussing the subject
the secretary was instructed to secure an
opinion from the United States Attorney
General as to the working of the law
and as to the extent of its operation, a
case being cited, for example, of a con
tractor, who was also the owner of a stone
quarry, _who had entered into a contract
to furnish stone for Government work.
The men at the quarry worked nine hoursper
dafv,
and in the course of work the

stock or the Government was quarriedin conjunction with that for other jobs;
the question being, Would the contractor
be compelled under the law to hire a
gang of men to

_

work eight hours for the
purpose of getting out the stone for the
Government, or, the quarrying of the
Government stone being incidental to the
work of the quarry, would the men all be
required to work only eight hours while
the Government contract was being
filled? Opinions were desired on other
cases of similar nature.
The consideration of the advisability of
making an effort to secure a Con ess of
Builders in connection with the orld'sFair Auxiliary resulted in a vote that no
steps b

e taken in the matter. During the
discussion of the subject Mr. Gindele of
Chicago, on behalf of the Builders‘ and
Traders’ Exchange of that city, extended
an invitatiou_to the National Associationto hold its mid-year meeting for 1893 in
Chicago during the time that the World’s
Fair would be open. The invitation was
received and ordered referred to the as
sociation at the St. Louis convention for
action, and the secretary instructed to
return the thanks of the board to the
Chicago Exchange for its invitation.
The advisability of preparing a standard
form o

f organization to be recommended
to builders’ exchanges was referred to
the Legislative Committee with instruc
tions to report at the next convention.

REVISION 0F CONSTITUTION.
The last subject on the programme was
the adVisability of suggesting a revisionof the constitution, and if so, what? The
question was very careful] discussed
suggested changes in artic es IV., VII:
and 1X. being presented by the director
from Philadelphia. After thoroughly
gomg over the matter, it was decided to
instruct the secretary to request all filial
bodies t0~prepare and submit such sug
gestions, it any, as they may have to offerin reVision of the constitution in time for
reference to the Legislative Committee60 days before the coming convention.The secretary was also instructed to
secure reports from all committees in
time to be printed and distributed to the

53:1
exchanges before the next conven

P. J. McGuire, Secrets of the United
Brotherhood of Carpentgs and Joinersof the United States. requested the privilege of dehvering an address bdore the
St, Louis convention on the relation
ship o

_f

employers and workmen. Mr.
McGiiii-es request was referred to the
Executive Committee for action. Mr.
Carpenter of Louisville presented the
followmg resolution, which was presented

to the association at the fourth convention in St. Paul, but upon which no action
was taken at that time :

Resolved, That the National Associationof Builders recommendto its affiliated bodies,
that, when any difficulties or disa cements
arise betweenarchitects and themseves relative Violations of rules, such afilliated body

2:13;]magietgaltfly
notify
lthe
National Secre

. s a as 8 iv as ible t'

all affiliated bodies,thigh theiigsssecreilaorilg
not to make any estimatesor interferewiththe matter in question until the same is re
portedassettledby thebody from which such
dlmculty or disagreementoriginated.

Resolved, That the above be referred to
the
proper

committeeto report at the next an
nua meeting.

The above was referred to the Commit
tee on Resolutions.
Several filial bodies having made re
quest for visits from the secretary, the
matter was laid before the directors, who
authorized the secretary to make such
visits as were deemed necessary.
The following resolutions presented by
Mr. Tippett of Cincinnati were unani
mously adopted :

Resolvrd, That the thanks of the National
Association of Builders are heartily tendered
to the Builders’ Exchange of Indianapolis for
thewhole-souledand fraternalmannerin which
its membershavegreetedand entertainedthe
delegatesto its mid-year meeting of officers
and directors; and further
Resolved,That wewill carry with us to our
different exchanges a greater amount of en
thusiasmin thework of the National Associa
tion, which has been so ably assistedby the
courteousattention of our Indianopolis breth
ren
With the unanimous passage of these
resolutions the business of the mid-year
meeting for 1892ended.

ENTERTAINMENT.

The entertainment offered by the In
dianapolis builders to their visitors was
of the most cordial kind, and such times
as were not occupied by the business of
the meeting were devoted to visiting
points of interest in the cit and to en
Joying the generous hospitality so warmly
extended. Monday night, October
17, a banquet at the new Denison Hotel
was tendered to the officers and directors
by the exchange. and proved a most de
lightful affair. The room and tables were
beautifully decorated with flowers and
plants. and the menu was of the finest
that could be provided, the builders doing
full justice to the tempting results of the
caterer’s art. Orchestral music enlivened
the evening until cigars were lighted and
the toastmaster, J. C. Adams, rapped for
silence. Each of the ex-presidents, except
Mr. Prussing of Chicago, who was un
avoidably absent, responded to a toast,
Stacy Reeves of Philadelphia speaking
for Mr. Scribner, who was compelled to
withdraw on account of illness. There
were several other speakers. including
the National Secretary, and the evening
was thoroughly enjoyed by all. which
fact was in no small degree attributable
to the happy manner in which Mr.
Adams essayed the duties of toastmaster.
On Tuesday evening after the ad 'ourn
ment of the meeting, those of the irect
ors who were members of the Committee
on Uniform Contract immediately left
for Chicago,where a meeting of the Joint
Committee of the American Institute of
Architects and the National Association
of Builders was called for Wednesday.
October 19. The majority of the rest of
the directors followed more leisurely, ar
riving in Chicago in time for the festivities
attendin the dedication of the World’s
Fair bui dings. The members of the
Builders‘ and Traders’ Exchange of Chi
cago did everything in their power to
afford the visiting builders every facility
for seeing all that was to be seenat a time

wblien
such service was particularly valu

a e.

“ Missionary Work.”
The first visit of the National Secretary
during his recent trip through the West
was to the Builders and Traders’ Ex
change of Omaha. An evening meeting
was arranged for the hearing ofa “ talk ”
by the secretary and a large attendance
was secured. The exchange had pro
vided an elaborate dinner, which was
served in the rooms at 8.30 o’clock p.m.
After the various courses had been sat
isfactorily discussed, President N. B.
Hussey madea few introductory remarks
and was followed by the secretary. who
spoke at considerable length upon the

possibilities
of organization. and particu—

erly
in relation to the benefits inherent

int eform advocated b
y the National

Association. A builders exchange com
prehends the entire ground occupied by

building interests, and is capable, with
proper direction and administration. of
proving itself of incalculable value to the
fraternity. The secretary dwelt upon
each of the more prominent functions of
an exchange, giving practical examples
that have demonstrated the wisdom of
the course and methods recommended by
the National Association. After the sec
retary had finished his talk, several of
the members asked him questions and
some time was spent in replies, so that it

was a late hour before the meeting ended.
The Omaha Exchange has made remark
able progress since the secretary’s last
visit, both as regards the number of
members and the eflicacy of the organi
zation.
From Omaha the secretary went to St.
Louis, and there also he found a marked
improvement. The new rooms now occu
pied by the exchange are much more con
venient in location and arrangement than
the ones formerly occupied, and the mem
bership has greatly increased since his
last visit. The secretary congratulated
the members upon the improvement
made and the progression thus indicated.
and hoped that the change would only be
a step toward securing a home of its own
by the exchange. During an address de
livered to the members at a well-attended
meeting the secretary covered the ground
taken by the National Association in its
relationship to the filial bodies, and took
occasion to caution the St. Louis builders
not to attempt to elaborate a rogramme
for the entertainment of the elegates to
the convention in February. The con
ventions are first for business, and the
entertainment should be only incidental.
From St. Louis the secretary proceeded
to Cincinnati, where he was met by ex
President John S. Stevens of Philadel hia,
who assisted at a special meeting 0 the
exchange in its new rooms, adding his con
gratulations to those of the secretary on
the marked improvement which the new
uarters indicated. The attendance at

t e meetin was large and the interest
of the mem rs was maintained through
out. The secretary’s address embraced
the needs and advantages of a build
ers’ exchange and the benefits of the
National Association and organization
generally. Mr. Stevens spoke on the
possibilities of an exchange, using
the Philadelphia Exchange as an ex
ample. The next day Mr. Stevens and
the secretary were asked to attend a
meeting of the Real Estate Exchange and
to
gresent

their views on the advantages
an importance of such organizations
owning buildings of their own, in fur
therance of a project to have the two
bodies take the matter up together, and
secure a home for both under one roof.
A favorable impression was made, the
members of the Real Estate Exchange
apparently appreciating the wisdom of
such a course. It is probable that before
another year has passed the Builders' Ex
change will have secured a home of its
own, either alone or in conjunction with
the Real Estate Exchange.
Notwithstanding the indications of
regress a areut in the exchanges vis
ited, the ational Secretary is greatly
impressed with the necessity for per
sistent and unceasing endeavor in order
to secure for the builder the adoption of
the improved conditions and better
methods which are needed.

The Uniform Contract.
The Joint Committee on Uniform Cons
tract of the American Institute of Archi
tects and the National Association of
Builders met in Chicago on October 19,
and after prolonged consideration ado ted
a number of changes in the form w ich
will materially shorten it and also
greatly improve it as a document.
When the committee finished its labors
the new form was considered adopted,
but it has been deemed best to make
several minor chan es that will assist
in the perfection of l e form, which will
probably be ready for issue before the
first of the year.
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CIRCLE
CONSTRUCTING THE CENTER FOR A HALF
CIRCLE ARCH IN A CIRCULAR WALL, THE
JAMES RADIATING FROM THE CENTER OF
THE TOWER.

CORRESPONDENT writing from a
prominent city in the Empire State
asks for a method of constructing a

center for a half circle arch in a circular
wall, the jambs to radiate from the cen
ter of the tower. He desires a strong
center to carry a heavy arch. and states
that although the same question has come

up
before he has failed to discover the ex

p anation of it. For the benefit of this cor
respondent as well as of other readers who
may be interested, we present the follow

inside face. Let F V be the face of one
jamb and F X the other. Along the face
of the openings mark the thickness of the
staves, as shown at C G, Fig. 1. Then
0 0 will be the length of the rib B. Draw
L K M indefinitely, and at O and 0 erect
erpendiculars cutting L M for the chord
ine. Now from K as center and R 0 as
radius describe the line of the rib. Let
XI and XII be the ribs with a joint at S,
and add on about 2 inches of straight
below the chord line. Take a piece, as
shown at XX, and nail across the joint,
and at the chord take a strip about 5
inches wide and secure the lower ends.
Now the ends of the ribs are on a level to
fit to the wall, but the crown being level

ON CIRCLE.
shown. Now, from 7' 6’ 5' to 0' draw
horizontal lines terminating at the per
pendicular 8 9. From 8, as center, de
scribe the several curves terminating at 8
17; draw the straight lines as shown.
Now, from the various divisions in the
curve of plan, as a b, Fig. 1, draw the
horizontal lines, as shown at 2 4 of Fig.
4. Draw all the lines to make the inter
sections and then trace the curve.
We will now give a more expeditious
way to line of! the end. Having built the
drum with the staves running well over
the outer rib, set the drum over the plan
and square up from 0, 1, 2, 3, and so on,
of Fig. 1, marking across the end of the
staves and then back over the face a short

Fla-5
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Circle on Circle.—-Conslrwcting Center for a.Half Circle Arch in Circular Wall, the Jambs Radiating from Center of Tower.

ing solution of the roblem furnished by
J. V. H. Secor, wel known among his
associates in and about this city as a
mechanical draftsmau of high attain
ments :

We are not told whether the crown is

to splay the same as the sides, or if it

is to be level, but we will endeavor to
answer, assuming that the two ways men
tioned are to be considered, the question.
The first roblem will be one with a level
crown. or the diameter of the tower
take, say, 12 feet, and for the opening at
the outer edge of the wall 4 feet, these
giving a radius of 6 feet, while the arch
will be 2 feet high. The thickness of the
material must be considered, and in this
case we will use llg-inch lumber for both
the ribs and the staves. Referring to
Fig. 1

.

from F as center, with 6 feet as
the radius to the outer face of the wall,
and 16 inches for the wall, draw the

the edge of the rib must be worked
until it comes to nothing at the crown.
Fig. 5 shows a section of the end bevel,‘
drawn a trifle less than half full size. The
inside rib, Fig. 8

,

will be worked in the
same way, excepting that the center will
be raised so that W Y will be the same
hight as K S of Fig. 2. Take P for the
chord line, and P O and Q for the
straight. This will be at together the
same as the other rib. o draw the side
elevation of the center, Fig. 4

,

proceed as
follows: At any convenient place draw
1011, letting 11 12 equal the hight of
the arch ; parallel to 10 11 draw 12 15.
Draw the diagonal line 1012. This is the
spring line and all the staves must radi
ate from the summit at 12. The triangle
10 13 14 is a level surface. From the
face of the rib B, Fig. 1

,

erect any num
ber of perpendiculars, as 7

,

7', 6. 6,’ &c.,
cutting the [upper face of the staves, as

distance. transferring the distance as
taken from the plan, and mark on the face
of the drum from the rib line. Then
bend a flexible strip and mark the curve ;

then saw the ends off and dress down the
projecting angles. and it will be com
em 1p

l

. '

We will now construct a center, with
the head splayed the same as the side
jambs, taking the same radius and o n
ing as that of

Fi%.‘

1
. This we will i lus

trate by Fig. 6
.

min A as center all the
lines must radiate to the outer line of the
wall at the crossing of the rib, as at 1

,
2
,

3
,
4
,
5
.

Erect perpendiculars cutting the
line of arch at a, b

, c, d
,

e. From J as
center draw the several lines as e, :v, x, 5

'

and c, x, 3', and all other points in like
manner. Now fromE of Fig. 7 as center
draw the radial lines through the points
5’, 4', 3'. 2

‘ 1‘, 0'. Now from the radial
pomts in plan as shown draw lines par
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allel to the face of the rib, which will
establish points through which the curve
is to be drawn, as 8 in plan, Fig. 6, to 9
in elevation of the center, Fig. 7. The
same plan may be adopted to obtain the
curve on the face of the staves, as was
described, as a more expeditious way.
Section 0 represents the two arches,
showing the line to which to level the
edge of the rib. Now, if it should be re
quired that the two outer arches must be
of one hight at the line of the walls, Figs.
1 and 6, then it is evident that these re—
quirements are not met. Now we will
look at Fig. 7 and see the hight of the
arch. From 0 to the outer line of arch is
4 inches ; then the incline E 0' H. reach
ing out that 4 inches, has raised the arch
1y inches, as shown at H X.
We will now construct a center that
will conform to the above conditions,
taking the hight of the small arch as the
standard. From 0', Fig. 7, draw 0' H.
From H draw through G, extended, and
establishing a new point at F : then F G
will be the splay for the head, while the
sides remain at E G. Now look at Fig. 8
and see it in a difierent light. Erect the
erpendicular A B. From A as center
and 18 19 of section C, Fig. 6, as the
radius, describe the semicircle L H M.
Let A S equal 0 X of Fig. 6, and erect
the perpendicular S G. Let S I equal the
hight of the arch 18 20 of Fig. 6. From
I set off to D 4 inches, and from D draw
through H extended to G. From J drawJ K ; then K A is the hight we must make
the rib. Now as the o ening remains the
same, but the hight is Il‘owered 1 2 inches,
the arch will be an ellipse of w ich X X
are the foci. Let F 0 and G Q be the
thickness of the rib ; then 0 P is the bevel
for the end of the rib. and Q R will be
the bevel for the top. Now if the ribs be
set in place and a line drawn from the
summit it will reach out to G. If at any
placev between the end and the center
there be a line drawn, it will come some
where between the points G F of Fig. 8,
or E F of sections A and B. We will now
see how this works. From B in

plan,
Fig.

6, draw B I f, the distance f bein
equal to G F of Fig. 8. ConnectA and .
From 1 28456in plan draw kji'
h g. Now if we make the connection
from these points to the line E F, it will
give the several points from which a line
would touch, as i' m. At any place

ado?the line F 6' draw the triangle D E ,
and draw the quarter ellipse. Let 11 12
13 1415 equal 12 8 4 6 of fig. 6, and
draw lines cuttin the curve as shown.
From the intersections in the curve draw
parallel lines to E D 6’ as in 16n. From
1n.draw through n extended to 17. In
like manner all points can be located
through which to draw the curve.*—

A Famous 0ld Bell.

The congregation of the little colored
church at Haleyville, in Cumberland
County, N. J., will contribute an interrst
ing historical relic to the Columbian Expo
sition in the shape of the bell that has for
years called them to church. In the year
1445 the hell, it is said, hung in one of the
towers of the famous mosque at the Al
hambra. After the siege of Granada the
bell was taken away by the Spanish sol
diers and was presented to Queen Isabella,
who in turn presented itto Columbus, who
brought it to America on his fourth voy
age and presented it to a community of
Spanish monks, who placed it in the
Cathedral of Carthagena on the island of
New Granada. In 1697 buecaneerslooted
Carthageua, and carried the bell aboard
the French pirate ship “ La Rochelle,” but
the ship was wrecked on the island of
St. Andreas shortly afterward, and the
wreckers secured the bell as part of their
salvage. Captain Newell of Bridgetou
puichased ii and brought it to this country
and presented it'to the colored congrega
tion of the Haieyville church. The bell
weighs 64 pounds and is of fine metal.

Church Towers and Spires.

English and French spires have eight
angles, generally, says the London Stand
ard. On Caldy Island, Peinbrokeshire,
there is one with six. Some very old
spires. like those at Tournai Cathedral,
in Belgium, and Valladolid, in S ain, are
four-sided ; while at Verona, at iacenza
and elsewhere in Italy there are circular
or conical ones, shaped like an extin
guisher. Towers vary in form as much
as spires. The great majority, of course,
are square. Octagonal ones are also nu
merous. Two of those at Ely Cathedral
are ten sided, and the Golden Tower at
Seville has 12sides. In Norfolk and Suf
folk round towers are common. The rea
son for this is supposed to have been the
scarcity of freestone. The walls were
built of flints, which were plentiful
enough; but at every corner quoins of
dressed stone were necessary. There
was, therefore, much to be saved by
adopting a plan which had no corners,
and needed no quoin stones.
Round towers, however, have been built
where this motive could not have existed,
and one of the most noted, though not the
most beautiful, of all such structures. the
leaning tower at Pisa, is circular. On a
smaller scale, for example, in turrets, the
circular shape is often very pleasing.
This can hardly be said of the triangular
one, and yet at Maldon, in Essex, there is
a three-cornered belfry tower of consid
erable dimensions. This last is oneof the
oddities of tower design. Of these there
are many. The strangely twisted spire
of Chesterfield Church, which, from some
points of view, looks as if it were in the
very act of falling, cannot perhaps be
fairly classed among them. It is odd
enough beyond all question, but its oddity
was probably undesigned. It is built of
wood, and not of stone, and the twisting
seems to result from the

prolonged
action

of sun and wind on bad y seasoned tim
ber. The spire of St. Michael’s, Lewes,
which is of similar materials, is similarly
twisted, though in a less degree. The
Church of Our Saviour, at Copenh en,
has a curious s iral staircase win ing
round and roun on the outside of the
s ire. The Round Tower in the same
city has no staircase at all. In place of
one there is a paved roadway inside it,
turning round and round an inner circle,
and thus rising at a gentle slope till it
reaches the top. Horses and carriages,
even, have at times made the ascent.
Of fantastic ugliness in tower forms,
we are not without examples in London,
The misshapen obelisk, for instance.
which serves as the tower of St. Luke’s,
Hoxton, might have been decided on by a
committee chosen from the neighboring
madhouse. A church just on the north
of the railway between London Bridge
and Bermondsey is not much better.
Where St. Lukes has an obelisk, it has
one enormous column. We are ha pily
free, in this country, from the bu bous
excrescenceswhich deform somany build
ings in Holland and North Germany.
There the tulip mania seems to have
made its way even into church building,
and roofs shaped like magnified tulip
roots often take the place of spires. Some

‘times there are
several, one above the

other, as, for example, in the great church
of Middleburg. But even this was out
done in Russia. In the Kremlin, at Mos
cow, stands what is robably the oddest
of all architectural dities. This is the
Church of Vasili Blagennoi. It is like no
other church on earth, and almost inde
scribable. If it suggests anything, it is
a gigantic cruet stand. Nine pol gonal
towers stand round aloftier centr spire,
like the cruets round the handle. But
this is not the whole of the resemblance.
Each polygonal tower has a bulb-shaped
top, forcibly recalling a familiar type of
stopper. To complete the suggestion,
every tower, and still more, every top,
is covered over with just such project
ing patterns as the glasscuttgrunost af
fects. There are ribs, and lozenges, and
pyramid ornaments;

twisted surface, another a diapered one,
and another is embossed in squares.
Théophile Gautier compares the building
to a stalactite grotto turned upside down.
But the comparison is much too poetical.
The aflinities of the desi n are not with
nature, but with art; an with precisely
that sort of art which is turned out
wholesale by a prosperous town in the
Midland Counties.
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